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PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION.

In the present edition, the statutory changes, additions 
and amendments made to the Code and to the Canada 
Evidence Act since they came into force (including the pro
visions of the Amending Acts of 1900 and 1901), have been 
incorporated in and added to the sections affected thereby.

Many of the comments and annotations of the first 
edition have been revised and amplified, the cases and au
thorities,—English, Canadian and American,—relating to the 
subjects thereof having been brought down to the present 
date.

Some of the subjects which have thus received special 
attention are Capacity for Crime, Compulsion, Necessity, 
Insanity, Execution of Warrants and Sentences, Suppression 
of Riots, Self-Defence, Defence of dwelling-house, Chatise- 
ment, Excess, Parties to Offences, Criminal Liability of 
Masters tor Acts of Servants, Treason, Levying War, Riots, 
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Prize Fights, Sedition, Perjury, 
Escapes and Rescues, Sunday Observance, Indecent Acts, 
Obscene Publications, Seduction, Gaming, Betting, Lotteries, 
Vagrancy, Criminal Negligence, Murder, Manslaughter, Cir
cumstantial Evidence, Indecent Assaults, Kidnapping, Un
lawful Imprisonment, Rape, Abortion, Bigamy, Polygamy, 
Abduction, Libel, Theft, Receiving Stolen Goods, False Pre-
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tences, Fraud, Conspiracy, Threats, Forgery, Fraudulent 
Marking of Merchandise, Personation, Mischief, Cruelty to 
Animals, Intimidation, Extent of Criminal Law of Canada, 
Separate Custody and Trial of Young Offenders, Industrial 
Schools and Reformatories, Search Warrants, Service of 
Summons, Preliminary Enquiries, Coroners. Dying Declara
tions, Accomplices, Indictments and objections thereto, Cri
minal Proceedings against Corporations, Preferring Indict* 
ments, Change of Venue, Arraignment, Trial, Postponement 
of Trial, Juries, Challenges, Evidence under Commission, 
Depositions of Sick Witnesses, Evidence of other Crimes, 
Appeals, (including Appeals from Summary Convictions), 
Speedy Trials, Summary Trials of Indictable Offences, Sum
mary Convictions, Certiorari, Habeas Corpus, and the 
General Law of Criminal Evidence.

The statutes relating to the Identification of Criminals 
and to the Granting of Tickets of Leave to Penitentiary and 
Prison Convicts are set out in their proper places ; while 
appropriate extracts from and references to provincial 
statutes affecting the Criminal Law and the administration 
of Criminal justice have been made and annotated ; and 
some of the penal clauses of the Customs Art, of the Inland 
Revenue Act, of the Banking Act, and of the Dominion Elec
tions Act, 1900, as well as all the important sections of the 
Adulteration Acts have been introduced and annotated.

In Extra Appendices, at the end of the book, will be 
found the Imperial Criminal Evidence Act, the Foreign En
listment Act, the Canadian Interpretation Act Amendment Act, 
the Victoria Dag Act, the Demise of the Crown Acts, the Alien 
Labor Act (as amended to date), the Yukon Territory Acts, 
and the Canadian Fugitive Offenders' Act and Extradition 
Acts, with a list of extradition treaties between Great
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Britain and foreign countries and references to certain special 
treaties, etc.,which provide for the transfer to British terri
tory, for purposes of trial, of any British subject, who, after 
having committed a criminal offence within the limits of the 
British Empire, has escaped to and is found in certain of the 
territories of a foreign State with which there is any such 
special treaty, etc., such, for instance, as the Dominions of 
the Turkish Empire, of China, of Japan, of Corea ajid of 
Siam ; which treaties, etc., have the effect of extending, as to 
British subjects, the provisions of the Fugitive Offenders' Art 
to certain places beyond the limits of the British Empire.

To make room tor the additional matter above referred 
to, without materially increasing the bulk of the work as a 
whole, the Parliamentary Debates inserted at the end of the 
first edition have been eliminated from the present edition. 
These debates were never intended to serve as authority ; 
but were included in the first edition, because it was thought 
that, while the Code was new, they might be considered 
useful in elucidating some of the subjects debated by the 
Parliamentary Committee which discussed the sections of the 
Code before being passed into law.

The Tables of Offences, (indictable and non-indictable), 
of their respective punishments, and of the tribunals by which 
they are triable, are placed, as in the first edition, at the end 
of the different Titles which relate to them ; but, with regard 
to the list of limitations of time for prosecuting offences and 
with reference to the forms of indictment, (with statements of 
offences), a change has been made by placing this list and 
these forms all together at the end of the first division of the 
work.

J. C.

Montreal, 1st July 1901.
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PREFACE

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The present edition of the Criminal Code of Canada 
is designed to give a full general view of our criminal law 
and criminal procedure, and to he of practical use to Judges, 
Magistrates, Crown Officers, Lawyers, and others concerned 
in the administration of Justice. To this end, appropriate 
references to and extracts from the leading English, Cana
dian and American authors and reports, Imperial and Cana
dian Statutes, ami the English Draft Code with the Report 
of the Royal Commissioners thereon, have been made, in 
the preparation of the notes and comments ; many of the 
different sections of the Code itself are compared and col
lated ; forms of indictment, tables of offences, indictable and 
non-indictable, and lists of the limitations of time for prose
cuting offences, are placed at the end ot the different Titles 
to which they respectively relate ; the full text of the Canada 
Evidence Act 1893, is placed after the sections of the Code 
relating to procedure ; and, at the end of the book, there is 
an extra appendix containing the Extradition Act, the Extra
dition Convention of 1889-90 with the United States, the Fugi
tive Offenders' Act, and the House ot Commons Debates, of 
1892, on the Code.

J. C.

Montreal, 18 Nov. 1893
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AMENDMENTS
Not incwjwraled in the hod y of this Edition.

Lotteries.—Section 2 of the Criminal Code Amendment Act, 
1901, (1 Edw. VII, c. 42) amende section 205 of the Criminal Code 
by substituting for subsection 6 thereof, as enacted by chapter 46 
of the Statutes of 1900, the following:--

“ 6. This section does not apply to —
(а) the division by Jot or chance of any property by joint te

nants, or tenants in common, or persons having joint intere-ts 
(droits indivis) in any such property ; or —

(б) raffles for prizes of small value at any bazaar held for any 
charitable or religious object, if permission to hold the same has 
been obtained from the city or other municipal council, or from 
the mayor, reeve, or other chief officer of the city, town or other 
municipality, wherein such bazaar is held, and the articles raffled 
for thereat have first been offered for sale and none of them are 
of a value exceeding fifty dollars. ”

Note. — Subsection 6 of section 205 of the Criminal Code, — 
as it stood originally,—contained, besides sub paragraphs (a) and 
(6), two other sub paragraphs (<•) and (d) relating, as to one of 
them, to the “ distribution by lot among the memlwrs or ticket 
holders of any incorporated society established for the encoura
gement of art, of any paintings, drawings or other work of art pro
duced by the labour of the members of, or published by or under 
tlie direction of, such incorporated society ; ” and relating, as to 
the other of them, to “ the Credit Foncier du Bas-Canada ” and 
to “ the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien. ” But both these sub- 
paragraphs have been struck out, — one by the Criminal Code 
Amendment Act, 1900, and the other by the Criminal Code 
Amendment Act. 1901. So. that, as the law now stands, there 
is no exemption in favor of distributions by lot among members 
of art societies, nor in favor of the Credit Foncier du Bas-Canada 
nor the Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien.

Cattle Frauds.. — Section 2 of the Criminal Code Amendment 
Act 1901 amends section 331a of the Criminal Code as enacted 
by chapter 46 of the statutes of 1900, by repealing the same and 
substituting the following therefor: —
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331a. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable 
to three years’ imprisonment who —

(а) without the consent of the owner thereof fraudulently 
takes, holds, keeps in his possession, conceals, receives, appro
priates, purchases or sells, or fraudulently causes or procures, or 
assists in the taking possession, concealing, appropriating, pur
chasing or selling of any cattle which are found astray; or

(б) fraudulently refuses to deliver up any such cattle to the 
proper owner thereof, or to the person in charge thereof on be
half of such owner, or authorized by such owner to receive such 
cattle; or

(c) without the consent of the owner, fraudulently, wholly or 
partially obliterates, or alters or defaces, or causes or procures to 
be obliterated, altered or defaced, any brand or mark on any cat
tle, or makes or cause's or procures to be made any false or coun
terfeit brand or mark on any cattle. ”

Imprisonment in Penitentiary, etc. — Section 2 of the Crimi
nal Code Amendment Act, 1901, amends section 955 of the Cri
minal Code by inserting at the end of subsection 2 thereof the fol
lowing paragraph : —

“ (6) In the Province of Manitoba any one sentenced to impri- 
prisonment for such a term may be sentenced to imprisonment in 
any one of the common gaols in that Province unless a special 
prison is prescribed by law. ”

Note.—All the other amendments made to the Code by the 1 
Edw. VII- e. 42. will be found incorporated in the sections to 
which they relate. (Sec sections 707a, 714a, and 801, post.)



INTRODUCTION.

Basis of the Code. — The Criminal Code of Canada, before 
being passed into law, was submitted to and carefully considered 
and revised by legal experts selected from and forming a Joint 
Committee of the two Houses of Parliament, and was also criti
cally examined and fully discussed in each House by a Com
mittee of the whole. It is founded upon the English Draft Code 
of 1880, on Stephen’s Digest of the Criminal Law of England, on 
Burbridge’s Digest of the Canadian Criminal Law, and upon Ca
nadian Statutes. It is a codification of both the common and the 
statutory law relating to criminal matters and criminal procedure; 
but, while it aims at superseding the staturory law, it does not 
abrogate the rules of the common law. These are retained, and 
will be available, whenever necessary, to aid and explain tli|e ex
press provisions of the Code and of such statutes as remain un
repealed, or to supply any possible omissions, or to meet any new 
combination of circumstances that may arise; so that, in this res
pect, all that elasticity which is claimed for the Common law rules 
and principles of the old system is preserved for the system esta
blished by the Code.

Codification. — hi the Report of the Royal Commissioners ap
pointed to consider the provisions of the English Draft Code, the 
following general remarks are to be found with reference to co
dification : —

“The question whether the reduction of the criminal law of En
gland, written and unwritten, into one code is either desirable or 
practicable is one which has been much considered. In 1833, 183(1, 
and 1837, three different commissions were issued, under which 
pight Reports weire made. In 1845, a fourth commission was 
issued, under which five Reports were made. In the fourth re
port of the Commissioners of 1845 is a draft of a Bill for conso
lidating, into one statute, the written and unwritten law relating 
to the definitions of crimes and punishments. This Bill was in-
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treduced into the House of Lords, in 1348, by Lord Brougham, 
but was not further proceeded with.

“In 1852, Lord St. Leonards, thon Cliancellor, took up tin- 
matter, and gave directions for preparing separate Bills for t'm 
codification of the criminal law on separate subjects. One Bill, 
for the codification of the law as to offences against the person, 
was accordingly prepared, and was introduced in tlip House of 
Lords, by Lord St. Leonards, and referred to a Select Committee 
comprising (amongst others) Lords Lynd hurst, Brougham, 
Campbell, Truro, and Qranworth. That Select Committee con
sidered the Bill, and made many amendments in it, but had not 
completely revised it when, on the change of government, the 
matter dropped.

“ In 1853, the consideration of the subject was resumed, and 
Lord ('ranworth (then Chancellor) sent a copy of the Bill, as 
amended by the Selcet Committee, to the Judges, requesting thpir 
opinions on it. Tlifese opinions were unfavorable; and the Chan
cellor theren]H>n requested and received, in answer to the criti
cisms of the Judges, a memorandum, from Messrs, (ireaves and 
Lonsdale, the gentlemen who had prepared the Bill.

“ These papers were laid before the House of Lords, and are I In- 
Sessional Papers No. 11) and No. 180 of 1854.

“The plan of codification was abandoned hv Lord Cranworth; 
but eight Bills were prepared under his directions, and. after 
much consideration, nine other Bills were prepared in 1856.

“ Of these last, seven became, with some alterations, the Acts 
well known as Greaves’ Criminal Consolidation Acts. 24 and 25 
Viet., ce. 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99 and 100, These Acts have, un
doubtedly, worked very well, and there have been few difficulties 
as to the interpretation of their clauses; but they make no attempt, 
at codification. For example, c. 100, sec. 1 enacts that whosoever 
is convicted of murder shall suffer death, but leaves it to the com
mon law to say what is murder; and sec. 20 enacts that whosoever 
shall! unlawfully wound shall be liable to penal servitude, but leaves 
it to the common law to say under what circumstances wounding 
is not unlawful.

u The Reports above mentioned contain a great deal of very 
valuable information. We have consulted and referred to them; 
and though we dare not say we have considered everything of 
value to be found in such an immense mass of printed matter, we 
hope that nothing very material has escaped our notice.
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“ We have also considered, with care, Lord St. Leonards’ Bill as 
amended by the Select Committee, and the criticisms of the judges 
as found in the Sessional Papers of 1854. These criticisms (many 
of which were unsubstantial and needlessly refined) may be taken 
to shew that to frame a code properly is a very difficult task ; bul 
we do not think they, by any means, justify the conclusion that 
the undertaking is impracticable.

“ We deem it expedient to make an attempt to remove certain 
misconceptions, relating to codification, which we have reason to 
believe affect the judgment formed by many |>ersons upon the pos
sibility and the utility of the undertaking. These misconceptions 
seem to us to originate in a wrong estimate of what can be and is 
proposed to be effected by codification.

“ It is assumed that the object of the process is to reduce to 
writing the whole of the law upon a given subject in such a man
ner, that, when the code becomes law, every legal question which 
can arise upon the subject with which it deals will be provided for 
by its express language. When any particular attempt at codifi
cation is judged by this standard, it is easy to shew that the stan
dard is not attained.

“ It is also common to argue that, even if such a standard were 
attained, the result would not be beneficial, as it would deprive the 
law of its ‘ elasticity, ’ by which is understood the power which the 
(’ourts of Justice are said to possess of adjusting the law to chang
ing circumstances bv their decisions en particular cases. It is said 
that the law of this country is in a state of continual development : 
that judicial decisions make it more and more precise and definite 
by settling questions previously undetermined : and that tin* re
sult is to adjust the law to the existing habits and wants of the 
country. To this process it is said that codification, so far as it 
goes, would put an end, and that the result would be to substitute 
a fixed inelastic system for one which possesses the power of ad
justment to circumstances.

“ It appears to us that these observations may be answered by 
pointing out the object and limits of codification, and by examining 
the real nature of the change which codification would produce.

“ In the first place, it must be observed that codification merely 
means the reduction of the existing law to an orderly written sys
tem freed from the needless technicalities, obscurities, and other 
defects which the experience of its administration has disclosed,
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The process must be gradual. Not only must particular branches 
of the law be dealt with separately, but each separate measure in
tended to codify any particular branch must of necessity be more 
or less incomplete. No one great department of law is absolutely 
unconnected with any other. For instance, bigamy is a crime, but, 
in order to know whether a person has committed bigamy, it is ne- 
c(issary to know whether his first m irriage was valid. Thus, the 
definition of the crime of bigamy cannot l>e completely understood 
by any one who is unacquainted with the law relating to marriage. 
The definition of theft, again, involves a knowledge of the law re
lating to property, and this connects itself with the law of contra t 
and many other subjects.

“ There are, moreover, principles, underlying every branch of 
the law, which it would be impracticable to introduce into a Code 
dealing with a particular branch only. The principles which re
gulate the construction of statutes supply an illustration 'of this. 
A criminal code must, of course, bo construed like any other Act 
ol' Parliament, but it would Ik* incongruous to embody in a crû mi
nai code the.general rules for the construction of statutes, even if 
it were considered desirable to reduce them to a definite form.

“ It is, however, easy to exaggerate the degree of this incom
pleteness. Practically, the great leading branches of the law arc 
to a great extent distinct from each other; and there is probably 
no department which is so nearly complete in itself as the Crimi
nal Law\ The experience of several foreign countries and of Bri
tish India has proved that the law relating to crimes is capable of 
being reduced to writing in such a manner as to be highly useful. 
Indeed, a very large and important part of the criminal law of this 
country is already reduced to writing, in statutes, and, in parti
cular, that portion dealt with by the Consolidation Acts of 18(51. 
And there is no distinction, in the nature of the subject, between 
the parts of the criminal law which are written and the parts 
which are not written. High treason is defined by statute, and so 
is bribery. Why should it be impossible to define murder or 
theft?

“ The unwritten portion of the criminal law includes the three 
following parts : 1., principles relating to matter of excuse and jus
tification for acts which are prima facie criminal ; 2., the defini
tions of murder, manslaughter, assault, theft, perjury, forgery, li- 
hel, unlawful assembly, riot, and some other offences of less fre-
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quent occurrence* and importance*; and 3.. certain parts of the* law 
relating to procedure. To do for these parts of the criminal law 
what has already been done for the rest of it is, no doubt, a matter 
requiring labour and care; but when ?o much of the work has been 
already done, it seems unreasonable to doubt either that the remai
ning part of the criminal law can be reduced to writing, or that, 
when it is written down and made to form one body with the parts 
already written, the whole will not be improved.

"The objection most frequently made to codification,—that, it 
would, if sneer es ful. deprive the present system of its ‘elasticity,*— 
lias, we have reason to believe, exercis'd considerable influence: 
but when it is carefully examined, it will, we think, turn out to lie 
entitled to but little, if any. weight. The manner in which the* 
law is, at present, adapted to circumstances is, first, bv legislation, 
and. secondly, by judicial decisions. Future legislation could, of 
course, be, in no degree, hampered by codification. Tt would, on 
the other band, be much facilitated by it. The objection under 
consideration applies, therefore, exclusively to the effects of co
dification on the eonrse of judicial decision. Those who consider 
that codification will deprive the common law of its ‘ elasticity ’ 
appear to think that it will hamper the judges in the exercise of 
a discretion which they arc. at present, supposed to possess in the 
decision of new eases as they arise.

"There is some apparent force in this objection, but its impor
tunée has, to say the least, been largely exaggerated, and it is. in 
our opinion, certainly not sufficient to constitute, fas some people 
regard it), a fatal objection to codification. Tn order to appreciate 
the objection, it is necessary to consider the nature of this so- 
called discretion which is attributed to the judges. Tt seems to 
be assumed that, when a judge is called on to deal with a new com
bination of circumstances, he is at liberty to decide according to 
his own views of justice and expediency; whereas, on the contrary, 
he is bound to decide in accordance with principles, already esta
blished, which he can neither disregard nor alter, whether they 
are to be found in previous judicial decisions or in books of reco
gnized authority. The consequences of this are. first, that the 
elasticity of the common law is mi ch smaller than it is often sup
posed to be: and. secondly, that, so far as a Code represents the 
effect of decided cases and established principles, it takes from the 
judges nothing which they possess at present.
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“ For example, it never could lie suggested that a ju<lge in this 
country lias any discretion, at the present day. in dvtennining 
what ingredients constitute the crime of murder, or what prin
ciples should lie applied in dealing with such a charge under any 
jiossiNe state of circumstances: and vet the common law defini
tion of murder has in its application received a remarkable 
amount of artificial interpretation. The same observation is ap- 
plicahle to every other known offence.

“ In fact, the elasticity so often spoken of as a valuable quality 
would, if it existed, he on!' mother name for uncertainty. The 
gr«*at richness of the law of England in principles and rules em
bodied in judicial decisions, no doubt, involves the consequence 
that, a code, adequately representing it. must be elaborate and da
tai let! : but such a code would not, (except perhaps in the few cases 
in which the law is obscure), limit anv discretion now p>s>essed 
by the judges. It would simply change the form of the rules by 
which they are lioimd.

“The truth is that the expression, ‘ elanlirity, * is altogether 
misused when it is applied to English law. The great characte
ristic of the law of this counry. at all events of its criminal law. 
is, that it is extremely detailed and explicit, and leaves hardly anv 
discrete to the judges. This may be shown by comparing it 
with t! law of France. The criminal law of France is founded 
upon he cade Pénal, but the decisions of the courts as to th" 
nu ig of the code, do not form binding precedents; and the re

in that the French Courts can. (within the limits proscribed 
by the words of the Code Pénal), decide* according to their own 
views of justice and ex|iediencv. In the exercise of this discretion, 
they are, of course, guided, though they arc not bound, by previous 
decisions. The result is that French criminal law under the Code 
Pénal, is infinitely more elastic than the Criminal Law of England 
is or ever has been, although the latter is founded on unwritten 
definitions and principle's. For instance, it is stated in a work of 
great authority. (Chauveau et Hélie, “ Théorie du Code Pénal. " 
III, 487-9. Edn. 18tîl), that, after holding for 27 years, that to 
kill a man in a duel did not fall within the definition of “ Aenausi
nât, ” given in the Code Pénal, the Court of Cassation decided, in 
1837, that such an act did fall within it. The authors of the work 
in question argue, at great length, that the earlier decisions wen- 
right. and ought to be followed. A comparison of the provision-
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contained in Part III of our Draft Code, (1) with tlu* provisions, 
on the same and similar subjects, in the Code Pénal, and the tier- 
man sTRAFdiiHETZBUCH (2) will show how numerous and impor
tant are the questions which these codes leave to he decide I, as 
they arise, by judges and juries. We may ohs-rve, that it is this 
generality of language, leaving so much to be supplied bv judicial 
discretion, which gives to the fore'gn Cud ’s that appearance of 
completeness which creates so much misconception as to what can 
or ought to be effected by a code for this country.

We think that the precise and explicit character of our own 
law is one of its most valuable qualities, and that one great advan
tage of codification would he that in giving the result of an im
mense amount of experience in the shape of definite rules, it would 
preserve this valuable quality.

“We do not, however, mean to assert that this particularity is 
always necessary. Wherever precise and definite proportions are 
to be conveyed, our rules for the construction of statutes, in many 
cases, prohibit the employment of general language, and require 
elaboration and detail in the structure of a Code; but where the 
principles of our law admit of any matter being left to the bo 
called discretion of the judge or jury, as the case may be, this dis
cretion can be preserved in a code by the use of general language 
An illustration is supplied by the Kx tradition Act. (fill and 31 
Viet. c. 52, s. fi), which enacts, amongst other things, that, a fu
gitive criminal shall not be surrendered if the offence in respect!of 
which his surrender is demanded is one of a political character, 
ft is obvious that the employment of the expression, ‘ an offence 
of a political character, ’ might, under circumstances easy to ima
gine, impose upon the tribunal the necessity of deciding questions 
of extreme delicacy and difficulty, towards the decision of which 
the mere words of the Legislature would contribute little or 
nothing. Another illustration may be found tin section fill of fifi 
and 34 Viet. c. 9, where a crime is referred to as ‘ of the character 
known as ayarian. ’ Numerous instances occur in the Draft Code 
in which we have thus, designedly and of necessity, employed ge
neral language. In the part on ‘ Matters of excuse and justifi-

(1) Part. Ill of the English Draft Code relates to Matters of Justifica
tion or Excuse, and corresponds with Part II of the Criminal Code <yf Can-

(2) German Penal Statutes.
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cation, ’ such expressions as the following frequently occur: * Force 
reasonably necessary for prevent in y the continuance nr renewal of a 
breach of the peace': and ‘Force not disproportion ed In h,e dan ye r 
to be apprehended from the conlintumce of the riot. ' In the provi
sion relating to provocation, we speak of ‘ an insult of such a nature 
as to deprive an ordinary person of the power of self-controlami 
many other expressions of the like kind occur in different parts of 
the Draft Code. All of them leave, and are intended to leave, a 
considerable latitude to the jury in applying the provisions of the 
Draft Code to particular states of fact. In other cases, a consi
derable amount of discretion is given to the court. Thus, for 
instance, it is declared to he a question of law whether a particular 
order given for the suppression of a riot is ‘manifestly unlawful*: 
whether the occasion of the sale, publishing, or exhibition of cer
tain classes of hook», engravings. &e. is such ‘as might be for the 
public yood* and whether there is evidence for the jury of ‘excess* 
A stain, all the provisions re’ating to libel are so drawn that wide 
latitude would be left to the jury in determining whether a given 
publication is or is not libellous.

“ We believe, upon the whole, that upon a detailed examination 
of the Draft Code, it will be found that, in respect of elasticity, it 
makes very little, if anv, change in the "xisting law. It clears up 
many doubts and remove» many technicalities, hut it neither in
creases nor diminishes, to any material extent, if at all. any dis
cretion at present vested in either Judges or Juries.

“It may be objected that section .1 of the Draft Code consti
tutes an exception to this general remark. It provides that, for 
the future, all offences shall b - prosecuted either under the Code 
or under some other statute, and no! at common law. The result 
of this provision would bo to put an end to a power attributed to 
the judges, in virtue of which they have, (it has been said), decla
red acts to be offences at common law, although no such declara
tion was made before. And it is indeed the withdrawal of this sup
posed power of the judge to which the argument of want of elas
ticity is mainly addressed.

“ It is worth while to give instances of the manner in which at 
different times this doctrine has lx*on put forward and acted U|mhi. 
Of the weakness of the administration of justice in the Middle 
Ages, the impediments opposed to it by whati was then called 
maintenance, the establishment of the Court of Star Chamber pro-
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fcwedly to remedy its defects, ami the abuse* which lcd to the al»o- 
lition of tltot Court in Charles I.’e reign, it is unnecessary to speak.
It would seem, however, that in early times the courts were so 
little disused to exercise the supposed power of declaring new of
fences that perjury by a witness was never treated as an offence, 
(except under certain statutes of Henry VIII and Elizabeth), till 
it was declared to be one by the Court of Star Chamlier.

“After the Best oration, the Court of King's Bench took U|sm 
itself some of the functions of the Star Chamber. In the well 
known case of Sir Charles Sedley. for instance, who conducted 
himself in public with grow indeed v, the justices told him that 
notwithstanding there was not then anv Star Chamlier, yet they 
would have him know that the Court of King's Bench was the 
ru*tos tnorum of all the King's subjects (IT St. Tri. 155)'. (3) In 
the case of Edmund Card, who was prosecuted for publishing obs
cene libels in 1727, the court seems to have proceeded upon a simi
lar principle, and the same course appears also to have been taken 
in several instances upon the prosecution of blasphemous libels. 
The principle was stated in very wide terms in discussions upon the 
law of copyright, first by Mr. Justice Willes, (l,ord Mansfield* col
league), and afterwards by Ix>rd Chief Baron Pollock. Mr. Justice 
Willes spoke of justice, moral fitness, and public convenience 
which when applied to a new subject make common law without 
a precedent, (Millar v. Taylor, 4 Burr. 2312), (4) Lord Chief Ba
ron Pollock, many years afterwards, referring to this passage, ob
served. ‘I entirely agree with the spirit of this passage so far as 
it regards the repressing what is a public evil, and preventing 
what would become a public mischief.’ (Jeffery* v. Booeey, 4 11. 
L. C., 936) (6).

u Though the existence of this power as inherent in the judges 
has been asserte 1 by several high authorities for a great length 
of time, we do not think that any attempt would In- made to ex
ercise it at the present day; and any such attempt would l>e re
ceived with great opposition and would place the Bench in an in
vidious position.

“ In by-gone ages, when legislation was scanty and rare, tin* 
powers referred to may have been useful ami even necessary; hut

(3) Sir Charles Sedley"s Case, 17 St. Tri., 155.
(4) Millar v. Taylor, 4 Burr., 2312.
(6) .lelferya v. Itooaey, 4 U. L. 0„ 030.
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that in not the vase at the present day. Parliament is regular in 
its sittings ami active in its lalwirs; and if the protection of society 
require* the enactment of additional penal laws Parliament will 
soon supply them. If Parliament is not disposed to provide pu
nishment* for acts which are upon any ground objectionable or 
dangerou*, the presumption i* that they b-long to that «-lass of 
misconduct against which the moral feeling and good sense of 
the community are the best protection. Besides, there is every 
reason to believe that the criminal law is and for a considerable 
time lias lieen sufficiently developed to provide all the protection 
for the public peace and for the property and persons of indivi
duals which they arc likely to require under almost any cir
cumstances which can lie imagined; and this is an additional rea
son why its further development ought in our opinion to bo left 
in the hands of Parliament. If it should turn out that we have 
overlooked some common law offence, we think it better to incur 
the risk of giving a temporary immunity to the offender thin to 
leave any one liable to a prosecution for an act or omission which 
is not declared to be an offence bv the Draft Code itself or some 
other Act of Parliament.

“ But whilst we exclude from the category of indictable offences 
any culpable act or omission not provided for by this or some 
other Act of Parliament, there is another branch of the unwritten 
law which introduces different considerations, namely, tin prin
ciples which declare what circumstances amount to a justification 
or excuse for doing that which would be otherwise a crime, or at 
least would alter the quality of the crime. In the cases of ordinary 
occurrence, the decisions of the Courts and the opinions of great 
lawyers enable us to say how the principles of the law are to la- 
applied. And ,so far, the unwrith law may lie digested without 
extreme difficulty and with practical advantage, and, so far, it may 
be settled and rendered certain. In our opinion, the principles of 
the common law on such subjects, when rightly understood, ar < 
founded on sense and justice. There are a few points on which 
we venture to suggest alterations, which we shall afterwards state 
in detail. At present, we desire to state that in our opinion it is, 
if not absolutely unjiossible, at least not practicable to foresee all 
the various com 1«nations of circumstances which may happen 
but which are of so unfrequent occurrence that they have not hit
herto Ix-en tin- subji-ct of judicial consideration, although they
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might constitute a justification or excuse, and to use language at 
once so precise and clear and comprehensive as to include all eases 
that ought to he included and not to include any case that ought to 
he excluded. ”

Judicial objections to the abolition of the common law.—Al
though, a< stated by the Royal Commissioners, in the beginning of 
their remarks, above quoted, the opinions of the English Judges 
on the Bills sent to them by Lord Cranworth were unfavorable, 
it would seem, that the main objection of these judges was not di
rected so much against the principle of codification itself as against 
any such system of codification as involved the abolition of the 
common law and all its rules.

For, instance, lord chirp baron pollock said: “ The abolition 
of the common law might he productive of very*dangerous conse
quences. 1 have no such confidence in the sagacity of any man or 
any set of men as to expect that every contingency be provided for. 
Under the protection of the common law, (aided by such statutes 
as have been jiassed in furtherance of it). I know that the peace of 
society and the safety of individuals is amply provided for; but 1 
cannot feel the same security if the common law be abolished, and 
we have nothing to look to but a code. ”

Baron parks said: “In my opinion, the proposed measure. 
which is to abrogate the common law with respect to criminal offences, 
and put an end to all its rules and definitions of offence®, is a 
measure likely to produce no benefit in the administration of cri
minal justice, but decidedly the reverse. My objection to the pro
posed measure is foumhVl on the danger of confining provisions 
against crimes to enactments and repealing in this respect the 
rules of the common law, which are clear and well understood 
and have the incalculable advantage of being capable of application 
to new combinations of circumstances, perpetually occurring, 
which are decided, when they arise, by inference and analogy to 
them and upon the principles on which they rest. Whatever care be 
used in defining offences and in the language, of the proposed 
enactments, it will be impracticable to make the definitions em
brace every possible case that can arise, and consequently many 
acts which are criminal, and closely fall within the principle of the 
rulefl of the common law, w ill he dispunishable, whereas, if the 
common law is suffered to continue, it may justly and legally be 
applied tc them. ”
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And Mr. Justice Crompton said: “ I think it una dr (sable to 
l se the advantage of the power of applying the principles of the 
common law to new offences, and combinations of circumstances, 
arising from time to time, which it. is hardly possible that any co
dification, however aide and complete, should effectually antici
pate. ”

The Criminal Code of Canada does not repeal the common law.
— The clause above referred to by the Royal Commissioners as 
forming section f> of the English Draft Code, is not inserted in the 
Criminal Code of Canada : so that we thus preserve the common, 
btw not only so far as it affords a defence, (see section 7. at p. 11 
post), in cases not expressly provide! for, but also so far as it may 
afford a ground of prosecution, in cases not expressly provided 
for.

Statutory amendments to the Code and to the Canada Evidence 
Act. - Since the coming into force of the Criminal Code and of 
the Canada Evidence Act, a number of statutes have been passed 
making alterations in and additions and amendments to them. 
In the present edition, these alterations additions and amend
ments,—up to and inclusive of those made at the last session of 
the Dominion Parliament in 1901, — are incorporated in and 
added to the different sections to which they relate, — with this 
exception, that, with regard to the amendments made, in 1901, 
to sect ions 205, 1131a, and 955, they will he found on the two pages 
which immedjately preceding the present introduction.

Since the printing of the reference, made,—on page 573, post, 
—to the Canadian Alien Labor Act, that Act has been amended by 
the 1 Edw. VII. c. 13; and. in Extra Appendix 1),—set out at pp. 
1063-1065, post,—the original Alien Labor Act, (60-01 V., c. 11), 
and its amendments, (61 V.. c. 2, and 1 Edw. VIT, c. 13), will he 
found, in full.
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CRIMINAL CODE, 1892.
[55-5<> VlCT., C. 2<).\

(Amended by the 50 Vic*., c. 32, the 57-58 Vic., c. 57, 
the 58-59 Vic., c. 40, and the 03-04 Vic., c. 40)

FIRST DIVISION — CRIMINAL OFFENSES 

TITLE I.
INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS.

PART l.

PRELIMINARY.

1. Short title. — This Act may be cited for all purposes as 
The Criminal Code, 1892.

2. Commencement of Act. — This Act shall come into force 
on the first day of July, 1893.

3. Explanations of terms. — in this Act the following expres
sions have the meanings assigned to them in this section unless 
the context requires otherwise:

(<i.) The expression “ any act,” or “any other act,” in
cludes any Act passed or to be passed by the Parliament of 
Canada, or any Act passed by the legislature of the late province 
of Canada, or passed or to be passed by the legislature of any 
province of Canada, or passed by the legislature of any province 
included in Canada before it was included therein; R.S.C., c. 171. 
s. 2 (a).
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(b.) The expression “ Attornkv-General ” means the Attor
ney-General or Solicitor-General of any province in Canada in 
which any proceedings are taken under this Act, and, with respect 
to the Northwest Territories and the District of Kecwatin, the 
Attorney-General of Canada; H. 8. C., e. l.r>0, s. 2 (a).

(<■.) 'I'he expression " bankbb ” includes any director of any 
incorporated hank or banking company; H.S.C., c. 1(»4, s. 2 (g).

(</.) The expression “cattle,” includes any horse, mule, ass, 
swine, sheep or goat, as well as any neat cattle or animal of the 
bovine species, and by whatever technical or familiar name 
known, and * to one animal as well as to many; R.S.C.,
c. 178, s. I.

(e.) The expression “Court of Appeal” includes the follow
ing courts: H.S.C., c. 174, s. 2 (h).

(i.) In the province of Ontario, the Court of Appeal for 
Ontario ; (As amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Act, 
1900, (03 and 04 Vic., c. 40,) sec. 3, which came into force on 
the 1st of January 1901).

(ii.) In the province of Quebec, the Court of Queen’s Bench, 
appeal side;

(iii.) In the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and 
British Columbia, and in the North-West Territories, the 
Supreme Court in banc;

(iv.) In the province of Prince Edward Island, the Supreme 
Court of Judicature;

(v.) In the province of Manitoba, the Court of Queen’s Bench;
It will Ik* spoil that, under the Interprétation Act, section 7, subsection 

li, set out at p. 9, post, the expression “the Queen" means also her suc
cessors; so that, since the accession of His Majesty King Edward VII, the 
Court of Queen s Bench is called the Court of King s Bench.

(/.) The expression “ district, countv or place ” includes 
any division of any province of Canada for purposes relative to 
the administration of justice in criminal cases; R.S.C., c. 174, 
s. 5? (f).

(g.) The expression “ document of title to goods ” includes 
any bill of lading, India warrant, dock warrant, warehouse- 
keeper’s certificate, warrant or order for the delivery or transfer 
of any goods or valuable thing, bought and sold note, or any 
other document used in the ordinary course of business as proof 
of the possession or control of goods, authorizing or purporting 
to authorize, cither by endorsement or by delivery, the possessor 
of such document to transfer or receive any goods thereby 
represented or therein mentioned or referred to; B.S.O., c. 1fi»4. 
s. 2 (a).

B^-C
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(h.) The expression “ document of title to lands” includes 
any deed, map, paper or parchment, written or printed, or partly 
written and partly printed, being or containing evidence of the 
title, or any part of the title, to any real property, or to any 
interest in any real property, or any notarial or registrar’s copy 
thereof, or any duplicate instrument, memorial, certificate or 
document authorized or required by any law in force in any part 
of Canada respecting registration of titles, and relating to such 
title; H.S.C., c. KM, s. 2 (6).

(t.) The expression “ explosive substance ” includes any 
materials' for making an explosive substance ; also any apparatus, 
machine, implement, or materials used, or intended to he used, 
or adapted for causing, or aiding in causing, any explosion in or 
with any explosive substance ; and also any part of any such 
apparatus, machine or implement; R.S.C., c. 150, s. 2 (b). (1)

(y.) “ Findinu the indictment ” includes also exhibiting an 
information and making a presentment; R.S.C., c. 174, s. 2

" Finding the indictment ” included, prior to the Code, the taking of an 
inquisition : hut it will he seen, by section 042, pout. that, since the Code 
came into force, no one is to he tried upon a coroner’s inquisition : and. 
upon the taking of any such inquisition whereby any person is charged 
with manslaughter or murder, the coroner, according to section 508, poxl, 
must. - if the person so affected he not already charged with the offence 
before a magistrate or justice, have him brought or made to appear 
before a magistrate or justice for prosecution.

A criminal information is an accusation of crime made against a person 
by the Attorney General or the Solicitor General without sending an 
indictment before a grand jury, and is usually tiled, as explained by Sir 
.lames K. Stephen. “ in cases of misdemeanors having a tendency to disturb 
the public peace or to interfere with good government, as, for instance, 
cases of seditious libels or other lilwls in which the public are interested, 
cases of official corruption or fraud or misconduct, cases of bribery.” (2)

Although a presentment is made of a true bill when found by a grand 
jury upon an indictment laid before them, a presentment properly so called 
is a written charge made against a particular person by a grand jury 
accusing such person of an offence of which the grand jury have taken 
notice from their own knowledge and observation, without any previous 
indictment being laid before them. Lord Coke says, “ every indictment is 
a presentment, but. every presentment is not an indictment.” (3)

(k.) Having in one’s possession, includes not only having in 
one’s own personal possession, but also knowingly —

(i.) having in the actual possession or custody of any other 
person ; and

(ii.) having in any place (whether belonging to or occupied by

(1) This subsection (f) is in the same terms as sec. 0 of the Imperial 
Hrplofiire Substauccx Act 1883, (40 Vie., c. 3).

(2) Steph. Dig. Cr. IToc., 126.
(3) 2 Inst. 739.
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one's self or not) for the use or benefit of one’s self or of any
other person ; M.S.C., c. 104, s. 2 (/); c. 165, s. 2 ; c. 167, s. 2 ;
e. 171, s. 3; 50-51 V., c. 45, s 2 (e).
if there are two or more persons, any one or more of whom, 

with the knowledge and consent of the rest, have any thing in his 
or their custody or possession, it shall he deemed and taken to he 
in the custody and possession of each and all of them ; (.Is 
amended by 56 Vic., r. 32).

(/.) The expressions “ indictment” and “count” respectively 
include information and presentment as well as indictment, and 
also any plea, replication or other pleading, and any record; li.S. 
C., c. 174, s. 2 (r).

(m.) The expression “ intoxicating liquor ” means and 
includes any alcoholic, spirituous, vinous, fermented or other 
intoxicating liquor, or any mixed liquor a part of which is spir
ituous or vinous, fermented or otherwise intoxicating ; K.S.C.. 
c. 151, s. 1 (d).

The English Licensing Act 85 and 30 Viet., eh. 94, sec. 74, defines intox
icating liquor as " spirits, wine, beer, porter, cider, jierry, and sweets, and 
any fermented, distilled, or spirituous liquor which cannot, according to 
any law for the time being in force, be legally sold without a license from 
the Commissioners of Inland Revenue.”

The Canada Temperance Act, R. S. C., c. 109, s. 2, defines intoxicating 
liquors as “ any and every spirituous or malt liquor and every wine and 
any and every combination of liquors or drinks that is intoxicating and 
any mixed liquor capable of being used as a beverage and part of which 
is spirituous or otherwise intoxicating.”

By the Quebec License Act, 1900, (03 Viet., e. 12, see. 2), the words 
intoxicating liquors me un, brandy, rum, whiskey, gin, wines of all des 
eriptions, ale, beer, lager-beer, porter, cider and all other liquors containing 
an intoxicating principle, and all beverages, composed, wholly or in part, 
of any such liquors.

(m.) The expression “ justice ” means a justice of the peace, 
and includes two or more justices, if two or more justices act or 
have jurisdiction, and also any person having the power or 
authority of two or more justices of the peace ; K.S.O., c. 17 I. 
s. 2 (b) '.

(o.) The expression “ loaded arms” includes any gun, pistol 
or other arm loaded with gunpowder, or other explosive 
substance, and ball, shot, slug or other destructive material, or 
charged with compressed air and ball, shot, slug or other dcstriu 
tive material;

(o'.) The expression “ military law " includes The Mililin 
Act and any orders, rules and regulations made thereunder. I lie 
Queen’s Regulations and Orders for the Army, any Act of the 
United Kingdom or other law applying to Her Majesty’s troops
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in (’anada, anil all other orders, rules and regulations of what
ever nature or kind soever to which Her Majesty's troops in 
Canada are subject.

(//.) The expression “ minhipality ’* includes the corpora
tion of any city, town, village, county, parish or other
territorial or local division of any province of Canada, the in
habitants whereof are incorporated or have the right of holding 
property for any purpose; It.S.C., c. 1C4, s. 'i (y).

(yd.) In the sections of this Act relating to defamatory libel 
the word “newspaper” shall mean any paper, magazine or 
periodical containing public news, intelligence or occurrences, or 
any remarks or observations thereon, printed for sale and publish
ed periodically, or in parts or numbers, at intervals not exceeding 
thirty-one days between the publication of any two such papers, 
parts or numbers, and also any paper, magazine or periodical 
printed in order to be dispersed and made public, weekly or of- 
tener, or at intervals not exceeding thirty-one days, and contain
ing only or principally advertisements;

(</.) The expression “night” or “ night time” means the 
interval between nine o’clock in the afternoon and six o’clock in 
the forenoon of the following day, and the expression “ day ” or 
“day time ” includes the interval between six o’clock in the fore
noon and nine o’clock in the afternoon of the same day ;

tr.) The expression “ offensive weapon ” includes any gun 
or other fire-arm or air-gun. or any part thereof, or any sword, 
sword blade, bayonet, pike, pike-head, spear, spear-head, dirk, 
dagger, knife, or other instrument intended for cutting or stab
bing, or any metal knuckles, or other deadly or dangerous weap
on, and any instrument or thing intended to be used as a weapon, 
and all ammunition which mav be used with or for anv weapon; 
H.S.C., e. IM, s. 1 ir).

(s.) The expression “ peace officer” includes a mayor, war
den, reeve, sheriff, deputy sheriff, sheriff’s officer, and justice of 
the peace, and also the warden, keeper or guard of a penitentiary 
and the gaoler or keeper of any prison, and any police officer, 
police constable, bailiff, constable or other person employed for 
the preservation and maintenance of the public peace, or for the 
service or execution of civil process ;

(/.) The expressions “ person,” “ owner.” and other expres
sions of the same kind include Her Majesty and all public bodies, 
bodies corporate, societies, companies, and inhabitants of coun
ties, parishes, municipalities or other districts in relation to such 
acts and tilings as they are capable of, doing, and owning respect
ively;

(«.) The expression “prison” includes any pi .tentiarv, com
mon gaol, public or reformatory prison, lock-up, guard room or
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other place in which persons charged with the commission of of
fences arc usually kept or detained in custody;

(v.) The expression “property” includes: R.S.C., c. 164, s.
I (e).

(i.) every kind of real and personal property, and all deeds 
and instruments relating to or evidencing the title or right to 
any property, or giving a right to recover or receive any money 
or goods;

(ii.) not only such property as was originally in the possession 
or under the control of any person, but also any property into 
or for which the same has been converted or exchanged and any
thing acquired by such conversion or exchange, whether im
mediately or otherwise;

(iii.) any postal card, postage stamp or other stamp issued or 
prepared for issue by the authority of the Parliament of Canada, 
or of the legislature of any province of Canada, for the payment 
to the Crown or any corporate body of any fee, rate or duty, and 
whether still in the possession of the Crown or of any person or 
corporation ; and such postal card or stamp shall be held to be a 
chattel, and to be equal in value to the amount of the postage, 
rate or duty expressed on its face in words or figures or both;
(w.) The expression “ pvhlic officer” includes any inland 

revenue or customs officer, officer of the army, navy, marine, 
militia, North-west mounted police, or other officer engaged in 
enforcing the laws relating to the revenue, customs, trade or 
navigation of Canada;

(a*.) The expression “ shipwrecked person ” includes any 
person belonging to, on board of or having quitted any vessel 
wrecked, stranded, or in distress at any place in Canada; R.S.C., 
c. 81, s. 2 (A).

(y.) The expression “ Superior Court of Criminal Juris
diction ” means and includes the following courts:

(i.) In the province of Ontario, the High Court of Justice 
for Ontario; (as amended by 63 and 64 Vic., c. 46, sec. 3, which 
came into force on the 1st January 1901).

(ii.) In the province of Quebec, the Court of Queen’s Bench.
(iii.) In the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and 

British Columbia, and in the North-West Territories, the 
Supreme Court;

(iv.) In the province of Prince Edward Island, the Supreme 
Court of Judicature;

(v.) In the province of Manitoba, the Court of Queen’s Bench 
(Crown side);

Under the Interpretation Act, section 7, sub-section <>, set out at p. 9. 
post, the expression “the Queen’’ means also her successors; so that, since
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the acivhsioii of His Majesty King Kdwunl VII, the Court of Queen"» Bench 
is called the Court of King's Bench.

(z.) The expression “ territorial division ** includes any 
county, union of counties, township, city, town, parish or other 
judicial division or place to which the context applies; R.S.C., 
c. 174, s. 2 (y).

(an.) The expression “ testamentary instrument "* includes 
any will, codicil, or other testamentary writing or appointment, 
as well during the life of the testator whose testamentary disposi
tion it purports to he as after his death, whether the same relates 
to real or personal property, or both; U.S.C., c. 104, s. 2 (i).

(bb.) The expression “ TRUSTEE ” means a trustee on some 
express trust created by some deed, will or instrument in writing 
or by parol, or otherwise, and includes the heir or personal 
representative of any such trustee, and every other person upon 
or to whom the duty of such, trust.has devolved or come, whether 
by appointment of a court or otherwise, and also an executor and 
administrator, and an official manager, assignee, liquidator or 
other like officer acting under any Act relating to joint stock 
companies, bankruptcy or insolvency, and any person who is, by 
the law of the province of Quebec, an “ ml mi nix t râleur ” or 
"fidéicommissaireand the expression “trust** includes what
ever is bv that law an “ administration ’* or “ fiili'i rum mission ; ’* 
R.S.(\, c« 164 ,s. 2 (r).

(cc.) The expression “valuable security *' includes any 
order, exchequer acquittance or other security entitling or 
evidencing the tille of any person to any share or interest in any 
public stock or fund, whether of Canada or of any province there
of, or of the United Kingdom, or of Great Britain or Ireland, or 
any British colony or possession, or of any foreign state, or in any 
fund of any body corporate, company or society, whether within 
Canada or the United Kingdom, or any British colony or posses
sion, or in any foreign state or country, or to any deposit in any 
savings bank or other bank, and also includes any debenture, 
deed, bond, bill, note, warrant, order or other security for money 
or for payment of money, whether of Canada or of any province 
thereof, or of the United Kingdom or of any British colony or 
possession, or of any foreign state, and any document of title to 
lands or goods as hereinbefore defined wheresoever such lands or 
goods are situate, and any stamp or writing which secures or 
evidences title to or interest in any chattel personal, or any 
release, receipt, discharge or other instrument, evidencing pay
ment of money, or the delivery of any chattel personal ; and 
every such valuable security shall, where value is material, bo 
deemed to be of value equal to that of such unsatisfied money, 
chattel personal, share, interest or deposit, for the securing or 
payment of which, or delivery or transfer or sale of which, or for
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«lu* entitling or evidencing title to which, such valuable security 
is applicable, or to that of such money or chattel personal, tIn
payment or delivery of which is evidenced by such valuable 
.'veurity ; Ôd Vic., c. 3Î. s. *20.

(dd.) The expression “ wreck ” includes the cargo, stores and 
tackle of any vessel and all parts of a vessel separated therefrom, 
and also the property of shipwrecked persons :

(#»#».) Tin* expression ” writixu ** includes any mode in which 
and any material on which, words or figures whether at length, 
or abridged are written, printed or otherwise expressed, or any 
map or plan is inscribed.

4. Meaning of expressions in other Acts. — The expressions 
•* mail,” “mailable matter,” “ pokt letter,” “ poht letter 
mac." and “ post office" when used in this Act have the mean
ings assigned to them in The Tost Office .1/7, and in every ease in 
which the offence dealt with in this Act relates to the subject 
treated of in any other Act the words and expressions used herein 
in respect to such offence shall have the meaning assigned to them 
in such other Act.

The "Pest Office Act." ( It. S. ('.. v. 3ô. amended by •*)-. X'ii !.. c. 20. see. 
2). assigns t<x the above expressions the following meanings:

The expression "MAIL" includes every conveyance by which post letters 
are carried, whether it is by land or by water:

The expression " mailaiilk mattkii" includes any letter, packet, parcel, 
newspaper, hook or other thing which by this Act. or by any regulation 
made in pursuance of it. may he sent by post:

The expression "post i.kttkii " means any letter transmitted by the 
post or delivered through the post or deposited in any post office or in any 
letter box put up anywhere under the authority of the Postmaster (tenoral: 
and a letter shall be deemed a post letter from the time of its being so 
deposited or deliveie I to the time of its being delivered to the person to 
whom it is addressed ; and a delivery to any person authorized to receive 
letters for tin* post shall be deemed a delivery at the post office : and a 
delivery of any letter or other mailable matter at the house or office of the 
person to whom the letter is addressed, or to him. or to his servant or 
agent, or other person considered to be authorized to receive the letter 
nr other mailable matter, according to the usual manner of delivering that 
person's lettcis shall lx* a delivery to the person addressed ;

The expression " post i.kttki: iiaw " includes a mail bag, basket or box. 
or packet or parcel, or other envelope or covering in which mailable matter 
i- conveyed whether it does or does not actually contain mailable matter:

The expression " post office " means any building, room, post office rail
way ear. street letter box. receiving box or other receptacle or place where 
post, letters or other mailable matter are received or delivered, sorted, 
made up or despatched :

4a. Carnal knowledge. — “ Carnal kxowlkihie ” is complete 
upon penetration to any, even the slightest, degree, and even 
without the emission of seed. (Tra-nxferred from see. 200, post, hi/ 
50 Vie., e. 32.)
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5. Offences against Imperial Statutes. — No person shall la- 
proceeded against for any offence against any Act of the Parlia
ment of England, of Great Britain, or of the 1’nited Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland, unless such Act is, by the express terms 
thereof, or of some other Act of such Parliament, made al
to Canada or some portion thereof as part of Her Majesty's 
dominions or possessions.

THE INTERPRETATION ACT

The I tiler jnrl al ion .!<•/, (R.S.C., c. 1), which is still in force,— 
not having been repealed. — contains, in section 7 thereof, the 
following subsections, among others: —

(4) The expression “ hiiall ” shall be construed as imperative, 
and the expression may " ns permissive.

((>) The expression “ Her Majesty, ” “the Queen,” or “ the 
Crown,” means Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, sovereigns 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland ;

(<) The expression “ Governor,” “ Governor of Canada,” “ Go
vernor General,” or “ Governor in Chief,” means the Governor 
General for the time being of Canada, or other the chief executive 
officer or administrator for the time being carrying on the Govern
ment of Canada on behalf and in the name of the Queen, bv what
ever title he is designated;

(8) The expression “Governor in Council,” or “ Governor Ge
neral in Council.” means the Governor General of Canada, or per
son administering the Government of Canada for the time being, 
acting by and with the advice of, or by and with the advice and 
consent of. or in conjunction with, the Queen's Privy Council for 
Canada.

(13) The expression "Province” includes the North West 
Territories and the District of Keewatin.

(20) The expression “ covxTY *' includes two or more counties 
united for purposes to which the enactment relates.

(21) Words importing the singular number or the masculine 
gender only, include more persons, parties or things of the same 
kind than one and females as well as males.

(22) The expression “ verson ” includes any body corporate 
and polite- - • "arty, and the heirs, executors, administrators or 
other legal representatives of such person, to whom the context 
can apply according to the law of that part of Canada to which 
such context extends.

(23) The expression “ writing,” “ written,” or any term of 
like import includes words printed, painted, engraved, litho
graphed, or otherwise traced or copied.

(25) The expression “month” means a calendar month.
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(2(>) The expression “holiday” includes Sundays, New 
Years Day, the'Epiphany, tiood Friday, the Ascension. All Saints’ 
Day, Conception Day, Easier Monday, Ash Wednesday, Christ
mas Day, the Birthday, (or the day fixed l>y proclamation for the 
celebrating of the birthday), of the reigning Sovereign, Domin
ion Day, Labor Day, (first Monday of September), and any day 
appointed for a general fast or thanksgiving. (4)

(27) If the time limited by any Act for any proceeding or the 
doing of anything under its provisions expires or falls upon a 
holiday, the time so limited shall be extended to. and such thing 
may be done on the day next following which is not a holiday.

(28) 'file expression “oath"' includes a solemn affirmation 
or declaration whenever the context applies to any person and 
case by whom and in which a solemn affirmation or declaration 
may be made instead of an oath; and in like cases the expression 
“ sworn” includes the expression “affirmed” or “declared.”

(30) The expression “ sureties ” means sufficient sureties, 
and the expression “security” means sufficient security, and. 
whenever these words are used, one person shall be sufficient 
therefor unless otherwise expressly required.

(3?) Whenever power is given to any person officer or func
tionary to do or to enforce the doing of any act or thing, all such 
powers shall be understood to be also given as are necessary to 
enable such person, officer or functionary to do or enforce tin- 
doing of such act or thing.

(34) Every Act shall, unless by express provision it is declared 
to be a private Act, be deemed to be a public Act, and shall be 
judicially noticed by all judges, justices of the peace and others 
without being specially pleaded.

(55) Every copy of any Act, public or private, printed by the 
Queen’s Printer, shall be evidence of such Act and of its contents; 
and every copy purporting to be printed bv the Queen’s Printer 
shall be deemed to be so printed, unless tin- contrary is shewn.

6. Punishments. Every one who commits an offence against 
this Act is liable as herein provided to one or more of the follow
ing punishments: —

(</.) Death;
(b.) Imprisonment;
(r.) Whipping:
(</.) Fine;
(e.) Finding sureties for future good behaviour:
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(/.) if holding office under the Crown, to be removed there
from ;

((/.) To forfeit any pension or superannuation allowance;
(/».) To be disqualified from holding office, from sitting in Par

liament and from exercising any franchise;
(i.) To pay costs;

To indemnify any person suffering loss of property by 
commission of his offence.

PART 11.

MATTERS OF .11*STIPULATION OR EXCI SE.

7. General rules of the common law remain in force. — All
rules and principles of the common law which render any cir
cumstances a justification or excuse for any act, or a defence to 
any charge, shall remain in force and be applicable to any defence 
to a charge under this Act except in so far as they are hereby 
altered or are inconsistent herewith.

8. General rule under this Act as to justifications and excuses
— The matters provided for in this part are hereby declared and 
enacted to be justifications or excuses in the case of all charges to 
which they apply.

Ah already mentioned in the Introduction, (ante), the English Draft 
Code contained a clause, - not inserted in our Code, — providing that no 
criminal proceedings should he taken at common law, hut that, in future, 
a party should only be proceeded against under some provision of the 
English Code or of some unrepeuled statute not inconsistent therewith; 
anti the English Draft Code also contained a clause, identical with the 
provisions of the foregoing sections 7 and 8 of our own Code, keeping in 
force, when not expressly altered, such common law rules as rendered any 
circumstances a justification or excuse for any act or a defence to any 
charge.

In addition to the remarks already quoted in the Introduction, (ante), 
the Royal Commissioners, at page 10 of their Report, made the follow
ing statement upon this subject : —

“We have already expressed our opinion that it is, on the whole, expe
dient that no crimes not specified in the Draft Code should be puni .bed. 
though in consequence some guilty persons may thus escape punishment. 
Rut we do not think it desirable that if a particular combinat ion of cir
cumstances arises of so unusual a character that the law has never been 
decided with reference to it, there should be any risk of a Code being so 
framed that it would deprive an accused person of a defence to which the 
common law entitles him and render it the duty of the judge to direct the 
jury to find him guilty, although the facts proved shew that he had a 
defence on the merits ami would have an undoubted claim to be pardoned
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by th<‘ Crown. While, therefore, digesting and deelaring the law as 
applicable to the ordinary eases, we think that the common law, no far an 
it a Ifonl h ii defence. should he preserved in all cases not expressly provided 
for. This we have endeavored to do by section 19 of the Draft Code." ( 1 )

lJy the provisions of the above sections 7 and 8 and by tin* omission of 
any prohibitory clause sin h as that inserted in the Knglish Draft Code 
against pro» it dins at common law, our own Code presents the common 
law not only so far as it a Hunts a iikkknck in eases not expressly provided 
for, but alto so far as it may afford a tutorN» ok vhoski t'Tlox in caws 
not expressly provitletl for.

9. Children under seven. — No person shall bu convicted of an 
offence by reason of any net or omission of such iterson when 
under the age of seven years.

10. Children between seven and fourteen. — No person shall 
be convicted of an offence by reason of an act or omission of such 
person when of the age of seven, but under the ago of fourteen 
years, unless he was competent to know the nature and enn- 
setpivnecs of his conduct, and to apprécia le (liât if was wrong.

It is well established, as a general principle, that the essence of a crim
inal offence is the evil to- wrongful Intent with which the act is done. This 
is tie doctrine embodittl in the legal maxim, Act un non finit mini uini 
minx xit mi, “ the act itself dues not make a man guilty unless his inten
tion were so." (2) Of course, this principle is not to he taken as absolute 
and without limitation. For instance, “ whenever the law positively for 
bide a thing to be done, it becomes thereupon Ipno facto illegal t<» do it 
wilfully, or in some eases even ignorantly." (:.) Thus, it lias been held, in 
Flight ml. that a dealer in tobacco having in his possession adulterated 
tobacco, is. although ignorant of the adulteration, liable under the Impe
rial statute and li Vie., e. 9.1, s. 1. to the penalties therein mentioned.(4) 
And tlitre are a number of other eases affirming the doctrine that penalties 
may he in unt il under a phohibitory statute without any intention on the 
part id the individual oll'emling against the statute to infringe its provi
sions. (.*>) Even the wilful net of a servant has been held sufficient to make 
a master liable to a conviction under the licensing laws. As. where the 
servant of an innkeeper knowingly supplied liipior to a police constable on 
duty, it was field that the innkeeper was liable to conviction under the 
Imperial statute 35 anti 30 Vie., e. 94. s. HI. sub-see. 2. although lie was 
ignorant of his servants' net. (0)

" ill general, however, the intention of the party at the time of commit 
ling an act charged as an offence is as necessary to he proved ns any other 
fact laid in the indictment, though it may happen that the proof of inten
tion consists in shewing overt acts only, the reason in such eases I wing that

(1) Feet ion 19 of the Knglish Draft ('tale is identical with the provi
sions of sections 7 anti 8 of our ('ode.

(2) I Iron in's Leg. Max.. (0th Ed.), 300.
(3) Ibid, 301 ; R. v. Prince, L.R., 2 C.C.R., 154; R. v. Bishop, 14 Cox,404.
(4) R. v. Woodrow. 15 M. & W„ 404.
(51 Att'v. Gen. v. Lockwood. 9 M. & W.. 378. 401: It. v. Marsh, 4 I). A

i: 801.
(0) Mullins v. Collins. L. IF. ft <). 11.. 202: 43 L. J. M. ('., (17.
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every mail in prima facie supposed to intend the necessary or even prob
able or natural consequences of his mvn act.” (7)

Therefore, every person of the age of fourteen years and upwards is 
presumed to have capacity to discern good from evil, or right from wrong 
and to be capable of committing crime; and he is responsible and punish 
able for any criminal offence that he may commit, unless the presumption 
of his capacity be rebutted by positive proof of his incapacity, from 
insanity, for example. (8)

A child within the age of seven is considered to be without any capacity 
to discern good from evil or right from wrong. Huih a child is so conclu- 
sii'f///. so alishhilrlp presumed to be incapable of committing crime that the 
presumption of its incapacity cannot lx- rebutted.

Between the ages of seven and fourteen, there is still a presumption, but 
only prima furie, that the child is incapable; that is, the presumption is 
one which may be rebutted by clear and conclusive evidence of actual 
capacity. Therefore, when a child between seven and fourteen is charged 
with an offence, it must be proved not only that the child committed the 
act eluugcd, but that he or she did it with a guilty knowledge of wrong 
doing. (9) So, that, where for instance a child between seven and fourteen 
was indicted for murder, it was held that it must be proved to have been 
conscious of the nature of the act. (Ill) And where a boy of eleven was 
charged with manslaughter, his schoolmaster had to Im- examined as a 
witness to shew the amount of his intelligence. (II)

This prima facie presumption of incapacity will, undoubtedly, grow 
weaker and become easier of rebuttal as the «hiltl advances towards it> 
fourteenth year. In one case, an infant between eight and nine was 
convicted of and executed for the offence of burning two barns, it appear 
ing, upon the evidence adduced, that he had malice, revenge, craft and 
cunning. (12) In another case, a child having, after killing his companion, 
hid himself, and, as it appeared by his hiding that lie could discern 
between good and evil, he was ban; ed. ( 1.1) And where a boy of ten was 
found guilty upon his own confession of the murder of a girl of live, and 
the whole of his conduct shewed undoubted tokens of a mischievous discre
tion, the judges all agreed that he was a proper subject for capital punish 
ment. (14)

In some of the United States of America the law prescribes dliferent 
ages under which an infant is incapable of committing crime. In l’exas. 
for instance, an infant under nine is absolutely incapable; and, in the case 
of an accused who is between 9 and 13, there is a prima facie presumption 
of its incapacity, so that evidence must be given of its capa ity. (15) And 
in Illinois the ages respectively are 10 and 14.(10;

(7) Ifi-himTs lag.' Mnx.. Vtlffi" Ma.l.'HOt: II. v Moore. "3 B. & A.. 188. 
It. v. Ilicklin. I.. It., 3 g. II., 375.

( 8) See sec. II, past, as to Insanity.
(9) It. v. Owen, 4 (’. & 1’., 230; Warb. L. ( as. 2nd Kd.. 17; It. v. Smith. 

1 Vox. 200.
(10) It. v. Vamplew, 3 F. & F.. 520; Warb. L. Van.. 2nd Kd., 10; It. v. 

Boolier. 4 Vox, V. V. 272.
(11) It. v. Clark, Warb. Lead. Vas., 2nd Kd., 18.
(12) Dean's Vase, 1 Hale, 2f>, note (il); 1 ltuss. Vr.. 0th Kd., 115.
( 13) Spigttinal's Vase, 1 Hale, 26; 1 ltuss. Vr.. 0th Kd.. 115.
(14) York's Vase, Font., 70, et seq. ; 1 ltuss. Vr., 0th Kd., 117.
(15) Barker v. S., 20 Tex. Ap. 451 ; 1 ltuss. Vr. 0th Kd., 114.
(10) Angelo v. 1».. 90 III. 209 ; 30 Am. It. 132; I ltuss. Vr.. 6th Kd.. 114.
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Section 206, post, enacts that no one under the age of fourteen can 
commit the offence of rape. This in the common law rule. (17) Under the 
common law, a boy under 14 is presumed to be incapable of committing a 
rape. In the case < f other crimen, malitia supple! atutem; but, in the case 
of rape, the law presumes that a person under fourteen is physically 
impotent, — not merely wanting in discretion. (18) In other words, a cumt 
under fourteen is absolutely presumed to lie physically unable to accom
plish the sexual act to an extent necessary to make him guilty of rape.

But, although a boy under fourteen is absolutely presumed under the 
law of England and under the law of Canada, to be physically incapable 
himself of committing a rape or any offence in which carnal connection is a 
necessary ingredient.—such as an assault with intent to commit a rape( u), 
carnally* knowing a girl under thirteen, (20). or sodomy, (21), — and 
although he cannot be < onvicted of having personally committed any of 
these offences, even if he lie proved to have actually arrived at puberty, 
he may be convicted, as a principal, of having aided and agisted another 
to commit such an offence ; (22). or he may lie convicted of having commit
ted an indecent assault or a common assault. (23)

11. Insanity. — No person shall he convicted of an offence by 
reason of an act done or omitted by him when labouring under 
natural imbecility, or disease of the mind, to such an extent as 
to render him incapable of appreciating the nature and quality 
of the act or omission, and of knowing that such act or omission 
was wrong.

'i. A person labouring under specific delusions, but in other 
respects sane, shall not be acquitted on the ground of insanity, 
under the provisions hereinafter contained, unless the delusions 
caused him to believe in the existence of some state of things 
which, if it existed, would justify or excuse his act or omission.

3. Every one shall be presumed to be sane at the time of doing 
or omitting to do any act until the contrary is proved.

The Different kinds of insanity. The word “insane” is a general 
term, which is not confined, in its application, to persons wholly without 
understanding, but is applicable to every person who is non compos mentis, 
or of unsound or deranged mind, without regard to the cause or duration 
of the malady. (24)

Among persons who are insane or non compos mentis, are included idiots, 
lunatics, persons laboring under delirium tremens, imbeciles, persons suffer
ing from delusions and hallucinations, monomaniacs, and homicidal ma

I 17) It. v. G room bridge, 7 (.'. 4 IV. 582.
(18) 1 llale, 030.
(101 R. v. Kldersbaw, 3 C. 4 1\, 300; R. v. Philips, 8 U. 4 P„ 736.
(20) It. v. .Iordan, 0 V. & P„ 118; It. v. Waite, 17 Cox. ('. 554; [1892|

2 (). B.. 000. (It is a criminal offence, in England, to carnally know a girl 
under thirteen; and, in Canada, under section 200, post, of our Code, it is 
a criminal offence to carnally know a girl under fourteen.)

(21) R. v. Hartlen, 30 N. S. R., 317; 2 Cun. Crim. Cas., 12.
(22) R. v. Eldershuw, 3 C. 4 I’., 306; R. v. Allen, 1 Den.. 304.
(23) R. v. Brimllow, 9 ('. 4 I\, .100; R. v. Williams. [18931, I Q. R.. 320. 

02 L. J. M. C., 00.
1241 Co. Litt.. 246b, 247«.
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Idiots. An idiot is one who has been without understanding from his 

birth and who never has any lucid intervals. 11<> is described as a person 
who, for instance, cannot number twenty nor tell the days of the week 
and does not know his father or mother, etc. (25)

Lunatics. A lunatic is a person who has possessed reason but who. 
through disease, grief or other cause, has lost it. The term is especially 
applicable to one who has lucid intervals and may yet in contemplation 
of law recover his reason. (2ti) By “ lucid interval is meant not merely 
a cessation of the violent symptoms of the disorder, but a temporary 
restoration of reason such as to create responsibility for acts done during 
its continuance.(27) A lunatic is one who labors under a species of demen
tia accidental is icl adventitia, which ull'ects him at certain periods and 
vicissitudes, he having intervals of reason. The prevailing distinction in 
law is between idiocy and lunacy; the first being a fatuity a nativitatc or 
dementia natural!», which excuses the party as to his acts, and the other 
being accidental or adventitious madness, which. — whether permanent and 
lived, or with lucid intervals, — goes under the name of lunacy, and 
excuses equally with idiocy as to acts done during the existence of the 
frenzy. (28)

Delirium tremens. • Delirium tremens or mania a potu is that diseased 
condition of the brain which is produced by excessive and prolonged use 
of spirituous liquors. It is properly a disease of the nervous system ; and 
is one of the legally recognized forms of insanity. (29) See Drunkenness,

Imbeciles. Imbecility may be physical or mental. An imbecile is one 
who is weak, feeble, impotent, decrepit, in body or in mind. Mental 
imliecility is a weakness of the mind due to defective development or to 
loss of the faculties; and may exist in different degrees between the limits 
of absolute idiocy cm the one hand and perfect capacity on the other.(30)

Delusions or hallucinations. • Delusions or hallucinations constitute 
that species of mental unsoundness which is marked by persistent and 
incorrigible beliefs that things which exist only in the patient’s imagina
tion are real. (31)

Monomania. This is a species of insanity in which there is a more or 
less complete limitation of the perverted mental action to a particular 
field, — such as a particular delusion, or an impulse to do some particular 
thing, — though the other mental functions may shew some signs of 
degeneration. (32)

Homicidal mania. — Much has been written by alienists and meta 
physicians on this subject ; ( 33) but homicidal mania has failed to obtain 
a standing in Court as an excuse for crime. One who kills another under 
circumstances which would otherwise amount to murder cannot, escape 
punishment on the ground of insanity, unless it be shewn that, at the time.

(25) 1 HI. Com., 302 ; 1 Russ. CY, 0th Kd., 118. 119.
(26) 1 HI. Coin.. 304; Beverley’s Case, 4 Coke, 124.
(27) Hall v. Warren, 0 Ves. Jr., 00.».
(28) 4 Coke, 125; 1 Russ. Cr., Oth Ed., 120.
(29) Am. & Eng. Eney. L., 2nd Ed., vol. 9. p. 194, and vol. 10, p. 563.
(30) Am. & Eng. Eney. L., 2nd Ed., vol. 15, p. 1019, and vol. 10, p. 563.

(31) Am. & Eng. Eney. L„ vol. 9. pp. 195, 196, and vol. 16, p. 503. See 
Lord Erskine's speech in Had fields Case. 27 How. St. Tr., 1307.

(32) 10 Am. & Eng. Eney. L., 2nd Ed.. 504.
(33) See 1 Whart. & S. ‘Med. Jur. (4th Ed.), 578; Guiteau's Case. 10 

Fed. Rep., 189. (note).
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h is leason t\HH dethroned «o as (o render him incapable of knowing that 
lie was doing wrong, or that, at tlu> time, he was laboring under an insane 
delusion causing him to believe in a state of things which if real would 
justify or excuse his act. (34)

Deaf and Dumb persons. At one time, deaf and dumb persons were 
presumed to be idiots; but, as the law now stands, a person who is deaf 
and dumb is not thereby relieved from responsibility for crime, if he is 
shewn to have sufficient understanding to distinguish between right and 
wrong. There appears, however to be a /ni ma facie presumption that a 
person who is deaf and dumb, — especially if he has been so from his birth,

does not possess this sufficient understanding; so that the general rule 
of law is. in his ease, reversed, and it is incumbent upon the prosecution 
to prove that he had capacity and reason sufficient to distinguish between 
right and wrong .(35)

As to Kleptomania, (a morbid propensity to steal, without regard to 
the value or utility of the article stolen), as to Pv no.mam a, (a morbid 
propensity to incendiarism), and as to Dipsomania, (a periodic recur
rence of a violent thirst for intoxicating liquors), see I Whart. & S. Med. 
dur. (4th Kd. ) ss. .IfMl, cl xcq., tiOtl, anil 039, <7 xcq. ; and see Fain v. Com.. 
39 Am. Rep.. 203. as to Somnamih lism. (the habit of walking in ones' 
»k»P).

Insanity as a defence. It will be scan by the above section, 11, of our 
Code, that the defence of insanity, in order to lie of any avail, must lie 
supported by evidence establishing that the offence was committed by the 
accused, either

(1) While laboring under natural imbecility or disease of the mind in 
such an extent that he could not appreciate the nature and quality of his 
act. and could not know that it was wrong, or

(2) While laboring under specific delusions causing him. though sane in 
other respects, to believe in the existence of some state of things which if 
it existed would justify or excuse his act.

So that, if the defence be actual insanity, the mere fact of the accused 
living insane would not of itself be sufficient. It must be shewn also that 
when he committed the offence the atcuaed was so insane, insane to so 
great an extent, as to render him incapable of appreciating the nature and 
quality of his act and to prevent him from knowing that it was wrong ; 
and if the defence be that the accused, though sane in other res|H>cts, was 
when he committed the offence laboring under some delusion, it must be 
shewn that the specific delusion under which he was laboring caused him 
to believe that there then existed a state of things which if it had existed 
in reality would have justified or excused his act.

Taking the law, therefore, as here expressed, a man may be insane and 
still be convicted of an offence: in other words, notwithstanding his insan 
ity he will be held responsible and punishable, unless his insanity was such 
that it reudttred him. roca|itfl*i of knowing that’what he did was wrong : 
and although a man may be laboring under some delusion when he com 
mils an offence he may still be convicted of and punished for that offence, 
unless the delusion were such that it made him believe that something 
then existed which if it had been a reality would have justified or excused 
what he did, as for instance a delusion that he was being violently attack 
cd and in danger of being murdered, and that he was obliged in self defence 
to kill his supposed antagonist.

Thus, where, on a trial for murder, the defence was insanity, and the

(34) Hi Am. & Kng. Kncy. I,., 2nd Ed., 564.
(35) 1 Hale, 34; Steels' Vase, I Leach, 451; Jones' Case, 1 Leach, 102.
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evidence in support of it shewed a great amount of senseless extravagance 
and absurd eccentricity of conduct, coupled with habits of excessive in
temperance causing lits of delirium tremens,— the prisoner, however, not 
having been labeling under the effects of such a lit at the time of the act. 
— hut shewed also sense and deliberation and a perfect understanding of 
the nature ot the act, it was held that the evidence was not sufiicient to 
support the defence of insanity, inasmuch as it tended rather to shew 
wilful excesses and extreme folly than mental incapacity: and in the course 
of his remarks, the Judge, — Erie, C. J., — said that the law did not say 
that when «owe degree of insanity existed, the party was not responsible, 
but that, when he was in such a state of mind as to know the distinction 
la-tween right and wrong and the nature of his act. he was responsible.(3tl)

Medical experts assert that a knowledge of the wrongfulness of an act 
may co-exist with insanity, that “in all lunatics ami in the most degraded 
idiot* the feeling of right and wrong may be proved to exist.'" and that 
“ the whole management of insane asylums presupposes a knowledge of 
right and wrong on the part of their inmates." (87,)

On this account, it is contended by some that the legal rule of respon*- 
ibility should include “not only the k no tried ye of good and evil but the 
yoirer to ehootte the one and refrain from the other." (38), that responsibil
ity depends upon power, not upon knowledge, still loss upon feeling." - 
that "a man is responsible to do that which he van do, not that which lie 
feels or knows it right to do; "(39). ami that, therefore, it should lie a good 
defence to establish that the accused's insanity prevented linn from control
ling his actions and rendered him unable to refrain from doing the act. 
although he knew it to be wrong. (40)

This is said to be the law under the French and Uerman Codes, and the 
same principle has been adopted by some American Courts. (41) The late 
Sir James F. Stephen, has stated that it is even the law of England. For. 
although section II of our Code is identical in meaning, if not in exact 
wording, with section 22 of the Draft of the English Ciiminal Code, a* 
revised by the four Royal Commissioners appointed to consider and report 
thereon, and although, in their joint report, these Commissioners declared 
that section 22. as so revised by them, expressed the existing law. Sir 
James F. Stephen. — who was one of the Commissioners, — has, in one of 
his own works mi Criminal Law. expressed a different opinion, and, in 
giving his own understanding of the law of England on this subject, lie 
there says that, "no net is a crime if the person who does it is, at the time 
when it i* done. preriuted. either by defective mental power or by any 
disease affecting his mind, from eon troll in y liis own eondiivl." And again 
ho says. "It has been thought that the law of England is that the fact 
that a man is disabled from eontr his conduct by madness is not, it
proved, a good defence to a charge of crime in respect of an net so done. 
This appears to me to be a mistake traceable in part to a misunderstanding

(30) R. v. Leigh. 4 F. & F., 913.
(37) Bucknill Cr. Lun., »9: tiny & F. For. Med., ±20: Woodman & Tidy 

For. Med., 874, 87»; Miller's Case. 3 Coup.. lli-IS; I Hisli. New Cr. L. Com.. 
8th Ed., pp. ±32 7: I Reek. Med. Jur.. loth Ed., 723. 724.

(38) Brown's Med. Jur. Ins., ss. 13-18; Kay Med. Jur.. ss. 10-19: Wharf. 
& Stiles' Med. Jur.. *. 59.

(39) Bucknill & 'hike's Psych. Med.. 200; 2 Hamilton & (Judkins' Leg. 
Med., 245.

(40) Com. v. Mosler, 4 Pa. 204. 207: I Bisli. New Cr. L. Com.. 8th Ed., 
pp. ±24. 239. 240.

(41) 13 Cr. L. Mag.. 28: Bradlcv v. K„ 31 Iml.. 492: Parsons v. S. (Ala.-. 
81 Ala., ->77 ; 9 Cr. L. Mag.. 812. 828.
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of the meaning and in part to an exaggeration of the authority of the 
answers of the Judges in Mae Naghten's ('use.” (4”)

Mr. .lustiee Kay. at the trial of Joseph (till, in 1883, took a similar view. 
In charging the jury, Im- said that, if a man's mind was in such a diseased 
condition that he was subject to un< ont reliable impulse, they would be 
justified in finding him irresponsible for his actions, that what the jury 
had to ask themselves was : Was the prisoner's mind subject to an un
controllable impulse over which his will had no powerÏ If so, they must 
acquit him on the ground of insanity. (43)

The view thus taken by Sir .lames K. Stephen and by Mr. Justice Kay, 
has been shared by a few other judges ; but it is not the one taken, as 
above shewn, by Chief Justice Krle, in Leigh's ease, (44), and by English 
judges in general.

For instance, in the ease of Arnold, who was tried for malicious shoot
ing, it was clearly shewn that the prisoner was, to a certain extent, deran
ged : and yet the jury were told by Mr. Justice Tracey, that it is not every 
kind of idle and frantic humor of a man nor something unaccountable in 
his actions that will shew him to lie such a madman as to be exempt 
from punishment. (45) And in a ease of shooting and wounding in 1812. 
Mr. Justice Le Wane charged the jury that, if they were of opinion that 
the prisoner when he committed the offence was capable of distinguishing 
right from wrong and was not under the influence* of any illusion disabling 
him from discerning that he was doing a wrong act. he would be guilty in 
the eye of the law. (40)

In another cas»*, where the prisoner was on trial for murder, Chief 
Justice Mansfield told the jury that, in order to support the defence of 
insanity, it ought to lie proved by the most distinct and unquestionable 
evidence that the prisoner was incapable of judging between right and 
wrong. (47)

In another murder trial, at Bury, in 1831. Lord Lyndhurst expressed his 
complete accordance in the observations of Lord Mansfield, ('. .1., in the 
Bellingham Case. (48) And, in a case where the prisoner was charged with 
shooting at Queen Victoria. Lord Denuian.C.J.. said to the jury, “ The ques
tion is whether the prisoner was laboring under that species of insanity 
which satisfies you that he was quite unaware of the nature, character anil 
ce II s»*» | nence of the act lie was committing, or, in other words, whether lie 
was under the influem e of a diseased mind and was really unconscious, at 
the time lie was committing the act, that it mis a crime. (49)

In effect, the same doctrine was laid down by Mr. Justice Maulc, in a 
murder trial, in 1843, (50), by Chief Justice* ""ridai, in MaeNaghten's 
Case, (51), and Vaughan's Case, (52), by Baron Park»*, in Bartons Case. 
I 53), by Baron Bramwell. in Haynes'Case,(54), by Baron Kolfe, in Stokes'

(42) Steph. G»*n. View Cr. Law, 78, 80.
(43) R. v. (Jill, 2 Hamilton A God kins' Leg. Med., 248, 249.
( 44) See p. 17. ante.
(45) Arnolds’ Case, Col I is. Lun., 475.
MO) Bowler's Case, Collis. Lun., 073; 1 Huso. Cr.. 6th Ed., 122. 
(17) Bellingham's Case, Collis. Addend., 636; 1 Hues. Cr., 122. 
(48) R. v. Oxford, 5 C. A I*., 108.
149) R. v. Oxford, 9 C. & P., 525.
(50) H. v. Higginson. 1 C. & K„ 129.
(51) R. v. MacNaghten. 10 Cl. & F., 200.
(52) R. v. Vaughan, 1 Cox, 80.
(53) R. v. Barton, 3 Cox C. C., 275.
(54) R. v. Ilaynes, 1 F. A F., 600.
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Case,(55), and Layton's Case, (50), by Mr. .Justice Wightnum. in Burton's, 
Case. (57), and by Baron Martin, in the Townley murder cast*. (58)

In a still more recent case of murder at Chatham, in 1875, Mr. Justice 
Brett said : " The man may lie mad. 1 assume that he is so in the medical 
sense of the term; but the question here is whether he is so mad as to be 
absolved from the consequences of what he has done? lie is not so absolved, 
though he is mad, if he be not so mad as not to know what he was doing 
or not to know that he was doing wrong." (511) And. in a case tried in 
1888, in which the prisoner, a lad of 21, was convicted of having murdered 
his sister by blowing out her brains with a discharge from a double- 
barrelled gun, it was proved that he had suffered for many years from 
epilepsy and that his mother had been, on two occasions, insane, the second 
occasion being shortly before the prisoner's birth ; but Mr. Justice Field, 
after referring to the evidence of the conversations and acts of the prisoner, 
including a letter written by him just before the shooting, as shewing his 
rationality and knowledge of the nature and quality of his act and that 
it was wrong, charged the jury that even if they were satisfied that the 
prisoner was insane at the time of the crime, they could only return a 
verdict of guilty. (00)

On this subject of Insanity the remarks of the English Commissioners (at 
|>p. 17 and 18 of their Report), are as follows:

" Section 22. (01), which relates to insanity expresses the existing law. 
The obscurity which hangs over the subject cannot be altogether dispelled 
until our existing ignorance as to the nature of the will and the mind, the 
nature of the oigans by which they operate, the manner and degree in 
which these operations are interfered with by disease, and the nature of 
the diseases which interfere with them is greatly diminished. The framing 
of the definition has caused us much labor and anxiety; and though we 
cannot deem the definition to be altogether satisfactory, we consider it as 
satisfactory as the nature of the subject admits of. Much latitude must in 
any ease be left to the tribunal which has to apply the law to the facts 
in each particular ease. The principal substantial difference between sec
tion 22 of the Draft Code ami the corresponding section of the Bill is that 
the latter recognizes as an excuse the existence of an impulse to commit 
a crime so violent that the offender would not be prevented from doing 
the act by knowing that the greatest punishment permitted by law for 
the offence would be instantly indicted, the theory being that it is useless 
to threaten a person over whom, by the supposition, threats can exercise 
no influence. This provision of the Bill assumes that the accused would not 
be protected by the preceding part of the section, and. therefore, that he 
was at the time he did the act capable of appreciating its nature and 
quality, and knew that what he was doing was wrong. The test proposed 
for distinguishing between such a state of mind and a criminal motive, 
the offspring of revenge, hatred, or ungoverned passion, appears to us on 
the whole not to be practicable or safe, and we are unable to suggest one 
which would satisfy these equisites and obviate the risk of a Jury being

(55) R. v. Stokes. 3 ('. & K., 185.
(5(1) R. v. Layton. 4 V<yx ('. C., 1411.
(57) R. v. Burton, 3 F. & F.. 772.
(58) R. v. Townley, 3 F. & F., 831).
(50) R. v. Blomfield. l'/dr " Lancet." July 31st. 1875; Woodman & Tidy, 

For. Med., 871.
(00) R. v. Hitchens, " Lancet." March 3. 1888: 2 Hamilton & Uodkin's 

Leg. Med., 247.
(01) See. 22 of the English Draft Code is in the same terms as see. 11 of 

our Code.
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mi. (I by considerations of ho im t’aiual a character. It must be borne 
in mind that, although insanity is a defence which is applicable to any 
criminal charge, it is most freqiirtitly put forward in trials for murder, anil 
for this offence the law — and we think wisely — awards upon conviction 
a fixed punishment which the Judge has no power to mitigate. In the case 
of any other offence, if it should appear that the offender was afflicted 
with some unsoundness of mind, but not to such a degree us to render him 
irresponsible — in other words, where the criminal element predominates, 
though mixed in a greater or less degree with the insane element—the 
Judge <an apportion the punishment to the degree of criminality, making 
allowance for the weakened or disordered intellect. But in a ease of murder 
this can <mlv be done by an uppeul to the Executive; ami we are of opin
ion that this difficulty cannot be successfully avoided by any definition of 
insanity which would Im- both safe and practicable, anil that many cases 
must occur which cannot be satisfactorily dealt with otherwise than by 
such an appeal. '

See see. 057, pout, and the eases there cited, as to the course to be 
pursued when an accused refuses to plead or will not answer when called 
upon to plead; and see sections 730 ami 7."I7. pout, and cases there cited, 
as to proof of the accused's insanity at the time of the commission of the 
offence charged and as to the trial of an accused who, on arraignment or 
at any time before verdict appears, on account of insanity, to be inci 
of conducting his defence.

Drunkenness. With regard to derangement of the mind by the use of 
intoxicating liquors, the rule is that if drunkenness be contracted vo'imtar 
ily it will not relieve a person from responsibility for a criminal offence 
committed by him while in a drunken condition, whether at the time he 
knows wlmt he is doing or not. (62) Still if the act be one which must in 
order to render it a criminal offence be done with some particular intent 
the fact, of its being done when the- offender is in a state of intoxication 
should be taken into account in deciding whether he has such intent or 
not. (<l.‘l)

If the drunkenness be involuntary, as if a person be made drunk by 
stratagem or fraud, or by some mistake, as by a physician unskilfully 
administering some drug or intoxicant to a patient, or if a man become 
intoxicated in any other way than by his own voluntary act, he will not 
Im responsible for an offence committed while so affected to an extent 
which prevents him from knowing that lie is doing wrong. (04) Ur. if by 
lia hit lia I drinking a person become affected by a fixed frenzy, delirium 
tremens, or other form of insanity, whether permanent or intermittent, lie 
cannot be held responsible for an act done by him while thus affected, it" 
he be thereby rendered incapable of knowing that the act is wrong, or if lu
be thereby subjected to some specific delusion causing him to believe in 
the existence ot some state of things which if real would justify or excuse 
his act. (05)

(02) III. Com.. 20: I Hale. .12; I Russ. Cr.. 143.
(03) It. v. Mcakin. 7 < ", & I*., 207: It. v. Monk house. 4 Cox, 55:

It. v. Cruse. S C. & I*.. 541-540; It. v. Moore. 3 C. & K.. 310; It. v. (Jamlen. 
I I-'. & I'., oil; It. v. Doody. <i Cox. 403; It. v. Doherty. 10 Cox. 3(H); Stepli. 
(ten. View Cr. I... HI; King v. State (Ala.), S So. Rep.. 850; 13 Cr. L. Mag.. 
054: Chatham v. State (Ala.). 0 So. Rep., 007: 13 Cr. L. Mag.. 038: 1 Bisli. 
New Cr. L. Com., 253; I Russ. Cr.. 144.

(04) 1 Russ. Cr.. 143: Co. Lit., 247: I Hale. 32: I llish. New Cr. L. Com.. 
250.

(05) I Ilale. 30; R. v. Davis. 14 Cox. 503; Burrow's Case. I Lew., 
25: V. S. \'. Drew, 5 Mason, 28.

04
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12. Compulsion by threats. — Except as hereinafter provided, 
compulsion by threats of immediate death or grievous bodily 
harm from a person actually present at the commission of the 
offence shall be an excuse for the commission, by a person sub
ject to such threats, and who believes such threats will be ex
ecuted, and who is not a party to any association or conspiracy 
the being a party to which rendered jiim subject to compulsion, 
of any offence other than treason as defined in paragraphs a, b, c, 
i/, and c of subsection one of section sixty-five, murder, piracy, 
offences deemed to be piracy, attempting to murder, assisting in 
rape, forcible abduction, robbery, causing grievous bodily harm 
and arson.

According to this section, (the provisions of which, together with those 
of section Id. are included in section 2.1 of the English Draft Code, a 
person is relieved from responsibility for any offence (other than the 
offences s|iecinlly excepted by the section), when any such offence is 
committed under compulsion by threats, if it be proved,— 1st. that the 
threats were of immediate death or grievous bodily harm, made by some 
one actually present at the commission of the offence; 2nd. that the person 
so threatened believed such threats would be executed, and 3rd, that he 
was not a party to any association or conspiracy rendering him subject to 
compulsion.

On this subject, the Royal Commissioners have in Note A at p. 43 of their 
Report, the following remarks:

“ There can be no doubt that a man is entitled to preserve his own life 
and limb; and, on this ground, he may justify much which would other
wise be punishable. The ease of a person setting up as a defence that he 
was compelled to commit a crime is one of every day. There is no doubt 
on the authorities that compulsion is a defence when the crime is not one 
of a heinous character. Rut killing ati innocent person, according to Lord 
Hale, can NEVF.it he justified, lie lays down the stern rule: “ If a man be 
desperately assaulted and in peril iff death, and cannot otherwise escape, 
unless to satisfy his assailant's fury he will kill an innocent person then 
present, the fear and actual force will not acquit him of the crime and 
punishment of murder, if he commit the fact: for he ought rather to die 
himself than kill on Innocent.’'

"On the trials for high treason in 1741*. the defence of the prisoners was 
in many cases that they were compelled to serve the rebel army. The law 
was laid down somewhat more favorably for the prisoners than it had 
been before, as the defence of compulsion was stated to apply not merely 
to furnishing provisions to the rebel army, but even to joining and serving 
in that army. It was laid down, (see Foster. 14), that, “The only force 
that doth excuse is a force upon the person and present fear of death ; and 
this force and fear of death must continue all the time the party remains 
with the rebels. It is incumbent upon every man. who makes force his 
defence, to show an actual force, and that he quitted the service as soon 
as he could.” It is noticeable that though most of those who set up this 
defence must have fought in actual battle, and must have killed, or at 
least have assisted in killing the loyalists and so brought themselves with
in the stern rule laid down by Hale, it was never suggested that this made 
a difference. The Indian Commissioners proposed in the first draft of the 
Indian (’ode to make compulsion in no case a defence, but to have it merely 

a ground for appealing to the mercy of the government. The Indian (’ode 
as published Contains a section more lenient than that originally proposed ; 
hut more severe than that laid down in Foster. We have framed section
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23 of the Draft Code, (OU) to exprès* what we think is the existing law, 
Hiid wlnit at all events we suggest might to be the law.’’

ILLUSTRATIONS

A, under compulsion by threats of immediate death or grievous bodily 
harm from H, then actually present, sets tire to C’s house, believing that 
B will carry out his threats. A is not excused, but is guilty; became arson 
is one of the offences excepted bp the above section.

A, under compulsion by threats of immediate death or grievous bodily 
harm from B. then actually present, commits a common assault upon (', 
believing that It's threats will be executed. A is excuse! : because the 
offence is one of those not excepted bp the above section.

A. under compulsion by threats of death or grievous bodily harm from 
B, iclio is not aetnallp present, commits a common assault upon (', belie
ving that B will carry out his threats. A is not excused.

A, being threatened with immediate death or grievous bodily harm from 
B, who is actually present, commits a common assault on C, but A does 
not believe that li icill earrp oat his tIncuts. A is not excused.

A, as a member of an association or conspiracy, becomes bound to act 
with his co-associates or co-conspirators ; and, it I icing resolved that B 
shall be assaulted, A acting under compulsion by threats of immediate 
death or grievous bodily harm from his co-asso.-iatos or co-conspirators, 
assaults or assists in the assault on B. A is not excused.

Compulsion by force. — Although the law will not excuse the commis
sion of any of the above excepted offences, — such as murder, piracy, rape, 
arson, — done under compulsion by threats even of immediate death, it 
will be different with a person who is not a free agent physically, but who 
is subjected, — not to threats operating on his mental faculties, — hut to 
actual physical force exercised without or against his consent by a third 
party at the time of the act being done.

ILLUSTRATION

"If A. by force take the arm of B. in which is a weapon, and thereby 
kill (', A is guilty of murder, not B; " (07) for B. in this instance, is as 
unwittingly the instrument of A, as, if he were inanimate or unconscious ; 
and his own will has nothing at all to do with the act, which is as 
exclusively the act of A as if the weapon were in the latter's hand instead 
of in B e.

I"pon an indictment for manslaughter charging that the prisoner com 
jielled and forced two other men, who were working with him at a certain 
windlass, to leave the said windlass, and that, by such compulsion and 
force, etc., the deceased was killed, it was held that this indictment was 
not supported by evidence shewing that the prisoner was working at the 
windlass with two other men. and that, by his going away, and thus with 
drawing his assistance, the other two men were not strong enough to work 
it, and so they had to let go; it being decided that the words “ compel " 
and ‘"force" must be taken to mean "active force." (08)

(00) See. 23 of the English Draft Code is in the same terms ns sections 
12 and 13 of our Code.

(07) 1 Russ. Cr., 0 Ed., 145; I East I\ C., 225. 
i OH) R. v. Lloyd, 1C.* 1*.. 301.
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Compulsion by nc.essity. Tin» law of necessity is iiurumount oxer all 
other laws; ami it lias been well said Hint every law of man, common law 
or statutory law. has in it the implied exception, which is of the same 
force as if expressed, that obedience shall not hi- required when obedience 
is impossible, and that an act which is unavoidable is no crime.(6») And, 
as everything which is necessary for a man to do to save his life is treated 
as coni|'elle<l. it follows that if I am attacked by a ruflian who seeks my 
life, I may kill him if I cannot otherwise preserve my own life. (70) And, 
if during an embargo a vessel is by stress of weather compelled to put into 
a foreign port and there sell hei cargo, for tin- preservation of the lives and 
property on board, she will not be adjudged guilty of a breach of the 
Embargo Act. (71)

ILIA STKATIOSS

A doctor kills a child in the act of birth as the only way to save the 
life of till* mother. The doctor is justified. (72)

Where shipwrecked sailors and passengers were escaping in a boat 
which would not hold all. the sailors threw some of the passengers over
board. lli-ld that, unless the presence of the sailors was necessary for the 
common safety, the passengers should have been kept in the boat in pref
erence to the sailors. (73)

A and II swimming in the sea, after being shipwrecked, get hold of a 
plank not large enough to support both. A pushes oil' It. who is drowned. 
It has been said that A commits no crime. (74)

But Lord Coleridge in delivering judgment in the* ease of I!, v. Duuicy 
and Stephens, seems to deny that this is the law. (75) And the English 
Royal Commissioners, by their remarks, set out below, on the subject of 
“ Necessity," appear to confirm his view.

In the English Draft ('ode. as originally prepared, there was a clause 
on "Necessity;" but, upon the revision of the Hill by the Royal Com
missioners. tlie clause was struck out; and. in giving their reasons for 
striking out the clause, the Commissioners say:

“Compulsion is only one instance of a justification cm the ground that 
the act. otherwise- criminal, was necessary to preserve life. A case of fre
quent occurrence is where a thief says he was starving and could not save 
his life unless he stole. Lord Hale, after stating the rule laid down by 
some casuists that this was justifiable, says, emphatically, “ I do therefore 
take it that where persons live under the same civil government, ns here 
in England, that rule, at least by the- laws of England, is false; and, there
fore-, if a person, hciiiK under necessity for want of victuals or clothes, 
shall upon that account clandestinely and ultimo furiinili steal another 
man's goods, it is felony."’ And he gives an excellent reason: "Men's prop
erties would be under ii strange- insecurity, being laid open to other men's 
necessities, whereof no man can, possibly judge but the- party himself.’

"Hut Lord Hale admits that this general principle is subject to some 
exceptions, lie- says: " Indeed this rule, ill ruxil <■.rtirnnr HCCi'SHitntlH am- 
ilia mint communia, does hold in some particular cases, where, by the tacit 
consent of nations, or of some particular countries or societies it hath

(611)11. v. Dunnett. 1 far. & K., 425.
(70) 4 HI. Com.. 183.
(71) The "William dray.” 1 Paine, 16: 1 Bish. New Cr. L. Com.. 8th 

Ed., 351.
(72) Stcpli. (len. View Cr. L.. 2nd Eel., 77.
(73) V. S. v. Holmes, 1 Wall Jr., 1: Burb. Dig. Cr. L.. 17.
(74) Bac. Max.. No. 5: Burb. 38; 1 Hawk., c. 28. s. 26.
(75) See 11. v. Dudley & Stephens, ett. at p. 24, pont.
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obtained. * Ity tin» llhislian Law and the common maritime custom, if 
tlie common pr«>xision for the ship's com|nmy fail, the master may under 
«« itain teii.|N-ramciits break o|n*ii the private chests of the mariners or pas
sengers and make a distribution of that particular and private provision 
for the preservation of the ships com puny. "(70)

" Suidi eases have frei|tiently happened, and the law has licen settled as 
in them. I tut ingenious men may suggest eases which, though possible, 
have not come under practical discussion in our Courts of justice. Casuists 
have for centuries amused themselves, and may amuse themselves for 
centuries to come, by speculating ax lo llr moral ilnhi of hco person* In 
'li • ira h r *li niHiliiiii for thr iioxxrxxlon o, a /ilank rapalilr of mii/iiioiI in<i 
oil I n our. If ever such a ease should come up for decision Indore a court of 
justice, (which is improbable), it may In- found that the particular cir
cumstances render it easy o! solution. We are certainly not prepared to 
siiggist that necessity should, in iter// e#/*e, be a justification. We are 
• <|iiaM> unprepared to suggest that necessity should. Ill no raw, be a 
defence: \\e judge it lad ter to leave such questions to lie dealt with, when, 
if ever, tlux arise in practice by applying the principles of law to the 
cireuinstall'es of the particular case."

In the case of I*, x. Dudley & Stephens it was held that a man. who. in 
"idvr to e-eape death from hunger, kills another, for the purpose of eating 
his llesli. is guilty of murder, although, at the time of the act. he is in such 

l iicimisiami-s that he ladicves and has reasonable grounds for believing 
that it allords the only chance of preserving his own life. It appeared, 
upon a special verdict rendered at the trial, that the prisoners Dudley and 
Mepheiis. txxo senna n. were, with a ls»y, ot 17 or IK. cast away in a storm 
i n the high seas, and coni|N‘llcd to put out in an open boat, that the boat 
was drifting on the ocean and was prnhaL v more than a thousand miles 
from land. that, on the eighteenth day. x lien they had liven seven days 
without I nod and live days without water, Dudley proposed to Stephens 
that lots should Is- cast who should Is- put to death to save the rest. and 
that they afterxvards thought it would Ik- better to kill the boy so that 
their own lives should be ~.iml. that, on the txx'cnticth day. Dudley, with 
the assent of Stephens, killed the hoy. and both prisoners fed on tlie llesli 
for four days. that, at the time of the net. there xvas no sail in sight nor 
any reasonable piospecl of relief, that under these circumstances then- 
ap|M>ared, to the prisoners, every prospect that, unless they, then or very 
soon, fed upon I he boy or one of themselves, they would die of starvation.

Upon these facts, it was held that there was no proof of any such neces
sity as could justify the prisoners in killing the boy, and that they were 
guilty of murder: and Chief .lustice Coleridge, in delivering the judgment 
of the Court said: "It is not comet to say that there is an absolute or 
iinqtialilied iieci suit y to preserve ones life. and. if Lord Bacon, in saying 
that if one of two shipvvreiked persons holding on to a plank push the 
other oil" to save his own life, meant to lay down the broad proposition 
that a man may save his own life by killing, if necessary, an innocent and 
unotrending neighbour, it is certainly not law at the present day."(77)

13. Compulsion of wife. — No presumption shall he ninth* 
that a married woman committing an offence docs so under com
pulsion because she commits it in the presence of her husband.

This section very properly abrogates the common law doctrine by which 
a wife who (ommitted any crime, other than treason or murder, in her

< 70) 1 Hale. 54, .V».
i7T) R. v. Dudley and Stephens. 14 (J. B. D., 273. 285-287.
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husband's presence or company was pritim fitch' presumed to net under 
his eoereioli. (78)

Blackstone says that in his day this m!e was at least a thousand years 
old in England. and that among the northern nations of Europe the priv
ilege extended to every women transgressing in company with a man. the 
indemnity being similar to that aeeovded to every slave who eommitted 
a joint otl'ence with a fri email. Its origin is thus clearly derivuhle from 
the old liarlmriv notions of the abject jMisition of the wife in the matrimo
nial relation.

t'nder this old rule it was held in one ease where a wife went from 
house to house littering base coin, her husband accompanying her but 
remaining outside, that her act must be presumed to have proceeded from 
his coercion. (7b)

While, however, the common law protected a wife from punishment fin
ally ordinary crime committed by her under the coercion of her husband, 
which coercion was presumed if she committed the olFence in his presence 
or in his company. (8(1). still, as the husband's presence merely raised a 
initiut facie presumption that -he acted under his coercion, if the evidence 
clearly rebutted such presumption and shewed that she was not draw’ll 
to the otl'ence by the husband, or if she were the principal inciter of it. 
she was punishable as well as her husband.(SI) And if she committed an 
oU'ence voluntarily, or by the Imre command of the husband without him 
being a tually present at the time of the committing of the olFence, she 
was punishable.(82) Thus, where a woman was tried for altering a forged 
order, and her husband was tried for procuring her to commit the otl'ence. 
and it appeared that, although her husband had ordered her to do it. he 
was not present when she did it, the judges, upon a ease reserved, held 
that the presumption of coercion did not arise, as the husband was absent 
at the time of the uttering, and that the wife was properly convicted of 
the uttering and the husband of the procuring. (83)

This idil presumption of the common law was a strained one. In many 
eases the wife commits a criminal act in spite of her husband ; and the 
above section 13, by abrogating the common law rule, makes it a matter of 
evidence to be proved whether she acted under the compulsion of her 
husband or in spite of or independently of him.

By the terms of sc tions 12 and 13. one rule in regard to compulsion or 
coercion is laid down for all persons alike, whether married women or not.

14. Ignorance of the law. — Tin- fact that an offender is 
ignorant of the law is not an excuse for any offence committed 
hv him.

The doctrine embodied in this section is founded upon the general prin
ciple that every one is presumed to know the law. (84) If a man knowingly

(78) 1 Hale. 45; I Hawk. I*. ('.. e. 1. s. V: 4 Bl. Com.. 28.
(79) Con noil v's Case. 2 lew., 229: 1 Bisli New Cr. L. Com.. 8th Ed., 

pp. 214, 213.
180) I K.iss. Cr.. (ith I'M.. 140; 1 Hale. 43: 4 Bl. Com., 28.
(81) 1 Hale. 310; R. v. Toniev, 12 Cox. C. ('.. 43; Warb. L. Cas.. 2nd 

Ed.. 23.
(82) I Russ. Cr.. 0th ltd.. 140; 1 Hawk. I*. C„ e. 1, *. 11.
183) R. v. Morris, R. & R.. 270.
(84) Broom’s Leg. Max.. 0th Ed.. 247 «7 xi't/.: 4 Bl. Com., 27; 1 Hale. 42; 

IT v. Crawshaw. Bell, 303.
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does an act which is unlawful according to law, lie is presumed to know 
of its unlawfulness. His ignorance of the law will not excuse him. (85)

The presumption is so strong that it has been held to lie no defence for 
a foreigner, charged with a crime committed in Kngland, to shew that the 
act was no offence in his own country and that lie did not know lie was 
doing wrong in doing it in Kngland. (Stl) And a foreigner while on hoard 
a British ship, which he has entered voluntarily, is as amenable to English 
law as if lie were on British land. (87)

Where a defendant was convicted of malicious shooting on the high 
seas upon an indictment laid tinder a special statute passed only a few 
weeks before the offence was committed and of which statute no notice 
could have reached the place where the shooting happened, the conviction 
was nevertheless considered perfectly legal: although the judges recom
mended a pardon. (88)

In section 21, punt, there is an exception to the general rule that ig
norance of the law shall Ik- no excuse ; for it is there enacted that "every
one, acting under a warrant or process which is bad in law on account of 
some defect in substance or in form apparent on the face at it. if lie in good 
faith, and, without culpable ignorance and negligence, believes that tin- 
warrant or process is good in law, shall be protected from criminal respons
ibility to the same extent and subject to the same provisions as if the 
warrant or process were good in law : and iff mini nev of tin• line .shall In 
Huvh case he an '

Ignorance or mistake of fact. Although ignorance ai the law is no 
excuse, it is otherwise with regard to ignorance or mistake in point of 
fact, which as a general rule « ill lie a good and sufficient excuse ; ( S!> ) for 
a mistake of fact may negative the existence of an evil intent, which is 
the essence of a crime ; so that whenever any one. without fault or care
lessness, is, while pursuing a lawful object, misled concerning facts, and 
acts upon them as he would lie justified in doing were they what hr 
believes them to be, he is legally as well as morally innocent. But the rule 
will not apply if the mistake be made in the course of doing any unlawful 
act. and therefore if sonic unintended or unforeseen consequence ensue 
from an act which in itself is wrongful and unlawful, the actor will be as 
criminally responsible as if the consequence were intended and foreseen ; 
(DO) nor will the rule apply if the mistake be due to any negligence or 
want of due diligence; at least it will not apply so as to exonerate a person 
entirely ; and the rule will not apply when a statute makes an act criminal 
irrespective of guilty knowledge some fact connected with it.

1LLVSTKATIOXS

A, in his own house strikes a blow under the mistaken though liana fiih 
belief that he is striking at a concealed burglar, but by this blow he kill* 
B, a member of his own family. A is guilty of no offence. (01)

B. pretending by way of a practical joke to be a robber, presents an

(85) It. v. Mailloux. .1 Pugs. (X. B.), 405.
(SO) 11. v. Esop, 7 ('. & P., 450 ; Bur nonet's Case, I E. &. B.. I : I Dear*. 

('. t\, 51.
(87) R. v. Sat tier. It. v. Lopez, I). & 11., ('. (’., 525.
(88) R. v. Hailey. R. & R., I.
(80)4 HI. Com., 27; 1 Hawk. P. C., Curw. Ed., p. 5. s. 14 (note)-. 1 Bi*h. 

New Cr. L. Com., 8th Ed., 171.
(00) Arch . Cr. PI., 24; Clarke's Cr. L., 70.
(01) It. v. Levitt. Cm. Car., 558; 1 Hale, 474 : Burl). Dig. Cr. L., 40.
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empty pistol at A and demand* liis money. A. Ixdieving that It really is 
a robber, kills It. A is justified. (1)2)

A kills It. a friendly visitor through a <///<//<«//// mistaking him for a 
burglar. Although A cannot be convicted of murder he may be convicted 
of manslaughter by reason of his having negl///««//(/ failed to acquaint 
himself with the true state of affairs. (93)

Where a physician was indicted for malpractice, it was no defence that 
he was ignorant of facts with which it was his dut v to become acquain
ted. (94)

When a statute makes an act indictable, irrespective of guilty knowledge 
of some fact connected with it, ignorance of the fact will be no defence. (1)5) 
Take the following illustration given by Sir .lames K. Stephen: "A 
abducts It, a girl of 15 years of age, from her father’s house believing in 
good faith and on reasonable grounds that It is IS years of age. A com
mits an offence, although if It had been IS years of age she would not have 
la-en within the statute.” (fltl)

It has been held that, where a municipal bylaw provided that no person 
should let occupy or suffer to be occupied as a dwelling house or lodging 
any room not containing at least 3S4 cubic feet of space for each person 
occupying the same, it is necessary, in order to support a conviction for 
a contravention of such bylaw, that there should be some evidence of 
guilty knowledge actual or constructive on the part of the person 
charged. (1)7)

15. Execution of lawful sentence.. — Every ministerial officer 
of any court authorized to execute a lawful sentence, and even 
gaoler, and every person lawfully assisting such ministerial of
ficer or gaoler, is justified in executing such sentence.

16. Execution of lawful process. — Every ministerial officer 
of any court duly authorized to execute any lawful process of such 
court, whether of a civil or criminal nature, and every person 
lawfully assisting him, is justified in executing the same ; and 
every gaoler who is required under such process to receive and 
detain any person is justified in receiving and detaining him.
Sr

17. Execution of lawful warrants. — Every one duly author
ized to execute a lawful warrant issued by any court or justice of 
the peace or other person having jurisdiction to issue such war
rant, and every person lawfully assisting him, is justified in ex
ecuting such warrant ; and every gaoler who is required under 
such warrant to receive and detain any person is justified in 
receiving and retaining him.

(92) 1 Hale 1*. (’.. 474; Barb. Dig. Cr. L., 41.
(1)3) Hudson v. MiieRae, 4 B. & N.. 58.); Whart. (T. I,.. 8th fcd., *. 81).
(94) R. v. Macleod. 12 fox. <’. C.. 534. See also see. 212. post.
(95) 1 Stark. C. 1*.. 199; Sedg. Stnt. L., 2nd Ed.. 80; R. v. Myddleton, 

0 T. R.. 739; R. v. Juke*, 8 T. R„ 539; Whnrt. Cr. L.. *. 88.
(99) Stepli. Dig. Cr. L.. Art. 34; R. v. Prince. L. R.. 2 C. ('. It.. 154. 
(97) Re Wing He. 2 B. f. L.. Rep.. 321.
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In commenting upon the- principle embodied in these sections, the Royal 
Commissioners make (at p. II of their Report), the following remarks:

” It is a principle of the common law that what the law requires it 
justifies. (hinmln nlhiuhl ma mill I ur, mu mintin' ii o mm /ter i/iiiuI pirn 
ultiir ml ill ml." (ii thp.. II.*» b.)

See section 31 and sections 33-311, pi ml, as to the right to use necessary 
force in making an arrest or to prevent an escape or rescue ; and see see 
lion f>8, punt, as to kxcf.hh.

( pon an indieimeiit for assaulting a County Court bailiff in the exeeu 
lion of his duty, the production of the County Court Judge's warrant was. 
upon a ease reserved, held to he a sufficient justification of the bailiff's act 
in making the arrest of the accused, without proof of previous proceedings 
authorizing the warrant, although (lie judgment upon which the warrant 
was issued was one obtained in one county and the warrant issued there
on was sent for execution into another county.

It was contended, on behalf of the accused, that the proceedings author
ising the issue of the warrant should have been proved, so that it might 
be known whether or not the warrant was lawfully issued, that is. having 
a lawful basis, the judgment being a foreign one, that is, obtained in the 
County Court of one county, -Cardiganshire, — and ordered to be ex
ecuted in another county, — Carmarthenshire, — and that, assuming that 
a jinoil warrant to arrest would, in an action of trespass against the officer 
acting under it. lie a justifient ion, (98) yet be would be liable for executing 
a warrant which was obiirliumililc.

Blackburn. -I.. said that, in Maehalley's case,(99), it was held to be 
murder to kill an officer acting under a process that was erroneous ; and. 
after quoting, from Foster's Crown Law, the following: “ And in the ease 
of arrests upon process, whether by writ or warrant, if the officer named 
in the process gixe notice of his authority and lie resisted and killed, it 
will be murder, if such notification was true, aiid (lie process legal,’" — the 
Judge( Blackburn (continued as follows: “ Foster. J.. goes on to say that lie 

« mild not lie understood to mean more than ‘ pruridnl tin• pnirixs lie mil 
ill fretiic in tin (l inin' nf it nml ixsiir in tin' ui iliniirp cotow nf iiixtin .' 
There may have been irregularity previous to the issuing of the warrant : 
but. if the sheriff or other minister of justice be killed in the execution of 
it. it will lie murder : for the officer to whom it is directed must, at his 
peril, pay obedience to it : and it is sufficient, upon an indictment for this 
murder, to produce the writ or warrant without shewing the judgment 
-a decree; ( Roger's Case)." ( 100) And Pollock. ('. B., following Judge 
Blackburn, added : " The process of the County Court was as much a just - 
i Heat ion to the officer as a writ of execution out of a Superior Court to 
the sheriff: and it is clear that the production of such a writ would lie 
suffi» ient in a proceeding of this description for assaulting the sheriff or 
his bailin', without proof of the judgment." (101)

18. Execution of erroneous sentence or process. — If a sen
tence is passed or process issued by a court having jurisdiction 
under any circumstances to pass such a sentence or issue such 
process, or if a warrant is issued by a court or person having 
jurisdiction under any circumstances to issue such a warrant, the

i US ) Andrews v. Marris. 1 (). II.. I.
(09) Maehalley's Case, 0 Co., 05.
( 100 ) Roger's Case. Font., p. 311, c. 8, s.s. 7, 8. 
(101) R. v. Davies, 8 Cox, 480.
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sentence passed or process or warrant issued shall lie sufficient !<• 
justify the officer or person authorized to execute the same, and 
every gaoler and person lawfully assisting in executing or carry
ing out such sentence, process or warrant, although the court 
passing the sentence or issuing the process had not in the partic
ular case authority to pass the sentence or to issue the process, 
or although the court, justice or other person in the particular 
case had no jurisdiction to issue, or exceeded its or his jurisdic
tion in issuing the warrant, or was, at the time when such sent
ence was passed or process or warrant issued, out of the district 
in or for which such court, justice or person was entitled to ac.

In their comments upon sections of the Knglish Draft Code of the same 
import as the foregoing, the Royal Commissioners (in a marginal note op 
posit»* to section 2H of the English Draft Code, said. "The result of the 
author it its justifies us in saying that wherever a ministerial officer, who 
is hound to obey the orders of a court or magistrate, (as, for instance, in 
executing a sentence or eMeeting an arrest under warrant), and is punish 
able by indictment for disobedience, merely obeys tin* order which In* has 
received, he is justifiai, if that order was within the jurisdiction of the 
person giving it. And we think that the authorities shew that a minister
ial officer obeying an order of a court or the warrant of a magistrate, i~ 
just i fit il if the order or warrant was one which the court or magistrate 
could under any circumstances lawfully issue, though the order or warrant 
was in fact obtained improperly, or though there was a defect of jurisdic
tion in the particular case which might make the magistrate issuing the 
warrant civilly responsible ; on file plain principle that the ministerial 
officer is not bound to enquire what were the grounds on which the order 
or warrant was issued and is not to blame for acting on the supposition 
that tin* court or magistrate had jurisdiction."

Where a magistrate received a complaint in a matter over which hi* had 
a general jurisdiction and granted his warrant, upon which the person 
complained of was arrested, it was'held. in an action of damages taken b\ 
the latter, that the complainant was not liable as a trespasser, although 
the particular case was one in which it turned mit that the magistrate 
had no authority to act.

The facts were these*. The plaint ill", a builder, was employed by tin 
defendant to build some houses under a specific contract. In tin* course m 
the work a dispute arose, the plaintiff stopped his building operations, and 
the defendant laid before a magistrate the complaint, in question, undo 
tin* Musin' uni! tfvnu ill's Act. On the warrant being issued, the defendant 
went with the constable to point out the plaintiff to him. On the com 
plaint being heard it was dismissed, the subject matter thereof being found 
not to be one in which the relation of master and servant existed. lienee. 
ilie action of damages, which was non-suited, Lord Abinger. C. IV. holding 
that tin* defendant's interference in the arrest, by pointing out to the 
constable, the plaintiff as the person to be arrested, was too slight to make 
him a trespasser. On motion for a new trial, it was argued that, when a 
magistrate is put in motion by a complainant, in a matter over which the 
magistrate has no jurisdiction, he is a trespasser, and all who act under 
him are trespassers. Lord Abinger. ('. It., said. - " Where a magistrate 
lias a general jurisdiction over the subject matter, and a party comes 
before him and prefers a complaint, upon which the magistrate makes a 
mistake in thinking it a case within his authority, and grants a warrant 
which is not justified in point of law. the party complaining is not liable 
as a trespasser, but the only remedy against him is by an action upon the 
case, if In* acted maliciously. A magistrate acting without any jurisdiction
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at till is liable as a trespasser, in many eases, but this liability docs not 
extend to the constable who acts under a warrant." ( 102)

In a case tried in Manitoba. Indore the coming into force of the Code, it 
had already been held that where a writ of fieri faciah contained a state
ment merely erroneous as to date and which could have been amended, a
person was not justified in resisting the sherilfs' offher in executing it. 
The prisoner had liven convicted under an indictment charging him with 
having unlawfully and wilfully obstructed a sheriffs' officer in the execu 
tiun of three writs of fieri facias. It was stated in each of the writs that 
the judgment upon which it was issued was entered up on the 25th of 
February 1MI2, the real dates of the entering up of the judgments I icing 
the 3rd of February ISN7. On a case reserved by the trial Judge, the Court 
of Queen's I tench held that the writs I icing in proper form and regular on 
their face, ti|«irt from the error in the dates of the judgments, the sherill 
was bound to execute them, that the error was merely an amendable 
irregularity, and that the prisoner was rightly convicted. ( 103)

Where, on the conviction of J. I).. of an offence under the Indian Act. a 
warrant of commitment, issued by justices, — for non-|iayment of a line 
and costs. — directed the constables of the county of It to take and deliver 
J. I)»to the keeper of the common goal of the county to lie kept there for 
two months unless the line and costs, including costs of conveyance to 
gaol, should be sooner paid, il was held that, as the justices had jurisdic
tion over the offence and as the warrant was valid on its face, it afforded 
a complete protection to the constable executing it and that the defendant 
was rightly convicted of assaulting the constable while attempting to 
execute the warrant, notwithstanding that the awarding of the punish
ment,— in directing imprisonment for non-payment of the tine ami costs, 
including costs of conveyance to gaol. — may have lieen erroneous, as not 
I icing authorized by the Act. ( 104 j

19. Sentence or process without jurisdiction. — Every officer, 
gaoler or person executing any sentence, process or warrant, and 
every person lawfully assisting such officer, gaoler or person shall 
Ik* profnlcd from criminal reitpomibHilfj if lie acts in good faith 
under the belief that the sentence or process was that of a court 
having jurisdiction or that the warrant was that of a court, jus
tice of the peace or other person having authority to issue war
rants, and if it he proved that the person passing the sentence or 
issuing the process acted as such a court under colour of having 
some appointment nr commission lawfully authorizing him to act 
as such a court, or that the person issuing the warrant acted as a 
justice of the peace or other person having such authority, al
though in fact such appointment or commission did not exist or 
had expired, or although in fact the court or the person passing 
the sentence or issuing the process was not the court or the per 
son authorized by the commission to act, or the person issuing 
the warrant was not duly authorized so to act.

It will Ik* seen that section IN protects an officer who execute* the 
sentence or warrant of a court or person having jurisdiction, generally
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( 102) West v. Smallwood. 3 M. & W., 418.
( 103) R. v. Monknmn. H Man. L. R.. 509: 13 ('. L. T.. 16. 
(104) R. v. King. 18 Ont. Rep., 506.
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.-•peaking. but lifting, in the jiarticulav vane in hand, either without or in 
excess of Hiifli jurisdiction or outside of bis or its district; and that section 
lb protects an officer in executing in good faitli a sentence or warrant 
which he believes has been passed or issued by a duly authorized court or 
person, if it lie proved that it was passed or issued by such court or person 
under some color of lawfv' authority.

In (ommenting upon the latter clause, the English Commissioners said,
' Though cases of this sort have rarely arisen in practice, we think we are 
justified by the opinion of Lord Hale (I llale, 4HH), in saying that the 
order of a court, having a color of jurisdiction, though acting erroneously 
is enough to justify the ministerial officer."

20. Arresting the wrong person. — Every one duly author
ized to execute a warrant to arrest who thereupon arrests a per
son, believing in good faith and on reasonable and 
grounds that lie is the person named in the warrant, shall be 
protected from criminal responsibilitj/ to the same extent and sub
ject to the same provision as if the person arrested had been the 
person named in the warrant.

2. Every one called on to assist the person making such arrest, 
and believing that the person in whose arrest he is called on to 
assist is the person for whose arrest the warrant is issued, and 
every gaoler who is required to receive and detain such person, 
shall be protected to the same extent and subject to the same 
provisions as if the arrested person had been the person named 
in the warrant.

This section iunkes an important change. By the common law, if an of 
liter having a warrant for one person, arrested another, the arrest was 
illegal and unjustifiable. For instance, in one case a magistrate issued a 
warrant upon a criminal charge against a man who was described in the 
warrant by the name of John II. Under this warrant the constable arrest
ed Richard 11.: and. although the man so arrested was in reality the per
son against whom the warrant was intended, and was pointed out, as such, 
to the constable, by the prosecutor who supposed the mail's name to be 
John 11.. Mr. Justice Voltman directed the jury, and his ruling was after
wards upheld, that a person could not lie lawfully taken under a warrant 
describing him by a name that did not belong to him, unless he had 
assumed or called himself by the wrong name. ( 10,1)

Of course, as a constable could always apprehend, without irrant. any 
one suspected on reasonable grounds of having committed a felony, lie was 
able to justify an arrest, on that ground, although he had a warrant which 
happened to be illegal. (100)

The remarks of the Knglish Commissioners in support of a similar clause 
in their draft code are as follows: “This is new. As an officer arresting 
for felony without warrant is by the common law justified even if he, by 
mistake, arrests the wrong person, we think that the one who arrests any 
person with a warrant for any offence shall at least lie protected from 
criminal responsibility. The right of action is not affected by it.”

(1(M) Hove v. Rush, 1 M. & (ir„ 77.1. 780: 3 ltuss. Cr..6th Ed., 100; R. 
v Hood, R. & M.. 281.

(100) 3 Russ. Cr.. 100. note («/).

1566
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21. Irregular warrant or process. — Kvvry one acting under 
a warrant or process which is bad in law on account of some 
defect in substance or in form apparent on the face of it, if he in 
good faith and without culpable ignorance and negligence be
lieves that the warrant or process is good in law, shall be protected 
from criminal responsibility to the same extent and subject to the 
same provisions as if the warrant or process were good in law, and 
ignorance of the law shall in such case be an excuse : (107) Pro
vided, that it shall be a question of law whether the facts of 
which there is evidence may or may not constitute culpable 
ignorance or negligence in his so believing the warrant or process 
to be good in law.

In reference to this clause in the English Draft Code, the Commissioners 
said, " It is at least doubtful on the existing authorities whether a person 
honest I v acting under a laid warrant, defective on the face of it, has any 
defence*, though doing only what would have been his duty if the warrant 
was good. The section as framed protects him. The proviso is new. but 
seems to be reasonable. It does not touch the question of civil responsibil
ity.”

Execution of warrant or process ty persons to whom it is not directed.
Where bankrupt . \ commissioners had issued a warrant to apprehend a 
bankrupt, the warrant being directed "to -I. A. ami W. S.. our messenger*, 
and their assistants, etc.." it was held that this warrant «lid not justify 
the bankrupt's apprehension by any one who was not in the presence, 
actual or constructive, of .1. A. and W. S„ anil that, therefore. 1$.. an 
assistant of W. S., in his business of a SherillV officer, was not justified 
in apprehending the bankrupt in the absence of XV. S. and .1. A., although 
It. had the warrant in his possession, that the term "assistants" would 

, nly extend to such persons a* .1. A. and XV. S.. or either of them, might 
take with them to aid them in making the arrest, and that wheVo It., in 
attempting, in the absence of .1. A. and XX". S.. to take the bankrupt, was 
struck down with a stone and, in an ensuing struggle, had his nose bitten 
oil' by the bankrupt, this, in case death had ensiled to It., would have 
been a ease of manslaughter only. (10S)

XX here a warrant of distress for sewer rates was issued under an Impe
rial statute, it was held that it. could only be lawfully executed by the 
person to whom it was directed, that, if the warrant Is- handed over by 
such authorized person to any other person, the latter lias no right 1< 
execute it. that, in executing it. su h other person commits a trespass, and 
that, if in its execution, he commits an assault, lie may be convicted their 
of. In this ease. Field. .1., quoted the legal maxim. ItcUyatus non palest 
ililei/are, and said that the person to whom the warrant was directed \vu* 
the ihleptitus and had no power to delegate his authority. “ It is a general 
principle," he continued, “that every person whose house is entered and 
whose property is seized is entitled to know the authority under which 
it is done and to be able to see whether that authority has been followed.
It would lie a shocking thing to say that an authorized man can give the 
warrant to any pei>on he pleases and allow that jierson to commit a tres
pass."* ( 109)

(107) See section 14. ante.
< His | II. v. XX bailey. 7 < . & I'.. 245.
(109) Symonds x. Kurtz. Ill Cox ('. ('., 726.
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ARRESTS WITHOUT WARRANT.

22. Arrest, by peace officer, without warrant, of suspected 
offender. — Every peace officer who, on reasonable and probable 
grounds, believes that an offence for which the offender may be 
arrested without warrant has been committed, whether it has 
been committed or not, and who, on reasonable and probable 
grounds, believes that any person has committed that offence, is 
justified in arresting such person without warrant, whether such 
person is guilty or not.

23. Persons assisting peace officer to arrest suspect. — Every 
one called upon to assist a peace officer in the arrest of a person 
suspected of having committed such offence as last aforesaid is 
justified in assisting, if he knows that the person calling on him 
for assistance is a peace officer, and does not know that there is 
no reasonable grounds for the suspicion.

As the common law justified a constable in making an arrest without 
warrant, upon a reasonable ground of suspicion of a felony having been 
committed, although no felony had in fact been committed,( 110) it was, in 
so far as felonies were concerned, identical with the law as now made 
applicable by the above section 22 to the particular offences (enumerated 
in section 552, post, as amended by 58-50 Vie., e. 40). for which offenders 
may be arrested without warrant.

Of course, the grounds of belief upon which a peace officer acts under 
this provision of the law must, as shewn by all the authorities in point, la- 
such as would lead any reasonable person, a.-ting without bias or pre
judice, to believe the arrested party guilty of the offence. (Ill)

Section 22 is intended to provide for the exoneration of an officer who 
has made an arrest in a case where it turns out that an offence has not 
been committed, not for the case of arresting the wrong person. It is 
intended to apply to a class of cases in which an offence has been attempt 
ed but not completed. As. for example, the case of a man arrested for 
picking or attempting to pick a pocket, when it turns out there was noth 
mg in the pocket. (112) Again, an officer may have reason to believe from 
what he hears and sees that a raja* has been committed, but it may turn 
out that the offender has only been guilty of an indecent assault, or the 
offence of rape, although attempted, may not have lieen completed. Under 
this section the oflic. r would be exonerated. Again, an officer going along 
a highway finds a homicide has been committed, and he makes an arrest. 
It may turn out that the homicide was excusable. In all these cases the 
officer has acted promptly on information that would satisfy any reason 
able man. and he does so at the peril of justification which he can obtain 
when a judge decides that he has had reasonable and probable grounds on 
which to make the arrest.

A justice of the peace is liable in trespass where, without an informa-

( 110) Beckwith v. l'hilbv, 0 11. & ('., 035; Davies v. Russell, 5 Bing.. 
.154 ; Hogg v. Ward. 27 L. J. Ex., 443 ; 2 Hale 79-93; 3 Russ. Cr., 83. -

(111) Allen v. Wright, 8 ('. & V., 522; Ijcctc v. Hart, 37 L.J.C.P., 157; 
L. R. U. 1*. 322; Greerw. & M’s. Mag. Guide. 2nd Ed. 117.

(112) See R. v. Collins, L. & C., 477: and R. v. Brown, 24 Q. R. I)., 157. 
rtf. under sec. 04, post.

3
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lion therefor lieing liisi duly sworn, lie issues his warrant for the arrest 
of a person charged with a criminal offence for which, under sections 22 
and üô2, an arrest may be made without warrant. Sections 22 and 23 are 
a codification of the common law with respect to the right of a peace of
ficer whether a justice of the peace, or a constable, to personally arrest on 
view or on suspicion or by calling some person on the spot to assist him; 
lint they do not authorize a justice, acting without an information laid 
before him, to direct a constable to make an arrest elsewhere without 
warrant. (113)

24. Arrest, by any person, without warrant, of any one found 
committing an offence. — Every ont» is justified in arresting with
out warrant any person whom lie finds committing any offence 
for which the offender may be arrested without warrant, or may 
ho arrested when found committing.

25. Arrest, by any person, of any one reasonably believed 
guilty of an offence actually committed.—If any offence, for 
which the offender may be arrested without warrant, lias been 
committed, any one who, on reasonable and probable grounds, 
believes that any person is guilty of that offence is justified in 
arresting him without warrant, whether such person is guilty or 
not.

This section applies to a case in which an offence, for which an arrest 
may tie made wit limit warrant, has been actually committed by some one ; 
while section 22. relating to the power of a peace officer, is, as already 
mentioned, for eases in which it turns out that the offence has not been 

mil ici at all. or in which the offence has been attempted or commenced 
hut not completed.

Offences for which an arrest may be made without warrant. - The
offences, for which an offender found commit tiny any of them may lie 
arrested, without warrant, by any one. - - whether a peace officer or not, 
and for which an offender who is found committinp or who has commit
ted any of them may be arrested, without warrant, by a PEACE officer, 
are enumerated iu the first, second, third and foutli subsections of wet ion 
552, post, ns amended hv *>K-f>!) Vic., c. 40.

•See also subsections 5 and 0 of sect ion 5,>2, post, for other provisions as 
to the right to arrest without warrant.

26. Arrest, by any person, of any one reasonably believed to 
be committing an offence by night. — Every one is protected 
from criminal responsibility for arresting without warrant any 
person whom he, on reasonable grounds, believes he finds commit
ting by night any offenee for which the offender may be arrested 
without warrant.

27. Arrest by peace officer of person whom he finds commit
ting offence. — Every peace officer is justified in arresting with
out warrant any person whom he finds committing anv offence.

See sub-sec. 3 of sec 552, post.

(113) Mefiuinness v. Dafoe. 27 O. R.. 117; 23 Ont. A. R., 704.
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28. Arrest of person found committing any offence at night. —
Every one is justified in arresting without warrant any person 
whom he finds by night committing any offence. (114)

2. Every peace officer is justified in arresting without warrant 
any person whom lie finds lying or loitering in any highway, yard 
or other place by night, and whom he has good cause to suspect 
of having committed or being about to commit any offence for 
which an offender may be arrested without warrant. (115)

Under section 3 (</.) night or night time is the interval between nine 
o'clock in the afternoon and six o'clock in the forenoon of the following

“Forso committing has been held to mean either seeing the party 
actually committing the offence or pursuing him immediately or contin
uously after he has been seen committing it; so that to justify the arrest, 
without warrant, of an olfcndcr on the ground of his being fourni commit
ting an oll'ence, lie must be taken in the very act of committing it. or there 
must be such fresh and continuous pursuit of him from his being seen and 
surprised in the act until his actual capture that the finding him in the 
net and his subsequent pursuit and capture may be considered to con
stitute one transaction. ( 1 Id) Immediately means immediately after the 
commission of the oll'ence, and not immediately after the discovery of its 
commission. Pursuit after an interval of three hours would not be a fresh 
pursuit.( 117) It seems that if the offender be seen in the commission of the 
olfenie by one person he may lie apprehended by another who did not see 
him committing it. (118)

29. Arrest during flight. -- Every one is protected from crim
inal responsibility for arresting without warrant any person whom 
he, on reasonable and probable grounds, believes to have commit
ted an offence and to be escaping from and to be freshly pursued 
by those whom he, on reasonable and probable grounds, believes 
to have lawful authority to arrest that person for such offence.

This section is identical with section 39 of the English Draft Code, op
posite to which the Royal Commissioners have the following note:
" This is believed to extend the common law, which applies only to the 
arrest of persons actually guilty. It docs not affect the question of civil 
liability."

II will be noticed that in some of the foregoing sections the word “ fasti 
fied " is used, while in others the words used are “ protected from criminal 
responsibility." The different meanings intended to lie conveyed by these 
two expressions are explained in the following extract, bearing on the sub-

(114) See sub-sec. 3 of section 552. post.
(115) See sub-see. 7 of see. 552. post, and paragraph (a) thereof which 

provides that a person apprehended by night while lying or loitering in 
any highway, etc., must be brought before a justice of the peace by noon 
of the following day.

(110) R. v. Curran. 3 ('. & 1\, 397; 3 Russ. Cr.. 6th Ed.. 78; Hanway v. 
Iloultliee. 1 M. & R., 15; R. V. Phelps. C. & M.. 180.

(117) Downing v. Capel. L. R., 2 C. P., 401 ; Leete v. Hart, 37 L. .1.. C. 1\, 
157.

(118) It. v. Ilowarth. R. & M.. C. C. R.. 207; 3 Russ. Cr., 80.
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ject, taken from p. II of the report of the English Commissioners: “ There is 
a difference in the language used in the sections in this part which probably 
requires explanation. Sometimes it is said that the person doing an act is 
• justifiai ' in so doing under particular circumstances. The effect of an 
enactment using that word would be not only to relieve him from punish
ment, but also to afford him a statutable defence against a civil action 
for what he had done. Sometimes it is said that the person doing an act 
is ‘protected from criminal responsibility’ under particular circumstances. 
The effect of an enactment using this language is to relieve him from 
punishment, hut to leave his liability to an action for damages to be deter 
mined on other grounds, the enactment neither giving a defence to such an 
action where it does not exist, nor taking it away where it docs. This 
difference is rendered necessary by the proposed abolition of the distinc
tion between felony and misdemeanor. We think that in all eases where 
it is the duty of a peace oflicer to arrest, (us it is in eases of felony), it 
is proper that he should be protected, us he is now, from civil as well as 
from criminal responsibility. And as it is proposed to abolish the distinction 
between felony and misdemeanor on which most of the existing law as to 
arresting without a warrant depends, we think it is necessary to give a 
new protection from all liability (both civil and criminal) for arrest in 
those cases which by the scheme of the Draft Code are (so far as the power 
of arrest is concerned) substituted for felonies. In those eases therefore 
which are provided for in sections 32,33,34,37,38, (110). the word ‘ Just
ified ' is used. A private person is by the existing law protected from civil 
responsibility for arresting without warrant a person who is on reasonable 
grounds believed to have committed a felony, provided a felony has ac
tually been committed, but not otherwise. In section 35, ( 12(1) providing 
an equivalent for this law. the word used is ‘ justifiai.' On the other hand 
where we suggest an enactment which extends the existing law for tin- 
purpose of protecting the person from criminal proceedings, we have not 
thought it right that it should deprive the person injured of his right to 
damages. And in cases in which it is doubtful whether the enactment 
extends the existing law or not, we have thought it better not to prejudice 
the decision of the civil courts by the language used. In cases therefore 
such as those dealt with by sections 29,30, 31, 3<l, 39, 411. 47, (121), we have 
used the words ‘protected from criminal responsibility.”'

POWERS OF ARREST HY PEACE OFFICER AM) IIY PRIVATE 
PERN)N ('ONTRAM'El).

With regard to a peace officer's powers, the effect of sections 22, 27 and 
28 and of section 552 post, (as amended by 58-51* Vie., c. 40), seems to he 
that he will be justified (that is relieved from civil as well as criminal 
responsibility), in making an arrest without warrant in any of the follow 
ing cases :

1. When he believes, on reasonable and probable grounds, that an 
offence for which an arrest without warrant may be made has been commit 
ted. and when he believes, on reasonable and probable grounds, that the 
person whom he arrests has committed it. whether it turns out that such 
offence has been actually committed or not, and whether the person so 
arrested be guilty or not.

(1111) Sections 32.33.34,37 and 38 of the English Draft Code are inden 
tieal with sections 22, 23, 24, 27 and 28 of our Code.

(120) Section 35 of the English Draft Code is identical with section 25 
of our Code.

( 121 ) Sections 29, 30, 31. 30, 39, 40 and 47 of the English Draft Code are 
identical with sections 19, 20, 21, 20, 29. 30 and 37 of our Code.



2. When the person whom In* arrests is found in tin* act of committing 
any criminal offence whatever.

3. When the person whom he arrests is found by the peace officer 
lying or loitering in any highway, yard or other place, by night, and such 
peace officer has good cause to suspect the jierson, so fourni by him. of 
having committed or being about to commit any offence for which an 
offender may he arrested without warrant.

4. When the |H*rson whom he arrests has committed or is by any one 
found com ini Hi iifi any offence enumerated in subaeet ions 1 and 1 of section

With regard to the powers of a private individual, the effect of sections 
2.1, 24. 25 and 28 and of section f»f>2, pout, (as amended by 08-59 Vie..

< 40). is that lie will be /ustlfled, that is relieved from civil and criminal 
responsibility, in any of the following eases:

1. In assisting. — when called upon. — a peace officer in arresting any 
person suspected of having committed an offence for which an offender 
may be arrested without warrant, provided lie knows that the person call
ing for his assistance is a peace officer, and provided also that lie is not 
aware of there I icing no reasonable grounds for suspecting the person 
sought to lie arrested.

2. In arresting, without warrant, any one whom lie himself finds at any 
time (day or night) committing any offence for which an offender may 
lie arrested without warrant, or may lie arrested when found committing.

3. In making an arrest, without warr v, of any one whom on reason
able and probable grounds lie believes guilty of any offence for which an 
offender may lie arrested without warrant, whether such person is guilty 
or not ; provided, however, that such offence has been actually committed 
by some one.

4. In a nesting without warrant any one whom he himself actually 
finds, bp night, committing any offence whatever.

Under sections 2(1 and 29 a private individual is protected from criminal 
responsibility, but not from civil liability in any of the following eases :

1. In making an arrest without warrant of any one whom, on reasonable 
and probable grounds, he believes he finds committing by night any offence 
for which an offender may lie arrested without warrant.

2. In arresting, without warrant, any ont whom, on reasonable and 
probable grounds, lie believes to have committed an offence and to lie 
escaping from and to be freshly pursued by those whom lie, on reasonable 
and probable grounds. Iielieves to be lawfully authorized to arrest that 
person for that offence.

It will be seen that, on the one hand, a peace officer arresting, without 
warrant, a person whom lie reasonably suspects to have committed one of 
lne offences enumerated in sub-sections 1 and 2 of section 552, post, will be 
justified not only if the person arrested be innocent, but even if the 
suspected offence lias not been committed at all, (sec. 22) ; while, on the 
other hand, a private individual making an arrest, without warrant, of a 
person whom lie lias reasonable and probable grounds for believing to be 
guilty of an offence, must, in order to be justified, shew that the suspected 
offence has been actually committed bv some one. (Sec. 25.) And while a 
peace officer will be justified in arresting any person whom he finds, at my 
time, (day or night), committing any offence whatever, (sec. 27 and sub
sec. .1 of sec. 552, post), it is different with regard to a private individual; 
it is only when the private individual finds the offender committing an 
offence in the night time, (sec. 28 and subsec. 3 of sec. 552, post), that lie 
is justified in arresting him without warrant for any offence not enu
merated in subsec. 1 of sec. 552, post. If it he in the day time, the offence 
in order to justify a private individual in making the arrest without 
warrant, (sec. 24), must be one of the offences enumerated in subscc. 1 of
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see. 552, or an offence which is being committed against property of which 
such private individual is the owner or of which the jierson under whom* 
authority he act* is the owner. (See sub-sec. 5 of se<-. 552. pont).

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A, a peace «/flieer Indieves, on reasonable and probable grounds, that a 
burglary has lieen committed and that It has committed it. A arrests It 
without warrant. It turns out that no burglary has been committed at 
all. A is justified.

A, a peaie officer, believes, on reasonable and probable grounds, that a 
ru|>e has been committed on It. ant that (,' has committed it. A arrests V, 
without warrant. It turns out that C committed no rape but only a com
mon assault. A is juntilled.

A, who is not a peace officer, believes, on reasonable and probable 
grounds, that a burglary has lieen committed, and that It has committed 
it. A arrests It, without warrant. It turns out that although there was a 
burglary It did not commit it. A is justified. In this case if there were no 
burglary committed A would not lie justified.

A, who is not a peace officer, lielievea, on reasonable and probable 
grounds, that a rape has been committed on It by C. A arrests (', without 
warrant. It turns out that (' committed no rape, but only a common 
assault. A is not justified.

A, a |*eace officer, finds It in the act of committing an offence, in the day 
time. A is justified in arresting R, without warrant, whatever the offence 
may be.

A. who is not a |s>ace officer, finds It in the act of committing a common 
assault, in the day time. A is not justified in arresting It, without warrant; 
but if lie were to find It in the day time committing a robbery he would 
be justified in arresting him without warrant ; or if A were to find It com
mitting a common assault or any other offence at night, lie would Is* just
ified in arresting B, without warrant, or if the offence were one which It 
was committing against A's property, A would lie justified in arresting It 
without warrant.

A, a |>eace officer, finds It loitering in a yard by night, and has good 
cause to suspect It of I icing ulxiut to commit arson. A is justified in 
arresting It without warrant.

A, who is not a peace officer. Inlinen, on reasonable ami probable 
grounds, that be finds It committing mischief on a railway hg night. A is 
protected from criminal nsponnihilitu in arresting It. without warrant.

A, who is not a peace officer, finds It in the act of defiling C, a child 
under fourteen. A at once informs I) a peace officer, who has not seen the 
act. D (accompanied by A) immediately pursues and overtakes It, and D 
then arrests him without warrant. I) is justified.

A, as a private individual, finds It in the act of stealing and carrying 
away some of A's clothing or other effects or some of the effects of A's 
master or of a |iers<m for whom A has a ut hoi it y to act. A is justified in 
arresting It without warrant.

30. Statutory power of arrest. — Nothing in this Act shall 
take away or diminish any authority given by any Act in force 
for the time being to arrest, detain or put any restraint on any 
person.
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31. Force used in arrests, etc. — Every ont* justified or pro
tected from criminal responsibility in executing any sentence, war
rant or process, or in making any arrest, and every one lawfully 
assisting him. is justified or protected from criminal responsibility, 
as the ease may he, in using such force as may he necessary to 
overcome any force used in resisting such-execution or arrest, un
less the sentence, process or warrant can he executed or the arrest 
effected by reason ihle means in a less violent manner.

This section is copied from section 41 of tile English Draft Code, and i- 
based upon the principle that, as in making an arrest or in executing any 
sentence, warrant, order, or process, a peace officer or other jierson legally 
authorized acts under legal command or compulsion he may, if resisted, 
repel force with force : and if. in using reasonable and necessary force to 
overcome résistai! e, the ofliecr should happen, in tlie struggle, to kill the 
person resisting or any of his accomplices, he will be exonerated; while, on 
the other hand, if death should ensue to the officer or any one assisting 
him. the persons so resisting will be guilty of murder. (1*22)

32. Duty of persons arresting.— It is the duty of every one 
executing any process or warrant to have it with him, and to 
produce it. if required.

2. It is the duty of every one arresting another, whether with 
or without warrant, to give notice, where practicable of the pro
cess or warrant under which he acts, or of the cause of the arrest.

3. A failure to fulfil either of the two duties last mentioned 
shall not of itself deprive the person executing the process or 
warrant, or his assistants, or the person arresting, of protection 
from criminal responsibility, hut shall he relevant to the inquiry 
whether the process or warrant might not have been executed or 
the arrest effected hy reasonable means in a less violent manner.

The third clause of this section is lielieved to alter the common law ; but 
Hie first and second clauses are declaratory id the common law as held in 
several east's.

For install1 e. where a warrant was issued to apprehend a person for an 
offence in res|K*ct of which an arrest could not be made without warrant, 
it was held that the police officer who executed it must have the warrant 
with him when making the arrest, and that, otherwise, the arrest would 
lie illegal and there could not be a conviction for assaulting the police of
ficer in the execution of his duty.( 123) In one o. the eascs.(124), it was 
held not to he murder, hut only manslaughter, where the arrest, of a 
poacher was attempted by an officer who had seen the warrant but did not 
have it with him. at the time, and the poacher killed the officer, lint 
hind ley. said, in another case, that “ cases may be imagined where the 
absence of a warrant might lie no defence. — ns where the murder was 
premeditated." (125)

(122) Font. 270. 271. 318; 1 Hale. 404; It. v. Porter, 12 Cox. C. C., 444 . 
3 Itliss. Cr.. titll Kd„ 73.

(12.3) ('odd v. Cahe, 1 Ex. !>.. 352: 13 Cox. C. ('.. 202: (billiard v. Laxton. 
2 B. & S„ 303; R. v. Cumpton, 5 Q. B. 1).. 341 : and R. v. Chapman. 12 
( ox V. ('.. 4.

( 124) It. v. Chapman. 12 Cox, C. 4.
(125) R. v. ('llrev. 14 Cox. C. C\. 214.
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33. Peace officer preventing escape by flight from arrest. -
Every peace officer proceeding lawfully to arrest, with or without 
warrant, any person for any offence for which the offender may 
In- arrested without warrant, and every one lawfully assisting in 
such arrest, is justified, if the person to he arrested takes to flight 
to avoid arrest, in using such force as may he necessary to prevent 
Ins escape by such flight, unless such escape can be prevented by 
reasonable means in a less violent manner.

34. Private person preventing escape. — Every private person 
proceeding lawfully to arrest without warrant any person for any 
offence for which the offender may be arrested without warrant 
is justified, if the person to he arrested takes to flight to avoid 
arrest, in using such force as may be necessary to prevent his 
escape by flight, unless such escape can be prevented by reason
able means in a less violent manner; Provided, that such force is 
neither intended nor likely to cause death or grievous bodily

35. Every one proceeding lawfully to arrest any person for any 
cause other than such offence as in the last section mentioned i> 
justified, if the person to be arrested takes to flight to avoid 
arrest, in using such force as may be necessary to prevent his 
escape by flight, unless such escape can Ik- prevented by reason
able means in a less violent manner; Provided such force is nei
ther intended nor likely to cause death or grievous bodily harm.

36. Preventing escape or rescue after arrest. — Every one who 
has lawfully arrested any person for any offence for which tin- 
offender may be arrested without warrant is protected from crim
inal responsibility in using such force in order to prevent the 
rescue or escape of the person arrested as he believes, on reason 
able grounds, to be* necessary for that purpose.

This seems to extend the common law so far as regards private 
persons. (126)

37. Every one who has lawfully arrested any person for any 
cause other than an offence for which the offender may be arrest
ed without warrant is protected from criminal responsibility in 
using such force in order to prevent his escape or rescue as la
bel ieves, on reasonable grounds, to be necessary for that purpose: 
Provided that such force is neither * * nor likely to cause 
death or grievous bodily harm.

38. Preventing breach of the peace. — Every one who wit- 
nessess a breach of the peace is justified in interfering to prevent

( 120) 2 Hale. 88.

1070
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its coat in uunvv or renewal and may detain any person commit
ting or about to join in or renew such breach of the peace, in 
order to give him into the custody of a peace officer : provided 
that the person interfering uses no more force than is reason
ably necessary for preventing the continuance or renewal of such 
breach of the peace, or than is reasonably proportioned to the 
danger to he apprehended from the continuance or renewal of 
such breach of the peace.

39. Peace officer preventing breach of the peace. — Every 
peace officer who witnesses a breach of the peace, and every per
son lawfully assisting him, is justified in arresting any one whom 
he finds committing such breach of the peace, or whom he, on 
reasonable and grounds, believes to lie about to join in
or renew such breach of the peace.

•*. Every peace officer is justified in receiving into custody any 
person given into his charge as having been a party to a breach of 
the peace by one who has, or whom such peace of tic .'r, upon 
reasonable and grounds, believes to have, witnessed such
breach of the peace.

It appeals to have always been competent for a peaee officer and even 
for a private individual to suppress or prevent the continua nee of a breach 
of the peace, committed in his presence, as well as to arrest the persons 
committing it. (127) “The Common law right and duty of conservators of 
the peace and of all persons (according to their power) to keep the peace 
and to disperse, and. if ne cssary. to arrest those who break it. is obvious 
and well settled." ( 128) In the case of an a If ray. peace officers have even 
lieen justified in breaking doors open, in order to suppress it. or in order 
to apprehend the affrayers, and either to carry them before a justice, or 
by their own authority, imprison them for a convenient time, until the 
heat was over. ( 129 )

Rut. what is a breach of the peace? It is said, in regard to the criminal 
law of England, that. " the foundation of the whole system of criminal 
procedure was the prerogative of keeping the peace, which is as old as the 
monarchy itself, and which was, as it still is. embodied in the expression,

• The King’s Peace,’ the legal name of the normal stale of hoc let if." ( 130) 
It may. therefore, be safely asserted that, as all crimes, being public 
wrongs, tend more or less to affect or disturb, directly or indirectly, the 
good order and tranquility so essential to the general welfare of a com
munity, the commission of an offence will nearly always include or involve 
a breach or the |>eace. Rut there are some offences which are directed more 
particularly against the public peace ; or in which the breach of the peace 
is the prominent feature, such, for example, as an affray, an unlawful 
assembly, a riot, and the like. (131) An affray, (from affralcr, to terrify), 
was by the common law the act of two or more persons fighting in some

( 127) Timothy v. Simpson. 1 (’. M. & R.. 757. 700; ingle v. Roll, 1 M. & 
W. 519; tirant Y Moser. 5 M. & <!.. 123 . 1 Russ. Cr., 9th Ed., 390. MM ; 
3 Russ. Cr., 70; 1 Hawk. P. (’., e. 93, s. 13.

(128) 1 Steph. Hist. Cr. L.. 201.
( 129) 4 Steph. Comm., 7th Ed., 252.
( 130) 1 Steph. Hist. Cr. L.. 184.
(131) 4 Steph. Comm.. 7th Ed.. 238; Harris Cr. L., 4th Ed., 108.

^
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public plate tu the alarm of the public. If the fight were ill private, it 
wmh no affray, hut un aaeaulti (132) and mere quarrelsome or threutening 
words would not umount to an affray; although a |>erHon. even when he 
use* no actual force himself. may nevertheless Ik- guilty or an affray hy. 
lor example. awi*ling at a prize light. ( 133) An unlawful assembly was the 
meeting together. in a manner likely to endanger the peace, — of three 
or more person* for the carrying mit of wmie eonimon purpose of a private 
nature, there being no aggressive act actually done.(134) When the |>cr*on* 
thus unlawfully assembled proceeded or moved forward to the execution 
of their purpose, but did not get to the point of actually executing it. ii 
was called a rout; (135) and if they went <m to the actual execution of 
their purpose, in a violent and alarming manner, it was a riot. (13d)

These differences are illustrated thus:
A h urn I red men armed with sticks meet together at night to consult as 

to destroying a fence erected hy their landlord. Thus far. they are an nn 
lairful tiHxnnhlii.

After thus meeting and consulting together, they march in a land y in 
the direction of the fence. Vp to this point there is a rout.

Subsequently, they arrive at the fence, and. amid great confusion and 
tumult. they violently pull it down. There is now a riot.

The gist of these offence* has always liecn, not the lawfulness or the un 
lawfulness of the object in view, but the unlawful manner of proceeding, 
that is. with circum*tance% of force or violence calculated to inspire terror 
And therefore it appears that, aaw »r an unlawful object and
actually executing it would not la- a riot, if done peaceably. (137)

Vnder chapter 147 It. S. C. (re|s-aled hy the Code) these offences were 
defined as follows:

“Three or more |»er*ons who. having assembled, continue together with 
intent unlawfully to execute any common pur|»o»c. with force and \i 
olcncc. or in a manner calculated to create terror ami alarm, are guilty of 
an iinlairful anwwMjf.”

“Three or more |ier*on* who, having assembled, continue together with 
intent unlawfully to c.xc< ute any common pur|M>*c. with force and vi
olence. or in any manner calculated to create terror and alarm, and who 
endeavor to execute such purpose, are. although such purpose is not 
executed, guilty of a rout."

" Three or more person* who. having assembled, continue together with 
intent unlawfully to execute any common purpose, with force ami vi
olence. and who wholly or in part, execute such pur|>oac in a manner 
calculated to create terror and alarm, are guilty of a riot.”

“ Two or more persons who light together in a plat* in a manner
calculated to create terror and alarm, are guilty of an tiff run."

The present définit ions <zf riots, unlawful assemblies, affrays and other 
similar offences against the public- js-nce, are to Is- fourni in section* 79 to 
98, /to*t.

(132) 1 Kteph. Comm., 2.51-2.
( 133) Harris Ci. I... 4th HI.. 111.
(134) It. v. Vincent. 9 C. & V.. 91; I Hits*. Cr.. Oth Kd . 570. 
( 135) 1 llawk.. 1*. ( ., c. 05. a. H.
I 1301 I llawk.. V. C.. e. 00. s. I.
(137) Hawk., e. ($5, a. 9: Harris < r. I... 4th Ml.. I Hi.

6
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SUPPRESSION OF RIOT.

40. Suppression of riots by magistrates, etc. — Every sheriff, 
deputy sheriff, mayor or other head officer or acting head officer 
of any county, city, town or district, anil every magistrate and 
justice of the peace, is justified in using, and ordering to he used, 
and every peace officer is justified in using, such force as he, in 
good faith, and on reasonable and probable grounds, believes to 
he necessary to suppress a riot, and as is not disproportioned to 
the danger which lie. on reasonable and probable grounds, be
lieves to be apprehended from the continuance of the riot.

It was livid, before tin- Code, that where a magistrate, charged with the 
préservât ion of the peace in a city, caused the military to tire upon a 
person who was thereby wounded, the magistrate was not liable to an 
action of damages at the suit of the party injured, it being made to appear 
that, although there was no real necessity for tiring, the eirvumHtan.es 
were such that a person might have been reasonably mistaken in his 
judgment as to the necessity for such firing. (138)

tiv section 140, post, sheriffs, magistrates and other |M-uee officers arc 
punishable for omitting to do their duty in suppressing a riot, when they 
have notice that there is one in progress within their jurisdiction.

41. Suppression of riots by persons acting under lawful orders.
— Every one, whether subject to military law or not. acting in 
good faith in obedience to orders given by any sheriff, deputy 
sheriff, mayor or other head officer or acting head officer of any 
county, city, town or district or bv any magistrate or justice of 
the peace, for the suppression of a riot, is justified in obeying the 
orders so given unless sueh orders are manifestly unlawful, and 
is protected from criminal responsibility in using such force as he; 
on reasonable and probable grounds, believes to be necessary for 
carrying into effect sueh orders.

2. It shall be a question of law whether any particular order is 
manifestly unlawful or not.

OppoKitc to a section identical with this one, the Knglish Commissioners 
make in their draft code the following marginal note:

“The protection given by this and the following sections to persons 
obeying the orders of magistrates and military officers is perhaps carried 
to an extent not yet expressly decided; but see the language of Tindal. 
(’. .1.. in U. v. Finney, 5 ('. & P. (139) and Willes, ,1., in Keighley v. Bell. 
4 F. & F., 703." (140) And at p. 18. of their report upon the Draft Code 
the Commissioners have the following general remarks in reference to the 
suppression of riots: "We would direct special attention to the sections 
relating to the suppression of riots, particularly to their suppression by 
the use of military force. We do not think that these sections differ from

(138) Stevenson v. Wilson, 2 L. ('. •!., 254.
(130) It. v. Pinney, 5 V. & 1\, 254. The remarks of Chief .lustiec Tyndal 

in this ease are ipioted at p. 45, post.
(140) Keighley v. Bell. 4 F. & F.. 703.
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xx luti would probably In* livid tv bv the luxv if canes should ever occur to 
mine th«‘ questions which they determine, but we cannot say that every 
proposition has been expressly held to bo the laxv. We must observe in re
gard to all these provisions that the law upon the different matters to 
xvliich they relate has never before, so far as we know, been reduced to an 
explicit or systematic form.”

In the case or II. v. Finney, it was held that the general rules of law 
require of magistrates, at the time of a riot, that they should keep the 
peace and restrain the rioters and pursue and arrest them, that, to enable 
magistrates to do this, they have the right to tall upon all subjects to 
assist them, that all subjects are bound, upon reasonable warning, to 
render assistance, and that a magistrate xvould lie justified in giving tire- 
arms to those who thus come to assist him. although it might not alxvays 
he prudent for him to do so. It was also held that mere good feeling and 
upright intention in a magistrate is no defence, if he has been guilty of a 
neglect of his duty, ami that tin- fact of his having acted under the advice 
of others is no defence, if in reality he acted contrary to law, but that the 
real question is whether lie did all" thill he knew was in his power and all 
that could be ex|»eeted from a man of ordinary prudence firmness and 
activity to suppress the riot, ami, further, that, on trial of a magistrate 
for neglect of duty, he ought not to be found guilty unless all the jury 
are satisfied that lie xvas guilty of the same act of neglect, and that if, for 
instance, four of the jurors think him guilty of one act of neglect and eight 
of them think him guilty of some other act of neglect, this is not sufficient.

The case of Keighley v. Bell was one in which the plaintiff, a captain 
in the 4JMli Madras Native Infantry, sued his commander, — Major- 
( •encrai Bell. for false imprisonment, malicious prosecution, and libel: 
and it was there held that a military man cannot maintain, against his 
commander, an action for acts done by such commander under orders from 
his (the commander's) superiors, -(which orders such superiors have a 
right to give and which such commander would be bound, by military law, 
to oIh'v.)—unless the commander himself procure the giving of such 
orders by means of malicious representations or from some sinister or 
improper motive and without reasonable and probable cause. Willes, ,1., 
in the course of his remarks, saying: —“The question is whether the acts 
done by the defendant were ads done, not in the ordinary discharge of 
his military duty but acts done without any reasonable or probable 
cause and merely for the purpose of injuring tin- plaintiff : and, in my 
opinion, there is no evidence of the affirmative of that question. If it were 
a question merely on the irrlpht or effect of the evidence, I should have left 
it to the jvry; but I think there is xo evidence upon which a conclusion 
could be drawn that there was such an absence of probable cause or such 
sinister motive and abuse of the office ami power of the defendant as could 
sustain the action. This opinion of mine is formed upon a careful review 
of the undisputed facts of the case."

In this case, Mr. Justice Willes, evidently following the principle laid 
down in the second paragraph of the above section, 41, decided, as a matter 
of law, that the superior military orders under which the defendant Bell 
had done the acts complained of by the plaintiff were not manifestly un
lawful, because they were orders which the defendant Bell was bound, in 
the ordinary discharge of his military duty, to obey.

42. Suppression of riot by persons without orders. — Kverv 
one, whether subject to military law or not, who in good faith 
and on reasonable and probable grounds, believes that serious 
mischief will arise from a riot before there is time to procure the 
intervention of any of the authorities aforesaid, is justified in
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using such force as he, in good faith and on reasonable and prob
able grounds, believes to be necessary for the suppression of such 
riot, and as is not disproportioncd to the danger which he, on 
reasonable grounds, believes to be apprehended from the contin
uance of the riot.

Under thin section any person, — acting in gowl faith and having reason 
able grounds to believe that there is not time to wait for the intervention 
of the authorities, — may use such force as he reasonably believes to be 
necessary for the suppression of u riot which Inis actually commenced at 
the time of his interference. The section means that acts of violence thus 
done by him in endeavoring to suppress a riot are justified, if such net- 
d<i not exceed the danger to Ik* appi ■bended from a continuance of the 
riot.

It has been argued that stun a provision is this may Ik- abused; but the 
same argument may lie used against other provisions of the law. For in
stance. with regard to the principle of law which justifies a man who 
commits homicide in defence of his own life, it may be said that all a person 
has to do in order to take another's life is to imagine that his own is in 
danger, whether it is or not. Hut the man's imagination alone is not tin- 
test. The test lies with the Court, and depends upon the facts established 
by the proof ; and, in ease of a riot, it is for the Court, after a proper 
examination of the facts proved in evidence, to decide whether or not the 
force used in aiding or endeavoring to suppress a riot was greater than 
was necessary.

The section appears to he a fair statement of the common law on the 
subject, (141), with the addition of the limitation which provides that tin- 
force used must not be disproportioncd to the danger to he apprehended 
from a continuance of the riot.

Lord Chief Justice Tyndall, in his charge to the (Irand Jury on the 
occasion of the Special Commission for trial of the Bristol rioters, said : 
"The law of Knglaud hath, in proportion to the danger which it attaches 
to riotous and disorderly meetings, made ample provision for preventing 
such offences and for the prompt and effectual suppression of them when 
ever they arise. u

*•** By the common law. every private person may lawfully endeavor, 
of his own authority, and without any warrant or sanction of the mag 
istrate, to suppress a riot by every means in his power, lie may disperse 
or assist in dispersing those who are assembled; lie may stay those who 
are engaged in it from executing their purpose; he may stop and prevent 
others whom he shall see coming up from joining the rest ; and not on lx 
has he the authority Imt it is his hounden duty, as a gotsl subject, (•» 
perform this to the utmost of his ability. If the riot he general and dan 
gérons, he may, in order to keep the peace, arm himself against the evil 
doers; **** although it would la- move discreet for every one in such a 
ease to attend and he assistant to the justices, sheiiffs or other ministers 
in doing this; for the presence and authority of the magistrate would 
restrain proceeding to such extremities until the danger was sufficiently 
immediate or until some felony was either committed or could not la- 
prevented without recourse to arms; and at all events the assistance given 
by men who act in subordination and concert with the civil magistrate 
will be more effectual to attain the object proposed than any efforts, how

(141) See the case of R. v. Kinney. 5 ('. & 1».. 254-201. already cited, ante. 
and the case of Philips v. Kyre, L.’lt., 0 i). B., 1-31, in which Chief Justice 
Tyndall's charge to the (hand Jury at Bristol was.at page 15 of the report, 
ipioted and approved by XVilles, J.
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evei well intended, of separate ami disunited individuals. But if tlio occa- 
«ion demand# inmied ate action ami no opportunity i# given for procuring 
the advice or «unction of the niugi#trate, it is the duty of every subject to 
act for himself and upon his own responsibility in suppressing a riotous 
and tumultuous assembly: ami whatever is honestly done by him in the 
execution of that object will be supported and justified by the common 
law. **** The law acknowledges no distinction in this respect between the 
soldier and the private individual. The soldier is still a citizen lying under 
the same obligation and invested with the same authority to preserve the 
peace as any other subject. **** Where the danger is pressing and im
mediate. where a felon) has been committed or cannot otherwise be pre
vented, and from the circumstances of the case, no opportunity is offered 
of obtaining a requisition from the proper authorities, military subjects, 
like civil subjects, not only matt but are bound to do their utmost of their 
own authority to prevent the perpetration of outrage, to put down riot 
and tumult, and to preserve the lives and property of the people.” (142)

43. Protection of persons obeying military superiors. — Every 
one who is bound bv military law to obey the lawful command 
of his superior officer is justified in obeying any command given 
him by his superior officer for the suppression of a riot, unless 
such order is manifestly unlawful;

2. It shall be a question of law whether any partieular order is 
manifestly unlawful or not.

See sections 83 and 84. post, and comments there made, as to the reading 
of the Riot Act and the dispersion of rioters; and sec, also, sections 140 
and 141. post, as to the punishment of magistrates and others for neglect
ing to suppress or to aid in the suppression of a riot.

44. Preventing commission of certain offences by force. —
Eycry one is justified in using such force as may he reasonably 
necessary in order to prevent the commission of any offence for 
which if committed, the offender might he arrested without war
rant, (143) and the commission of which would he likely to cause 
immediate and serious injury to the person or property of any 
one; or in order to prevent any act being done which lie, on 
reasonable grounds, believes would, if committed, amount, to any 
of such offences.

It was always lawful for any one to use necessary force to prevent the 
commission of serious crimes; ami resistance to the commission of an 
attempted felony accompanied wit i force or violence, might be carried to 
the extent of killing the would Is- felon, if his purpose could not be other
wise frustrated. ( 144) So, that, where under circumstances which may have 
induced the belief that a man was cutting the throat of bis wife, their son 
shot and killed bis father, it was held, on the trial of the son for murder, 
that if the accused had reasonable grounds for believing and honestly

(1412) See note at p. 201, of 5 (,'. & 1*.
( ’ 3) See Alphabetical List of these offences under section 552, post. 
(144) llandcock v. Baker. ‘2 B. & I»., 205; 1 Russ. Cr., 0th Ed., 582; 3 

Russ. Cr.. 210; 1 Hale, 481-8, 547; R. v. Bull. !l G. & l1.. 22; 4 Bl. Coin.. 
180; 1 Dish. New Cr L. Com., (8th Ed.), ss. 840, 851.
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believed tliul his aid was necessary for tin* defence of his mother, the 
honiieide was justifiable. (145)

Uy the above section, 44, the general rule allowing the use of necessary 
force in the ca-e of the preservation of the peace and the prevention of 
crime are very closely connected with each other; and the prevention of 
crime is also closely connected with self-defence. For example, if a high
way robber attack a peaceable citizen with murderous violence, the person 
so attacked has three different grounds upon which he may In* justified in 
making resistance, even with deadly weapons; namely. First, — self- 
defence; Second. — the right of preventing an offence for which an arrest 
may lie made without warrant ; and. 'third, — the right to arrest the 
offender in the act of committing such offence and on the ground that it 
is also an offence against the public peace. (14b)

When homicide is committed in the prevention of a criminal act accom
panied with violence, the ground upon which it is justifiable is that of 
necessity ; and therefore the necessity must continue to the time of the 
killing, or it will not justify it. For. although the person upon whom a 
criminal attack with violence is made need not retreat, but may at once 
resist and even pursue his antagonist until In* iinds himself out of danger, 
still, the killing of the offender after he is properly secured and after the 
apprehension of danger has ceased would not be justifiable, but would be 
murder, unless the blood were still hot from the contest or pursuit, and 
then on account of the high provocation it might In* held to In* only man
slaughter. (147)

45. Self defence against unprovoked assaults. — Every one 
unlawfully assaulted, not having provoked such assault, is jus- 
tifieil in repelling force by force, if the force lie uses is not meant 
to cause death or grievous bodily harm, and is no more than is 
necessary for the purpose of self-defence ; and every one so 
assaulted is justified, though lie causes death or grievous bodily 
harm, if he causes it under reasonable apprehension of death or 
grievous bodily harm from the violence with which the assault 
was originally made or with which the assailant pursues his 
purpose, and if he believes, on reasonable grounds, that lie can
not otherwise preserve himself from death or grievous bodily 
harm. *

46. Self defence against provoked assaults. — Every one who 
has without justification assaulted another, or has provoked an 
assault from that other, may nevertheless justify force subsequent 
to such assault, if l e uses such force under reasonable apprehen
sion of death or grievous bodily harm from the violence of the 
person first assaulted or provoked, and in the belief, on reasonable 
grounds, that it is necessary for his own preservation from death 
or grievous bodily harm: Provided, that lie did not commence 
the assault with intent to kill or do grievous bodily harm, and

(145) It. v. Hose. 15 (’ox. C. C., 540.
(140) Steph. Hist. Cr. L., 14.
(147) 1 East P. V.. o. 5. s. 60. p. 203: 4 Bl. Com.. 185; 1 Halo. 485; 3 

liiiss. Cr., 0th Ed., 217.
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<lid not entlcuvour at any time before the necessity for preserving 
himself arose, to kill or do grievous bodily harm: Provided also, 
that before such necessity arose he declined further conflict, and 
quitted or retreated from it as far as was practicable.

2. Provocation, within the meaning of this and the Iasi 
preceding section, may be given by blows, words or gestures.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A strikes It. who defend* himself agaisnt A s attack, and tries to avoid 
further conflict; hut A continues his attack with such violence that B, in 
reasonable fear of being seriously injured or killed, injures or slays A, in 
order to save himself. It is justified.

A calls It a liar or a thief, or slaps his face, or provokes him by gestures 
such as bv distorting his mouth or laughing at him. It thereupon strikes 
at A with" a heavv walking stick; A repels the attack, struggles with him 
and wrests the stick from It's grasp, and. after throwing it on the ground. 
A turns to go away; but It. picking up the stick rushes at A, and tries to 
kill him with it; when A, to save himself from being injured or killed by 
It's blows with the stick, strikes It with his list and thus causes his death. 
A is justified.

A, with the object of obtaining a show of excuse for beating and serious 
ly injuring It. uses towards the latter some very insulting language and 
gestures, which provoke B to strike A. who thereupon knocks It down, 
jumps upon him. and having heavy boots on, kicks him to death. A is not 
just Hied, but is guilty of murder.

The force used by way of self-defence should be proportioned to and 
should not exceed what is necessary to avoid the attack which is being 
defended; and in order to justify the use* of a weapon in self-defence, a 
person must, if lie thereby kill or seriously injure his antagonist, shew 
conclusively that that mode of defending himself was really necessary to 
preserve his own life- or avoid serious bodily harm, and that, before using 
it, he retreated as far as he could and had no other means left of success 
fully resisting or escaping. (148) In fact all force used by way of self- 
defence must in order to be justified or excused, as such, proceed from 
necessity; that is to say, it can only lie justified when it is necessary for 
the avoidance or prevention of an offered injury; (14U) and in no case can 
the force used be justified if the circumstances shew that the offered 
injury could be avoided without it. or if the force used lie not for actual 
self-defence, but by way of retaliation, no matter what the provocation 
for such retaliation may lie. For no provocation will, for example, render 
homicide justifiable or excuseable. The most that any provocation can do 
is to reduce homicide to manslaughter. If one man kill another suddenly, 
withont any or indeed without considerable provocation, the law implies 
malice, and the homicide is murder. Thus if A in passing It’s shop distort 
his mouth and laugh at B. and B kill him. it is murder."(TffO) Or, if A In- 
passing along the street, and B, meeting him. (there being a convenient 
space between A and the wall), take the wall of him. and thereupon A. 
upon this slight provocation, kill It. this is murder. (151) But if there be 
provocation such as tends to greatly excite a person's passion, the killing

(148) It. v. Smith. 8 C. & !».. 1(10: 3 Buss. Cr„ 53.
(149) Fost. 273. 275; 4 Bl. Com., 184.
(150) Brain's case, 1 Hale. 455.
(161) 1 Hale. 455.
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in the lient of Hueh passion will In* inuiiHlauyhtcr only. (152) For instance, 
during u street row. a soldier ran hastily towards the vomhatantH, when 
a woman cried out: " You will not murder the man, will you?"* The soldier 
replied: "What is that to you. you bitch?" Upon this the woman struck 
the soldier with an iron patten in the face, indicting a severe wound and 
drawing much blood ; and as she ran away the soldier pursuing her. 
stabbed her in the back ami killed her. This was held to lie only man 
slaughter, the smart of the man's wound anil the effusion of blood being 
considered likely to keep his indignation boiling to the moment of the 
stubbing. (153) And, if a man find another in the act of adultery with his 
wife, and kill him or her, on the spot, this is only manslaughter, on account 
of a provocation so great that the law reasonably concludes it to be un
bearable in the first transport of passion. (154) So. if a father see another 
in the act of committing an unnatural offence with his son, and smarting 
under this provocation instantly kill him, it is but manslaughter. (165)

There are authorities to the effect that mere words or gestures, — no 
matter how insulting or how expressive of contempt or reproach, - will 
not, without an actual assault, be sufficient to reduce homicide to man
slaughter. (150) Kut Mr. dnstiic Blackburn, in referring to this doctrine, 
treated it as a //('»«'#'«/ #"«/«', which, under special circumstances, may have 
exceptions, as shewn by the following extract from his remarks in Until 
well's ease: "As a general rule of law no provocation of words will 
reduce the crime of murder to that of manslaughter; but under special 
circumstances there may be such a provocation of words as will have that 
effect; for instance, if the husband suddenly hearing from his wife that 
she had committed adultery, and, lie having no idea of such a thing before, 
were thereupon to kill her. it might lie manslaughter." ( 157) And in com 
menting on this, Kusscll expressly agrees with Mr. Justice Blackburns 
view of the law as here staled.( 158) There seems to be no doubt that, where 
the words which provoked a killing were threats to do seriously bodily 
harm and were accompanied by some act shewing an evident intention ol 
immediately following them up by actual physical force and violence, they 
were, under the common law. such a provocation as would reduce the kill 
ing to manslaughter. (159)

Whether a person acting under provocation and killing the provoker of 
his wrath, will be guilty of murder or manslaughter, will depend of course 
not only upon the nature of the provocation, but upon the nature and 
violence of the retaliation, and the weapon, if any. used.

For although an assault with violence may’ reduce the offence of killing 
to manslaughter, when the party assailed, immediately and in the heal 
of blood, resents the assault by killing his assailant,( 100), and aiinough an 
assault too slight in itself to be a sufficient provocation to reduce murder 
to manslaughter may become sufficient for that purpose when coupled with 
words of great insult, (Itll ) it is not to be understood that the offence will 
be extenuated by every trilling provocation which, in point of law. may

(152) Kel, 135: 1 Hale, 406; Font.. 290; Arch. Ur. I'l. & Ev., 20th Ed.,711. 
See also section 229 of tin* Code, pout.

( 153) Steelman's Case, Fost., 292.
(154) 1 Hale, 48U; Pearson's Case, 2 Ix-w., 216; Manning's Case, T. 

Kaym., 212; 3 Russ. Ur., 6th KM.. 49.
(155) K. v Fisher, 8 C. Si P., 182. See section 229, pout.
(156) Post., 290.
(157) R. v. Roth well, 12 Cox, 145; 3 Russ. Cr., 38, 39.
(158) 3 Russ. Cr., 39. note (a). See par. 2. section 229, ante.
(159) Lord Morlev's Case, 1 Hale 455; l East P. C„ c. 5. s. 20, p. 233.
(160) 4 Bl. Com.," 191.
(Itll) R. v. Smith. 4 F. & F, 1066.
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amount to an a**uult,nor even by an actual blow, in all vases; (102) nor 
that the retaliation may conaiat of violent acta of resentment bearing no 
proportion to the provocation or insult given ami proceeding rather from 
brutal malignity than from human frailty. All such act of retaliation are 
simply barbarous ; and barbarity will often make mali.e. ( 10.1 )

For instance. A & II quarrelled about some money that A had won from 
It, and which It want'd back. A would not give up the money ; so It struck 
him, and A knocked It down ; II got up, and A knocked him down again, 
and kicked him. A then put a rope round Its neck and after strangling 
him dragged his dead body into a ditch. A s nets amounted to murder 
and were so wilful and delilierate that nothing could justify them. (104) 
And where a wife scolded and chided her husband till lie struck her with 
,i pestle, so that she died, the husband was held guilty of murder, the 
IHistle being a weapon likely to endanger life and the chiding being no 
provocation to extenuate the act to manslaughter. ( 105)

In order to reduce a homicide, upon provocation from murder to man
slaughter it is essential in all cases that the killing should appear to have 
been done immediately upon the provocation being given ; for if there be 
sufficient cooling time for passion to subside and reason to interpose before 
the killing, it will be deliberate revenge, not heat of blood, and will amount 
to murder; (Dili) it being presumed, in ihat case, that the olt'cnder meant 
(in the terms of section 227, post) to cause death, and was actuated by 
what, under the old law, was known as express malice. (107)

47. Prevention of assault with insult. — Every one is justified 
in using force in defence of his own person, or that ol‘ any one 
under his protection, from an assault accompanied with insult; 
Provided, that lie uses no more force than is necessary to prevent 
such assault, or the repetition of it: Provided also, that this sec
tion shall not justify the wilful infliction of any hurt or mischief 
disproportionate to the insult which the force used was
to prevent.

48. Defence of moveable property against trespasser. — Every 
one who is in peaceable possession of any moveable property or 
tiling, and every one lawfully assisting him, is justified in resist
ing the taking of such thing bv any trespasser, or in retaking it 
from such trespasser, if in either case lie does not strike or do 
bodily harm to such trespasser; and if. after any one, being in 
peaceable possession as aforesaid, has laid hands upon any such 
thing, such trespasser persists in attempting to keep it or to take 
it from the possessor, or from any one lawfully assisting him, the 
trespasser shall he deemed to commit an assault without justifica
tion or provocation.

(102) It. v. Lynch, 5 (\ A I'.. 324: 4 Bl. Com.. 199: 3 Rush. Cr.. 0th Kd„ 
10, 55.

( 103) Rente's (’use. Comb.. 408.
( 104) It. v. Shaw, 0 C. A 1*., 372; 3 Buss. Cr., 41.
( 105) Ket„ 04: I Male, 450; 3 Buss. Cr.. 30. 43.
( 100) Fost.. 200; It. v. Thomas. 7 C. A I'.. 817; Arch. Cr. PI. & Kv„ 20th 

Kd.. 723; R. V. Hayward. 6 C. A !*., 157.
( 107) It. v. Mason, Font., 132: It. v. Kirkham, 8 ('. A I*., 115: Arch. Cr. 

IN. A Bv., 723.
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Under this wet ion. the fact of u trespasser iiersisting in attempting to 
take or keep the thing alter the possessor has laid hands upon it. places 
the latter in the position of a person acting in self-defence, as contemplated 
by section 45.

49. Defence of moveable property with claim of right. —
I-]vvrv ont* who is in peaceable possession of any moveable prop
erty or tiling under a claim of right, and every one acting under 
his authority, is protected from criminal responsibility for defend
ing such possession, even against a person entitled by law to the 
possession of such property or thing, if lie uses no more force 
than is necessary.

50. Defence of moveable property without claim of right. —
Every one who is in peaceable possession of any moveable prop
erty or thing, but neither claims right thereto nor acts under the 
authority of a person claiming right thereto, is neither justified 
nor protected from criminal responsibility for defending his 
possession against a person entitled bv law to the possession of 
such property or thing.

51. Defence of dwelling-house. Every one who is in peace
able possession of a dwelling-house, and every one lawfully assist
ing him or acting by bis authority, is justified in using such force 
as is necessary to prevent the forcible breaking and entering of 
such dwelling-house, either by night or day. by any person with 
the intent to commit any indictable offence therein.

This section provides that, in order to justify the use of necessary force 
to prevent the breaking and entering of a dwelling-house, there must be 
an intent on tin- part <>t ihv person breaking and entering t«> commit an
indictable offence. This proviso will, fur instance, protect an officer who 
breaks and enters a house for the purpose of saving life or of making an

52. Defence of dwelling-house at night. — Every one who is
in peaceable possession of a dwelling-house, and every one law
fully assisting him or acting by his authority, is justified in using 
such force as is necessary to prevent the forcible breaking and 
entering of such dwelling-house by night by any person, if he 
believes, on reasonable and probable grounds, that such breaking 
and entering is attempted with the intent to commit any indict
able offence therein.

The distinctions made by sections 51 and 52. appear to lie that, where 
there is an actual intent to commit an indictable offence, necessary force 
to prevent the breaking and entering may lie used whether it is attempted 
by night or by day ; but if there be merely a reasonable belief that the 
breaking and entering is attempted with intent to commit an indictable 
offence, the attempted breaking and entering must occur ill the night tinn. 
to justify the use ot force to prevent it.

Itreaking means to break any part of a building, or to open, by any
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means, any door, window, shutter, cellar-flap, or other thing intended to 
cover openings to the building or to give passage from one part of it to 
another; and an entrance is made as soon as any part of the body of the 
person entering or any part of any instrument used by him is within tin- 
building. ( 1(18 )

Where, in an action of damages for shooting at and wounding the pi- 
till, the defendant pleaded that the plaintiff and thirty others threati 
to break into his dwelling-house and to assault tar and feather him am. 
ride him on a rail, and that they were armed in front of his house ami 
apparently in the act of breaking into it to accomplish their threats, 
where-upon lie, bettering, on good grounds, that tiny were breaking into 
the house, opposed such entrance, and, in doing so, committed the alleged 
trespass, it was held, on demurrer, that the plea did not shew a sufficient 
defence, but that it was necessary, for the defendant, before firing, to have 
warned the plaint ill* and his associates to desist and depart, or that he 
w<nild fire; and it was also held that such request to desist and depart 
would not, [KThaps, have been necessary, if the | arsons had lieen actually 
advancing upon the defendant in the attitude of assaulting him, and stiil 
less if any of them had actually struck him, but that firing upon another 
could not be justified upon the ground merely of threats of personal vio
lence or by the fact of the defendant bettering and haring reason to 
beltere that they would execute their threats or by their being apparently 
in the act of breaking into the house- ; in other words, if a man sees 
another, as he supposes, breaking into his house, and if. without notice, 
he tires at him and wounds him, it will not lx? a legal justification for him 
to allege that the man was apparently breaking into his house. (100)

53. Defence of real property. — Kverv out* who is in peace - 
able possession of any house or land, or other real property, and 
every one lawfully assisting him or acting by his authority, i> 
justified in using force to prevent any person from trespassing on 
such property, or to remove him therefrom, if he uses no more 
force than is necessary : and if such trespasser resists such attempt 
to prevent his entry or to remove him, such trespasser shall la- 
deemed to commit an assault without justification or provocation.

Here, again, the fact of a trespasser resisting the possessor's lawful 
efforts to prevent his entry or to effect his removal from the property 
places the possessor in the position of a person acting in self-defence :i~ 
contemplated by section 45, ante.

While sections 51 and 52. ante, have reference to a breaking and enter 
ing with intent to commit an indictable offence, this section, 53, deals with 
the case of a mere trespasser.

Although, when a person refuses to leave the house of another, the lattei 
may take hold of and use reasonable and necessary for<-e for the purport 
of removing him from the house, he has no right to beat him for some 
other purpose. for the purpose, for instance, of punishing him for not 
going. I lie force used must Ik* with a view to make the |H-rson leave the 
house, and not for a different purpose. ( 170)

(108) See section 407. past.
(100) Spires v. I ta nick. 14 V. ('. Q. It.. 420-425.
( 170) Davis v. Lennon and others. K V. ('. Q. It.. 500. See also Glass \ 

O Grady. 17 V. ('.. ('. !»., 233.
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A t lespasscv upon la ml of which unothcf is in |>vuvvuble possession is not 

guilty of un oaaault under the above see. 53, merely because he refuses to 
leave upon the order or demand of the other. Nor does the latter part of 
the section apply unless there is an overt act on the part of the person in 
possession towards prevention or removal and an overt act of resistance 
• n the part of the trespasser. (171)

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A, a trespasser, enters It's house, and refuses to leave it. It is entitled to 
use all necessary force to remove A, but not to strike him. If, on It apply
ing such necessary force, A resists, which is equivalent to un unprovoked 
assault, or if he otherwise actually assault It, It may defend himself, over
come A’s resistance, and |iersist in using the necessary force to remove A 
from the house. (172)

A, on entering Ins own house, found R there and desired hint to with
draw, but It refused to go. Upon this, words ensued between them, and A 
Incoming excited proceeded to use force, and, by a kick which he gave It. 
caused liis death. A was not justified in turning B out of the house by 
means of a kick, and was held guilty of manslaughter. ( 173)

A and his servant It insisted on placing corn in Us barn, which she 
refused to allow. A and B insisted and used force ; a scuttle ensued, in 
which U received a blow on the breast, upon which she threw at A. a stone 
which killed him. It was held that, as A received the blow in an attempt 
to invade U’s barn against her will, and as C had a right, in defending her 
barn, to employ such force as was reasonably necessary for that purpose, 
stie was not responsible for the unforeseen occurrence which happened in 
so doing. ( 174)

54. Asserting right to house or land. — Every one is justified 
in peaceably entering in the day-time to take possession of any 
house or land to the possession of which lie, or some person under 
whose authority he acts, is lawfully entitled.

2. If any person, not having or acting under the authority of 
one having peaceable possession of any such house or land with 
a claim of right, assaults any one peaceably entering as aforesaid, 
for the purpose of making him desist from such entry, such 
assault shall he deemed to he without justification or provocation.

3. If any person having peaceable possession of such house or 
land with a claim of right, or any person acting by his authority, 
assaults any one entering as aforesaid, for the purpose of making 
him desist from such entry, such assault shall he deemed to he 
provoked by the person entering.

55. Discipline of minors. — It is lawful for every parent, or 
person in the place of a parent, schoolmaster or master, to use 
force by way of correction towards any child, pupil or apprentice

( 171 ) Rockett v. Poole. II Man. I?.. 275.
( 172) 1 Hale, 48(1; Buvh. Dig. (Y. L.. 105; 3 Kteph. Hint. Cr. L.. 15.
( 173) Wild's Case. 2 Lew., 214.
(174) HinohclifTe's Cane, 1 Lew.. 161: 3 ltuss. Cr.. 49.
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under hi* cart*. that such force is reasonable under the
circumstances.

The doctrine emlmdied in Hiih section ih that a parent, guardian, achoul 
maMter or master may intliet u|mhi a minor ehihl, ward, ;-upil, or appren
tice. under hi* rare, such force by way of correction a* amount* to mod- 
rnilr chastisement. But he must not go licyond this; if he doe*, he will lie 
liable to lie indicted for assault and buttery, or. — if his excewdve ehns 
tisement causes the child's death. — for culpable homicide. (175)

Where a father, for some childish fault, gave an infant of two and a half 
years a dozen strokes with a strap, from the effects of which the child 
died, he was held guilty of manslaughter. Martin, It., saying. —“The law 
a* to correction has reference only to a child capable of appreciating cor 
rection and not to a child two and a half years old. Although a slight 
slap may lie lawfully given to an infant hy its mother, more violent treat 
ment of an infant so young by its father would not lie justifiable." (1711)

The right of a teacher to chastise» In* pupil cannot be greater than that 
of the (Mirent over the child. And. *o, where a schoolmaster beat u scholar 
for two hour* and a half, with a stick, until he died, it was held that the 
beating was unlawfully, excessive and unreasonable, and that the school 
muster was guilty of manslaughter. ( 177)

Nor can the teacher ol a mere day scholar, living with his |iarents, usurp 
the (Mirental function of chastising for faults committed at home. ( 178)

Where, in an action of trespass for assault and tearing the p hunt ill* 
clothes, the defendant by hi* plea justified us for moderate cinrcction of 
the plaintiff a* the defendant's servant, it was held, on demurrer, that the 
plea wa* bad as affording no answer to the wounding of the plaintiff and 
the tearing of his clothes, these not being within the scope of moderate 
correction, and, further, that a master has no right to use force in 11n
correct ion of any servant except an apprentice. (1711)

In the province of (Juclicc. it lias been held that although school masters 
have a right of moderate chastisement of disobedient and refractory schol 
a is. this right can only Is- exercised where necessary for the maintenance 
of school discipline and to a degree proportioned to tlie scholar's offence, 
and that any chastisement which exceed* this limit and which spring*, 
from motives of caprice, anger or bad teiii|ier is wrongful. ( I HO)

In Kuglund, the headmaster of a school, having inflicted corporal 
punishment on a scholar for an offence committed by the latter while on 
the way to school, was summarily convicted of an assault u|mn the 
scholar in rct»(N*ct oi (lie emporal punishment so indicted; but, ii|»on a case 
stated by the convicting magistrate, it was held, in ap|ieal, that lieside- 
the reasonable authority of a parent or guardian which is delegated to a 
schoolmaster, the appellant had power to indict upon a scholar corporal 
punishment for misconduct of which he was guilty on the way to or from 
the school and out of school hours, it appearing that, by a Code of régula 
turns issued by the Kdm ation Department under the Klementary Kduea 
tion Act. 1870. a grant was given to the school in question, provided that

. (175) I (Jlecni. Kv.. s. (Il ; II. v. Cheeseman. 7 ('. S P., 455; II. v. Hazel.
1 Leach, .1(18; I hast I». (’.. 230; K. v. Conner. 7 V A P., 438.

( 170) It. v. (Iriflin. .1 Cox. V. C., 402.
(177) It. v. Ilopley. 2 F. & F., 202.
( 17H) I llish. New Cr. L. Com., p. 535.
( 170) Mitchell v. Defries. 2 U. (*., (J. II.. 430.
(180) Itrisson v. Lafontaine. 8 L. ('. J., 173.
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tâiv teachers ami managers satisfy the inspectors Unit ail reasonable cave 
was taken in the ordinary management of the school to bring up the 
scholars in habits of punctuality, of good manners, and language, etc., and 
also to impress upon the scholars the importunée of cheerful obedience to 
duty, of consideration and respect for others, etc. ( 1H1 )

56. Discipline on ships. — It is lawful for the master or of
ficer in command of a ship on a voyage, to use force for the 
purpose of maintaining good order and discipline on hoard of his 
ship, provided that lie believes, on reasonable grounds, that such 
force is necessary, and provided also that the force used is reason
able in degree.

57. Surgical operations. — Kverv one is protected from crim
inal responsibility for performing with reasonable care and skill 
any surgical operation upon any person for his benefit, provided 
that performing the operation was reasonable, having regard to 
tin- patient's state at the time, and to all the circumstances of the

See section 212, post.

58. Excess. — Every one authorized by law to use force is 
criminally responsible for any excess, according to the nature and 
quality of the act which constitutes the excess.

"" It is h principle of the common law that all powers the exercise of 
which may do harm to others must be exercised in a reasonable manner, 
and that, if there is excess, the person guilty of such excess is liable for it. 
according to the nature and quality of his act.

“ It may also be said to be a principle of the common law that where a 
person is under a legal duty, on notice of certain facts, to take certain 
action, he will be protected hi acting on the honest belief formed without 
negligente and on reasonable grounds, that those facts did exist, though 
that belief was mistaken." (Hoyal Commissioners’ Remarks.)

Under certain prison rules, (made in pursuance of sec. tl of the Revised 
Statutes of Ontario, e. 217), it was provided that any officer or employee 
knowingly bringing tobacco to any prisoner should be dismissed ami crim 
inally prosecuted, and that employees of contractors must strictly conform 
to the prison rules : and sec. 27 of the Act subjected to a (icnalty any 
jierson giving or conveying tobacco to a convict. A contractor’s work
man employed in the prison was detected conveying tobacco to a convict, 
whereupon a constable, under instructions from a warden, arrested him, 
ami. though under no apprehension of his attempting to escape, hand 
culled him and led Imn through the public streets to the police sta ion. 
I lie workman was indicted upon the charge preferred against him; ami. 
in an action of damages afterwards taken by him, it was held that under 
section 2Ô of the R.S.C., c. 173. lie was subject to indictment for dis 
obedience of prison rules made in pursuance of sec. (1 of tin* R.S.O., e. 217. 
the remedy for infraction of the prison rules not being limited to that of 
the Provincial Act, and that therefore the arrest was legal, but that, under 
the circumstances, the handcuffing was not justifiable, ami that the 
constable was liable therefor, in trespass, but that no liability attached 
to the warden, as the evidence failed to shew that he was a party to the 
handcuffing. (182)

( 181 ) Cleary (appellant ) 1 
(.1821 Hamilton v. Vfhs4hi,

. Booth (respondent), 
18 (Inf. Rep.. 58ft.
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59. Consent to death. — No one has a right to consent to the 
infliction of death upon himself; and if such consent is given, it 
shall have no effect upon the criminal responsibility of any person 
In whom such death may he caused.

ILIA Kl RATIONS.

n A ami II agree to light a duel together, with deadly weapon's, and 
either in killed in the duel, his consent will make no difference to the crim
inal responsibility of the other.

If A lie suffering from a tumor or other serious malady, he has a right 
lo allow If. a surgeon, to perform a surgical operation considered reasonable 
and necessary for the purpose of relieving or curing him : and if he happen 
to die under or in consequence of the ojieration. It will, (under this section, 
à»), lie free from criminal responsibility, if lie has used in the operation 
reasonable knowledge, care and skill, as required by section 212,

60. Obedience to “ de facto ” law. Every one is protected 
from criminal responsibility for any act done in obedience to the 
laws fur flic time being made and enforced by those in possession 
[de fado) of the sovereign power in and over the place where the 
act is done.

Opposite the corresponding section of the Knglish Draft Code, the Royal 
Commissioners have a marginal note in the following words: “See II Hen. 
7. c. 1, Sir Henry Vane's Case. Kelynge. 15. Foster’s 4th Discourse, p. 402."

PART III.

IWirriKS TO THE COMMISSION OF OFFENCES.

61. Parties to offences. —Principals. Every one is a party to 
and guilty of an offence who: —

(a.) actually commits it; or
(b.) does or omits an act for the purpose of aiding any person 

lo commit the offence ; or
lc.) abets anv person in commission of the offence; or
(d.) counsels or procures any person to commit the offence.
v. If several persons form a common intention to prosecute any 

unlawful purpose, and to assist each other therein, each of them is 
a )iarty to every offence committed by any one of them in the pro- 
sceution of such common purpose, the commission of which offence 
was, or ought to have been known to he a probable consequence of 
the prosecution of such common purpose.

62. Every one who counsels or procures another to he a party to 
an offence of which that other is afterwards guilty is a party to 
that offence, although it may he committed in a way different 
from that which was counselled or suggested.
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5f. Kvcry one who counsels or procures another to be a party to 
an offence is a party to every offence which that other commits in 
consequence of such counselling or procuring, and which the per
son counselling or procuring knew, or ought to have known, to be 
likely to be committed in consequence of such counselling of pro-

I'arties to the commission of u criminal offence were formerly divided 
into three classes, namely: —

1. I'rincipalk,— who were subdivided into (a) /trindpuls in the first 
tir grec, that is, persona who actually committed the offence with their own 
hands, and (b) grind pit Is in tlir seivnd degree, that is, |>crsons who were 
present aiding and abetting at the commission of the offence;

2. Act KHKOitiKH before THK fact, that is persons who procured, conn 
sellcd, advised or commanded the commission of the offence, and

;t. Acckksohikh aftf.h run fact, that is, persons who. knowing of the 
commission of an offence by another, received, relieved, comforted or 
assisted the offender in order to hinder his upprehension or his trial or 
punishment. (I)

ll will be seen by the above section. III. that the distinctions between 
piincipals of (lie lirst and second degrees and between principals and ac
cessories before the fact have been done away with and that all are prin
cipal parties to and equally guilty of an offence, (#/ ) who actually commit 
it. (h) who do or omit any act fen- the purpose of aiding any person to 
commit it. (c) who abet or assist at its commission, or (d) who counsel or 
procure its commission.

In reality and for all practical purposes, the distinctions lietween 
principals and accessories before the fact were removed long before our 
Criminal Code came into force, and for many years they were only nom
inally in existence. In England, for instance, accessories before the fact 
were placed on the same footing, in every respect, with principals, by the 
24 and 25 Viet., c. t»4; and in Canada the same thing was done by the 
U.N.V., c. 145, which enacted that every principal in the second degree and 
every accessory I adore the fact to any felony should lie tried and punished 
as a principal felon ; that every one aiding, abetting, counselling or 
procuring the commission of any misdemeanor should be tried and punish 
ed as a principal offender, and that every one aiding, abetting, counselling 
or procuring the commission of any offence punishable summarily should 
lie punishable as a principal offender.

These nominal distinctions were expressly dropped by the Code; and 
there are only two classes of persons to be considered, -in regard to the 
degree of their guilt, — as parties to or ated in a criminal offence,
namely, principal!* and acckhhorikn after the fact.

l’RINClI’ALH.

A principal may be, the actual per|ietrntor of the act, that is, the one 
who, with his own hands or through an innocent agent, docs the act itself; 
lie may be one who, before the act is done, does or omits something for the 
purpose of aiding some one to commit it; he may be one who is present 
aiding and abetting another in the doing of it: or he may be one who

(It 1 Kuss. Cr., Uth Kd., 101.

5
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counsels or |)iuvurcH the doing of it. or who do«*s it through the medium 
a guilty agent.

Actual perpetrator with his own hands. - To be the actual perpetrator 
of the net with his own hands, the offender may or may n<rt he present 
when it is consummated.

ILIA Ni RATIONS.

A and H were hired to unload sacks of outs from a ship and convey them 
to C'a warehouse, A bringing out the sacks of oats from the ship and put
ting them on B's carts, ami It drawing the loads from the ships side to the 
warehouse. It. when starting with one «if his loads, called out, " Its all 
right," to A, who shortly afterwards. - while It was away with the load 
with which he hud started, — went to another cart near the vessel, en 
into a nosebag some oats from two sucks on the curt, and then placed the 
nosebag under the curt. When 1$ returned to the vessel a few minutes 
later with the emply cart he took the nosebag from under the other curt 
when* A had placed it. put it on his curt, and drove off with it, A tli«-n 
being on the vessel and within a few yards of II. Held, that as these cir
cumstances shewed one transaction in which A ami II both concurred and 
in which both were present at some part, though not at every part of it, 
both were properly convicted as principals ami actual p«-rpotrators «if the 
larceny. (2)

A pur|Hiscly lays poison for H. who tuk«-s it. ami di«-s from it. A. although 
absent when the poison is taken, is the actual perpetrator of the deed. (A >

Actual perpetrator through an innocent agent To be the actual per
petrator by means «d an innocent agent is, for instance, where an offen«l«*r, 
who may be absent when the act is done, iih«*s, as an instrument to effect 
his purpose, v child under years of disen'tion. a mailman or other person 
ot urtrrtive mental capacity, oi any one excused limn responsibility by 
ignorance «if fact or other cause. (4)

ILLUSTRA 1IONS.

Where A induced II a child of nine to take money from his father's till, 
and give it to A, it was left to the jury to say whether II was acting un
consciously of guilt at the dictation and us the innocent ugrnt of A. (5)

A gives to lj a note which he knows is forged, ami asks him to get it 
cashed. If II gets it eashed, not.knowing it to-be forg«*d, the innocent ut
tering by him is the guilty uttering of A, though A is absent when il is 
done. (0)

When the person rmploytHl as an instrument is aware of the nature and 
consequences of his act, he is guilty of the offence as a principal, ami so is 
the person who employs him. (7) But. if a person employed as an instru 
ment, — though aware of the nature of the act.- merely concurs in it for

(2) K. v. Kelly. 2 C. & K.. .17»; 1 Russ. Cr., 0th Ed., 10.1.
(1) Font., 1-1»; I Russ. Cr., oth Ed., 100; Vuux's Case. 4 Co., 44 6; limb.

Dig. Cr. L., 42; It. v. Ilarlcy. 4 C. * I*., 10».
(4) Fust.. 14»; 1 Dish. Cr. L. Com., s. 681: R. v. (tiles, 1 Moo. C. ('.. 100; 

It. v. Michael. » C. A 1*. 380; It. v. Dowry. 11 Cox ('. C . 118; It. v. Hut 
«•her, H Cox C. 77.

(8) It. v. Manley. 1 Cox ('. 104; 1 Russ. Cr.. 0th Ed.. 10.*).
(0) It. v. Fulmer A Hudson, 1 New Rep., 00: 2 Ix»aeh., »78.
(7) It. v. Soares, It. A It.. 28.

0
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the purpose of detecting it ml punishing the person employing him, lie i*. 
in that ease, also considered and treated as an innocent agent. (8)

Where the prisoners had applied to an artist to engrave plate containing 
a copy of the coupons of the Netherlands Hank, and the artist, suspecting 
that there was an intention to defraud, communicated with the Dutch 
Consul, and, under the latter's direction, employed persons to engrave the 
plate, it was held that the artist was the innocent agent of the pris
oners. (II)

Doing or omitting something for the purpose of aiding an offender.
A person who, before the commission ol an offence, does something for the 
purpose ot aulinc any person to commit it is also a principal; and he is 
necessarily absent when the offence is actually committed or completed. 
Under the old law such a person, like one who procures or counsels the 
commission of an offence, was called nil accessory before the fact. (10)

It has been held by the Court of Queens Bench at Montreal, upon a 
reserved ease stated by the Recorder, that a person who leases a house to 
another for purposes of prostitution renders himself under the provisions 
of paragraph ( li) of the above section, 01, a party to and guilty of the 
offence committed by his lessee, -subsequently to the leasing of the house. 
— of keeping a disorderly house, although he was not himself the keejier, 
and that he can lie prosecuted, tried, convicted ami punished for such of
fence in the same manner as the actual keeper. (lOrr)

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A, a servant, let B into his masters' house to steal his masters' money. 
B, continued inside until he committed the theft. A leaving the house 
before the theft was actually committed. A was held to he x party to the 
offence as an accessory liefore the fact; (II). and would now, under our 
Code, lx* held to be a principal.

A, a servant, unlocks the door of the house that B may enter and steal 
therein, which he does about 20 minutes after A has left the house. A is 
a principal offender. (12)

Aiding and abetting at the commission of the offence. Every person 
who is present at and aids and abets a person in the commission of a crim
inal offence is a principal as well as the person who actually does the crim
inal act itself.

A jierson may lie considered as a principal present aiding and abetting 
in the commission of an otfenee without his presence being such a strict, 
actual, immediate presence as would make him an eye or ear witness of 
what is passing ; it may he a constructive presence. ( lit) So that if a 
number of persons set out together or in small parties upon one common 
design, lie it murder or any other offence, or for any other purpose of an

(8) R. v. Bunnell, 2 Mini. C. ('., 309; I f. & K., 293; I Russ. Cr.. 0th Ed..
100.

(9) R. v. Caller. 1 Cox ('. ('.. 84.
(10) R. v. Manning. 0 Cox C. ('.. 80; Dears., 21: R. v. Quail. 4 F. & F.. 

1070.
( 10a) R. v. Itov. Que. Jud. Rep.. 9 Q. B., 312; 3 Com. Cr. Cas., 472.
(11) It. v. Tuck well. C. & M.. 215; 1 Russ. Cr.. 0th Ed., 104
(12) R. v. Jeffries & Bryant. 3 Cox C. 0.. 85. See also R. v. Jordan. 7 

C. A I\. 432: 1 Russ. Cr.. 0th Ed.. 164.
(13) 1 Russ. Cr.. 0th Ed.. 102: 3 It Us*. Cr.. 141.
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unlawful nature in itself, and each takes the part assigned to him. some 
to commit the act, others to watch at proper distances and stations to 
prevent a surprise or to favor, if need be. the escape of those more im 
mediately engaged, they are all, provided the act he committed, present at 
it. in the eye of the law; for the part taken by each man in his particular 
station tended to give countenance, encouragement and protection to the 
whole gang and to ensure the success of their common enterprise. ( 14) If. 
however, the original intention o>* purpose of |N‘rsons assembling and sid
ling out together lie a lawful one ami if their common purpose lie pros
ecuted by lawful means, and opposition to them be made by others, and 
one of the opposing party is killed in the struggle, in that case the |ierson 
actually killing may be guilty of murder or manslaughter, as circumstances 
max vary the case, but the persons who are with him will not be involved 
hi the guilt, unless they actually aided and alietted him in the fact. (In)

The mere fact of being a stake holder for a prize-light, in which one of 
l lie combatants happens to be killed, does not render such stake holder, 
who is not present at the light, responsible as a. party to the man 
slaughter. (Id)

Aid rendered to the principal offender after the crime has been complete
ly committed is not sufficient of itself to make the |M>rson rendering such 
aid guilty as a principal in the commission of the offence. (17) It has how
ever been held that as. for instance, the offence of stealing, by taking and 
carrying away, may be incomplete until the carrying away has lieen con
cluded. a person, who, — though not present at the actual taking of the 
thing stolen, — knowingly assists the thief while the latter is in the aid of 
carrying it away, thereby becomes an aider at the commission of the theft, 
and is thus responsible, under section (II. as a principal party to the 
theft. i l'' i

XX here a person is charged in an indictment as a principal, he cannot 
under such indictment be convicted on evidence which fails to establish 
the charge thus laid but shews that he was an accessory after the fact to 
the offence charged. ( 10) Hut there is nothing to prevent a count charging 
a person as a principal being joined with a count charging the same |ht 
son with being accessory after the fact to the same offence, and the ac
cused may be found guilty of both. In other words, a man may be guilty 
as accessory both before and after the fact ; as where he has incited an 
other to commit theft, and. then, after the crime has lawn accomplished, 
lie assists the actual thief in secreting the stolen property. (20)

Counselling or procuring the commission of an offence. A person who 
counsels, procures or commands the commission of an offence, or who does 
it through the medium of a guilty agent was called, under the common 
laxv. an accessory In-fore the fact. He is necessarily absent xvhen the offence 
is actually committed ; if present, he would be guilty not only of having 
counselled, procured or commanded the commission of the offence but also 
of doing or aiding at the very act itself.

It seems to be in the very nature of things that there should be no dis-

I 14» Font. 350: 2 Hawk.. I*. c. 2ft. s.s. 7. 8; It. v. Howell. I) C. & I*.. 
487; K. x • X amici stem. Ill ( 'ox. ( ). < ., (Irish), 177.

( 15) 1 Hush. Cr.. tith Kil., Hit): 1 Fast P. ('., 351 : It. v. Luck. 3 F. & F.. 
483; 1 llisli. New Cr. L . Com., 8th Kd., s. 034.

( Hi) It. v. Taylor, 13 Cox < C„ «18; L. It., 2 C. C. It.. 148. 
i 17) II. v. (Irahair.. 2 Can. Cr. Cos.. 388.
« 18) II. v. Campbell, 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 357.
i 1») II. v. Fallon, L. & <\. 217; 32 L. .1. M. <\. (Hi.
<20) II. v. Blaekson, 8 ('. & I*., 43.

■
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tinctien between the guilt of one who procures « crime to be committed 
and that of the agent who doe* it for him ; or at least the distinction, if 
any. should not lie in favor of the procurer. It is only right that the proeu 
1er or any one who commits an offence by the agency of another should he 
treated as a principal, whether his agent lie an innocent or a guilty one; 
for qui facit per a I in in facit per xe, what one causes to be done by an
other is regarded as done by himself. (21)

The procurement may be personal, that is. |>crsnnnl between the pro
curer and the doer, or it may be through the intervention of a third party : 
and it will be sufficient even though the employer merely direct his agent 
to procure some other person without naming him. (22) In other words, 
it is not essential that there should be any direct communication between 
the procurer and the person procured to do the act. It is enough if In
direct an intermediate agent to procure some other person to commit the 
offence, even if he do not name to the intermediate agent the person t<> 
be procured but merely direct the agent to employ some one. So that if 
A bid his servant to hire some body, no matter whom, to murder It. and 
furnish money for the purpose, and the servant procure C, a person whom 
A never saw nor heard of. to do it. A, who is manifestly the first mover 
or contriver of the murder, is a principal, he being what was known, under 
the common law. as an accessory Indore the fact. (23)

The procurement may lie direct, — by hire, counsel or command, or by 
conspiracy; or it may he indirect. by expressly evincing, (that is. 
evincing by some words or actions), a liking for, approbation of, or assent 
to a not hers' criminal design of committing an offence. (24) Hut a mere 
silent acquies; once would not lie sufficient. Nor would words that amount 
to a bare permission. As if A said lie would kill -I. S.. and H then said to 
A. " You may do us you please: " this would not amount to a procure 
ment. (25)

If a person order counsel or advise one crime and the person ordered, 
counselled or advised intentiunattu commit another, as. for instance, if lu
be ordered to burn a house and instead of that lie commit a theft, or it 
his instructions are to commit a crime against A, and. instead of d.nng so. 
lie pnrpuselit commit the crime against H, the person so ordering will not 
he answerable. (2d) In other words, if the person ordered counselled or 
advised totally and substantially varies from the terms of the instigation, 
if being solicited to commit an offence of one kind he wilfully and know 
iugly commit an offence of another kind, he will stand single in that of 
fence and the person soliciting will not lie involved in the guilt. (27) Thu*, 
if A command It to burn C's house, and It, in so doing, commits a robbery. 
A. thought a party to the offence of burning, is not guilty of the robbery, 
for that is a thing of a distinct and inconsequential nature. (28) And if 
A counsels It to steal goods of (', on the road, and It break* :,ito C's house 
and steals the goods there, A is not guilty as a party to the offence of 
breaking into the house, because that (the breaking in) is an offence of 
another kind. (29) Hut lie is guilty as a party to the offence of steal 
ing. (30)

(21) l i(Kim's Leg. Max.. (1th Kd., 777; K. v. Higgins. 2 Hast. 5.
(22) McDaniels' Case. Post.. 121. 125; R. v. Cooper, 5 C. & 1’.. 535: I

Blah. New Cr. L. Comm., s. 077.
(23) 1 Hush. Cr.. 0th Kd., 172.
(24) 2 llawk.. I’. <\, C. 29. s. 16. I Hush. Cr.. 0th Kd.. 170.
(25) 1 Hale. 010. See also R. v. Fret well. L. & ('.. 101.
(20) 1 Hale. 017; 4 HI. Com.. 37.
(27) Post.. 309.
(28) 1 Hale. 017.
(29) l'lowd.. 475.
(30) 1 Hale. 017.
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If, however, the |ierson counselled ordered or advised complies in subs- 
lance with the instigation of the party who has counselled ordered or 
advised him, varying only in circumstances of time or place or in the man
ner of execution, the person who has counselled ordered or advised him 
will be involved in his guilt. As if A command 1$, to murder C by poison, 
and It commits the murder by means of a sword or other weapon or by 
any other means, A is answerable for the crime; for the murder of C was 
the object principally in contemplation, and that has been effected. (31 ) 
And if the person employed to commit a crime goes lieyond the terms of 
the solicitation, yet. if, in the event, the offence committed was a prob
able consequence of what was ordered or advised, the person giving such 
order or advice will be answerable for that offence. As, if A advise B to 
rob (', and, in robbing him, B kills him, either upon resistance made, or in 
order to conceal the fact, or upon any other motive o|ieruting at the time 
of the robbery; or if A solicit B to burn the house of C, and B does it ac
cordingly, and the liâmes taking hold of the house of I), that also is 
burned. A is answerable both in the one case for the murder of C, and in 
the other case foi- the burning of D's house. The advice, solicitation or 
orders were pursued in substun -e, and were extremely flagitious on the 
part of A; and the events though possibly happening beyond A‘s original 
intention were, in the ordinary course of things, the probable consequence 
of what B did under the influence and at the instigation of A. (32)

A more difficult question arises where the person counselled or ordered 
commits, hy mistake, a different crime from that which he was solicited to 
commit. It has been said that if A outers H to kill (', and B, by mistake, 
kills 1), or, aiming a blow at (', misses him and kills D. A will not lie a 
party to the murder, la-cause it differs in the person; (33) and in siipjan-l 
of this position, Saunders ease is cited.

Saunders, with the intention of destroying his wife, by the advice of one 
Archer, mixed poison in a roasted apple, and gave it to her to eat; and 
the wife, having eaten a small part of it and having given the remainder 
to their child. Saunders, (making only a faint effort to save the child 
whom he loved and would not have destroyed ). stood by and saw it eat 
tlm poison, of which it soon afterwards died. It was held that, though 
Saunders was clearly guilty of the murder of the child, Archer was not 
guilty as a party to that murder. (34) But Foster .1.. says that this ease 
does' not support the position to the full extent ; and he proposes the 
following case as worthy of consideration ; " B is an utter stranger to Un
person of ('; A, therefore, takes upon him to describe (’ by his stature, 
dress, age, complexion, etc., and acquaints B when and where he may 
probably la- met with. B is punctual at the time and place, and I), an 
other person, unhappily comes by and is murdered, upon the strong belief, 
on the part B, that this is the man marked out for destruction. Here is a 
lamentable mistake; but who is answerable for it? B undoubtedly it,. The 
malice eyreditur yvrsunam. And may not the same la- said of A? The pit 
which he. with murderous intent, dug for C, 1), through his guilt, fell into 
and perished. For B, not knowing the person of C, had no other guide to 
lead him to his prey than the description A gave of him, and B, in follow
ing this guide fell into a mistake which il is great odds any man in his 
circumstances might have fallen into. I, therefore, conceive that A was 
answerable for the consequence of the flagitious orders he gave, since that 
consequence appears in the ordinary course of things to have been highly 
probable.” (35)

(31) Post.. 309, 370.
(32) Post.. 370.
(33) 1 Hale. 017; 1 Buss. Cr., 175, 170.
(34) Plowd.. 475; 1 Hale. 431; 1 Buss. Cr., 0th Ed., 170.
(35) Post.. 370. 371.
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Ko that where a |a-v»oit. who ia ordered eomiaelleil or ndviaed to rom 
mit a crime against A, — commits it. against H, instead of A. the |iersnn 
ordering counselling or advising tin* crime is answerable for the crime 
committed against It, if A has dune this merely by mistake. (30)

By the above section, 02, of our ('ode, it is clearly laid down that he who 
counsels or procures the commission of any offence is a party to it, al
though the offence itself be committed in a way different from that which 
was counselled, and that he is a party to every offence which is commit
ted in consequence of such counselling, and which lie knew or ought to 
have known to be likely to be committed in consequence of such counsel
ling: and, therefore, both by this section and by the common law, he is 
liable for everything that ensues upon the execution of the unlawful act 
counselled or commanded.

Foster. J„ proposes the following criteria as explaining the grounds 
upon which the several cases falling under this head will lie fourni to turn.
" Did the principal, (that is the person employed), commit the felony lie 
stands charged with under the influence of the flagitious adviceï Or* did 
lie, following the suggestions of his own wicked heart, icilfullii and knoir 
«»<//// commit a felony of another kind, or upon a different subject. (37 ) 

The procurement must be continuing; fur if the procurer repent, and. 
before the offence is committed, actually countermand his order, and the 
|M‘rsou ordered, counselled or procured persists in committing the offence 
in spite of the countermand, it seems that the original contriver will not 
lie held responsible as a party to the offence. (38) But. by having counsel
led the commission of the crime, he would surely be guilty, under section 
04, post, of an attempt to commit it, notwithstanding his subsequent 
repentance and countermand ; for the act of counselling constitutes the 
attempt to commit an offence which is not actually committed in pursu 
mice of the counselling. (30)

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A commands B to lient (’, and B beats him to such an extent that he 
dies. A is party to the murder. (40)

A hires B to kill C by means of poison, and, instead of poisoning him. 
B kills C by shooting him. A is a party to the murder. (41)

A, through his agent, hires (,’ to murder I). C, who does not know and 
has no direct communication with A, murders I), accordingly. A is a party 
to the murder. (42)

A commands or advises It to rob ('. B, who does not know t\ but depends 
upon As description of him, makes a mistake and robs 1) instead of C. 
A is a party to the robliery. (43)

A orders It to burn Ce house, and, in the burning, the house of D is 
burned also. A is n party to the burning of l)"s house. (44)

(36) Fost.. 370. et seq; 2 Hawk.. 1». c. 20. s. 22; 1 Bish. New Cr. L. 
Comm., s. 040.

(37) Fost.. 372; I Russ. Cr., 0th Ed., 176.
(38) Arch. Cr. PL, 21st Kd.. 14.
(30) See 11. v. Gregory, and other cases cited at p. 64, poat.
(40) 4 111. Com., 37; 1 Hale. 617.
(41) Fost.. 300, 370.
(42) R. v. Cooper. 5 C. & P., 535.
(43) Fost., 370, et seq.
(44) R. v. Saunders, Plowd., 475.
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A counsels I) to steal something from U. II, of his own accord, makes an 

assault upon 1). A is no party to the assault. (45)
Counselling suicide. It was formerly the law that a person, who en 

couraged another to commit suicide and was present aiding and abetting 
him while he did so, was guilty of murder as a principal, and that if two 
persons agreed to commit suicide together and only one of them actually 
died, the survivor was guilty of the murder of the other. (46) Hut, under 
section 237, post, of the present Code, the act of counselling or procuring 
any person to commit suicide, and the act of aiding and abetting any per
son to commit suicide are made indictable offences punishable witli im
prisonment for life. and. under section ‘238, post, an attempt to commit 
suicide is an indictable offence punishable with two years' imprisonment.

Soliciting as an attempt. When a person with criminal intent solicits 
or advises another to commit an offence which the other does not commit 
at all, the soliciting or advising in that case, will constitute, 011 the part 
of the would-be procurer, an attempt to commit the offence solicited or 
advised by him. (47)

Execution of different parts of a criminal act by different persons.
If several combine to commit forgery, for instance, and each separately 
execute a distinct part of the forgery, they are all guilty us principals, 
although they may not be together when the forged instrument is com
pleted. (48)

Thus, if A counsel H to procure the paper and C to engrave the plate 
and 1) to fill up the names of a forged note, and each of them docs these 
respective acts without knowing that the others are employed for those 
purposes, 11, t\ and 1), as well us A, may all be indicted for the forgery, as 
principals. (46)

Further comments. It has been held in England that a person who 
without authority, indu.es a servant of the Postmaster General to hand 
oxer to him and so re eives letters addressed to parties other than himself 
and coming into the possession of such postal servant in the course of their 
transmission through the post is guilty of stealing the letters either at 
common law as a principal or. under the *24. ‘25 Vic., c. 64. sec. 1, as an 
accessory before the fact. (50)

A person who purchases intoxicating liquors sold in violation of the 
('amnia Temperance Act is not liable to conviction as a party to the of
fence. in having, by purchasing the liquors, aided, abetted, counselled or 
procured the sale. (51)

Of course, such an offence may be created by express legislation, as is 
the case under section 1‘26 of the Quebec License Laic, 1900, which provides 
that a purchaser of intoxicating liquor in contravention of that Act is 
liable to a fine and to imprisonment in default of payment of the fine. (52)

(45) 1 Hale, 617.
(46) II. v. Alison. 8 V. & P.. 418: II. v. Itssop, 16 Vox V. V.. 204; II. v. 

Dyson, R. & K., 523.
(47) K. v. Gregory. L. K.. I V. V. IV, 77: 10 Vox C. C., 459; It. v. Hans

ford. 13 Vox V. V.. ii: It. v. Higgins, 2 East, 522: Steph. Dig. Cr. L„ 5th 
Ed., 39; 1 Hish. New Cr. L. Com., 8th Ed., ss. 766, 772(7. See section 64.

(48) R. v. llingley. U. & IV, 446.
(46) IV v. Dade, 1 Mood., 307; K . v. Charles, 17 Vox V. V., 449.
(50) IV v. .lames, 17 Vox, V. ('.. 24.
(51) Ex parte Armstrong. 30 N. B. Hep., 425. See, also, Ex parte Barker. 

30 N. II. IV. 406.
(52) 63 Vic., (Que.), c. 12.
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The circumstance that an accused lias counselled and procured the com
mission of a theft, — thus rendering him liable, under section til. to be 
convicted as a principal offender, — does not prevent his conviction for 
the substantive offence of having, after the commission of the theft, 
received the stolen property from the thief knowing it to have been 
stolen. (53) Anil, as we have already seen, there is nothing to prevent a 
person being charged, in two separate counts with being an accessory both 
before and after the fact. — as where he has incited another to commit 
theft, and. after the theft lias been committed, has assisted the actual thief 
in secreting the stolen property. (64)

63. Accessory after the fact. — An accessory after the fact to an 
offence is one who receives, comforts or assists any one who has- 
been a party to such offence in order to enable him to escape, 
knowing him to have been a party thereto.

2. No married person whose husband or wife has been a party 
to an offence shall become an accessory after the fact thereto by 
receiving, comforting or assisting the other of them, and no mar
ried woman whose husband has been a party to an offence shall be
rime an accessory after the fact thereto, by receiving, comforting 
or assisting in his presence and by his authority any other person 
who has been a party to such offence in order to enable her hus
band or such other person to escape.

Tin* evident basis of this offence is that to assist an offender to escape 
punishment is. in principle, an obstruction of public justice of the same 
nature as resisting a peace officer in making an arrest, or rescuing a pris
oner under arrest, and other like offences.

To render a person guilty of being an accessory after the fact, thr -e 
conditions must coexist; first, there must have been a criminal offence 
completely committed by the person harbored or assisted ; second, tIn
al leged accessory after the fact must lie aware that the jierson he harbors 
or assists has committed the offence ; and third lie must harbor or assist 
the principal offender to conceal the crime or to prevent him lieing brought 
to justice.

With regard to the first of these conditions the rule is that until the 
offence has been consummated any aid or assistance rendered to a party 
for the purpose of enabling him to escape the consequences of his crime 
will not make the (s-rson affording such assistance guilty as an accessory 
after the fact. This is a rule recognized without exception by all the 
authorities. Thus, where A was charged with the murder of B, and ( '
was charged with being an accessory after the fact to the murder, and the 
evidence adduced on the trial shewed that the assistance given by (' to 
enable A to effect his escape was in point of fact given after the mortal 
blow was dealt but before the death of the party assailed, although tIn
dent h occurred within a short time thereafter, it was held that until B 
died the crime of murder was not consummated, and that C was not an 
accssory after the fact to the murder. (60)

(63) B. v. Hodge. 18 (\ L T.. 424; 12 Man. L It., 3111; 2 Can. Cr. Vas.. 
360.

(64) It. v. Black son. 8 V. & I».. 43.
(66) 1 Hale, 022 ; 4 Bl. Com.. 38; 3 (Ireenl. Ew. 47.
(66) Barrel v. 8., 39 Miss.. 702; 1 Am. & Eng. Enoy. L., 2nd Ed., 260.
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Ihe second condition. is that in order to eatabliidi the guilt id tin* alleged 
accessory after the fact, the latter must la» shewn to have had notiiv ex
press or implied of the prim-ip il offender having committed a criminal of

The third ami most important condition is that a |s»rsoii in order to be 
an accessory alter the fact must be shewn to have done some act to assist 
tin» principal offender personally. (58). cither to conceal the crime or to 
evade the pursuit of justice ; so that where, fin- instance, a person is 
charged with la-ing an accessory after the fact to murder, the question for 
the jury is whether such person knowing the murder to have been com
mitted was either assisting the murderer to conceal the death or in any 
way enabling him to esui|H- being brought to justice. (50)

One does not liecomc an accessory after the fact by merely neglecting to 
inform the authorities that a crime has lieen committed or by forbearing 
to arrest the offender. (tMf)

1'lie lest of an accessory after the fact seems to la* that he renders, to 
one known by him to have committed a criminal offence, some active per- 
sonal help to enable him to conceal his offence or to hinder his apprehension 
trial or punishment, as by concealing him in the house or shutting the 
door against his pursuers until lie should have an opportunity to escape, 
or by turnishing him with money or food to sup|»ort him in hiding, or by 
supplying him with a horse to enable him to fly from his pursuers, or a 
house or other shelter to conceal him in. or by using ojicn force or violence 
to protect him. or hy taking money from him to allow him to esea|H». or 
by bribing his gaoler to let him escape, or hy conveying instruments to the 
principal offender to enable him to break gaol.(tH)Of course, when a per- 
-on in tuallx rescues an offender from prison or from law ful custody, the 
rescuer is not only guilty of lieing an accessory after the fact to the other's 
offence, if he has actually committed one, but also of the substantive of
fence of rescue: and lie may la» indicted either way at the election of the 
prosecution. Hut where the rescue ie effected la-fore the principal offender 
has la*en convicted, the prosecution would probably prefer to prosecute 
the rescuer on the substantive offence of rescue; for when a |a-rson is in 
prison or in lawful custody upon a criminal charge it is an offence to res
cue him or to help him to break prison, whether the prisoner la» guilty or 
not of the crime charged against him. (02)

It has !a»cn held that one who employed another |iersoii to harbor the 
principal offender may be convicted of la»ing an accessory after the fact 
although |a-rsinially he did no act of relieving or harlauing hut only 
through the |a»rson employed hy him. (A3)

Under the extradition laws in force between the United States and 
Canada an accessory before the fact to an extraditable offence may la» 
extradited ; but it is otherwise in the cast» of an accessory after the 
fact. (04)

(57) 2 Hawk. I*. ('., e. -2», a. 32; II. v. Burridge. 3 I*. Wins., 439-407; II. 
v. Ix-e, » C. & I*., 636.

(68) II. v. Chappie, 0 C. A I*., 366.
(50) II. v. Greenacre. 8 C. & 1\. 35. See also It. v. Ilansill. 3 Cox C. C . 

307.
(00) I Hale. «18, «10.
(«I ) I Hale, tilf., «21.
(»2) See sections 1«5. 1««, l«7. /><»*/; K. v. Allan. C. à M„ 205: II. v. 

Ha-well. It. A It.. 468; I Bish. New Cr. L. Com.. 8th Ed., 423.
(isi) It. v. Jarvis, 2 M. & R.. 40: Warb. L. Cas., -2nd Ed., 11. 
f«4) It. v. Browne, 31 IT. C. C. P.. 484: In rr Counhavc, L. It.. 8 Q. B.. 

410, 417.
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Upon uu indictment against an accessory after the fact or against a 

receiver, a confession by the thief is not admissible to prove the guilt of 
the accessory after the fact or of the receiver, although the thief may be 
called as a witness against the accessory after the fact or against the 
receiver. So that where a |>eraon was indicted for receiving 00 sovereigns 
which had been stolen by one Rich, and a confession by the latter stating 
various facts implicating the prisoner, was tendered in evidence, the Court 
refused to receive anything that was said in such confession by Rich res
pecting the prisoner but admitted what Rich said about horsoif; and the 
Court's decision was upheld in ap|»eul. (05)

And where two persons were indicted together, one for stealing and the 
other for receiving and the principal pleaded guilty. Wood. It refused to 
allow the principal’s plea of guilty for the purpose of establishing as against 
the receiver the fact of the stealing by the principal, (dll)

CRIMINAL LIABILITY OK MASTERS FOR ACTS OK THEIR
SERN AMS.

The general rule of law is that a master is not criminally responsible 
for the acts of his servants.

We have already seen, at p. 12. on tv. that the essence of a criminal of
fence is, as a general principle, the evil or wrongful intent with which the 
act which constitutes the offence is done.

In accordance with this general principle, there must, as an essential 
ingredient in a criminal offence, be some blameworthy condition of tin- 
mind in the person who does the net, — such as wilful intent, negligence 
or guilty knowledge; and the condition of mind of the servant is not to 
lie imputed to the master ; so that, as a general rule of the common law, 
the master is not criminally responsible for the acts of his servants.

A prosecution for a public nuisance appears to constitute an exception 
to the general common law rule that a master is not criminally responsible 
for the nets of his servants. Such a prosecution appears to be considered 
us more in the nature of a civil than a criminal proceeding ; the only rea
son why, in the case of a public nuisance, the proceeding is by indictment 
and not civilly, being that it is a matter which affects the whole community 
and is, as such, a matter in which a civil action does not lie. (H7) So. that, 
where the directors of a (las Company with its superintendent and en
gineer were indicted for a nuisance in permitting the refuse of gas to be 
conveyed into a public river, and it appeared by the evidence that the 
directors left the management of the works to the superintendent, — the 
engineer being under the direction of the superintendent, and the engineer 
giving orders to the workmen, the directors, superintendent and engineer 
were held liable for the nuisance, the jury being directed by the Court 
that it made no difference that the directors were ignorant of the things 
done by their employees and workmen. (UN) And where works were ear- 
ried on for the profit of an owner by his agents, such owner was held 
liable to an indictment for a public nuisance caused by the nets of his 
workmen in carrying on the works, although such acts were done without 
the owner’s knowledge and against his general orders, the Court being of 
opinion that where a person maintains works by his capital and employs 
servants who so carry on the works as to cause a nuisance to a private 
right for which a civil suit would lie, then, if the same nuisance inflict an

(65) R. v. Turner, R. & M., 347; 1 lx*w. 119. 
( till) Anon.. 1 Russ. Ur.. 6th FM.. 190.
(07) R. v. 1‘edlev, A. & E.. 822.
(08) R. v. Medley. OCA V.. 292.
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injury upon a public- right, the remedy for which could only be by indict
ment, the evidence which would maintain the civil suit would also sup
port the indictment, (till)

The general principle of the common law that, except in the case of a 
prosecution for a public nuisance, a master is not criminally responsible 
for the acts of his servants applies also to statutory offences, with this 
difference, that it is within the |tower of the legislature, if it so pleases, 
to enact, and, in some cases it has enacted that a man may be convicted 
and punished for an act or omission, although there was no blameworthy 
condition id' mind in hint ; but inasmuch as to do so is to create a respons
ibility which is contrary to the general rule of law, it is for those who as 
sert that the legislature has so enacted to make it out, convincingly, by 
the language* of the statute; for we ought not lightly to presume that the 
legislature intended that one man should lie punished for the* fault of an
other. (70)

By section 1.1 of the English Licensing Act 1872, (35-30 Vic., c. 04). a 
licensee who permits drunkenness or any violent, quarrelsome or riotous 
conduct to take place on his premises, or sells intoxicating liquor to any 
drunken person is liable to a penalty; and with reference to the meaning 
of the section, Stephen, said " I am of opinion that the words of this 
section amount to an absolute prohibition of the sale of liquor to a drunk
en person and that the existence of a bonu fltli' mistake as to the condition 
of the jiersun served is not an answer to the charge but only matter of 
mitigation of the jienalties that may he imposed. (71) And where, in a 
prosecution, under section 111 of the same Act, for supplying liquor to a 
constable on duty, it was proved that the liquor was sold without the 
knowledge of the defendant. a licensed innkeeper, by his servant, in 
the ordinary course of business, the servant taking the chance and asking 
no questions as to whether the constable was on duty or not. the defen
dant was convicted, and the conviction was upheld, on the ground that the 
wilful ignorance of the servant made the master responsible. (72)

Section 17 of the English Licensing Act provides that the owner of 
licensed premises who " sutlers gaming or any unlawful game t<- be car 
ried on therein shall he liable to a penalty. Under this section, a hotel 
keeper was charged with having suffered gaming in her hotel. It npjieared. 
by the proof, that the gaming complained of had taken place after the 
hotel keeper had retired for the night, leaving her premises.- -in which 
were several guests. - in charge of a hall porter, who as the evidence 
shewed was wilfully blind to the gaming done by the guests. Upon thi> 
evidence the hotel keeper was convicted, the justices being of opinion that 
she took pains not to know what her guests were doing; and the convic
tion was upheld on the ground that the connivance of the hall porter, in 
whose charge the hotel was left by the defendant, was sufficient to make 
her responsible as having "suffered’’ gaming, and that proof of her actual 
knowledge of the gaming was not necessary. (73)

In another ease, upon the same section, against an innkeeper for having 
" suffered " gaming to he carried on upon his licensed premises, it was 
proved that in a part of the premises placed by the innkeeper in chargi

(till) II. v. Stephens, L. It.. 1 <). Ik. 702. See. also, Iteedie v. L & V V 
Ky. Co.. 4 Ex.. 244. and II. v. tit. V <d Eng. Ry. Co., fl (). It., 315.

(70) See Remarks if Cave. J.. in Chisholm v. Doulton. 22 (j. It. 
p. 741.

(71) fund y v. LcCocq., 13 (). It. I).. 207: 53 L. ,1. M. ('., 125.
(72) Mullins v. Collins. L. It.. » Q. It.. 202 ; 43 L. .1. M. <’.. 117.
(73) Redgate v. Haynes, 1 (j. It. I).. 89; 45 L. .1. M. ('.. 05.

I) at
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<>f a manager. ginning liml occurred with the knowledge of such manager 
hut without any knowledge or connivance on the part of the innkeeper.
It appeared that, connected with the inn, by passages and doors, there was 
a skittle alley which was in charge of the manager, to whom the inn
keeper had given general instructions not to permit gaming. It was in this 
skittle alley that the gaming complained of had taken place, the manager 
being present in charge of the alley when the gaming was going on. Upon 
this evidence the innkcejier was convicted ; and upon a case reserved it 
was held, maintaining the conviction, that the innkeeper was responsible
for the connivan..... if his employee whom he had left in charge of the part
of the premises where the gaming took place, and was thus guilty of 
having "suffered" gaming in his premises. (<4)

In another case, it was shewn that the landlord knew nothing of the 
gaining complained of and that the only person who was aware of the 
gaining going on was a man employed as a potman, who however was 
not iu charge of the premises, to whom there was no delegation of author
ity ami who knew of the gaming merely as a fact and not as part of his 
business as an employee : and it was held, under these circumstances that 
the landlord was rightly acquitted. (75)

The president of an incorporated Company who hired the clerks and had 
the entire management of the company's business may lie convicted for 
selling liquor contrary to the provisions of the Canada Temperance A et. 
where the sale had been made by a clerk who was employed under general 
directions received by him from the president. ( 711)

Where a milk dealer's servant, employed to sell milk, adulterated it with 
water, the master was, under section li of the English Food and Drugs Act 
tVic., c. (13), convicted as the seller of the adulterated milk, and the 
conviction was maintained; it being held that the section imposed a posi
tive prohibition against the sale of adulterated milk, the enactment not 
being that "no person shall know ill til y sell " hut that "no person shall 
sell," and that the law applied not only to the actual physical seller of the 
milk but also to the person on whose behalf the actual physical seller 
made the sale and that the master was hound not only not to personally 
sell unadulterated milk but to take care that other people employed l»y him 
to sell milk did not sell it for him in such a condition as to come within 
the section. (77)

.Vs clerk went into It's shop and asked for and was served with some 
lard ; whereupon A took it and told the shop assistant that it was bought 
for the purpose of analysis. The shop assistant then noticed and told A 
that by mistake he had enclosed the lard in a "margarine" wrapper ins
tead of a wrapper marked "lard compound." On the hearing of a sum
mons under section li of the Imperial Food and Drugs Act, 11 had tendered 
and the justices had refused to receive evidence shewing that the lard was 
put in the wrong wrapper by mistake and in the hurry of business, and 
that this act was contrary to It s express instructions to his employees; 
but on appeal it was held that there was nothing in the Act making the 
master responsible for an employee's act not only unauthorized and un
sanctioned by the master but done by mistake, that the tendered evidence 
was wrongly refused, inasmuch as it was admissible and material, seeing 
that section H of the Act provided that a person should not lie guilty of 
an offence in respect of the sale of any article of food, etc., mixed with

(74) Bond v. Evans. 21 <). IV D.. 2411-237.
(73) Somerset v. Hart. 12 <). IV D.. 3(10; 33 L .1. M. ('.. 77. 
(70) Ex parte Baird. 34 N. IV 15.. 213; 3 Can. (T. Cas.. 03. 
(77) Brown v. Foot. 17 Cox V. ( .. 30»; 01 1,. .1. M. ('.. 110.
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any matter not injurious to health umh not intended fraudulently to in 
crease it* hulk weight or measure or eoneeal it* inferior quality, if at the 
time of ilelivering it he supply a notin* by a label on or with the artiele 
to the effect that it i* mixed, and inasmuch as it appeared that the omis
sion of H'h .shop assistant to furnish the correct wrapper was by mistake 
and contrary to the usual course of hi* duty. (i8)

The Jiiqs'iial IIrnhamlim Mark* Act, 1887. render* the master or prin
cipal criminally liable for the acts of his servants ami agents in all case* 
within seetion :l, subsection* I and 2. where the condiiel constituting the 
offence is pursued by such servants or agents within the scope or in the 
course of their employment; anil the master or princijail can only hi» re
lieved from criminal responsibility where he ean prove that lie has aeted 
hi good faith and has done all that it was reasonably possible to do to 
prevent the commission hv his servants or agents of offences against the
Act. fill)

64. Attempts. — Every one wlm. having un intent to commit 
an offence, does or omits an act for the purpose of accomplishing 
his object is guilty of an attempt to commit the offence intended 
whether under the circumstances il was /mssible to commit such offen
ce or not.

2. The question whether an act done or omitted with intent to 
commit an offence is or is not only preparation for the commission 
of that offence, and too remote to constitute an attempt to commit 
it, is a question of law.

An attempt is “an aliortivc or frustrated effort.' (80)
A bare intention to commit a criminal offence is not of itself punish 

able; but. in order to Is» so. there must lie some act or acts, amounting 
either to an actual or an altemptnl carrying out of the criminal intention. 
Tliua, if A resolves in his own mind to shoot H, and openly avows it. he 
thereby commit* no criminal offence; (81) but when lie does something 
in execution of his design, and, through Is-ing interrupted or through some 
unforeseen cause intervening, lie falls short of the actual |icrpetrution of 
the intended offeni-e he is guilty of an attempt. (82)

An attempt to commit a crime may Is* made by soliciting another to 
commit it. For. as. on the <mc hand, a person is guilty, a* a principal of 
fender, of an offence which he solicits, advises or incites another to com 
mit. and which the other actually dor* commit. (811) so. on the other hand, 
when a |s'i*on solicit*, advise* or incites another to commit an offence 
which the other docs mil commit, the act of soliciting, advising or inciting 
amounts to an attempt to commit the offence in view (84). In other word*, 
one who unsuccessfully solicits in- advise* the commission of an offence i*

(78) Kearley and another \. Tyler. 17 Cox ('. ('.. 328: also reported, null, 
nom. Kearlev and another v. Toiige. in 00 L. .1. M. ('., lô».

(7») ( opi'an v. Moore. 117 L. .1. y. H.. UK!!: 1181)81 2 y. II.. 3011.
(80) Holloway x. It.. 17 Q. li.. 317; Brornn'* Com. I*, ôth Kd.. 830.
(81 ) See sec. tVill. par. 2. /m>*Z. as to right to compel a person using tnreat* 

of bodily harm. etc., to give security to keep the |>eacc.
( 82 ) I!, v. Scolield. ( 'aid.. 3#7. 403 ; I Dish. New Cr. L. Com.. 8th Nil., pp. 

111. 113; R. v. Connolly. 26 y. II. (Ont.), 322.
(83) See seetion III. ante.
(84) 2 Stcnli. Hist. Cr. L.. 230; K. v. Iliggin*. 2 Hast. 3: II. v. Daniel-. 

1 Sulk.. 380; R v. Col ling wood, 3 Sulk., 42: Wool ry eh Cr. I... 1194.
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guilty of an attempt to commit it; while one whose solicitation is success
ful in procuring the actual commission of an offence is a party to its com 
mission. Thus, where one wrote to a school hoy to meet him for the pur 
pose of sodomy, hut the hoy. without even reading the letter, passed it to 
the school authorities, it was held that the offence of attempt hy solicita
tion was complete. (85) It has been said that an act to constitute an at
tempt must be such as directly approximates to or is closely connected 
with the actual commission of the intended offence. (SU) In the application 
of this principle some nice questions have arisen as to what acts, on tin- 
one hand, are preparation too remote to he an attempt, and what, on tin- 
other hand, are close enough to the offence to he an attempt ; it being in 
many cases very difficult, — some say, impossible. — to distinctly define 
the dividing line between wire preparation for an offence and an actual 
attempt to commit it. (87) As an i'lustration the ease is given of a man 
who. with intent to commit murder, walks to the place where he purposes 
to commit it. This act of walking to the place is not considered an act 
sufficient to constitute an attempt to murder. (H8 ) lint if besides walking 
to the place, the man were, on arriving there to meet and fire a pistol shot 
at his intended victim, and fad to kill him, either hy missing his aim 
altogether, or through the shot, though taking effect. not being fatal, he 
would undoubtedly he guilty of an attempt to murder. The mere act of 
buying a box of matches with the intention of using them to set a corn 
stack on tire is too remite to constitute an attempt to set tlie fire.(80) 
Hut where the prisoner had knelt down before a corn stack, and had light 
ed a match with the intention of setting the stack on fire; and then lie 
blew out the light on observing that lie was watched ; it was held that this 
was an attempt to burn the stack. The accused had called at the pros
ecutor's house, and, on first lieing refused work and on afterwards being 
refused a shilling which lie asked for. he became violent and threatened 
to burn up the premises, lie was then watched by the prosecutor and his 
servant and seen to go to a neighboring stack where In- knelt down and 
struck a lucifcr match, but discovering that he was watched he blew out 
the lighted match and went away. (110)

In another case A was charged with attempting to set fire to a dwelling- 
house, and H with inciting and hiring him to commit the offence. Under 
H's directions, A had arranged and placed pieces of blanket saturated with 
coal oil against the doors and sides of the' house, had lighted a match, 
which he held in his fingers till it was burning well, and had then put tin- 
light down close to the saturated blanket with the intention of setting the 
house on lire ; hut just before the flame touched the blanket the light went 
out. and lie threw the match away without making any further attempt. 
Heat that the attempt was complete. (01)

If a man were to load a gun and declare his intention to shoot his neigh 
hor with it. this would merely be a preparation of necessary means to 
commit the offence; in order to render him guilty of an attempt to shoot 
there would have to la*, beyond such preparation, some act or movement 
on the man’s part, in the nature of an endeavor to use the weapon upon 
the |iersoii of his intended victim.

(85) It. v. Hansford, 15 Cox V. <\. It; It. v. (Jrcgory, L. I!.. 1 V. C. H.. 77. 
(SU) Harris (T. I... 4th Kd.. 1(1 : It. v. Eaglet on. Hears. V. (’.. 515.
(HT) 2 Stepli. Hist. Cr. I... 224. 2*2(1.
(88) Remarks of Chief Justice Jervis in It. v. Roberts. 55 Kng. I.. & Kq.. 

552 : 25 L. .1. M. (\, 17.
(Sit) Remarks of Chief Huron Pollock in It. v. Tavlor. I I-’. & I'.. 512.
( IN) ) R. v. Tavlor, 1 F. A K.. 511.
(91 ) It. v. (hindmnn. 22 V. C. C. I».. 538.

Ill
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Then* have been some decision* which have gonv h lung away toward* 
11 rai mg |irv|iarat ion to commit a crime a* an attempt to commit it. For 
instance. the procuring of die* for coining had money lia* lieen treated a* 
mi attempt to coin hml money. (02)

Sr. Uni. /««/. make* it a substantive offence. indictalde and punish 
aide \\ itli im|iri*omiieiit for life, to purcha*c or have possession of coining 
instrument*.

There seems to la* no doubt that where a |M*r*ou ilia»* an act whose na
tural con*ei|iiencc. if it enatteil. would la- criminal, hut which conae- 
i|iiencc hap|H'iiH to la- prevented from cunning by extraneous cauae*. lie i*. 
notwithstanding the consequence Is-ing prevented. to la* taken to have 
intended that the natural con*n|iicncc of hi* ait *hould re*ult, that i* to 
*■">. he i* in la- ci.n*idcml a* having intended ami endeavored to commit 
the crime which would have rc*ultcd had lie not been prevented from com
pleting hi* ad. So. that, where in *up|airt of a conviction for attempting 
io diachnrgc a loaded tircarm with intent to do grievou* laalily harm, 
the evidence shewed that the pri*oncr drew from hi* |tocket a revolver 
and |aiintcd it toward* hi* mother, but that hi* wriat* were *ei/.ed by 
bystander* ju*t a* lie wa* raising the pi*t<d. amt. after a *tniggle, during 
which In* linger and thumb were wen fumbling about the revolver which 
cockl'd automatically on the rigger lieing pulled, it wa* taken from him. 
it wa* held that the question a* to the intent with which the prisoner 
present «al tin- revolver wa* for the jury to decide, that the jury might 
reasonably infer that the primmer intended to do that which lie wa* 
picvciitcd from doing, and that there wa* therefore sufficient evidence to 
support the conviction of the prisoner of an at tempt to discharge the 
revolver. (03)

It wa* formerly considered that an act done with intent to commit an 
offence was not an attempt mile** done under circumstance* rendering it 
possible to aci-omplisb the object in view ; (04) and so where in an 
Knglish case \ put hi* hand into IT* |MH-ket with intent to steal what was 
in it. and the |HH-kct hnp|M-ncd to la- empty, it was held that A could not 
Is- convicted of mi attempt to steal. (03) Hut I hi* decision wa* afterward* 
overruled by the English Court of Crown Case* Reserved, presided over 
by Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, who. in delivering judgment, said, in 
reference to the pick|Hicket cam*. “This i* a decision with which we are not 
satisfied. Reg. v. Dodd proceeded upon the same view, that a |s-r*nn could 
not be convicted id an attempt to commit an offence which lie roahi not 
art mill ii commit. \Ve are of opinion that Reg. v. Dodd i* no longer law. 
It wa* decided on the authority of Reg. v. Collin*" (the pick|ioeket ca*e|. 
"ami that ease in our opinion i* no longer law." (1M»>

It will Is- seen that section tit. ante, (which i* similar to section 74 of 
the Knglish Draft lisle» coincide* with the ills ai- holding of the Knglish 
i on it of Crown ( 'use* Reserved, and plainly declare* that an intent to com
mit an offence combined with an act done or omitted for the purpose of ac
complishing the object in view will constitute an attempt, whet lier, under 
the circuni*tanec*. it was possible to commit the intended offence or not.

An assault with intent to commit a crime i* an attempt to eommit the 
ciime intendisl. (07)

i 02 i I.', x. Robert*. Dear*.. Mil: - Stepli. Ili*t. Cr. L., 224. 
i !•:! I R. X. Du k worth. 17 Cox C. 4!i:>; | IHlkf |. 2 If. IT. M.
IN) Mepli. Dig. Cr. I,.. .Ini Kil.. .'17. 38: R. v. McCann. 28 if. It. ('hit ». 

.114.
(03) R. x. Collin*. L. & C.. 471: » < ox. 407: 3.1 L .1. M. C.. 17.
Iff) H. v. Brown. Q B I) 337. 330 III Cox < I 713 R i Ring 

17 Cox c. ! .. 4111: steph Dig. Cr. I... 3th Ed.. 441. 11 
(07) R. v. Dnngey. 4 F. & Oh. See R. v. John, 13 S. C. R.. 384.
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A defendant was indicted for a common assault upon a married woman. 
He Had already been ilidieted ami tried at the previous assizes on a eharge 
of rape upon the same woman, hut the jury on the first trial were not 
satisfied that the olienee of rape had been eompleted although they were 
disposed to convict the defendant of an assault. The presiding dudgc had 
told them, however, that they could not do this unless it was an assault 
with intent to commit a rape, in other words, an attempt to commit rape.

and that they could not do this unless satisfied that the defendant 
mtcudct to have carnal connection with the prosecutrix against her will 
m spite of any resistance. The jury were told in effect that the charge 
being one of rape they lotild not convict the prisoner of a common assault 
or of any assault not amounting to an attempt to commit the offence 
charged ; and the result was a general verdict of guilty : whereupon the 
presiding .lodge had directed toe defendant to he held over to answer 
the charge of common assault. At the trial of the latter charge the 
prosecutrix was not allowed to go into any of the matters relating to 
the rape ami was stopjicd when she hail stated that the défendait! had 
put his hands upon her and kissed her against her will. The learned Judge 
said this was an assault in law. Thereupon, the defendants* counsel sub
mitted that the jury ought to he discharged from a verdict on the charge 
of assault as he had been acquitted of rape and of an attempt at rape, and 
if there was any assault it was the attempt : so that the defendant was 
being tried twice for the same matter. But the learned Judge told the jury 
that the defendant had never lieen tried upon the charge of committing a 
common assault, which was different to an assault with intent to commit 
a rape, which amounted to an attempt at rape : and the jury found the 
defendant guilty of assault. (118)

If a woman, with intent to procure abortion, takes a thing which she 
believes to he noxious hut which as a matter of fact is harmless, she is 
guilty nevertheless of an attempt to procure abortion; and it seems that 
if a man. who believes a thing to he a noxious drug, and incites a woman 
to take it. he is guilty of attempting to procure abortion by incitement, 
although as a matter of fact the commission of the offence by the woman 
in the manner proposed is impossible; hut. if he knows that the thing is 
not capable of procuring abortion, he is not guilty of inciting the woman 
to commit the offence of attempting abortion, although he knows that the 
woman will take it in the belief that it is noxious thing. (Hit)

As to the crime of abortion, see sections 272-4. pout.

i IN | It. v. Oungcv. t V. & K. «MKI. 
lIHl) I!, v Brown. IK! I IV. 7!Ht.
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TITLE IJ.

OFFENCES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER, IN
TERNAL AND EXTERNAL.

PART IV.

TREASON AND OTHER OFFENCES AGAINST THE 
QUBEX’8 AVTIIORITY AND PERSON.

65. Treason. — Treason is —
(a.) tile act of killing Her Majesty, or doing her any IkmHIx 

harm tending to death or destruction, maim or wounding, and the 
act of imprisoning or restraining her; or

(h.) the forming and manifesting by an overt act an intention 
to kill Her Majesty, or to do her any bodily harm tending to death 
or destruction, maim or wounding, or to imprison or to restrain 
her, or

(r.) the act of killing the eldest son and heir apparent of Her 
Majesty, or the Queen consort of any King of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland; or

(</.) the forming and manifesting, hy an overt act. an intention 
to kill the eldest son and heir apparent of Her Majesty, or tin 
Queen consort of any King of the United Kingdom of Great Bri
tain and Ireland; or

(#•) conspiring with any person to kill Her Majesty, or to do her 
any bodily harm tending to death or destruction, maim or wound
ing or conspiring with any jHTson to imprison or restrain her: or 

(f.) levying war against Her Majesty either —
(i) with intent to de|x>se Her Majesty from the style, honour 

and royal name of the Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland or of any other of Her Majesty** 
dominions or counties ; or

(ii) in order, by force or constraint, to compel Her Majesty to 
change her measures or counsels, or in order to intimidate or 
overawe Itotli Houses or either House of Parliament of the 
United Kingdom or of Canada : or
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(</.) conspiring to levy war against Her Majesty with any such 
intent or for any such purpose as aforesaid ; (1) or

(/<.) instigating any foreigner with force to invade the said 
I’nited Kingdom or Canada or any other of the dominions of Her 
Majesty ; or

(«.) assisting any public enemy at war with Her Majesty in such 
war by any means whatsoever; or

O') violating, whether with her consent or not, a Queen consort, 
or the wife of the eldest son and heir apparent, for the time being, 
of the King or Queen regnant.

'*■ Kvcry one who commits treason is guilty of an indictable of
fence and liable to suffer death. (Amended by 67-5S Viet. c. 57).

I nder the Interpretation Art, section 7. siib-seilion 0, set out at p «I 
outr, the expr.-s*ioii “Her Maj«-sty ” mean* the late Queen and her sue 
cessors; so that, since the accession of King Edward VII. the words "llis 
Majesty " are to Is- substituted for the words " Her Majesty " wherever 
they occur in this section. 05.

The duty of allegiam •• is based upon the relation which subsists between 
him who owes it and the Crown, and upon the privileges derived by the 
former from that relation. Allegiance is either natural or local. Natural 
allegiance is that which a natural born subject owes at all times and in 
all places to the Crown as head of that society of which he is a member. 
Local allegiance is founded upon the protectio. which a foreigner enjoys 
for his person, his family and effects during his residence here; and if such 
foreigner while so resident here commit un offence which in the case of a 
natural born subject would be treason, he is dealt with as a traitor; and 
this is <o, whether his sovereign ta» at peace with us or not. (2)

The ingredients set forth in the above section, W5, as constituting the 
crime of treason are, in effect, the same as those which constitute high 
treason according to section 75 of the English Draft Code, as revised by the 
Royal Commissioners; whose remarks thereon are as follows;

" Our definition of High Treason exactly follows the existing law with 
one or two exceptions which we felt warranted in making. The existing 
law depends upon the old statute of 25 Edward 3, tit. 5, C. 2, and on the 
judicial construction put upon that act. It is well explained in the opinion 
delivered by the late Mr. Justice Villes in Mulcahy v. R., (L. R. 3 II. of 
L., 318). (3) It has been thought better to make the act of killing or 
wounding the Sovereign in itself an act of treason, instead of adopting tIn
artificial construction by which cutting off the head of Charles the First 
was not treason in itself but was an overt act evidencing the compassing 
of his death, which was treason within the statute of Edward 3. And we 
have also thought it right to make conspiring to levy war against the 
Sovereign hi itself treason, instead of evidence of compassing the tiov 
«•reign’s death. It would in tin- present day be absurd to re-enact tin- 
provisions which make it high treason to kill the Lord Chancellor or a 
Judge <vf the tiu|H-rior Courts in the discharge of his duties. The ordinary 
law as to murder affords sufficient protection.”

(1) ti«s- see. U8, pout, for special provisions against levying war within 
Canada.

(2) Broom's Com. L., 5th Ed., 877, 878.
(3) Mulcahy v. IL. I.. K., 3 II. of L, 318.
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l lii* principal heads uf treason ns contained in the statute of Edward ;t 
are (a) iniiigining or compassing the king's death, (h) ' vying war
against the king, and (<•) adhering to the king's ennemies; there liemg no 
rtprcHM provision for any net of violence, towards the king's person, which 
did not display an intention to kill him, and nothing about attempts to 
imprison or demise the king, conspiracies or attempts to levy war. or dis
turbances however violent which did not reach the point of levying war : 
although there was a proviso (afterwards repealed by I Hen. IV. ('. 10). 
that Parliament in its judicial capacity might upon the conviction of any 
person for any political offence hold that it amounted to high treason, 
lbought not specified in the Act. (4)

After the statute of Kdward .'I many Acts were passed, from time to time, 
t and especially during the period between the beginning of the Reforma - 
Mon and the end of the Tudor line), for the purpose of adding new t mi
sons; but nearly all these acts were either tempomru or have in one way 
or another long since expired : and they exercised little or no permanent 
influence on the law of treason, as contained in the old statute, with the 
wide constructions placed upon its provisions by learned judges and com
mentators. whose interpretations have received, in later legislation, (36 
(ieo. 3. c. II. and II and 12 Vie., c. 12), full statutory recognition and 
authority. (5)'

The statute of Kdward 3, taken literally, was too narrow to afford com
plete protection to the king s person, power and authority ; but the judges, 
in their decisions, and various writers, in their comments upon the subject, 
belli “that to imagine the kings death means to intend anything what
ever which under any circumstances may possibly have a tendency, how
ever remote, to expose the king to |iersonal danger or to the forcible 
deprivation of any part of the authority incidental to his office." (II )

The mere intention of compassing the king's death seems to have cons
tituted tin* substantive offen-e or corpus ilclhil in this particular kind of 
treason : thus shewing an apparent exception to the general doctrine that 
a jierson's bare intention is not punishable. But, although an overt act 
was not essential to the abstract crime, it was always held essential to the 
olfcnder’s conviction. The compassing or imagining. (that is, the mind's 
operation in being willing or wishful for or intending), the death was 
considered as the treason, and the overt acts were looked upon as the mean- 
employed for executing the offender's traitorous purpose. In other words, 
it was the intention itself that was looked upon as the crime ; but in 
oi-der to warrant a conviction, it was necessary to make proof of the 
inanifeMation of the intention by some overt act tending towards the ac
complishment of the criminal object. And so it was held that, where 
conspirators met and consulted together how to kill the king, it was an 
overt aft of compassing his death, even although they did not then resolve 
upon any scheme for that purpose. And all means made use of. either by 
persuation or command, to incite or encourage others to commit the fact 
or join in the attempt to commit it were held to lie overt acts of compas
sing the king's death ; and any ; erson who but assented to any overtures 
bn that purpose was involved in the same guilt. (7)

Mere words of themselves were not regarded as an overt act of treason ; 
for in Pine's case it was held that his having spoken of Charles I as unirisc. 
and as not fit to hr kinp, was not treason, although very wicked ; ami that.

l 4) 2 Ntepli. Hist. Cl. 1 ,.. 243. 24». 250, 253.
(R) 2 Ntepli. Ili-t. < r. 1 ... 233. 262. 27».
(•) 2 Ntepli. IlM <T. 1L. 263. 268.
(7) Broom's fith Ed.. 880. 881.
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unless it were by Home particular statute, no words ulonc. would Im- trea
son. (H) But xx nrd* were Mometimes relied on to show the meaning of an 
at-i. Ah. where V. being abroad, said: “I will kill the king of England if 
I van vome at him,"’ and the indictment, after setting forth these words, 
ehurged that (' went into England for the purpose indicated by the words, 
it was belli that C might, on proof of these- facts. Im» convicted of treason: 
for tin» traitorous intention evinced by tin» words uttered converted an 
action innocent in itself into an overt act of treason. The deliberate act of 
writing treasonable words was also considered an overt act, if the writing 
were published ; for xrribnc tut aynr. (11) But even in that ease it xva* 
not the bare words themselves that were considered the treason and the 
preponderance of authority favored the rule that writings not published 
did not c< iitutc an act of treason. ( 10)

The wi construction placed upon the language of the Statute of Trea
sons is si .n by the words of Coke, who. in referring to the cases of Lord 
C'obham ami the Earl of Essex, says: “He that dcclareth by overt act to 
depost» the king does a sufficient overt act to prove that he compasaeth and 
imagineth the death «if the king. And so it is to imprison the king or to 
take the king into his power and to manifest the same by some overt act. 
And if a subject conspire with a foreign prince to invade the realm by open 
hostility, and prepare for the same by some overt act. this is a suftich-nt 
overt net for the death «if the king." (11) Hale (-«mickle* with Coke «ml 
adds that, "to levy war against the king directly is an overt act «if com
passing tin- kings death, ami that a conspiracy to levy sm-li a war is an 
overt act to prove it.”(12) Foster following in the same strain, says: “ The 
«-are the law hath taken for the personal safety of the king is extendctl to 
everything not fully ami «h-lilierately «lone or attempt«-«l whereby his life 
«m/y lie t-mlangcrd ; and therefore the entering into measures for d«-p«ising 
or imprisoning him or to get his ja-rson into the power of «-«inspirators, 
are overt acts «if treason within this branch «if the statute; for «-xperiem-c 
hath shewn that b«-tw«-cn the prisons ami the graves of princes the dis
tance is very small. Olfenees which arc not so personal ns those alreadx 
mentioiu-d have liei-n with great propriety brought within the same rub-, 
as having a tendency, though not so immediate, to the same fatal end: 
and therefore the entering into measure* in concert with foreigners and 
others in onler t«i an invasion of the kingtlom, or going into a foreign 
country, or even purposing to go thither to that end. and taking any steps 
in onler thereto, are overt acts of compassing the king's death." ( LI i 
Fonder add* that a “treasonable eorres|Mimlem-«- with the enemy " Is an 
uct «if compassing the kings death; and in support of this lie refers to 
Lord Preston's «use,(14) in which it was held that taking a boat at Surrex 
Stairs in Middlesex to go on boar.l a ship in Kent, for the purpose of «-on 
vexing to Louis XIV a number of papers informing him of the naval ami 
military «•omlition «if England ami to so help him to invaih- England and 
depose'William anil Mary, xvas an overt act of treason by compassing and 
imagining the death of William and Mary. (15) A wide «-«instruction was 
also put upon the expression “adhering to the king's enemies;" its mean

(8) 2 Kteph. Hist. Cr. L.. 808.
(II) 3 Inst. 14: 4 III. Com., 80: Broom's Coin. L„ 5th Ed.. 883.
(10) Algernon Sidney’» ease. 0 lloxv. St. Tr.. 818: Broom’* Com. L.. 5th 

Kd.. 883.
(11) 3 Inst.. II. 12. 14. 2 Kteph. Hist. Cr. L. 200.
(12) 1 llale P. <’.. 110; 2 Stcph. Hist. Cr. L.. 200.
(13) Post.. 105; 2 Rteph. Hist. Cr. 1,.. 267-8.
(14) Post., 107.
(15) Lord Preston's Case. 12 lloxv. State Trials. 040 : 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. 

I,.. 207 : Broom'* Com. L., 5th Ed.. 882.
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mg being held to include any assistance given to aliens in open hostility 
against the king, — as, by surrendering to them a castle of the kings for 
reward, or selling them arms, etc., or cruising in a ship with enemies to 
the intent to destroy the kings subjects. (16)

With regard to “levying war" Sir James F. Stephen says: “The dif
ference between the commonest unlawful assembly and a civil war is one 
of degree, and no definite line can be drawn at which riot ends and war 
In-gins. There has been a double current of authority on this point from 
the date of the 25 Edw. 3 to our own days. On the one hand the statute 
declares, and the commentators have been curefui to insist on the declara
tion, that in order to be treason the war levied must Ik* against the king 
No amount of violence, however great, and with whatever circumstances 
of a warlike kind it may be attended, will make an attack by one subject 
on another high treason. On the other hand any amount of violence, how
ever insignificant, directed against the king will be high treason, and as 
soon as violence has any political object it is impossible to say that it is 
not directed against the king, in the sense of being armed opposition to 
the lawful exercise of his power.” (17)

A levying of war amounting to treason appears to consist of two ele
ments,— (a), the intent existing in the mind of the offender either for
cibly, to overthrow the government or to compel it through fear to yield 
something to which it would not otherwise assent; and (6), some overt 
act in the nature of war or of preparation for or threatening it. (18)

It may perhaps be safe to say that when open force and violence, how
ever extensive or serious, is not such as directly or indirectly attacks the 
soveri ign or the government or their power and authority, or is not such 
as tends in some way to forcibly overthrow, coerce, or intimidate them or 
either of them, it will not be treason; and, although exceptional eases may 
arise in which the line of division between a riot and treason by levying 
war may not be distinct, it should not, as a general rule, lie a difficult mat
ter,— under the law as expressed in the present Title, — to distinguish 
lietween circumstances amounting to levying war, under sections 05 and 
OH, and the riotous offences dealt with, -according to their differences ot 
extent and gravity, — under sections 80, 83, 84, 85 and 86.

Under the Imperial Treason-Felony Act, (11-12 Vic., c. 12), sending or 
supplying arms to be used in aid of a treasonable confederacy, having for 
its object the overthrow by force of arms of the English Government in 
any part of the United Kingdom is a sufficient overt act of a conspiracy 
to depose tin- Sovereign; and it is not the less so because the arms are sold 
for and the motive of the sale is pecuniary profit, provided it is known 
that they are to be used in aid of the insurrection; and the secret storing 
of arms and sending them under feigned addresses into districts where the 
confederacy exists with various contrivances to conceal their ultimate 
destination, and with the knowledge of the confederacy, is evidence of the 
offence. (19)

Where the prisoners were charged, under the Treason-Felony Act, sec. 3, 
with being in possession of certain instruments and explosive materials 
with intent to use them for the purpose of carrying out the objects of cer-

(10) Hawk. P. (’., s.s. 23-28; 2 Dish. New Gr. L. Com,, s. 1212.
(17) 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. L„ 268. For a full ami interesting account of the 

law of treason see Stephen’s History of the Crim. Law of England, 2nd 
vol., pp. 241-297.

(18) 2 Bish. New Cr. L. Com., s. 1229.
(19) II. v. Davitt & another, 11 Cox C. C., 676.
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tain treasonable combinations existing in the United Kingdom and abroad, 
it was held that, for the purpose of shewing such intent, evidence might 
be given to shew that the only known use hitherto inane of such materials 
and explosive compounds had l>cvn in causing destructive explosions to 
property and that the fact of some of these explosions having happened 
out of the jurisdiction of the Court did not affect the admissibility of the 
evidence. It was also held that for the purpose of shewing a treasonable 
object on the part of the prisoners and of negativing any private object on 
their part, evidence might be given of the existence, down to a period near
ly approaching the date of the alleged acts, of a treasonable conspiracy in 
the country from which the explosives and instruments were brought, the 
object of which conspiracy was the alteration, by violent means, of the 
then present form of government, and this, although such evidence did not 
establish that the prisoners were mendiera of or directly connected with 
such conspiracy. (20)

Every prosecution for treason, (except treason by killing liis Majesty, 
or where the overt act alleged is an attempt to injure the person of liis 
Majesty), must be commenced within three years from the time of the 
commission of the offence ; and no person is to be prosecuted under the 
provisions of section 05 or of section 0!) for any overt act of treason ex
pressed in or declared by open and advised speaking, unless information 
of such overt act and of the words by which the same was expressed or 
declared is given upon oath to a justice within six days after the words 
are spoken and a warrant for the offender’s apprehension issued within 
ten days after such information is given. (21)

One witness is not sufficient unless corroborated. (Section 084. pout). 
See also special provisions, as to trial, in section 058. post.

66. Treasonable conspiracy. — In every case in which it is trea
son to conspire with any person for any purpose, the act of so

conspiring, and every overt act of any such conspiracy, is an overt 
act of treason.

67. Accessories after the fact to treason. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment 
who —

(o.) becomes an accessory after the fact to treason ; or
(b.) knowing that any person is about to commit treason does 

not with all reasonable despatch, give information thereof to a 
justice of the peace, or use other reasonable endeavours to prevent 
the commission of the same.

By see. 78 of the English Draft (’ode, the punishment of an accessory 
after the fact to high treason is penal servitude for life. (22)

68. Levying war. (23)— Every subject or citizen of any foreign 
state or country at peace with Her Majesty, who —

(20) It. v. Deasy and others. 15 Cox C. C., 334.
(21) See section 551, post.
(22) As to punishments of accessories after the fact in cases not other

wise expressly provided for, see sections 531 and 532, post.
(23) See comments under section 65, ante.
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(</.) is or continues in arms against Her Majesty within Canada ;

(6.) commits any act of hostility therein: or
(r.) enters Canada with intent to levy war against Her Majesty, 

or to commit any indictable olfenue therein for which any person 
would, in Canada, be liable to suffer death; md

Every subject of Her Majesty within Canada who —
(d.) levies war against Her Majesty in company with any of the 

subjects or citizens of any foreign state or country at peace with 
Her Majesty; or

(c.) enters Canada in company with any such subjects or citi
zens with intent to levy war against Her Majesty, or to commit 
any such offence therein; or

(/.) with intent to aid and assist, joins himself to any person 
who has entered Canada with intent to levy war against Her Ma
jesty. or to commit any such offence therein — is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to suffer death. R.S.C., c. 14<i, ss. t; 
and 7.

since the accession of King Edward VII, the words “His Majesty” are 
to lie substituted for the words " Her Majesty” wherever they occur in this 
section <18. (See section 7. subset-. <i of the Interpretation Art, set out hi 
|i. If. ante.

Persons offending against the provisions of this section may, in pur
suance of sections 538 and 540. pout, and of sections U and 7 of the K.S.V.. 
c. 140. (unrepealed and set forth in the Appendix, post), lie tried and 
punished either by any Superior Court of criminal jurisdiction or by ü 
Militia Court Martial.

War levied against the Queen is of two kinds, namely, DIRECT, — such 
as open and armed rebellion against her person, and constructive, 
such as attempts to effect innovations of a public nature by force. Thus, 
where a mob assembled for the purpose of destroying all the Protestant 
dissenting meeting houses, and actually pulled down two of them, it was 
held to be treason, although there was no direct intention or design against 
the State or the person of the sovereign. (24) But where a person acted as 
the leader of an armed body who entered a town, not with the object of 
taking the town nor of attacking the military, but merely for the purpose 
of making a demonstration to the magistracy of the strength of their party 
either to procure the liberation of certain prisoners convicted of some 
political offence or to procure for such prisoners some mitigation of their 
punishment, it was held that this, though an aggravated misdemeanor, did 
not amount to high treason. (25)

At the Central Criminal Court in .June 1883, before Lord Coleridge. C. .1.. 
tin- Master of the Rolls, and Grove, J.. a number of persons were indicted 
and tried, under the treason-Felony Act, <m three counts, namely, (a). 
for feloniously and unlawfully compassing, imagining and devising and 
intending to depose the Queen from the Imperial Crown of Great Britain 
and Ireland, and expressing the same by divers overt acts set out in the

(24) It. v. Dominance. 16 How. St. Tr., 522.
(25) R. v. Frost. 9 C. A P., 129.
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indictment, (ft), for intending to levy war upon the Queen, in order by 
force and constraint, to compel her to change lier meusures and counsel*, 
ami. (e), im intending t<» Im war qm the Queen in ordn bj force, i" 
intimidate and overawe the Houses of Parliament, and it uppeared that 
secret clubs. branches of a society called the Fenian Brotherhood, — 
were formed in America, with the object, it was said, of procuring " the 
freedom oi In , a no hy lone alone,” and that the prisoners, member» of 
these Clubs, went to England provided with funds with the intention ol 
destroying public buildings by nitro-glycerine and other explosives. Une 
of the prisoners appeared to be the director of the movements of the others; 
another was detected in manufacturing in Birmingham large quantities of 
nitro-glycerine; and others were employed in removing it when munufuc 
lured to Ixmdon under the superintendence of the director; and there was 
evidence that the House of Commons and other public buildings wen- 
pointed out as places to be destroyed. For the defence, it was submitted 
that there was no evidence to go to the jury to support the charges of 
levying war. it ladng contended that, in order to la* a levying of war, there 
must la* numbers arrayed for the purpose of uprising the forces of the 
frown and a préméditâted design of conflict with the Koval military forces. 
But Lonl Chief Justice Coleridge said, it was obvious that war might la- 
levied in different ways and by very different means, in different ages of 
the world, and that if the prisoners or any of them had agreed among 
themselves to destroy the pro|a*rty of the Crown and to destroy or endan 
gcr the lives of the Queen's subjects by explosive materials, and had com
mitted the acts alleged by the indictment, they were guilty of treason 
felony; and the jury were accordingly directed as follows,— (<i), that if 
they thought that one or more of the prisoners «lid compass, devise or 
intend to force the Queen to change her counsels and to overawe the Houses 
of Parliament by violent measures directed either against the property of 
the Queen, the public property, or the lives of the Queen’s subjects, and 
not with the view of repaying any private spite or enmity against partie 
ular subjects of the Queen, it would be a levying of war against the Queen, 
and that it was not the less eouipassng, and intending the levying of war. 
because, by the progress of science, two or three men could now do whal 
could not have been done years ago except by a large number of persons: 
that the question was, was there proof that the prisoners did what they 
did with the intention of deposing the Queen from the style of the lm|s- 
rial Crown of the United Kingdom, or with the intention of separating 
Ireland from the Crown of England, and establishing an independent 
Republic; (6), that if what the prisoners did was done to eonqfel Her 
Majesty or her ministers, by force, to change the Constitution and to alter 
the relations between England ami Ireland, or even to set up a separate 
Parliament, it would be within the second count of the indictment; and. 
(C), that if what the prisoners did was done for the purpose of intimida
ting and overawing ln>th or either Houses of Parliament so us to frighten 
them into doing what otherwise they would not have done, it would he 
within the third count. (2(1)

69. Treasonable offences. (27) — Every one is guilty of an in-

(20) K. v. (lallagher and others, 15 Cox C. C„ 291; Warb. L. Cas., 2nd
ML 37.

(27) See section 551, sub-see. 2, pout, which requires that, in prosecutions 
under sections 65 and 09 for any overt act of treason expressed in or 
declared by open and advised speaking, information of the words used shall 
be giver, on oath to a justice within six days after the words are spoken, 
and that a warrant for the offender’s apprehension shall be issued within 
ten days after such information is given.

6
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dictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who forms any 
of the intentions hereinafter mentioned, and manifests any such in
tention by conspiring with any person to carry it into effect, or by 
any other overt act, or by publishing any printing or writing; that 
is to say —

(o.) an intention to depose Her Majesty from the style, honour 
and royal name of the Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom of 
Croat Britain and Ireland, or of any other of Her Majesty’s domi
nions or countries;

(b.) an intention to levy war against Her Majesty within any 
part of the United Kingdom, or of Canada, in order by force or 
constraint to compel her to change her measures or counsels, or in 
order to put any force or constraint upon or in order to intimidate 
or overawe both Houses or either House of Parliament of the 
United Kingdom, or of Canada ;

(c) an intention to move or stir any foreigner or stranger with 
force to invade the said United Kingdom, or Canada, or any other 
of Her Majesty’s dominions or countries under the authority of 
Her Majesty. H.8.C., c. 140, s. 3.

•Since the accession of King Edward VII. the words “ His Majesty” are 
to l»e substituted for the words “Her Majesty " wherever they occur in 
this section. <»». and in sections 71 to 78, post. (Sec section 7. subsec. 0 of 
the liiterprctiiUon Art, set out at p. 1>. ante).

70. Conspiracy to intimidate a legislature. — Every one is guil
ty of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprison
ment who confederates, combines or conspires with any person to 
do any act of violence in order to intimidate, or to put any force 
or constraint upon, any Legislative Council, Legislative Assembly 
or House of Assembly. U. S. C., c. 14fi, s. 4.

71. Assaults on the Queen. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment, and to be 
whipped once, twice or thrice as the court directs, who —

(a.) wilfully produces, or has near Her Majesty, any arm or 
destructive or dangerous thing with intent to use the same to in
jure the person of, or to alarm Her Majesty; or 

(b.) wilfully and with intent to alarm or to injure Her Majesty, 
or to break the public peace :

(i.) points, aims or presents at or near Her Majesty any fire
arm, loaded or not, or any other kind of arm ;

(ii.) discharges at or near Her Majesty any loaded arm ;
(iii.) discharges any explosive material near Her Majesty ; 
(iv.) strikes, or strikes at Her Majesty in any manner what

ever ;
(v.) throws anything at or upon Her Majesty ; or

(c.) attempts to do any of the things specified in paragraph (b) 
of this section.
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72. Inciting to mutiny. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to imprisonment for life who, for any traitorous 
on mutinous purpose, endeavours to seduce any person serving in 
Her Majesty’s forces by sea or land from his duty and allegiance to 
Her Majesty, or to incite or stir up any such person to commit 
any traitorous or mutinous practice.

To render a p raon liable under this section for having endeavored to 
seduce a soldier or a sailor from his duty, the endeavor must be in pur
suance of a traitorous or mutinous purpose ; it must be for the purpose of 
forwarding some of the designs which are declared to be treasonable. If it 
were dvne for the purpose of weakening the authority of the Sovereign 
and of preventing and interfering with the nations defence against enemies, 
it would be traitorous. But if it were done, for instance, by a relative or 
friend of the soldier or sailor, — as by persuading or advising him to leave 
the service, from a solicitude for the soldier's or sailor's health, (the sol
dier or sailor being sick or wounded ), — or if it were done by a person 
holding a religious opinion which made him conscientiously averse to war, 
lie would not be acting from traitorous motives.

73. Inciting soldiers or sailors to desert. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence who, not being an enlisted soldier in Her 
Majesty’s service, or a seaman in Her Majesty’s naval service —

(a.) by words or with money, or by any other means whatsoever, 
directly or indirectly persuades or procures, or goes about or en
deavours to persuade, prevail on or procure, any such seaman or 
soldier to desert from or leave Her Majesty’s military or naval ser
vice ; or

(b.) conceals, receives or assists any deserter from Her Majesty’s 
military or naval service, knowing him to be such deserter.

2. The offender may be prosecuted by indictment, or summarily 
before two justices of the peace. In the former case he is liable to 
fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court, and in the 
latter to a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars, and not less 
than eighty dollars and costs, and in default of payment to impri
sonment for any tenu not exceeding six months. R. S. C., c. 1(10, 
ss. 1 and 4.

This section provides that an olFender may be prosecuted either by in
dictment or summarily, and it sj>ecities the penalty to be incurred on a 
summary conviction : but in the case of a conviction upon indictment, al
though it enacts that the offender shall be liable to fine and imprisonment 
in the discretion of the court, it does not specify the amount of the fine 
nor the length of the imprisonment. Section 051, post, however, provides 
that a person convicted of an indictable offence for which no punishment 
is specially provided shall be liable to five years imprisonment.

Section 9, R.8.C., chap. 109, (unrepealed), provides that one moiety of 
the amount of any ]>enalty recovered under this section shall go to the 
prosecutor and the other moiety to the Crown. (28)

(28) See Appendix, post.
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Any one reasonably suspected of being a deserter from Her Majesty's 
service may be arrested and brought before a justice of the peace and held 
till claimed by the military or naval authorities. (29)

The Imperial Act relating to merchant ships is the Merchant Ship pi mi 
Act, 181)4, section 221 of which provides for the punishment of desertion by 
forfeiture of wages anil 12 weeks' imprisonment, and section 230 of which 
enacts that any person who wilfully harbors or secretes a seaman who has 
deserted from his ship knowing the seaman to have done so, shall for every 
seaman so harbored or secreted be liable to a tine of £20.

The Canadian Act relating to merchant ships is the Seaman's Act, 11. S. 
('., c. 74. section 1)1 of which provides for the punishment of desertion by 
a seaman by imprisonment with hard labor for a term not exceeding 
twelve weeks, besides forfeiture of the clothes and effects left by him on 
board and of the wages then earned by him, and section 104 of which pro
vides for the punishment, — by imprisonment with hard labor for 0 months 
for a Hist offence and for 12 months for any subsequent offence, — of any 
person who incites any seaman or apprentice to neglect or refuse to join or 
proceed to sea or to desert his ship or who wilfully harbors or secretes any 
such deserting seaman or apprentice knowing or having reason to believe 
him to be such.

74. Resisting execution of warrant for arrest of deserters.
Every one who resists the execution of any warrant authorising 
the breaking open of any building to search for any deserter from 
Her Majesty’s military or naval service is guilty of an offence and 
liable, on summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to 
a penalty of eighty dollars. R. S. C., c. 169, s. 7.

No one is entitled to break open any building to search for a deserter 
without having obtained a warrant for that purpose from a justice of the 
peace. (30)

75. Enticing militiamen or mounted police to desert. — Even- 
one is guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to six 
month’s imprisonment, with or without hard labour, who —

(a.) persuades any man who has been enlisted to serve in any 
corps of militia, or who is a member of or has engaged to serve in 
the North-West mounted police force, to desert, or attempts to 
procure or persuade any such man to desert; or

(b.) knowing that any such man is about to desert, aids or assists 
him in deserting; or

(c.) knowing any such man is a deserter, conceals such man or 
aids or assists in his rescue. R. S. C„ c. 41, s. 109; 52 V., c. 25, s. I.

This section would not apply to the act of persuading a militiaman not 
to turn out upon parade.

The mere refusal or neglect of an officer or man to attend a parade or 
drill is punishable, under section 102 of the Militia Act, (R.S.C., c. 4), In 
tine only.

(29) See section 5(11, pout.
(30) lit.
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76. Obtaining and communicating official information. — In
the two following sections, unless the context otherwise requires — 

(«.) Any reference to a place belonging to Her Majesty includes 
a place belonging to any department of the (iovernment of the 
Vnited Kingdom, or of the (iovernment of Canada, or of any pro
vince, whether the place is or is not actually vested in Her Ma- 
jeety ;

(b.) Expressions referring to communications include any com
munication, whether in whole or in part, and whether the docu
ment, sketch, plan, model or information itself or the substance or 
effect thereof only be communicated;

(f.) The expression “document” includes part of a document: 
(</.) The expression “ model ” includes design, pattern and spe

cimen;
(c.) The expression “ sketch ” includes any photograph or other 

mode of expression of any place or thing ;
(/.) The expression “ office under Her Majesty,” includes any 

office or employment in or under any department of the Govern
ment of the United Kingdom or of the Government of Canada 
or of any province. 53 V., e. 10, s. 5.

77. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
imprisonment for one year, or to a fine not exceeding one hundred 
dollars, or to both imprisonment and fine, who —

(a.) for the purpose of wrongfully obtaining information —
(i.) enters or is in any part of a place in Canada belonging to 

Her Majesty, being a fortress, arsenal, factory, dockyard, camp, 
ship, office or other like place, in which part he is not entitled 
to be ; or

(ii) when lawfully or unlawfully in any such place as aforesaid 
either obtains any document, sketch, plan, model or knowledge 
of anything which he is not entitled to obtain, or takes without 
lawful authority any sketch or plan; or 

(iii.) when outside any fortress, arsenal, factory, dockyard or 
camp in Canada, belonging to Her Majesty, takes, or attempts 
to take, without authority given by or on behalf of Tier Ma
jesty, any sketch or plan of that fortress, arsenal, factory, dock
yard or camp ; or
(6.) knowingly having possession of or control over any such 

document, sketch, plan, model, or knowledge as has been obtained 
or taken by means of any act which constitutes an offence against 
this and the following section, at any time wilfully and without 
lawful authority communicates or attempts to communicate the 
same to any person to whom the same ought not, in the interest of 
the state, to be communicated at the time; or
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(c.) after having been entrusted in confidence by some officer 
under Her Majesty with any document, sketch, plan, model or 
information relating to any such place as aforesaid, or to the naval 
or military affairs of Her Majesty, wilfully, and in breach of such 
confidence, communicates the same when, in the interests of the 
state it ought not to be communicated ; or

(</.) having possession of any document relating to any fortress, 
arsenal, factory, dockyard, camp, ship, office or other like place 
belonging to Her Majesty, or to the naval or military affairs of Her 
Majesty, in whatever manner the same has been obtained or taken 
at any time wilfully communicates the same to any person to whom 
he knows the same ought not, in the interest of the state, to be 
communicated at the time:

2. Every one who commits any such offence intending to com
municate to a foreign state any information, document, sketch, 
plan, model or knowledge obtained or taken by him, or entrusted 
to him as aforesaid, or communicates the same to any agent of a 
foreign state, is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to im
prisonment for life. 63 V., c. 10, s. 1.

78. Every one who, by means of his holding or having held an 
office under Her Majesty, has lawfully or unlawfully, either ob
tained possession of or control over any document, sketch, plan or 
model, or acquired any information, and at any time corruptly, or 
contrary to his official duty, communicates or attempts to commu
nicate such document, sketch, plan, model or information to any 
person to whom the same ought not, in the interests of the state, or 
otherwise in the public interest, to be communicated at that time, 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable —

(o.) if the communication was made, or attempted to be made, 
to a foreign state, to imprisonment for life; and

(b.) in any other case to imprisonment for one year, or to a line 
not exceeding one hundred dollars, or to both imprisonment and 
fine.

2. This section shall apply to a person holding a contract with 
Her Majesty, or with any department of the Government of the 
United Kingdom, or of the Government of Canada, or of any pro
vince, or with the holder of any office under Her Majesty as such 
holder, where such contract involves an obligation of secrecy, and 
to any person employed by any person or body of persons holding 
such a contract who is under a like obligation of secrecy, as if 
the person holding the contract, and the person so employed, were 
respectively holders of an office under Tier Majesty. 53 V., e. 10. 
8. 2.

No prosecution for any offence against «relions 77 and 78 can l>e com 
menced without the consent of the Attorney-General or of the Attorney 
(«eneral of Canada. (See section 643, post).
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VAUT V.

1NLAWF1 L ASSEMBLIES. RIOTS. BREACHES OF THF. 
PEACE.

79. Unlawful assembly. — An unlawful assembly is an assembly 
of three or more persons who, with intent to carry out any com
mon purpose, assemble in such it manner or so conduct themselves 
when assembled as to cause persons in the neighbourhood of such 
assembly to,fear, on reasonable grounds, that the persons so as
sembled will disturb the peace tumultuously, or will by such as
sembly needlessly and without any reasonable occasion provoke 
other persons to disturb the peace tumultuously.

2. Persons lawfully assembled may become an unlawful as
sembly if they conduct themselves with a common purpose in such 
a manner as would have made their assembling unlawful if they 
had assembled in that manner for that purpose.

il. An assembly of three or more persons for the purpose of pro
tecting the house of any one in their number against persons 
threatening to break and enter such house in order to commit 
any indictable offence therein is not unlawful.

80. Riot. — A riot is an unlawful assembly which has begun 
to disturb the peace tumultuously.

The above definition of an unlawful assembly is a little different in its 
wording from that of section 11. It.S.tchap. 147 ( repealed) ; (1) but 
the two sections, (70 and SO), are in exactly the same words us sections 
84 and 85 of the Knglish Draft Code. The remarks <4 the ltoynl Com
missioners upon their definition of an unlawful assembly are us follows: 
“ The earliest definition of an unlawful assembly is in the Year Hook 21 
11. 7, 39. It would seem from it that the law was first adopted at a time 
when it was the practice for the gentry, who were on bad terms with each 
other, to go to market at the head of bunds of armed retainers. It is ob
vious that no civilized government could permit this practice, the con
sequence of which was, at the time, that the assembled bands would prob
ably light, and certainly make peaceable people fear that they would tight. 
It was whilst the state of society was such as to render this a prevailing 
mischief that the earlier cases were decided ; and consequently the duty 
of not provoking a breach of the peace has sometimes been so strongly 
laid down ns almost to make it seem ns if it was unlawful to take means

111 See ante. p. 42.
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lu resist those who eume to commit crimes. XX'c have endeavored in section 
84 to enunciate the principles of the common law, although in declaring 
that an assembly may be unlawful if it causes persons in the neighbor
hood to fear that it will needlcssy and without reasonable occasion provoke 
others to disturb the peace tumultuously, we are declaring that which 
has not as yet been specifically decided in any particular case. The clause 
as to the defence of a man's house has been inserted because of u doubt 
expressed on the subject." See p. 20 of the Report).

81. Kvvry mcmhvr of an unlawful assembly is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable lo one year's imprisonment. R. S. C., 
e. 147. s. 11.

SV. Every rioter is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
two years' imprisonment with bard labour. R. S. e. 148, s. 13.

These sections reduce the punishments inflicted under the R.8.C., e. 147: 
which were two years imprisonment for unlawfully assembling and four 
years for rioting.

Unlawful assemblies. -To constitute an unlawful assembly, it is not 
necessary that the purpose for which the persons assembled together was 
an unlawful purpose: an intention to do a lawful act in a turbulent and 
violent manner is as much a breach of the law as if the intended act were 
illegal. It is the manner in which it is to lie done which constitutes the of
fence: and. therefore, if the jury find that the assembling together was 
under such circumstances as were likely to produce danger to the peace 
and tranquility of the neighborhood, it is an unlawful assembly. (2)

Any meeting of three or more |>ersons assembled under such circum
stances as, according to the opinion of firm and rational men, are likely 
to produce danger to the tranquility and peace of the neighborhood is aii 
unlawful assembly: and. in viewing this question, the jury should take 
into their consideration tin- hour at which the meeting of the parties takes 
place ami the language used by the assembled persons and by those who 
address them, and then consider whether firm and rational men. having 
their families and property there, would have reasonable ground to fear 
a breach of the peace; as the alarm must be not merely such as would 
frighten a foolish or timid person, but such as would frighten people of 
reasonable firmness and courage. (3)

It has been held that an assembly of persons to witness a prize-tight is 
an unlawful assembly and that every one present at and countenancing 
tin- fight is guilty of an offence. (4)

An assembly which is lawful in itself does not become unlawful merely 
because of the unlawful intentions of others against it. So, that, where 
some members of a religious association, calling themselves the “Salvation 
Army" assembled, and, —forming a profession headed by flags, banners 
and music, marched through the streets and were met by an organized 
ami antagonistic band styled the "Skeleton Army,” the result being a 
free fight and general disorder, it was contended for the Salvationists and 
held, upon an appeal from their conviction by the magistrates, that having

12) Remarks cf Allen, ('. -f . in R. v. Mailloux and others. 3 Vugs. (N.B.) 
Rep., 513.

i 3) R. v. X'iment. 9 & V.. 91.
(4) R. v. Dillingham, 2 ('. & V.. 234: R. v. Verkins. 4 C. & V.. .*>37: Arch. 

Cr. VI. & Kv.. 21st VA.. 9(11.
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iiHwiiibltil for n lawful purpose ami with no intention of carrying it out in 
an unlawful munmv, ♦hey could not la- convicted of an unlawful assembly, 
notwithatamling that they may have been aware that from their action 
a breach of the peace by other persons would be likely to result. “ What 
has happened here,'' said Judge Field, “is that an unlawful organization 
has assumed to itself the right to prevent the appellunts from lawfully as
sembling together, and the tinding of the justices, by their conviction of 
the appellants, amounts to this, that a man may be convicted for doing 
a lawful act if lie knows that his doing it may cause another to do an im- 
lawful act. There is no authority for such a proposition." (6)

In another case, where nine men, carrying with them musical instru
ments, marched upon a Sunday through the public streets of a town, in 
which Sunday processions accompanied with instrumental music, (other 
than processions of Her Majestys naval military and volunteer forces), 
are prohibited, it was held that their so marching, although an illegal net. 
was no evidence of an unlawful assembly, if the ne-n did not know that il 
was calculated to lead to a breach of the pc by others, — notwith
standing that as a matter of fact their so marching was calculated to and 
actually did excite others to the commission of a breach of the peace. (<i)

The difference between an unlawful assembly and a riot is this. If tin- 
parties assemble in a tumultuous manner and actually execute their pin- 
pose with violence, it is a riot; but if they assemble tumultuously with 
the purpose of doing something which if executed would make them 
rioters, and. having done nothing, they separate omitting to carry out 
their purpose, it is an unlawful assembly. (7)

83. Reading the riot act. — It is the duty of every sheriff, de
puty sheriff, mayor or other head officer, and justice of the peace1, 
of any county, city or town, who lias notice, that there are within 
his jurisdiction persons to the number of twelve or more unlaw
fully, riotously and tumultuously assembled together to the dis
turbance of the public peace, to resort to the place where such un
lawful, riotous and tnmultuou tssembly is, and among the rioters, 
or as near to them as he c.r safely come, with a loud voice to 
command or cause to he con landed silence, and after that openly 
and with loud voice to mal or cause to he made a proclamation 
in these words or to the effect: —

“Our Sovereign La lie Queen charges and commands all 
persons being assembled immediately to disperse and peaceably to 
depart to their habitations or to their lawful business, upon the 
pain of being guilty of an offence on conviction of which they may 
be sentenced to imprisonment for life.

“ God Save the Queen.”
2. All persons are guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 

imprisonment for life who —
(ft) with force and arms wilfully oppose, hinder or hurt any 

person who begins or is about to make the said proclamation, 
whereby such proclamation is not made; or

(5) lleatty v. Gillbanks, 15 Cox C. ( .. 138: Wnrb. !.. Cas., ‘2nd Kd.. 47. 
(<i) I*, v. Clnvksnn. 17 Cox C. C., 483.
(7) R. v. ltirt, 5 C. & V.. per Paterson. J.
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.(b.) idiitimiv together to the number of twelve for thirty mi
nute* after such proclamation has been made, or if they know that 
its making was hindered as aforesaid, within thirty minutes after 
such hindrance. K.S.C., c. 147, ce. 1 and 2.

Since the accession of King Kdwnrd VII. the words "Our Sovereign Lord 
the King" and " (Jod save the King " will be substituted for the words 
"Our Sovereign Lady the Queen,” and the words “ Clod save the Queen" 
in the above proclamation. (See section 7. sub-section *1. of the Interpréta- 
tiun Act, set out at p. », ante).

At the time of a riot, a magistrate may repel force by force before the 
reading of the proclamation from the Riot Act. (8)

84. If the persons so unlawfully, riotously and tumultuously 
assembled together as mentioned in the next preceding section, or 
twelve or more of them, continue together, and do not disperse 
themselves, for the space of thirty minute* after the proclamation 
is made or after such hindrance as aforesaid, it is the duty of every 
such sheriff, justice and other officer, and of all persons required 
by them to assist, to cause such persons to be apprehended and 
carried before a justice of the peace ; and if any of the persons so 
assembled is killed or hurt in the appehension of such persons or 
in the endeavour to apprehend or disperse them, by reason of their 
resistance, every person ordering them to be apprehended or dis
persed, and every person executing such orders, shall be indemni
fied against all proceedings of every kind in respect thereof : Pro
vided that nothing herein contained shall, in any way, limit or 
affect any duties or powers imposed or given by this act as to the 
suppression of riots before or after the making of the said pro
clamation. R. S. (\, c. 147. s. 3.

These two sections are the same in effect us sections 88 and 89 of the 
English Draft Code. They are also similar to sections 1, 2 and 3 of the 
R.S.C., chap. 147, (repealed), with this exception that the time within 
which the assembled persons are to disperse after the reading of the pro 
Hamation is reduced to thirty minutes: the delay fixed by the old law 
being one hour.

The duty of a magistrate in regard to the quelling of a riot is fully ex 
plained by Littlednle, J., in I’inney's Case.

i’inney was the mayor of Bristol, and was prosecuted in 1832 on a 
charge of having neglected ns chief magistrate of the city, to take pro|s i 
measures for the suppression of some serious riots, which took place in 
Bristol in the previous year, in which riots many persons were killed and 
injured and many public buildings, including the gaol, the mansion house 
and the custom house, were destroyed before the mob were stopped by the 
military. Mr. Justice Littledale in the course of his charge to the jury 
said, in reference to the duties of magistrates: “A person whether a mag
istrate or a peace officer is in a difficult situation. If by his acts he causes 
death he is liable to be indicted for murder or manslaughter, and if he does 
not act he is liable to an indictment on an information for neglect, lie is

(H) It. v. Kennelt. .1 <\ A V.. 282.
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therefore bound to hit the precise line of duty ; and how diflicult it is to 
hit that precise line will be matter for your consideration ; but that, dif
ficult an it may be, he is bound to do. Whether a man has sought a 
public situation, as is often the case of mayors and magistrates, or whether 
as a peace officer lie has been compelled to take the office that he holds, 
the same rule applies; and if persons were not compelled to act according 
to law there would be an end of society; but still you must be satisfied 
that the defendant has been clearly guilty of neglect before you return a 
verdict against him.” (9)

No prosecution for any offence against the above section can be com
menced after the expiration of one year from its commission. (10)

For further notes and authorities on this subject, sec comments under 
sections 39-42, ante; and see, also, sections 140 and 141, post, as to neglect 
of magistrates to suppress a riot, and neglect of persons when notified to 
aid in suppressing a riot.

85. Riotous destruction of buildings. — All persons are guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who. 
being riotously and tumultuously assembled together to the dis
turbance of the public peace, unlawfully and with force demolish 
or pull down, or begin to demolish or pull down, any building, or any 
machinery, whether fixed or moveable, or any erection used in 
farming land, or in carrying on any trade or manufacture, or any 
erection or structure used in conducting the business of any mine, 
or any bridge, waggon-way or track for conveying minerals from 
any mine. R.S.O., c. 147, s. 9.

Upon un indictment under 7-8 (ieo. 4, c. 30, s. 8, for feloniously begin
ning to demolish a house, it was held that the charge could not be sup
ported unless the persons committing the outrage had an intention of des
troying the house; and that therefore where considerable damage was done 
to a house by a mob who did it with the intention of seizing a person who 
had taken refuge in the house, their conduct was held not to be within 
the statute. In this case, Tyndall, C.J., said, “The persons committing the 
outrage must have the intention of destroying the house before they can 
be charged with a felonious beginning to demolish. In the present ease, it 
is clear that they had no such intention and that they had another inten 
tion, not within the scope of the indictment, which was merely to get 
possession of a man who had taken refuge therein. (11)

86. Riotous injury or damage to buildings. — All persons arc 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to -seven years’ imprison
ment who, being riotously and tumultuously assembled together 
to the disturbance of the public peace, unlawfully and with force 
injure or damage any of the things mentioned in the last preced
ing section;

2. It shall not be a defence to a charge of an offence against 
this or the lost preceding section that the offender believed he had

(9) It. v. Pinucy, .'» C\ & P., 254-261; Broom's Com. L., 5th Ed., 891.
(10) Sec section 551 (<•), post.
(11) It. v. Price and others, 5 C. & P.. 510.



ii right to act as lie did, unless lie actually had such a right. K.S. 
v. 147, s. 10.

The second paragraph of this section is an addition to the law as eon 
1 ained in the R.iS.V., e. 147, see. 10.

It will he seen that, under the law as declared by this section, |M-rsons 
» ho riotously destroy or damage a building cannot now reduce their of
fence to a mere riot, on the plea that they acted in the assertion of a right 
which they believed they had, unless they really had such a right. The 
'■licet of the law as it now stands seems, therefore, to be that, if the of
fenders or any of them actually have a right to the building, they will 
only he guilty of the riot; but. if they have not such right although they 
lielieve they have, they will be guilty of the higher offence of riotous des
truction or riotous damage, as the case may be.

The Royal Commissioners, in a note to a similar addition made in the 
Knglish Draft ('«ale, say that it " removes what is at least a doubt; " and 
they make a reference to the cases of Langford and Casey.

In I.singford's iuse, — while it was held that it was a sufficient demolish
ing of a house if it were so far demolished that it was no longer a house, 
there being only a chimney left standing, and that if any one of Her 
Majesty's subjects were terrified it was a sufficient terror and alarm to 
substantiate that part of the charge of riot. — it was also held that it per
sons riotously assembled and demolished a house really believing that it 
is property of one of them, and acted bona fide in the assertion of a sup
posed riglit it would not be a felonious demolition, although there would 
be a riot. (12)

In Casey’s ease, the prisoners were charged with having unlawfully and 
riotously assembled and with force demolished and pulled down a house 
and scattered a hay rick contra paean ; and it was held that, upon the 
hypothesis that the prisoners had demolished the house not feloniously, 
but in the assertion of a supposed right, the indictment could be sustained 
as for a misdemeanor at common law, that is, for the riot with the state
ment of the demolition of the house as an aggravation. (13)

87. Unlawful drilling.—The Governor in Council is authorized 
from time to time to prohibit assemblies without lawful authority 
of persons for the purpose of training or drilling them selves, or 
of being trained or drilled to the use of arms, or for the purpose 
of practising military exercises, movements or evolutions, and to 
prohibit persons when assembled for any other purpose so train
ing or drilling themselves or being trained or drilled. Any such 
prohibition may be general or may apply only to a particular place 
or district and to assemblies of a particular character, and shall 
come into operation from the publication in the Canada Gazette of 
a proclamation embodying the terms of such prohibition, and 
shall continue in force until the like publication of a proclamation 
issued by the authority of the Governor in Council revoking such 
prohibition.

'i. Every person is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to

( 12) R. v. Langford and others, C. and M., 002. 
(13) R. v. Casey. 8 Irish Rep. Com. Law, 408.
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two years’ imprisonment who, without lawful authority and in 
contravention of such prohibition or proclamation —

(a.) is present at or attends any such assembly for the purpose 
of training or drilling any other person to the use of arms or the 
practice of military exercises or evolutions; or

(6.) at any assembly trains or drills any other person to the use 
of arms or the practice of military exercises or evolutions. lt.S. 
C., c. 1-17, ss. 4 and 5.

88. Being unlawfully drilled. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who, with
out lawful authority, attends, or is present at, any such assembly 
as in the last preceding section mentioned, for the purpose of br
ing, or who at any such assembly is, without lawful authority ami 
in contravention of such prohibition or proclamation trained or 
drilled to the use of arms or the practncc of military exercises or 
evolutions. H.8.C., e. 147, s. 6.

These two sections, 87 and 88, modity the law as contained in sections 
4, f> and <i It. IS. (!.. chap. 147 (now repealed); so that drilling will only 
be unlawful during the currency of and in ho far as any such drilling may 
contravene any proclamation which the Governor in Council may from 
time to time publish against drilling, either generally or specially, a< 
cording to the terms of the proclamation.

No prosecution for any offence against either of these sections can In- 
commenced after the expiration of six months from its commission. (14)

89. Forcible entry and detainer. — Forcible entry is where a 
person whether entitled or not enters in a manner likely to cause 
a breach of the peace, or reasonable apprehension thereof, on land 
then in actual and peaceable possession of another.

2. Forcible detainer is where a person in actual possession of 
land, without colour of right, detains it in a manner likely to 
cause a breach of the peace, or reasonable apprehension thereof, 
against a person entitled by law to the possession thereof.

3. What amounts to actual possession or colour of right is a 
question of law.

4. Every one who forcibly enters or forcibly detains land is guil
ty of an indictable offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment.

In ancient times violent acts were frequently committed in taking pos
session of property, sometimes by those who were really the owners and 
sometimes by those who were not. (15) To meet the mischief, special stat
utes were passed, (in the reigns <vf Rie. II, Hen. VIII, Elizabeth and James 
1), giving extraordinary powers to magistrates by authorising any justice 
of the peace upon the happening of any forcible entry into or any forcible 
detainer of lands to take sufficient force of the county to the place where 
the offence was committed and there record it upon his own view, as in 
the case of a riot, and to thereupon commit the offender to gaol till he

(14) See section 551 (d), pnnt.
(15) Rem. of Lord Denman, in R. v. Harlaiul, 8 Ad. & R. 828.
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should " make line and run nom to the king." The justice, moreover, was 
empowered to summon a jury to try the forcible entry or detainer com
plained of, and if the fact of the forcible entry or detainer were found by 
the jury, restitution of possession might be made without any enquiry 
being instituted into the merits of the right of ownership. The same object 
could likewise be effected by means of indictment at the assizes; in which 
case it was discretionary with the judge of assize, — upon the finding of 
the bill by the grand jury, — to grant, upon grounds shewn by affidavit, 
a warrant of restitution. The proceedings under these statutes regarding 
forcible entry and detainer have thus been said to furnish “ the only in
stance known to the law of England in which a party may be turned out 
of possession by <\r parte steps taken." (10)

Some of the statutes in the later of these reigns provided also that a 
forcible entry or detainer should be an indictable offence ; and it appears 
that, independently of such enactments, a forcible entry and a forcible 
detainer were always indictable at common law. (17)

So, that, the above section, 81), created no new offence; and, as it is in 
exactly the same terms as section 9.1 of the English Draft Code, — which 
the Royal Commissioners, in their Report, say is a correct statement of 
the existing law, — it made no change in our former law as to forcible 
entry and detainer.

The third paragraph of the section declares that what amounts to actual 
poMieuHlon or what amounts to color of right is a question of law.

This does not refer to any disputed question of fact. For instance, with 
regard to actual possexxion, the fact may be that a person was physically 
absent from but that his servant or agent was in physical possession for 
him of a house or land. The fact of whether the servant or agent was or 
was not in possession of the house or land would be a question of fact to 
be found by the jury, but the effect of such servant’s or agent's possession 
would under the above section, be a question of law.

For example, the owner of a house may be resident abroad, and, there- 
lore, personally absent from it, but his servant or agent may be in posses
sion of it for him. It is the province of the jury to find, according to the 
evidence, if as a matter of fact the servant or agent of the absent owner 
was in possession of the house, or if other given circumstances existed 
which arc contended to be equivalent to actual possession by the absent 
owner: but after the fact of the servant or agent being in physical posses
sion of the property or the fact of the existence of other given circum
stances has been found by the jury, it is for the judge to decide, as a 
question of law. whether the owner, although personally absent, was in 
actual possession of the property by reason of his servant or agent being 
in physical possession of it, or by reason of the existence of the other given 
circumstances.

Actual residence in the premises is not necessary to constitute actual 
possession, nor is continuous presence upon the premises either in person 
or by an agent. (18)

It has been held that a person has actual possession of a lot of land upon 
which he has a stable, which is fenced in. (19)

( 10) Broom's Com. L., 5th Ed., 892-894.
(17) R. v. Bake. 3 Burr., 1731 ; R. v. Dyer, 0 Mod., 96; R. v. Newlands. 

4 Jur., 322; R. v. Conner, 2 Ont. Pr. R., 139.
(18) 13 Am. & Eng. Ency. L., 2nd Ed., 750.
(19) Valencia v . Couch, 32 Cal., 340; 91 Am., 989.
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Generally any overt acta indicating dominion and a purpose to occupy 

and not to abandon the premises will satisfy the requirement as to posses
sion. One claiming a vacant lot enclosed the lot by building a fence ail 
joining another fence and a brick wall sufficient to keep domestic animals 
and notified all persons that the premises were appropriated. It was held 
that this was a sufficient actual possession to maintain forcible entry and 
detainer against persona breaking down and destroying the fence in a for
cible manner under a claim of ownership. (20)

A mere scrambling possession, — the possession of a momentary tres
passer or intruder, — as distinguished from a complete possession* which 
has ripened into a peaceable occupancy, is insufficient. So, that, one who 
in the morning entered upon a portion of a tract of land in the possession 
ot another and enclosed it with a fence and put a house on it before sun 
down did not acquire such a peaceable possession as to enable him to main
tain forcible entry and detainer against the possessor who at sundown of 
the same day destroyed the house and fence and drove him away. (21)

In proceedings for forcible entry and detainer the question of title is 
not involved. The gist of the offence is the taking away or invading, - 
in a manner likely to cause a breach of the peace or reasonable apprehen
sion thereof, — of another's actual peaceable possession of real property; 
and the reason is that if a party have a paramount title to the property 
in the actual peaceable possession of another who persists, without a valid 
right, in retaining that possession, he shall not do himself justice, by force, 
or in a manner likely to cause a breach of the peace, but he must apply 
to the Courts of justice provided for such purposes. (22)

It is sufficient, in proceedings for forcible entry and detainer, to allege 
the fact of the prosecutor being in the actual peaceable possession of the 
property at the time of the alleged forcible entry ; and it is for the jury 
to say whether the prosecutor was in actual pea-cable possession thereof, 
and, if so, did the defendant, forcibly, or in a manner likely to cause a 
breach of the peace, or reasonable apprehension thereof, deprive him of 
such possession. (23)

Where the prosecutor occupied with his family a house belonging to the 
defendant upon the latter's plantation, under a contract by which for his 
services as a laborer he was to have the house as a dwelling-place and a 
monthly allowance of food, with the privilege of cultivating a small strip 
of land for his own benefit, and the defendant, by threats and demonstra
tions of deadly weapons and an array of numbers against which resistance 
would have been useless, drove the prosecutor out of the house, it was 
held that the relation of lessor and lessee existed between the defendant 
and the prosecutor and that the possession of the latter was sufficient to 
support a prosecution against the defendant for forcible entry. (24)

The intention to take possession of the land and tenements entered upon 
is an essential element in the offence of forcible entry. And, therefore, 
where a defendant was indicted for having entered a house in another 
man's possession in a manner likely to cause a breach of the peace, and the 
evidence shewed that the defendant, with four men acting under his dire"

(20) Allen v. Tobins, 77 111.. 100.
(21) House v. Kelser, 8 Cal.. 500.
(22) 11. v. Cokely. 13 U. C. Q. B„ 521; R. v. Conner. 2 Ont. Pr. R., 130; 

Gates v. Winslow, 1 Wis., 650.
(23) R. v. Child, 2 Cox C. (\, 102; Milner v. Maclean, 2 C. & P., 17 ; R. v. 

Smyth, 5 C. & P., 201 ; Brundige v. Thompson, 3 N. S. R., 356.
(24) S. v. Smith. 100 N. Car.. 466; 13 Am. & Eng. Ency. L., 2nd Ed., 

740.
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tion, went into the house, —with no intent to take possession of it nor to 
oust the man in possession thereof nor to interfere with the latter’s occupa 
tion thereof,— but for the sole purpose of seizing and taking away from 
the house some articles of furniture which the defendant buna fide. claimed 
and believed to be his own property and to the possession of which he be 
lieved himself entitled, it was held that the entry was a mere trespass and 
did not constitute a forcible entry; and the prisoner was acquitted, the 
Judge, however, reserving the question for the Court of Appeal, by which 
the Judges ruling was confirmed. (‘2»)

90. Affray. — An affray in the act of fighting in any public 
street or highway, or fighting to the alarm of the public in any 
other place to which the public have access.

2. Every one who takes part in an affray is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment with hard la- 
hour. R.8.C., c. 147, 8. 14.

This section effects a change by making an affray an indictable offence 
punishable by one year's imprisonment with hard labor, instead of being a 
summary offence punishable by three months' imprisonment, as it was 
under section 14, R.8.C., e. 147.

The essence of this offence is its tendency to alarm people at or near the 
scene of the tight. It is not necessary that actual terror should exist; but 
it will be inferred by the law from the fact of the lighting taking place in 
a public street or highway or in any other place accessible to the public.

Like an assault, an affray may be aggravated in its circumstances and 
become an element in some higher crime, as by developing into a riot, or 
by serious bodily injuries being inflicted or actual loss of life occasioned 
in the course of the fight.

91. Challenging to fight a duel. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to three years’ imprisonment who chal
lenges or endeavours by any means to provoke any person to figlii 
a duel, or endeavours to provoke any person to challenge any other 
person so to do.

A duel is where two persons fight with deadly weapons and by previous 
mutual agreement. If in such a tight one of the combatants kill the other 
lie wi! be guilty of murder; and the seconds of both combatants and all 
present giving countenance to the transaction (including even the sur 
geon), will also be equally guilty of that offence. (*26)

92. Prize fights. — In sections ninety-three to ninety-seven in
clusive the expression “prize-fight” means an encounter or fight 
with fists or hands, between two persons who have met for such 
purpose by previous arrangement made by or for them. R. S. ('.. 
v. 153, s. 1.

(26) R. v. Pike, 19 t. L. T., 43; 12 Man. L. R.. 314; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 314. 
(20) R. v. Young. H ('. & P„ <144 ; R. v. tiarronet, Dears., 53; R. v.Cuddv. 

1 (\ 4 K . 210; R. v. Taylor, L. R.. 2 C. C. R., 147; 2 Blah. New Cr. L 
Com., e. 311.
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93. Challenge to fight a prize-fight. — Every one is guilty of un 
offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not ex
ceeding one thousand dollars and not less than one hundred dol
lars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months. 
with or without hard labour or to both, who sends or publishes, or 
causes to he sent or published or otherwise made known, any chal
lenge to tight a prize-light, or accepts any such challenge, or cau
ses the same to be accepted, or goes into training preparatory to 
such fight, or acts as trainer or second to any person who intends 
to engage in a prize-fight. R.S.C., c. 168, s. *i.

94. Principal in a prize-fight. — Every one is guilty of an of
fence and liable on summary conviction to imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding twelve months and not less than three months, 
with or without hard labour who engages as a principal in a prize
fight. H.SX1., c. 153, s. 3.

95. Attending a prize-fight as an aid, etc.— Every one is guilty 
of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not 
exceeding five hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars, or to 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding twelve months, with or 
without hard labour or to both, who is present at a prize-fight as 
an aid, second, surgeon, umpire, hacker, assistant or reporter, or 
who advises, encourages or promotes such fight. K.8.C., c. 153. 
s. 4.

96. Leaving Canada to engage in a prize-fight. — Every inha
bitant or resident of Canada is guilty of an offence and liable, on 
summary conviction to a penalty not exceeding four hundred dol
lars and not less than fifty dollars, or to imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding six months, with or without hard labour or to both, 
who leaves Canada with intent to engage in a prize-fight without 
the limits thereof. K.S.C., c. 153, s. 5.

97. Consequence if fight found not to be for a prize. — If, after 
hearing evidence of the circumstances connected with the origin 
of the fight or intended fight, the person before whom the com- 
plainti is made is satisfied that such fight or intended fight.was 
bona fide the consequence or result of a quarrel or dispute between 
the principals engaged or intended to engage therein, and that the 
same was not an encounter or fight for a prize, or on the result of 
which the handing over or transfer of money or property depend
ed, such person may, in his discretion, discharge the accused or 
impose upon him a penaltv not exceeding fifty dollars. R.S.O., 
c. 153, s. 9.

The only alteration made, by sections 1)3, 1)4. 1)5 and 90. in the law as 
contained in sections 2, 3, 4 and 5, R.S.U., chap. 153, is the addition of 
"with or without hard labor" in regard to imprisonment.

7
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A< already mentioned at |». 8K, ante, it has been held that an assembly 
of fieraons to witness a prize-tight is an unlawful assembly, and that every 
one present at and eneouraging the fight is guilty of an offence. (27)

a mere voluntary presence at a prize-light does not of itself necessarily 
render persons so present guilty of aiding and abetting such light; al
though a person's presence at a prize-light, when such presence is un
explained, is some evidence for the jury of an aiding and abetting in such 
light. (28) And, if it were shewn that the defendants took a walk in the 
direction of the scene of the intended light for the purpose of seeing it and 
were afterwards present at it, or if it were shewn that they went there by 
train in company with a large party for the purpose of being present at 
the light and were afterwards present at it accordingly, or if it were shewn 
that they were present at the light by virtue of having paid entrance 
money or for tickets to admit them to the building or other place set 
apart for the light, there would undoubtedly be such evidence of aiding 
and abetting or promoting the tight as would render them guilty of being 
parties to the offence.

A mere exhibition of skill in sparring has been held not to be illegal; but 
if parties meet together to light till one gives in from exhaustion or from 
injury received, it is a prize-light, and it is illegal whether tin- combatants 
light in gloves or not; (29) and all persons engaged in such a tight are 
punishable. (30)

If one of the combatants in a prize-light is killed, not only is his. untug 
onisl guilty of manslaughter but also the seconds, promoters and every 
body present and approving. (31) ;

A mere stakeholder not present at the light is not a party to the man
slaughter where one of the pugilists is killed in the course of the light.(:i^. t

ARREST OK PERSONS A ROUT TO E.NOAOE IN A VHIZE-FKlllT.

Whenever any sheriff, police officer, constable, or other peace officer has 
reason to believe that any person within his district is about to engage in 
any prize light within Canada it is his duty to forthwith arrest such per
son and make complaint against him before any one having authority to 
In offences under the above sections, and if the complaint is made'out 
the accused shall be required to furnish security, in a sum not exceeding 
.$5,000 and not less than $1,000, not to engage in any such light within 
one year from his arrest ; and whenever any sheriff has reason to believe 
that a prize light is taking place or about to take place within his district 
or that any persons from outside of Canada are about to come into Canada 
at a point within his district to engage in, be concerned in or attend any 
prize light in Canada, he shall, with force, suppress and prevent such fight, 
and arrest all persons present at it or who come into Canada as aforesaid, 
and prosecute and have them punished or placed under recognizances ac
cording to the nature of the case.

Within the limits of their respective jurisdiction every judge of a Supe
rior Court or of a county court, and all judges of the sessions of the peace,

(27) 1». v. Dillingham. 2 C. & P., 234 ; R. v. Perkins, 4 C. & P., 537 ; 
L Russ. Cr.. 6th Ed., 570, 571.

(28) It. v. Coney and others, 61 L. J. M. C., 66; 15 Cox C. C., 46.
( 29) R. v. Orton, 14 Cox C. C.. 226.
(30) It. v. Br« wn. C. à M.. 314.
(31) It. v. Murphv. 6 C. A P., 103.
(32) R. v. Tavlor. L. R., 2 C. 0. R., 147.
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stipendiary magistrates, police magistrates and connuiaaioncva of police of 
Canada are — by sections ti, 7 and 10 of the li.S.C'., c. 153, (act forth in 
the Appendix, post), — vested with all the powers of a justice of the peace 
with respect to ollences against the above sections relating to prize lights.

98. Inciting Indians to riotous acts. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who 
induces, incites or stirs up any three or more Indians, non treaty 
Julians, or half-breeds, apparently acting in concert —

(«.) to make any request or demand of any agent or servant of 
the Government in a riotous, routous, disorderly or threatening 
manner, or in a manner calculated to cause a breach of the peace; 
or

(b.) to do any act calculated to cause a breach of the peace. It. 
8.C., c. 43, s. 111.

VAUT VL

UNLAWFUL USE AN1) POSSESSION OF EXPLOSIVE 
SUBSTANCES AND OFFENSIVE WEAPONS.

SALE OF LIQUORS.

99. Causing dangerous explosions. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who wilfully 
causes, by any explosive substance, (1) an explosion of a nature 
likely to endanger life or to cause serious injury to property, 
whether any injury to person or property is actually caused or not. 
R.S.C., c. 150, s. 3.

100. Doing any act or possessing explosives with intent to 
cause explosions. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who wilfully —

(ti.) does any act with intent to cause by an explosive substance, 
or conspires to cause by an explosive substance an explosion of a 
nature likely to endanger life, or to cause serious injury to pro
perty ;

(b.) makes or has in his possession or under his control any ex
plosive substance with intent by means thereof to endanger life or 
to cause serious injury to property, or to enabh -nv other person 
by means thereof to endanger life or to cause serious injury to 
property — whether any explosion takes place or not and whether 
any injury to person or property is actually caused or not. R.K. 
C., c. 150. s. 4.

101. Unlawfully making or possessing explosives.— Every one 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ impri-

(1) For the meaning of Explosive substance, see section 3 (f).
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aonment who makes, or knowingly has in his possession or under 
his control, any explosive substance under such circumstances as 
to give rise to a reasonable suspicion that lie is not making it, or 
has it not in his possession or under his control, for a lawful ob
ject, unless he can show that he made it or had it in his possession 
or under his control for a lawful object. R.8.C., c. 150, s. 5.

Under the Imperial Act respecting explosive substances, which gives to 
the expression “ explosive substance " the same meaning as our own Code, 
(see section 3, subsection i, untv), it has been held that any part of a 
vessel which when filled with an explosive substance is adapted for causing 
an explosion, (/, «*., for causing it to explode so as to be dangerous to life, 
limb or property), is an explosive substance within the Act; (2) and it 
was also held in a prosecution under section 4 of the Imperial Act, which 
is similar in its terms to section 101 of our Code, that where several per
sons are connected in a common design to have articles amounting to an 
explosive substance made for an unlawful purpose, each member of the 
confederacy is responsible in respect of such articles as are in the posses
sion of others connected in carrying out their common design. (3)

When any person is charged before a justice of the peace with the of
fence of making or having explosive substances no further proceeding is 
to be taken against him, without the consent of the Attorney-General, 
except such as the justice thinks necessary, by remand or otherwise to 
secure the jierson's safe custody. (4)

102. Having offensive weapons for dangerous purposes. —
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to five years* 
imprisonment who has in his custody or possession, or carries, any 
offensive weapons for any purpose dangerous to the public peace. 
lt.S.C., c. 149, s. 4.

No prosecution for any offence against this section can be commenced 
after the expiration of six months from its commission. (5)

103. Openly carrying offensive weapons so as to cause alarm.—
If two or more persons openly carry offensive weapons in a public 
place in such a manner and under such circumstances as are calcu
lated to create terror and alarm, each of such persons is liable, on 
summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to a penalty 
not exceeding forty dollars and not less than ten dollars, and in 
default of payment to imprisonment for any term not exceeding 
thirty days. lt.S.C., c. 148, s. 8.

No prosecution for any offence against this section or against sections 
105 to 111 inclusive, can be commenced after the expiration of one month 
from its commission. (0)

(2) R. v. Charles and others, 17 Cox U. C., 409.
(3) Ibid.
(4) See section 545, pnxt.
(5) See section 651 (»/), pnxt.
(0) See section 551 (f), pnxt.
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104. Smugglers carrying offensive weapons. — Every one is 
guilty of un indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for ten 
years who is found with any goods liable to seizure or forfeiture 
under any law relating to inland revenue, the customs, trade or na
vigation and knowiny them to be .so liable, and carrying offensive 
weapons. K.S.C., c. 32, s. 213.

This section changes the law, as contained in section 213 R.S.C., c. 32, 
hy the insertion of the words “and knowing them to be so liable."

“ Offensive weapon " includes any gun or other firearm, or air-gun, or 
any part thereof, or any sword, sword blade, bayonet, pike, pike-head, 
spear, spear-head, dirk, dagger, knife or other instrument intended for 
cutting or stubbing, or any metal knuckles, or other deadly or dangerous 
weapon and any instrument or thing intended to lu* used as a weapon, and 
all ammunition which may be used with or for any weapon. (7)

THE CUSTOMS ACT.

The CmtoiHx Ail is chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes of Canada, — as 
amended by the 50-5 1 Vie., e. 11, the 51 Vic., c. 14, the 52 Vic., c. 14, the 
54-55 Vic., c. 44, the 58-59 Vic., c. 22, the 00-01 Vic., c. 18, the 01 Vic,, 
e. c. 30 and 38, and the 02-03 Me., c. 22.

The following are some of the clauses of the Customs Act imposing penal
ties. indicting punishments and providing for forfeitures.

Forfeiture of goods unlawfully imported. -Section 21 provides that no 
goods shall 1m* unladen from any vessel arriving at any port or place in 
Canada, from any place out of Canada, or he unladen from any vessel hav
ing dutiable goods on hoard brought coastwise, until the entry has been 
made of such goods and warrant granted for the unlading of the same, and 
that all g(MMls unladen contrary to the Act shall 1m* seized and for-

Section 33 (as amended by the 52 Vic., c. 14, s. 3), provides that no 
gowls shall be imported into Canada in any vehicle otherwise than in a 
railway carriage, nor on the person between sunset and sunrise on any day. 
nor at any time on a Sunday or a statutory holiday, except under a writ
ten permit from a customs "collector and under the supervision of a cus
toms officer : and it is thereby declared that all goods imported contrary 
to the provisions of this section and the vehicle, etc., in or wifli which the 
same are imported shall be seized and forfeited; and section 11T (as 
amended by the 51 Vic., c. 14, section 23), provides that "If any goods 
are unlawfully imported on the person on the person or as luggage or 
among the luggage of any one arriving in Canada on foot or otherwise, 
such goods shall be seized and forfeited.”

Sections 192, 197, 198, 207. 210 and 211 of the Customs Act 
are in the following terms : —

Sec. 192. (a# amended by 51 Vic., c. Ilf, s. 35). — Smuggling. — 
Passing forged invoices, etc. — “ If any person smuggles or clan
destinely introduces into Canada, any goods subject to duty, or 
makes out or passes or attempts to pass through the Custom house 
any false, forged or fraudulent invoice, or in any way attempts to

(7) See section 3 (»•), ante.
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defraud the revenue by evading the payment of the duty, or of 
any part of the duty on any goods, such goods, if found, may be 
seized and forfeited ; or if not found, but the value thereof has 
been ascertained, the person so offending shall forfeit the value 
thereof as so ascertained ; and every such person, his aiders and 
abettors shall, in addition to any other penalty to which he and 
they are subject for such offence, forfeit a sum equal to the value 
of such goods, — which sum may be recovered in any court of 
competent jurisdiction, — and shall further be liable on summary 
conviction before two justices of the peace, or any other magistrate 
having the powers of two justices of the peace, to a penalty not ex
ceeding two hundred dollars, and not less than fifty dollars, or to 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year, and not less than 
one month, or to fine and imprisonment/’ (Sec. 192 of the Customs 
Act, as amended by 51 Vic., c. 14, sec. 35).

Sec. 197. (as amended by .11 Vic., c. 14, s. 38). ■—Dealing in 
goods unlawfully imported. — “ If any person knowingly har
bors, keeps, conceals, purchases, sells or exchanges any goods un
lawfully imported into Canada, (whether such goods are dutiable 
or not,) or whereon the duties lawfully payable have not been 
paid, — such goods, if found, shall be forfeited and may be seized. 
If such goods are not found, the person so offending shall forfeit 
the value thereof ; and every such person, his aiders and abettors 
shall, in addition to any other penalty, forfeit a sum equal to the 
value of such goods, which may be recovered in tiny court of com
petent jurisdiction, and shall further be liable, on summary con
viction before two justices of the peace or any magistrate having 
the powers of two justices of the peace, to a penalty not exceeding 
two hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars, or to imprison
ment for a term not exceeding one year and not less than one 
month, or to both fine and imprisonment.” (Sec. 197 of the Cus
toms Act, as amended by 51 V., c. 14. s. 38).

The punishment imposed by this section, 107. of the Customs Act. applies 
not only to the ease where the goods are not found in the |w)ssession and 
keeping of the offender, but also to the case where they are so found; it 
being apparent that the object of the enactment is to make the person 
liable to punishment who illegally imports goods without paying duty, 
whether the goods are found or are not found in his possession or keep
ing. (8)

See. 198. Possessing goods liable to forfeiture. — “ If any two
or more persons in company are found together, and they or any 
of them have any goods liable to forfeiture under this Act,— 
every such person having knowledge of the fact, is guilty of a mis
demeanor. and punishable accordingly.” (Sec. 198 of the Customs 
Act.)

(8) O'Oradv v. Wiseman. Quo. Off. ltcp.. 9 Q. 13.. 1(10; 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 
332.
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Svp. 207.— Gaining access, without permission, to bonded
goods. - “ Kwry person who, by any contrivanvv gains access to 
bonded goods in a railway car, or to goods in a railway ear — upon 
which goods the Customs duties have not liven paid, or delivers 
such bonded or other goods without the express permission of the 
proper officer of Customs, shall, for every such offence, be liable 
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year and not less 
than one month.” (Sec. <07 of the Custom* Art).

Sec. <10. — Forged marks or brands. — “ If any person at any 
time forges or counterfeits any mark or brand to resemble any 
mark or brand provided or used for the purposes of this Act, or 
forges or counterfeits the impression of any such mark or brand, 
or sells or exposes lo sale, or has in his custody or possession, any 
goods with a counterfeit mark or brand, knowing the same to he 
counterfeit, or uses or affixes any such mark or brand to any other 
goods required to be stamped as aforesaid, other than those to 
which the same was originally affixed, — such goods so falsely 
marked or branded shall Ik* seized and forfeited, and every such 
offender, anil his aiders, abettors and assistants, shall, for every 
such offence, be liable, on summary conviction before two justices 
of the peace, to a penalty of two hundred dollars, — and in default 
of payment to imprisonment for a term not exceeding twelve 
months anil not less than two months.” (Sec. 810 of the Custom* 
Art).

Sec. 811. Falsifying documents and using documents falsified.
— “ Kvery person who counterfeits, falsifies, or uses when so 
counterfeited or falsified, any paper or document required under 
this Act. or for any pur|n>se therein mentioned, — whether writ
ten, printed or otherwise, or by any false statement procures such 
document, knowing the same to be so forged or counterfeited, or 
forges or counterfeits any certificate relating to any oath or decla
ration or affirmation hereby required or authorized, is guilty of n 
misdemeanor.” (Section 811 of the Customs .tr/).

Nii* section* "214 and 216 of lin* Customs Art for the respective penalties, 
punishment* and yoKPKiTVKBa incurred l»v («). any master or |ienton in 
charge of any vessel and by every driver or person conducting or having 
charge of any vehicle who refuse* to stop Mich vessel or vehicle when re
quired by a Custom's officer, or (ft), by any person who offers for sale any 
goods under pretence of the same having been smuggled.

Although section* IDS and 211 (above quoted) of the Customs Art 
x declare that the offences thereby prohibited are misdemeanors, they pro 

vide no punishment. But section 051 of the Criminal Code. post, provides 
that every (terson convicted of any indictable offence, for which no punish
ment is s|s‘eially provided, shall Is* liable to imprisonment for live years.

THE INLAND REVENUE ACT.

The luluiul Urnmur Art is chapter 34 of the Revised Statutes of 
Canada, as amended by the 30-51 Vie., c. 11. the 31 Vic., e. 10. the 62 Vie..
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h*», tin- 58 N ie.. <•. 23, the 54-55 Vie., c. 441. the 56-50 Vic., c. 22, the 
•37-58 Vic., v. 35. the 58-59 Vie., c. 25. the 00-01 Vie., chapters 18 and 19, 
the 01 Vie., ce. 27. 28. anil the 02-03 Vic., c. 24.

The following arc some of the clauses which impose penalties and for-

Sec. 47. Removal of excisable goods. —“ No goods subject to 
;i duty of excise under this Act shall he .removed from any dis
tillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufac
tory, bonded manufactory or other premises subject to excise, li- 
censed as herein provided, or from any warehouse in which they 
have been bonded or stored, until the duty on such goods has been 
paid or secured by bond in the manner by law required: and any 
goods removed from such distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco 
manufactory, cigar manufactory, bonded manufactory or other 
premises subject to excise, or from a warehouse, before the duty 
thereon has been so paid or secured, shall be seized and detained 
by any officer of excise having a knowledge of the fact. and shall 
be and remain forfeited to the Crown.*' (See. 47 of the In. Rev.

Sec. 48. Removal of dutiable goods in the night. — “Ex
cept under departmental authority in each ease specially obtained, 
no goods subject to a duty of excise under this Act, shall be re
moved from any distillery, malt-house, brewery, tobacco manufac
tory, cigar manufactory, bonded manufactory, or from a bonding 
warehouse or other premises licensed as herein provided, between 
the hours of six o'clock in the afternoon and seven o’clock on the 
following forenoon; and any goods removed in violation of this 
section shall be forfeited to the Crown, and shall be seized bv any 
officer of Inland Revenue having knowledge of the fact, and dealt 
with accordingly." (Sec. 48 of the In. Rev. Art).

Sec. 83. Forfeiture of goods and apparatus of an unlicensed
distillery, etc. — “All grain, malt, raw tobacco and all other ma
terials in stock, and —

('i.) All engines, machinery, utensils, worms, stills, mashtubs, 
fenncnting-tuTis, tobacco-presses or knives, and —

(3.) All tools or materials suitable for the making of stills, 
worms, rectifying or similar apparatus and —

(4.) All spirits, malt, beer, tobacco, cigars and other manufac
tured articles.

Which are at any time found in any distillery, malt-house, bre
wery, tobacco manufactory, cigar manufactory, bonded manufac
tory, or other premises or place where anything is being done or 
any working carried on which is subject to excise, and for which a 
license is required under this Act, but in respect of which no such 
license has been taken out; and —

(5.) All horses, vehicles and other appliances which have been or 
are being used for the purpose of removing any spirits, malt, beer,
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tobacco, cigars, materials or apparatus used or to be used in the 
production of any article subject to excise, in violation of this 
Act. —

Shall be liable to be seized by any officer of Inland Revenue hav
ing a knowledge thereof, and to be forfeited to the Crown and may 
either be destroyed when and where found, or removed to some 
place for safe keeping in the discretion of the seizing officer." 
(See. 83 of the In. Her. Art).

Sec. vtf. Forfeiture of engines, etc., in case of fraud. — Every 
steam-engine, boiler, mill, still, worm, rectifying apparatus, fer- 
menting-tun, mash-tub, cistern, couch-frame, machine, vessel, tub. 
cask, pipe or cock, with the contents thereof, and all stores or 
stocks of grain, spirits, malt, beer, tobacco, cigars, drugs or other 
materials or commodities which are in any premises or place sub
ject to excise, when any fraud against the revenue is committed in 
any such place or premises, or when the owner of any such place, 
premises, apparatus, goods or commodities, his agent or any person 
employed by him, or any person having lawful possession or con
trol of such premises, apparatus, goods or commodities is discover
ed in the act of committing or is convicted of committing any act 
in or a^nut such place or premises which is declared by this Act 
to be a misdemeanor or felony shall be forfeited to the Crown, and 
be dealt with accordingly.” (Sec. 84 of the In. Iter. Art).

Sec. 8:». Forfeiture of goods for nonpayment of duty. —
** Every article or thing subject to duty under this Act, and on 
which the duty hereby imposed has not been paid at the proper 
time for paying the same, shall be seized by any officer of Inland 
Revenue and shall be forfeited to the Crown and be dealt with ac
cordingly.*’ (Sec. 85 of the In. Her. Art).

Offences with respect to excise stamps, etc. Set* section* SO, 87 and 
88 of the Inland Revenue Act, for the respective penalties punishments and 
I-orfeitures incurred by any person, ( n ) who unluirfiitty uses any 
stamped, marked or branded packages, or (ft) who, being a vendor of any 
lain* lied, branded, marked or sealed package, etc., fails, so soon as the con
tents have been removed, to obliterate such label, mark, brand or seal, or 
(/•) who, except as permitted by the Act, brings into or has in his licensed 
premises any stamped packages, etc.

Forfeiture of stills, et-'. - See section 90 as to> the forfeiture of all 
stills, worms, apparatus, etc., in respect of which any penalty is incurred.

Unapproved weights or measures.—See section 93 for the penalty and 
forfeiture incurred by any one using or permitting the use. except as 
by the Act otherwise provided, of any unapproved weights or measures.

Breaking Crown's Lock Abstracting bonded goods, etc. — See sees.
94 and 95 for the respective penalties, punishments and forfeitures in
curred by any person (<i) who opens or breaks the Crown's Lock attached 
to any apparatus, etc., or unlawfully abstracts goods in bond, or (ft) who 
unlawfully removes bonded goods.
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Distilling, Brewing, Malting or Manufacturing Tobacco or Cigars, with
out license. ■ Section 150 (as amended l>y the 61 Vie., c. -7. see. 8), sec. 
183 (ns uinended by the 60-61 Vie., c. 19, see. 9). ami sees. 221 and 317, 
(tlie latter us amended by 60-01 Vic., e. 10, see. 10). make every person 
guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to certain punishments and for- 
KEiTi itEH, wlm, irilliuut IIvcuhv, (</) distils or rectifies or assists in distil
ling or rectifying any spirits, etc., or sets up, possesses or conceals any 
still, etc., or (6) brews any beer, etc., except for the use of himself or his 
family as by the Act provided, or (c) makes any malt or steeps any grain, 
etc., for malting, or (</) manufactures any tobacco or cigars, etc., (except 
as directed by see. 317 as amended).

Compounding without license. Section 16H of the Act impose a jienal 
ty on every person who icitlioiit lirnixe carries on business as a com
pounder of wines, spirits, etc., and provides for the forfeiture of all goods 
compounded or in i ourse of being compounded or on an unlicensed com
pounder’s premises.

Opening Tobacco or Cigar packages, boxes, etc., without breaking excise 
stamps, etc. See sections 319. 320. 321 and 323, for the respective |ienal 
ties, punishments and kcucfkitvheh incurred by any ])crson (n) who 
opens any package of tobacco «a- cigars without breaking the excise stamp 
thereon, or (6) who, except as permitted by tin- Act, puts up or has 
possession of tobacco or cigars in previously used packages, etc., or (c) 
who sells or offers for sale, except in a licensed tobacco or cigar manufac
tory, any loose or unpacked foreign raw leaf tobacco, or (</) who neglects 
or refuses to destroy tin- stamps on emptied cigar boxes, wrappers^ etc., or 
buys or accepts from another any such empty stamped boxes, etc., or tin- 
stamps taken therefrom, or (c) who puts tobacco or cigars in any emptied 
or partially emptied packages, etc., or has possession of or sells any box. 
etc., stamped with any fraudulent stump or any stamp previously used.

Affixing forged or previously used stamps. Section 326, makes every 
person guilty of a felony who affixes to any pnekuge of tobacco or cigars 
any forged stamp or any stamp previously used.

Removing tobacco or cigars not properly put up and stamped, etc. 
Pm-'hasing such. See sections 327. 329, 330 and 334 (as amended by the 
0(Mli Vic., c. 19. see. 20), 333 and 330 for the respective penalties, punish 
men’s and korkeitvrkh incurred by any |>ers<m («) who removes from 
any tobacco or cigar manufactory or uses sells or possesses any tobacco 
or cigars without the same being put up in proper packages and stamped, 
or without the stamps being properly cancelled, or (ft) who knowingly 
purchases or receives for sale any manufactured tobacco or cigars from 
any manufacturer not duly licensed, or (r) who purchases or receives for 
sale any manufactured tobacco or cigars not legally packed, branded or 
stamped, or (</) who sells or offers for sale or not being a licensed tobacco 
or cigar manufacturer has in his possession any kind of manufactured 
tobacco or cigars not put up in packages and stamped according ïo the 
provisions of the Act, or (c) who sells or offers for sale any imported 
tobacco or cigars or tobacco or cigars purporting to be imported not put 
up in packages and stamped as provided by tin- Act. or (f) who sell-, or 
offers for sale any cigars in any other form than in new boxes as provided 
by the Act, or who packs in any box any cigars in excess of the number 
required by law to be put in each box, or affixes a stamp on any box- 
denoting a less amount of duty than required by law.

Forfeiture of cigars improperly removed from manufactory. -See -e.. 
337 as to FORKKiTVRE of cigars removed from any manufactory without 
In-ing legally puckt-d or properly stamped.

Acetic Acid. -See sections 339 to 344 (added to the Inland Revenue 
Act by the (80-61 Vie., c. 19, see. 21). as to conditions upon which a license 
may la» obtained to carry on tin- business of manufacturing acetic acid.
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In the case of a conviction under the Inland Revenue Act and of u 
money penalty being imposed, and, in default of payment, imprisonment 
for a fixed term, unless the penalty and costs and charges of conveying the 
accused to gaol are sooner paid, it is necessary that the amount of the 
latter should lie stated in the warrant of commitment, and where not so 
stated the prisoner is entitled to he discharged on liaheux vttrpux. (0)

105. Carrying a pistol or air gun without justification. —
Every one is guilty of un offence and liable on summary conviction 
to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars and not less than five 
dollars, or to imprisonment for one month, who not being a jus
tice or a public officer, or a soldier, sailor or volunteer in Her Ma
jesty's service, on duty, or a constable or other peace officer, and 
not having a certificate of exemption from the operation of this 
section as hereinafter provided for, and not having at the time rea
sonable cause to fear an assault or other injury to his person, fa
mily or property, has upon his person a pistol or air-gun rlse- 
u'here Ilian in lii* own dwelling-house, shop, warehouse, or counting- 
house.

2. If sufficient cause be shown upon oath to the satisfaction of 
any justice, he may grant to any applicant therefor not under the 
age of sixteen years and as to whose discretion and good character 
he is satisfied by evidence upon oath, a certificate of exemption 
from the operation of this section, for such period, not exceeding 
twelve months, as he deems fit.

d. Such certificate, upon the trial of any offence, shall be prima 
facie evidence of its contents and of the signature and official cha
racter of the person by whom it purports to be granted.

4. When any such certificate is granted under the preceding 
provisions of this section, the justice granting it shall forthwith 
make a return thereof to the proper officer in the county, district 
or place in which such certificate has been granted for receiving 
returns under section nine hundred and two; and in default of 
making such return within ninety days after a certificate is grant
ed. the justice shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty 
of not more than ten dollars.

-V Whenever the Governor in Council deems it expedient in the 
public interest, he may bv proclamation suspend the operation of 
the provisions of the first and second sub-sections of this section 
respecting certificates of exemption, or exempt from such opera
tion any particular part of Canada, and in either case for such pe 
riod, and with such exceptions as to the persons hereby affected, 
as he deems fit.

106. Selling pistol or air-gun to minor. — Every one is guilty 
of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a penalty not 
exceeding fifty dollars, who sells or gives any pistol or air-gun. or

(0) R. v. Corbett, 2 Can. Or. Cas., 49$).
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i» il y ammunition therefor, to a minor under the age of sixteen 
years, unless he establishes to the satisfaction of the justice before 
whom he is charged that he used reasonable diligence in endeav
ouring to ascertain the age of the minor before making such sale 
or gift, and that he had good reason to believe that such minor 
was not under the age of sixteen :

’■!. Every one is guilty of an offence and liable on summary con
viction to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars who sells 
any pistol or air-gun without keeping a record of such sale, the 
date thereof, and the name of the purchaser and of the maker's 
name, or other mark by which such arm may be identified.

107. Having weapon when arrested. — Every one who when ar
rested, either on a warrant issued against him for an offence or 
while committing an offence, has upon his person a pistol or air- 
gun is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction be
fore two justices of the peace, to a penalty not exceeding fifty dol
lars and not less than twenty dollars, or to imprisonment for any 
term not exceeding three months, with or without hunt labour. It. 
S.C.. C. 118, - 8.

108. Having weapon with intent to injure any one. — Even- 
one who has upon his person a pistol or air-gun, with intent there
with unlawfully to do injury to any other person, is guilty of an 
offence and liable, on summary conviction before two justices of 
the peace, to a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars and not 
less than fifty dollars, or to imprisonment for any term not ex
ceeding six months, with or without hard labour. K. S. (*., c. 148. 
s. 3.

A defendant was charged, upon an information laid before justices, with 
tlie indictable offence of shooting with intent to murder. The justices, not 
finding sufficient evidence against him to warrant them in committing 
him for trial, took the following course. At the close of the case they, of 
their own motion, summarily convicted the defendant for that lie did pro 
cure a revolver with intent therewith unlawfully to do injury to one ,1. ,S. 
The evidence shewed that the revolver was bought and carried and used 
by the defendant. The return to a writ of habeas corpus shewed that the 
defendant's detention was under a warrant of commitment based on the 
above conviction ; and. on motion for the defendant's discharge, the motion 
was granted, it being held that the detention was by the terms of the war 
rant for an offence unknown to the law, and that although the evidence 
itself shewed an offence against section 108, the motion should not Is- 
enlarged to allow the justices to substitute a proper conviction, for it was 
unwarrantable to convict on a charge not formulated, as to which tin- 
evidence was not addressed, and upon which the defendant was not called 
upon for his defence. (10)

109. Pointing any fire-arm at anyone. — Every one who, with
out lawful excuse, points at another person any fire-arm or air-gun.

(10) R. v. Mines. 14 C. L. T.. 438 ; 23 O. K.. 377.
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whether loaded or unloaded, is guilty of an offence and liable, on 
summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to a penalty 
not exceeding one hundred dollars and not less than ten dollars, or 
to imprisonment for any term not exceeding thirty days, with or 
without hard labour. H.S.C., c. 148, s. 4.

This section is intended for the punishment of a person who, playfully 
and without wrongful intent, points any fire-arm or air-gun at another, 
whether the weapon be loaded or not.

110. Carrying offensive weapons. — Every one who carries 
about his person any bowieknife, dagger, dirk, metal knuckles, 
skull cracker, slung shot, or other offensive weapon of a like cha
racter, or secretly carries about his person any instrument loaded 
at the end, or sells or exposes for sale, publicly or privately, any 
such weapon, or being masked or disguised carries or has in his 
possession any tirearm or air-gun, is guilty of an offence and liable, 
on summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to a penal
ty not exceeding fifty dollars and not less than ten dollars, and in 
default of payment thereof to imprisonment for any term not ex
ceeding thirty days, with or without hard labour. U.S.C., e. 148. 
s. 5.

111. Carrying sheath-knives. — Every one, not being thereto 
required by his lawful trade or calling, who is found in any town 
or city carrying about his person any sheath-knife is liable, on 
summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to a penalty 
not exceeding forty dollars and not less than ten dollars, and in 
default of payment thereof to imprisonment for any term not ex
ceeding thirty days, with or without hard labour. K.S.C., c. 118. 
s. ti.

112. Exception as to soldiers, &c. — It is not an offence for any 
soldier, public officer, peace officer, sailor or volunteer in Her 
Majesty’s service, constable or other policeman, to carry loaded 
pistols or other usual arms or offensive weapons in the discharge 
of his duty. R.S.C., c. 148, s. 10.

113. Refusing to deliver offensive weapon to a justice. — Every 
one attending any public meeting or being on his way to attend the 
same who, upon demand made by any justice of the peace within 
whose jurisdiction such public meeting is appointed to he held, 
declines or refuses to deliver up, peaceably and quietly, to such 
justice of the peace, any offensive weapon with which he is armed 
or which he has in his possession, is guilty of an indictable offence.

2. The justice of the peace may record the refusal and adjudge 
the offender to pay a penalty not exceeding eight dollars, or the 
offender may he proceeded against by indictment as in other cases 
of indictable offences. R.S.C., c. 152, s. 1.
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114. Coming armed near public meeting. — Every one, except 
the sheriff, deputy sheriff and justices of the peace for the district 
or county, or the mayor, justices of the j>ence or other peace officer 
for the city or town respectively, in which any public meeting is 
held, and the constables and special constables employed by them, 
or any of them, for the preservation of the public peace at such 
meeting is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to a penalty 
not exceeding one hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding three months, or to lx)th, who, during any part of 
the day upon which such meeting is appointed to be held, comes 
within one mile of the place appointed for such meeting armed 
with any offensive weapon. It.S.C., c. 152, s. 5.

115. Lying in wait for persons returning from Public Meeting.
- Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to a pen

alty not exceeding two hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding six months, or to both, who lies in wait for 
any person returning, or expected to return, from any such pu
blic meeting, with intent to commit an assault upon such person, 
or with intent, by abusive language, opprobrious epithets or other 
offensive demeanour, directed to, at or against such person, to pro
voke such person, or those who accompany him, to a breach of the 
peace. It.K.C., c. 152, s. 0.

No prosecution for any oU'enee against sections 113, 114 and 115 can be 
commenced after the expiration of one year from its commission. (11)

116. Sale of Arms in North West Territories.—Every one is 
guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction before two 
justices of the peace, to a penalty of two hundred dollars or to six 
months' imprisonment, or to both, who, during any time when 
and within any place in the North-West Territories where section 
one hundred and one of the North-West Territories Act is in 
force —

(a.) without the permission in writing (the proof of which shall 
he on him) of the Lieutenant Governor, or of a commissioner ap
pointed by him to give such permission, has in his possession or 
sells, exchanges, trades, barters or gives to or with any person, 
any improved arm or ammunition; or

(5.) having such permission sells, exchanges, trades, barters or 
gives any such arm or ammunition to any person not lawfully au
thorized to possess the same.

2. The expression “ improved arm ” in this section means and 
includes all arms except smodth-bore shot-guns; and the expres
sion “ ammunition ’* means fixed ammunition or ball cartridge. 
R.8.C., c. 50, s. 101.

(11) See section 551 (c), post.
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117. Possessing Weapons near Public Works. — Every one em
ployed upon or about any publie work, within any place in which 
the Act respecting the Preservation of Peace in the vicinity of Public 
Works is then in force, is liable, on summary conviction, to a pen
alty not exceeding four dollars and not less than two dollars for 
every such weapon found in bis possession who, upon or after the 
day named in the proclamation by which such Act is brought into 
force, keeps or has in his possession, or under his care or control, 
within any such place, any weapon.

V. Every one is liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not 
exceeding one hundred dollars and not less than forty dollars who, 
for the purpose of defeating the said Act, receives or conceals, or 
aids in receiving or concealing, or procures to be received or con
cealed within any place in which the said Act is at the time in for
ce, any weapon belonging to or in custody of any person employed 
<»n or about any public work. K.8.C., c. 151, ss. 1, 5 and (I.

118. Sale &c., of liquors near public works. — Vpon and after 
the day named in any proclamation putting in force in any place 
An Act respecting the Preservation of Peace in the vicinity of Public 
IVorZ'x, and during such period as such proclamation remains in 
force, no person shall, at any place within the limits specified in 
such proclamation, sell, barter, or directly or indirectly, for any 
matter, thing, profit or reward, exchange, supply or dispose of any 
intoxicating liquor, nor expose, keep or have in possession any in
toxicating liquor intended to be dealt with in any such way.

». The provisions of this section do. not extend to any person 
selling intoxicating liquor by wholesale and not retaining the 
same, if such person is a licensed distiller or brewer.

3. Every one is liable, on summary conviction, for a first offence 
to a penalty of forty dollars and costs, and, in default of payment, 
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months, with or 
without hard labour, — and on every subsequent conviction to tin- 
said penalty and the said imprisonment in default of payment, and 
also to furt her imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months. 
with or without hard labour, who, by himself, his clerk, servant, 
agent or other person, violates any of the provisions of this or of 
the preceding section.

4. Every clerk, servant, agent or other person who, being in tin- 
employment of, or on the premises of, another person, violates or 
assists in violating anv of the provisions of this or of the preceding 
section for the person in whose employment or on whose premises 
he is, is equally guilty with the principal offender and liable to tin- 
same punishment. R.S.C., c. 151, ss. 1, 13,14 and 15.

119. Intoxicating liquors on board Her Majesty's ships. -
Everyone is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary convic
tion before two justices of the peace, to a fine not exceeding fifty
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dollars for each offence, and in default of payment to imprison
ment for a term not exceeding one month, with or without hard 
labour, who, without the previous consent of the officer command
ing the ship or vessel —

(a.) conveys any intoxicating liquor on board any of Her Ma
jesty's ships or vessels; or

(b) approaches or hovers about any of Her Majesty's ships or 
vessels for the purpose of conveying any such liquor on board 
thereof: or

(f.) gives or sells to any man in Her Majesty's service, on board 
any such ship or vessel, anv intoxicating liquor. 50-51 Vic., c. 4ti. 
s. 1.

Since the itteesHion of King Edward VII, the words 11 His Majesty’s ships 
or vessels.” and “ His Majesty's service," ary to he substituted for tin- 
words " Her Majesty's ships or vessels," and " Her Majesty's service." (See 
section 7. sub-section ». of the Interpretation Art, set out at p. 0. ante).

PART VII.

8KDITH)JL* S ( ) KEEN C ES.

120. Unlawful oaths. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to fourteen years' imprisonment who —

(a.) administers, or is present at and consenting to the adminis
tration of, any oath or any engagement purporting to bind the 
person taking the same to commit any crime punishable by death 
or imprisonment for more than five years ; or

(b.) attempts to induce or compel any person to take any such 
oath or engagement ; or 

(r.) takes any such oath or engagement.

121. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable 1<» 
seven years’ imprisonment who —

(a.) administers or is present at and consenting to the adminis
tration of any oath or engagement purporting to bind the person 
taking the same :

(i.) to engage in any mutinous or seditious purpose;
(ii.) to disturb the public peace or commit or endeavour in 

commit any offence ;
(iii.) not to inform and give evidence against any associate, 

confederate or other person ;
(iv.) not to reveal or discover any unlawful combination or 

confederacy, or any illegal act done or to be done or any illegal 
oath or obligation or engagement which may have been admin
istered or tendered to or taken by any person, or the import of 
any such oath or obligation or engagement; or
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(6.) attempts to induce or compel any person to take any such 
oath or engagement; or

(c.) takes any such oatli or engagement. C.S.L.C., c. 10, s. 1.

122. Any one who, under such compulsion as would otherwise 
excuse him, offends against either of the last two preceding sec
tions shall not he excused thereby unless, within the period herein
after mentioned, he declares the same and what he knows touching 
the same, and the persons by whom and in whose presence, and 
when and where, such oath or obligation or engagement was ad
ministered or taken, by information on oath before one of Her 
Majesty's justices of the peace for the district or city or county in 
which such oath or engagement was administered or taken. Such 
declaration may be made bv him within fourteen days after tin- 
taking of the oath or, if he is hindered from making it by actual 
force or sickness, then within eight days of the cessation of such 
hindrance, or on his trial if it happens before the expiration of 
either of those periods. ('. S. L. ('.. e. 10. s. ‘i.

Secret Societies. —The above three seetions are taken from seetions 1. 
2, 3 and 4 of chapter 10 of the Consolidated Statutes of Lower Canada. 
With regard to the province of Quebec there is no doubt that the remain 
ing sections 5. U, 7, 8 and 0, (unrepealed), of that Act are still in force, 
and the law as contained therein may probably also apply to British 
Columbia. Manitoba and the North-West Territories, seeing that the 
statute was simply a re-enactment of the English law on the subject as it 
stood, in 1837. under 52 (ieo. 3, c. 104. and 7 Will. 4. ami 1 Vie., c. 01.

Under the law as embodied in these unrepealed sections of chap. 10, ( . 
ti. L. C., it is an indictable offence punishable by seven years' imprison 
ment, for any one to become a member of or to correspond or hold inter
course with or in any way to aid or support any society or association 
thereby declared to be an unlawful combination or confederacy, and every 
society or association is thereby deemed to be an unlawful combination or 
confederacy: —

1. Whose members, according to the rules thereof, or to any provision 
or any agreement for that purpose, are («) minimi to k<ri> secret tin 
acts or proceedings thereof, or (b) admitted to take any unlawful oath 
or engagement within the meaning of that net, or any oath or engagement 
not required or authorized by law:

2. Whose members or any of them take or in any manner bind them 
selves by any such oath or engagement or in consequence of being mem
bers t hereof ;

3. Whose members or any of them take, subscribe or assent to ana 
engagement of seereeg test or declaration not required by law:

4. The names of whose members, or any of them, are kept secret from 
the society at large:

5. Which lias any committee or secret body so chosen or appointed that 
the members constituting the same are not known by the society at large 
to lie mom tiers of such committee or select body;

ti. Which has any president, treasurer, secretary, delegate or other officer 
so chosen or appointed that his election or appointment to such office il 
not known to the society at large;

7. Of which the names of all the persons and of the committee or select 
bodies of members and of all presidents, treasurers, secretaries, delegate»
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and other officers are not entered in u hook kept for that purpose and open 
for the inspection or all the member*;

8. Which i* composed of different divisions or branches or of different 
|»arts acting in any manner separately or distinct from each other, or of 
which any part has any separate or distinct president, secretary, treasurer, 
delegate or other officer elected or appointed by or for such part or to act 
as an officer for such part.

Before its incorporation, the Royal Orange Society was held, under the 
above law relating to secret societies, to Ik- an illegal association and con
federacy, the members thereof being bound by an oath to keep secret the 
proceedings of the association.

The Orange Lodges had assembled in their meeting rooms in Montreal 
for the purpose of walking in procession, according to their annual custom 
on the twelfth of July, when the Mayor with the assistance of a large 
hand of special constables armed with sticks, forcibly prevented the pro
cession. and arrested the chief officers; and, in an action of damages for 
false arrest taken by them against the mayor, the latter was held to have 
acted legally, the Orange Order Isdng an unlawful body, ami there being 
a well grounded apprehension of a serious public disturbance taking place 
if the procession had been allowed to form and ap|>enr on the streets. (1)

In section it of chapter 10 of the Consolidated Statutes of Lower 
Canada, there is an exception in favor of certain masonic lodges, it being 
thereby enacted that the provisions of the Act shall not extend to the 
meetings of any society or lodge of freemasons constituted by or under 
the authority of warrants in that Isdialf granted by or derived from any 
OBAMD MASTKH or tiKAXIl LOIHlg ill tile VfllTED KINGDOM of GREAT 
HRlTAlx ami ihei.ami: and, by an amending Act of the late province of 
Canada passed in I8li.">, this exception was extended so as to include, therein, 
masonic lodge* meeting under warrants from the (Land Isslge of Canada, 
an Ontario organization exercising no masonic authority in the province 
of Quebec.

At the time of tin- establishment of the Grand Lodge of Freemasons of 
Canada, there were, in the province of Quebec, some masonic lodges, 
(three of which are still in existence in Montreal), constituted and work 
ing under warrants of the Grand Lodge of England: and there has since 
l»cen established and now exists in the province of Quebec, a separate lx sly 
of freemasons called the Grand laslge of Queliec.

The three English Lodges of freemason* in Montreal have always Isv, 
within the above exception; and. with a view to give the same relief to 
freemasons and masonic lodges of the Grand Lodge of Quebec, it has been 
recently enacted by the Dominion Parliament, in the 68-51# Vic., e. 44, that 
the word* “or Grand Master or Grand Lodge of Canada." added by chap 
1er 4(1 of the statutes of 18(15 of the lute province of Canada, to section !i 
of the Consolidated Statutes of Lever Canada, are amended by substitu
ting the word “ in ” for the word “OK; ” so that the said words shall read 
"or Grand Master or Grand Lodge in Canada." Therefore, section » of the 
C. S. L. C. now reads, by virtue of the two amendments above referred to. 
as follows: —

“ And whereas certain societies have long been accustomed to be holden 
in this province under the denomination of lodges of freemasons, the meet 
ings whereof have been in great measure directed to charitable purposes; — 
nothing in this Act shall extend to the meetings of any such society or 
lodge, holden under the said denomination and in conformity to the rule-

(1) Grant v. Beaudry. 4 L. N., 394.
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prevailing among the said societies of freemasons: Provided such society 
or lodge has been constituted by or under the authority of warrants in 
that behalf granted by or derived from any grand master or grand lodge 
in the United Kingdom of (Ireat Britain and Ireland or (Jrond Haster or 
<hand Lodge in Canada."

123. Seditious words, libels and conspiracies. — No one slmll he 
deemed to have a seditious intention only because he intends in 
good faith —

(a.) to show that Her Majesty has been misled or mistaken in 
her measures; or

(b.) to point out errors or defects in the government or consti
tution of the United Kingdom, or of any part of it, or of Canada or 
any province thereof, or in either House of Parliament of the 
United Kingdom or of Canada, or in any legislature, or in the ad
ministration of justice ; or to excite Her Majesty’s subjects to 
attempt to procure, by lawful means, the alteration of any matter 
in the state; or

(c.) to point out, in order to their removal, matters which are 
producing or have a tendency to produce feelings or hatred and 
ill-will between different classes of Her Majesty’s subjects.

2. Seditious words are words expressive of a seditious intention.
3. A seditious libel is a libel expressive of a seditious intention.
4. A seditious conspiracy is an agreement between two or more 

persons to carry into execution a seditious intention.
Since the accession of King Edward VII, the words "His Majesty” and 

"His Majesty's subjects," will l»e substituted for "Her Majesty” and 
" Her Majesty's subjects," in this section. (See section 7, sub section (0) 
of the Interpretation Act. p. 1), ante).

124. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
two years’ imprisonment who speaks any seditious words or pu
blishes any seditious libel or is a party to any seditious conspiracy.

It will lie seen by the above section, 123, that there are three different 
ways in which a seditious offence may be committed, namely, by speaking 
words expressive of a seditious intention, by publishing a libel expressing 
a seditious intention, and by entering into* a conspiracy to carry a sedi
tious intention into execution. But there is no definition given shewing 
xvliat a seditious intention is.

In section 102 of the English Draft Code there is, in addition to what is 
above contained in our section 123. a clause defining a seditious intention

“ An intention —
t » bring into hatred or contempt or to excite disaffection against the 

person of Her Majesty, or the government and constitution of the United 
Kingdom or of any part of it as by law established, or either House of 
I’urliament, or the administration of justice; or

to excite Her Majesty's subjects to attempt to procure, othcnrisc than 
by lawful meana, the alteration of any matter in church or state by law- 
established ; or
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to raise discontent or disaffection amongst Her Majesty's subjects ; or
to promote feelings of ill-will and hostility between different classes of 

such subjects."
In a note to this definition of a seditious intention, the Royal Commis

sioners say that it is as accurate a statement of the existing law as they 
ran make. As references, they give 00 Geo. 3, and I Geo. 4, e. 8, and tin- 
eases of O’Connell v. K.. R. v. Lambert & Perry, H. v. Vinrent, R. x. 
Wintcrhothnm. and R. v. Minus: (2) and. in the laxly of their Report, 
(at p. 20.) they also say, with reference to sedition, “On this delicate 
subject we do not undertake to suggest any alteration of the law. It is 
not easy to find explicit authority, earlier than the ease of R. v. Frost,(.‘I ) 
(tried before Lord Kenyon in 17021). for the proposition that to speak sedi
tious words is an indictable offence. A passage in the 3rd Institute, (p. 14), 
certainly says, 1 Rut words without an overt deed are to he punished in an 
other degree as a high misprision.' This, however, is an incidental remark 
at the end of a passage the main point of which is that mere words are 
not. in general, an overt act of treason.”

Our Criminal ('ode. as originally drawn, and introduced into Parliament, 
contained a clause defining a seditious intention in terms similar to those 
above quoted from section 102 of the English Draft Code : but the clause 
evoked a long discussion and a great deal of criticism during its considera
tion in the Parliamentary Committee; and it was ultimately decided to 
strike out the clause and leave the definition to common law.

In tracing, with his usual clearness and ability, the history of this most 
interesting branch of the law. the late Sir James F. Stephen says, that there 
are “ two different views of the relation between rulers and tlv-ir subjects. 
If tin- ruler is regarded as the superior of the subject, as being by the nature 
of his position presumably wise and good, — the rightful ruler and guide 
of the whole population. it must necessarily follow that it is wrong to 
censure him openly, that, if lie is mistaken, his mistakes should be pointed 
out with the utmost reape-t, and, that whether mistaken or not, no censure 
should be cast upon him likely or designed to diminish his authority. If. 
on the other hand, the ruler is regarded as the agent or servant and the 
subject as the wise and good master who is obliged to delegate his power 
to the so-called ruler because, being a multitude, he cannot use it himself, 
it is obvious that this sentiment must be reversed. Every member of tin- 
public who censures the ruler for the time being exercises in his own jx-r 
son the right which belongs to the whole of which he forms part. He i- 
finding fault with his servant. If others think differently they can take 
flu- other side of the dispute, and the utmost (hat can happen is that tin- 
servant will be dismissed and another put in his place, or perhaps that the 
arrangements of the household will be mollified. To those who hold thi~ 
view fully, and carry it out to all its consequences there can Is- no such 
offence as sedition. There may indeed la- breaches of the peace, which may 
destroy or endanger life, limb or y. and there may be incitement-
to such offences, but no imaginable censure of the government. short of 
censure which has an immediate tendency to produce such a breach of 
the peace, ought to be regarded as criminal." (4)

After stating that each of these extreme views has had a considerable 
share in moulding the law of England so as to practically produce a com

(2) G'< oiincll v. R„ 11 Cl. & F.. 135, 234 : R. v. Lambert & Perry. 2 
Camp.. 3! IS ; R. v. Vincent. !» C. & 1\. !» I : R. v. Winterhotham. 22 Si. Tr.. 
823: It. x. Itinns. 212 St. Tr.. 505.

(3) It. v. Frost. 22 St. Tr.. 471.
(4) 2 Sfepli. Hist. Cr. L.. 2118-300.

0
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promise mui Ii a* is expressed in seetion 10*2 of the English Draft Code, 
tU|>on a part of which our section 12:t is based). Sir .lames F. Stephen 
proceeds to trace the history of the legislatioi and of the legal controver
sies which, in conjunction with the development of broader popular views, 
have brought about this compromise. (5)

This history is of no small value in arriving at a proper appreciation of 
I lie present state of the law in regard to these offences ; and I therefore 
take the liberty of giving here a short outline of it.

I taler the old idea a libel was written blame, true nr false, of any man 
public or private. For a long time the law was administered by the Star 
< liaiiihcr. the name given, during the Tudor |ieriod. to the king's privy 
council sitting as n court, — composed of the lord chancellor, the lord 
treasurer, the keeper of the privy seal, a bishop, a lord of the council, and 
I he two chief-justices, — and trying eases and adjudging, without the aid 
of any jury, matters of fact as well as matters of law.

During the sixteenth century the Star Chamber took upon itself, in the 
plenitude of its power, to make and enforce, with extreme rigor and sever
ity, a number of decrees and ordinances regulating the manner of printing 
and the number of presses throughout the kingdom, and prohibiting all 
printing and publishing against the meaning of the statutes and laws of 
the realm.

At that time libels, as such, would not receive a great deal of attention, 
many offences being more severely dealt with as treasons, which at a later 
period would only be treated, at most, ns seditious libels; for although, 
as already seen, mere words unconnected with any deed were not regarded 
as an overt act of treason the publication of written words were regarded 
in that light, when they displayed a treasonable intention.((I)

After the abolition of the Star Chamber in 1(141 by the Long Parliament, 
(lie latter introduced the system of licensing books, which system was 
continued by various Licensing Acts passed in the following reigns of 
Charles II, James II and William & Mary, until it finally expired in 17114.

The licensing system and the special laws, — which, under the Common 
wealth and under Charles II. exposed political libellers to prosecutions for 
treason, - made it very difficult and dangerous to publish any books or 
pamphlets objectionable to the government : and eases involving a discus
sion of the law of libel would not during this period be very numerous. 
Many prosecutions were either for offences amounting to treasonable 
publications under the special laws referred to, or for publishing without 
;i license or in violation of some of the provisions of the Licensing Acts. 
A- Sir James F. Stephen remarks, until the right to publish without 
liicnse is conceded the question of the limits of the right does not become 
dehateahle. (7)

On the abolition of the Star Chamber, eases of libel, — whenever they 
did arise, were tried in the Court of King's Bench ; and the trials were 
by jury; but the Judges of that Court adopted and continued, for a long 
time, to follow, in regard to libel, the stringent doctrines of the Star 
Chamber, and held that, — as a libel was written blame, whether true or 
false, and as the law required the exact words of the matter complained 
of to be set out in order to judge by its tenor, of its libellous nature, — 
the question of whether it was or was not a libel was a question of law

(.»! 2 stcpli. Hist. Cr. L.. 300-3mu.
(<>) :t lust.. 14; 2 Stepli. Hist. Cr. L. 302. 
(7)2 Stepli. Hist. Cr. L.. 310.
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for tin* Court, und that the only questions of fact to be left to the jury 
were, "Did the defendant publish it y And were the innuendoes (if there 
were any) correct? ”

This rule, confining the jury to the simple question of whether or not 
the defendant committed the act of publishing, prevented them, — as the 
presiding judge invariably charged them, — from going into the intentions 
or motives of the author or the circumstances connected with the publica
tion: for, the matter set out and complained of being in law libellous on 
its face, the act of publishing when found by the jury rendered the convic
tion complete.

After a time efforts were made by very distinguished advocates, — and 
esjK’cially towards the end of the eighteenth century by Krskine,— to 
bring about the adoption of a definition of libel different from that there
tofore acted upon and more in accordance with changed popular sentiment. 
The controversy thus occasioned ultimately led to the passing of Fox's 
Libel Act in 17D2.

It was during this controversy that the trial took place of the Dean ot 
St. Asaph, who was prosecuted for a seditious libel said to be contained in 
certain extracts taken from a pamphlet called a dialogue between a gentle 
man and a farmer, (8) Mr. Justice Duller in his charge said that the only 
facts for the jury were the fact of publication and the meaning of the in
nuendoes; and they returned a verdict of guilty. On behalf of the defen 
liant. Krskine then moved for a new trial; and, in his argument thereon 
before Lord Mansfield, he submitted that the criminal intent was a fact to 
be found, like any other, by the jury, and that the case of libel formed no 
legal exception to the general principles which govern the trial of all other 
crimes. (0) He supported his argument by the celebrated illustration 
first suggested by Algernon Sidney, — A is indicted for publishing a blas
phemous libel in the words, " There is no (iod." Evidence is given that he 
sold a bible containing the words, "The fool hath said in his heart, there 
is no (iod." The matter complained of and set out in the indictment being 
the words, " There is no God," there is no need for any innuendo; and the 
jury would be bound, upon the old view of the law, to convict the defen
dant because, according to that old view, they had nothing to do with his 
intention, and on moving in arrest of judgment the defendant would be 
met with the answer that the indictment was good on its face, as the 
words were blasphemous in the, iselves, and the jury had found their 
publication.

As Erskine's argument proceeded, Lord Mansfield said. "To be sure, tIn
jury may judge from the whole context ; " to which Krskine replied. 
"And wiiai is this, my lord, but determining the question of libel?”

Lord Mansfield : " They certainly may in all cases go into the whole 
context."

Mr. Krskine: "And why may they go into the context ? Clearly, my 
lord, to enable them to form a correct judgment of the meaning of the part 
indicted ; even though no particular meaning 1m* submitted to them by 
averments in the indictment."

In commenting upon this portion of Erskine's argument Sir James F. 
Stephen says that, in his opinion, the jury might look at the whole to see 
whether the words " There is no God," mean “ to deny the existence of 
(tod," but that it does not follow that they were at liberty to consider

(8) 21 St. Tr.. 053.
(0) 2 Kteph. Hist. (T. L., 338.
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what object tin* author had in view, or by what motives he was actuated 
when he made the assertion, if he did make it. (10)

For my own part. I think that one among other good reasons for holding 
the jury entitled to look at the whole context would have been so that 
they could see if the author himself did in reality make the assertion 
“There is no («ml; " in other words, to see if the book itself by its whole 
tenor aetually asserted, (which it surely did not), that, “there is no («ml." 
or merely staled what a fool had in his heart foolisldx asserted to that 
effect.

Krskine, in continuation of his argument, contended that as the writing 
in question in the Dean of St. Asaph's case neither contained nor we
aver red by the indictment to contain any slander of an individual, and a- 
its criminality was charged to consist in its tendency to stir up general 
discontent, the trial «if such a charge did not involve and could not in its 
obvious nature involve any abstract question of law for the judgment ol 
a Court, hut must wholly depend upon the judgment «if the jury on the 
tendency «/f the writing to prmluee such consequences when eonni'cteil with 
all the circumstances attending its publication. The question of seditious 
intention, lie submitted, must in tin* nature of things lie a question of fact 
tlcpcmh lit upon a variety of circumstances which could not appear on the 
record, to-Which the Court was coniine l; for words, which, in their literal 
meaning, were indifferent, temperate, or even conciliatory, might when 
spoken or writti n under spc«*ial circumstances In* seditious, lie said. 
" Circumscribed by the record your Lordship can form no judgment of the 
tendency of this dialogue to ex«*ite sedition by anything but the men* 
words. You must look at it as if it were an «ild M. S. dug out of the ruins 
of Her. ulancum. You «-an eoll«*«*t nothing from the tune when or the cir
cumstances under which it was published, the |ierson by whom and thoc 
amongst whom it was circulated; yet these may render a paper, at oin 
time and under some circumstances, dangerously wicked and seditious, 
which at another time and under «lifferent circumstances might be in
nocent and highly meritorious." (11)

Lord Mansfield, however, upludd the doctrine that the jury had nothing 
to determine but the question of publishing and that of tin* innuendoes, 
and accordingly dismissed the motion for new trial, lie traced the history 
down to that time of the development of the law of seditious libel ; and in 
support of his judgment he cited, amongst other authorities, the eases of 
R. v. Clarke and II. v. Francklin, (in the reign of («eorge II). of Miller. 
Almon and Woodfall, (in 1770). and the later case of II. v. Stockdale.

Kiskine afterwards moved, in the Dean of St. Asaph's case, in arrest of 
judgment, on the ground that tin* matter set forth and complained of was 
not libellous; and lie succeeded.

This was in 1783; ami nine years later Fox's Libel Act. (12) became law. 
Ily that Act it was enacted that in any trial of an indictment for libel, it 
should be competent for the jury to give their verdict on the whole matter 
iii issue, and that they sliouhl not be mpiire.l or directed by the Court or 
dudge to lind tin* defendant guilty merely on proof of publication by the 
defendant of the paper charged as a libel and of the sense ascribed to it 
in su h indictment: but it was provided that tin* Court should, according 
to its discretion, give its opinion and directions on the matters in issue in 
the same manner as in other criminal cases. Nearly thirty years later was

(10) 2 Ntepli. Hist. Cr. L.. 338. 
(11 ) 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. L.. 340.
( 12) 32 Cco. 3. e. 00.
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passed tin- (H) <;«•<>. ;i & I (Uni. 4, v. S. wliicli practically deli lies a seditious 
libel a* une which tends tu living into luit ml or contempt the person of 
the reigning sovereign, his heirs or successors, or the government or the 
constitution of the United Kingdom as by law established or either House 
of Parliament, or to excite His Majesty’s subjects to attempt the altera
tion of any matter in Church or State as by law established otherwise 
than by lawful means. Since the Reform Hill of 1K32 there have been few 
instances of prosecutions for seditious libel : the more recent ones, -such 
as that of Most (13). being, in reality, incitements to commit against 
reigning sovereigns, crimes of a similar kind to that of the assassination 
of the Emperor Alexander III of Russia.

Most was indicted tried and convicted under the 24-23 Vic., e. 100, s. 4. 
which enacts that any one who encourages or endeavors to persuade any 
per-oii to murder any other person whether a subject of the Queen or 
within the Queen's dominions or not. shall lie guilty of a misdemeanor. 
The encouragement and endeavor to persuade to murder proved at the 
trial was the publication and circulation by the defendant of an article 
written in tierman in a newspaper called “ Kreiheit “ published in London, 
which article exulted in the then recent murder of the Emperor of Russia 
mid commended it as all example to revolutionists throughout the world.

The law of seditious liliel has been insensibly modified by the law of 
defamaton libel- upon private persons, which has been t lie subject of a 
great many important decisions, the effect of which has been. “ amongst 
other things, to give the right to every one to criticise fairly, that is. 
honestly, even if mistakenly, the public conduct of public men. and t«. 
comment honestly even if mistakenly upon the proceedings of parliament 
and the courts of justice." (14)

In regard to the irrelevancy of the truth of the matter complained of in 
the ease of a libel, considered as a criminal offence, the law according to 
the original theory of libel fell into two main classes, namely. 1. tin- class 
in which written blame was cast upon the institutions of the country and 
the general conduct of the government, and. 2. the class consisting of at
tacks upon individuals whether public men or not. As to the first of these 
* la—ses the principle was that no one should lie allowed to attempt to bring 
into discredit the institutions of his country, and that their defects should 
lie matter for representation to parliament by means of petition; but this 
principle has been superseded by the exception that, when criticism of 
existing institutions is made in good faith with the view of bringing about 
improvements and of removing defects. j( is lawful, even if mistaken. With 
regard to criticism of this kind it may still lie said that, when it is the 
-ilhjeet of a prosecution for seditious libel its truth is immaterial: because 
iIn- ipiestion at issue is not the truth or falsity of the assertions made, but 
what was the writer's object. Was it to procure a remedy by peaceable 
and lawful means, or was it to promote disaffection and bring about riotsr

With regard to attacks made, by a newspaper or a pamphlet or any 
other written or printed publh ation. upon an individual holding a public 
position, such attacks do not. in general, charge him with anything for 
which lie could be made responsible criminally but only with misconduct 
lor which public discussion is practically the only available remedy. If 
the truth of such charges were not allowed to In- by way of justili
cation for making them, much official misconduct and incapacity would

( 13) R. v. Most, 7 Q. R. I).. 244: 50 L. .1. M. 
cox/, the second subsection of which is the same in 
the Imperial statute 24-25 Vic., e. 100.

( 14) 2 Stcph. Hist. Cr. Î,.. 370.

113. See section 234. 
•ffe-f as section 4 of

62
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l'i practically altogether unchecked. For cases of this kind provision lias 
Ih-vii made in two separate ways, namely. - I. by the establishment of the 
rule that it is lawful to make fair comment upon matters of publie in
terest. a rule established in a number of civil eases for libel but equally 
applicable to criminal prosecutions. and. 2. by the passing of Lord 
Campbell's Act.(15) duly re-enacted in Canada.( It* ) by which it was pro
vided that it should be competent for a defendant on an indictment or in
formation for defamatory libel to plead the truth of the matters charged 
and that it was for the public benefit that such matters should be 
published.

With regard to seditious words they have on some few occasions been 
made the subject of prosecution. the charge however being that of un
lawful assembly or of seditious conspiracy, of which violent speeches were 
regarder as overt acts. In 170.1. one Redhead Yorke was prosecuted and 
convicted on a charge of conspiracy to traduce and vilify the House of 
Commons and the (government and to excite disaf Feet ion and sedition; and 
as overt acts of conspiracy it was alleged that meetings were held to make 
and listen to seditious and inllammatory speeches. (17)

In 1820. Hunt was prosecuted for a conspiracy of which the holding of 
the meeting dispersed in 1810 at Manchester was the principal overt act : 
and in IH44 O'Connell and others were tried for seditious conspiracy, with 
intent to stir up hatred and strife between the Queen's English and Irish 
subjects, of which conspiracy the meetings held and the speeches made in 
connection with the agitation for repeal of the union between England 
and Ireland were overt acts.

That case shews how wide the legaI notion of seditious conspiracy is. 
It seems to include every sort of attempt. by violent language, either 
spoken or written, or by shew of force calculated to produce fear. — to 
cll'ect any public object of an evil character: and no precise w complete 
definition has ever been given of objects which are to be regarded as evil.

At. the present day. when the right of forming political organizations, of 
holding political meetings, and of giving. - through the press, or on the 
public platform. free expression to our thoughts upon and criticism of 
public men and a Hairs, is so well recognized, a written or printed publica
tion. a public speech, or an assembly, meeting, convention or combination 
would have to he of an extremely vicious, inllammatory. and dangerous 
character to form the basis of a successful prosecution for a seditious libel, 
a seditious speech, or a seditious conspiracy.

Archhold gives a form of indictment for seditious libel based upon a 
case of over a hundred years ago. (IK) The proceeding itself was an f.r 
officio information, hut Archhold gives it in the shape of an indictment.(HI)

The truth of a seditious libel or of a blasphemous libel cannot be 
pleaded. (20)

125. Libels on foreign sovereigns. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable oITvncv and liable to one year's imprisonment who. 
without lawful justification, publishes any libel tending to degra-

( lf>) (i and 7 Vic., c. 00. 
t 10) K.H.C.. c. 103; 37 Vic., c. 38.
(17) 2.1 St. Tr.. 1003: 2 Stepli. Hist. < r. L.. 37».
( IK) |{. v. Horne. Cowp.. 072. 
i I») Arch. (Y. 1*1. & Ev.. 21st Ed.. 888. HK4.
(20) It. v. Hicklin. L. I!.. 3 Q. It.. 300. 374: I!, v. Ilradlaitgli. 1.1 Cox C. 

( .. 217. See « omments on blasphemous libels under section 170. pnxt.
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tit*, revile or expose to hatred and contempt in the estimation of 
the people of any foreign state, any prince or person exercising 
sovereign authority over any such state.

This section gives the right to n foreign potentate to prosecute a person 
who publishes, here, a libel tending to degrade him in the estimation of 
the people of the foreign state; and it is for the jury, on the trial of such a 
charge, to say whether the words of the libel have that tendency or not.

In 1709, a defendant was found guilty in England of having published 
a libel on the Kmperor of Hussia by stating, in a newspaper article, that 
the Kmperor was rendering himself obnoxious to his subjects by various 
acts of tyranny and that he was making himself ridiculous in the eyes of 
Europe. (21)

In 17H1. Lord (leorge Cordon was convicted of having published of the 
tjueen of France a libel representing her as the leader of a faction. (22)

A French refugee in England wrote a poem suggesting that it would be 
a heroic deed to assassinate Napoleon Bonaparte. the first Consul of the 
French Republic: and. on being tried in England for libel, he was con
victed. although the libel was purely political, affected no one in the 
British Isles, and attacked the man who at the time was England's great
est enemy. (23)

i26. Spreading false news. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment who wilfully 
and knowingly publishes any false news or tale whereby injury or 
mischief is or is likely to be occasioned to any public interest.

This is an old common law offence, prose utions for which seem to have 
long since fallen out of practice. In 1778 there was a ease of this kind in 
which the defendant was indicted for having unlawfully wickedly ami 
maliciously published false news. — whereby discord might grow between 
the king and his subjects or the great men of the realm. — by publishing 
and placarding a printed paper or notice falsely announcing that an order 
in council had been made by the king proclaiming war with France. (24)

FAUT VIII.

PIRACY.

127. Piracy by the law of nations. — Every one is guilty of an
indictable offence who does any net which amounts to piracy by 
the law of nations, and is liable to the following punishment : —

(a.) To death, if in eomitting or attempting to commit such 
crime the offender murders, to murder or wounds any

(21) U. v. Vint, 27 How. St. Tr.. 027.
(22) It. v. Lord (leorge (Jordon, 22 llow. St. Tr.. 177.
(23) It. v. Peltier. 28 How. St. Tr.. 017.
(24) Scott's ease. 5 New Newgate Calendar, 284: 1 Uisli. New (Y. L. 

Com., s. 477.

5570
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person, or does any act by which the life of any person is likely to 
be endangered;

(b.) To imprisonment for life in all other cases.
Piracy at common law or by the law of nations.— In reference to piracy 

the Royal Commissioners at p. 20 of their report on the English Draft Code

" The Hill contained a definition of 1‘iraen h/i the lair of Xat ions. Wo 
have thought it better to leave this offence undefined, as no definition of 
it would be satisfactory which is not recognized as such by other nations : 
and after careful consideration of the subject we have not been able to 
discover a definition fulfilling such a condition. We may observe as to this 
that the subject has been much discussed in the Courts of the United 
States, and the result appears to justify the course we have adopted. We 
do not think it will lead to practical inconvenience.”

Sir .fames F. Stephen says, in relation to this subject. " Piracy at com
mon law or by the law of nations, is the only one of the offences men
tioned " lpiracy, slave trading, etc. | “ which is not created by statute. 
There arc singularities connected with the offence which 1 do not think it 
necessary to go into. The most authoritative definition of piracy in English 
law is ‘ robber// at sea,' but 1 think it is easy to show that this is too wide 
in one direction and too narrow in another. If a foreign sailor on a foreign 
ship were to rob another sailor of the same nation on the same ship it 
would be altsurd to call him a pirate, yet such an act would be robber// 
at sea; and if a piratical vessel were to attempt to capture a lawful ship 
and to be captured herself, it would Ik* strange to describe her crew as 
anything but pirates, yet they would have committed, not what on shore 
would have been a robbery, but what would have been an assault with 
intent to rob." (1)

Robbery on the high seas in order to constitute piracy must be without 
authority from any prince or state. If a party making a capture at sea do 
so by the authority of any prince or state it cannot be considered piracy : 
for a nation can never be deemed pirates. Fixed domain, public revenue 
and a certain form of government exempt a people from that character.(2)

If the subjects of the same state, being in separate vessels, commit rob
bery upon each other upon the high sea, it is piracy. If the subjects of 
different states commit robbery upon each other upon the high sea. if their 
respective states be in amity, it is piracy; if at enmity it is not; for it is 
a general rule that enemies can never commit piracy upon each other, their 
depredations lM*ing deemed mere acts of hostility. (3)

Piracy by statute. — The principal Imperial statutes relating to and 
making certain acts piracy arc 28 Hen. 8, c. 15 ; 11 Will. 3, c. 7. s. 7 : 
8 (Jeo. 1. c. 24. s. 1 ; 18 (leo*. 2, e. 30; 7 Will. 4. and I Viet., c. 88, s. 2; 37 & 
38 Vie., e. 33.

128. Piratical acts. — Every one is guilty of an indictable of- 
ence and liable to imprisonment for life who, within Canada, does 
any of the following piratical acts, or who, having done any of the 
following piratical acts, comes or is brought within Canada with
out having been tried therefor : —

(1) Steph. (Jen. V. Cr. L., 01, 02.
(2) (irot. 2. e. 18, s. 2.
(3) 4 Inst. 154: Arch. Cr. PI. & Kv.. 21st Ed., 404.
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(«.) living u British subject, on the sea, or in any place within 
i lie jurisdiction of the Admiralty of England, under colour of any 
commission from any foreign prince or state, whether such prince 
or state is at war with Her Majesty or not, or under pretence of 
authority from any person whomsoever commits any act of hosti
lity or robbery against other British subjects, or during any war 
is in any way adherent to or gives aid to Her Majesty's enemies:

(/>.) Whether a British subject or not, on the sea or in any place 
within the jurisdiction of the Admiralty of England, enters into 
any British ship and throws overboard or destroys any part of the 
goods belonging to such ship, or laden on board the same :

(/•. Being on hoard any British ship on the sea or in any place 
within the jurisdiction of the Admiralty of England —

(i.) turns enemy or rebel, and piratieallv runs away with the 
ship, or any boat, ordnance, ammunition or goods :

(ii.) yields them up voluntarily to any pirate :
(iii.) brings anv seducing message from anv pirate, enemy or 

rebel ;
(iv.) counsels or procures any persons to yield up or run away 

with any ship, goods or merchandise, or to turn pirate or to go 
over to pirates ;

(v.) lays violent hands on the commander of any such ship in 
order to prevent him from lighting in defence of his ship and 
goods ;

(vi.) confines the master or commander of any such ship : 
(vii.) Makes or endeavours to make a revolt in the ship ; or 

(</.) Being a British subject in any part of the world, or (whet
her a British subject or not) being in any part of Her Majesty’s 
dominions or on hoard a British ship, knowingly —

(i.) furnishes any pirate with any ammunition or stores of 
any kind ;

(ii.) fils out any ship or vessel with a design to trade with or 
supply or correspond with any pirate ;

(iii.) conspires or corresponds with any pirate.
since the accession of King Edward VII, the words "llis Majesty." 

" Hi* Majesty's enemies." ami “ His Majesty's dominions," arc to l>e stih» 
litnted for “Her Majesty,” "Her Majesty's enemies," and "Her Majesty's 
dominions," in this section. (See section 7. sub-section 0. of the Intrrftirlu 
linn Art. at p. 0. ante).

129. Piratical acts with violence endangering life. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to suffer death 
who, in committing or attempting to commit any piratical act. 
assaults with intent to murder, or wounds, any person, or does any 
act likely to endanger the life of any person.
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A foreigner eliurged with committing an oHviicv within the jurisdiction 

of the Admiralty of Kngland cannot he tried and |mni*ht*d in any Canadian 
Court without the leave of the (îovernor-tleneral. (4)

130. Not fighting pirates. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to six months’ imprisonment, and to forfeit 
to the owner of the ship all wages then due to him, who, being a 
master, officer or seaman of any merchant ship which carries guns 
and arms, does not, when attacked by any pirate, light and cm lea \ 
our to defend himself and his vessel front being taken by such 
pirate, or who discourages others from defending the ship, if by 
reason thereof the ship falls into the hands of such pirate.

TABLE OF OFFENCES I N DEI» TITLE 11.
IXIIKTAHLK OFKKXCKN.

1 I'l XlslIMKNT.

« Sun.Court Cr. -luri-
Accessory after fact to treason.............. 1 wo years Ru

:< Levying war, etc...................................... Sup.Court <'r. .Inn-
or I 'oiirt Martial

Treasonable offences. ..................... Muji.Court Cr. .luri-
5 Conspiracy to iutimnlntc l.egislature. Fourteen years.

Assaults on Queen................................... Seven years atiR whip-

72 Inciting t« mutiny................ Life
(1) Untieing soldiers or seamen to

Five years (ieiieral or Quart'
l nlawfiillv obtaining "ttleial informa- Sessions,

< Hie veur or *HMi line . Sup.Conrt Cr. .Int i-
C'ommn '-ation'if information by olll->} e.lal. ii to a foreign State.................1 one year ami ■■slimline

Ro

Unlawful assembly.................................. One year Heneml or Quarte
Sessions.

Two years
vi 1 )|i|iosing Heaiilng Itiot Act . i '

Riotous ilest met ion............................
Riotous Ramage....................................... Seven years.
Unlawful 'trilling................................... Two yearn.

S!l Forcible entry or Retainer..................... < me year................
!H. Alfray. One year, with liav

Ro
('Iiallelige to light Three years.
Inciting InRiaiis to riot. Two years ..

Mil Causing Rangerons explosions.............
Having explosives Fourteen years........

101 Making explosives........................ Seven years...............
Having arms........................................... tive years..................

I'll Smugglers carrying arms........................ Tell \ ell i s...................
II» Refusing to Reliver wen|sm toa just in Five years.

Coining near meeting arme-l S|(HI line, or 3 month'
Ro

Lying in wait near meeting................. *200 line, or 3 montiis.

(I) Xu. 8 (Enticing soldiers, etc.) mny al- > lit* trleR summarily. Fine «ZOO aid not lens Hum 
xso. InReliiult of iwymaiit, six months' ImprlwoimiMit.

(’4) See section 542,
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INDICTA III.K OFFENCES. (Continual).

Admlulnterhigor taking oath In com-
mit imlifUiblv nlli-iivi- Fourteeii years.......... Mup.CourtCr. Jnrl*.

Administering nr taking other unlaw-i
fill natliH................................................. | Haven years............... «I»

Sci|il inns olli'lK'i-s .................................. j Two years...................... tin
l.ibela on fnreign sovereign»................. One year..................... <|n
Spreading false new»....................... One year...................... tin
Piracy..........................................................Death ami life......im

prisonment .......... I do
Piratical Acts........................................... Lite................................. j (In
Piratical Acts and violence. . . Death........................... do
Not lighting pirates................................ 1 Six months and for-]

felt lire of wages 1

•Vote. It will !»• understood that with regard to olienees mentioned in this Table as niable in 
a Sup. Court of Cr. .lulls, those offences cannot be tried in a Court of General or (Quarter Sessions, 
and that, with regard to offence» mentioned therein as triable In a Court of General or (juarlei 
Sessions, the latter Court has not excluslvejurisdiction over these offence», but that, in relation to 
them, it» jurisdiction I» concurrent with that of tile Superior Court» of Cr. .juris. (See sec. .140

Summary Trials of Indictable Offences. — Under Part IA . pout, provi
sion is made for the summary trial of certain indictable offences. For 
instance, it is, by section 7Nil, provided (amongst other things), that, 
whenever a person is charged before a Magistrate with having committed 
theft, or obtained money or property by false pretences, or received stolen 
property, and the value of the property alleged to have been stolen, etc., 
does not exceed ten dollars, the Magistrate may, with the connaît of the ac- 
runat, or,- as to certain specified offences,— without his consent, try the ac
cused summarily; and section 784 (subsection 2) provides that in the case 
of a seafaring person transiently in Canada, being charged, — within the 
Cities of Quebec or Montreal, or any sea port, city or town in Canada, - 
with any of the offences mentioned in sec. 783, the summary jurisdiction of 
magistrates shall lie absolute; and subsection 3 of the same section, 784. 
(as amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Act, 1900), makes the 
summary jurisdiction of the Magistrate in the provinces of Prince Edward 
Island ami British Columbia and in the North-west Territories and tlu- 
District of Keewatin, absolute, under Part LV. except as to certain eases 
in this subsection mentioned. By section 78.», police magistrates and 
stipendiary magistrates, in the province of Ontario, are empowered to try 
summarily, with the accused's consent, any person charged with or com
mitted to trial on a charge of having committed any offence triable in a 
Court of (ieneral or Quarter Sessions; and by sub-section 2, (added by the 
Criminal Code Amendment Act, 1900) to section 785, it is now provided 
that this section shall apply also to police and stipendiary magistrates of 
cities and incorporated towns in every other part of Canada, and to 
Recorders where they exercise judicial functions.

Fines. — Sureties. — Section 958, (as amended by the Criminal Code 
Amendment Act 1900), empowers every Court of Criminal Jurisdiction ami 
every Magistrate under Part LV, in addition to the infliction of punish
ment, to order security for the convicted offender's future good behaviour. 
It provides, also, that, on conviction for any indictable offence punishable 
with imprisonment for five years or less, the offender may be fined, in ad
dition to or in lieu of any punishment otherwise authorized, and that on 
conviction for any indictable offence punishable with imprisonment for 
more than five years the offender may be fined in addition to but not in 
lien of any punishment otherwise ordered.
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Ah to suspension of sentence in the ease of a first offender nee sec

tion 971 (us amended by the Criminal Code .intendment Aet 1900).
Restitution. — Sections 803 and 838, pout, provide for the restauration of 

stolen property to the owner after the conviction of the thief or the 
receiver ; or even without a conviction, on satisfactory proof of ownership.

Compensation. -Section 831» also provides that, upon the trial of an in
dictment, the Court may render against the offender, when convicted, a 
judgment awarding, to the aggrieved party, compensation to the extent of 
one thousand dollars for any loss of property suffered by the applicant 
through the offence.

Costs. — Section 832 (as amended by the Criminal Code Amendment 
Act 1900), provides that upon conviction of any person for any indictable 
offence, such person may, by the Court, Judge or Magistrate, be condemn
ed to pay the costs or expenses incurred, including a moderate allowance 
for loss of time, and that payment thereof may be ordered to be made out 
of any moneys taken from the prisoner on his apprehension (if such moneys 
arc his own).

NON I SDKTAB1Æ < >FKKX<'KN.

H 1IKKBNVE. Punishment. Tribunal.

, -4 Renlatlng warrant for deserter*.. SnO iieualty................. Summary (Two
* 75 Enticing Militia or Mounted Police 

men to desert .................................... tl months,with or with-
justices).

out hard labor........ Summary.
1W Challenge to prize-light.......................... *1.000 line and not less 

than 1100,or it months 
with or without hard 
labor or both ..

Principal in prize-light. ............. Urn- year, with or with
"'ii bard labor...

5 W Attending prize-light.............................. *000 line (not less than 
*50) or one year, with 
or without hard labor

6 !N4 Leaving Canada for prize-llght ........... *0)0 line (not less than 
*ô0) or it months with
or without hard labor.

07 Discharge or SM) line
8 103 Openly carrying dangerous wea|*niH. *10 line ; in delault ol 

payment, 30 days. Summary (Two jus-
Carrying pistol, etc............................ *25 line, or one month. Summary. |tiees).
Selling pistol, etc., to minor. — .

H too Helling pistol, etc., without keeping

12 107 Having weapon when arrested............. 150 line, or 3 .....nibs
Summary (Two

justices).
13 10H Having weapon with Intent to dt

*200 line, or 0 months 
with or without hard

*100 line,or thirty, lays
*50 line, or thi ty days

Carrying Sheath knives... *40 line, or thirty days 
*200 line, or « months

*4 line, each weajHm.

Hale of arms in N. W. T .....................

Possessing weapons near Pul>. Works. Summary.
*100 line......................

1» IIS Selling liquor, etc., near Pub. Works. 1st . Hence : *10 and 
costs-.aml 3 months in
default. Every othei 
offence : same penalty

doand 0 months .
20 119 Conveying liquors ou II. M. Ships .. *fiOtlue;niid one month Summary (Two 

in default..................... justices).
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TITLE III.
OFFENCES AGAINST THE ADMINISTRATION 

OF LAW AND JUSTICE.

PART IX.

CORHUPTIOX AND DISOBKDlKXCE.

131. Judicial corruption. — Every one is guilty ol‘ an indictable 
olTence and liable to fourteen years' imprisonment who —

(a.) holding any judicial office, or being a member of Parlia
ment or of a legislature, corruptly accepts or obtains, or agrees to 
accept, or attempts to obtain for himself or any other person, any 
money or valuable consideration, office, place, or employment on 
account of anything already done or omitted, or to be afterward' 
done or omitted, bv him in his judicial capacity, or in his capacity 
as such member ; or

(b.) corruptly gives or offers to any such person or to any other 
person, any such bribe as aforesaid on account of any such act or 
omission.

No prosecution for any offence under this section can lie instituted with
out the leave of tin* Attorney-t «encrai of Canada. (1)

In reference to the offences dealt with under the present title the Koval 
Commissioners, in their report on the Knglish Draft Code, say, " Title ill 
deals with offences affecting the administration of justice, by way of cm 
iopting judicial or ministerial officers, hv disobeying lawful orders, h\ 
deceiving courts, by perjury and other means of the same kind, or In 
escaping or rescuing others from lawful custody. In a general code of the 
criminal law we have thought it right to include the offence of judicial 
corruption, and to subject it to severe and infamous punishment. As no 
case of the kind has occurred (if we except the prosecutions of Lord Da eon 
and Lord Macclesfield), it i' not surprising that the law mi the subject 
should In- somewhat vague. We have thought it right in order to protect 
persons holding judicial positions from malicious prosecutions to provide 
that no prosecution for this offence shall lie instituted except by the At 
torney (JetteraI. ’ " We have also provided for the punishment of corrup 
tion in ministerial officers connected with the administration of justice 
Decent experience has shewn that the punishment awarded for such ot 
fences by the common law is not sufficiently severe.” (See pp. 20-21 of the 
( 'ommissioners Deport ).

( 1 ) See sect ion 544, /to»/.
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132. Corruption of officers employed in prosecuting offenders
— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to four
teen years’ imprisonment who —

(a.) being a justice of the peace, peace officer, or public officer, 
employed in any capacity for the prosecution or detection or pun
ishment of offenders, corruptly accepts or obtains, or agrees to 
accept or attempts to obtain for himself, or for any other person, 
any money or valuable consideration, office, place or employment, 
with the intent to interfere corruptly with the due administra
tion of justice, or to procure or facilitate the commission of any 
crime, or to protect from detection or punishment any person 
having committed or intending to commit any crime ; or

(/>.) corruptly gives or offers to any such officer as aforesaid am 
such bribe as aforesaid with any such intent.

Under section :i ^x) " peace officer includes a mayor, warden, reeve, 
shvriir, deputy sheriff, sheriff's officer, and justice of the peace, and also 
tlie warden, keeper or guard of a penitentiary, and the gaoler or keeper 
of any prison, and any police officer, police constable, bailiff, constable, or 
other person employed for the preservation and maintenance of the public 
peace, or for the service or execution of civil process."

Under section :» (ir). “ n m.ic officer, includes any Inland Revenue or 
Customs officer, officer of the army, navy, marine, militia, North-West 
mounted police or other officer engaged in enforcing the laws relating to 
the revenue, customs, trade or navigation of Canada."

133. Fraud» upon the Government. — As a mauled by 50 Vie., 
c. rfJ.) Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
a line of not less than one hundred dollars, and not exceeding one 
thousand dollars, and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 
one year and not less than one month, and in default of payment 
of such tine to imprisonment for a further time not exceeding six 
months who —

(a.) makes any offer, proposal, gift, loan, or promise, or who 
gives or offers any compensation or consideration, directly or in
directly, to any official or person in the employment of the Go
vernment, or lu any member of his family, or to any person under his 
control or for his benefit, with intent to obtain the assistance or 
influence of such official or person to promote either the procuring 
of any contract with the Government, for the performance of any 
work, the doing of any thing, or the furnishing of any goods, 
effects, food or materials, the execution of any such contract, or 
the payment of the price, or consideration stipulated therein, or 
any part thereof, or of any aid or subsidy, payable in respect there
of; or

(b.) being an official or person in the employment of the Go
vernment. directly or indirectly, accepts or agrees to accept or 
allows to he accepted by any person under his control, or for his
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benefit, any such offer, proposal, gift. loan, promise, compensa
it on or consideration; or

(c.) in the case of tenders being called for by or on behalf of the 
Government, for the performance of any work, the doing of any 
thing, or the furnishing of any goods, effects, food or materials, 
directly or indirectly, by himself or bv the agency of any other 
person on bis behalf, with intent to obtain the contract therefor, 
either for himself or for any other person, proposes to make, or 
makes, any gift, loan, offer or promise, or offers or gives any con
sideration or compensation whatsoever to any person tendering 
for such work or other service, or to any member of his family, or 
other person for his benefit, to induce such person to withdraw his 
tender for such work or other service, or to compensate or reward 
him for having withdrawn such tender: or

(</.) in case of so tendering, accepts or receives, directly or 
indirectly, or permits, or allons to be accepted or received by any 
member of his family, or by any other person under his control, or 
for his benefit. any such gift ; loan, offer, promise, consideration or 
compensation, as a consideration or reward for withdrawing or for 
having withdrawn such tender ; or

(e.) being an official or employee of the Governcment, receives, 
directly or indirectly, whether personally, or by or throuyh any mem
ber of his family, or person under his control, or for his benefit, any 
gift, loan, promise, compensation or consideration whatsoever, 
either in money or otherwise, from any person whomsoever, for 
assisting or favouring any individual in the transaction of any 
business whatsoever with the Government, or who gives or offers 
any such gift, loan, promise, compensation or consideration ; or

(/'.) by reason of. or under the pretense of, possessing influence 
with the Government, or with anv Minister or official thereof, 
demands, exacts or receives from any person, any compensation, 
fee or reward, for procuring from the Government the payment 
of any claim, or of any portion thereof, or for procuring or fur
thering the appointment of himself, or of any other person, to any 
office, place or employment, or for procuring or furthering the 
obtaining for himself or any other person, of any grant, lease or 
other benefit from the Government : or offers, promises or pays 
to such person, under the circumstances and for the causes afore
said, or any of them any such compensation, fee or reward; or

(y.) having dealings of any kind with the Government through 
any department thereof, pays any commission or reward, or with
in one year before or after such dealings, without the express per
mission in writing of the head of the department with which such 
dealings have been had, the proof of which permission shall lie 
upon him, makes any gift, loan, or promise of any money, matter 
or thing, to any employee or official of the Government, or to any 
member of the family of such employee, or official, or to any per
son under his control, or for his benefit; or
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(//.) being an employee or official of the Government, demands, 
exacts or receives, from such person, directly or indirectly, by 
himself, or by or through any other person for his benefit, or per
mits or allows any member of his family, or any person under his 
control, to accept or receive —

(i.) any such commission or reward ; or
(ii.) within the said period of one year, without the express per

mission in writing of the head of the department with which such 
dealings have been had, the proof of which permission shall lie 
upon him, accepts or receives any such gift, loan or promise; or 

(/.) having any contract with the Government for the perform
ance of any work, the doing of anything, or the furnishing of any 
goods, effects, food or materials, and having or expecting to have 
any claim or demand against the Government by reason of such 
contract, either directly or indirectly, by himself or by any person 
on his behalf, subscribes, furnishes or gives, or promises to sub
scribe. furnish or give, any money or other valuable consideration 
for the purpose of promoting the election of any candidate, or of 
any number, class or party of candidates to a legislature or to a 
Parliament, or with the intent in any way of influencing or affect
ing the result of a provincial or Dominion election.

If Ihe value of the amount or thing paid, offered, given, loan
ed. promised, received or subscribed, as the case may be, exceeds 
one thousand dollars, the offender under this section is liable to 
any fine not exceeding such value.

3. The words “ the Government ” in this section include the 
Government of Canada and the Government of any province of 
Canada, as well as Her Majesty in the right of Canada or of any 
province thereof.

Nu prosecution for any offence under this section can lie commenced 
after the expiration of two years from its commission. (2)

The provisions of this and the next section are almost wholly taken 
from 54-55 Viet., e. 23.

Since the accession of King Kdward VII. the words “ Ilia Majesty " are 
to be substituted for “ Her Majesty " in this section. (See section 7. sub
section (I of the Interpretation .1 et, set out at p. !>. ante).

134. Other consequences. - Every person convicted of an off
ence under the next preceding section shall he incapable of con
tracting with the Government, or of holding any contract or office 
with, from or under it. or of receiving any benefit under any such 
contract. R.S.C.. c. 173. ss. 2'i and 23.

135. Breach of trust by public officer. — Every public officer is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to five years’ imprison-

(2) See section 651 b). post.
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ment who, in the discharge of the duties of his office, commits any 
fraud or breach of trust affecting the public, whether such fraud 
or breach of trust would have been criminal or not if committed 
against a private person.

136. Corrupt practices in municipal affairs. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to a fine not exceeding 
one thousand dollars and not less than one hundred dollars, and 
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years and not less 
than one month, and in default of payment of such fine to impri
sonment for a further term not exceeding six months, who direct
ly or indirectly —

(«.) makes any offer, proposal, gift, loan, promise or agreement 
to pay or give any money or other material compensation or con
sideration to any member of a municipal council, whether the sa
me is io inure to his own advantage or to the advantage of any 
other person, for the purpose of indu, mg such member either to 
vote or to abstain from voting at any meeting of the council of 
which he is a member or at any meeting of a committee of such 
council, in favour of or against any measure, motion, resolution 
or question submitted to such council or committee; or

(b.) makes any offer, proposal, gift, loan, promise or agreement 
to pay or give any money or other material compensation or consi
deration to any member or to any officer of a municipal council for 
the purpose of inducing him to aid in procuring or preventing tin- 
passing of any vote or the granting of any contract or advantage 
in favour of any person; or

(r.) makes any offer, proposal, gift, loan, promise or agreement 
to pay or give any money or other material compensation or con
sideration to any offieer of a municipal council for the purpose of 
inducing him to perform or abstain from performing, or to aid 
in procuring or preventing the performance of, any official act ; or

(d.) being a member or officer of a municipal council, accepts or 
consents to accept any such offer, proposal, gift, loan, promise, 
agreement, compensation or consideration as is in this section be
fore mentioned; or in consideration thereof, votes or abstain.» 
from voting in favour of or against any measure, motion, resolu
tion or question, or performs or abstains from performing am 
official act; or

(r) attempts by any threat, deceit, suppression of the truth or 
other unlawful means to influence any member of a municipal 
council in giving or withholding his vote in favour of or against 
any measure, motion, resolution or question, or in not attending 
any meeting of the municipal council of which he is a member, 
or of any committee thereof; or

(f.) attempts by any such means as in the next preceding para
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graph mentioned to influence any member or any officer of a mu
nicipal council to aid in procuring or preventing the passing of any 
vote or the granting of any contract or advantage in favour of 
any person, or to perform or abstain from performing, or to aid 
in procuring or preventing the performance of, any official act. 
55} V., c. 45}, s. ii.

No prosecution for any oltciicc under this section can In- commenced 
after the expiration of two years from its commission. (3)

137. Selling office, appointment, &c. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence who, directly or indirectly —

(a.) sells or agrees to sell any appointment to or resignation 
of any office, or any consent to any such appointment or resign
ation, or receives, or agrees to receive, any reward or profit from 
the sale thereof ; or

(b.) purchases or gives any reward or profit for the purchase of 
any such appointment, resignation or consent, or agrees or promi
ses to do so.

Kvery one who commits any such offence as aforesaid, in addi
tion to any other penalty thereby incurred forfeits any right which 
he may have in the office and is disabled for life from holding the 
same.

*}. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence who, directly or 
indirectly —

(o.) receives or agrees to receive any reward or profit for any 
interest, request or négociation about any office, or under pretense 
of using any such interest, making any such request or being con
cerned in any such négociation ; or

(6.) gives or procures to be given any profit or reward, or makes 
or procures to be made any agreement for the gix ing of any profit 
or reward, for any such interest, request or négociation as afore
said : or

(c.) solicits, recommends or negotiates in any manne: as to any 
appointment to or resignation of any office in expectation of any 
reward or profit ; or

(d.) keeps any office or place for transacting or negotiating any 
business relating to vacancies in, or the sale or purchase of, or ap
pointment to or resignation of offices.

The word “ office ” in this section includes every office in the 
gift of the Crown or any officer appointed by the Crown, and 
all commissions, civil, naval and military, and all places or employ
ments in any public department or office whatever, and all depu-

(3) Sop seetion 551 (6). pout.
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tations to any such office and every participation in the profits of 
any office or deputation.

A person convicted of an oll'enee under this section is liable to live years' 
imprisonment. (4 )

138. Disobedience to a Statute. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment who, with
out lawful excuse, disobeys any Act of the Parliament of Canada 
or of any legislature in Canada, by wilfully doing any act which 
it forbids, or omitting to do any act which it requires to be done, 
unless some penalty or other mode of punishment is expressly pro
vided by law.

139. Disobedience of orders of court. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment who. 
without lawful excuse, disobeys any lawful order other than for 
the payment of money made by any court of justice, or bv any 
person or body of persons authorized by any statute to make or 
give such order, unless some penalty is imposed, or other mode of 
proceeding is expressly provided, by law.

140. Neglect of peace officer to suppress riot. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprison
ment who, being a sheriff, deputy-sheriff, mayor, or other head 
officer, justice of the peace, or other magistrate, or other peace 
officer, of any county, city, town, or district, having notice that 
there is a riot within his jurisdiction, without reasonable excuse 
omits to do his duty in suppressing such riot.

See comments under sections 40-42, and 84, (liltc.

If. on a riot taking place, a magistrate neither reads the proclamation 
from the Riot Act. nor restrains nor apprehends the rioters, nor gives any 
orders to tire on them, nor makes use of a military force under his com
mand, this is /ni hi a finir evidence of a criminal neglect of duty in him ; 
and it is no answer to the charge for him to say that he was afraid, unless 
his fear arose from such danger as would artect a firm man : and if, rather 
that apprehend the rioters, his sole care was for himself, this is also crini 
mal neglect. (5)

141. Neglect to aid peace officer in suppressing riot. — Every 
one in guilty of an indictable offence and liable to one year’s im
prisonment who, having reasonable notice that he is required to 
assist any sheriff, deputy-sheriff, mayor, or other head officer, jus
tice of the peace, magistrate, or peace officer in suppressing any 
riot, without reasonable excuse omits so to do.

(4) See section 051. />»*/.
(5) It. v. Ken nett, 5 ('. & P.. 282.
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To support an indictment against a |terson for refusing to aid a const 
able in the execution of his duty in <|iielling a riot, it is necessary to 
prove («) that the constable actually saw a breach of the peace living 
commit ted. (ft) that there was a reasonable necessity for the constable 
calling on the defendant for his assistance, and (c) that, when duly called 
upon to assist the constable, the defendant, without any physical impos 
sible or lawful excuse, refused to do so; and, in such a ease, it is no legal 
giound of defence that from the number of the rioters the single aid of 
the defendant would not have been of any ust*. (0)

Se.tion :J4 of the Mil it in Art, ( R.S.t e. 41). provides that upon 
the written requisition of the proper civil authorities. for instance, throe 
justices of the puioc, of whom the mayor or other head of the municipality 
or county may lie one. the senior military officer of any locality may 
call out the active militia or any necessary portion thereof, for active ad
vice, with their arms and ammunition, in aid of the civil power to prevent 
or suppress any actual or anticipated riot disturbance of the peace or 
other emergency requiring siieh service; and. by section 107 of the Act. 
every officer and mail of the Militia who, when his corps is so called out. 
refuses </r neglects to go out with such corps or to obey any lawful order 
of his superior officer incurs a penalty.

142. Neglect to aid peace officer in arresting offenders.
Kverv ont* is guilty ol' an indictable offence and liable to six 
months* imprisonment who, having reasonable notice that he is 
required to assist any sheriff, deputy-sheriff, mayor or other head 
officer, justice of the peace, magistrate, or peace officer, in the 
execution of his duty in arresting any person, or in preserving tin- 
peace, without reasonable excuse omits so to do.

An indictment for refusing to aid a constable charged that It was in the 
custody of ('.. a constable, upon a criminal charge, and that the said it. 
committed an assault upon the said constable and a breach of the peace 
with intent to resist lawful apprehension, that the constable called upon 
A. the defendant for assistance in order to prevent the said assault and 
breach of the peace and that the defendant did unlawfully and knowingly 
refuse to aid and assist the said constable in the execution of Ids duty or 
to prevent an assault and breach of the peace. Held that the indictment 
was sufficient to sustain a conviction, without stating how the apprehvn 
sion became lawful. (7)

143. Misconduct of officers in executing writs. — Kverv one i> 
guilty of un indictable offence and liable to a fine and imprison
ment who, being a sheriff, deputy-sheriff, coroner, elisor, bailiff, 
constable or other officer entrusted with the execution of any 
writ, warrant or process, wilfully misconducts himself in the exe
cution of the same or wilfully, and without the consent of Un
person in whose favour the writ, warrant or process was issued, 
makes any false return thereto. M.S.C., c. 173. s. 29.

Under the terms of section O.’il. in ml, the length of imprisonment to 
which an offender against this section. 143. is liable is five years ; and

(0) K. v. Brown. ('. & Mar.. .114.
(7t li. v. Sherlock. 10 Cox C. (\, 170; !.. It.. I V. C. It.. 20.
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under wet ion 934, post, the umount of the tine is in the diHcrction of the 
• ourt or person passing sentence.

144. Obstructing public or peace officer in execution of his du
ty. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to ten 
•ears’ imprisonment who resists or wilfully obstructs any public 

officer in the execution of his duty or any person acting in aid of 
such officer.

2. Every one is guilty of an offence and liable on indictment to 
two years’ imprisonment, and on summary conviction before two 
justices of the peace to six months’ imprisonment with hard la
bour, or to a fine of one hundred dollars, who resists or wilfully 
obstructs —

(a.) any peace officer in the execution of his duty or any person 
acting in aid of any such officer;

(b.) any person in the lawful execution of any process against 
any lands or goods or in making any lawful distress or seizure. 
». S. ('., e. 162, s. :M.

Fur the distinction between “ /lublic officer" and “ peace officer," nee 
wet ion 3 (*) and section 3 (fff), ante, pp. 5. 0.

On the trial of an indictment for the obstruction of a bailiff in the law
ful execution of a writ of replevin, it appeared that the bailiff had, under 
i he writ at replevin in question, obtained possession of the goods from the 
defendant in the action, but had. at the defendants' suggestion, left them in 
the possession of a third party, the prisoner, taking from the latter an agree
ment to deliver back the goods to the bailiff when called upon: and it ap- 
[•cured that when the bailiff returned and demanded the goods and at 
tempted to get them, he was prevented by the .prisoner who refused his 
getting them. Held that the bailiff was acting under the agreement, and 
was not a person acting in tin* lawful execution of any process against 
goods under the above section. (8)

PART X.

MISLEADING JUSTICE.

145. Perjury. — Perjury is an assertion as to a matter of fact, 
opinion, belief or knowledge, made by a witness in a judicial pro
ceeding as part of his evidence, upon oath or affirmation, whether 
-itch evidence is given in open court, or by affidavit or otherwise. 
and whether such evidence is material or not, such assertion being 
known to such witness to be false, and being intended by hint to 
mislead the court, jury, or person holding the proceeding. Evid
ence in this section includes evidence given on the voir dire and 
evidence given before a grand jury.

2. Every person is a witness within the meaning of this section

i 8) R. v. ('alley, 18 C. !.. T.. 26.
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who actually gives his evidence, whether he was competent to be a 
witness or not, and whether his evidence was admissible or not.

•‘I. Every proceeding is judicial within the meaning of this sec
tion which is held in or under the authority of any court of jus
tice, or before a grand jury, or before either the Senate or House 
of Commons of Canada, or any committee of either the Senate or 
House of Commons, or before any Legislative Council, Legislative 
Assembly or House of Assembly or any committee thereof, em
powered by law to administer an oath, or before any justice of the 
peace, or any arbitrator or umpire, or any person or body of per
sons authorized by law or by any statute in force for the time 
being to make an inquiry and take evidence therein upon oath, or 
before any legal tribunal bv which any legal right or liability can 
be established, or before any person acting as a court, justice or 
tribunal, having power to hold such judicial proceeding, whether 
duly constituted or not, and whether the proVeeding was duly institut
ed or not before such court or person so as to authorize it or him to 
hold the proceeding, and although such proceeding was held in a 
wrong place or was otherwise invalid.

4. Subornation of perjury is counselling or procuring a person 
to commit any perjury which is actually committed.

146. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
fourteen years' imprisonment who commits perjury or suborna
tion of perjury.

2. If the crime is committed in order to procure the conviction 
of a person for any crime punishable by death, or imprisonment 
for seven years or more, the punishment may be imprisonment 
for life. R. S. C., c. 154, s. 1.

Set* section 221. post, as procuring death by false evidence.
The It oval Commissioners sav that, in framing the section of their draft 

iode relating to perjury, they proceeded on the principle that the guilt 
and danger of perjury consist in attempting by falsehood to mislead a 
tribunal tic facto exercising judicial functions and that it seemed to them 
" not desirable that a person wjio has done this should escape from punish
ment, if he can shew some defect in the constitution of the tribunal which 
lie sought to mislead, or some error in the proceedings themselves.” (See 
p. 21 of the Commissioner's Report ).

The words “ and whether such evidence is material or not," forming part 
of the first paragraph of the above section do not appear in the correspon
ding section of the English Draft Code : and our law is thus made in 
positive terms, altogether different, on this point, from the law of England, 
under which the false swearing, to constitute perjury, must not only be in 
a judicial proceeding liefore a competent tribunal, but the evidence, or that 
part of it which is charged as false, must have been material to the matter 
which at the time of the swearing was in issue in such judicial proceed-
'"*■ to

( 1 ) R. v. Townsend. 10 Cox. 3Ô0: Arch. Cr. 1*1. and Ev., 21st Ed., 034.
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Tlu* effect uf the* ubow section, 14.*». seems to In» to make it perjury to 

swear or aftlrm, in any judicial proceeding, (valid or invalid), to any ver
bal or written statement of a matter of fact, opinion, belief or knowledge, 
whether material, or ndmissuhle, or not, and which tin* deponent or affir
mant knows to be false, and is intended by him to mislead justice.

The false statement to constitute |H*rjury under section 14."». must In* 
sworn or affirmed in smile judicial proceeding. False oaths, affirmations 
and solemn declarations, taken or made in other matters than judicial 
proceedings, are dealt with under section 147. See also the special provi
sions of section 148, (post).

With regard to false evidence in judicial proceedings the following arc 
some instances of those who have been held guilty or not guilty of pcrjuiy 
ill that respect :

11, I ACTUATIONS.

It has bien held that one commits perjury.
(##.) who makes, in any, civil or criminal case, a false affidavit upon 

oath or affirmation in support of a plea; or in support of a motion for new 
trial; or in aid of a petition for a writ of ha bra* corpus: or in support of 
an information or complaint charging a criminal offence against another 
to procure his arrest; (2)

( /#. ) who being offered as bail or other surety swears or affirms falsely 
so as to ipialify himself; (8)

(**.) who. as a juror, swears falsely as to his competency ; (4)
A pro.ceding before a local marine board sitting under tin* Merchants 

Shipping Act 1854 and having power to suspend or cancel tin* certificates 
of the masters and mates of ships has been held to be a judicial proceed
ing. I"»)

The administering of an oath by a returning officer to a voter at n civic 
election has |h*cii held not to la* a judicial proceeding. (IS)

Hut see section 148. post, which makes it perjury to take a false oath in 
relation to other matters than a judicial proceeding; and see the ease of 
H. v. Chamberlain cited at page 141. post, as to false swearing at an dec

The offence of perjury cannot In* founded on a mere oath of office. Haw
kins says. ‘‘"Tin* notion of perjury is confined to such oaths only as
affirm or deny some matter of fact contrary to the knowledge of the party, 
and therefore it doth not extend to any promissory oaths whatsoever. 
From which it clearly follows that no1 officer public or private who neglects 
to execute his office in pursuance of his oath, or acts contrary to the pur
port of it, is indictable for perjury in respect of such oath; "yet it is err 
tain that his offence is highly aggravated by being contrary to his oath, 
and therefore that lie is liable to the severer fine on that account.** (7)

Oaths and affirmations. " An oath has been defined to lie a person’s 
solemn asseveration, uttered in an ap|H*al to the Supreme Being under the

(•J) S. v. Roberts, II Humph., .>81); S. v. ("handler, 42 \"t.. 44*1 ; White 
\. S. I Sm. & M.. 14!): Pennaman v. K„ 58 (in., 88(1.

(3) (’. v. Hat field. 107 Mass.. 227.
(4) <". v. Stock ley. It) Leigh, 078.
(.*») 1!. v. Tomlinson. L. IL. I (’. U. It.. 41).
(0) Thomas v. Platt, I U. (’.. (/. B., 217; Hurl». Dig. ( r. L. 184. 18.»
(7) 1 Hawk. P. C. Curw. Kd.. p. 481.
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su notion of hi* religion. that a tiling stated or to la- stated hy ifim is true, 
made to a civil officer authorized to receive it;,and an affirmation is a 
modern statutory device whereby those whose eonsciences are offended by 
such an appeal to Uod place themselves without it in the like civil posi 
lion with those who have taken the outh. It is similar to the oath but 
omits the apjieal to the Deity, and substitutes the word ‘ affirm " for tin- 
word 'swear. ” (8)

I nder the Canada Evidence Act 18!):$, sees. 23 and 24, (!)) a witness 
who objects, on grounds of conscientious scruples, to take an outh may. 
instead of being sworn, solemnly affirm to tell the truth; and his evidence 
is to have the same effect and render him liable to the same punishment 
for |H-rjury as if he were sworn.

Proof -The proof necessary to convict a person accused of having com 
milted perjury must necessarily be something more than the evidence of 
a single witness; or it would be simply one oath against another, and 
therefore where there is only one witness to swear to the falsity of the 
statement charged as perjury the evidence of that one witness must be 
continued by proof of circumstances strongly corroborating it. as for in 
stance, by the production and proof of a letter written by the accused con 
Irndicting his sworn testimony in question. Section tiS4 provides that the 
evidence of one witness shall not lie sufficient to convict “ unless such wit
ness is corroborated in some material particular by evidence implicating 
the accused." (10)

The material particular in which corroboration is necessary is the falsitx 
of the statement alleged as the perjury. The other facts such as the ju 
dieial proceeding in which the statement in question was sworn to or 
affirmed, the administering and taking of the oath or affirmation, ami Un
making of the statement under oath or affifmation may he proved in the 
same manner and by the same evidence as in any ordinary case.

If in two causes, or in one at dilferent examinations, or at one examina 
lion, a witness swears to two opposite and irreconcilable things he com
mits perjury by that one. of the two statements, which is false but not 
by that, one which is true. And though what he said when he told the 
truth may la- shewn in evidence against him <m an indictment for the 
false statement, still there must be testimony over and above his own 
coniiatlietory statements us to which of them is false. (11)

Perjury is committed only where there is the intent to testify falsely; 
and where professional advice is honestly acted upon it may negative this 
intent. Thus, where a lawyer reduces a man's oral statement to writing 
and the latter having confidence in the former swears to the writing under 
the impression that it does not differ in meaning from the oral words, 
there is no perjury, though in fact it does differ and is wrong. (12) And it 
through a mistake of one who draws up an affidavit or through a mis
reading of it to tin- deponent, or from any other cause the latter in good 
faith believes its contents to be what they are not, he does not become a 
perjurer by swearing to a falsehood therein, while understanding it to be 
something else which is true. (13)

If a man swears to a thing of which consciously he knows nothing, lie

(8) 2 Bisli. New t'r. L. Com., s. 11)18.
(!)) See The Can. Ev. Act 1893, post.
(10) See section 084, post.
(11) II. v. Hughes. 1 Car. & K.. 519.
(12) V. S. v. Stanley. U McLean. 409; IT. S. v. Conner. 3 McLean. .*>83: 

1 Itish. Cr. L. Com., s. 1040.
(13) Jesse v. S„ 20 <ia.. 160, 109.
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«-oinniit^ perjury: for the declaration of a witness is that lie knows the 
• ruth of what lie says, that is. that it is to his knowledge that what he 
*ays is true.... and if he is really conscious that he does not know it he 
means to swear falsely. (14)

The averment in an indictment for perjury must 1m* proved precisely. 
<t> that where an indictment charged the prisoner with having sworn that 
lie saw XX’ “about IS minutes past II in the forenoon" on a particular day, 
mid the proof was that he had sworn that lie saw XX'. about a quarter past 
II on the day in question but hail not sworn whether it was in the fore
noon or in the afternoon, it was held that the evidence being ambiguous, 
the averment in the indictment was not proved. (15)

Section 4 of the R.S.C.. e. I.>4, is uimqiealed, and is as follows:

“ 4. Any judge of any court of record, or any commissioner be
fore whom any inquiry or trial is held, and which he is by law re- 

or authorized to hold, may, if it appears to him that any 
person has been guilty of wilful and corrupt perjury in any evid
ence given, or in any affidavit, affirmation, declaration, deposition, 
examination, answer or other proceeding made or taken before 
him. direct such person to be prosecuted for such perjury, if there 
appears to such judge or commissioner a reasonable cause for such 
prosecution, — and may commit such person so directed to be pro
secuted until the next term, sittings or session of any court having 
power to try for perjury, in the jurisdiction within which such 
perjury was committed, or permit such person to enter into a re
cognizance, with one or more sufficient sureties, conditioned for 
the appearance of such person at such next term, sittings or ses
sion, and that he will then surrender and take his trial and not 
depart the court without leave, — and may require any person, 
such judge or commissioner thinks fit, to enter into a recognizance 
conditioned to prosecute or give evidence against such person so 
directed to be prosecuted as aforesaid.”

147. False oaths. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to seven years' imprisonment who, being required or 
authorized by law ! > make any statement on oath, affirmation or 
solemn declaration, thereupon makes a statement which would 
amount to perjury if made in a judicial proceeding.

See remarks under section* 145 and 14ti, ante.

148. Other false oaths. — Every one is guilty of perjury who —
(a.) having taken or made any oath, affirmation, solemn declar

ation or affidavit where by any Act or law in force in Canada, or 
in any province of Canada, it is required or permitted that facts, 
matters or things be verified, or otherwise assured or ascertained

( 14) Byrne* v. Byrne*. 10*2 N. Y., 4, 9. 
(18) It. v. Bird. 17 Cox C. (’., .387.
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by or upon the oath, uflirmation, declaration or affidavit of any 
person, wilfully and corruptly, upon such oath, affirmation, de
claration or affidavit, deposes, swears to or makes any false state
ment as to any such fact, mattei or thing; or

(b.) knowingly, wilfully and corruptly, upon oath, affirmation, 
or solemn declaration, affirms, declares, or deposes to the truth of 
any statement for so verifying, assuring or ascertaining any such 
fact, matt r or thing, or purporting so to do, or knowingly, wil
fully and corruptly takes, makes, signs or subscribes any such af
firmation, declaration or affidavit us to any such fact, matter or 
thing,—such statement, affidavit, affirmation or declaration being 
untrue, in the whole or any part thereof. H S. C\, c. 154, s. 8.

Where a defendant was arraigned for having in a certain solemn déclara 
lion voluntarily made before a .lustice of the Peace, falsely, wilfully and 
corruptly declared to a certain effect therein *ct forth, and the defendant 
applied to cpiash the indictment, liecatisc it did not allege, in the Ian 
guugc of the above section. 147, that the statement declared to was one 
authorized or requiml to be made on solemn declaration and because it 
was not alleged that the statement in question was declared with intent 
to mislead. the Crown Counsel applied to amend the indictment if neces
sary, by adding, “he the said defendant living then duly authorized by 
law to make statements on solemn declaration." The trial Judge, in refu
sing the motion to quash, held that the forms of indictment "FK.." puni. 
are intended to illustrate the provisions of section dll. past, and that their 
effect is not confined to the offences stated in them, and that as an allega
tion of intent to mislead in the present indictment would not have given 
the defendant any better notice of the offence than he had without it, it 
was not necessary; (the statement on this subject contained in Taaehe 
reau's Criminal Code, p. 075, lieing dissented from). (10)

A prisoner had, on a Dominion Flection day, presented himself at a pol 
ling station and applied for a ballot paper stating that he was Mathew 
Leggatt. an elector on the list of voters for the district. Being required to 
lie sworn the prisoner took the oath and falsely swore that he was Mathew 
Leggatt and that he was an elector on the list of voters. The prisoner was 
convicted; but as it did not appear that lie was an elector, the questions 
were raised ami reserved as to whether the deputy returning officer was 
authorized only to administer the oath to an elector, whether as the pri 
soner was not an elector the deputy returning nflicer had authority to 
administer the oath to the prisoner, and whether therefore the prisoner, 
although he swore falsely that he was an elector, could lie convicted. Held 
that the prisoner was properly convicted and the conviction was affirmed: 
the word “elector," in subsection 2 of section 45 of the Dominion Flection 
Act, (64-55 Vie., e. 19). being held to apply to any person acting or repre
senting himself as an elector. (17)

149. False oath made out of a province. — Even person who 
wilfully and corruptly makes any false affidavit, affirmation or 
solemn declaration, out of the province in which it is to he used 
hut within Canada, before any person authorized to take the same, 
for the purpose of lieing used in any province of Canada, is guilty

HID li. v. Skelton. 18 C. !.. T.. 205.
(17) It. v. Chamberlain. 14 C. L. T.. 283: 10 Mall. L. R.. 2111.
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of perjury in like manner as if such false affidavit, affirmation or 
declaration were made before a competent authority in the pro
vince in which it is used or intended to he used. R. S. C., c. 154, 
s.

150. False statements. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to iwo years’ imprisonment who, upon any oc
casion on which he is permitted by law to make any statement or 
declaration before any officer authorized by law to permit it to be 
made before him, or before any notary public to be certified by 
him as such notary, makes a statement which would amount to 
perjury if made on oath in a judicial proceeding.

In reference to this provision, tin- English Commissioners say:
" It mny be doubtful whether this is at present even a common luxv mis

demeanor; but we tecl no doubt t ..it it ought to he made indictable."

151. Fabricating evidence. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who, with in
tent to mislead any court of justice or person holding any such 
judicial proceeding as aforesaid, fabricates evidence by any means 
other than perjury or subornation of perjury.

‘"Fabricating evidence is an offence which is not so common as perjury, 
but which does occur and is sometimes detected. An instance occurred a 
lev years ago on a trial for shooting at a man with intent to murder him. 
when the defence vas that though the a-cused did lire off a pistol, it was 
not loaded with hall, and the only intent was to frighten. Evidence was 
given that a pistol ball was found lodged in the trunk of a tree nearly in 
I he line from where the accused fired to where the prosecutor stood! Il 
was afterwards discovered thut the ball had been placed in the tree by 
those concerned in the prosecution, in order to supply the missing link in 
the evidence. Such an offence is as wicked and as dangerous an offence 
as perjury, but the punishment as a common law offence, (if, irrespective 
«•f conspiracy, it lie an offence), is only fine ami imprisonment.” [Royal 
t ommissioncis* Report, p. ‘21 j.

An attempt, by the manufacture of false evidence, to mislead a judicial 
tribunal which might be called into existence is a criminal offence although 
it happens that such tribunal though contemplated was never actually 
• ailed into existence and the manufactured evidence was consequently mil 
used. In other words, it is not necessary, in order to complete the offence 
<•!' attempting to pervert the course of justice by the manufacture of false 
evidence, that such evidence should lie made use of or that the tribunal 
for which it is intended should lie called into actual existence. To tamper 
v. it h evidence intended to he laid before arbitrators appointed by the 
parties to a contract for the determination of differences arising under 
such contract is to attempt to pervert the ends of justice by misleading a 
tribunal of a judicial nature, although in fact the arbitration happens mil 
hi take place. A defendant was indicted for having unlawfully, knowingly 
and designedly altered the character of the contents of certain sample 
bags of wheat which had become and were evidence to 1m* used before arbi
trators appointed in accordance with the terms of a contract to decide any 
question that might lie in dispute between the buyers and the sellers of n 
cargo of wheat, with intent thereby to pass the same off as true and gen 
nine samples of the hulk of such cargo and thereby to injure and prejudice
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the buyers of the cargo and lo pervert the due course of law mid justice. 
By the contract of sale certain stipulations were made for settling by arbi
tration any disputes that might arise, and for the purpose of I icing used as 
evidence in any such arbitration samples were taken by the defendant on 
behalf of the sellers and by another person on behalf of the buyers. Both 
sets of samples were sealed and taken to the defendant's lionise, and while 
there the defendant tampered with them by extracting the contents of the 
bags and substituting other wheat, without breaking the seals, thereby 
producing very much better samples. The samples so altered were for
warded by the détendant to the London Corn Trade Association, who by 
the terms of the conti.sct were to appoint the arbitrators. Held that the 
indictment was good and alleged a criminal offence, although it did not 
shew that an arbitration took place or that the samples were actually 
used as evidence, that the offence committed by the defendant was not a 
mere private cheat but was an attempt to mislead a tribunal of a judicial 
nature by the manufacture of false evidence. (18)

152. Conspiring to bring false accusations. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence who conspires to prosecute any per
son lor any alleged offence, knowing such person to he innocent 
thereof, and shall be liable to the following punishment :

(a.) To imprisonment for fourteen years if such person might, 
upon conviction for the alleged offence, be sentenced to death or 
imprisonment for life ;

(b.) To imprisonment for ten years if such person might, upon 
conviction for the offence, lie sentenced to imprisonment
for any term less than life.

153. Administering oaths without authority.— Every justice 
of the peace or other person who administers, or causes or allows 
to be administered, or receives or causes or allows to he received 
any oath or affirmation touching any matter or thing whereof such 
justice or other person has not jurisdiction or cognizance by some 
law in force at the time being, or authorized or required by any 
such law is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to a fine not 
exceeding fifty dollars or to imprisonment for any term not ex
ceeding three months.

Nothing herein contained shall lie construed to extend to 
anv oath or affirmation before any justice in any matter or thing 
touching the preservation of the peace, or the prosecution, trial or 
punishment of any offence, or to any oath or affirmation required 
or authorized by any law of Canada, or by any law of the province 
wherein such oath or affirmation is received or administered, or is 
to be used, or to any oath or affirmation, which is required or au
thorized by the laws of any foreign country to give validity to an 
instrument in writing or to evidence designed or intended to he 
used in such foreign country. R. S. 0., v. 141, s. 1.

For the prese it law relating to extra-judicial oaths, see The Canada 
I'ride lire A cl, 18.13. (sections 2(1 and 27), pout.

(IS> 15. v. Vreones. 17 Cox C. ('.. 2(17: [1801] 1 Q. B.. 300.
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154. Corrupting juries and witnesses. — Every one is guilty oi 
an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who—

(a), dissuades or attempts to dissuade any person by threats, 
bribes or other corrupt means, from giving evidence in any cause 
or matter, civil or criminal ; or

(b.) influences or attempts to influence, by threats or bribes or 
other corrupt means, any juryman in his conduct as such, whether 
such person has been sworn as a juryman or not; or

(<’.) accepts any such bribe or other corrupt consideration to ab
stain from giving evidence, or on account of his conduct as a 
juryman ; or

(</.) wilfully attempts in any other way to obstruct, pervert or 
defeat the course of justice. H. 8. C., c. i73, s. 30.

Embracery. Sub-section (5) covers » common law offence called cm 
bracery. Some of the old English statutes against embracery arc the ."> 
Edward 3. » . 10. entitled “ The punishment of a .furor that is Ambidex 
ter and taketli money ; " the .14 Edward a. e. H. entitled, " The Penalty 
"f “ Juror taking reward to give his verdict : " the 38 Edward 3. a tat, I.

12.— entitled "The punishment of a Juror taking reward to give ver
dict and of Embracers; " and the 32 lien. 8. e. 0. entitled “The Dill of 
Bracery and buying of Titles." The preamble to this statute says, "that 
there is nothing within this realm that conserveth the king's loving sub 
jeets in more quietness, rest, peace and good concord than the due and just 
ministration of his laws and the true and indifferent trials of such titles 
and issues as have to be tried ai cording to the laws of the realm ; which 
llis most I loyal Majesty pen civet h to be greatly hindered by maintenance, 
embracery, champerty, subornation of witnesses, sinister labor, buying oi 
titles and pretensed rights of persons not being in possession ; whereupon 
great perjury hath ensued, and much inquietness, oppression vexation, 
troubles, wrongs and disinheritance." The statute then goes on to enact, 
among other things. “ that from henceforth all statutes heretofore made 
concerning maintenance, champerty and embracery shall lx* put in due 
execution ; and that no person do hereafter unlawfully retain, for main
tenance of any suit or plea, any |>erson or persons, or embrace any free 
holders or jurors.”

An old law dictionary contains the following description of the offence. 
" Kniliïuccor. He that when a matter is in trial between party and party 
comes to the bar with one of the parties, having received some reward so 
to do and speaks in the case, or privately labors the jury, or stands in the 
court to survey or overlook them, whereby they are awed or influenced m 
put in fear or doubt of the matter. But lawyers, attorneys, etc., may speak 
m the case for their clients, and not be embraceor*. ( 19) If the party him 
self instructs a juror or promises any reward for his appearance then the 
party is likewise an embraceor. And a juror may be guilty of embracery 
when he by indirect practices gets himself sworn on the taleh to serve on 
one side."

Blackstone defines embracery as " an attempt to influence a jury cor 
ruptly to one side by promises, persuasions, entreaties, money, entertain 
inents, and the like.” (20) And Hawkins says. "It seems clear that any at

(10) Co. Lit.. 3G0: 1 Hawk. I*. ('. Curw. ed., p. 407, a. 4. 
(201 4 B1 Com.. 140.
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tempt whatsoever to corrupt or influence or instruct a jury, or in any way 
to incline them to be more favorable to the one side than the other, l»y 
money, promises, letters, threats or persuasions, except only by the 
strength of the evidence and the arguments of counsel in open court al 
the trial of the cause, is a proper act of embracery ; whether the jurors on 
whom such attempt is made give any verdict or not, or whether the ver
dict given be true or false." (21)

Where a defendant was convicted under the above section, 154, of having 
attempted by corrupt means to dissuade a man from giving evidence in 
certain prosecutions under the Ontario Liquor License Act. (11. S. Ü.. 
c. 194), it was held that, notwithstanding section 138, ante, of the Crim
inal ('ode, the conviction was right and that section 84 of the Ontario 
Liquor License Act was ultra vires of the Ontario Legislature. (22)

Where a defendant was summarily convicted under the Canada 'inn 
Iterance Art of the offence of tampering with a witness subpoenaed to 
attend the trial of a charge of violating «lie second part of the Act by 
endeavoring to induce him to absent himself from the trial, it was held 
affirming the conviction and dismissing the appeal that the special provi
sions of the section of the Act under which the conviction was made wa- 
not repealed by section 154 or by any other provision of the Criminal 
Code. (23)

155. Compounding penal actions. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to a line not exceeding the penalty 
compounded for. who, having brought, or under colour of bring
ing, an action against any person under any penal statute in order 
to obtain from him any penalty, compounds the said action with
out order or consent of I lie court, whether any offence has in fad 
been committed or not. It. S. ('., c. 173, s. 31.

In reference to this offence, Blackstone says that the Statute of 18 Elis., 
c. 5, provided “ that if any person informing under pretense of any penal 
law, makes any composition without leave of the court or takes any money 
or promise from the defendant to excuse him (which demonstrates his 
intention of commencing the prosecution to be merely to serve his own 
ends, and not for the public good), he shall forfeit CIO. shall stand two 
hours in the pillory, and shall be for ever disabled to sue on any popular 
or |ienal statute." (24)

Compounding Criminal Offences. To compound a felony, ( which is an 
indictable offence at common law), is to enter into an agreement, for any 
valuable consideration,— (such as the taking back, by the owner, of 
goods stolen from him), — not to prosecute one who has committed a 
felony, or to forbear from or to stifle a prosecution therefor, or to with 
hold evidence of the commission thereof. (25)

The hare re-taking of one's goods which have been stolen, or the recei
ving back of embezzled funds, or the acceptance of security for their fu 
turc repayment is not unlawful, unless there be some agreement, express 
or implied, to shield the thief; and the fact that the owner, after the return

(21) 1 Gawk. 1‘. ('. Curw. ed., p. 400, s. 1.
(22) H. v. Holland. 14 C. L. T.. 294. See R. v. Lawrence. 43 U.C.R.. 104
(23) K. v. Gibson. 29 N. S. Ib. 88.
(24) 4 HI. Com., 130.
(25) 4 Nteph. Com.. 232. 234.
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■ if tin- property or tin- taking of security, merely abstains, voluntarily, 
irom prosecuting, while it may make him guilty of a misprision, cannot 
constitute a compounding. (2(f)

As the distinction between felonies and misdemeanors has been abolished 
by our Criminal Code, (see seetion 535, pout), and as compounding a mis
demeanor is not a criminal otl'enee at common law, it is not easy to say 
where the line is now to be drawn between criminal offences, the com
pounding of which arc crimes and the compounding of which are not

But, although the compounding of a misdemeanor is not a criminal of
fence at common law, it has always been considered illegal, and agree
ments made in respect thereof are ordinarily not enforceable. In cases, 
however, where the offence pi and more immediately affects the
individual, -such, for instance, as an assault, — agreements of this kind 
are sometimes allowed, after conviction, with the sanction of the Court ; 
and it is a common practice in Kngland. when a person is convicted of such 
a misdemeanor, for the Court to permit the defendant to xprnk with the 
prosecutor, in private, before judgment is pronounced, and. if the prose
cutor declares himself satisfied with the result of the interview, to inlliet 
only a nominal sentence. Thus, in a ease where a defendant was indicted 
for ill-treating a apprentice, and .after conviction, a security was
given by the defendant upon an understanding that the Court would abate 
the period of his imprisonment, the security was held good, upon the 
ground that it was given with tlie sanction of the l ourt and to be con
sidered as part of the punishment suffered by the refendant in expiation 
of his offence, in addition to the imprisonment inllie.ed on him. (27)

In Archbold's Criminal Pleading and Evidence, 21st Edition, the follow
ing authorities, among others, are cited at pages 185, isti. 955 and 050, ns 
to compounding offences, namely : - It. v. Burgess, It. v. (lotley, B. v. 
Crisp, It. v. Best. Keir v. Leeinan. and the Windmill Local Board of Health 
v. Vint. (28)

In the case of It. v. Burgess, the prisoner had been employed to levy 
a distress for rent upon the goods of a Mr. Bedford, and, upon the occa
sion of making the distress, Arthur Bagiev, while in possession. — as the 
prisoner's assistant. of the distrained premises, stole twenty eight shil
lings belonging to Mr. Bedford from a drawer in the hitter s room, and 
absconded. The prisoner was informed of this by Bedford, who was urged 
by the prisoner to put tin* matter in the hands of the police; but Bedford 
told the prisoner lie would leave the matter in his (prisoner’s) hands; and 
thereupon the prisoner gave information of the theft to the police. Sub
sequently the prisoner entered into some négociations with Bagiev's 
family, and finally be handed, to Bagleys" mother, the following doeu 
ment;—“I, W. H. Burgess, undertake not to charge Arthur Bagiev with 
any criminal case that I have now against him. on the money being pro
vided to pay what he took from lVcklmm, while in possession, namely. 
28 s. (signed) W. II. Burgess.

(2(1) 1Î. v. Stone, 4 ('. & IV. 370; Bourke v. Mealy. 14 Cox C. C„ 329; 
Flower v. Sadler. 10 Q. B. I).. 572.

(27) Beeley v. Wingfield. 11 East. 4(1.
(28) R. v. Burgess. Kl Q. B. I).. 141; 55 L. .1. M. 07: R. v. fiotlev. 

It. 4 It.. 84; It. v. Crisp. 1 R. A Aid.. 282; R. v. Best. 2 Moo. C. ('.. 125 
9 V. & P„ 368: Keir v. Iceman, (1 Q. B.. 308; 13 L. J. Q. B.. 350; 15 L. .1. 
<). B.. 3(10; Wind will Local Board of Health v. Vint, 45 Ch. D., 351 ; 17 
Cox (’. (\. 41
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The money whs paid to the prisoner, but Bagley was, nevertheless, on 

the evidence of Mr. Bedford, convicted summarily*of the theft. The pri
soner was then prosecuted for compounding a felony. The prisoner's coun
sel moved to quash the indictment on the ground that there being no al
legation that the prisoner desisted from prosecuting the felon, no offence 
of compounding a felony was legally charged. For the prosecution, it was 
contended that the offence consisted in the corrupt agreement not to 
prosecute. The Recorder refused to quash the indictment, the trial went 
on. and, at the close of the case for the prosecution, the prisoner's counsel 
ubmitted that there was no case to go to the jury, on the ground that 

the owner of the property stolon or a person whose evidence would lie 
necessary to convict the thief are the only persons who can compound a 
felony or a larceny, and that, in the present case, the defendant was not 
a necessary witness on the trial of Bagley. and that, therefore, the pris
oner's undertaking not to charge Bagley with a criminal offence could not 
impede tin- course of justice. The objection was overruled and the pris
oner was fourni guilty.

'I lie questions reserved for the Court of Crown Cases Reserved were 
whether tin- indictment was hail as not disclosing any offence and whether 
there was evidence against the prisoner upon the indictment. The convic
tion was confirmed on both points. Lord Chief Justice Coleridge saying, in 
the course of his remarks in rendering the judgment of the Court, that the 
offence consisted in and was complete upon the making of the corrupt 
agreement, and that there was nothing in the second point reserved, hut 
that, on the contrary, the offence of compounding a felony was one which 
could lie committed not only by the owner of the stolen property but by 
other parties. ("20)

In the case of the Windmill Local Board of Health v. Vint, the plain
tiffs. a local board, had indicted the defendants for obstructing a highway. 
At the trial a compromise was made by the parties and sanctioned by the 
judges, and afterwards confirmed by deed. By this deed the defendants 
covenanted to restore the road within seven years, and the plaintms co
venanted that when that hail been done they would consent to a verdict 
of "not guilty" on the indictment. The defendants failed to restore the 
road, ami the plaintiffs then brought an action on their covenant. It was 
held by the Court of Appeal affirming the judgment of StirliHfi .1, that as 
the indictment was for a public injury, the agreement to consent to a 
verdict of "not guilty" was illegal, and that the plaintiffs could not main
tain an action on the defendants' covenant. (30)

This ease and the other authorities above cited shew that when an of
fence, -even if it be not very serious . — is one of a public nature, the 
compromise of a prosecution based upon it will be illegal: but it appears 
that if the offence is of a light character and one which might be made 
the subject of a civil action, such as a common assault or a libel, an agree 
ment to withdraw the prosecution will be legal: but where the public 
characteristic of the offence predominates, as for instance, in the case of 
; ii assault and riot combined, an agreement to compromise the prosecution 
would be illegal.

Misprision. -Somewhat analogous to the offence of compounding a 
felony, is that of misprision of felony, “which consists in concealing or

(20) R. v. Burgess. Hi Q. B. I).. 141: 1.1 Cox ('. ('.. 770. See also Lcggatt 
■ Brown, 30 <>. It.. ‘225. and Major v. MeCraney, 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. .147.

(30) Windmill Local Board of Health v. l int. 45 Ch. 1)., 351; 17 Cox
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procuring tin- concealment of felony, (31) whether such felony be at com 
mon law or by statute. Silently to observe the commission of a felony, 
without using any endeavor to apprehend the offender is a misprision. If 
to knowledge of the committing of the offence there be added assent to 
its commission, the party assenting becomes an accessory. The punishment 
for the offence of misprision of felony is fine and imprisonment. (32) But. 
prosecutions for it are practically obsolete at the present day. (33)

156. Corruptly taking reward for helping to recover stolen 
property. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable 
to seven years* imprisonment who corruptly takes any money or 
reward directly or indirectly, under pretense or upon account of 
helping any person to recover any chattel, money, valuable secur
ity or other property which, by any indictable offence has been 
stolen, taken, obtained, extorted, converted or disposed of, unless 
he has used all due diligence to cause the offender to be brought 
to trial for the same. lî. S. C., c. 164, s. 89.

157. Unlawfully advertising reward for return of stolen prop
erty. — Every one is liable to a penalty of two hundred and fifty 
dollars for each offence, recoverable with costs bv any person who 
sues for the same in any court of competent jurisdiction, who —

(a.) publicly advertises a reward for the return of any proper!\ 
which has been stolen or lost, and in such advertisement uses am 
words purporting that no questions will be asked ; or

(b.) makes use of any words in any public advertisement pur
porting that a reward will Ik* given or paid for any proper! \ 
which has been stolen or lost, without seizing or making any in
quiry after the person producing such property ; or

(r.) promises or offers in any such public advertisement to iv 
turn to any pawnbroker or other person who advanced money h\ 
way of loan on, or has tonight, any property stolen or lost, tin 
money so advanced or paid, or any other sum of money for the re
turn of such property ; or

(d.) prints or publishes any such advertisement. R. S. G\, c. 161. 
s. 90.

The time within which a prosecution for an offence under sub-section 
(</) may lie commenced is limited to six months. (34)

By section 50 of the Imperial statute 24-25 Vic., o. 90, it was made a mi- 
demeanor, in England, for any person to advertize a reward for the return 
of stolen property and to use words purporting that no question would lie 
asked, and by section 151 of the same statute it is enacted that, whosoevci 
shall corruptly take any money or reward directly or indirectly under pie 
tense or on account of helping any person to any chattel, money, valuable

(31) I Hawk. P. C., 73; Ntepli. Dig. O. L. 122. 401.
(32) 1 Hawk. P. e. 59. sec. 2.
(33) Stepli. Dig. Cr. L.. Articles 150. 157.
(34) See section 551 (</). jinul.
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'«•vurily or other property whatsoever which shall by any felony or mis
demeanor have been stolen, etc., shall, unless he slnill have used all due 
diligence to cause the offender to be brought to trial for the same, be 
guilty of felony.

Upon an indictment under this latter section of the Imperial statute it 
has been held in England that it is not necessary to shew that the pris
oner had any connection with the commission of the previous felony, but 
that it is suflicient to shew that the prisoner had some corrupt and im
proper design when he received the money and «lid not ho nil fide intend to 
use such means as lie could for the detection and punishment of the of
fender. (38)

Where A was charged with corruptly and feloniously receiving, from B, 
money under pretence of helping the latter to receives goods previously 
stolen from him. and with not causing the thief to be apprehended, three 
questions were left to the jury, as follows: — 1. Did A mean to screen 
the guilty party, or to share the money with him? 2. Did A know the 
thief and intend to assist him in getting rid of the property by promis
sing It to buy it? and 3. Did A know the thief and, as B's agent, assist 
It at her request in endeavoring to purchase the stolen property from the 
thief, not intending to bring the latter to justice? The jury answered the 
first two questions in the negative and the third in the affirmative; and 
it was held that the receipt of the money under such circumstances was a 
corrupt receiving of the money under the statute. (30)

Ihe origin of the above Imperial statute was the 4 Geo. 1, c. 11. The 
enactment is said by Mr. lllacgstone to have been brought about in the 
following manner. Referring to the taking of rewards under pretence of 
helping an owner of goods stolen from him, Mr. Blackstone says, " This 
was a contrivance carried to a great length of villany in the beginning of 
the reign of George the First, the confederates of the felons thus disposing 
of stolen goods at a cheap rate to the owners themselves and thereby 
stifling all further enquiry. The famous Jonathan Wild had under him a 
well disciplined corps of thieves who brought in all their spoils to him: 
and he kept a sort of public office for restoring them to the owners at half 
price. 'Vo prevent which audacious practice, it was enacted by the 4 Geo. 
I. e. 11. that whoever, shall take a reward under pretence or helping any 
one to stolen goods shall suffer as the felons who stole them, unless lie 
caused such principal felons to be apprehended and brought to trial and 

Iso gave evidence against them. Wild still continuing in his own prac- 
tiee was upon this statute at last convicted and executed." (37)

158. Signing false déclara-ion of execution of judgment of 
death. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence ami liable to 
two years’ imprisonment, who knowingly and wilfully signs a false 
certificate or declaration when a certificate or declaration is re
quired with respect to the execution of judgment of death on any 
prisoner. H. S. c. 181, s. 1!>.

(35) It. v. King, 1 Cox C. C„ 3(1.
(86) It. v. l'aaeoe, I Den. <\ <\. 456: IR L. .1. M. C., 1R6. 
(37) 4 Bl. Com.. 134.
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PART XI.

ESCAPES AND RESCUES.

“ In reference to the somewhat intricate subject of escape ami rescue we 
have made distinctions, which are, we think, insufficiently recognised by 
the existing law, between the commission of such offences by peace officer- 
and gaolers, and by other persons." [ Royal Commissioners' Report, p. 21.]

159. Being at large while under sentence of imprisonment. —
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years' 
imprisonment who, having been sentenced to imprisonment, is af
terwards, and before the expiration of the term for which he was 
sentenced, at large within Canada without some lawful cause, the 
proof whereof shall lie on him.

160. Assisting escape of prisoners of war.— Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to five years’ imprisonment who 
knowingly and wilfully —

(a) assists any alien enemy of Her Majesty, being a prisoner of 
war in Canada, to escape from any place in which he may be de
tained ; or

(/;.) assists any such prisoner as aforesaid, suffered to be at large 
on his parole in Canada or in any part thereof, to escape from tin- 
place where he is at large on his parole.

161. Breaking prison. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who, by force or 
violence breaks any prison with intent to set at liberty himself or 
any other person confined therein on any criminal charge.

162. Attempting to break prison. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who at
tempts to break prison, or who forcibly breaks out of his cell, or 
makes any breach therein with intent to escape therefrom. R. S. 
C., c. 155, s. 5.

By section 3 (a), " prison ” includes any penitentiary, common gaol, 
public or reformatory prison, lock-up, guard-room, or otlu-r place in which 
persons eharged with the commission of offences are usually kept or de
tained in custody.

Prison breach. I'nder section 161, prison breach is forcibly or violentl> 
breaking a prison either by a prisoner confined therein, on a criminal 
charge, with intent to release himself, or by a third person with intent In 
release any such prisoner.

If a prisoner imprisoned on a criminal charge climbs over the prison 
wall, and so sets himself at liberty, this is not a prison breach under the 
terms of section 161 : but it would be punishable as an escape, under, sec
tion 163; and where, in getting over the wall the escaping prisoner dis-
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turUnl unil llnvw ilown wmu- Iihw brick, it wan belli lo la- a |nimm-break
ing- (1)

Under xection llil the forcible breaking with intent to escape swum to 
Ik* Huflivivnt to eonxtitute the oll'ence. It does not seem necessary that the 
prisoner should succeed in regaining his liberty.

To constitute a prison breach as distinguished from a mere osra|H‘ the 
prison must he broken, or there must In* real force or violence lined when 
the escape is made or attempted. Therefore, if without any obstruction, a 
prisoner go out of the prison doors, they l>eing opened by the consent or 
negligence of the gaoler, or if he otherwise escape, without using any kind of 
force or violence, he will not lie guilty of anything more than an excape.(2) 
In Ha swell's case the prisoner, who was convicted of horse stealing, made 
his escape from the house of correction by tying two ladders together and 
placing them against the wall of the yard, on the top of which wall was 
a range of bricks plated loose and without mortar, some of which were 
thrown down by the prisoner, (it was supposed accidentally), in getting 
over tin- wall. Mr. Baron Wood doubted whether there was such force used 
as to constitute the crime of prison-breaking or whether it amounted to 
only an escape; and the point being reserved, the judges were uiianimouslx 
of opinion that it was a prison-breaking. (It)

Escapes and Rescues. In law, an escape has two separate meanings. 
The one is the going away by the prisoner himself from lawful custody or 
imprisonment, without any prison-breaking and without any force or vio- 
lenci ; and tin- other is where tin- officer having lawful charge of a prisoner 
voluntarily allows him to leave and go free from his place of eonllnemenl. 
(See sub-section (ft) of sections 105 and 106, /loaf).

Under the terms of sub-section («) of sections 105 and 100, a rescue i- 
the deliverance of a prisoner from lawful custody by a third person, or as
sistance rendered by a third person to any prisoner in escaping or attemp
ting to escape from lawful custody.

163. Escape from custody or from prison.—Ever)' one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two years imprisonment 
who —

(a.) having been convicted of an; offence, escapes from any law
ful custody in which he may be under such conviction ; or

(b.) whether convicted or not, escapes from any prison in which 
he is lawfully confined on any criminal charge.

164. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
two years’ imprisonment who being in lawful custody other than 
ns aforesaid on any criminal charge, escapes from such custody.

165. Assisting to escape. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who —

(a.) rescues any person or assists any person in escaping, or at
tempting to escape, from lawful custody, whether in prison or not.

(1) II. v. Maxwell. II. and 11.. 458; Burbridge. Dig. Cr. L. 143.
(2) 1 Male. 611: ï Hawk., c. 18. s. 9.
(3) II. v. Maxwell, 11. and II.. 458.
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under sentence of death or imprisonment for hfe, or after convic
tion of. and before sentence for, or while in such custody upon a 
charge of any crime punishable with death or imprisonment for 
life ; or

<b.) being a peace officer and having any such person in his law- 
fu custody, or being an officer of any prison in which any such 
person is lawfully confined, voluntarily and intentionally permits 
iiim to escape therefrom.

166. Kvery one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
live years' impi isonment who —

(a) rescues any person, or assists any person in escaping or at
tempting to escape, from lawful custody, whether in prison or not, 
under a sentence of imprisonment for any term less than life, or 
after conviction of, and before sentence for, or while in such cus
tody upon a charge of any crime punishable with imprisonment 
for a term less than life ; or

(b.) being a peace officer having any such person in his lawful 
custody, or being an officer of any prison in which such person is 
lawfully confined, voluntarily and intentionally permits him to es
cape therefrom.

166a. Kvery one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
one year’s imprisonment, who, by failing to perform any legal 
duty, permits a person in his lawful custody on a criminal charge 
to escape therefrom. (Added by the Criminal Code Amrndnmil 
Art, 1900, s. .‘1, which came into force on the 1st January 1001)

I'liis section is iilciiticnl with section 140 of the Knglish Draft ('ode.

167. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
two years’ imprisonment who with intent to facilitate the escape 
of any prisoner lawfully imprisoned conveys, or causes to he con
voyed. anything into anv prison.

168. Unlawfully procuring a prisoner's discharge.— Every om
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprison
ment, who knowingly and unlawfully, under colour of any pre
tended authority, directs or procures the discharge of any prisoner 
not entitled to be so discharged, and the person so discharged shall 
be held to have escaped. R. S. ('., c. 155, s. 8.

169. Punishment of escaped prisoner. — Every one who escapes 
from custody, shall, on being retaken, serve, in the prison to which 
lie was sentenced, the remainder of his term unexpired at the time 
of his escape, in addition to the punishment which is awarded for 
such escape: and any imprisonment awarded for such offence may
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Iiv to the penitentiary or prison from which the escape was made. 
R. S. (\, C. 1 r>5, s. 11.

Nvction 1 <rf 58 Vic.. chap. 87 ha* not lx*en repealed. ami contain* tin* 
following additional provision* in reference to escape*:

“ Kvery one who. being sentenced to imprisonment or detention 
in, or being ordered to lie detained in, any reformatory prison, 
reformatory school, industrial refuge, industrial home or indus
trial school, escapes or attempts to escape therefrom, is guilty of a 
misdemeanour, and may he dealt with as follows : —

“ The offender may, at any time, he apprehended without war
rant and brought before any magistrate, who. upon proof of his 
identity, —

“ (a.) In the ease of an escape or attempt to escape from a refor
matory prison or a reformatory school, shall remand him thereto 
for the remainder of his original term of imprisonment or deten-

“ (b.) In the case of an escape or attempt to escape from an in
dustrial refuge, industrial home or industrial school,—

“ (i.) May remand him thereto for the remainder of his ori
ginal term of imprisonment or detention ; or

“ (ii.) If the officer in charge of such refuge, home or school 
certifies in writing that the removal of such offender to a place 
of safer or stricter imprisonment is desirable, and if the govern
ing body of such refuge, home or school applies for such re
moval, and if sufficient cause therefor is shown to the satisfac
tion of such magistrate, may order the offender to he removed 
to and to be kepi imprisoned, for the remainder of his original 
term of imprisonment or detention, in any reformatory prison 
or reformatory school, in which by law such offender may be 
imprisoned for a misdemeanour. — and when there is no such 
reformatory prison or reformatory school, may order the offen
der to be removed to and to be so kept imprisoned in any other 
place of imprisonment to which the offender may he lawfully 
committed ;
“ (r.) And in any case mentioned in the preceding paragraphs 

(a) and (b) of this subsection, or if the term of his imprisonment 
or detention has expired, the magistrate may, after conviction, 
sentence the offender to such additional term of imprisonment or 
detention, as the case may be, not exceeding one year, as to such 
magistrate seems a proper punishment for the escape or attempt 
to escape.”
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T.XBLK OK 0KFEXCK8 VNDKH TIT1Æ 111.
INDICTABLE OFFENCES (1)

Corruption uf Judge* ami l.cgisla- 
I ("'uni|il iihi of officers of just Ice.........

I Frauds ii|mm | ||i- tlnvemiocut ..

] Breach uf trust by public officer 
I Comi|it practices In affairs:.

137 ! Helling office)

I I ) • snlsslicnce tun statute.....................
Disobedience tu orders uf ('•mi l.

| Neglect uf pent..... fficertn sil|ipre-s riot
Neglect iu aid peace officer illaupprott*-

Neglect iu aid |ieace officer arresting

j Misconduct of officer* entrusted with 
! warranth, etc........ .................

Fourteen yearn........ Hnp.Court Cr. Juris.
Fourteen years. do
#1,000 line, ami one, 
year hIho li month* 
extra in default of 
imying tin.-, Disabled 
from cunt meting with 
or lioldingufllce iinderl
(ioveriiment ............. do
Five yearn................. j do
#l,(XHi line and i yearn, | 
also il niontlin extra,III 
default of paying line. ' Hup.Court Cr. Juris. 
Five year* (See section
t'.M). IHsahillty ........
holding oltlcen...........  do

One year............... j (leu'loi

Two yearn.................

One year. . 

Hix month.* .,

{l)

HU 
Itltf 
HI3 |

{ ?}

rl
M7 {

Ohstrncting puhlic officei 
Obstructing ...........iffleer

.......... Fourteen yenrnandlife

Hnbornntion of perjury...................
False oaths.............................................
False statement*....................................
Fabricating evidence..............................
Conspiracy to bring false accusation..

Administering oaths without authority 
Corrupting Jurors or witnesses.... 
Compounding penal actions..........

Corruptly taking reward for helping to
recover stolen property. ...........

Advertizing reward for stolen property 
Signing false certificate of executing

death sentence..........................
Being at large while under sentence. 
Assisting e*cn|>e of prisoner of war..
Prison-breach.......................................
Attempted prison-breach...................
Escape* from lawful custody.............

Rescuing prisoners or assisting escape. 

Permitting encupehy failure to perform 

Conveying anything Into prison to aid 

Unlawfully procuring prisoners ills-

ment. (Heesectio

Ten years..
Two year*..

Fourteen years . 
Seven years___

*ô<i tine, or 3 months.

Fine, not exceeding 
penalty compounded!

Two years. , 

Five years . 

Two years..

Seven years and 5 years;

One year...

See comments (umler Table of Indictable Offence* at the end of Title ll.enfel, on the Nvmmahy 
Trials ok Inhiitabi.i: okkkni km, Fixrs, Hirktikm, Hihpensiox ok sextkxck, Rkhtitvtiox, < • •« 
PKNHATIO.X ANI» COSTS.

(11 The offences under Title III are all indictable except a* to No. 14 more particularly men 
tinned in note (3).

(21 This offence, besides being Indictable, may also be tried s|iiiimarlly before two Justices, .uni. 
in that case, the punishment upon conviction is d montlm Imprisonment with bard labor or *10"

(8) Hee sec. MO, pout, a* amended by 67-58 Vic., c. 67.
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TITLE IV.
OFFENCES AGAINST RELIGION, MORALS AND 

PUBLIC CONVENIENCE.

PAKT XII.

OFFENCES AGAINST RELIGION.

170. Blasphemous libels. — Every one it» guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment who publishes any 
blasphemous libel.

2. Whether any particular published matter is a blasphemous 
libel or not is a question of fact. But no one is guilty of a blasphe
mous libel for expressing in good faith and in decent language, or 
attempting to establish by arguments used in good faith and con
veyed in deecni language, any opinion whatever upon any religious 
subject.

Among tin* old English common law and statutory offences against 
religion were, — 1, All blasphemies, (oral or written), against God,— as 
denying His being or providence, — and all contumelious reproaches of 
Jesus Christ; 2. all profane scoffing, (oral or written), at the Holy Scrip
tures, or exposing any part thereof to contempt or ridicule ; and. 3, im
postures in religion,— as falsely pretending to extraordinary commissions 
from God, and terrifying and abusing the people with false denunciations 
of judgment, etc. (1)

Hut modern statutes and decisions have greatly modified the old law : 
so that many things which were formerly indictable as blasphemy are not 
so now. At the present day. no prosecution could be sustained for. cal ml it 
and tliximxxltniatclu and with titrent lanyuayc, discussing or even calling 
in question the truth of Christianity. The offence <yf blasphemy consists, 
now, in attacking Christianity in a vulgar, profane or indecent manner, 
and not in endeavoring, by legitimate argument, to prove its falsity.

A blasphemous liln. consists in the publication of any profane words 
vilifying or ridiculing God, Jesus-Christ, the Holy-Ghost, the Old or New 
Testament or Christianity in general, with into it to shock and insult be
lievers, or to pervert or mislead the ignorant and unwary ; and if a 
publication In* “ full of scurrilous and opprobrious language, — if sacred 
subjects are treated with levity, if indiscriminate abuse is employed ins
tead of argument. then a design to wound the religious feelings of

(1) 1 Hawk. P. C., 368-866.
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others may Ik* readily inferred. But where the work in free from all offen
sive levity, abuse and sophistry, and is, in faet the honest and temperate 
expressio* of religious opinions conscientiously held and avowed, it is not 
a blasphemous libel." (2)

In one ease, Mr. Justice Er.ski ne said: “It is indeed still blasphemy scof- 
IIugly or irreverently to ridicule or impugn the doctrines of the Christian 
failli, yet any man may without subjecting himself to any penal con
sequences, soberly and reverently examine and question the truth of those 
doctrines which have been assumed or essential to it." (3)

The Royal Commissioners, in their report on the English Draft Code, 
say. in regard to blasphemous libel, that they deem it inexpedient to define 
it otherwise than by the use of that expression. They then go on to say. 
"As however we consider that the essence of the offence (regarded as a 
subject for criminal punishment) lies in the outrage it inflicts upon the 
religious feelings of the community, and not in the expression of erroneous 
opinions, we have added a proviso to the effect that no one shall lie con 
x ieted of a blasphemous libel only for expressing in good faith and decent 
language any opinion whatever upon any religious subject. We are in 
formed that the law was stated by Mr. Justice Coleridge to this effect in 
fhe ease of R. v. I’ooley tried at Bodmin in 1H57. We are not aware of any 
later authority on the subject.” [See pp. 21 and 22 of the Report.]

The law. as laid down by Mr. Justice Coleridge in R. v. I’ooley (4) and 
as sim e stated by Lord Chief Justice Coleridge in the .urn- of R. v. Ramsay 
and Foote, is in effect that the publication of any matter, which has ref 
cronce to (iod, Jesus-Christ, the Bible or the Book of Common l’raycr, in
tended and calculated to wound the feelings of mankind or to excite con
tempt and hatred against the church or religion or to promote immorality 
is blasphemous; but that matters couched in decent and proper language 
and published and intended in good faith to advance religious opinions, 
which the publisher regards as true, are not blasphemous merely because 
their publication i< likely to wound the feelings «if those who have con
trary opinions or because their general adoption might tend by lawful 
means to alterations in religion or in the constitution of the church. (5) 
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge in the course of his charge in the case of R. 
v. Ramsay and Koote, said, “ If the drcenele* of eontroverey arc ohnenrd, 
even the fundamentals of religion may lie attacked, without a person 1 icing 
guilty of blasphemous libel.”

The same principle was followed in the case of the Queen v. Brad laugh 
and others, where it was held that publications discussing with gravity and 
decency <|uestions as to Christian doctrines or statements in the Hebrew 
Scriptures, and even questioning their truth are not to be deemed blas
phemous so as to be fit subjects for criminal prosecution but that publica
tions which, in an indecent and malicious spirit, assault and asperse the 
truth of Christianity or of the Scriptures, in language calculated and in
tended to shock the feelings and outrage the belief of mankind are proper 
Iv to be regarded ns blasphemous so as to lie fit subjects for criminal 
prosecution. (6)

By section (134. punt, every one accused of publishing a defamatory libel 
iniiy plead the truth of the matter published and that its publication was

(2) (Mgers Lib. and Ml.. 3rd Ed., 463, 464.
(3) Shore v. Wilson, » Cl. and F„ 524-5.
(4) Steph. Dig. Cr. Law. 125, vote 2.
(5) R. v. Ramsay ami Foote, 15 Cox (,'. C., 231.
(6) R. v. Krndlaugh and others, 15 Cox C. (!.. 217. 218.

37
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for the publie benefit. But thin does not apply to a blasphemous libel, the 
truth of which cannot be pleaded as a defence. (7)

171. Obstructing officiating clergyman. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment 
who —

(«.) by threats or force, unlawfully obstructs or prevents, or en
deavours to obstruct or prevent, any clergyman or other minister 
in or from celebrating divine service, or otherwise officiating in 
any church, t , meeting-house, school-house or other place 
for divine worship, or in or from the performance of his duty in 
the lawful burial of the dead in any church-yard or other burial 
place. It. S. C., c. 156, s. 1.

172. Violence to officiating clergyman. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who 
strikes or offers any violence to, or, upon any civil process or under 
the pretence of executing any civil process, arrests any clergyman 
or other minister who is engaged in or, to the knowledge of the 
offender, is about to engage in, any of the rites or duties in tin- 
next preceding section mentioned, or who, to the knowledge of 
the offender is going to perform the same, or returning from tin- 
performance thereof. K. S. (’., e. 156, s. 1.

173. Disturbing religious meetings. — Every one is guilty of an
indictable offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty 
not exceeding fifty dollars and costs, and in default to
one month's imprisonment, who wilfully disturbs, interrupts or 
disquiets any assemblage of persons met for religious worship, or 
for any moral, social or benevolent purpose, by profane discourse, 
by rude or indecent behaviour, or by making a noise, either within 
the place of such meeting or so near it as to disturb the order or 
solemnity of the meeting. H. S. (\, c. 156, s. '2.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.

It has been held that cab driving on Sunday, by a cab driver, is not an 
offence under the Lord's Day Acts of Ontario. ( R.S.O.. 1897. e. 24(1: R.8.0.. 
1887, c. 20H). a cab driver not being one of the persons included in the 
classes mentioned in the Acts, and. in the case of a conviction on that 
charge, the conviction was held had, moreover, for uncertainty, because it 
did not specify the act or acts which constituted the offence, it living 
merely alleged that, on a certain Sunday, the defendant did unlawfully 
exercise the worldly business of his ordinary calling as a cab driver, the 
Court being of opinion that it is not sufficient.— unir** r.r/wmf// declared 
bu statut) to be SO. to describe the offence merely in the words of the

(7) Cooke v. Hughes. R. & M„ 115: R. v. Hieklin. L. R.. 3 Q. B.. 3(10: 
37 L. .1. M. ( .. 89: 11 Cox C. C.. 10.
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statute. without specifying the act or acts constituting the alleged of-

Where a municipal by-law, as to Sun dan Otmermiicc, exceeded in ks 
prohibition the terms of the provincial statute on which the by-law was 
based, by including classes of persons not included in such statute, it was 
held to Ik* too wide in its scope and void for unreasonableness. (0)

Where a chemist an.' druggist was convicted of having, in his shop in 
loronto, unlawfully sold and exposed and offered for sale, on the Lord's 
Day, certain goods, by selling two glasses of ice cream soda, thereby doing 
and exercising tin* worldly business and work of his ordinary calling, his 
counsel applied, in certiorari proceedings, for a rule nisi to quash the con
viction on the ground that it was bad, liecause, although the magistrate 
had stated that the articles in question were sometimes sold as medicines, 
there was no evidence in the case to shew that on the occasion in question 
they were not sold as medicines, - the result being that there was no 
evidence to support the magistrate's finding that the sale was not a sale 
of drugs or medicines within the exception contained in the statute under 
which the conviction was rendered ; but the Court held that it was well 
established that the finding of the magistrate upon a question of fad 
within his jurisdiction \\• uld not be reviewed upon certiorari. and that 
the defendant's remedy (if any) was by appeal; and the rule was 
refused. (10)

In another Ontario case, a defendant was convicted of having in his 
shop sold two glasses of ice cream, to two constables, on a Sunday. From 
flic evidence adduced at the trial and upon appeal, iu appeared that the 
defendant carried on business, — under the authority of a City license, 
as an eating house and victualling house keeper, and that, among other 
things, lie kept, for sale to his customers, soda water and ice cream, thaï 
Ids place was largely patronized by University and College students, many 
of whom boarded at his place by the week, including Sundays, that his 
place was kept open on Sundays, that, in addition to his ordinary bill of 
fare, lie provided ice cream which, however, was not included in the price 
of a meal bill charged for, extra. It was established by medical testimony 
that ice cream is a food. The Court of Appeal, in rendering judgment. 
reviewed the statutes, relative to the observance of the Lord's Day, on 
which the Ontario statute under which the proceedings were taken, was 
based, commencing with the English Act. 2ft Car. 2. c. 7. which enacts, 
among other things, that no tradesman, etc., shall do or exercise worldly 
labor, business or work of their ordinary calling upon the Lord's Day. 
(selling drugs and medicines and other irorkn of neceusitn excepted), and. 
after reviewing the facts at length and discussing the meaning of the stat
utory exception and comparing the English enactments with the Ontario 
Act, it was held that, on the Sunday in question, the defendant was ear 
lying oil strictly and exclusively his business as a victualler or eating 
house keeper, that the business lie thus carried on was a work of nece- 
sit y legally performed by him. in view of the express exception above 
referred to. and that, under all the circumstances of the case, the supplying 
of the two constables with the ice cream in question was the supplying 
of a refreshment in the nature of a light meal in the ordinary course of 
the defendant's business as an eating house keeper or a victualling house 
keeper, and was not an offence. Conviction quashed. (II)

(8) K. v. Somers, 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 4(1. See. also. It. v. Bud wav. 8 C.L.T.. 
2(10. and |{. v. Spain. 18 (). It.. 385.

(ft) II. v. Petersky, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., ftl.
( 10) H. v. Vrquhart. 20 ('. L. T.. 7.
(Il) II. v. Alhertie. 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 350.
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It has been held by the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, (McDonald, 

( . .1,. dissenting), that a Sunday Observance law of that province, passed 
before Confederation, was legislation dealing with public wrongs, and that, 
as bv the British North America Act the criminal law is placed within 
the exclusive legislative authority of the Dominion Parliament, the law 
in question became, upon Confederation, a part, as to that province, of the 
criminal law of Canada, and that ns such it is subject to repeal or amend
ment by a Dominion statute only and not by an Act of the provincial 
legislature, although similar legislation as applied to various classes only 
and not to the public generally would be within the jurisdiction of the 
provincial legislature, as dealing with civil rights. (12)

PART XIII.

OFFENCES AGAINST MORALITY.

174. Sodomy.— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to imprisonment for life who commits buggery, either with 
a human being or with any other living creature. R. S. ('., c. 137, 
s. 1.

175. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to
ten years’ imprisonment s to commit the offence men
tioned in the next preceding section. R. S. C., e. 157, s. 1.

In the common law,— which is not affected, on this subject, by the 
Criminal Code.— there is a conclusive presumption that a minor under 
fourteen is physically incapable of committing sodomy; (1) but he may 
lie convicted, under section 200, post, of an indecent assault upon a person 
under fourteen or upon a person over fourteen, if. in the latter case, his act 
is against the will of the other party.

Se<- section 201. /to*#, which provides that the consent of children under 
fourteen years of age is no defence to a charge of indecent assault.

176. Incest.— Every parent and child, every brother and sister, 
and every grandparent and grandchild, who cohabit or have sexual 
intercourse with each other, shall each of them, if aware of theii 
consanguinity, he deemed to have committed incest, and be guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen years* imprisonment, 
and the male person shall also be liable to be whipped : Provided 
that, if the court or judge is of opinion that the female accused is 
a party to such intercourse only by reason of the restraint, fear or 
iluress of the other party, the court or judge shall not be bound to 
impose any punishment on such person under this section. 53, 
Vie., c. 37, s. 8.

Incest, adultery and fornication arc not common law offences; but in 
England they are criminally cognizable under the ecclesiastical law. al

(12) 11. v. Halifax Electric Tramway Co., 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 424. 
(1) It. v. Hartlen, 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 12.
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I hough. ith Sir .lumen K. Stephen point» out, the only one which is pros 
ecuted in these <lu.vs is invest, un instance of which lie mentions us having 
been prosecuted in recent times in the Bishop of Chichester Court. (2)

There being no competent Ecclesiastical Court in Canada, and the ec
clesiastical law of England not being in force here. (It) none of these» of
fences have heretofore been punishable in any part of Canada, except in 
the provinces of Nova-Scotia, Xew-ltrunswiek and Prince-Ed ward Island, 
under special enactments passed by the legislatures of those provinces for 
the punishment of incest, (4) and also, as regards New-Brunswick, for the 
punishment of adultery. (6)

See section IKS, /w*f, as to conspiracy to induce a woman to commit 
adultery or fornication.

The word •'brother'* used in the statutes of Vermont, punishing incest. 
has been held to include a brother of the half-blood. (II)

It has been held that it is not necessary to prove more than a single 
sexual act. (7) But although proof of one commission of the offence in
sufficient for conviction, proof is admissible of the various times and cir
cumstances of the repetition of the offence. (8)

Either party to the offence, or both of them may be indicted. In a 
Nebraska ease a party was indicted alone for the crime of incest, under the 
provisions of section 2011 of the Criminal ('ode of that State, field that lie 
was properly indicted, and that it was not necessary that the indictment 
should be against both parties to the incestuous intercourse. (0)

The relationship must not only exist but the accused parties must have 
lieen aware of it: and therefore ignorance on the part of either party of 
the consanguinity, would relieve such party from culpability.

Oral evidence is not admissible in the province of Quebec to prove relu 
tionship; but the relationship must lie established by the production ot 
extracts from the registers of civil status, as required by the provincial 
laws of evidence, which are made applicable to criminal proceedings b\ 
section 21 of the Canada Krldrnrr Iel, unless the absence of such re 
gisters is established. ( 10)

177. Indecent acts. — Every one is guilty of nil offence ami 
liable, oil summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to 
a fine of fifty dollars or to six months’ imprisonment with or with
out. hard labour, or to both fine and imprisonment, who wilfully 

(o.) in the presence of one or more persons does any indecent

(2) 2 Steph. His. Cr. L. 3W0.
(8) In re laird Bishop of Natal, 3 Moo. V. ('. N. 8.. 115; Burli. Dig. ( i 

I,. 162.
(4) It. S. X. N.. (3rd 8.). c. 160, s. 2; R. 8. X. B.. c. 145, s. 2: 24 V» 

(I*. E. I.), e. 27. s. 3.
(6) It. 8. X. B.. e. 145. s. 3; Bulb, 102.
(6) 8. v. Wyman, (Vermont 8upreme Ct.). 8 All. Itep.. W00; 9 (ï. I. 

Mag., .:i
(7) 8. v. Brown, 23 N. E. Itep. (Ohio), 747: 12 Cr. L. Mag.. 882.
(8) 1*. v. ('east-. 45 X. XV. Rep. (Mich.). 585: Mathis v. (’. (Kv. >. I ! 

S. XV. Itep.. 3ti0: 12 Cr L. Mag.. 883.
(W) Yeoman v. 8. (Nebraska Supreme Ct.). 31 N. X\r. Itep., 00!); W < i

i. Mag., til.
(10) It. v. Carneau. Que. dud. Hep.. 8 Q. B.. 447: 4 Can. Cr. ('as.. 0W.
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act in any place to which the public have or are permitted to have 
access ; or

(b.) does any indecent act in any place intending thereby to in
sult or offend any person. 53 V., c. 37, s. li.

Section ti, of 53 Vic., c. 37, (which remains unrepealed), expressly men
tion* buireent exposure of the person a* a punishable offence. It reads as 
follows:

“ Every one who wilfully commits any indecent exposure of the person 
or act of gross indecem y in any public place, in the presence of one or 
more persons, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable, on summary convic
tion before two justices of the peace, to a tine of fifty dollars or to *ix 
months' imprisonment with or without hard labor, or to both line am. im
prisonment.”

It has Im-cii held in England that the offence of indecent exposure of the 
person may be indictable if committed before several persons, even if the 
place be not public (11), and that men who bathe, — without any screen 
or covering, so near to a public footpath that exposure of their persons 
must necessarily occur, are guilty of an indictable nuisance. (12) Nor is it 
any defence that there has been, so long as living memory extends, an 
usage so to bathe at the place, and that there has lieen no exposure beyond 
what is necessarily incidental to such bathing. (13)

In a case in New-York six women in a room in a bawdy-house exposed 
their persons for hire to live men, the door*, windows and shutters being 
closed, and it was held that thereby they committed this offence : the 
place being deemed public. (14)

The act of indecency must be irilful ; and therefore one, in a place how 
ever -, having by careful looking satistied himself that no ]>erson was 
in a position to see him, might innocently do what would constitute an 
exposure if people were present. So that, if under these circumstances he 
happened, in fact to be seen, lie would not Ik- subject to punishment. (15)

Where, upon a race-course, a booth was kept for the purpose of an in 
decent exhibition, — the public having no right of admission thereto 
except by paying, -it was held, in England, that such booth was a public 
place so as to support an indictment for an indecent exhibition therein. ( lti)

An omnibus has also been held to be a sufficiently public place to sustain 
an indictment for an indecent exposure therein; (17) and so also has the 
roof of a house visible from the back windows of several other houses.(18)

178. Gross indecency. — Every male person is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to live years’ imprisonment and to In- 
whipped who, in public or privai*, commits, or is a party to the 
commission of, or procures or attempts to procure the commission

(11) It. v. Wellard, 14 y. B. I)., 113; L. .1. (M. 1'.), 14.
(12) It. v. lteid, 12 Vox, 1; per Voekburn, V. ,1. ; Arch. Cr. VI. anil Kv.. 

21st Ed. 1061.
(13) lb. See also It. v. Vrunden, 2 Vamp., 8».
(14) P. v. llixby, 4 llun., 636; 1 Biwh. New Vr. L. Com., a. 11211.
(15) 1 Bish. New Cr. L. Vonim., (8th Ed.). ». 1133.
(lti) R. v. Saunders, 13 Vox V. V., 11(1.
(17) It. v. Holmes, 0 Vox C. C., 218.
(18) Thallmnn's Vase, L. & V.. 326.

II
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by any male person, of any act of gross indecency with another 
male person. 53 V., c. 37, s. 5.

It has Ih'vii In-lil ia England that it is not necessary, in order to convict 
a nuilc person. under section 11 of the Criminal Lair Amendment Ael, 
lN8f>, of an net of gross indecency with another male jmtsoii, that such 
other male |>ersnn should also he charged with and convicted of such act 
of inde cncy. It is an indictable offence, under the English Act above men
tioned, for one male |ierson to procure the commission by a second male 
|H-rs<m of an act of gross indecency with himself, the first mentioned ol 
•itch persons. ( Ilf)

179. Publishing obscene matter. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who 
knowingly, without lawful justification or excuse —

(a.) manufactures, or sells, or exposes for sale or to public view, 
or distributes or circulates, or causes to be distributed or circu
lated any obscene book, or other printed, typewritten, or other
wise written matter, or any picture, photograph, model or other 
object tending to corrupt mortals; or

(6.) publicly exhibits any disgusting object or any indecent

(r.) offers to sell, advertises, publishes an advertisement of, or 
has for sale or disposal any medicine, drug or article intended or 
represented as a means of preventing conception or causing of 
abortion or miscarriage.

2. No one shall be convicted of any offence in this section men
tioned if he proves that the public good was served by the acts 
alleged to have been done and that there was no excess in the acts 
alleged beyond what the public good requires.

3. It shall be a court or judge whether the oc
casion of the manufacture, sale, exposing for sale, publishing, or 
exhibition is such as might be for the public good, and whether 
there is evidence of excess beyond what the public good requires 
in the manner, extent or circumstances in, to or under which the 
manufacture, sale, exposing for sale, publishing or exhibition i- 
made, so as to afford a justification or excuse therefor; but it shall 
be a question for the jury whether there is or is not such excess.

4. The motives of the manufacturer, seller, exposer, publisher 
or exhibitor shall in all cases be irrelevant. (As amended by the 
Criminal Code Amendment Act, 1900, 03-64 V., c. 40, s. 3, which 
came into force on the 1st January 1901.)

The corresponding section of the English Draft Code doe* not contain 
flic words of the above sub-section (c), but has instead the clause “pub
lishes any obscene libel.’’ and it also omits the provision contained in

(111) It. v. .loi i and another, 18 < 'ox C. C., 207.
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paragraph 2 of the above section. The English section makes the punish- 
nient two years imprisonment iritli hard labor.

The Royal Commissioners in their veport say that the section of the 
English Draft Code as to obscene publications expresses the existing law, 
but that it puts it in a much more definite form than before. They add. 
"We do not, however, think it desirable to attempt any definition of 
obscene libel other than that conveyed by the expression itself."

It will be seen by sub-section (<•) of section 207 and by section 208,post, 
that any one, o/inil/t cj-pox#'/##/ or r.rhlbiling in anil ntrrvt, road, hiijhirau 
or inililic /ilnn anil indarnt rxlilhilinn, is liable to Ih- summarily convicted 
as a vagrant.

Where a defendant had lieen summarily convicted of having, without 
lawful excuse or justification, exposed to public view an obs-enc book ten
ding to corrupt morals, - the evidence shewing that the book in question 
was one describing certain diseases and that it was distributed lirai in by 
the defendant with the object of assisting the sale by him of certain 
medicines, -and the defendant's counsel, on a motion to make absolute a 
rule ilM to quash the conviction, contended that the conviction was bad 
on its face for not disclosing the offence alleged to have been committed 
by setting out the alleged obscene portions of it. and in simply following 
I lie language of section 171*. and that it should not be amended because an 
offence was not shewn to have lieen committed of the nature specified in 
the conviction, the book in question not being one tending to corrupt 
public morals, it was held that the conviction was bad on its face and could 
not be amended by setting out such parts of the hook as might be deemed 
obscene or tending to lorrupt public morals; and the rule was made 
absolute. (20)

This case appears to have liven decided on the strength of, (among other 
authorities), the decision of the English Court of Appeal in the case of 
i hurles Brail la ugh and Annie Bcsant. who were charged with and con
victed of having published an obscene book called “ Fruits of Philosophy," 
professedly a work on medical science and political economy, and whose 
conviction was. in ap|ieal, set aside on the ground that the indictment was 
bad. after verdict, bn mise it did not set out the alleged obscene portions 
of the work, it being held that, as the words of a liliel constitute the 
crime, the rule of the common law, when the common law is ..nattered 
by any statutory provision to the contrary, — is that the words of the 
alleged libel, (whether defamatory, blasphemous, seditious or obscene), 
must be set out in the indictment, and that their omission therefrom is a 
defect which could la* attacked either by demurrer, by motion in arrest of 
judgment or by appeal, (writ of error). (21)

But. in England, since the Brailla ugh case, the law has been altered by 
the La ir of l.ilnl \ maid omit Art, 1888. section 7 of which renders it 
unnecessary to set out in the indictment the obscene passages in full, by 
providing that it is “sufficient to deposit the book, newspaper or other 
document containing the alleged libel with the indictment or other judi
cial proceeding, together with particulars shewing, precisely, by reference 
to pages, columns and lines, in what part of the book, newspaper or other 
document the alleged libel is to la- found, and such particulars shall be 
deemed to form part of the record."

And see section OBI, fMWff, of the present Code. which, by sub-section (c) 
thereof, declares that no count shall lie objectionable or insufficient on the

(20) It. v. (Billions. 14 C. L. T.. 503.
(21) Brad laugh ft Bcsant v. It.. 3 Q. B. D., (107: 14 Cox C. C.. (W.
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ground that it doe# not set out tin* words used where words used arc the 
subject of the charge; and see, also, section 015, pout, which expressly 
declares that no count for publishing a blasphemous, seditious, obscene or 
defamatory libel, or for selling or exhibiting an obscene book, etc., shall 
be deemed insufficient for not setting out the words thereof, provided that 
a particular may be ordered to be furnished stating what passages in such 
book, etc., are relied on in support of the charge.

180. Posting immoral books, &c.— (As amended by the Cri
minal Code Amendment Act 1900, 63-04 Vie., e. 4(i, s. 3, which 
came into force on the 1st January 1901). — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two years" imprisonment who 
posts for transmission or delivery by or through the post —

(a.) any obscene or immoral book, pamphlet, newspaper, picture, 
print, engraving, lithograph, photograph or any publication, mat
ter or thing of an indecent, immoral, or scurrilous character : or

(6.) any letter upon the outside or envelope of which, or any 
post card or post band or wrapper upon which there are words, 
devices, matters or things of the character aforesaid ; or

(r.) any letter or circular concerning schemes devised or intend
ed to deceive and defraud the public or for the purpose of obtain
ing money under false pretenses.

181. Seduction. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to two years’ imprisonment who seduces or has illicit 
connection with any girl of previously chaste character, of orahovi 
the age of fourteen years and under the age of sixteen years. I? 
S. (!., c. 157, s. 3 : 53 Vic., c. 37, s. 3. (As amended by 5(i Vic., 
e. 38).

No prosecution for any offence under this section or under seel ions ls^ 
188, 185, I8U and 187. can lx* commenced after the expiration of one yeai 
from its commission. (22)

No conviction can be hud under this or any of the remaining sections m 
this part upon the evidence of one witness, unless such witness is corroho 
rated in some material particular implicating the accused. (23)

Where the girl is Milder the age of fourteen, the charge should he made 
under section 266. pout, for carnally knowing her.

Previous chastity. The above section, 181. provides that the gill 
seduced or with wfiom the illicit intercourse is had shall be of previously 
chaste character; ami, in some American cases, it has been held that, al 
lImugli the law prcxumr* that every woman is chaste and of good repute, 
it also prexiiini'H every one to be innocent of crime till proven guilty, ami. 
that, therefor, in ease* of seduction, the burden is upon the prosecution t" 
prove, in the first instance, that the girl is of good repute. (24) But it will 
tic seen that, by section 183a, pout, of our (’isle, it is now expressly provided

(22) See section 551 (c), pont.
(23) See section 1184. pont.
(24) S. v. McVaskey, (Mo.), 16 S. W. llep., 511; 13 Cr. L. Mag.. 81». 

See, also. Norton v. S„ (Miss.), 16 So., 264; 17 Cr. L. Mag., 264.
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tliat the burden oï proof of the previous uueluintitp of the girl or woman 
under sections IHI, |82 ami 183 .-hall In* upon the accused.

On nil indictment foi" seduction of n virtuous unmarried female, it was 
held, in an Aemerican ease, that the want of chastity may Is* considered 
on the question of whether the girl, though a virgin, was really seduced 
or whether she shared the intercourse for the gratification of lascivious 
propensities and without I icing influenced by the acts or importunity of 
the accused; (25) and, in another American case, it was held that an act 
of carnal intercourse induced simply by mutual desire of the parties to 
gratify the sexual passion is not seduction. (20)

It should, however. In* further observed that the above section. 181, of 
our Code provides that every one is guilty of an indictable offence who 

nedueen on has illicit connection." etc.; so that while seduction, if proved, 
is punishable, it seems, also, that the mere act of illicit connection with a 
previously chaste girl between fourteen and sixteen years of age is suffi
cient of itself to constitute an offence under this section.

Proof of age. - With regard to proof of the child's age, see the English 
case of It. v. Weaver, in which the defendant was indicted for and found 
guilty of carnally knowing a girl under twelve and over ten. and in which 
it was held that an extract from a register of births, purporting to be 
signed and certified by a deputy superintendent registrar as the person in 
whose custody the register was. was admissible in evidence on its mere 
production, and that, — in the testimony of the child’s grandmother, who 
testified that she believed the prosecutrix to be the child named in the 
extract, — there was sufficient evidence of the identity of the prosecutrix 
with the child mentioned in the extract. (27)

Where the mother of a child stated its age, in the first instance, but in 
cross examination appeared neither to know the year nor the month of its 
birth, it was held that there was evidence to go to the jury of the child's 
age. (28)

lly an addition made to the Criminal Code, by the Criminal Code 
Amendment Act, 11)00, it is now provided, that in order to prove a child's 
age for the purposes of sections 181, etc., the following shall be sufficient 
prima facie evidence, namely, “(a) any entry or record by an incorporated 
society or its officers having had the control or care of the child at or about 
the time of its I icing brought to Canada, if such entry or record has been 
made before the alleged offence was committed ; ” and that “(ft) in the 
absence of other evidence, or by way of corroboration of other evidence, 
the judge or the jury before whom an indictment is tried, or the justice 
before whom a preliminary enquiry thereinto is held, may infer the age 
from the child's apjiearence. (29)

Corroboration. -• The corroboration made necessary by section 084, post, 
may consist of the accused's admission, made after the girl attained the 
age of sixteen, that he had had connection with her ; and an admission, 
made by the accused I adore being charged with the offence, that he had 
been advised that if he could get the girl to marry him he would escape 
punishment, is corroborative evidence implicating him and is proper to be 
considered by a jury or by a judge exercising the functions of a jury. (30)

(25) O'Neill v. H. (da.). 11 K. K. Rep.. 856.
(26) V. v. OeKore. 31 N. W. Rep.. 585 ; 9 Cr. L. Mag., 426.
(27) R. v. Weaver. L. R„ 2 C. C. It.. 85; 45 L. J. M. ('.. 13.
(28) R. v. Nicholls. 10 Cox <\ ('.. 476; Arch. Cr. 1*1. A Kv.. 21st Kd.. 822.
(29) See section 701a, pout.
CM)) It. v. Wyae, 2 N. W. T. Rep., (Part 1). 82; 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 6.
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Mrrr proof of opportunity to have wxual intercourse in not sufficient 
corroboration. (31 )

Evidence of the girl's pregnancy and of her having been employed in 
domestic service at the defendant's residence and of facts shewing merely 
a strong probability of there having been no opportunity at which anj 
other man could have been responsible for her condition does not constitute 
corroborative evidence implicating the accused and which is required bi
section 084 in order to sustain a conviction. (32)

Evidence of a higher crime than seduction. Where a prisoner was in 
dieted and convicted, under section 3, clause a of the K.S.V., c. 157, of 
having seduced a girl under sixteen, it was held that he was properly con
victed of the offence, although the evidence adduced would. if believed 
in toto, - have supported a conviction for rajs*,— (an indictment for 
which had lieen previously ignored by the Grand Jury), —the Court, in 
confirming the conviction remarking that the Jury, (as they were perfect
ly competent to do), had evidently given credit to the girl's evidence as to 
seduction but had not accepted her statement with reference to vio
lence. (33)

This was the principle acted upon in an American ease in which it was 
held that, in a ease of seduction, it was proper to instruct the jury that 
before acquitting on the ground of there Wing evidence of the commission 
of a higher offence, — for instance, rape,--they must believe that such 
evidence would, on a trial for the higher offence, have been auftieient to 
justify a conviction, but that if they belie red that, although the defen 
liant had made use of force, the prose, utrix had yielded her consent, how 
ever reluctantly, before the carnal act was accomplished, the defendant 
would not Ik* guilty of the higher crime. (34)

There is an important difference between section 181 of our (.'ode and 
section 3, clause a of the U.S.C., c. 157, the latter making it a criminal of
fence to Hiduce and liare illicit connection with a girl of previously chaste 
character between the ages of fourteen and sixteen, while, as already above 
observed, section 181, ante, makes it a criminal offence either to eednee on 
hare illicit connection with such a girl.

182. Seduction under promise of marriage. — Every one, above 
the age of twenty-one years, is guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to two years’ imprisonment who, under promise of marriage. 
seduces and Ims illicit connection with'any unmarried female of 
previously chaste character and under twenty-one years of age. 50- 
51 V., v. 48, s. *.

The word "seduie,’’ though a general term having a variety of meaning» 
according to the subject to which it is applied, has, when it is used with 
reference to the conduct of a man towards a woman, a precise and detei 
miiiate signification, and is universally understood to mean an enticement 
of her on his part to surrender her chastity, by means of some art, in
fluents*, promise or deception calculated to accomplish that object, and V- 
include the yielding of her person to him as much as if it was express!» 
stated. (35)

(31) S. v. Unagy, (Iowa). 50 N. W. Hep., 882; 14 Cr. L. Mag., 522.
(32) It. v. Valiev. 2 Van. Cr. ( as.. 258.
(33) It. v. Dotv," 14 V. L. T„ 208 ; 25 O. K.. 302.
(34) It. v. Ingle. 31 S. XV. Itep., 20; 17 Cr. L. Mag., 430.
(35) S. v. Patterson, 88 Mo.. 88.
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1 he offence consists in enticing u woman from the patli of virtue and 
obtaining her consent to illicit, intercourse by means of promises made at 
the time. The promise ami yielding her virtue in consequence thereof is 
the gist of the offence. If she resists, hut finally assents or yields induced 
thereto by or in reliance upon the promise made, the offence is commit 
ted. (SO)

To establish a charge of seduction it must lie made to appear that the 
intercourse was accomplished by some artifice or deception and that 
there «as something more than a mere appeal to the lust or passion o! 
the woman. (37)

Where the law. as in the above section, 182, expressly provides that the 
seduction must be accomplished by means of a promise to marry, the of 
feme is committed if the man has had carnal intercourse to which the 
woman assented by reason of a promise of marriage made by the man at 
the time and to which without the promise she would not have yielded.(38)

It has been he'd by the New York Court of Appeal that, where a defen
dant had induced a woman to have sexual intercourse with him by pro
mising to marry her in case of her liccoming pregnant, he was not guilty 
of seduction under promise of marriage, the Court remarking that the 
statute, making seduction under promise of marriage a crime, was passed 
to protect a confiding ami chaste woman in yielding to the solicitation of 
the man who promised to marry her and nut for the purpose of protecting 
a woman who was willing to consent to the act and who only asked for 
a promise to marry her in case of her lapse from chastity lieing discovered 
by reason of her becoming pregnant as a result of the intercourse. (311)

A defendant was convi ted for that, being a person above the age of 
twenty one years, he did. under promise of marriage, -educe and have 
illicit connection with an unmarried female of previously chaste character 
ami under the age of twenty one. the trial judge charging the jury that 
if the seduction took place while there was between the parties an exis
ting engagement to marry, the Act applied. Ilrhl, a misdirection, that the 
seduction conti by the Act must Is* accomplished by means of a
promise of marriage, that the jury should have lieen so dire ted. and that, 
therefore, there was a mistrial; and a new trial was ordered. (40)

Corroboration. With regard to the necessity of corroboration required 
by section 084. /mx/, it has lieen held in an American case that, where the 
woman or girl is the only witness, evidence otherwise of such circum
stances as usually accompany a marriage engagement is sufficient to 
satisfy that prevision of the law which requires that the evidence of the 
woman in a trial for seduction under promise of murriage must as to the 
promise of marriage In- corroborated to the same extent as that of the 
principal witness in a disc of perjury ; (41) and, again, where the law
makes it an offen e to seduce an “innocent and virtuous" woman, under 
promise of marriage, and provides " that the unsupported testimony of the 
woman shall not lie sufficient to convict," the additional evidence required 
must, be not only as to the act of sexual intercourse but also as to its in 
ducement by a promise of marriage. (42)

(3tf) Hoyiv v. I'.. 35 N. Y.. «44.
(37) S. v. Fitzgerald. «3 Iowa. 2U8; 19 X. W. Hep.. 202.
(38) |\ v. Del-ore, «4 Midi., «03; 31 X. W. Hep.. 585.
(30) V. v. Nan Alstyne, 30 X. E. Hep., .343; 17 (Y. L. Mag., 205. Sec 

also. I*, x. Durvea. 3» X. Y. S.. 877: 17 <>. L. Mag.. 134.
(40) It. v. Walker, l X. W. T. Hep.. (Part 4). 84.
(41) S. v. Hill. (Mo. Supreme (1.). 4 S. W. Hep.. 121; 0 t'r. L. Mag.. 

504.
(42) S. v. Ferguson. (X. ('.). 12 S. K. Hep.. 574; 13 l'r. L. Mag., 480.

0645
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Subsequent marriage of the parties. -See sub-section 2 of section 184, 
//on/, which nuikes the subsequent marriage of the parties, if pleaded, a 
good defence.

Where in n ease of seduction the accused stated in open Court on the 
case being called for trial that, he was willing to marry the prosecutrix it 
was held in an American case that the charge should be dismissed. (43) 
It is doubtful, however, if this would hold good here, seeing that it is not 
a mere offer of marriage but an actual marriage subsequent to the -.educ
tion that is declared by sub-section 2 of section 184 to be a good defence.

183. Seduction of ward, servant, Ac.—Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment,—

(a.) who, being a guardian, seduces or has illicit connection 
with bis ward; or

(6.) who seduces or lias illicit connection with any woman or 
girl previously chaste and under the age of twenty-one years who 
is in liis employment in a factory, mill, workshop, shop or store, 
or who, being in a common, hut not necessarily siniliar, employ
ment with him in such factory, mill, workshop, shop or store, is. 
in respect of lier employment or work in such factory, mill, work
shop, s’iop or store, under or in any way subject to his control or 
direction, or receives her wages or salary directly or indirectly 
from him. (As amended hv 63-64 X\. c. 46, which came into force 
on the 1st January 1001).

183a. The burden of proof of previous unchastity on the part 
of the girl or woman under the three next preceding sections shall 
he upon the accused. (Added by the 63-64 X'., c. 46.)

According to the terms of section 183. the mere fact of illicit connection 
by « guiirilitin with his ward constitutes of itself, -independently of ami 
in addition to seduction, - - an olfencc; ami the same observation applies 
to that part of the section which refers to an employer of or one in com
mon employment with and having illicit connection with a woman or girl 
employed in a factory, mill, workshop, shop or store.

It has been held that an indictment of a guardian for carnally knowing 
hi' ward i*> insufficient when it fails to allege that the act was committed 
while the female remained in his care or custody. (44) But see section 
180a, //on/, »s to the meaning of the term “guardian: " ami see sub-section 
3 of section till, //on/, which provides that a count of an indictment may 
be in the words of the enactment describing the offence or in any words 
sufficient to give the net used notice of the offence with which he is charged.

184. Seduction of female passengers on vessels. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to a fine of four hundred 
dollars, fir to one year's imprisonment, who, being the master or 
other officer or a seaman or other person employed on hoard of

(43) C. v. Wright. (Ky.). 27 S. W.. 813; 17 Cr. L. Mag., 133.
(44) S. v. Buster. (Mo. Supreme Ct.). ‘2 S. W. Rep.. 834; 1» Cr. L. Mag.. 

427.
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«my vessel, while such vessel is in any water within the jurisdiction 
of the Parliament of Canada, under promise of marriage, or by 
Hi real*, or by the exercise of his author if y, or by solicitation, or the 
making of gifts or presents, seduces and has illicit connection with 
any female passenger.

V. The subsequent intermarriage of the seducer and the seduced 
is, if pleaded, a good defence to any indictment for any offence 
against this or either of the two next preceding sections except in 
Ihc case of a guardian seducing his nard. 11. S. (’.. c. (>5, s. 37.

185. Procuring defilement of women. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence, and liable to two years’ imprisonment with 
hard labour, who —

(a.) procures, or attempts to procure, any girl or woman under 
twenty-one years of age, not being a common prostitute or of known 
immoral character, to have unlawful carnal connection, either 
within or without Canada, with any other person or persons ; or

(6.) inveigles or entices any such woman or girt to a house of ill- 
fame or assignation for the purpose of illicit intercourse or prosti
tution, or knowingly conceals in such house any such woman or 
girl so inveigled or enticed ; or

(<•.) procures, or attempts to procure, any woman or girl to be
come, either within or without Canada, a common prostitute : or

(</.) procures, or attempts to procure, any woman or girl to leave 
Canada with intent that she may become an inmate of a brothel 
elsewhere ; or

(#*.) procures any woman or girl to come to Canada from abroad 
with intent that she may become an inmate of a brothel in Can
ada : or

(/.) procures, or attempts to procure, any woman or girl to leave 
her usual place of abode in Canada, such place not being a brothel,, 
with intent that she may become an inmate of a brothel within or 
without Canada ; or

(#/.) by threats or intimidation procures, or* attempts to procure. 
any woman or girl to have any unlawful carnal connection, either 
within or without Canada : or

(//.) bv false pretences or false representations procures any 
woman or girl, not being a common prostitute or of known im
moral character, to have any unlawful carnal connection, either 
within or without Canada ; or

(t.) applies, administers to, or causes to l>e taken by any woman 
or girl any drug, intoxicating liquor, matter, or thing with intent 
to stupifv or overpower so as thereby to enable any person to have 
unlawful carnal connection with such woman or girl. 53 V.. c. 39, 
s. 9 ; It. S. C.. e. 157. s. 7.
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I licrc is an vviilfiit cli-rit-Ml ciw in lliv n-fmvmv muilv nt tin* end of 
this section. Instead of «*liH|»t«*r 39 it should In- chapter 37 of 53 Viet.

Search warrants. Section 574, /in*/, provide* that. “Whenever there 
m mi son fti In'lieve t hat any woman or girl, mentioned in section 1H5. lias 
been inveigled or enticed to a house of ill-fume or assignation, then upon 
Complaint thereof being made under oath by the parent, husband, master 
or guardian of siteh woman or girl, or in the vient of saeli ironian or tjirl 
hoi ini/ no known liaient, hunhand, master nor tiuardian in the place in 
which the offence is alleged to have been committed, Ini «»// other /irrson. 
to any justice of the |ieu e, or to a judge of any court authorized to issue 
a arrant# in cases of alleged offences against the criminal law, such justice 
of the peace or judge of the court may issue a warrant to enter, />// dan or 
nifiht. such house of ill-fame or assignation, and if necessary use force for 
the purpose of effecting such entry whether by breaking ivpcn doors or 
otherwise, and to seanli for su-h woman or girl, and bring her, and the 
person or persons in whose keeping and possession she is. Iiefore such jus 
tiee of the peace or judge of the court, who may. on examination, ordci 
her to lie delivered to her parent, husband, master or guardian, or to lie 
discharged, as law and justice require.’’

186. Parent or guardian procuring defilement. - Every one 
who, living the parent or guardian of any girl or woman,—

(«.) procures such girl or woman to have carnal connection with 
any man other than the procurer ; or

(ft.) orders, is party to, permits or knowingly receives the avails 
of the defilement, seduction or prostitution of such girl or woman.

Is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to fourteen years' 
imprisonment if such girl or woman is under the age of fourteen 
years, and if such girl or woman is of or above the age of fourteen 
years to five years’ imprisonment. 53 V., e. 117, s. !>.

186a. Meaning of word " guardian." — The word “ guardian " 
in sections 183 and 186 includes any person who has in law or in 
fact the custody or control of the girl or child. (Added by the 
Criminal Code Amnndme.nl Art 11)00).

187. Householders permitting defilement of girls on their pre
mises. — Every one who, living the owner and « ccupier of any pre
mises, or having, or acting or assisting in. the management or con
trol thereof, induces or knowingly suffers any girl of such age a» 
in this section mentioned to resort to or lie in or upon such pre
mises for the purpose of living unlawfully and carnally known by 
any man, whether such carnal knowledge is intended to be with 
any particular man, or generally, is guilty of an indictable offence 
and —

(a.) is liable to ten years' imprisonment if such girl is under lin
age of fourteen years ; and

(ft.) is liable to two years' imprisonment if such girl is of or 
above the age of fourteen and under the age of eighteen year*. II. 
S. (’., c. 157, s. 5; 53 V., c. 37, s. 3. (As amended by the Criminal 
Code Amendment Act 1900.)
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A fat lier who allow» hi» ilanglifer living with him to art as a pio*iifule 
in hi* house i* within thi* provision. (4ft)

188. Conspiracy to defile.— Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who conspires with 
any other person by false pretenses, or false representations or 
other fraudulent means, to induce any woman to commit adultery 
or fornication.

*ev comment*. under -cctiou I7ti. f#w/r,- -on invent, adultery and for 
nival ion.

In a recent Amvrivan va»e.(4li) it wa* livid hy tin- lllinoi* Suprvmv Court 
that a count charging a <-on»|iiravy to induvv a female to vonimit forniea 
tion ( which, under the *tatule* of lllinoi*. i* a misdemeanor), may la? 
joined in the an me indictment with count* charging defendant* with ah- 
duet ion of the name female for the purpoae of prostitution. ami with un
lawfully detaining lu-r in a Iioumc of ill-fame, although, under the law* of 
Illinois, these latter charge* are felonies; and that ii|m>ii trial on such an 
indictment, a verdict finding the defendant* " guilty a* charged in the 
indictment." and fixing a |umi»hment that might la* inflicted under any 
one of the eoimt*, i* sufficient.

189. Carnally knowing idiots Ac. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to four years’ imprisonment who un
lawfully and carnally knows, or attempts to have unlawful carnal 
knowledge of, any female idiot or imbecile, insane or deaf and 
dumb woman or girl, under circumstances which do not amount 
to rape but where the offender knew, or had good reason to 1m-- 
lieve, at the time of the offence, that the woman or girl was an 
idiot, or imbecile, or insane or deaf and dumb. K. S. ('.. c. 157, s. 
.*1 ; 50-51 Vic., c. 48, s. 1. (As amended by the Criminal Codr 
Amondnmii Art 1900).

190 Prostitution of Indian woman. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to*a penalty not exceeding one hun
dred dollars and not less than ten dollars, or six months' imprison-

(a.) who, being the keel a* r of any house, tent or wigwam, allows 
or suffers any unenfranchised Indian woman to Ik* or remain in 
such house, tent or wigwan, knowing or having probable cause for 
lieliering that such Indian woman is in or rcn. tins in such house, 
tent or wigwan with the intention of prostituting herself therein; 
or

(b.) w ho. lK*ing an Indian woman, prostitutes herself therein ; or
(r.) who, being an unenfranchised Indian woman, keeps, fre

quents or is found in a disorderly house, tent or wigwam used for 
any such purpose.

(4ft) It. v. Webster. L. It., 1« Q. B. I>.. 1M.
(4(1) Herman et al. v. People. S. ( .. 22 X. K. Itep.. 471; 12 O. L. Mag.. 

222 et *eq.
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v. Every person who appears, nets or behaved as master- or mis
tress, or as the person who lias the care or management, of any 
house, tent or wigwam in which any such Indian woman is or re
mains for the purpose of prostituting herself therein, is deemed 
to be the keeper thereof, notwithstanding he or she is not in fact 
the real keeper thereof. R. S. C., c. 43, s. I0(i; 30-51 Vic., c. 33, 
s. 11.

I* A HT XIV.

N r I S A NC ES.

191. A common nuisance.—.1 common nuisance is an unlawful 
act or omission to discharge a legal duty, which act or omission 
endangers the lives, safety, health, property or comfort of the 
public, or by which the public are obstructed in the exercise or en
joyment of any right common to all Her Majesty’s subjects.

This section is in the exact words of the corresponding section of the 
Knglish Draft Vixlv: and the following are the remarks thereon of the 
Itoyat Commissioners:
“With regard to nuisances. * a * we have, — in sections 151 and 

152 (1), drawn a line between such nuisances as are and such as are nul
to Ik- regarded as criminal offences. It scents to us anotnahms and objet- 
tjouable upon all grounds that the law should in any way countenance 
the proposition that it is a criminal offence not to repair a highway when 
the liability to do so is disputed in perfect good faith. Nuisances which 
ciulumr f’to life, xafetu or health of the public stand on a different foot 
•tig-

My the present law, when a civil right such as the right of way is claimed 
by one private jm-ihoii and denied by another, the mode to try the question 
is by an action. Hut when the right is claimed by the public, who are not 
competent to bring an action, the only mode of trying the question is by 
an indictment or information, which is in form the same as an indictment 
vi information for a crime. Hut it was very early deteinined that though 
it was in form a prosecution for a crime, yet that as it involved a reined\ 
lor a civil right, the Crown’s pardon could not lie pleaded in bar. See :i 
Inst.. 237. And the legislature, so recently as in the statute 40 and 41 Vie., 
e. 14. again recognized the distinction. The existing remedy in such cases 
is not convenient, but it is not within our province to suggest any amend 
ment. The other sections are mostly menaetnients of statutes; but sec 
lions 153 and 158 (2) are declaratory of the common law, though we have 
-uggested the addition of hard labor to the punishment.”

Public and private nuisances. - The term “ nuisance " is derived from 
the French word noire, to do hurt or to annoy.

A common or public nuisance, under the common law, is such as in its 
nature or its consequences is “an injury or damage to all persons who 
inine within the sphere of its operation, though it may be so in greater 
degree to some than to others.” (3) According to Blackstone it is an of

(1) Sections 151 and 152 of the Knglish Draft Code are similar to our 
sections 102 and 103.

(2) Sections 153 and 158 are similar to our sections 194 and 206, post.
(3) Soltau v. Delleld, 2 Sim. N. 8.. 142.
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fence " against the publie order ami economical regimen of the Stale, 
being either the doinij of a tiling to the annoyance of the king’s subjects 
or the ncytcctin<j to do a thing which the common good requires.” (4) 
For example, if, in the operation of a manufactory,- -such as a dye-works, 
a tallow furnace, a smelting house, a tunning factory, or a lime-pit foi 
cleaning skins, — volumes of noxious smoke or poisonous eflluvia are 
emitted : to persons who are within the reach of these operations ami 
whose health may he thereby endangered, a nuisance, in the popular sense 
of the term, is committed. So. also, an obstruction in a highway is. to all 
who have occasion to travel upon it, a nuisance. It may Is? a greater nui
sance to those who have to travel over it daily than it is to a person using 
it only once a year: hut it is more or less a nuisance to every one who 
has occasion to use it, and it is therefore a common or public nuisance,(5) 
although not of so serious a character as a nuisance endangering life or 
health.

Where, however, the thing complained of is such as to he limited to one 
or only a few individuals, it is a private nuisance. For instance, if a man 
by building up a wall darkens the ancient windows of one or of several 
different dwelling houses, this is only an injury or a nuisance to the 
particular persons who live in them. It does not affect the public generally 
and he is not. in thus acting, necessarily guilty of a common nuisance.(0)

Of course, it is needless to remark that a private nuisunoe cannot 1m; the 
subject of a criminal prosecution. A nuisance is not a criminal offence un
less it is a common nuisance; and, as will he seen by sections 11)2 and 193 
even a common nuisance is not always and under all circumstances a 
(liminal offence. Section 191 defines what common nuisances are; and sec
tion 192 specifies which of them are indictable as criminal offences, by 
enacting that a common nuisance is so indictable which endangers the 
lives safety or health of the public or which, (though not dangerous to 
life, etc.), occasions injury to tile person of any individual. (7)

It has been said that in judging of a public nuisance, the public good it 
does might, in some cases, where the public health was not concerned, he 
taken in consideration, in order to see if the public annoyance was out
weighed by the public benefit derived; (8) but this doctrine was over
ruled in Ward's case, where it was held to be no answer to an indictment 
for a nuisance in a harbor, by erecting an embankment, that, although the 
work was in some degree a hindrance to navigation, it was advantageous 
in a greater degree to the other uses of the port. (9)

No length of time will legalize a nuisance. (10)

192. Common nuisances which are criminal. — Every one in 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to one year's imprison
ment" or a fine, who commits any common nuisance which endan-

(4) 4 111. Com., 100.
(5) See Att. Gen. v. Sheffield Gas Consumer's Co., 3 De G., M. and G.. 

304: Imperial (ins Light & Coke Co. v. Broadbent. 7 H. !.. Ca.. 000 : 
Crowder v. Tinkler, 10 Ves., 017 ; 11. v. Train, 2 B. & S. 040 ; .Jones v. 
Powell, Palm., 539; Bliss v. Hall, 4 Bing. N. ('.. 183; Broom’s Com. L., 700.

(0) Soltau v. Dclleld, 2 Sim. N. 8.. 143.
(7) See further comments under section 192, post.
(8) R. v. Russell. 0 B. & C„ 500.
(9) R. v. Morris, 1 B. & Ad.. 441; R. v. Randall, C. & Mar., 490.
(10) It. v. Cross, 3 Camp., 227; 8. v. Rankin, 3 S. ('., 438, 10 Am. R.. 

737; 1 Bisli. New Cr. L. Com., s. 1078#/.
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yers the lives, safety or health of the public, or which occasions 
injury to the person of any individual.

Under the general definition contained in Section 101 there must, — in 
order to constitute a common nuisance, — be either an unlawful act dune 
or a legal duty omitted, which unlawful act or unlawful omission endan
gers public life, safety, health, projicrty, or comfort, or obstructs the 

in the exercise or enjoyment of a common right.
When we take Sections 101, 102, and 103, and read them together, we 

find that common nuisances, as therein dealt with, divide themselves into 
two classes, namely, 1. those which are dangerous to the lives, safety or 
health of the public, and, 2, those which are not dangerous to the lives, 
safety, or health of the public, -although they may interfere with or even 
endanger public comfort or property, or obstruct the public in exercising 
or enjoying a common right.

With regard to the first of these two dusses, — a common nuisance of a 
nature to endanger the lives, safety or health <rf the public,— it is crim
inal in itself, and is so treated in section 102, which makes it an indictable 
offence; but. with regard to the second class.— those which are not of a 
nature to endanger the lives, etc., of the public, — it seems that none of 
them is to be treated as a criminal offence, except when occasioning actual 
injury to tlie person of some individual; and, then being,— (under the 
general definition in section 101), — a common nuisance, (though not 
criminal, in itself, because not in its nature dangerous to public life, safety, 
or health), it becomes an indictable offence by the terms of section 102, 
which makes every common nuisance, (not, in itself, dangerous to public 
life, safety or health), a criminal offence if it occasions injury to the per 
son of any individual. In other words, all common nuisances, which are in 
themselves dangerous to public life, safety or health, are indictable of
fences. and all other common nuisances become indictable and punish
able when they occasion actual injury to the person of any individual.

Section 102 must not be taken to mean that an art which occasions in 
jury to the person of any individual is thereby constituted a common nui
sance. As any one, who makes but a cursory examination of it, will 
readily see. the se tion does not say so.

On the contrary, it deals, disjunctively, but distinctly, with two different 
classes of common nuisance; and if we were to take out from the section 
the words, “which endangers the lives, safety or health of the public, 
or." -the section would still be complete and would read as follows:

“ Every one is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to one years
imprisonment or a fine, who commits any common nuisance which occa
sions infill’ll to the person of any individual ”

If. on the other hand, we were to take out from the section the words 
“or which occasions injury to the person of any individual,” the section 
would, in that case also, lie complete ami would read as follows:—

“ Every one is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to one years
imprisonment or a fine, who commits any common nuisance which endan 
yers the lives, safety or health of the public.”

There are. thus, two separate and distinct offences dealt with by this sec
tion. 11)2. In each there is a common nuisance, and each must conform to 
and fulfil the essential elements of a common nuisance as defined, in a 
general way, by section 191 : but one is and must lie a common nuisance 
which in its nature endungers public life, safety or health; while the other 
is and must be a common nuisance which, (not lieing in itself dangerous 
to public life, safety or health), has occasioned injury to some individual.

The omission of an electric railway company, operating their cars upon 
a highway, to use reasonable precautions to avoid, endangering the lives

6
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<>i the public using lliv highway in common with the Company is a breach 
of a legal duty constituting a common nuisance under the above sections 
101 and 102. for which an indictment will lie against such company. (11)

A prosecution of a municipal corporation for a nuisance in not keeping 
a public street in repair can only he by indictment under the provisions of 
section Ml, sub-section 2. ;mmt. (12)

193. Common nuisances which aie not criminal. — Any one
convicted upon any indictment or information for any common 
nuisance other than those mentioned in the preceding section, 
shall not he deemed to have committed a criminal offence ; hut all 
such proceedings or judgments may be taken and had as hereto
fore to abate or remedy the mischief done by such nuisance to the 

! right.
See comments under section* 101 and 102.

194. Selling articles unfit for human food. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to one year’s imprison
ment who knowingly and wi exposes for sale, or has in his 
possession with intent to sell, for human food articles which lie 
knows to be unfit for human food.

2. Every one who is convicted of this offence after a previous 
conviction for the same crime shall he liable to two years’ impri
sonment.

Section 117 of the Eiiylixh Public H till tit Arts, /N7J and I MO, (38-311 Vic., 
c. 55, and 53-54 Vic., c. 59), is similar in effect, though not in wording to 
the above section, 194. of our ('«sic except that there is a difference in the 
punishment indicted.

Where, under the English Act. a butcher was charg«*d with having in 
his possession a diseased carcase for the purpose of preparation for sale and 
intended for the food of man, and the proof shewed that the defendant had 
purchased a cow which lie knew to be unfit for human food, had 
slaughtered the bea-l, ami was about to dress it for human food, when it 
was seized by a nuisance inspector, the justices on this proof dismissed 
the charge on the ground that the defendant had not exposed the meat 
for suie; hut, in appeal, it was held that the justices were wrong, and that 
a person who has unsound meat in his possession with the intention of sel
ling the same for fmxl of man is guilty of an offence under the Act : al
though he may not have actually exposed it for sale. (13)

Foreign walnuts were sold by a fruit broker to a retail dealer upon con
dition tliat the latter “ destroy the unsound portion before offering them 
lo the public.” The retail deafer having, after making the purchase, found 
that the bulk of the nuts were bad, did not offer them for sale but handed 
them over to a sanitary inspector who procured their condemnation as un
lit for the food of man. The fruit broker was then indicted and convicted ; 
hut the Court of Crown Cases Reserved quashed the conviction on the 
grounds that there had liven no sale nor exposure for sale by the retail

(11) R. v. Toronto Railway (lo.. 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 4.
(12) It. v. Citv of London. 21 ('. L. T., 71.
(13) Mnllinson v. Carr, 00 !.. J. M ('.. 34: 17 Cox C. C„ 220.

4
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dottier und that it hud nut been .shewn that the nuts had been purchased 
from the defendant by the retail denier for the fuud of man. (14)

The d«y after a purchaser hud purchased some meat he hud it inspected 
by u medical officer, ami it was condemned; and in proceedings then taken, 
under the Public Health Act, (London), 1891, the seller of the meat was 
convicted; but the conviction was quashed on the ground that the statute 
authorized u conviction for selling meat when at once found upon examina
tion to be unsound, but not. us in this case, when only found to be bad on 
the day after it was sold and in hot weather in the month of July. (15)

ADULTERATION.

The “ Adulteration Act," is chapter 107 of the 11. 8. as amended by 
various statutes.

The INTERVKKTATIOX ( i.ACMKH of the Adulteration Act are contained in 
itrf second section, which, (as amended and added to by the 53 Vic., c. 20. 
section 1. by the 01 Vic., e. 24, sec s. 1, 2 and 3. and by the 62-03 Vic., c. 20. 
sec. 1), ia as follows: —

“In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,—
(a.) The expression food includes every article used for food or 

drink by man or cattle, and every ingredient intended for mixing 
with the food or drink of man hr cattle for any purposes whatso
ever ;

(b.) The expression drug includes all medicines for internal or 
external use for man or for cattle ;

(c.) The expression agricultural fertilizer means and in
cludes every substance imported, manufactured, prepared or dis
posed of for fertilizing or manuring purposes, which is sold at 
more than ten dollars per ton and which contains phosphoric 
acid, nitrogen, ammonia or nitric acid : (16)

(</.) The expression officer means any officer of Inland Re
venue, or any person authorized under this Act or “ The Fertili:- 
ers Ad ” to procure samples of articles of food, drugs or agricul
tural fertilizers and to submit them for analysis ;

(e.) Food shall be deemed to be adulterated within the mean
ing of this Act, —

(1) If any substance has l>een mixed with it, so as to reduce 
or lower or injuriously affect its quality or strength ;

(2) If any inferior or cheaper substance has been substituted. 
wholly or in part, for the article ;

(3) If any valuable constituent of the article has been wholly 
or in part abstracted ;

(4) If it is an imitation of, or is sold under the name of, an
other article ;

(14) It. v. Dennis, (1894) 2 Q. IJ., 458: 42 W. K., 586 ; 63 L. J. M. < 
163.

( 16) Billing v. Drebble, 45 W. R„ 101.
(16) Tbe Fertilizers Act is the 53 Vic., c. 24, as to which set* p. 192. post.
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(5) If it consists wholly or in part of a dimmed or decomposed. 
or putrid or rotten animal or vegetable substance, whether manu
factured or not, or in the case of milk or butter, if it is the 
produce of a diseased animal, or of an animal fed upon unwhole
some food ;

(<») If it contains any added poisonous ingredient, or any in
gredient which may render such an article injurious to the 
health of a person consuming it ;

(?) If its strength or purity falls below the standard, or its 
constituents are present in quantity not within the limits of 
variability fixed by the Governor in Council as hereinafter 
provided.

(8) If it so coloured or coated or polished or powdered that 
damage is concealed, or if it is made to appear better or of 
greater value than it really is ;
(/.) Every drug shall be deemed to be adulterated within the 

meaning of this Act, —
(1) If, when sold, or offered or exposed for sale, under or by 

a name recognized in the edition of 1898 of the British Phar
macopoeia, it differs from the standard of strength, quality or 
purity laid down therein ;

(2) If when sold, or offered or exposed for sale, under or by 
a name recognized in any foreign pharmacopoeia, such as /,< 
Coder Medicament arius in France or the pharmacopoeia of the 
United States and having the name of such pharmacopoeia 
plainly labelled upon the article, it differs from the standard of 
strength, quality or purity laid down therein :

(3) If when sold or offered or exposed for sale under or by a 
name which is not recognized in any Pharmac ipoeia, but which 
is found in some generally recognized standard work on mater in 
medico, or chemistry, it differs from the standard of strength, 
quality or purity laid down therein ;

(4) If its strength or purity falls below or differs from the 
professed standard under which it is sold or offered or exposed 
for sale ;
(g.) Provided, that the foregoing definitions as to the adulter

ation of food and drugs shall not apply, —
(1) If any matter or ingredient not injurious to health has 

been added to the food or drug because it is required for the 
production or preparation thereof as an article of commerce, in 
a state fit for carriage or consumption, and not fraudulently to 
increase the bulk, weight or measure of the food or drug, or to 
conceal the inferior quality thereof, if each package, roll, parcel 
or vessel containing every such article manufactured, sold or 
exposed for sale is distinctly labelled as a mixture, in conspi
cuous characters forming an inseparable part of the general

12
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label, which shall also hear the name anil address of the manu
facturer.

(2) If the food or drug is a proprietary medicine, or is the 
subject of a patent in force, and is supplied in the state required 
by the specification of the patent ;

(3) If the food or drug is unavoidably mixed with some extra
neous matter in the process of collection or preparation ;

(4) If any articles of food not injurious to the health of tin- 
person consuming them are mixed together and sold or offered 
for sale as a compound, and if each package, roll, parcel or vessel 
containing such articles is distinctly labelled as a mixture, in 
conspicuous characters forming an inseparable part of the 
general label, which shall also bear the name and address of the 
manufacturer.
(h.) Every agricultural fertilizer shall be deemed to be 

adulterated within the meaning of this Act, if. when sold, 
offered or exposed for sale, the chemical analysis thereof shows a 
deficiency of more than one per cent of any of the chemical sub
stances, the percentages whereof are required to be specified in the 
certificate, by “ The Fertilizers Act " required to he affixed to each 
barrel, box, sack or package containing the same or (if the agricul
tural fertilizer is in bulk) to be produced to the inspector; or if it 
contains less than the minimum percentage of such substances 
required by the said Act to be contained in such fertilizer;

(t.) The expression analyst includes any member of the ex
amining board appointed under the authority of sub-section two 
of section three of this Act, and any assistant analyst to the chief 
analyst at Ottawa.”

Appointment of Analysts and Food Examiners. — Section 3 of tin* 
Adulteration Art provides for the appointment, by the Governor in Coun
cil, of skilled persons, who have passed tin* required examination, as 
analysts of food, drugs and agricultural fertilizes purchased sold or ex
posed or offered for saie within Much territorial limits as are assigned to 
them, as well ns a CHIEF analyst; and, (by an addition made by the fill 
Vie., c. 2(1, sec. 2). the Governor in Council is authorized to appoint per
sons nominated by the Council of any city, town, county or township or 
other municipality and who have passed the required examination, as 
•• food examiners," for such municipality, to examine certain articles of 
food; and with regard to such articles of food as he is appointed to ex 
amine the certificate of analysis of any such “food examiner " has the 
same force and effect as that of an official analyst.

Officers of Inland Revenue, and others, to submit samples for anal
ysis. — Section f> of the Adulteration Art provides that Officers of Inland 
Revenue, Inspectors and Deputy Inspectors of weights and measures, and 
Inspectors and Deputy Inspectors acting under “ The General Inspection 
Act'' or any of them shall when required to do so by any regulation in 
that behalf of the Minister of Inland Revenue, procure and submit samples 
of food, drugs or agricultural fertilizers, suspected to be adulterated to he 
analysed by the analysts appointed under the Act.

Appointment of Inspectors of Food in Cities, etc. — Under section (1 of 
the Adulteration Act, the Council of any City, county, town or village may
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appoint inspectors of food, drugs and agricultural fertilizers with all the 
powers vested by the Act in Officers of Inland Revenue ; and any such 
inspector may have any sample collected by him analysed by the public 
analyst, upon whose certificate of analysis ; jch inspector may prosecute 
any person who manufactures, sells or offers or exposes for sale, within 
the city, county, town or village for which he in appointed inspector, any 
article of food, drug or agricultural fertilizer certified by the public analyst 
to have been adulterated.

It has been held, in proceedings under the English Food and Drugs 
Acts, that inspectors and analysts cannot act, for the purpose of taking or 
analysing samples or otherwise putting the Acts in operation, for any dis
trict other than the district for which they have been appointed. (17)

Method of obtaining and analysing samples. — Sections 7, 8, 0. 10 and 
II, — of our Adulteration Act, — relating to the method of procuring and 
submitting samples of food, etc., for analysis, — are as follows: —

“ Any officer may procure samples of food, drugs or agricul
tural fertilizers which have not been declared exempt from the 
provisions of this Act, from any person who has such articles in his 
possession for the purpose of sale, or who sells or exposes the 
same for sale; and he may procure such samples either by purcha
sing the same or by requiring the person in whose possession they 
are to show him and allow7 him to inspect all such articles in his 
possession, and the place or places in which such articles are stored 
and to give him samples of such articles, on payment or tender of 
the value of such samples. ” (Sec. 7.)
“if the person who has such articles in his possession, or his 

agent or servant, refuses or fails to admit the officer, or refuses or 
omits to show all or any of the said articles in his possession, or 
the place in which any such articles are stored, or to permit the 
officer to inspect the same, or to give any samples thereof, or to 
furnish the officer with such light or assistance as he requires, 
when required so to do in pursuance of this Act, he shall he liable 
to the same penalty as if he knowingly sold or exposed for sale 
adulterated articles knowing them to be adulterated.” (Sec 8).

“Tlie officer purchasing any article with the intention of sub
mitting the same to he analysed, shall, after the purchase has been 
completed, forthwith notify the seller or his agent selling the 
article, of his intention to have the same analysed by the public 
analyst, and shall, except in specific eases, respecting which pro
vision is made by the Governor in Council, divide the article into 
three parts, — to be then and there separated, and each part to he 
marked and sealed up or fastened up, as its nature permits, — and 
shall deliver one of the parts to the seller or his agent, if required 
by him so to do :

2 He shall transmit another of such parts to the Minister of 
Inland Revenue for submission to the chief analyst in case of ap-

(17) 1$. v. Horace Smith and Kerr, 18 Cox C. C., 307.
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peal, and shall submit the remaining part to the analyst for the 
district within which the samples were taken, unless otherwise 
directed by the Minister of Inland Revenue.” (Sec. 9.)

“ 3. The Minister of Inland Revenue, or the Commissioner of In
land Revenue, or any person duly authorized in that behalf, may, 
however, cause the part intended to be analyzed, as in the next 
preceding subsection mentioned, to be submitted to the chief 
analyst, or to any other of the analysts appointed under this Act. 
who is deemed by him to have special skill and experience in the 
examination of particular substances, and such analyst shall report 
to the Minister of Inland Revenue; and in every such case the cer
tificate of the analyst employed under this sub-section shall have 
the like force and effect as the certificate of the analyst hereinaf
ter mentioned.” (Subsection 3 added to sec. 9 by 51 Vic., c. 24, 
sec. 3.)

“ The person from whom any sample is obtained under this Act 
may require the officer obtaining it, to annex to the vessel or pack
age containing the part of the sample which he is hereby required 
to transmit to the Minister 6f Inland Revenue, the«naine and ad
dress of such person, and to secure, with a seal or seals belonging 
to him, the vessel or package containing such part of the sample, 
and the address annexed thereto, in such manner that the vessel 
or package cannot be opened, or the name and address taken oil', 
without breaking such seals; and the certificate of the chief an
alyst or of his assistant analyst shall state the name and address 
of the person from whom the said sample was obtained, that the 
vessel or package was not open, and that the seals, securing to tin- 
vessel or package the name and address of such person, were not 
broken until such time as he opened the vessel or package for the 
purpose of making his analysis; and in such case no certificate 
shall he receivable in evidence, unless there is contained therein 
such statement as above, or a statement to the like effect.” (See. 
10 as amended by 51 V., c. 24, s. 4.)

“When the officer has, by either of the means aforesaid, procur
ed samples of the articles to be analyzed, he shall cause the same to 
l>e analyzed by one of the analysts appointed under this Act, and 
if it appears to the analyst that the sample is adulterated within 
the meaning of this Act, he shall certify such fact, stating in such 
certificate, in the case of an article of food or a drug, whether such 
adulteration is of a nature injurious to the health of the person 
consuming the same; and the certificate so given shall be received 
as evidence in any proceedings taken against any person in pur
suance of this Act, subject to the right of any person against tcltoni 
proceedings arc taken to require the attendance of the analyst for tin 
purpose of cross-examination.” (Sec. 11).

“ 2. Should any sample on examination be found by the analyst 
to be adulterated within the meaning of this Act, and he so re-
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ported to the Minister of Inland Revenue, the said Minister may. 
at his discretion, cause the result of the analysis to be communic
ated to the vendor, and require him to pay, at the- ratfe specified in 
the second schedule to this Act, the cost of procuring and analyz
ing the said sample :

3. Should the said vendor refuse or neglect so to do, the Minister 
may then cause legal proceedings to be taken against him, as here
inafter provided.” (Subsections 2 and 3 added to sec. 11 by 53 V., 
e. 2(5, s. 3).

Appeals to chief analyst.—«Section 12 of the Adulteration Act, relates 
to appeals from the decision of an analyst to the chief analyst, and, (as 
«mended by the 53 Vic., c. 20, sec. 4), is as follows: —

“ If the vendor of the article respecting which the certificate re
ferred to in the next preceding section is given, deems himself ag
grieved thereby, he may, within forty-eight hours of the receipt 
of the first notification of the intention of the officer or other pur
chaser to take proceedings against him (whether such notification 
is given by the purchaser or by the ordinary process of law), notify 
the said officer or purchaser in writing that he intends to appeal 
from the decision of the analyst to the judgment of the chief an
alyst; and in such case the officer or purchaser shall transmit such 
notification to the chief analyst, and the chief analyst shall, with 
all convenient speed, analyze the part of the sample transmitted 
to the Minister of Inland Revenue for that purpose, and shall re
port thereon to the said Minister; and the decision of such chief 
analyst shall be final, and his certificate thereof shall have the 
same effect as the certificate of the analyst in the next preceding 
section mentioned.”

Essentials and effect of the certificate of analysis. — Where the of
fence charged is that of having abstracted some constituent part of the 
article, it seems that it is not necessary for the analyst to set out in his 
certificate of analysis the constituent parts of the sample analysed, and 
that it is sufficient for the certificate to shew what has been abstracted 
without giving all the constituent parts of the sample ; but, where it is a 
case of adulteration by adding something which is one of the constituent 
parts of the article analysed, the certificate should give particulars of its 
constituent parts and of the substance added; (18) or disclose tfie grounds 
upon which the analyst has arrived at the conclusion that some foreign 
ingredient has been added. (19)

So, that, where, in a prosecution under the English Food and Drugs 
\ets, for selling milk containing added water, the analyst’s certificate 
stated that the analyst was of opinion that " the sample analysed con
tained the percentage of foreign ingredient as under, — 5 per cent of added 
water," it was held that the certificate was bad as evidence of adultera- 
ti<m, because water is one of the constituent parts of all milk and it was 
not sufficient for the analyst to merely certify that a certain percentage 
of water had been added, but that he should have given in his certificate

(18) Bakewell v. Davis, 03 L. J. M. C., 93; [18941 1 Q. B , 296.
(19) See Fortune v. Hanson, and Bridge v. Howard, cited below.
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information of the total percentage of water found in the analysed 
sample, and lieeause the analyst's certificate of analysis was merely a state
ment of his own conclusion without shewing what s andard he had 
adopted in arriving at his conclusion, it being further held that if the 
substance added had been found to be something that could not exist in 
milk as a constituent, — such, for instance, as pepper or sand, — it would 
have been sufficient to have stated in the certificate that the sample an
alysed contained so much |>cr cent of such added foreign ingredient, but 
that when the tiling said to be added is one of the constituents of the 
article analysed, then, the analyst must sufficiently certify the facts on 
which he bases his opinion to enable the magistrates themselves to come 
to a conclusion. (20)

On the same principle, it was held that a certificate, which stated that a 
sample of rum contained " thirteen per cent of water in excess of the quan 
tit y allowed by Hite," was too vague, and did not warrant a conviction, 
but that it should have s|>ccificd the total quantities of pure spirit and of 
added water contained in the sample, — it being for the justices and not 
for the analyst, in such a ease, to determine conclusions of law and of 
fact. (21)

Where the certificate of a public analyst stated that a sample submitted 
to him contained 94 per cent of milk and (i per cent of added water and 
went on to say, " This opinion is based on the fact that the sample con
tained only 7.97 per cent of solids not fat, whereas genuine milk contains 
not less than 8.5 per cent of solids not fat,’’ it was held that the certif
icate was good, because it gave the grounds upon which the analyst had 
based his opinion, although it did not set out all the ingredients found in 
the sample analysed. (22)

The purchase by un Inspector of six small bottles of camphorated oil in 
one lot for the purpose of having them analysed and their division by him 
into three parts of two bottles each, one part, (consisting of two of the 
bottles), being sent to the public analyst, is not a compliance with the 
Act. because each bottle, however small, is itself an article and ought to 
be divided into three parts. (23)

In proceedings under the Knglish Sale of Food and bi tty* Art, J875, it 
has been held that, — notwithstanding section 21 of that Act which is 
somewhat similar to the latter part of the first clause of section 11 (page 
180. ante), of our Adulteration Art, to the effect that the analyst’s cert if 
icute shall Ik* received as evidence, subject to the defendant’s right to have 
the analyst called us a witness, — the effect of this provision is not ..that 
thvwcertitiaate shall, — in case* of-the "analyst not l»eing called as a wit
ness,— be eoneluMire evidence but merely evidence on which the justices 
may regard the facts therein stated as proved unless there is other 
evidence, including the testimony of the defendant given as a witness on 
his own behalf, to shew that such facts are erroneous; the meaning of the 
provision being, (in the language of Lindley, L.J.), that the justices max 
act upon the certificate, that they must weigh it as evidence, but that 
they are also bound to weigh any evidence offered on the other side, and 
to come to a conclusion upon the whole of the evidence given on both 
sides. (24)

Adulteration prohibited. In section 14 of the Adulteration Art. there 
is a general prohibition against adulteration, ns follows: —

(20) Fortune v. Hanson. [1890] 1 <). B„ 202: 18 Cox C. C., 258.
(21) Newby v. Sims. [1894] 1 g. B., 478; 03 L J. M. C„ 228.
(22) Bridge v. Howard, 18 Cox C. (’., 421; [1897] 1 Q. B.. 80.
(23) Mason v. Cowdary, 09 I,. J.. Q. B„ 067: [1900 ] 2 Q. B . 419
(24) Hewitt v. Taylor, [1800] 1 Q. B.. 287: 18 Cox C. (.. 220.
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“14. No person shall manufacture, expose or offer for sale or sell 
any food, drug or agricultural fertilizer which is adulterated with
in the meaning of this Act/’

Adulteration of milk. Skimmed milk. In section I'» of the Adultéra 
lion Act. there are special provisions ns to the adulteration of milk and the 
conditions under whieh *ki mined milk may lie sold.

The section is as follows :
“If milk is sold, or offered or exposed for salt", after any valuable 

constituent of the article has been abstracted therefrom, or if 
water lia» been added thereto, or if it is the product of a diseased 
animal or of an animal fed upon unwholesome food, it shall he 
deemed to have been adulterated in a manner injurious to health, 
and such sale, offer or exposure for sale shall rentier the vendor 
liable to the penalty hereinafter provided in respect I" the sale of 
adulterated food ; except that ski.mm HD mii.k may he sold as such 
if contained in cans l>ea.r>ng upon their exterior, within twelve 
inches of the tops of such vessels, the word skimmhd in letters of 
not less than two inches in length, and served in measures also 
similarly marked ; hut any person supplying such skimmed milk, 
unless such quality of milk has been asked for by the purchaser, 
shall not be entitled to plead the provisions of this section as a de
fence to or in extenuation of any violation of this Act :

2. Nothing in this section shall he interpreted to permit or war
rant the admixture of water with milk, or any other process than 
the removal of cream liv skimming."

Ah to the punishment* for selling food adulterated in a manner in 
jurions to health, and for selling food adulterated in a manner not in 
jurions to health, see section 23 of the Adulteration Art, at p. 18(1, /lout.

Set* pp. 191. 192, /mw/, as to the sale of Dali'l/ iirodnetx to cheese, butter or 
condensed milk makers, as to “skim milk elnrxe," and as to retint ration 
of eheexe faetorie* and ereamrriex, etc.

Where milk, which was purchased at .the defendant's shop, was found 
on analysis to lie deficient in cream to the extent of 33 per cent, and it 
appeared that the milk, after being received pure and good from the coun
try, had been placed in a large vessel from whieh it was served out in 
small (plantities as occasion required, it was urged on the part of the 
defendant that it was the natural tendency of the fatty matter to rise to 
the surface, that consequently the quality of the milk necessarily dimin
ished as the upper portion containing more than its due proportion of 
cream was removed in serving it out to customers and that therefore the 
defendant was not responsible. The magistrate accepted this excuse and 
refused to convict ; but, in appeal, it was held that nn offence under see 
lion 9 of the English Sale of Food anil Drugs Act, 1875, had been com 
mitted : and that it was sufficient to prove that nn article of food has been 
altered by the abstraction of some part of it and sold in its altered state, 
the intention of the abstractor being immaterial, and his ignorance of the 
abstraction affording no excuse. (25)

(25) Dyke v. Gower. 17 Vox V. C.. 421; (18921 1 Q. R. 220. 01 L. J. M. 
V.. 70; Pain v. Brough twood. 10 Vox V. C., 747/ 24 Q. B.-'D.. 353. appr/wed.
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Where » milk dealer"# servant, employed by hi# master to sell milk out 
of vans, adulterated the milk with water, the master wa , convicted as the 
seller; and in appeal it was held that the conviction was right, the master 
being liable for his servant's act in selling adulterated milk, whether the 
master did or did not connive at the offence, although proof of the entire 
absence </f connivance on bis part might, in the discretion of the convicting 
magistrale, be properly admitted with a view to mitigate any penalty he 
might otherwise think fit to impose. (20)

A milk dealer, being asked for a pint of new milk, sold to a food inspec
tor a pint of skimmed milk and charged, for it, one penny, the usual price 
for skimmed milk. At the trial of a charge under the English Food and 
Drugs Arts, the justices differed, one being of opinion that, as only a pen
ny a pint had been charged, the purchaser must have been aware that it 
was skimmed milk he was buying; but it was held that the knowledge of 
the purchaser was immaterial, and the case was remitted to the justices 
to convict. (27)

Section 3 of the English Sale of Food and Drugs Art, 1879, (42-43 Vic., 
c. 30), provides that an Inspector “may procure at the place erf delivery 
any sample of milk in the course of delivery to the purchaser,"’ for the 
purpose of making an analysis of the same and taking proceedings there
on ; and where a farmer at A had entered into an agreement to supply 
milk to a dairy company at 1$., the latter place being appointed as the 
place at which delivery was to be made, the purchasers, however, to pay 
the carriage of the milk from A. to.B., and it appeared that two churns 
of the milk were consigned by the farmer from A. to the purchasers at 1$.. 
and that on the arrival of the milk at B., samples of it were taken at the 
railway station by an inspector and were found on analysis to be adul
terated, the farmer was convicted; and, on appeal it was held that the con
viction was right and that B was the place of delivery, notwithstanding 
the stipulation for payment of the carriage by the purchasers. (28)

A milk dealer undertook, under a contract with the Guardians of the 
I’oor of West Derby Union, in England, to supply the latter, daily, at 
their workhouse with a specified quantity of new milk, free from adultera
tion and yielding seven degrees of cream, at a certain price, the milk to be 
tested on delivery; and it was stipulated that a reduction in the price 
should be made if the milk was found deficient in a certain specified pro
portion of cream. On a certain date, five cans o-f milk were delivered by 
the milk dealer at the workhouse of the West Derby Union, from each <if 
which cans a sample was taken by an Inspector of weights and measures, 
ami two of these samples having been found on analysis to be deficient in 
< ream, the milk dealer was summoned, convicted and fined. In appeal it 
was held, (in affirmance of the decision of the .Justices), 1, that the Inspec
tor of weights and measures was justified in laying two charges, notwith
standing that, as between the defendant and the Guardians of the Union, 
there was only one sale and delivery on the occasion in question, 2. that 
the lns|>eetor was right in taking a sample from each of the five cans, 3. 
that the defendant was not entitled to give in evidence the analysis of the 
milk contained in the three cans in respect of which no information had 
been laid, and 4, that the defendant's contract with the Guardians could 
not alter the liability of the defendant on informations laid against him 
by nil Inspector of weights and measures. (29)

(26) Brown v. Foot, 17 Cox C. C„ 509 ; 01 L. .1. M. C., 110.
(27) Heywood v. Whitehead, 18 t'ox C. C., <115.
(28) Filsbie, (Appellant), v. Evington, (respondent), 17 Cox C. C., 

481; [18921 2 Q. B.. 200.
(29) Fecitt v. Walsh. 17 Cox C. C., 322; [1892] 2 Q. B., 304 : 60 L. .1 

M. 143.
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Adulteration of Vinegar. - Section hi of the Adulteration Act relating 

to the adulteration of vinegar is as follows: —

“ Vinegar sold, or offered or exposed for sale, shall be deemed 
to be adulterated in a manner injurious to health if any mineral 
acid has been added thereto, or if it contains any soluble salt 
having copper or lead as a base thereof — whether such mineral 
acid or salt is added, either during the process of manufacture or 
subsequently.”

Adulterated Liquors. Section 17. relating to this subject, is as fol
lows: —

“Alcoholic, fermented or other potable liquors sold, or offered 
or exposed for sale, shall be deemed to have been adulterated in a 
manner injurious to health if they are found to contain any of the 
articles mentioned in the first hedule to this Act, or any article 
hereafter added to such schedule by the Governor in Council.” 
(As amended by 53 V., c. 2(5, s. (>).

Exempted articles, etc. — Sections 18 and 19 (as amended by 53 Vic., 
e. 2(1, H.s. 7 and 8), provide that the Governor in Council, by orders in 
Council to be published in the Canada (tazette, may declare from time to 
time certain articles or preparations to be exempt, from the provisions of 
the Act, and may add to the list contained in the first schedule of the Act, 
and may also establish a standard of quality for and fix the limits of 
variability permissible in any article of food or drug or compound, the 
standard of which is not established by any such pharmacopoeia or stan
dard work ns is therein before mentioned.

Seizure and confiscation of adulterated artic !es. — See sections 20 and
21 of the Adulteration Art.

Adulteration of Honey. — Section 21« of the Adulteration Act, (added 
by 59 Vic., c. 12. sec. 1), declares that the feeding to bees of sugar, glucose 
or any other sweet substance than such as bees gather from natural sour
ces, with intent that such substance shall he used by bees in the making 
of honey, or the exposing of any such substance, with the said intent, shall 
he a wilful adulteration of honey, and that no honey made by bees in whole 
or in part from any such substances and no imitation of honey, or sugar 
honey, so called or other substitute for honey shall be manufactured or 
produced for sale, or sold or offered for sale in Canada. Provided that this 
section shall not prevent the giving of sugar in any form to bees to be 
consumed by them ns food.

Punishment for wilful adulteration. - This is provided for by section
22 of the Act, which (as amended by (II Vie., c. 24, sec. 4), is as follows:—

“ Every person who wilfully adulterates any article or food or 
any drug, or orders any other person so to do, shall,—

(a) if such adulteration is, within the meaning of this Act, 
deemed to Ik* injurious to health, for the first offence, incur a 
penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars and costs, or six 
months’ imprisonment, or both, and not less than fifty dollars and 
costs, and for each subsequent offence a penalty not exceeding one 
thousand dollars and costs, or one year’s imprisonment, or both, 
and not less than one hundred dollars and costs ;

(b) if such adulteration is, within the meaning of this Act, 
deemed not to be injurious to health, incur a penalty not exceeding
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two huiidrud dollars and costa, or three months’ imprisonment, 
and for each subsequent offence a penalty not exceeding five hun
dred dollars and costs, or six months’ imprisonment or both, and 
not less than one hundred dollars and costs.**

Punishment for selling or exposing for sale any adulterated article.
Thin in provided for by section of the Act. which (ns amended by (11 
X ie„ v. 24, section 5), is as follows: —

Every person who, by himself or his agent, sells, offers for sale, 
or exposes for sale, any article of food or any drug, which is adult
erated within the meaning of this Act, shall,—

(a) if such adulteration is, within the meaning of this Act, 
deemed to be injurious to health, for a first offence incur a penalty 
not exceeding two hundred dollars and costs, or three months* im
prisonment, or both, and for each subsequent offence a penalty not 
exceeding five hundred dollars and costs, or six months’ imprison
ment, or both, and not less than fifty dollars and costs ;

(b) if such adulteration is, w;ithin*tbn meaning of this Act. 
deemed not to be injurious to health, incur for each such offence 
a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars and costs, and not 
less than five dollars and costs.

2. Provided that if the person accused proves to the court be
fore which the case is tried that he had purchased the article in 
question as the same in nature, substance and quality as that de
manded of him by the purchaser or inspector, and with a written 
warranty to that effect, — which warranty, in the form in tin- 
third schedule to this Act, is produced at the trial of the case, 
and that he sold it in the same state as when he purchased it, and 
Huit lie could not with reasonable diliijence hare obtained knou'ledije 
of its adulteration, he shall be discharged from the prosecution, 
but shall he liable to pay the costs incurred by the prosecutor, un
less he has»given due notice to him that he will rely on the above 
defence, and has called the party from whom he purchased tin- 
said article into the case as provided for by the next following 
subsection of this section, n which case he shall be liable only to 
the forfeiture provided by section 21 of this Act.

3. The person presenting the defence referred to in the next 
preceding subsection shall, upon his sworn declaration that In- 
purchased the article in good faith, and as provided for in the said 
subsection, obtain a summons to call such third party into tin- 
case; and the court shall at the same time hear all the parties, and 
decide upon the entire merits of the case, not only as regards tin- 
person originally accused, but also as regards the third party so 
brought into the ease.”

A defendant had purchased a cask of viregar from " (j. & Co., Lim.” The 
eask had on it a printed label hearing the words “ Vinegar warranted un
adulterated —• U. & Co., Lim., Cumberland Market. London,” and the 
vinegar was invoiced to tlie defendant as “ G. & Co's vinegar."’ The de.fen-
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dant having been convicted of selling adulterated vinegar, it wan held, in 
appeal, that there was a suftfcient written warranty to entitle the defen
dant to the protection afforded by section 25 of the English Sale of Food 
and Drug* Act, 1875, which is the same in effect as sub-section 2 of the 
above section, 23, of our Adulteration Act. (30)

In another English case, it was held that if the document relied upon as 
a written warranty amounts to a warranty in law, it is sufficient as a 
defence and will entitle the defendant to be discharged, without the word 
" warrant " or the word “ warranty being expressly stated in the docu
ment. (31)

Where a company was convicted of having sold milk from which twenty 
per cent of its original fat had been abstracted, and it appeared by the 
evidence that the defendants had purchased the milk under a written con 
tract by which the producers of the milk had agreed to supply the com
pany defendant, daily, with a certain quantity of “ genuine good new inns 
of the best quality with all its cream on,-' and by which each and ever) 
supply of milk was warranted to be pure, genuine new milk unadulterated 
and with all its cream on, and that attached to each churn containing the 
milk, of which the milk in question was a part, was a label having on it 
the words “ warranted genuine new milk with all its cream on,"’ it was 
held, in appeal, that the contract and the label together constituted a suf
ficient warranty to entitle the Company defendant to the protection of 
section 25 of the English Sale of Food and Drags Art, IS7.», and that the 
conviction must be quashed. (32)

A local foreman of a Company sold <m their behalf milk which was 
found upon analysis to contain 12 per cent of added water. The milk in 
question had been consigned by one Thompson by rail in cans each of 
which bore a label with the words “ Warranted genuine good milk with 
all its cream on." There was also a written agreement l>etween Thompson 
and the Company whereby Thompson agreed to supply the Company with 
genuine good milk of the best quality with all its cream on. In proceedings 
against the foreman, the latter stated that the milk in question was 
served by him in the same state as he got it from the cans, but he admit
ted that he had not tested it, though the milk had travelled a distance of 
ninety miles and although a lactometer had been supplied to him for the 
purpose of testing the milk. Upon these facts he was convicted; and in 
appeal it was held that the conviction was right, the defendant, though 
an employee of the Company, being the seller of the milk, and further 
that, even if the provision of,4aw. relating to warranty had any application, 
the défendant had not brought himself within its provisions. (33)

It has been held that, to support a defence of warranty under section 25 
of the Fnglish Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1875, a retailer of milk must 
shew that the producer's contract with him, — contracting that the milk 
should lie pure new milk, — covers each consignment of milk delivered 
under it. (34)

Punishment for possessing adulterated liquors. — This is provided for 
by section 24 of the Adulteration Act, which (as amended by 53 Vie., c. 
20, section 10), is as follows: —

" Every compounder or dealer in, and every manufacturer of

(30) Lindsay v. Rook, 03 L. J. M. C., 231.
(31) Laidlaw v. Willson. 03 L. .1. M. C., 31; [1894] 1 Q. 11. 74.
(32) The Farmers and Cleveland Dairy Company Limited, (Appellants),

\ Mcphenson. (Respondent), 17 Cox ('. 201; 00 L. .1., M. C„ 70.
(33) llotchin v. Hindmnrsh. 00 L. J.. M. <\, 140; |1891] 2 Q. 11, 181.
(34) Robertson v. Harris, 09 L. J., Q. H. 520; (1900 ] 2 Q. 11. 117.
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intoxicating liquors, who has in his possession or in any part of 
tlie premises occupied by him as such, any adulterated liquor, 
knowing it to be adulterated, or any deleterious ingredient speci
fied in the first schedule hereto, or added to such schedule by the 
Governor in Council, for the possession of which he is unable to 
account to the satisfaction of the court before which the case is 
tried, shall be deemed knowingly to have exposed for sale adulter
ated food, and shall incur for the first offence a penalty not ex
ceeding one hundred dollars, and for each subsequent offence a 
penalty not exceeding four hundred dollars.”

Knowingly attaching false labels. The punishment for this is provi
ded for by section 25 of the Adulteration Act, which is as follows:—

“ Every person who knowingly attaches to any article of food, 
or any drug, any label which falsely describes the article sold, or 
offered or exposed for sale, shall incur a penalty not exceeding one 
hundred dollars and not less than twenty dollars, and costs.”

Procuring samples, and officer or private individual submitting them 
for analysis. — Special provisions on this subject arc contained in sections 
27, 27a, 27ii, and 27c, which (as «mended by 01 Vie., c. 24. sees. 0 and 7), 
are as follows: —

“ It shall be the duty of any officer entrusted with the enforce
ment of this Act, when lie is required thereto by any person, to 
purchase from the vendor of any article sold or exposed for sale 
a sample thereof and submit it for analysis in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act, provided the person so requiring such pur
chase and analysis deposits with such officer at the time such a 
demand is made, a sum of money sufficient to pay for such sample 
and analysis.

2. If, upon analysis, such article is found to be adulterated 
within the meaning of this Act, the person at whose instance the 
analysis is made, may prosecute the vendor of the article, or may 
require such officer to prosecute the vendor upon making a deposit 
of twenty-five dollars with the collector of Inland Revenue, as secu
rity for the costs of such prosecution, and every person so prose
cuting shall be entitled to a moiety of the penalty imposed, upon 
conviction of the person accused.

3. Nothing herein contained shall be held to preclude such of
ficer, or the Department of Inland Revenue, from prosecuting the 
vendor of such article so adulterated : Provided that a second pro
secution shall not be instituted for the same offence.”

27a. Nothing herein contained shall be held to preclude any 
person from submitting any sample of food, drug, or agricultural 
fertilizer for analysis to any public analyst, or from prosecuting 
the vendor thereof, if it is found to be adulterated within the 
meaning of this Act.

2. Any public analyst shall analyse such sample on payment of 
the fee prescribed with respect to such article or class of articles 
bv the Governor in Council.”
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“ 27b. The person purchasing any article with the intention of 
submitting it to analysis shall, after the purchase is completed, 
forthwith notify to the seller or his agent selling the article his 
intention to have it analysed by the public analyst, and shall offer 
to divide the article into three parts to be then and there separ
ated, each part to be marked and sealed or fastened up in such 
manner as its nature will permit of, and shall, if required to do so, 
proceed accordingly, and he shall deliver one of the parts to the 
seller or his igent, retain one of the parts for future comparison, 
and submit lie third part to the analyst, if he deems it right to 
have the article analysed.”

“ 27c. If the seller or his agent does not accept the offer of the 
purchaser to divide in his presence the article purchased, the an
alyst receiving the article for analysis shall divide it into two 
parts, and shall seal or fasten one of those parts, and shall cause 
it to he delivered, either upon receipt of the sample or when he 
supplies his certificate, to the purchaser, who shall retain such 
part for production in case proceedings arc afterwards taken in 
the matter.”

Expenses and costs. — Section 28 of the Adulteration Art, (ns amended 
by 58 Vic., c. 20, section 11), provides that any expenses incurred in pro
curing and analysing any food, drug or agricultural fertilizer shall, if the 
person from whom the sample is taken is convicted of having in his pos
session, selling, offering or exposing for sale adulterated food, drugs or 
agricultural fertilizers, in violation of the Act Ik» deemed to be a portion 
of the costs of the proceedings against him and be paid by him accordingly : 
and by sub-section 2, (added to the same section by (11 Vic., e. 24, see. 8), 
it is provided that such expenses of prosecution shall also include a reason
able counsel fee. in the discretion of the judge, and that in the ease of a 
private prosecution, if the prosecution is dismissed as being without reason
able ami probable cause, the costs of defence shall Ik* taxed against such 
prosecutor.

Proceeding by Indictment. — Section 81. (added to the Adulteration 
Art, by 111 Vie., e. 24, see. 9), declares that nothing in the Act contained 
shall affect the power of proceeding by indictment nor take away any 
other remedy against any offender under the Act.

First schedule. — The first schedule of the Adulteration Act, (as amend
ed by the f>3 Vic., e. 2(1, section 12, and by the 01 Vic., e. 24, section 10), 
is as follows:—

“ Cocculus indiens, chloride of sodium (otherwise common salt), 
copperas, opium, cayenne pepper, picric acid, salicylic acid, Indian 
hemp, strychnine, tobacco, darnel seed, extract of logwood, salts 
of zinc, copper or lend, alum, methyl alcohol and its derivatives, 
amyl alcohol, and any extract or compound of any of the above 
ingredients.”

Second schedule. — The second schedule of the Act is as follows:

Milk............................................... ......................  #8 00
Bread, sweets and any other articles not men

tioned in this schedule, each......................... 0 00
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Butter, cheese, malt liquors, cider, wines, al
coholic liquors, tinctures, liqueurs, condi
ments, spices, drugs, oils, fats, proprietary 
medicines, infants’ and invalids’ foods, con
densed milk and fertilizers, each................. 12 00

Tea, coffee, tobacco, cocoa, chocolate, opium, 
pharmaceutical liquors, lluid extracts, dis
pensed medicines and waters, each............... 14 00

Third schedule. — The third schedule, (added to the Adulteration Act 
by the 01 Vic., e. ‘24. section 10), is as follows: —

Form of Warranty.
1 hereby warrant that the undermentioned articles manufact

ured by myself or by persons known to me and sold by me to
on the dates opposite thereto, are 

pure and unadulterated within the meaning of the Adulteration 
Act.

Date. Article.

(Signature of manufacturer or vendor.)

CANNED GOODS.

The Act relating to canned goods is chapter 10.'» of the K.S.C., as amend 
111 liy the 50-51 Vic., c. 38.

Interpretation of the word “ Package.” - Section 1 of the Act declares 
that the expression ‘‘Package" means ever}- can, tin or package in which 
articles or goods are put up for sale and which are closed by being her
metically sealed.

Stamping of Packages. Section 2 of the Aet (as amended by the 50 
51 Vic., c. 38), is in tne following terms: —

“ Every package of canned goods sold or offered for sale in Can
ada, for consumption therein, shall have attached thereto or im
printed thereon a label or stamp, setting forth in legible characters 
the name and address of the person, firm or company by whom the 
same was packed, or of the dealer who sells the same or offers it 
for sale ;
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2. Every such package containing goods prepared from products 
which have been dried previously to being so prepared, shall, in 
addition, be labelled or stamped with the word “ soaked ”, which 
word shall be plainly printed diagonally across the face of the 
label in large, legible type at least half an inch in height and three 
eights of an inch in width.

.‘1. Every person who sells or offers for sale any such goods in 
violation of any provision of this section shall, on summary con
viction before a justice of the peace, for a first offence, incur a 
penalty of two dollars for each such package, and for a subsequent 
offence a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars and not less than 
four dollars, for each such package in respect of which any such 
provision has been violated.”

Misrepresentation of contents of package. —Section 3 is as follows:

“ Every person who places on any package any label, brand or 
mark which falsely represents the quantity or weight of the con
tents of such package, shall, on summary conviction before a 
justice of the peace, incur a penalty of two dollars for each pack
age on which the quantity or weight is so falsely represented : Pro
vided always, that a variation under the rate of three ]>er cent, 
shall not be deemed a violation of the provisions of this section."

Misrepresentation of date of packing. — Section 4 is as follows: —

“ Every person who places on any package any label, brand or 
mark which falsely represents the date when the article or goods 
contained therein were packed, shall, on summary conviction l>e- 
fore a justice of the peace, incur a penalty of two dollars for each 
package on which such date is falsely represented.”

DAIRY PRODUCTS.

Sale of milk to Cheese, Butter or Condensed milk makers. - '1 lu- 52
N ie., c. 43. imposes,— for selling, supplying or sending, to any cheese, but
ter or condensed milk maker or manufacturer, any milk diluted with 
water, or in any way adulterated, or any skimmed milk, or any milk tain
ted or partly sour, or any milk drawn from a diseased cow, — a penalty of 
$50 (and not less than $5) and costs, and imprisonment, not exceeding six 
months, in default of payment.

Cheese. - By section 2 of the 50 Vic., e. 37, the making of any cheese 
fiom or by the use of skimmed milk to which there has been added any fat 
foreign to such milk and the knowingly buying, selling, or exposing or 
having for sale any cheese so manufactured, is punishable by a fine not 
exceeding $500 (and not less than $25) and costs, with imprisonment, not 
exceeding six months with or without hard labor, in default of payment; 
and, by section 3 of the same statute, it is enacted that cheese made from 
or by the use of skimmed milk must not be sold, offered, or exposed or 
had in possession for sale, unless the words “ skim-milk cheese ” are 
legibly branded, marked or stamped on the side of every cheese, and also 
upon the outside of every box or package containing the same, under a
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penalty of $5 (uml not less than $2) and costa, for every such cheese or 
box or package sold, offered, exposed or had in possession for sale, and 
three months imprisonment with or without hard labor in default of pay-

Registration of Cheese Factories and Creameries. — it is provided by 
sections 2 and 3 of the Dairy Act, 1807, (60-til Vic., c. 21), that any person 
engaged in cheese or butter making may register, in the Department of 
Agriculture at Ottawa, the cheese factory or creamery owned or duly- 
represented by him, and that the person to whom a registration number 
has been allotted shall thereafter have the exclusive right to use it for the 
purpose of designating the dairy products manufactured by him or such 
cheese factory or creamery.

By section 4 of the same Act it is enacted that no person shall sell, offer, 
expose or have in his possession for sale any butter or cheese made in 
Canada and destined for export therefrom unless the word “Canadian," 
“ Canadien,” or “ Canada ” is printed, stamped or marked in a legible and 
indelible manner in letters not less than three-eights of an inch high and 
one quarter of an inch wide upon — («) the box or package containing 
the butter or cheese, and—(ft) moreover, in the case of cheese, upon the 
cheese itself before it is taken from the factory where it was made ; and by- 
section 5 it is provided that no person, with intent to misrepresent, shall 
remove or in any way efface, obliterate or alter the word “ Canadian " 
“Canadien," or “ Canada ” or the registration number on any cheese or on 
any box or package which contains cheese or butter.

By sec. (1 of the Act it it enacted that no person shall knowingly sell, or 
offer, expose or have in his possession for sale, any cheese or butter upon 
which or upon any box or package containing which is printed, stamped 
or marked any month other than the month in which such butter or cheese 
was made, and that no person shall, knowingly and with intent to mis
represent, sell, or offer, expose or have in his possession for sale any cheese 
or butter represented in any manner as having been made in any month 
other than the month in which it was actually made.

By section 7 of the Act it is enacted that every person who by himself 
or by any other person to his knowledge, violates any of the provision- 
of sections 4. 3 and 0 shall for each offence, upon summary conviction, la- 
liable to a fine not exceeding $20 and not less than $5, for every cheese m 
box or package of butter or cheese which is sold, or offered, exposed or had 
in his possession for sale contrary to the provisions of those sections to 
get her with costs of prosecution, and in default of payment shall be liable 
to imprisonment, with or without hard labor, for a term not exceeding 
three months, unless such fine and the costs of enforcing it are sooner

FERTILIZERS.

The Fertilizers Act is the 53 Vie., c. 24, by section 2 (ft) of which tin- 
term " fertilizer " is declared to mean and include every natural or art hi 
eial manure which is sold at more than $10 jrer ton, and which contain- 
phosphoric nitrogen, ammonia or nitric acid.

For the meaning given to the expression “ agricultural fertilizer ” by the 
Adulteration Act, see p. 178, ante.

Section 14 of the Fertilizers Act (53 Vic., c. 24), provides that even 
person who sells or offers or exposes for sale any fertilizer, in respect of 
which the provisions of the Act have not been complied with, is liable to 
a penalty not exceeding $50 for the first offence and to a penalty-not ex 
eeeding $100 for each subsequent offence, besides forfeiture of the fertilizer 
in respect of which the conviction is had. And by section 15 of the Act 
it is provided that the forging or uttering or using, knowing it to be
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forged, of any manufacturer's certificate, bill of inspection, certificate of 
analysis or inspector's tag required under the Act, shall be punishable In 
two years' imprisonment with or without hard labor.

OLEOMARGARINE.

By the It. 8. ('.. c. 100, it is enacted that no person shall manufacture 
oleomargarine, butterine or any other substitute for butter from any an
imal substance other than milk, and that no person shall sell oleomarga
rine. butterine or other such substitute for butter, under a penalty of 
¥400, (ami not less than $200), with twelve months, (and not. less than 
three months) imprisonment, in default of payment.

A law, — similar in effect to the above, — enacted by the legislature of 
Pennsylvania, has been held, by the United States Supreme Court, to be 
invalid, on the ground that oleomargarine has, for nearly a quarter of a 
century, been recognized, in Europe and in the United States, as an article 
of food and commerce and was recognized as such in an Act. chapter H40. 
passed by Congress in August, 1880. and on the ground that, being thu» 
a lawful article of commerce, it could not be wholly excluded from import 
ation into a State from another State where it was manufactured, although 
the State into which it was imported may so regulate its introduction as 
to insure its purity, without having the power to totally exclude it. (35)

In England, the sale of margarine or butterine is regulated by the Im
perial Muifiiu inv Art, 1887, (50-51 Vic., e. 20).

DISORDERLY HOUSES DEFINED.

195. Common bawdy house. — A common bawdy house is a 
house, room, set of rooms or place of any kind kept for purposes of 
prostitution.

Bawdy-house. — Other definitions of a bawdy-house, different in words 
though not in effect from that contained in this section are “ any place 
whether of habitation or temporary sojourn, kept ojien to the public, 
either generally or under restrictions, for licentious commerce between 
the sexes; (30) and “a house of ill-fame is one kept for the resort and 
convenience of lewd people of both sexes." (37) Coke says, " Although 
adultery and fornication be punishable only by the ecclesiastical law, yet 
the keeping of a house of bawdry, or stews, or a brothel-house being as it 
were a common nuisance is punishable by the common law. and is the 
cause of many mischiefs, not only to the overthrow of the bodies and 
wasting of their livelihoods, but to the endangering of their souls. (38)

If a lodger let her apartment for the purpose of indiscriminate prostitu
tion, it is as much a bawdy-house as if she held the whole house. (39)

It is not necessary that there should be evidence of any indecency or 
disorderly conduct perceptible from the outside of the house. Evidence 
shewing that men and women meet there for immoral purposes and that 
the defendants receive gain therefrom is sufficient. (40)

(35) Schollenberger v. Pennsylvania, 171 U. S. ltep., 1.
(3(1) 1 Bish. New Cr. L. Com., 1083.
(37) Bouv. Law Diet. “ Bawdy-house ; *’ Harwood v. P., 20 N. Y„ 190.
(38) 3 Inst.. 205.
(39) R. v. Pearson, 2 Ld. Raym., 1197 ; 1 Salk.. 382.
(40) R. v. Rice, L. R„ 1 C. C. R.. 21: 35 L. .F.. M. <’.. 93; 10 Cox ('. < .. 

156.
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I'he keeper of a bawdy-house may be a man or a woman ; and a mar
ried woman may be indicted for the offence either alone or with her hus- 
iiaiui. (41)

i'he gist of tlie offence appears to consist in the allurement which tin- 
place holds out to a miscellaneous and common bawdry corrupting to 
public morale. By way of comparison and illustration it has Iteen said 
i hut as an inn is for all travellers, so a bawdy-house is for all persons 
lewdly inclined. Generally,— though not necessarily,—it supplies the girls, 
who may either dwell in the house, or visit it with or without the men 
accompanying, for the evil practice. (42)

It has lieen held that a place where one woman receives men for the 
purpose of sexual intercourse is not a brothel ; (43) and evidence of one 
act of fornication committed in a house, particularly if committed without 
i he knowledge of the keeper of the house, will not be sufficient to prove 
that it is a bawdy-house or house of ill-fame. (44)

It has been held, in England, that if a weekly tenant of a house use it 
as a brothel and the landlord receive no additional rent by reason of its 
immoral occupation, the latter cannot be convicted of keeping a brothel, 
merely because, having notice of the nature of the occupation, he does not 
give the tenant notice to quit. (45) And it has been held further that 
i lie landlord would not be liable to be so convicted even if, at the time In
let the house, he knew it was to be used as a brothel, and, by reason of its 

< ccupation as such, has received an additional rent. (40)
It has been re ently held* however, by the Court of Queens Bench at 

Montreal, upon a reserved ease stated by the Recorder, that a person who 
leases a house to another for purposes of prostitution renders himself un 
iler the provisions of paragraph ((>) of section 01, ante, a party to and 
guilty of the olience committed by his lessee, subsequently to the leasing 
of the house, of keeping a disorderly house, although he was not himself 
tlie keeper, and that lie can be prosecuted, tried, convicted and punished 
tor such offence in the same manner as the actual keeper. (47)

Upon a charge of keeping a bawdy-house, a conviction should not In- 
made upon evidence of the (lateral reputation of the house alone, but the 
prosecution should be required to produce proof of arts or mnduct from 
which the character of the house may be inferred. (48)

See section 207, sub-sections (/) and (k), post, as to the liability of 
keepers inmates and frequenters of bawdy-houses to be dealt with as 
vagrants.

196. Common gaming-house. (49) — A common gaming-house 
is —

(a) a house, room or place kept by any person for gain, to which 
persons resort for the purpose of playing at any game of chance.

(41) It. v. Williams, 10 Mod., 03; 1 Salk.. 384; C. v. Cheney, 114 Mass.. 
2m ; 1 Bish. New Cr. L. Com., 1084.

(42) King v. P., 83 N. Y.. 587.
(43) Singleton v. Ellison. 04 L. J„ M. C„ 123; |1805| 1 Q. B.. 007.
(44) R. v. Newton, 11 Ont. P. R.. 101.
(45) R. v. Barrett. L. A C.. 203; 32 L. J.. M. C„ 30.
(46) R. v. Stannard. L. A C.. 340; 33 L. ,T„ M. C.. 01.
(47) It. v. Rov. Que. Jud. Rep., 0 Q. B.. 312; 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 472.
(48) R. v. Rt." Clair. 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 651.
(49) See section 201, sub-section 3, post, which makes a Bucket Shop 

n common gaming-house.
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or at any mixed game of chance and skill ; (As amended by 58-55) 
Vic., c. 40) ; or

(6) a house, room or place kept or used for playing therein at 
any game of chance, or any mixed game of chance and skill, in

(i) a bank is kept by one or more of the players exclusively of 
the others ; or

(ii) in which any game is played the chances of which are not 
alike favourable to all the players, including among the players, 
the banker or other person by whom the game is managed, or 
against whom the game is managed, or against whom the other 
players stake, play or bet.
2. Any such house, room or place shall be a common gaming

house although part only of such game is played there and any 
other part thereof is played at some other place, either in Canada, 
or elsewhere, and although the stake played for, or any money, 
valuables, or property depending on such game, is in some other 
place, either in Canada or elsewhere. (Added by 58-55) Vic., c. 40).

As to prima facie evidence of a place being a common gaming-house, 
see sections 702 and 703, post.

In order to obtain a conviction of a person for keeping a common gam 
mg-house as detined by section 190 («), it must tie shewn by satisfactory 
evidence that the person charged is deriving some gain or profit from 
keeping the house room or place and by allowing games of chaîne or 
mixed games of chance and skill to be played therein. And. where a 
defendant was shewn to be in the habit of inviting his friends to his pri
vate apartment once or twice a week and engaging with them in a game of 
poker for money stakes, the defendant putting up his own stake the saun
as the others and taking his chance in the game with the others, the 
chances being alike favorable to all the players, and where it was also 
shewn that there was merely a small deduction made, (with the consent 
of the players and not as a "matter of right or as a condition of any one 
being admitted to the game), from the total stakes upon the table at 
various times, for the ostensible purpose of paying for the refreshments 
provided, and it was not shewn that the total sum derived from such 
dedui lions more than covered the cost of the refreshments, it was held 
that the defendant could not be convicted. (50)

A defendant, who was the lessee of a room to which the public had free 
access and in which several people congregated and played a game called 
" black jack," was convicted of keeping a common gaming-house upon 
evidence shewing that although the defendant, as lessee, got no benefit. 
and although there was no constant dealer, the person who happened to 
lie the dealer, (and who is chosen at the commencement by cutting the 
cards), had an advantage, and. as a rule, could keep the deal five or six 
minutes; and, in appeal, the conviction was confirmed, it being held that, 
as the dealer, (banker), had an advantage over the other players, the 
case came within the provisions of section 196 (ft). (51)

It has been held in Montreal that a judge of the sessions of the pence

(50) R. v. Saunders, 20 C. L. T.. 213.
(51) K. v. Petrie. 20 C. L. T., 250 ; 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 439
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has no jurisdiction (cither with or without the consent of the accused), 
to summarily try a charge, (laid under sections 196 and 198), of keeping 
a common gaming-house; but that, under Part 54, punt, — relating to- the 
speedy trials of indictable offences,— such a charge may, after a prelimi
nary examination and a committal for trial, if the accused makes option 
therefor, be tried before a judge of sessions instead of before the Court of 
King's Bench and a jury ; it being further held that section 783 (/) 
post, — relating to the summary trials of certain indictable alienees docs 
not apply to the offence of keeping a common gaming-house, — the mean
ing of the words “disorderly house” in that clause and in section 784, 
post, being governed by the rule ‘ noscitur a sociis, under which rule 
it is immaterial whether the general term precedes or follows the specific 
terms used, the general word taking its meaning from and being presumed 
to embrace only things or persons of the kind designated in the specific 
words, — and being, therefore, restricted to houses of the nature and kind 
of a house of ill-fame or bawdy-house associated therewith in the said 
section 783 (f). (52)

This case is in conflict with a decision rendered in British Columbia, by 
a Judge of the Supreme Court of that province, to the effect that in tin- 
case of a charge of keeping a gaming-house, a police magistrate has, under 
sections 783 and 784, post, jurisdiction to hear and determine the charge 
summarily, without the consent of the accused, and that the exercise of 
the jurisdiction is, in the discretion of the magistrate, so that he may, it 
lie thinks proper, take the other course, and hold a preliminary examina
tion and commit the accused for trial. (53)

Before the adding (by the 58-59 Vic., e. 40) of sub-see. 2 to section 19U, 
ante, it was held, in an Ontario case, that a person could not be convicted 
of keeping a common gaming-house by operating, in a house in Canada, 
certain implements for determining the winning or losing numbers in 
a “policy” game upon which the stakes were laid in the United States 
where the paying of the money, if won, also took place. The game was 
played by means of a wheel, a quantity of numbers on printed slips from 
1 to 78, and a board with the same numbers printed on it. The operator 
went twice a day to a house in Fort Erie where the wheel was kept, lb- 
had the slips containing the numbers 1 to 78 in small individual boxes, 
one in each box. He deposited all these boxes in a wheel, — a hollow 
wheel resembling a cheese box, — with glass sides. He then closed tin- 
wheel and revolved it so as to effectually shuffle the 78 boxes; after which 
he opened the wheel and withdrew 12 of the boxes opening these singlv 
and calling out, as lie did so, the number of each. He then closed tne 12 
boxes and returned them to the wheel, and went through the same opera
tion of revolving the wheel and shuffling the whole of the boxes and again 
withdrawing 12 of them, and reading out their numbers. Having done this, 
he telegraphed the twenty four numbers thus drawn, — they being the 
winning numbers, to the head office in Buffalo, where printed slips were 
issued and delivered to the different agencies. If a player at the time of 
staking his money had chosen 3 numbers which corresponded with any 
three of the winning numbers drawn as above, he was a winner and got 
#2 for every cent staked by him. The odds were in favor of the banker or 
person by whom the game was managed; but as the staking of the mnin-x 
and the payment of it, if won. took place out of Canada, all that was done 
in Canada being the operating of the implements by which were deter
mined the chances on which the stakes were laid, it was held that there 
was no offence under sections 19(1 and 198 of keeping a common gaming
house, there being no gaming carried on in the defendant’s house as there 
were no stakes put up there. (54)

(52) R. v. France, Que. Off. Rep., 7 Q. B., 83; 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 321.
(53) Ex parte John Cook, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 72.
(64) R. v. Wittman, 14 C. L. T.. 447; 25 O. R.. 459; 1 Can. Cr. Cas.287.
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The addition of sub-section 2 to section lttfi, ante. has. however, extend

ed the law ho as to make a ease of this kind an offence under sections ll)(i 
and 198.

197. Common betting-house. — A common betting-house is a 
house, office, room or other place —

(a) opened, kept or used for the purpose of betting between 
persons resorting thereto and

(i) the owner, occupier, or keeper thereof ;
(ii) any person using the same :
(iii) any person procured or employed by, or acting for or on 

behalf of any such person :
(iv) any person having the care or management, or in any 

manner conducting tin» business thereof ; or
(b) opened, kept or used for the purpose of any money or valu

able thing being received by or on behalf of any such person as 
aforesaid, as or for the consideration

(i) for any assurance or undertaking, express or implied, to 
pay or give thereafter any money or valuable thinff on any event 
or contingency of or relating to any horse-race or other race, 
fight, game or sport ; or

(ii) for securing the paying or giving by some other person of 
any money or valuable thing on any such event or contingency;
or
(c) opened, or kept for the purpose of recording or registering 

bets upon any contingency or event, horse race or other race, fight, 
game or sport, or for the purpose of receiving money or other 
things of value to be transmitted for the purpose of being wagered 
upon any such contingency or event, horse race, or other race, 
fight, sport or game, whether any such bet is recorded or registered 
there, or any money or other thing of value is there received to be 
so transmitted or not; (Added by 58-59 Vic., c. 40); or

(d) opened, kept or used for the purpose of facilitating, or en
couraging or assisting in, the making of bets upon any contin
gency or event, horse race or other race, fight, game or sport, by 
announcing the betting upon, or announcing or displaying the re
sults oi, horse races or other races, fights, games or sports, or in 
any other manner, whether such contingency or event, horse race 
or other race, fight, game or sport, occurs or takes place in Can
ada or elsewhere. (Added by 58-59 Vic., c. 40).

By section 1 of the English Hefting Art, 1853, ( 10-17 Vie., c. 110), it is 
enacted that no house, office, room or place shall lie opened, kept or used 
for the purpose of the owner, occupier or keeper thereof, or any person 
using the same, or any person procured or employed by or acting for or 
on behalf of such owner, occupier, or keeper, or person using the same, or 
of any person having the care or management or in any manner conduct-
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mg the business thereof betting with person» resorting thereto, or for the 
purpose of any money or valuable thing being received by or on behalf of 
such owner, etc., as or for the consideration for any assurance, undertaking, 
promise or agreement, express or implied, to pay or -ive thereafter any 
money or valuable thing on any event or contingent^ of or relating to 
any horse race, light, game, sport or exercise, or as or for the consideration 
for securing the paying or giving by some other person of any money or 
valuable thing on any such event or contingency ; and that every house, 
office, room or other place opened, kept, or used for any of the said purposes 
is a common nuisance and contrary to law. By the second section of the 
Act, every such house office, room or other place is declared to be a coin 
mon gaming-house; and, by section 3, it is enacted that any person who. 
being the owner or occupier of any house office, room or other place, or a 
person using the same, — shall open, keep or use the same for any of the 
above purposes, and any person who, being the owner or occupier of any 
house, office, room or other place, shall knowingly and wilfully permit 
the same to be opened, kept or used by any other person for any of the 
above purposes, and any person having the care or management of or in 
any way assisting in conducting the business of any house, office, room or 
place, opened, kept or used for any of the said purposes, shall on summary 
conviction be liable to a fine and costs and to imprisonment in default of 
payment.

While the law does not sanction betting, it does not declare it to be crim
inal. All it does is to condemn betting as carried on under certain speci 
lied conditions. (55) Nor is tile business or avocation of a bookmaker 
necessarily illegal. (5(i)

It has been held, in Englnnxd. that the resorting to a house for the 
purpose of betting must be actual and physical, and that sending letters 
and telegrams is not “resorting thereto” within section 1 of the English 
Hettiny Art. The English Court of Crown Cases Reserved quashed a con 
viction on a count for keeping and using a house for the purpose of bet 
ting with persons resorting thereto, — there being no evidence that any 
person had actually gone to the house for the purpose of betting; but it 
upheld a conviction upon a second count, (the jury having given separate 
verdicts), the accused being, by such second count, charged with having 
used the house for the purpose of money being received by and on his be
half on an undertaking to pay money on a contingency, etc., and there 
being evidence of the defendant having used the house for receiving bets 
by letters. (67)

It has been held that the English netting Act does not apply to betting 
between the members of a bona fide club, not established for the purpose of 
betting, although betting is one of the main features of the institution, 
and members use the club premises for the purpose of betting with each 
other. (58)

The manager of a place where a lawful business is carried on, but in 
which illegal betting may be proved to have taken place, to his knowledge, 
is not made liable by section 3 of the Engfish netting Act. (59)

Two separate and distinct offences are created by section 1 of the English 
netting Act, first, opening, keeping or using a house or other place for the 
purpose of betting with persons resorting thereto, and, second, opening

(55) Remarks of Russell, L. C. «I., in R. v. Brown, [ 18941 1 (). B.. 119; 
«4 L. J., M. C., 1.

(oti) Thwaites v. Coulthwaite, 1189U] 1 Ch. IX. 496.
(57) R. v. Brown. [1894] 1 Q. B„ 110; 64 L. .1., M. (’., 1.
(58) Downes v. Johnson, [1895) 2 Q. B., 203 ; 64 L. J., M. C., 288.
(59) R. v. Cook, 13 Q. B. IX, 377.
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keeping or using u house or other place for the purpose of receiving 
money, etc., us deposits on bets. (UO)

A person who habitually resorts to the bar of a public house with a 
view to meet persons coming there in the character of customers to bet 
with him upon the contingency of horse racing may be convicted of using 
such plan- for the purpose of betting with persons resorting thereto» whe
ther the money staked with him upon the results of such races is received 
by him inside the room or he merely goes outside to take the bets and 
then comes back into the room to be ready for more,— the evidence 
shewing that the usual practice was that a person desiring to bet after 
writing the name of the horse and wrapping up the stake would go outside 
the public house and there hand over the slip containing the name of the 
horse with the stake wrapped up in it, and then after thus receiving the 
stake outside the defendant would go- back into the room. (01)

A bookmaker was charged with using the bar of a public house for the 
purpose of betting with persons resorting thereto. The evidence shewed 
that the bookmaker went to the public house on several days at the same 
hour, and persons, who had made bets with him elsewhere and had won. 
came to tin- puhlis house to receive their winnings, and he paid them in 
the bar. On a case stated by the magistrate it was held that paying bets 
previously made elsewhere was not using the bar for the purpose of bet 
ting with persons resorting thereto, and that the defendant could not be 
convicted. (02)

The organizer of a sweepstake on a horse race to be subscribed for and 
drawn at his house commits no offence against the Engltxh netting Act. 
because the subscriptions he receives are not moneys payable on the con 
tingency of a horse race, but on the contingency of the drawing of the 
sweepstake. (03)

In an action brought to restrain a racecourse company from opening or 
keeping an enclosure on their racecourse contrary to the provisions of the 
Englixh netting Act, by allowing it to be used by professional betting men 
or bookmakers in carrying on their operations therein, it was held by the 
English Court of Appeal that the owners of the racecourse were not guilty, 
and that the words "other place" must be construed to mean a definite 
place analagous in its character and use to a betting house, that there 
must he some exclusive right to the use of the place as against others, 
that, in other words, to constitute such a place as the Act forbids there 
must be a business of betting conducted, there, by an owner, occupier, 
manager, keeper or other person vested with the authority of an owner.

The owners of the racecourse and enclosure in question had fenced off 
the enclosure from the racecourse, the enclosure being uncovered, except 
that on the side furthest from the course there were raised tiers of seat', 
covered with a roof. To the enclosure, when race meetings were held, the 
public were admitted on payment of an entrance fee, the number of per 
sons admitted on race days varying from 500 to ‘2000, and among the fre 
quenters were always a number of professional bookmakers,— 100 to 200. 
— admitted on the same terms as the general public.

These bookmakers had no control over the enclosure or any part of it. 
nor had they any special rights in it. The greater number of the other

(00) Bond v. Plumb. 17 Cox C. ('.. 749; (1894) 1 Q. L.. 100.
(til) R. v. XVorton. 18 Cox C. C.. 70. «4 L. J.. <J. IV. 74: [1895] 1 Q. B.. 

2*7.
(02) Bradford v. Dawson. ( 1897] 1 Q. B. 307: 18 Cox C. C.. 473: 00 !.. 

.!., Q. R. 191.
(03) R. v. Hobbs. 07 L. J. Q. R., 928.
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member» of the publie who frequented the enclosure went there to back 
horse» with the bookmakers, but there were some who did not bet at all. 
I lie bookmaker» had their clerks assisting them, but they did not eon tine 
themselves to any fixed spot nor use any apparatus,— such a» a desk, 
stool, umbrella or tent, — though any particular bookmaker was to be 
found usually in or near the same part of the enclosure. The bookmakers 
vailed out the odds to attract attention, and the businesses of the different 
bookmakers were rival and competing.

In rendering their judgment, some of the Judges in Appeal remarked 
that betting per nr is not a criminal offence and is only made criminal if 
carried on in prohibited places, that it cannot he said that "place” or 
"other place " was intended to include all places, because, if so, it would 
amount to this, that the Act was passed to suppress betting, as no person 
can bet without occupying a place, if only the place where he stands when 
betting, that the doctrine of " noneitur a unci is " or “ cj undent generis" 
must be applied so as to limit the general words " other place " to places 
of the same kind as are referred to in the specific words " house, office, 
room,” which precede the general words, and that it cannot lie held that 
an open enclosure, with no appropriation of any fixed spot, and to 
which the public are indiscriminately admitted, — is efusdem generis with 
the house, office or room of an owner, an occupier, etc. (64)

Where a bookmaker uses a box or a stool with his name or other words 
upon it, not merely to indicate that he is a betting man prepared to liet, 
but in order to indicate that he is using the place for carrying on his bus
iness at which persons may find him, there is a definite localization of the 
business of betting, and he is thus using a "place" within the meaning 
of the Helling Act. (65)

It has been held that an archway in a street habitually resorted to by 
a bookmaker for the avowed purpose of betting with all cornera upon cer
tain events and contingencies of and relating to horse races is a " place " 
within the English netting Act and is distinguishable from a racecourse 
enclosure such as the one forming the subject matter of the Kempton 
I'ark ease. (66)

In a certain village in Ontario, the defendant occupied a tent open to 
and frequented by the public, in which tent there was a telegraph wire 
communicating with an incorporated race track in the United States, 
where horse racing and betting were legalized. In the defendant's tent 
there was a blackboard on which were marked the names of the horses and 
jockeys taking part in the races with the wee s and the track quota
tions, and as a race was being run a telegraj, iperator called out the 
progress of the race giving at the end of it, the names of the winning horse 
and of the second and third horses, which were marked also on the black
board. Duplicate tickets were furnished in the tent to each applicant each 
of which tickets requested the defendant to telegraph one It. at the race 
track in the United States to place a certain amount of money at track 
quotations on a horse named by the applicant and, by the ticket, the ap
plicant agreed to pay to the defendant for the transmission of his money 
i lie sum of ten cents and that all liability on the part of the defendant 
'houhl cease. The aggregate amount of the moneys so received by the 
defendant from the applicants for duplicate tickets was notified by tel
egraph to B, ami placed by him with bookmakers on the race track before 
the beginning of the race. B paying the defendant a percentage on the 
moneys received. In another part of the village in Ontario, B had an

(64) Powell v. Kempton Park Racecourse Uo., [ 18971 2 Q. B.. 242: 68 
L. .1. (J. B.. 302; [1H00| A. ('.. 143.

{65) Brown v. Patch. | IHOO] 1 Q. R., 802 : 68 L. J. Q. B.. 588. 
fOO) II. v. Humphrey. 67 L. J. Q. B.. 534.
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iigviit whom he furnished with money to pay any winnings. Hi Id, tant 
the defendant was properly convicted under sections 197 and 19H of keeping 
a common betting house, the place in question being opened and kept for 
the reception of money by the defendant on behalf of It as the considera
tion for an undertaking to pay money thereafter to the depositor on the 
events of horse races. (67)

A bank, a telegraph office and another office were opened simultaneous
ly in a certain town. Moneys were deposited in the bank by various per
sons who were given receipts therefor in the name of a person in the 
United States. These receipts were taken to the telegraph office where in
formation as to horse races being run in the United States was furnished 
to the holders of the receipts, who telegraphed instructions to the person 
there on whose behalf the receipts were given to place and who placed, on 
horse* running in the races, bets equivalent to tin- amounts deposited in 
the bank by the receipt holders, and on their winning, the amounts of 
their winnings were paid to the receipt holders at the third office, under 
telegraphic instructions from the person in the United States making the 
lads. Held, upon eviden e and admissions to the above effect, that the 
defendant who kept the telegraph office was properly convicted of keeping 
a common betting house under sections 197 and 198. (68)

Sec the cases of Stoddurt. v. Sagar & Sngar. and of R. v. Stoddart, vil. 
under section 205, />ont.

198. Keeping a disorderly house. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to one year's imprisonment who keeps 
any disorderly house, that is to say, any common bawdy-house, 
common gaming-house or common betting-house, as hereinbefore 
defined.

2. Any one who appears, acts, or behaves as master or mistress, 
or as the person having the care, government or management, of 
any disorderly house shall be deemed to be the keeper thereof, and 
shall be liable to be prosecuted and punished as such, although in 
fact lie or she is not the real owner or keeper thereof.

Section 575, punt, (as amended by the 58-59 Vic., c. 40), provides for the 
searching of any house, room or place lielieved to be kept or used as a com
mon gaming-house or betting-house or for the purpose of carrying on a 
lottery or for wiling lottery tickets.

199. Playing or looking on in gaming-house. — Every one who 
plays or looks on while any other person is playing in a common 
gaming-house is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary con
viction before two justices of the peace, to a penalty not exceeding 
one hundred dollars, and not less than twenty dollars and in de
fault of payment to two months’ imprisonment, R. S. ('., c. 158, 
8. 6.

As to prima facie evidence of a place being a common gaming-house 
and that persons found therein were playing there, see sections 702 and 
705, punt. (as amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Art, I9()0).

(07) It. v. (iiles. 15 C. L. T.. 178; 26 O. R.. 586. 
(68) R. v. Osborne, 16 (\ L. T.. 47: 27 O. R., 185.
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200. Obstructing peace officer entering gaming-house. — Every 
one is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction be
fore two justices of the peace, to a penalty not exceeding one hun
dred dollars, and to six months' imprisonment with or without 
hard labour who —

(a) wilfully prevents any constable or other officer duly author
ised to enter any disorderly house, as mentioned in sect:on one 
hundred and ninety-eight, from entering the same or any part 
thereof ; or

(b) obstructs or delays any such constable or officer in so enter
ing ; or

(c) by any bolt, chain or other contrivance secures any external 
or internal door of, or means of access to, any common gaming
house so authorised to be entered ; or

(d) uses any means or contrivance whatsoever for the purpose 
of preventing, obstructing or delaying the entry of any constable 
or officer, authorized as aforesaid, into any such disorderly house 
or any part thereof. K. S. 0., e. 158, s. 7.

201. Gaming in stocks, &c. — Every one is guilty of an indic
table offence and liable to live years’ imprisonment, and to a fine of 
five hundred dollars, who. with the intent to make gain or profit 
by the rise or fall in price of any stock of any incorporated or tin in 
corpora ted company or undertaking, either in Canada or else
where or of any goods, wares or merchandise —

(a) without the bona fide intention of acquiring any such shares, 
goods, wares or merchandise, or of selling the same, as the ease 
may be, makes or signs, or authorises to be made or signed, am 
contract or agreement, oral or written, purporting to be for the 
sale or purchase of any such shares of stock, goods, wares or mer
chandise ; or

(b) makes or signs, or authorises to be made or signed, any con
tract or agreement, oral or written, purporting to be for the sa'e 
or purchase of any such shares of stock, goods, wares or merchan
dise in respect of which no delivery of the thing sold or purchased 
is made or received, and without the bond fide intention to make or 
receive such delivery.

2. But it is not an offence if the broker of the purchaser receive.- 
delivery, on his behalf, of the article sold, notwithstanding that 
such broker retains or pledges the same as security for the advance 
of the purchase money or any part thereof.

3. Every office or place of business (70) wherein is carried on 
the business of making or signing, or procuring to Ik? made or

(70) These p’n es arc popularly called Bucket-Shop*.
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signed, or negotiating or bargaining for the making or signing of 
such contracts of sale or purchase as are prohibited in this section 
is a common gaming-house, and every one who as principal or 
agent occupies, uses, manages or maintains the same is the keeper 
of a common gaming-house. 51 V., c. 42, ss. 1 and 3.

By Heel ion 704, pout, the omis of proving a bona fide intention is thrown 
upon the accused.

It hus been held that a contract for the sale or purchase of stocks or 
shares, which, in effect, is a bargain for differences only, is a contract by 
way of gaining under the Enylinh (laming Act, and that it is none the less 
so because there is superudded to it a proviso that the dealer will deliver 
the stock sold by him if the purchaser chooses to pay him an additional 
one-eighth or will accept the stock bought by him subject to a discount for 
cash, the other party not being bound either to take up or deliver the 
stock. So, that where a dealer in stocks and shares sent to a customer a 
contract note in this form, — I beg to advise having sold to you,” - 
(there being here given the description and amount of the shares sold, the 
amount of "cover" and the price.—" plus one-eighth if stock is taken up... 
subject to the conditions at the back,” the conditions being relative to the 
" cover," and to " contangoes," and "backwardations,” and containing 
this clause : -“It is to lx* distinctly understood that I am prepared to 
deliver the stock and shares to which this contract refers, if demanded, but 
require cash on the first day of the account for securities 1 have to deliver 
customers.” it was held by Lindley, M. It., and ltigby, L. J., that the con
tract on the face of it was a gaming transaction, because it was plain from 
its terms that the parties did not contemplate the stock being taken up 
and it was not a bargain for the purchase and sale of stock, and it was 
held by Vaughan Williams, L. .1., that, although it might not on tin 
face of it be a gaming contract, the inference he drew from the transaction 
was that the parties intended to treat it as one of differences only and 
that no stock was to he delivered or received. ((10)

202. Frequenting bucket shops. (71) — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment who 
habitually frequents any office or place wherein the making or 
signing, or procuring to he made or signed, or the negotiating or 
bargaining for the making or signing, of such contracts of sale 
or purchase as arc mentioned in the section next preceding is car
ried on. 51 V., c. 42, s. 1.

203. Gambling in public conveyances. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment who—

(a) in any railway car or steamboat, used as a public conveyance 
for passengers, by means of any game of cards, dice or other in
strument of gambling, or by any device of like character, obtains 
from any other person any money, chattel, valuable security or 
property ; or

(09) In ro (lieve, Ex parte Trustee, OH L. J. <). 11., .109: 11H99] 1 Q. 11.. 
724. And see the Universal Stock Exchange v. Strachan. 05 L. J. Q. B., 
429; [ 1890] A. (A, 100, to the same effect.

(71) See section 201. subsection 3, (ante), under which every bucket 
shop is a common gaming-house.
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(h) attempt* to commit such offence by actually engaging any 
person in any such game with intent to obtain money or other 
valuable thing from him.

2. Every conductor, master or superior officer in charge of, and 
every clerk or employee when authorised by the conductor or su
ltrier officer in charge of, any railway train or steamboat, station 
or landing place in or at which any such offence, as aforesaid, is 
committed or attempted, must, with or without warrant, arrest 
any person whom he has good reason to believe to have committed 
or attempted to commit the same, and take him before a justice 
of the peace, and make complaint of such offence on oath, in 
writing.

3. Every conductor, master or superior officer in charge of any 
such railway car or steamboat, who makes default in the discharge 
of any such duty is liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not 
exceeding one hundred dollars and not less than twenty dollars.

4. Every company or person who owns or works any such railway 
car or steamboat must keep a copy of this section posted up in 
some conspicuous part of such railway car or steamboat.

5. Every company dr |>erson Who makes default in the discharge 
of such duty is liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred 
dollars and not less than t wen tv dollars. H.S.C., c. HiO, as. 1, 3 and 
6.

204. Betting and pool-selling. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence, and liable to one year’s imprisonment, and to a 
line not exceeding one thousand dollars, who —

(а) uses or knowingly allows any part of any premises under his 
control to be used for the purpose of recording or registering any 
l>ct or wager, or selling any pool ; or

(б) keeps, exhibits, or employs, or knowingly allows to t>e kept, 
exhibited or employed, in any part of any premises under his con
trol, any device or apparatus for the purpose of recording any bet 
or wager or selling any pool ; or

(c) becomes the custodian or depositary of any money, property, 
or valuable thing staked, wagered or pledged ; or

(d) records or registers any l>et or wager, or sells any pool, upon 
the result —

(i) of any political or municipal election ;
(ii) of any race ;
(iii) of any contest or trial of skill or endurance of man or

beast.
'i. The provisions of this section shall not extend to any person 

by reason of his Incoming the custodian or depositary of any 
money, property or valuable thing staked, to be paid to the winner 
of any lawful race, sport, game, or exercise, or to the owner of any 
horse engaged in any lawful race, or to bets between individuals
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or made on the race course of an incorporated association during 
the actuafprogress of a race meeting. H. S. C., c. 159, s. 9.

205. Lotteries. — Every one is guilty of an indictable olTence 
and liable to two years' imprisonment and to a fine not exceeding 
two thousand dollars, who —

(а) makes, prints, advertises or publishes, or causes or procures 
to be made, printed, advertised or published, any proposal, scheme 
or plan for advancing, lending, giving, selling or in any way dis
posing of any property, by jots, cards, tickets, or any mode of 
chance whatsoever ; or

(б) sells, barters, exchanges or otherwise disposes of, or causes 
or procures, or aids or assists in, the sale, barter, exchange or 
other disposal of, or offers for sale, barter or exchange any lot. 
card, ticket or other means or device for advancing, lending, 
giving, selling, or otherwise disposing of any property, by lots, 
tickets or any mode of chance whatsoever ; or

(c) (Added by 58-59 V., c. 40) conducts or manages any scheme, 
contrivance or operation of any kind for the purpose of determin
ing who, or the holders of what lots, tickets, numbers, or chances, 
are the winners of any property so proposed to be advanced, 
loaned, given, sold, or disposed of.

2. Every one is guilty of an offence and liable on summary con
viction to a penalty of twenty dollars, who buys, takes or receives 
any such lot, ticket or other device as aforesaid.

3. Every sale, loan, gift, barter or exchange of any property, by 
any lottery, ticket, card or other mode of chance depending upon 
or to be determined by chance or lot, is void, and all such property 
so sold, lent, given, bartered or exchanged, is liable to be forfeited 
to any person who sues for the same by action or information in 
any court of competent jurisdiction.

-1. No such forfeiture shall affect any right or title to such prop
erty acquired by any bonâ fide purchaser for valuable consider
ation, without notice.

5. (An amended by the 58-59 1\, c. 40). This section includes 
the printing or publishing, or causing to be printed or published, 
of any advertisement, scheme, proposal or plan of any foreign lot
tery. and the sale or offer for sale of any ticket, chance or share, 
in any such lottery, or the advertisement for sale of such ticket, 
chance or share, and the conducting or managing of any such 
scheme, contrivance or operation for determining the winners in 
any such lottery.

(!. (As amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Art 1900). 
This section does not apply to —

(a.) the division by lot or chance of any property by joint te
nants or tenants in common, or persons having joint interests 
{droits indivis) in any such property ; or
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(b.) raffles for prizes of small value al any bazaar held for any 
charitable or religious object, if permission to hold the same has 
been obtained from the city or other municipal council, or from 
the mayor, reeve or other chief officer of the city, town or other 
municipality, wherein such bazaar is held and the articles, raffled 
for thereat, have first been offered for sale and none of them are of 
a value exceeding fifty dollars ; or

(c) the Crédit Foncier du Bas-Canada, or the Crédit Foncier 
Franco-Canadien.

This last paragraph (c) is identical with paragrapn (d) of the sec 
lion before it was amended at the last session of Parliament, the clans'- 
previously embodied in paragraph (c) being by the amendment entirely 
eliminated. By the clause thus eliminated certain distributions of pain 
tings and works of art by lot among the members or ticket holders of 
any incorporated society established for the encouragement of art were 
specially excepted from the operation of section ‘205 ; but it was fourni 
that several so-called art societies were in reality lotteries for money 
prizes; and it was in order to eradicate this evil that the exception in 
favor of art societies was struck out.

Section 575, poal, contains special provisions for searching gaming 
houses, betting houses and lottery houses.

See section ."I (r), ante, as to the meaning of the expression “property."
According to the decisions in English cases on the subject, there must, 

in order to constitute a lottery, be some contrivance or device for obtain 
ing money by chance.

The proprietor of a sporting newspaper issued, in connection with the 
paper, at the price of one penny, a weekly handicap book or racing record 
containing general information as to horse races past and to come. The 
lust page of this weekly handicap book was a coupon in which six races 
lo come were selected, and money prizes were offered to any purchaser of 
l lie book who filled up, and returned to the newspaper office within a 
limited time and under specified conditions, a coupon with the names of 
six. five or four winning horses. Held that this was not. a proposal and 
scheme for the sale of chances in i lottery, under the Lottery Act. nor an 
invitation to take a share in connection with a bet under the Betting 
Acts. (72)

In another case, the defendants had published and sold a newspaper con
taining ‘25 coupons to be filled up, by purchasers, with the names of the 
horses to be selected by them ns likely to be placed in a race. For every 
coupon filled up after the first, (which was free), a penny was charged, 
and a money prize of €100 was promised for the placing of the first four 
horses correctly. Held, that this com|>etition was not a lottery, that the 
selling of the newspapers containing the coupons did not constitute tin
selling of chances in a lottery, and that the defendants could not be con
victed of any offence either against the Lottery Acts or the Betting 
Acts. (73)

In n more recent ease, the defendant. — who was the occupier of an of
fice and the proprietress ami part manager of a sporting newspaper puh-

(7‘2) Cnminudu v. Ifulton. ($0 L. J. M. C„ 116; 17 Cox C. C.. 307.
(73) Sto<idart v. Sugar & Sagar. 04 L. J. M. C., 234; 11805] 2 Q. B.. 

474: 18 Cox C. C., 105.
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lished weekly at such office, — was indicted and tried, under the l'injlinh 
Helling Act, 1853, section 1, (which is similar in effect to section 10?, sub
sections a and b of our Code, ante), on a charge of having unlawfully kept 
and used the said office for the purpose of money, etc., being received as 
and for the consideration for undertakings and promises to pay and give, 
thereafter, money and valuable things on events and contingencies of and 
relating to horse races; and, upon the following facts, she was convicted. 
For several weeks each number of the newspaper contained conditions of 
a coupon competition, the subject of which was a horse race. A prize 
usually of .€1000 was offered to those who succeeded in placing the names 
of the winning horses in some future specified horse race. The newspaper 
contained 4» coupons and an intended competitor might fill up with the 
names of the horses which he selected and send to the office one or more 
of these coupons. The first, of the coupons was free of charge but a penny 
was charged upon each subsequent coupon. If more than one coupon was 
successful the prize was equally divided. A large number of persons took 
part in the competition. Large sums were received by the defendant at 
the office in respect of coupons; and the prizes were paid by her to Un
successful competitors. Held, that the defendant was rightly convicted, 
even if the transactions between her and the competitors did not amount 
to betting; and held, further, (by some of the .Judges), that the transac
tions did amount to betting : the cases of Caminada r. Hniton, and fitod- 
dart v. fia gar. (above cited), and the case of It. r. Ilobbs (cited at page 

. ante), being all distinguished ; the principal ground upon which the. 
case of Caminada r. IIniton was distinguished being that, in that case, tin- 
facts shewed that the competitors paid nothing extrr ( beyond the price of 
the book) for extra chances of winning the prize, the principal ground 
upon which the case of Htoddart r. Sugar was distinguished being that 
the trial judge in that case did not draw the same conclusion of fact, 
(although he have done) as was drawn by the trial judge in the
present case, namely, that the money received from the competitors was 
paid in consideration of a promise to pay a prize on the event of a horse 
race, and the principal ground on which the ease of It. r. Hobbs was dis
tinguished being that, in that case, the person there charged was not shewn 
to have entered into any such promise as is made, by the statute, the es
sence of the offence, and that he made no promise except to distribute the 
money received by him as holder of the sweepstake. (73o)

Where the competition is such that what the competing persons do 
depends upon mere chance, as, for instance, the filling in of missing words 
m the case of the missing word competition, the transaction is a lottery, 
the question really being whether a person who competes has to exercise 
any skill or is driven to take his chance. (74)

\\ here the proprietor of a newspaper by advertisement therein offered 
to the readers of the paper a money prize for a correct prediction of the 
number of male and female births and the number of deaths in London 
during a specified future week, it was held that the offer did not consti
tute a lottery. (75)

In a prosecution, (prior to the passing of the Criminal Code), of an of
fence against the k. S. (’., c. 15», section 2, respecting lotteries, etc., it was 
established that the defendant’s mode of operation was as follows:—He 
In-Id in an hotel a kind of concert, and proceeded to sell what he called 
•• Parker's Pacific Pens." Prior to making a sale he placed in an empty 
hox. 100 envelopes, each containing a one dollar bill, 10 envelopes, each

(73fl) It. v. Stoddart, 70 L. .1., Q. B., 18».
(74) Barclay v. Pearson. 02 L. J., Ch„ 030 ; 08 L. T. Rep.. 70»; [18031 

('ll., 154. See. also. Taylor v. Smetton. 11 Q. B. 1)., 207.
(75) Hull v. Cox. 08 L. J. Q. B.. 107; [18ft»l 1 Q. B., 198.

^
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containing u five dollar bill, 5 envelopes with a ten dollar bill in each, and 
one envelope with a fifty dollar bill in it, thus making $250 in 11U envel
opes. He also placed in the box 110 other envelopes containing only blank 
sheets of paper. Every person paying one dollar for a box of pens was 
entitled to draw one envelope, and any person paying $5 for a box of pens 
could draw eight envelopes but he would not take more than $5 from any 
one person, lie said he did not sell the envelopes but that he sold the 
pens, and that he distributed the money contained in the envelopes in 
order to advertize the pens. A box of the pens was worth not more than 
ten cents. The defendant was convicted; and an application to quush the 
conviction was dismissed, it being held that the defendant was ouering 
for sale and selling a means or device for disposing of his pens by a mode 
of chance, or was sidling his pens as a means or device for disposing of tin- 
money contained in the envelopes by a mode of chance, both parties to the 
transaction,- -the defendant as seller and each purchaser who bought,- 
knowing that the $1 paid was not paid for the pens, — these being only 
the device, — but that the $1 was for the chance of getting one of tin- 
prizes contained in the envelopes. It was held, further, that the sale of 
lottery tickets or chances would be equally an ofFence whether a profit.— 
direct or indirect, — be intended, or no profit be sought or expected. (7<l)

206. Misconduct in respect to human remains. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to five years* imprison
ment who —

(a) without lawful excuse, neglects to perform any duty either 
imposed upon him by law or undertaken by him with reference to 
the burial of any dead human body or human remains ; or

(b) improperly or indecently interferes with or offers any indig
nity to any dead human body or human remains, whether buried

It is an ofFence at common law to dig up a dead body from u grave ; 
and it is no defence to such a charge that the motives of the defvndani 
were laudable. (77) And a person who without lawful authority disposes 
of a dead body for dissecting purposes and for gain and profit is indict
able at common law. (78)

faking up dead bodies, even though for the purpose of dissection, is an 
indictable ofFence. (70)

The neglect to decently bury a dead human body by a person who has 
undertaken to do so and has removed the body with that expressed in 
tention is an indictable ofFence under the above section, 20<i, alfhough 
such |K-rson was, apart from such undertaking, under no legal obligation 
in respect of the burial. (80)

It has been held, in England, that a parent who has not the means of 
providing burial for the body of his deceased child is not liable to be in- 
dieted for not providing for its burial, even though a nuisance is occasion 
ed by allowing the body to remain unburied. (81)

(76) K. v. Parker, 13 V. L. T.. 319; » Man. L. R.. 203.
( 771 tt. \. Sharp, Dears. A B., 160; 26 L -I. If. 47. See. also, R v 

Feist, Dears. & B., 500.
(78) II. v. Giles, R. A R., 306.
(79) It. v. Lynn, 2 T. R.. 733; Warb. L. Cas., 2nd Ed., 119.
(80) R. v. Newcomb, 2 Can. Cr. ('as., 256.
(81) R. v. Vann, 2 I)en. C. C\. 325.
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It lias also been livltl, in England, that a person who burns a dead body, 
in order to prevent the coroner from holding an inquest, is guilty of u 
criminal offence. (82)

PART XV.

V A G R A X C Y.

207. Every one is a loose, idle or disorderly person or vagrant

(а) not having any visible means of subsistence, is found wan
dering abroad or lodging in any barn or outhouse, or in any des
erted or unoccupied building, or in any cart or wagon, or in any 
railway carriage or freight car, or in any railway building, ami not 
giving a good account of himself, or who, not having any visible 
means of maintaining himself, lives without employment. ( As 
amended by tile Criminal ('ode Amendment Act WOO, 63-64 V.. c. 
46, which came into force on the 1st January 1901).

(б) being able to work and thereby or by other means to main
tain himself and family wilfully refuses or neglects to do so :

(<•) openly exposes or exhibits in any street, road, highway or 
public place, any indecent exhibition ;

(</) without a certificate signed, within six months, by a priest, 
clergyman or minister of the Gospel, or two justices of the peace, 
residing in the municipality where the alms are being asked, that 
he or she is a deserving object of charity, wanders about and begs, 
or goes about from door to door, or places himself or herself in any 
street, highway, passage or public place to beg or receive alms ;

(e) loiters on any street, road, highway or public place, and ob
structs passengers by standing across the footpath, or by using 
insulting language, or in any other way ;

(/') causes a disturbance in or near any street, road, highway or 
public place, by screaming, swearing, or singing or by being drunk, 
or by impeding or incommoding peaceable passengers ;

(g) by discharging fire arms, or by riotous or disorderly conduct 
in any street or highway, wantonly disturbs the peace and quiet of 
the inmates of anv dwelling-house near such street or highway :

(h) tears down or defaces signs, breaks windows, or doors or door 
plates, or the walls of houses, roads or gardens, or destroys fences;

(t) being a common prostitute or night walker, wanders in the 
fields, public streets or highways, lanes or places of public meeting 
or gathering of people, and does not give a satisfactory account of

(82) It. v. Stephenson, 15 Vox V. V., 070. And see It. v. Price, 12 Q. 1». 
1).. 247.

14
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(/) is a keeper or inmate of a disorderly house, bawdy-house or 
house of ill-fame, or house for the resort of prostitutes ; (1)

(A) is in the habit of frequenting such houses and does not give 
a satisfactory account of himself or herself ; or

(/) having no peaceable profession or calling to maintain himself 
by, for the most part supports himself by gaming or crime, or by 
the avails of prostitution. R. S. (!., e. 157, a. 8.

2. The expression “public place” in this section includes any 
open place to which the public have or are permitted to have ac
cess and any place of public resort. (Added by 57-Ô8 X'., c. 57).

208. Every loose, idle or disorderly person or vagrant is liable, 
on summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding fifty dollars or to 
imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for any term not ex
ceeding six months, or to both. It. S. (’.. e. 157. s. 8. (As amended 
by 57-58 V., c. 67).

Provided that no aged or infirm person shall be convicted as a 
loose, idle or disorderly jjerson or vagrant for any reason coming 
within paragraph (a) of section 207, in the county of which he bas 
for the two years immediately preceding been a resident. (Added 
by the Criminal ('ode Amendment Art WOO, 63-84 V., c. 4(i. which 
came into force on the 1st January 1001).

Under the common law of England, a vagrant, as such, was not indict
able, hut an idle and loose person could In* apprehended and bound to his 
good behaviour; (2) and there are many early statutes authorizing sum
mary proceedings against idlers, vagabonds and rogues, and against wan
dering mariners ami soldiers, and against gypsies. (3)

The law ns to vagrants does not warrant an arrest, much less a convic
tion, on mere suspicion of dishonest intentions or upon suspicion of va-

A person who had registered at an hotel in Toronto was arrested on tin 
same day at the Union Railway station, he having been pointed out, by 
some of the railway oflicials, as a auspicious character. Upon him were 
found $8 in cash, a railway mileage ticket (nearly used up) in favor of 
another person, and two cheques sworn to be such as confidence men use. 
He olfered no explanation ami gave no information about himself. Upon 
proof of these facts, it was held that the Act relative to vagrants did not 
warrant the defendant's arrest much less his conviction under the provi 
siem of law rendering a person a vagrant who. having no visible means of 
maintaining himself, lives without employment, (see the latter part of 
sub-section (a) of the above section. 207). but that, before a person can 
be convicted under such a provision of the law. he must have acquired in 
sonic degree a character which brings him within it. (4)

(1) See section 108, ante, ns to bawdy-houses.
(2) R. v. King’s Langley, 1 Str., 031: R. v. Egan. 1 Crnwf. & Dix.. ('. 

('., 338; R. v. Talbot. 11 Mod.. 415; 4 Bl. Com.. 100.
(3) 4 Bl. Com.. 105.
(4) R. v. Bassett. 10 Ont. P. R.. 380.
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When- a person is charged with being a vagrant in being able to work 

and maintain himself and family and in wilfully refusing or neglecting 
to do so, an obligation to maintain must be established against him. For 
instance, a man is not bound to support his wife who has left him and is 
living in adultery; (5) and where, on a similar charge, the magistrates 
found that the defendant refused to maintain his wife because of his 
hona fide belief that she had committed adultery, — he having offered 
under certain conditions to support his children, the charge was dismissed, 
the magistrates de iding that the defendant had not irilfiMy refused or 
neglected, the word wilfully importing a mens rea, which must be esta
blished on such a charge before the defendant can be convicted of being 
mi idle and disorderly person; and it was held, in appeal, that the deci
sion of the magistrates was right. (0) Nor can a person who has offered 
to take back his wife be convicted on such a charge. (7)

It has been held, that a person, who is able to work and to thereby or 
by other means maintain his wife and who is charged with vagrancy for 
wilfully refusing or neglecting to do so, cannot be convicted when it ap
pears that his wife had left the matrimonial abode without his consent 
ami without judicial authorization or other valid reacon, and if he was 
willing and offered to receive her while she on her part refused to return 
and live with him. (8)

Where a woman who, being deserted by her husband, and having no 
means of maintaining her children, left them so that they became charge
able to the parish, it was held that she could not be convicted, under the 
English Vagrant Act, 5 (ieo. IX', c. 83, s. 4. (0)

It. seems that in order to convict a person under the provisions of sub
section (<f) of the above section, 207, it must be shewn that it is the per
son's habit and mode of life to wander about and beg. So, that, where 
Collier on strike, who were householders in a colliery district and had 
wives and families, were prosecuted and convicted as vagrants, under a 
section of the English X agrancy Act. similar in effect to the above sub
section (</), for having gone from house to house in the streets of a town 
four miles distant from their homes, with a wagon marked “Children's 

" Bread Wagon,"’ and begged for assistance in money and kind, it was held 
that the conviction was wrong, it not being the habit and mode of life of 
the defendants to wander abroad and beg, the law being aimed at persons 
who make it their habit and mode of life to wander abroad or place them
selves in public places to gather alms, and that if persons, — not as a reg
ular course of living, but for some object not in itself unlawful, — go from 
house to house and solicit subscriptions, they are not vagrants within the 
meaning of the Act. (10)

A licensed carter who. contrary to a city ordinance, loiters on the street 
near the entrance of a hotel and solicits passengers to hire his cab, but 
who does not obstruct passengers, is not within clause (e) of the above 
section. (11)

Being drunk in a public street is not an offence under clause (f ) of the 
above section. The offence consists in causing a disturbance bv l>eing 
drunk. (12)

(ft) II. v. Flinton. 1 It. & Ad.. 227.
(0) Morris v. Edmonds, 18 Cox C. ('.. (527.
(7) Flanagan v. Ilishop Wearmouth. 8 K. & B.. 451.
(8) 11. v. Le lair. Que. Jud. Rep.. 7 Q. It.. 287: 2 Can. Ur. Cas., 207.
(0) Peters v. Cowie. 2 Q. It. IX. 131.
(10) Pointon & Boot (Appellants), v. Hill. (Respondent). 12 Q. B. 1).. 

300.
(11) Smith v. R.. 4 M. L. R.. 323: Burl». Dig. Cr. Law. 188.
(12) Kx parte Despatie. 0 L. N.. 387: R. v. Dalv, 24 C. L. 137.
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Sub section (/) of the above section, 207, does not mean that being a 
prostitute or « night walker makes such a person liable to punishment as 
sueh, but only those prostitutes who when found wandering about and 
when requested to give an account of themselves are unable to give a 
satisfactory account of themselves. So that where under a section of the 
Canadian Vagrancy Act (32-33 Vie., e. 28) similar in effect to sub-section 
(t") of section 207 of the Code, a woman was convicted of being a common 
prostitute and of wandering in the public streets and not giving a satis
factory account of herself, the conviction was held illegal, because it did 
not allege that the woman was asked, before being taken, or when she was 
being taken, to give an account of herself; and it was held further that 
an allegation “ she giving no satisfactory account" does not shew that 
any prior demand was made upon her to give un account of herself. ( l:i >

Upon a conviction and line for keeping a house of ill-fame, the powers 
of a magistrate for enforcing payment of the fine are limited by section 
872 (6), pout, to directing imprisonment for a period not exceeding three 
months, although he might, in the first instance, impose imprisonment for 
six months instead of or in addition to a line. Section 208 only >s to 
authorize six months imprisonment when imposed as the substantive 
punishment for the offence and not as a means of enforcing payment of a 
line. Semble that section 788, post, only applies to authorize six months in 
prisonment in default of payment of a fine imposed when a line and impri 
sonment are conjointly imposed in the first instance. (14)

There may be a joint conviction against a husband and wife for keeping 
a house of ill-fame. The keeping has nothing to do with the ownership of 
the house but with the management of it. (15)

Where a prisoner was charged with keeping a bawdy-house for the 
resort of prostitutes, it was held, upon habeas corpus, that, although *'• keep 
ing a bawdy-house" is in itself a substantive offence, and although “keep 
ing a house for the resort of prostitutes” is also a substantive offence, still 
there was in this ease only one offence charged and that the conviction 
ami commitment thereon were good. ( 111)

Upon a charge of keeping or being an inmate of a bawdy-house, a eon 
victiou should not be made upon evidence of the house's general repula 
lion, alone, without proof of acts or conduct, from which the character of 
the house may be inferred. (17)

The offence under sub-section (A-) of the above section, 207. consists in 
a person being an habitual frequenter of a house of ill-fame and not giving 
a satisfactory account of himself*, and a conviction on such a charge must 
shew that the accused is an habitual r; or it will lie void. ( l> •

>. here a defendant was convicted of being a vagrant in having no peace 
able profession or calling to support himself by and in supporting himseli 
for the most part by crime, and the evidence shewed that lie had no peace 
able profession or calling and that lie consorted with thieves or reputed 
thieves, but the witnesses did not say that he supported himself by crime 
it was held that it was not to lie inferred that lie supported himself In 
crime, although from the evidence there was reason to mixpect that lm

713) I*, v. Levesque, 80 U. ('. <). It.. 50!). See. also. It. v. Arscott, !• 11 
IL. 541, and Arscott v. Lillev, 11 (>. It.. 153.

(14) It. v. Stafford. I Can. (T. Cas.. 23».
(15) It. v. Warren & lTx., 1(1 O. It., 500. See. also. It. v. Williams, lo

Mod., 03.
( HI) It. v. Mackenzie. 2 Man. L. It.. 108.
( 17) It. v. St. Clair, 3 Can. Cr. ('as.. 551.
(18) It. v. Clark, 2 O. It., 523. And see Arscott v. Lillev, 11 O. R., là:'..

5
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supported himself by some irregular course of life and that to sustain a 
conviction there should have been evidence that he got his living by 
thieving or by aiding and acting with thieves or by such means as shewed 
that lie was pursuing crime. (ID)

\\ here a person was convicted before a police magistrate of being a 
vagrant in having no peaceable profession or calling to maintain himself 
by, hut for the most part supported himself by gaming, it was held, on 
habeux coriiiih, that to support such a conviction there must be evidence 
of four distinct propositions, namely (//), that the accused had no peace
able profession or calling to support himself by, (/>), that he practised 
gaming. (<•), that from this practice lie derived some substantial profits, 
and (</). that these profits constituted the larger part of his means of sup
port. and that inasmuch as there was no reasonable evidence to warrant 
a finding of either the third or fourth of these propositions it could not 
he assumed that, because the accused had no visible occupation and be
cause he was greatly addicted to gambling, the gambling contributed 
mainly to his support. as it might be that he was possessed of means to 
enable him to live in affluence or that he was supported by others and 
that his means or the means supplied to him by others were to some ex
tent dissipated by him in gambling. (20)

The evidence on a charge of vagrancy under section 207 (f). must shew 
that flic gaming or crime took place during the time within or for which 
lie is charged in the information with having been a vagrant ; and, where 
a son has for a portion of the year lived with his parents at their request, 
they being willing and able to provide for his support, the fact of his 
living without employment does not constitute an offence, and although 
it may appear that the money by which the accused is supported while 
living with his parents had been previously, (that is prior to the Time of 
the alleged vagrancy), acquired by him by gaming, etc., and that the ac
cused while resident with his parents idled away his time in places of 
public resort. such does not justify a conviction for vagrancy. (21)

A woman who is kept by a married man. and who surrenders herself 
to sexual intercourse with him alone, does not come within the provisions 
of the above section 207 (/). (22)

See sub-section 4 of section 8 of the H. S. C., section 157, (unrepealed), 
which provides for the imprisonment of a vagrant in a work-house or 
other such place where such a place is provided by provincial laws.

Search warrants. Section 570. pont, provides that. — " Any stipen
diary or police magistrate, mayor or warden, or any two justices of the 
peace, upon information before them made, that any person described in 
I’art X Y as a loose, idle or disorderly person, or vagrant, is or is reason
ably suspected to be harboured or concealed in any disorderly house, 
bawdy-house, house of ill-fame, tavern or boarding-house, may, by warrant, 
authorize any constable or other person to enter at any time such house 
<>r tavern, and to apprehend and bring before them or any other justices 
of the peace, every person fourni therein so suspected as aforesaid.”

(11») It. v. Organ. 11 Ont. 1’. It., 407.
(211) It. v. Davidson, 8 Man. L. It.. 325.
(21) It. v. ltiley, Que. dud. Itep. . 7 Q. B. . 108,
-22) It. v. Relie. Que. dud. Hep.. 0 Q. B.. 274i 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. (S3.
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TABLK OF OFFENCES UNDER TITLE IV.

INDICTABLK OKKKNC 'EM.

Blasphemous libel*..................................

Obstructing officiating clergyman.
Violence to oltlviating clergyman..........
Unnatural offence....................................
Attempt to commit s-idoiiiy...........

Act* of groM* indecency...........................
Publishing obscene matter*...................
Piwtlng immoral book*, etc...................
Seduction of girl* under wlxtcen............
Seduction under promise of mariage... 
Seduction of a ward or a servant, fac

tory girl, etc........................................
Seduction of female iwssenger* on ves-

Unlawfully detiling women...................

Two years.........
Two year*.....................

Ten year*........ ..........
Fourteen years am1

whipping ................
Five year*....................
Two year*..................
Two years. ........
Two year*....................
Two year*....................

Two years....................

8400 line or one year 
Two year* with hard

Parent or guardian procuring defile
ment of girl ..........................................

Householder* permitting defilement of
Kiri" .............................................................

Conspiracy to dellle ........ .....
Carnally knowing idiot* ..............
Prostitution of Indian women...............
Common nuisance —

Selling thing* unlit for food...................
Keeping disorderly house (bawdy-

house, gaming house((l).....................
Gaming in stocks, etc...........................
Fret)m-iit iug bucket-shops.................
Gambling in public conveyances (rail

way*, steamers, etc,) (2) ... ..........
Betting and pool-sellifig.................—
Lotteries....................................................
Misconduct towards human remain*

Fourteen years and 
live year* ...............

Ten years and 2 year*. 
Two year*....................

8100 line or six months 
One year, or line. (See

One year......................
Five y’rs and 8500 tin* 
One year......................

One* year....................
OneyearandflOOO line 
Two y’rs and #2000 line 
Five year*....................

Tribunal.

Either Sup. Ct. C'r. 
Jurl*. or General or 
Quarter Session*.

do
■1"
do

do

do

do

do
do

On reference to sections 538, 530 and 540, pout, it will be seen that all the Indictable offences 
mentioned in Title IV, ami here tabulated, are triable by a Court of General or Quarter Sessions, 
which has concurrent jurisdiction, over them, with the Superior Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction.

See comment*, (under the Table of Indictable Offence* at the end of 
Title II, ante), on the Summary Trial of Indictable, Offences, Fine*, 
Sureties, Suspension of sentence. Restitution, Compensation, itnd

(1) The offence of keeping a bawdy-house, as well as being Indictable, may also be tried sum
marily under sections 783 and 784, pouf (which sec).

(2) Under thi* section, railway conductors, steamboat officers, station masters, etc., are obliged 
to arrest and prosecute offenders and are liable to #100 line, for neglect to do so.

Every com|iauy or other owner of a railway car or steamboat must keep a copy of the section 
posted up conspiciously in their railway car or steamboat, ami are liable, for neglect to do so, t" 
•100 penalty.



TABLES OK OFFENCES.

NON-1 NM< TABLE OFKKNC,'KK

IYnIHIIMKNT.

173 Disturbing public worship. ... . *.'■(> liiv, or one inontli
in ili-fnult............. !8uiiimary.

*ri0 line, or six months 
- - with or without 
luiril labor,—or Isith 
line and lliiprison-

3 1 177 Indecent avis,

nient........................  j Summary (8ji
«nine. A100 venaitv. or two

jSniiimary (3justiceid
3 Urn Playing or looking on In gaming- ho

mom us in iirmiui.
4 200 Wilfully preventing obstructing or ite-

laying nltU-er entering disorderly $100lineaiulU months|
house................................ ...................... with or without h. I. do

.ri 303s Railway or steamboat officer neglecting 
to arrest, persons gambling in their
conveyances........................................ *100 is nalty................Nummary.

r. 203s Neglect of railway or steamlmat nmn-
|Miny, etc., to |‘hi«I up in their con
veyances section 203 against gain-

Clvll Court. (No- 
sec. 1*21*, pout).

*100 penult >

Vagrancy, including : not having any 
visible means of subsistence and 
being found wandering abroad, etc., 
and not giving a good account of 
himself; not having any visible
means and living without employ
ment ; being able to work and wil-j 
fully refusing to maintain his fam
ily ; publicly exposing Indecent 
show; begging ; loitering; swear
ing, being drunk and disorderly, etc., 
in street ; defacing signs, breaking 
windows, etc. ; common prostitu
tion, night- walking, etc. ; keeping 
or being inmate ol a disorderly house, 
or frequenting disorderly houses ; 
living by gaming or crime or by tin- 
avails of prostitution...........................
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TITLE V.
OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON AND 

REPUTATION.

VAUT XVI.

IH'TIES TENDING To THE PRESERVATION OF FIFE.

209. Duty to provide necessaries of life. — Every olio wlm 
lias charge of any other person unable, by reasons either of deten
tion, age, sickness, insanity or any other cause, to withdraw him
self from such charge and unable to provide himself with 
the necessaries of life, is, whether such charge is under
taken by him under any contract, or is imposed upon him bv law. 
or by reason of his unlawful act, under a legal duty to supply that 
person with the necessaries of life, and is criminally responsible 
for omitting, without lawful excuse, to jK-rform such duty if tin- 
death of such person is caused, or if his life is endangered, or his 
health has been or is likely to be permanently injured, by such 
omission.

Neglect l>y parent* to call in medical aid to their sick child, in counc
il tient...... . which neglect the child dies, amount* to manslaughter; and it
i* no detenu- to such a charge for the parent* to say they have conscien
tious objections. Imsvd upon certain religion* view*. — to call in medical
aid. (1)

Where a woman who lived with her sick and helpless aunt neglected to 
give the latter necessary assistance to enable her to obtain food and med 
ieal aid and where such negligence was found to have accelerated the 
aunt's death, the woman was held rightly convicted of manslaughter. Tin- 
prisoner, who was of full age and without means of her own, lived with 
and was maintained by the deceased, her aunt, who was a woman of 73 
years of age. No one else lived with them. For the last ten days of her 
life, the deceased sulleml from a disease which prevented her moving or 
doing any thing to procure assistance. During this time the prisoner lived 
in the house and took in the food supplied bv tradesmen but gave none of 
it to the deceased «aid procured for her no medical nor nursing aid uml 
informed no one of the deceased's condition, although she bad ahumlanl 
opportunity of «loing so. No one but the prisoner had any knowledge of 
the of the deceased prior to her death, which was aecelerati-il by
want of foo«l, nursing and meilical attendance. Hrld that a duty was ini

(1) It. v. Cook, (12 .1. P.. 712. See, also. II. v. Senior, (18 I,. .1, Q. B„ 17.!: 
11 H!W | 1 (f. It.. >8.3. II. v. Downes, 1 Q. It. I).. 25, It. v. Morby. 15 Cox. 35.

40
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posed upon tin- prisoner to supply tin* deceased with sufticieiit food to 
uuiintaiii lifv. and that tin* deceased's death having been accelerated by 
the n<gleet of Midi duty, the prisoner was properly convicted of man
slaughter. (2)

See section 21.», punt, for the punishnieiit of neglect or refusal to per- 
forni any of the duties specified in the above section 20» and in sections 
210 and 211, when the neglect or refusal causes an injury short of death. 
If the neglect or refusal causes death and amounts to culpable homicide, 
it would lie punishable as such. (11)

210. Duty of head of family to provide necessaries. Every 
one who as parent, guardian or head of a . is under a legal 
duty to provide necessaries for any child under the aye of sixteen 
years, is criminally responsible for omitting, without lawful ex
cuse, to do so while such child remains a mendier of his or her 
household, whether such child is helpless or not, if the death of 
such child is caused, or if his life is endangered or his health is or 
is likely to he permanently injured, by such omission.

'i. Every one who is under a legal duty to provide necessaries for 
his wife, is criminally responsible for omitting, without lawful 
excuse, so to do, if the of his wife is caused, or if her life is
endangered, or her health is or is likely to he permanently injured 
by such omission.

3. In this section the word “ guardian " has the same meaning 
as, under section 18(la, it has in sections 183 and lKti. (Added hv 
the Criminal Cade Amendment Art WOO).

«>n the trial of an indictment under sub-section 2 of this section, it was 
held that, in order to shew a lawful excuse, evidence is admissible on lie- 
half of the prisoner of there having been at the time of the marriage an 
agreement made between him and his intended wife that after marriage 
they were to live at their respective homes and that she should be sup
ported as before the marriage and not by the prisoner until he obtained a 
situation where lie could earn sufficient "for the maintenance of both. (4)

W here a defendant was convicted on a charge of neglecting to support 
his wife, and the evidence shewed that the parties were married in 181)0 
hut that the wife was married previously to another man in 1880. al
though she had never lived with her first husband, and it appeared mat. 
in 1888. she had received a letter stating that he was dying in the United 
States, and that about a year after her marriage to the defendant she 
heard that her first husband was dead. Held that there was evidence to 
go t i the jury of the death of the first husband before the second marriage 
and that the defendant was properly eonvieted. (5)

A defendant was tried and convicted by a County Court Judge of having 
omitted without lawful excuse to provide his wife with necessaries, in con
seil lienee of which her health was likely to lie (lerinanently injured. The 
evidence shewed that the defendant who was in receipt of regular weekly

(2) R. v. Install. 02 !.. J. M. C.. 80; |18»:i| 1 Q. B.. 450: 17 Cox C. L\, 
002. And see 11. v. Nicholls, 1,1 Cox C. ('., 75.

(1) As to homicide, see section 220. post.
(4) II. v. Robinson. 17 ('. L. T.. 210: 28 O. It.. 407; 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 28. 
(.->) R. v. Holmes. 20 O. It.. 302; 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 111.

96
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waK‘‘s refused tu make any provision for his wife at a linn- when she was 
pregnant and incapacitated for work. Held that there was evidence upon 
which the Judge could properly lind again*! the defendant, that the 
words " likely to he permanently injured " have no technical meaning, and 
that it is purely a question of fact in such a case whether the acts proved 
are such that the health of the wife is likely by reason thereof to be per 
nianently injured, (it)

In the case of a conviction on a charge of failing to supply necessaries 
to a wife whereby her health is likely t< Ik* permanently injured, the con
viction ought to be affirmed, where tlier • is some evidence from which it 
may lie inferred that such |iermnnent injury was likely to result from the 
non supply of necessaries, this being a question deluding upon the facts 
or the weight of evidence, and one which cannot properly be made tla- 
subject of a reserved case, (7)

211. Duty of Masters to provide necessaries. — Kvery one wlm. 
as master or mistress, lias contracted to provide necessary food, 
clothing or lodging for any servant or apprentice under the aye of 
sixteen nears is under a legal duty to provide the same, and is cri
minally responsible for omitting, without lawful excuse, to per
form such duty, if the death of such servant or apprentice i* 
caused, or if his life is endangered, or his health has been or i* 
likely to be permanently injured, by such omission.

The Royal Commissioners in referring to the provisions of sections of 
their draft code nearly identical with the three foregoing sections, sav: 
“As homicide and the infliction of bodily injury may lie effected as well 
by an omission to discharge a legal duty as by uu illegal act. it is neecs 
sary to begin by defining the legal duties tending to the preservation ni 
life, the neglect of which is criminal. This is the subject of Part XV of 
the Draft Code and of chapter 8 of tin* Bill. We believe that this part of 
the Draft Code will he found to state, in a clear and compendious form, 
the unwritten law upon the subject to which it relates. Section 1(11 (8» 
is a re-enactment of ‘24 and ‘25 Vie., e. 100, s. *2(1, which was itself a re 
enactment of 14 and 15 Vic., c. II. That statute was passed in the excite 
ment consequent on the case of R. v. Nloane. (0) and was framed so as to 
embrace all cases where there was a contract to supply a servant of what 
ever age with food, clothing, and lodging. It has l>een thought better to 
limit it to servants and apprentices under the age of sixteen, but it is 
right to point out that this is not the existing law. Section 100, (10) put- 
the head of a family under the same criminal responsibility towards mem 
hers of his household under the age of sixteen as a master is to a servant 
of the same age.’'

A person who engages the services of a child under sixteen years of age, 
placed out with him by its legal guardian under a contract for the child's 
services for a fixed period, whereby the party with whom the child i« 
placed, engages to furnish the child with board, lodging, clothing and 
necessaries is not as to such child “a guardian or head of family” so a»

(tl) R. v. Bowman, ill X. S. R., 403; :t Can. <T. Cas., 410.
(7) R. v. McIntyre. :il V S. R.. 4*2*2: 3 Can. < r. Cas.. 413.
(8) Section 101 of the Knglish Draft Cede correspond* with section 211 

of our Code.
(9) R. v. Sion ne, Ann . Reg., vol. 9*2. p. 144.
(10) Section 100 of the Knglish Draft Code corresponds with section 210 

of our Code.
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to become vriminally responsible as hucIi under the above section, 210. for 
omitting to provide “ necessaries " to such child while a mendier of his 
household. The relationship in such a case is that of master and servant 
and conics within the provisions of section 211. under which the master 
is criminally responsible only in respect of a failure to provide necessary 
food, clothing or lodging. (11)

212 Duty of persons doing dangerous acts. — Kvery one who 
undertakes (except in case of necessity) to administer surgical or 
medical treatment, or to do any other lawful act the doing of 
which is or may be dangerous to life, is under a legal duty to have 
and to use reasonable knowledge, skill and care in doing any such 
act, and is criminally responsible for omitting, without lawful 
excuse, to discharge that duty if death is caused by such omission.

Any person, whether a licensed medical practitioner or not. who deals 
with the life or health of an individual is bound to treat his or her patient 
with cave, attention and assiduity ; and, if the patient dies for want of 
either, the person is guilty of mamdaugltter. (12)

See section 57, (intv.
See also comments upon necessity, aille, pp. 23. 24.

213. Duty of persons in charge of dangerous things. — Kvery 
one who has in his charge or under his control anything whatever, 
whether animate or inanimate, or who erects, makes or maintains 
anything whatever which, in the absence of precaution or care, 
may endanger human life, is under a legal duty to take reasonable 
precautions against, and use reasonable care to avoid, such danger, 
and is criminally responsible for the consequences of omitting, 
without lawful excuse, to perform such duty.

Three young men took u rifle which would have been deadly at a mile, 
and began practising firing with it at a target, which they erected in a 
lield near to roads and houses, from a distance of about 100 yards. One 
of the shots thus tired (it was not proved by which man) killed a boy in 
a true in a neighboring garden at a spot 303 yards from the firing point. 
It was held that all three were guilty of manslaughter, firing a rifle under 
the above circumstances lieing a very dangerous act and all throe having 
united to tire at the spot in question and all omitting to take any prevail 
lions to prevent danger to human life. (13)

A prisoner was indicted for manslaughter in causing the death of an 
infant child by negligently delivering laudanum for paregoric. The facts 
were these. The child being very ill, its mother sent her son to a neigh
boring chemist for a penny worth of paregoric. The prisoner, who was the 
chemist's apprentice, delivered a vial labelled “ paregoric " but containing 
laudanum. The son (who was told by the prisoner that the number of 
drops to 1m* given to a child of nine weeks old was ten), took the vial home 
to his mother, who, supposing it to he paregoric, gave her infant, who was 
only nine weeks old. six or seven drops of it in a little sugar and water ;

(11) II. v. Coventry, 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 541.
(12) 11. v. Spiller. 5 C. A V.. 333.
(13) R. v. Salmon and others. (I Q. It. 1).. 70: 14 Cox C. C.. 404 : NVarh. 

I,. Cas . 2nd Kil.. 00.
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mid lin* infant died. in consequence. Tin* presiding judge told the jury that 
if a jmrty is guilty of negligence and death results, therefrom, he commits 
manslaughter; and the jury found the prisoner guilty. (14)

W here a chemist, by mistake, put a poisonous liniment into a medicine 
liottle instead of a liniment bottle, in consequence of which the liniment 
«as taken by bis customer internally, with a fatal result, it was held, 
without saving whether there might or might not be evidence of negli
gence to support a civil action, — that the mistake was not so gross as to 
he reckless, and, therefore, did not amount to such criminal negligence as 
would warrant a conviction for manslaughter, inasmuch as the mistake 
" ns made under « ircumstances which rather threw the prisoner oil' his 
^uard. It appeared that the deceased had been accustomed to send to the 
prisoner for aconite, -a deadly poison, -as a liniment, and that the 
prisoner was in the habit of using bottles of a particular make and conn 
to contain poison, but, on the occasion in question, had sent bis own but 
ties. The deceased had been ordered to take thirty drops of henbane and 
also to use aconite as a liniment, and he had sent to the prisoner two hol
lies. one for the henbane and the other for the aconite ; both l>eing bottles 
"I the ordinary kind. The bottle for the henbane bad on it a label bearing 
•hat word. The prisoner himself tilled the bottles, and, through some mis
take. put the aconite into the henbane bottle. ( 15)

A corporation cannot be guilty of manslaughter, but it may be indicted 
"•nier section 252. /w*/. for having caused grievous bodily injury by omit 
img to maintain in a safe condition a bridge which it was its duty to main, 
lain, and this notwithstanding that death ensued at once to the person 
injured. (10)

214. Duty to avoid omissions dangerous to life. — Kverv one 
who undertakes to do any act, thv omission to do which is or may 
he dangerous to life, is under a legal duty to do that act. and is 
criminally responsible for the consequences of omitting, without 
lawful excuse, to perform that duty.

I lie captain and pilot of a steamboat were both indicted for the man
slaughter of a person who was on board a small smack, by running down 
the smack, the running down being attributed by the prosecution to im 
proper steering of the steamboat arising from there not living, at the time 
of the accident, a man at the bow to keep a look out. It was proved that 
there was a man on the look out when the vessel started, about an hour 
previous to the accident. According to one witness the captain and pilot 
were both on the bridge between the paddle boxes, and according to another 
witness the pilot, was alone on one paddle box. It was held that, under 
these circumstances, there was not such personal misconduct on the part 
of either of the prisoners as to make them guilty of manslaughter. (17)

See section 252, />W, as to causing grievous bodily injury by any un
lawful act or by doing negligently or omitting to do any act which it is 
Ids duty to do.

215. Neglecting duty to provide necessaries. — Kverv one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to three years’ imprison-

(14) Tessymond's Case. 1 Lew. ('. ('., 1(H), 170.
( 15) K. v. X oakes, 4 K. & F.. 020.
( Id) It. v. Union Colliery Co., 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 523; 21 ('. L. T., 153. 
(17) R. v. Allen & Clarke, 7 C. & I*.. 153. See. also. It. v. (treen. 7 C. 

& I».. 158.
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ment who, being bound to perform any duty specified in sections 
two hundred and nine, two hundred and ten and two hundred and 
eleven without lawful excuse neglects or refuses to do so ; unless 
the offence amounts lo culpable homicide. (As amended hv fill V.. e.
3*).

Thv punishment provided by this section is for eases in which the injury 
caused is an injury short of death. When the injury caused results in death, 
the offender will be guilty of culpable homicide. ( IS) and be punishable 
accordingly.

It will lie readily seen that in a prosecution under this section for 
neglecting or refusing to perform any of the duties specified in sections 
'209. 210 and 211, it must lie alleged in the indictment and established in 
evidence that the neglect or refusal was without lawful excuse and that 
thereby the life of the person neglected or omitted to be provided with 
necessaries is endangered or his or her health permanently injured or like
ly to be |K>rmnncntly injured.

216. Abandoning children under two year old. — Kvery one i> 
guilty of an indict able offence and liable to three years* imprison
ment who unlawfully abandons or exposes any child under the age 
of two years, whereby its life is endangered, or its health is per
manently injured.

2. The words “ abandon ” and “ expose ” include a wilful 
omission to take charge of the child on the part of a person legal lx 

1 to do so, and any mode of dealing with it calculated t" 
leave it exposed to risk without protection. It. S. e. 1(12. s. 20.

Section 27 of the Imperial Statute (24 and 2"> Vie., e. 100) on this sub
ject. is as follows:

“ Whosoever shall unlawfully abandon or expose any child, being under 
the age of two years, whereby the life of su. h child shall be endangered, 
or tin- health of such child shall have been or is likely to be permanentl\ 
injured, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and being convicted thereof shall 
be liable to be kept in penal servitude for the term of three years.”

In an English case, the prisoners were charged by an indictment framed 
under tIds section with having abandoned and exposed a child under two 
years of age, whereby its life was endangered and the following facts were 
established against them.

One of tlie defendants was the mother of a weakly bastard child, which, 
-when it was about live weeks old. - both prisoners put in a hamper, at 

S., the child, when so put in tin* hamper, being wrapped up in a shawl 
and being then packed in the hamper with shavings and cotton wool. The 
mother then took the hamper containing the child from S„ to ti.e booking 
office of the railway station at M. (a distance of about four miles), and 
there left it. having paid the carriage of the hamper to <!. The hamper 
was addressed to the lodging of the child's father at («.. and he had told 
th<* mother, previous to the child's birth, that if she sent it to him lie 
would keep it. The mother told the railway clerk to be careful of the 
hamper and to send it by the next train which was due to leave the sta
tion at M., in ten minutes from the time of her depositing it there. Upon 
the address were the words, “ with rare: to be delivered immediately." 
I he hamper was duly sent by train and delivered at its address in G., in

( IN) As to culpable homicide, see section 220. post.
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a little leas than un hour from ita living despatched from M. On the 
Imniper being opened the child whs alive, and lived for three weeks after
wards, when it died from causes not attribuable to the conduct of either 
of the prisoners. Upon these facts it was held that there was an abandon
ment and exposure endangering the life of the child: and the prisoner* 
were found guilty. On the point being reserved, the conviction was af
firmed. (10)

In another ease, a woman, who was living apart from her husband, and 
who had the < ustudy of their child, brought it and left it outside the 
father's door, telling him she had done so. The father knowingly allowed 
the child to remain outside his door from 7 p. in., till 1 a. in., when it was 
found, cold and stiff, by a constable who removed it. It was held that, 
although the father had not the actual custody and possession of the 
<liild yet as lu* was legally hound to provide for it, his allowing it to re 
main where he did was an abandonment ami exposure by him whereby 
the child’s life was endangered within the meaning of 24-25 Vic., c. 100, 
see. 27. (20)

An indictment charging a woman with having unlawfully left in the 
highway a child a month old, of which she had the care, with intent to 
burden the parish with its maintenance, was held had for not alleging any 
injury done to the child by her act. (21)

217. Causing bodily harm to apprentices or servants. - Kwry 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to three years’ im
prisonment. who, being legally liable as master or mistress to pro
vide for any apprentice or servant, unlawfully docs, or causes to 
be done, any bodily barm to any such apprentice or servant so 
that the life of such apprentice or servant is endangered or the 
health of such apprentice or servant lias been, or is likely to be. 
permanently injured. 1?. S. C., e. 02, s. 19.

The reference under this section is evidently a clerical error. Tt should 
lie It. 8. L\, c. 1(12.

The corresponding Imperial enactment on this subject is the 24 nnd 25 
Vic., e. 100. see. 20, which is as follows:

“Whosoever being legally liable either ns master or mistress to provide 
for any apprentice or servant necessary food clothing or lodging, shall wil 
fully nnd without lawful excuse refuse or neglect to provide the same, or 
shall unlawfully nnd maliciously do or cause to lie done any bodily harm 
to any such apprentice or servant, so that the life of such apprentice or 
servant shall lie endangered, or the health of such apprentice or servant 
shall have been or shall be likely to be peimanently injured, shall be gnil 
ty of a misdemeanor, and being convicted thereof! shall be liable to In- 
kept in penal servitude for the term of three years."

Upon this clause, Archbold makes the following remarks: “Whether il 
he necessary to prove that, by such refusal or neglect to protide, the 
prosecutor's life was endangered or his health was or was likely to he per
manently injured, depends upon tin* construction which is to be put upon 
the statute. If the words * no that the life of such person shall he endmi 
gerrd: etc., apply to all the preceding matter, such proof will lie necessary:

(HI) K. v. Kalkingham. L. R., 1 C. C. It., 222: .10 L. J. (M. C.). 47.
(20) It. v. White. L. It.. 1 <’. C. It.. .111; 40 L. J., (M. (î.). lit: Ai I. 

O. VI. and Ev„ 21st Ed., pp. 702. 703.
(21) It. v. Cooper, 1 Den.. 450 : 2 0.4 K.. 870.
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it only to tin- branch of tin- section which relates to tin- actual doing of 
bodily harm to tin- apprentice or servant, such proof will he unnecessary.
I lit il there Inis liven some decision on the subject it will he safer to intro
duce. into the indictment, the allegation, 'so Unit the life of the Haiti 

iras thereliii endangered,' and to he prepared with 
evidence to sustain it. It would seem indeed to he the lietter opinion that 
the words ‘so that the life of such person shall he endangered, etc.,' over
ride all the preceding matter, otherwise a mere single wilful refusal to 
provide a dinner would he within the clause. I'pon an indictment for un
lawfully and maliciously assaulting an apprentice or servant it is clear 
that such allegation and proof are necessary."’

It will he observed that the uncertainty which Archbold seems to lind 
in the Knglish enactment arises from the fact of two offences, neglecting 
to yroiide necessaries and doing bodily harm to an apprentice or servant, 
being included in one section. In the present code this possiole uncertainty 
has been avoided, by separating and dealing with the two offences in dif
ferent sections, tin- offence or offences of a parent or a master neglecting 
the duties imposed upon them by sections '210 and 211 respectively being 
dealt with under section 21.1. ante, and the offence of a master doing bodily 
harm to an apprentice or servant being dealt with by the above section 
217. So that, with us. whether the charge against the master be for neglec
ting to provide necessaries to his apprentice or for doing such apprentice 
or servant bodily harm, there can be no doubt that tin- indictment must 
allege, and it must be proved that the life of the apprentice is endangered, 
or that his or her health has been, or is. or is likely to be permanently in-

PAHT XVII.

HOM ICI I)E .

218. Homicide is the killing of a human being by another, di
rectly or indirectly, bv any means whatsoever.

Upon this part of the law. as contained in the Knglish Draft Code, the 
Itoyal Commissioners report as follows:

"The Draft Code deals next with murder, manslaughter, and some other 
offences to which we will refer specific-ally.

“ Many of the doctrines of the common law bearing upon this subject 
relate equally to murder and manslaughter. Both the Draft Code and the 
Ihll accordingly ileal with homicide generically. and ascertain the eases in 
which it is culpable, liefore dealing specifically with murder and man
slaughter. The Draft Code preserves the rule, of the common law. that to 
render the homicide culpable, death must take plaee within a year and a 
day of the injury. It was thought desirable to fix some limit, and no suf
ficient reason occurred to us for departing from the ancient rule.

" Having defined culpable homicide, the Draft Code proceeds to the 
problem of defining murder and manslaughter.

" The common law definition of murder is ‘ unlawfully killing with 
malice aforethought:’ and manslaughter may. in effeet, he defined as ‘un
lawful killing irithout malice aforethought.' The objection to these defini
tions is that the expression ‘malice aforethought’ is misleading. This ex
pression. taken in a popular sense, would be understood to mean that in 
order that homicide may be murder the aet must be premeditated to a 
greater or less extent, the jury having in each ease to determine whether 
such a degree of premeditation existed as deserved the name.

" This definition if so understood would be obviously too narrow, as. 
without what would commonly be eallcd premeditation, homicide might
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lie committed which would involve public* danger and moral guilt in the 
highest possible degree. Of course it can Im* pointed out that every inten
tional net may he said to he done aforethought, for the intention must 
precede the action. But even with this explanation the expression is cal
culated to mislead any one hut a trained lawyer.

'* 'I lie inaccuracy of the definition is still more apparent when we find it 
laid down that a pet son may he guilty of murder who had no intention 
to kill or injure the deceased or any other person, hut only to commit 
some other felony, and the injury to the individual was a pure accident. 
This conclusion was arrived at by the doctrine of constructive or implied 
malice. In this case, as in the ease of other legal fictions, it is difficult to 
say how far the doctrine extended. We do not propose on the present oc 
easion to enter upon a discussion of this subject. It was carefully eon 
sidered before a committee of the House of Commons sitting on a Bill for 
the definition of homicide, introduced by the late Mr. Bussell Gurney, in 
1874. It was also considered by the Commission on Capital Punishments, 
which reported in 1 Still. Each of these bodies reported that the present 
condition of the law was unsatisfactory, though neither arrived at a defini
tion which was considered satisfactory.

“The present law may. we think, be stated with sufficient exactness 
for our present purpose somewhat as follows: Murder is culpable homi
cide by any act done with malice aforethought. Malice aforethought is a 
common name for all the following states of mind: —

" («.) An i preceding the act. - to kill or to do serious hodilx
injury to the person killed or to any other person :

“(It.) Knowledge that the act done is likely to produce such couse 
quences, whether coupled with an intention to produce them or not ;

" (f.) An intent to commit any felony ;
" (#/.) An intent to resist an officer of justice in the execution of hi* 

duty.
" Whether (c) is too broadly stated or not is a question open to doubt, 

but Sir Michael Foster, pci' the highest authority on tin* subject, six*. 
(i). 2Ô8). 'A. shooteth at the poultry of B. and by accident killcth a man 
If his intention was to steal the poultry, which must be collected from the 
circumstances, it will he a murder, by reason of that felonious intent: Inn 
if it was done wantonly and without that intention, it will be barely man
slaughter.’

" It seems to us that the law upon this subject ought to lie freed from 
the element of fiction introduced into it by tin- expression * malice afore 
thought.' although the principle that murder may. under certain cireuin 
stances, be committed, in the absence of an actual intention to cause death, 
ought, to la* maintained. If a person intends to kill and does kill anotln i 
or if. without absolutely intending to kill, lie voluntarily inflicts any bodi
ly injury known to he likely to cause death, being reckless whether death 
ensues or not. lie ought in our opinion to be considered a murderer, it 
death ensues.

“ For practical purposes we can make no distinction between a man who 
shoots another through the head expressly meaning to kill him. a man 
who strikes another a violent blow with a sword, careless whether he «ties 
of it or not. and a man who. intending for some object of his own. to stop 
the passage of a railway train, contrives an explosion of gunpowder or 
dynamite under the engine, hoping indeed that death may not be caused, 
hut determined to effect his purpose whether it is so caused or not.

" This is the general object kept in view both in the Draft Code and in 
the Bill, but there is some difference in the extent to which they go. There 
is no difference as to the cases in which the death of the person killed or 
of some other person is intended. The Bill included in the definition of

5
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murder ull eases in which the offender intended to cause, or knew that lie 
probably would cause ‘yrleroUH bodily harm' to any person. The Draft 
Code includes all such eases, substituting the expression ‘bodily injury 
known to the offender to be likely to canne death ' for ‘ yrieeous bodily 
harm;' which to some extent narrows the definition given in the Hill. On 
the other hand the Draft Code includes all eases in which death is caused 
by the infliction of ‘ grievous bodily injury ’ for the purpose of facilitating 
the commission of certain heinous offences. All these eases would fall 
within the definition of murder given in the Hill, according to which it is 
murder to kill by the intentional infliction of grievous bodily harm irres 
peetivcly of the purpose for which it is used, laistly, it is provided ^b\ 
the Draft Code) that killing by the administration of stupefying things or 
by wilfully stopping the breath for the purpose, in either case, of com 
milting any of the specified offences. (1) shall Ik* murder whether the of 
fender knows or not that death is likely to ensue. According to the provi 
nions of the Hill these eases would amount to murder only if the offendei 
knew their danger.

"The difference Iwtwccn the Draft Code and the Hill upon the whole 
conies to this. A, in order to facilitate robbery, pushes something into H’s 
mouth to stop his breath and thus prevent him from crying out ; the 
death of H results. This is murder according to the Draft Code. According 
to the Hill it is murder if A hue.' that such an act would probably cause 
death ; manslaughter if lie did not.

"A few years ago a ease occurred in the Western Circuit (2) which 
illustrates the principle on which this portion of the Draft Code is framed 
better than any hypothetical case. An innocent girl on her way to church 
had to pass over a stile into a narrow wooded lane and then go out of it 
by a stile on the other side. A ruffian who knew this lay in wait for her, 
imifllcd her head in a shawl to stille her cries and proceeded to drag hei 
down the lane towards a wood. She died before sin* reached it. lie was 
executed for the murder. It. is plain lie did not mean to kill her; indeed 
his object was frustrated in consequence of her not reaching the wood 
alive, and he probably was not aware that stilling her breath for so short 
a time was dangerous to life; but as the law at the time was and now is. 
the death having been occasioned by violence used to facilitate the com
mission of a rape, the offence was murder. And we believe there are few 
who would not think the law defective if such an offence was not murder.

"Again, A stabs It in the leg, not intending to kill him ; It dies. Accor
ding to the Hill this would be murder if the jury thought the net showed 
an intent to do grievous bodily harm, or if without such intent it was done 
with knowledge that it would probably cause death or grievous bodily 
harm. According to the Draft Code it would be murder if the jury thought 
the act was meant to cause B an injury known to A to be likely to cause 
death, lie being reckless whether it caused death or not. It will thus Is* 
seen that the Hill and the Draft ('ode approach each other very close 
iy.' (»)

219. When a child becomes a human being. — A child becomes 
a human being within the meaning of this Act when it has nnn-

(1) The specified offences are the same as those specified, in the same 
connection, by the present Code (see section 227. post). namely. Treason. 
Treasonable offences, Assaults on the Queen, Inciting to Mutiny, Piracy. 
Piratical Acts, Escapes, Rescues, Resisting lawful Apprehension, Murder. 
Uu|k\ Forcible Abduction, Robbery. Burglary, Arson.

(2) R. v. Gilbert, known as the Foniingbridge murder. See "The 
limes," 19 duly 1802.

(3) See pp. 23 and 24 of the Report of the Royal Commissioners.
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pletcly proceeded in a living elate from I lie body of ils mother, whet
her it lias breathed or not, whether it has an independent circula
tion or not. and whether the navel string is severed or not. The 
killing of such child is homicide when it dies in consequence of 
injuries received before, during, or after birth.

'i his seem* to lx- a statement of the common law on the subject. (4) in 
accordance with which it has been held that a child within its mother's 
womb is not a being upon whom culpable homicide can Ik* committed. It 
must lie horn. (5) That is to say, in order to be the subject of homicide 
it must, if an injury be inflicted upon it while in its mother's womb, have 
afterwards completely proceeded in a lirlnji state from its mother's Innlp. 
and then if it afterwards die through the injury previously received, tie- 
injury so inflicted and the subsequent death would constitute homicide.

Coke says: " If a woman la* quick with child, and by a potion or other
wise kiilcth it in her womb, or if a man beat her whereby the child dictli 
in her laxly and she is delivered of a dead child, this is a great misprision, 
and no murder: but if the child lie born alive and dietli of the potion, 
battery, or other cause, this is murder." (0)

Dut, section 271. post, provides for the offence of killing a child in the ai t 
of birth and before it is fully born.

220. Culpable homicide. — Homicide may be either or
not culpable. Homicide is culpable when it consists in the killing 
of any person, either by an unlawful net or by an omission wilhout 
lawful excuse to perform or observe any legal duly, or by both com
bined, or by causing a person, by /livrais or fear of violence, or hv 
deception, to do an act which causes that jmrson’s death, or l>\ 
wilfully frightening a child or siek person.

2. Culpable homicide is either murder or manslaughter.
3. Homieide which is not culpable is not an offence.

To constitute culpable homicide under the terms of this section there 
must be:

1. An unlawful act done; or
2. An omission, without lawful excuse, to perform or observe a legal 

duty; or
3. (a) A threatening of violence, (ft) an arousing of fear of violence, or 

( C) the use of deception, causing the person, so threatened, or put in fear. 
or deeel red, as the case may lie, to do an act causing his or her death : or

4. A wilful frightening of a child or sick person.
In an English case tried before Denman, J„ a man who had frigntened 

a child to death was convicted of manslaughter. (7)
The following case, (although the injury caused did not result in loss of

(4) R. v. Crutchlev. 7 (. A P., 814; R. v. Sellis, 7 C. & P.. 850: R. v. 
l'ou I ton. 5 V. A P„ 329; R. v. Reeves. 9 C. A P., 25; R. v. Tribe. ('. A M.. 
080; 2 Moo., 200.

(5) R. v. Brain, 0 C. A P., 349; 2 Bish. New Cr. L. Com., as. 032. 033. 
(0) 3 Inst., 50; See, also, R. v. West, 2 Car. A K.. 784: R. v. Senior. 1

Moo., 340; 2 Bish. New Cr. L. Corn., s. 033.
(7) R. v. Towers, 12 Cox C. C., 530.

8692
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life) in an illustration of the principle upon which is based that part' of 
the above section which makes it culpable homicide in a person who either 
by threatening violence towards, or by creating fear of violence in an
other, causes that other to do an act resulting in his or her death.

A woman, in order to escape from the violence of her husband, who had 
used threats against her life, got out of a window, and in so d ang tell to 
the ground and broke her leg. The husband was convicted of having wil- 
lully and maliciously inflicted grievous bodily harm on his wife. Held, 
correct. Lord Coleridge, said : "* 1 am of opinion that the conviction 
in this case is correct, and that the sentence should be affirmed. The 
principle seems to me to be laid down quite fully in Reg. v. Martin. (8)
I here, this court held that a man who hud cither taken advantage of or 
had created a panic in a theatre, and had obstructed a passage, and had 
rendered it difficult to get out of the theatre, in consequence of which a 
number of people were crushed, was answerable for the consequences of 
what he had done. Here, the woman came by her mischief by getting out 
of the window I use a vague word on purpose —and in her fall broke 
her leg. Now, that might have been caused by an act which was done ac
cidentally or deliberately, in which case the prisoner would not have been 
guilty. It appears from the case however that the prisoner had threatened 
his wife more man once, and that on this occasion he came home drunk, 
and used words which amounted to a threat against her life, saying, ‘ill 
make you su that you can't go to bed; ' that she, rushing to the window, 
got half out of the window, when she was restrained by her daughter. The 
prisoner threatened the daughter, who let go, and her mother fell. It is 
suggested to me, by my learned brother, that supposing the prisoner had 
struck his daughter's arm without hurting her, but sufficiently to cause 
her to let go, and she had let her mother fall, could any one doubt but 
that that would lie the same thing as if he had pushed her out himself? 
If a man creates in another man's mind an immediate sense of danger 
which causes such person to try to escape, and in so doing he injures him
self, the person who creates such a state of mind is responsible for the 
injuries which result. I think that in this ease there was abundant ev
idence that there was a sense of immediate danger in the mind of the 
woman, caused by the acts of the prisoner, and that her injuries resulted 
from what that sense of danger caused her to do." The other judges con
curred. (ff)

Where, — on a trial for manslaughter, — the evidence shewed that the 
deceased was riding on horseback, that the prisoner struck him with a 
'inall stick, whereupon the deceased rode away and the prisoner rode after 
him. and that thereupon the deceased, from a well grounded apprehension 
of a further attack, which would have endangered his life, spurred his 
horse which became frightened and threw him giving him a mortal frac
ture, it was held that this evidence sufficiently supported the charge of 
manslaughter. (10)

A corporation cannot he guilty of manslaughter. (11) But it may be in
dicted. under section 252. /ioat, for having caused grievous bodily injury 
by omitting to maintain in a safe condition a bridge or structure which it 
was its duty to so maintain, and this, notwithstanding that death ensued 
at once to the person sustaining the grievous bodilv injury. (12)

<H) K. v. Martin. 8 Q. B. !>.. 54; 14 Cox C. <’.. 633.
Ml) H. v. Hallidav. 51 L. .1. Hep. (N. K.), 701. See. also, R. v. Evans. 

I ltum. Cr.. 5th Ed.,* 051 ; R. v. Pitts. (’. & M.. 284. and R. v. Dugal. 4 <). 
L .... 350.

(10) R. v. Hickman, 5 C. & P., 151.
(11) R. v. (Sreat West Laundry Co., 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 514; R. v. Union 

Colliery Co., 3 Can. Cr. Cas., MS; ‘-il C. L. T.. 889.
(12) R. v. Union Colliery Co., 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 523.
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Non-culpable homicide. — Lenities the above clivisions of homicide into 
culpable and turn-culpable, and of culpable homicide into murder and man 
nlaughter, homicide which is not culpable may he divided into that which 
is (a) fustlfiable, and that which is (6) excusable. (13)

Justifiable homicide. • Blackstone subdivides justifiable homicide into 
two classes, (14) namely : —

1. Homicide which is done under the necessity which arises in the cxei 
eise of an office, which makes it compulsory, — in executing public justice, 
under judicial command, — to put to death a malefactor who has forfeited 
his life by the laws and verdict of his country (16). In this ease, how 
ever, the law must require it; it must be done by authority of a judicial 
sentence, or it is not justifiable, and, therefore, wantonly to kill the great 
est of malefactors deliberately, uncompelled and extra-judicially, is murder.

2. The other class of justifiable homicide is, according to Blackstone, that 
which occurs in the advancement of public justice, and in which the act 
though not commanded, is permitted ; as where the killing happens in pre
venting crime, ( 16) or in the arrest of persons guilty or accused of 
crimes, (17) or in preventing escapes or rescues from arrest or from cus
tody, (18) or in suppressing riots, etc. (19)

As already remarked (20) the general rule allowing the use of necessary 
force to prevent the commission of a criminal offence is, by section 44. 
unie, made to include the prevention of any offence for which under the 
present ('ode an arrest may be made without warrant. As the ground of 
justification of homicide committed in preventing a criminal offence, a 
comnanied with violence, is that of necessity, the necessity must continue 
to the time of the killing, or it will not justify it ; and the killing of an 
offender, for instance, after being properly secured, and after all apprehen 
sion of danger has ceased, would not be justifiable but it. would be murder, 
unless. — when it was done. — the blood was still hot from the contest or 
pursuit; and then, on that account, it might lie held to lie only man 
slaughter. (21)

Excusable homicide. - Blackstone divides excusable homicide into. 
1. Homicide per infortunium or misadventure ; and 2. Homicide in -elf 
defence, or ne dcfcndemlo.

Homicide per infortunium, or misadventure, is such as occurs where- a 
man, in the doing of a lawful act, without any negligence and with no in 
tent ion to injure, unfortunately kills another.

(13) Broom's Coin. L.. 910.
(14) 4 Bl. Com.. 178, 179.
(15) See sections 15, 18. 19 and 31, ante, pp. 27, 28, 29. 30 and 39. (and 

comments), as to justification and powers of ministerial officers in (In
exécution of judicial sentences, etc.

(10) R. v. Huntley, 3 Car. & K., 142. See section 44, (and comments). 
ante, p. 46, as to justification of force used in preventing the commission 
of offences.

(17) See section 31, ante, p. 39, as to justification of force used in 
making arrests, etc.

(18) See sections 33, 34, 35, 30 and 37, ante, p. 40. as to justification of 
force used in preventing escapes and rescues.

( 19) See sections 40, 41. 42, 43, 83 and 84 (and comments), ante. pp. 43. 
44-40, and pp. 89 and 90, as to suppression of riots.

(20) See ante, p. 40.
(21) 1 East 1». C„ c. fi. s. 00, p. 293 ; 4 Bl. Com.. 185; I Hale. 485. Sn. 

also, H. v. S ully. I C. & P., 319.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

A is ut voik with a hatchet, the head of which flies off and kills II, a 
bystander. This is excusable homicide by misadventure. (22)

A, a person qualified to keep a gun. is shooting at a mark, and un- 
designedly kills II. A is excused.

A parent or a master who, in moderately correcting his child, or his ap- 
pientice or servant, happei.s to occasion his death, is excused, on the 
giound that the killing is only misadventure. For the act of correction is 
lawful ; but if he exceeds the hounds of moderation, either in the manner, 
the instrument, or the quantity of punishment, and death ensues, it is 
manslaughter at least, and in some cases (according to the circumstances) 
murder; for the act of immoderate correction is unlawful. For instance, 
where an apprentice, on being chided by his master for neglecting some 
work, made a sharp answer, and the master struck and killed the appren
tice with a bar of iron which he had in his hand, it was held murder. (23)

.. wuips a horse upon which H is riding, in consequence of which the 
horse takes fright and before 11 can check him runs over and kills C, a 
child. This is accidental as to II. for he has done nothing unlawful ; but it 
is manslaughter in A, for his act, being a trespass, was unlawful. (24)

Self-defence. - Homicide in self-defence, (sometimes also called chance- 
medley), is such as occurs where u man being violently attacked, is obliged 
to kill his assailant in order to save his own life. The right of self-defence 
proceeds from and is limited by necessity. It begins where necessity begins, 
and ends where necessity ends; and therefore the defending party in order 
to be excused must exercise only such power and apply only such instru
ments as will simply prove effectual ; nothing more. For instance, one, on 
whom another is making a mere assault with his list, must not instantly 
stab him. Even where another is meditating the taking of one’s life, this 
extreme defence cannot lawfully be resorted to until some overt act is done 
ill pursuance of the meditation ; in other words, till the danger becomes 
immediate. (25) Still, a person, assaulted by another who has threatened 
to kill him, is not, as a matter of course, required to run, and thus in
crease his danger by exposing himself to a repetition of his assailant's at
tempt when, with his back turned, he cannot so well resist or protect him
self. And where an attack is made, with murderous intent, evinced by a 
sufficient overt act, the person attacked is under no duty to fly ; but may 
stand his ground, and kill his adversary, if such killing become necessary 
in order to save himself. (20)

On this subject, the Royal Commissioners in their report make the fol
lowing remarks:

“ We take one great principle of the common law to be that, though it 
sanctions the defence of a man's person, liberty and property against il
legal violence, and permits the use of force to prevent crimes, to preserve 
the public peace, and to bring offenders to justice, yet all this is subject 
to the restriction that the force nurd in necessary; that is, that the mis
chief sought to lie prevented could not l>e prevented by less violent means; 
and that the mischief done by, or which might reasonably be anticipated 
from the force used is not disproportioned to the injury or mischief which 
it is intended to prevent. This last principle will explain and justify many

(22) 1 Hawk. P. C.t c. 29, s. 2.
(23) R. v. (irev, Kel., (H; Font., 2(12. See section 55, ante, p. 54.
(24) 4 HI. Com.. 182. 183; 1 Hawk. P. C., c. 29, s. 3.
(25) 1 East. P. C., 272.
(26) Font., 273: 3 Inst.. 56; 1 tost. P. (\. 271.
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of our suggestions. It does not seem to have been universally admitted ; 
and we have therefore thought it advisable to give our reasons for think 
ing that it not only ought to be reeognsied ns the law in future, but that 
it is the law at present." (27)

In an elaborate note at the end of their Report, the Royal Commissioners 
have the following further remarks by way of argument on the subject :

" The proposition that the force used in defence of person, liberty or 
property must lie proportioned to the injury or mischief which it is in 
tended to prevent, is. in our opinion, one of great importance, yet it seems 
not to have commended itself to the minds of highly respectable author 
•ties. We think it right, first, to call attention to the mode in which the 
subject was dealt with in Lord St. Leonard's Rill. The first part of section 
88 of that Rill was as follows; ‘ Homicide shall be justifiable where one, in 
lawful defence of his person, re|>ela force by force, and. using no more vio
lence than lie lias reasonable cause for believing to be necessary for tin- 
purpose of self-defence, kills the assailant.* Had this la-eu passed, unaltered, 
into law, it would have justified every weak lad. whose hair was about to 
l»e pulled by u stronger one. in shooting the bully if he could not other 
wise prevent the assault.

" Again, section DO says, Homicide shall be justifiable ' (not merely 
reduced from murder to manslaughter) * where one in defence of moveable 
property in his lawful possession, repels force by force, and, using no more 
force than lie lias reasonable cause for believing to Ik* necessary for the 
defence of such property against wrong, kills the wrong-doer.' If two 
roughs, who each claimed a game-cock, and insisted on taking it home, 
quarrelled, and the weaker stabbed the stronger to the heart, this would, 
if made law. have justified the slayer, if he turned out to be the rightful 
owner of the bird, and could not otherwise have prevented its being taken

" And section ffl says: ' Homicide shall be justifiable where one, in 
defence of house or land in his lawful possession, resisting a person, 
endeavouring by force to enter into or upon such house or land, repels 
force by force, and using no more force than he has reasonable cause for 
lielieving to lie necessary for the defence of his possession, kills the wrong 
doer.' It is the more singular that this last clause should have been drawn 
as it is, because Lord Tentcrden in a case which at the time attracted 
much attention laid down law directly opposed to it. It was the ease of 
R. v. Moir, tried In-fore Lord Tentcrden at Chelmsford. (28) Mr. Moir. 
having ordered some fishermen not to trespass on his land, took a short 
cut, and found the deceased and others persisting in going across, lie rode 
up to them and ordered them hack. They refused to go, and there was 
evidence of angry words ami some slight evidence that the deceased threat
ened to strike Mr. Moir with a pole. Mr. Moir shot him in the arm ami Un
wound ultimately proved fatal. Hefore the man died, or indeed was sup
posed to la- in danger, Mr. Moir avowed and justified his act, and said that 
in similar circumstances he would do the same again. This land, he said, 
was his castle and as he could not without the use of fire-arms prevent the 
fishermen from persisting in their trespass, lie did use them, and would 
use them again. Lord Tentcrden took a very different view of the law. lb- 
told the jury that the prevention of such a trespass could not justify such 
an act, and he seems to have left to them <\n the only justification which 
on these facts could arise, the question whether the prisoner was in iraxmi 
aide uppnhenxiun nf danger to hix life, from the threats of the deceased. 
Mr. Moir was found guilty of murder and -xecuted.

(27) See p. II of the Report of the Royal Commissioners.
(28) R. v. Moir. Ann. Reg. for 1880. vol. 72, p. 844.
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"It seems to us strange that these startling provisions (in Lord St. 
Leona id's Bill) missed without observation through the Select Committee, 
and were unnoticed by any of the judges, except Mr. .lustice Coleridge, 
who, however, did not dwell on them, but merely made them the subject 
ut a passing remark.

“ It would, of course, follow that if homicide, under the circumstances 
mentioned in these three sections, (of Lord St. la-onard's Bill ) was justifi
able, any less degree of violence however great, would he justifiable also: 
and such appears to have been the view of the law taken by the Commis
sioners who framed the first draft of the Indian Code, and who, in an elo
quent passage directed to another purpose, say : “That a man who delib
erately kills another in order to prevent that other from pulling his nose 
should be allowed to go absolutely unpunished, would he most dangerous.
'1 he law punishes and ought to punish such killing. But we cannot think 
that the law ought to punish such killing as murder." In this, we agree : 
the provo at ion would be sufficient, generally, to reduce the crime to 
manslaughter. But they proceed : * Kor the law itself has encouraged the 
slayer to inflict on the assailant any harm short of death which may be 
necessary for the purpose of repelling the outrage, — to give the assailant 
a cut with a knife across the fingers, which may render his right hand 
useless to him for life, or to hurl him down stairs with such force as to 
break his leg. And it seems difficult to conceive that circumstances, which 
would he a full justification of any violence short of homicide, should not 
be a mitigation of the guilt of homicide. That a man should be merci) 
exercising a right by fracturing the skull and knocking out the eye of the 
assailant, and should be guilty of the highest crime in the code if he kills 
the same assailant. — that there should Is- only a single step between 
perfect impunity and liability to capital punishment seems unreasonable. 
In a ease in which the law itself empowers an individual to inflict an) 
harm short of death, it ought hardly, we think, to visit him with the high 
est punishment if he inflicts death.

"If we thought that the common law was such as is here supposed, we 
should without hesitation suggest that it should be altered. But we think 
that such is not and never was the law of England. The law discourage- 
|»ersons front taking the law into their own hands. Still the law does pet- 
mit men to defend themselves. \ im ri rriicllere licet modo flot modern 
mine in nil/ml a- In lehr, non ad numendam rindietam. <ed ad propulsait 
dam injuriam. (20) And when violence is used for the purpose of repel 
ling a wrong, the degree of violence must not In* d«proportioned to the 
wrong to In* prevented, or it is not justified.

“ There is no case that we are aware of in which it has been held that 
homicide to prevent mere trespass is justifiable. The question raised has 
always been, whether it was murder, or reduced by the provocation to 
manslaughter. Ami when death has not ensued, the forms of pleading, 
which had the advantage of bringing the principles of law to a precise 
issue, show what the principle was. In an appeal of Mayhem, the form of 
plea of non assault demesne was that ‘ the appellant made an assault upon 
the appellee and him then and there would have beaten, wounded and 
maimed unless lie had forthwith defended himself, against the appellant, 
and so the ill which the appellant suffered was from his own proper assault 
and in defence of the appellee: ’(30) Less than this was not a defence.(31) 
In Handeoek v. Baker. (32) a plea justifying the breaking of the plain 
tiff s dwelling house, assaulting him therein, beating him and imprisoning

1 '-ill 1 Co. Lit.. 102 a.
(30) Coke's Entries. IN,
(31) 1 Ld. Bay.. 170.
(32) Hnndco k v. Baker. 2 Bin. & 1
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liim, on the ground that plaintiff was about to kill his wife, and that all 
that was done was for the purpose of and necessary to prevent his doing 
-o, was held good after verdict. And we take it to bo clear that, even kil
ling the intruding criminal. necessary to prevent a crime of this mugni 
Hide, would be justifiable; but not if it were to prevent a common assault.

" But the defence of possession either of goods or land against a mere 
trespass, not a crime, does not, strictly speaking, justify even a breach of 
lhe peace. The party in lawful possession may justify gently laying his 
hands on the trespasser and requesting him to depart. If the trespasser 
resists, and in doing so assaults the party in possession, that party may 
repel the assault and for that purpose may use any force which he would 
Ih- justified in using in defence of his (icrson. As is accurately said in 
I Hollo's Abt. Trespass (1., 8, ‘a justification of a battery in defence of pos
session, though it arose in the defence of the possession, yet in the end it 
is the defence of the person.’

'* Some misapprehension may have arisen from the numerous cases 
decided, on the !) (leo. 4, c. 31, s. 11, in which persons indicted for wound
ing with inti nt to do grievous bodily harm were held entitled to an ac
quittal. on its coming out in evidence that there was an illega'iity or in
formality in an arrest, or some other provocation disproportioned to the 
degree of violence used. (33) And it may have been supposed that these 
are authorities that the violence was absolutely justified. But this is from 
not observing that, the effect of the enactment then in force, was that, if 
wounding was inflicted under such circumstances that, if death had ensued 
therefrom the offence would not have amounted to murder, the person in
dicted should lie acquitted of felony. That provision was regaled in 183K. 
and since that time the course of practice has, we believe, been to leave it 
lo the jury, with proper explanations and directions, to say whether the 
wounding was disproportionate to the injury which it was intended to 
prevent. The cases in which this doctrine has been acted on seem not to 
have been reported, with the exception of R. v. Hewlett, (34) in which 
the point only incidentally arose. We think that it is good sense, and that 
it is the law; and if it is not the law. we submit that it ought to be made 
so." (35)

The principle above contended for in relation to self-defence has been 
fully kept in view in sections 45 and 40 of the present ('isle. (30)

Where it was proved that the prisoner was attacked by the deceased 
who took ofl" his coat and challenged the prisoner to tight and that at first 
the prisoner showed reluctance but afterwards took off his coat, where
upon blows of tin* lists were exchanged, the result being that, after four 
or five rounds, the deceased received from the prisoner a blow which killed 
him, the presiding judge in charging the jury told them that if they 
ibought the death was caused in legitimate self-defence, as distinguished 
from a lighting, they should acquit the prisoner, but that if they found 
lhat he dealt the blow while engaged in lighting, as distinguished from 
mere self-defence, lie was doing what was unlawful and guilty of man 
slai -liter. (37)

Where several persons attack another intending only to frighten and 
lient him but not to do him any severe bodily harm, and where, from the 
nature of the attack and the surrounding circumstances, the person as-

(33) See R. v. Hood. I Moo., C. (’., 281.
(34) R. v. Hewlett, 1 F. & F., 01.
(35) See pp. 44-4(1 of the Report of the Royal Commissioners.
(30) See illustrations, comments and authorities on sections 43 ami 4<i 

at pp. 48 and 49. ante.
(37) It. v. Knock. 14 Cox C. ('., 1. And see R. v. Bond. 14 ('ox C. C.. 2.



•wiled lui» reasonable ground to believe that there i» a design to kill him 
or to (ommit a felony on hi» person, and he shoots and kills one of the 
assailant», the homiride is excusable. (38)

On an application to quash a conviction for manslaughter, it was shewn 
that, at the trial, evidence was adduced on the part of the defence establish 
ing that when the defendant shot and killed the deceased, the latter was 
one of a party who had invaded the defendant"» house and were committing 
a wholly unprovoked assault upon the defendant, and destroying his goods, 
his wife and family being present, and that this feature of the case was 
not commented on by the .Judge in addressing the jury. It was held that 
there was evidence "that the defendant might have had reasonable appre
hension of immediate danger of bodily harm to his wife and family, and, 
that, as this question had not been left to the jury, the defendant was 
granted a new trial. (39)

221. Procuring death by false evidence. — Procuring by false 
evidence the conviction and death of any person by the sentence 
of the law shall not he deemed to he homicide.

Section 14(1 (see mite) punishes perjury with imprisonment for life, 
when it is committed in order to procure the conviction of a person tor 
any crime punishable by death or imprisonment for life.

222. Death must te within a year and a day. — No one is cri
minally responsible for the killing of another unless the death take 
place within a year and a day of the cause of death. The period of 
a year and a day shall Ik* reckoned inclusive of the day on which 
the last unlawful act contributing to the cause of took place. 
Where the cause of death is an omission to fulfil a legal duty the 
period shall be reckoned inclusive of the day on which such omis
sion ceased. Where death is in part caused by an unlawful act and 
in part by an omission, the period shall lie reckoned inclusive of 
the day on which the last unlawful act took place or the omission 
ceased, whichever hapj>ened last.

223. Killing by influence on the mind. — No one is criminally 
responsible for the killing of another by any influence on the mi mI 
alone, nor for the killing of another by any disorder or disease 
arising from such influence, «ira in either case by wilfully fright
ening a child or .sick person.

See sect ion 220, ante.

224. Acceleration of death. — Every one who. by any act or 
omission, causes the death of another kills that person, although 
the effect of the bodily injury caused to such other person he 
merely to accelerate his death while labouring under some disorder 
or disease arising from some other cause.

(38) S. v. Lima, (La.). 20 So. Rep.. 737: 18 Cr. L. Mag.. 014.
(39) K. v. Theriault. 14 ('. L. T.. 34(1: 32 N. 11. Rep.. 504; 2 Can. Cr. 

Va*.. 444.

77
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225. Killing, when death might have been prevented. — Every 
one who, by any act or omission, causes the death of another kills 
that person, although death from that cause might have been 
prevented by resorting to proper means.

22C. Death following treatment of injury inflicted. — Every 
one who causes a Ixxlily injury, which is of itself of a dangerous 
nature to any person, from which death results kills that person, 
although the immediate cause of death he treatment proper or 
improper applied in good faith.

These three section*. 224. 22.'» mid 220. embody the principle* of the com 
mon law on the subject# thereof.

Thus, where A struck II. who when so struck was already so ill that she 
could not have Iiveil many week*, if she had not lieen struck, but who 
through •icing struck dies earlier than she otherwise would have done, it 
was held that A, having, by striking II, accelerated her death, killed 
her. (40)

Again, where A injured It s linger and II, being advised by a surgeon to 
allow the finger to lie amputated, refused to do so. and died of lockjaw 
resulting from the injury, it was held that, although It's death might have 
been prevented if he had allowed the linger to Is* amputated, A had killed 
him. (41)

And where A wounded II in a duel, and com|»etcnt surgeon* performed 
on II an operation which they in good faith considered nivessary, but of 
which operation II died, the surgeons being mistaken as to the necessity 
of the operation, it was held that II. was killed by A; one of the Judges. 
( Krle, J.), saying: “1 am clearly of opinion, and so is my brother Holfc, 
that where a wound is given, which, in the judgment of competent medical 
advisers, is dangerous, and the treatment which they fto/m fldr is the
immediate cause of death, the party who inflicted the wound is criminally 
responsible.'* (42)

DART XVIII.

Ml IthKIt. MANSLAlUHTEIt, Ac.

227. Murder. — Culpable homicide is murder in each of the 
following eases :

(a) If the offender means lo muse I he death of the person hilled
(b) If the offender means lo cause to the person killed tiny bodily 

injury which is knotm to the offender In be likely lo cause death. and 
is reckless whether death ensues or not :

(f) If the offender means to cause death or, being so reckless as

(40) It. v. Fletcher, ilurb. Dig. fr. L.. 213. And sis* R. v. Murton, .'I K. 
& K, 402.

(41) It. v. Holland. 2 M. & It.. 351.
(42) It. v. Pym, I Cox ('. C„ 339: It. v. McIntyre. 2 Cox C. ('.. .179: I**, 

v. Davis, 15 Cox (’. (\, 174.

8
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aforesaid, means to cause such bodily injury as aforesaid to one 
person, and by accident or mistake k ills another person, though lie 
does not mean to hurt the person killed ;

(</) If the offender, for any unlawful object, does an act which he 
knows or ought to have known to he likely to cause death, and 
thereby kills any person, though he may have desired that his ob
ject should l>e effected without hurting any one.

228. Culpable homicide is also murder in each of the following 
cases, whether the offender means or not death to ensue, or hnows or 
not (hat death is likely to ensue :

{a) If he means to inflict grievous bodily injury for the purpose 
of facilitating the commission of any of the offences in this section 
mentioned, or the flight of the offender upon the commission or 
attempted commission thereof, and death ensues front such in
jury ; or

(b) If he administers any stupefying or overpowering thing for 
either of the purposes aforesaid, and death ensues from the effects 
thereof ; or

(r) If he by any means wilfully stops the breath of any person 
for either of the purposes aforesaid, and death ensues from such 
stopping of the breath.

2. The following arc the offences in this section referred to :— 
Treason ami the other offences mentioned in Part IV of this 
Act, piracy and offences deemed to he piracy, escape or rescue from 
prison or lawful custody, resisting lawful apprehension, murder, 
(1) rape, forcible abduction, robbery, burglary, arson.

8ee section 231. post, for the punishment for murder.
See the Report of the Royal Commissioners on the subject of homicide 

set out nt p. 223, ante.
It will In- seen, by section 042, post, that no one van be tried upon a 

coroner’s inquisition. And see section 508, post, ns to the course to lie pur
sued by the Coroner in case of any |M»rson being affected by the finding of 
the Coroner's jury.

The coroner's inquest is practically restricted to an enquiry into the 
cause of death ; although the duty is imposed upon the coroner by section 
508, post, of causing the arrest of any persons affected by the finding of 
tlie inquisition and of bringing them before a magistrate for prosecution, 
when they are not already charged before one.

Two classes of murder. -The effect of the above sections 227 and 228 
is to divide murder into two classes. One class includes cases in which the 
offender means either to cause death or to cause bodily injury likely, to

(1) In the English Draft Code the ltoyal Commissioners have opposite 
to this word. ** murder” in a corresponding section to the above, a marginal 
note in which they say. “ This offence is inserted here to cover the case 
when the grievous bodily harm is done to some person other than the per
son intended to 1m» murdered, etc.”
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III» know ledge. Ui rcsull in death ; and the other class tndudea e“*H_ in 
which, in order to facilitate the conimiaiion of any of the offence» specllied 
III subsection 1 of section IKK. the offender. — (whether inronlng or nof 
Manning to cause death, and whether knowing or not knowing that death 
IS likely to  lie), — indicts (n) grievous bodily injury upon, (6) ad
ministers drugs to, or (c) stops by any means, the breath of any one. and 
1 hereby cause* death.

The principle upon which these sections are based is fully discussed by 
the Royal Commissioners whose remarks thereon are already set out at 
pages 223-225, ante. (which see).

ILLUSTRATION 8.

A, with a revolver, deliberately shoots B through the head, killing him. 
and meaning to kill him. A commits murder.

A meaning to maim or do bodily injury to B, but reckless whether he 
kills hint or not, takes up an axe and chops off A s hand, know ing that 

. ---- i- ui.-f.. «------....... daaoth, B dies of the injury. A, is guiltyIXIIIn llllll VI ilVV, “lorn “ p --- --
such an injury is likely to cause death. B 
of murder.

A shoots at B meaning to kill him, and kills (' instead. A commits
murder. (2)

A meaning to do bodily Injury to B and reckless whether he kills him 
or not, strikes at him with a sword-stick, meaning to wound his right arm. 
but B avoids the thrust, by slipping away, and the weapon enters the 
ImhIy of and kills C. A, is guilty of murdering U. (3)

A commits arson by burning the house of B but does not mean to hurt, 
anyone, und does not know that there is any one in the house, t who 
happen* to lie in the house, is burnt to death. A is guilty of murder; arson 
lieing u crime which A ought to have known to be likely to cause death 
either to some one in the house, or to the occupants off adjoining premise-» 
or to those engaged in the dangerous work of extinguishing fires. (4)

A in order to rob B does him some grievous bodily injury which results 
in his death. A commits murder, although he did not intend to kill B and 
although he was not aware that the injury inflicted was likely to cause 
death.

V having committed a burglary strikes at and inflicts grievous bodilv 
injury on B who intercepts his flight; If dies of the injury thus received 
A is guilty of murder.

V to facilitate the commission of rape upon B administers to her a 
stupefying drug which kills her. A commits murder, although he did Hot 
mein to cause death and did .rot know that the drug was likely to cause 
death.

A in order to rob B stops his breath by gagging him. 11 dies in con 
sequence. A is guilty of murder, although he did not intend to kill B and 
did not know that gagging was likely to cause death.

Any killing, to be homicide must be the killing of one human being by 
another, either directly or indirectly and by any means whatsoever; 
lhat is. either bv acts of omission, such as the neglect of the legal duties 
imposed by the sections of l'art XVI, or by acts of commis.non, as by 
poisoning." stabbing, shooting, choking, striking, kicking, starving or

<*>
(3)
it.

Fott, 261.
R. v. Hunt, 1 Moo. C. C„ 93.
R. y. Seme & Goldfinch, 16 Cox <’. C., 311.
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drowning, or in any of the other numerous ways in which human life 
may be taken; but*, — outside of the exceptions made by section 220. in 
reference to the wilful frightening of a child or sick person, and the cau
sing a person by threats or fear of violence or by deception, to do some
thing occasioning his own death, — no one (as stated by section 223), is 
criminally responsible for killing another by influence on the mind alone : 
as, where a man either by working upon the fancy of another or by un 
kindness, puts him in such grief that he suddenly dies or contracts some 
sickness which brings on his death. (5)

The following are some instances of killing indirectly. Where A carried 
It, his sick father against his will, in a severe season, from one town to an
other, by reason whereof lie died, A was held guilty of murder, on the 
ground that lie must be presumed to have known that the probable con
sequence of his actions would be his father's death, (tl) Where a harlot 
living delivered of a child left it in an orchard covered only with leaves, 
in which condition it was killed by a kite, she was held guilty of murder. 
(7) If A lays a trap or pitfall for B, whereby It is killed, A is guilty of 
murder. (8)

Duelling. As to duelling we have already seen that the parties to a 
prearranged tight with deadly weapons will lie guilty of murder, as also 
their seconds, etc. (0)

229. Provocation. — Culpable homicide, which would otherwise 
be murder, may be reduced to manslaughter if the person who 
causes death does so in the heat of passion caused by sudden pro
vocation.

2. Any wrongful act or insult, of such a nature as to he suf
ficient to deprive an ordinary person of the power of self-control, 
may be provocation if the offender acts upon it on the sudden, and 
before there has been time for his passion to cool.

3. Whether or not any particular wrongful act or insult amounts 
to provocation, and whether or not the person provoked was acl- 
tually deprived of the power of self-control by the provocation 
which he received, shall he questions of fact. Xo one shall he held 
to give provocation to another by doing that which he had a legal 
right to do, or by doing anything which the offender incited him 
to do in order to provide the offender with an excuse for killing or 
doing bodily harm to any person.

4. An arrest shall not necessarily reduce the offence from mur
der to manslaughter 1 wean sc the arrest was illegal, hut if the il
legality was known to the offender it may be evidence of provo
cation.

The Royal Commissioners (at page 24 of their Report), say, in refer
ence to section 170 of their Draft Code, (which is the same as the above 
section 220), that it “ introduces an alteration of considerable importance

(5) 1 llale, 427, 428. 1 Kast I». (\. e. 3. s. 13. p. 225. 
(0) 1 Hale. 432; 1 llawk V. e. 31. s. 3.
(7) 1 Hale. 431.
(8) 4 Bl. Com.. 86.
(0) See eases cited under section 01. ante.
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into the common luvv. Hy the existing law the infliction of a blow, or the 
sight by the husband of adultery, committed with his wife may amount to 
provocation which would reduce murder to manslaughter. ( 1Ô) It is pos
sible that some other insufferable outrages might Is* held to have the same 
effect. There is no definite authoritative rule on the subject, but the au
thorities for saying that words can never amount to a provocation are 
weighty. We are of opinion that cases may be imagined where Innguugc 
would give a provocation greater than any ordinary blow. The question 
whether any particular act falls or not within this line appears to us to 
lie pre-eminently a matter of degree for the consideration of the jury."

We have seen that, although under the common law mere words, as a 
general rule, were not a sufficient provocation, it has been held that, in 
certain exceptional cases, the words used might lie such as to amount to 
a provocation sufficient to reduce what would otherwise be murder to man
slaughter: as in the case of a husband astounded by the sudden and un
expected announcement from his wife that she had committed adul
tery. (II) By the law, however, as it now stands, under the above section 
229 and the provisions of sections 45 and 40, an tv, there can be no longer 
any doubt that words will be a sufficient provocation if it is found by the 
jury, (whose province it is to decide), that they are of so insulting a 
character as to deprive the person provoked of the power of self-control.

As already shewn, (12) the question of whether a provocation will 
reduce the killing from murder to manslaughter will depend upon the 
nature and extent of the provocation, the. nature, extent and violence of 
flic retaliation, and the weapon, if any, used, and also upon whether the 
killing has been done immediately upon the giving of the provocation, 
lief ore there has been sufficient cooling time for passion to subside and for 
t lie party provoked to regain the power of self-control.

A prisoner was tried for murder, ami it was not denied that he Thul kil
led the deceased, but it was urged that the offence was minced to man
slaughter as having been committed in the heat of passion caused by sud 
den provocation. There was evidence that just before the killing the pri
soner had called at the deceased's house to see the deceased, who ordered 
him out and immediately laid hands on him and put him out, when the 
prisoner drew a revolver and shot him. At the triai the judge directed the 
jury that the deceased at the time he was killed was doing what he had 
a legal right to do ami that there was therefore no provocation. This was 
liehl to he a misdirection, because, although by section 229, sub-section 3. 
no one shall lie held to give provocation to another by doing that which 
lie had a legal right to do, it is for the jury and not for the judge to deter
mine any preliminary question of fact upon which the alleged legal right 
depends, and the question of whether the deceased was at the time he was 
shot, doing «lint he had a legal right to do depended upon whether, -if the 
jury accepted as true the. defendant's statement given in evidence, as to 
the circumstances attending the shooting, — the deceased had before laying 
hands upon him ordered the, defendant to leave the house, and whether, if 
lie did so, the defendant had refused to leave, and whether, if violence was 
used by the deceased in putting him out. it was greater than was neecs 
sary. and the deceased was clearly not doing what he had a legal right to 
do if the facts were found by the jury in favor of the prisoner's version on 
these points: ami. upon an appeal under section 744. pant, a new trial was 
directed. (13)

(10) Sec Pearson's Case. 2 Lew.. 210. and other authorities cited, ante. 
p. 49. And sec R. v. Fisher. 8 ('. & V., 182.

(11) See the remarks of Mr. .lustice Blackburn in Rothwell's case, 12 
Cox ('. ('., 145, quoted at p. 49, ante.

(12) See pages 49 and 50, ante.
(13) R. v. Brennan. 10 C. I* T.. 310: 27 O. R„ 059 ; 4 Can. Cr. Cas.. 41.
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Where a jierson had killed another with a deadly weapon even upon 

sudden provoeation. it was held that the question of the sufficiency ot the 
provocation to reduce the crime to manslaughter was not merely whether 
there iron passion in point of fart, but whether there was such provoca
tion as might naturally kindle ungovernable passion in the mind of any 
ordinary and nano naine man. (14)

Circumstantial evidence. — In murder cases. - more so than in any 
other,— the evidence is. very often, circumstantial, the crime lieing usually 
committed in secret.

Circumstantial evidence, though always admissible, should lie received 
and acted on, especially in murder cases, with the greatest caution : for it 
is well known that on many occasions persons have been convicted and 
executed for crimes, of which they have been afterwards found to have 
been innocent: and there are some instances of conviction and punishment 
for the murder of persons who afterwards turned out to he still alive, 
though they have been missing under circumstances of strong suspicion 
against the accused. Sir Mathew Hale gives two instances of this kind : 
and it was on this account that he laid down the rule, nrnr to convict any 
penon of in aider or inanxlnnyhtcr. till at leant tlic liody he found. (15)

Although this rule has lieen ami should be generally acted upon, it is 
not altogether inflexible: as, when the direct evidence brought before the 
jury is sufficiently strong to satisfy them that murder has really been com
mitted. (HI)

Common observation shows that certain circumstances give rise to cer
tain presumptions : and it is upon the common observation of what is 
natural and of what is usually happening and being done in the ordinary 
affairs of life that the principal rules of evidence, and especially of pre
sumptive evidence, are based. Certain acts are seen and known to lead to 
certain results; and the fact of the existence of certain circumstances 
leads to the conclusion that certain other circumstances, which generally 
accompany the former, aho exist.

We thus take it for granted that, as a matter of nature, a mother has 
a strong affection for her child, that people in general are influenced In 
their interest, and that youth is susceptible of the passion of love, i liere- 
fore, the fact that A is the mother of It, leads to the presumption that A 
has a strong affection for It. And so it was that, of the two women who 
contended for their right to a child which each claimed as her offspring, 
that one was declared to Ik* the mother who would not consent lo its being 
cut in two and divided between them.

The principles of evidence being based upon the common observation of 
what is seen and believed to be passing around us, they depend to a con
siderable extent, upon the place where and the manners and habits of the 
times in which we live. For instance, when the King of Siam was told by 
a European ambassador that the rivers and seas of northern Europe were 
occasionally made so hard by the cold that people could walk on them, 
lie positively refused to credit the truth of such a story, as being a 'des
cription of something entirely repugnant to everything which lie had ever 
seen or heard of.

On a similar principle we readily give our belief to nets of common oc
currence ; but we are slow to give credence to those which are new and 
unlooked for.

('resumptions are of two kinds; one being the presumption or conclu -

(14) II. v.Welsh. 11 ('ox (’. C., 33».
(15) 2 Hale. 290. See particulars of one of these cases at p. 241. pout.
( 1») R. v. Hindmnrsh, 2 Leach ('. C„ 500: R. v. Hopkins, 8 C. & P.. 501.
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sion which tIm* law attaches to certain kinds of guilt; as, where one kills 
another, tin* law draws the conclusion that he meant to kill. This is a pre
sumption of law. The other kind of presumption is the presumption or 
conclusion of fact drawn by the judge, juror, or trier froi* ' e circum
stances, as proved. For instance, how far the fact of a mu • » found,
with a sword in his hand, by the prostrate body of a man j .in, leads
to the conclusion that the man thus found with the sword is tne man who
dealt the fatal blow, is a presumtion for the jury to make.

No presumption can be made except upon some facts already known 
and ascertained. Thus if stains of blood on the coat of one tried for murder 
are to be presumed as evidence of guilt, the fact that the stains are actual
ly stains of blood. and not stains which may have be -n occasioned by 
something else* than blood, — must lie first distinctly ascertained.

Presumptions of fact are usually divided into thvee kinds or degrees, 
namely; riulent presumptions, which are such as arise when the facts and 
circumstances proved necessariln attend the fact presumed ; probable pre 
sumptions, whicli are such as arise when the facts and circumstances 
proved us null a ,’ttend the fact presumed ; and lipht or rash presumptions. 
which in reality have no weight at all. (17)

The facts in the case already alluded to. of the man found with a drawn 
sword, standing over the body of another man just killed, would be suf 
licient to give rise to that kind of presumption of his guilt, called a violent 
presumption.

If upon an indictment for stealing'in a dwelling house, the stolen goods 
«ere found in the defendant's lodging some little time after being stolen, 
and if the defendant refused to account for his possession of them, this, 
with proof of the goods being actually stolen, would amount to a prob
able presumption that he had stolen them.

If however the goods were not found recently after the loss, as for in
stance. not until sixteen months after, it would be but a light or rash pro 
sumption, entitled to no weight. ( 18)

If a man, in a sober condition, and without means of getting drunk, go 
into the London Docks, and come afterwards, in a drunken state, out of 
one of the cellars wherein are a million gallons of wine, it would be reason 
able evidence that he had stolen some of the wine in that cellar, though 
you could not prove that any wine was stolen or missed. (19)

la contending for the certainty of circumstantial evidence, it has been 
argued that, in cases of crimes committed for the most part in secret, 
strong circumstantial evidence is perhaps the most satisfactory of mix 
from which to draw the conclusion of guilt, that men may be seduced to 
perjury by many base motives to which the secret nature of the offence 
may sometimes afford a temptation, but that it can scarcely happen that 
a number of circumstances should unfortunately concur to lix the presump 
tion of guilt upon an individual and yet such a conclusion be erro 
neons. (20)

It has been said, moreover, that circumstances cannot lie. This may 
perhaps in general lie true; but witnesses can lie. And it is from the xxii 
nesses that the circumstances must be obtained. You are, therefore, liable

(17) (lilb. Kv.. 147, 157: 3 Bl. Com., 378; Co. Lilt., 0 6.
(18) R. v. Adams. 3 V. & 1‘.. 000; R. v. Cooper, 3 C. & K., 318. Arch. 

Vr. IM. & Kv.. 21st Ed., 275.
( 19) Per Manie. J.. in It. v. Burton. Dears., 282. See. also. It. v. Mock 

ford. 11 Vox V. V., 10.
(20) 1 East 1*. C\, c. 5, s. 9, p. 223.
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tu two form* of error, or, it may lie deception; first, in tlie story told b\ 
the witnesses, in giving the circumstances; and, wm»M(//y, in the applica
tion to be made of the eircmnstances, when so obtained. » here the fact 
itself is one positively sworn to, as having been seen by the witnesses, the 
conclusion to he drawn is generally obvious ; but where the actual fact 
forming the offence charged has not been seen, but has to be inferred or 
presumed from a train of circumstances, the drawing of the conclusion 
depends, for its correctness, not only upon whether the witnesses, who give 
the circumstances, have told the truth, and have forgotten nothing, and 
are free from mistake in every essential particular, but also upon whether 
the conclusion is reached by proper reasoning upon the circumstances as 
proved ; for as all men do not understand alike, very opposite conclusions 
may be drawn from the same circumstances and the same shades of proh-

Mas ardus, an eminent writer on the general theory of proof, says : 
“Proof by evidence of the thing is superior to every other ; and of all dit 
feront kinds none is so great as that which is made by witnesses deposing 
to what they have seen; ” and in another place lie says; " Proof by pre
sumption and conjectures cannot be called a true and proper proof."

Menovhius, a writer whose work is entirely devoted to presumptions, or 
circumstantial evidence, says, at the very beginning of his work, that : 
"the proof or credence which arises from the testimony of witnesses i> 
superior to any other."

One of the cases given by Lord Male illustrates the fallacy of such a 
doctrine as that which asserts that circumstantial evidence is the best and 
most convincing kind of proof. The case is as follows: ” An uncle who had 
the bringing up of his niece, to whom lie was heir at law, had corrected 
her for some offence, and she was heard to say, " (iood uncle, do not kill 
me:" after which time she could not be found ; whereupon tin- uncle was 
committed upon suspicion of murder, and admonished, by the justices of 
the assize, to find out the child by the next assizes ; against which time he 
could not find her, hut brought another child, as like her in years and per
son as Im could find, and apparelled her like tin* true child: but on exa
mination she was found not to be the true child. Upon these presump
tions. ( which were considered to be as strong as facts that appear in the 
broad face of day), he was found guilty and executed: but the triith was. 
the child, being beaten, ran away, and was received by a stranger; and. 
afterwards, when she came of age to have her land, came and demanded it. 
and was directly proved to be the true child." (21)

Suspicion is to be distinguished from proof. In common language the 
term suspicion is the imagining of something wrong, without proof that 
it is wrong: and therefore it can never lie a proper ground for conviction.

A suspicion is merely an impression upon a person’s mind: but an in
ference is based upon and drawn from some fact.

"The wisdom and goodness of our law appears in nothing, more remark
ably, than in the perspicuity, certainty, and clearness of the evidence it 
requires to fix a crime upon any man. whereby his life, his liberty, or his 
property can be concerned: herein we glory and pride ourselves, and are 
justly the envy of all our neighbor nations. Our law, in such cases, requires 
evidence so clear and convincing, that every bystander, the instant lie 
hears it. must be fully satisfied of the truth and certainty of it. It admits 
of no surmises, innuendoes, forced consequences, or harsh constructions, 
nor anything else to be offered as evidence, but what is real and sub
stantial, according to the rules of natural justice and equity.” (22)

III

(21) 2 Hale. I\ ('.. 21M).
(22) Lord t'owper's speech on the Itishop of Rochester’s ease.
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Circumstantial evidence is in its very nature • ierely supplemental. It is 
only resorted to for the want of original and direct proof; and. surely, it 
can never he said that what is secondary is equal to that which is original, 
or that the thing which is substituted is equal to that which it is meant 
to supply. As Lord Chief Baron Gilbert, in his work upon evidence, says:

“ When the fact itself cannot l>e proved, that which conies nearest to 
the proof «if the fact, is the proof of the circumstances that necessarily and 
usually attend such fact, and called presumptions; and not proof, for they 
stand instead of the proofs of the fact, till the contrary he proved.” (23)

I'hilips. in his Work on Circumstantial Evidence says: “A regard to the 
peace ami good order «if society certainly requires ‘ that crimes shall lie 
liable to be proved by circumstantial evidence. But a regard to the well 
being of society likewise demands that the mode of proof should be reg
ulated by some fixe«l rules.”

He then goes on to give the following as the chief of such rules; —
‘‘1. The actual commission of the crime itself (the corjms delicti) shall be 

clearly established.
2. Each circumstance shall he distinctly proved.
3. The circumstance relied on shall he such as is nea sear'dy or usually inci

dental to the fact charged.
4. When the number of circumstances depends on the testimony of one witness, 

that numbtr shall not increase the strength of the proof For, as the whole 
dejieniis on the veracity of the witness, when that fails the whole fails.

5. Direct evidence shall not he held refuted from being opposed to circum
stances incongruous with that evidence. Because a certain degree of incon
gruity is incident to every man's conduct

ti. The judge, in summing up, shall assume no fart or circumstance as proved ; 
but shall state the whole hypothetically and conditionally ; leaving it en'irely to 
the jury, to determine how far the ease is made out to their satisfaction.

7. The difficulty of proving the negative shall in all cases he allowed dm 
weight. But the silence of the prisoner as to facts, which, if innocent, in- 
might have explained, shall he held an argument against him. This, of 
course, proceeds upon the supposition, that he stood fully apprized, before 
his trial, of all that was intended to he produced.

8. The counsel for the prisoner shall he allowed to object freely to the prod nr - 
lion of any evidence, as not proper to go to the jury, or as not being of hgal ere-

0. The jury shall he as fully convinced of the guilt of the prisoner, from the 
combination of the circumstances, as if direel proof had been brought.

10. Where the body of the act is distinctly sworn to, a variation in tin• cir
cumstances does not destroy the proof.

The following rule is the converse of the preceding one :
11. Where the leading fact or crime is only to be collected from circumstances, 

a material variation in these will defeat the >fftct of the whole.
12. There being no repugnance in the chain of circumstances is a proof that 

a thing may be ; not that it is : though, there being a repugnance is a proof that 
it cannot be. Whatever does not involve a contradiction, is possible ; 
whatever involves one, is impossible.

13. The absence of the proof naturally to be expected, is a strong argument 
against the existence of ang fact alleged. This applies particularly t«> cases 
where violence is charged.”

(23) I Gill». Fv.. 142.
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It is very important to consider whether the circumstances proved neces
sarily involve the prisoner's guilt, or only probably so, — whether these 
circumstances might not all exist and yet the accused be innocent.

We sometimes hear a judge, in summing up, say, that the evidence is 
the best that the nature of the case can lie supposed to nll'ord; but this is. 
surely, no reason why the jury should be satisfied with it; for it is only 
by the evidence that the nature of the case can lx1 known; and the case 
of an innocent man must always lie of a nature to afford very little 
evidence.

In a criminal case, the impression on the mind of the jury, — in order 
to convict, - - ought to be, not that the prisoner is probably guilty, but. 
that lie nulla and absolutely is so: -where they doubt, it is their duty 
to acquit.

The jury. in order to enable them to return a verdict of guilty.— 
must be satisfied, by the evidence beyond any reasonable doubt, of the. 
prisoner's guilt, and this as a conviction created in their minds not merely 
as a probability; and if it is only an impression of probability their duty 
is to acquit. (24)

In a murder case supported by circumstantial evidence, and in which 
there was no fact which taken alone amounted to a presumption of guilt, 
the jury were told by Ahlerson, B, that, before they could find the pris
oner guilty, they must be satisfied not only that the circumstances were 
consistent "with "his having committed the act but that they must also be 
satisfied that the facts were such as to lie inconsistent with any other 
rational conclusion than that the prisoner was the guilty person; and he 
went on to point out to them the proneness of the human mind to look for 
and often slightly to distort the facts in order to establish such a proposi
tion and its proneness to forget that a single circumstance which is in
consistent with such a conclusion is of more importance than all the rest, 
inasmuch as it destroys the hypothesis of guilt. (25)

Indictments in murder and manslaughter cases. — In an indictment for 
murder no other count can be joined with the one charging the murder. 
This is provided for by section 020, post.

Sub-section 2 of section 033. pout, provides that a previous conviction or 
acquittal shall be a bar to any second indictment for the same homicide 
whether the first indictment is for murder and the second for manslaughter 
or vice versa.

It is also provided, —by section 713. — that if on a charge of murder 
the evidence is not sufficient to establish murder but only manslaughter, a 
verdict of manslaughter may be found.

By section 714. post, it is further provided that upon an indictment for 
child murder, the conviction may. if the jury finds that the evidence war
rants it, be for concealment of birth instead of murder.

230. Manslaughter. — Culpable homicide, not amounting to 
murder is manslaughter.

See section 23(1, post, for the punishment of manslaughter.
In order that culpable homicide shall not amount to murder but la- only 

manslaughter, the following conditions are necessary:
1. The slayer must not have meant to cause death;

(34) 1$. v. White & anor., 4 F. & F., 383.
(25) Hodge's Case, 2 Lew., 227; 1 Stark. Ev., 841 ct seq., 859 et seq.
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2. If in the doing of the act which has occasioned death, the offender's 
intention was to cause any bodily injury to any one. the bodily injury in
tended must not be such as the offender knew to lx* likely to cause death ;

3. If the act by which the killing has been caused was an act done for
an unlawful object, it must not have lieen such an act as the offender knew 
or to have known to be likely to cause death;

4. If in the doing of the act which has occasioned death the offender 
meant to indict grievous bodily injury, it must not have been an act done 
to facilitate the commission of any of the offences mentioned in sub-sec
tion 2 of section 228. nor to facilitate flight upon the commission or at
tempted commission of any such offence;

5. If the act which has caused death is an act of administering some 
stupefying or overpowering thing, it must not have been done to facilitate 
the commission of any of the said offences mentioned in sub-section 2 of 
section 228, nor to facilitate (light upon the commission or attempted com
mission of any of such offences; and

0. If the act which has caused death is an act by which the offender has 
by any means stopped the breath of any person, it must not have been 
done to facilitate the commission of any of the said offences mentioned in 
sub-section 2 of section 228, nor to facilitate flight upon the commission 
or attempted commission of any of such offences.

As. by section 220, ante, homicide is made culpable in cases where 11n- 
killing is either by an unloirfiil act, or by an omission, without lawful 
excuse, to perform or observe a lci/al duty, any such unlawful act or any 
such omission will be murder or manslaughter according as it docs or docs 
not come within the terms of sections 227 and 228.

For instance, if, by an unlawful act or by an omission to perform some 
legal duty, one causes the death of another, meaniny to cause death, il will 
be murder. If, however, in doing the unlawful act or in omitting to perform 
or observe the legal dut), one kills another, not meaning to kill any one. 
it will, in general, la- manslaughter only. It may, however, even then, 
notwithstanding the absence of intention to kill, be murder, under sonic 
circumstances; as. where the offender's intention is to cause some laxiiix 
injury which lie knows to be likely to cause death, and he is reckless 
whether death ensues or not. And, so, if a person, without intending to 
hurt any one, proceed, for some unlawful object, — say, with the object of 
robbing a bank, — to do an act, (such as the blowing open, by explosives, 
of a safe or vault), whereby the watchman, who hap|>ens to be in an ail 
joining office, is killed, the question would arise whether the act of blow 
ing open the .^ife or vault was an act which the accused knew or ought, to 
have known to be likely to cause death. If. under the circumstance* 
of the ease, as proved, the answer to this question were in the affirmative, 
the offender would be guilty of murder; if in the negative, he would lie 
guilty of manslaughter only. Or, if. in order to facilitate resistance to law 
fill apprehension, or to facilitate the commission of robbery, or burglary, 
or rape, or forcible abduction, or any of the other offences ment• omul in 
sub-section 2 of section 228. a person were to cause death, meaning to in 
lliet some grievous bodily injury, or were to administer to another soin*- 
stupefying drug or other overpowering thing, or were to stop the other * 
breath, by gagging, or by any other means, and if death were to ensue 
the person so drugged, or so gagged, the offence would, in any of lliese 
eases, amount to murder, whether the offender meant death to ensue m 
not. and whether lie knew or not that death was likely to ensue. Hut. it 
the bodily injury were inflicted or the drugging and stupefying of the gag 
ging and stopping of breath were done to facilitate the commission of some 
offence other than any of those mentioned in sub-section 2 of section -is. 
and if the offender did not mean to cause death and did not know tliai

1
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iIf»th was likely to ensue, mid. if. uiulev tlu* circumstances 1 lie art was not 
suvli or so done that he ought to have known it to In* likely to cause death, 
he would la- guilty of manslaughter only.

It will be seen, therefore, that, outside of those eases in which the pluin 
test, -of killing, meaning to kill, or killing not meaning to kill, -can be 
applied, the dividing line between murder and manslaughter is uncertain 
and very much dependent upon and liable to be varied by circumstances.

I LLVSTIt ATIUNS.

For example, in each of the following illustrations, the act. —that of 
striking with a stick,- is the same; but the striker's guilt is varied, in 
degree, by the different circumstances.

1. A strikes B with a stick, and. Meaning to cause his death, thereby 
kills him. A is guilty of murder.

2. A, not Meaning to «ause death, strikes B, with a stick, and kills him. 
A is guilty of manslaughter; unless, of course, there are circumstances of 
justification or excuse.

8. A strikes and kills B. with a stick, meaning to cause B some bodily 
injury, which In-, A. knows to be likely to cause death, A Ix-ing reckless 
whether death ensues or not. A is guilty of murder.

4. A strikes B, with a stick, and thereby kills him. A*s intention being 
to cause B some bodily injury which is not known to A to be likely to 
cause death. A is guilty of manslaughter.

Persons in charge of dangerous things, animate or inanimate, and per
sons engaged in erecting or making anything which, in the absence of due 
precaution or care, may endanger human lift- are under a legal duty to 
guard against danger, (20) and are criminally responsible for the conse
quences of omitting their duty, without lawful excuse.

For instance, if a workman throw stones or other materials from a house 
in course of being erected or repaired, and thereby kill a person passing 
underneath, on the street, it is murder, manslaughter, or homicide by mis
adventure, according to whether there is an entire absence of care, or ac
cording to the degree of the precautions taken and of the necessity of any 
such precautions. If the workman threw the stones, etc., without giving 
any previous warning to persons passing beneath, and at a time when it 
was likely for persons to be passing, it would lie murder; (27) if it were 
done at a time when it was not likely that any persons would lie passing, 
it would be manslaughter; (28) and if done in a retired place, where no 
jiersona are in the habit of passing or likely to puss, it would be lnisad 
venture merely. (29) Or. if the workman previously gave warning to per
sons beneath, then, if it happened in a country village, where few per
sons pass, it would in that case also be misadventure only; (80) but if it 
were in some large and populous city or town and at a time when the 
streets were full, it would be manslaughter, even if he gave previous warn- 
mu. (,ii)

If a man breaking an unruly or vicious horse, ride him into a crowd of
jM'ople, ami the horse kick and kill one of the i>ersons in the crowd, this

(20) See section 218. ante.
(27) 8 Inst. 57.
(28) Fast., 202.
(29) 1 Hale, 472. 475.
(80) 1 Hale. 476.
(81) Kel., 40: Font.. 208; Arch. Ur. 1*1. & Kv.. 21st Kd„ 780.
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would be murder, if the rider, in bringing the horse into the crowd, meant 
to do mischief, or even if lie meant to divert himself by frightening the 
crowd; (32) for, by reason of his intention to do mischief, or to frighten 
people, he would be doing an unlawful net, which In- knew or ought to 
have known to be likely to cause some one's death. If his riding into the 
crowd were done, not intentionally, but carelessly and incautiously only, 
he would be guilty of manslaughter. (33)

If a man driving a cart or other vehicle drive it over another man and 
kill him, it would be murder, if he saw or had timely notice of the prob
able mischief, and yet drove on. (34)

l pon an indictment for manslaughter, it appeared that the deceased was 
walking in the road, and was in a drunken condition, when tlie prisoner, 
who was in a cart and driving two horses, without reins, and going at a 
furious pace, ran over him and killed him. It ap|>eared that the prisoner 
had called out twice to the deceased, who, from, his drunken condition, 
and the pace of the horses, could not get out of the road. This was held 
to be manslaughter. (35)

In another case, the prisoner drove the deceased (a friend of his) in a 
trap to the races. At the races the prisoner became intoxicated: and the 
deceased, who noticed this, before commencing the homeward journey, 
proposed to drive; but the prisoner declined, and insisted upon doing the 
driving himself. They then started oil", the prisoner standing up and Hog 
ging the horse, and driving at a furious rate, until finally tin* trap was 
upset, and the deceased was thrown out and killed. I,unit, J., directed the 
jury to find the prisoner guilty of manslaughter, if they thought the car
riage was overturned by the prisoner’s culpably negligent driving and that 
that caused the death of the deceased. (3<$)

If a man have a beast, which he knows to be accustomed to do mischief, 
and he, through want of due care, allows it to go abroad, and it kills some 
one, this is manslaughter in the owner who thus allows it to get abroad. 
If he turned it loose purposely, though merely to frighten people, ami to 
make what is called sport, it would then be as much murder as if he incited 
a bear or a vicious dog to worry people. (37)

A, B and (' went into a field in proximity to certain roads and houses, 
taking with them a rifle, which would be deadly at a mile. They all three 
practised firing, with the rifle, at a target, which they erected in the field, 
at a distance of about one hundred yards; and they took no precautions 
of any kind to prevent danger from the firing. One of the shots killed a 
boy in a tree in a garden, at a spot 3113 yards distant from the tiring-point. 
It was held that, although there was no proof as to which of tin- three 
tired the fatal shot. A, B and (' were all guilty of a breach of duty in firing 
at the place in question, without taking proper precautions to prevent in 
jury to others, ami they were found guilty of manslaughter. (38)

A cannon, which had burst and had been returned to an iron founder, 
was sent back by him in so inqierfect a state that on being fired it buret 
again and killed a person; and it was held to be manslaughter. (30)

A, having the right to the possession of a gun which was in the hands

(32) I Hawk., e. 31. s. «8.
(33) 1 East. P. V., 231.
(34) 1 Hale. 475; Post., 263.
(35) R. v. Walker, 1 C. & P.. 320.
(30) It. v. dones, 11 Cox C. ('., 544; Arch. t'r. PI. and Kv., 21st Ed.. 731.
(37) 1 Hale. 431 ; 4 HI. Com.. 107.
(38) It. v. Salmon. 0 Q. B. IX, 79; 50 L. .L, (M. C.). 25.
(39) It. v. Carr, 8 C. & P., 103.
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of H ami which lie. A, knew lu be loaded, attempted to take it by force. 
In the struggle which ensued, the gun accidentally went off and caused 
the death of II. A, was held guilty of manslaughter, inasmuch as the dis
charge uf the gun was the result of his unlawful act in attempting to re
take the gun by force. (40)

This last ease approaches very closely to the idea of murder, as defined 
in section 227 (</), which makes it murder if the offender, for mi y unfair 
fill object, does an act which he knows or ought to have known to lie likely 
to cause death, and thereby kills any person. A distinction, however, may 
lie drawn from the fact that in the above ease the object of the accused, 
that of obtaining possession of the gun which was his own property, 
vas not an unlawful object, although the means used, attempting to 
regain possession of it by force, were unlawful : and, besides, in order to 
bring the ease within the terms if section 227 (#/), the circumstances 
established in evidence would have io Is- such as to shew that the accused 
was tiding an act which lie knew i r ought to have known was likely to 
cause death.

Homicide committed by a pagan Indian, - under a mistaken belief that 
the object shot at and killed was not a human being but an evil spirit 
tailed a " Wentligo " which had assumed human form anti would according 
to the belief of the defendant's tribe, attack ami eat human beings, is 
manslaughter. (41)

Contributory negligence of deceased no defence. 11 tlit* drivers of two 
carriages race with each other and urge their horses t<> so rapid a pace 
that they cannot control them, it is manslaughter in both drivers, if, in 
consequence, one of the carriages upsets and a passenger is killed. (42)

In Swilidall's case it was held to be no defence to shew that the death 
of the deceased was due in part to tin contributory negligence of the 
deceased. In summing up l‘ollock. V. IV. said. " It matters not whether he 
(the deceased) was deaf, or drunk, or negligent, or in part contributed !<• 
his own death ; for in this consists a great distinction between civil and 
criminal proceedings. If two coaches run against each other, and the dri
vers of both are to blame, neither of them has any remedy for damages 
against the other. Hut, in the ease of loss of life, the law takes a totally 
different view ; for, there, each party is responsible for any blame that may 
ensue, however large the share may lie; and so highly does the law value 
human life that it admits of no justification wherever life has been lost, 
and the carelessness or negligence of any one person has contributed to 
the death of another person."

The same rule, that contributory negligence oil the part of the deceased 
is no defence to an indictment for manslaughter, was laid down by Ryles, 
.1., in Hutchison's ease, (43) and in Kcw s ease ; (44) by Lutin, in
.tones' ease, already cited xiiyra, and by Mcltor, •!.. in Hunt's ease. (4.*>) 
In the latter ease, the prisoner, having a right of common, had turned out 
upon a common, across which there were footpaths, a horse which
lie knew to be vicious, and the horse had kicked and killed a child. The

(4ft) R. v. Archer, 1 F. & K.. 331.
(41) R. v. Muehekequonahe. 17 C. L. T.. 118; 28 O. R.. 3(81 ; 2 fan. < r. 

fas., 138. The ease of R. v. Mawgridge, Kel., 107, and Level's Case. 1 Hale. 
474, were referred to in this ease and distinguished.

(42) R. v. Timmins, 7 <’. & l1.. 41)1); R. v. Swindall, 2 C. & K., 230.
(43) R. v. Hutchison. 1) Cox C. ('.. f>f>.'>.
(44) R. v. Kew. 12 Cox C. ( .. 355.
(45) R. v. Hunt. L. & (\. 507; 34 L. .1.. (M. Ill); Arch. (T. PI. & 

Kv„ 21st Kd.. 732.
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prisoner was held liable to la* convicted of manslaughter, even tliough the 
• liild had strayed on to the common a little oil the path.

Immoderate correction. - Where a parent is moderately correcting his 
« hild, a teacher his scholar, or a master his servant, and death happens to 
ensue, it is only misadventure: but. if the hounds of moderation be ex
ceeded, either in the manner, the instrument, or the quality of punishment, 
and death ensue, it is either manslaughter or murder, according to the 
circumstances.(40)And so, where, in a ease already referred to. *«/>»•«, (47) 
a master corrected his servant by striking him, with an iron bar, and where, 
in another case, a schoolmaster stamped on his scholar's belly, so that in 
each case the sufferer died, these were both held to lie murders; because 
the correction, being excessive and such as must have proceeded from a bad 
heart, it was equivalent to a deliberate net of killing. (48) And in all 
' uses where the correction is indicted with a deadly weapon, and the party 
«lies of it, it will be murder : if with an instrument which is not .n»ely to 
kill, though not proper for the purpose of correction, it will, then, be man
slaughter. (40)

W here a master struck his servant with one of his clogs because he had 
not cleaned them, and death unfortunately ensued, it was held to be man
slaughter only, because the clog, although an improper instrument to use 
lor the purpose of correction, was very unlikely to cause death, and there 
fore the master could have had no intention of taking life when lie used 
it. (50)

When a mother, being angry with one of her children, took up a poker, 
and. as the child ran to the door which was open, threw it after him, and 
struck and killed another child who happened at. the time to be coming 
in at the o|ien doorway, it was held that, although she did not intend to 
hit the child at whom she threw the poker, hut merely meant to frighten 
him. it was manslaughter. (SI)

In another ease, where the father of a child, two and a half years old. 
chastised it. for some childish fault, by lienting it with a strap on the 
lower part of its back ami on its thighs, and the death of the child was 
thereby accelerated, he was held guilty of manslaughter. For the defence 
it was contended that, as the father had a right to correct his child, there 
was no case to go to the jury; but Martin. It., after consulting with With*. 
•I., ruled that tin* law of correction had no reference to an infant of two 
and a half years old, but only to those capable of appreciating correction, 
ami that, although a slight slap might be lawfully given to an infant by 
its mother, more violent treatment, of an infant, so young, by her father, 
would not lie justifiable. (52)

Where there has been a summary conviction for assault, and the person 
assaulted subsequently dies of injuries caused by the acts constituting the 
assault, a plea of autre fais couplet is no defence by the person so sum
marily convicted, to an indictment for the manslaughter of the person 
assaulted. (53)

(4b) 1 Hale. 473. 474.
( 47 ) IL v. drey, Kel., <H.
(48) Font.. 202.
(41») Font.. 202: It. v. llopley. 2 F. A F.. 201.
(50) It. v. Turner. Comb.. 407. 408. See. also. It. v. Wigg, 1 Ijeaeh. 378»: 

It. v. Leggett. 8 C. & P.. 101; Arch. Cr . I'l. A Kv„ 21st Kl.. 727. 728
(51) it. v. Conner, 7 V. & I'., 438.
(52) It. v. drift!n. 11 Cox C. L\, 402.
(53) It. v. Friel, 17 Cox C. (’.. 325.
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231. Punishment of murder. — Kvi-rv onv who commits murder 
is guilty of an indictahlc offence and shall, on conviction thereof, 
he sentenced to death. U. S. (e. 1(>V, s. 2.

232. Attempts to murder.— Kvery one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to imprisonment for life, who does any of the 
following things with intent to commit murder ; that is to say —

(a) administers any poison or other destructive thing to any 
person, or causes any such poison or destructive tiling to he so 
administered or taken, or attempts to administer it. or attempts 
to cause it to he so administered or taken ; or

(b) by any means whatever wounds or causes any grievous bodily 
harm to any person ; or

(«•) shoots at any person, or, by drawing a trigger or in any other 
manner, attempts to discharge at any person any kind of loaded

(</) attempts to drown, suffocate, or strangle any person ; or 
(#*) destroys or damages any building by the explosion of any 

explosive substance ; or
(/') sets fire to any ship or vessel or any part thereof, or any part 

of the tackle, apparel or furniture thereof, or to any goods or 
chattels being therein ; or

(</) casts away or destroys any vessel : or 
(/<) hv anv other means attempts to commit murder. 11. S. 

e. H»V, s. IV.

As to wounding with intent to maim, disfigure or disable any person or 
to do some other grievous bodily harm, see section 241. post. As to wound
ing or inflicting any grievous bodily harm, see section 242, post. And as 
to administering poison, etc., so as to endanger the ife of any person or to 
inflict upon such person any grievous hodily harm, or with intent to injure 
aggrieve or annoy such person, see sections 24"» and 24U, pont.

Section 713. pox/, provides that, when the commission of an offence 
charged in an indictment includes the commission of any other offence, the 
accused may. if the whole offence charged be not proved. In» convicted of 
any other offence so included therein, if proved. Therefore, if upon the 
trial of an indictment for wounding or causing grievous bodily harm with 
intent to murder, the intent to murder la- not proved, the jury may. ac
cording to the evidence, find the accused guilty of unlawfully wounding or 
of unlawfully inflicting grievous hodily harm or of a common assault, each 
of these offences being included in the higher offence of wounding with 
intent to murder.

Section 712. pox/, provides that. when, upon a charge of attempt, the 
evidence establishes the commission of the full offence, the accused may 
either be convicted of the attempt. ( for an attempt to commit a crime 
must necessarily precede and be included in the actual perpetration of a 
crime), or the court may. instead of taking any verdict on the attempt, 
direct the accused to be indicted for the complete offence: but after being 
convicted of the attempt the accused cannot be tried for the offence which 
In- was charged with attempting to commit.
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It is also provided, by section 711, /#o*t,— that, when the complete 
commission of the offence charged is not proved, hut only an attempt to 
commit the offence, the accused may la* convicted of the attempt.

Administering poison. XX here a female servant, put arsenic into coffee 
which she prepared in a coffee pot for breakfast, and afterwards told hci 
mistress that she had prepared the coffee for her. xx hereupon the mistress 
took up the coffee pot ami poured out and drank the coffee, it was held 
by /•arkr, J., that this was an administering of the poison by the set 
xant. (54)

XX'here A. knowingly, gave poison to It to administer a> a medicine to
hut. It. neglecting to do so. it was _ given to by a child, this

xxas held to he an administering by A. just a- much as if she hud given it 
with her own hands to (55)

A. having mixed corrosive sublimate with sugar, put it in a parcel, 
directing it to Mm. Ihnrx, at Toxx e. and left it on the counter of It a 
tradesman, who sent it to Mm. Ihirix, xvho used some of the poisoned 
sugar. (iuriéi'i/. H„ held this to la- an administering by A; for. although 
the parcel xx as intended for Mrs. Daws, yet. as it found its xvay to Mr-*. 
Davis, it was the same in its effect as if it had lieen intended for Mr» 
Davis. (50) In another ease, however, ftirkv. It., after consulting with 
.l/t/mwM, It., expressed the opinion that un indictment for causing (toison 
to he taken by A, with inteat to murder A, could not la* sustained In 
evidence shelving that the poison, though taken by A. was intended for 
another person, and lie doubted the propriety of the decision of (Juriivu, It., 
in the above ease of R. v. la-xvis. lie accordingly directed a fresh indict 
ment to lie preferred charging the intent to he generally "to cow unit nun 
tier;" upon which the defendant was again tried, convicted, and sen 
tdiced. (57) Hut see R. v. Smith. /><#*/. p. 25.1, note 78.

A, administered to It. a child, two twii/mm iwlirux berries entire in t la- 
pod. with intent to murder. The kernel of this laTiy is poison, hut the pod 
is not, and will not dissolve in the stomach. The txvo lierries thus admi
nistered xvere, therefore, as it happened, quite harmless. It was. never!he 
less, held that there ivas an listering of (Hiison with intent to mur-

I'ividencc of administering at diirerent times may lie given to uliexx the 
intent. (5»)

Wounding or causing grievous bodily harm with intent to murder.
It will he seen that the above section 2.12 ( h) is aimed at wounding m 
causing grievous bodily harm />// ring nivaux; and therefore, u|hiii the trial 
of an indictment for wounding xx ith intent to murder, the instrument <>i 
means by which the wound was inflicted need not lie stated. (00)

It was formerly considered that, to constitute a wound, the continuit x 
of the skin must la» broken, that there must lie an injury which divided 
the true skin; (01) in other words, that the outer covering of the body, 
(that is, the whole skin, not the nice rHtirlr. or up|ier skin). (02) iiiim

(54) R. v. Harley, 4 V. 4 I'.. 80».
(55) It. v. Michael. 2 Moo. ('. ('.. 120: » ('. A I*.. 850.
(50) It. v. Lewis, 0 ('. A- I».. 101.
(57) It. v. Rvan. 2 M. A It.. 218.
(58) It. v. Cluderoy, 1 Den.. 514: 2 < . A K.. »»7: I» L. I. ( M. (’.). 1 »• 
(511) It. v. Mogg. 4 ('. A I*.. 804.
(00) li. v. Briggs, I Moo. ('. ('.. 318.
(01) It. v. XX'ood, I Moo. ('. (’.. 278.
(02) It. v. McLmighlin. 8 ('. A I*.. 035.
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In* divided; (li.'t) a division of the internal skin, -for instance, within 
the cheek or lip, - being held sufficient to constitute a wound. (114)

But this limited meaning would leave out of the category injuries with 
such weapons as would not cut or divide the skin, and which nevertheless 
would cause death.

I he following remarks, on the meaning of the word “ wound," are taken 
from Woodman & Tidys" Forensic Médecine:

“ Kiciiahd Wihkman, who lived in the reigns of Kings Charles 1, and 
Charles II. and was Sergeant-Surgeon to the latter, defines a Wound as 
• a nidation of amt in ait y in any yurt of the hotly suddenly made by any- 
tliiny that tutu or tears. iritli a division of the skin.' lie goes on to say 
that by skin he understands ' not only the external cutis, hut also the in
ward membranes of the gullet, ventricle, guts, bladder, urethra, and 
womb, all of which are capable of wounds from instruments, either
swallowed or thrust into them.' ((15)

" In other words, the solution of continuity may affect either the skin 
and subjacent parts or mucous membranes, and the parts lined by them. 
Dut this definition excludes so many mechanical injuries, that it has been 
proposed to use the word lesion for the general term. Deck states that 
' the term iron ml in ley a I médecine comprehends all lesions of the body, 
and in this differs from the meaning of the word when used in surgery. 
The latter only refers to a solution of continuity, while the former com
prises not only these, but also every other kind of accident, such as 
Inuisea, contusions, fractures, dislocations,' etc.

“ Lord Lv ml hurst. Chief Huron, said — ' The definition of a wound in 
criminal cases, is an injury to the person, by which the skin is broken. If 
the skin is broken, ami there was a bleeding, that is a wound." ((HI)

“On this. Heck properly remarks, that a man may have a bone frac
tured from a blow, without any breaking of the skin. ((17)

"Dr. Taylor remarks, that Wiseman’s definition would include ruptures 
of internal organs, such as the liver and spleen, and burns and scalds, as 
well as simple fractures and dislocations. On applying to three eminent 
surgeons, he obtained the three following definitions: —

' A wound is —
1. A solution of continuity, from violence, of any naturally continuous

2. An external breach of continuity directly occasioned by violence ;
;i. An injury to the organic textures by mechanical or other violence.’
"The want of a legal definition formerly allowed the collar hone to be

broken by a hammer or otherwise, provided the skin were not broken, and 
similar injuries to be inflicted, and yet the prisoner to escape, because this 
was not considered a wound. (tIH)

“Now, however, these lesions would be included in the second clause of 
the sentence, ‘ shall, by any means whatever, wound, or cause any yrleeous 
bodily harm to any person, and by any means other than those specified." 
etc., etc., * with or without any weapon or instrument." [See the Acts 1

(63) It. v .Hecket. 1 M. & Itob.. 886.
(«4) It. v. Smith, H ('. & P.. 173; It. v. Warman, 1 Den.. 183; 2 C. A 

K.. 1W>.
(115) Wiseman, "Chirurg. Treat." Book 5, chap. 1.
(66) Lord Lvndhurst's Item, in Moriarty v. Brooks. (I & P.. (184.
(67) Heck Med. .fur.. (MX).
(UK) It. v. Wood, Mathew’s Dig., 415: 4 C. & P., 381.
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\ ie.. e. 8.»; 14 and I.*» N ie., c. 100; uml 98 11. 15 and 20 of 24 and 25 x le., 
e. 1U0|. * * * A* Dr. Taylor remark*, it may In* reasonably *upi>oeed that 
nipt me* of internal organ*, a* well a* *imple fracture* and dislocation*, 
will Im eonaidered a* wound*."' (Oil)

The word “ wound " include* inei*ed wound*, punctured wound*, lacer- 
ated wound*, contused wound* and gun*hot wound* : (70) and, in *hort. 
every kind of wound no matter how or by what produced. The nature of 
the imitrumeiit l»y which it xvu* effected is immaterial. It make* no dif
ference whether it xvu* done xxitli a kick from a *lme, (71) or with a ham
mer thrown at and striking a |a*r*on. (72) or by *triking a man"* hat 
violently xxitli an air-gun and thereby causing the hat to xvound the 
man. (73)

For the meaning* of incised wound*, punctureil wound*, lacerated 
xvound*. contused xvound* and gunshot wound*, see comment* under ac
tion 241, />#>*< .

It i* not necessary, undei the foregoing section 232 (I), that the wound 
should Is- in a vital part ; for the real i|iie*tion is not xvliat is the wound 
actually given lint xvliat xva* the xvound intended to lie given. (74)

To constitute niiiKVova hoihly harm it i* not necessary that the in 
jury should In- either |mtiiih lient or dangerous. If it In- such a* seriously 
to interfere xvitli health or comfort, it is sufficient. (75)

l poll a charge of attempt to murder by causing grievous bodily harm 
to a child (below* the age of sixteen) under the care of the defendant*, 
(namely, the daughter of the male defendant and the step-daughter of the 
female defendant), the Crown, after making proof of act* of cruelty by 
the defendants toxvanls the child in question, sought to fortify the ease 
by adducing evident e of the defendants having committed acts of cruelty 
to another child, a son of the male defendant, — under their care. The 
Court ruled that the proposed evidence xva* inadmissible as irrelevant to 
the issue, and when, in the course of cross-examining the female defendant, 
the Crown Counsel questiomsl her as to her treatment of her step-son, the 
Court, in alloxving the questions, notified the Crown Counsel that the female 
defendant's ansxvers would Is- conclusive, inasmuch as, the subject being 
foreign to the issue, her answer* must Is* accepted as final. In answer to 
the questions put to her in cross-examination, the female defendant sxvorc 
that she ha«l never acted cruelly towards her step-son. In rebuttal, the 
Crown put the step-soil in the box to contradict the female defendant, and 
the Court refused to alloxv his evidence. (70)

NX here an indictment was multifarious in that it combined a charge 
( under sections -2It) and 215). of failure to provide necessaries, xxitli a 
charge ( under section 232) of an attempt to murder the child, it was held 
that it xvu* sufficient upon xvliich to base a conviction for the latter offence 
( attempt to murder) xvithout any formal amendment of the indictment, 
the presiding judge having xvithdrnxx n from the jury the portion of the 
charge based upon sections 210 and 215. (77)

(00) Woodman A Tidy, For. Mini., 1044. 1045. See. also. Hamilton & 
(•odkill's lag. Med., vol. 1. pp. 243, 244.

(70) Shea v. II.. 3 Cox C. C., 141.
(71) If. x. Briggs. 1 Moo. C. (!., 318.
(72) R. v. Withers, I Moo. <?. 284: It. v. Payne, 4 C. & 1\. 558.
(73) It. V. Klteard. 2 Moo. C. <’., 1.3: 7 (’. A I’.. 840.
(74) I!, v. Hunt. 1 Moo. C. <’., 03: It. v. Ciriffith. I C. A 1*., 208.
(75) It. v. Ashman. 1 K. A F.. 88.
( 7tt) It. v. I»pierre. 1 Can. Cr. ("as., 413. See Taylor on Kvid.. Otïi Ivl. 

vol. I. section 320. p. 235. and vol. 2. section 1435. p. 047.
(77) It. v. Ijipierre. 1 Can. Cr. Caw., 413.
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Shooting with intent to murder. Where a defendant wu* charged with 

T.. with intent to murder him. and the evidence shewed that 
the defendant"h intention was to murder M., and that he shot at and 
wonmled T.. su|t|Mising him to he M., and the jury fourni that he intended 
to murder the man at whom lie shot, supposing that lie was M., the court 
held the conviction right. (78)

A person, who tired a loaded pistol into a group of people, not aiming at 
any particular one, ami who hit one of such group, was held guilty of 
shooting at tile |tcrson lie hit. with intent to do grievous Imdily harm to 
that person. (7b)

If A draw a loaded pistol from his pocket for the purpose of murdering 
S. hut. before he can do anything further in pursuance of his purpose, 
some one snatches the pistol from his hand, it seems that he would In- 
guilty of an attempt; (80) and. at all events, if lie put his linger on the 
trigger, and tried to pull it. and was only prevented from doing so hv for
cible interference of bystanders he would be guilty of the attempt. (81)

Under see. 3 (o), unir, the expression " lutulctl arum" means and includes 
"'any gun. pistol or other arm loaded with gun powder, or other explosive 
substance, and ball, shot, slug or other destructive material, or charged 
with compressed air and ball, shot, slug or other destructive material."

For the definition of an tillniliil, air section lit. and full comments there 
on, unir, pp. 70-73.

Subsection (/») of section 232. (which is a provision similar to section 
15 of the Imperial Act. 24-25 Vie., e. 100), embracing as it docs aft ,i 
tempts, lii/ uiia tillirr iiiivihm, to commit murder, w ill include all those cases 
where machinery used in lowering miners into mines is injured with intent 
that it shall break and precipitate the miners, who may be passing up or 
down, to the bottom of the pit; and also all eases where steam engines are 
injured for the purpose of killing any one, as well as the eases of sending 
or placing infernal machines with intent to murder. (82)

A defendant was charged before justices of the peace with the indict 
able offence of shooting with intent to murder, and the justices, not tinding 
sufficient evidence to warrant a committal for trial, took, of their own mo 
turn, the following course, namely, that of summarily convicting the 
defendant for that he did "procure a revolver with intent therewith un 
lawfully to do injury to one .1. S." It ap|icnred from the evidence that the 
weapon was bought and carried and used by the defendant; and. by sec
tion 108, ante, it is an offence triable summarily for one to have in his 
possession a pistol with intent therewith unlawfully to do any injury to 
any other person. The return to a writ of htilitvx curium showed the deten
tion of the defendant under a warrant of commitment based upon the 
nbove conviction; and. upon motion for the defendant's discharge, it was 
held that the detention was for an offence unknown io the law. and al
though the evidence shewed an offence against section 108, the magistrates 
ought not to be allowed to substitute a proper conviction of an offence 
under that section, inasmuch as it was unwarrantable to convict on a

(78) |{. v. Smith. Dears, 551); 25 L. ,1. ( M. ('.), 21); Arch. Cr. 1*1. & Kv.. 
21st. Kd.. 750; Sir. til HU. 1*. v. Torres. 38 Cal.. 141; and Callahan r. S.. 21 
Ohio St.. 300; 2 Biah. New Cr. L. Com., s. 741.

(70) It. v. Fret well. L. 4 <’.. 443 , 33 L. J. (M. <\). 128.
(SO) It. v. Brown. 10 y. B. I).. 381; 52 L. .1. (M. C ). 40.
(81) It. v. Duckworth. |181>2| 2 y. 11., 83; 17 Cox ('. ('.. 405.
(82) It. v. Mount ford. It. 4 M. C. ('.. 441: 7 C. 4 I1.. 242; Arch. Cr. I»l. 

A Kv.. 21st Kd.. 753.
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charge as lu which no complaint was laid and which the defendant was 
not called upon to defend, and that, therefore, the defendant must lie re
leased. (83)

233. Threats to murder. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to ten years' imprisonment who sends, delivers 
or utters, or directly or indirectly causes to be received, knowing 
the contents thereof, any letter or writing threatening to kill or 
murder any person. K.S.Ü., e. 173, s. 7.

Under section 3 (re) “writhin'' includes any mode in which, and any 
material on which, words or ligures, whether at length, or abridged, arc 
written, printed, or otherwise expressed, or any map or plan is inscrilied."

See Threatening le'ters, section 403, post.

234. Conspiracy to murder and counselling murder. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen years' 
imprisonment, who —

(a.)conspires or agrees with any person to murder or to cause to 
be murdered any other person, whether the person intended to lie 
murdered is a subject of Her Majesty or not, or is within Her 
Majesty's dominions or nAt : or

(b) counsels or attempts to procure any person to murder such 
other person anywhere, although such person is not murdered in 
consequence of such counselling or attempted procurement. 11. S. 
c.. c. 168, -, 3.

The second paragraph of this section is the same, in effect, as the Impc 
rial statute. 24 and 25 Vie., c. 100. s. 4, under which it was held in Most's 
ease that tin* publication and circulation of a newspaper article may lie an 
en-oiiragemcnt or attempt to persuade to murder, although not addressed 
to any person in particular. The prisoner had published ami circulated an 
article written in (lennan. in a newspaper published in that language in 
London, exulting in the recent assassination of the Czar of Russia, and 
commending the murder as an example to all revolutionists throughout 
the world: and at the trial the jury were directed that if they thought 
that by the publication of the article the prisoner intended to encourage 
and diil encourage or endeavor to persuade any person to murder any 
other person, whether a subject of Her Majesty or not. ami whether within 
the (Jueen s dominions or not. ami that such encouragement and endeavor
ing to persuade was the natural and reasonable effect of the article, they 
should tind him guilty. This direction was held correct. (84)

Since the accession of King Edward VII. the words "His Majesty” are 
to lie used instead of "Her Majesty" in the above section, 234. (8ee sec
tion 7. sub-section <1 of the Interpretation Art, set out at p. ft, ante.)

235. Accessory after the fact to murder. — Every one is guilty
of nn indictable offence, and liable to imprisonment for life, wlm 
is an accessory after the fact to murder. H.S.V., c. 162, h. 4.

236. Punishment of manslaughter. — Every one who commits

(83) It. v. Mines. 14 ('. L. T.. 453: 25 (). It.. 577.
(84) I! v. Most. 7 Q. H. I).. 244: 50 L. .?. (M. ('.). 113.
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manslaughter is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to im
prisonment for life. H.S.C., c. 1(>2, s. 5.

237. Aiding and abetting suicide. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who counsels 
or procures any person to commit suicide, actually committed in 
consequence of such counselling or procurement, or who aids or 
abets any person in the commission of suicide.

In reference to this subject the English Commissioners (at page 2.'» of 
their Report) have the following remarks:

“ By the present law. suicide is murder; and a person who assists another 
to commit suicide is an accessory before the fact to murder and liable to 
capital punishment. It appears to us that the abetment of suicide and at
tempts to commit suicide ought to lu» made specific offences. We provide 
for this in sections 183 and 184." (Identical with our sections 237 and 238.)

238. Attempt to commit suicide. — Every one who attempts to 
commit suicide is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two 
years’ imprisonment.

Opposite to tin- section of the English Draft Code corresponding with 
this section, the Royal Commissioners have the following note: —

“This is the existing law. SUr Reg., V. Burgess, L. & 258." (85)

239. Neglecting to obtain assistance in childbirth. — Every 
woman is guilty of an indictable offence who, with either of the 
intents hereinafter mentioned, being with child and being about 
to be delivered, neglects to provide reasonable assistance in her 
delivery, if the child is permanently injured thereby, or dies, 
either just before, or during, or shortly after birth, unless she 
proves that such death or permanent injury was not caused by sueh 
neglect, or by any wrongful act to which she was a party, and is 
liable to the following punishment:

(a.) If the intent of such neglect l>e that the child shall not live, 
to imprisonment for life :

(/>.) If the intent of such neglect In» to conceal the fact of her 
having had a child, to imprisonment for seven years.

Opposite to sections 185 and 18fi of the English Draft Code, which cor
respond with this section 239 of our Code, the Royal Commissioners have 
the following note: —

“ These are new. Women found guilty of concealment of birth, under 
the existing law, (811) have in most cases been really guilty of the acts 
made substantial offences by these sections. (Section 230). These sections, 
(section 239,) would also often afford a means for punishing child murder, 
where there would he a practical difficulty in obtaining n conviction for 
that offence."

In their report (at p. 25) the Royal Commissioners say, further: —
“The subject of child murder is one as to which the existing law seems

(85) R. v. Burgess. L. 4 C., 258.
( 811 ) Meaning the law as now contained in section 240. pout.
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to require altvrulion. At present, nu distinction is made between the mm 
dvr of a new-born infant, by its mot her. ami the murder of un adult.

*' Practically this severity defeats itself, and offences, which are really 
cases of child-murder, are often treated as cases of concealment of birtii 
simply. The Hill proposed to meet this by an enactment which, (as 
amended by the Attorney délivrai), would have enabled a jury to convict 
of manslaughter, instead" of murder, a woman who caused her new-born 
child's death by an act done when her power of self-control was great lx 
weakened. On the whole, we have preferred to substitute for it the proxi 
sioiis contained in sections 18ft and 180." (Section 230.)

240. Concealing dead body of child.— Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence, and liable to two years* imprisonment, who 
(/is pones of the dead body of any child in any manner, with intent 
to conceal the fact that its mother was delivered of it, whether the 
child died before, or during, or after birth. R. S. ( .. c. l(i*£, s. P*.

On a trial for child murder, the jury, if they ucquit on the charge m 
murder, may. under section 714. /»»**/. if the evidence warrants it. 
convict the accused of concealment of birth.

It was held, in one case that a betas not bigger than a mail's linger, but 
having the shape of a chilli, was a child within the meaning of the Knglisli 
statute against concealment of birth. (87)

\\ here a woman who deliveml of a child whose dead body was found in 
a la-d amongst the feathers, but there was no evidence to shew who put u 
there and it ap|ieurcd that the mother had sent for a surgeon when she an- 
confined, and had prepared clothes for the child, the judge directed an n<
• initial on the charge of endeavoring to conceal the birth. (NS)

Where a woman put the dead laxly of her child over a wall which 
divided a yard from a field, she was convicted of concealing the birth i 
the child: and the conviction was confirmed. (89)

III another case, the mother caused the laxly of her child to be secret I \ 
buried with a view to conceal its birth, and although she had previously 
allowed the birth to be known to some persons, it was held that she miuhi 
la- convicted of the concealment. (90)

The mere denial of the birth is not sufficient to convict. There must 
pnaif of some act of disjaisal of the laxly after the child's death. (91)

It was held by a majority of the judges, that the putting of the child'- 
dead laxly hctxxccn a bed and the mattress, or under a bolster, on xvhiili 
the accused lax her head, was a sufficient dis|a»sal of it to constitute the 
offence. (92)

It was held that a mother who placed the dead laxly of her child ill an 
open box in her laxlriann. and, afterxvards, on enquiry from the doctor told 
him where it was, could not la- convicted of concealment. (93)

In order to convict a xvonian of attempting to conceal the birth of her

( N7 ) R. v. Colmer, 9 Cox C. ('., 50(1.
(NH) II. v. Iliglev. 4 C. & I».. 50(1.
(89) R. v. Hroxvn, L. R.. 1 ('. V. R., 244.
(90) R. v. Douglass. I Moo. C. C„ 480.
(91 ) R. v. Turner. 8(',4 I*.. 755.
(92) R. v. (Soldiliorpe, 2 Moo. C. ('., 244: C. & Mar., 335: IS. v. l'en 

Dears. 471: 24 L .1. ( M. ('.). 137.
(93) R. v. Sleep, 9 Cox ('. ( .. 559.
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child it has been held that a dead body must be found and identified as 
that of the el.ilu of which she was delivered. (04)

A placed the dead body of a child of which she had lx*cn delivered bet- 
ween a trunk and the wall of a room in which she lived alone. Being 
charged with having had a child she at first denied it, but being pressed 
she pointed out where the body was. Held, that she might In* convicted of 
concealing the birth of the child. (05)

PART XIX.

BODILY 1NJUH1K8, AND ACTH AND UM1H810N8 
CAUSING DANGER TO THE VERSON.

241. Wounding with intent.— Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to imprisonment for life who, with intent 
to maim, disfigure or disable any person, or to do some other grie
vous bodily harm to any person, or with intent to resist or prevent 
the lawful apprehension or detainer of any person, unlawfully by 
any means wounds or causes any grievous bodily harm to any per
son, or shoots at any person, or. by drawing a trigger, or in any 
other manner, attempts to discharge any kind of loaded arms at any 
person. R. S. C., e. 102, s. 13.

It will bo sufficient to warrant a conviction under this section if it be 
proved that the defendant wounded, or caused grievous bodily harm to, or 
shot at, etc., any person with intent to maim, disfigure, or disable any 
person, etc., so that if A struck at B, but, C interposing, received the blow, 
and was wounded, A could la* convicted of wounding (' with intent to do 
him grievous bodily harm. (1)

As to wounding or causing any grievous bodily harm with intent to 
murder, see section 232 (5), ante.

We have already noticed, under section 232, ante, the meaning of the 
word “ wound." and that wounds may be incised, punctured, contused or 
lacerated wounds.

An incised wound is commonly called a “ cut,"’ and is generally produced 
by a weapon with a sharp edge, as a knife, a sword, a scythe, scissors, etc.: 
but some clean sharp cuts and ugly gaping wounds have lieen known to 
be produced with a square poker, or even with tin* fist or a blunt body, 
when it strikes a sharp bony ridge, such as that of the eyebrow, the cheek 
hone, etc.

Punctured wounds are caused by the penetration of some pointed wea 
pon, or anything with a sharp point, such as a dagger, a pen-knife, a 
poniard, a piece of broken glass, a tobacco pipe, scissor points, arrows, 
darts, sharp stones, etc. These wounds are sometimes dangerous and 
troublesome, from the fact that the external wound may heal over too 
soon, and keep the pus confined, or injury may lie done to nerves and blood 
vessels in the deeper parts of the wound. An instance, given by medical

( 114) II. v. Williams, 11 Vox V. V., U84: Arch. Cr. VI. & Kv.. 21st Ed.. 
s-28. 8-29.

(95) R. v. Fiche, 30 U. V. V. V.. 409: Bur. Dig. Cr. L.. 228.
(1) H. v. Latimer, 10 Vox V. C„ 70; R. v. Stopford. 11 Vox V. ('.. 043
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writers, of thv tlang.-ioiH nature of u i>unvtured wound, in that of a clock 
maker who, while picking his car witli the wire stem of a clock pendulum, 
vas struck on the elhow by a drunken man who thus caused the wire to 
pass through his ear into the hrain, and occasionied his death.

A contused wound is one in which there is considerable bruising, with 
discoloration of the surrounding skin, caused by effusion of blood, from 
small ruptured vessels into the surrounding cellular membrane, or sub 
cutaneous tissue. The change of color is produced by the oxidation of the 
effused blood: and when it takes place near the eye. it is popularly called 
a “black eye." After from eighteen to twenty-four hours from the com
mencement of the discoloration the black or dark-blue coloring begins to 
grow lighter, and changes gradually, from day to day, passing through 
different shades of green, yellow, lemon, etc., until it completely disap
pears. When tin- blood is effused in quantity, as for example by the blow 
of a cricket-hall, such a swelling is called hainatoma, or blood tumor. The 
slui|H* of a bruise may sometimes be an important item of evidence. Starkic 
states that, on one occasion, in a case of attempt to murder, the prosecutor 
had, in his own defence, struck his assailant with a house door-key, and 
the marks of contusion produced hit the wards of this kvp became the chief 
means of the would-be murderer's identification and conviction.

In some cast's of contused wounds it may take two or three days for the 
-kin to appear discolored or bruised; and the time taken for the compte 
tion of these changes of color, as well as for the absorption of the blood, 
may vary from a few «lays to some weeks.

Luveratcd wounds are torn and ragged ones, such as are produced by 
sawing movements of blunt or jagged instruments, as for example, stones, 
glass, earthenware, shots from tire-arms, etc. These wounds arc generally 
dangerous, from often containing dirt and foreign bodies, such as fragments 
of wadding, powder, etc., ami because they can only heal by granulation 
and suppuration, and not by primary union or adhesion.

Some wounds are of a mixed character. When a wound is produced with 
a knife, for instance, one part may be cleanly cut or incised, ami anothei 
may be hacked or lacerated, and a different force or direction being given 
to the point of the knife may cause the wound to lie at one end a pum 
lured or pointed one. (2)

Besides the above, there are what are known as gunshot wounds, which 
arc wounds generally produced by missiles, chiefly lead, fired from some 
sort of pistol or gun, the propelling force being powder. The same char- 
after of wound may In* made, however, by any projectile, no matter of 
what it is composed, and no matter what the propelling force. As. for ex 
ample, a small stone or jiebble, resembling a bullet in size, thrown by a 
blast or any sufficient force, will give what is technically known ns a gun 
shot wound ; and it is such a wound, — only not one caused by the u*e ol 
fire-arms. (3)

242. Wounding. — Every one is guilty of nil indictable offence 
and liable to three years’ imprisonment who unlawfully wounds or 
inflicts any grievous bodily harm upon any other person, either with 
or without any weapon or instrument. R.S.O., <\ 162, s. 14.

243. Shooting at Her Majesty's vessels, and wounding public 
officers, on duty. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who wilfully —

(2) W oodman & T. For. Med., 1047, 104H.
(3) Hamilton & (lodkin’s Leg. Med., vol. 1. p.
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(a.) shoots at any vessel belonging to Her Majesty or in the 
service of Canada ; or

(b) maims or wounds any public officer engaged in the execution 
of his duty or any person acting in aid of such officer. It. S. c. 
32, s. 213; c. 34, 8. 99.

" Public officer” is defined by section 3 (ir) as “Any Inland Revenue 
or Customs officer, officer of tlie army, navy, marine, militia, North-West 
mounted police, or other officer engaged in enforcing the laws relating to 
the revenue, customs, trade or navigation of Canada."

244. Disabling or drugging with intent to commit an indict
able offence. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to imprisonment for life and to Ik* whipped, who with in
tent thereby to enable himself or any other person to commit, or 
with intent thereby to assist any other person in committing any 
indictable offence : —

(a) by any means whatsoever, attempts to choke, suffocate or 
strangle any other person, or by any means calculated to choke, 
suffocate or strangle, attempts to render any other person insen
sible, unconscious or incapable of resistance ;or

(b) unlawfully applies or administers to, or causes to be taken 
by, or attempts to apply or administer to, or attempts or causes to 
be administered to or taken by, any person, any chloroform, lau
danum or other stupefying or overpowering drug, matter or thing.
R. S. (’., c. 162, ss. 15 and 16.

As to attempting to drown, suffocate or strangle, with intent to murder, 
see section 232 (d), ante.

245. Administering poison. — Every one is guilty of an indic
table offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who un
lawfully administers to, or causes to be administered to or taken 
by any other person, any poison or other destructive or noxious 
tiling, so as thereby to endanger the life of such person, or so as 
thereby to inflict upon such person anv grievous bodily harm. R.
S. (’., c. 162, s. 17.

246. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
three years’ imprisonment who unlawfully administers to, or 
causes to be administered to or taken by, any other person, any 
poison or other destructive or noxious thing, with intent to injure, 
aggrieve or annoy such person. R. S. 0., c. 162, s. 18.

Noe comments, under sec. 232. ante, at p. 250, on administering poison 
with intent to murder.

If the poison or destructive or noxious thing is administered merciv with 
intent to in/mit, aggrieve or an nog. which in itself would ho punishable 
under the above section 240. yet if it does, in fact, endanger the life of or
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inflict grievous bodily harm upon the person to whom it is adniinihleml. 
it would amount to the higher offence covered by and punishable under 
section 245. (4)

To warrant a conviction under section 240, it must lie proved that the 
defendant intended the administration of the poison, etc., to injure, ng 
gi lew or annoy the prosecutor. (6)

Whether the thing is a noxious thing-or not may depend upon the tjnaii 
tity administered, some drugs being innoxious in small, and noxious in 
large quantities. Thus, where the prisoner was indicted under section 24 
of 24 and 25 Vic., c. 100, (which corresponds with the above section 240). 
and tho evidence was that he had administered cantharides /otherwise 
called Spanish fly), to the prosecutrix, that a large dose of cantharides l- 
poisonous, but that the quantity xxMch lie administered was insufficient 
to produce any effect upon the human system, it was held, by Coekburn. 
C. .1., and Huwkina, .1., that the prisoner could not lie convicted of admi 
nistering a “destructive and noxious thing," notwithstanding that he ad 
ministered it with intent to injure and annoy. (0)

In Wilkins case, supra, the defendant had administered cantharides to a 
woman with intent to excite her sexual passion and desire, in order that 
he might obtain connection with her: and it was held that this was an 
administering with intent to “ injure, aggrieve and annoy ” her.

In another case, the prisoher was indicted for having caused to be taken 
a certain noxious thing, namely, half an ounce of oil of juniper, with in 
tent to procure miscarriage, and the evidence was that oil of juniper in 
considerably less quantities than half an ounce might be taken without 
any ill effect, but that half an ounce produces ill effects, and to a pregnant 
woman is dangerous. Held, that the half ounce of juniper oil was a 
"noxious thing." (7)

247. Causing bodily injuries by explosives. — Every one i- 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life 
who unlawfully and by the explosion of any explosive substance, 
bums, maims, disfigures, disables or does any grievous bodily harm 
to any person. It. S. C., e. 1(>2, s. 21.

248. Attempt to cause bodily injuries by explosives. — Even
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable, in case (a) to im
prisonment for life and in ease (6) to fourteen years' imprison 
ment, who unlawfully —

(«) with intent to hum, maim, disfigure or disable any person, 
or to do some grievous bodily harm to any person, whether an\ 
bodily harm is effected or not : —

(i) causes any explosive substance to explode ;
(ii) sends or delivers to, or causes to be taken or received by.

any person any explosive substance, or any other dangerous or
noxious thing ;

(4) Tulley v. (Jorrie, 10 Cox C. V. 040.
(5) R. v. Wilkins, L. A <\. 80; 31 L. .1. (M. 72.
(0) II. x'. Hennali, 13 Cox C. C., 547. See comment* under section

(7) It. v. damp, 5 Q. B. D.. 307: 40 L .1. (M. (’.), 44.
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(iii) puts or lays at any place, or casts or throws at or upon, 
or otherwise applies to, any person any corrosive fluid, or any 
destructive or explosive substance ; or*
(6) places or throws in, into, upon, against or near any building, 

ship or vessel any explosive substance, with intent to do any bodily 
injury to any person, whether or not any explosion takes place and 
whether or not any bodily injury is effected. It. S. ('., c. 1(>2, ss. 
22 and 23.

Section 3 (»), ante, defines explosive substance as being and in
cluding ; — “ any materials for making an explosive substance ; 
also any apparatus, machine, implement, or materials used, or in
tended to be used, or adapted for causing, or aiding in causing, 
any explosion in or with any explosive substance ; and also any 
part of any such apparatus, machine or implement.”

249. Setting Spring Guns and Man Traps.—Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to live years’ imprisonment who 
sets or places, or causes to be set or placed, any spring-gun, man- 
trap, or other engine calculated to destroy human life, or inflict 
grievous bodily harm, with the intent that the same or whereby 
the same may destroy, or inflict grievous lnxlily harm upon, any 
trepasser or other person coming in contact therewith.

2. Even- one who knowingly and wilfully permits any such 
spring-gun, man-trap or other engine which has been set or placed 
by some other person, in any place which is in, or afterwards 
comes into his possession or occupation, to continue so set or 
placed shall la* deemed to have set or placed such gun, trap or 
engine with such intent as aforesaid.

3. This section doe# not extend to any gin or trap usually set 
or placed with the intent of destroying vermin or noxious animals. 
II. S. (’., c. 1«2. s. 24. .

This section applies to instruments set with an intention to destroy 
human life or to inflict grievous bodily harm upon human beings, or where
by grievous bodily harm is actually done to a human Iteing, and therefore 
it" would not apply to dog-spears set by a man in his own land. (H)

250. Intentionally endangering the safety of persons on rail
ways.— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
imprisonment for life who unlawfully —

(a) with intent to injure or to endanger the safety of any person 
travelling or being upon any railway.

(i) puts or throws upon or across such railway any wood, 
stone, or other matter or thing :

(ii) takes up. removes or displaces any rail, railway switch, 
sleeper or other matter or thing belonging to such railway, or

(K) .lordin v. ('rump, 8 M. & W„ 782: Arch. Or. VI. & Ev., 21st K<1., 775.
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injures or destroys any track, bridge or fence of such railway, 
or any portion thereof •;

(iii) turns, moves or diverts any point or other machinery 
belonging to such railway ;

(iv) makes or shows, hides or removes any signal or light 
upon or near to such railway ;

(v) does or causes to be done any other matter or thing with 
such intent ; or
(b) throws, or causes to fall or strike at, against, into or upon 

any engine, tender, carriage or truck used and in motion upon any 
railway, any wood, stone or other matter or thing, with intent to 
injure or endanger the safety of any person being in or upon such 
engine, tender, carriage or truck, or in or upon any other engine, 
tender, carriage or truck of any train of which such first men
tioned engine, tender, carriage or truck forms part. H. S. C\. <• 
162, ss. 25 and 26.

Ah to endangering property by mischief on railways, nee section 48ft, et 
seq., pont.

251. Negligently endangering the safety of persons on railways.
— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two 
years’ imprisonment who, by any unlawful act, or by any wilful 
omission or neglect of duty, endangers or causes to be endangered 
the safety of any person conveyed or being in or upon a railway, 
or aids or assists therein. It. S. C., c. 162, s. 27.

A passenger railway line constructed and completed under the power con
ferred by an act of |mrliamcnt, but not yet begun to Ik- used for the con
veyance of passengers, but only for the carriage of materials and work 
men, was held to lie within the English Act against mischief on rail
ways. (9)

252. Negligently causing bodily injury to any person. — Every
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ 
imprisonment who, by any unlawful act. or by doing negligently 
or omitting to do any act which it is his duty to do, causes grievous 
bodily injury to any other person. It. S. ('., c. 162, s. 3.'$.

A corporation cannot lie indicted for manslaughter, hut it may lie in
dicted under this section, 252. for having caused bodily injury by an omis
sion to maintain in a safe condition a bridge which it was its duty to main
tain, and this notwithstanding that death ensued at once to the jierson in 
jured. (9a)

253. Injuring persons by furious driving.— Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment 
who, having the charge of any carriage or vehicle, by wanton or 
furious driving, or racing or other wilful misconduct, or by wilful

(9) R. v. Bradford, Hell, 2«8; 29 L. ,1. (M. C.), 171.
(0«) It. v. Union Colliery Co.. 3 Can. Cr. ('as.. 523. See, also. It. v. Ureat 

West Laundry Co., 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 514. See other cases cited under see*. 
213 and 214, at pp. 219 and 220, ante.
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neglect, does or causes to be clone any bodily harm to any person. 
K. S. <’., e. 162, ». 28.

254. Preventing the saving of a shipwrecked person's life.
(As amended by 56 V., e. 62). — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment

(a) who prevents or impedes, or endeavours to prevent or impede 
any shipwrecked person in bis endeavour to save his life ; or

(b) who without reasonable cause prevents, or impedes, or en
deavours to prevent or impede, any person in his endeavour to save 
the life of any shipwrecked person. If. S. e. 81. s. 66.

Under section !t (./•) the term “ shi/ur recked necsmi " includes " any ver
son belonging to. on board of or having quitted any vessel wrecked, 
stranded, or in distress at any pince in Canada."

2*5. Leaving holes in the ice and excavations, unguarded.
Every one is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary convic
tion, to a line or imprisonment with or without hard labour (or 
both) who —

(«) cuts or makes, or anses to be cut or made, any hole, open
ing, aperture or place, of sufficient size or area to endanger human 
life, through the ice on any or other water o)H-n to or
frequented by the public, and leaves such hole, opening, a|»erture 
or place, while it is in a state dangerous to human life, whether 
the same is frozen over or not, un inclosed by bushes or trees or un
guarded by a guard or fence of sufficient height and strength to 
prevent any person from accidentally riding, driving, walking, 
skating or falling therein : or

(/>) being the owner, manager or superintendent of any aban
doned or unused mine or quarry or property upon r in which any 
excavation has been or is hereafter , of a sufficient area and 
depth to endanger human life, leaves the same unguarded and un- 
inclosed by a guard or fence of sufficient height and strength to 
prevent any |»erson from . riding, driving, walking or
falling thereinto : or

(r) omits within five days after conviction of any such re 
to make the inclosure aforesaid or to construct around or over 
such opening or excavation a guard or fence of such height and 
strength.

2. Every one whose duty it is to guard such hole, opening, aper
ture or place is guilty of manslaughter, if any person loses his 
life by accidentally falling therein while the same is unguarded. 
R. S.V.. V. 162, SS. 29. 60. 61 and 62.

256. Sending Unsea worthy Ships to Sea. (As amended by 56 Y.. 
e. 82).— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
five years’ imprisonment, who sends, or attempts to send, or is a 
party to sending, a ship registered in Canada to sea. or on a voyage

4
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on any of the* inland waters of Canada, or n a voyage from any 
jfort or place on the inland waters of Canada to any port or place 
on the inland waters of the United States, or on a voyage from 
any port or place on the inland waters of the United States to any 
|H>rt or place on the inland waters of Canada, in such unseaworthy 
state, by reason of overloading, or underloading or improper load
ing, or by reason of being insufficiently manned, or from any other 
cause, that the life of any person is likely to be endangered there
by, unless he proves that lie list'd all reasonable means to insure 
her being sent to sea or on such voyage in a seaworthy state, or 
that her going to sea or on such voyage in such unsea worthy state 
was, under the circumstances, reasonable and justifiable. 52 V.. 
c. 88, s. 8.

257. Taking Unsea worthy Ships to Sea. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to five years' imprisonment 
who, being the master of a ship registered in Canada knowingly 
takes such ship to sea, or on a voyage on any of the inland waters 
of Canada, or on a voyage from any port or place on the inland 
waters of Canada to any port or place on the inland waters of the 
Tinted States, or on a voyage from any port or place in the United 
States to any port or plaçe on the inland waters of Canada, in such 
unseaworthy state, by reason of overloading or underloading or 
improper loading, or bv reason of being insufficiently manned, or 
from any other cause, that the life of any person is likely to lie 
endangered thereby, unless he proves that her going to sea or on 
such voyage in such unsenworthy state was, under the circum
stances, reasonable and justifiable. 52 V., c. 22, s. 3.

Section fi4U, post, provides that no person shall lie prosecuted for any 
offence under the above two sections, 2511 and 257. without the consent of 
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

PART XX.

A S S AULTS.

258. Definition. —An assault is the act of intentionally apply
ing force to the person of another, directly or indirectly, or at
tempting or tbreak ling, by any act or gesture, to apply force to 
the person of anotli r, if the person making the threat has, or 
causes the other to believe, upon reasonable grounds, that he has. 
present ability to effect his purpose, and in either ease, without 
the consent of the other or with such consent, if it is obtained by 
fraud.

Hi,, following are given ns example* of wlint amounts to nn assault, 
namely ; striking at another with a cane, stick or the fist, although the 
person striking misses his aim; (1) drawing a sword or bayonet, or throw-

(1) 2 Roll. A hr., p. 554. pi. 45.
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mg a bottle or glass with intent to strike; presenting a loaded gun at a 
man who is within the distance to which the gun will carry ; (2) pointing 
a pitchfork at him when within reach of it. A person, wh'o presents a 
Mrearm, which lie knows to be unloaded, at another, who does not know 
that it is unloaded, and so near that it might produce injury, if it were 
loaded and went olf, commits an assault. (3) (See section 10», mile, which 
makes this a substantive offence punishable by #100 fine).

It has been held that a magistrate has no right to order the medical 
examination of the person of a prisoner, and that, therefore, such an 
examination, pursuant to such un order, of the person of a female, in 
custody, charged with concealment of birth, and made against her consent, 
vas an assault. ^4)

If a medical man unnecessarily strip a female patient naked, under pre
tence that he cannot otherwise judge of her illness, it is an assault. (6) 

if A advance, in a threatening attitude, towards B, to strike him. ami 
lie is stopped just Indore he is near enough for his blow to take efleet, it e 
an assault, (6)

i following are also examples of what, under the above section, would 
be assault, and what, under the common law. would amount to a bat
ten lamely ; any touching or laying hold (however trifling) of another's 
Ixn or clothes, in an angry, revengeful, rude, insolent or hostile manner; 
i 7) as for instan c, thrusting or pushing him, in anger; holding him by 
the arm; spitting in his face ; jostling him out of the way ; pushing an
other man against him; (H) throwing a squib at him: striking a horse 
upon which he is riding, whereby he is thrown. (»)

A blow struck in anger or which is intended or likely to do corporal 
hurt is a criminal assault, notwithstanding the consent to tight of the per
son struck. (10)

By consenting to commit a breach of the peace, persons cannot take 
away the criminal nature of the act, as their consent can in no way affect 
the rights of the public, and an assault being a breach of the peace the 
consent of the person struck is immaterial. (11)

It is a good defence to prove that the alleged assault happened by mis
adventure. Thus, if a horse run away with his rider and run against a 
man. it would be no assault and the rider would not In- punishable, unless 
lie were guilty of some culpable negligence. (12)

It is also a good defence to prove that the alleged assault happened 
whilst the defendant was engaged in an amicable contest, as. some sport 
or game which was not unlawful nor dangerous. (13)

(2) M. v. St. tieorge, » C. A I».. 483; It. v. Baker. If.* K.. 254; Os
born v. Veitch. 1 F. & F., 317 : Bead v. Coker. 15 ('. B., 850; 1 llawk, c. 
02. a. 1.

(3) 11. v. St. George, *«/»ru.
(4) Agnew v. .lobson, 13 Cox ('. ('.. 025.
(5) B. v. Bosinski, 1 Moo. ('. (’.. 12.
(0) Stephens v. Myers. 4 ('. & I1.. 000.
(7) 1 Hawk., c. 02. s. 2; Bawlings v. Till. 3 M. A W.. 28 ; Coward v. 

Brtddelev, 4 H. A X.. 278; 28 L. .1. (Kxch.). 200.
(h; Bull. X. 1\. 10.
(») I Mod.. 24; W. dones. 444; Arch. C'r. 1*1. A Kv.. 21st Kd.. 758. 
i 10) B. v. Buchanan. 12 Man. L. It.. UK); 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 442. 
ill) B. v. Coney, 8 i). B. I>.. 534; 15 Cox C. C.. 40.
(12) Gibbons v. Pepper. 2 Sulk, 037 : See. alto, comments on excusable 

homicide, unie. pp. 228 and 229.
(13) Font.. 200; Com. Dig. Pleader. 3 M . 18.
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It is likewise a good defence to prove that the allied assault was mere

ly the lawful and moderate correction of a child by its parent, or of a ser
vant by bis master, or of a scholar by his teacher. (14)

See untv, p. 22!) et seq., as to self-defence, etc.
The defendant may justify an assault by proving that lie committed il 

in defence of his possession, us, for instance, to restrain the prosecutor 
from taking his goods, or to remove the prosecutor out of the defendant's 
house, or to prevent him from entering it, provided the force used in any 
of these cases be no more than is necessary. (15)

In the case of a trespass, without actual force, the owner of the close, etc.. 
or the occupier or possessor of a house, etc., must first request the tres
passer to depart before he can justify laying his hand on him for the pur 
pose of removing him ; and even, after refusal, he can only justify such 
force as is necessary to effect his removal; but. if the trespasser use force, 
then the owner or "possessor may oppose "Force to force. ( 10)

As to justification of peace officers using force in making arrests, serving 
process, etc., see section III et seq., untv.

259. Indecent assaults on females. — Every une is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment, and to 
be whipped, who —

(a) indecently assaults any fvimile ; or
(b) does anything to any female by her consent which but for 

such consent would be an indecent assault, such consent being ob
tained by false and fraudulent representations as to the nature 
and quality of the act. 53 V., c. 37, s. 12.

If, on un indictment for an indecent assault, it appears that the woman 
consented to the assault, under circumstances shewing that the consent 
was obtained by fraud, such consent will constitute no defence ; such a 
vase being expressly provided for by sub-section (ft) of the above sec
tion. (17)

In the ease of It. v. Case, the facts were these. Case, a medical man 
had connection with a girl fourteen years of age under the pretence that 
he was thereby treating her medically for the complaint for which lie wun
attending her, she making no resistance solely from the bond fide belief 
that such was the case.

It was held that this was certainly an indecent assault, and probably a

It is well settled that in a criminal charge arising out of a rape, or un 
attempt at rape, or an indecent assault, evidence of the prosecutrix's 
general reputation for chastity is admissible as bearing upon the question 
of consent, but that evidence of specific acts of lewdness and niicliastity 
with other men than the accused is not admissible. If she lie asked a- to 
them she cannot be compelled to answer, and, if slu* does answer and denies

(14) 1 Hawk., e. 110. s. 23; e. 02. s. 2; 2 Dos. & I*.. 224.
(15) See sections 48. 40 and 50. ante, and sections 53 and 54. nnlr. Ami 

see 2 Uol. Abr.. 548. 54».
(10) Weaver v. Hush, 8 T. It.. 78; 2 Salk.. 041. Sec comments at pp. 

52 and 53.
(17) For decisions to tin* same efl'eet. see It. v. Case. I Den.. 580: 10 

J„ J„ M. 174: It. v. Bennett. 4 F. & F., 1105.
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them, her answer will lie conclusive. She cannot be contradicted. So that 
where on the trial of an indictment for an indecent assault, the prosecu
trix denied, on cross examination, having had intercourse with a third per
son named to her, it was held that such third person could not be called 
to contradict her upon the answer. ( 18) If, however, on cross-examination, 
the prosecutrix denies having had previous intercourse with the accused, 
evidence may, in that ease, be given to contradict her. (10)

See section 0H3, post, as to receiving the evidence of a child of tender 
years, without oath, in cases of indecent assaults under section 200, and 
in the case of any charge under sections 2(10 or 270 of carnally knowing 
or attempting to carnally know a girl under fourteen ; and see section 25 
of the Canada Heidence Act, IX!).I, post, which extends the power of re
ceiving the evidence of a child of tender years, without oath, to all other 
legal procetsliugs.

Although section 250 prcscrilies, as the punishment for indecent assault, 
both imprisonment and whipping, the Court has the right, under section 
002, past, to impose only the imprisonment without the whipping. (20)

260. Indecent assaults on males. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to ten years' imprisonment and to be 
whipped who assaults any person with intent to commit sodomy, 
or who, being a male, indecently assaults any other male person. 
R. 8. G\, c. 157, s. 2. (As amended by 56 Viet., c. 32).

261. Consent of child under fourteen no defence. — It is no
defence to a charge or indictment for any indecent assault on a 
young person under the age of fourteen years to prove that he or 
she consented to the act of indecency. 53 V., c. 37, s. 7.

This section applies to all offences, which include an indecent assault, 
committed either upon male or female children.

262. Assaults occasioning bodily harm. — Every who commits 
any assault which occasions actual bodily harm is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to three years' imprisonment. R. S. (’., 
c. 162, s. 36.

A defendant was convicted under sections 20 and 47. respectively, of the 
Statute, 24-25 Vie., <•. 100, upon an indictment charging him, in 

one count, with “ unlawfully and maliciously indicting grievous bodily 
harm " upon his wife, and, in the other count, with “ an assault ” upon 
her "occasioning actual bodily harm." It appeared that, at a time when 
the defendant knew, but his wife did not know, that he was suffering from 
venereal disease, he had connection with her, that, as a result, the disease 
was communicated to her. and that, had she been aware of his condition, 
she would not have submitted to the intercourse. The ease was tried in 
the Central Criminal Court; the trial Judge living the Recorder of London, 
who directed the Jury that, if the facts were proved to their satisfaction.

(18) R. V. Holmes, L. R„ 1 C. C. It.. 334; Lalibertt v. R., 1 8. C. R„ 117. 
And see Siott v. Simpson, 8 Q. B. D., 491, and Cross v. Brodreeht, 24 tint. 
A. R., 087.

(19) It. v. Riley. 18 Q. B. I).. 481; 80 L. J.. M. (’., 82.
(20) R. v. Rohidoux, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 19.

5
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I ln-y miglit lintl the defendant guilty on either count, uni withstanding 
that the prosecutrix was his wife. After the conviction, a case was stated 
and reserved for the consideration of all the Judges, before thirteen of 
whom it was fully argued on the question of whether the prisoner could 
lie legally found guilty on either or both of the counts, — the result I icing 
I liât the conviction was quashed, nine of the Judges, — namely, Lord 
Coleridge, C. .1., Pollock and Huddleston, B, B., Stephen, Manisty, Mathew. 
A. L. Smith. Wills and Grantham, J. .1., — holding, (on the ground, ap
parently, of the prosecutrix being the defendant's wife), that the conduct 
of the defendant did not constitute an otience under either of the above sec
tions of the English Statute, (Field, Hawkins, Day, and Charles, J.J., dis
senting. (20w)

It is not clear whether the decision in this Clarence case overruled the 
cases of It. v. Bennett and It. v. Sinclair, — in the former of which an uncle 
was indicted for an indecent assault upon his niece, he lieing diseased and 
she being ignorant thereof, and in which it was held, by Willes, J., that an 
assault is within the rule that fraud vitiates consent, and that, therefore, 
the prisoner, knowing that he had a foul disease, having induced his niece, 
(who was ignorant of his condition), to sleep with him, and having in 
tected her, any consent given by her was vitiated by his concealment of 
his condition, and that lie was guilty of an indecent assault,— (206) and. 
in the latter of which cases, the prisoner, being diseased, had connection 
with a girl who was ignorant of his being diseased, and, having commu 
nicated the disease to her, he also was convicted of an indecent assault. 
(20c) But the remarks of some of the Judges in the Clarence case seem to 
-hew that they doubted the soundness of the principle upon which these 
two cases of It. v. Bennett and II. v. Sinclair, were decided.

263. Aggravated assaults. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who —

(a) assaults any |H?rson with intent to commit any indictable 
offence ; or

(b) assaults any public or peace officer engaged in the execution 
of his duty, or any jierson acting in aid of such officer ; or

(r) assaults any person with intent to re»sist or prevent the law
ful apprehension or detainer of himself, or of any other person, for 
any offence ; or

(d) assaults any person in the lawful execution of any process 
against any lands or goods, or in making any lawful distress or 
seizure, or with intent to rescue any goods taken under such pro
cess, distress or seizure. K. S. C., c. 168, s. 34 ; or

(?) on any day whereon anv poll for any election, parliamentary 
or municipal, is living proceeded with, within the distance of two 
miles from the place where such poll is taken or held, assaults or 
beats any person. (As amended by 57-58 V., c. 57).

In the en Ht» of an assault upon a public or peace officer, the fact that the 
accused did not know that the person assaulted was a peace officer, or that 
such officer was acting in the execution of his duty will lie no defence. (21)

.20(1) It. v. Clarence, 22 Q. B. I).. 2.1: 10 Cox C. C„ ML 
(206) 15. v. Bennett, 4 F. & F., 110."».
(20c) 15. v. Sinclair, 13 Cox C. ('., 28.
(21) 15. v .Forbes, 10 Cox C. ('.. 302; Arch. Cr. l'l. & Kv.. 21st Ed.. 7*4.
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As to resisting or tcilfullg obstructing a public officer, see section 144.

264. Kidnapping.— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who, without lawful au
thority —

(a) kidnaps any other person with intent —
(i) to cause such other person to be iecrelly confined or impri

soned in Canada against his will ; or
<ii) to cause such other person to be unlawfully sent or trans

ported out of Canada against his will ; or
(iii) to cause such other person to be sold or captured as a 

slave, or in any way held to service against his will ; or
(b) forcibly seizes and confines or imprisons any other person 

within Canada.
2. Irpon the trial of any offence under this section the non- 

resistance of a person so unlawfully kidnapped or confined shall 
not be a defence unless it appears that it was not caused by 
threats, duress or force, or exhibition of force. (As amended by 
the Criminal Code Amendment Arl 1000, 63-64 V., c. 46, which 
came into force on the 1st January 1901).

Under this section as amended there are two separate and distinct of
fences, namely, («), the offence of kidnapping and the offence of unlawful 
and forcible seizure and imprisonment. Under the section as it stood 
before it was amended, the unlawful and forcible seizure and imprisonment 
of a person was punishable only where made with the like intent as in the 
case of kidnapping provided for in paragraph (fi).

The terms kidnapping, and criminal false imprisonment do not differ 
greatly in signification ; yet they are not so far identical as to justify the 
treating of the two offences as one. (22)

Fa 1.8K imprisonment is any unlawful restraint of one's liberty effected 
either by physiml force actually applied or so threatened or exhibited as 
to overpower the will. There need be no manual touch; but force of some 
sort must lie used, and there must be a detention against the will ; and it 
is indispensable that these two circumstances should unite. (23) The of
fence was a misdemeanor at common law. (24)

Kidnapping is a false imprisonment aggravated by either secretly con- 
lining or intending to secretly confine the victim, or conveying or intend
ing to eonvey the victim to some other place.

Blackstone defines kidnapping to be “ the forcible abduction or stealing 
away of a man, woman or child from their own country and sending them 
into another. (25) But it has been held that transportation to a foreign 
country is not a necessary part of the offence. (26)

(22) 2 Bish. New Ci. L. Com., section 740.
(23) lb.
( 24) 4 111. Com., 218.
( 25) 4 Bl. Com., 219.
( 20) 1 Hast P. (’., 429.
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I lie difference between a criminal false imprisonment and kidnapping 
appears t > 1m> this that the latter is not only an unlawful and forcible 
detention of a person against his will, but a removal of him or an inten
tion to remove him lieyond tin- reach of his country's laws, by secretly 
con lining him within his own country or by sending him away into foreign

The expression " kidnapper " seems to have been derived from “ kid,"— 
the slang name for a child, — and “ nappe," (Danish), signifying to 
snatch at ; and originally meant, one who snatches at children, or 
“ kids." (27)

At common law, kidnupping, or the stealing and carrying away or sc- 
cieting of any person was an offence formerly punishable by fine, impri
sonment, and the pillory. (28)

Ity the Roman law yliiyiuin, (manstealing, or kidnapping), was the ab
duction or stealing of a free person, or of the slave of another. By the 
Lex I'nliiii the penalty was a pecuniary one: but, after the crime of kidnap 
ping became common, the punishment was increased to banishment, and, 
in some cases, was capital. (29)

Under the old Jewish law, manstealing was punishable with death. (:«)>
The question sometimes arises, in connection with the law of extradi

tion. as to the right to kidnap, and the effect of kidnapping, in a foreign 
state, a person who has taken Might after committing a crime in his own 
country, and of forcibly bringing him back to the country from whose 
justice lie has es aped.

A case of this kind came up in the Supreme Court of the United States 
upon an appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court of Illinois con
firming a conviction upon an indictment for larceny.

After the commission of the offence in Illinois the prisoner, Frederick 
M. ker. fled to and was subsequently kidnapped in Peru and forcibly 
brought back against bis will into Illinois and there tried and convicted 
of the offence with which he was charged, the Supreme Court of Illinois 
bolding that it could give him no relief in respect of the kidnapping, that 
the treaties of extradition made by the United States do not guarantee a 
fugitive from one country an asyium in another but merely make provi
sion that for certain crimes he shall be surrendered to justice in the modes 
prescribed by the treaties, and that the remedy for a trespass committed 
by a kidnapper unauthorized by and not professing to act under any 
authority from either government would be either by an action of damages 
at the instance of the injured party or by a proceeding against such kid 
napper by the government whose law lie had violated, which, in this case, 
would Is* the government of Peru, who could have the kidnapper extra
dited to Peru and tried there for a violation of its laws; and the decision 
of the Illinois Supreme Court was confirmed by the United States Supreme 
Court. (31)

265. Common Assaults.—Every one who commits a common 
assault is guilty of an indictable offence and liable, if convicted 
upon an indictment, to one year’s imprisonment, or to a fine not

(27) Brewer's Diet., 475.
(28) 1 Fast V. C„ c. 9, a. 3, p. 429; R. v. Baily, Comb., 10; 4 Bl. Com.,

419.
(29) Lord Mackenzie’s Rom. L., 301, 302.
(39) Deut.. chap. 24. v. 7.
(31) Ker. v. S. (III.). 0 Cr. L. Mag.. 291.
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exceeding one hundred dollars, and on summary conviction to a 
tine not exceeding twenty dollars and costs, or to two months' im
prisonment with or without hard labour. I». S. (\, c. 1<>2. s. 3(i.

See comments under section 258. ante.

Under tin* provisions of Part LY, post. (sections 782-802), magistrates 
are empowered, under certain circumstanees, and under certain conditions, 
to try. summarily, persons charged with certain indictable offences, — 
the consent of the accused living mpiired in some cases, and, in some cases, 
not. Amongst the indictable offences thus subject, under Part LY. to sum
mary trial, are included cases of aggravated assault, indecent assault, 
etc., as will be seen by section 785. /tost.

By sections 707. 708 and 700, pout, it is provided, in reference to these 
summary trials of indictable offences, that. “ whenever the magistrate 
finds the offence not proved, he shall dismiss the charge, and make out 
and deliver to the person charged a certificate under his hand stating the 
fact of such dismissal: ” that “every conviction under this part shall have 
the same effect as a conviction upon indictment for the same offence ; ” 
and that “every person who obtains a certilieutc of dismissal or is con
victed under the provisions of this part, shall be released from all further 
or other criminal proceedings for the mmc cause.”

Provisions similar to these arc contained in the Imperial Statute. 42-43 
X ic., e. 41). (Tin- minima ru jurisdiction Act, 1S79.)

Sub-section 8 of section 842, post, enacts that no justice shall hear and 
determine any case of assault and battery in which any title to or interest 
in lands or real property arises.

Provision is now made by section 8(54, post, (as amended by Criminal 
# oil it Amendment Act, WOO), that, whenever any person is charged with 
common assault, the justice may summarily near and determine the 
charge, or may, if he thinks fit. deal with it as an indictable offence.

By sections 865 and Slid, post, (which are similar, in effect, to sections 
44 and 45 of the English Statute. 24-25 A ie., e. 100), it is enacted that; 
" If the justice, upon the hearing of any case of assault or battery upon the 
merits where the complaint is preferred by or on behalf of the person ag
grieved, under the next preceding section, deems the offence not to be 
proved, or finds the assault or battery to have been justified, or so trifling 
as not to merit any punishment, and accordingly dismisses the complaint, 
lie shall forthwith make out a certificate under his hand stating the fact 
of such dismissal, and shall deliver such certificate to the person against 
whom the complaint was preferred ; ” and that “ If the person against 
whom any such complaint has been preferred, by or on behalf of the 
person aggrieved, obtains such certificate, or, having been convicted, pays 
the whole amount adjudged to be paid, or suffers the imprisonment, or 
imprisonment with hard labour, awarded, lie shall be released from all 
further or other proceedings, civil or criminal, for the same cause”

The certificate of dismissal can only he granted when there has been a 
lull hearing upon the merits. If the certificate is granted on a withdrawal 
..f the charge, before hearing, it will la* no bar to subsequent proceedings 
for the same assault. (32)

The effect of the certificate of dismissal, when granted, on an acquittal, 
or, of payment of the penalty or suffering the punishment imposed, on a

(32) Heed v. Nutt. 24 Q. B. I).. 609; 17 Cox C. C.. 86.
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conviction, as the caw* may be, is to release the defendant from all other 
proceedings far the mine cause.

It has been held, in England that the meaning and intent of the enact 
ments above mentioned, in connection with summary trials, is that when a 
rase so summarily dealt with has lteen dismissed by the magistrate or 
justice, an ils merits, the defendant has the right, ex débita justifia', to 
receive from the magistrate or justice, the certificate of dismissal, and 
that the clause which refers to the making out of the certificate, and which 
contains the word forthwith, means that such certificate is to be made out 
forthwith on the defendant making application for it. (33)

A summary conviction for assault has, accordingly, been held to be a 
bar to a subsequent indictment for a felonious stabbing based on the sane 
transaction; (34) and it has been held a bar to an indictment for unlawful 
wounding and an assault occasioning actual bodily harm, arising out of 
the same circumstances. (36)

A summary conviction for assault has, however, been held not to Ik- a 
bar to a subsequent indictment for manslaughter, in a case where the man. 
who was assaulted, afterwards died in consequence of the assault. (36)

It appears that the production of the certificate of dismisal is of itself 
sufficient evidence of such dismissal, without proof of the signature of the 
magistrate or justice ; (37) and if the defendant appeared before the ma 
gist rate or justice, the recital, in the certificate, of the fact of a complaint 
having been made and of a summons having In-en issued, is sufficient 
evidence of these facts without producing the complaint or summons. (3K|

As already seen, the consent of the accused is required in order to give a 
magistrate jurisdiction to summarily dispose of some of the indictable of
fences mentioned in section 783. But with regard to some others of such 
offences,—■ e. g. charges against persons for being keepers or inmates oi 
habitual frequenters of disorderly houses, — the magistrate's summary 
jurisdiction is, by section 784, past, made absolute and independent of tin- 
consent of the accused.

Section 784. sub-section 2, also makes the magistrate’s summary juris
diction absolute and independent of any consent, in regard to all the of 
fences mentioned in section 783. in eases in which "any person who being 
n seafaring person and only transiently in Canada, and having no perma
nent domicile therein, is charged, either within the city of Quebec a» 
limited for the purpose of police ordinance, or within the City of Montreal 
as so limited, or in any other seaport city or town in Canada where there 
is such magistrate, with the commission therein of any of the offences hen 
inbefore mentioned, (39) and also in the case of any other person charged 
with any such offence on the complaint of any such seafaring person whose 
testimony is essential to the proof of the offence.”

Sub-section 3 of section 784, (as amended by the friminaf Cade Amend

(33) Hancock v. Somes, 1 E. & E., 796; 28 L. .1, (M. ('.), 190; Costar
v. Hetherington, 1 K. & E.. 802 ; 28 L. J. (M. ('.). 198.

(34) R. v. Stanton, 6 Cox ('. (’., 324 ; It. v. Walker, 2 M. & Rob., 44ii.
(36) R. v. Elrington. 1 B. & S., 688; 31 L. J. (M. C\), 14; It. v. Mile-

24 i). B. I).. 423; 69 L. J. (M. C.), 86.
(36) H. v. Morris, L. K.. 1 C. C. R., 90; 30 L. .1. (M. C.), 84.
(37) See The Canada Evidence Act, 1893, section 10, post.
(38) R. v. West ley, 11 Cox C. C.. 139; Arch. Cr. PI. & Kv., 21st Ed.. IV-
(39) The offences, here referred to, include. — as already shown, ante. 

p. 271,— aggravated assaults, indecent assaults, etc. But see full li-t *>f 
these offences in section 783, itself, past.
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limit Act, WOO), moreover. provide»* that, " the jurisdiction of the mag 
istrate in tin- provinces of Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, 
and in the North West Territories, ami the district of Kecwatin, under this 
part, is absolute without the consent of the jierson charged. except in ease- 
voniing within the provisions of section 785. ami except in eases under se< 
tions 7HU and 790, where the person charged is not a person who. under 
section 7H4, sub-section 2, van be tried summarily without his consent."

VAUT XXI.

WAIT. AM) I’WtHTWINt; ABORTION.

wait:.

266. Definition. — Rape is tin* act of a man having carnal
knowledge of a woman, who is not his wife, without her consent, 
or with consent which has been extorted by threats or fear of bod
ily harm, or obtained by personating the woman's husband, or by 
false and fraudulent representations as to the nature and v
of the act.

2. No one under the age of fourteen years can commit this 
offence.

“ Carnal knowledge is complete upon penetration to any, even the slight
est degree, and even without the emission of seed.”

I his paragraph .1 was transferred by the AnmiiUiift Act of 1893. (."ill 
X ic.. e. 32). to Part 1. ami made into section 4.v. (See page 8. ante.)

267. Punishment. — Every one who commits rape is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to suffer death, or to imprison
ment for life. R. S. e. 162, s. .'17.

With reference to rape committed by personating a woman's husband, 
section 4 of the English Criminal l.air A maul incut Act, 1885, (48-49 Vie., 
e. 66), is as follows: —

"Whereas doubts have been entertained whether a man who induces a 
married woman to permit him to have connexion with her by personating 
her husband is or is not guilty of rape, it is hereby enacted and declared 
that every such oll'ender shall be deemed to lie guilty of rape.”

It seems to have always I men the law. as stated now in sub-section 2 of 
the above section 200. that no one under the age of fourteen years can 
commit a rape. The law presumes a boy under the age of fourteen years 
of age to he incapable of committing a rape : (1) and no evidence can be 
admitted against him to shew that lie has, in fact, attained the full stale 
of puberty and was capable of committing the crime. (2)

(1) 1 Hale. 030; 11. v. (Iroombridge. 7 ('. & l\. 582; II. v. Brimilow. 9 
V. 4 P.. 300: 2 Moo. ('. ('., 122.

(2) It. v. Philips. 8 ('. 4 P.. 730: It. v. Iordan. 0 C. 4 P.. 118.
18

14
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A husband, too, i* legally itii*apultlo of coiimiiHing a va|ie upon his wife- 

(3) lui! a litishaml may In- punished for aiding in the commission of a 
rape b\ another upon his wife: (4) and so may a hoy under fourteen la 
punished, as a principal, for aiding another in the commission of the of 
fonce, (à), or for having aided and assisted another to commit the offence 
of carnally knowing a girl under fourteen, or to commit an assault with 
intent to commit a rape, or he may be convicted of having committed a 
common assault, (ti). or an indecent assault. (7)

llii* act of carnal connection must, in order to he rape, have been done 
without the woman’s consent, unless her consent thereto was obtained by 
threats or fear of bodily harm or by the false personation or fraud men
tioned in the above section. *211(1.

It has been held, therefore, that if the connection took place when the 
woman was in a state of insensibility from liquor with which she was 
Hindu drunk by the accused, (though the liquor was given only to excite 
her), it, was rape. (N)

htlior or chloroform administered to a woman and overcoming her men 
Ini iiml physical nature, will have the same effect in law as administering 
intoxicating liquor. In an Ohio case. Lawrence, .1., laid it down that where 
a woman has chloroform given her by a man. for the purpose of obtaining 
with her carnal intercourse to which she would not otherwise consent, 
then if slu* “had the capacity to hear, feel, and remeniocr, and a capaeitx 
to speak and. forcibly resist, but the inclination to do so was lost, the will 
overcome by the action of chloroform, either operating upon the will 
faculty, or the indy in nit and reflective faculties (or sexual emotions). ... 
that the mind was thereby incapable1 of fairly comprehending the nature 
and consequences of sexual intercourse, and the defendant, knowing 'these 
facts, had unlawful carnal knowledge of her, forcibly, that would be rape. 
And it would, in such a case, be wholly immaterial whether the entire 
mind was disordered and overthrown, or only such faculties thereof as are 
rendered incapable of having just conceptions, and drawing therefrom cm 
reel conclusions in relation to the alleged rape." (9)

It has also been held that, where a man got into bed to a woman while 
*hc was asleep, and. he knowing sin- was asleep, had connection with hri 
while in that state, he was guilty of rape. (10)

Where ajnedical man. by pretending to be treating, medically, a young 
girl under fourteen, had connection with lier, she being led to believe that 
it was part of the treatment, the prisoner was held to be guilty of an indc 
cent assault. (11) It would now be a rape under section 206 of our Code, 
and it was so held to be, in a ease, (decided in England after the ease of 
K. v. Case), in which the prosecutrix, a girl of nineteen, hail consulted the 
prisoner a quack doctor, as to her illness, ami he. under pretence of per 
forming a surgical operation, had connection with her, she submitting nn

(3) 1 Hale, 029.
(4) li. v. Audley. (Lord), 3 St. Tr„ 393.
(6) 1 Hale, 020.* 039 ; R. v. Kldershaw. 3 C. & P.. 390 : H. v. Allen. I 

l)en.. 304.
(0) 11. v. Waite. 17 Cox C. C„ 554: [1892] 2 Q. B.. 000. See. also. I! \ 

Haïtien. 30 N. S. R„ 317.
(7) It. v. Williams, 02 L. .1. M. ('.. 09.
(H) |{. v. Camplin. 1 Den., 89; 1 C. & K.. 740.
(9) 8. v. Green, W hart. & St. Med. dur.. 2nd Ed., s. 459; 2 Bish. New 

<>. !,. Com., s. 1120.
(10) It. v. Mayers, 12 Cox C. ('.. 311.
(11) H. v. Caw. I Den.. 580: 19 L. .1. M. (’.. 40.
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ilcr the belief that he was merely performing the surgical operation, and 
that belief being wilfully and fraudulently induced by the prisoner. (12) 
l$ut later on. it has been held, in England, that the effect of the Criminal 
l.aic Amend mint Act, I88Ô, is to set aside the decision in It. v. Flattery, 
and that it is a good defence, there, to an ind.ctuient for rape that the 
carnal knowledge alleged was had with the woman’s consent, even though 
such consent was obtained by fraud; but that under such circumstances 
the prisoner may be convicted of indecent assault. (13)

I he following are some of the older definitions of rape:
East. — “ llape is the unlawful carnal knowledge of a woman bit farce 

and against her will.” (14)
Coke, — In the second Institute, gives the following, from the Mirror : 

“ llape is when a man hath carnal knowledge of a woman by force and 
against her will.” (15)

Hale. - “ Rape is the carnal knowledge of any woman above the age 
of ten years against her trill, and of a woman-child under the age of ten 
years with or against her will.” ( ltl)

Hawkins. "It seems that rape is an offence in having unlawful nnd 
carnal knowledge of a woman by force and against her will. (17)

JIlackstom:. • llape is " the carnal knowledge of a woman forcibly and 
against her will." (IS)

lli ssEi.L. - " llape has been defined to be the having unlawful and car
nal knowledge of a woman by force and against her will." ( 11))

These definitions and some of the judicial constructions placed upon the 
words, “forcibly " and “ again nt her trill,” have helped to produce the 
common notion that, to constitute a rape, there must have been desperate 
resistance on the part of the woman and the employment of overpowering 
force on the pari of the man.

The present definition as contained in the above section, 266, namely 
"the act of carnally knowing a woman, without her consent," is mucii 
better calculated to meet the ends of justice than the old definitions, 
Bishop argues the matter out, as follows: —

"While, thus, [during si ce y \, there may be rape of a woman who does 
not resist, one in the normal condition, awake, mentally competent, and 
not in fear, will oppose with a vehemence and by measures varying with 
her special nature and the particular circumstances, this greatest of all 
outrages, unless she mentally consent. So that, though in words she ob
jects. if she makes no outcry and no resistance, she, by her conduct, con
sents, and there is no rape. (20) In just principle, it is believed that the 
extent and form of the resistance should in each case be shown to the jury, 
who, weighing this evidence with the rest, will iind as of fact whether or 
not the woman consented. Hut the question seems commonly to be treated 
by the courts as a question of law. and they often lay it down that the 
resistance must be to the extent of the woman's ability. (21) Some of the

( 12) II. v. Flattery. 2 (). B. I).. 411): 4(1 L. .1. M. 130.
(13) II. v. O'Shay, I!) Cox ('. 76.
(14) 1 Hast, I». (X. 434.
(15) 2 Inst., ISO.
(16) I Hale. V. ('.. 628.
(17) 1 Hawk. 1*. C. Curw. ed„ p. 122. s. 2.
( IN) 4 HI. Com., 210.
(Ill) 1 IIuas. (>., 3rd Kd.. 675.
(20) Reynolds v. P.. 41 How. Vr.. 170: Brown v. ('.. 82 Va.. 653.
(21) Anderson v. S.. 104 Ind.. 467: Oleson v. S.. 11 Neb., 276: 38 Am. 

It.. 366.
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eases, Iiot li old and modern, are quit* too favorable to the ravisher.- ol 
female virtue. Thua, where a man locketl his servant girl of fourteen in a 
barn and had connection with her, a verdict for rape was set aside because 
the judge at the trial refuse*! to direct the jury that to convict they must 
be satisfied she * resisted the defendant to the extent of her ability,’ though 
he did tell them that ‘ the act must have been done by force and again-t 
her will and resistance.’ Said the learned judge in the Court of Appeals: 
'the renixtanve must he up to the point of Seing orerpotrered hg art mil 
force, or of inability, from loss of strength, longer to resist, or. from thr 
number of persons attacking, resistance must be dangerous or absolutely 
useless, or there must lie dread or fear of death' (22) Various other ease- 
state that the woman's will must oppose the act, and that any inclination 
favoring it is fatal to the prosecution. The latter terms are not under the 
ordinary facts repugnant to good doctrine. And the stronger ones just 
quoted might not be very objectionable in a barbarous age : but, in our 
age, to compel a frail woman, or girl of fourteen, to abandon her reason, 
and measure all her strength v , a robust man. knowing the effect will 
be to make her present deplorable condition the more wretched, yet not to 
preserve her virtue. on pain of being otherwise deemed a prostitute in 
stead of the victim of an outrage, — is asking too much of virtue and 
giving too muidi to vice. The text of the lair, we have seen, and, it 1- lie 
lieved, the better judicial doctrine, requires only that the case shall be 
one in which the woman did not consent. Her resistance must not 1h- a 
mere pretence, but in good faith.’’ (23)

As penetration to the slightest degree is sufficient to constitute carnal 
knowledge, a jienetration of such depth as not to injure the hymen was 
held sufficient to constitute a rape. (24)

When actual penetration is not proved the defendant may, neverfhclc»» 
on an indictment for rape be found guilty, — by virtue of section 711. post. 
— of an attempt to commit a rape, or lie may be convicted of an indecent 
assault. or of a common assault. (See section 713, poxt).

An indictment charged A with rape, and R as an aliettor. The jury 
found A guilt ' of an attempt at ra|>e and H of aiding A in the attempt : 
and the com i ion was aflirmed. (25)

It is no i i-e that the woman consented at first, if the offence was after
wards aett iv committed by force or against her will. (2(1) Even that 
the worn was a common strumpet, or the mistress of the ravisher is no 
excuse , although such circumstances as these should, certainly, op
cente gly with the jury as to the probability or improbability of tin- 
fact i connection was had against the woman's consent.

Although the party who complains of being ravished is a competent wit 
ness upon every part of the ease, the credibility of her evidence is a mat
ter for the jury to appreciate according to the circumstances. If she I..... .
good reputation and if she make known the offence and seek out the of 
fender without delay, or if the accused take flight, all such circumstances 
as these will help the probability of her evidence. If on the other hand hei 
*'< ion is bad. and her evidence lie uncorroborated by the testimony of 
other witnesses; if the place where the alleged outrage took place was one 
where she might have made herself heard, and she made no outcry ; the-.-

(22) V. v. Dohring. 50 N. V.. 374. 382: 17 Am. It.. 34».
( —> I It. v. Ifudland. 4 F. & F.. 4»5. See 2 Dish. New Cr. L. Com., s. 11 j:t.
(24) It. v. Kussen. 1 Hast 1*. ('., 438, 43»; R. v. McRae, 8 ('. & I’., oil
(25) R. v. Hapgood. L. R., 1 ('. ('. R.. 221; It. v. Wvatt. 3» I,. .1. 11. <

S3.
(2(1) 1 Hawk., c. 41. s. 7.
(27) 1 Hale. 72».

6
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"ill him* n tendency to throw doubt on her evidence; especially if she lu
ll’ll ly contradicted by tlu- accused, who is now, under the Canada fir- 
itlnnr Art, IHU.I, sect ion 4. u competent witness.

The defendimt may adduce evidence to shew that the woman is of not
oriously bad character, unchaste, and of indecent habits, or that she is a 
common prostitute; or to shew that she has previously had carnal connec
tion with the defendant of her own free will; (28) but In- cannot adduce 
evidence, of other particular acts with other persons, so as to impeach her 
chastity, fill)

If asked on cross-examination whether, outside of the prisoner, she has 
had carnal connection with other men, named to her in the questions, and 
if she deny having had any such intercourse with them, her answer will 
he conclusive and those men cannot be called to contradict her. (30)

Although section 181. ante, makes it an indictable olTencc merely to have 
carnal connexion with a girl between the ages of fourteen and sixteen 
years, even with her consent, an indictment for the graver offence of rape 
"in ,.e against one who rariahvn such a girl, or has carnal connection with 
her, without her consent. (31)

I'lie words “ man " and " woman " used in section 200 are to be taken 
in a general or generic sense, as indicating all males and all females of the 
human race, and not in a limited sense as opposed to bo//* a ml girl»; and 
it has been held that an indictment for rape lies against one who has 
ravished a female under fourteen against her will, notwithstumoiig tin- 
provisions of section 201). goat, which enacts that every man is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life and to be whipped 
who carnally knows any girl under the age of fourteen years not being his

A woman may la- indicted for rape, as a principal, when she has aided
and abetted a man in tlu..... minission of the offence. A man and his wife
were indicted jointly for a rape committed upon a girl under the age of 
thirteen. The girl, who was the domestic servant of the two prisoners, was 
sent out by them for a quantity of whiskey. All three partook of the 
whisky, the girl being forced by the female prisoner to drink. The male 
prisoner then went upstairs to bed. Shortly afterwards the female pris
oner forcibly took the girl up to the man's bedroom and the man had 
forcible connection with the girl. Held that both prisoners were guilty of 
rape. (33)

A prosecution for rape is a prosecution in fact for any of the offences of 
which the accused on an indictment for rape may be found guilty So 
that, although it is. by section 5 of the E nullah Criminal l.air Amendment 
Art. ISS.',. provided tliât a prosecution for the offence of having or at
tempting to have carnal knowledge of a girl above thirteen and under 
sixteen shall not be commenced more than three months after the com
mission of the offence, it has been held that a prisoner, who was, within 
three months, accused of rape and committed for trial on that charge, 
max be indicted for and tried and convicted of carnally knowing the pros-

(28) It. v. Hi lev, IS Q. It. I).. 481; hi Cox C. C.. 101.
(20) It. V. Hodgson. It. & It.. 211 ; It. v. Clark, 2 Stark. 243; It. v. liar 

ker. 3 C. A I*.. AH0: It. v. Martin, 0 ('. & I’.. 502.
(30) It. v. Holmes, h. It.. 1 < . C. It.. 334 ; 41 L .1. M. 12; K. v. Cock

croft. 11 Cox V. ('., 410: It. v. Hodgson. It. & It.. 211. See other authorities 
oil this subject cited at p. 207. ante.

(31 ) It. v. 11at«Iilie. 10 Q. It. I).. 74: V2 L. .1. M. ('.. 40.
(32) It. v. Itiopel, 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 22â; Que. dud. ltep.. 8 Q. It.. 181.
(33) It. v. Ham & Ham, 17 Cox C. C„ «00.
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ccutrix a girl above thirteen and under sixteen, although when the indict
ment went before the tirand .Jury more than three months had elapsed 
since the commission of the oll'ence. (34)

Where a defendant was charged in the first count of an indictment with 
carnally knowing a girl between thirteen and sixteen, and. in the second 
count, with an indecent assault upon the girl, it was held that the defen
dant could be convicted of a common assault. (35)

In ordinary cases of rape, when a prosecutrix describes the outrage in 
her sworn testimony as a witness, evidence of her complaints made soon 
after the occurrence of the outrage is properly admissible to shew her credit 
and the accuracy of her recollection. (30)

A prosecutrix gave evidence that the prisoner came to a room in an inn 
where she was barmaid, when she was alone, committed a rape upon her. 
and then left the house, and that, an hour and a half afterwards, a cu> 
tomer came in, and that to this customer she made a complaint mention
ing the prisoner's name in connection with it ; and Baron Brainwcll al
lowed her to give evidence of the particulars of what she told the cus
tomer and also allowed the customer to give evidence in detail of the pros
ecutrix's complaint to such customer. (37)

l pon the trial of an indictment for rape or other kindred offences against 
women or girls, the fact that a complaint was made by the prosecutrix 
shortly after the alleged outrage and the particulars of such complaint 
may so far as they relate to the charge be given in evidence, on the part 
of the prosecution, not as being evident • of the truth of the charge against 
the defendant, but as being evidence of the consistency of the prosecutrix's 
conduct with the story told by her in the witness box and as negativing 
consent on her part; and therefore the whole of her complaint ought, in 
the interest of the defendant, to Ik- given in evidence. (38)

'l'ho prosecutrix's complaint should, in order to be admissible in evideiin . 
be a complaint made as soon as possible after the occurrence. The lirst 
person met by the prosecutrix after the occurrence would seem to be the 
proper person to whom such complaint should be made. (30)

V In re. on a charge of rape, it was sought to give in evidence statements 
made by the prosecutrix to a police officer on the day following the uneged 
outrage, the police officer having called upon her with reference to the mat
ter, it was held that the evidence was inadmissible, it being considered 
that the statements of the woman to the police officer were not made as 
the unstudied outcome of the woman's feelings nor as speedily after the 
occurrence as could be reasonably expected, it appearing that she had made 
no complaint of the actual rape, but merely of an assault, to two women 
who had happened to come to the scene of the occurrence just after it had' 
happened, and she having moreover made no complaint to her own Ini- 
band before the officer called upon her. (40)

In an English ease of recent date, a similar lapse of time. namely, one

(34) It. v. West, 1H Vox C. L\, 075; 07 L. .1. (J. ».. 02.
(35) It. v. Bostock, 17 Cox C. ('., 700.
(36) See Remarks of Rolfe, B., in R. v. Megson & others, 0 C. & i\, 420. 

Sec, also, R. v. tiuttridge, 0 V. & l\. 4*1, and It. v. Eyre. 2 F. & 1<\. 570. to 
the same effect.

(37) II. v. Wood, 14 Vox V. V., 46.
(38) It. v. Lillyman, 18 Vox V. V.. 346; 65 L. J. M. V.. 105; 118061 1

<j. B.. 167 ; |1807] 1 Q. B.. 374. Nee It. v. Rowland. <12 -F. P.. 450.
(30) R. v. Eyre, 2 F. & F., 579; I!, v. Little. 16 Vox V. < ., 310; R. v.

McMahon, 18 O. R., 502.
(40) It. v. Graham, 10 V. L. T., 275; 31 O. It., 77; 3 Can. Vr. Cas., 22.

0
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day, was held tu he a suflieient reason for excluding t lie .letails of a coin 
plaint, tin- Court remarking that t lie lapse of time between 1 lie eommission 
of the offence ami the making of the eotnpluint was very important in tlies.- 
eases. (41 )

lint it has since been held in a ease of rape tried at Montreal that, while 
the injured person should maki* her complaint as soon as possible after the 
commission of the offence, yet no specified time is fixed therefor, by law, 
and that the fact that the prosecutrix made a complaint to her mother 
seven days after the alleged offence and the details of such complaint were 
admissible as evidence for the prosecution to confirm the prose ntrix's tes
timony and disprove consent on her part, and that, among the particulars 
of the complaint, the name of the person accused by her of the offence 
could be stated: the Court considering that there is no settled rule as to 
how recent the complaint must lie made, and that in the present case it 
was sufficientl\ recuit in view of the fact that the prosecutrix, a girl of 
eighteen, had given. - as a very natural reason. her bashfulness, for not 
complaining sooner, and that under the circumstances it was for the jury 
to weigh the time which elapsed before the complaint was made, when con
sidering the probability of its truth. (42)

In an English Case of still more recent date, it has been held that, where 
the girl upon whom the offence has been committed is of tender years, the 
complaint made by her may be admissible, although not made at the ear
liest, opportunity. '(41$)

Hale tells its that. in his time, rape was a felony by statut and that it 
"was anciently punished by loss of life. In process of time, that punish
ment seemed too hard ; but the truth is, a severe punishment succeeded in 
place thereof, namely, castration and the loss of the eyes, as appears by
firacton (who wrote in the time of Henry III), lib. 3. c. 2H. Hut, 'then,
though the offender was convict at the Kings suit, the woman that was 
ravished, if single, might, if she pleased, redeem him from the execution, 
if she ele: teil him for her husband, and the offender consented thereto. '(44 i

Cnder the Homan law rape, — niulirnwi.- was punished with
death and confiscation of goods. It is said to be the general opinion of 
civilians that under the Roman law the offence might be committed, not 
only by forcible connection with a woman against her will, hut by carry
ing oil her person from her friends with a view to debauch her. (45)

As Lord Hale has said, rape is a most detestable crime and should be
severely punished : but it is a crime of such a nature that an accusation 
can be easily made and is hard to prove, but it is still harder to he defen 
ded by a person accused of it. though he be never so innocent. (40)

268. Attempt to commit rape. - Every one is guilty of mi in
dictable offence and liable to seven years* imprisonment who at
tempts to commit .ape.

269. Defiling a girl under fourteen. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life, and to 
be whipped, who carnally knows any girl under tile age of four-

(41) R. v. Rush. (>() .1. I\., 777.
(43) R. v. Riendeau, Quo. dud. Rep., !)
.4:i. R. v. Kiddle, 1» Cox (’. C„ 77.
(44) 1 Hale V. <’.. (12(1. 112'
(4Ô) AbvKenzie Rom. L., 3rd Ed.. 963
(4(1) 1 Hale. 684.
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Iven years, not living liis wife, whether lie believes her In Ik* of or 
above that age or not. 53 \\, c. 37, s. 12.

270. Kvorv one who attempts to have unlawful carnal know
ledge of any girl under the age of fourteen years is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to two years' imprisonment, and to 
he whipped. 53 V.. c. 37. s. 12.

I In* evidence in n ease under section 200 is the same as in a ease of rape, 
except that the consent or non-consent of the girl is immaterial. (47)

these two sections, 2011 and 270, protect, against defilement and at
tempted defilement, (with or without their consent), all girls under four
teen. whether of previously chaste character or not : while section INI, 
mill’, protects against defilement (with or without their consent), all girls 
between the ages of fourteen and sixteen, where unchastity is not estab
lished by the accused as provided by section 1N3a, ante.

If the defendant be indicted under section 201). he may, under section 
711. liant, be convicted of an attempt to commit the offence, if the evidence 
warrants it.

I poll a trial for either of the offences mentioned in sections 201) and 
270. the jury may, under section 713. pant, if the evidence points to that 
conclusion, return a verdict of guilty of an indecent assault or common as
sault. (48) even if the girl assented. (See section 201. ante).

See section 08'». past, and the Canada Kridrnre Art, IS!),], section 2.'». 
pant, as to the evidence, without oath, of children of tender years.

Section 4 of the Imperial Criminal Lair Amendment Art, I SHU, makes it 
a criminal offence to carnally know a girl under the age of thirteen years, 
and section .'» of the same Act relates to the punishment of any person who 
carnally knows or attempts to carnally know any girl between the ages of 
thirteen and sixteen. And where a girl between the ages of thirteen and 
sixteen was convicted upon an indictment charging her with having un
lawfully aided and abetted the commission upon herself by a man of Hu
la tier offence and with having solicited and incited its commission, it was 
held that the conviction was bad. as the Act was passed for the purpose 
of protecting young girls against being defiled with or without their con 
sent and contained no provisions as to aiding and abetting or soliciting and 
inciting by girls: and the conviction was set aside. (40)

V here a boy under fourteen was indicted, under section 4 of the I'.nijlinli 
Criminal Lair Amrndmrnt Art, for carnally knowing a girl under tin- age 
of thirteen, it was held that, although lie could not, ( being under the age 
of fourteen ). be convicted of that offence, he might nevertheless lie found 
guilty of an indecent-assault punishable under section 1) of that Act. (50)

It has been held, in England, that a prisoner may lie indicted for the 
misdemeanor of having carnal knowledge or attempting to have carnal 
knowledge of a girl between the ages of thirteen and sixteen, notwit list and 
ing that his committal for trial was on a charge o' tape and notwithstand
ing that the misdemeanor for which lie was indicted,tried and convicted was

(47) 15. Itriee. 7 Man. L. I{„ 027. And see 1». v. Chisholm, 7 Man. L. 
15.. 013.

(48) See II. v. Connolly. 20 V. C. (). II.. 317. and 15. v. Rond ley. 14 Cox 
1 . c., IIIH.

(411) R. v. Tyrrell. 17 Cox C C.. 710: 1181)41 1 <). ».. 710: 03 L. I. M. 
V.. 58.

(50) R. v. Williams, 1180.31 1 <). B.. 320 ; 02 L. .1. M. 00.
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committed more tlum three mmitlis. (the lime limited by tliv statute for 
Un» prosecution of the offence), before the bill of indictment was laid and 
found l»y tin- <1 valid Jury, it living further livid that a prouvent ion for rupv 
is a prosecution for any of the offences of which the a •«•used on an indict
ment for rape may he found guilty. ( 51 >

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 21111, which protects a girl 
under fourteen against dvliivnicnt even with her own consent, an in'i'-t- 
ment will still lie for the oll'vnce of rape upon a girl under fourteen. (52)

On the hearing of a charge under section 5 of the Engl ixh Criminal Lair 
Amrmlmcnt Art, it value out ill the course of the evidence that the girl 
(who was fifteen years of age), lived with her parents, and had informed 
her mother that she was rnrrinlv by the prisoner ; that thereupoi the 
mother told her daughter to "bring him there," namely, to her parent's 
house, which she did. and the immoral intercourse was there repeated, the 
mother admitting that she had, by arrangement with her daughter, found 
the prisoner in the act, in «inter that she might obtain evidence on which 
t«i prosecute him. The Justices having ailjuilicated upon the case ami 
committed the prisoner for trial, an application was then made to them 
for a summons against the mother, charging her, under section li of the 
Act, with being the occupier of premises ami with having induced or suf
fered her «laughter, a girl b«*twe«‘ii thirteen and sixteen, to be in such pre
mises for the purpose of being unlawfully ami carnally known; and the 
Justices having refused the application, it was held, upon an application 
for a mandamus to «‘«impel the Justices to grant tin* summons, that the 
mothers coinluct was not an offence under section li of the Act, and a 
mandamus was rcfuscil. (A3)

271. Killing unborn child. Kvcrv mu* i> guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to imprisonment for life who causes the 
death of any child which has not become a human being, in such 
a manner that lie would have been guilty of murder if such child 
had been born.

'i. No one is guilty of any offence who, by means which he, in 
good faith, considers necessary for the preservation of the life of 
the mother of tin* child, causes the death of any such child before 
or during its birth.

This section will meet the cam* of any wilful and unlawful killing of a 
chilli which, in c«mse«|uencc of the injuri«*s inflicted upon it, becomes ex
tinct cither while it is still in the womb or while it is proceeding but has 
not yet completely proceeded from its mother's body.

By section 2111. anlr, a child only liecomes a human being when it lias 
«•oinphdely proceeded in a living state from the body of its mother; and it 
is not ho'tnichlc to kill a child which becomes extinct before it has so be- 
«•«inie a human being.

Sub-section 2 of the above section. 271. is meant for the protection of 
na-dica! men who. acting in good faith, in the course «if their professional 
praetiei*. find it necessary either to inti nee premature labor so as to save 
both mother and child, or. in extreme cases, to kill, during or before labor, 
the unborn child, in order t«i save the life of the mother. For instance, there

(.Ml It. v. West. 11Hits| 1 <). H„ 174: <17 L. J.. <). It.. <12.
(fv2) It. v. Dieken, 14 Cox C. C.. 8; It. v. Itatcliffi*. hi Cox ('. 127.
(53) It. v. Merthyr Tytlvill, (Justices). 38 Sol. J.. 340 : Stone's Jus. 

Man.. 30th Kd.. 008.'
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«re «unes, in which, on account of certain deformities, such as what is 
termed, in medical parlance, an extreme narrowing of the initie brim, it 
max he impossible or very dangerous, even with the aid of forceps, to cl 
feet delivery at the end of the full term of gestation, and in which a skil 
till and careful medical practitioner may. by inducing premature birth, at 
seven months, bring forth the child, sometimes alive, with perfect safety 
to the mother. Medical statistics ap|iear to show that a \cry small propoi 
lion of women die under the operations necessary to Induce these premn 
ture births, and that many of the children, thus prematurely born. live. 
One M. Figueru is mentioned us having collected 280 cases, in which only 
six proved fatal to the mothers; and Dr. Holt'man is said to have collected 
524 cases, in thirty four of which the operations had been repeated tlirei. 
four or more times; and in .178 of these eases, 2ÔU children were born alive 
and 128 dead. (54)

ABORTION.

272. Using means to procure abortion. Kwrv out- is guilt\ 
of a it indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who. 
with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman, whether 
she is or is not with child, unlawfully atlniinisln* In her or muses 
lo be taken hi/ her any drug or other noxious thing, or unlawful I \ 
lists any instrument or other means whatsoever with the like in
tent. I?. S. (’.. c. 1«S, s. 47.

273. Woman using means to procure her own abortion.
Every woman is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to scum 
years' imprisonment who, whether with child or not. unlawfully 
administers to herself or permits to be administered to her am 
drug or other noxious thing, or unlawfully uses on herself or per
mits to lie used on her any instrument or other means whatsoever 
with intent to procure miscarriage. R. S. ('., <•. HIV. s. 17.

274. Supplying means to procure abortion.—Kvery mu- is guilty
of an indictable offence and liable to two years' imprisonment who 
unlawfully supplies or procures any drug or other noxious thing, 
or any instrument or thing whatsoever, knowing that the same i- 
intended to be unlawfully used or i * with intent to pro
cure the miscarriage of any woman, whether she is or is not with 
child. It. S. ('., e. Ki2, s. 48.

Where the prisoner gave a woman a drug for the purpose of procuring 
an abortion, and she took it for that purpose, in the prisoner's absence 
this was held to be a causing of it to In taken. (55)

The drug or other thing administered must be. either in its nature, or 
by reason of the quantity, noxious; and it would not .he sufficient if. not 
being actually noxious, in itself, it was merely imagined by the defendant

(54) Wood m. & T.. For. Med., 745.
(55) R. v. Wilson. Dears. &• It.. 127; 7 ( ox ('. |<MI: 2« L .1. ( XI. <

18; R. v. Farroxv. Dears. & II.. 1(14.
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that it would huv the effect intended. (50) Hut. it the drug administered 
actually produces mis-varriuge, and there he no other evidence of its 
nature, — this, in itself, is sufficient evidence of its being noxious. (57)

Where the drug is not noxious in itself and quite innoxious and even use
ful when administered in small quantities, yet if the quantity administered 
by the defendant is noxious, that makes the drug so administered a nox
ious thing. (58)

On the other hand, if the drug is such that when administered in large 
quantities it is noxious yet if in the quantity administered by the defen 
dant, it is innoxious, lie will not be guilty of administering a noxious 
thing. (50)

In a ease where the instrument alleged to have been used to procure an 
abortion was a quill, which, by its n ure, might have been used for an 
innocent purpose, evidence was allow ! to lie adduced, in order to prove 
the intent, showing that the prisone had, at other times, caused miscar
riages by similar means. (00)

To constitute the offence of supplying a noxious thing, knowing that it 
was intended to la* used to procure abortion, the tiling supplied must be 
of a noxious character, in itself, or be noxious by virtue of the quantity 
in which it was supplied. (01)

it has been held that, if the drug supplied by the détendant be noxious, 
and be supplied with the intention of ils being used to procure abortion, 
the offence is complete, although the woman may not have intended to 
use the drug, and although no one but the defendant may have intended 
that it should be used to procure a miscarriage; (02) and even although 
the woman was not, and never had been pregnant. (03)

The terms miaearrtaye and abortion are used, by medical men, to signify 
the expulsion of the ovum or child before it is liable; and the term preaia 
hire labor is used by them to signify the expulsion of the child after it is

Oram is generally used to signify an early stage of infant life, before 
what is popularly <ailed quickening. It is also called, embryo. Faina is a 
word used to signify the fruit of the womb from the period of quieken- 
iiing until his birth; but, in the later stages, during the seventh, eighth, 
and ninth months, it is more usual to speak of it as the ehild.

An embryo of three months is usually from two to two and a half inches 
in length, and about an ounce and a half in weight.

A falna of four months is from five to six inches, in length, and about 
three ounces in weight.

A fui na of five months is from six to seven inches in length, and from 
live to seven ounces in weight.

At six months a fui un is from nine to ten inches in length, and about a 
pound in weight : at seven months it is from thirteen to fifteen inches 
long, and weighs from three to four pounds; at eight months it reaches 
from fourteen to sixteen inches in length, and weighs from two to five

(50) It. v. Isaacs, b. & L\, 220; 0 Cox C. C., 228.
(57) It. v. Hollis, 12 Vox V. V.. 403.
(68) It. v. tramp, 5 <). II. !>.. 307 ; 41) L. .1. (M. ('.). 44. 
(50) It. v. Hennah. 13 Vox V. V.. 547.
(00) It. v. Dale, 10 Vox V. V., 703.
(til ) It. v. Cramp, and R. v. Hennah. auyra.
(02) It. v. Hillman. L. & (’., 343: 33 I,. .1. (M. V.). 00. 
(03) It. v. lit ley. 14 Vox C. C.. 502.
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pound*: anil at nine months, or at the end of the full term of gestation, 
the vliihl is from seventeen to twenty one inches long, and varies from live 
lo nine pounds in weight.

I'or a child to Ik- riablt*. in other words, to he capable of living after his 
birth, it must have attained a certain degree of development ami growth. 
Seven months’ children and those born at eight months are sufficiently 
common: but there are records of some remarkable cases, (not ncccssurv 
to l»e particularized here), of infants born at much earlier stages of gcstu

I he practical conclusions, arrived at by medical scientist*, as to a child's 
viability, are as follows:

I. Children born at seven months, eight months, and intermediate pc 
noils up to term, not only may live, but constantly do so;

Life is also possible, though less probable, when the birth takes place 
at six to seven months. A few survive ;

•‘b Children have been born alive as early as four to live months. At the 
latter age. or a few days more, one or two have survived ;

4. Although, from the tlrst moment of impregnation, the ovum is altrr. 
et. previous to the tilth month there is no possibility (so far as we know ; 

of their being reared, anil Is-fore six or seven months, it is very improbable.
• lie Scotch law allows six lunar months, or DIS days, for a child to be 

both viable and legitimate. I lie Parliament of Paris, m the case of Cardi
nal Richelieu, decided "that the futlin at live months |M>ssesseii that cap- 
ab. ,iy of living to the ordinary period of human existence which the law 
of France required for establishing its title to inheritance." The Code 
Napoleon mentions 1st) days, or six calendar months. («14 )

As, from a medical point of view, the average period, at which a fulu* 
Incomes viable, is six months, the term abortion is, medically, usually 
limited to procuring the expulsion of the contents of the womb, hr fori tin 
xiilh month of mutation. Rut the law makes no such distinction of time.

If. in the attempt to procure abortion, or after and in consequence of 
the abortion lieing effected, the woman dies, the crime is usually con 
sidcred as murder, although the ae used may not have meant to destroy 
life, lie would now come within the definition of murder contained in sc 
t ion 227</, ante.

I hus. where a man had procured an abortion on a woman, and tin- 
woman died as the result of his act, it was held, in a recent English ease 
that the man committed murder, unless when lie committed the act he 
could not as a reasonable man have contemplated that it could result in 
death : in which ease the crime would be reduced to manslaughter. ( h.ï )

Where, upon an indictment for procuring an abortion, two prisoners 
were convicted of an attempt to commit abortion, it was contenued on 
their behalf upon an application for leave to appeal, under section 74ii. 
/»«*/. that although evidence was adduced at the trial to support a convie 
tion for procuring abortion, there was no evidence adduced in support of 
llie conviction for an attempt, and that therefore the prisoners should be 
discharged or given a new trial. Held that, as there was evidence to shew 
the commission of the greater offence, the jury might believe a portion of 
it and properly convict of the lesser offence : and the application was 
refused. ( (Mi )

(ti4 ) Wood, and T. For. Med., 7411.
(tif>) R. v. W hit marsh, (12 .1. I1.. 711.
< (Mi ) R. v. Hamilton & Bustard. 17 V. L. T.. :i70.
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In ii trial fur murder by eommitting an ulmrtion resulting in tin* girl's 
death, it uppcarcd that the /«w/ mortnii examination waa insufficient and 
that so far as the medical evidence was concerned, it was possible that 
death might have been occasioned by some undiscovered disease which a 
pox/ moil no examination of other organs than those examined might have 
disclosed, and none of the medical men would swear positively to the cause 
of death; but there was other evidence tending hi shew that death was 
caused by a criminal operation and connecting the prisoners therewith. 
Meld that there is no rule that the cause of death must la- provd by pox/ 
wort tin examination, and that the latter evidence was properly submitted 
to the jury. (07 )

Means of procuring abortion. Women have been Known to emphn 
some ot the most extraordinary means to procure abortion: such as vio
lently rolling down hill, throwing themselves downstairs, or out of win
dow." submitting themselves to lie laced with extreme tightness, or even to 
be trampled on and kicked on the abdomen. Tardieu mentions the follow

In the Assize Court of the Loire-Intérieure, it was proved that a peasant, 
who hud seduced his servant, and wished to make her abort, mounted on 
a. strong horse, ami put the girl on the same horse, then galloped wildly 
hither ami thither, throwing lier down on the ground whilst in lull gallop, 
and this repeatedly. Having tried this twice without success he conceived 
the horrible idea of applying to her stomach bread just taken from a very 
hot oven. This means failed like the former, and the poor victim gave 
birth t«> a living and well-formed child at term. (UK)

Amongst the drugs generally used to procure abortion might bo included 
almost every known purgative, and almost every drug or Kerb which has 
medicinal properties.

ilie following commonly used substances.--squills, sarsaparilla, guaia 
cum, aloes, balm, horehound, camomile, wormwood, saffron, borax, mug 
wort, and juniper, are considered by many authorities to be perfectly 
harmless in this respe-t; although some have considered that aloes, worm 
wood, borax, and lungwort possess properties which may lie indirectly ef
fective in procuring abortion.

It seems that such poisons as arsenic, mercury, sulphate of copper, ami 
cantharides have no special action on the ultra*, and that to produce au\ 
effect for purposes of abortion they would have to be given in doses almost 
necessarily fatal.

I here is some medical evidence that ioditlr of iiotaxxiiim, //cm1, pvnnu- 
ropul ami oil of nir will cause abortion, and the evidence is still stronger 
in regard to the efficacy of xaciur and vryot of ryr.

Amongst the mechanical instruments and contrivances which have been 
used in procuring abortion may be mentioned pointed sticks and wooden 
skewers, syringes, catheters, guarded stilettos, forceps, long knitting nee
dles. and steel claws, the latter being worn on the lingers, for the purpose, 
as it seems, of penetrating the membranes or tearing the embryo. ((H))

Proof. It was held in an American abortion case that, any déclara 
lions or acts of the defendant tending to show his intention and purpose 
to produce the abortion are admissible, whether such acts and declarations 
were prior or subsequent to the particular act charged in the indictment :

(t!7) 11. v. Harrow & Creech, 1 Can. Or. Cas.. 240 : 
Can. Ann. Dig., l 1807). 07.

(08) Tardieu Ktude MM. Leg- *ur l'Avortement, p. *J 
(00) Wood. & T. For. Med., 753. rt seq.

5 B. C. L. R.. 01 ;
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that. the defvmlunt made a subsequent attempt to accomplish the same 
purpose by different means is admissible to show with what purpose and 
intent In- made the attempt charged in the indictment as well as to cor
roborate the evidence of the first attempt; and that a letter written by 
the defendant, c ambiguous language, may Ik* received in ev
idence against him, and its language explained by parol, when it relates 
to the question at issue.

The defendant in this case had been convicted in the Circuit Court of 
Italtimore county, upon an indictment charging him, with furnishing 
Knchacl Taylor, a pregnant woman, with certain drugs and medicines and 
with advising and soliciting her to take them for the purpose of producing 
an abortion.

Alter the State had proved, by the woman Taylor, that the defendant 
had furnished her with some pills and drops and advised her to take them, 
saying that they would destroy the child of which she was pregnant, tin- 
witness was asked if the defendant had proposed to her any other means 
uf producing the abortion: and she answered, that lie had taken her to a 
doctor in Rnltimorc and told her to go through an operation to destroy the 
unborn child, but that she refused to submit to such operation. To* t',ii< 
question and answer the defendant objected, and, on the court allowing 
them, the defendant excepted.

The State then put in evidence a letter, from the prisoner to the woman 
Taylor, in which lie said. " I made you a fair proposition, which if ymi had 
not spurned we would have been the same as ever," etc., and asked her 
what was the proposition referred to. upon which she answered that it was 
a proposition by the defendant that she should be operated upon. The 
defendant also objected to this question and answer, and. on same being 
allowed, he excepted.

I pmi these* two exceptions the ease came before the Maryland Court of 
appeals: anil, in rendering judgment in that Court, Stone, J., said, as in 
the first exception:

“The unmimni of the offence charged against the accused was his pur
pose and intention to produce an abortion upon the hotly of Rachael A. 
Taylor, and lie is charged with endeavoring to effect that purpose hv fur 
lushing her with drugs, and advising her to take them. Any declarations 
or acts of the defendant tending to show his intention and purpose to pro 
dueo such abortion are admissible, whether made prior or subsequent to 
the particular act charged in the indictment. That lie made a subsequent 
attempt, to accomplish the sahie purpose by different means, is admissible 
to shew with what purpose and intent he made the attempt charged in the 
indictment, as well as to corroborate the evidence of the first attempt. In 
the case of King v. Kllis, (70). the prisoner, a shopman, was indicted for 
robbing his employer’s money-drawer of a particular sum of money on a 
particular day. At the trial, evidence was admitted that the prisoner lnul 
robbed the drawer at other times. I pon review, the court. Uayiey. I., 
delivering the opinion, said: ‘(Jenerally speaking, it is not competent to 
a prosecutor to prove a man guilty of one felony by proving him guilty of 
another unconnected felony; but where several felonies are connected to
gether and form part of one entire transaction, then the one is evidence of 
the character of the other.* Holroyd said in the same case: ‘Upon an in
dictment for robbing the prosecutor of a coat, the robbery having been 
committed by the prisoner threatening to charge the prosecutor wuh an 
unnatural crime, I received eviden f a second ineffectual attempt to 
obtain a one pound note from the pmsecutor by similar threat», but 
reserved the point for the judges, and they were of opinion that file c\ 
idenee was admissible to show that the prisoner was guilty of the former 
transaction." The proof of a second attempt to accomplish the same pur-

170) H. v. Kill*. <1 B. & C.. 14fi.
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pose is, therefore, wv think, clearly admissible to prove the purpose in the 
former attempt, ami the ruling of the Court on the tlrst exception must 
lie affirmed."

In reference to the second exception the learned judge said :
" Declarations of the accused, as to the crime with which lie is charged, 

if voluntary, are always admissible against him. This letter is nothing but 
o declaration made by the prisoner. It refers to a proposition, but does not 
say what it. was; and it was entirely competent to shew by parol, what 
tlm proposition was. if it applied to the case. Tin* ruling «in this second 
exception, also, must therefore lie affirmed.*’ (71)

In an Iowa case, where the testimony of the woman upon whom the 
abortion was attempted was to the effect that she was with child by the 
accused, and that, upon telling him of her condition, lie gave her two hot 
ties of " Dr. I .yon's Spanish Drops." which lie said "would be sure to bring 
her all right, and which, when she took it. made her " dizzy and sick, 
and where the accused, when testifying in his own behalf, admitted having 
had illicit intercourse with the woman, who was a servant in his family, 
and the giving of the medicine, but claimed that he did not know that she 
was pregnant, that lie gave it to her only to restore regular menstruation.

it was held that the evidence was sufficient to support a conviction. (7*2)
In the* State of Wisconsin, (whose laws make it manslaughter, in ease 

of the death of either child or mother), to administer to a pregnant wo
man any drug or other substance, or to employ any instrument or other
means, with intent thereby to destroy ......... Iii'hl, unless the operation is
necessary to preserve the life of the mother, or has been advised by two 
physicians to be necessary for that purpose, it was held, that the fact that 
one of the defendants, who was a physician, thought that the operation 
was necessary to save the life of the mother, was no defence where the 
evidence showed that it was in fact unnecessary : that, as the evidence 
showed that defendant operated with a knife on the womb of a healthy 
woman nineteen years old, so that she was delivered of a partly grown 
child, and was then attacked with peritonitis, of which she died, an in
ference that the operation was not necessary to save her life was war
ranted; that the fact that the woman had threatened to commit suicide 
unless she could be relieved of the child with which she was pregnant, did 
not show such a necessity to perform the operation in order to save her life 
as was contemplated by the statute; that an instruction, that defendants 
must show beyond a reasonable doubt that they had the advice of two 
physicians that the operation was necessary to save the life of the mother, 
is harmless error, where defendants have introduced no evidence whatever 
that they had such advice, this being a fact peeuliary within their know
ledge. whose non-existence it is practically impossible for the State to 
show ; and that, the defendants being husband and wife, evidence that the 
wife, in the absence of the husband, offered to produce the abortion for the 
deceased, and stated that she had helped other women out of similar 
trouble, is admissible to show that she acted without the coercion of her 
husband.

I lie facts ns established in evidence were, briefly stated, as follows : 
that Minnie Beardsley, being pregnant, applied to Dr. 11 at chard to procure 
an abortion upon her: that lie administered medicine to her, and operated 
upon her womb three times with a long instrument for that purpose:
that she was a healthy woman, nineteen years of age; that Mrs. Hatchard 
had previously offered to perform the operation, and voluntarily assisted 
her husband in doing so each time; that a few days after the last operation

(71) Lamb v. State. S. (’., 0 Hast. Kep., 283: » O. L. Mag.. 338.
(72) State v. Montgomery, 33 N. W. Hep.. 143; 0 Cr. L. Mag.. 7Pi.
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Mlimit' xvhk delivered of a partly grown tVnmU* child: that «lie wan imme
diately attacked with iiiHammation of the bowels or peritonitis, and died 
thereof the day after her delivery, and that her disease was caused by such 
operations upon her person. (73)

A woman who, believing herself to be with child, hut not being with 
child, conspires with other persons to administer drugs to herself or to use 
instruments on herself, with intent to procure abortion may be convicted 
of conspiracy to procure abortion. (74)

VA HT XXII.

om;X< KK AGAINST ('(Ml GAL AM) IWUKNTAL 
liltlllTS—BIGAMY —AUDI ( TION.

BIGAMY.

275. Definition. — Bigamy is —
(a) thv ac t of a person who. being married, goes through a form 

of marriage with any other person in any /mil of Ihr world : or
(It) the net of a person who goes through a form of marriage in 

nny purl of IIw world with any person whom lie or she knows to he 
married ; or

(r) the act of a verson who goes through a form of marriage 
with more than one person simultaneously or on the same day. II. 
S. ('„ <\ 27, h. 10.

»\ A “form of marriage ** is any form either recognized as u 
valid form by the law of the place where it is gone through, or. 
though not so recognized, is such that a marriage celebrated there
in that form is recognized as binding by the law of the place where 
the offender is tried, hi very form shall for the purpose of this sec
tion lie valid, notwithstanding any act or default of the person 
charged with bigamy, if it is otherwise a valid form. The fact that 
the parties would, if unmarried, have been inconi]»etent to con
tract marriage shall be no defence upon a prosecution for bigamy.

3. No one commits bigamy by going through a form of innr-

(a) if hr or she in good faith and on reasonable grounds hrlirrrs 
his wifr or lirr husband In hr dead : or

(/>) if his wife or her husband has been continually absent for 
seven years then last past and he or she is not proved to have 
known that his wife or her husband was alive at any time during 
those seven years ; or

(78) llatchnril v. State (Wi*.). 48 X. W. Hep.. .180 : 1.1 < v. !.. Map.. 
500, 020.

(74) It. v. Whitchurch, 10 Cox C. C., 743.
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(c) il he or she has been divorced from the bond of first mar
riage ; or

(d) if the former marriage has been declared void by a court of 
comjietent jurisdiction. K. S. ('., c. Hil, s. 4.

4. No |H*rson shall lie liable to he convicted of bigamy in respect 
of having gone through a form of marriage in a place not in Can
ada, unless such person, being a British subject resident in Canada. 
leaves Canada with intent to go through such form of marriage.

276. Punishment. - Every one who commits bigamy is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to seven years' imprisonment.

'1. Every who commits this offence after a previous conviction 
for a like offence shall be liable to fourteen vears’ imprisonment. 
R.8.C., < 161, - i

Proof of the first marriage. ■ Proof must bv imulv of the two marriages, 
mut that, at the time of the second marriage, the first husband or first 
wife, as the ease may he. was living. It. is immaterial whether the first 
marriage was celebrated here or abroad. (1) If celebrated abroad it may 
be proved by any person present at it : and circumstances should be proved 
from which the jury may presume that it was a valid marriage according 
to the laws of the country in which it was celebrated; and. now. under 
section 4 of the ('amnia Evidence Act, ISH3, post, the first wife or the first 
husband is a competent though not a compellable witness.

Proof that the first marriage was celebrated by a jieraon appearing and 
officiating as a priest. and that it was understood by the parties to be the 
marriage ceremony, according to the rites and customs of the foreign 
country, would be sufficient presumptive evidence of it. so as to throw 
upon the defendant the onus of impugning its validity. (2)

It was however, held by Lush, .1., that, in an indictment for bigamy, 
every thing must lie proved most strictly, and that, therefore, evidence of 
the first marriage in Scotland, by a Roman Catholic priest who had many 
times previously performed similar ceremonies there, would not suffice, 
without proof of the law of Scotland, as to such marriage. (3) And in 
another case it. was held that a valid marriage in Scotland could not be 
proved except by the evidence of a person having a knowledge of the law 
of Scotland as to marriages. (4)

If tile first marriage was celebrated in this country, it may lie proved 
by the production of the register of the marriage from the proper custody, 
that is from the Church itself or from the custody of the priest, clergyman 
or other officiating minister; or by a duly certified copy thereof or extract 
therefrom, together with some proof, either direct or presumptive, of the 
identity of the parties. (6)

Proof by the production of a certified copy of or extract from a mar
riage register is provided for by sections 13 and 14 of the Canada Evidence 
\et. IS!U. post ; but a copy or extract cannot be received in evidence.—

(1) 1 Hale. »H»2.
(2) See R. v. Inhabitants of Brampton. 10 Hast. 282.
(3) R. v. Savage, 13 Cox C. ('., 178.
(4) R. v. Povey, Dears, 32; 22 L. .1. (M. ('.), 10.
(5) R. v. Hawes. 1 Den., 270; R. v. Tilson, 1 F. & F.. 54.
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according to section III of the Cunaihi Kridruvr .id, unless the party 
intending to produce the same has before the trial, given at least ten days 
notice to the party against whom it is intended to lie produced.

I‘roof that the marriage took place in a dissenting cha|iel, in the pre
sence of the registrar, that the entry in the registrars lunik was signed by 
a person who proved the fact of tin- marriage, us « witness to the marriage, 
ami that the parties afterwards cohabited for some years, was held wilfli 
cient itrlma fuvir proof that the cIiiijh-I was duly registered us u place in 
which marriages might be lawfully solemnized : (0) mid where the mar 
riage was solemnized in a dissenting cIiu|h-I by a dissenting minister in the 
presence of the registrar of the district and two witnesses, and the cert it 
icate was produted, it was held to lie unnecessary to prove that the cha
pel was registered. (7) In another case, it was proved that the marriage 
was solemnized in a building a few yards from the parish church, while 
tlm church was under repair and it was further proved that divine set 
vivo had several times been |H*rformed in this building. It was, therefore, 
belli that the building must lie presumed to have la-en licensed, and that 
therefore the marriage might lie properly solemnized there. (8)

1'nder the old English Marriage License Laws, it was at one time held, 
that, if the marriage were by license, and if either of the partie* were a 
minor at the time, it was necessary to prove that the marriage was solemn 
toed with the consent of the parents or guardian of the minor ; although 
subsequent countenance from the parents or guardian, or other similar 
circuiiistuiii es, a Horded ground for presuming the necessary consent, (ft) 
Later legislation, however, had the effect of rendering it unnecessary, in 
bigamy cases, to prove the consent of tin parents or the guardian to the 
Hist marriage of a minor. (10)

It was originally the intention of the English Marriage Act that the 
banns should lie published in the true names of the parties, and. if Un- 
banns were published in names totally different from those which the par 
ties used or by which they were known, it used to have the effect of in 
validating the marriage, whether the misdescription was by accident or 
from design and whether it was fraudulent or not; but, now, under tin1 
English Marriage Laws, in order to invalidate a marriage for want of dm- 
publication of banns the misdescription in the banns must lie with tin 
knowledge of both parties. (11)

Ity the lni|H-rial Statute li and 7 W. Iv. c. S."i. section 42. it was enacted 
• that, if any |iersons shall knowingly and wilfully intermarry under tin- 
provisions of this Act, without due notice to the superintendent-registrar, 
t ho marriage of such person* shall lie null and void ; " and it was held 
that, to render a marriage invalid under that act, it must lie with a know 
ledge by both parties, that no due notice had been given ; and therefore 
where one of the parties. in disregard of a clause of the Act, which 
requires the name and surname of each of the parties intending marriagi 
to In- stated in the notice, gave a notice stating therein a false christ inn
......... but it did not appear that that was done with the knowledge of tin
other party, the marriage was held valid. ( 12)

(It) II. v. Man waring. Dears & It.. 1.12; 2(1 L. 1. (M. ('.), 10.
(7) It. v. ( radoek, .1 K. & E.. 817.
(8) It. v. Cress well, 4Ô L. .1. ( M. <’. ), 77.
(») It. v. Itutler. It. & It., til: It. v. Morton. It. & It.. H) M.; It. v. .lame*.

It. & It.. 17.
(10) It. V. Birmingham, 8 B. & ('., 29.
(II) It. V. Inhabitants of Wroxton, 4 B. and Ad.. H40. See

III Cox C. ('., 202.
(12) It. V. Iteu, 41 L. .1. (M. C.), 92; 1L R., 1 C. C. it.. SOS.
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\t urn* the parties were married in Ireland with the ceremonies ncces 

sary to make a marriage of Itoman Catholics valid, the mail and the woman 
both declaring themselves to he Roman Catholics, it was held that tin
man could not. on an indictment for bigamy, set up his alleged protestant 
ism to defeat such marriage. ( 13)

Although, in bigamy cases, u first valid marriage must lie proved it ap
pears that it is not essential, in order to establish it, that proof should lie 
made of the license, or of the puhlieation of the banns, etc.; hut that the 
tact of the marriage having been validly solemnized may lie by
some person who was actually present, and saw the ceremony performed. 
(14) Or, the prisoner's own admission of a prior marriage may lie relied 
on as good evidence to shew that it was lawfully solemnized. ( 15)

A written contract between the parties is essential, however, to the 
validity of a marriage between .lews, which contract is afterwards solemn 
I y ratified in the synagogue: and it has been held in Kngland that in order 
to prove such a marriage, it is not sufficient to prove the religious eer 
einony by the parol testimony of some person who was present, luit Iliai 
the contra t must also lie produced and proved. (1(1)

I'roof of a lirst marriage which is merely nihlublr hut which has not 
been voided, is sufficient, in a prosecution for bigamy. (IT) Thus, a mar 
riage contracted in Ireland by a minor, without consent, such a mar 
ring» being, by the Irish Marriage Act. voidable only within a year. will 
support a conviction for bigamy, if such first marriage has not been 
vacated. (IK)

Rut it is otherwise if the lirst marriage he not merely voidable but 
actually vu id. As. for instance, if a woman marry A. and in A’s lifetime, 
marry II. and then, after A s death, and whilst li is alive, she also main 
('. she cannot la- indicted for bigamy, in marrying ('. because her marriage 
with II was a mere nullity. ( l!l)

So. if a man marry A. and. in the lifetime of A. lie marry II. and, after 
wards, in the lifetime of both A and II. lie marry C, lie cannot be prosecuted 
for bigamy, on an indictment charging him with that offence in marrying 
V during the lifetime of his wife It ; because the marriage with It was 
void. (-0) The indictment, to be good, would have to charge him with 
committing bigamy in marrying (', during the lifetime of A.

If a hoy under fourteen, or a girl under twelve contract matrimony, it is 
void, unless both parties to such marriage consent to and confirm il after 
the one who was under the age of consent arrives at the age of eon 
sent. (21)

On an indictment for bigamy a witness was called to prove the first mar 
riage, and swore that it was solemnized by a justice of the pence in tIn
state of New York who had power to marry ; but the witness was not a 
lawyer nor an inhabitant of the I'liited States and did not say how the

( Ri) R. v. Orgill. 1'.. so.
(14) R. v. Allison, R. <& i .. 100: R. v. Manwaring, Dears. & B., 132: 20 

L. .1. ( M. ('.), 10.
(15) R. v. Newton. 2 M. & Rob.. 503 : R. v. Nimnionsto. 1 ('. & K.. 104. 

And see R. v. Mctjuiggaii, 2 L. R„ 340. and R. v. Creamer. 10 L. V. I»..
404.

(10) Horn. v. Noel. 1 Camp., 01: R. v. At hausen, 17 Cox C. (’.. 0ÏÏO.
(17) 3 Inst.. 88; R. v. Kay. 10 Cox C. ('., 292.
(18) R. v. Jacobs, 2 Moo. C. C., 140.
( 1») 1 Hale. 003.
(20) R. v. XVillshire, 0 y. B. IX, 300.
(21) Co. Lit., 70; R. v. Cordon, R. & R.. 48.
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authority of thv just in- of tin- jx-uee was derived. Ilrhl. that the proof was 
insufficient. (22)

Proof of the second marriage. Although the first marriage must be 
proved to have Ix-cn a valid one. this is not necessary with regard to the 
seeond <ir bigamous marriage. The above section. 275. makes it bigamy for 
any person, Iieing married, to go through a form of marriage with any 
other person : and sub-sect ion 2 declares that “every form of marriage 
shall, for tile purpose of this section, be valid, notwithstanding any act or 
default of the person charged with bigamy, if it be otherwise a valid form.” 
So. that, after proving the defendant's lirst marriage, it will be suhieient, 
to make proof of his having gone through a second marriage ceremony 
with another woman, and it will be no defence to an indictment for big
amy to shew that the second marriage was not legal but was void, by rea 
son. for instance, of the parties to it being relations within the prohibited 
degrees of consanguinity or affinity. (23)

Where, therefore, in the second marriage, the defendant assumed a lieti 
tions name, the ollem-e was. nevertheless, held complete. (24)

l pon an indictment for bigamy in marrying Anna T., the defendant's 
first wife being alive, it appeared that the second wife's name was not 
Anna but Susanna, but the defendant himself had written her name as 
\niia in the note for publication of banns, and he had signed the register 

m which she was so called; and it was held that, although the woman's 
name might not be Anna, the defendant could not defend himself on the 
ground that lie did not marry Anna T. but Susanna. (25)

Where the second wife was married by the name of Eliza Thick, which 
name she had purposely assumed, when the banns were published, so that 
she should not be known to be the person intended. ( her name being Eliza 
Drown), (lurneg It. held this to In- no answer to the charge of bigamy.(2U)

A man, who. being married, married another woman, and gave a false 
name, in his notice to the registrar, without it appearing that the woma i 
knew of it, was found guilty of bigamy. (27)

i he English Court of Crown Cases Reserved has, in a case reserved for 
the consideration of all the judges, laid down the following general rule, 
namely: that where a person already bound by an existing marriage, goes 
through a form of marriage known to and recognized by the law as cap
able of producing a valid marriage, for the purpose of a pretended and hi
nt ions marriage, the case is none the less within the statute relating to 
bigamy, by reason of any special circumstances, which, independently of 
the bigamous character of the marriage, may constitute a legal disability 
m the particular parties or make the form of marriage resorted to special
ly inapplicable to their individual case. So that, where A, a married man. 
whose wife was living, went through the marriage ceremony with another 
woman related to him within the prohibited degrees of affinity, so that the 
second marriage, even if not bigamous, would have been void, he was held 
guilty of bigamy. (28)

(22) K. v. -Smith, 14 U. C.. Q. ».. 565.
(23) It. v. Drawn, I C. & K„ 144.
(24) R. v. Allison, It. & It.. 101).
(25) It. v. Edwards, R. & It., 283.
(26) R. v. Denson, 5 C. & R, 412.
(27) R. v. Rea. L. R.. 1 C. C. R.. 365 ; 41 L. .1. (M. C.). 92; Arch. Cr. 1*1. 

Si Kv.. 21st Ed.. 1022.
(28) R. v. Allen. L. R„ 1 C. C. R.. 367. 376: 41 L. J. (M. 0.). 07. 101; 

12 Cox C. C., 193.
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The case of It. v. Fanning, (2V) — in which the Irish Court of Criminal 
Appeal held that, to constitute the oHence of bigamy, the second marriage 
must have been one which, but for the existence of the previous marriage, 
would have been a valid marriage, - was fully considered by the English 
Court of Criminal Appeal, in the ease of 15. v. Allen. snyra, and disapproved.

It will be noticed that sub-section 2 of section 27'> of our ("ode now ex
pressly provides that, "the fact that the parties would, if unmarried have 
been incompetent to contract marriage shall be no defence upon a pros
ecution for bigamy. ’

Proof of first wife or husband being alive. The prosecution must 
prove that tin* first husband or first wife, as the ease may be. was living 
when tlm second marriage was solemnized. This may lie done by sonic 
person acquainted with the first husband or first wife and who saw him 
or her at the time of the second marriage or afterwards. The fact that the 
first wife was living at a period ant real nil to the time of the second mar 
nage may or may not afford a reasonable inference that she was living at 
the time of tin- second marriage. For instance, if it were proved that she 
was living and in good health on the day preceding the second marriage, 
the inference would be very strong that she was still living on the day of 
the second marriage; and tin* jury would probably tind that she was so. 
li. on the other hand, it were proved that the first wife was in a dying 
condition on I lie day preceding the second marriage, and nothing further 
were proved, the jury would probably decline to draw the inference that 
she was still living on the day of the second marriage.

The question, therefore, is one entirely for the jury ; and the law makes 
no presumption either way. (.‘Hi) Therefore, where, on a trial of a woman 
tor bigamy, it was proved that the second marriage took place in IS4Î. but 
that the first husband had lieen last, seen alive in 1843. and the judge 
directed the jury that there being no circumstances leading to any reason 
able inference that lie had died, lie must be presumed to have been alive 
at the time of the second marriage, this direction was held to lie erroneous, 
and the conviction was quashed. (31 )

Principal defences. The principal defences available to the defendant 
in a prosecution for bigamy are: I. Belief, on reasonable grounds, that the 
first husband or the first wife, as the ease may be, is dead ; 2. Cont inual 
absence of the first wife or husband for seven years ; 3. Divorce from the 
bond of the first mariage, and 4. That the first marriage has been declared 
void by a court of competent jurisdiction.

On the subject of bigamy, there is a difference, in at least one important 
point, between our Code and the English Draft Code and between our Code 
and the Imperial Statute.

Our section 27.'» expressly declares that, “ No one commits bigamy by 
going through a form of marriage, (a), if he or she. in good faith and on 
reasonable grounds. Inlicn-s his wife or her husband to lie dead, or (b). if 
his wife or her husband has been continually absent for serai nears then 
last past, and lie or she is not proved to have known that his wife or her 
husband was alive at any time during those seven years. By a proviso 
contained in section 21(1 of the English Draft Code, it is provided that " No 
one shall be deemed to commit bigamy by going through such " form of 
marriage as aforesaid if he or she has been continually absent from his oi
lier wife or husband for serai years then last past and is not proved to

(211) It. v. Fanning. 17 Ir. C. L. It.. 289; 10 Vox C. (.. 411.
(30) It. v. Lunilev. L. It.. 1 V. C. It.. 196; 38 !.. .1. < M. (’.). 80; 11 Cox 

V. V.. 274.
(31) Id.
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luive kl "ml Ins wile or lier husband wan alive at any time during 
I lime He ira; lull, unless there he such absence as aforesaid, a HKI.IKK
on any s whatever that a wife or husband is dead shall lie no
defence large of bigamy, if such wife or husband was in fact alive
when t ii of marriage was gone through." And section 57 of the
Imperia (24-25 Nie., e. 100), contains the following provision.
" 1‘rovid t nothing in this section contained shall extend "*•** to 
any pen trying a second time, whose husband or wife shall have been
• -out in lit. mil from such person for the space of seven years then last
past, an I not have been knoirii hit sm-li jinsun In hr Hrimj irifliin 
iliai Iilh

i of their Report ).

which It 
" .No

The r of the Royal Commissioners, (at page
on the i ot bigamy are as follows: —

I he e statute as to bigamy is so worded as to have given rise to
a dilien judicial opinion as to whether it does or does not, from
motives icy. make il a crime to marry again during the life of the
husband fe. though in the Inina fhlr and reasonable lielief that the
lirst Ini- ir wife was dead, unless seven years had elapsed since he or
she was card of. We have thought it important that the law should
lie eerta have accordingly framed the clause so as to leave no doubt

would lie. In doing so we have adopted the construction 
i more generally put on tin- existing statute, 
the conviction of n man marrying again within the seven 
ie honest belief that his wife was dead, may be regarded as 
lit the hardship may, at present, lie mitigated by the inllic- 

tmu of mil punishment, and will, lie capable of still further mitiga
tion if t ft Code becomes law. On the other hand. rare must be taken
not to neourageiiient to bigamous marriages i»y relaxing the rule
that a i irlying within the prescribed seven years does so at his peril.

" Amt suggestions furnished to us was one that clause 21li might
subject no coming to Kiiglaml to a prosecution for having a plural
ity o! v n his own country. So far as this point is concerned, ilie
clause ii from the Act of 18(11, which re-enacted in terms the Act of
IH2K. V e merely altered the wording so as to make it harmonize

sections of the Draft Code by changing ‘ elsewhere than in 
•land,' into * any part of the world.' During the half century 
iscd. sin e the lirst of these statutes was passed, no attempt 
made to apply them to such a ease as the one suggested, mi 
presume, that ‘ marriage.' in these statutes, means the union, 

man with one woman, to the exclusion of all others, a> i 
by Lord I’enzanee in Hyde v. Hyde. (52) Whatever may 

lie the n y by which a polygamist adopts a woman, as one of In»
wives, t 1 ion which it creates is essentially different from that which
our criminal legislation contemplated by the word ‘marriage."'

It will be seen that the main difference lie tween our law. as it now 
stands, and the law of Knglnnd is that the Imperial Statute does not con
tain the clause contained in the above section. 275. declaring that, no one 
commits bigamy by going through a form of marriage, ‘‘if he or she. in 
good failli and on reasonable grounds, hiiinrs his wife or her husband to 
lie dead.'

There is also some difference between the wording of the two enactments, 
in regard to the seven years absence. The Knglish Statute has the words. 
" and shall not have been known by such person to be living within that 
time." while the wording of the clause in our law is “and lie or she is nul

152) Hyde \. Hyde. 55 L. .1. (Rrofo. ), 57.

with tli 
Knglnm

has evei

^
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/«rum/ to have known that his wife or her husband was alive af any time 
ilimng those seven years."

I Ills, however, is merely a verbal dill'eretier. The elFevt of the two seems 
to lie the same; for in luigland. as well as in Canada under the law as 
expressed in the lui R. S. s. 4. and previous Canadian statutes, worded 
like the imperial Statute, it lias been held that, when, on a trial for big
amy. absenee for seven years is proved, it is. then, for the prosecution to 
shew that the prisoner knew his wife to lie alive at some time during the 
seven years, and that, on the prosecution failing to do so. the prisoner is 
entitled to an acquittal. (33 )

In another case, where it was that the accused's first husband
had been absent from her for more than seven years, the jury found that 
they had no evidence that, at the time of her second marriage, she knew 
him to be alive, although she bad the means of acquiring knowledge of 
that fact had she chosen to make use of such means; and it was held that, 
upon this finding, the conviction could not be supported. (34)

Where the defendant's first wife had left him sixteen years, and if was 
proved by the second wife that she had known him for nine years living 
as a single man, and had never heard of the first wife who it appeared had 
lieen living seventeen miles from where the defendant, (a poor laboring 
man), resided, he was held entitled to an acquittal. (35)

W ith regard to the seven years absence clause, there were for a time o 
number of conflicting decisions rendered in England. it being held in a few 
cases, by some of the judges, (including Baron Martin and Huron Cleusby). 
that, although seven years had not passed since the first marriage, yet, if 
tlie prisoner reasonably believed that his first wife was dead, he was enti
tled to an acquittal : (311) while others held that, under the terms of the 
24-25 Vie., e. 100, s. 57. already quoted, unless seven years had elapsed 
between the first and second marriages, it was no defence for the prisoner 
to show that he had reasonable grounds for believing that his first wife 
was dead. This was the holding in a number of eases. (37) and, in their 
Report on the English Draft Code, the Royal Commissioners, in their re
niai ks upon bigamy, (see extract set out at p. 204, nnlv), not only take 
this view of the law. but emphasize the necessity of framing the clause 
on this subject in such a manner as to make the law certain in this respect, 
in order, as they say that. — although it may be a hardship to convict a 
man of bigamy for marrying again under the honest belief that his wife 
was dead, encouragement may not lie given to bigamous marriages by 
relaxing the rule that a man marrying within the preserilied limit of seven 
years does so at his peril.

Bui. the whole subject has since, (in 1 KSO). been thoroughly considered 
and finally settled by the Knglish Court of Criminal Appeal in Tolson'a 
case, in which, on account of the conflicting views of individual judges, 
the point had been reserved by Stephen. .1.; and it was decided by that 
Court, composed of Lord Coleridge. ('. .1.. and Hawkins. Stephen. Cave,

133) R. \. ('urgenten. L. IL. I C. c. IL. I : 35 L. I. (M. ('.). SR; 10 
Cox C. (153; R. v. Heaton. 3 K. & R. 810; Arch. Cr. 1*1. & Kv.. 21st Ed., 
1024 : R. x. Bierce. 13 O. It.. 220; It. v. Mctjuiggiiii. 2 L. C. It., 340; R. v. 
Fontaine. 15 L. V I.. 141. It. v. Dwyer. 27 L C. .1.. 201: It. v. Debav. 3 G. 
& ().. 540: R. v. Smith, 14 V. C. Q. It.. 505; Bur. Dig.. 254.

(34) R. v.Briggs, Dears. & It.. OS; 20 L. .1, (M. ('.), 7. See It. v. Dane. 
I K. & F.. 323 ; It. v. Cross. | K. & l\. 510.

(35) It. v. Thomas Jones, C. & Mar.. 014.
(30) It. v. Turner. 0 Cox C. 145; It. v. Horton, 11 Cox ('. (’., 070; 

It. v. Moore. 13 Cox C. C„ 544.
(37) It. v. Gibbons. 12 Cox ('. ( '.. 237 : It. v. Bennett. 14 Cox C. C., 45.
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Day, Smith, V illh. Urantham, and Charles, .1.1.. (Denman, Field, and 
Alunisty, .1.1,. and Pollock and Ruddiest one, UB.. dissenting), that a bona 
fide lieiief on reasonable grounds in the death of the husband at the time 
of the second marriage uHorded a good defence to the indictment, although 
the second marriage took place within seven years of the time when the 
defendant last knew of her husband being alive. (38)

Our own law. as expressed in clause (n) of sub-section 3 of sect ion 275. 
coincides with the holding of the English Court of Criminal Appeal in the 
i'olson ease.

With regard to the other two grounds of defence to a prosecution for 
bigamy, namely, that before the second marriage the party indicted was 
divorced from the bond of the first marriage, or that the first marriage had 
been declared void by a Court of competent jurisdiction, it was formerly 
considered that no sentence or act of a foreign country or state could dis
solve. a vinculo matrimonii, an English marriage for grounds on which it 
was not liable to lie so dissolved in England. This rule seems to have I ecu 
adopted in the ease of It. r. Lollcit, in which a Scotch divorce a vinculo 
matrimonii, for the husbands adultery, the marriage having been solemn 
ized in England was held to be invalid in England, the husband's adultery 
alone, unaccompanied with cruelty or desertion not being, under English 
law. a sufficient ground for a divorce a vinculo matrimonii; but there was 
in this case an additional question of domicile involved : for not only was 
the marriage solemnized in England, but the parties were, at the time of 
the granting of the divorce, domiciled there; and this alone, would have 
lieen a good ground for holding the divorce, granted by a .Scotch Court, 
invalid, in England, independently of and without reference to the rule 
above alluded, to (30) In fact, that rule has by the English Court of Ap 
|ieal, been since denied to he law. in a later case, in which the marriage 
was also solemnized in England, the parties being a Scotchman and an 
English woman. In this rase, also, the decree of divorce a vinculo, was 
granted by a Scotch Court and the ground of divorce was one for which 
a divorce is not obtainable in England, but there was this difference, that 
the husband's domicile was in Scotland ; and the Scotch divorce, in this 
case, was held to be valid in England, on the ground that although the 
marriage had been solemnized in England, the question of divorce was not 
an incident of the marriage contract to be governed by the 1er loci con 
tract us, but an incident of status to be disposed of by the law of the 
domicil of the parties. that is to say, the domicil of the husband; and 
in its judgment the English Court of Appeal specially pointed out that the 
Scotch divorce a vinculo which, in It. v. Loi ley, was held to he invalid in 
England was that of persons whose marriage had been solemnized in 
England, and whose domicil at the time of the divorce was also Knp 
lluh. (40)

A decree of divorce obtained in a foreign court may be ini|icuvhed by 
extrinsic evidence shewing that such court had no jurisdiction or that such 
decree was obtained by fraud. (41)

A domiciled Englishman was married in London to a woman domiciled 
in the Cnited States. After three months* cohabitation she left him. on 
perfectly friendly terms, to go on a visit to the United States. She refused 
to return to him. and sent an agent to England to try to |iersuade him to 
consent to a collusive divorce, which lie refused to do. A year later, the 
wife commenced proceedings in Philadelphia for a divorce on the ground 
of her husband's cruelty, it being alleged, among other things, that, by

(38) R. v. Toison, 23 <). B. I).. IDS; 58 !.. J.(M.('.).t)7; HI ( ox < . < ..(till. 
(3») R. v. Ijolley, R. 4 K.. 238.
(40) 1 larvev v. Farnie, L. It.. 5 P. I).. 153: L. R., (I P. I).. 35; Arch. < r. 

PI. 4 Kv.. 21s"t Ed., 1024.
(41) It. v. Wright. 1 P. 4 B.. 303.
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virtue oi a certain A- t of the Pennsylvanian legislature. she had recovered 
her American domicil by residing twelve months within that State. The 
husband took no milice of the American proceedings, and tin- iNiiladelphia 
Court pronounced a decree for divorce as prayed : upon which the wife 
married in America and cohabited with her second husband. The first hus
band then commenced proceedings in England for dissolution of his mar
riage on the ground of his wife's bigamy and adultery: and it was held 
that the proceedings in tin- American suit had been rightly disregarded, 
that no decree dissolving the marriage pronounced in the Courts of a coun
try in which the first husband had neither been resident nor domiciled 
could be binding on him in England, and that the first husband was enti
tled to the relief prayed by him. (42)

Bigamy committed out of Canada. Although, in the lirst part of sec 
tion 27ô. bigamy is defined to be the net of a jierson who, being married, 
marries another person, in unit /mrt of fin■ irorld, the latter part of this 
clause is modified by sub-section 4. which declares that :

“ No person shall he liable to be convicted of bigamy in respect of having 
gone through a form of marriage in a place not in Canada, unless such 
person, being a British subject resident in Canada, leaves Canada with in
tent to go through sueli form of marriage.”

This proviso is based upon the principle that. Canada being a colony, 
our parliament has power only to legislate for olFencea committed within 
Canada, and the clause is meant to restrict to our own jurisdiction the 
early words of the section speaking of marriages in anil part of the world. 
by making it an oll'ence for a British subject resident in Canada to leave 
Canada irith intent to commit bigamy in some other part of the world, 
and to carry out such intent; that being the full extent of the power of 
the Canadian Parliament, as a colonial legislature, according to a decision 
in that respect rendered in regard to the jurisdiction of an Australian par
liament, by which decision it was held that, although the words used in 
the Australian Statute extended to marriages solemnized beyond the ter
ritorial jurisdiction of the Australian parliament, that parliament had no 
authority in that behalf, and that, its legislation must Ik- routined to its 
territorial jurisdiction and be interpreted accordingly. The Australian ease 
was decided on an appeal to the English Privy Council, which reversed a 
judgment «if the Supreme Court of New South Wales, the hitter Court 
having rejected an appeal from a conviction by the Court of Quarter Ses
sions at Sydney. The appellant, a British subject, had been married to his 
first wife in Sydney. Some years afterwards, he obtained from a District 
Court of the United States a decree of divorce from his first wife. and. 
later on, lie married another woman in the State of Missouri, his first wife 
firing still alive; but it was found that the decree of divorce was one ob
tained without any notice having been given to the first wife of the 
divorce proceedings. The Privy Council held, that, the maxim extra ter- 
vitorium lux direnti inipune non parctur, was applicable to such a ease, nml 
that the alleged offence, being one which, upon the face of the record, was 
charged to have been committed in the United States of America, and 
which, if committed at all. was committed in another country beyond the 
jurisdiction of the colony *>f New South Wales, the conviction must be set 
aside. (4»)

In an American ease, a somewhat similar decision was rendered, under 
the following circumstances. The Code of the State of North Carolina 
provides that “ if any person, being married, shall marry any other person 
during the life of the former husband or wife, whether the xeeond marriage

(42) (Ireen v. (ireen. and Sedgwick, 02 L. P. D. & A., 112; |1H!):I| 
I'., H9.

(4») Mcljfod V. Atty. tien. N. S. Wales. 14 L. N.. 402; 118911 A. ('., 
455. .lefferys v. Boosev, 4 11. of L. ("as.. 810-920. cited and approved of
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■shall hare taken /tiare in the State of \orth Carolina or elxeirhere, every 
Mivli offender shall Ik- guilty of a felony, ami every such oirence shall be 
punished in the county where the offender shall he apprehended ax if 
aelnall/i eomniittnl there;" and the Supreme Court of North Carolina con
sidered such a provision repugnant to the constitution, and held that an 
indictment won id not lie against the defendant for having contracted a 
Inga moils marriage in South Carolina and afterwards come into the State 
oj North Carolina to eohahit with the person so married. But the Court 
added : - •

" We do not, however, wish to he understood as questioning the powci 
of the State to punish one of its citizens who goes out of the State with 
intent to evade its laws by celebrating a bigamous marriage beyond it' 
jurisdiction, and returning to live within its borders." (44)

In sub-section 2. clause ( a ) of section 4 of the It. S. ('., < r Mil, 
there was a clause somewhat similar, in effect. to the above sub-section 4 
of section 275 of the Criminal Code; and. both before and since the coming 
into force of the Code, there have been several conflicting decisions as in 
the constitutionality of this provision. For instance, in a ease in which 
the second marriage was contracted outside of Canada, but the parties, 
who were British subjects and residents of Canada. - had. with intent to 
lie married, gone out of Canada and got married accordingly, it was held 
that the above provision was intra rirex. and that the parties were guilt\ 
of bigamy ; ( 4.») while, in a later casa, in which the question of the valid
ity of a conviction for bigamy committed under similar eiiviunstiiiices was 
considered, it was held that the provision was ultra rirex. Armour, C. .1.. 
saying, that, in view of the decision in the case of McLeod v. Attonicx 
(■encrai of New South Wales, the Dominion Parliament, being a sulim 
(limite legislature, has no power to enact that it should be a crime for a 
British subject already married to marry again abroad, the second mar 
riage being the offence and the Dominion Parliament having no power to 
legislate about such an offen-e committed abroad. (411)

Since the decision in the last mentioned ease, a special ease, — under the 
provisions of the Sii/imiie anil Exchequer i'ourtx Art. as amended hy fit 
A.-) Vic., e. 25. -has been referred by the Covernor Crucial in Council, to 
the Supreme Court of Cumula on the question of whether the Dominion 
Parliament had authority to enact sections 275 and 27<i of the Criminal 
Code, and what portions "of them are ultra rirex, if they or either of them 
are ultra lires in part only ; and. after full consideration of this special 
ease, the opinion arrived at by the Supreme Court,(Sir Henry Strong, C...I.. 
dissenting), was that the sections are intra rirex of the Parliament of 
Canada, a distinction being drawn as to the ease of McLeod v. Attormi 
Crucial of New South Wales, principally on the ground that the Austin 
bail Act contained no such provision as that contained in sub-section 4 of 
"tir section 27.*». (47)

277. Feigned marriages. Kverv one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to seven years' imprisonment wlm procures it 
feigned or " marriage between himself and any woman, or
who knowingly aids and assists in procuring such feigned or pre
tended marriage. R. S. (’., e. 1(51, s. 2.

Cndcr section HS4. />oxt, no person can be convicted of an offence against

(44) S. v. Cutshall. (S. C. ), 1.1 S. K. Ilep., 2(11.
(45) It. \. Brierly, 14 D. It.. 525.
(4(1) It. v. Plowman. 25 <>. It.. (15(1: 14 C. L T„ 504.
(47) In re Bigamy sections of the Criminal Code. I Cr. ( as.. 172: I" 

C. L. T.. .11»: 27 S. C. It.. 4M.
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K4eti<>n 277 upon tin* evidence of one witness, unie» sueli witness is cor- 
mhuvatetl in some material particular by evidence implicating tTie ae.-tised.

278. Polygamy. — Kvvry one is guilty of an indict able offence 
and liable to imprisonment for five years, and to a tine of live 
hundred dollars, who —

(a) practises, or. by the rites, ceremonies, forms, rules or cus
toms of any denomination, sect or society, religious or secular, or 
by any form of contract, or by mere mutual consent, or by any 
other method whatsoever, and whether in a manner recognized by 
law as a binding form of marriage or not, agrees or consents to 
practise or enter into

(i) any form of polygamy :
(ii) any kind of conjugal union with more than one person at 

the same time; or
(iii) what among the persons commonly called Mormons is 

known as spiritual or plural marriage; or
who lives, cohabits, or agrees or consents to live or cohabit 

in any kind of conjugal union with a person who is married to 
another, or with a person who lives or cohabits with another or 
others in any kind of conjugal union; or

(c) celebrates, is a party to, or assists in any such rite or cere
mony which purports to make binding or to sanction any of the 
sexual relationships mentioned in paragraph (</) of this section ;

(</) procures, enforces, enables, is a party to, or assists in the 
compliance with, or carrying out of. any such form, rule or cus
tom which so purports; or

(r) procures, enforces, enables, is a party to, or assists in the 
execution of. any such form of contract which so purports, or tin- 
giving of any such consent which so purports. 53 V., o. 37, s. 11. 
(As amended by the Criminal Code A ninnlmenl Act IVUO).

This is, for the most part, n re-enactment of ô.'l Vie., <-. 37, section 11: 
shortly after the passing of which it was held, that mere cohabitation was 
not sufficient to sustain a conviction under it. The point came up before 
the Court of Appeals of the Province of (Quebec at Montreal in March 1801. 
m a case in which one La brie, a married man. was tried for living and co
habiting. in conjugal union, with Kosa Ada Martin, the wife of Joseph 1$. 
Martin. Proof was made of the fact of cohabitation and of each of the 
parties being married to other persons. It was claimed, however, by the 
defendant's counsel, Mr. SI. Pierre, that there was no offence upon which 
a conviction could be legally sustained : that the clause " who lives, co
habits. or agrees or consents to live or cohabit, in any kind of roll III (/of 
union with a person who is married to another, or with a person who lives 
or cohabits with another or others in any kind of roil in uni union ” was 
aimed at the repression of Mormonisin. and was taken from the Edmund's 
Act in the Vnited States; that it was not intended to prevent mere im
morality hut only applied to Mormons and the like, who, before cohabit
ing together, go through a marriage of some sort, a “ <vnjugal union,'’ 

•supposed to be binding upon them. For the Crown it was contended 
that the law applied to any one who. being married, cohabited or agreed

2199
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<»r votiM-nlitl to cohabit with another married person. The defendant being 
found guilty, Mr. dust ice Baby reserved the point raised by the defence. 
I he late Chief Justice Dorion. in delivering the judgment of the court, 
(|uushing the conviction, said, that it was apparent from the Act that 
there must be some form of contract between tbe parties which they might 
suppose to lie binding on them, but which the law was intended to pro
hibit. and that in this ease, therefore, there was no offence shewn within 
the meaning of the law. (48)

An Indian, who. according to the marriage contract of his tribe, takes 
two women at the same time as his wives and cohabits with them, is 
guilty of polygamy under the above section. 278. ( 411)

Proof of polygamy. -Section 7<Hi. pox/, provides that, "in the case of 
any indictment under section 278 (/>), (<•), and (</). no averment or proof 
of the method in which the sexual relationship charged was entered into, 
agreed to. or consented to. shall lie necessary in any such indictment, or 
upon the trial of the person thereby charged : nor shall it be necessary 
upon such trial to prove carnal connection had or intended to he hail 
Iietween the persons implicated.

Where, in a prosecution for polygamy, the proof of the polygamous mar
nage consisted of the confessions of the accused, and circumstances tending 
to corroborate the confessions, the evidence, on conviction, was held sat 
livient to support the verdict. (f>0) .

279. Solemnization of marriage without lawful authority.
Kverv one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to a fine, in
to two years’ imprisonment, or to both who —

(o) without lawful authority, the proof of which shall lie on 
him, solemnizes or pretends to solemnize any marriage ; or

(b) procures any person to solemnize any marriage knowing that 
such person is not lawfully authorized to solemnize such marriage, 
or knowingly aids or abets such person in performing such cere
mony. R. S. e. Ml. s. I.

No prosecution for any offence under this section can be commenced 
after the expiration of two years from its commission. (See section 331 /<.

280. Solemnization of marriage contrary to law. Fa cry < in
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to a fine, or to one 
year’s imprisonment, who, being lawfully authorized, knowingly 
and wilfully solemnizes any marriage in violation of the laws of 
the province in which the marriage is solemnized. R. S. (\. c. Ml. 
< :i.

281. Abduction of any woman of any age. - F very one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment 
who. with intent to marry or carnally know any woman, whether

l 48) |{. v. Ubrie. M. L. R., 7 Q. 211.
(49) R. v. Dear's Shin Hone. 3 Van. Cr. Vas.. 329.
(50) V. S. v. Bassett. (Utah Supr. Vt.). 13 Vac. Rep.. 237.
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married or not, or with intent to cause any woman to be married 
to or carnally known by any other person, takes away or detains 
any woman of any aye against her will. It. S. C., c. 102, s. 43.

1 his section applies to every woman, -whether over or under age, whe
ther married or single, ami whatever her position in life may he, — so as 
to protect her from any interference, (either by her abduction or by her 
détention against her will, with intent to marry or carnally know her or 
to cause her to be married or carnally known), by rendering any one, who 
thus interferes with her, liable to fourteen years* imprisonment.

If the woman be taken away, in the first instance, with her own consent, 
but afterwards refuse to continue with the offender, and if, he still detain 
her. against her will, lie is punishable, under section 281. for such deten-

li, after having been, in the first instance, forciblu taken away, the wo
man be afterwards married or deiiled, by or at the instance of her abduc
tor, with her own consent, the offence will still be committed within the 
terms of the above enactment ; for the offender is not to escape from liabil
ity to punishment, by having prevailed over the weakness of a woman 
whom he originally got into his power by such base means. (52) Even if 
she be taken away and married with her own consent, yet, it seems, that, 
if this be effected by means of fraud, it would still be within the law; for. 
she cannot, whilst under the influence of fraud, be considered a free 
agent. (53)

It was held, even before the coming into force of the Canada Evidence. 
Act, 1893, that the woman, though married by her abductor, was a com
petent witness against him, on the ground that though she was his wife 
de facto, she was not so, de jure (54) : but there can be no doubt upon this 
point now, under section 4 of the Canada Evidence Act, post, by which 
every accused's wife or husband is rendered competent as a witness.

282. Abduction of an heiress. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who. 
with intent to marry or carnally know any woman, or with intent 
to cause any woman to be married or carnally known by any per-

(а) from motives of lucre takes away or detains against her will 
any such woman of any age who has any interest, whether legal or 
equitable, present or future, absolute, conditional or contingent, 
in any real or personal estate, or who is a presumptive heiress or 
coheiress or presumptive next of kin to any one having such in
terest ; or

(б) fraudulently allures, takes away or detains any such woman, 
being under the age of twenty-one years, out of the possession and 
against the will of her father or mother, or of any other person

(51) See. also. 1 Hawk., e. 41, a. 7.
(52) Kulwood's Case, Cro. Car.. 488; Swendon's Case, 5 St. Tr., 450; 1 

Hale. 000.
(53) R. v. Pcrrv. 1 Hawk., <-. 41. a. 13; R. v. Wakefield. 2 Lew., 270; 

Arch. Cr. PI. & Ev.. 21st Ed.. 802.
(54) 1 Hale. 001; Brown's Case. Ventr., 243; 3 Keb., 193.
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having the lawful care or charge of lier, with intent to marry or 
carnally know her.

2. Every one convicted of any offence defined in this section i* 
incapable of taking any estate or interest, legal or equitable, in 
any real or personal property of such woman, or in which she has 
any interest, or which conies to her as such heiress, co-heiress or 
next of kin : and if any such marriage takes place such property 
shall upon such conviction, be settled in such manner as any court 
of competent ion, upon any information at the instance1
of the Attorney Ueneral,appoints. It. S. ('., e. Hi2, s. 42.

ClaiiHc (#/) of this section has reference to the takiun away or detaininu 
of any heiress of any age against her will, such taking or suelt detention 
being from mot fern of lucre, and with intent to marry or carnally know 
her or cause her to he married or carnally known. As this clause* relates 
to and punishes, with fourteen years' imprisonment, the abduction or deten 
lion, from motires of lucre, of a woman of any age, — having an interest 
m some property. — with intent, etc., and as section 281 relates to and 
punishes, in tin- same way, the abduction or detention of a woman of aux 
agi-, -whether rich or poor, heiress or no heiress, - -with intent, etc., mol 
without reyard, as a matter of course, to on// motives of lucre, it would 
seem that, if the prosecution should be unable, in the ease of an heiress, to 
make proof, either, of the defendant's mercenary motives, or of the fact* 
which constitute the woman an heirqps, so as to bring the case within the 
terms of clause (//) of section 282. the defendant could be convicted under 
section 281, without the necessity of making any such proof.

As the punishment, for the forcible abduction or detention of a woman. 
with intent, etc., is. under the terms of the two sections, -281 and 282 (»). 
the same, whether she be an heiress or a pauper, and, as. under section 
281. the heiress, as a woman, simply,— may prosecute and punish 1- 
abductor. independently of and without proving her riches or his motive* 
of lucre, the special value of section 282, in regard, at least, to the ease 
contemplated by clause (</). seems to lie in the extra provision contained 
m the second sub-section of the section, whereby the offender is rendered 
incapable of taking, even by marrying his victim, any estate or interest of 
any kind in her property.

( lause(ft)of section 282, protects any woman, rich or poor, under (Tirage 
of twenty one, against being either fraudulently allured from or taken 
a wan or detained. — with or without her own consent, — out of the pos
session and uyulnst the will of her parents or yuardian, with intent to 
marry or carnally know her or cause her to be married or carnally known.

In order to constitute the offence, it is not necessary, under either of the 
above sections, 281 or 282, that there should be an actual marriage or 
defilement. The intent to marry or defile is sufficient.

The tukiny await or detaininu, against the woman's will. or. in the ease 
of a girl under twenty one. the fraudulent allurement or the takiny or 
detaininu against the will of the parents or guardian, coupled in either case 
with the intent to marry or carnally know the woman, or have her mar
ried or carnally known, constitute the offence; and, upon an indictment 
under clause* (ft) of section 282, it is not necessary to show that the ac
cused knew that the woman was an heiress, or had an interest in any 
property. (56)

(55) It. v. Kavlor. 1 Dor. Q. B.. 3(14; Burh. Dig., 257.

9000
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■ lie intent may lie proved liy the nets and declaration* of the defendant, 
or it may lie inferred from the circumstances of tin- <ase. (All)

l poll an imlietment under any <if the clauses of the above section*. 281 
and -282. a verdict may. in pursuance of section 711. />»*/, be rendered tind- 
ing the act used guilty of an attempt, if the evidence warrants it, or. in 
pursuance of section <13, /iu*Z. he may be convicted of a common assault.

283. Unlawfully taking a girl under sixteen from her parents 
or guardians. — Kverv one is guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to live years’ imprisonment who unlawfully takes or causes 
to he taken any unmarried girl, being under the age of sixteen 
gears, out of the possession and against the will of her father or 
mother, or of any other person having the lawful care or charge

2. It is immaterial whether the girl is taken with her own con
sent. or at her own suggestion or not.

3. It is immaterial whether or not the offender believed the girl 
to be of or above the age of sixteen, lî. S. c. H52, s. 14.

Ilm first clause of this section is to the same effect as the Imperial Stat
ute on the subject, (24-25 X ic„ c. 100, s. 56).

It has boon held that, if the girl, — without any persuasion, inducement 
or hlundishmcnt. on the part of tin- defendant, -leaves her father, so that 
she has got fairly away from and entirely left home, and then suhseym'iit- 
///. goes to the defendant, although, morally, it may be his duty to semi 
la-r back to her father's possession, his not doing so is no Infringement of 
this enactment: for it does not say that he shall restore her, but only that 
he shall not take her air ay. (57)

But, if the girl, while living at home with her father, leaves the house 
for a mere temporary purpose, intending to return home again, she is. in 
that case, still in her father's possession, within the meaning of the law. and 
if. while she is so out of her lather's house, temporarily, the defendant in 
duces her to run away with him. he is guilty of the above offence. (58) 

o here the defendant met a girl in the street, and. after taking her with 
hint to a neighboring town and there seducing her, returned wifh her ami 
left her where he had met her. she going home to her father's house, where 
she lived, it was held that, the defendant, who had made no enquiry and 
dul not know who tin- girl was nor whether she had a father living or not. 
could not be convicted of an offence, against section 55 of 24-25 » <e., e. 
UNI. although he had no reason to believe and did not believe her to be a 
girl of the town. (59)

But such a case would come within the provisions of section 181. ante. 
so as to render the man guilty of having illicit connection with a girl under 
the age of sixteen.

It is an offence, under this law. to take away a natural or illegitimate 
daughter under sixteen from the possession of her putative father. (($0)

(.ui) It. v. Barrett, 0 ('. & P„ 387.
(57) It. v. (Hitler. 10 Cox V. ('., 402.
(58) It. v. Mvcock, 12 Cox ('. ('.. 28.
(50) It. v. Hibbert, L. R.. 1 C. C. It.. 184; 38 I,. (M. C.). 01: 11 Cox

C. ('. 240. See. also. It. v. (Ireen, 3 F. & F., 274.
((Ml) 1 Hawk., c. 11. s. 14: H. v. Cornfield. 2 Str.. 1102: It. v. Sweeting. 

I Hast p. <\. 457.
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Il lias been held to be an abduction, under this law, to induce the |>a 
rents by false and fraudulent representations, to allow the defendant to 
lake the girl away, (til)

Where a girl was encouraged by her mother in a loose course of me, by 
permitting her to go out alone at night and dance at public-houses, from 
«ne of which places she went away with the defendant, it was held that 
t»e girl could not lie said to lie taken away against the mother's will with 
in tlio meaning of this law. (02)

It should be proved that the girl was under sixteen and unmarried.
It has been held to be no defence, (till) and it is, by the third clause of 

the above section, expressly declared that it is immaterial, that, the of
fender believed the girl to be of or above the age of sixteen.

It has been held, and it is so declared by the second clause of the above 
section that the consent of the girl is immaterial. The gist of the offeree 
is the taking of the girl out of the possession of her parents or of any one 
having legal care or charge of her. against their will, independently of 
the taker's motive or intent. So, that the taking need not lie by force, 
active or constructive, and it is no legal excuse or any answer to the 
charge that there is an absence of any corrupt motive, or that the defer 
dant made use of no other means than the common blandishments of a 
lover, to induce the girl to elope with and marry him. (ti4) And so, where 
the defendant went in the night to the girl's father's house and placed a 
ladder against her window, and held it for her to descend, which she did. 
and eloped with him, this was held to be a '* taking out of the possession 
of her father," although the girl herself had proposed the plan to the 
defendant. (ti5)

Where, in another ease the girl was persuaded by the defendant lo go 
away with him from her father's house, without her father's consent, and 
she accordingly left home by a pre-arrangement between them and went 
and met the prisoner at an appointed place, without any intention of going 
back to her father, this was held to be a taking of the girl out of her 
lather's possession, since up to the time of her meeting with the defendant 
as appointed, she had not yet absolutely renounced her father's protection, 
and was still in his constructive possession. (60)

The defendant, by arrangement with the girl, met her and stayed with 
her away from her father's house for several nights, sleeping with her ; the 
jury found that the father did not consent to this, and that the defendant 
knew he did not; and they also found that he took the girl away with 
him in order to gratify his passions and with the intention of then 
her go home, and not with any intention of keeping her from her home 
permanently ; and the conviction, under these circumstances, was held 
right. (07)

The defendant, by promises, induced a girl to leave her father’s house 
and live with him : and it was held, that he could he convicted, under this

(til) R. v. Hopkins, ('. & Mar.. 254.
(08) It. v. Primelt, 1 F. & F., ISO.
( ti:t ) K. v. Robins. 1 C. & K.. 450; R. v. Booth. 12 Cox C. C., 231 : It. \

Prince. I,. R„ 2 C. C. It.. 154; 44 L. .1. (M. C ). 122: 1.1 Cox C. C . Ills
(04) It. v. Kipps. 4 Cox C. C.. 107; It. v. Booth, 12 Cox C. ('., 2.11 : It. '• 

l ursleton, 1 Lev., 257; 1 tSid., 387: 2 Keh.. 32.
(05) It. v. Robins. 1 C. & K., 450.
(00) R. v. Mankletow. Dears., 150; 22 L. .1. (M. ('.). 115.
(07) It. v. Timmins, Hell, 270; 30 L. J. (M ('.). 45.
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law, although not actually present or assisting the girl when she left her 
father's roof. (08)

A girl who is employed as a barmaid at a distan e from her father's 
house is under the lawful charge of her employer and not in the possession 
of her father, and, therefore, an indictment will not lie for taking her out 
of her father's possession. (09)

A. a girl under sixteen, who, with her father’s consent, was under the 
care of If. her uncle, was allowed, by B. to dine at the house of ('. the hus
band of It's sister. ( took A for a drive and stayed over night with her. 
at an hotel, where lie debauched her. The next day he left her at It's. Held. 
that It hail the lawful care of A. and that she was unlawfully taken out 
of his possession bv ( (70)

A. having come to V Morin, British Columbia, from a town in the l nited 
Mates, wrote to a girl under sixteen, living with her parents in said town, 
utging her to «(tine and join him, and, on receiving her reply consenting to 
come, lie sent her money to pay her expenses; and she came to Victoria 
where A met her and took her to a boarding house where they passed the 
night together. Upon an indictment against A for abduction under section 

it was held ( Davie. ('. .1.. and Crease, !.. dissenting), that, inasmuch 
as. when the gin met A at Victoria, she had abandoned her father’s pos 
session and control, A was not guilty of committing, in Canada, the of 
tciuv of taking her out of her father's control, and. further, that as the 
n ( option by the girl of the prisoner's letters was the motive cause of her 
'caving her fathers control, the oll'ence took place out of the jurisdiction 
of Canadian Courts. (71)

284. Stealing children under fourteen. — Kvery one is guilty of 
an indict aide offence and liable to seven years* imprisonment who 
with in lent to deprive any parent or guardian of any child, under 
the age of fourteen years, of the possession of such child, or with 
intent to steal any article about or on the person of such child, un
lawfully —

(a) fakes or entices away or deiains any such child : or
(b) receives or harbours any such child knowing it to have been 

dealt with as aforesaid.
2. Nothing in this section shall extend to any one who gets pos

session of any child, claiming in good faith a right to the posses
sion of the child. It. N. ('., c. U»2, s. 45.

In this section the word “ guardian ** has the same meaning 
as it has in sections 18;} and 18(5, as interpreted by section 18(»a. 
(Added hv the Criminal Cade Amendment Act 1900).

Tim English Statute (24-25 Vic., e. 100. s. 50). lias the words, "by force 
or fraud. " and provides that a person shall be guilty of the offence wlm. 
by force or fraud leads or takes away, or decoys or entices away any child, 
etc., so that in order to support a conviction in England for feloniously

(08) II. v. Robb. 4 F. & F.. 50: Arch. Cr. I'l. & Ev„ 21st Ed.. 805.
(09) It. v. Honkers. Ill Cox <'. ('., 257 ; Arch. ( r. VI. & Ev„ 21st Ed., 806. 
(701 It. v. Mondelet, 21 L. C. !.. 154: Bur. Dig.. 258.
(71) It. v. Blvthe. 4 B. C. L. ltep.. 270; 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 303; Can. Ann. 

Dig. 118001. 102!
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and unlawfully, b) fraud, taking away a child under fourteen, with intent 
thereby to deprive its father of it* possession, it is necessary to make proof 
of the use of some fraud, although it is not necessary to prove that the 
fraud by means of which the possession of the child was obtained was 
practised upon the child itself. Where, therefore, a prisoner was convicted 
upon an indictment charging such an offence, — it having been proved 
that possession of the child, which was eleven weeks old, had been ob
tained bv means of a fraud practiced upon the child's mother, it was held, 
that the prisoner was rightly convicted. (72)

In an English ease, a woman, was held rightly convicted, upon evidence 
that the child, having been placed by its mother in the prisoner's service, 
was afterwards missing, and could not be discovered, and that the woman 
had given different accounts of what had become of the child, but implying 
that she had given her up to some third party, although there was no c\ 
idence that she still had possession of the child, nor indeed any evidence 
of where it was. (73)

In an American case it was held that, where a wife separates from and 
leaves her husband, taking her two-year-old child, and is assisted, in lea 
ving her husband, by another person, and the child, after such separation, 
continues to be in the custody and under the control of the wife, - Un
person so assisting her to leave her husband is not guilt)' of unlawfully 
taking and carrying a way the infant child, which the mother continues to 
retain in her care and possession. (74)

In another American case, it was held, by the Pennsylvania Supreme 
< ourt. that under a law of that state, inflicting a penalty for taking or 
decoying a child under ten years of age, with intent to deprive its parent* 
or guardian of its possession or with intent to steal any article of value 
about its person, an indictment, omitting these essential ingredients of ihe 
offence. was fatally defective ; and that an agreement between a father 
and other persons to get peaceable possession of his child is not a criminal 
conspiracy where unlawful means are agreed on or used to accomplish 
their purpose. The defendants in that case, Ira Myers and his Mother were 
charged with having, with others, conspired to kidnap, decoy and earn 
away a child under the control and authority of Jessie Myers, and foi 
having, in pursuance of such conspiracy, taken the child from her posses
sion. i he defects which the Court found in the indictment were, among 
others, that, it did not allege that the child was under ten years of age. 
nor that the accused intended to deprive its parents or other persons in 
lawful charge of the child of the possession, nor to steal any article about 
its person : but in turning, from the defects in the indictment, to the proof 
oflered in support of the charge, the Court found the accused Ira Myers to 
be the father of the child, and that the other persons assisted him in ob
taining. without violence or a breach of the peace, the possession of it: but 
it was contended for the prosecution that the agreement to assist in 
taking possession of the child constituted a conspiracy. The Court, how 
ever, held that, as the father could lawfully take peaceable possession of 
his own child, it was no offence to agree to aid him in doing so, there being 
no unlawful means agreed upon or used to accomplish their purpose. ("•"> i

(72) It. V. Beilis. 17 Cox C. <\, (MU): (12 L. J. M. C., 165.
-3) It. V. Johnson. 15 Cox (’. 1L\, 481.

(54) S. v. ( Kan. Kupr. ( 11 Cr. L Mag-. 7HS.

(75) C. v. Mym. S. C., 23 Atl. Rep. . 1(14: 14 Cr. L. Mag.
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PART XXIII.

DEFAMATORY LIBEL.

285. Definition. (As amended liy the Criminal ('ode Amend
ment Act WOO). A defamatory libel is matter published, without 
legal justification or excuse, likely to injure the 1 ion of any 
person by exposing him to hatred, contempt or ridicule, or de
signed to insult the person of or concerning whom it is died.

v. Such matter may be expressed either in words legibly mark
ed upon any substance whatever, or by any object signifying such 
matter otherwise than by words, and may be expressed either di
rectly or by insinuation or irony.

286. Publishing a libel is exhibiting it in public, or causing it 
to be read or seen, showing or delivering it or causing it to he 
shown or delivered, with a view to its being read or seen by the 
person defamed or by any other person.

Section 286. contains the same definition of libel as that contained in 
section 227 of the English Draft Code, the only difference being that tin- 
latter has the word ''calculated'' in place of the word "likely" appearing 
above in italics; and, with the exception of a few variations, mostly ver
bal, the whole of the sections, (except section 201), of this part, down tv 
and including section 002, pout, are identical with the corresponding sec
tions of the English Draft ('ode.

With regard to their définition of libel, the Royal Commissioners say. in 
a marginal note, that it is " the existing law. the criminality of libel 
depending upon its tendency to produce a breach of the peace ; " and. in 
another note, they say, in reference to privileged communications, that 
"sections 220 to 237. inclusive, (corresponding with our sections 287. 28s. 
280, 200. 202. 203, 204, 205 and 29(1), are believed to declare the existing 
common law as to what constitutes a priviledged communication;” but 
that “ there has been a diversity of judicial opinion upon this subject."

It will lie seen, by the second clause of section 285, that the libellous 
matter may lie either by words legibly marked, that is, written or printed, 
etc., on a in substance, such as, for instance, paper, parchment, linen, wood, 
copper, glass, stone, etc.; or by any object signifying any such matter in 
some other way than by words, as, for instance, by a statue, (1) a was 
model, (2) or an effigy, (3) etc., or by a picture, a drawing, a sketch, a 
painting, (4) an engraving, a photograph, etc., or by fixing up a gallow- 
against a man's door. (5)

A chalk mark on a wall may be a libel: and, as the wall cannot be con
veniently brought into Court, secondary evidence may be given of the 
mark. (0)

(1) 1 Hawk. 1». ('.. 542.
(2) Monson v. Tussauds Lim., 118!>4] 1 (). H., 071 ; fi3 L. .1. Q. It.. 454.
(3) Eyre v. (Jarlick, 42 -I. 1*., (18.
(4) Austin v. Culpepper, 2 Show., 313; Du Rost v. Beresford. 2 Camp.. 

511.
(5) Hawk. P. ('., 542.
(II) Tarplev v. Blabv, 7 C. & P., 395.

3
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PltlVILKtlKl) PVBLK'ATIUNS AND I'OMMt’X1CATIOXS.

287. Publication i>n invitation or provocation. — Xo one com
mits an offence by publishing defamatory matter on the invitation 
or challenge of the person defamed thereby, nor if it is necessary 
to publish such defamatory matter in order to refute some other 
defamatory statement published by that person concerning tie* 
alleged offender, if such defamatory matter is Mieved to be true, 
and is relevant to the invitation, challenge or the required refu
tation. and the publishing docs not in manner or extent exceed 
what i> reasonably sufficient for the occasion.

I In* section provides that a defamatory publication shall lie no olfcim-.
I. when it is published by invitation or challenge from the jivt son 

detained, or. 2. when it is a necessary refutation of a previously pulm-dinl 
defamatory statement: provided, in either ease, it lie relevant and lie be 
Iieveil to be true.

Invited or challenged publications. It would hardly lie proper to 
punish communications procured hx the complainant's own contrivance an.I 
reipiist. If the only publication that can lie proved is one made by the 
defendant in response to an application from the complainant or one of hi> 
agents or some one acting on his behalf, demanding an explanation, it 
seems only right that the answer, if fair and relevant, should be privileged. 
I hit this rule does not apply when there has been a previous unprivileged 
publication, by the defendant, of the same libel which causes or leads t«• 
emptily by the party defamed; for. in that ease, it is the defendant, him 
sell who has brought on the enquiry.

It there are rumors alloat prejudicial to a man's character and he endeu 
vours to trace them to their source, all statements made bona fide to him 
or any agent of his. in the course of such an investigation, are right h 
protected. ( 7) But it makes a great difference if the rumors originated 
with the defendant, so that what he has, himself, previously circulated 
produces the enquiry: and if. on living applied to, lie acknowledges having 
originated the rumors and persists in and repeats the liliellous or defamatory 
matter, or asserts his lie lief in it. the repetition will not be privileged, al
though thus elicited by the person defamed. (8)

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A, a servant knowing the character which B, his master would give him. 
pro* ured ('. to write a letter to B, in order to obtain from the latter an 
answer upon which to ground proceedings for libel. Held, that such pro 
eeedings could not be maintained. (9)

A witness, (an agent of the plaintiff), hearing that the defendant had 
a copy of a libellous print, went to defendant's house, and asked to see it ; 
the defendant thereupon produced it, and pointed out the figure of the

(7) (Mg. Lib. & SI.. 3rd Kd., 255.
( H > Smith x. Mathews, I Moo. & Rob., 151 ; Griffiths v. Lewis, 7 <,>. IV. 

til: 14 I,. «I. ( ty B. ), 199; Richards v. Richards, 2 Moo. & Rob.. 557 : Force 
x 15 < . B. (N. 8.), mm

g v. Waring & l x., 5 Ksp., 15.CC
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plaintilV ami tlic oilier persons caricatured. Lord Kllenborouglt nonsuited 
(lie plaintiir. 11» there was no other publication proved. ( 1U)

A. discharged It. his servant, and when applied to, by another gentleman, 
gave hint a had character. Its brother-in-law, <'. thereupon repeatedly 
called on A. to inquire why lie had dismissed It: and at last A wrote to V. 
stating his misons specifically. It sued out a writ the same day the letter 
was written. //• /</, by Lord Mansfield. C. .1.. and Butler. d„ that no action 
lay on such letter, as A was evidently entrapped into writing it. (11)

A friend of plaint ill s asked defendant to act as arbitrator between 
plaintiir and A. in a dispute about a horse. Defendant declined. The friend 
wrote again strongly urging defendant to use his influence with A. not to 
firing the case into court. Defendant again declined, and stated his rea
sons ; and, on this letter, plaintiir brought an action. Subsequently an
other friend of the plaintiffs, with his knowledge and consent, wrote to 
defendant that she was confident lie was misinformed about the plaintiff. 
Defendant replied that lie believed A. and his servant, and not the plaintiff. 
On this plaintiff brought a second action of libel. Held, that both letters 
were privileged. ( 12)

I lie plaintiff was a builder, and contracted to build certain school-rooms 
at Bermondsey. The defendant started a false report, that in the building 
the plaintiff had used inferior timber: the report reached the plaintiff, who 
thereupon suspended the work, and demanded an inquiry : and the com
mittee of tlie school employed defendant to survey the work and report, 
lie reported falsely that inferior timber was used. Lord Lvndhurst direct
ed the jury, that if they believed that the reports which produced the 
inquiry originated with the defendant, the defendant’s report to the com
mittee was not privileged. Verdict for the plaintiff. ( Ui)

Provoked publication. If a person is attacked in a newspaper, lie may 
write back to rebut the charges made against him and may retort upon 
his assailant, when such retort is a necessary part of his defence, or fairly 
arises out of the charges made against him. (II) The privilege, however, 
extends only to such retorts as are a fair answer to the assailant’s attacks.

ILIA SI NATIONS.

I lie plaintiff, a barrister, attacked the Bishop of Sodor and Man before 
the House of Keys in an argument against a private bill, imputing to the 
bishop improper motives in his exercise of church patronage, flic bishop 
wrote a charge to his clergy refuting these insinuations, and sent it to the 
newspapers for publication. Held, that under the circumstances, the bishop 
was justified in sending the charge to the newspapers, for an attack made 
in public required a public answer. (15) 

the defendant was a candidate for the county of Waterford. Shortly 
I «‘tore the election, the Kilkenny Tenant Farmer’s Association published 
in Free hi tin'* ■luiiniul an address to the constituency, describing the defen
dant as ** a true type of a bad Irish landlord — the scourge of the country." 
and charging him with tyranny and oppression towards his tenants, and 
especially towards the plaintiff, one of his former tenants. The defendant

i 10) Smith v. Wood, :f Camp.. 32:$.
(11) \\eatherston v. Hawkins. I T. IT. 110.
(12) \N hitely v. Adams, 15 <’. B. N. S.. 302: 32 L. .1. V. 1*.. 80.
(13) Smith v. Mathews. 2 Moo. & Rob.. 151.
(14) ODonnghue v. Hussey. Ir. IT. 5 (’. L„ 124.
(15) Laughton v. Bishop of Senior and Man, L. IT. 4 1*. (’.. 405; 42 L. 

I. I*. C.. 11.
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published, also in Freeman x .Journal, an address to the const i 
tuencx. answering thew charges, and, in so doing, necessarily libelled the 
I'lamiill. Held. that such an address, being an answer to an attack, was 
ini uni fade privileged. ( 18)

The plaintiff, a policy-holder in an insurance company, published a pam
phlet accusing the directors of fraud. The directors published a pamphlet 
in reply, declaring the charges contained in the plaintiff's pamphlet to he 
hil-c and calumnious and also asserting that in a suit instituted by the 
plaintiff, ilie latter had sworn, in support of these charges, the opposite ni 
iii' own handwriting, ( o-khurn. ('. .1.. held the director's pamphlet prima 
fin ii privileged, and directed the jury as follows: “If you are of opinion 
that it was published boitti fide in defence of the company, and to prevent 
these charges from operating to their prejudice, and to vindicate the char
acter of the directors, and not with a view to injure or lower the character 
of the plaintiff, and think that the publication did not go lieyond tlie o<- 
casual, you ought to lind for the defendants on the general issue.” Verdict 
lor defendants. (17)

A, the manager of a private lunatic asylum, unsuccessfully attempted to 
seize ami carry oil" It. a lady, whom he luma fide believed to be insane, lie 
did so at the n11liest of her husband, proper certificates having been ob
tained and all the requirements of the Lunacy Act complied with. It. who 
was perlcctly sane, constantly afterwards attacked A in the ncws|>apcrs. 
challenging him to justify his conduct. A. at last, wrote a letter in answer 
to these attacks and sent it to the Hrilixh Medical Journal. Huddleston. 
It. held this letter privileged. (18)

At a vestry meeting called to elect fresh overseers, A accused It, one of 
tin- outgoing oxeiseer*, of neglecting the interests of the vestry, and not 
collecting tin- rates; It retorted that A had lieen bribed by a railway com 
pain, liclil. that the retort was a mere In yi/w/iif, in no xvay connected 
with the charge made against It by A. and was therefore not privileged: 
lor it xxa- not made in self-defence, but in counter-attack. (1»)

288. Publishing in Courts of Justice. — No one commits un of
fence hy publishing any defamatory matter, in any proceeding 
held la-fore or under the authority of any court exercising judicial 
authority, or in any inquiry made under the authority of am 
statute or hy order of Her Majesty, or of any of the department- 
of (iovcrmnciit. Dominion or Provincial.

See section 200. fioxl, ns to the publication of fair report» of public pro- 
.....lings in any court of justice.

289 Publishing parliamentary papers. No one commits an 
oiT. ucc 11\ publishing to either the Senate, or House of Common-, 
or to any Legislative Council, Legislative Assembly or House of 
Assembly, defamatory matter contained in a petition to the 
iiatc, or House of Commons, or to any such Council or Assembly, 
or hv publishing hy order or under the authority of the Sen ile or

i Mi) Dwyer v. Ksmonde, 2 L. IS. (lr.). 243.
( 17 i Kciiig v. Ititchie. 3 K. & 413: IS. v. \ dev. 4 F. & I-’.. HIT
(IK) Weldon v. Winslow. Timex for March 14th 10th, 1884: Coxvard 

x. Wellington, 7 < . & I1.. Ml.
( Ith Senna x. Med land. 4 .lur. X. S., 103».
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House of Commons, or of any such Council or Assembly, any 
paper containing defamatory matter or bv publishing, in good 
faith and without ill-will to the person defamed, any extract from 
or abstract of any such paper.

W ith regard to tin- publication of parliamentary document#, see section

In connection with the same subject, sections (i and 7 of the K. S. C., 
chap, hi.'!, remain unrepcaled. (Nee Schedule Two, /><>*/.)

290. Fair Reports of Proceedings of Parliament and Courts.
No one commits an offence by publishing in good faith, for the in
formation of the public, a fair report of the proceedings of the 
Senate or House of Commons, or any committee thereof, or of any 
such Council or Assembly, or any committee thereof, or of the 
public proceedings preliminary or final heard before any court ex
ercising judicial authority, nor by publishing, in good faith, any 
fair comment upon any such proceedings.

The rule embodied in this section applies to all courts of justice, superior 
or inferior, of record or not of record. (20) It is immaterial whether the 
proceeding lie e.r parle or not; and recent decisions in England, — where 
the law on the subject is not so wide as ours ns expressed in the above sec
tion,— shew that it is also immaterial whether the matter be one over 
which the court lias jurisdiction or not, and whether it disposes of the ease 
finally or sends it for trial to a higher tribunal. (21)

Formerly, the law was not construed so as to privilege reports of pro
ceedings (especially when e.r parte) before police magistrates or justices 
of the peace ; and many judges, by their dicta, denied any privilege to fair 
and accurate reports of e.r parle proceedings, even in the superior courts ;
(22) but a different view was afterwards taken by such judges as Cock- 
burn. C. ,J.. (23) and Lawrence, ,1., (24) who saw a good reason for such 
a privilege in the fact that " the general advantage to the country of hav
ing the proceedings of all courts of justice made public more than counter
balances the inconvenience to private persons, whose conduct may lie the 
subject of such proceedings."

In iIn* course of liis remarks in the ease of Wason v. Walter. Cockburn. 
c. ,1.. said, “The true criterion of the privilege is not whether the report 
was or was not of a proceeding e.r parte, but whether it was a fair and 
honest report of what had taken place, published simply with a view to 
tin* information of the public, and innocent of all intention to do injury to 
the reputation of the party affected."

It was not until 187* that tin* law lieeame settled, in England, by the 
decision in Vsill’s ease, in which il was held that the privilege extended to 
all hond fide and correct reports of all proceedings in a magistrate's court, 
whether e.r parle or otherwise.

( Jl) « Mg. I.ili. & SI., 3rd Ed.. 27N.
( 21) l sill v. Hales. 47 L. J„ ('. I1.. 323.
(22) Maule. .1., in Hoare v. Silverlovk. It) L. J. C. P.. 215, and Abbott. 

( '. .1.. in Duncan v. Thwnites. 3 B. & < '.. 556.
(23) In Wason v. Walter. L. It., 4 Q. 11, 87.
(24) In II. v. Wright. 8 T. It.. 21)8.
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l sills cm ho arose out of an Item, which appeared in three London new - 
pa|M'rs, in the folloxving words:

"Three gentlemen, civil engineers, were among the applicants to the 
magistrate yesterday, and they applied for criminal process against Mi 
» >ill. a civil engineer of Great Queen Street. Westminster. The spokesman 
stated that they had been engaged in the survey of an Irish railway l,< 
Mr. I'sill. and hud not Item paid what they had earned in their various 
capacities, although from time to time tliev had received small sums on 
account ; and. as the person complained of had been paid, they considered 
that lie had been guilty of a criminal offence in withholding their moiicx 
Mr. Woolrycli said it was a matter of contract between the parties; and 
although, on the face of the application they had been badly treated, lie 
must refer them to the County Court."

Mr. I'sill sued the proprietor of each of three newspapers, and the three 
actions were tried together before Lord Coleridge. 1 he learned Judge told 
the jury that the only question for their consideration was whether or not 
the publication complained of was a fair and impartial report of what took 
place before the magistrate: and that, if they found that it was so. the 
1'iihli. at ion was privileged. The jury found that it was a fair report of 
what occurred, and accordingly returned a verdict for the defendant in 
each case. Hr hi, that the report was privileged, although the proceeding' 
were iv parle. and although the magistrate decided that he had no juri' 
diction over the matter. (25)

The same principle was followed in a still more recent Knglish case, in 
which a fair and accurate report of an cv parte application made to jn~ 
tices in open court for the issue of a summons for perjury was held prix 
ileged. although, in that < ase. the justices granted the summons, and the 
matter was not finally disposed of on that day but came on for hearing a 
week later, and was then dismissed. The Court of Appal held that it was 
enough if there was a tinal decision "at one stage or other of the pro 
feedings. ‘ and that the reporters might report the proceedings at each 
'lage. (20) In other words, a newspaper reporter may report everything 
that occurs publicly in open court without fear of any action, provided 
only that his reports are fair and accurate. (27)

Ko, that although, in the Knglish Statutory Law relating to the subject, 
there is no provision. — such as that contained in our law,—expressly in 
luding both prelim I liar ft and final proceedings, the rule privileging" fail 

and accurate reports of proceedings before a public court of justice. i> held, 
in Kngland, to extend to preliminary as well us to final proceedings.

I here are two eases, however, in which reports of judicial proceed!lir
ait hough fair and accurate, are not privileged. The first is where the Court 
has itself prohibited the publication, as it has the power to do pending 
litigation. (28i although nowadays such a prohibition is very rare: (2if i 
and the second is where the subject matter of the trial is an obscene or 
blasphemous libel or where for any other reason the proceedings are unfit 
for publication. It is not justifiable to publish even a fair and accurate 
report of such proceedings: and such a report is indictable as a criminal 
Iliad. (30)

(25) I'sill x. Hales. I sill x. Brcarlev. and I'sill v. C'arke, 3 C. I’. If. 
311*: 47 L. J. C. I\. 332.

(20) Windier v. The Press Association, 11803] 1 Q. B.. 05.
(27) (Mg. Lib. & SI., 3rd Ed., 281.
(28) Per Turner. L. .1.. in Brook v. Evans, 20 L. .L, Ch.. 010. And see 

K. x. i lenient, 2 B. a a . 218.
(20) See U-x v v. Laxvson. 27 L. .L. Q. B.. 283.
(30) II. v. Mary Carlile. 3 B. & A.. 107: Steele v. Brennan. L. IL. 7 < . P. 

201 : Be " Kv< aing News." 3 Times L. It., 255.
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291. Fair reports of public meetings. — No «me commits an 
offence by publishing in good faith, in a newspaper, a fair report 
of the proceedings of any publie meeting if the meeting is lawfully 
convened for a lawful purpose and open to the public, and if such 
report is fair and accurate, and if the publication of the matter 
complained of is for the public benefit, and if the defendant does 
not refuse to insert in a conspu mis place in the newspaper in 
which the report appeared a reason a ole letter or document of ex
planation or contradiction by or on behalf of the prosecutor.

The provision contained in this section is not contained in the English 
Draft Code.

Reports of public meetings. It will Ik- seen by this section. 291. that, 
in order for tin- report of the proceedings of a public meeting to lie priv
ileged. not only must the meeting be one open to the public, but the mut
ter reported and published, as an act omit of what lias taken place at such 
public meeting, must be matter which is of public concern, and the publica
tion of which is for the public benelit.

This is only right : for it would lie a very serious matter to privilege vite 
reproduction in public print of everything of a private nature, or anything 
not of public interest spoken, at a meeting, of and injurious to the reputa
tion of individuals. A meeting may be thinly attended, or the audience 
may know the speaker who utters the slanderous words at such meeting 
to "lie unworthy of credit, and may mit believe what he says, lint it would 
Ik- a terrible tiling for tin* person defamed if such words could Ik- printed 
iiml published to all the world, merely because they were uttered at a meet
ing. Charges recklessly made in the cm itement of the moment might thus 
Ik- diffused throughout the country, and would remain recorded in a per
manent form against a perlevtly innocent person. We cannot tell intti 
whose hands a copy of that newspaper may come. Moreover, additional 
importance and weight is given to such a calumny by its publication in 
i lie columns of a respectable paper. Many |«-ople will believe it merely 
because it is in print. If the report is to be spread over the world by means 
of the press, the malignant falsehoods of the vilest of mankind, which 
would not receive the least credit where the author is known, would make 
an impression which it would require much time and trouble to erase, and 
which it might Ik- diflicult, if not impossible, ever completely to re
in,we. (31)

Section 291 is to the same effect as was section 2. (now repealed), of the 
Imperial Statute 44 and 4Û Vie., e. till, (the Ynrx/><//>,r Libel ami Jtiyi*- 
tnilioii .\il. issi). The present English Law on the subject is contained in 
the Lair of Libel Ainem linnit Ait. IXHX, section 4. which is as follows : — 

" A fair and accurate report published in any newspaper of the proceed
ings of » public meeting, or. (except where neither the public or any news
paper reporter is admitted ). of any meeting of a vestry, town council, 
school board, board of guardians, board or local authority formed or con
stituted under the provision of any act of parliament, or of any eommitt- • 
appointed by any of the above mentioned bodies, or of any meeting of any 
commissioners authorized to act by letters-patent. Act of Parliament, war
rant under the Royal Sign Manual, or other lawful warrant or authority, 
-elect committees of either Mouse of Parliament, justices of the peace in 
quarter sessions assembled for administrative or deliberative purposes, and

(31) See Remarks of Lord Campbell in Davison v. Duncan. 20 L. .1.. Q. 
If. 100. and of Rest. ('. .1.. in DeCrespiguy v. Wellesley. 5 Bing., 402-406.
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the | mill Kill inn at the request of any government office or »nt, of
lien of state, commissioner of jailiee, or chief constable, of any notice or 
re|mrt issued hy them for the information of the public, shall l>c privilegeil 
unless it shall la* proved that such report or publication wan published ot 
made malieioiisly : Proxided that nothing in this section shall authorise
tin publi. at ion of mix .................Mis or indeccn* matter: 1‘rovided. also.
that the protection intended to In* a Horded by this section shall not be 
available as a defence in any procei « if it shall be proved that the 
defendant lias liven requested to insert in the newsjiaper in which tin 
report or other publication complained of up|iearcd, a reasonable letter 01 
statement, by xxay of contradiction or explanation of such report or otliei 
publication, and has refused or neglected to insert the same: Provided. 
further, that nothing in this section contained shall be deemed or con 
»trued to limit or abridge any privilege now by law existing or to protect 
the publication of any matter not of public concern and the publication of 
which is not for the public benefit.

" For the purposes of this section iniblie meetiiuj shall mean any meeting 
bona fide and lawfully held for a lawful purpose, and for the furtherance 
or discussion of any matter of public concern, whether the admission there 
to lie general or restricted.”

292. Fair discussion. — No one commits an offence by publish
ing any defamatory matter which he, on reasonable grounds, be
lieves to be true, and which is relevant to any subject of public 
interest, the public discussion of which is for the public benefit.

Matters of public interest. - Among matters of public interest (Mger- 
(32) mentions the following: —

1. Affair* of Stair: (including the ] ml ivy, foreign or domestic, of the
government, the conduct of servants, all suggestions of reforms in
existing laws, all hills before parliament, the adjustment and collection of 
taxes, etc.) ;

2. The allmlnistration of fustier; (including the conduct of suitors and 
witnesses, the verdicts of juries, etc., but on these, during the progress of i 
trial there should be nothing I my on d simule reports, and no comments until 
after the trial is ended):

3. I’iiblif hi*titiitlou* unit local authorilir*; (including town councils, 
school hoards, boards of health, vestries, hospitals, colleges, asylums, etc. i

4. t'eele*ia*lieal affair*; (including a bishop's government of his di< 
epse, a rector's management of his parish, etc.) :

fi. Hook*, iiirlmr* ami architecture;
ti. Theatre*, enm-erl* ami oilier fiublie riilertaiiiiiirnt*;
7. Other np|teals to the public, (as where a man by his conduct loin : 

himself or his inventions or the goods in xvliieh he deals within the rule 
relating to publie interest or where a man puts himself prominent lx in 
ward and acquires for a time a iiua*i position).

ILLl SI RATIONS.

Condemnation of the foreign policy of the (lovernment, however sweep 
mgs. is no libel.

The evidence before a Royal Commission is matter piililiei furl*, and 
everyone has a perfect right to criticise it. (33)

(32) (Mg. Lib. & SI.. 3rd Kd.. 46-67.
(33) Per Wiekens. V. ('.. in Mil I kern v. Ward. L. R.. 13 Eq., 622 : 41 L. 

i . ( I,.. n;t
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>i» is evidence taken before a Parliamentary Committee on a local ga* 
hill. (34)

A report of the Hoard of Admiralty upon the of a naval architect,
submitted to the Lords of the Admiralty for their consideration, is a mat
ter of national interest. (33)

All appointments by the (Joverninent to any office are matters of public 
concern. (30)

A newspaper is entitled to comment on the fad (if it lie one) that cor
rupt practices extensively prevailed at a recent Parliamentary election bo 
long as it does not make charges against individuals. (37)

A meeting assembled to hear a political address by a candidate at a 
Parliamentary election, and the conduct thereat of all persons who take 
any part in such meeting, are fair subjects for bomi /hit' discussion by a 
writer in a newspa|>cr. (38)

The details of a long-protracted squabble between a professional singer 
and a great composer do not become matters of public interest, merely be
cause the former ultimately applies to a police magistrate for a summons 
against the latter. (39)

“ The management of "the poor and the administration of the poor-law 
in each local district are matters of public interest.’’ (40)

I he official conduct of a way-warden may be freely criticised in the local 
press. (41)

The manner in which a coroner's officer treats a deceased's poor rel
atives when serving them with a summons for an inquest, and the be
haviour of such offl.er in court are matters of public concern. (42)

The conduct of a trustee of a private corporation, as such trustee, is not 
a matter of public interest. (43)

The press may comment on the fact of the incumbent of a parish having, 
contrary to the wishes of the church-warden, allowed books to he sold in 
church during the service, and cooked a chop in the vestry after ser-

I he court were equally divided on the question whether sermons preach
ed in open church, but "not printed and published, were matter for public 
comment. (43)

(fuanr. would it not depend upon whether or not the sermon itself dealt 
with matters of public interest?

j in» articles which appear in a newspaper and its general tone and style

(34) Hedley v. Harlow, I K. & l'\. 224.
(33) 11 en wood v. Harrison. L. 15.. 7 < I’., bon. 41 L. I. < I’.. 20b.
13b) Seymour v. Hutterwo* t h. 3 F. & 372.
(37 ) Wilson v. Heed and others. 2 F. & F.. 149.
(38) Davis v. Duncan, L. It.. 9 ('. I’.. 39b: 43 L. J. « . P. 183.
(39) Weldon v. Johnson. Tim is for May 27th, 1884.
(40) Per Coekhurn, J.. in Purcell v. Sowler. 2 ('. P. I).. 218: 4b L. J. 

V. I*.. 308.
(41) Marie v. Valherall. 14 L. T.. 801.
(42) Per Bowen, J.. in Sheppard v. Lloyd. /)«(/// ('hrmivh for March 

lltli. 1882.
(43) Wilson v. Fitch. 41 Cal.. 303.
(44) Kellv v. Tinting, L. It.. 1 (). It.. 099: 33 L. I. <). It.. 231.
(43) tint heroic v. Miall. 13 M. & XV.. 319.

7
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may lu* the subject of adverse criticism. ns well as any oilier literary pro
duction: hut no attack should he made on the private character of a writer 
on its stall'. (411)

A comic picture of the author of a book, an author, bowing beneath the 
weight of his volume, is no liliel : though a personal caricature of him a- 
he appeared in private life would lie. (47)

Criticism, however trenchant, on any new poem or novel, or on any pâ
ture exhibited in a public gallery, is no libel. (48)

But to maliciously pry into the private life of any poet, novelist, artist. 
or statesman, is indefensible.

A gentleman unconnected with the stage got up what lie called ' .i 
Dramatic Ball." The company was disorderly and far from select. No 
actor or actress of any reputation was present at the ball, or took aux 
share in the arrangement'. The Era, the special organ of the theatrical 
profession, published an indignant article, commenting severely on the con
duct of the prosecutor in starting such a ball for his own prolit. and pan 
icularly in calling such an assembly "a Dramatic Ball." Criminal proceed 
mgs resulted in a verdict of “ Not guilty." (49)

A newspaper, commenting on a Hower-sltow. denounced one exhibitor b\ 
name as “ a beggarly soul," " famous in all sorts of dirty work," and spoke 
of “ the tricks by which lie and a few like him used to secure prizes ‘ a- 
being now “ broken in upon by some judges more honest than usual 
Such remarks are clearly not fair criticism on the llower-show. (50)

V noever seeks notoriety, or invites public attention, is said to dial 
lenge public criticism : ami lie cannot resort to the law courts if that cri 
ticiam be less favorable than lie anticipated. (51)

So that, if a complainant in a prose ution for defamatory libel, has him 
self called public attention to the subject matter of the alleged libel In 
obtaining the publication of newspaper articles commending his conduct. 
lie thereby invites public criticism thereof and cannot object that tin- 
answer to his own articles is not a publication in the public interest, t 52 i

293. Fair comment. No mu* commits an offence *>> publishim. 
fair comments upon the public conduct of a person who takes part 
in public affairs.

2. No one commits an offence by publishing fair comments on 
any published Imok or other literary production, or any compo-i 
tion or work of art or performance publicly exhibited, or any oilur 
communication made to the public on any subject, if such com
ments arc confined to criticism on such book or literary predic
tion, composition, work of art. performance or communication.

We have seen already. (53) that. — side by side with the gradual dew!

(4(1) Her ini v. Stuart. 1 Ksp.. 437: Stuart v. Lovell, 2 Stark.. 93: <'ani|' 
bell v. Spottiswoode, 3 F. & 121: 32 L. -I. (). B., 185.

(47) Sir John Carr v. Hood. I Camp.. 355m.
(48) Strauss v. Francis. 4 F. & F.. 939. 1107: 10 L. T.. 074.
(49) II. v. Ledger, Timru for Jan. 14th. 18S9. And see Dihdm \. *x\an 

and Bust nek. 1 Ksp.. 28.
(50) (ireen v. Chapman, 4 Bing. N. (’.. 92.
(51) Udg. Lib. Si SI.. 3rd Ed., 50.
(52) II. v. Brazenu. 3 Can. Cr. ( ns.. 89.
(53) See comments under section 124, anlr.
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• pment uml advance of broader popular view» and sentiments, — corres
ponding changes and improvements, in the general law of libel, have been 
effected, partly by express legislation on that subject, (54) and partly by 
ilie laeit establishment and judicial recognition of the modern rule or right 
of fair comment: so that the old idea of libel, - written blame, true or 
taise of any man public or private, - which held linn possession of the 
judicial mind, a hundred years ago, has long since, been relegated to a 
place among the things of the past, and has given way to the more modern, 
common sense doctrine which allows, to every man. the right to give free 
and honest expression to his views on matters of publie interest and 
general concern.

In the words of (oekburn, ('. ■!., " Our law of libel has, in many res
pecte, only gradually developed itself into anything like a satisfactory and 
-ettied hum. I lie mil liberty of publie writer- to comment on the con
duct and motives of public men has only in very recent times lieen reco
gnized. t oinmenls on government, on ministers and officers of state, on 
members of both Houses of Parliament, on judges and other publie finie 
Homines, are now made every day. which half a century ago would have 
been the subject of actions or r.i officio informations, and would have 
brought down line and imprisonment on publishers and authors. Yet who 
can doubt that the public are gainers by the change, and that, though in- 
l list ice may often be done, and though public men may often have to smart 
under the keen sense of wrong indicted by hostile criticism, the nation 
protits by public opinion being thus freely brought to bear on the dis 
charge of public duties'? (65)

The real ground upon which the right of fair and honest comment and 
eiiticism rests i- not. in a strictly legal sense, that of the matter being 
privileged by reason of the occasion, but that honest criticism is no libel : 
hi other words, when anything defamatory is used in the course of any 
criticism, il is no longer criticism, so far as the defamatory part of it is 
concerned.

iMgers points out that true criticism differs from defamation in tne fol 
lowing particulars:

" I. Criticism deals only with such things as invite public attention, or 
call for public comment. It does not follow a public man into his private 
lib . or pr\ into his dottiesti.- concerns;

•J. Criticism never attacks the individual, but only his irork. Such work 
may be either the policy of a government, the action of a member of par
liament. a public entertainment, a book published, or a picture exhibited. 
In every ca-e the attack is on a man's ads, or on some thimi and not upon 
the man himself. A true critic never indulges in personalities, but con- 
tines himself entirely to the merits of the subject matter before him ;

;f. The critic never takes advantage of the occasion to gratify private 
malice, or to attain any other object beyond the fair dis -nasion of matter- 
of public interest, and "the judicious guidance of the public taste. He will 
carefully examine the production before him, and then honestly and fear
lessly state his true opinion of it." (5(1)

*• Every one Inis a right to publish such fair and candid criticism, even

(54) Fox's Libel Act. 1702. (32 (leo. 3, e. (10): Lord Campbell's Act. 
(ti-7 Vie., e. OH) : 37 \ i<\. e. 3S; IL S. (c. 1(13; The Vcirs/m/io Libel ami 
Kepi xtratiuu Ad. ISHI. (Imp.) : The t.atr of Libel A maniaient Ad. I88N,

(55) Chief Justice ( oekburn"s Rem. in Wason v. Walter, L. R. 4 Q. B., 
03 04.

(5(1) (Mgers' Lib. & SI.. 3rd Ed., 34, 35.
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"‘although the author may «utter loss from it. Such a loss the law does 
not consider as an injury, because it is a loss which the parly ought to 
sustain. It is. in short, the loss of fame and protits to which he was never 
'•ntitled. * Reflection upon personal character is another thing. Show 
me an attack upon the moral character of the plaintitl'. or any attack upon 
Ins character unconnected with his authorship, and I should he as ready 
as any judge who ever sat here to protect him. Hut. I cannot hear of mai- 
ice on account of turning his works into ridicule." (57)

" Liberty of criticism must be allowed, or we should neither have purity 
of taste nor nl morals. Fair discussion is essentially necessary to the truth 
i ! history ami the advancement of science. That publication, therefore. I 
shall never consider as a libel, which has for its object, not to injure the 
reputation of any individual, hut to correct misrepresentations of fact, to 
refute sophistical reasoning, to expose a vicious taste in literature, or to 
censure what is hostile to morality." (58)

“A critic must continc himself to criticism, and not make it the veil for 
personal censure, nor allow himself to run into reckless and unfair attack' 
merely from the love of exercising his power of denunciation." (.">9)

Comment on well-known facts, or facts, which are admitted to exist is a 
very different thing from asserting as a fact, something which is unsub
stantiated, and then commenting upon the thing so asserted and unsub
stantiated.

I lie very statement of the rule as to fair and bond fide comment on a 
matter of public interest assumes that the matters commented upon have 
been, some how or other, ascertained to be actual facts. It docs not mean 
that a man may invent sbmething. and then proceed to comment upon it. 
in what would be a fair and bond 'fide manner, if the thing were actually 
a fact well known or admitted.

It is one thing to comment upon or criticise, even with severity, the 
acknowledged or proved acts of a public man. and quite another to make 
the bare assertion that he has been guilty of particular acts of misconduct.

Although the light to comment upon the public acts of public men is 
not the peculiar privilege of the press, but the right of citizens generally, 
and although, in strict law. newspaper writers stand in no better position 
than any other person, still they are usually allowed greater latitude by 
liiries; for, in a great measure, the duty of watching narrowly the con
duct of government ofllcials and the working of all institutions, and
of commenting freely on all matter- of general concern to the nation, and 
of fearlessly exposing abuses, is a duty which has come to be looked upon, 
by the public at large, us one within the peculiar province of the press.

Udgers also points out that "Comment and erltlelnm on matters of 
public interest stand on a very different footing from reports of judicial or 
I'arliamentary proceedings. Such reports art privileged, so long as they 
are fair and accurate reports, ami nothing more. Hut so soon as there is 
any attempt at nnnmenl, the privilege is lost. In short, report ami com
ment arc two distinct and separate things. A report is the mechanical re 
production, more or less condensed or abridged, of what actually took 
place: comment is the judgment passed, on the circumstances reported, by 
one who has applied his mind to them. Fair reports are privileged publica 
tions; while fair eomments, if on matters of public interest, are, ns such. 
no libels at all." (UQ)

(57) Hem. of Lord Kllenboroiigh, in the celebrated case of Sir John Carr, 
x. Hood, 1 Camp.. 356*.

(•>8) Lord Kllenboroiigh. in Ta hart v. Tipper, 1 Camp., 351.
(59) Per Huddleston, H., in Whistler v. Luskin, Times for Nov. 27th.

(W) Udgers, Lib. A SI., 3rd Ed., 34.

5
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

A newspajier is entitled to comment upon the hearing of a criminal 
charge and the evidence produced thereat, and discus* the conduct of the 
magistrates in dismissing the charge without hearing all the evidence; hut 
not to disclose " evidence irliich hi it/lit hurt turn adduced " and argue there- 
from that the accused was guilty of the felony, (til)

A and II owned the Xatal Wit mus, in which they attacked the official 
conduct of < the British Resident rommissioner in Zululand. asserting 
that lie had violently assaulted a Zulu chief, that lie had set on his native 
police to assault and abuse others, etc. They declared that though doubt 
had been thrown on these stories they would prove to be true on investiga
tion. They then proceeded, on the assumption that the charges were true, 
to comment on ("s conduct in offensive and injurious language. At the 
trial, it was proved that the charges were without foundation ; and A and 
II made no attempt to support them by evidence. Verdict tor C500. 
Motion for a new trial refused by Supreme Court of Natal. Held, on ap
peal to I’rivy Council that the distinction must be closely drawn between 
comment or criticism, and allegations of fact ; and that the publication 
was in no way privileged. (02)

A newspaper reported that the mother of a lady, dead and buried, had 
applied to the coroner, on affidavits that the body might lie exhumed, and 
proceeded to gi\ c a sensational narrative of shocking acts of cruelty to the 
deceased committed by her husband, imputing that he had caused her 
death. This narrative' commenced — " From inquiries made by our repor
ter it appears.” etc. In reality the reporter had made i" inquiries; In* had 
merely read the affidavits, and accepted the r.r /iiirtr statements contained 
in them as truth : they were in fact wholly false, lie was convicted and 
fined £50. (03)

A Dublin newspaper asserted that plaintiff, the manager of the ljueen's 
Printing (Ifllce in Ireland, had corruptly supplied Freenian'n Journal with 
official information and surreptitious copies of official documents. A plea 
of fair comment, stating that !•'rev mail'* Journal did somehow get official 
information earlier than other pa liera, and that defendant band flTh be
lieved that such information could only have been obtained from the 
tjueen's Printing Office, was held had on demurrer. (04)

It is not a fair comment on any legal proceedings to insinuate that a 
particular witness committed perjury in the course of them. (05)

A. in " A History of New Zealand," stated that B, a cavalry lieutenant, 
had charged at some women and children who were harmlessly hunting 
pigs, ••and cut them down gleefully and with ease;” that he had dismissed 
;i subordinate officer who protested against this cruelty, and that he was 
known among the Maoris as ** Kohuru " (the murderer). A. admitted 
that these facts did not appear in official reports, or in any other history 
,,i' New Zealand; but he called a witness who had made a statement to the 
i inventor of New Zealand on hearsay evidence, containing the same charge, 
a cop\ of which statement the Governor had forwarded to A. Held, no 
defenei'. Verdict £5.000, damages, (till)

(Ul ) llibbins v. Lee, 4 F. & K, 243; 11 L. T., 341. Helsham v. Black
wood, 20 L. .1. V. I\, 187; 15 dur., KOI.

(02) Davis & Sons v. Shepstone, 11 App. ( as., 187 ; 5;> L. d. P. ( .. 51. 
(03) R. v. Andrew Gray, 20 d. 1\, 003.
(04) Lofroy v. Burnside, (No. 2), 4 L. R. Ir., 557.
(05) Rolierts v. Brown, 10 Bing., 510; 4 Moo. & S„ 407.
(00) Bryce v. Rusden, 2 Times L. 1L. 435. See, also, Brenon v. Ridgxvay, 

3 Times L*. It.. 502.
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294. Seeking remedy for grievance. — No one commits an
offence by publishing defamatory matter for the purpose, in good 
faith, of seeking remedy or redress for any private or public wrong 
or grievance from a person who has, or is reasonably believed b\ 
the person to have, the right or be under obligation to
remedy or redress such wrong or grievance, if the defamatory 
matter is believed by him to be true, and is relevant to the remedy 
or redress sought, and such publishing does not in manner or ex
tent exceed what is reasonably sufficient for the occasion.

In making an application for tin- purpose of obtaining ml res# for sum, 
injury received, care should he taken to make the application to some one 
having jurisdiction to entertain it, or having power to redress the gric 
veuve, m who is n'ummuhlu lirlicml, by the applicant, to be under some 
obligation lo llord a remedy; for if the applicant recklessly make state 
ment*- to sonic one who is. ns lie ought to have known, altogether uncon 
veined with the matter, the privilege may be lost. (U7)

A letter to the Secretary of War, with the intent to prevail on him in 
exert his authority to compel tile plaintiff (an oflieer of the army) to pa\ 
a délit due from iiim to defendant, was held privileged, alt hough tin- Sc 
rctnry of War had no iliiTct power or authority to order the plainte' 
to piiy his debt. " It was an application,” says Best, J., “for the mires- 
of a grievance, made to one of the Kings ministers, who, as the defendant 
honestly thought, had authority to alien! him redress.” ((18)

The inhabitants of a district prepared a memorial charging plaintill', .< 
teacher in a district school, with drunkenness and immorality, and sent i 
to the local superintendant of schools. It ought strictly to have been sent 
first, to the trustees of that particular school, who would, then, if they 
thought lit., in «lue course forward it to the local superintendent to take 
action upon it. //#/«/, that the publication was still //rlini) facie privileged, 
although, by a mistake easily made, sent to the wrong quarter in the lir-t 
instance, (til))

An elector of Finnic petitioned the Home Secretary, stating that plain 
till, a magistrate of the borough, had made speeches inciting to a breach 
of the peace, and praying for an inquiry, and for plaintiff’s removal from 
the commission of the peace. Such petition was held to lie privileged, al 
though it should move properly have been addressed to the Lord < lianecl- 
lor. (70)

295. Answers to inquiries. — No one commits an offence by 
publishing, in answer to inquiries made of him, defamatory mili
ter relating to some subject as to which the person by whom, or mi 
whose behalf, the inquiry is made has, or on reasonable grounds 
is believed by the person publishing to have, an interest in know
ing the truth, if such matter is published for the purpose, in good 
faith, of giving information in respect thereof to that person, and 
if such defamatory matter is believed to be true, and is relevant

(07) 1 Hawk. I*. (., 544.
(08) Fail-man v. Ives, 5 B. & Aid., 042; 1 I). & It.. 252.
(00) McIntyre v. Metienn. 13 U. ('. ((). B.>. Rep., 534.
(70) Harrison v. Bush, 25 L. d. Q. B.. 23, 50: Scarll v. Dixon, 4 !'. & F 

250.
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to the inquiries made, and also if such publishing does not in man
ner or extent exceed what is reasonably sufficient for the occasion.

The answer to an enquiry should not consist of irrelevant information 
gratuitously volunteered. For instance, if A, asks B, the name and address 
of ('. B is not justified in launching out into some disparagement of C's 
credit or conduct.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

If A, is about to have dealings with B. but first comes to ('. and con
fidentially asks him his opinion of B, ("s answer is privileged. (71)

If a friend tells me he wants a good lawyer to act for him and asKs my 
opinion of Smith. I am justified in telling him all I know for or against 
Smith. But if a stranger asks me in the train. "Is not that gentleman a 
lawyer? " I should not he justified in replying, " Yes, hut he ought to have 
to have been stripped of his gown long ago."

A met B, and addressing him said: “I hear that you say the bank of 
Bromage and Snead at Monmouth has stopped. Is it true?" B answered. 
"Yes. I was told so. It was so reported at C'ricklewell ; nobody would take 
their bills, and I came to town in consequence of it myself." Held, that if 
B understood A to be asking for information by which to regulate his eon- 
duct, anil spoke the words by way of honest advice, they were prlmû facie 
privileged. (72)

A was asked to sign a memorial, to retain B as trustee of a charity from 
which office he was about to lie removed. A refused to sign, and on being 
pressed for his reasons, stated them. Held, privileged. (73)

A had been a Major-General commanding irregular troops during the 
Crimean war. Complaint having been made of the insubordination of the 
troops, the corps commanded by A was placed under the superior command 
of General Vivian. A then resigned, and General Vivian directed General 
Shirley to inquire and report on the state of the corps, and referred him 
for information on the matter to B. General Vivian's private secretary and 
civil commissioner. All communications made by B to General Shirley 
touching the corps and A's management of it are privileged, if the jury 
find that B honestly believed that lie was acting within the scope of his 
duty in making them. (74)

«.here a father employed the defendant to make inquiries about the 
position and antecedents of his daughter's husband, a report by the defen
dant to the father of the result of his inquiries is privileged. (75)

Nash selected A to be his attorney in an action. B. apparently a total 
stranger, wrote to Nash to deprecate his so employing A. This was held 
to be clearly not a confidential communication. (7fi)

A husband asked a medical man to see his wife and ascertain her mental 
condition, lie reported to the husband that she was insane. Held, a priv
ileged communication. (77)

(71) Story v. t’hallands. 8 ('. & V., 234.
(. Bromage v. Prosser, 4 B. & Ur., 247; 1 C. & 1\, 475.
(73) Cowles v. Potts, 34 L. J. Q. B.. 247.
(74) Beatson v. Skene, 5 H. & N„ 838; 20 L. .1. Ex., 430; Uopwood v. 

I horn. 10 L. .1, ('. P., 04.
(75) Atwill v. Mackintosh, 0 Lathrop (120 Mass.), 177.
(70) Godson v. Home, 1 B. & B., 7; 3 Moore, 223.
(77) Weldon v. Winslow, Times for March 14th to 10th, 1884.
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1 am not justified in standing at the door of a tradesman’s shop and 
voluntarily defaming his character to his intending customers. But if an 
intending customer comes to me and inquires as to the respectability or 
credit of that tradesman, it is my duty to tell him all 1 know.

Horsford was about to deal witli the plaintilf. when he met the defen
dant, who said at once, without his opinion being asked at all. “ If you 
have anything to do with Storey, you will live to repent it; he is a most 
unprincipled man," etc. Ixml Denman directed a verdict for the plaintiff, 
because the defendant began by making the statement, without waiting to 
bo asked. (78)

296. Giving information. — No one commits an offence by pub
lishing to another person defamatory matter for the purpose of 
giving information to that person with respect to some subject as 
to which lie has, or is, on reasonable grounds, believed to have, 
such an interest in knowing the truth as to make the conduct of 
the person giving the information reasonable under the circum
stances: Provided, that such defamatory matter is relevant to such 
subject, and that it is either true, or is made without ill-will to 
the person defamed, and in the belief, on reasonable grounds, that 
it is true.

In n marginal note, upon the subject of this section, the Royal Commis 
sioners cite, as an authority to be referred to, in connection with this clas- 
of privileged communications, the case of Coxhcad v. Richards. (79)

In that case the Judges of the English Court of Common Pleas stood 
equally divided, as to whether a man may inform the owner of a ship that 
his captain has been guilty of gross misconduct at sea. A, the defendant 
in the case, had received, from an old and intimate friend, B. the first mate 
of a merchant ship a letter stating that he. B, was placed in a very awk 
ward position owing to the drunken habits, etc., of the captain of the 
ship, of which B was the first mate, and saying,—“How shall ! act? Ii 
is my duty to write to Mr. Ward [the owner of the ship], but my doing 
so would ruin the captain and his wife and family.” A, — after much 
deliberation and consultation with other nautical friends, — thought it his 
duty to shew the letter to Ward, and did so; where upon Ward dismissed 
(' from his position as captain. A knew nothing of tin- facts mentioned in 
It s letter, except from the letter itself, Tindal, C. .1.. told the jury that the 
publication of the letter by A, in shewing it to Ward was i>riiml farir priv 
ileged ; and they negatived malice. As the full Court was afterwards 
equally divided on the question of whether the shewing of the letter was 
privileged the verdict rendered by the jury in favor of the defendant stood.

There are many authorities shewing that if a writing, although injurious 
to another's character, be published, without intent to injure his character. 
Init hiiml flih' for the purpose of investigating a fact in which the person 
making it is interested, or, in which the person to whom it is made is in
terested, or in the performance of a legal, naval, military, moral or social 
duty, it is not punishable as a libel. (HO)

(7N) Storey v. Challamls, 8 ('. & 1*.. 234.
(70) Coxhcad v. Richards, 15 L. .1.. C. P., 278.
(80) Harrison v. Bush, 25 L. .1.. (). B.. 25; Whiteley v. Adams. 33 !.. I . 

('. V.. 80; Dawkins v. Lord Paulet, L. R., 5 If. B.. ill, 102; Rohshaw \. 
Smith, 38 L. T., 423.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

My regular solicitor may, unasked, give me information concerning 
third persons of which he thinks it to my interest that I should he inform
ed, even although not at the moment conducting legal proceedings for 
me. (81)

A solicitor who is conducting a case for a minor may inform his guar
dian of the minor's misconduct. (82)

A timekeeper employed on public works, on behalf of a public depart
ment, wrote a letter to the secretary of the department, imputing fraud 
to the contractor. Blackburn, .1., directed the jury that if they thought 
the letter was written in good failli and in the discharge of the defendant's 
duty to his employers, it was privileged, although written to the wrong 
person. (83)

A relation may confidentially advise a lady not to marry a particular 
suitor, and assign reasons, provided he really believes in the truth of the 
statements lie makes. (84)

A and B were joint owners of The Itubiimon, and engaged (' as master; 
in April, 1843, A purchased B's share: in August, 1843, A wrote a business 
letter to B. claiming a return of €150. and incidentally libelled ('. //#'/</ 
a nriviledged communication, as A and B were still in confidential relation
ship. (85)

The defendant, a linendraper, dismissed his apprentice without sufficient 
legal excuse : he wrote a letter to her parents, informing them that the 
girl would lie sent home, and giving his reasons for her dismissal, C'ock- 
hurn, .1., held this letter privileged, as there was clearly a confidential 
relationship between the girl's master and her parents. (80)

A, B. and ('. are brother officers in the same regiment. A meets B and 
says, - I have learned that < ' has been guilty of an atrocious offence : I 
wish to consult you whether I should divulge it — whether I should speak 
of it to the commanding officer." Such remark and the discussion that 
ensues would he privileged, if build fide. (87)

297. Selling Periodicals containing defamatory. Libel. — Every 
proprietor of any newspaper is presumed to lie criminally respon
sible for defamatory matter inserted and published therein, hut 
such presumption may he rebutted by proof that the particular 
defamatory matter was inserted in such newspaper without such 
proprietor’s cognizance, and without negligence on his part.

2. General authority given to the person actually inserting such 
defamatory matter to manage or conduct, as editor or otherwise, 
such newspaper, and to insert therein what he in his discretion 
thinks fit, shall not he negligence within this section unless it he

(81) Davis v. Beeves, 5 Ir. C. L. K.. 79.
(82) Wright v. Woodgnte. 2 ('. M. & K„ 573.
(83) Scarll v. Dixon, 4 F. & K, 250.
(84) Todd v. Hawkins, 2 M. & Rob., 20: 8 ('. & 1\. 88.
(85) Wilson v. Robinson. 7 Q. B., (18: 14 L. .1. (). B.. 19(5.
(86) .James v. Jollv, Bristol Summer Assizes, 1879. Odg. Lib. & SI.. 3rd 

Ed., 228.
(87) Bell v. Parke. 10 Ir. V. L. R.. 284.
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proved that the proprietor, when originally giving such general 
authority, meant that it should extend to inserting and publishing 
defamatory matter, or continued such general authority knowing 
that it had been exercised by inserting defamatory matter in any 
number or part of such newspaper.

3. No one is guilty of an offence by selling any number or part 
of such newspaper, unless he knew either that such number or part 
contained defamatory matter, or that defamatory matter was ha
bitually contained in such newspaper.

For tlu* meaning of the wont “ newspaper " nee section 3 (/>). ante.
The latter portion of the first paragraph of this section, 297, is to the 

same effect as section 5, (now repealed ), of It. S. C\, e. 103.
It is also similar to a clause contained in section 7 of Lord Campbell's 

Act, U ami 7 Vie., c. 90 ( Imp.), under which it has been held that the 
proprietors of a newspaper, who have appointed a competent editor to con
duct it. are not criminally responsible for the publication of a libel inserted 
in the newspaper by tile editor, if it be proved that the publication wa-> 
made without their actual authority, consent or knowledge, and that such 
publication did not arise from want of due care or caution on their 
part. (88)

Holbrook's case came up before the Court twice, each time upon a mo
tion for a new trial, and on each occasion, (although some of the judge* 
dissented). it was held that, upon a proper construction of the statute, 
general authority to an editor to conduct the business of a newspaper, in 
the absence of anything to give it a different character, must be taken to 
mean an authority to conduct it according to law. and, therefore, not to 
authorize the publication of a libel : (89) and that holding has evidently 
been kept in view in framing clause 2 of the above section. 297.

It must lie proved upon an indictment against the proprietor of a new * 
paper that the defendant was the proprietor or publisher of the pajier at 
the time of the publication therein of the alleged libel. (90)

Section 040, pout, provides that every proprietor, publisher, editor or 
other person charged with the publication in a newspaper of any defam 
a tory libel, shall lie dealt with, indicted, tried and punished in flic province 
in w'hieh he resides, or in which such newspaper is printed.

I lie Imperial Statute 61-52 Vic., e. 04, (The Law of Libel Amendment, 
Art, /NS8), provides, by section 8, that, no criminal prosecution shall lie 
commenced against any proprietor, publisher, editor or any persons, n - 
poii-alilo for the publication of a newspaper, for any libel published therein. 
without the ordir of a indue at Chambers being first had and obtained : 
and that the application for such order shall lie made on notice to the 
person accused, who shall have opportunity of being heard against such 
application.

298. Selling books containing defamatory matter. — No ont*
commits an offence by selling any book, magazine, panij lilet or 
other thing whether forming part of any periodical or not. nl-

(88) It. V. Holbrook. 3 Q. H. I)., 00; 47 L. .1. (Q. B.). 86; 4 (). B. U.. 42: 
48 L. F. (Q. It.). 113.

(89) Arch. Cr. PI. & Kv.. 21st Kd.. 8f<>. 891.
(90) It. v. Sellars, 0 L. N., 107.
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though thv saint* contains defamatory matter, if, at the time of 
sueli sale, he did not know that such defamatory matter was con
tained in such book, magazine, pamphlet or other thing.

2. The sale bv a servant of any book, magazine. t or
other thing, whether periodical or not, shall not make his em
ployer criminally responsible in respect of defamatory matter, 
contained therein unless it Ik* proved that such employer author
ized such sale knowing that such hook, magazine, t or
other thing contained defamatory matter, or. in case of a number 
or part of a periodical, that defamatory matter was habitually 
contained in such periodical.

299. When truth is a defence. — It shall be a defence to an 
indictment or information for a defamatory libel that the publish
ing of the defamatory matter in the manner in which it was pub
lished was for the public benefit at the time when it was pub
lished, and that the matter itself was true. U. S. (’., e. 163, s. 4.

See comments under section 302. pout.

300. Extortion by defamatory libel. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment, or to 
a fine not exceeding six hundred dollars, or to both, who publishes 
or threatens to publish, or offers to abstain from publishing, or 
offers to prevent the publishing of a defamatory libel with intent 
to extort any money, or to induce any person to confer upon or 
procure for any person any appointment or office of profit or trust, 
or in consequence of any person having been refused any such 
money, appointment or office. R. S. ('., e. 163, s. 1.

301. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two 
years’ imprisonment or to a fine not exceeding four hundred dol
lars, or to both, who publishes any defamatory libel knowing the 
same to be false. R. S. (\, c. 163, s. 2.

302. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
one year’s imprisonment, or to a fine not exceeding two hundred 
dollars, or to both, who publishes any defamatory libel. R. S. ('., 
e. 163, s. 3.

Section 280. ante, declares that publishing a libel is exhibiting it in 
public, or causing it to be read or seen, shewing or delivering it or causing 
it to be shewn or delivered with a view to its being read or seen by the 
person defamed or by any other person. So that it is a publication of a 
defamatory libel, not only to shew it or cause it to be shewn to others, but 
also to write and send it to the person defamed without publishing it to 
any one else.

À defendant was tried and convicted upon an indictment charging him 
with having unlawfully ami maliciously written and published to a young 
woman of virtuous and modest character a defamatory letter of and con
cerning her and her character for virtue and modesty. It appears that

6208
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Imx nig seen a ne\VH|»H|x*r advertisement inserted by tin* young woman for 
a situation, the defendant wrote, and sent to her at the address which she 
had given, the letter in question containing a proposal in plain terms that 
she should surrender her chastity to him for a sum o! money. Ihlfl. that 
the conviction was right, because, under all the circumstances, the letter 
vas a defamatory one which might reasonably tend to provoke a breach 
of the |K*ace. (91)

As to Sedition* Libel*, see sections 123 and 124: as to Libel* on Foreign 
Sovereign* and Spreading Fal*c \nr* of public interest. see sections 12."» 
and 120; and as to lila*pheinou* Libel*, see section 170, ante.

See. also, pp. 110-121, mile, for a brief history of the law of liliel in gen
eral and of seditious libels in particular.

Section 299, mile, and section 034, pout, giving a defendant accused of 
publishing a defamatory libel the right to plead the truth of the alleged 
liliel, do not apply either to seditious libels or to blasphemous libels, the 
truth of which cannot be pleaded as a defence. (92)

Section 593, iio*t, provides that in preliminary investigations of indict
able offences. before police magistrates, the defendant may, after the ex
amination of the witnesses for the prosecution, call and examine witnesses 
for the defence; but it does not seem that this gives a defendant in a 
libel case the right to prove at the preliminary examination the truth of 
the matter charged as a libel; for. although, in England, the right to call 
witnesses for the defence at a police court preliminary investigation exist 
ed long before the passing of the Xeirspaper Libel anil Registration .1 el, 
ISSI, it was there held, before that Act became law, that, although, where 
the charge was that of maliciously publishing a defamatory libel knowing 
il to be fal*e, the magistrate bad jurisdiction to receive evidence of the 
truth of the libel, so as to negative tile allegation that the defendant knew 
It to be false, he had no such jurisdiction when the charge was simply that 
of maliciously publishing a defamatory libel. (93)

The English Xeirspaper l.ibel ami Registration .1 et, I SSI, however, made 
a very important change, there, on the subject, by enacting (in section 4) 
that “A court of summary jurisdiction, upon the hearing of a charge 
against a proprietor, publisher or editor or any person responsible for the 
publication of a newspaper, for a libel published therein, man reeeire 
evidence a* to the publication being for the publie benefit, and as to the 
matter* charged, in the Hint being true, and as to the report being fair 
and accurate, and published without malice, and as to any matter which, 
under this or any other act or otherwise, might be given in evidence, by 
wav of defence, by the person charged, on his trial on indictment ; and the 
court, if of opinion after bearing such evidence that there is a strong pre
sumption that the jury on the trial would acquit the person charged, may 
dismiss the ease: " and under section 5, of the same Act, the court, if it 
thinks that the libel, though proved, is of a trivial character..may, instead 
of sending the case before a jury, dispose of it summarily, provided the ar 
eused consents thereto, and may, in that ease, adjudge him to pay a line 
not exceeding £50.

In a ease of criminal libel, in order to obtain a change of venue, it is not 
sufficient to allege that the prosecutor is interested in polities in the place 
where the alleged offence was committed and that in consequence the

(91) 11. v. Adams, L II.. 22 <J. B. I>.. (Ml; Hi Cox f. ('., 544.
(92) It. v. Ilicklin. L. It.. 3 Q. H.. 374; It. v. Brad la ugh. 15 Cox C. I . 

217: It. v. Ramsay, 15 Cox C. ('., 231.
(03) K. v. Carden, à Q. B. D„ 1: 40 !.. .1., >[. 1: 14 Cox V. C.. 3311.
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defendant van not obtain a fair trial, there, and the fact that two abortive 
trials have taken place is not per ne a reason for a change of venue. (1)4) 
Anil it is no ground to change the venue in a libel ease that many of the 
defendant's witnesses reside at a distance and the defendant has no funds 
to bring them to that venue. (1)5)

l*nder section 015, punt, an indictment for libel will not be insufllcient 
for not setting out the words of it; but, if the words of the alleged libel 
are not set out, the Court may order the prosecutor to furnish the defen
dant with particulars.

Section 5 of the English Libel Act, (0-7 Vie., e. 1)0), enacts that “If any 
person shall maliciously publish any defamatory libel, every such person 
being convicted thereof, shall be liable to tine or imprisonment or both as 
the Court may award, such imprisonment not to exceed one year." And. 
where an indictment under this section charged the defendant with unlaw
fully writing and publishing a defamatory libel but omitted to allege that 
the libel was published maUclou*tu, it was held, by the English Court for 
Crown Cases Reserved, that as section 5 of the English Libel Art was not 
one which created the olt'enee nor one purporting to detinc the offence but 
one merely enjoining what punishment was to follow upon a conviction 
for an offence existing at common law. it was an indictment for a common 
law offence, and that although it omitted to allege that the publication 
was done maliciously, it was nevertheless good, inasmuch as, upon proof 
of the publication of the libel, the common law infers that such publica
tion was malicious, until the inference is rebutted by the defendant, and 
that, therefore, the allegation that the publication of the libel was mali
cious was not a necessary averment. (0(1 >

It will be noticed that section ‘28.'», ante, of our Code expressly delines a 
defamatory libel as “ matter published, without legal justification or ex
cuse. likely to injure the reputation of any person by exposing him to 
hatred, contempt or ridii ule. or designed to insult the person of or concern
ing whom it is published." And. where in a recent case at Montreal, the 
indictment alleged that the defendant unlawfully wrote and published a 
certain false and defamatory libel of and concerning the prosecutor to the 
latter's great prejudice and injury, it was held that the indictment merely 
set up a civil wrong, that, as the indictment merely charged the publica
tion of a defamatory libel without stating that the same was likely to 
injure the reputation of the libelled person by exposing him to hatred 
contempt or ridicule or that, it was designed to insult him, it was bad, by 
reason of the omission of an essential ingredient of the offence, and that it 
could not be amended but must be set aside and quashed, as the defect 
was a matter of substance. (97)

A plea of justification must be in writing and must allege not only that 
the matter published is true, but, that the publication of it was for the 
public benefit, and it must set forth the particular facts by reason of 
which it was for the public good.

These formalities are required by section 834, post.
By the fourth clause of section 834. it is provided that, along with the 

plea of justification, the defendant may plead not guilty, and, by clause 
three of the same section, it is provided that if the accusation charges the 
defendant with publishing the libel knoiMng it to Itc falne, he may under

(!>4) R. v. Niehol. 20 ('. L. T„ 319.
(95) It. v. Casey, 13 Cox C. ('.. (114.
(90) It. v. Munslow. 18 Cox C. ('., 112; (18951 1 Q. It.. 738; 04 L. .1., 

M. C„ 138.
(97) It. v. ( aineron. 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 173; Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. IV. 102.
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the plea of not guilty, alone, adduce evidence of the truth of the matter 
published so as to negative the allegation that he knew it to be false.

Although a plea of justification must allege that the matter published 
is true and that it was for the publie benefit that the alleged libel was 
published and must then set forth the particular facts by reason of which 
the publication was for the public good, it must not contain the evidence 
by which it is proposed to prove such particular facts nor any statements 
merely of comment or argument ; and. where a plea of justification em
bodied a number of letters proposed to be used as evidence and contained 
paragraphs of mere comment and argument it was held that the plea was
irregular and illegal and that lie illegal averments must be struck out or
the plea itself rejected and the defendant in the latter case allowed to 
plead anew. (98)

As the falsity of defamatory matter is presumed, the prosecution need 
not produce evidence of its falsity. The onus is upon the defendant to 
prove that it is true, that it is matter of public interest, and that the
publieation of it was for the public benefit ; and the irholc of the libel
must be proved true. The justification must be as broad as the charge. 
If a material part be not proved to be true, the Crown will be entitled to 
a verdict. (99)

If the gist of the libel consists of one specific charge which is proved to 
be true, and of public interest, it is no* necessary, in that case, that the 
defendant should justify every expression used by him in commenting on 
the prosecutor’s conduct in connection with such specific charge. If the 
substantial imputation Ire proved true, a slight error in some detail will 
not prevent the defendant succeeding, provided such error in no way alters 
the complexion of the affair and would not have, on the reader, any dit 
ferent effect, from that which the literal truth would produce. (KM)) If 
epithets or terms of general abuse lie used, which do not add to the sting 
of the charge, they need not be justified. ( 101 ) Hut if these additional 
terms of abuse insinuate some further charge, in addition to the main ini 
putation, or imply some circumstances substantially aggravating the main 
imputation, they must be justified as well as the rest. (102) In such a 
case, it will be a question fur the jury whether the substance of the libel 
Ions statement has been proved true to their satisfaction. (103) As wa> 
said by Lord Denman, “it would be extravagant to say that in cases of 
libel every comment upon the facts requires a justification. A comment 
may introduce independent facts, a justification of which is necessary, or 
it may be the mere shadow of the previous imputation.** (104)

In order to justify a libel it will not be sufficient to say that the defen
dant merely repeated what was said by another person. For instance, il 
the libel complained of, lie “ A B said that C had been guilty of fraud," 
etc., it would be no justification, for publishing these words, to plead that 
A B did in fact make that statement; for each repetition is a fresh defam
ation and the defendant by repeating A B’s words, has made them his own, 
and is legally as liable as if he had invented the story himself. The only 
plea of justification which will lie an answer, in such a case, must not

(98) It. v. Grenier, 1 ( 'an. Cr. ( as., 5ft; Que. Off. Rep., (i Q. B., 31.
(99) R. v. Newman, 22 L. J. Q. B.. 150.
(100) Alexander v. N. E. Ry. Co., 34 L. J. Q. B., 152; Blake v. Stevens, 

1 F. & F.. 239.
(101) Edwards v. Bell, 1 Bing.. 403; Morrisson v. Banner. 3 Bing. X. 

C., 707.
(102) llelsham v. Blackwood, 20 L. J. ('. P., 192.
(103) Warman v. Bine. 1 dur.. 820: Weaver v. Lloyd, 4 I). & R., 230.
(104) Cooper v. Lawson, 3 Ad. & K., 753.
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merely allege that A B did in fact say so. but it must go on to aver, w.tli 
all necessary particularity, that every statement which A B is reported by 
the defendant to have made is true in substance and in fact. ( 105) This 
rule, requiring justification of every substantial part of the alleged libel, 
was considered to press too severely on newspaper proprietors and editors, 
and, on that account it was relaxed, in their favor, as we have already 
seen, (10(1) by special legislation, under which newspaper reports of 
meetings are privileged when they are fair and accurate reports of matters 
of public interest, the publication of which is for the public benefit.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Libel complained of:—that A, a proctor, was three times suspended 
from practice for extortion. Proof that he hail once been so suspended held 
insufficient. (107)

Libel complained of:—“A B and C are a gang who live by card-sharp
ing.” Pleas: not guilty, and a justification giving several specific instances 
in which persons named had been cheated by the trio at cards. Held, by 
Cockburn, ('. J., when two specific instances were proved, that the plea 
was proved in substance, and not neeessarv to prove other instances al
leged. (10H)

Libel eomplained of was headed.— “How Lawyer B treats his clients,” 
followed by a report of a ease in which one client of Lawyer It hail been 
badly treated. That particular case was proved to lie correctly reported. 
Held, insufficient to justify the heading, which implied that Lawyer It 
lienerallif treated his clients badly. (Kill)

Libel complained of exposed the '* homicidal tricks of those impudent 
and ignorant scamps who had the audacity to pretend to cure all diseases 
with one kind of pill; ” it also asserted that “several of the rotgut rascals 
had been convicted of manslaughter, fined, and imprisoned for killing peo
ple with enormous doses of their universal vegetable boluses," ami charact
erized the plaintiffs' system as “ one of wholesale poisoning." It was proved 
at the trial that plaintiffs’ pills, when taken in large doses, as recom
mended by plaintiffs, were highly dangerous, deadly and poisonous, that 
two persons had died in consequence of taking large quantities of fliem ; 
and that the people who had administered these pills were tried, convicted, 
ami imprisoned for the manslaughter of these two persons. Held a suf
ficient justification, although the expressions “scamps,” "rascals," and 
"wholesale poisoning” were not fully substantiated: the main charge and 
gist of the libel being amply sustained. (110)

It is libellous to publish a highly-coloured account of judicial proceed- 
mgs mixed with the reporter's observations and conclusions upon what 
passed in Court, containing an insinuation that plaintiff had committed

(105) McPherson v. Daniels. 10 B. A <’., 203; 3 M. A IL. 251; Odger* 
Lib. A SI.. 3rd Ed.. 187.

(100) See sections 291, 292 and 293. unie, and comments thereon.
(107) Clarkson v. Lawson, 0 Bing.. 266 : 3 M. A TV. 005: 0 Bing.. 587; 

4 M. A P., 350; (Joodburne v. Bowman, 9 Bing.. 532; Clark v. Taylor, 2 
Bing. N. C., (154.

(108) R. v. Labouchere, 14 Cox ('. ('., 419. And see XYillmett v. Harmer 
and another, 8 C. A 1*.. 095.

(109) Bishop v. Latimer, 4 L. T., 775; Chalmers v. Shaokell, 0 C. A V.. 
475; Clement v. Lewis and others. 7 Moore, 200 ; 3 B. A Aid.. 702.

(110) Morrison v. Harmer, 3 Bing. N. ('., 707: Edsall v. Bussell, 4 M. A 
Ur., 1090; 12 L. .1. C. T., 4.
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h'ljinv. ami il is no justification to pick out such part** of tin* libel as con
tain an account of tin* trial, and to plead that such parts are true and ac
curate. leaving the extraneous matter unjustified. (Ill)

A rumour was current on the Stock Exchange that the Chairman of the 
S. E. R. Co. had failed; and the shares of the company consequently fell ; 
thereupon the defendant said. " You have heard what lias caused the fall

I mean, the rumour about the S. Eastern chairman having failed ? 
Ili’hl. that a plea that there was in fact such a rumour was no answer to 
tha action. (112)

Sc« the special provisions of sections «80 and 710. pout, as to the empan 
nelling of the jury and as to the trial and verdict in Libel eases ; and see 
section 832 as to right of the Court to condemn a defendant, when con
victed of libel, to pay the costs and expense» of the prosecution, and as 
to the right of a defendant, a quitted on a charge of liliel. to recover costs 
against a private prosecutor.

Criminal informations. — e have already seen, that findintt the indict
ment include» exhibiting an information, anil that a Criminal Information 
m this sense mentis an accusation of crime made and tried, without the 
intervention of a grand jury, in cases of offences which tend to disturb the 
public pence, or to interfere with good government. — such as. seditious 
"i blasphemous libels, or other libels in which the general public are in
terested, official corruption, etc. (113)

( riminal informations are of two kinds; one. — called an information 
'■!' officio, —— being laid by the Attorneys ieneral or Solicitor (If neraI. and 
tlm other being made bv the Master of the Crown Offhe. (114) at the in
stance of some private individual. ( lift)

Archbold describes un information, ex officio as “a formal written sug 
gestion of an offence committed, tiled by the Sovereign's Attorney-den- 
oral, (or, in the vacancy of that office, by the Solicitor-General), *( 11«) 
hi tlm Queen's Bench (now it will In* the King's Bench) Division of the 
High Court of Justice, without the intervention of a grand jury.1’

(Mgers says, that informations ex officio are. as a rule, confined to libels 
of so dangerous a nature as to call for immediate suppression by tlie of
ficers of the State: especially blasphemous, obscene, or seditious libels, or 
>iich as are likely to cause immediate outrage and public riot and disturb
ance; and which, therefore, render it expedient for the Attorney-General 
himself to take the initiative.

Archbold cites a case, in which informations ex officio were filed in 1858 
against the directors of a banking company for a conspiracy to defraud 
the shareholders by false reports of the pecuniary condition of the
bank. (117)

An information ex officio, (118) is filed in the Crown Office, iritlnmt an ft

(111) Stiles v. Nokes, 7 East, 493.
(112) Watkin v. Hall. L. R., 3 Q. B., 39(1; 37 L. J. Q. B.. 12:>: Richards 

v. Richards, 2 Moo. & Rob., 557.
( 113) Sec p. 3. ante.
(114) Note: In Canada, the proper officer would Ik* the Clerk of the

(115) Arch. Cr. 1*1. & Ev„ 21st Ed.. 124-126: and (Mgers Lib. & SI.. 3rd 
Ed. 449, 450.

( 110) R. v. Wilke*, 4 Burr., 2527.
(117) l(. v. Brown and others. Arch. Cr. PI. & Ev., 21st Ed., 122.
(118) For Form, see Schedule of Forms at the end of First Division.
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I cine previously obtained of the Court, for that purpose. The defendant. 
after appearance upon application to the Court, is entitled to a copy ot the 
information, free of expense. If the information he not brought to trial 
within twelve calendar months next after a plea of not guilty has been 
pleaded, the defendant may. after twelve days' notice to the Attorney- 
(ieneral or Solicitorslenerai. apply to the court in which the prosecution 
is depending, and obtain its authorization to bring on the trial, and having 
obtained such authorization he may bring it on accordingly, unless a nolle 
/><•#>*<’</#/i lie entered.

Arch bold describes an information by the Master of the Crown Of lice as 
“a formal written suggestion of an offence committed, tiled in the Queen's 
(now the King's) Bench Division of the High Court of Justice, at fne in
stance oi an individual, irilh the ha re of the Court, by the Master of the 
Crown Office, without the intervention of a grand jury."

Criminal informations, therefore, which are not cj- officio, and. not filed, 
as such, by the Attorney-tieneral. cannot be filed without an express order 
• ft tlie Court, that is. an order (in Kngland), of the Queen's lleneh ( now 
the King's lleneh) Division, of the High Court of Justice, or. (in Canada), 
of a Su|M*rior Court of Criminal jurisdiction, granted in open Court.

The practice is for Counsel to move the Court upon proper affidavits for 
an order nisi calling upon the defendant to show cause why an information 
should not be granted. The prosecutor must consent to waive Ins civil 
remedy by action, if need be, and be prepared to go through with the crim
inal proceedings to conviction. The affidavits should be carefully drawn 
up; for no second application can lie made on amended or additional af
fidavits. ( llfi) They should contain legal evidence to convince the court 
that it would lie sufficient to justify a grand jury in returning a true bill 
for the oll'cnce complained of. Where, for instance, the affidavits merely 
showed that the annexed copy of the Xnrcastlc Dailjf Chronicle, the news
paper containing the libel, had been purchased from a salesman, in the of
fice of that paper, and that in a footnote at the end of that copy the 
defendant was stated to lie the printer and publisher of the newspaper, 
and the relator believed him so to lie; it was held that this was no legal 
evidence of publication ; and the rule was discharged. (120) If the defen
dant keeps an office or shop at which copies of the paper can be purchased, 
then an affidavit by a person who purchased a copy of the libel at such 
office or shop will lie the best evidence of a publication by the dcfcïïdant. 
and also that most easily obtainable. That the purchase was made express- 
Iv for the purpose of enabling such affidavit to lie sworn is no objec
tion. (121)

The prosecutor must also swear to his innocence in all particulars of any 
spwific charge made against him in the libel.( 122) Unless he does this, the 
t ourt will not interpose, but will leave the prosecutor to proceed by way 
of indictment in the ordinary course. (123) In cases where the libel con
tains no specific charge there would of course be no necessity for such an 
affidavit. (124)

If a general charge lie made and a specific instance alleged, the affidavit 
must expressly negative not only the general charge, but also the specific 
instance. (125)

( llfi) II. v. Franeevs, 2 A. & K., 4fi.
i lit») It. v. Stangei. L. It., <1 Q. B.. 332: 40 L. J. Q. It.. 00.
( 121 ) Duke of Brunswick v. H armer, 14 Q. B., 180; lfi L. J. Q. B., 20.
1122) It. v. Webster. 3 T. It.. 388.
(123) It. v. Biekerton, Str.. 408. 
i 124) It. v. Williams, 6 B. & Aid.. 51)3.
i 125) It. v. Aunger, 12 Vox ('. ('.. 407.
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The affidavits should be sworn with no heading or title; and should not 
contain irrelevant or improper matter. If the prosecutor abuses the al 
leged libeller or shows an aniinutt against him, the court will very prob
ably reject the application. (120)

The order nisi, if granted, should be drawn up “/'/>«« mid inn" the 
alleged libel and the affidavits and all other documents to which it i- 
desired to refer on the argument.

When the rule nisi is drawn up. it should la* served, in'rsuniilln, upon the 
defendant.

In shewing cause against the rule the defendant generally files affida 
'its in reply to those tiled in support of the information; and it is open !.. 
hint to maintain that the libel is true.

if the order be discharged on the merits the court generally gives tin 
defendant his costs; and no second applicatibn can be made, even on a-l 
ditional affidavits; (127) except under very peculiar circumstances, a- 
where the only person who had made an affidavit on behalf of the defen 
dunt, against the rule, has been since convicted of perjury in respect ni 
such affidavit. ( 128)

Although the prosecutor cannot make a second application for a trim 
ilia I information, after the first n ution has been dismissed, he has «t ill 
the rigl t to proceed, in the ordinary way. before the police magistrates, in 
order to have the offender committed for trial by indictment. (1211)

If the rule is made absolute, the) prosecutor is then required to entei 
into recognizances to effectually prosecute the information. Hie informa 
tion must then be drawn up setting out the offence with the same preci 
sion as in an indictment; and, as soon it is filed, a copy of it must be 
served on the defendant; who must appear within a time to lie fixed; or. 
in default of his appearance, lie may be apprehended under a lien h War
rant. The ease is then brought to trial in due course, in the same way 
any ordinary trial upon an indictment.

With regard to criminal informations of the class which are not iv of 
flcio, the offence in relation to which an application is made for one miisi 
lie such an offence as calls for prompt and immediate interference lieforc 
the court will grant it. There must be some evidence that the ordinal v 
remedies by action or indictment are insufficient in the particular cum 
and in cases, for instance, where, upon the tiling of a criminal informal inn 
for éliminai libel, it appears, that, the prosecutor relator has himself libel 
led the party complained of, (130) or that he has, in any way. invited m 
provoked the publication of which he complains.( 131 )or that he has had an 
opportunity, (of which he has not availed himself), of expressing Ins di- 
approval of its terms, (132) or that he has demanded and received ex 
pianations front the defendant, (133) or that he has been, himself, guilt' 
of any misconduct in relation to the matter, a rule giving leave to pro- 
ecute the information will be refused, unless the public have, in the partie 
tilar instance in hand, a direct and independent interest in the prompt 
suppression of the libels. (134)

< 1211) It. v. Burn, 7 A. & E., 11H).
(127) It. v. Smithson. 4 It. & Ad., 802.
( 128) R. v. Eve & 1‘arlby, ."> A. & K.. 780.
(129) It. v. Coekshaw, 2 N. & M.. 378.
( 130) It. v. Nottingham .Journal, 9 Dow I . 1042. 
( 131 ) R. v. Larrieu, 7 A. & E., 277.
( 132) R. v. laiwson, I Q. H.. 480.
(133) Ej- i><iiie Doveton, 7 Cox C. (’.. 10.
(134) R. v. Casey, 13 Cox C. U., 310.
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The Court, in granting leave to prosecute a criminal information, former
ly took into account the rank and dignity of the person libelled, and in 
formations have been granted for imputing that the children of a marquis 
were bustards; ( 135) that a peer had married an actress; ( 13») that a 
naval captain was a coward, a bishop a bankrupt, a peer a perjurer, etc., 
etc. But, now, it is settled that rank and station confer no superior claim 
to the summary interference of the Court. A peer is no more entitled to a 
criminal information when his /nirale character is attacked than the 
humblest subject of the King. (137) (Mgers gives an instance in which a 
criminal information was obtained by a grocer, (138) and another in which 
it was granted to a housekeeper. ( 130 )

The Courts, however, have, of late years, been very chary of granting 
criminal informations; and, as a rule, both in Kngland and in Canada, they 
will only be granted, now, where the applicant holds some public office ; or 
where the libel tends to obstruct the course of justice, or to prejudice the 
fair trial of any accused person. (HO)

If there be general reflections on a body or class, no particular individual 
being specially attacked, and if the reflections are such as tend to cause 
outrage or lead to violence, an information will lie granted : as, where the 
general hotly of clergymen in a particular diocese were libelled; (141) or. 
where the libel was on the .Jews, and some .lews in consequence were ill 
used by the mob. (142) In Osborn's case, the publication complained of. 
was a sensational account of a cruel murder by certain .Jews said to have 
lately arrived from Portugal, and then living near Broad street, London. 
They were said to have burnt a woman and a new-born baby, because the 
baby's father was a Christian. Certain .lews who had arrived from Por
tugal, and who then lived in Broad street, were attacked by the mob. 
barbarously treated, and their lives endangered. A criminal information 
was granted, although it was objected that it did not appear precisely who 
were the persons accused of the murder.

The application for a criminal information must be made promptly ; or 
the delay will lie ground for refusing it.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A county court judge illegally refused to hear a barrister who appeared 
before him. The barrister memorialized the Lord Chancellor. Obtaining 
no redress, he applied to the Court of Queen's Bench for a criminal inform
ation. This would have been granted him, had he not previously applied 
to the Lord Chancellor. (143)

An Irish Q. C., in addressing the jury as counsel in a cause, made a 
fierce attack on the plaintiff, an attorney. This attack was pertinent to 
the issue and not malicious; but the observations were unusually harsh

(135) R. v. Gregory, 8 A. & E„ HOT.
( 130) R. v. Kinnerslev, 1 Wm. til., 294.
(137) R. (pros. Vallombrosa) v. La bouchère, 12 Q. B. I).. 320 ; 53 L. .1.

Q. It.. 302; 15 Cox C. ('., 415.
(138) R. v. tienfield, 2 Burr., 080.
( 13») R. v. Tantield, 42 .1. P., 423.
I 140) R. v. Watson and others, 2 T. K., 109: R. v. .lolilfe, 4 T. R„ 285:

R. v. White, 1 Camp., 350; Ex parte Duke of Marlborough, 5 Q. B.. 055; 
13 L. .1. (M. ('.), 105. See, also, R. v. Biggs, 2 Man. L. R., 18.

(141) R. v. Williams, 5 B. A Aid.. 506.
(142) Alton. 2 Barn., 138; R. v. Osborn, 2 Barn., 10(1; Kel., 230.
(143) R. v. Marshall. 4 E. A B . 475.
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ami irritating. The plaint ill' won the action, and then wrote to the Q. 
calling on him to retract the charges. The Q. ('. refused; thereupon plain 
tilf wrote the Q. ('. a letter couched in the most offensive language, and 
obviously intended to provoke a duel. The Court made the rule foi a crim
inal information absolute; but ordered that the information .mould not 
issue without further order. (144)

Lord George Cordon was tried in 1787 and convicted upon an informa
tion charging him with libelling Marie Antoinette, Queen of France, and 
“ her tool " the French Ambassador in London. He was fined £500 ami 
sentenced to two year's imprisonment, and at the expiration of that time 
to liiul sureties for his good behaviour. This lie could not do. so hi* remain 
ed in prison till he died on November 1st. 1703. (145)

The Courier published the following passage;—“The Emperor of Ru» 
sia is rendering himself obnoxious to his subjects by various acts of tyran
ny, and ridiculous in the eyes of Europe by his in-onsistency. lie has now 
passed an edict prohibiting the exportation of timber, deals, and other 
naval stores. In consequence of this ill-timed law, upwards of 1(H) sail of 
vessels are likely to return to this country without freights." This wa- 
deemed a libel upon the Emperor Paul 1. An information was granted, and 
the proprietor of the Courier was find £100, sentenced to six months' jm 
prison ment, and to tind sureties for good behaviour for five years from the 
expiration of that term. The printer and publisher were also sentenced to 
one month's imprisonment. (Lord Kenyon, C. .1.)' (140)

A Queen's Counsel obtained a iiiminal information for libellous vei>c« 
and for a caricature imputing to him professional misconduct in the inn 
duct of a ease. (147)

The solicitors to a railway company were refused a rule for a criminal 
information for a libel on them by the <lilectors, imputing extortion and 
fraud. They were left to bring an action. (148)

A French refugee in England wrote a stilted poem about the apotheo-i- 
of Napoléon Bonaparte, then First Consul of the French Republic, sugget 
ingthnt it would la- an heroic deed to assassinate him. lie was held, upon ,i 
criminal information, amenable to the Knglish Criminal Law. although iIn- 
libel was purely political, affected no one in the British Isles, and attacked 
the man who was England's greatest enemy at the time. The jury fourni
him guilty: but war broke out again between England and France .... .
afterwards, and no sentence was ever passed. (140)

For Forms of Criminal Informations anil pleadings, see Schedule <>l 
Forms at the end of First Division, post.

(144) R. v. Kiernan, 7 Cox C. ('., <1; 5 Ir. C. L. R., 171; R. v. Jackson.
It) Ir. L. R„ 120.

(145) R. v. Lord George Gordon. 22 How St. Tr„ 177.
(140) R. v. Vint. (I71IU). 27 How St. Tr.. 027.
(147) Sir W. Harrow's Case, 3 Chit. Cr. Law. SK4.
1148) Ex parte Baxter, 28 J. 1\, 320.
(140) R. v. .lean Peltier, 28 How St. Tr., 017.
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tabu: of offkncks vndkk titlk v.
INDICTABLE OFFENCES.

j Neglecting duty to provide nwe*-

1 Abandoning children miller two years

' Causing bôilliy linrni to apprentices 
| servants..............................................

Attempt to commit murder...............
1 Threat* to umriler...............................
Conspiracy to murder........................
Accessory alter the fact to nmnler ,
Manslaughter.......................................
Aiding and abetting suicide...............
Attempt to commit suicide...............
Neglecting to obtain assistance in
child birth.....................................

Concealing dead body of child__
Wounding with intent...................
Unlawful wounding.................
Shooting at II. M s vessels. Wound

ing public officer
Disabling or drugging with criminal

Kndaiigerlng life by poison, etc.........
Administering poison with intent to

Causing bodily injuries by explosives 
Attempting bislhy injury by explosif 
Setting spring guns and man traps.. 
Intentionally endangering persons on

railways .... ...........
Negligently endangering persons on

railways ............... ...............
Negligently causing bodily injury__
Injuring |iersous by furious driving.. 
Preventing the saving of person ship

wrecked ..........................
Sending unsenworthy ships to sea 
Taking unsen worthy ships to sen. 
Indecent assaults on females...............

nGeneral or Quarter 
Three years................. . Sessions.
111ree years.................. I do

Three years................... | do
Death...........................| Sup.Court Cr. Juris,

Ten years.................... do
Fourteen years...........  do

— j Gen.or Quarter Hess. 

Two years..................... do

Seven years................ : do
Two years.................  1 do

Three years

Fourteen years..........j do
Life and whipping.. 1 do

Fourteen years.......... do

Three years............... 1 do

Indecent assault o

*>»
270

As-ault causing actual bodily harm.. 
Aggravated assaults, assault on public
or .............Ulcer, etc................................

Kidnapping .............................................
Common assault....................................

Attempt to commit rape........................
Drilling girl under fourteen...................
Attempt to dellle girl under fourteen..

Killing unborn child...............................
Procuring abortion..........................
Woman procuring her own inlscar

Supplying means of procuring abor 

Bigamy......................................................

Feigned marriages,...............................
Polygamy...................................................

Two years...................... 1 do
Two years ...... ............. j do

Seven years................. do
Five years..................... do
Five years. do
Two years and whip

ping............................... do
Ten years and whip-

Three years.................

Two years......................1 do
Seven years....................1 do
• »ne year or #100 line . (I) do
Death or life im- Sup.Court Cr. Juri*.

prisoument ..........
Seven years................. I do
Life and whipping . Gen. or Quarter Sess. 
Two years and whip-
::T

Seven years.

Two years...................
Seven years (second of 

fence fourteen years)
Seven years.................
Five years and *ô00

i This offence is also t riable in a summary manner, and Is then punishable by a flue of 8J0 
•ltd costs, or two months imprisonment, with or without h. I.
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES. {CoHtinurd).

s„. ~ Offence. Punishment. Tribunal.

.7 87» S'deiimization of marriage without
Finn (21 or two years

Gen. or Quarter Ses*
4H Solemnization of marriage contrary to

Finn (2) or one year ..

so S Abduction of an heiress........................
Abduction of an unmarried girl under

Fourteen years.......... *'
St

300
stealing children Hinder fourteen........ Seven years.................

Two years, or MOO Une Slip.Court (,'r. Juri*

SO SOI Publishing libel knowing It to be false. Two years, or #400 Him
do

*» One year, or 8200 Him
do

(2| Sec sec. 984, pm 1, as to regulation of line.
See comments at the end of the list of indictable offences under Title II, ante p. 1 Jii, a> i 

SUMMARY TRIAI.H OF INDICTABLE OntlCU, FlNES, SURETIES, SUSPENSION OF SENTENCE, ResTIII
tion, Compensation and Costs.

NONINDICTABLE OFFENCES.

*»• ....... ..... Punishment.

■ *“ Leaving unguarded holes In Ice and 
excavations................. ......................... Finn or imprisonment, 

with or without h. 1.
Summary.

m
with or without h. 1.

(1) Hee secs. 1*34 ami 951, p>mt, a* to regulation of line
(2) This Is also an indictable offence. See above list of imUctable offences.
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TITLE VI.
OFFENCES AGAINST RIGHTS OF PROPERTY 

AND RIGHTS ARISING OUT OF CON
TRACTS, AND OFFENCES CONNECTED 

WITH TRADE.

Upon tin* subject of this Title the Itoyul Commissioners have, at pages 
25 to 27 of their Report upon the English Draft Code, the following special 
remarks: —

“ Offences against rights of property must be committed, either, 
by wrongfully taking property, by fraudulently deceiving the 
owners of property, or by the mischievous destruction of prop
erty ; in other words, by theft, by cheating, or, by mischief.

“Theft may be either simple or aggravated. Simple theft is so 
closely connected with certain kinds of fraud that the two subjects 
run into each other. Theft aggravated by violence is either robbery 
or extortion; and theft accompanied by wilful trespass on a dwell
ing-house is either burglary or house-breaking.

“ The receiving of goods dishonestly obtained is usually asso
ciated with theft. We have therefore placed it next after theft.

“ Mischief is a distinct subject, and follows fraud.
“ The present title includes and re-enacts, in substance, the pro

visions of the Larceny Act, the Forgery Act, the Coinage Offences 
Act, and the Malicious Mischief Act, (24-25 Viet., cc. 90, 97, 98. 
99). (1) It also includes some provisions, less comprehensive, 
which occur in other Acts, — in particular the provisions of two 
sections of the Post Office Act, (7 Will. 4, & 1 Viet., c. 30, ss. 28. 
47), (2) part of the Trade Marks Act, (25-20 Viet., c. 88), (3) the 
Personation Act, (37-38 Viet., c. 30), (4) and the provisions of the 
Fraudulent Debtors’ Acts for England and Ireland, (32-33 Viet., 
c. 62, and 35-30 Viet., c. 57). (5)

(1) The corresponding Canadian Acts arc R. S. ('., c. 164; c. 165; c. 167 : 
ami V. 168. ( See Schedule Two. />«*/, us to their repeal.)

(2) R. S. ('., c. 35, ss. 71». 80. 81. 83. 88. 00. (Repealed.)
(3) 51 Vic., (Dorn.), e. 41. ss. 2. 5. II», 20, 21. 22. (Partly repealed.)
(4) R. S. ('.. 165, ss. I». 41. ( Repealed.)
(5) R. 8. ('., 173. ss. 27. 28. (Repealed.)

22
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“The changes nnule by the present Title relate, principally, to 
the common laic as to theft.

“ The present statute law is substantially contained in the 24- 
v5 Viet., c. 9ti: which recognizes and continues the old. (and, as 
it seems to us unreasonable), distinctions I>etween stealing animals 
ferœ naturœ, or things attached to or savoring of the realty, (which 
were not at common law the subject of larceny), and stealing other 
property.

“ There is good reason for holding that capturing wild animals 
in the enjoyment of their natural liberty, though on another's 
land, should not be considered stealing; but, why should stealing 
one of the deer or valuable foreign birds in the Zoological (lardons 
be treated differently from stealing a slice)> or a hen ? And, why 
should it be a different offence to steal a log of timber from that 
which it is to cut down the tree and carry it away ?

“ Again, the old law as to stealing required that the property 
should he taken out of the possession of the owner. This rule gave 
rise to many complicated and highly artificial decisions; and some 
statutes have included, amongst thieves, bailees, servants and 
others who, having lawfully obtained possession of property, were 
not within the old definition, though they fraudulently appro
priated to their own use the property entrusted to them; but many 
persons equally culpable arc still beyond the reach of the criminal 
law. Even now, a person, who finds a purse and appropriates it. 
under circumstances involving all the moral guilt of theft, may. 
<>n technical grounds, escape all criminal liability.

“It is proposed to simplify the law by putting an end to all 
these distinctions, which arc very subtle, and, many of them, 
arbitrary.

“The things which, according to the common use of the word 
steal, are capable of being stolen, but which, at common law, are 
not the subjects of larceny, may be described as, first, certain an
imals; secondly, documents evidencing certain rights; and thirdly. 
land and things fixed to or growing out of it.

“ As to animals, one rule of the existing law is founded on the 
principle that to steal animals used for food or labor is a crime 
worthy of death, but that to steal animals kept for pleasure or 
curiosity is only a civil wrong. The principle has long since been 
abandoned ; sheep stealing being no longer a capital offence ; and 
dog stealing is a statutory offence. Hut the distinction (above 
referred to) still gives its form to the law, and occasionally pro
duces results of a very undesirable kind. It was held, lately, for 
instance, that as a dog is not the subject of larceny, at common 
law, it was not a crime to obtain, by false pretences, two valuable 
pointers. (<>)

(0) R. v. Robinson, Bell. 34.
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“ It seems, to us, that this rule is quite unreasonable, and that 
all animals, which are the subject of property should also be the 
subject of larceny.

“This, however, suggests the question, what wild animals arc 
the subject of property, and how long do they continue to be so ?

“ This question must be considered in reference to living an
imals, ferœ natures, in the enjoyment of their natural liberty ; 
living animals, ferœ natures, escaped from captivity; and pigeons, 
which, singularly enough, form a class by themselves.

“ The existing law, upon this subject, is that a living wild an
imal, in the enjoyment of its natural liberty, is not the subject of 
property; but that, when dead, it becomes the property of the per
son on whose land it dies, in such a sense that he is entitled to take 
it from a trespasser, but not in such a sense that the person who 
took it away, on killing it, is guilty of theft. This is specially im
portant in reference to game. This state of the law we do not pro
pose to alter.

“As to living animals, ferœ natures, in captivity, we think they 
ought to be capable of being stolen. When such an animal escapes 
from captivity, it appears to us that there arises a distinction 
which deserves recognition. If the animal is one which is com
monly found in a wild state in this country, it seems reasonable 
that on its escape it should cease to be property. A person seeing 
such an animal in a field may have no reasonable grounds for sup
posing that it had just escaped from captivity. If, however, a 
man were to fall in with an animal imported at great expense, as a 
curiosity, from the interior of Africa, he could hardly fail to know 
that it had escaped from some person to whom it would probably 
have a considerable money value. We think that not only a wild 
animal in actual captivity, but also a wild animal. — which has 
once been captured, — should, on escaping from confinement, be 
the subject of larceny, unless it be an animal commonly found, in 
a wild state, in this country.

“ Pigeons, while in a dovecot, or farmyard, ought obviously to 
be as much capable of being stolen as poultry. But, sup|>ose they 
are away from their home, and are not distinguishable from wild 
pigeons ? The law upon this point is not quite clear. It appears, 
from section 23 of 24 & 25 Viet. c. 9(>, that a bird so situated is 
not the subject of larceny, as that Act imposes a penalty of forty 
shillings on persons killing pigeons ‘ under such circumstances as 
shall not amount to larceny at common law:' and no other circum
stances can be imagined to which these words would apply. These 
distinctions will be found to be embodied in section 245. (7)

(7) See section 304. /nmt, which contains the same distinctions and 
prov felons.
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“ The rules that documents evidencing certain rights, and that 
land and things savoring of the realty are not capable of being sto
len appear to us wholly indefensible.

“ It is no doubt physically impossible to steal a legal right or 
to carry away a field, but this affords no ground at all for the 
rule that it shall be legally impossible to commit theft upon 
documents which afford evidence of legal rights, or upon things 
which, though fastened to, growing out of, or forming part of 
the soil, are capable of being detached from it and carried away.

“These rules have been qualified by statutory exceptions so wide 
and intricate that they are practically abolished, but they still give 
form to a considerable part of the law of theft, and occasionally 
produce failure of justice in cases in which the statutory exception 
is not quite co-exteneive with the common law rule. These rules 
we propose to abolish absolutely.”

Larceny at common law. — The word “ Larceny " in derived from " lar 
<lin" (Norm. Fr.) and " latroclnium ” (Lat.): and simple larceny, that is. 
larceny at common law, or, as Blackstone (8) calls it. “ plain theft, un 
accompanied with any other atrocious circumstance," is generally defined 
as the wrongful taking and carrying away of the personal property of an 
other, with a felonious intent to convert it to the taker's own use. with 
out the consent of the owner. (D)

On the subject of larceny at common law and on the subject of theft by 
conversion, and other fraudulent misappropriations, the Royal Commis
sioners have, at pages 27 and 28 of their Report on the English Draft 
Code, the following special observations: —

“ It is essential to larceny at common law that there should In* 
a felonious taking; which has been understood to mean a taking 
out of the possession of the owner. This rule has given rise to 
vast technicality.

“ First, there is the question, what is the precise meaning of the 
word taking or carrying away, considered as a physical operation ; 
and there are many cases, on this point, which run into very 
minute distinctions. On the whole it is thought desirable to re
quire that, in order to constitute theft by taking, there should be 
at least an actual moving of the thing stolen. The existing law on 
that point is accordingly unaltered by the Draft Code. This i» a 
matter of small importance as such questions arise very rarely.

“Technicalities of more importance connected with taking are 
those which have led to the distinction between theft and em
bezzlement.

(8) 4 HI. Com.. 289.
(0) It. v. Thurhorn, I Den. ('. ('.. .‘188: R. v. Middleton. L. R„ 2 ('. < . It.. 

38; R. v. Maegrath. L. R.. 1 (\ <\ R., 205; It. v. .lone*. 2 C. & K.. 2SH: It. 
v. I himnion. 2 Ijeach, 1089.
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“The immediate consequence of the doctrine that a wrongful 
tiding is of the essence of theft, is, that, if a person obtains pos
session of a thing innocently, and afterwards fraudulently mis
appropriates it, he is guilty of no offence.

“ This doctrine has been qualified by a number of statutory ex
ceptions, each of which has been attended with difficulties of its 
own.

“The first of these exceptions is contained in the statute which 
provides that a clerk or servant, or perso i employed in the capa
city of a clerk or servant, who embezzles property received on be
half of his m sa ter shall be deemed to have stolen it. This enact
ment was interpreted as creating a new offence distinct from ordi
nary theft ; and a great number of cases involving considerations 
technical and subtle to the Inst degree have been decided on va
rious points connected with it ; and it was found necessary for the 
legislature to interfere further in order to prevent many failures 
of justice.

“ Clerks and servants, however, formed only one class of persons 
who had opportunities of committing breaches of trust for which 
the common law provided no punishment. Bankers, merchants, 
brokers, solicitors, factors and other agents might and did commit 
similar offences ; and another great exception in the rule of the 
common law was made to include such cases.

“ These enactments are elaborate and intricate, and present 
special difficulties of their own. The existing law will he found in 
24-25 V., c. 96, ss. 75 and following. (10) The first Act on the 
subject was passed in the reign of George III.

“ The case of bailees, singularly enough, remained unprovided 
for after the rest : and a carrier stealing a parcel entrusted to him 
for carriage committed no crime till the fraudulent conversion of 
• hat tels, money and valuable securities by bailees was made lar- 
ceny, by 80-21 V.. <-. 54. (See now 84-85 V., c. a. •’>). ill)

“ The common law rule, — though thus nearly eaten up by ex
ceptions,— still survives as to all persons who come innocently 
into possession of the proj>erty of others, otherwise than as clerks, 
servants, bankers, merchants, brokers, solicitors, factors, and other 
agents and bailees. The case of the tinder of goods, already re
ferred to, furnishes an instance.

" This state of the law is, obviously, most objectionable, not 
only on account of its extreme intricacy and technicality, but also 
because the numerous exceptions made to the common law rule 
arc inconsistent with the principle on which that rule depends.

(10) (\irre*iM>mting with R. 8. C., c. 104. hh. 52-55, anil an. 01. «13. 04.
( l<v|ivuled.)

«11 ) Cnrrcx|Miiitlinff with R. S. C., e. lût. *. 4. (Repealed.)
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“ We have therefore defined theft in such a manner as to put 
wrongful taking and all other means of fraudulent misappropria
tion on the same footing.

“ The definition, properly expounded ami qualified, will, w«- 
think, be found to embrace every act which, in common language, 
would be regarded as theft, and it will avoid all the technicalities 
referred to as arising out of the common law rules, as well as out 
of tlie intricate and somewhat arbitrary legislation, the course <>f 
which we have sketched alxtve.

** The provisions of the Bill on this subject differed con»i 
derably, — in language, — from those of the Draft Code; but they 
were framed with the same objects, and would have effected the 
same objects in another way. The Bill treated theft, criminal 
breach of trust, and obtaining money by false pretences as three 
ways of committing one offence — termed ‘ fraudulent misappro
priation. ’ These offences were so defined that they would have 
covered the same ground as theft, false pretences and criminal 
breach of trust as defined by the Draft Code; but many things, 
which, according to the Draft Code, are theft, would according t<- 
the Bill have been criminal breaches of trust.

“ The Draft Code defines the offence of obtaining property by 
false pretences sulistantially in accordance with the present law. 
and ‘ criminal breach of trust ’ is retained as a distinct offence. 
The other cases of 4 fraudulent misappropriation ’ are denomin
ated ‘ theft*

“ The crimes of obtaining goods, money, or credit by false pre
tenses. and of criminal breach of trust are, in point of mischief and 
moral guilt, much the same as theft, but, from their nature they 
require separate clauses to define them.

“ The crime of embezzlement, wherever the subject matter of it 
is a chattel or other thing which is to be handed over in specie, 
will come within the definition of theft ; but where the subject 
matter is not to be handed over in specie, but may be accounted 
for by handing over an equivalent, it requires separate provision*, 
which will be found in sections 24!), 250 and 251. (12)

“ It is essential to all these offences that there should be the 
animus furandi, — that guilty intention which makes the differ
ence between a trespass and a theft.”

(12) The equivalents of these sections 241). 250 and 251 of the English 
Draft (.'ode are sections 30H, .*01) and 310, post.
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l’AHT XXIV.

TIIKFT.

303. Things capable of being stolen. — ICvery inanimate thing 
whatever which is the property of any person, ami which either 
is or may be made movable, shall henceforth he capable of being 
stolen as soon as it Incomes movable, although it is made movable 
in order to steal it: Provided, that nothing growing out of the 
earth of a value not exceeding twenty-five cents shall (except in 
the cases hereinafter (1) provided be deemed capable of being 
stolen.

This section is identical with section ‘244 of the Knglish Draft ( ode. and. 
opposite to the proviso thereof, the Royal Commissioners have a marginal 
note in the following terms:

“The existing law is shortly this ; At common law nothing 
which grows out of or is fixed to the earth is the subject of lar
ceny. Hut by 24-25 V., e. SU», s. 33, punishments are provided for 
stealing trees, saplings and shrubs, of the value of more than one 
shilling; by see. 3(5, all planIs whatever growing in gardens, etc., 
are protected: and by sect ion 37. all plants cultivated for any 
of the purposes specified in the text of the section, wherever they 
may grow, are protected These provisions appear substantially 
to make all vegetable productions the subject of larceny, except 
things worth less than one shilling growing elsewhere than in 
gardens, and not cultivated for the purposes mentioned.

In theft, the value of the thing stolen is immaterial. suhps-i. of course, 
to the proviso above contained in section 303 with regard to things grow
ing out of the earth. Hut. although, (apart from most things growing out 
of the earth), the value of the article stolen is immaterial, it must he of 
some value, and if it he of any value, however trilling, it will he sufficient. 
It is not necessary that it should lie of the value of any coin known to the 
law. (3) Nor is it necessary that it should tie of value to third persons, 
if valuable to the owner. (4) Thus, where A was violently attacked by 
robbers, who took from him a piece of pa|x>r containing a memorandum 
respecting some money that a person owed him. it was held to lie robbery : 
(lurney. It., remarking. “If anything, however insignilieant its value, 
was taken away from the prosecutor by violence, that is sufficient to eon 
stitute robbery. In eases of robbery, the value is immaterial ; and the

(Il S"«* sections 341 and 342. pox/, for exceptianh to the general rule 
that a thing growing out of the earth must, in order to lie capable of being 
sto'i-n. Is- of the value of at least 25c.

(2) These sections 33. 3ll and 37 of the Imperial Act. 24-25 Vie., e. »U. 
correspond with sections III. 23 and 24 of the R. S. ('.. e. 1(14. (now 
repealed ).

(3) R. v. Morris, 11 ('. & l\. 34».
(4) R. v. Clarke, 2 U-aeh. 1030.
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prosecutor, by <11 riving IIiih memorandum in his pocket, shewed (lint lie 
considered Unit it was of some value to himself." (3)

Water supplied by a water eompnny to u consumer, and standing in his 
pipes, may he the subject of larceny. (II)

304. Animals capable of being stolen. — All tame living crea
tures, whether tame by nature or wild by nature and tamed, shall 
be capable of being stolen; but tame pigeons shall be capable of 
being stolen so long only as they are in a dovecote or on their 
owner’s land.

2. All living creatures wild by nature, such as are not com
monly found in a condition of natural liberty in Canada, shall, if 
kept in a state of confinement, be capable of being stolen, not only 
while they are so confined but after they have escaped from con
finement.

3. All other living creatures wild by nature shall, if kept in a 
state of confinement, be capable of being stolen so long as they re
main in confinement or are being actually pursued after escaping 
therefrom but no longer.

4. A wild living creature shall be deemed to be in a state of 
confinement so long as it is in a den. cage or small enclosure, stye 
or tank, or is otherwise so situated that it cannot escape and that 
its owner can take possession of it at pleasure.

5. Oysters and oyster brood shall be capable of being stolen 
when in oyster beds, layings, and fisheries which are the property 
of any person, and sufficiently marked out or known as such prop
erty.

(i. Wild creatures in the enjoyment of their natural liberty shall 
not be capable of lieing stolen, nor shall the taking of their dead 
bodies by. or by the orders of, the person who killed them before 
they arc reduced into actual possession by the owner of the land 
on which they died, be deemed to lie theft.

7. Every thing produced by or forming part of any living crea
ture cajiable of being stolen, shall be capable of being stolen.

This section is to the same effect as section *24.') of the Knglish Draft

Opposite to the clause corresponding with sub-section 4 of the above sec- 
tion, the Royal Commissioners have the following:

"■This is intentionally worded so us not to include deer in a large park."

305. Theft Defined. — Theft or stealing is the act of fraudu
lently and without colour of right taking, or fraudulently anil with
out colour of right converting to the use of any person, anything ca
pable of being stolen, with intent —

(8) It. v. »y, .*> C. & P.. (102.
(0) Keren- v. O'Brien, 1") Cox ('. ('., 332.2

98
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(a) to deprive the owner, or any person having any special prop
erty or interest therein, temporarily or absolutely of such thing or 
of such property or interest ; or

(b) to pledge the same or deposit it as security ; or
(r) to part with it under a condition as to its return which the 

person parting with it may be unable to perform; or
(</) to deal with it in such a manner that it cannot be restored in 

the condition in which it was at the time of such taking and con
version.

2. The taking or conversion may be fraudulent, although ef
fected without secrecy or attempt at concealment.

3. It is immaterial whether the thing converted was taken for 
the purpose of conversion, or whether it was, at the time of the. 
conversion, in the lawful possession of the |H*rson converting.

4. Theft is committed when the offender moves the thing or 
causes it to move or to lie moved, or begins to cause it to become 
movable, with intent to steal it.

5. Provided, that no factor or agent shall lie guilty of theft by 
pledging or giving a lien on any goods or document of title to 
goods intrust cm! to him for the purpose of sale or otherwise, for 
any sum of money not greater than the amount due to him from 
his principal at the time of pledging or giving a lien on the same, 
together with the amount of any bill of exchange accepted by him 
for or on account of his principal.

6. Provided, that if any servant, contrary to the orders of his 
master, takes from his jmssession any food for the purpose of 
giving the same or having the same given to any horse or other 
animal belonging to or in the possession of his master, the servant 
so offending shall not, by reason thereof, be guilty of theft. R. S. 
C., c. 164, s. 66.

Tim phrase "without eolor of right," forming part of the shove detini- 
tion of theft. seems to he intended to take the plate of the word feloniouslfi 
which in connection with the common law definition of larceny is usually 
-aid to mean " without color of right."’ (7)

Krom the above definition itself and from the above quoted explanations 
of the subject by the Koval Comniiaaioners. it will lie seen that TllKKT is 
not restricted to what, under the common law. constituted the offence of 
larceny, — the principal ingredient of which was, as we have seen, the 
physical asportation or taking and carrying away of an article of jieraonal 
property out of the jHissession and against the will of the owner, for the 
purpose of converting it to the taker's own use, or of depriving the owner 
of it. — but that it is extended to and made to cover all other means of 
fraudulent conversion or misappropriation of another's personal property ; 
so. that. riiKKT. as a general term, includes not only every thing and every 
act amounting to larceny under the common law, as ONE of the different

(7) R. v. Thuvborn. I Den., 388: 2 ('. A K., 831; R. v. Guernsey. 1 F. 
A H.. 394.
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ways in which tlu* offence van la» committed, but all other fraudulent eon 
X vision* and misappropriation* of any specific article of jM-rsonal property 
iis ANOTIIKtt method of committing theft : the essential ingredient of lav 
ceny at common law. -namely, the taking and vurruhuj a tray of the 
thing out of the owner's possession and against his will,- being no longei 
necessary, but any fraudulent conversion or misappropriation of any ar
ticle or thing belonging to another being sufficient to constitute theft, 
whether, at the time of the fraudulent conversion or misappropriation 
thereof, the article or thing is in the lawful possession of tlu- offender or

With regard to the fraudulent conversion or misappropriation of things 
which, when converted or misappropriated, are in the offender's lawful pu» 
session, a distinction is drawn between the case of a chattel or thing which 
the offender should hand over in specie but which, instead of so handing 
over, lie fraudulently converts or misappropriates.— (his offence in this 
case being ordinary theft by conversion as defined in the above section. 
305), and the vase of a chattel or thing which is not to be handed ovei 
in specie but may lie accounted for by handing over an equivalent, and 
'xliicli the offender, instead of so handing over its equivalent, has fraud
ulently converted or misappropriated. (his offence, in the latter case, 
being dealt with by the special provisions of sections 308. 30» and 310.

Dut. whether the act of theft lie by fraudulently taking a thing from 
the owner against his will for the purpose of converting it or depriving the 
owner of it. or it he by fraudulenting converting or misappropriating it 
while in the lawful possession of the offender, the essence of the offence 
will still lie the intent with which the act is done. In other words, the 
taking or the conm-nion, as the case may lie, must oe ici t limit color of 
right and with intent to deprive the owner of it. or to pledge it. etc.

For instance, if A were to place his horse and cart opposite to the door 
of D’s premises, and D, not wishing to have them there, were to lay hold 
of tlu- horse and lead it away, and leave it and the cart at a short distance 
from where it originally stood, there would be a taking by D of the horse 
and cart into his temporary possession, but no intent to deprive A of hi» 
property. D’s intent being merely to remove the horse and cart from op
posite to his own door, (where they were in A‘s possession), to another 
place away from D’s door, where they are left in A*s possession and owner

If the sheen of A stray into the flock of D. and D not knowing it. drive 
them home along with his own flock, and shear them, this is no theft; hut 
it would be otherwise if D did any act for the purpose of concealing the 
sheep of A; for that would indicate that lie drove them away to his oxxn 
home knowing them to lie the sheep of another. (8)

If. under color of having a claim for arrears of rent, A distrains the cal 
tie of D. his tenant, this may amount to a civil wrong, a trespass, for 
instance under the common law of England as to civil matters, — but no 
theft. (»)

If A having done work upon an article, returns it to D the owner, anil 
then, on a dispute arising between them as to the price to be paid for tIn- 
work done on the article, A takes and carries off the article against It's 
will, honestly intending to hold it as security for the amount which is al
leged to be due to him. this is no theft, although in fact it turn out that 
there was nothing due to him. (10) The facts in this case were these : A

(8) I Hale. 500.
(») 1 Hale, .m
( 10) R. V. Wade. 11 Cox ('. 340.
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hud livvii instructed by B's wife to repair an umbrellu. After the rcpuirs 
were finished. and the umbrella had been returned to ITs wife, a 
arose as to the bargain made. A thereupon earried away the umbrella u> 
security for the amount claimed by him to In* due for repairing it. Black
burn, J., left it to the jury to say whether the taking was an honest as
sertion of right, or only a colorable pretence to obtain possession of the 
umbrella. Verdict, not guilty.

A creditor who violently assaults his debtor, and so then and there forces 
him to pay him his debt cannot la* convicted of theft, there being no intent 
to steal. ( 11 )

A and It took two horses out of C’s stable at night without his leave, 
and, Inning ridden them a distance of about thirty miles, left them at an 
inn desiring care to be taken of them and saying that they should return 
in three hours. A and It wen* taken the same day at a distance of four
teen miles from the inn walking in a direction from it. The jury returned 
a verdict of guilty, but at the same time fourni specially that A and It 
meant merely to ride the horses the thirty miles, and to leave them then*, 
without an intention to retain them or oilier wine dispose of them. Ten of 
the .lodges held, that this was no larceny, as there was mi intention in the 
prisoners to change the property or make it their oxvn. (12) But see sub
section (M) of the above section, 305, by which the taking of anything 
with intent to deprive its owner of his property therein tnni>onn'ilu, is 
rendered sufficient to constitute theft.

Where a person stole some goods and also took a horse to enable him to 
get olf more readily with the goods but with no intent to steal it, it was 
liehl not to lie a felonious stealing of the horse. (13)

Where the servant of a tanner took out of his master's warehouse dress
ed skins of leather with intent to bring them in ami charge them as ms 
own work (which they were not), and to get paid by the master for them, 
it was held no larceny. (14)

A. was supplied by It, his master with pig iron to put into a furnace to 
Is* melted, he. A, being paid according to the weight of the metal which 
ran out of the furnace into bars. A, put in other iron belonging to It. 
whereby the weight of the melted iron being thus increased he gained a 
larger remuneration. UvUl, that, if A, did this with the felonious intent of 
converting the iron to a purpose for his own profit, it was a larceny. (15) 

A. took away goods belonging to B, a young woman for the mere put- 
pose of inducing her to call upon him for them, so that he might have an 
opportunity of soliciting her to commit fornication with him. Held, not 
to he a felonious taking. (1(1)

A. met B, whom A. knew to be a poacher and seized him: It. being res
cued. seized A's gun and ran away with it. and was subsequently heard to 
say that he would sell it. and the gun was never afterwards heard of. 
Vaughan It. upon an indictment for stealing the gun told the jury that it 
would not be larceny if B. took the gun under an Impression then on his 
mind that it might be used by A, so as to endanger his B's life, and not 
with an intention of disposing of it, although he might afterwards heve 
determined to dispose of it. The jury found that B. had no intention to

(11) R. v. Hemming*, 4 F. A F.. 50.
( 1*2) R. v. Philips, 2 Fast P. (’., M2. 003.
(13) R. v. Crump. 1 ('. ft P.. 058.
(14) R. v. HoV iwav, 1 Den., 370; 2 C. A K.. 042. It. v. Poole, Dears. A 

H.. 345 . 27 L. J.. M. ('.. 53.
(15) R. v. Richards. 1 C. A K.. 532.
(10) R. v. Dickinson. R. A R., 420.

2
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dispose ni' Hu- gun ut the time he took it, and in-quitted him. (17) This 
would now In* theft. by eon version subsequent to the rightful taking, 
under the terms of the above section. 305. sub section 3 of which declares 
iliut it is immaterial whether the tiling converted was taken for the pur- 
|mhc of conversion or whether it was. at the time of the conversion, in the 
lawful possession of the fiersoti converting.

A. to screen It. an accomplice who was indicted for horse stealing, broke 
into C's stable where the horse was and took it away and hacked it into a 
mul-pit and killed it. It was contended at the trial that this was not lar
ceny liecatiso the taking was not with an intention to convert the horse 
to the use of the taker, A. Ultimo f lira ml i ct I uni can hi). A majority of 
’•even judges held it to In- larceny, and six of that majority were of opinion 
that to constitute laneny it was not essential that the property should he 
taken lucri causa. if it be fraudulent and with intent to wholly deprive 
the owner of the property; but some of the majority even thought that the 
object A had in view. namely, to screen his accomplice, — was a benefit, 
and tliaC therefore, the taking was lucri causa. (18)

'I la» prisoners, who were farm servants, opened the granary of their mas
ter by means of a false key. and took thereout two bushels of beans to give 
i" their master's horses, in addition to the ij nanti In usually allowed for 
the purpose. This was held by a majority of the judges to he larceny : it 
was sai<| by some of the judges that tin- additional quantity of beans taken 
and given to tin- horses, would diminish the work of the men who had to 
look after the horses, and that, therefore, the lucri causâ. to give them
selves case, was an ingredient in the offence. (19) Cases of this kind are 
now expressly excepted; it being declared by sub-section 0 of the above 
section, .‘litô, that, if any servant, against his master's orders, takes from 
the master's possession any food to give to any of the master's horses or 
other animals, such servant shall be guilty of no offence.

Theft by taking. I’nder the terms of sub-section 4 of the above sec
tion. 305, tlu ft hn taking is committed as soon as the offender moves the 
thing. or causes it to move or to be moved, or begins to cause it to become 
movable, with intent to steal it.

This is somewhat similar, though perhaps a little wider, than the com
mun law rule under which a bare removal of the thing was sufficient to 
make it larceny. (20) For instance, if a man were leading another's horse 
out of a field and were apprehended while doing so, or if a guest stealing 
goods in an inn had removed them from his chandler and carried them 
downstairs, it was. under the common law. a sufficient taking to constitute 
larceny. (21)

W here a thief, intending to steal some plate, took it out of a chest in 
which it was and laid it down upon the floor, but was surprised before In- 
could make off with it, it was held a sufficient taking: (22) and where, 
with the intention of stealing a cask of wine, the thief removed it from 
the head to the tail of the wagon upon which it lay, it was also held mii 
fieient. (23)

A drew a book from It's inside pocket, so that the book was about an 
inch from the top of the pocket, when B suddenly put up his hand, upon

(17) R. v. Holloway. 5 C. & 1\, 524.
( 18) II. v. Cabbage.* I!. & It., 292.
(19, II. x. Mollitt. I!. A It.. 307; See It. v. (Irtmeell. 9 ( . A I'.. 305 I*, 

v Handley C. & Mar.. 547; R. v. Privctt. 1 Den.. 193; 2 C. & K III.
(20) 4 111. Com.. 231.
(21) 3 Inst.. 108, 109.
(22) It. v. Simpson. Kel.. 31; 1 Hawk., c. 33. s. 25.
123 ) It. x. Walsh. I Moo. C. ( .. 14.
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which, while the» book was still about B'h person. A let go his hold of Un
hook ami it fell hack into B's pocket. //<’/</. a sufficient asportation to 
constitute larceny. (24)

The transfer, by a letter-carrier, of a letter front his pouch to his pocket 
was held a sufficient asportation. (25)

Where the thief was unable to carry oil" the goods on account of them 
being attached by a string on the counter, (2fi) or to carry oil" a purse on 
account of some keys attached to the strings of it getting entangled in tin- 
owner's pocket. (27) it was held, in these eases, that there was not a suf
ficient tarrying away to constitute larceny, but that to render the asporta
tion complete, in such eases, there must lie a severance.

It may be. however, that under sub-section 4 of the above section, 305. 
these eases would now be held to be covered so as to make them IInf I /<// 
takimj; for that sub-section makes it a sufficient taking as soon as the 
offender motes the thing or causes it to move or begins to cause it to

Of course- under the common law, (and the same thing holds good 
yet), whenever there was no actual asportation, the offender might In- 
prosecuted for an attempt to steal, or he could, upon an indictment for tin 
larceny, be convicted, under statutory law to that effect, of the attempt, if 
the evidence established an attempt; and the same thing can be done. now. 
in the case of an indictment for theft. (See section 711. /ion/.)

The following eases of larceny, - or what we should now call Un (I /i/y 
/«frill//.- sc« in lo have been decided upon the principle that there was not 
only, at the time of the taking, an intent, on the part of the offender, >o 
deprive the owner of his property, but. that, although there was, in some 
of the cases, what seemed to he a parting with the possession of the goods 
ni money, there was no mil and absolute parting with them, but. that, at 
the time of the offender taking them, the property and eight of possession 
therein 'till remained, in reality, with tin owner, i tere being eithei 
some trick, artifice or device used by the offender to get hold of the money 
or goods and no intention on the part of the owner to relinquish his prop
erly and right of possession in them, or the parting with the money or 
ginnls to the offender being by some servant or employee of the owner 
without the owner's authority, or there being a larceny of the money or 
goods by the servant or employee, himself., while in care of them. as a 
butler in charge of his master's plate, or a shepherd in charge of his mas
ter's sheep, and so on. the possession of the servant being deemed in law 
to In- the possession of the master.

Taking by means of a trick. Where a person, having the animus fit- 
runili. obtains possession of goods by means of some trick, artifice or 
device, it is considered larceny under the common law. even though there 
is an act ml I delivery, if the owner had no intention to part with his entire 
light of property but only with the temporary possession of the goods.

A. at a race meeting, made a het with Ik who was given odds upon a 
cut a in horse, the money for which B backed the horse being deposited 
by the latter with A. The horse won ; but, during the race, A had fraud
ulently decamped with the money. Ilelil, that, as it appeared that It parted 
with Ids money intending, in the event of the horse winning, that it should 
In- returned lo him. while A received it fraudulently, never intending lo

124 ) 15. v. Thompson. I Moo. ('. ('.. 78.
(25) 15. v. I’ovnton, I,. & ('.. 247: 32 L •!. (M. ('.), 21). 
(2ll) Irion. 2 Hast. 1*. ('., 55(1. t
127) 15. v. Wilkinson. 1 Hale. 508.
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deliver it hack in any event, there was no contract by which the property 
in the money could pass to A, and that, therefore, there was evidence of 
larceny by a trick. (‘28)

Where A obtained from B, a silversmith, two cream-ewers, in order that 
( . a customer of the silversmith, with whom A said he lived, might select 
one. and absconded with them, it was held to he larceny, because the tem
porary possession only and no right of property was parted with. (2!f)

A. agreed to discount, for B. a hill which the latter gave, for that pin 
pose, to A. who told It that if lie then sent a person with him to his (A's; 
lodging, he would pay over the amount less discount and commission : a 
person was sent, accordingly, hut upon reaching his lodgings, A left the 
messenger there and went out on pretence of getting the money, and nevci 
returned. The judge left it to the jury to ..ay whether A obtained posse. 
..ion of the bill with intent to steal it and whether B meant to part with 
his property in the hill before lie should have received the money for it. 
The jury found in the affirmative on the first proposition and in the neg
ative on the second, and found A guilty. Conviction upheld. (30)

A tillered to give B gold for hank notes, and. on B laying down some 
hank notes for the purpose of having them so changed into gold. A took 
them up and went away with them, promising to return with the note., 
hut he never returned. Wood B. said the property in the notes had never 
been parted with at all. and left it to the jury to say whether A had the 
il ni in us fnrandi at the time when lie took the notes, and said that if t lies 
were of that opinion there was a larceny. (31 )

A went to B's shop and said (1 wanted some shawls to look at. It gate 
her, A. live shawls, which she converted to her own use. Held, that as the 
property in the shawls would continue in It until the selection would he 
made by C. it was larceny if V did not send for them ; hut there being no 
evidence that V did nut seuil for them. A was acquitted, because it was as
sumed, in the absence of su- h evidence, that V did send for the shawls, 
that A therefore received the shawls projierly, and only conceived the 
design of wrongfully converting them to her own use after she had right 
fully obtained possession. (3*2) This would now be theft hi/ ennremion 
under section 305, sub-section 3.

A prevailed on B, a tradesman, to take goods to a certain place, where he 
said the price would be paid for them, and afterwards induced him to 
leave the goods in the care of < from whom A got them without paying 
the price. It swore that he did not intend to part with the goods mil il 
they were paid for; and the jury found that A oh initio intended to get 
the goods without paying for them. Held to be larceny. (33)

A gypsy, who obtained and kept money or goods by a falsi- pretence of 
witchcraft. the person from whom she obtained them merely intending 
to part with the possession and expecting them to he returned. was held 
guilty of larceny. (34)

A in presence of It, picked up. in the street, a purse containing a receipt 
for €147. for a " rieli brilliant diamond rinit," and also the ring Itself. It 
was then proposed by A. that the ring should be given to It on tin- latter 
depositing his watch and some money, as a security that he would return

(28) B. v. Buck master. 20 (). B. I).. 182: 57 L. .1.. M. (".. 25.
(20) H. v. Davenport. M. S.. 1 Arch. Peel’s Acts. 5.
(30) It. v. Aiekles, 2 Hast P. (’.. 073: I Leach. 204.
(31) li. v. Oliver, 4 Taunt.. 274. See It. v. Bod way. it ( . & I*.. 78!
(32) It. v. Savage. :>(’.& P.. 143.
(33) It. v. Campbell. 1 Moo. V. (*.. 170.
(34) It. v. Ilunee. I F. & F.. 523.
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the ring as soon as his proportion of the value should la* paid to him by A. 
Accordingly 1$ deposited his watch and money, which were taken .way by 
A s confederates. The ring turned out to he worth only ten shillings and 
It's watch and money were never returned. It was left to the jury to say 
whether or not this was an artful and preconcerted scheme to get posses - 
siou of It's watch and money: and the jury, finding that it was so, con
victed A. (35)

In another ease, on the defendant being convicted under the same cir
cumstances as the above, the quest ion was reserved for the opinion of tin- 
judges. nine of whom were of opinion that this practice of r/t#// dio/ip/i/g 
amounted to larceny : because, although, in such eases, the possession of 
the thing obtained was parted with, the property in it was not. (30)

A. 15 and V, decoyed I) into a public-house, and there introduced a card 
game called nil I inn, and one of them prevailed on I). who did not play on 
his own account, to cut the cards for him, and then under pretence that 
I) had cut the cards for himself, as a player, and lost, another of them 
swept ])s money oil' the table and went oil' with it. This was considered 
to be a ease in which it should lie left to the jury to determine quo Ultimo 
the money was obtained, and that it would be larceny should they lind 
that the money was obtained upon a preconcerted plan to steal it. (37)

A. at a fair, agreed to sell a horse to 15 for €23, of which UH was to lie 
pai«l to A, down, and the balance upon delivery. 15 handed US to A who 
signed for it a receipt stating that the balance was to be paid upon deliv
ery. A never delivered the horse to 15. but caused it to be removed from Un
fair under circumstances shewing that lie never intended to deliver it. 
//#'/(/, that A was rightly convicted of larceny of the US. by a trick, on the 
ground that 15 lull no intention to part with his property in the US until 
A luul fulfilled his part of the bargain, which he never intended to do.(38)

A induced II. by fraud, to buy from him a dress, at the price of 25 shil
lings, he having promised that if she (II) would do so, lie would give her 
another dress worth twelve shillings, and lie then took out of her hand a 
guinea, she being taken by surprise, and neither consenting nor resisting, 
and he gave her a dress worth much less than a guinea, and refused to give 
her the other dress which In- had promised. It being found by the jury 
that this was part of A's scheme to obtain the money by means of a pre
tended sale, it was held to be larceny. (30)

A went into a shop and asked for change for half a crown and the shop
man gave him two sli * and six pence ; A then held out the half crown 
and the shopman just took hold of it by the edge but never actually got 
il into his custody, and A ran away with the change and the half crown. 
//<•/#/ to be larceny of the change; but Parke, .1.. doubted whether an in
dictment would lie for stealing the half crown. (40)

A and 11 went into ( "s : A put down six pence in silver and six 
|h nee in copper, and asked (' to give him. in exchange for that money, a one 
shilling piece, upon which ( took, from her money drawer, a one shilling 
piece which she put on the counter beside A's money : A while all the 
money lay there then said, to ('. that she might as well take the whole of

(35) I!, v. Patch. 1 la-aeli. 23K.
130) K. v. Moore, 1 Loach. 314; 2 Hast P. ('., 070. See It. v. Watson. 

1 Is-acli. 040.
(37) lx. v. Horner, 1 Leach. 270; ('aid., 205. See, also, It. v. Hobson. It. 

4 11.. 413.
(3H> It. v. I’u-sett. (1802] 2 Q. It.. 312; 17 Vox V. V.. 534.
(3!)) H. v. Morgan. Dears.. 305.
(40) It. v. Williams. 11V.& V.. 300.
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(lie money thus lying on I lie counter and give him a two shilling piece 
for it. C thereupon took a two shilling piece, from her drawer and put it 
on the counter, expecting to receive for it two shillings of A's money. A 
then picked up the two shilling piece and went away with it. (' did not 
discover her mistake till she was putting the coins from the counter into 
the money till. It having «listmeted her attention by asking the price of 
some article. lleltl, that (' never intended to part with her property in tin- 
two shilling piece till she should receive two shillings of A’s money, and 
that the offence was larceny. (41)

In another rinyiiiu the ehanyen case. A and II fraudulently induced ('. a 
barmaid, to pay over to them money of her master without having received 
from them the proper change, and having no intention of or knowlcdgc 
that she was so doing: lleltl. guilty «if larceny. (42)

Where a hosier, by the defendant's desire, took a parcel «if silk stocking* 
to his lodgings and out of them the defendant pi -ked out six pairs which 
» ere laid on the back of a chair, and the defendant then sent the hosier 
back to his store for some articles, and while he was absent abscoiulcil with 
the stockings; the Judges held this, to lie lummy, the defendant having 
clearly obtained th«* goods auhnu fimnuli. (43)

Where A. in presence of II. picked up a purse containing a watch chain 
and two seals which A and a confederate rcpivaenteil to lie gold and worth 
LIN, ami II purchased A's share for C7. intending to part with the prop 

city in the money as well as the possession of it. Coleridge, J.. held that 
this was not larceny. (44)

Where A. by means of what is known as the /nmte tl'icl. induud II ti. 
give him a shilling for a purse by showing II three shillings and then 
making it appear as if lie. A. had dropped them int«i the purse whereas in 
fact lie had only dropped in three half peins1, it was held, that the prisom i 
had lieen guilty, if at all. of obtaining the shilling by means of a falsi- pi. 
twice, and could not Ik* < onvieted of larceny. (45)

A. who had bargained for goods for which, by the custom of trade, tin- 
price should have been paid before they were taken away, took them 
away without tin- consent of II the owner, and. at the time In- bargained 
for them, A did not intend to pay for them but meant to get tln-m into 
his own possession and dispose of them for his own hem-lit. lleltl to be 
larceny. (4ti)

Where A. intending ah Initia to get gisais by fraud, had them put into 
his cart upon the express condition that they shouhl be paid for iM-ton- 
being taken out of tin- cart, a ml then took them out of the cart without 
paying for them, lleltl to In- larceny. (47)

Where an automatic box. tin* property of a company, was placed in a 
public passage and was so constructed that, upon a penny being placed in 
it. through a slot, a cigarette was ejected from it: ami where the prisomi. 
instead of putting in a penny, put into the box a metal «lise of the *iz<- o! ,i 
penny and so obtained a cigarette. In- was hchl guilty of larceny. ( 4S )

Where tlu- prisoner went to an inn on a fair day. and desired the o-ll< i 
to bring out his horse, ami. U|hiii the ostler saying In- did not know which

(41) It. v. M« Kale. L. It.. I ('. C. It.. 125: 37 L. J. ( M. (’.), 97.
(42) It. v. Hollis. 12 tf. II. I).; 53 L. .1. ( M. 4 .). 3H.
(43) I’, v. Sharpies. I Leueli. 93: 2 Fast I*. ('.. (57.Y
(44) It. v. Wilson. 8 ('. A |».. 111.
(45) It. v. Solomons, 17 Cox ('. ('.. 93.
(4(5) It. v. (tilbcrt. I Mou. V. C.. 185.
(47) It. v. Pratt, I Moo. (<'.. 250: It. v. Cohen. 2 Den.. 249. S<-«-. a!-<> 

It. v. Slowly. 12 Cox C. ('.. 2(59.
(48) It. v. Hand*. Hi Cox C. ('., 188.
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was his horse, went into the stable, ami pointing to a man-, said it was 
his. and tin- ostler brought out the man- which the prisoner attempted to 
mount, Imt could not, the man- being frightened; upon which lie desired 
the ostler to lead the man- out of the yard, which was done; but. before 
lie could mount, the prisoner was detected and secured, Uarrow, 1$.. held 
this to la- larceny. (411)

Where A hired a horse of It. he, A. stating that he did so for the purpose 
of taking a journey: and it turned out that, instead of going the journey. 
A sold the horse in Smithliehl market on the same day. it was left to the 
jury to suy whether he hired the horse for the purpose of stealing it or 
whether he hired it really for the purpose of taking the journey and after
wards i hanged his intention; and the jury, being of the former opinion, 
found him guilty. Seven of the judges were afterwards clearly of opinion 
that the offence was larceny. (50)

And the same thing was held where the defendant hired the horse in the 
name of another person. (.*>1) And where the defendant hired a post 
chaise, with intent to convert it to his own use, and never returned it; 
upon being indicted for it. twelve months afterwards, as for a larceny, it 
was In-Id that it clearly amounted to that offence, although the vehicle 
was not hired for any definite lime. (52)

It set-ms. however, that in order to constitute a larceny at common law 
by a party to whom goods had been delivered on hire, there must him 
been not only an original intention on tin- part of the hirer to convert them 
to his own use but also a subsequent aft mil conversion by him of the goods 
hired, and that a mere agreement by the hirer to ae.ept a sum of money 
offered for the hired goods by a third party, who did not intend to accept 
the goods except on condition of his suspicions as to the honesty and right 
of the hirer to sell being removed, -was held not to amount to an actual 
conversion. (53)

Taking from an unauthorised servant of the owner. Where a defen 
dant obtained some mail bags from the post-master at a post ofllce, by 
pretending that he was the mail guard, and then ran away with them, tin 
jury, being of opinion that lie obtained possession of them with to
«leal them, found him guilty; and the judges upheld the conviction. (54) 
In this ease, the property in the mail bags did not pass, for the postmaster 
had no property in them to part with. (55)

Where the defendant, a ni mu f lira ml i, obtained goods from the servant of 
n earlier, by falsely pretending to lie tin- person to whom the goods were 
directed, it was hidden to be larceny: la-cause the servant had no author 
ity to part with the goods to any but the right person. (511)

A carrier's servant left goods at the house of the defendant by mistake 
but without any inducement from the defendant, who afterwards know
ing that they had been left there by mistake and did not la-long to him. 
converted them to his own list*. Ilrhl to la- larceny. (57)

Where A. intending to sell his horse, sent B, his servant, with it to a 
fair. B. however, being a mere messenger to take the horse there and

(40) It. v. Pitman. 2 ('. & P.. 423.
(50) It. v. Pear. 1 Leach. 212. Sis- It. v. Banks, It. & I!.. 441.
(51) It. v. (Tin rle wood. I Leach, 400; 2 Hast P. 080.
(52) It. v. Semple. 1 U-ileli, 420.
(53) It. v. Brooks, H ('. & P„ 205.
(54) It. v. Pearce, 2 Kast P. 003.
(55) 2 Kast P. ('.. 073.
(50) It. V. Longstreet. 1 Moo. ('. (".. 137.
(57) It. V. Little. 10 Cox c. ('.. 550.
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liuxing no authority to sell or «leal with it in any way. ami C. by hand, 
induced ti to part with possession of the liorae under color of an exchange 
for another, intending all the while to steal it, it was told to to lar
ceny. (58)

A. having a deposit of eleven shillings in a post office savings bank, and, 
having obtained a warrant or order to withdraw ten shillings of it, went 
to the post office, where he presented the order, together with his deposit 
book, to U, a clerk oi that department, who, by mi .Mike, instead of looking 
at the letter of advice for ten shillings connected wi.h As order or war 
i a lit, referred to another letter of advice, one for C8 • lit - 10,— and, under 
this mistake, he placed on the counter this larger sum of money which A 
took up; and, after 11 had entered the amount, tH - III - 10, in the deposit 
book as paid, A went away, taking the money with him. At the trial, tIn
jury found that A had the unintii* f tint ml i at the moment of taking up 
the money from the counter and returned a verdict of guilty. Hi hi, by a 
majority of the judges, (eleven in number), that A was rightly convicted 
of larceny; and they supported this holding on various grounds; 1, that 
the postmaster-general, through It. the clerk, lunl by mistake, formed a 
mere intention to pass over the property in the money to A. but that this 
mistaken intention did not actually pass it, and that A was aware of the 
mistake and had the tniinniM finnmli at the time he took up the mone\ ; 
-, that 1$. the clerk, having only a limited authority under the letter of 
advice to the extent of ten shillings, had no authority to part with the 
property in the larger amount to A; and, .*1, that possession of the itionex 
was nut completely parted with whan it was placed on the counter and 
when A. uni inn fnntiull, took it up. It was, however, held, by a minorit.x 
of th<- judges, (four in number), that the money was not taken ittriln 
ilntninn, that the general authority of the clerk authorized the parting with 
the possession and property in the entire sunt of money laid on the counter, 
and that there was no larceny. (59)

A and B ordered goods of (', who sent them to the house of A and B. 
by his (V's) servant. I), with strict injunctions not to part with them with 
out receiving the price of them. On arriving with the goods at A and B ~ 
house, A and B gave to I) a cheque which they knew to he worthless, upon 
which I) left the goods. lit hi to la- larceny. (<K))

If, in this case, (', the owner, had himself carried the goods and parted 
with them in the way in which his servant did, it would, no doubt, have 
been a case of obtaining tin* goods by false pretences and not larceny; or. 
if the servant had had a general authority to act, it would have been the 
same as if (' himself had acted; but tin- servant had only a limited autlmi 
ity, which he exceeded, (til)

Stealing by a servant of his master’s goods entrusted to him. While 
a person, employed to drive cattle or to take them to a particular place 
for a special purpisc and bring them back, sells them, this. — seeing that 
lie had the custody merely and not the right to the possession or property 
which remained in the master,— is larceny at common law; (92) alt hough 
the intention to convert them was not conceived until after they were 
delivered to him. (93)

If a man having purchased corn on board a vessel, send his clerk or light

(58) II. v. Sheppard. 9 ('. & I*.. 121.
(59) II. v. Middleton. L It.. 2 < . < . R., 38; 42 L. .1.. >1. C.. 73.
(90) It. v. Stewart. 1 Cox ('. ('.. 174.
(91) Arch. t'r. VI. à Kv., 21st Kd., 38».
(92) It. v. Stock, 1 Moo., 87; It. v. MoXatnee, 1 Moo., 398.
(93) It. v. Harvey. 9 C. & V., 353.
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wma» with hix barge for the purpose of landing it, and the clerk or light-* 
ernian appropriate a part of the corn, this is also larceny at common 
law. (04)

An unauthorizxtl gift by a servant of goods entrusted to him by his mas
ter is as much larceny at common law as if he sold or pawned them. ((».>)

No larceny where thing freely parted with. It is clear that, under the 
common law, not only is it no larceny if the owner himself, of his own free
will. part with his property in the goods taken; (00) but the same prin
ciple applies whenever the servant, from whom goods are obtained, has a 
general authority to act for his employer, and. while acting under such 
general authority, willingly parts with the goods, the person to whom 
they are thus delivered not being guilty of larceny.

For instance, where a person obtained money from the cashier of a bank 
by presenting, knowing it to lie forged, a forged order purporting to be 
drawn by one of the bank's customers, it was held not to be larceny ; be
cause the cashier voluntarily parted with the money, and was acting" with
in the scope of his general authority. (U7)

Where the defendant bought goods and desired them to be sent with a 
bill and a te.eipt, and the shopman, who brought them, left them, upon the 
defendant handing him two bills, which turned out to la- mere fabrications, 
the judges held this not to be larceny, because the prosecutor had parted 
with the property, as well as the possession, upon receiving what was 
deemed at the time by his servant to lie payment. (OH)

Where a pawn broker’s clerk, who had a general authority from his mas
ter, to a t in his business, delivered up a pledge upon receiving a parcel 
which he supposed to contain diamonds, and under that belief parted with 
the pledge entirely, but the parcel contained stones of no value, it was 
held to lie no larceny. ((•»)

The question of whether. — when property was given by the owner to a 
person under a mistake of which the person receiving it was not aware at 
the time of its reception, — the person so receiving it was guilty of larceny 
by afterwards converting it to his own use, was fully argued before the 
i ourt of Crown Cases Reserved, whose decision shewed that the judges 
were equally divided as to whether the prisoner was legally convicted or 
not ; and the remarks of a few of the judges seemed to indicate that there 
was an impression that even the innocent reel of the sovereign, cou
pled with its subsequent fraudulent appropriation, might amount to lar
ceny ; but this was not the real ground upon which the Court was divided, 
a» will he seen below. The facts were these. The prisoner had asked the 
prosecutor for the loan of a shilling; and the prosecutor having given him 
a sovereign lielieving it to be a shilling, the prisoner was prosecuted and 
convicted of having, -by keeping the sovereign. — stolen it. On the one 
hand, it was considered by some of the judges that the facts shewed that

(Ii4) I!, v. Ahrahat, 2 Leach. 829.
I ti.*> ) IL v. White. 9 C. 4 I*.. 344.
(99, IL v. M.utbath. L. It.. I V. <\ H.. 203; IL v. Lovell. 8 (). It. I).. HU; 

I!, v. Harvey. 1 Leach. 497 ; 2 Fast. I*. 999; IL v. Adams. IL 4 IL. 223;
b. v. Coleman. 2 Hast. I*. ( 972 ; IL v. Thomas, 9 C. & I'.. 741 ; K. v. At
kinson. 2 East. I*. 973; IL v. Adams. 1 Den.. 38; Arch. Cr. PI. 4 Ev.,
21st Ed.. 38Ô. 380.

(97 i IL v. Prince. L. IL. I C. C. IL. 1.10; It. v. Lovell, 8 Q. B. !>.. Î83.
(98) It. v. Pa ikes. •> Leach. 914; 2 Hast, P. 671; Arch. Cr. PI. 4 Ev..

389.
(09) It. v. Jackson. 1 Moo. ('. ('.. 119; see It. v. Barnes, 2 Den.. 39; 20

L. J.. (M. ('.). 34; It. v. Essex. Dears. 4 H. 371; 27 L J. (M. ('.). 20
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tlie prisoner, when lie took the coin, wax under the same mistaken 
belief as the prosecutor, namely, that it was a shilling; while, on the other 
hand, it was considered by the other judges that the facts shewed that, at 
the very instant of receiving it, the prisoner was aware of the coin being 
a sovereign and of the owner being under the mistaken belief that it wa« 
a shilling. The Court were unanimous in holding that the prisoner was not 
guilty of larceny us a bailee, but were equally divided as to whether lie 
was guilty of larceny at common law; and the conviction stood. Seven of 
the fourteen judges were of opinion that the facts did not shew an in 
now lit reception of the sovereign and that therefore the prisoner was right
ly convicted of larceny ; but the other seven judges considered that the 
facts did shew an innocent reception of the lovereigu and that such in 
no.ent reception coupled with the subsequent fraudulent appropriation of 
the coin by the prisoner did not constitue larceny. (70)

in some later cases the old rule of the common law, that the innocent 
receipt of a chattel coupled with its subsequent fraudulent appropriation 
does not amount to larceny, has been confirmed. (71)

Thus, where a man handed to the prisoner a UIO note in mistake foi i 
Cl note, ami the prisoner took it under the same mistake, and, afterward-, 

on discovering the error, kept it, it was held that he could not be indicted 
for larceny. (72)

Hut under section 305 of our Code, the subsequent fraudulent appropria
tion of the thing thus innocently received will amount to theft by ....

Larceny or theft of lost things. — With regard to the larceny of h.-i 
things, the general rule under the common law seems to have been tuat if 
a person found goods which had been actually lost or reasonably supposed 
by him to have been lost, and appropriated them, with intent to take the 
entire dominion over them, really believing, when lie took them, that the 
owner could not be found, it was not larceny ; but if lie took them with 
the like intent, though lost, or reasonably supposed to be lost, but i a son 
ably believing that the owner could be found, it was larceny. (73) It un
necessary that the prisoner, at tlic lime of ftndinn, should believe hint the 
owner could be ascertained, and without this, an intention to appropriate, 
at the time of the tinding. did not make the prisoner guilty of larceny, a! 
though he ascertained the name of the owner before converting to hi* own 
use. (74)

It will be seen that. now. under section 305, a Under of lost goods will 
lender himself liable to prosecution for theft by/ conrcr*ion, if after tinding 
the goods he discover the name of the owner and do not restore them. Ini? 
converts them to his own use, although at the time of linding them la* 
neither knew the owner nor believed nor had reasonable grounds for l> 
lieving that the owner could be found.

The following are some of the cases decided under the old rule.
(>u an indictment for stealing a bank note, the jury found that the pm- 

ecu tor had dropped the note in the defendant's shop, that the defendant

(70) R. V. Axhwell, 10 Q. H. I) . 100; 55 L. .1.. M. 05: 10 Cox < < . I.
« 71 i R x. Flowers, in <,> it n . 643 l. i M. < 17» II » lb ii

18 Cox < . C., 207.
(72) It. v. llehir, 18 (ox C. ( .. 207.
(73) 3 Inst.. 108; I Max k.. c. 33. s. 2.
(74) It. v. Thurborn, I I Jen., 388; 2 C. A K.. 831 ; It. v. Dixon. Dv.n -. 

580; 25 L. .1, ( M. ('.), 30; It. v. Christopher. Hell. 27: 28 L .1. i M. '
35; i: X Kerr. 8 I a I*. ITU; R. x Reed < a M«i 306; R \ \
Den.. 335; It. v. Matthews, 12 Cox ('. ('., 480.
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had fourni it there, that, at the» time lu* picked it up. the defendant did 
not know and had no reasonable means of knowing who the owner was,
• hat he afterwards acquired knowledge who the owner was. and that, after 
having acquired the knowledge, lie converted it to his own use; and they 
found further that the defendant intended, when he found the note, to take 
it to his own use. and deprive the owner of it whoever he was, and that 
hr ht Hard, trhni lie fourni it, that the otruer nnild hr diseoirrrd. IIrid, 
that. Upon these lindings, the defendant was rightly convicted. (7.">)

A's child, having found six sovereigns in the street, brought them to A, 
"ho counted them and told some bystanders that the child had found a 
sovereign. A and her child then went down the street to the place where 
ilie child had picked up the money, and found a half-sovereign and n hag. 
About two hours afterwards. A was told that a woman had lost some 
money, upon which she told her informant to mind her own business, and 
gave her half a sovereign.

IIrid by the majority of the Irish Court of Criminal Appeal, that this 
case (otild not In* distinguished from K. v. Clyde, /nisi ; that there was 
nothing to show that, at the time the child brought lier the money. A 
knew that it had an owner, or, to show tl it she was under the impression 
that the owner could be found ; and her < mviction for larcenv was quash
ed. (7»)

A put 000 guineas in a secret drawer in a bureau, and died. 11, her son 
and executor, lent the bureau to his brother. C, who, after keeping it 
several years, sold it to I). who gave it out to be repaired by E. who found 
the money, llrIII to be such a taking, by E. out of the possession of A. its 
to constitute larceny. (77)

If a cabman converted to his own use a parcel left by a passenger in his 
cab, by mistake, it was larceny, by the common law, if lie knew the owner, 
or if lie took him or set him down at a particular place where he could 
have enquired for him. (7H)

A found a sovereign on the highway, believing it had been accidentally 
lost. but. with a knowledge that lie was doing wrong, he at once determined 
to appropriate it. notwithstanding that it should become known to him 
who the owner was. The owner was speedily made known to A, who how
ever refused t deliver tip the sovereign. There was no evidence that he 
believed, at the time of finding the sovereign that A could ascertain who 
the owner was. and lie was therefore held not guilty of larceny. (711)

1'nder section HO.*», sub-section ,‘t, this would now be theft bn coil version.

In every case in which there is any mark upon the prooerty by which 
the owner may la* traced, and the tinder, instead of restoring the property, 
• •invert it to his own use. such conversion amounted, at common law. to 
larceny. (HO)

Larceny or theft of things not lost but mislaid. In every case where 
tin* property was not. properly speaking, lost, but only mislaid, under 
circumstances which would enable the owner to know where to look for 
and find it. the person llmling and appropriating property so mislaid was 
held guilty of larceny under the common law.

(75) H. v. Moore. L. A ('.. 1; 30 L. J. (M. C’A, 77.
(7(1) It. v. I leaves, 11 Cox ('. ('., 227. See, also, R. ». Knight. 12 Cox 

( . < .. 102.
(77) Cartwright v. Green, H Ves., 40.); 2 la»neh, 0.V2.
(78) 15. v. Wynne. 2 East 1*. ('.. (1(14; 1 Leach. 413: It. v. Lamb, 2 East 

IV ('.. 11(14 ; R. v. Lear. 1 Leach.. 415 n.
(7») It. v. Clvdc. L. K.. 1 C. C. It.. 130; 37 L. M. <\. 107.
(HO) R. V. .'ope. (1 C. A I».. 34(1; It. v. Mole, 1 C. A K.. 417.
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A purchaser at the prisoner's «tail, left his punie in it. A stranger pointed 
out the purse to the prisoner, supposing it to be tire latter's, when tin- 
prisoner took up the punk* ami put it in her pocket, and afterwards con
cealed it. On the return of the owner, the prisoner denied all knowledge 
of it. Upon an indictment for larceny, the jury found that the prisonei 
took up the purse knowing that it was not her own and intending at the 
same time to appropriate it to her own use, hut that she did not know, 
then, xum was the owner of it. She was held projierly convicted, ami that 
the purse so left was not lost property hut mislaid. (81)

A bought a bureau at an auction ami afterwards discovered in a secret 
drawer of it a purse of money, which he appropriated to his own use. 
Ihld, that, if he had express notice that the bureau only, and not its con 
tents if any, were sold to him, or, if lie had no reason to believe that unx 
thing more than the bureau itself was sold, the abstraction of the money 
was a felonious taking, ami amounted to larceny, but that if he had 
leasonable ground for believing that he bought the bureau with its con 
tents, if any, he had a colorable right to the property, and there was no 
larceny. (82)

A. a boy, found a lost cheque, wliieh It, by some pretence, got from him. 
and kept in hopes of obtaining a reward, but not being satisfied with the 
reward offered by the owner Tie refused to deliver it either to the owner
or to A. Held, that It, could not ht.......nvicted of stealing the cheque either
from the owner or from A. (83)

Theft by conversion. — It is generally laid down that any act which i- 
an interference with the dominion ami right of property of another is a 
conversion. (84) A conversion does not mean a destruction of the good* 
nor does it necessarily import an acquisition of property by the defendant 
or a total or absolute loss of the goods to the owner, hut it consists in any 
wrongful act by which the defendant deprives the owner of his good* 
either wholly or for a time. (85) To constitute a fraudulent conversion, 
the owner must In* deprived of his property or money by an adverse using 
or holding. (8tf)

Under the terms of section 305, theft by conversion is committed when 
ever a person, already in possession of a specific article of |>ersonal proper!\ 
witli the owner's consent, fraudulently and without color «if right ci.nvcrt» 
it to his own use or to the use of ny other person than the owner of il. 
with intent to deprive the owner of it, either tvmimrarüy or abnulutely, or 
with intent to deprive any person having any special property or interest 
therein, temporarily or absolutely of such special property or interest, oi 
with intent to pledge the same or to part with it under a condition, u* to 
its return, xvhich lie may not In* able to perforin, or to so deal witli it that 
it cannot be restored.

As xve have already seen, tin* doctrine of the common laxv is that .« 
imut!/fill taking out of the possession of the owner is of the essence of 
theft, and that, if a person rightfully ami innocently obtains possession oi 
e thing and afterwards fraudulently misappropriates it, he is guilty of ti" 
criminal offence; ami, as xve have also ween, this doctrine was. from time t" 
time, «jualilied by a numlier of statutory exceptions, the first of which wa« 
contained in the statutes which provided for the punishment of clerks, m-i 
vants ami other employees who embezzled property received by them on

(81) R. v. West. 24 L. J., M. 4.
(82) Merry v. Ureen, 7 M. A W„ 023: 10 L. ,1.. M. ('., 164.
(83) R. v. Gardner, L. 4 243 ; 32 L. .1.. M. < ., 3.Y
(84) Hollins v. Fowler, L. II., II. of L. Cas.. 767, 700.
( 8*i ) 2 Stark. Ev., 83»; 2 Saund., 40. 47.
(80) 10 Am. A Eng. Eney., L., »»4. R. v. Chapman, I 1.4 lx.. 119.
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behalf of their employer*; thi* exet t<i the general rule living followed
by statute* passed for the puni*huient of banker*, merchant*. broker*, 
solicitor*. fuel or*, and other agent*, who committed similar offence*, and 
for the punishment of bailee* for fraudulently converting any chattel, 
money or valuable security entrusted to them.

The effect of section 30.'> is to put all person* whomsoever, whether 
they are or are not clerks, servant*. » ,ee*. bankers, merchant*, bro
kers, solicitor*, factors, agents or bailees. upon the same footing, and to 
make every person whomsoever, without any distinction. — guilty of 
theft by conversion, (or what may, pi i. be more properly termed em
bezzlement ). when, having become ihjhlfullii possessed of something be 
longing to another, lie. instead of handing it over, in *|H*cie. or instead of 
doing with it what he was entrusted to do. fraudulently, and. without 
color of right, convert t to his own ti*- or to the use of any other person 
than the owner. In r words. nnlir::lnn< nt by clerks, servants or other 
employee*, framhilrm vunrcrxlun by bankers, merchants, brokers, solici
tors. factor* or otlii . gents, of property entrusted to them for safe eu* 
tody, etc., and iBifiii// h/i Lailrrx are three only of the various ways of com
mitting the offence of thrft /<// rum rrxinii. treated of by section 30Ô. So. 
that, it may not la* out of place to briefly review some of the atiMioritie* 
on these three subjects.

Embezzlement. Embezzlement, when defined in a general way,— 
without regard to it* application to a particular class, such as clerks, ser 
vanta or other employee*. is said to be the fraudulent appropriation 01 
conversion of the property or good* of another by one who lias the right
ful possession of them or who is entrusted with their possession at the time 
of the conversion. (87)

The main distinction between lurmni by a clerk, servant or other em
ployee and embezzlement by a clerk, servant or other employee was that, 
to constitute emliezzlement, the money or other property appropriated by 
the offender must, at the time of its appropriation, never have been, even 
constructively, in the possession of the master : for if. at the time of being 
taken and appropriated, it was already in the master's possession, either 
actually or constructively, the servant's offence amounted to larceny and 
not embezzlement. (HN) For instance, if an employee opened his master'» 
money drawer, or desk or safe, containing money belonging to his master 
and abstracted* and appropriated any of such money, or if the masti : 
handed money to the servant to pay out for him. and the servant ap
propriated it. the servant in each of these cases committed larceny : but. 
if a debtor of the master paid a debt to the master's servant, and the bit 
ter kept the money and appropriated it to his own use. this was embezzle 
ment. (80)

The usual presumptive evidence of a servant having embezzled money 
teceived by him for his master is that he never accounted to hi* master 
for it, or that he denied having received it.

If. instead of denying the appropriation of the money, the party in 
tendering his account admits it. alleging a right in himself, however un
founded. or setting up an excuse, however frivolous, lie is not guilty of 
emliezzlement ; (00) even though lie afterwards abscond and do not pay 
over the money. (01)

(87) 10 Am. A Eng. Ency. L„ 2nd Ed.. 078.
(88) II. v. (loodenotigh. bears., 210: It. v. Hawkins. 1 Den., 584; It. \. 

Smith. It. A It.. 267: It. v. Murray, 1 Moo. ('. ('., 270: It. v. Watts, 2 Dei 
II

l 80) It. v. Betts, Ml. 00; 28 L. .1., M. C., 00: It. v. Masters. 1 Den.. 33.’ ; 
2(4 K.. 030.

(00) It. V. Norman. ('. 4 Mar.. 501.
(01) It. v. Creed, 1 t\ & K.. 03.
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Dut where it is the servant's duty to account for and pay over at stated 
lunes tin* moneys received by him. his not doing so. wilfully, is embezzle
ment : although he do not actually deny the receipt of them. Thus, upon 
.n indictment charging the prisoner with the embezzlement of t!4 - 8 - li 
ai November 4th. of C4-9-8 on No vein lier 28tll, and of Cl on December 
18th. it appeared that the prisoner was in the employ of the prosecutrix 
in her business of a baker and was authorized to receive moneys due for 
bread, and that, in payment for quantities of bread, he received the three 
slims in question on the three days above mentioned, and had never paid 
any of them over to the prosecutrix. The prisoner had never denied receiv
ing the moneys, but it was his duty on the evening of every day to render 
to the prosecutrix a verbal account of all moneys received by iiim on her 
at count in the course of that day and to immediately pay them over to 
her. It was submitted for the defence that there was no embezzlement, as 
there was no denial of the receipt of any of the monies, and that the mere 
omission to pay them over was not embezzlement; but Coleridge. .1., held, 
ihat. as it was the prisoner's duty every evening to account for and pay 
over all moneys received by him in the course of the day, his wilful omis
sion to pay them over was clearly quite equivalent to a denial of their 
iceeipt and constituted embezzlement. (112) And, even where no precise 
time can lie lixed at which it was the servant’s duty to pay the moneys
• •ver. his not accounting for them, if found by the jury to have been done 
fraudulently, is equally an embezzlement. (1)3)

Where, upon an indictment for embezzlement, the Crown Counsel, in 
opening the case, stated that the prisoner had been a shopman in the em
ploy of the prosecutrix, and that it would be proved, that there was a
• ielieiency in the prisoner’s accounts, Alderson. It., said. "It is not sufficient 
lo prove at the trial a general deficiency in account. Some specific sum 
must be proved to be embezzled in like manner as in larceny, some part
icular article must lie proved to have been stolen." (94)

Fraudulent conversion by bankers, etc. — Certain trust money, which 
had been invested on mortgage, was paid off, and was left in the hands of 
the defendant, the solicitor to the trust, who thereupon wrote to the pci 
son beneficially interested informing him of the money being paid and 
asking how he would like to have it invested, — whether in the funds or 
on mortgage. In answer, the beneficiary wrote to the defendant as follows.

" Will consult (i at once about the money, and let you know. 1 do not 
wish it placed in the funds." About the date of these letters, it was clear 
that the defendant fraudulently appropriated the money to his own u- 
llcltl. upon the prosecution of the defendant, under section 7b of the 
Inqierial Art. 24-2.*» Vie., c. 90, for fraudulently converting property en
trusted to him for safe keeping that he was guilty of that offence. (03)

But, where a solicitor was entrusted by a client with money to invest on 
mortgage on the client's behalf, and. instead of doing so, lie fraudulentl\ 
appropriated the money to his own use, it was held, on a prosecution under 
the same section, that the defendant was not entrusted with the money 
"for safe custody." (00)

Where, on a prosecution of a banker, etc., for the fraudulent conversion 
of money entrusted to him for a specific purpose, it was alleged that there 
was a specific direction to invest the money in the funds, it was held.

(02) R. v. Jackson, 1C'.* K.. 384.
(03) R. v. Welch. I Den.. 100; 2 ('. & K.. 200.
(94) R. v. Lloyd Jones, 8 ( '. & 1\. 288. See. also. R. v. Chapman. I < . A 

K.. 110, and R. v. Wolstenholme, 11 Cox ('. ('.. 313.
(95) R. v. Fullagar, 14 Cox C. ('.. 370.
(96) R. v. Newman, 8 Q. D. I).. 700; 51 L. J„ M. C., 87.
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that Hitch an allegation was not supported by evidence of a direction to 
invest in the fuims. in the emit of ana n ne.e inct cd accident omfm'M//.(97 )

The prisoner was an agent employed to sell goods on commission for the 
prosecutors. During the employment, the prosecutors wrote to the pris
oner. "We will send U. It and 1*. their bills at the end of the month, and 
the same day that you receive the money from the customers you must 
remit it to us. We will attend to your order, as our arrangements were to 
remit us. as soon as you received it." After getting this letter, the prisoner 
received from three different customers. nut II. It or /*. - three dif
ferent sums of money, which he converted to bis own use. Held, that the 
above letter was not a direction in writing as to the application of the 
three sums so converted, as the letter probably only referred to me ac
counts of II. It and l\ and further that the prisoner had not. ( within the 
meaning of section 75 of the Imperial Act. 24-25 Vie., c. 96). been en- 
t) anted with the three sums mentioned in the indictment as they had 
never been actually or constructively in the possession of the prisoner and 
therefore they could not lie said to have entrusted the prisoner with 
them. (118(

The prosecutor by letter instructed the prisoner, a stock broker, to buy 
for him on the following day certain stock at IK), to hold for a rise, tne 
time to close to be left open, and he enclosed a cheque for £21, " the cover 
and commission." On the day following, the price of the sto-k was higher 
than the limit prescribed in the letter, (namely IK)), and the prisoner paid 
the cheque into his own bank, without purchasing stock, and he sub- 
-equentiy spent the money for his own use. Held, that the prisoner was 
rightly convicted on an indictment, under 24-25 Vic., c. 06, s. 75. charging 
him that having been entrusted, as a broker and agent, with a security 
i"i payment of money with a direction in writing to apply ttffor a specific 
purpose, in violation of good faith and contrary to the terms of such direc- 
lion. lie converted it to his own use. (DO)

The defendant, a broker, who from time to time gratuitously made in
vestments. on the Stock Exchange, as agent for the prosecutrix, wrote to 
her •nclosing a contract note for three Japanese bonds at Cl 12 each, sav
ing he was fortunate in securing them for her and asking her to ratify 
vvliat lie had done. The contract-note was in the form of a sold-note from 
the defendant to the prosecutrix. The prosecutrix wrote him in reply, 
saying she had received the contract-note and she enclosed a cheque for 
C:i:t(i in payment. The cheque was payable to the defendant and endorsed 

and cashed by him. but he never paid for the bonds and applied the pro
ceeds of the cheque -to his own purposes. Held, that the letter from the 
prosecutrix saying that she “ enclosed the cheque for £536 in payment." 
was a sufficient direction, under section 75 of the 24-25 Vic., e. D6. to apply 
the cheque or its proceeds to take up the Japanese bonds by paying the 
seller, if not already delivered to the defendant, and if already received by 
the defendant, by paying himself, and that the conviction of the defendant 
should lie confirmed. (100)

An attorney, employed to raise money on mortgage of property, found a 
mortgagee, prepared the mortgage, got it executed, obtained the mortgage 
money and handed over the mortgage deed to the mortgagee, lie paid 
over to the mortgagor a portion only of the mortgage money and fraud
ulently converted the remainder to his own use. Held, that as the attor
ney was not entrusted with the mortgage deed or with the money for safe 
custody, and as there was no direction in writing to apply the proceeds of

(97) 11. v. White. 4 (’. & I*.. 46.
I os ) ){. v. Brownlow, 14 Cox C. ( ., 216. 
(90) H. v. Cronmire. 16 Cox C. (’.. 42.
1100) 11. V. Christian. L. R., 2 C. C. R., 94.
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the mortgage lived, and as the mortgage could not lie said to have been 
tiaiihferred by him in violation of good faith and contrary to the object or 
purpose for which lie was entrusted with it, he did not come within the 
75th or 70th sections of the Imperial Act, 24-25 Vic., c. 00. (101)

Larceny as a bailee. - Even before the passing of the statutes relating 
to larceny by bailees, it was held that, although goods were in the first 
instance obtained without a felonious intent, yet if the possession of them 
was obtained by means of a trespass, tlie subsequent fraudulent appropria
tion of them during the continuance of the same transaction, was larceny. 
As. where a man. driving a Hock of sheep from a Held, drove with them a 
sheep belonging to another person, without knowing at the time that In 
did so, but afterwards, on discovering the fact, sold that sheep and ap
propriated the proceeds of the sale to his own use, lie was held to be right
ly convicted of larceny. (102)

A man could not be convicted of larceny as a bailee unless the bailment 
was to re-deliver the very same chattel or money. (103)

The prosecutor placed a sum of money in the hands of the prisoner for 
the purpose of purchasing coals for the prosecutor from a colliery company.

The prisoner did not buy any coals, but fraudulently appropriated tin 
money to his own use. On these facts lie was held rightly convicted of lar
ceny as a bailee. (104)

A carter was employed by the owner of a cargo of coals to load the coals 
in the carter's own cart from the vessel and deliver specified quantities 
thereof to persons whose names were on a list given to him. He sold two 
loads of the coals fraudulently to persons whose names were not on the 
list, and appropriated the money to his own use. Hrld, that he was guilt\ 
of larceny as bailee of the two loads. (105)

The prosecutor delivered to the prisoner two brooches to sell for him a I 
£200 for one. and £150 for the other, and the prisoner was to have them 

for a period not exceeding ten days for that purpose. After the expiration 
of the ten days the prisoner sold the brooches with other jewellery for 
£250. but arranged with the buyer that he might redeem the brooches for 
£110 by a certain time. The prisoner was held to be guilty of larceny as 

a bailee of the brooches, it having been his duty, after the ten days had 
expired without his effecting a sale, to return the brooches, in specie to 
the prosecutor. ( 100)

Where the prisoner a commission agent was entrusted by the prosecutors 
with silk for sale and it was his duty, at the end of six months to send in 
an account for the entire six months, and to return the unsold silk, and 
lief ore the end of the six months, he appropriated the silk to his own use. 
he was held to be rightly convicted of larceny as a bailee. ( 107)

Where the prisoner was indicted for larceny as bailee of a coat, and the 
evidence was that the prosecutor had lent the coat to wear for a day and 
that some few days afterwards the prisoner left the town and was found 
wearing the coat on board a vessel bound for Australia, Martin, lb, stop
ped the ease on the ground that there was no evidence of a conversion 
sufficient to satisfy the statute. "The determination of the bailment. '

(101) 11. v. ( «Hiper. L. R.. 2 C. ( '. R., 123.
( 102) R. v. Riley, Dears.. 14».
(103) It. v. Hoare. 1 F. & F.. 047 ; R. v. (larrett, 2 F. 4 F.. 14; It. v. 

llassell. L. & ('.. 58.
( 104) It. v. Aden. 12 Cox (’. <’.. 512.
( 105) It. v. Davies. 10 Cox ('. ('., 23».
(10(1) It. v. Henderson. 11 Cox C. C.. 503.
(107) R. v. Richmond. 12 Cox C. C.. 405.
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wii«l His Undship, " must In* something analagous to larceny, and Home 
act must Im* done inconsistent with the purposes of tin* bailment. (108)

The drawer of an accomodation hill for .€30 received it from the ac
ceptor upon an arrangement to get it cashed and pay over to the latter all 
the proceeds except €3, which the drawer was to retain for his trouble. 
Instead of carrying out this arrangement the drawer handed the bill to one 
of his creditors who was pressing him for payment of a debt of CIO. in 
order that the creditor might discount the bill and retain out of it his debt 
of €10 and then hand over the balance to the drawer. The creditor, how
ever, did not carry out this arrangement and detained the bill. On these 
facts it was held that, although the drawer was a bailee of the bill within 
the meaning of the statute, yet there was no conversion of it by him an
alagous to larceny, and that therefore an indictment against him for lar
ceny as bailee of the bill could not In* sustained. ( 100)

Whilst in treaty with a firm of solicitors for the transfer of a public 
house license, the prisoner was required by them to give security for the 
purchase money before they would assist him in procuring a transfer. To 
enable him to give the required security, the prosecutor accepted three 
bills of exchange drawn upon him by the prisoner, which it was agreed 
that the prisoner should deposit with the solicitors, by way of security, 
and that lie should not negot iate or use them for any other purpose, and 
if the transfer was not effected that he should return them to the pros
ecutor. The prisoner who, — instead of depositing the bills with the solic
itors,— two of them to other purposes for his own benefit, was held
not to have been a bailee of the bills within section 3 of 24-25 Vie., c.

,110)

lint a person who receives a bill of exchange for the purpose of getting 
it discounted and handing the proceeds over to another and instead of get
ting it discounted endorses it as his own to a creditor in payment of his 
account, intending to pay the projierty in the bill absolutely to the cred
itor is a bailee of a valuable security and guilty of a fraudulent corner 
sion of the same to his own use. (Ill)

Where a jierson has l>een entrusted by another with a valuable security 
with instructions to raise thereon a loan for such other person, and, after 
having effected the loan and received the proceeds in cash, misappropriates 
the latter to his own use, he may be convicted of larceny as a bailee of the 
money so received. (112)

306. Theft of Things under Seizure. — Every one commits theft 
and steals the thing taken or carried away who, whether pretend
ing to be the owner or not, secretly or openly, takes or carries 
away, or causes to be taken or carried away, without lawful author
ity, any property under lawful seizure and detention by any peace 
officer or public officer in his official capacity. (As amended by 
the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1900).

• The amendment made to this section is the addition of the words “ by 
any pence officer or public officer in his official capacity.”

( 108) R. v. dackson. 0 Cox C. C., 605.
(100) R. v. Weeks, 10 Cox C. C.. 224.
(110) 11.‘v. Conner, 13 Cox C. C., 187.
(Ill ) R. v. Oxenham, 40 L. J., M. C.. 125.
( 112) R. v. Governor of Holloway Prison : Ex Parte George; 18 Cox 

C. (’., 031; 00 L. J., Q. B., 830.
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I’nder Hit- section as it stood la-fore this amendment, it was Imld that, 
an hotel guest, who. without tin- leave of the hotel keeper, removed his 
c Herts after the hotel keeper had for non-payment of his eliarges for hoard 
and lodging. placed them under lawful seizure and detention, by locking 
them up and notifying the guest thereof, was guilty of theft of the cl 
frets so removed by bun. although he was |iermitted b\ the hotel keeper 
t" have free access to the room. ( 113)

The amendment excludes such civil eases as this from the « eration of the 
section, by restricting it to property under lawful seizure and detention by 
a futur off! rev or a fiithlir officer in his official capacity.

The prisoner and three others purchased of a Company certain goods, in 
part payment of which they gave a receipt note which stipulated that \he 
ownership of the goods should remain in the Company until payment of 
the not -. The note was discounted by the Company in the Hank as an 
ordinary promissory note, and not being met at maturity the Company 
Ioid; it up by substituting a renewal. The renewal note not being paid when 
due. the Company sent out their hailill' and seized the goods under the 
oiiginal note. The prisoner, with assistance, retook the goods ; and a charge 
was laid against him under tin- above section. 30il. At the trial it was oh- 
je ted that, the original note being paid by the renewal, the property lie- 
lame vested in and the ownership passed to the makers; and the objection 
was maintained and the prisoner aiquitted. ( 113»)

Since the above mentioned amendment, such a seizure, not being by a 
peace officer or a public officer in his official capacity, would, in afiy case, 
In no foundation for such a charge.

OlFcnces against section 30(1 are punishable under section 330, fiosl, 
which enacts that the punishment for stealing, in cases in which no punish
ment is otherwise provided, shall be seven years, and. in case of the of
fender having been previously convicted of theft, ten years.

307. Theft of Animals. — Every one commits theft, and steals 
the creature killed who kills any living creature capable of being 
stolen with intent to steal the carcase, skin, plumage or any part 
of such creature.

The stealing of cattle is punishable, under section 331. post, by fourteen 
years' imprisonment: and according to the above section. 307. the same 
punishment will be applicable to the offence of killintf cattle with Intent 
to steal the carcase, etc., thereof.

See section 331 A. /«>*/. as to the punishment of ('attic fra mix.
The stealing of dogs, birds and domestic animals, etc., is punishable 

under section 332. pant.
Section 400. clause (/>). fiant, makes it an indictable offence, punishable 

by fourteen years' imprisonment, to wilfully lient raff or da matte any cattle, 
by killing, maiming, poisoning or wounding.

See comments under sections 331 and 332. pant.

308. Theft by Agent. — Every one commits theft who, having 
received any money or valuable security or other thing whatsoever, 
on terms requiring him to account for or pay the same, or the pro-

(113) I!, v. Hollingsworth. 2 Can. (T. ('as., 21)1. 
( 113<f) IL v. Walker. 32 <’. L. J., 300.



weds thereof, or any part of such proceeds, to any other person, 
though not requiring him to deliver over in specie the identical 
money, valuable security or other thing received, fraudulently 
converts the same to his own use, or fraudulently omits to account 
for or pay the same or any part thereof, or to account for or pay 
such proceeds or any part thereof, which he was required to ac
count for or pay as aforesaid.

2. Provided, that if it be part of the said terms that the money 
or other thing received, or the proceeds thereof, shall form an 
item in a debtor and creditor account between the person receiv
ing the same and the person to whom he is to account for or pay 
the same, and that such last mentioned person shall rely only on 
the personal liability of the other as his debtor in respect thereof, 
the proper entry of such money or proceeds, or any part thereof, 
in such account, shall be a sufficient accounting for the money or 
proceeds, or part thereof so entered, and in such case no fraudu
lent conversion of the amount accounted for shall be deemed to 
have taken place.

Fur the meuning of the word “ raliialilr sennitn" see section 3 (»v),

Where a prisoner was indicted and convicted under tin- above section, 
308, on a charge of having received from one Snelgrove $338, the property 
of one Scott on terms requiring him to account for and pay it to Scott, and 
of having, instead thereof, fraudulently converted it to his own use, it was 
contended for the prisoner that, as no terms were imposed by Snelgrove. 
from whom the prisoner received the money, there was no oiienee. //#•/#/, 
on a reserved ease, that the section does not mean ‘'terms imposed by the 
person paying the money," but terms on which the defendant, when he 
receives it. holds it. (114)

(Hl'ences against this section 308 and against sections 300 and 310, are 
punishable under section 320. /mm»/, by fourteen years' imprisonment : and 
section 337, post, provides that when, in eases of theft, the value of the 
article exceeds $200, two years shall be added to the term of imprison-

309. Theft by holder of power of attorney. —Every one com
mits theft who, being entrusted, either solely or jointly with any 
other person, with any power of attorney for the sale, mortgage, 
pledge or other disposition of any properly, real or personal, whet
her capable of being stolen or not, fraudulently sells, mortgages, 
pledges or otherwise disposes of the same or any part thereof or 
fraudulently converts the proceeds of any sale, mortgage, pledge 
or other disposition of such property, or any part of such pro
ceeds, to some purpose other than that for which he was intrusted 
with such power of attorney. R. S. C.. c. 1G4, s. G3.

This section is somewhat similar to section 77 of the Imperial Statute, 
24-25 Vie., e. Ofi, which is as follows:—“Whosoever, being entrusted.
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either solely or jointly with any other person, with any power of attorney 
for the sale or transfer of any property, shall fraudulently sell or transfer 
or otherwise convert the same or any part thereof to his own use or hvnelit 
01 the use or benefit of any person other than the person by whom he was 
so entrusted, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and being convicted thereof 
shall lie liable, at the discretion of the Court to any of the punishments 
which the Court may award as hereinbefore last mentioned." (Penal ser
vitude for any term not exceeding seven years and not less than three

310. Theft by misappropriating proceeds held under direction.
—Every one commits theft who, having received, either solely or 
jointly with any other person, any money or valuable security or 
any power ol' attorney for the sale of any property, real or per
sonal, with a direction that sueh money, or any part thereof, or the 
proceeds, or any part of the proceeds of such security, or such 
property, shall lie applied to any purpose or paid to any person 
specified in such direction, in violation of good faith and contrary 
to such direction, fraudulently applies to any other purpose or 
pays to any other person such money or proceeds, or any part 
thereof,

2. Provided, that where the person receiving such money, secu
rity or power of attorney, and the person from whom he receives 
it, deal with each other on such terms that all money paid to the 
former would, in the absence of any such direction, be properly 
treated as an item in a debtor and creditor account between them, 
this section shall not apply unless such direction is in writing.

Sve section 3 (r), aille, for the meaning of the word " property."
The English Commissioners have, opposite to the section of their Drufi 

Code vorresponding with the above section 310 of our Code, a marginal 
note stating that tin* proviso of this section diminishes the number of 
cases in which the direction to dispose of the money, etc., must be in wri
ting, and in their marginal note they add a reference to the cases of A'. r. 
t'ooycr and If. r. Talloek, which are two out of a number of decision' 
shewing the necessity for the special wording of the provisions of this sec
tion 310.

In Cooper's Case, the defendant was indieted under sections 75 and 7U 
of the Imperial Statute. 24-2.1 Vic., e. 00. Section 75 of that Act provides 
that "whosoever having been entrusted (etc.) as a bunker, merchant, 
broker, attorney, or other agent, with any money or security for the pax 
ment of money, with any direction in writing to apply, pay or deliver such 
money or security, or any part thereof respectively, or the proceeds or any 
part of the proceeds of such security, for any purpose, or to any person 
specified in such direction, shall, — in violation of good faith and contrary 
to the terms of sueh direction, — in anywise convert to his own use or ben 
eflt, or the use or benefit of any person other than the person by whom he 
shall have been so intrusted, such money, security or proceeds, or any part 
thereof respectively; and whosoever, having been intrusted, (etc.), ax u 
banker, (etc.), with any chattel or valuable security, or any power of at
torney for the sale or transfer of any share or interest in any public stock 
or fund, (without any authority to sell, neyoeiate, transfer or yledy 
shall, — in violation of good faith, and contrary to the object or purpose 
for which such chattel, security or power of attorney shall have been in
trusted to him, — sell, negociate. transfer, pledge, or in any manner con
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vert to his own use or iH-nrlit or the use or l>encfit of any |>erson other 
than the person l*y whom lie «hall have been so intrusteil. sueh chattel, 
(etc.), shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, etc.;'' ami sert ion 70 enacts that,
•• whosoever beiny a bunker, merchant, broker, attorney or uyeut, and being 
intrusted, either solely or jointly with any other person, with the prop
erty of any other person for safe runt oily, shall, with intent to defraud, 
'ell, negoeiate, transfer, pledge or in any manner convert or appropriate 
the same, or any part thereof, to or for iiis own use or benefit, or the use 
or benelit of any person other than tin* person by whom lie was so in 
trusted, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor," etc.

It appears that the defendant was an attorney, who was employai to 
raise money on security of property, and. having found a mortgagee wil
ling to make the loan, lie prepared the mortgage deed, got it executed by 
the mortgagor, obtained the money from, and handed over the deed to the 
mortgagee, lie then paid over to the mortgagor, a portion only of the 
money, and fraudulently converted the rest of it to his own use. Held, 
upon these facts. — that as the defendant was not entrusted with the deed 
or the money, for safe euntody, and, as there was no direction in icritiny to 
apply the proceeds of the mortgage deed. and. as the deed could not be 
slid to have been transferred in violation of good faith and contrary to 
the object or purpose for which it was entrusted to him, the defendant did 
not come within the 75 and 70 sections of 24-25 Vic., c. 00. (115)

In Tut lock's case, the defendant was indicted, under the second clause of 
section 75 of 24 and 25 Vie., c. 00. for that, being entrusted as a broker 
with valuable securities for a special purpose, without authority to ne 11 
negoeiate. transfer or pledge them, he unlawfully and contrary to the pur
pose for which the y (inities were entrusted, converted to his own use a 
portion of the proceeds.

It appears that the defendant was an insurance broker, and, as such, had 
ell'cctcd. for the prosecutor, some insurances on a ship ; that, the ship 
having been lost, the prosecwor sent the policies and other documents, ne
cessary to recover from the insurers the amount of the loss, to tlie defen
dant. who subsequently, on two different days, received cheques for the 
amounts of two policies; that the cheques were payable to the defendant's 
order, and he paid them into his own bank, to his own credit. The defendant 
did not pay over to the prosecutor any of the money so received by him. 
but gave various excuses for not doing so*; and he afterwards tiled a petition, 
for liquidation of his own affairs, in bankruptcy; his balance at his bank
ers, being then much less than the amount received by linn on the policies. 
The defendant was convicted on these facts; but it was held that the con
viction was wrong, on the following grounds; —by Cock burn, C. J., on 
the ground, that, even assuming that the defendant could have been prop
erly convicted if there had been evidence that he received the moneys with 
the intention of embezzling them, he could not at any rate be convicted in 
the absence of such evidence and in the absence of any finding to tnat of
fert ; bv Kelly, ('. B., and Pollock, lb. on the ground that in the absence 
of evidence of the previous course of dealing between the parties and of 
what the duty of the prisoner was as to handing over or accounting for 
the money received, the conviction could not be upheld ; and by Bramwell, 
Amphlett and Field, J.J., on the ground that the second branch of the 24 
and 25 Vie., c. Oil. section 75. applied only to the case of an agent, who,—
ring entrusted with securities, without authority to obtain money upon 

them, wrongfully appropriates the securities, or wrongfully obtains 
money upon them and appropriates the money. (110)

(115) R. v. Cooper. L. K.. 2 ('. C. It.. 123 : 43 L. .1. (M. ('.), 89.
(110) It. v. Tatloek. 2 Q. lb I).. 157; 40 I,. J., M. ('.. 7. See. also. H. r. 

White It. r. Newman, etc., cited at pp. 300. 301. ante: and see It. r. Porta- 
'.ml. 10 Q. B. D.. 487 and R. v. Kane. 70 L. J., Q. B.. 143.
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These sections 7.1 and 70 of the above mentioned Impeviul Statute, 
xx liieli are the saint* in effect as sections 00 ami 01, R. S. ('., v. 104 (nmx 
repealed),- -relate expressly to bankers, merchants, brokers, attornev'. 
and agents; and to bring an offender xvithin the provisions thereof it aj• 
pears, according to tin* above eases, to have been necessary, that in eon 
neetion xvitli one of the clauses, there must have been a dealing xvitli Un
cut rusted money, etc., against the terms of some written direetion, that in 
ielation to another clause there must have been a selling, etc., without </##</ 
iiutlinritu to do so. and that in regard to the third clause the entrusted 
money must have been delivered to the banker, etc., for wife enntodu, in 
the absence of the essentials necessary to convict under the other elan*' 

The laxv is noxv framed so as to apply not only to bankers, nierehan! 
brokers, attorneys and agents, but to all persons whomsoever, and so that 
it shall not be essential (in connection xvitli sections 308 and 310) that tin 
direction, if any. must be in irritin;/. nor that the conversion or otlu i 
wrongful dealing must in order to be theft, be against some direction in 
writ!Ufi; but that, if there is no direction in writing, it shall lie sufticieni 
to shew that the conversion or other wrongful dealing xvas against a verbal 
direction.

The prosecutors, being in need of additional capital, advertized that tin \ 
iccpiired from 10.000 to C1Ô.INHI. The prisoner replied to the adverti-i 
ment, and, at a subsequent interview xvitli the prosecutors, lie represented 
himself to be a broker or money lender and bill discounter: whereupon tin- 
prosecutors agi ceil that lie should draw upon them some bills for a certain 
amount and endeavor to get them discounted, it being stipulated in an 
agreement draxvn up betxveen them that the prosecutors xvere to recciv. 
80 per cent of the proceeds of the .bills. The prosecutors handed to the 
prisoner two documents in the form of bills of exchange except that tli--\ 
had no draxver’s name and signature thereto, but having the prosecutor 
acceptance written across each of them. The prisoner procured the draw 
er's name thereto, and got the bills discounted, and converted the proceed' 
to his oxvn use*. Held, that the acceptances xvere. xvlien the prisoner received 
them from the prosecutors, valuable securities for the payment of moue- 
and that the prisoner was right I v convicted under section 7.1 of the 21 
Vic., c. 9(1. (117)

311. Theft by owners, co-owners, partners, etc.— Theft limy be 
committed by the owner of anything capable of being stolen 
against a person having a special property or interest therein, or 
by a person having a special property or interest therein again*! 
the owner thereof, or by a lessee against his reversioner, or by one 
of several joint owners, tenants in common, or partners of or in 
any such thing against the other persons interested therein, or In 
the directors, public officers or members of a public company, or 
body corporate, or of an unincorporated body or society associaleii 
together for any lawful purpose, against such public company or 
body corporate or unincorporated body or society. 1». S. (’.. c. ini. 
s. 58.

See section 3.1(1. i>o*t. ns to punishment.

312. Concealing gold or silver with intent to defraud partner 
in mining claim. — Every one commits theft who, with intent to

(117) I!, v. ltoxvermnn, (*() L. .1., M. ('., 13; [1801 f 1 Q. It.. 112.
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defraud bis co-partner, co-adventurer, joint tenant or tenant in 
common, in any mining claim, or in any share or interest in any 
such claim, secretly keeps hack or conceals any gold or silver found 
in or upon or taken from such claim: H. S. G\, c. 1(14, s. 31.

See se -lion 354, poaf, as to punishment.
See section 671, /«<*/. which authorizes the issuing of search warrants to 

search for gold, etc., alleged to he concealed.

313. Husband and wife. — No husband shall be convicted of 
stealing, during cohabitation, the property of his wife, and no 
wife shall be convicted of stealing, during cohabitation, the prop
erty of her husband; but while they are living apart from each 
other either shall be guilty of theft if he or she fraudulently takes 
or converts anything which is, by law, the property of the other 
in a manner which, in any other person, would amount to theft.

2. Every one commits theft who, while a husband and wife are 
living together, knowingly —

(a) assists either of them in dealing with anything which is the 
property of the other in a manner which would amount to theft 
if they were not married; or

(b) receives from either of them anything, the property of the 
other, obtained from that other by such dealing as aforesaid.

“ By the present law, a husband or wife cannot steal from his 
wife or her husband, even if they are living apart, although by 
rerent statutes the wife is cji • of possessing separate property. 
So long as cohabit ion continues this seems reasonable: but when 
married persons are separated, and have separate property it seems 
to us to follow that the wrongful taking of it should be theft. This 
section is also framed so as to put an end to an unmeaning distinc
tion by which it is u criminal offence in an adulterer to receive 
from bis paramour the goods of her husband but no offence in anx 
one else to receive such goods from the wife. " (Eng. Connors' 
Rep., p. 28).

The remit statutes above referred to by the English Commissioners, a- 
having reference to the separate property of married women, are the Mar 
vied Women's Property Act of 1870 and Amendments thereto made up to 
IH78. when the Royal Commissioners made their Report. Since that date 
an important change has been made, in England, in regard to married 
women, by the passing of the Married Women's Property Act of 1882 (45. 
•tit N ie., c. 78). which almost abolished, as far as property is concerned, 
the legal distinction between married and unmarried women, by giving to 
a married woman the fullest powers of acquiring, holding, and disposing 
of property as her own separate property, and that, too. without the old 
formality id the intervention of a trustee by means of a deed of settlement. 
ante or '/tost nuptial. The statute enacts, that, “ Every woman whether 
married before or after this act shall have in her own name, against all 
persons whomsoever, including her husband, the same civil remedies and 
also, (subject as regards her husband to the proviso hereinafter eon 
tained), the same remedies and redress by way of criminal proceedings, for

24
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the protection of her own separate pro|M*rty, as if such property belonged 
to her as a /- me sole: * * * provided that no criminal proceeding shall he 
taken by any wife against her husband by virtue of this Act. white then 
arc 11rhiy toyethcr, as to or concerning any property claimed bv her." etc.

VAUT XXV.

RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS.

314. Receiving property obtained by any indictable offence. —
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to fourteen 
years' imprisonment, who receives or retains in his possession any
thing obtained by any offence punishable on indictment, or by any 
acts wheresoever committed, which, if committed in Canada after 
the commencement of this Act, would have constituted an offence 
punishable upon indictment, knowing such tiling to have been so 
obtained. R. S. C\, c. 164, s. 82.

For the meaning of the phrase. “ having in one's possession," see section 
3 i A' i. anti.

Section <127. /tout, provides that any accessory after the fact and any 
iewiver of stolen property may be prosecuted whether the prioripul u) 
feodrr or thief has or has not hero prnxeeoteit or eoorieteil, and. that any 
number of receivers of different parts of property which has been stolen 
may lie tried together.

Other provisions with regard to receivers are contained in sections 71.1. 
71(1 and 717. post.

These sections 715, 710 and 717. are re-enactments of sections 200. 203 
and 204. R. S. (e. 174; and provisions to the same effect are contained n 
the Imperial Statutes 24-25 Vie., e. 00. section 04. and 34-35 Vie., e. Ii_. 
(The Prevention of Crimes Act, 1871 ), section 19.

In a prosecution against a receiver of stolen goods, the thief is a com
petent witness to prove the stealing of the goods and indeed prove the 
whole case. (I) but. where the only evidence against the alleged receiver 
is that of the thief, the presiding judge will advise the jury to acquit, i 2 
The mere fact that the stolen goods were found upon the alleged receix 
premises on the day of the theft is not sufficient to confirm the evi e 
of the thief so as to make it proper to convict. In this ease, Chief <>n
Pollock, said, “ There is no evidence here either of the theft or of tie uilty 
knowledge, except the evidence of the thief. He proves the theft. pos
session and the guilty knowledge, but there is nothing to ci» him. 
except a fact which is quite consistent with his lory being f for he 
might have put the goods in the prisoner's premia* without prisoner's 
knowledge. The evidence is not therefore such as would m .< it safe or 
proper to convie', and the jury ought to acquit.” (3)

The confession of the thief (unless made in the presence of and assented 
to by the alleged receiver) is not evidence against the person charged with 
the receiving. (4)

(1) II. v. Haslain, 1 Leach, 418. See R. v. Patrain, 2 East P. C., 783.
(2) R. v. Robinson. 4 F. & F., 43.
(3) R. v. Pratt. 4 F. & F.. 315.
(4) R. v. Cox C. C.. 1 F. & F., 00; R. v. Turner. 1 Mood. C. C., 347.
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It in competent to a person charged with receiving stolen property to 
disprove the guilt of the alleged thief. (5)

Where an indictment charged that a certain evil disposed person felo
niously stole certain goods, and that C I) and K F fe . received
them,"knowing them to be stolen, it was held good against the receivers 
as for a substantive felony. (U)

The goods stolen must be proved to have been received by the defendant ; 
and though there lie proof of a criminal intent to receive and a knowledge 
of the goods being stolen, if the rxclimirr possession of them still remains 
with the thief, the alleged receiver cannot la legally convicted of receiv
ing. (7) Hut a person having joinl possession with the thief may be con
victed as a receiver. (8)

In Robinson's case, in which the prisoner was indicted for stealing and 
receiving a mixture, it appeared that the thief had stolen two kinds of 
grain, -some oats and some peas, -and, after having mixed them so as 
to constitute a mixture, he had sold the mixture to the prisoner who was 

charged with receiving the mixture knowing it to have been stolen. Ilrhi, 
that the prisoner could not be convicted of receiving a mixture knowing it 
to have been stolen, the evidence of the thief, if believed at all, being that 
lie stole pure oats and pure peas, and not a mixture, the Judge remarking, 
moreover, that it would be perilous to convict a person as receiver upon 
the sole evidence of the thief. (11)

A person who assists in the stealing of a thing is a principal offender, 
and cannot, in respect of the assistance lie renders, be treated as a receiver 
of the thing so stolen with his assistance. So, that, where A entered a liar 
where 1) was barman, and, — after exchanging with It. signs of recogni
tion, — A took refreshments for which he put down, in payment, a two 
-hilling piece, whereupon, in A's presence, 11 took, from his master’s money, 
eighteen shillings and six pence which he handed, as change, to A, who 
went off with it, — it was held that these circumstances did not warrant 
A s conviction for receiving, but that the facts should have been left to the 
jury as evidence that A was a principal offender and an accomplice with 
r. in the theft. (10)

In a ease in which A was indicted for stealing pork and in which 11 
was indicted for receiving it, it appeared that they both went together to 
the premises of A's employer, where the pork was kept, and that A took 
the pork from a tub and brought it outside and gave it to It; and Lord 
Campbell, ('. .1., said, “Assuming, ns we are bound to do from the case sub
mitted to us, that the prisoner, (referring to It), was a principal in the 
second degree, he could not take the property from himself.” (11)

And in a case where a man had committed larceny in a room in a house 
where lie lodged and had thrown, out of the window, to an accomplice wait
ing in the street to receive it. a bundle containing the stolen property, the 
Judges held that the accomplice was a principal and that the conviction 
of him as a receiver was wrong. (12)

Where a person has merely rendered some aid in carrying the goods off, 
just after being stolen, he is an accessory under the common law. and, as

(;>) Font., 305.
10) It. v. Caspar. 2 Mood. V. ('.. 101; 0 ('. & I'.. 280.
(7) It. v. Wiley. 2 Den.. 37: 20 L. I. (M. ('.). 4.
(S) It. v. Smith. Dears.. 404; 24 L. •!.. M. ('.. 133.
(0) It. v. Robinson, 4 F. & F., 43. And, see section 317. post.
(10) 15. v. Coggins. 12 Cox C. C 517.
(11) It. v. Perkins. 5 Cox C. ('.. ..,4; 2 Den.. 450 : 21 L. J.. M. ('.. 152.
(12) It. v. Owen, 1 Moo. ('. ('., 00.

0792
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such, a principal, under our Code; as where A and B broke into a wm ■ 
house, and stole thereout a quantity of butter, which they carried along 
the street thirty yards, and then fetched (', who being apprised of tin- rub 
bery, assisted in carrying the property away. (13)

Where A, knowing that goods had been stolen, directed B, his servant, in 
receive them into his premises, and B, in pursuance of that direction after
wards received them, in A's absence, B also knowing that they had hem 
stolen, they were held to be indictable jointly. (14)

Two or more persons may be indicted jointly for receiving stolen prop 
city, though each successively received at different times the whole ni 
what was stolen; and it makes no difference whether the goods were re 
ceived direct from the thief oi fiom intermediate persons. (15)

The actual manual possession or touch of the goods is not necessary to 
the completion of the offence of receiving: it is sufficient if the goods' are 
ill the actual possession of a person over whom the defendant has a con
tre], so that they would be forthcoming if the defendant ordered it. (lb 
[See section 317. pont; and see also, the last clause of section 3 (A ) at paye 
4, un te.] And there may be a conviction for receiving against a pn 
son who, — though he personally never had manual possession of the 
goods, — was present aiding and abetting another receiver who obtained 
actual possession of them. (17)

Where three persons were charged with larceny, and two others a- a 
(cssorivs, in separately receiving portions of the stolen goods, and the in 
dictmcnt contained also two other counts, each charging one of the allege : 
receivers separately with a substantive felon)’, in separately receiving ,i 
portion of the stolen goods, it was held that, though the principals wn.- 
acquitted, the receivers might be convicted on the last-two counts of tie 
indictment. (18)

If a husband, knowing that his wife has stolen goods, receives them finm 
her, he may be convicted of receiving. (1U)

Husband and wife were indicted jointly for receiving, and the jury Ibun
them both guilty. The jury also found that the wife received the g....I-
apart from and without the knowledge or control of the husband, a 11 >i< 
he afterwards became aware of the receipt of the goods by his wife. //>/ 
that this finding did not warrant the conviction of the husband, (2o)

The offence of receiving is not comprised in the offence of theft. Su tli:i* 
where a defendant was tried under the provisions respecting the speed) 
trial of indictable offences upon a charge of house breaking accompanied 
by theft and the evidence did not prove this offence, but the prosecution

(13) R. V. King, R. & It., 332: See R. v. McMakin, hi.-. It. v. I)yn. 2
Fast, 1*. 7ii7: It. v. Attwell, hi.. 7<iS. See, also, It. v. Campbell, ril. at p.
»0, aille. But see It. v. McIntosh and McIntosh v. It., (Que. dud. Hep.. 2 
B., 357. Que. dud. Hep., 3 Q. B.. 287, 14 ('. L. T., 320), a ease tried befm. 
the Code, in which it was held that a fraudulent appropriation by the prin
cipal and a fraudulent receiving by the accessory might take plan' at Ba
sa me time and bv the same act.

(14) It. v. Parr, 2 M. & Rob., 34».
(15) It. v. Heim Ion, L. H.. 1 ('. C. It.. 31: 35 L. .1. ( M. C.). 171.
(Hi) R. v. Smith. Dears, 404: 24 L. J. (M. ('.). 135.
(17) It. v. lingers. 37 L. J. (M. <’.), 83. See section 317. pout.
(18) It. v. Pulliam. 0 C. & 1\, 280; It. v. Haves, 2 M. & Hob. 15».
(10) It. v. McAthev, L. & ('.. 250 ; 32 L. J. (M. C.), 35. H. v. W I

ward. L. & ( .. 122; 31 L. d. (M. (’.). 01.
(20) It. v. Dring. Dears. & ft, 320.
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contended that a ease of receiving was made out, it was held that the 
[Miwer under section 713, puni, to convict for an offence other than that 
charged, can only he exercised when the offence charged contains all the 
ingredients of the one proved, and. that according to that rule, the offence 
of receiving stolen goods was rot comprised in that of house breaking ac
companied by theft, the latte, crime being that of carrying away the 
goods of another and the crime of receiving being that of receiving goods 
stolen by another person, (other than the receiver), with knowledge of 
them having been stolen. (20a)

The fact of the defendant’s knowledge of the goods being stolen or ob
tained by some indictable offence, when he received them, may be proved 
either directly, by the evidence of the principal offender, or it may lie 
proved circumstantially by shewing, for instance, that the defendant 
bought them very much under their value, or denied that they were in 
his possession, or the like. (21)

And to show guilty knowledge other instances of receiving goods belong
ing to the prosecutor, from the same person, may be proved: (22) even 
though they lie the subject of other indictments and antecedent to the 
iKciving in question. (23)

Evidence that, on former occasions, portions of the commodity stolen had 
been missed by the prosecutor and that the defendants, the alleged thief 
and receiver, had after such occasions been found selling such a commodity, 
and that which was sold on the last, of these occasions being identified as 
part of that missed by the prosecutor, was held admissible in proof of the 
guilty knowledge. (24)

I'pon a trial for stealing and for receiving, it is legal, under section 710, 
to prove that there was found in the prisoner's possession other property 
stolen within the preceding period of twelve months although such other 
11"perty is the subject of another indictment against him to be tried at 
tin- same term or sitting of the court; (25) but it has been held in England, 
that, under the first paragraph of section 111 of the Prevention of Crimes 
Act. (which first paragraph is the same as our law as contained in section 
7hi). it was not sufficient merely to prove that “other property stolen 
within the preceding twelve months" had at sometime, during the twelve 
months, been dealt with by the prisoner, but that it must be proved that 
such other propertp was found in the prisoner’s possession at the time 
when he was found in possession of the property forming the subject mat
ter of the indictment. (20) Therefore, where the prisoner was indicted for 
receiving stolen goods, and, to shew guilty knowledge, evidence was ten
dered to prove that, a short time previously, the prisoner had sold for half 
its value, and had otherwise disposed of, other property stolen within the 
preceding twelve months. Held, that the statute did not extend to such 
evidence, which, therefore, was inadmissible. (27)

A. a boy. stole from B, his master, an article, which, after being so 
stolen, was taken from A, in the presence of B: after this it was, with B's 
consent, delivered back to A. in order to leave him at liberty to sell it to 

to whom he. A, laid been in the habit of selling similar articles stolen.

(20m) R. v. Lamoureux. 21 C. L. T., 40; 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 101.
(21) 1 Hale. 010.
(22) R. v. Dunn. 1 Moo. ('. 140. See, also, section 710, post.
(23) R. v. Davis, 0 C. & P., 177. See, also, (as to evidence of previous 

convictions for receiving), section 717, post.
(24) 11. v. Nicholls. 1 F. & F.. 51.
(25) R. v. Jones, 14 Cox C. ('., 3.
(20) R. v. Carter. 12 Q. B. II. 622 ; 53 L. J. (M. C.), 00.
(27) R. v. Drage. 14 Cox C. C., 85.
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A, upon thus receiving back the article, sold it accordingly, to C; who, 
being indicted for receiving it, of an evil-disposed person, knowing it to be 
stolen, was convicted, and, notwithstanding objection made, was sentenced.
(28) But it lias been since held that this case is not law, and that a defen
dant is not liable to conviction, under such circumstances, inasmuch as 
the goods when received were not stolen floods. (20)

A, after stealing some goods sent them, by railway, in a parcel addressed 
to B. ('. an officer of the railway company, from information received, ex
amined the parcel at the railway station of the place of destination, and 
stopped it before its delivery to B. It was called for by A, the thief, on the 
day of its arrival at the railway station and refused to him. Next day. a 
porter of the Company by Vs direction, took the parcel to a house winch 
A had designated ; and it was there received by B. Held, that B could not 
lie convicted of receiving, as the goods had ceased to lie stolen goods at 
the time when he received delivery of them from the railway porter sent 
by C to deliver them. (30)

This is expressly declared to lie the law, by section 318, post.
Although section 3 (r). unie, includes in the definition of proyar/// not 

only the property originally in a person's possession or control but “ also 
any property into or for which the same has been converted or exchanged, 
and any thing acquired by such conversion or exchange, whether imme
diately or otherwise," it will, in cases where the stolen goods have been 
altered, or converted into something else, between the time of the theft 
and the receiving, be as well to draw the indictment so as to correspond 
with the fact. For instance, A and B were indicted, the one for stealing, 
the other for receiving six notes < f €100 each; A stole the notes, changed 
them into notes of €20, some of which €20 notes he gave to B : ll<ld, 
that B could not be convicted; for he did not receive the €loo notes notes 
stolen, and alleged by the indictment to have been stolen : (31) therefore 
if the goods stolen have been altered between the time of the stealing and 
that of the receiving, so as to pass into a new denomination, etc., the in
dictment should correspond with the fact. Where A was indicted for sheep
stealing. and B was charged with receiving “ twenty pounds of mutton 
part of the goods," etc., it was held good. (32)

Recent possession of stolen property is evidence either that the person 
in possession stole it, or that he received it knowing it to be stolen, accor
ding to the circumstances of the particular case. Where a prisoner was 
found in recent possession of stolen property, of which he could give no 
satisfactory account, and where, from the circumstances, it might reason
ably he inferred that lie was not the thief, it was held that there was ev
idence for the jury that he received the property knowing it to have been 
stolen. (3.3) And"whet» a woman was charged with stealing and also with 
receiving, and the evidence consisted of the fact of the stolen property 
having been found concealed on her person at ten o'clock in the morning 
after the night on which it was stolen, and of her having made two con
tradictory statements ns to how she became in possession of it, and the 
jury acquitted her of larceny but convicted her of receiving, the evidence 
was held sufficient to sustain the conviction. (34)

(28) R. v. Lyons, <'. & Mar.. 217.
(29) R. v. Dolan, Dears., 493; 24 L. .1. (M. ('.), 59; R. v. Hancock. It 

( ox ( . ( '., 119.
(30) R. v. Schmidt, L. R., 1 C. C. R., 15; 85 L. J. (M. <'.). 94.
(31) R. v. Walkley, 4 (’. & P„ 132. See, also, R. v. Robinson, tit. untr.

R. v. Cowell, 3 East I\ ('., 017, 781.
R. v. Langmead, L. & C., 427.
R. v. McMahon, 13 Cox (C.C.R., Irish), 275.
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315. Receiving stolen post letter or post letter bag. — Every one 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to live year’s imprison
ment who receives or retains in his possession, any post letter, 
post letter hag, or any chattel, money or valuable security, parcel 
or other thing, the stealing whereof is hereby declared to he an 
indictable offence, knowing the same to have been stolen. R. S.
c. 35, s. 84.

Section 4, ante, gives to the expressions " post-letter,'" ami “post-letter 
hag." tin- meanings assigned to them by the Post Office Act, which mean
ings will he found on page 8, ante.

Section (124. poHt, provides that, in the case of any offence in relation to 
a post-letter or a post-letter hag or other mailable matter, chattel, money 
oi valuable security sent by post, tin- property thereof may, in the indict
ment, be laid in the Postmuster-Oeneral.

See sec tions 0*27, 7là, 710 and 717, and comments thereon, under section 
014. at p. 070. ante.

The section relating to punishments for xttaliiifi a post-letter, a post- 
lctter hag. or for stealing any chattel, money, or valuah'e security therein, 
etc., are 020, 027 and 328. /nixt. See comments under these sections.

316. Receiving property obtained by offence punishable sum
marily.— Every one who receives or retains in his possession any
thing, knowing the same to he unlawfully obtained, the stealing 
<d' which is punishable, on summary conviction, either for every 
offence or for the first and second offence only, is guilty of an 
offence, and liable, on summary conviction, for every first, 
second or subsequent offence of receiving, to the same punishment 
as if he were guilty of a first, second or subsequent offence of steal
ing the same. If. S. V., c. 164, s. 84.

317. When receiving is complete. — The act of receiving any
thing unlawfully obtained is complete as soon as the offender has, 
either exclusively or jointly with the thief or any other person, 
possession of or control over such thing, or aids in concealing or 
disposing of it.

See comment» and cases on pp. 371-374, ante.
Section 83(1 provides that the Court may, for the loss of any property, 

which a person may have suffered through any offence, award him a money 
compensation, in the shape of a judgment debt against the offender. This 
applies to theft, receiving, and malicious injuries to property, etc.

Section 837 provides, that, wherever a prisoner has been convicted 
either summarily or otherwise, of theft, or receiving, etc., a person who has 
innocently bought and paid the prisoner for the property may lie reim- 
biiiscd out of any money found upon and belonging to the prisoner: ami 
section 838. \imt, provides that property stolen or criminally obtained may. 
at the trial of the offender, be ordered to be restored to the owner.

318. Receiving after restoration to owner. — When the thing 
unlawfully obtained has been restored to the owner, or when a
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legal title to the thing so obtained lias been acquired by any per
son, a subsequent receiving thereof shall not be an offence al
though the receiver may know that the thing had previously been 
dishonestly obtained.

Thin hail already hoe» held to he the law in several English eases. For 
instance, a parcel was entrusted bv a consignor to a linn of common car
riers for delivery to a consignee. Whilst at the carriers’ depot, it was re
moved, hv one of the carmen, from one platform to another, and there re
directed Iiy him to the prisoners. The attention of the superintendent of 
the carriers having been called to this circumstance the latter directed the 
parcel to he sent, with a special delivery sheet, in a van. accompanied by 
detectives, to the address placed upon the parcel by the carman : and the 
prisoners, having received it at that address, were prosecuted by the carriers. 
The indictment contained a count against the carman for larceny and an
other count against the prisoners for re eiving. The carman pleaded guilty 
to the theft : hut it was held that, the prosecutors having taken possession 
of the property after it was stolen by their carman hut before being re
ceived by the prisoners, the latter could not he convicted of receiving it 
knowing it to have been stolen. (35)

PART XXVI.

F! NI8HMEXT OF THEFT AND OFFENCES RESEMBLING 
Til EFT COMMITTED BY PABTUTLAR PERSONS 

IN RESPECT OK PART1CVLAR TIIINOS 
IN PARTICVLAR PLACES.

319. Clerks and Servants. — (As amended bv 57-58 \\. e. r>7). 
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen 
years’ imprisonment, who —

(ft) being a clerk or servant, or being employed for flic purpose 
or in Hie rapacity of a fieri' or serrant, steals anything belonging 
to or in the possession of his master or employer: or

(5) being a cashier, assistant cashier, manager, officer, clerk or 
servant of any hank, or savings hank, steals any bond, obligation, 
bill obligatory or of credit, or other hill or note, or any security 
for money, or any money or effects of such hank or lodged or de
posited with any such bank; or

(r) being employed in the service of Her Majesty, or of the 
Government of Canada or the Government of any province of 
Canada, or of any municipality, steals anything in his possession 
by virtue of his employment. It. S. C., e. 1(54, ss. 51, 52, 53, *>I 
and 59.

For the definition of mnnirinatiln, see section 3 (/<), ante, p. 5. Clause 
fft), of section 319 corresponds with section (17 of 24-25 Vie., c. 99.

(35) 11. v. Villcnsk.v. (II !.. M. <'.. 21H; f!802| 2 i). B. 597. See. also, 
the cases of It. r. Dolan and It. r. Rchin hi I, clt. at p. 374, ante.
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It is not necessary that the goods stolen slmtiM In- the property of the 
muster, in order to punish the offender under this clause. The worus arc 
" boloiijihiij Io or in llir possession of the master.

With reference to clause (/<), the thing alleged to lie stolen by a cashier 
or other officer or employee of a bank, may be either, anything liiionyinu 
to the bank or anything loihjnl or ileposlteil iritli such bank.

In the case of a government employee or of an employee of any munici
pality, the theft must In* of something in his possession lift llrlilC of his 
i m ill oy null I, in order to be punishable under section 31!», clause (e).

The main distinction between theft, by a clerk or other employee, and 
enibe:zlemnit, by a clerk or other employee, seems to have been that, in 
order to lie embezzled, the money, etc., in question, must not at the time of 
its misappropriation by the employee have reached the master's own pos
session : because if it had once reached the master's possession, either 
nctualln or count met ini a, the servant's offence would, at common law, 
have been larceny. (1)

For install e. where the defendant's duty was to place, every night, in 
his employer's safe, in an office when* lie conducted his employers' business, 
(though this office was in his own house), the monies received by him on 
their account and not used during the day. it was held, that, by placing 
the Uloii'-y there, the defendant determined his own exclusive possession of 
it. and that by afterwards taking some of it out of the safe. Ultimo fiininili, 
lie was guilty of larceny. (2)

On the other hand, where the clerk and head manager of an Insurance 
Company, having, in the course of the Company's business, received from 
the managers of branch offices, several cheques payable to his own order, 
which it was his duty to endorse and hand over to the company's cashier, 
Imt which he endorsed and cashed, appropriating the proceeds to his own 
use, it was held to be embezzlement. (3)

This distinction was. for all practical purposes, rendered immaterial in 
prosecutions against clerks and servants, by the passing of special legisla
tion. enacting, that, a defendant, indicted "for embezzlement, might, if the 
facts adduced in evidence, disclosed a larceny, be convicted of the latter 
ollen.e, and rice rersii. Hut, as we have already seen, the distinction is 
now swept away, entirely : and embezzlement, is simply treated as one of a 
number of ways of committing theft. If the defendant cannot be shewn to 
he the clerk or servant of the prosecutor, be may. instead of being con
victed, as such, under section 31!». be convicted of the theft, without regard 
to any capacity in which lie was acting when lie committed it. and. accord
ing to the nature or description of the thing stolen, he may be punished 
under the particular section of the ('ode applicable thereto; or. if it be 
something for which no punishment is otherwise provided, lie will Is* 
punishable under section 3.')<l, post.

It is provided, by section 020, post, that any number of distinct charges 
of theft, not exceeding three, alleged to have been committed within six 
months from the first to the last of such offences, may be tried at one and 
flu- same time.

Although the distinction between theft and embezzlement has been com
pletely removed, questions may still arise, in prosecutions for theft, as they 
formerly did in cases of embezzlement, as to whether the defendant is a 
clerk or servant or other employee, within the terms of, and punishable

(1) R. v. (loodenougli. Dears., 210 : R. v. Peek, 2 Russ.. ISO; 11. v. 
Smith, It. & It.. 207 ; R. v. Hawkins. 1 Den.. f>84.

(2) R. v. Wright. Dears. & 11.. 431; 27 L. .1. (M. ( .), 63.
(3) It. v. Cale, 2 Q. 11. D., 141; 40 I,. ,i. (M. (\), 134.
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under M-ction 319. It lias been held that the question of, whether the 
defendant is or is not a clerk or servant, is one of fact for the jury ; (4 i 
and there are, upon the question, many Knglish ease*, which will In- in 
point, inasmuch as the Knglish Statute, upon which these eases have arisen, 
is, although it relates to embezzlement, to the same effect, as, and alum»' 
in the very language of clause ( a ) of our section 319. in its reference to 
clerks and servants, The words of the Knglish Act are " whosoever being 
a clerk or servant. or being employed for the purpose or in the capacity m 
a clerk or servant." (5)

A female servant is within the meaning of the enactment, (tl) And so 
is an apprentice, although under age. (7)

A son. who lives with his father and performs for him duties usually 
performed by a clerk, has been held to lie employed for the purpose or in 
the capacity of a clerk or servant," within the meaning of the law, a I 
though he received no salary, and although there was no contract binding 
him to go on doing these duties. (8)

A person who was employed as accountant and treasurer to overseers of 
the poor and whose duty it was to receive and pay out monies coming t> 
and going out from such overseers, was held to be a clerk or servant, wtili- 
iti the statute. (9)

A collector of poor and other rates, within the parish of st. Paul, Com m 
Carden, was held to lie rightly described as servant to the committee of 
management of the affairs of the parish; although lie was elected by tin- 
vest ry men of the parish: (10) and an assistant overseer elected by the 
parishioners who fix bis duties and salary was held rightly described, a* 
the servant of the inhabitants of the parish, in an indictment charging him 
with embezzling monies collected by him for the poor-rate. (11)

A clerk of a savings bank was held to be properly described as a clerk 
to the trustees, though elected by the managers. (12) Such a clerk is mm 
covered, in common with all bank cashiers, managers, officers, clerks m 
servants, by the express terms of clause (ft) of the above section 319.

The mode by which the defendant is paid or receives remuneration I'm 
his services is immaterial. If lie is a clerk or servant or in c/n/i/o//n/ for 
the imr/tosc or in llic caimcit/i of a rlrrk or iter runt, lie is within the law.

A, — who was employed as a master of a barge, to carry out and sell 
coals, and was allowed, as remuneration for his labor, a portion of the prof
its, after deducting the price of the coals at the colliery, — took a quan
tity of coals, sold them, received the price, and absconded with flic money. 
//("/(/, by a majority of the judges, that he was a servant within the mean 
ing of the English Statute. (13)

A was employed us a traveller by It. the prosecutor, to take orders and 
collect money ; his remuneration being a percentage upon the orders lie 
got ; he paying his own expenses; he did this not only for It. but was cm

(4) It. v. Negus, L. It.. 2 V. < . It.. 34: 42 L. .1. ( M. ('.). <12.
(5) 24 and 25 Vic., e. 90, section <18.
(0) It. v. Smith. It. & It.. 207.
(7) It. v. Mellish, It. & It.. 80.
(8) It. v. Foulkes. L. It.. 2 <’. <’. It.. 130; 44 L. 1. ( M. ('.). «5
(9) It. v. Squire, It. & It., 349: It. v. Townsend. 1 lien., hi?: 2 < & h

108: It. v. Adev, 1 Den.. 378: 19 L. .1. (M. ('.). 149.
( l<>) It. v. Callahan, 8 c. & l\. 134.
( II ) It. v. Carpenter, L. It.. I ('. < . It.. 29; 33 I. .1. ( M < i. KM1.
(12) It. v. Jenson, 1 Moo. ('. ('.. 434.
(13) It. v. Hartley. It. 4 It.. 139.
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ployed by other persons also. Held, that he was a clerk to It, within the 
meaning of the act. (14)

Where the cashier of a firm had, besides a salary, a percentage on the 
profits of the firm's business, but was not liable for the firm's losses, and 
had no control over the management of the business, it was held that he 
might be indicted, as a servant, for embezzling the firm's monies. (15)

The distinction to be drawn between a clerk or servant, and an agent, 
seems, according to the eases, to be this: for instance, a commercial travel
ler, whether paid by commission or salary, who is under orders to go here 
and there, or is bound to devote the whole or, at least, some portion of his 
time to the service of his employer, is a clerk or servant, or person employ
ed for the purpose or in the capacity of a clerk or servant: but a person 
who is not under orders to go here and there, and who is not bound to 
devote any portion of his time to the service of his principal, but who may 
get business for his principals in consideration of a commission, or abstain 
f' om getting business for them, as he chooses, is not such a clerk or servant. 
Thus where A was employed by B to solicit orders and collect moneys, for 
which work he was paid by commission, lie being at liberty to get orders 
when and where he pleased, but to be exclusively in the employ of B and 
to give the whole of his time to B's service, lie was held to be B’s servant. 
(Hi) And A would still have been B's servant if he was a traveller under 
orders to go here and there, even although lie might have been at liberty 
to obtain orders for other ] arsons besides B. and so was not bound to 
devote all his time to B's service. (17) But where A was employed by B 
and (', as their agent for the sale of coals on commission, and to collect 
monies in connexion with his orders, but was at liberty to dispose of his 
time as lie thought best, and to get or abstain from getting orders as he 
might choose, lie was held not to be a clerk or servant within the stat
ute. ( 18)

The test whether a person is a clerk or servant of his alleged master is
— Was he under the control of and bound to obey his alleged master ?
And where A was employed to solicit orders for B and was to be paid a 
commission on the sums received through his means, mil lie was at liberty 
to apply for orders whenever he thought most convenient, but was not to 
employ himself for any other persons than B. it was held that these facts 
did not shew him to be a clerk or servant. ( HI)

The distinction between this last case and R. v. Bailey, (supra), is that 
in K. v. Bailey the prisoner was under the prosecutor's control, having to 
devote hi* whole time to the service, while, in R. v. Negus, although the 
prisoner was not to employ himself for any other persons than the pros
ecutor, he might go away to amuse himself whenever he liked. (20)

A and B employed (', who carried on an independent business as an ac
countant and debt collector, to collect certain debts for them at a com
mission on the amount received, the time and mode of collecting the debts 
being in C's discretion, and it being hi* dut\/ to pan over the amount* re
ed ted bn him to A and B. as soon as he had reeeired them. Held, that C

(14) R. v. Carr. R. & It., 108: It. v. Hoggins. It. & It.. 143; It. v. Tite, 
L. & ('., 20; 30 L. .1, (M. ('.), 142. See. also, It. v. Turner, 11 Vox V. V.,551. 

( 13) It. v. Macdonald, L. & ('.. 85; 31 L. .1. (M. V.), 07.
(10) It. v. Bailey, 12 Vox C. V., 50.
(17) It. v. Tite, supra.
(18) It. v. Bowers, L. R., 1 V. V. R., 41: It. v. Maybe, II Vox V. G\, 150; 

I!, v. Marshall, 11 Vox V. C., 400.
(10) It. v. Negus, L. It.. 2 V. V. R., 34; 42 L. .1. (M. V.). 02.
(20) See Item, of Itovill, V. J., and Blaekburu. .1.. L. It.,(2 V. V. It.),35
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was not employed in the* capacity of a clerk or servant to A and B. (21) 
In view of the fact that (' was bound to pay over the amounts collected as 
soon as lie received them, it seems likely that if he failed to do so and con
verted them to his own use or omitted to properly account for them, lie 
might, now. he held criminally liable, under section .‘108. ante, or under 
section 310. ante, if that part of the transaction, which made it his duty 
to pay over the collections as soon as received, were in the shape of a direc
tion in writing.

The employment need not lie permanent. A agreed to let 11, (when lie 
had nothing else to do), carry out parcels, for which work It was to lie 
paid whatever A pleased. During the course of this employment, A gave 
II an order to receive C2. which It collected and converted to his own use. 
I» was held to he a servant within the meaning of the Act: (22) and where 
a drover who was employed to drive two cows to a purchaser and receive 
the purchase price, embezzled it. he was held to be a servant. (23)

A. a member of and secretary to. a society fraudulently withheld money 
received by him from a member to he paid*to the trustees of the society, 
and. when prosecuted for embezzlement, was held properly described as the 
clerk and servant of the trustees, although the money* ought in the or
dinary course to have been received by the steward, and although the 
articles of tile society were not enrolled, and the society, was not conducted 
strictly according to the act of parliament. (24) But a men» unpaid treas
urer of a friendly society, not appointed by the trustees of the society is 
not a clerk or servant of the trustees, in whom the monies of the society 
are vested. (2."i) In Tyree’s case, Bovill, ('. J., said, "The trustees have all 
the monies of the society vested in them, by statute, as well as by one of 
their rules, and the prisoner must account to them; hut this does not make 
him their servant. The treasurer is an accountable officer, hut not a ser
vant." And previously to the 31 and 32 Vie., e. 11(1, (which made a co
partner or co-owner indictable for stealing partnership or joint property), 
the secretary, (also a member) of a friendly society established under the 
Is and 19 N'ii1.. e. (13. for which no trustees had been appoitned could not 
he convicted on an indictment for embezzling the society's monies, the 
property in the monies being laid in A It (one of the members of the soci
ety), and others, (the rest of the members) and the prisoner being des
cribed as the servant of A It and the others; because the “others" would 
have comprised himself, and the indictment would thus have charged him. 
as his own servant, with embezzling his own money. (20)

See section 311, ante, as to theft by partners and co-owners.
It has been held that, in England, a person cannot he convicted as clerk 

or servant to a society which, by reason of administering an unlawful oath 
to its members, is an unlawful combination and confederacy. (27)

A society in the nature of a friendly society, (although not enrolled or 
certified under the Friendly Societies Act), some of whose rules are in res
traint of trade, and therefore void, is not an illegal society in the sense of 
being disabled from prosecuting a servant for stealing its funds. (28)

(21 ) It. v. Hall. 13 Cox ('. ('.. 49.
(22) 1!. v. Spencer. It. & It.. 299; It. v. Smith. It. A It.. 61(1.
(28) It. v. Hughes, 1 Moo. C. ('.. 870.
(24) It. v. Hall, 1 Moo. ('. <\. 474: It. v. Miller. 2 Moo. C. 249: R. v 

Proud, L. & ('., 97.
(26) It. v. Tvrec. L. It.. 1 C. ('. K„ 177: 38 L. I. (M. ('.), 68.
(20) It. v. Diprose. II Cox C. C.. 186; It. v. Taflk 4 Cox C. <\. 109; I?, 

v. Bren, L. & C.. 340.
(27) It. v. Hunt, R C. & I'.. 042. See, as to unlawful oaths, etc., sections 

120. 121 and 122. and remarks thereon, ante.
(28) It. v. Stainer. !.. It.. 1 C. C. It.. 230 ; 29 L I. (M. ('.). 64. See. also. 

It. v. Tankard. 03 L. .1.. M. ('.. 01: |I894| 1 Q. B . 648.
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The prisoner, — who was one of the directors of a limited Company car
rying on the business of advertizing contractors, - entered into an agree
ment with them by which lie was to be employed as their manager at a 
weekly salary. 11 is duties were to canvass for orders for advertizing, to 
»U|ierintend the bill posting, to collect the moneys due to the Company 
and to pay them over to the cashier as and when lie collected them ; and lie 
was to lie allowed a guinea a week for travelling expenses. The prisoner 
was convicted upon an indictment charging him with having embezzled 
money received by him for and on account of the Company. II fill, that 
the fact that lie was a director was not inconsistent with bis being also a 
clerk or servant of the Company, and that he was properly convicted. (29)

The usual presumptive evidence of the misappropriation, by a clerk, of 
money, etc., received by him on his employer's account is that lie lias 
never accounted to his master for the money, etc., so received by him. or 
that lie denied having received it. Where it was the servant’s duty to ac
count for and pay over at stated times, the money received by him, his 
not doing so wilfully was held to lie an embezzlement : (30) and would 
now lie theft. And even where no precise time could be fixed at which it 
was the defendant’s duty to pay the moneys over, bis not accounting for 
them, if found by the jury to have been done fraudulently, was held to be 
cqtiudy an embezzlement. (31)

"It is not sufficient to prove a general deficiency in account. Some spe
cific sum must lie proved to be embezzled, in like manner as, in larceny, 
some particular article must lie proved to have been stolen." (32)

A defendant, who was employed by the City of Montreal as a Market 
Clerk was accused and convicted of stealing still) belonging to the said 
City, the trial judge, however, suspending senteme until the opinion of the 
Court of Appeal was obtained upon a reserved ease, which shewed that 
when market stalls became vacant they were put up to auction, the 
amount bid being a “bonus" distinct from the rent : and a custom had 
arisen of exacting a payment of .$20 to $50 when a stall changed hands 
before the expiration of its lease: and these amounts had been received b\ 
the defendant but not handed over to the City. IIfill, that the charge was 
not sustainably under section 31!) (c). because it did not state that tin- 
moneys came into the defendant's possession " by virtue of his employment ." 
and that the charged could not be sustained as one of theft, simply, under 
section 30.» or section 310 (it) or any other provision of the Code, for then 
it would be necessary to prove that the moneys were the property of the 
City of Montreal. a point which was immaterial under section 310 (r). 
and that the facts, as stated in the reserved case, shewed that the City 
had no right to the possession of the monies. Conviction quashed. (S2u i

With reference to prosecutions against government and municipality 
employees under sections 310 (<•). and 321. the property in the thing in 
ijiicstion may be laid in His Majesty or in the municipality, as the case 

lie. (See section 023, post.)

320. Agents and attorneys. — Kvery one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who steals 
anything by any act or omission amounting to theft under the

(20) It. v. Stuart. 03 L. M. <’.. 83; 118941 1 Q. B., 310.
(30) It. v. .lackson. 1 ('. & K.. 3.84.
(31) I!, v. Welch. I Den.. 100: 2 ('. & K.. 290: It. v. Wortley. 2 Den.. 333.
(32) Item, of Alderson, B.. in It. v. Lloyd Jones, 8 C. & 1*.. 288. See. 

also. It. v. Chapman. 1 C. jt K.. 110; It. v. Wolstenholme. 11 Cox C. C., 313.
(32fl) It. v. Tessier. 21 C. L. T., 48.
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provisions of sections three hundred and eight, three hundred and 
nine and three hundred and ten.

See |>p. 3ti4-3($($, ante.

321. Public servants refusing to deliver up chattels, books, &c. 
lawfully demanded. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who, being employed in 
the service of Her Majesty or of the Government of Canada or the 
Government of any province of Canada, or of any municipality, 
and intrusted by virtue of such employment with the keeping, re
ceipt, custody, management or control of any chattel, money, va
luable security, book, paper, account or document, refuses or fails 
to deliver up the same to any one authorized to demand it. II. S. 
C., c. 104, s. 55.

(Sec section 3 (re), ante, for definition of “ Valuable Security."
Since the accession of King Edward VII. the words. “ His Majesty" will 

be substituted for “ Her Majesty *’ in this section and in section 325. post. 
(See the Iiiteri>retatloH Art, at p. 9, ante.)

322. Tenants and lodgers.—Every one who steals any chattel 
or fixture let to be used by him or her in or with any house or 
lodging is guilty of an indichable offence and liable to two years’ 
imprisonment, and if the value of such chattel or fixture exceeds 
the sunt of twentv-five dollars to four years’ imprisonment. 11. S. 
C., c. 1G4, s. 57. *

The indictment for an offence against this section may be in the same 
form as if the offender were not a tenant or lodger. (See section ($25, /ww/.)

As to wilful injuries to houses, etc., by tenants, etc., see section 504,

323. Testamentary instruments. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who, either 
during the life of the testator or after his death, steals the whole 
or any part of a testamentary instrument, whether the same relates 
to real or personal projterty, or to both. lî. S. C., c. 164, s. 14.

A " testamentary instrument " includes will, codicil, or other testament
ary writing or appointment, as well during the life of the testator whose 
testamentary disposition it purports to be as after his death, whether the 
same relates to real or personal property, or both. (Sec section 3 (an), 
(ante.)

324. Documents of title to lands or goods. — Every one is guilty
of an indictable offence and liable to three years' imprisonment 
who steals the whole or any part of any document of title to lands 
or yoods. R. S. C., c. 164, s. 13.

The expression “ docnmrnt of title to goods” includes any bill of lading, 
India warrant, lock warrant, warehouse-keeper's certificate, warrant or
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older for the delivery or transfer of any goods or valuable thing, bought 
and sold note or any other document used in the ordinary course of bus
iness as proof of till- possession or control of goods, authorizing or purport
ing to authorize, either by endorsement or by delivery, the possessor of 
such document to transfer or receive any goods thereby represented or 
therein mentioned or referred to. (Section'd ({/), ante.)

The expression " document of title to lamlx " includes any deed, map, 
paper or parchment, written or printed, or partly written and partly print
ed. being or containing evidence of the title, or any part of the title, to 
any real property, or to any interest in any real property, or any notarial 
oi registrar's copy thereof, or any duplicate instrument, memorial, certif
icate or document authorized or required by any law in force in any part 
of Canada respecting registration of titles and relating to such title. (Sec
tion 3 (/#), ante.)

The above definition of “ document of title to goods" is exactly the same 
as is contained in the Imperial Statute, 24-25 Vic., ('. 00, section 1.

325. Judicial or official documents, etc. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to three years’ imprisonment 
who steals the whole or any part* of any record, writ, return, 
affirmation, recognizance, cognovit actionem, bill, petition, answer, 
decree, panel, process, interrogatory, deposition, affidavit, rule, 
order or warrant of attorney, or of any original document what
soever of or belonging to any court of justice, or relating to any 
cause or matter begun, depending or terminated in any such 
court, or of any original document in any wise relating to the bus
iness of any office or employment under Her Majesty, and being 
or remaining in any office appertaining to any court of justice, or 
in any government or public office. 11. S. C., c. 104, s. 15.

See section 353, /ms/, by which the same punishment is awarded, for 
fraudulently destroying, cancelling concealing or obliterating any docu
ment of title or any valuable security, testamentary instrument or judicial, 
official, or other document, as for stealing any of them.

326. Stealing post letter bags. etc. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life, or for any 
term not less than three years, who steals —

(a) a post letter bag; or
(b) a post letter from a post letter bag, or from any post office, 

nr from any officer or person employed in any business of the post 
office of Canada, or from a mail ; or

(r.) a post letter containing any chattel, money or valuable 
security; or

(r/.) any chattel, money or valuable security from or out of a 
post letter. R. S. C., c. 35, ss. 79, 80 and 81.

327. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
imprisonment for any term not exceeding seven years, and not less 
than three years, who steals —
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(а) any post letter, except as mentioned in paragraph (b) of sec
tion three hundred and twenty-six ;

(б) any parcel sent by parcel post, or any article contained in 
any such parcel ; or

(c) any key suited to any lock adopted for use by the Post Office 
Department, and in use on any Canada mail or mail bag. U. N. t 
c. 35, ss. 79, 83 and 88.

328. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
five years’ imprisonment who steals any printed vote or proceed
ing, newt r, printed paper or book, packet or package of pat
terns or samples of merchandise or goods, or of seeds, cuttings, 
bulbs, roots, scions or grafts, or any post card or other mailable 
matter (not being a post letter) sent by mail. R. S. C., c. 35, s. 90.

.See section 4. ante, p. 8 for the definitions of post letter, etc.
See section (124. :ts to how the ownership of articles stolen is to lie laid 

in the indictment, etc.
Section 89. (which is unrepealed), of the 11. K. (chap. 33, has the fol

lowing provision against opening post totters, etc.: —

“ Every one who unlawfully opens, or wilfully keeps, secretes, 
delays or detains, or procures, or suffers to l>c unlawfully opened, 
kept, secreted or ", any post letter bag or any post letter,
whether the same came into the possession of the offender by find
ing or otherwise howsoever, — or after payment or r of tin- 
postage thereon, if payable to the person having possession of tin- 
same, neglects or refuses to deliver up any post letter to the person 
to whom it is addressed or who is legally entitled to receive tin- 
same, — is guilty of a misdemeanour.”

An offence against this section will he punishable, under section 931. 
pout, by five years’ imprisonment : seeing that chap. 181, I*. S. n-'.i 
ting to punishments, — is repealed.

An unsealed letter, delivered by the post-mistress at (5, to the defendant 
the letter carrier between that place and L. with directions to obtain, at 
the L post-office, a money-order for Cl. and. after enclosing it in the let
ter. to post the letter at L, was held to be, while in the defendant’s pos
session, a post-letter. (33)

Where a servant, who was sent with a letter and a penny to pay tin- 
postage. finding the door of the receiving house shut, put the penny inside 
the letter, fastened it by means of a pin, and then put the letter in tile tin 
paid letter-box, it was held that a messenger in the post-office who stole 
the letter with the penny in it might be convicted of stealing a post-letter 
containing money, though the money was not put in for the purpose of 
being conveyed by post to the person to whom the letter was addressed.(34)

(33) |{. V. Itiekerstatr. 2 <’. * K.. 791.
(34) 15. v. Mence. <’. & Mar.. 234.
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But whew, the pout-office being at an inn. the person sent to put a let

ter, eontaining bank-notes, into the post, took it to the inn, with money 
to pre-pay the postage, and laid the letter and the money in it upon a 
table in the lobby of the inn, in which the letter box was, and pointed out 
the letter to the female servant at the inn, (not authorized to receive let
ters), who said “she would give it to them,” and she stole the letter ami 
its contents, it was held that this was not a post-letter and that the ser
vant who stole it could only be convicted of ordinary larceny and not of 
stealing a post-letter. (35)

Where the defendant, a person employed in the post-office, having com
mitted a mistake in the sorting of the letters, put some letters down a 
water closet, in order to avoid the supposed penalty attached to such a 
mistake, this was held to be not only a necrethif/ but a llicft of the let
ters. (30)

The taking away and destroying of a post-letter in order to suppress in
quiries, supposed by the defendant to be made, in it. about her character, 
was held to be a larceny of the letter. (37)

Taking the mail-bags oil' the horse during the momentary absence of the 
(arson carrying them was held to be a taking from his possession. (38)

it was the duty of a letter-carrier, on returning from his round, to bring 
to the post-office any letters which lie had failed to deliver. A letter con
taining money having been given to him with other letters to deliver, on 
his return from his round, lie brought back to the office the pouch con 
taining some which he had failed to deliver, but he said nothing about the 
iiionev - letter. Subsequently, on enquiry made of him, lie produced the 
money-letter from his pocket: ami, upon these facts, it was held that he 
was rightly convicted of stealing it. (31))

Where the defendant obtained the mail-bags from the post-office, pre
tending that lie was the mail-guard and then ran away with them, the 
jury, being of opinion that lie got possession of them with intent to steal 
them, found him guilty and the judges held the conviction to lie right, the 
property in the mail-bags not having passed to the defendant when lie ob
tained them from the postmaster, as the latter hail no ownership therein to 
part with. (40)

A. with intent to deprive B, — to whom a letter is addressed, — of such 
letter, and to commit a fraud, induced a post-office employee, to inter
cept and hand over such letter while in course of transmission by post. 
IIelit, that A and C were both guilty of stealing the letter. (41)

An offence against section 8!) (above set forth) of the 1!. S. ('., c. 35. i- 
punisliable under section 051, yio.</, of the present (.'ode, by five years' im
prisonment; seeing that chapter 181 of the it. S. ('., — relating to punish
ments, — is repealed.

329. Election documents. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to a line in the discretion of the court, or 
to seven year’s imprisonment, or to both fine and imprisonment 
who steals, or unlawfully takes from any person having the law-

(35) It. v. Harley, 1 ('. & K., 80.
(3(1) It. v. Wvnii, 1 l)en„ 305; 2 ('. & K., 850. 
i :it i K. v. Jones, I l>.m . 188; j K 286.
(38) It. v. Robinson, 2 Stark., N. P.. 485.
(30) R. v. Poynton, L. & ('., *247.
(40) R. v. Pearce, 2 Hast P. (103.
(41) R. v. James. *24 <). B. 1).. 430: 17 Cox C. C., 24.

25
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ful custody thereof, or from its lawful place of deposit for the 
time being, any writ of election, or any return to a writ of elec
tion, or any indenture, poll-book, voters’ list, certificate, affida
vit or report, ballot or any document or paper made, prepared or 
drawn out according to or for the requirements of any law in 
regard to Dominion, provincial, municipal or civic elections. 1{. 
b. C., e. 8, s. lui; c. 104, s. 56.

For the law as to personation of voters at parliamentary elections, etc., 
see comments under section 458, punt.

The punishment of persons wilfully destroying, injuring, obliterating or 
making erasures, etc., in election documents is provided for by section 503,

330. Stealing tramway, railway or steamboat tickets. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ im
prisonment who steals any tramway, railway or steamboat ticket 
or any order or receipt for a passage on any railway or in any 
steamboat or other vessel. R. S. C., c. 164, s. 16.

In an American ease, it was held, (under a statute of the State of Min
nesota, making it larceny to steal railroad passenger tickets), that a eon 
-luetor may In- indicted for appropriating .tickets, sold and issued by a rail 
mad company, and taken up by the conductor, such tickets, after being 
thus taken up being the property of the company. (42)

See section 362, pout, as to the offence of obtaining or attempting to ob
tain a passage on any tramway or railway or in any steam or other vessel, 
by means of a false ticket or order. And see section 421 (w), post, as to 
the forgery of tramway, railway or steamboat tickets.

331. Cattle. — Every one i« guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who steals any cattle. R. 
S. C., c. 164, ss. 7 and 8.

For the meaning of the expression “Cattle,” see section 3 (#/), ante.
A person who kills a horse or any other cattle, with intent to steal ils 

carcase or skin, etc., is by the terms of section 307, ante, guilty of stealing 
the animal, and is liable to the punishment of 14 years' imprisonment 
provided by section 331.

This section, 331, refers to live cattle. The stealing of deoil cattle, for 
instance, a dead cow, — or any part of it is punishable under section 350.

An indictment for stealing live animals need not state them to lie alive, 
for the law will presume them to lie so. unless the contrary he stated. If. 
when stolen the animal was dead, the fact should lie stated; (43) unies* 
it lie an animal which has the same appellation whether it be alive or dead, 
in which case it need not to be stated to be dead. (44)

(42) State v. Brin, 30 Minn., 522; Uapalge on Larc., s. 44.
(43) It. v. Kdwards, It. & It.. 407: R. v. Halloway, 1 C. & P., 128; It. v. 

Williams, 1 Moo., 107.
(44) It. v. Puckering, 1 Moo. C. C., 242.
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Where a defendant removed sheep from the fold into the open field, and 
there killed them and took away the skins, it was held that the removing 
of the sheep from the fold was sufficient to constitute theft. (45)

Wilfully deniroping or damaging any cattle is dealt with, ami punish
able by 14 years* imprisonment, under section 49!) (6), post; and attempts 
and written threats to kill or injure cattle are punishable, under sections 
500 and 502, punt, by two years’ imprisonment.

A defendant was charged and tried before a Judge, in the North West 
Territories, with having stolen cattle, — namely, one steer, — not exceed
ing in value, in the Judge’s opinion, the sum of #200, and he was convicted. 
It was claimed, on behalf of the defendant, that, under section 97 of the 
N. W. T. Act, as amended by the 04-50 Vic., e. 22, section 9. he had the 
right to lie tried by a Judge with the intervention of a jury of six; and he 
desired to he so tried. After the defendant's conviction, a case was reserved 
upon th<* question of whether the defendant had the right to be so tried.

It appears that section 00 of the N. W. T. Act, provides that where the 
charge is (inter alia) having committed or attempted to commit theft, 
embezzlement or obtaining money by false pretences, or receiving stolen 
property, in any case in which the property stolen (etc.) does not, in the 
opinion of the trial Judge, exceed $291), the charge shall be tried in a sum
mary way, and without the intervention of a jury; and by section <17, (as 
amended), of the same Act, it is provided that when* the person is charged 
with anil other criminal offence, the same shall he tried by the Judge with 
the intervention of a jury of six. Held, that the charge being one of theft 
simply, the nature of the offence and the value of the property stolen 
were the only matters to he considered in ascertaining whether the charge 
was within section 99 of the N. W. T. Act. and that there was no reason 
for holding that the case was not within the provisions of that section, 
although the punishment that may be awarded on a conviction for steal
ing cattle is greater than that which may he awarded on a conviction for 
stealing certain other classes of property. (49)

331a. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
three years’ imprisonment who —

(а) without the consent of the owner thereof,
(i) fraudulently takes, holds, keeps in bis possession, con

ceals, receives, appropriates, purchases or sells, or fraudulently 
causes or procures, or assists in taking possession of, conceal
ing, appropriating, purchasing or selling any cattle which are 
found astray; or

(ii) fraudulently, wholly or partialy obliterates, or alters 
or defaces, or causes or procures to be obliterated, altered or 
defaced, any brand, mark or vent brand on any such cattle, or 
makes or causes or procures to be made any false or counterfeit 
brand, mark, or vent brand on any such cattle; or
(б) without reasonable cause refuses to deliver up any such 

cattle to the proper owner thereof or to the person in charge 
thereof on behalf of such owner, or authorized by such owner to 
receive such cattle. (Added by the Criminal Code Amendment Art 
1900).

(45) 1$, v. Rawlins, 2 East V. ('.. 917. 
(49) H. v. Pachal, 20 C. L. T„ 192.
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See section 707a. pu *t, as to prima facie evidence of ownership of cattle 
bearing brands or marks which have been duly registered, and as to the 
burden of proving that cattle so branded or marked have come into the 
possession of an accused, lawfully.

332. Stealing dogs, birds, beasts, etc. — Every one who steals 
any dog, or any bird, beast or other animal ordinarily kept in a 
state of confinement or for any domestic purpose, or for any law
ful purpose of profit or advantage, is, if the value of the property 
stolen exceeds twenty dollars, guilty of an indictable offence and 
liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars over and above the 
value of the property stolen, or to two years’ imprisonment, or to 
both, and if the value of the property stolen does not exceed 
twenty dollars, is guilty of an offence and liable upon summary 
conviction to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars over and 
above such value, or to one month’s imprisonment with hard 
labour.

2. Every one who, having been previously convicted of an 
offence under this section, is summarily convicted of another 
offence thereunder, is liable to three months' imprisonment with 
hard labour. (Amended by Hie Criminal Code A mend men! Act, 
1900).

See section 501. post, as to the punishment for wilfully killing, maiming 
or injuring any such dog, bird, beast or other animal.

A person who kills any such dog, or any bird, etc., with intent to steal 
the carcase, skin, plumage or other part thereof, is. by the terms of section 
307, ante, guilty of stealing it; and will therefore be punishable under the 
above section, 332.

333. Pigeons. — Every one who unlawfully and wilfully kills, 
wounds or takes any house-dove or pigeon, under such circum
stances as do not amount to theft, is guilty of an offence and 
liable, upon complaint of the owner thereof, on summary convic
tion, to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars over and above tin- 
value of the bird. H. S. C., c. 1G4, s. 10.

See remarks of English Commissioners, at p. 331). ante.
See also the first clause of section 304, ante, under which tame pigeons, 

while in a dovecote, or on their owner's land are capable of being stolen. 
The punishment would be under section 332, ante. Section 501. past, pro 
vides for the punishment of injuries to birds, etc.

334. Oysters. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who steals oysters or 
oyster brood.

2. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
three months’ imprisonment who unlawfully and willfully use- 
any dredge or net, instrument or engine whatsoever, within tin- 
limits of any oyster bed, laying or fishery, being the property of 
any other person, and sufficiently marked out or known as such.
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for the purpose of taking oysters or oyster brood, although none 
are actually taken, or unlawfully and willfully with any net, in
strument or engine, drags upon the ground of any such fishery.

3. Nothing herein applies to any person fishing for or catching 
any swimming fish within the limits of any oyster fishery with 
any net, instrument or engine adapted for taking swimming iish 
only. R. S. C., c. 1(14, s. 11.

Section 010 (r). pox/, provides that for an offence under the above sec
tion it shall be sufficient if the indictment describes the oyster bed. etc., 
by name or otherwise, without stating it to be in any particular county 
or place.

335. Things fixed to buildings or land. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment 
who steals any glass or woodwork belonging to any building what
soever, or any lead, iron, copper, brass or other metal, or any 
utensil or fixture, whether made of metal or other material, or of 
both, respectively fixed in or to any building whatsoever, or any 
thing made of metal fixed in any land, being private property, or 
for a fence to any dwelling-house, garden or area, or in any square 
or street, or in any place dedicated to public use or ornament, or in 
any burial ground. R. S. C., c. 104, s. 17.

See the English Commissioners' remarks at p. 340. ante, and also see sec
tion 303. ante.

An unfinished building intended as a cart-shed, boarded up on all sides, 
and with a door with a lock on it. and the frame of a roof with loose gorse 
thrown upon it. it not being yet thatched, was held under the English 
Statute on this subject to be a building. (47)

An indictment for stealing lead fixed to a certain wharf was held to be 
sufficient, the wharf being proved to be in fact a building. (48)

It was held that a Miureh yard was a place dedicated to public use. and 
that it was larceny to take away brass affixed to a tomb stone in the 
church yard: although, at that time, the words "or in any burial ground” 
were not in the English Statute: (40) and it has been held that the steal
ing of a copper sun-dial fixed on the top of a wooden post in a church yard 
was within the statute. (50)

336. Stealing trees, etc. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who steals the 
whole or any part of any tree, sapling or shrub, or any under
wood, the thing stolen being of the value of twenty-five dollars, 
or of the value of five dollars if the thing stôlen grows in any 
park, pleasure ground, garden, orchard or avenue, or in any ground 
adjoining or belonging to any dwelling-house. R. S. V., c. 104, s. 
18.

(47) It. v. Worrall, 7 <. & I*.. 510.
(48) R. V. ltiee. Hell ('. ('.. 87: 28 L. I. (M. G), <14.
( 49 ) R. v. Blick, 4 V. A P., 377.
(50) R. v. Jones. Dears. & B.. 565; ‘27 L. J. (M. C.), 171.
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337. Every one who steals the whole or anv part of any tree, 
sapling or shrub, or any underwood, the value of the article 
stolen, or the amount of the damage done, being twenty-five cunts 
at the least, is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary con
viction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars over and 
above the value of the article stolen or the amount of the injury 
done.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is liable, on summary con
viction, to three months’ imprisonment with hard labour.

3. Every one who, having been twice convicted of any such 
offence, afterwards commits any such offence is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to five years’ imprisonment, li. S. ('., 
e. 164, - 19

The words “adjoining any dwelling-house” have been held to import 
actual contact; and that therefore ground separated from a house by a 
narrow walk and paling, wall, or gate, was not within their meaning. (51)

The injury must he the actual injury to the tree itself, and does not in
clude consequential damage; and where the evidence that the actual in
jury done to certain trees by the defendant was less than the statutable 
amount but that the injury done would necessitate the stubbing tip and 
replacing part of an old hedge at an expense greater than the statutable 
amount, it was nevertheless held insufficient. (52)

As to wilful destruction of or damage to trees, vegetables, plants, etc.. 
see sections 508, 500 and 510, /tost.

338. Timber Found Adrift. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to three years’ imprisonment who —

(а) without the consent of the owner thereof :
(i) fraudulently takes, holds, keeps in his possession, collects, 

conceals, receives, appropriates, purchases, sells or causes or 
procures or assists to be taken possession of, collected, con
cealed, received, appropriated, purchased or sold, any timber, 
mast, spar, saw-log or other description of lumber which is 
found adrift in, or cast ashore on the bank or beach of, any 
river, stream or lake ;

(ii) wholly or partially defaces or adds or causes or procures 
to be defaced or added, any mark or number on any such tim
ber, mast, spar, saw-log or other description of lumber, or 
makes or causes or procures to be made any false or counterfeit 
mark on any such timber, mast, spar, saw-log or other descrip
tion of lumber ; or
(б) refuses to deliver up to the proper owner thereof, or to the 

person in charge thereof, on behalf of such owner, or authorized

(51) It. v. Hodges, M. & M., 341.
(52) It. v. Whiteman, Dears., 353 ; 23 L. J. (M. C.), 120.
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by such owner to receive the same, any such timber, ma-st, spar, 
saw-log or other description of lumber. H. S. e. 1(54, s. 8T.

Sc»* section 70S, /jo*/, us to evidence of owiievsliip, etc.

339. Stealing fences, stiles and gates. — Kvery one who steals 
any part of any live or dead fence, or any wooden post, pale, wire 
or rail set up or used as a fence, or any stile or gate, or any part 
thereof respectively, is guilty of an offence and liable, on sum
mary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars over 
and above the value of the article or articles so stolen or the 
amount of the injury done.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is liable, on summary con
viction to three months’ imprisonment with bard labour. R. S. 
C., c. 1(54. s. 21.

340. Failing to satisfy justice that possession of tree &c. is 
lawful. — Every one who. having in his possession, or on his pre
mises with his knowledge, the whole or any part of any tree, 
sapling or shrub, or any underwood, or any part of any live or 
dead fence, or any post, pale, wire. rail, stile or gate, or any part 
thereof, of the value of twenty-five cents at the least, is taken or 
summoned before a justice of the peace, and does not satisfy such 
justice that lie came lawfully by the same, is guilty of an offence 
and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding ten 
dollars, over and above the value of the article so in his possession 
or on his premises. R. S. ('., c. 1(54, s. 22.

341. Stealing roots, plants. &c. — Every one who steals any 
plant, root, fruit or vegetable production growing in any garden, 
orchard, pleasure ground, nursery ground, hot-house, green
house or conservatory is guilty of an offence and liable, on sum
mary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars over 
and above the value of the article so stolen or the amount of the 
injury done, or to one month’s imprisonment with or without 
hard lalnnir.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to three years’ imprisonment. R. S. C., c. 104. 
s. 23.

342. Every one who steals any cultivated root or plant used for 
the food of man or beast, or for medicine, or for distilling, or for 
dyeing, or for or in the course of any manufacture, and growing 
in any land, open or inclosed, not being a garden, orchard, plea
sure ground, or nursery ground, is guilty of an offence and liable, 
on summary ronviction, to a penalty not exceeding five dollars 
over and obove the value of the article so stolen or the amount of
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the injury done, or to one month's imprisonment with hard 
labour.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is liable to three months' 
imprisonment with hard labour. It. S. C., c. 1(M, s. 24. ,

343. Stealing ores of metals. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who steals 
the ore of any metal, or any quartz, lapis calaminaris manganese, 
or mundic, or any piece of gold, silver or other metal, or any wad, 
black eawk, or black lead, or any coal, or cannel coal, or any 
marble, stone or other mineral, from any mine, bed or vein there
of respectively.

2. it is not an offence to take, for the purposes of exploration 
or scientific investigation, any specimen or specimens of any ore 
or mineral from any piece of ground uninclosed and not occupied 
or worked as a mine, quarry or diggjng. It. S. (\, c. KM, s. 25.

Section 312, unir, has reference to fraudulently concealing from a partner 
in a mining claim any gold or silver taken from such claim ; and section 
354 provides the punishment for any such concealment.

See section 571. /wxf, with reference to warrants to search for unlawfully 
gold or silver which has been mined, etc.

344. Stealing from the person. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who 
steals any chattel, money or valuable neon r il y from the person of 
another. It. S. ('., c. KM, s. 32.

To constitute this offence, the thing must he taken either from the per
son of the prosecutor, or in his presence. (53) The taking from the \ur*nn 
distinguishes this offence from simple theft ; and it differs from robbery in 
the fact that, although the taking is from the person, it is not accompanied 
irith violence or so done as to put the owner or possessor of the thing in

If the goods have not been completely severed from the person of the 
prosecutor or completely taken into the physical possession of the offender, 
it seems that it would not he sufficient to constitute this offence, although 
the moving of the thing may. under the terms of sub-section 4 of section 
305, ante, he sufficient to constitute simple theft.

Where A drew a hook from the inside of I Vs coat pocket about an inch 
above the top of the pocket, but, whilst the hook was still about R* per
son. R suddenly put up his hand, when A let go his hold and the hook 
dropped hack into the pocket. Held, not to constitute stealing from the 
person, but it was held to be a simple larceny. (54)

As watch, ( which lie carried in his vest pocket ). was fastened to a chain, 
the other end of which was passed through a button-hole of the vest ami 
kept there by a watch-key. R took the watch out of A's vest pocket and

(53) It. v. Francis. 2 Str.. 1015; It. v. fln-y. 2 Fast. 1». C„ 70S; I!, v. 
Hamilton. S ('. & P.. 40.

(54) It. v. Thompson. 1 Mood., 78.

284
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forcibly drew the attached chain and key out of the button-hole, but the 
key, after passing clear of the button-hole, caught upon a button on an
other part of the vest, and A's hand being, at that moment, seized, the 
watch and chain fell from his hand and remained there, suspended to the 
button on which it caught. Held, to be such a severance as amounted to 
stealing from the person; (55) and where the defendant snatched at a 
lady's ear-ring, and succeeded in separating it from tin- ear find it was 
afterwards found among the curls of her hair, it was held to be a sev
erance. (56)

Where a man went to bed with a prostitute, and she. while he was 
asleep, stole a watch, which he had left in his hat an the table, it was held 
to be a stealing in a dwelling-house, and not a stealing from the per
son. (57)

345. Stealing in a dwelling-house. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment 
who —

(а) steals in any dwelling-house any chattel, money or valuable 
murilii to the value in the whole of twenty-five dollars or more ; 
or,

(б) steals any chattel, money or valuable security in any dwell
ing-house, and by any menace or threat puts any one therein in 
bodily fear. R. S. V., c. 164, ss. 45 and lb.

The thing stolen must be under the ction of the house, and in order 
to bring the offence within the operation of clause (a) they must be of 
the value of $25; or. if they are of less than that value, they must be 
-tolen by some menace or threat putting some one in the house in bodily 
fear, in which case it will come within clause (6).

Where a person, in his own dwelling-house, stole from another person 
it omis of the value of £5, it was held to constitute, under the English 
statute, the offence of stealing in a dwelling-house. (58)

A. a lodger, invited It an acquaintance, to sleep at his lodgings, (without 
tin- knowledge of ('. the landlord of the house), and. during the night. A 
stole It's watch from the bed's head. //(•/</, that A was properly convicted 
of stealing in the dwelling-house. (5»)

It', although the stealing take place in a house, the thing be under the 
protection of the /mtsom of the prosecutor, at the time it is stolen, the of
fence will not, in that case, come within the meaning of the section; as. 
for instance, where the defendant procured money to be given to him for 
a particular purpose and then ran away with it; (60) or. where the pros
ecutor, bv means of the rhiji dropp/w// trick, was induced to lay down his 
money upon a table, in a house, and the defendant took up the money and 
went out of the house and carried it away. (01)

Goods left at a house, for a person supposed to reside there, will be under 
the protection of the house and the stealing of them will be wflhin the

(55) |{. v. Simpson. Dears.. (121; 24 L. .1. (M. ('.), 7.
(56) I!, v. Lapier. 1 Leach, 320.
( 57) K. v. Hamilton, 8 ('. & l1.. 40.
(58) II. v. Bowden, 2 Mood. ('. 285; 1 ('. & K.. 117.
(50) II. v. Taylor. It. & It.. 418.
(00) II. v. Campbell, 2 Leach, 204.
(01) II. v. Owen. 2 Leach, 572.
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above section, 345, if their value amounts to $25 or, if the goods, not being 
of tliât value, arc taken by menacing or threatening and putting some ma
in the house in bodily fear.

Two boxes belonging to A, who resided at No. 38, Rupert Street, were 
delivered by a porter, (whether by mistake or design did not appear) at 
No. 33 in the same strict ; It the occupier of the latter house, imagining 
that the boxes were for V, who lodged there, delivered them to him: ( 
converted the contents of the boxes to his own use and absconded, lirlil, 
that the goods were within the protection of the house, and that (' was 
rightly convicted of stealing in a dwelling-house, (62)

If one, on going to bed. put his clothes and money by his bedside, they 
are under the protection of the dwelling-house, and not of the person. It 
is a question for the court and not for the jury whether goods are under 
the protection of the dwelling-house or in the personal care of the 
owner. (03)

It seems clear that, under the express words of clause (/#) of tin- above 
section, 345. there must be bodily fear created by an actual menace or 
threat, in order to bring the offence within that clause.

If the theft Im- proved, but not the circumstances necessary to bring the 
case within section 345. the defendant may la- found guilt v of the simple 
theft.

346. Stealing by picklocks, etc. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to fourteen years' imprisonment 
who, by means of any picklock, false key or other instrument 
steals anything from any receptacle for property locked or other
wise secured.

347. Stealing manufactures, etc. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to five years’ imprisonment who 
steals, to the value of two dollars, any woollen, linen, hempen or 
cotton yarn, or any goods or articles of silk, woollen, linen, cotton, 
alpaca or mohair, or of any one or more of such materials, mixed 
with each other or mixed with any other material, while laid, 
placed or exposed, during any stage, process or progress of man
ufacture, in anv building, field or other place. K. S. ('., c. 164, s. 
17.

Vpon an indictment for stealing yarn in process of bleaching it was 
proved that, some time before the stealing, the yarn had been spread out 
upon the ground, but had been afterwards taken up from where it was 

out, anil thrown into heaps, in order to be carried into the nouse 
and that, it was while it was thus in heaps, that the prisoner stole it. 
//</</. that the case did not come within the statute so as to make the 
defendant guilty of stealing the yarn while in the process of bleaching, ns 
it appeared there was no occasion, as part of the process to leave the yarn 
on the ground in the state in which it was when taken by the defen
dant. (04)

It has been held that goods remain in a “stage, process, or progress of 
manufacture." though the texture he complete, if they be not yet brought 
into a condition for sale.

(62) R. v. Carroll. 1 Moo. C. ('.. 8».
(63) It. v. Thomas, Car. Sup., 265.
(64) R. v. 11 ugh ill. 2 Russ.. 225; R. v. Wood bead. 1 M. & Rob.. 546
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348. Fraudulently disposing of goods entrusted for manufac
ture.— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
two years’ imprisonment, when the offence is not within the next 
preceding section, who, having been intrusted with, for the pur
pose of manufacture or for a special purpose connected with man
ufacture, or ( to make, any felt or hat, or to prepare or
work up any woollen, linen, fustian, cotton, iron, leather, fur, 
hem]), flax or silk, or any such materials mixed with one another, 
or having been so intrusted, as aforesaid, with any other article, 
materials, fabric or thing, or with any tools or apparatus for 
manufacturing the same, fraudulently disposes of the same or any 
part thereof. K. S. C., c. 164, s. 48.

349. Stealing from ships, wharves, &c. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen years' imprison
ment who —

(a) steals any goods or merchandise in any vessel, barge or boat 
of any description whatsoever, in any haven or in any port of 
entry or discharge, or upon any navigable river or canal, or in 
any creek or basin belonging to or communicating with any such 
haven, port, river or canal; or

(b) steals any goods or merchandise from any dock, wharf or 
quay adjacent to any such haven, port, river, canal, creek or 
basin. It. S. C., c. 164, s. 49.

This section is to the same effect as section 03 of 24-25 Vic., c. 90.
It appears that the “goods” or “merchandise” mentioned in this sec

tion mean such goods and merchandise as are usually lodged in vessels or 
on wharves or (ptays. (05) The luggage of a passenger going by steamboat 
is within the enactment. (00)

The words of clause («) of the section are “in any vessel." etc.; and. 
therefore, in order to bring an offender within its terms, it will be immate
rial whether or not the defendant has succeeded in getting the goods away 
fiom the ship, if there has been a sufficient asportation to constitute theft: 
but, in order to bring a ease within clause (6) of the section, it will be 
necessary to prove more than a simple theft ; for the words there are 
“from any dock," etc., to satisfy which there must be an actual removal 
uf the thing from the dock, etc., in the same manner as in the case of an 
indictment for stealing from the person.

350. Stealing wreck. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who steals any 
wreck, It. S. C., c. 81. s, 36 (r)

See section 3 (<M), ante, for the definition of “wreck."

351. Stealing on railways. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to fourteen years* imprisonment who steals

(65) R. v. Grimes, Fost.. 79m; R. v. Leigh, 1 Leach, 62. 
(«41) R. v. Wright. 7 C. & P.. 159.
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anything in or from any railway station or building, or from any 
engine, tender or vehicle of any kind on any railway.

If tilt* whole offence lie not proved, the jury may. if the evidence war
rant* it. bring in a verdict of guilty of an attempt. (See auction 711. pout.)

352. Stealing things deposited in Indian graves. — Every one 
who steals, or unlawfully injures or removes, any image, bones, 
article or thing deposited in or near any Indian grave is guilty of 
an offence and liable, on summary conviction, for a first offence 
to a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars or to three 
months’ imprisonment, and for a subsequent offence to the same 
penalty and to six months’ imprisonment with hard labour. If.

S. C., c. Mi4, s. 5)8.

353. Destroying documents. — Every one who destroys, can
cels, conceals or obliterates any document of title to goods or 
lands, or any valuable security, testamentary instrument, or judi
cial, official or other document, for any fraudulent purpose, is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to the same punishment 
as if he had stolen such document, security or instrument. K. S. 
C., c. 1(14, s. 12.

See section 3 (</). ( A ). (aa). and (rr), for definitions of “ document of 
title to goods." " document of title to lands." “testamentary instrument." 
and “ valuable security.

The slcalhiii of testamentary instruments is punishable under section 
323. of documents of title to land or goods, under *ection 324. and of ju
dicial or official documents under section 325, ante.

354. Fraudulent concealment of property. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years' imprison
ment who, for any fraudulent purpose, takes, obtains, removes or 
conceals anything capable of being stolen.

A prisoner was tried upon an indictment containing three counts. — two 
of them for setting tire to a building, and the third for having unlawfully 
concealed a large quantity of good* his own property, for a fraudulent 
purpose, to wit. for the purpose of oh..lining, from certain Insurance Com
panies. certain moneys upon the goods, as if such goods had been dr- 
1 roved by fire and of then keeping the goods for his own use. The pris
oner was found “ not guilty" on the first two counts, but was convicted 
on the third count. The goods were the defendant's absolute property, and 
were part of his stock and of the property insured by the Insurance Com 
panics. The Judge found that the prisoner had concealed the goods with 
the intention of keeping them for his own use and of obtaining, from the 
Insurance Companies, the full amount of the Insurance moneys, ami that 
the purpose of the prisoner was a fraudulent purpose. It was argued for 
the prisoner that a man could not lie legally convicted of concealing hi- 
own goods, and that the words ''taken, obtains," in the above section. 354. 
refer to the goods of another and that therefore the other words " removes, 
conceals," must also refer to the goods of another. Held, that the section
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wan intended to cover every ease, — the case of another's goods and the 
case of a person's own goods, — and the conviction was sustained. (07)

355. Bringing stolen property into Canada. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprison
ment who, having obtained elsewhere than in Canada any prop
erty by any act which if done in Canada would have amounted to 
theft, brings such property into or has the same in Canada. R. 
S. C., c. 164, s. 88.

This section is to the same effect us section 'id!» of the English Draft 
('ode.

For definition of “ property " see section 3 (r), ante.
See section 314. ante, ns to mririmj in Canada goods stolen or obtained 

out of Canada, by any indictable offence.

356. Stealing things not otherwise provided for. — Every one 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ impri
sonment who steals anything for the stealing of which no punish
ment is otherwise provided or commits in respect thereof any 
offence for which he is liable to the same punishment as if he had 
stolen the same.

2. The offender is liable to ten years’ imprisonment if he has 
been previously convicted of theft. R.S.C., c. 164, ss. 5,6, and 85.

See section 028. pox/, us to requirements in indictment charging a pre
vious conviction, and section 070, pox/, as to procedure thereon.

357. Additional punishment when value exceeds two hundred 
dollars. — If the value of anything stolen, or in respect of which 
any offence is committed for which the offender is liable to the 
same punishment as if he had stolen it, exceeds the sum of two 
hundred dollars the offender is liable to two years’ imprisonment, 
in addition to any punishment to which he is otherwise liable for 
such offence. 11. S. (_!., c. 164, s. 86.

PART XXVII.

OBTAINING PROPERTY BY FALSE PRETENCES 
AND OTHER CRIMINAL FRAUDS AND 

DEALINGS WITH PROPERTY.

FALSE PRETENCES.

358. Definition. — A false pretence is a representation, either 
by words or otherwise, of a matter of fact either present or past, 
which representation is known to the person making it to be false.

(«7) R. v. Ooldataub, 16 (’. L. T.. 101: 10 Man. L. R.. 497. (Schofield'* 
<’asv. ( aid., 397, and It. v. Sutton, 2 Str., 1074, followed.)
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and which is made with a fraudulent intent to induce the person 
to whom it is made to act upon such representation.

*2. Exaggerated commendation or depreciation of the v 
of anything is not a false pretence, unless it is carried to such an 
extent ns to amount to a fraudulent misrepresentation of fact.

3. It i.~ a question of fact whether such commendation or depre
ciation does or does not amount to a fraudulent misrepresentation 
of fact.

The above section in in the exact words of section 270 of the English 
Draft Code.

359. Punishment for obtaining by false pretences. — Every om
is guilty of un indictable offence and liable to three years’ impri
sonment who with intent to defraud, by any false pretence, 
either directly or through the medium of any contract obtained by 
.such fal.se pretence, obtains anything capable of being stolen, or 
procures anything capable of being stolen to be delivered to any 
other person than himself. 11. S. C., c. 104, s. 77.

As stated by the Royal Commissioners, in their remarks, set out at page 
.'M2, ante, it was necessary to assign separate provisions to this olleim. 
although, in point of mischief and moral guilt, it is much the same :i> 
theft.

Distinction between larceny and false pretences. - The most intel
ligible distinction between the offence of theft and that of obtaining goods 
or money by false pretences seems to be this. In theft, the owner of the 
thing in question has no intention of parting with his property therein to 
the person taking it: while, in the ease of an obtaining by false pretences, 
the owner does intend to part with his property therein, but his consent 
to part with his property therein is brought about by the false pretences 
made to him. (1) "If," said Parke, It., “a person, through the fraudulent 
representations of another, delivers to him a chattel intending to pass tin- 
property in it. the latter cannot he indicted for larceny, but only for ob
taining the chattel under false pretences." (2)

Hut there have been some eases, held to be larceny or theft by taking, 
which closely resembled the offence of obtaining by false pretences. For 
instance, a defendant got possession at the India House of a request note 
by means of which he obtained a permit for a chest of tea belonging to the 
prosecutor, (to whom lie was a perfect stranger), and the chest of ten was, 
thereupon, delivered to him. This was held to be larceny, notwithstanding 
that the possession of the tea was obtained by means of a regular reque-l 
note and permit. (3) Again, a hosier in the Hay market having sent his 
apprentice with a parcel of stockings to be taken to Cheapside, the defen
dant met the apprentice on Ludgate Hill and asked him where he was 
going. The apprentice answered that he was going to Mr. Heath's; where
upon the defendant replied that he was the person, and desired the boy to 
give him the parcel, lie handing to the boy a small parcel in return to inki- 
home to his master. The hoy gave him the stockings; and it was after
wards found that the small parcel, which lie took home to his master.

( 1) Per Talfourd. — White v. Garden, 10 ('. B.. 1)27; R. v. Barnes, i 
en.. 50.
(2) Powell v. Ho viand, (i Exch., 70; R. v. Adams, R. & It., 225.
(3) R. v. Hench, R. & R., 168.

1
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contained nothing but old rags of no value. And this also was held to he 
larceny. (4)

The eases already cited, under the head of theft, (see pp. 340-353, mile), 
shew that if a servant, acting under a general authority co-equal with his 
master's, intentionally parts with his master's property, under a miscon
ception fraudulently induced by false representations as to the real facts, 
such property is not said to he stolen, hut obtained by false pretences ; but. 
that, if the servant, having only a limited authority, and being precluded 
from parting with the property, is, nevertheless, tricked out of it, the of
fender thus obtaining it is guilty of theft : because the master has never 
consented It» nor authorized the parting with it. (5)

Essentials of the offence of obtaining by false pretences. -To con
stitute the oll'ence of obtaining by false pretences, four essentials are neces
sary, namely: —

1. There must be a false statement, which represents, as existing, some
thing which does not exist, or which represents, as having happened or 
having existed, something which has not happened or Ini.- not existed.

2. The offender mast hare known, at the time of making the false state
ment or representation, that it was false;

3. The floods or money in question must hare been parted with in con
sequence of and through the false representation: and

4. The false statement or representation must have been made with in- 
lent to defraud.

If a man represents as an existing fact that which is not an existing 
fact, and so gets the money or chattels of another, that is a false pretence ; 
(ti) it being for the jury to say whether or not the defendant, at the time 
lie did the act. had a guilty knowledge of the quality of the act, (7) and 
whether or not the pretences used were the means of obtaining the prop-

For instance, there is a false pretence where a person goes to a shop and 
falsely states tin., he is sent by some particular customer for such and 
such goods which, upon the faith of what he says, are handed to him ; or 
where the secretary of a benefit society obtains money from one of its 
members by representing that a certain amount, exceeding that actually 
due, is owing by such member to the society • (8) or where money is ob
tained by means of a begging letter setting forth false statements as to the 
name and circumstances of the accused; (!)) or where A, the accused, 
falsely represents that he is connected with If. a person of known opulence, 
and, on the faith of such representation, obtains for himself property ; ( 10) 
or where ('. by fraudulently pretending that a genuine t'l Irish batik note 
is a C3 note, obtains, from 1), the full value of a £5 note in change : (11) or 
where E. with intent to defraud, pays, by a •heque, for goods then handed 
to him, lie stating that he wishes to pay ready money for them, but know
ing at the time that lie has only a nominal balance at the bank on which 
the cheque is drawn, that lie has no power to overdraw his account, and 
not intending to pay money in to meet the cheque. (12)

(4) |{. v. Wilkins, 1 Leach, 520.
(5) It. v. Prince, L. R., 1 ('. ('. It., 150.
(«'•) It. v. McGrath, L. It.. 1 (’. V. It.. 20»; It. v. Woolley, 1 Den. C. C., 

55»: It. v. Thompson. L. & C„ 233; It. v. Lee, L. & ('., 309.
(7) It. v. Francis, L. It.. 2 ('. C. R.. 128.
(8) It. v. Woolley. 1 Dell.. C. ('.. 559.
(0) |{. v. Jones, "l Den., ('. ('., 551.
(10) 11. v. Archer, Dears., 449.
(11) It. v. Jessop. Dears. & B.. 442. And see R. v. Evans. Bell C. C., 187.
(12) It. v. Ilnaelton. L. It.. 2 C. C. R.. 134.
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The false statement must lie a knowingly false statement of a supposed 
by-gunv or of a supposed e.rislinfi faet, made with intent to defraud ; and 
there must he an obtaining of the money or goods by means of that false 
statement. ( 13) A mere representation as to some future faet or a falsi 
promise by the party charged that he will do or means to do a particular 
act will not suffice to constitute a false pretence, (14) unless it be con
joined with a false pretence of an existing or by-gone fact. (15)

Where a carrier obtained carriage money by falsely pretending that lie 
had delivered the goods charged for and that he had lost the receipt foi 
their delivery, it was held that this was a false pretence. ( 1(f)

Where a manufacturer’s foreman, who was in the habit of "receiving, 
from his master, money to pay the workmen, obtained from the manufac
turer. - by means of false written accounts of the men's earnings. - more 
than the men bad really earned and more than lie had paid them, the judge- 
held this to be within the statute ; they said that all cases where the false 
pretence creates the credit are within the Act : and here the defendant 
would not have obtained the excess over what was really due to the work 
men. were it not for the false pretence made by the false account delivered 
by him to the master. (17)

It was A's duty to ascertain daily the amount of dock dues payable hi 
It. his master, and to apply to V. his master's cashier for the amount and 
then pay it in discharge of the dues. On one occasion by falsely and know 
ingly representing to (' that the amount was larger than it really was. A 
obtained from ( this larger amount, and then paid the real amount due. 
appropriating the difference to his own use. Ilelil, not larceny, but obtain
ing money by false pretences. (18)

A obtained goods by falsely stating that lie wanted them for B who wa> 
a person whom he would trust with t: 1000. and who went out to New 
Orleans twice a year to take goods to his sons. Ilelil, a suflicient false pre
tence. (ID)

Obtaining as a loan, from the drawer of a bill accepted by the pi i- 
oner and négocia ted by the drawer. — part of the amount, for the purpose 
of paying the bill under the false pretence that the prisoner was read.i 
with the remainder of the amount, was held to be an offence within tin- 
statute. the prisoner being shewn not to be prepared with the remainder 
of the amount of the bill and not intending to so apply the money obtained 
fiom the drawer. (20)

Where A obtained goods from 13 by a falsi* statement that a bilk 
drawn on and accented by himself, and purporting to be payable at the 
London and Westminster Hank, which bill lie gave to It for the price of the 
goods—would lie paid at the bank the next day. ami that he hail iiimh 
urramjemeals far it, this was held to be a sufficient false pretence. (21)

A the secretary of an Odd Fellows' Lodge told 13, a member that lie owed 
the lodge 13 s. (id., and thereby obtained that sum from him fraudulently.

(13) R. v. Wellman, Dears.. 188. 189; R. v. Hewgill, Dears.. 315: 11 ' 
llulmer. L. & ('.. 470; R. v. Giles, L. & ('.. 502.

,(.14) R. v. Johnson, 2 Moo. ('. 254.
(15) R. v. Jennison. L. & ('., 157.
(1(1) R. v. Airev, 2 Hast I*. (’., 831.
(17) R. v. Witchell. 2 Hast V. 830.
( 18) R. v. Thompson, L. & C., 233.
(19) R. v. Archer, Dears., 449.
(20) R. v. < 'rossley. 2 M. & Rob., 17.
(21) R. v. Hughes, 1 F. & F., 355.
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whereas 13 owed 2 s. 2 d. only. Held, rightly convicted of obtaining money 
by false pretences. (22)

A creditor who wilfully and fraudulently represents to a third person, 
who holds money of his debtor, that a larger sum is due to him from the 
debtor than is really the case, and tlius obtains from such third person 
payment of the larger sum. was held guiltv of a false pretence within the 
statute, and that, too, although he had obtained a judgment by default, 
not set aside, against his debtor for the larger amount. (2:3)

Where A obtained money from It, a woman, under the threat of an ac
tion for breach of promise of marriage, he. A. being, in fact, a married man. 
already, an indictment, charging that lie had falsely pretended that he was 
entitled to maintain an action against IS for the breach of promise was 
belli, by Maule, .1., to be good. (24)

An indictment, charging A with obtaining money from It. whose hus
band had run away, by falsely pretending, to It. that she, A, had power to 
bring back It's husband was held good. (25)

A pretended to be carrying on an extensive business as a surveyor and 
house agent, and thereby induced It to deposit with him €25 as a secur
ity for his. It's fidelity as a clerk, whereas A was not carrying on any bus
iness as a surveyor or house agent, livid, to be a false pretence. (20)

A municipality having provided some wheat for the poor, A obtained an 
order for fifteen bushels, described as “ three of Golden Drop, three of Fife, 
nine of milling wheat." Some days afterwards lie went back, and repre
sented that the order had been accidental!) destroyed, when another was 
given to him. He then struck out of the first order “ three of Golden Drop, 
three of Fife." and, presenting both orders, obtained, in all. twenty-four 
bushels. The . idictment barged that A unlawfully, fraudulently, and 
knowingly, by false pretences, did obtain an order from It one of the mun
ie y of C requiring the delivery of certain wheat, by and from one D, 
and, by presenting the said order to D. did fraudulently, knowingly, and 
by false pretences, procure a certain quantity of wheat, etc., from the said 
I* of the goods and chattel . of the said municipality, with intent to defraud. 
livid, that the indictment was sufficient, and not uncertain or double, but 
in effect charged that A obtained the order, and. by presenting it, obtained 
the wheat, by false pretences. (27)

An indictment containing several counts charged A with obtaining 
mono) under false pretences, and the evidence went to show that he had. 
by fraudulent misrepresentations of the business he was doing in a trade, 
induced 13 to enter into a parnersltip agreement, and to advance €500 to 
the concern ; but it did not appear that the trade was altogether a fiction, 
or that II had repudiated the partnership. The question being whether, 
upon such evidence, the jury were bound to convict, it was held that A 
was entitled to an acquittal, as it was consistent with the evidence that 13, 
as a partner, was interested in the money obtained. (28)

A, who had been discharged from It's service, went to the store of C and 
I), and, representing himself as still in the employ of 13, who was a cus
tomer of (' and D, asked for goods in B’s name, which were sent to 13's

1 (22) U. v. Woolley, 1 Den. C . ('., 53!) ; 3 C. A K., 1)8. And e
< . L. T.. 185*.

(23) It. V. 15 Cox (. ('., 265. 268.
(24) It. V. Copeland1, C. 4 Mar.. 5Hi.
(25) It. v. A ('.. 502 ; 34 L. .J., M. C.. 50.
(26) It. V. Crabb, 11 Cox C. 1('., 85.
(27) It. V. Campbell. 18 V. C.. Q. B.. 413.
(28) R. v. Watson. Dears. A B., 348; 27 L. J. (M. C.), 18.

53
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house, where the prisoner preceded the goods, and, as soon as the clerk 
delivered the parcel, snatched it from him. saying, "This is for nie; I am 
going in to see H: " hut, instead of doing so, walked out of the house with 
the panel. Ilrld, that A was rightly convicted of obtaining the goods from 
C anil I), by false pretences. (29)

A obtained a coat, by falsely pretending that a bill of a coat of the value 
of 14s. (Id., of which 4s. (id. had been paid on account, was a bill of another 
coat of the value of 22s., which he had made to measure, and that !|K 
only were due; it was proved that A's wife had selected the 14s. (id. coat 
for him, at B's shop, subject to its fitting, on his calling to try it on. and 
had paid 4s. (id. on account, for which she received a bill, in which credit 
was given for the 4s. (id., so paid on account. On A calling at B's shop, 
afterwards, to try on the coat, it was found to be too small, and lie was 
then measured for one, which lie ordered to be made, to cost 22s. (in the 
day named for trying on this second coat. A called, and the coat was fitted 
on by B, who had not been present on the former occasion; and the case 
stated that A. on the coat being given to him, handed Ids. and the bill of 
parcels for the 14s. (Id. coat, saying, "There is 10s. to pay," which bill It 
handed to his daughter, to examine, and. upon that. A put the coat under 
his arm, and. after the bill of parcels referred to had been handed to him 
with a receipt, went away. B stated that, believing the bill of parcels to 
be a genuine bill, and that it referred to the second coat which was taken 
away by A, lie parted with that coat on payment of the 10s., which other
wise he should not have done. Held, that there was evidence to go to the 
jury, and that the conviction was right. (30)

A sold to B, a railway pass, representing it to be valid in the hands of 
B, who believed it to be transferrable but as a matter of fact it was not 
transferrnble but only good to carry a particular person, and could not be 
us«'d by B. except by committing a fraud upon the railway company, and 
at the risk of being, at any moment, expelled from the train. A was held 
guilty of obtaining by false pretences the money paid to him, by B, for 
such pass. (31)

A was convicted of obtaining money from It. by falsely pretending that 
there was a person named A. Brient living at Holt, Trowbridge, who was 
a minister of religion, and had instituted a "bond fide competition for the
!iroduction of the greatest number of words from the word Hrniurdo. and 
ind made arrangements to present prizes, of the respective amounts of 
L'2, .Cl. and 10s., to the successful competitors, and had further arranged 

to give the proceeds derived from the entrance fees of competition, (after 
deducting the prizes) to Dr. Bernardo's Home for Destitute Children : and 
the evidence that A had so pretended was that he had inserted, in a news
paper, the following advertisement :—"Bernardo. £2, £1, 10s.. for the 
most words from Bernardo. Proceeds to go to Dr. Bernardo's Home for 
Destitute Children. Alphabetical lists with Is. 3d., to Hcvd. A. Brient. Holt. 
Trowbridge. Wilts." 11 rid, affirming the conviction, that the words in the 
advertisement were reasonably capable of the construction put upon them 
in the indictment, anil that it was a question for the jury whether A in
tended B to put that construction upon them. (32)

The false representation by n person that he is in a large way of business, 
whereby he induces another to give him goods, is a false pretence. (33) 
So also is the obtaining a loan upon the security of a piece of land, by

(29) It. v. Robinson. 9 L. C. It.. 278.
(30) It. v. Steels. 10 W. It.. 341: 11 Cox ('. (’., 5.
(31) It. v. Abrahams. 24 L. ('. .1., 325.
(32) It. v. Randall. 10 Cox C. ('.. 336.
(33) It. v. Cooper, 2 Q. B. I)., 610.
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falsely ami fraudulently representing that a house is built upon it. (34) 
And threatening to sue on a note made in favor of the prisoner, and which 
lie had negotiated hut pretended he was still the holder of. thereby in 
ducing the prosecutor to pay hint is a false pretence. (35)

A prisoner who had obtained money ami goods by pretending that a 
paper whit It he produced was the bank note of an existing solvent bank, 
which lie knew had stopped payment forty years before, was held guilty 
of obtaining by false pretences. (3(1)

Where A fraudulently misrepresented an Irish bank note of Cl to be 
one of C5. and thereby obtained from 1$. in change, a larger sum than its 
value, lie was held guilty of obtaining money by false pretences, although 
1$ had the means of detection at hand, oil the face of the note, but relied 
on As representations, and although the note was a genuine one. (37) 

Where A induced 1$ to buy ami pay for a cheese of inferior description 
by making the wilfully falsi- statement that a tester of a different amt 
superior clitcse, which he produced as a sample, formed part of and had 
been taken out of the cheese which lie so induced B to buy. it wits held 
that he might be convicted of obtaining money by false pretences. (38)

A person who sold spurious blacking which lie represented to be “Ev
eretts Blacking"' was held to Ik* indictable for false pretences. (3V)

Un the 17tli of dune 181)5. II wrote to t' in reference to a coal charter 
for the schooner “Vhlorus,” signing himself “.I. B. II.. owner." In the fol 
lowing October, after some intervening voyages, II obtained goods ami 
supplies for the vessel, from (', and. at his request, (' paid cash to third 
parties who supplied apples tu the vessel as cargo, on receipts signed by 
II, as dinin'. On the 17th of .lune 181)5 and at the times when the goods 
hi question were supplied, tin- vessel was registered under the Merrill nit* 
Sh//>/>/#/// Act, in the name of Ils wife, it having been transferred to her by 
u third party to whom it was previously transferred by II. Ilehl. that the 
evidence was not sufficient to convict II of obtaining the goods or the 
moneys by means of false pretences, and that the word “owner," as used, 
did not necessarily mean " registered owner." (40)

A clause of a deed by which the borrower of a sum of money falsely 
declares property well and truly to belong to him may constitute a false 
pretence. (41)

Section 35!) expressly provides that the offence consists in obtaining by 
false pretences something capable of being stolen.

It has Ih-cii held that obtaining credit on an account is not obtaining 
money by false pretences, (42) and that obtaining credit in account from 
the party's own banker, by drawing a bill of exchange on a person on whom 
the party has no right to draw, and which has no chance of la-ing paid. i> 
not a false pretence, though the banker pays money for him in consequence 
to an extent that he would not otherwise have done. (43)

(34) II. v. Burgon. Dears. & B.. 11; 25 L. .1. (M. ('.), 105; R. v. Hup- 
pel, 21 V. < .. (). B.. 281.

(35) |{. v. Lee. 23 l . ('.. Q. B.. 340.
(30) It. v. Dowey. 11 Cox V. ('.. 113; 10 W. It.. 344 ; 37 L. ,1., M. V., 52. 

See It. v. Brady. 20 1’. C\. (). B.. 13.
(37) It. v. .fessop. Dears. & B.. 442; 37 L. .1., M. V., 70.
(38) R. v. (loss. Bill ('. ('.. 208; -2!) L. .1.. M. ('., 1)0.
(311) It. v. Dundas, 0 Cox ('. ('.. 380.
(40) R. v. Harty. 2 <^n. Cr. ( as.. 103; 31 N. S. R., 272.
(41) It. v. Judah. 8 L. N.. 124.
(42) R. v. Eaglet on, 1 .fur. N. S.. 044.
(43) R. v. Wave», 1 Moo. C. V., 224.
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I'pon an indictment for having obtained, by faim- pretences, noinething 
capable of lieing stolen, it was held that the prisoner eould not lie eon- 
\ irted on proof of his having obtained unlit at n hank by means of a false 
statement of his financial affairs. (44)

Where a person, who had an interest in the profits of a ship, had repairs 
done to the ship, and in the settlement of accounts presented a receipt for 
a larger amount than he had paid, it was held that this was not obtaining 
money under false pretences but only a credit in account. (45)

It has heen held that a jierson. who orders and consumes a meal at a 
restaurant without Is-ing possessed of means to pay for It. — be having 
made no statement and being asked no questions, before consuming the 
meal, as to whether or not he had means to pay. — does not obtain good* 
by false pretences. (4ti)

In England, however, a person would under such circumstances, incur a 
liability, under the Ihhtors' .Iff, IHtiU, by thus fraudulently obtaining 
credit and would lie guilty of an offence under section Id of that Act.

In some of the United States of America the obtaining of board and lod 
ging in hotels or boarding houses, by false representations or tricks, is an 
offence. (47)

A pretence to a parish officer, as an excuse for not working, that the 
party had not clothes, when in reality he had, although it had the effect 
of inducing the officer to give him clothes, was held not to Is- obtaining 
goods by false pretences, inasmuch a* the pretence was made as an exeii-. 
lor not working and not for the purpose of obtaining the clothes. (48)

Where the prisoner had obtained money from the keeper of a post ■>! 
lice, by assuming to la* the person mentioned in a money order, which he 
presented for payment, though lie did not make any false declaration or 
assertion in words in order to obtain the money, it was held to be a false 
pretence. (411)

A defendant, in the assumed character of a porter of an inn, delivered a 
parcel as from the country, with a printed ticket containing writing char
ging carriage and porterage, and lie received the amount of money charged 
thereon. The parcel turned out to lie a mock parcel, worth nothing. Part 
of the false pretences charged against him, on his being prosecuted, con 
sisted of the contents of the printed ticket. It was objected that the 
defendant had not uttered these words : hut Lord Kllenborough said. *' I 
take the defendant to have uttered every word contained on the ticket 
which he brought with the pa retd." (50)

False pretence by conduct. — It is not necessary that the pretence 
should be in words ; the conduct and acts of the party may la* sufficient 
to constitute a falsi* pretence, without any verbal representation: thus, 
giving, in payment, for goods obtained, a cheque upon a banker with whom 
the defendant has, in fact, no account is a false pretence. (51) But if the 
defendant at the time of giving the cheque, lielieves, although he has no

(44) R. v. Boyd, (jue. dud. Rep.. 5 Q. B., 1.
(45) It. v. Crosby, 1 Cox C. <’.. 10.
<4(i) R. v. Jones, 07 L. J.. Q. B„ 41; [1808] 1 Q. R, 110.
(47) See Am. & Eng. Knew of L„ vol. 12, p. 833.
(48) R. v. Wakeling, It. & It., 375.
(40) R. v. Story, R. & It., 00.
(50) It. v. Douglass. 1 Camp., 212. And see note to It. v. Barnard. 7 C. 

& I’.. 784, where Douglass’ case is referred to.
(51) R. v. laira, fl T. R.. 505; It. v. Flint. R. & R., 400; R. v. Jackson. 

3 t "amp., 370.
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account at tin* banker* upon whom lit- draws the cheque, that tin- cheque 
will la- paid at that bank at the time agreed upon, between him and the 
person to whom he give* it. — for its presentation, he cannot be convicted 
of obtaining by a false pretence. Thus, where A bought a mare and paid 
for her on Thursday, by a cheque drawn on It, a banker, with whom he 
had no account, but told C. from whom lie bought the mare, and to whom 
lie gave the cheque, not to present it until Saturday, to which (• assented, 
but ('. nevertheless, presented it on the same day. Thursday, when it was 
dishonored, and it appeared, from the evidence, that A was, on Thursday, 
in daily expectation of having money paid to him which would have 
enabled him to place the banker in funds to meet the cheque on the 
Saturday, it was held that there was no false pretence. (52)

A mail who makes and gives a cheque for the amount of goods purchased 
in a ready-money transaction, makes a representation that tin- cheque i* 
a good and valid order for the amount inserted in it; and if the man has 
only a colorable account at the bank on which the cheque is drawn, with
out available assets to meet it. and has no authority to overdraw, and 
knows that the cheque will lie dishonored on presentation, and intends to 
defraud, lie may be convicted of obtaining the goods by false pretences.(53 i

A falsely pretended that a post dated cheque, drawn by himself, was a 
good order for €25 and worth that amount, whereby lie obtained from lb 
a watch and chain. It was proved that, before the completion of the sale 
and delivery of the watch to A. the latter represented that he had an ac
count with the bankers on whom the cheque was drawn, that lie had a 
right to draw the cheque, and that it would be paid on or after the day of 
it* date. The jury found that these representations were false and that A 
had no funds to pay the cheque and had no reasonable grounds to believe 
that it would Is- paid. //</</. rightly convicted. (54)

Fraudulently ottering a " Hash note " in payment, under the pretence 
that it is a bank note i* a false pretence. (55)

A charge of obtaining money or good* by false pretences may be sup 
ported by shewing a false pretence by the conduct of the accused: and 
silt’ll pretence need not be in words or writing. For instance, a debtor, who 
had made a judicial abandonment or assignment of his property for the 
benefit of his creditors whereby his property became vested in another, 
iiiul who. knowing that lie no longer had any right to receive the rents of 
the real property forming part of the assets assigned by him. afterwards 
piesented himself as landlord to one of the tenants and received the rent 
in the same way as he was formerly accustomed to do. was held guilty of 
obtaining money under false pretences by his acts and conduct : and it 
was held by the Court of Appeal, in confirming the conviction, that the 
question of whether the fact* disclosed in a ease constitute the offence of 
obtaining by false pretences is not a question of law but one of fact with
in the province of the jury and cannot be made the subject of a reserved 
case. (M)

Where a jierson at Oxford, not lieing a mendier of the University, went, 
for the purpose of fraud wearing a University commoner's cap and gown, 
and. in this garb, obtained goods, it was a sufficient false pretence, although 
no representations passed in words. (57)

(52) I!, v. YValne. 11 Cox C. ('., (147.
(53) R. v. Hazelton. L. R.. 2 C. C. R„ 1.34.
(54) R. v. Parker. 2 Mood. ('. ('.. 1; 7 <’. & I'.. 825.
(55) R. v. CouIson. 1 |)cn.. 502 : It) L. .!., M. ('., 182.
(5b) R. v. lictang. 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 505.
(57) R. v. Barnard. 7 (', & P., 784.
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Where a person obtained goods by sending half bank-notes and request
ing goods to the value of tile entire notes to lie sent to her. and. at the 
time when she did so she had not the corresponding half notes in her pos
session. she having previously sent them to other persons. it was held 
that this was obtaining goods by false pretences ; Morris, ('. .1., remarking 
that the request for the goods along with sending the two half notes was 
i videnee from which the jury might infer that there was a sort of silent 
lepresentation by the defendant that she had the corresponding half notes 
i cud y for the satisfaction of the prosecutor. (58)

Exaggerated Commendation or Depieciation. In defining false pre
tences, section 358, aille, expressly states, in the second paragraph thereof, 
that exaggerated commendation or depreciation of the quality of a thing 
> not a false pretence, niilrxx il uni'* -so far ax to ainoiiiil to a fra ail ill nil 
iiiim i'iiri .si illation of fuel.

Thus, where \ induced It to buy from him a chain by fraudulently re
presenting that it was of 15-carat gold, whereas in fact "t was of a quality 
litt'e better than 0-earut gold knowing at the time that lie was falsi*\ 
representing the quality of the chain, it was held that A could properly 
lie convicted of obtaining money by false pretences there being here a 
statement as to a specific fact within the actual knowledge of the prisoner. 
riz., the proportion of pure gold in the chain. (511 )

A person who obtained from a pawnbroker, upon an article which lie 
falsely represented to be silver, a greater advance than would otherwise 
have been made, was held guilty of a false pretence: although the pawn
broker had the opportunity of testing the article at the time. (Wl)

A false representation that, a stamp on a watch is the hall-mark of the 
(loldsmiths* Company, and that the number 18. part thereof, indicates that 
it is made of eighteen carat gold, is a false pretence mil is not the less so. 
liera use accompanied by the representation that the watch is a gold one. 
and some gold is proved to have been contained in its composition, (til)

If the purchaser intends to buy a imrlieiilar siilixtanee, and the seller 
passes otî to him a counterfeit. and money is thus obtained. that is a 
false pretence within the statute. (112) And it may also lie constituted by 
a fraudulent representation as to the iinaiititu of goods sold. For instance, 
where A. having contracted to sell and deliver to B a load of coals at 7d. 
per ewt.. delivered to her a load which lie knew weighed only 14 ewt., hut 
which he stated to her contained 18 ewt. and produced a ticket, to that 
effect, which he said he himself had made out. when the coals were 
weighed, and she thereupon paid him the price as for 18 ewt.. whi h was 
2s. 4d. more than was really due. it was held that A was indictable for 
obtaining the 2s. 4d. by false pretences. (03)

Inducing a person to buy some packages of tea repiesenting the pack 
ages to contain good tea, when three fourths of the contents were, to the 
defendant's knowledge, not tea at all but a mixture of substances unlit to 
drink, was held a false representation of an existing fact. (ID)

(58) R. v. Mnrphv. 13 Cox C. ('.. 298: 10 Ir. C. L. Hep., 508.
(59) l«. v. Ardley, L. U.. 1 C. C. R., 301.
(00) IJ. v. Ball, ( '. & Mar.. 249; R. v. Roebuck, Dears. & B.. 24; 25 I !.. 

M. ('., 101 ; B. V. (loss. Bell. ('. ('., 208; 29 L. J„ M. C, 80.
(01) R. v. Hitter, 10 Cox C. ('., 577.
(02) R. v. Bagg. Bell C. ('.. 218; 20 L. J.. M. ('., 85.
(03) R. v. Sherwood. Dears. & B., 251; 21 L. .1., M. C., 81; R. v. lav. L 

& ('., 418; 33 L. .!.. M. <’.. 129.
(04) R. v. Foster. 2 Q. B. D., 301.
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It is sometimes difticult to distinguish between a mere breath of war
ranty and a false representation,— for instance, as to the profits of a business,

ami the statutory offence of obtaining or attempting to obtain money by 
false pretences. It was held in the case of R. v. Bryan that if goods of a 
certain kind be sold under a misrepresentation knowingly made as to their 
value, — though not of a definite fact. — the statutable offence of obtain
ing money by false pretences will not have been committed. “ The legis
lature,” observed Lord ( ell. ('. .1.. “ could not have intended to make 
il an indictable offence for a seller to exaggerate the (piality of the goods 
he is selling, any more than to make criminal the act of a purchaser who 
strives during the bargain to depreciate their quality, and so induces the 
seller to pari with the goods at a lower price." (05) And Coleridge. 
expressed himself similarly. "It is," hi- said, "a safe rule, that where the 
false representation applies merely to the (piality, and is in the nature of 
exaggeration on the one hand, or depreciation on the other, which may 
take place between parties even in tolerably honest transactions, the stat
ute does not apply.”

Where the defendant sold to the prosecutor a reversionary interest which 
he had previously sold to another, and the prosecutor took a regular as
signment of it. with the usual covenants for title. Littledale. J., ruled that 
the defendant could not be convicted for obtaining money by false pre
tences; for if this were within the statute every breach of warranty, or 
false assertion at the time of a bargain might be treated as such, (tit!) In 
It. v. Kcnrick the above ruling of Littledale. .1.. was much questioned ; and 
it was strongly intimated that the execution of a contract between the 
parties does not secure from punishment the obtaining of money under 
false pretences, in conformity with that contract. (07) And in I!, v. Ab
bott. it was decided unanimously by the judges upon a case reserved, that 
the law was so. (08)

The jury may connect together representations made in several distinct 
conversations, (supposing them to be in their nature connectible), and 
convict the defendant for obtaining money by means of false pretences 
made in the several conversations. (09)

Proof of falsity of pretence. — With regard to proof of the falsity of the 
pretences made use of, it does* not seem essential that they should all be 
proved. If so many of them as shew the falsity of the substance of the pre
tence be proved it would appear to be sufficient. Take, for instance, the 
following case; A goes and says to B. a jeweller: " I am the clerk of C, 
who has sent me to pick out and get from you. a gold chain, for about the 
price of $25, which he says he will call and pay you in a few days ; " and 
i»tv means of this representation A obtains from B a gold chain. Now. sup
pose, on the trial of A for obtaining the chain by false pretences, it should 
turn out that A was really the servant of and, that, therefore, there 
was nothing false about that part of his statement, still, if it were also to 
appear that he had received no instructions from (' to get the chain, and, 
that, after obtaining it, lie converted it to his own use. the evidence would 
be sufficient to warrant his conviction.

It appears, also, that it is not necessary that the falsity of the pretences 
should lie shewn by direct evidence. Thus, where the pretences charged 
were that A had a carriage and pair, which he expected down in a few days.

((15) R. v. Bryan, Dears. & B., 2(55.
((i(i) U. v. Codrington, 1 ('. & I*.. (1(11.
((17) R. v. Kcnrick. 5 Q. B.. 49; Dav. & M., 218.
( *18) R. v. Abbott. I Den.. 173; 2 ('. & K., (130; R. v. Burgon, Dears. & 

B.. 11 ; R. v. (Joss, Bell ('. ( '., 20 5 : R. v. Meakin, 11 Cox C. C., 270. Sec 
see. 359. ante, and authorities at p. 413. pout.

(09) It. v. Wellman. Dears., 188; 22 L. J.. M. C., 118.
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nml that he had large property abroad ; and there was no direct evidence 
to shew I liât lie had no carriage and no property abroad, but there was 
evidence shewing that three days before he made the pretences he was in 
another place assuming to be a man of position and wealth, although real
ly in a destitute condition, and unable to pay his hotel and other bills, it 
was belli that there was evidence from which the jury might infer that 
the pretences were falsi*. (70)

Where a person represented that a fraudulent cheque was good and that 
the drawer was responsible, it appeared that, after the cheque had been 
protested and returned by the bank on which it was drawn, the party 
defrauded said to the defendant. “ The bank writes that this party is a 
myth, that you have been drawing fraudulently upon the bank." to 
which the defendant replied that he would make it good, but made no 
denial. This was held to be sufficient proof of the falsity of the pre
pretence. (71)

On a charge of obtaining goods under pretence of sending them to 
Charleston, South Carolina, the evidence of a |ierson usually employed to 
curt goods for the defendant to the effect that no goods had been carried 
by him for the defendant to any ship bound for that port was held admis-

Where a defendant falsely pretended to be indebted to the prosecutor 
and one other |n*rson only, his itemized account to a person not referred 
to as his creditor may be proved by such person, as tending to shew that 
the representation was false and fictitious. (73)

The defendant's knowledge of the falsity of the pretence may be shewn 
by his declarations or admissions made before or after the offence : (741 
and under certain circumstances it will be presumed that the defendant 
had knowledge of the falsity of the pretence. Thus, where the postmaster 
at It. transferred, to the postmaster at T., post office orders payable which 
the defendant presented and got cashed, but the moneys for which had 
never been received by the postmaster at 13.. and the defendant was know
ingly co-operating with him to carry his frauds into effect, he may he as
sumed to have known that the money for them had never been paid at II.. 
and, therefore, that there was no honest right to draw it at T., in payment 
of such orders. (75)

The parting with the property must be induced by the false pretence.
The parting with the money or goods must have been induced by the 

false pretence ; and, therefore, where A made false representations to and 
thereby induced It. to sell him. A. some horses, but It, afterwards, on learn
ing the falsity of the representations, entered into a new agreement in 
writing with the prisoner, it was held that the subsequent dealings repelled 
the idea that the prosecutor had parted with his property in consequence 
of the falsi* pretence. (76)

A was charged with obtaining, from It. a filly, by falsely pretending to 
lie a gentleman's servant and to have lived at Bream and by also pretend
ing that he had bought horses at Bream fair. It appeared that A bought 
the filly of It at the price of £11, and that besides making the above false

(70) R. v. llowarth. 11 Cox C. 588.
(71) 1*. v. Pinckney, 67 Hun. (N. Y.), 428.
(72) ('. v. Hershell, Thaeh. ('. Cas., (Mass.), 70.
(73) Smith v. S., 55 Miss., 521.
(74) See 12 Am. A Eng. Enev. of L.. pp. 823 and 861. and eases there

(75) It. v. Dessauer. 21 U. C.. Q. B.. 231.
(76) It. v. Connor, 14 U. C., C. P., 529.
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pretences, h«> told H that Ire would eonie down to the " ( 'ross Keys " and 
pay him. It stated in the evidence that lie parted with the filly. Ueeaane 
hc'exptvtcd .1 maild came to the “ Crons Kips" and pan him. and not lie- 
causi- he believed that A was a gentleman's servant, etc. Ilcld. that A was 
entitled to an acquittal. (77)

Where A had fraudulently obtained, from It. some goods on approval, 
and had falsely represented to It that she, A. was the daughter of a Mrs. 
s. A., of C.: but there was no evidence to shew that It knew Mrs. S. A. of 
("., or that the goods had not been delivered to A. before she made the false 
representation, or that the goods were parted with by It, on the faith of 
the false representation, it was held that the conviction of A for obtaining 
the goods by false pretences could not la- sustained. (78)

Where the defendant offered to pledge with a pawnbroker, a chain which 
lie falsely represented to lie silver, but the pawnbroker stated that he ad
vanced money on it, not in consequence of defendant's statement but in 
reliance on its withstanding a test which he himself applied to it. it was 
held that the defendant could not lie convicted of obtaining the money by 
means of the false pretence but that lie was properly convicted of attemp
ting to obtain money by false pretences. (711)

On an indictment for having, by means of false pretences, induced the 
prosecutor to enter into an agreement to take a field for the purpose of 
nv i.ing bricks, in the belief that the soil of the field was tit for brick- 
making. whereas it was not. -and the prosecutor himself being a brick- 
itiakei and having inspected the field, it was held that, nevertheless, if the 
prosecutor had been induced to take the field by false and fraudulent 
representations made by the defendant of specific matters of fact relating 
to the quality and character of the soil. as. for instance, that lie. (defen
dant). had made good bricks therefrom, the indictment would be sustained. 
Held. also, that it would be sufficient if the prosecutor was partly and 
materially, though not entirely influenced by the false pretences. (HO) 

Wherever the prosecutor himself knows the falsehood of the pretence but 
parts with his money or goods, notwithstanding, the defendant cannot be 
convicted of obtaining by false pretences; -(Hi) but he may in such a case 
lie convicted of atti ig to obtain by false pretences, although the in
dictment charges him with obtaining. (See section 711. pant.)

The mere fact of the prosecutor having the means at hand of acquiring 
knowledge of the falsity of the pretence will not of itself excuse the defen
dant so as to prevent him from being convicted of obtaining by false pre
tences. (82)

If the defendant has obtained money by a false pretence, knowing that 
it was false, it is no answer to shew that the party from whom he obtained 
it laid a plan to entrap him into the commission of the offence. (83) Qua
rt, would not this depend upon whether the party from whom the money 
was obtained knew of the falsity of the pretence. (See H. v. Mills, xupra.)

A defendant had agreed to do a certain thing for seventy five cents, and 
the prosecutor took out a two dollar bill to pay him. saying he would get it 
changed ; whereupon the prisoner said. " I'll change it;" upon which, the 
money being handed to him. lie kept it and gave back no change. There 
being no proof as to what induced the prosecutor to part with the money,

(77) 11. v. Dale. 7 C. 4 P.. 352.
(78) It. v. Jones. 15 Cox C. ('.. 475.
(7lt) It. v. Roebuck, Dears. & B.. 24: 25 L. J. ( M. (’.), 101. 
(HO) It. v. English, 12 Cox C. C.. 171.
(81) 1{. v. Mills. Dears. & R.. 205; 20 L. J. (M. (\), 70.
(82) See It. v. Jessop. at p. 403, unir.
(83) It. v. Ady, 7 (\ & I».. 140.
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it was held that a conviction for obtaining in obey by false pretences could 
not lie sustained. (84)

A carrier having ordered a cask of ale, said, after lie had possession of it. 
"This is for W." It was held that an indictment, for obtaining the cask 
of ale, under the false pretence of having been sent for it by another per
son, namely, W., could not be sustained. (86)

Remoteness of pretence. A person, by means of falsely pretending to 
be a naval officer induced the prosecutrix to let him a lodging at ten shil
lings a week : and he thus became a lodger in her house. A few days uftei 
wards he expressed a wish to become a boarder, lie was then supplied with 
board as well as lodging at a guinea a week, lie was afterwards indicted 
for obtaining goods ( the board) bv means of false pretences, and convicted. 
Hi lit, that the conviction could not be supported, as the goods were sup
plied too remotely from the false pretence. (8li)

W here an hotel keeper procured a guest to board at his hotel, and to pay 
money in advance for his board, by telling him that a certain |>erson, an 
a1 «juaintance of such guest, whose society the latter greatly desired, 
boarded at the hotel, it was held that this was not a false pretence for 
which the hotel keeper was criminally liable, the payment of the nioncv 
for board being too remote a consequence of the false pretence, which wn> 
made to induce the party to become a guest and not directly made for iIn- 
purpose of having the money advanced ; it being considered that to get by a 
false pretence the custom or patronage of a guest is not to get property b\ 
false pretences, but to induce a condition of things or a relation of the par
ties out of which a contract to pay money for value may arise. (87)

Where goods were obtained by the false statement on the part of the 
buyer that he owned certain property, upon which property he gave to tin- 
seller a mortgage, thereby inducing him to part with the goods, it up
held that the false pretense of being the owner of the property was tIn
direct and not the remote means of obtaining the goods, even if they would 
not have been delivered but for the giving of the mortgage. (88)

A defendant falselv pretended that he had a lot of trucks of coal at ,i 
railway station on demurrage, that lie required forty coal bags and thaï 
he was largely in business in the timber and coal line, lie inspected some 
coal bags, but objected to the price. On the following day, he called again, 
shewed the prosecutor some correspondence and again said that he had n 
lot of trm ks of coal at the railway station on demurrage, and that la- 
wanted some coal bags, immediately : whereupon a number of coal bags 
were given to him upon his agreement to pay for them in a week. Ilriil. 
that the false pretences were not too remote. (HP)

A prisoner was charged with obtaining, by false pretences, a prize in a 
swimming handicap, lie had obtained his competitor's ticket for the race 
by falsely representing himself to be a member of a certain club and b\ 
producing a forged letter purporting to be from the secretary of that club. 
In this way the prisoner got 20 yards start, and. being an excellent swim
mer, won easily. It was held that, the false pretences were too remote, and 
that on that charge, at all events, the prisoner could not be convicted.!VO) 
Hut this decision has been overruled in a later case, in which the prisoner 
was charged with and convicted of attempting to obtain, by false pretences.

(84) R. v. Gemmell. 20 V. ('.. Q. B., 312.
(85) R. v. Brooks, I F. & F., 502.
(80) R. v. Gardner, Dears. & B. ('. ('.. 40; 7 Cox V. C\, 130.
(87) Wagoner v. K., 00 Ind„ 507 ; 12 Am. & Kng. Kncy. of L., 814.
(88) ('. v. Lee, 140 Mass., 184.
(NO) R. v. Willot. 12 Cox C. <\. 08.
(!M)) R. v. Larner, 14 Cox ('. ('., 407.
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vvtluiit prizes in two foot races at an athletic meeting. It was proved 
that entry forms for the races were sent in. in the name of one Suns, 
a moderately good runner, — correctly stating that Sims had never won 
a race. At the meeting, the prisoner ran in the name of Sims, and being 
a very superior runner who Inul been a winner, previously, and having. - 
by the statements in the entries, secured longer starts than he would have 
been allowed if his true nuine and performances had been known, he 
won both ra cs easily. After the Hist of tin- two races was run. lie falsely 
stall'd, in reply to ipicstioiis pul to him by the handieapper, (whose sus 
picions were aroused), that he had never won a race previously, that he 
really was Sims, and that, the statements in tin- entries were true state
ments as to his (prisoner's) performances, lie did not apply to have the 
prizes handed over to him. At the trial, the jury were directed that if the 
prisoner ran without intending to obtain the prizes they ought to liml him 
not guilty, but that if lie made tin- false representations wilfully, intent
ionally and fraudulently, with intent to obtain tin* prizes, they ought to 
liml liim guilty. The jury found him guilty: and, upon a ease reserved, it 
was held, that, the jury were properly directed and that the false pre
tences were not too remote; ami the conviction was upheld. (HI)

Where a prisoner had. by false pretences, induced a wheelwright to make 
him a spring van. which was afterwards made ami delivered to him,- 
it was held that, although at the time the pretence was made, the van was 
not yet in existence, the prisoner was rigidly convicted of obtaining the 
vail by false pretemes, the pretences being held to lie continuing pretences 
until the delivery of the van. (02)

I he prisoner, who was foreman at a Works, obtained from his master, 
by means of a false wage-sheet, a cheque for the amount stated in the sheet 
to pay mens' wages. (In account of the cheque being informally drawn, 
payment of it was refused by the bank: whereupon the prisoner returned 
it to the prosecutor ami told’ him of the informality. The prosecutor tore 
up the informal cheque, and drew another, which lie gave to the prisoner: 
who cashed the second cheque and approprated to his own use the differ
ence between the actual amount of the wages and the amount falsely 
stateil in the wage-sheet. Ilrhl. that the false pretence upon which the first 
cheque was obtained continued in force and was the acting motive which 
influenced the prosecutor's mind in giving the second cheque. (03)

Intent to defraud. Although it must be shewn that the defendant ob
tained the money or goods with intent to defraud, it is only necessary to 
shew a general intent to defraud. It is not necessary to allege, that the 
Intent was to defraud any particular person ; (see section (113 (c). post ;) 
and if the evidence shew that there was, on the part of the defendant, an 
intent to defraud, it will he sufficient.

The intent to defraud may lie implied from the facts of the case.
Where A owed B a debt, of which B could not obtain payment, and C. 

(It's servant), went to A's wife and obtained, from her, two sacks of malt 
by telling her that B had bought them of A, - lie (C) knowing this to be 
false,— and he (C) took the two sacks of malt to his master to enable 
him to thereby pay himself the debt owing to him by B, it was held that 
(' could not lie convicted of obtaining the malt by false pretences with in
tent to defraud. (04)

(HI) R. v. Button, 69 L. .1., Q. B.. 001; [1000 ] 2 Q. B„ 507 ; 04 J. P.,000. 
See, also, lb v. Beharrell, Warb. L. ( as., 2nd Ed., 184.

(02) R. v. Martin, L. IL. 1 ('. C. R.. 5(1; 10 Cox C. C„ 383.
(03) R, v. (ireathead, 14 Cox ('. (’.. 108.
(04) R. v. Williams, 7 C. & P„ 354.
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In a caw in which the indictment averred an obtaining of a particular 
Mini of money, with intent to defraud the prosecutor of the same, and it 
appeared that the intent was to defraud him of a part only of that sum. 
the rest of the amount being really due. it was held, nevertheless, that the 
prisoner might lie convicted. (115)

It has been held that the fact that, at the time of obtaining goods by 
false pretences, the defendant intended that he would pay for them, if anil 
when it should be in his power to do so. all'ords no defence. (OU )

W here a prisoner was tried on an indictment eharging him with having 
obtained food and money by false pretences, the false pretences being 
that lie was a bank clerk receiving his salary fortnightly. and the jury 
found him guilty, but added that, with regard to the intent to defraud, 
they considered there was not sufficient evidence, and. therefore, strongly 
recommended him to mercy, the verdict was accepted by the trial judge 
as one of guilty. I’pon a case reserved, the prosecution argued in support 
of the conviction, that the verdict was separable. - the latter portion of 
it being merely the jury's reason for recommending the prisoner to mercy.

and that, if it was not separable, the only possible meaning to be given 
to the latter portion of it was that the jury considered that the prisoner, 
when lie obtained the food and money, intended at some future time to 
pay for the food and return the money : but. it was held, that the verdict 
was not separable and that, inasmuch as the latter portion of it negatived 
the intent to defraud. without proof of which the previous portion of 
the verdict could not have been found. - the conviction could not lie sus
tained. (117)

Proof of other false pretences. Un an indictment for attempting t - 
obtain money by falsely pretending that a ring was composed of diamonds 
when in fact it was composed of crystals, it was held that, to shew the 
defendant’s guilty knowledge and his intent to defraud, evidence was ad 
missible of a false pretence, by the defendant, on a prior occasion, io an
other person that a chain was gold, whereas it was plated, and on another 
distinct occasion, that a ring was of diamonds, which it was not. (OH)

In another ease, it was held that, where there is evidence that, at dates 
•sulm'ijuent to the offence charged, the prisoner obtained goods from other 
persons by false pretences similar to those used on the occasion charged in 
the indictment on trial, such evidence is admissible, when it point to one 
and the same system of fraud and a connected scheme of dishonesty. ( 1)1»)

A prisoner was indicted for obtaining money under false prêtent cs by 
means of worthless cheques. He had been previously indicted for a similar 
offence and acquitted. — Held, that, notwithstanding such acquittal, ev
idence of the facts in that ease was admissible on the subsequent indict
ment as tending to shew that the prisoner's conduct was not inadvertent 
or accidental, but was part of a systematic fraud. ( 100)

Further comments. — It will lie noticed that section 35b express^ 
declares that the obtaining by false pretence shall lie punishable whether 
it is done directly or through the medium of a contract.

If. Page sold, to II. Pagnuelo. for *150. a horse described in a written

(115) R. v. Leonard. I Den.. 303: 2 <'. & lx.. 514.
(INI) R. v. Naylor. L. R.. 1 C. ('. II.. 4 : 10 Cox C 151.
(07) It. v. Gray, 17 Cox ('. ('., 200.
(OS) II. v. Francis, L. It.. 2 C. C. It.. 128.
(00) R. V. Rhodes. OH L. .1.. <). It.. 83 : |1800| I It.. 77. See. also.

Ma kin v. Atty. (Jen. N. N. \Y„ 03 L. •!.. P. ('.. 41: 17 Cox ('. ('.. 704: I!, v.
Klannagan & Higgins. 15 Cox C. ('.. 403: It. v. Heeson, 14 Cox C. < '.. 40: 
R. v. Roden, 12 Cox C. ('., 030: and R. v. (Jeering. IS L. .1.. M. C„ 215.

( 100) It. v. (HIis, 04 .1. 1\, 518.
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document signvil in duplicate hy I lu- parties at the completion of the sale, 
in which document it was stated that the purchase money was paid by 
Pagnuelo. the purchaser, on the faith of the warranty contained in the 
document, and not upon any verbal representations, and in which it was 
stipulated that if the horse should not come up to what it was warranted 
to he hy that document, Page would repurchase it from Pagnuelo if 
brought hack within thirty days in the same condition as when sold. On 
the day following the delivery of the horse and payment of the price, crim
inal proceedings were instituted hy Pagnuelo, charging Page with having 
obtained the #100 by false pretences. At the trial in dune 1892. before 
Taschereau. .1.. in the Court of (Queen's I tench, at Montreal, objection was 
made on behalf of the defendant. Page, to the adduction of any verbal ev
idence to contradict the writing, and especially that part of it. expressly 
declaring that the prosecutor, Pagnuelo. paid the money on the faith of 
the warranty contained in the writing and not upon any verbal representa
tions. The Crown counsel, however, took the ground that the writing was 
a part of the alleged fraud, and resisted the defendant's counsel's objection, 
which was overruled ; and verbal evidence was admitted to shew (intrr 
illiii). that the defendant. Page. had. before tbe completion of the sale, and 
before the signing of the written document, represented to the prosecutor. 
Pagnuelo. that the horse was a high bred, fast trotting horse, called 
" l‘finir W'ilkrs." well known in the sporting world, and upon this ev
idence and proof of some other facts of minor importance (including ev
idence that the horse was worth from $80 to $110. the defendant. Page, 
was found guilty and sentenced to three years' imprisonment. (101)

Parol evidence has been held admissible to prove the false pretences laid 
in the indictment, although a deed made between the parties and stating 
a different consideration for parting with the money was put in evidence 
for the prosecution; such deed having been made for the purpose of the 
fraud. (102)

If the false pretence be in writing and it be lost, it may be proved by 
secondary evidence. ( 103)

On the trial of an indictment for obtaining goods by false pretences.- 
if the alleged false representation is in writing, it is permissible to ask tin- 
person who is alleged to have been defrauded what opinion he formed on 
seeing the writing. (104)

A person who has assisted in the fraud practised in obtaining money by 
false pretences may lie convicted as a principal, though not present at Un
making of the false pretence and obtaining the money. (105)

Where several persons were indicted for obtaining money under false 
pretences, it was objected that, although the defendants were all present 
when tin- representations were made to the prosecutor, yet the words could 
not he spoken by all and that none of them who did not speak the words 
could be affected by words spoken by another of them, but, that each was 
answerable for himself only, the using of the words constituting the pre
tence being, as in the crime of perjury, a separate act in the person using 
them. But it was held that, as the defendants were all present, acting a 
different part in the same transaction, they were jointly guilty'. (10ti)

A count in an indictment for false pretences by means of an advertise
ment alleged that the prisoner falsely pretended to the subjects of Her

( 101) R. v. Page, (Not Reported).
(102) R. v. Adamson, 2 Mood. ('., 280; 1 C. & K., 192.
( 103) R. v. Chadwick. 8 C. & 1\. 181.
( 104) R. v. King, 18 Cox C. ('., 447.
( 105) R. v. Kerrigan. 33 L. .1.. M. C., 71; L. & ('.. 383.
(100) R. v. Young. 3 T. R., DO. See, also, R. v. Cadden, 20 C. L. T., 185.
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Majesty tlu* Quern, that he required a housekeeper and that, by means of 
sueli false pretence, he obtained, from (', a certain valuable security. Held, 
that the count sufficiently stated that the false pretence was made to a 
definite person. ( 107)

It has been held, in England, that an indictment which does not aver to 
whom the alleged false pretence was made nor from whom the money was 
attempted to lie obtained is bad. (108) Hut. see section 013, clause ( ) 
and (c). liant, by which it is provided that no count shall be deemed ob
jectionable or insufficient, on the ground that it does not contain the name 
of the person injured or intended or attempted to be injured, or on the 
ground that it charges an intent to defraud without naming or describing 
the person whom it was intended to defraud. The Court, however, is em
powered, by a proviso at the end of the same section, 013, to order the 
prosecutor to furnish particulars.

Section (11(1, (par. 2), pant, renders it unnecessary to set out, in the in
dictment, the false pretences; but the Court may order the prosecutor to 
furnish a particular thereof.

360. Obtaining execution of valuable security by false pre 
tence. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable 
to three years’ imprisonment who, with intent to defraud or in
jure any person by any false pretence, causes or induces any per
son to execute, make, accept, endorse or destroy the whole or any 
part of any valuable security, or to write, impress or affix any 
name or seal on any paper or parchment in order that it may af
terwards be made or converted into or used or dealt with as a 
valuable security. It. S. C., e. 164, s. 78.

See section 3 (re). ante, for definition of valuable security.
A was convicted on an indictment charging him with falsely pretending 

to H that he " was prepared to pay him €100," anil thereby fraudulently 
inducing him to " make a certain valuable security, to wit, a promissory 
note, with intent thereby to defraud It." Held, that the indictment was 
good, as it must be taken by necessary inference to allege a false pretence 
by A. of an existing fact, viz; that he was prepared to pay €100, and had 
it ready for him on his signing the note. ( 100)

361. Falsely pretending to enclose money in a letter. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to three years* 
imprisonment who, wrongfully and with wilful falsehood, pre
tends or alleges that he enclosed and sent, or caused to be enclosed 
and sent, in any post letter any money, valuable security or chat
tel, which in fact he did not so enclose and send or cause to be 
inclosed and sent therein. If. S. C., c. 164, s. 70.

It is not necessary to allege in the indictment nor to prove at the trial 
that the act was done with the intent to defraud. (See section 018, past. I

362. Obtaining passage by false tickets. — Every one is guilty

(107) K. v. Rilverlock. 18 Cox C. ('., 104; [1804] 2 Q. B.. 700.
( 108, K. V. Sowerbv. 03 L. J.. M. C\, 130; 118041 2 Q. B.. 172. 
(100) B. v. Cordon, 23 Q. B. 1)., 354 ; 58 L. J., M. ('., 117.
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of an indictable offence and liable to six months* imprisonment 
who, by means of any false ticket or order, or of any other ticket 
or order, fraudulently and unlawfully obtains or attempts to 
obtain any passage on any carriage, tramway or railway, or in 
any steam or other vessel. H. S. c. 104, s. 81.

363. Criminal breach of trust. — Every one is guilty of an in
distable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who, 
being a trustee of any property for the use or benefit, either in 
whole or in part, of some other person, or for any public or cha
ritable purpose, with intent to defraud, and in violation of his 
trust, converts anything of which he is trustee to any use not 
authorized by the trust.

See section 3 (66), auto, for the meaning of the expression “Trustee.-" 
Section 547, poxt, provides that, no prosecution under section 303. shall 

be commenced without the sanction of the Attorney (leneral.

PART XXVIII.

FRAUD.

364. False accounting by official. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who, 
being a director, manager, public officer or member of any body 
corporate or public company, with intent to defraud —

(ft.) destroys, alters, mutilates or falsifies any book, paper, 
writing or valuable security belonging to the body corporate or 
public company; or

(6.) makes, or concurs in making, any false entry, or omits or 
concurs in omitting to enter any material particular, in any book 
of account or other document, if. S. C., c. 164, s. 68.

A collector of poor rates, whose duties included the keeping of the over
seers' n< count book of receipts and payments, stated the account shewing 
a balance to be due from the overseers to the inhabitants of the district 
in which he was the collector for the overseers. This balance, — which was 
correct as to the difference between receipts and expenditure, — was stated 
by him as “balance in hand." But he was unable to produce the amount: 
— Ihld, that the words “in hand” did not make the entry a false entry, 
the account being a correct record of receipts and expenditures, and that, 
therefore, the collector could not be convicted of falsification of accounts, 
even if he had misappropriated the amount of such balance in hand. (1)

365. False Statement by Official. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to five years* imprisonment who, 
being a promotor, director, public officer, or manager of any body

(1) R. v. Williams, 10 Cox C. C, 230.
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corporate or public company, either existing or intended to be 
formed, makes, circulates or publishes, or concurs in making, cir
culating or publishing, any prospectus, statement or account 
which lie knows to be false in any material particular, with intent 
to induce persons (whether ascertained or not) to become share
holders or partners, or with intent to deceive or defraud the 
members shareholders or creditors, or any of them (whether 
ascertained or not), of such body corporate or public company, or 
with intent to induce any person to intrust or advance any pro
perty to such body corporate or public company, or to enter into 
any security for the benefit thereof. H. S. C., c. 104, s. 09.

It has been hold, in England, that when a director, manager, or public 
officer of a body corporate or public company makes or publishes false 
statements of account knowing them to be false and intending them to In- 
acted upon by those whom they reach, lie is prCHitmctl in law to have 
done so with intent to defraud. (2)

In considering a charge made, under the above section. 3(15. against the 
" president " of an incorporated company, of publishing a false statement, 
judicial notice will la* taken of the statutes of the province under which 
the company was incorporated requiring the president to be chosen from 
the directors; and a warrant of commitment against the president as such 
is legal and sufficient without alleging that he was a director, proof being 
made of the manner of incorporation of the company. (3)

A charge against the president of an incorporated trading company of 
having made and published a statement of its affairs knowing the same to 
be false and with intent to defraud may be tried either in the province in 
which the statement was despatched by mail to the party to he defrauded 
or in the province in which it is received by mail at the address to which 
the defendant directed it; it being held, that, the offence, in such a case, 
commenced in the province where the letter containing the statement was 
mailed and is continued in the province to which it is sent, and under sec
tion 553 (6), poxt, is to be considered as completed in either jurisdic 
tion ; (4) and a magistrate of the district to which the letter is addressed, 
and in which it is received by the party to whom it is addressed, may lake 
the information in such a case under section 554 (6), pout, and compel the 
attendance of the accused by a warrant executed in the province from 
which the letter was despatched. (5)

Where it appeared that the alleged false statements were mailed from a 
place in the province of Ontario to the parties intended to be deceived, in 
Montreal, the offence thus commenced in Ontario is completed in the prov 
inee of Quebec by the delivery in Montreal of the letter containing the 
statement to the parties to whom it was addressed ; and in such a case the 
Courts of the province of Quebec have jurisdiction to try the accused when 
duly committed for trial by a magistrate of the district. (6)

366. False Accounting by Clerk.—Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who,

(2) R. v. Birt, «3 .1. 1’.. 328.
(3) R. v. Gillespie, 1 Can. (,’r. Cas., 551.
(4) lb.
(5) lb.
(($) R. v. Gillespie. 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 300; Que. Jud. Rep., 8 Q. B.. 8.
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being or acting in the capacity of an officer, clerk or servant, with 
intent to defraud —

(«.) destroys, alters, mutilates or falsifies any book, paper wri
ting valuable security or document which belongs to or is in the 
possession of his employer, or has been received by him for or on 
behalf of his employer, or concurs in so doing, or

(6.) makes, or concurs in making, any false entry in, or omits 
or alters, or concurs in omitting or altering, any material parti
cular from, any such book, paper writing, valuable security or 
document.

367. False Statement by Public Officer. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to five years’ imprisonment, and 
to a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, who, being an officer, 
collector or receiver, intrusted with the receipt, custody or mana
gement of any part of the public revenues, knowingly furnishes 
any false statement or return of any sum of money collected by 
him or intrusted to his care, or of any balance of money in his 
hands or under his control.

THE BANK ACT.

The Hank Art is the 53 Vie., c. 31, us amended hv the Hank Act Amnnl- 
ment Art. 1900, 63-64 Vie., e. 20.

Returns by Banks. (7)
The provisions of the Bank Art relating to returns and statements to be 

made by Banks are sections 85, 86. 87 and 88 of the 53 Vic., c. 31, and sec
tions 21 and 22 of the 63-64 Vic., c. 26. which sections are as follows: -

Monthly returns and Penalty for not making same.
“ Monthly returns shall be made by the bank to the Minister of 
Finance and Receiver General in the form set forth in Schedule 
I) to this Act, and shall be made up and sent in within the first 
fifteen days of each month, and shall exhibit the condition of tin- 
hank on the last juridical day of the month next preceding; anil 
such monthly returns shall be signed by the chief accountant and 
by the president, or vice-president, or the director or principal 
partner then acting as president, and by the manager, cashier or 
other principal officer of the bank at its chief place of business.

‘i. Every hank which neglects to make up and send in, as afore
said, any monthly return required by this section within tlv time 
hereby limited, shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars for each and 
every day after the expiration of such time during which the 
hank neglects so to make up and send in such return; and the

(7) See sections 31-33 of the 53 Vic., c. 32, (as amended by section 5 of 
the 63-64 Vic., c. 28), as to returns to be made by Sarin fin Itanks in the 
province of Quebec.

27
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• lato upon which it appears h y the post of lice stamp or mark upon 
the envelope or wrapper enclosing such return for transmission to 
the Minister of Finance ami Receiver (Jetterai, that the same was 
deposited in the post office, shall be taken prima facie, for the 
purposes of this section, to he the date upon which such return 
was made up and sent in. ** (Sec. 8Ô of the Rank Act.)

Special Returns and Penalty for not making same. - “ Tin- 
Minister of Finance and Receiver General may also call for spe
cial returns from any hank, whenever, in his judment, they are 
necessary to afford a full and complete knowledge of its condition.

2. Such special returns shall he made and signed in the man
ner and by the jtersons specified in’the next proceeding section ; 
and every bank which neglects to make and send in any such spe
cial return within thirty days from the date of the demand there
for by the Minister of Finance and Receiver General shall incur 
a penalty of five hundred dollars for each and every day such ne
glect continues; and the provisions contained in the last prece
ding section as to the prima facie evidence of the date upon which 
returns are made up and sent in thereunder, shall apply to re
turns made under this section : Provided always, that the Minister 
of Finance and Receiver General may extend the time for sending 
in such special returns for such further period, not exceeding 
thirty days, as he thinks expedient.” (See. N(> of the Bank Act.)

Annual Transmission of list of shareholders, and Penalty for 
neglect to transmit. —“ The bank shall, within twenty days after 
the close of each calendar year, transmit or deliver to the Minister 
of Finance and Receiver General, to be by him laid before Parlia
ment, a certified list showing the names of the shareholders of tin- 
bank on the last day of such calendar year, with their additions 
and residences, the number of shares then held by them respecti
vely, and the value at par of such shares:

“ 3. Every bank which neglects to transmit such list in manner 
aforesaid within the time aforesaid shall incur a penalty of fifty 
dollars for each and every day during which such neglect conti
nues. ” (Sec. 87 of the Bank Art).

Annual statement of unpaid dividends, and Penalty for not 
rendering same, — “The Rank shall within twenty days after the 
close of each calendar year, transmit or deliver to the Minister of 
Finance and Receiver General, to he by him laid before Parlia
ment, a return of all dividends which have remained unpaid for 
more than live years, and also of all amounts or balances in res
pect to which no transactions have taken place or upon which no 
interest has been paid during the five years prior to the date of 
such return: Provided always that in case of moneys deposited 
for a fixed period, the period of five years above referred to shall 
be reckoned from the date of the termination of such fixed period :
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“ 2. Such return shall be signed in the manner required for the 
monthly returns under section eighty-five of this Act, and shall 
set forth the name of each shareholder or creditor, his last known 
address, the amount due, the agency of the bank at which the last 
transaction took place, and the date thereof; and if such share
holder or creditor is known to the bank to be dead, such return 
shall show the names and addresses of his legal representatives, so 
far as known to the bank:

“ 3. Every bank which neglects to transmit or deliver to the 
Minister of Finance and Receiver General the return above re
ferred to, within the time hereinbefore limited, shall incur a 
penalty of fifty dollars for each and every day during which such 
neglect continues. ” (Sec. 88 of the Hank Art).

Annual Return of unpaid drafts and Penalty for non return.
“ The bank shall, within twenty days after the close of each ca
lendar year, transmit or deliver to the Minister of Finance and 
Receiver Ueneral to be bv him laid before Parliament, a return 
of all drafts or bills of exchange, issued by the bank to any person 
and remaining unpaid for more than five years prior to the date 
of such return.

“ 2. Such return shall be signed in the manner required for the 
monthly returns under section 85 of The Hank Art, and shall set 
forth, so far as known, the name of the person to whom, or at 
whose request, such draft or bill of exchange was issued, and his 
address, the payee thereof, the amount and date thereof, and 
where the same was payable, and the agency of the bank from 
which the same was issued.

“ 3. Every bank which neglects to transmit or deliver to the 
Minister of Finance and Receiver General the return referred to, 
within the time above limited, shall incur a penalty of fifty dollars 
for each and every day during which such neglect continues. ” 
(Sec. 21 of the Ann tiding Art, 63-04 Vic., c. 26).

Sub-section 2 of section 87 of the Hank Art, providing for the mode of 
transmitting the Annual List of shareholders, — was repealed by section 
tin of the Amendimj Act, section 22 of which is as follows: —

Transmission of list and returns. — “If the certified list or the 
return required by section 87 or by section 88 of The Hank Art, 
or by the next proceeding section of this Act, to be transmitted 
or delivered to the Minister of Finance and Receiver General, is 
transmitted by mail, then and in such case the date upon which 
it appears, by the post office stamp or mark upon the envelope or 
wrapper inclosing the list or return received by the Minister of 
Finance and Receiver General, that it was deposited in the post 
office of the place in which the chief office af the bank was situ
ated, shall be taken prima facie for the purpose of the said sec
tions to be the day upon which such list or return was trails-
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mitted to the Minister of Finance and Receiver General. ” (Sec. 
22 of the Amending Act, 63-64 Vic., c. 26).

OTHER OFFENCES AGAINST THE BANK ACT.

Officers giving undue preference to any creditor. — “ Every one 
is guilty of a misdemeanor and liable to imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding two years who, being the president, vice-president, 
director, principal partner en commandite, manager, cashier or 
other officer of the bank, wilfully gives or concurs in giving any 
creditor of the bank any fraudulent, undue or unfair preference 
over other creditors, by giving security to such creditor or by 
changing the nature o' his claim or otherwise howsoever, and 
shall further be respon ible for all damages sustained by any per
son in consequence of such preference.” (Section 97 of the Hank 
Act).

Making a false statement in any Tieturn, etc. — “The making 
of any wilfully false or deceptive statement in any account, state
ment, return, report or other document respecting the affairs of 
the bank is, unless it amounts to a higher offence, a misdemean
our punishable by imprisonment for a term not exceeding five 
years ; and every president, vice-president, director, principal 
partner en commandite, auditor, manager, cashier, or other officer 
of the bank, who prepares, signs, approves or concurs in such 
statement, return, report or document, or usee the same with in
tent to deceive or mislead any person, shall be held to have wil
fully made such false statement, and shall further be responsible 
for all damages sustained by any person in consequence thereof." 
(Section 99 of the Hank Act).

Using the title of “Bank, etc., without authority. (8)
“Every person assuming or using the title of ‘bank.’ ‘hanking 
company,’ ‘ banking house,* ‘ banking association * or ‘ hanking 
institution,’ without being authorized so to do by this Act, or by 
some other Act in force in that behalf, is guilty of an offence 
against this Act.” (Section 100 of the Bank Ad).

Punishment of offences against the Bank Act. — “ Every per
son, committing an offence declared to be an offence against this 
Act, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, 
or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years, or to 
both, in the discretion of the Court Irefore which the conviction 
is had.” (Section 101 of the Bank Act).

(8) Sep sections f)-17 of the Bank Act, as to the Organization ami In
corporation of Hanks.
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Where. an indictment, under sections 85 and IHi of the Bank Act, for 

making a wilfully false and deceptive statement in a return, alleged that 
the defendant unlawfully made and sent to the Minister of Finance and 
Receiver-General a monthly report of and concerning the affairs of the • 
Rank, and added, by way of paraphrase to characterize the term " monthly 
report," the words, "a wilful, false and deceptive statement of and con
cerning the affairs of the said Bank," and finally that such monthly report 
was made with intent to deceive and mislead, it was held that, the ingre
dients of the offence were sufficiently set forth and the indictment Was 
maintained, it, being sufficient, in indictments, to charge in substance 
the offence created by the statute and clerical errors or faulty grammatical 
construction not having the effect of vitiating the indictment. (0)

368. Defrauding Creditors. — Kvery one is guilty of tin indict
able offence and liable to a fine of eight hundred dollars and to 
one year's imprisonment who —

(n) with intent to defraud bis creditors, or any of them, (10)
(i) makes, or causes to be made, any gift, conveyance, assign

ment, sale, transfer or delivery of his property ;
(ii) removes, conceals or disposes of any of his property ; or

{b) with the intent that any one shall so defraud his creditors,
or any one of them, receives anv such property. R. S. (’., c. 173,
s. 28.

369. Kverv one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
ten years' imprisonment who, with intent to defraud his creditors 
or any of them, destroys, alters, mutilates or falsifies any of bis 
books, papers, writings or securities, or makes, or is privy to the 
making of any false or fraudulent entry in any book of account or 
other document. R. S. C., c. 173, s. 27.

•hi the trial of an indictment, under the English Ihbtor* Act. JXtVJ, 
charging two persons, the one. a bankrupt, with disposing of goods with 
intent to defraud his creditors, and the other, the bankrupt’s brother-in- 
law and manager, with aiding and abetting him therein, — the evidence 
shewing that, in August 18110. the bankrupt had transferred to the other 
prisoner his business and stock, (including goods purchased from his cred
itors and not paid for), and had. then, presented against himself a bank
ruptcy petition and was adjudged a bankrupt in October 181)0.— it was held 
that, statements made by the bankrupt, at the time of obtaining the goods 
• loin his creditors, were admissible as evidence against both prisoners, al
though such statements were made in the absence of the other prisoner. 
Ilchl. also. that, whether the brother-in-law knew that the bankrupt had 
••ought goods and had not paid for them was a question for the jury, and 
that the jury might infer from the relationship proved to have ex:sted 
bet ween the parties that the prisoner, who was charged with aiding and 
abetting, was. at the time of receiving the good*, aware of the fact that 
they had not been paid for by the bankrupt. (11)

• and I) purchased, from L. & Sons, an engine and boiler at the price of 
81840. (if this amount they paid $1000. in cash, and gave notes at 1$ and

(0) It. v. Weir, et al. 3 Can Cr. Cas.. 102: Que. dud. Rep.. 8 Q. B.. 621. 
( 10) See It. v. Rowlands. 8 Q. B. I).. 590; 51 L. .1.. M. C., 51.
(11) It. v. Chappie & Bolingbroke. 17 Cox ('. C., 455.
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1*2 months for the balance. Before the delivery of the engine and boiler. 
V and I) had agreed with L. & Sons to give the latter a hill of sale or chat
tel mortgage thereon as security for the payment of the notes; but. they 
failed to give the security, and. being pressed by their creditors, they made 
an assignment of their property, including the engine and boiler, to one S. 
as trustee for the benefit of their creditors. S being prosecuted and con
victed under sub-section ( h) of the above section. 3UH. it was held that, 
the reception of the property by him was not an offence under that section 
in the absence of proof of the original fraud. //<■/</, also, V at what was 
contemplated by the section was such an abstraction or doing away with 
property as would, if carried out. completely rob the creditors or any of 
them of any benefit whatever. (12)

370. Concealing Deeds or Encumbrances or Falsifying Pedi 
grees. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
a fine, or to two years’ imprisonment, or to both, who, being a 
seller or mortgagor of land, or of any chattel, real or personal, or 
chose in action, or the solicitor or agent of any such seller or 
mortgagor (and having been served with a written demand of an 
abstract of title by or on behalf of the purchaser or mortgagee be
fore the completion of the purchase or mortgage) conceals any 
settlement, deed, will or other instrument material to the title, 
or any encumbrance, from such purchaser or mortgagee, or falsi
fies any pedigree upon which the title depends, with intent to de
fraud and in order to induce such purchaser or mortgagee to av 
cept the title offered or produced to him. R. S. ('., c. 164, s. 91.

No prosecution for any offence under this section can be commenced 
without the leave of the Attorney-General. (See section »*>48, jioHl. )

371. Frauds in respect to the Registration of titles to land.
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to three 
years’ imprisonment who, acting either as principal or agent, in 
any proceeding to obtain the registration of any title to land or 
otherwise, or in any transaction relating to land which is, or is 
proposed to be, put on the register, knowingly and with intent to 
deceive, makes or assists or joins in, or is privy to the making of 
any material, false statement or representation, or suppresses, 
conceals, assists or joins in, or is privy to the suppression, with
holding or concealing from any judge or registrar, or any person 
employed by or assisting the registrar, any material document, 
fact or matter of information. R. S. C., c. i<»4. ss. 9(5 and 97.

372. Fraudulent sales of real property. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment, 
and to a fine not exceeding two thousand dollars, who knowing 
the existence of any unregistered prior sale, grant, mortgage, hy
pothec, privilege or encumbrance of or upon anv real property, 
fraudulently makes any subsequent sale oi the same, or of any 
part thereof. R. S. f\, c. 164, ss. 92 and 93.

( 12) R. v. Shew, 31 N. 8. 534.
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373. Fraudulent Hypothecation of Real Property. — Kvery on 
who pretends to hypothecate, mortgage, or otherwise charge any 
real property to which he knows he lias no legal or equitable title 
is guilty of an indictable olTence and liable to one year's imprison
ment. and to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars.

2. The proof of the ownership of the real estate rests with the 
person so pretending to deal with the same. It. S. c. Hid. ss. 
92 and 94.

374. Fraudulent seizures of land. — Kvery one is guilty of an
offence and liable to one year's imprisonment who, in 

the province of Quebec, wilfully causes or procures to he seized 
and taken in execution any lands and tenements, or other real 
property, not being, at the time of such seizure, to the knowledge 
of the person causing the same to be taken in execution, the hmi>) 
fide property of the person or persons against whom, or whose 
estate, the execution is issued, lî. S. c. Hid. ss. 92 and 95.

375. Unlawful dealings with gold or silver. — Kvery one i* 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprison
ment, who —

(a) being the holder of any lease or licence issued under the 
provisions of any Act relating to gold or silver mining or by any 
persons owning land supposed to contain any gold or silver, by 
fraudulent device or contrivance defrauds or attempts to defraud 
Her Majesty, or any person, of any gold, silver or money 
or reserved by such lease, or, with such intent as aforesaid, con
ceals or makes a false statement as to the amount of gold or silver 

x procured by him; or
(b.) mit being the owner or agent of the owners of mining 

< then being worked, and not being thereunto authorized in 
writing by the proper officer in that behalf named in any Act 
relating to mines in force in any province of Canada, sells or pur
chases (except to or from such owner or authorized person) any 
quartz containing gold, or any smelted gold or silver, at or within 
three miles of any gold district or mining district, or gold mining 
division ; or

(r.) purchases any gold in quartz, or any un smelted or smelted 
gold or silver, or otherwise unmanufactured gold or silver, of the 
value of one dollar or upwards (except from such owner or autho
rised person), and does not, at the same time, execute in triplicate 
an instrument in writing, stating the place and time of purchase, 
and the quantity, quality and value of gold or silver so purchased, 
and the name or names of the person or persons from whom the 
same was purchased, and file the same with such proper officer 
within twenty days next after the date of such purchase. R.S.C.. 
c. 164, ss. 27, 28 and 29.

51

^416

9
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Sv«- «odious 312 uml 343, ante, ns to concealment anil tlieftn of gold, etc.
Set wet ion 571. /«**/. as to svaich warrants.
Tin* words “His Majesty** should now. be substituted for the words
Her Majesty."* in this section. (See section 7 of the Intcriirctathni Art. 

at 1». 9, ante')

376. Giving or using false warehouse receipts. — Kverv one is 
guilty of tm indictable offence and liable to three years' imprison
ment who —

(а) being the keeper of any warehouse, or a forwarder, miller, 
master of a vessel, wharfinger, keeper of a cove, yard, harbour or 
other place for storing timber, deals, staves, boards, or lumber, 
curer or packer of pork, or dealer in wool, carrier, factor, agent 
or other person, or a clerk or other person in his employ, know
ingly and wilfully gives to any person a writing purporting to be 
a receipt for, or an acknowledgment of any goods or other prop
erty as having been received into bis warehouse, vessel, cove, 
wharf, or other place, or in any such place about which he is em
ployed, or in any other manner received by him, or by the person 
in or about whose business he is employed before the goods or 
other property named in such Receipt, acknowledgment or writing 
have been actually delivered to or received by him as aforesaid, 
with intent to mislead, deceive, injure or defraud any person, al
though such person is then unknown to him; or

(б) knowingly and wilfully accepts, transmits or uses any such 
false receipt or acknowledgment or writing. R.S.C., c. 164, s. 7:i.

377. Owners of merchandise disposing thereof contrary to 
agreements with consignees who have made advances thereon.
Kvery one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to three 
years’ imprisonment, who —

(а) having in his name, shipped or delivered to the keeper of 
any warehouse, or to any other factor, agent or carrier, to lie 
shipped or carried, any merchandise upon which the consignee 
has advanced any money or given any valuable security, after
wards. with intent to deceive, defraud or injure such consignee in 
violation of good faith, and without the consent of such con
signee, makes any disposition of such mere landise different from 
and inconsistent with the agreement made in that behalf between 
him and such consignee at the time of or before such money was 
so advanced or such negotiable security so given; or

(б) knowingly and wilfully aids and assists in making such di
position for the purpose of deceiving, defrauding or injuring such 
consignee.

*2. No person commits an offence under this section who, before 
making such disposition of such merchandise, pays or tenders to 
the consignee the full amount of any advance made thereon. It. 
S. (\. e. 164, s. 74.
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378. Making false statements in receipts for property that 
can be used under the Bank Act ; or fraudulently dealing with 
such property. — Every person is guilty of un indictable offence 
and liable to three years’ imprisonment who —

(a) wilfully makes any false statement in any receipt, certificate 
or acknowledgment for grain, timber or other goods or property 
which can be used for any of the purposes mentioned in the Hank 
Act; or

[b) having given, or after any clerk or person in his employ has, 
to his knowledge, given, as having been received by him in any 
mill, warehouse, vessel, cove or other place, any such receipt, cer
tificate or acknowledgment for any such grain, timber or other 
goods or property, — or having obtained any such receipt, certi
ficate or acknowledgment, and after having endorsed or assigned 
it to any bank or person, afterwards, and without the consent of 
the holder or endorsee in writing, or the production and delivery 
of the receipt, certificate or acknowledgment, wilfully alienates 
or parts with, or does not deliver to such holder or owner of such 
receipt, certificate or acknowledgment, the grain timber, goods or 
other property therein mentioned. It. S. ('.. c. 1(14, s. 75.

379. Innocent Partners. — If any offence mentioned in any of 
the three sections next preceding is committed by the doing of 
anything in the name of any firm, company or copartnership of 
persons, the person by whom such thing is actually done, or who 
connives at the doing thereof, is guilty of the offence, and not any 
other person. K.S.C., c. 104, s. 70.

380. Offences Respecting Wrecks. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who, 
not having lawful title thereto, sells any vessel or wreck found 
within the limits of Canada. R.S.C., <*. 81, s. 30 (ft).

381. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable, on 
conviction on indictment to two years' imprisonment, and on 
summary conviction before two justices of the peace to a penalty 
of four hundred dollars or six months' imprisonment, with or 
without hard labour, who —

(o) secretes any wreck, or defaces or obliterates the marks 
thereon, or uses means to disguise the fact that it is wreck, or in 
any manner conceals the character thereof, or the fact that the 
same is such wreck, from any person entitled to inquire into the 
same; or

(b) receives any wreck, knowing the same to he wreck, from any 
person, other than the owner thereof or the receiver of wrecks, 
and does not within forty-eight hours inform the receiver thereof;

(rt offers for sale or otherwise deals with any wreck, knowing
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it to Ik* wreck, not having a lawful title to sell or deal with the 
same; or

(<l) keeps in his possession any wreck, knowing it to be wreck, 
without a lawful title so to keep the same, for any time longer 
than the time reasonably necessary for the delivery of the same 
to the receiver; or

(r) boards any vessel which is wrecked, stranded or in distress 
against the will of the master, unless the person so hoarding is. 
or acts by command of the receiver. R.S.f.. c. 81. s. 37.

See sect ion 3 (till), ante, for ilelinition of “ wreck."

382. Offences respecting old marine stores. Every person 
who deals in the purchase of old marine stores of any description, 
including anchors, cables, sails, junk, iron, copper, brass, lead and 
other marine stores, and who. by himself or his agent, purchases 
any old marine stores from any person imiter the aye of sixteen 
years, is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, 
to a penalty of four dollars for the first offence and of six dollars 
for every subsequent offence.

2. Every such person who, by himself or his agent, purchases 
or receives any old marine stores into his shop, premises or places 
of deposit, except in the day time between sunrise and sunset, is 
guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction, to a pen
alty of five dollars for the first offence and of seven dollars for 
every subsequent offence.

3. Every person, purporting to be a dealer in old marine stores, 
on whose premises any such stores which were stolen are found 
secreted is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to five years' 
imprisonment. R. S. (’., c. 81. s. 35.

OFFENCES RESPECTING “ PUBLIC STORES.”

383. Definitions. — In the next six sections the following ex
pressions have the meanings assigned to them herein :

(a) The expression “ public department ” includes the Admir
alty and the War Department, and also any public department or 
office of the Government of Canada, or of the public or civil ser
vice thereof, or any branch of such department or office ;

(h) The expression “ public stores' includes all stores under 
the care, superintendence or control of any public department as 
herein defined, or of any person in the ser ice of such department ;

(r) The expression “ stores " includes ail goods and chattels, 
and any single store or article. 50-51 Y„ c. 45, s. 2.

384. Marks to be used on public stores. — The following marks 
may be applied in or on any public stores to denote Her Majesty's
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property in such stores, and it shall be lawful for any public de
partment, and the contractors officers and workmen of such de
partment to apply such marks, or any of them, in or on any such

Marks appropriated for Her Majesty's me in nr on ATaral, Military, Ordnance, 
Barrack, Hospital and Victualling Stores.

Storks.

Hempen cordage and wire roj*.

Canvas, fearnought, hammocks and 
seamen’s hags.

Bunting.
Candles.

Timber, metal and other stores not 
before enumerated.

White, black or coloured threads 
laid up with the yarns ami the 
wire respectively.

A blue line in a serpentine form.

A double tape in the warp.
Blue or red cotton threads in each 

wick, or wicks of red cotton.
The broad arrow, with or without 

the letters W. i>.

Marks appropriated for me on stores, the propi rty of Her Majesty in the right 
of her Gvremuunt of Canada.

Public stores. The name of any public department, 
or the word “Canada,” either 
alone or in combination with a 
Crown or the Hoy a I Arms.

50-51 V., c. 45, s. 3; 53 V., c. 38.
See sections 1—4, of 38 and 30 Vic., c. 25, (Imp.).
See section 700, post, as to proof in cases relating to public stores.
Section 670, authorizes searches of persons suspected of being in posses

sion of public stores, and searches of vessels, etc., in which stolen or un
lawfully obtained stores are suspected to be; such searches to be made by 
any constable or peace officer deputed by a writing from any public depart -

Since the accession of King Kdward VII, the words “ His Majesty and 
“ His Majesty's use." etc., will be substituted for " Her Majesty ' and 
" Her Majesty's use," etc., in this and following sect ions j-elating to public 
stores and military and naval necessaries. (See section 7. sub-section <1 of 
the Interpretation Act, at p. 9, ante.)

385. Unlawfully applying marks to public stores. — Every one 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years' impri
sonment who, without lawful authority, the proof of which shall 
lie on him, applies any of the said marks in or on any public 
stores. 50-51 V., c. 45, s. 4.

Nee section 4. of 38 and 39 Vic., e. 25. (Imp.).
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386. Taking marks from public stores. — Every «me is guilty 
<>l an indictable offence and liable to two years* imprisonment 
wlm, with intent to conceal Her Majesty's property in any public 
stores, takes out, destroys or obliterates, wholly or in part, any of 
the said marks. 50-31 V., e. 4."», s. 5.

See section i>. of 38 and 30 Vie., e. *23, (Imp.).

387. Unlawful possession, sale, etc., of public stores. — Even 
one who, without lawful authority, the proof of which lies on him. 
receives, possesses, keeps, sells or delivers any public stores bear
ing any such mark as aforesaid, knowing them to bear such mark, 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable on conviction on in
dictment to one year’s imprisonment and, if the value thereof 
does not exceed twenty-five dollars, on summary conviction, before 
two justices of the peace, to a fine of one hundred dollars or to six 
months' imprisonment with or without hard lalniur. 50-51 \\, <•. 
45. ss. I! and K.

For definition of haring in powm/oa, we section 3 (A ), ante.
See section 390, /ntxl. »s to denling with regimental necessaries.

388. Not satisfying justices that possession of public stores is 
lawful. — Every one, not being in Her Majesty’s service or a 
dealer in marine stores or a dealer in old metals, in whose posses
sion any public stores bearing any such mark arc found who, when 
taken or summoned before two justices of the peace, does not sat
isfy such justices that he came lawfully by such stores so fourni, 
is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a fine 
of twenty-five dollars: and

>• If any such person satisfies such justices that he came law
fully by the stores so found, the justices, in their discretion, as the 
evidence given or the circumstances of the case require, may sum
mon before them every person through whose hands such stores 
appear to have passed; and

3. Every one who has had possession thereof, who does not sat
isfy such justices that he came lawfully by the same, is liable, on 
summary conviction of having had possession thereof, to a fine of 
twenty-five dollars, and in default of payment to three months' 
imprisonment with or without hard labour. 50-51 V.. e. 45. s. !>.

389. Searching for stores near Her Majesty's Vessels. - Every
one who, without permission in writing from the Admiralty, or 
from some person authorized by the Admiralty in that behalf, 
creeps, sweeps, dredges, or otherwise searches for stores in the 
sea, or any tidal or inland water, within one hundred yards from 
any vessel belonging to Her Majesty, or in Her Majesty’s service, 
or from any mooring place or anchoring place appropriated to 
such vessels, or from any mooring belonging to Her Majesty, or
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from any of Her Majesty's wharfs or (locks, victualling or steam 
factory yards, is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary con
viction before two justices of the peace, to a line of twenty-five 
dollars, or to three months’ imprisonment, with or without hard 
labour. 50-51 V., c. 45, ss. 11 and 12.

390. Receiving regimental necessaries etc., from soldiers or 
deserters.—Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable 
on conviction on indictment to five years’ imprisonment and on 
summary conviction before two justices of the peace to a penalty 
not exceeding forty dollars, and not less than twenty dollars anil 
costs, and, in default of payment, to six months’ imprisonment 
with or without hard labour who —

(а) buys, exchanges or detains, or otherwise receives from any 
soldier, militiaman or deserter any arms, clothing or furniture 
belonging to Her Majesty or any such articles belonging to any 
soldier, militianam or deserter as are generally deemed regimental 
necessaries according to the custom of the army; or

(б) causes the colour of such clothing or articles to be changed; 
or

(c) exchanges, buys or receives from any soldier or militiaman 
any provisions, without hare in writing from the officer command
ing the regiment or detachment to which sueli soldier belongs. 
R. S. V., c. 169, ss. 2 and 4.

Sen section 13 of 38 amt 39 Vic., c. 25, (Imp.), and note as to regimental 
necessaries at p. 908, Arch. Cr. PI. & Ev.. 21st Ed.

See 44 and 45 Vie., e. 58, s. 150, (Imp.), and note, at p. 908 of Archbold.

391. Receiving, etc., necessaries from marines or deserters. —
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable, on con
viction on indictment to five years’ imprisonment, and on sum
mary conviction before two justices of the peace to a penalty not 
exceeding one hundred and twenty dollars, and not less than 
twenty dollars and costs, and in default of payment to six months’ 
imprisonment, who buys, exchanges or detains, or otherwise re
ceives, from any seaman or marine, upon any account whatsoever, 
or has in his possession, any arms or clothing, or any such articles, 
belonging to any seaman, marine or deserter, as arc generally 
deemed necessaries according to the custom of the navy. R. S. ('., 
c. 1()9, ss. 3 and 4.

392. Receiving, etc., a seaman's property.—Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence who detains, buys, exchanges, takes on 
pawn or receives, from any seaman or any person acting for a sea
man, any seaman’s property, or solicits or entices any seaman, or 
is employed by any seaman to sell, exchange or pawn any sea
man's property, unless he acts in ignorance of the same being sea
man's property, or of the person with whom he deals being or act-
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ing for a seaman, or unless the same was sold by the order of the 
Admiralty or Commander-in-Chief.

2. The offender is liable, on conviction on indictment to five 
years’ imprisonment, and on summary conviction to a penalty not 
exceeding one hundred dollars; and for a second offence, to th • 
same penalty, or, in the discretion of the justice, to six month's 
imprisonment, with or without hard labour.

3. The expression “ seaman ” means every person, not being a 
commissioned, warrant or subordinate officer, who is in or be
longs to Her Majesty's Navy, and is borne on the books of any 
one of Her Majesty’s ships in commission, and every person, not 
being an officer as aforesaid, who, being borne on the books of 
any hired vessel in Her Majesty's service, is, by virtue of any Act 
of Parliament of the Vnited Kingdom for the time being in force 
for the discipline of the Navy, subject to the provisions of such 
Act.

4. The expression “ seaman's property " means any clothes, 
slops, medals, necessaries or articles usually deemed to be neceS'- 
aries for sailors on board ship, which belong to any seaman.

5. The* expression “ Admiralty,” means the Lord High Ad
miral of the United Kingdom, or the Commissioners for execut
ing the office of Lord High Admiral. R. S. C., c. 171, ss. 1 and V.

393. Not satisfying justice that possession of seaman's prop 
erty is lawful. — Every one in whose possession any seaman's 
property is found who does not satisfy the justice of the pence 
before whom he is taken or summoned that he came by such prop
erty lawfully is liable, on summary conviction, to a fine of twenty- 
five dollars. R. S. C., c. 171, s. 3.

394. Conspiracy to defraud. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who conspires 
with any other person, by deceit or falsehood or other fraudulent 
means, to defraud the public or any person, ascertained or unas
certained, or to affect the public market price of stocks, shares, 
merchandise or anything else publicly sold, whether such deceit 
or falsehood or other fraudulent means would or would not 
amount to a false pretense as hereinbefore defined.

According to the general definitions of it, a conspiracy is an agreeing or 
combining, or confederating together, by two or more persons, to accom
plish some unlawful purpose, or. to accomplish a lawful purpose by some 
unlawful means. ( 13)

Bishop's definition is as follows: — “ Conspiracy is the corrupt agreeing 
together of two or more persons to do. by concerted action, something un-

(13) It. v. Bunn. 12 Cox V. ('., 310-339: R. v. Roy, 11 L. C. J„ A3: R. v. 
Vincent, 0 ('. & P., 01.
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lawful either as a means or an end; ( 14) and lie remarks, as to tlie gist 
of the oll'viice. — namely, the eoinhination. that. “In many circum- 
stalives, if two or more combine to do a wrong. — whether, as the means 
to something else, or. as the contemplated end, - such mere vomiiininij 
more enitnniji ru or ilhilnrtm thv mm munit y than would the executed wrong 
accomplish by a single will. This is the central idea in the law of conspir
acy.”

A conspiracy consists not merely in the hi tint ion of two or more but in 
the uttreemenl of two or more to do an unlawful act or to do a lawful act 
by unlawful means. So long as there is an intention oh///, it is not indict
able. (15)

It is doubtless on account of the dangerous nature of the offence as af
fecting the community at large that the legislature has considered it ex
pedient, in many instances, to deal more severely with a conspiracy to 
commit an offence than with the offence itself when committed indepen
dently of the conspiracy.

An act which may be done innocently, by individuals separately may 
constitute the offence of conspiracy when done by several in concert. Thus, 
where the combination alleged was an agreement to incite farmers. — who 
had agreed to pay certain rents.— not to pay the rents which they had 
contracted to pay, but to break their contracts with" their landlords and 
refuse to pay rents, it was held to be an indictable conspiracy. ( 10)

Where one of two partners, during the continuance of the partnership, 
combined with a third party to enable the one partner to cheat the other, 
with regard to the division of the partnership property on a contemplated 
dissolution of the partnership, it was held that the combination was a 
conspiracy, although for one party to cheat another might be only a civil 
wrong and not a criminal offence at common law. (17)

Where a woman and her mother were indicted for conspiring together 
to get a quantity of jewellery and other goods from various traders by 
false pretences and fraud. — and it appeared that one of them obtained 
goods on credit in order to sell them to the other below the value, that 
other aiding as a referee and giving a character, — it was held that, though 
the acts complained of might not amount to a crime in an individual, yet 
that an indictment might lie for conspiracy when they were the result of 
an agreement between two or more persons. (18)

It is an offence, under the above section, 304, to conspire by any fraud
ulent means to defraud any person. Thus, if there was a conspiracy to 
permit persons to travel free on a railway, that would be a conspiracy to 
defraud the railway company. (10)

A conspiracy to defraud is indictable even though the conspirators are 
unsuccessful in carrying out the fraud; (20) the offence being complete 
when the agreement to do the wrong thing or to employ the wrong means 
is made. (21)

A servant who, in order to make a profit for himself, sells his master's 
goods at less than their proper market value, thereby defrauds his master

( 14) 2 Bisli. New Cr. L. Com., 8th Ed., s. 171.
(15) Muleahy v. K.. 3 H. of L., 306, 317.
(10) K. v. Parnell and others, 14 Cox C. C„ 508.
(17) R. v. Warhurton, L. U.. 1 C. V. It.. 274; 40 L. J., M. C., 22. 
(is, R. v. Orman, et al. U Oox c c.. 881.
(ID) It. v. Defries and Tamblvn. 14 C. L. T., 513; 25 O. R., 645.
(20) It. v. Frawlev, 14 C. L. T.. 4411; 25 O. R.. 431.
(21) It. v. Connolly & McCreevy, 25 O. It., 190.
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of till* dill'vrenee between the value of the goo<ls and the price at which he 
sells them. Where, therefore, a person was indicted for conspiring with 
a servant to cheat and defraud his master, and it was proved that such jier- 
son had offered a bribe to the servant as an inducement to him to sell eei 
tain goods of his master at less than their value, it was held, that, lie might 
lie convicted of such conspiracy. (22)

The following are examples of conhviracieh to dekravd : —
A conspiracy to impose upon a man pretended wine as and for true and 

good Portugal wine in exchange for goods; (23)
A conspiracy by traders to dispose of their goods in contemplation of 

bankruptcy, with intent to defraud their creditors; (24)
A conspiracy by persons to cause themselves to be reputed men of prop

erty, in order to defraud tradesmen ; (25)
A conspiracy to defraud by means of false representations of the solven

cy of a bank or other mercantile establishment ; (2d)
A conspiracy to defraud the public by issuing and negociating bills in 

the name of a fictitious and pretended banking firm ; (27)
A conspiracy to defraud the public by means of a mock auction, that is. 

an auction with sham bidders, who pretend to be real bidders, for the pm 
pose of selling goods at prices grossly above their worth; (28)

A conspiracy by a female servant and a man whom she got to marry 
her, to impersonate her master in order to defraud her master's relations 
of a part of his property after his death ; (29)

A conspiracy to injure a man in his trade or profession ; (30)
A conspiracy to shew by false and fraudulent representations that a 

horse bought by one of the defendants from the prosecutor was unsound, 
in order to induce him to accept less for it than the agreed price; (31)

A conspiracy by the promoters of a joint stock company to cheat and 
defraud, by means of false pretences, those who might buy shares in the 
company; (32)

A conspiracy to raise, by false rumors, the price of public funds. (33) 
See sections (113 and 1110, post, as to requisites of indictments.
An indictment charging a conspiracy ** by divers false pretences and in 

direct means to client and defraud A of his monies," was held good. (34)
But an indictment charging a conspiracy to defraud the creditor of V 

E. (not saying of what), was held too general. (35)

(22) R. v. I)e Kromrne, 17 Cox C. G\, 492.
(23) It. v. Macarty, 2 Ld. Raym., 1179.
(24) R. v. Hall. 1 F. 4 F., 33.
(25) It. v. Roberts. 1 Camp., 399.
(20) R. v. Ksdailc. 1 F. A F.. 213.
(27) It. v. Ilevev. 2 East, 1*. ('., 858.
(28) It. v. Lewis, 11 Cox ('. (’., 404.
(29) It. v. Taylor, 1 Leach, 47.
(30) R. v. Kccles, 1 Leach. 274.
(31) It. v. Carlile. Dears.. 337; 23 L. .1. (M. <’.). 109.
(32» li. \. Aspinall, I Q. 11. I).. 730; 45 L. .1.. M. C.. 129: 2 Q. It. IT. 4* 

40 L ||. C., 145.
(33) It. v. Aspinall. 2 Q. B. IT. 59; 40 L. M. <\, 150; R. v. 1)e Reran 

ger. 3 M. 4 Sel.. 07.
(34) It. v. Compertz, 9 Q. 11., 824.
(35) R. v. Fowle, 4 C. 4 P., 592.
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The conspiracy itself i- tlie offence, that is to say, the offence is com

pleted by tIw combination and agreement; (3ti) and, tlierefore, it is not 
necessary, although it is usual, to set out, in the indictment, the overt acts, 
that is, those acts which may have been done by any of the conspirators, 
in order to effect the common purpose of the conspiracy. (37)

If the parties conspire to obtain money by false pretences of existing 
facts, it seems to be no objection to the indictment for conspiracy that the 
money was to be obtuined through the medium of a contract. (38)

A conspiracy must, from its nature, lie by two persons, or more ; one 
man alone cannot be tried and convicted of it, unless lie be indicted for 
conspiring with other persons to the jurors unknown; (311) dr unless he 
be charged with having conspired with others who have not appeared.(40) 
or who are since dead. (41) And, where two persons are indicted for con
spiring together, and they arc tried together, both must be convicted or 
both acquitted. (42)

Une conspirator may be indicted and convicted on an indictment char
ging him with conspiring with another or others to defraud, without join
ing the others, although living within the same jurisdiction. (43)

Where A, B and ('. were charged in an indictment for having conspired 
together and with divers other persons to the jurors unknown, etc., and 
the jury found that A had conspired with cither B, or ('. but they could 
not say which, and there was no evidence against any other persons than 
the three defendants. A was held entitled to an aequittal. (44)

A count in an indictment charged eight defendants with one conspiracy 
to effect certain objects ; and a finding that three of them were guilty 
generally, and that the other five were guilty of conspiracy to effect some 
of the objects, ami not guilty as to the residue, was held bad ami repug
nant, the principle underlying the decision in that case being this, that 
where there are two or more persons charged with conspiracy in the same 
count, the count is a single ami complete count, and cannot be separated 
into parts. (45)

With reference to tin* proof of a conspiracy, the commission of the of
fence is generally a matter of inference to be deduced from certain acts of 
the parties accused done in common between them in pursuance of an ap
parent criminal purpose. (411) General evidence of the nature of the con- 
spiracy may be gone into la-fore adducing evidence to connect the dif
ferent defendants with it. (47)

It is not necessary to prove that the parti s came together and actually 
agreed in terms to carry out their common design, but the jury may group 
the detached acts of the parties, and view them as indicating a concerted 
purpose on the part of all as proof of the alleged conspiracy; and there is

(3(1) 11. v. Tlutycr, 5 L. X.. 102.
(37) R. v. Gill, 2 B. & Aid., 204: It. v. Reward, 3 L. J. (M. V.). 103: 

It. v. Richardson, 1 M. 4 Rob., 402.
(38) R. v. Kerniek, 5 y. B.. 40; 12 L. J., M. (’., 135.
(39) 1 Hawk, c. 72, s. 8.
(40) It. v. Kinnerslev, 1 Str.. 193.
(41) R. v. Nicholls, 2 Str., 1227.
(42) R. v. Manning. 12 y. B. I)., 241; 53 L. J. (M. 85.
(43) R. v. Frawlev, *upra. And see It. v. Best, 1 Salk., 174, and 11. v. 

Nicholls, 2 Str.. 1227.'
(44) R. v. Thompson. 10 Q. B. 832; 20 L. J. (M. U.). 183.
(45) O'Connell v. R., 11 Cl. A F., 155.
(4(1) R. v. Brisac, 4 East, 171.
(47) It. v. Hammond, 2 Esp., 718.
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nu unvarying rule that tliv agreement or conspiracy must first be cstub- 
linlivil I «‘tore the particular acts of the individuals implicated are admis
sible in evidence. (48)

The acts and de laratioiis of any of the conspirators in furtherance of 
the common design may be given in evidence against all of them. Rut 
before evidence of the acts of one conspirator can be given against the 
others, the existence of the conspiracy must be proved, and that the act 
in question was an act done in furtherance of the common design. (4U)

A case of conspiracy may bo. tried where the agreement was entered into 
oi where any overt act was done in pursuance of the common design. When 
there has been no act done in the execution of the design forming the sub 
ject matter of the conspiracy then the place of trial is single and must Is* 
where the offence is complete by the making of the agreement. Hut if (lie 
matter goes beyond agreement and passes into execution in other local
ities, then the conspiring mind manifests itself wherever an overt act is 
done and the offence is thereby extended and continued elsewhere. (50)

Un the trial of a conspiracy, proof may be made of attempts to defraud 
other persons than those mentioned in the indictment. The production of 
a written agreement. although constituting one of the elements of proof 
of the conspiracy will not prevent supplementary verbal proof of false 
lepresentutions before or after the agreement. (51)

As to treasonable conspiracies, see section (Ml, as to seditious conspiracies, 
see sections 125 and 124. as to conspiracies to intimidate a legislature, see 
section 7U, as to conspiracies to bring false accusations, see section 152, a- 
to conspiracies to defile women, see section 188, and as to conspiracies to 
murder, see section 234; and see, also, section 527, pox/, as to conspiracies 
to commit indictable offences.

395. Cheating at play. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to three years' imprisonment who, with intent 
to defraud any person, cheats in playing at any game, or in hold
ing the stakes, or in betting on any event. R. S. C., c. 1(>4, s. HO.

The Imperial Statute 8 and 1) Vic., e. 10!), s. 17, treats and punishes 
cheating at play as an obtaining by false pretences.

Where the offence is committed by two or more (lersons, and there i' 
any doubt whether the facts are such as to bring the case within this sec 
tion, a count should lx* added charging a conspiracy to cheat or a conspii 
aey to defraud.

As to Laming Houses, Betting Houses, etc., see sections 106-1!)!), nnl> : 
and as to gambling in public conveyances, pool-selling and lotteries, see 
sections 203-205, ante.

396. Witchcraft, Fortune Telling, &c. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to one year’s imprisonment who 
pretends to exercise or use any kind of witchcraft, sorcery, en
chantment or conjuration, or undertakes to tell fortunes, or prv-

(48) R. v. Connolly & McOreevy, 14 C. L. T.. 255; 25 O. R., 151; 1 Can. 
Ci. Cas., 408. See. also. R. v. Murphy, 8 C. & P., 310.

(40) R. v. Sheilard. 9 C. & P.. 277; K. v. Blake. 6 Q. B.. 126.
(50) Rems, of Boyd, C., in R. v. Connolly & McGreevv. at pp. 100 and 

101 of 25 O. R.
(51) R. v. Shepherd, Que. Jud. Rep., 4 Q. B., 470.
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tends from his skill or knowledge in any occult or crafty science, 
to discover where or in what manner any goods or chattels sup
posed to have been stolen or lost may be found.

Opposite to a eorres|»onding section of the English Draft Code, the Royal 
Commissioners have a marginal note referring to the 0 Geo. 11, c. 5, s. 4, 
as the basis of it.

PART XXIX.

ROBBERY AND EXTORTION.

397. Robbery. — Robbery is theft accompanied with violence 
or threats of violence to any person or property used to extort the 
property stolen, or to prevent or overcome resistance to its being

398. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
imprisonment for life and to be whipped who —

(а) robs any person and at the time of, or immediately before, 
or immediately after such robbery wounds, beats, strikes, or uses 
personal violence to such person ; or

(б) being together with any other person or persons robs, or 
assaults with intent to rob, any person; or

(c) being armed with an offensive weapon or instrument robs, 
or assaults with intent to rob, any person. R. S. C., c. 1G4, s. 34.

399. Every one who commits robbery is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment. R. S. C., c. 
1G4, s. 32.

400. Every one who assaults any person with intent to rob him 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to three veais’ impri
sonment. R. S. C., c. 1G4, s. 33.

Robbery is a stealing from the person aggravated by circumstances 
either of actual force and violence or of threats of violence; a threat of 
violence being looked upon by the law as constructive violence. (1)

When robbery is committed in an open street, road, or square, it is called 
highway robbery.

If there be any actual wounding or beating of the person robbed, it will 
Is* an (iMiruratcil robbery, punishable under section 398 ; if not, it will be 
a robbery, punishable under section 399. If the complete offence be not 
proved, the jury may, according to the actual facts, find a verdict of guilty 
of an attempt, (see section 711, pout), or of an assault with intent to rob, 
or of stealing from the person, or of a common assault, etc. (See section 
713. pont).

(1) Donelly's case, Leach. 19«. 197.
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The (lifFerence between robbery ami stealing from the person is that the 
former is open and violent, while the latter may Ik- and generally is done 
clandestinely. In robbery, force is a necessary ingredient ; in simple steal
ing from the person, it is not. For instance, merely snatching property 
from a person, unawares, and running off with it, is not robbery. The rule 
appears to Ik- well established that no such sudden taking or snatching i* 
sufficient to constitute robbery, unless at the same time some injury be 
done to the person, or there be a previous struggle for the possession of 
the property, or some violence, or threats of violence, used to obtain it. ( 2 )

Thus, where a boy was carrying a bundle along the street in his hand, 
after dark, and the prisoner ran past him, and snatched it suddenly away, 
it was holdcn that the act was not done with the degree of force and terror 
necessary to constitute robbery. (3) Ami the same was holdeu in a ease 
where it appeared that, as two little boys were carrying a parcel of cloth 
to one of the inns at Bath, for the purpose of its being carried by a stage 
coach to London, the prisoner came up suddenly, snatched the cloth from 
the head of one of them, and ran off with it. (4) The same doctrine ha* 
been held in three other cases; in one of which the hat and wig of a gentle 
man were snatched from his head in the street; (5) in another, an um
brella was snatched suddenly out of the hand of a woman, as she was walk
ing along the street; (0) and in a third, a watch was jerked, with con
siderable force, out of a watch-pocket. (7)

In this last case, A had caught hold of B's watch chain, and had jerked 
his watch from his pocket, with considerable force, after which a scuflle 
ensued, and A was secured, («arrow, B., held that, the force used in jerk
ing and obtaining the watch did not jnake the offence amount to roblx-i \. 
— but only stealing from the person, — and that, the subsequent scufll •. 
and the force then used, did not alter the original offence ; for the violence 
necessary to constitute robbery must Ik* either immediately before or at 
the time of the stealing, and not after it. The learned judge said: “ The 
mere net of taking being forcible will not make this offence highway rob 
bery ; to constitute the crime of highway robbery the force used must he 
either la-fore or at the time of the taking, and must Ik- of such a nature a* 
to show that it was intended to overpower the party robbed, and prevent 
his resisting, and not merely to get possession of the property stolen ; thu*. 
if a man, walking after a woman in the street, were by violence to pull her 
shawl from her shoulders, though he might use considerable violence, it 
would not, in my opinion, be highway robbery, because the violence wa* 
not for the purpose of overpowering the party robla-d, but only to get |><>* 
session of the property.”

If, however, any injury Ik- done to the |K>rson, or, if there be, by tlie- 
person stolen from, any struggle to keep possession of the property, In-fore 
it is taken from him, there will lie a sufficient actual violence. Thus, in ,i 
ease, where, while- a lady was stepping into her carriage, the prisoner 
snatc heel at her diamond ear-ring, and separated it -from her ear by tearing 
her ear entirely through ; but there was no proof of the ear-ring ever 
having been seen in his hand, and, upon the lady's arrival at home, it wa* 
found amongst the curls of her hair; the- judges, upon a case being sub 
initted for their consideration, were all of opinion that it was rohhe-ry. al
though the prisoner must have only had the ear-ring in his possession fur

(2) It. v. Maker, 1 Leach. 200; R. v. Walls, 2 <\ & K.. 214; R. v. Moore-. 
1 Leach, C. ('.. 325; It. v. Walton, L. & ('., 288; 4 Ml. Com., 243.

(3) It. v. Macauley, 1 Leach, 287.
(4) R. v. Robins. 1 Leach, 280.
(5) R. v. Steward. 2 East I’. C., 702.
(fl) It. v. Horner, f> East. P. ('., 703.
(7) R. v. (inosil, 1 ('. A I».. 304.
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a moment, and could not retain but probably lost it. in the name in
stant. (8)

No. where the prisoner bad torn some hair from a lady's head in snatch
ing a heavy diamond pin from it. the pin having a corkscrew stalk, and 
being twisted very much in her hair, which was closely frizzed and strongly 
milled, it was held to lie robbery. (9)

Where A laid hold of the seals and chain of B's watch and pulled the 
watch out of the fob, but the watch being secured by a steel chain which 
went round It's neck, A could not take it until, by pulling with two or 
three jerks, lie broke the chain and then ran off with the watch, it was 
held by the judges upon a case reserved that this was robbery, as A did 
not get the watch at once but had to overcome the resistance made by the 
steel chain, and used actual force for that purpose. (10)

Where it appeared that the prisoner had snatched at a sword while it 
was hanging at a gentleman's side, and that the latter perceiving him laid 
tight hold of the scabbard, upon which there ensued la-tween them a strug
gle. in which the prisoner got possession of the sword, and took it away, 
the court held that this was robbery. (11)

A ran against 13. for the purpose of diverting his attention while he 
picked his pocket. Hrhl, that the force used, was sufficient to make the 
-tealing robbery, such force having been used with that intent. (12)

Even where the violence is used for a different purpose than that of ob
taining the property of the person assaulted ; ve^, if property be obtained 
by it. the offence will, under some circumstances at least, amount to rob- 
liery : as where money was offered to a party endeavouring to commit a 
rape, and taken by him. Blackham assaulted a woman with intent to 
ravish her. and she, without any demand from him, offered him money to 
desist, which money lie took and put into his pocket, but continued to 
treat the woman with violence, in order to effect his original purpose, un
til he was interrupted; and this was hidden to lie a robbery, on the ground 
that the woman, from the violence and terror occasioned by the prisoner's 
behaviour, and to redeem her chastity, offered the money, which it was 
clear she would not have given voluntarily : and that the prisoner, by 
taking it. derived an advantage to himself from his felonious conduct, 
though his original intent was to commit a rape. (13)

It is not necessary that the thing when taken should be actually on the 
owner's |>erson. It will lie sufficient if. by means of violence or threats of 
violence, it be taken in his presence. ( 14 )

Therefore, if A, upon being assaulted by a thief, throws his purse or 
doak into a bush, and the thief takes it up and carries it away ; or if. 
while A is Hying from the thief, he lets fall his hat. and the thief takes it 
up and carries it away, such taking being done in the presence of A. will 
U- -officient. (15) So, it has been said, that if a man’s servant be robbed 
of his master's goods in the sight of his master, this shall be taken for a 
robbery of the master. (10) No, if the thief having first assaulted A. takes 
■way his horse standing by him ; or. having threatened and put him in

(*) H. v. La pier, I Leach, 320.
(Of It. v. Moore. 1 Leech, 335.
110) It. v. Mason. It. & It.. 419.
111) II. v. Davies. 2 East, I*. 709.
(12) Anon., 1 Lew.. 300.
113) II. v. Blackham, 2 East. V. C„ 711.
(14) 1 Hale. 533; H. v. Francis. 2 Str., 1015.
(15) 3 Inst.. 08.
(16) It. v. Wright. Style, 156.
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fear, driven liih cattle, in his presence, out of hi# pasture, hi- may be proper- 
ly said to take such property from the person of A, for he takes it openly 
and before his face while under his immediate and personal cure ami protec
tion. (17)

Where, on an indictment for robbery, it api>enrcd that the prosecutor 
gave his bundle to his brother to carry for him, and, while they were going 
along the road, the prisoners ussaultcd I he prosecutor, upon which his 
brother laid down the bundle in the road, and ran to his assistance, ami 
one of the prisoners then ran away with the bundle ; Vaughan. H., in
timated an opinion that under these circumstances the indictment was not 
sustainable, as the bundle was in the possession of another person at the 
time when the assault was committee. Highway robbery was a felonious 
taking of the property of another by violence against his will, either from 
his person or in his presence; the bundle in this case was not in the pros- 
eeuor's possession. If these persons intended to take the bundle why «lid 
they assault the prosecutor, and not the person who had it? (1H) The 
prisoners were convicted of simple larceny; but if. when the attack wa- 
commenced, the bundle had been in the prosecutor's own possession, and 
he, instead of his brother, had thrown it down, and the prisoners had pick 
ed it up, it Mould surely have been held to be robbery.

It is not necessary that after being taken the property should continue 
in the possession of the thief. Thus, where a robber took a purse of mone> 
from a gentleman, and returned it to him immediately, saying: “ If you 
value your purse, you will please to take it back, and give me the con 
tents (if it;" but was apprehended and secured before the gentleman had 
time to give him the contents of the purse: the court held that, there wa- 
■sufficient taking to complete the offence, although the prisoner's posses 
sion continued only for an instant. (19)

If the property he once taken, the offence will not la- purged by the rob
ber delivering it back to the owner.

For instance, A requires B to deliver his purse, and lie delivers it ac
cordingly, when A, limling only two shillings in it, gives it to him again. 
This is a taking by robbery. (20)

The taking must In- against the will of the person robbed, or. rather, la- 
must not be a voluntary party to the transaction; and, therefore, where 
the person from whom the property was taken concerted and connived at 
the robbery and got one of his confederates to procure two stranger- to 
commit it, for the purpose of getting a reward upon the apprehension and 
conviction of the strangers, the judges held that it was not a robbery, lie- 
cause the property was not. taken against the party's will. (21)

The taking, in robbery, as in all other cases of theft must lie aninin fit- 
Hindi: and therefore if a jierson, under a bond fide impression that the 
property is his own, obtain it by threats, it is a trespass, and it may he an 
assault but not a robbery. Therefore, where A owed B money and It vio
lently assaulted A and forced him by that means to then and there pay 
him the debt, it was held that, there was no felonious intent and no mb- 
hex (ft)

Although it is clear that, if a person by force or threats compel another

(17) 1 Hawk.. 1‘. ('., c. 34. 6; 4 III. Com.. 243.
(1H) |{. v. Fallows. C. * I*., 508.
(19) R. v. Peat, 1 Leach. 228; 2 East, P. <'., 557. See, also. It. v. Lnpier.

"(29) 1 Hale. 633; It. v. Peat. 1 Uach. 228; 2 East. P. ('.. 357.
(21) It. v. .McDaniel. Fost., 121, 128.
(22) See It. v. Hemmings. 4 F. A F., 50.
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lu give him goods and liv tin* pretence of pay ment oblige him to take less 
than the value, it is robbery, (23) it is doubtful whether it would In» rolr- 
hery for a man by force or threats, to compel another to give him goods 
which he has to sell, and in return give him money amounting to the full 
value of the goods. (24)

So, that, where a traveller met a fisherman with fish, who refused to sell 
him any, and lie by force and putting in |Var took a way some of his tish, 
and threw him money much above the value of it. judgment was respited, 
because of the doubt whether the intent were felonious on account of the 
money given. (25)

l pon an indictment for robbing A of three wires and a pheasant, it ap- 
| tea red that It had set the wires in one of which the pheasant was caught, 
and A, a gamekeeper of the manor where the wires were set, took the wires 
and the pheasant into his possession. It came up soon afterwards and said 
to A, “ Have you got my wires? " A replied that lie had. and that he had 
also a plu usant that was caught in them. It then asked A to give him the 
pheasant and wires, which A refused to do; whereupon It lifted up a large 
'tick and threatened to beat out A's brains, if lie did not give them up. 
A. fearing personal violence, then gave them up. Vaughan, It., in putting 
the case to the jury. said. “ If the prisoner demanded the wires under the 
honest impression that lie had a right to them, though he might be liable 
for a trespass in setting them, it would not lie a robbery. The game-keeper 
had a right to take them, and when so taken they never could have been 
recovered from him by the prisoner : yet. still, if the prisoner acted under 
tin- honest belief that the property in them continued in himself, f think 
it is not a robbery. If. however, he used it merely as a pretence, it would 
Is- robbery. The question for the jury is, whether the prisoner did honestly 
believe he had a property in the snares and pheasant or not. (211)

It seems that, where violence is used and the prosecutor forced to deliver 
his pro pert \ under cirennistan es calculated to excite fear, the offence will 
not the less amount to robbery on account of the thief having had recourse 
to some colorable or specious pretence, in order the I letter to effect his pur
pose. Kor instance, if a man. with a sword drawn, asks alms of a person 
who gives them to him through mistrust and apprehension of violence, it 
is as much robbery as if lie had demanded the money in the ordinary way. 
(27) And. where the defendant took goods from the prosecutrix of the 
Millie of eight shillings and by force and threats compelled her to take one 
shilling as a pretence of pa voient for them, it was held that this was rob- 
hery. (28)

One Hall, at the head of a riotous mob, stopped on the highway a cart 
laden with cheeses and insisted upon seizing them, for want of a permit. 
This was a mere pretence, no permit being necessary. After some alterca
tion. Hall indui-d the owner, one Merriman. to go with him before a mag
istrate; and. while they were absent, the mob. by preconcerted arrange
ment with Hall, pillaged the cart. On an action against the Hundred, upon 
tiie statutes of hue and cry, it was objected that this was no robbery, be
en use there was no force : but Hewitt, .1.. overruled the objection, and 
left the case to the jury who were of opinion that Hall’s conduct in insist 
ing upon seizing the cheeses for want of a permit was a mere pretence, so 
as to defraud Merriman. and they found that the offence was robbery.

(23) It. v. Simons, /w*f.
(24) l Hawk.. 1*. ('., e. 34. s. 14: HI. Com.. 224.
(25) The Fisherman's Case. 2 Hast. I*. ('.. (Mil. (102.
(20) It. V. Hale. 3 C. & I».. 400: I Ituss. (>.. 3rd Kd., 872. 
(27) 4 HI. Com.. 242.
128) R. v. Simons. 2 Hast. I*. ('.. 712.
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'I bis finding was afterwards confirmed <m a motion for new trial ; the 
opinioii tliat the ease amounted to a robbery being based upon tlie eon- 
sidération that the first seizure of the cart and goods bv Hall, being by 
violence, and while the owner was present, constituted tile offence one of 
robliery. (20)

In another case, the offence was heltl to lie robliery, though the vio
lence made use of was under the colour and pretence of a legal proceeding. 
The prosecutrix was brought to a police office by the prisoner, into whose 
custody she had been delivered by a headborougli, who had taken her up 
under a warrant, upon a charge of assault. The magistrate, having ex
amined the complaint, ordered her to find bail: but, advised tin* parties to 
make the matter up. The magistrate then left the office, and the prisoner, 
who was an under servant to the turnkey of the New Prison, Clerkenwell. 
but had no regular appointment either as a constable or other peace officer, 
nor had in particular any order to carry the prosecutrix to prison, took 
her to a public house, where her husband was waiting. When her husband 
found that the matter was not settled, lie requested the prisoner to wait, 
while he went to procure bail, and immediately left the house. As soon a- 
he was gone, the prisoner began to treat the prosecutrix very ill, locked 
her up in a stinking place, and then brought her out and threatened to 
carry her to prison. She was terrified, and implored him to wait till her 
husband returned: and offered to give him half-a-erown. if he would com
ply with her request : but he refused, and handcuffed her to a man whom 
lie had in custody. The prisoner then kicked her. thus handcuffed before 
him : and shoved her and the man into a coach : and, upon the couch 
setting off, put a handkerchief to the mouth of the prosecutrix, and for 
cibly took from her a shilling, lie then asked her if she had any more 
money, said that he was sorry for her children, and that if she had as murli 
money as would pay for the coach, she should not go to prison. She said 
she had no more money : but the man who was handcuffed to her rattled 
the handcuff against her pocket, ami the prisoner put his hand into her 
pocket, and took out three shillings. In about ten minutes after taking 
the three shillings, lie stopped the coach at a public house, called for some 
gin. drank some himself and gave the coachman a glass. Hi* gave in pay 
ment for the gin the shilling which he first took from her. and got six 
peine in change. As the prisoner had promised to carry her back, I lie pros
ecutrix made no complaint at the public house, but said, that if the pris 
oner would carry her back lie might keep the other three shillings which 
lie had taken from her. The prisoner, however, proceeded with her to the 
New Prison, lie paid for the coach ; but returned no part of the money 
to the prosecutrix. Naves, ,1.. who tried the prisoner, said, that in order (•> 
commit the crime of robbery, a violence, though used under a colourable 
and specious pretence of law, or of doing justice, was sufficient, if the real 
intenth n was to rob : and lie left the ease to the jury, with a direction 
that if they thought the prisoner had originally, when he forced tin* pros
ecutrix into the coach, a felonious intent of taking her money, and that lie 
made use of the violence of the handcuffs as a means to prevent her 
making resistance, and that he took the money with a felonious intent, 
they should find him guilty.

The jury found the prisoner guilty : and. upon the case being referred to 
twelve judges, they were unanimously of opinion that the offence was a
robbery ( 30 )

When the robbery is effected by means of threats, the threats will In
sufficient, if they were such, or if the circumstances proved are such as to 
be nilciiliilnl or likrln to create a fear of some violence to the prosecutor’s

(20) Mcrriman v. The Hundred of Chippenham, 2 East. P. ('., 700. 
(30) R. v. (iaseoigne, 2 East. P. ('., 700.
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person or property, or un appréhension that it would la* dangerous or un
safe for him to refuse to accede to the roblier's demands, or useless to at 
tempt to withhold the property which lie is thus induced to part with.(31)

Where, therefore, on an indictment for robbery, it appeared that the 
prisoners and their companions hung around the prosecutor's person in tlu
st reels, so as to render all attempt at resistance hazardous, if not vain, and 
rifled him of his watch and money, but it did not appear that any force or 
menace was used, it was held that this was a robbery : for if several persons 
so surround another, as to take away the power of resistance, that is 
force. (32)

A stage coach having frc«|iientl\ been robbed on a particular road. -I. X.. 
on one occasion took a little money and a pistol in his pocket for the pur
pose of apprehending the highway robber: and went into the coach as a 
passenger. The highwayman, as usual, met the coach, presented a pistol 
and demanded money of the passengers : d. X. delivered up his money, 
hut, immediately afterwards, jumped out of the coach, and. with the as
sistance of others, secured the robber. IIchi to la* robbery. (33)

As we have already seen, the violence or threats of violence should be 
before or ot the lime of the thing being taken, and therefore, if a man 
privately steal money from the person of another, ami aftcnranlx keep it 
by threats of violence, it will he no robbery, but stealing from the person. 
For instance, where a thief clandestinely stole a purse, and, on its being 
discovered in his possession, threatened vengeance against the party if he 
should dare to s|>eak of it, and then rode away, it was held to be simple 
theft only, and not robbery, as the words of menace were used after the 
taking of the purse. (34)

There may. however, be cases of robbery in which the property is not 
obtained immediately upon the threat being made : but, in these cases, 
although there is not an immediate taking, in fact, there may lie a taking, 
in law. sufficient to constitute a robbery. (35) It has been held, for in 
stance, that, if thieves attack a man to rob him. and finding little- or noth
ing about him, force him, by menace of death, to swear to fetch them 
money, which he does accordingly, and delivers it to them while the fear 
of the menace still continues upon him, and they receive it. this is a suf
ficient taking in law. (3(1) And if. upon A assaulting It. and bidding him 
to deliver his purse, It refuse to do so. and then A pray It to give or lend 
him money, and It does so ac-ordingly, under the influence of fear, the 
taking by robbery will la- complete. (37) For, where the thief receives 
money, etc., by the delivery of the party, either while the party is under 
the terror of an actual assault, or afterwards while the fear of the menaces 
m’.ide Use of by the thief continues upon him. such thief may, in the eye 
of flic law. as correctly be said to take the property from the party, as if 
In- Imd actually taken it out of his pocket. (38)

I'o obtain money by a mere threat to take a person before the police 
court for not taking and paying for goods pretended to be sold to her at 
a mock auction has Iw-en held not to amount to robbery. For instance, 
where the rpisoners, got the prosecutrix into a house, under pretext of an

(31) Fost.. 128; 4 HI. Com., 243.
(32) Hughes" Case, 1 I.<ew., 301.
(33) 121».

Harman's case. 1 Hale. 534.
( 3Ô ) 3 Inst. . (18: l Hale. 532.
(311) 2 Fast . 1* ('.. 714.
.37) 1 Hale
(38) 2 Hast . I\ ('., 711, 714.
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auction being tallied cm there, forced her to hid for a lot of urticles which 
wan immediately knocked down to her, and then, upon her not producing 
the money to pay for it, threatened to have her taken to Bow Street and 
thence to Newgate to he imprisoned till she should raise the money; and 
then a pretended policeman was introduced, who said to lier " l'nlèss you 
give- me a shilling you mu»t go with me; " upon which she gave him a 
shilling so as to obtain her liberty and avoid being carried to prison, and 
not out of fear of any other |>ersonal violence; the judges, after discussing 
the circumstances, wen- of opinion that they were not sufficient to con 
stitute robbery, — the threat to take the prosecutrix to Bow Street and 
thence to Newgate being only a threat to put her into the hands of the 
law. which she ought to have known would have taken her under its protec 
tion and set her free, as she had done no wrong; and, therefore, that the 
terror arising from su h a threat was not sufficient to induce a person to 
part with property so as to amount to robbery. (30)

A similar state of facts would, no doubt, lie sufficient to sustain an in
dictment for conspiracy to defraud, or an indictment under section 404. 
pout, for demanding with menaces, with intent to steal.

Where the defendant decoyed the prosecutor into a house and chained 
him to a seat and there compelled him to write orders for the payment of 
money and delivery of deeds, the paper on which lie wrote remaining in 
his hands half an hour hut lie being1 chained all the time, it was held 
(liefore the "24 and 25 Vie., c. t>U, sec. 48), that it was not an assault with 
intent to rob. (4U)

Such cases as this arc now covered by the lni|icrial Statute; and they 
come under our section 402. pout.

It seems that the fear of violence to the person of a child of the party 
from whom property is demanded will fall within the same consideration 
as if the fear were of violence to the party himself; and so, where the- m-c 
was put of a man taking another's child and threatening to destroy it un
less the other would give him money, Hotham. B„ said he had no doubt 
that this would In» robbery. (41) And Eyre. V. J., expressed the same op
inion i'l the course of his remarks in Beane's case cited below.

A man named Beane was indicted for highway robbery, and one Wat 
kins was charged with him as an accessory liefore the fact. Beane met the 
prosecutor, to whom he was an entire stranger, and asked him for money, 
and, being refused, he went away muttering angry expressions. Next day. 
he again met the prosecutor and repeated his reouest, and, on being again 
refused, he said. “ You shall be the worse for it." Later on. he again accosted 
the prosecutor and told him lie had taken indecent liberties with him in 
the park, and this could Ik- proved by a third party who luul been present. 
The prosecutor with a violent exclamation, asked him what he meant ; to 
which he made no reply, but walked away. On tin- next day. the pros 
editor received a letter containing similar charges; and, having consulted 
with a friend, he made an appointment with and met Beane, who said, 
that if the prosecutor did not give him money he could prove his indcccn 
cies, as a third person had seen it; upon which the other prisoner, Wat
kins, said: “ Yes, I saw you." The prose ut or exclaimed, that it was a Inn 
lid abominable falsity.

On the following morning, Beane met the prosecutor, and told him lie 
must have twenty pounds in cash, and a bond for fifty pounds a yeai 
upon which the prosecutor, in pursuance of a plan previously concerted 
with his friend, told Beane that if he would wait a few days he would

(30) It. v. Kuewluml. 2 Leach. 721: It. v.. Wood. 2 East, 1*. 732.
(40) B. v. Edward», li ( . & V.. Ml.
(41) B. v. I fondly. 2 East. 1\ ('.. 713, 718.
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Bring him the money and the bond. The prosecutor afterwards gave the 
bond together with nineteen guineas to Keane, who eurried both bond and 
money away with him, saying he would give the prosecutor no further 
trouble. It was objeeted for the prisoners that this proof was defective; 
as, in order to constitute robbery there must be a violence, or a fear of 
danger, as to the person or character, existing when the property is parted 
with; but the ease was left to the jury, who found the prisoners guilty ; 
upon which the opinion of the twelve judges was taken, and they held 
that, the conviction was wrong as there was no violence, — either actual 
or canut met ire, — at the time the prosecutor parted with the money. (42 )

Cases of this kind are covered by section 40.'», pout.
The cases in which the offence of robbery has been committed by threats 

or fear of injury to the property of the party are principally those in 
which the fear excited was of the probable outrages of a mob.

A. the ringleader in some riots amongst the tinners of Cornwall, went 
with about seventy others to the house of It, and said they would have 
from him the same as they had got from his neighbors, namely a guinea, 
or they would tear his mow of corn and level his house. It gave them a 
crown to appease them, when A swore that lie would have live shillings 
more, which It, being terrified, gave him. They then opened a cask of eider 
by force, drank part of it, and ate It’s bread and cheese; and A carried 
away a piece. This was held to be robbery. (43)

If a mob go to a person’s house, and civilly ask ami advise him to give 
them something, if this be not done bond tide, but as a mere mode of rob
bing him, the offence is robbery ; and evidence of demands of money, made 
by the same mob on the same day, at other houses, is admissible, to show 
that this was not done bond fide. (44)

In Spencer’s case, corn was taken from the prosecutor by the prisoner 
and a mob who accompanied him, compelling the prosecutor to sell it un 
der its value, by a threat that if lie would not sell it at the sum offered, it 
should lie taken away. The prosecutor had corn belonging to other persons 
in his possession when the prisoner came with a great mob marching in 
military order. One of the mob said, that if lie would not sell they were 
going to take it away; and the prisoner said that they would give thirty 
shillings a load, and if he would not take that, they would take the corn 
away ; upon which the prosecutor sold, for thirty shillings, corn which was 
worth thirty-eight shillings. This was ruled to be robbery, and the pris
oner was convicted, and executed. (45)

In a ease arising out of the London riots in 1780, the prosecutor swore 
at the trial that the prisoner had another man entered into his dwelling- 
house; and, upon being asked by him what they wanted, the prisoner, 
having a drawn sword in his hand, said with an oath. “ Put one shilling 
into my hut. or I have a party that can destroy your house presently; ” 
upon which he gave him a shilling. It was also sworn by another witness, 
that the prisoner also said, that if the prosecutor "would keep the blood 
within his mouth, he must give the shilling.” This offence was also holden 
to lie robbery. (40)

In another case against the London rioters of 1780. it np|»eared that a 
hoy with a cockade in his hat knocked violently at the prosecutor’s door, 
wlio thereupon opened it. when the boy said to him, (lod bless your lion-

(42) R. v. Renne. 2 Knst. P. ('., 735, 736.
(45) R. v. Simons. 2 East. V. ('., 731.
(44) R. v. Wink worth, 4 & P.„ 444.
(45, K. v. Spencer. 2 East. P. 712, 713.
(40) II. V. Brown, 2 East, P. V., ■ 31.
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our, remem lier tin* poor mob." Tim prosecutor told him to go along; on 
which In* said. “ Then 1 will go and fetch my captain." and went away : 
soon afterwards the mob, armed with sticks and other things,came, headed 
by the prisoner, who was on horseback, and whose horse was led by the 
same boy. Un their coming up. the boy said, "Now. I have brought my 
captain; " and some of the mob said. " God bless this gentleman, he is al
ways generous." The prosecutor then said to the prisoner, “ How much?" 
to which the prisonc. answered. " Half a crown, sir; " upon which the 
prosecutor gave the prisoner half-n-crown. The mob then gave three cheers, 
and went to the next house. This was holden to be robbery. (47)

During some riots in Birmingham. A threatened B. that, unless he would 
give him a certain sum of money lie should return with the mob and des 
troy his house. B. under the impression of this threat, gave A the money 
//<•/»/. by the judges to Is- robliery. (48)

401. Stopping the mail. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to imprisonment for life, or for any term not 
less than five years, who stops a mail with intent to rob or search 
the same. It. S. ('., c. 3.">, s. 81.

See section 4. initr, p. 8. for dctiuitioi) of “mail."

the property in any mailable matter may be laid in the Postmaster 
Ueneral. (See section 024, punt.)

As to receiving stolen post letters, etc., see section HI.'*, unir, and as to 
stealing post letter bags, post letters and other mailable matter, etc., see 
sections H2U, 2127 and 2128, ante.

402. Compelling Execution of Documents by force. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment 
for life who. with intent to defraud, or injure, by unlawful 
violence to, or restraint of the person of another, or by the threat 

r the offender or any other person will employ such viol
ence or restraint, unlawfully compels any person to execute.

, accept, endorse, alter or destroy the whole or any part of 
any valuable security, or to write, impress or affix any name or 
seal upon any paper or parchment, in order that it may he after
wards made or rted into or used or dealt with as a valuable 
security. H. S. c. 173. s. 5.

The provision contained in this section. 402, meets such cases as It. v. 
Pliipoe, in which it was held that where one person compelled another, by 
threats, to sign a promissory note it was no robbery, the note being of no 
value to the party signing it. (40)

t luler section 48 of 24 and 2.'» Vie., e. 00. (which is to the same effect 
as our section 402). the defendants were indicted for having, by threats 
of violence and restraint, induced the prosecutor to write ami sign the fol
lowing do liment :

(47) It. v. 'Caplin, 2 East, P. <*., 712.
(48) It. v. Astley. 2 East. P. C .. 720.
(40) It. v. Pliipoe. *2 Leach. 0721 ; 2 East, P. (’.. 500. See It. v. Edwards. 

0 < & |\. 515. 521 : It. v. Smith. 2 Den.. 440; 21 !.. .1. (M. ( .). 111.

5523
0
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•• London, duly 10th. 1875.
“ I hereby agree to pay you £100 sterling on the 2<th inst. to prevent 

any net ion against me."

Held, that the dominent was a valuable seeurity. (5u)
See sections 405 anil 400, jiont.

403. Threatening Letters.—Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who sends, de
livers or utters, or directly or indirectly muses In be received, 
knowing the contents thereof, any letter or writing demandimj 
of any person with menaces, and without any reasonable or prob
able cause, any property, chattel, money, valuable security or 
other valuable thing. K. S. C., c. 173, s. 1.

See section 3 (««), (<’«•), for definitions of “ valuable security " and

Section 403 is to the same effect as the Imperial Statute. 24-25 Me., e. 
00, section 44.

The expression "menaces” in section 44 of the Imperial Statute above 
mentioned is not limited to menaces or threats of violence and injury to 
person and to pro|>erty and of accusations of the crimes set out in section 
40 of the Imperial Act, (see p. 44!». />«*/), Imt includes menaces or threats 
of a danger by an accusation of misconduct though of misconduct not 
amounting to a crime. (51)

I'mler this section it will he sufficient evidence of the sending or causing 
to be received to prove that the defendant placed flic letter in a place 
where he knew the prosecutor would come, and that it thus reached him. 
or that it was there picked up by another person and by him delivered to 
the prosecutor ; (52) or that the letter is in the defendant's handwriting 
and inine to the prosecutor through the post. (53)

Where the prosecutor, having received such a letter, traced it to a woman 
who was in the habit of going errands for prisoners in Newgate, and she 
proved that she received it from the defendant then a prisoner in Newgate 
with instructions to post it. and the post office employee proved that the 
letter in question was brought to the office by the woman, and forwarded 
in the regular course, the evidence was held sufficient not only of the send
ing by tlie defendant but also that lie knew its contents. (T>’4) Sending a 
letter to A. in order that he may deliver it to B, is a sending to B. if the 
letter is delivered by A to B. (55) Ami the leaving of a letter, directed to 
A. near A's house, with the intention that it should not only reach A but 
It also, was held to lie a sending of it to B. by whom it was afterwards

(M)
Where the letter contained a request only, but intimated that if it were

(50) |{. v. dohn. 13 Cox V. (*., 100. Brett. .1.
(61) li. v. Tomlinson, 18 Cox C. (*., 75; «4 L. M. (*., 07; [18051 1 ().

It.. 70(1.
(52) II. v. Lloyd, 2 East. V. C„ 1122; It. v. Wagstaff. R. 4 It.. 308.
(53) It. v. Hemming. 2 East. P. (’., 1110; It. v. .lepson, 2 East. P. ('., 

1115.
(54) It. v. Gird wood. 2 East, P. (\, 1120; 1 Leach, 142.
(55) It. v. Paddle. It. k It.. 484.
(5(1) II. v. Grimwade, 1 Den.. 30; 1 C. & K.. 502.
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not complied with, tile writer would publish n certain libel then in his 
possession oc.using the prosecutor of murder, it was held to amount to a 
demand. (AT)

The demand must lie with menaces and without reasonable or probable 
cause, and it will lie for the jury to consider whether the letter does ex
pressly or impliedly contain a demand of this description. The words 
“ without any reasonable or probable cause" apply to the demand for 
money, and not to the threatened accusation to be made against the pros
ecutor: and. therefore, it is Immaterial in point of law whether the threat
ened accusation he true or not. (68)

An anonymous letter intimating that some persons had conspired to 
burn or otherwise destroy the prosecutor's property, and offering to make 
a disclosure, if CIO were placed for the writer in a certain spot, was held 
not to be within the 7 and 8 (Jeo. 4. e. 211. s. 8, as it did not contain any 
mena:e. although its contents might create some apprehension in me 
owner’s mind. ( 50 )

In a Inter ease, it was, however, decided that a very similar letter was 
a letter demanding money with menaces, within the same statute of (leo. 
4: the letter being one written to a banker, stating that it was intended 
by a cracksman to burn his books, and cause the bank to stop, and that ii 
T250 were put in a certain place, the writer of the letter would prevent 
the mischief, but if the money were not put there it would hap|>cn. ((10)

It is as much ineumlient upon the prosecution to prove that the demand 
was made without reasonable or probable cause as that it was made with 
menaces; both of which ouest ions are questions of fact; and. if the judge'- 
charge is so ambiguous tliat the jury may have been misled into thinking 
that a material issue of fact was withdrawn from their consideration :i- 
Iicing a matter of law. then, in ease of a conviction, a new trial should be 
ordered, (til )

As to extortion by threatening to publish a libel, see section 300. nnh.

404. Demanding with intent to steal. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who, 
witli menaces, demands from any person, either for himself or 
for any other person, anything capable of being stolen with intent 
to steal it.

This section is to the same effect as section 4.ri of 24 and 25 Vic., e. 00.
In order to bring a ease within this section, the demand must be such ns 

would, if successful, amount to stealing; and the menace contemplated by 
the section must be of such a nature as to unsettle the mind of the person 
upon whom it operates, and to take away from his nets that element of 
voluntary action which alone constitutes consent. It must, therefore, be 
left to the jury to say whether the conduct of the prisoner is such as to 
have had that effect on the prosecutor. (112)

The gist of the offence is the demand itself accompanied by menaces and 
an intent to steal ; and. therefore, if such a demand is successful it amounts 
to an actual theft.

(57) K. v. Robinson, 2 I-each, 7411; 2 Hast, 1*. V., 1110.
(58) R. v. Hamilton. IC.* K.. 212: It. v. Gardner, 1 C. 4 I*. 470 
(50) It. v. Viekford, 4 ('. 4 I».. 227.
(00) It. v. Smith. I Den.. 510; 2 <’. 4 K.. 882.
(01) It. v. Collins, 33 X. II. R.. 420: 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 48.
(02) It. v. Walton. L. 4 C., 288; 32 L. .1. (M. C.), 70.
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Where a |K)lieem»n, professing to net under legal authority, threatened, 
that, unless money weie given to him he would imprison a person on a 
charge not amounting to an offence in law. and the person believing him 
gave him money, it was held that he might he indicted under the Imperial 
Statute 24 and 25 Vie., e. 00. s. 45; although he might also have been in- 
dieted for stealing the money. (03)

As menaees are of two kinds, — by words or by gestures, — it seems 
that it is not necessary to prove an expirim demand hi iron/*, hut that if 
the words or gestures of the defendant at the time were plainly indicative 
of what he required and tantamount in fact to a demand, though not in 
actual words, it would seem to lie sufficient proof of the allegation, in the 
indictment, of a demand. (t$4)

The question whether tin- demand was made without reasonable or 
probable cause is one of fact.(05) And where any doubt exists on the point, 
the prosecution is called upon to give some evidence of the want of reason
able or probable cause. (00)

A prisoner was convicted, under the above section, 404. of having de
manded money of the prosecutor with menaces, with intent to steal the 
same; and a case was reserved on the question of whether the evidence 
was sufficient to establish the charge. The prisoner had demanded $75 
from the prosecutor under threat of having him prosecuted for an infrac
tion of the Liquor License Act. Hchi, that any menace or threat,— 
coming within the sense of the word “menace" in its ordinary meaning,— 
proved to have lie »n made with intent to steal the thing demanded would 
bring tin- case within this section, and that it need not lie of a character 
to excite alarm, but that it would be sufficient if it were such as would lie 
likely to affect any man in a sound and healthy state of mind, and that 
the question of whether there was the intention to steal the money de
manded is one of fact and not of law. And held further, that, a threat of 
prosecution made to a licensee who. to the knowledge of the prisoner, had 
iieen previously convicted of an offence under the Liquor License» Laws, 
and, who was. therefore, liable to a cancellation of his license, etc., is a 
threat likely to affect a man in a sound and healthy state of mind. ((17)

A defendant was convicted by a magistrate of an offence against the 
above section, 404, upon the following evidence. The defendant, as agent 
for others, went to the complainant s abode to collect a debt from him. 
The defendant threatened the oomplaimant that if the latter did not pay 
the debt he would have him arrested, and he demanded of the complainant 
certain goods, a portion of which had been sold to the complainant by the 
defendant's principals and on account of which the debt had accrued, but 
upon which they had no lien or charge. The complainant, — as he swore,— 
lieing frightened by the defendant's threats, acquiesced in the latter’s 
demand for the goods which the defendant took away. The defendant 
swore that he took the goods as security for the debt he was seeking to 
collect. Held, that there was no evidence of intent to steal; and the con
viction was quashed. (08)

A demand, with menaces, of money actually due, is not a demand with 
intent to steal. A prisoner, who owned a house, having gone away and 
deserted his family, his wife let the house to the prosecutor. The prisoner 
afterwards returned and demanded the rent from the prosecutor, who

( 03) II. v. Robertaon. L. A ('.. 483; 34 L »L (M. C.), 35.
(04) It. v. Jackson, 1 Leach, 200.
(05) It. v. Miard, 1 Cox C. ('.. 22.
(00) Itoseoe (>. Ev.. 032.
(07) It. v. Gibbons, 12 Man. L. It.. 154; 1 Can. C. Cas.. 340.
108) R. v. Lyon. 18 C. I,. T.. >80 . 20 O. R.. 407: 2 (’an. Cr. Cas.. 242.
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refused to pay him, but paid it to the prisoner'* wife. The prisoner, having 
again demanded the rent and Iteing again refused by the prosecutor, lie 
told the latter that, if he did not give him the money, he would blow out 
his brains and burn up everything in the place. The prisoner was con
victed: but, on np|>cul, the conviction was set aside, Robinson. ('. .1., say
ing. " The prisoner had the law on his side in insisting on the money 
being paiil to him: and, irhrthvr hr Innl or no I, if hr demandai the mourn 
under llial IiiiiutmhIoii, lie was not committing the offence charged against 
him. Ili* used violent threats; but. if lie bad induced the prosecutor to pay 
him the rent he claimed, lie never could have been held to have stolen that 
money from him; and. therefore, his demanding it with threats, under such 
circumstances, cannot be held to have been a demand with intent to 
steal. ((19)

405. Extortion by threats to accuse of a capital or infamous 
crime — Every one is guilty of tin indictable offence and liable to 
fourteen years* imprisonment who, with intent to extort or gain 
anything from, any person —

(a) accuses or threatens to accuse either that person or any 
other person, whether the person accused or threatened with accusa
tion is ynitty or not, of

(i) any offence punishable by law with death or imprisonment 
for seven years or more;

(ii) any assault with intent to commit a rape, or any attempt 
or endeavour to commit a rape, or any indecent assault;

(iii) carnally knowing or attempting to know any child so as 
to be punishable under this Act;

(iv) any infamous offence, that is to say buggery, an attempt 
or assault with intent to commit buggery, or any unnatural 
practice, or incest;

(v) counselling or procuring any person to commit any such 
infamous offence; or
(h) threatens that any person shall be so accused by any other 

person; or
(f) causes any person to receive a document containing such a- 

eueation or threat, knowing the contents thereof;
(</) by any of the means aforesaid compels or attempts to com

pel any person to execute, make, accept, endorse, alter or destroy 
the whole or any part of any valuable security, or to write, im
press or affix any name or seal upon or to any paper or parchment, 
in order that it may be afterwards made or converted into or used 
or dealt with as a valuable security. K. S. (’., c. 173, ss. 3, I. 1.
and 6.

The provisions of the Imperial L«w on them* subjects, nrc contained in 
mictions 40 mid 47 of 24 and 2.*» Vic., e. 9(1, which arc as follows:

((19) R. v. Johnson, V. V.. Q. B., 600.
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“ Whomever shall send, deliver or utter, or directly or indirect
ly cause to be received, knowing the contents thereof, any letter 
or writing, accusing or threatening to accuse any other person of 
any crime punishable by law with death, or penal servitude for 
not less than seven years, or of any assault with intent to commit 
any rape, or of any attempt or endeavour to commit any rape, or 
of any infamous crime as hereinafter defined, with a view or in
tent, in any of such eases, to extort or gain, by means of such let
ter or writing, any property, chattel, money, valuable security or 
other valuable thing from any person, is guilty of felony, and 
being convicted thereof shall be liable at the discretion of the 
court, to be kept in penal servitude for life, or to be imprisoned 
| etc] ; and the abominable crime of buggery, committed either 
with mankind or with beast, and every assault with intent to com
mit the said abominable crime, and every attempt or endeavour 
to commit the said abominable crime, and every solicitation, per
suasion, promise or threat offered or made to any person whereby 
to move or induce such person to commit or permit the said abo
minable crime, shall be deemed to be an infamous crime within 
the meaning of this Act : ” (Section 4(i)

“ Whosoever shall accuse, or threaten to accuse, either the per
son to whom such accusation or threat shall be made or any other 
person, of any of the infamous or other crimes lastly hereinbefore 
mentioned, with the view or intent, in any of the cases last afore
said, to extort or gain from such person so accused or threatened 
to be accused, or from any other person, any property, chattel, 
money, valuable security or other valuable thing, shall be guilty 
of felony, and being convicted thereof shall be liable to be kept 
in penal servitude for life; | etc. | (Section 47).

It will be seen that, under the provisions of the above section, 405. the 
accusation or threat to accuse may he either verbal or in the shape of u 
document; and that under the English sections the accusation or threat 
may he either verbal or in the shape of a letter or writing; and, as both 
refer, in effect, to the same offences, there is very little difference In-tween 
the English sections and our own law as contained in section 405. Hut 
section 400, pont, extends the above provisions so as to cover accusations 
or threats to accuse of any other offence.

The word “accuses'' in this section, 40.*», includes accusing by the laying 
of an information and complaint before a magistrate under section 558. 
pont. So. that, where the prisoners were convicted of having with intent 
to extort unlawfully accused the prosecutor of rape by laying an informa
tion against him, therefor, and causing him to be arrested and brought 
before a justice of the |m-ucc thereon, and of having, while he was under 
arrest, taken from him two promissory notes and then called in the justices 
of the peace, who, on the prisoners (then prosecutors) saying they had no 
witnesses, dismissed the charge, it was held, on a reserved case that the 
convict ion was right. (70)

It is not necessary, however, that the threat should be a threat to ac-

(70) II. v. Kempel. 31 O. R.. 031.
20
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«•usd before u judicial tribunal; but that a threat to make the accusation 
before a third party is sufficient. (71) So, that, if A, with intent to extort 
money from B, were to threaten to accuse him. before his wife, of having 
committed an infuim.ua offence, it seems that this would make A liable 
under the above section.

The section expressly states that it shall be immaterial whether the ac
cusation lie true or not ; ami. therefore, it would lie no defence that the 
prosecutor was guilty of the offence of which he was accused or threat
ened to lie accused ; (72) for the gist of the crime is the accusing or threat
ening to accuse with intent to extort or gain anything.

The prosecutor's guilt or innocence of the crime imputed to him max. 
however, be material where the <|iiestion arises as to whether, under the 
circumstances, the prisoner had an intention to extort money. (73 )

If the prisoner's intent do not appear from the accusation or threat it
self, it may lie proved by circumstances from which the jury may fairly 
presume it; as by subsequent expressions of the defendant. (74)

Proof that the prisoner went to the prosecutor, and threatened to accuse 
his son of an unnatural offence with a mare unless the prosecutor would 
buy the mare for C3. was held to sustain an indictment for threatening 
to accuse of an abominable crime, with intent thereby to extort money.(7.‘i )

As to threats to murder, see section 233, ante; ami. as to threats to burn, 
see section 487,

406. Extortion by Threats to Accuse of any other offence.
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to impri
sonment for seven years who —

(a) with intent to extort or gain anything from any person ac
cuses or threatens to accuse either that person or any other person 
of any offence other than those specified in the last section, irbel
li er llie person licensed nr threatened with accusation is guilt!/ or 
not of that offence : or

(b) with such intent as aforesaid, threatens that any person 
shall he so accused by any person; or

(r) causes any person to receive a document containing such 
accusation or threat knowing the contents thereof ; or

(</) by any of the means aforesaid, compels or attempts to com
pel any person to execute, make, accept, endorse, alter or destroy 
the whole or any part of any valuable security, or to write, im
press or affix any name or seal upon or to any paper or parch
ment, in order that it may he afterwards made or converted into, 
or used or dealt with as a valuable security.

Sections 405 and 4OU arc to the same effect as sections 205 and 200 of 
the English Draft Code, except, that under the first of the latter sections

v. Robinson, 2 M. & Rob., 14. 
v. Crack noil, 10 Cox C. (’., 408. 
v. Richards, II Cox C. C., 43. 
v. Cain, 8 C. & 1\. 187.
v. Redman. L. R., I C. C. It.. 12: 33 L. J. (M. ('.). 80.

(71) R.
(72) K.
(73) R.
(74) 11.
(75) H.
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the punishment is penal servitude for life, (with one whipping in the ease 
of a male offender under sixteen), and seven years penal servitude, under 
the other section.

Upon section 20(1 of their Draft the English Commissioners have the fol
lowing remark : -

“ The provisions as to llobliery and Extortion re-enact the existing law, 
with the exception of section 200. which is new. At present a policeman or 
game-keeper who levies blackmail under threats of accusing of larceny or 
poaching, is,— if criminally responsible at all. only punishable with im
prisonment and tine."

The word " offence " in this section. 406, applies to offences against prov
incial as well as Dominion Acts and is not confined to offences against the 
Criminal ('ode. (70)

A obtained live shillings from H by pretending to 1m> a bailin', and threat
ening to distrain. It was held that, his guilt depended on the question 
whether or not he made the threat in such a way as to unsettle B's mind, 
and take away from his acts that element of free voluntary action which 
alone constitutes consent. (77)

Where, on the trial of a charge of sending a threatening letter to a per- 
-on with intent to extort money, it is proved that the accused had stated 
that lie had written a letter to such person and that he had stated its pur
port in language to the like effect as the threatening letter, it is not error 
for the Court to admit the threatening letter in evidence without further 
proof of the hand writing and to submit it to the jury for comparison with 
an exhibit already in evidence admittedly written by the accused. (78)

run xxx

BURGLARY AND HOUSEBREAKING.

According to some of the more amient authorities, burglary was the 
felonious breaking and entering of houses, or churches, or the walls or 
gates of a town.

But it is generally considered as having reference to the breaking and 
entering of private houses, and. in that sense, it is described, as — .4 break- 
iii'l anil nil ni ni/ the mansion-house of another in the niyllt, irith in
tuit to eominit some felony irithln the name, lelietlier xnrh felonious intent 
In executed or not. ( 1 )

The word liunjlar is supposed to have been introduced from (lermany by 
the Saxons; and to be derived from the Herman, burn, a house, and lar
ron. a thief; the latter word lieing from the Latin. Ultra. (2) But. Sir II. 
Spelman, thinks that the word bunjlaria was brought into England by the 
Normans, as lie does not find it amongst the Saxons : a ml he says that 
huriilntoiTH, or bunja tores, were so called, quail it uni alii per campon Ultra- 
'■inunlur eininus, hi banjos pcrtinacius effriuijunt, et ilepnrilautur. The 
crime, however, appears to have been noticed in our earliest laws, i , the

(70, II. v. Dixon. 28 X. N. |{„ 82: 2 Van. t'r. ('as.. .r»80. See, also. II. v. 
Shepherd, 20 X. S. II.. 470.

(77) It. v. Ogden. L. & f'., 288.
(78, ||. v. Dixon. 20 X. S. H„ 402: :) Van. C'r. ( as.. 220. 

i i in. ( mu., 884: I Hawk., P. i . e. :ts. ■. i 8 Beat, P, < 164
(2, Burns dust. Tit. Hurplari), section 1.
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common genus of offences denominated Hamnccken, and, by the ancient 
laws of Canute and of Henry I, to have been punished with death. (3) 

Originally the circumstance of time does not seem to have been mate
rial; and the malignity of the offence was supposed to consist entirely in 
the invasion on the right of habitation, to which the laws of England ha\< 
always shewn special regard.

The learned editor of Bacon's Abridgement says that his researches had 
not enabled him to discover at what particular |>crind time was tirst deemed 
essential to the offence, but that it must have been so settled liefore the 
icign of Edward VI. (4)

There is no material difference l>etween the above description or defini
tion of burglary and that contained in section 410. pout. A verbal change, 
however, is necessary, on account of the abolition of the distinction bet 
ween felony and misdemeanor. The general definition of burglary, there 
fore, will now stand thus, — A breakimj and entering of a dicvlllny-houxi. 
hli niijhl n i!h intent to commit an indictable offence therein. Clause (fct. 
of section 410. however, makes it burglary, also, to break out of a dwelling 
house, by night, after having committed an indictable offence therein m 
after having entered it with intent to commit an indictable offence therein.

407. Meanings of terms. — In this part, the following won Is 
are used in the following senses:

(a) “Dwelling-house” means a permanent building the whole 
or any part of which is kept by the owner or occupied for the re
sidence therein of himself, his family or servants, or any of them, 
although it may at intervals be unoccupied;

(i.) A building occupied with, and within the same curtilage 
with any dwelling-house shall be deemed to be part of the said 
dwellinghouse, if there is, between such building and dwelling 
house a communication, either immediate or by means of a 
covered and inclosed passage, leading from the one to the other, 
but not otherwise:
(b.) To “ break ” means to break any part, internal or extern

al, of a building, or to open by any means whatever (including 
lifting, in the case of things kept in their places by their own 
weight), any door, window, shutter, cellar-llap or other thing in
tended to cover openings to the building, or to give passage from 
one part of it to another;

(i.) An entrance into a building is made as soon as anv pari 
of the body of the person making the entrance, or any pari <•! 
any instrument used by him, is within the building;

(ii.) Every one who obtains entrance into any building by am 
threat or artifice used for that purpose, or by collusion with anv 
person in the building, or who enters any chimney or other 
aperture of the building permanently left open for any nen*-

(3) 1 lliilc. 347, citing Spclm. Gloss. Tit. Il a muer ken ami llurnl'iiiu.
(4) 1 Bac. Ab. Tit. liunilarn, 561; 3 Inst.. 05.
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sary purpose, shall be deemed to have broken and entered that
building. lt.S.C., c. 1U4, s. 2.

408. Breaking place of worship. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who 
breaks and rulers any place of public worship ami com mils any in
dictable offence therein, or who, having committed any indictable 
offence therein, breaks oui of such place. lt.S.C., c. 1(14, ». 35.

409. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
seven years* imprisonment who breaks ami enters any place of pu
blic worship fvilli intent to commit any indictable offence therein. 
H.S.C., c. 104, s. 42.

l'p»m an indictment for breaking into » parish church, and stealing two 
surplices and a scarf, it appeared that the surplices and scarf were stolen 
fiom a box kept in the eliiir h tower; this tower was built higher than the 
church, ami hud a separate roof, hut it hud no outer door, the only way of 
going into it being through the body of the church, from which the tower 
«as not separated by a door or a partition of any kind. It was objected 
that the stealing of these articles deposited in the tower was not sacrilege. 
Ilchl, that a tower, circumstanced as this tower was, must la- taken to he 
part of the church, and that the stealing of these articles in the tower was 
a stealing in the church. (5)

Where, in another cas<', it appeared that the offence had been committed 
by breaking into the vestry and stealing the sacramental plate out of a 
i best in the vestry: and the vestry had in old times been the porch of the 
church, and when the church was altered the porch was turned into the 
vestry room, and it had never been used for vestry purposes, but only for 
he robing of the clergyman, and the custody of the sacramental plate ; 

a.id tin- vestry had a door opening into the body of the church, and an
other into the churchyard, which was always kept locked inside. Coleridge, 
•I . held, that this vestry was as much a part of the church, for the purpose 
of this indictment, as the altar or the nave, (fl)

410. Burglary. — Every one is guilty of the indictable offence 
called burglary, and liable to imprisonment for life, who —

(a.) breaks and enters a dwelling-house bg night with intent to 
commit any indictable offence therein; or

I/).) breaks out of any dwelling-house bg night, either after corn- 
milling an indictable offence therein, or after having entered such 
dwelling-house, either by day or by night, with intent to commit 
an indictable offence therein. lt.S.C., c. 1G4, s. 37. (24-25 Viet., 
e. 1HI, ss. 51, 52, 54, Imp.)

V. Every one convicted of an offence under this section who 
when arrested, or when he committed such offence, had upon his 
person any offensive weapon, shall, in addition to the imprison
ment above prescribed, Ik? liable to be whipped. (Added by the 
Criminal Code Amendment Act 1900.)

(1) It. v. Wheeler, 3 C. & P„ 585.
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“ X in lit " is the interval between nine P. M. and six A. M. of the follow
ing day. (See section 3 (#/), ante, p. 5.)

The ownership uf the goods need not la* stated in the indictment. (7)
The intent to commit an indictable offence ought to be charged; (8) or 

il will be necessary to prove the commission of some indictable offence in 
the house after the breaking and entering. Thus, where an indictment wa- 
for burglariously breaking and entering a dwelling-house and then and 
there stealing goods therein and it omitted to state the intent, it was held 
that the defendant might be convicted of the burglary, if the alleged steal
ing were proved, but not otherwise. (9)

Before the statute 7 Will., and 1 Vie., e. 8b, see. 4 (re-enacted in 24 and 
25 Vic., c. DO, sec. 1). which first declared that for the purposes of a burg
lary the night should be from 9 I*. M. to tl A. M., many nice question- 
arose as to what fell within tin- meaning of “ nit/ht." If the breaking and 
entering were in the night it was burglary; if in the day time it was not; 
if it were committed during twilight then if there were not day-light or 
crepnêculuin enough left to discern a man's face, it was burglary; other
wise it was not. (10) But this did not extend to moonlight nights. (11)

Both a breaking and an entering are necessary to constitute burglars ; 
and the breaking and entering must both be in the night. If the breaking 
be in the day and the entering in the night, or the breaking in the night 
and the entering in the day, it will npt be burglary; but the breaking may 
be on one night and the entering on another; (12) provided the breaking 
be with intent to enter, and the entering with intent to commit an indict 
able offence. ( 181

Every entrance into a house, in the nature of a mere trespass is not suf
ficient. Thus, if a man steals in a house which he enters by a door or win
dow which he finds open, or through a hole or o|M"iing which was made 
there before, (unless it la* such a permanent opening as a chimney, etc., 
as is mentioned in paragraph (//) of section 407 (6), anti-), lie will not be 
guilty of burglary. (14) But see section 415, pout, as to being fourni in i 
dwelling-house, at night. There must l>e either an actual breaking of some 
part of the house or a breaking by construction of law, as where the en
trance is obtained by some threat or artifice, or by collusion with some 
one in the building, as provided by the second sub-clause of section 407
(6), ante.

Actual breaking. — Where a cellar window, which «as boarded up. had 
in it a round aperture of considerable size, to admit light into the cellar, 
and through this aperture one of the prisoners thrust his head. and. by 
the assistance of the other prisoner, he thus entered the house, hut the 
prisoners did not enlarge the aperture at all; it was held that this was not. 
a sufficient breaking. ( 15) So, where a hole had been left in the roof of a 
brewhouse. part of a dwelling-house, for the purpose of light, and it was 
contended that an entry through this hole was like an entry by a chimney, 
it was held that this was not a sufficient breaking. Bosanquet, J., “The 
entry by the chimney stands upon a very different footing: it is a ncces-

(7) See section 013 (b), pont. See. also. R. v. Clarke. 1 C. & K.. 421.
(8) 1 Hawk. P. ('., 559.
(9) R. v. Fui nival, R. & K., 445.
( 10) 3 Inst.. 03; 1 Hale. 550 ; 4 1)1. Com., 224.
(11) 4 Bl. Com.. 224; 1 Hale, 551.
(12) 1 Hale. 551.
(13) R. v. Smith, R. & R.. 417; R. v. Jordan, 7 C. & P., 432.
(14) 4 Bl. Com., 225.
(15) R. v. Lewis. 2 ('. & P., 028.
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«M'y u|H‘iiing in every house, which needs protection; but if a man choose 
to leave an o|a-ning in the wall or roof of his house, instead of a fastened 
window, he must take the consequence*. The entry through such an open
ing is not a breaking." ( 111)

The following are some examples of burglarious breakings : -
Making a hole in the wall: forcing open the door; putting back, picking 

or opening the lock with a false key ; breaking the window ; taking a pane 
of glass out of the window, either by taking out the nails or other fasten
ing, or by drawing or bending them back: putting back the leaf of a win
dow with an instrument; drawing or lifting a latch: turning the key where 
the door is locked on the inside: or unloosing any other fastening which 
the owner has provided. (17)

Where a pane of g'ass had been cut for a month, but there was no open 
ing whatever, as every portion of the glass remained exactly in its place, 
and the prisoner was both seen and heard to put Ids hand through tin 
glass, this was held a sufficient breaking. (IS)

So. where a window opening upon liingi s is fastened by a wedge, and 
pushing against it will open it. if such window be forced open by pushing 
against it. there will be a sufficient breaking. ( Iff ) So, pulling down the 
sash of a window is a breaking, though it has no fastening, and it Is onh 
kept in its place by the pulley weight, although there was an outer shutter, 
which was not closed. (20)

Any raising a window which is shut down close, but not fastened, is u 
breaking, although there lie a hasp, by which it could have been fastened 
and kept down. (21)

Cutting and tearing down a netting of twine which is nailed to the top. 
bottom, and sides of a glass window, so as to cover it. and entering tin 
house through such window, though it was not shut, constitute a sufficient 
breach and entry. (22)

Where a window was partly open, but not sufficiently to admit a per 
Min's body, and the prisoner raised it higher and entered by the larger 
aperture thus made, it was held, on a ease reserved, that this was not a 
breaking. (23)

Where, however, a square of glass in a kitchen window, through which 
the prisoners entered, had been previously broken by accident, and half of 
it was out at the time when the prosecutor left the house and the aper
ture was sufficient to admit a hand, but not to enable a person to put hi- 
arm in. so as to undo the fastening of the easement, and one of the pris 
oners thrust his arm through the aperture, thereby breaking out the 
residue of the square, and having so done, he removed the fastening of tin 
casement, it was he’d that this was a sufficient breaking. - not by break
ing the residue of the window pane. but by unfastening and thus open
ing the window itself. (24)

On one occasion, it was doubted whether getting into a house through 
the chimney was a sufficient breaking and entering to constitute burglary :

tlb) 15. v. Spriggs, 1 M. A Rob.. 307.
(17) I Hale. 352: .'I Inst.. (14: 1 Hawk.. I*. ('.. e. .'18. s. (I. 
I IS) R. V. Bird. U V. A I’.. 44.
(Iff) R. v. Hall. 11. A R.. 355.
(2(1) R. v. Haines A Harrison, R. A It., 451.
(211 R. v. Ilyams. 7 C. A V.. 441.
(22) Commonwealth v. Stephenson. 8 Pick. 3"»l.
(23) R. v. Smith. R. A M.. ('. C. It.. 178.
(24) It. v. Robinson, It. A M., ('. C. It., 327.
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but it was afterwards agreed that it vas sufficient. on the ground that a 
house, with no opening, except through the chimney, is as much closed as 
ilie nature of tilings will permit. (25) And. it has been held. that, getting 
into the chimney of a house is a sufficient breaking and entering to con
stitute burglary, even if the party does not enter any room of the house. 
The prisoner got in at the top of a chimney and went down to just above 
the mantle-piece of a room on the ground floor; and upon a case reserved, 
two judges thought it was not a breaking and entering, as the prisoner 
could not lie considered as being in the dwelling-house when he had not 
gut below the mantle-piece; but the ten other judges, held otherwise, on 
the ground that the chimney was part of the dwelling-house, that the get 
ling in at the top was a breaking of the dwelling-house, and that the pris
oner's lowering himself down was an entry within the dwelling-house. (2ti)

A case is reported, in which the breaking was held to be sufficient, though 
there was no interior fastening to the doors which were opened. The place 
which the prisoner entered was a mill, under the same roof, and within 
the same curtilage, as the dwelling-house; through the mill there was an 
open entrance, or gateway, capable of admitting wagons, and intended for 
the purpose of loading them more easily with flour by means of a large 
aperture or hatch, over the gateway, communicating with the door above : 
and this aperture was closed by folding doors, with hinges, which tell ovu 
it. and remained dosed by their own weight, but without any interior 
fastening; so that persons on the outside, under the gateway, could push 
them open at pleasure, by a moderate exertion of strength. The prisonci 
entered the mill in the night, by so pushing open the folding doors, with 
the intention of stealing flour; and this was held to be a sufficient break
ing, and the prisoner was accordingly convicted of burglary. (27)

Dut doubts were entertained whether lifting up the trap-door or flap of 
a cellar, which was kept down solely by its own weight, was a sufficient 
breaking; such trap-door or flap being used for the purpose only of taking 
in Iii|uors to the cellar, and not as a common entrance for persons. The 
prisoner was indicted for stealing some bottles of wine in a dwelling-house, 
and afterwards burglariously breaking out of the house. The wine was 
taken from a bin. in a cellar of the house, which was a public house, and 
removed by the prisoner from the bin to the trap-door, or flap of the cellar, 
in getting out of which he was apprehended. The cellar was closed on the 
outside, next the street only by the flap, which had bolts for bolting it on 
the inside, and was of considerable size, being made to cover the opening 
through which the liquors weie usually let down into the cellar. The flap 
v as not bolted on the night in question, but was down : in which situation 
it would remain .unless raised by considerable force. When the prisoner 
was first discovered, his head and shoulders were out of the flap: and. upon 
an attempt being made to lay hold of him. he got quite out. and ran away, 
when the flap fell down, and closed by its own weight. Vpon this ev
idence, it was doubted whether there was a sufficient breaking to con
stitute burglary; and, the prisoner having been convicted, the question wa* 
reserved, for tile opinion of the twelve judges, who were divided in opinion 
as to this being a sufficient breaking. (28)

It has. however, since been held, that lifting up the flap of a cellar, 
which was kept down by its own weight, is a sufficient breaking, although 
such flap may have been occasionally fastened by nails, and was not so 
fastened at the time the entry was made. (20)

(28) 1 Hawk.. V. < ., e. 38. s. fl; 2 East. P. C.. 485. 
(2d) I!. V. Brice. R. & It.. 450.
(27) Brown's Case. 2 East, P. C\, c. 15, s. 3. p. 487.
(28) It. v. Callan. It. & It.. 157.
(20) It. V. Russell. It. & M., C. C. R.. 377.
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A door or wall forming part of tin* outward fence of the curtilage and 

opening into no building, lmt into tin- yard only, was held to ht> no such 
part of the dwelling house as would render it burglary to break and enter 
by 'iieli door or wall : and it was held to make no difference that the door 
broken was the entrance to a covered gateway, and that some of the 
buildings belonging to the dwelling-house and within the curtilage were 
over the gateway, and that there was a hole in the celling of the gateway 
for taking up goods into the buildings above. The prosecutor had a dwel
ling-house. warehouses and other buildings and a yard: the entrance into 
the yard being through a pair of gates, which opened into a covered way.
<her this covered way were some of the warehouses, and over the gates 
there was a loop-hole and crane to admit of goods being hauled up. There 
was also i. trap-door in the roof of the covered way : and there was free 
i imniunie.ition from the warehouse to the dwelling-house. The prisoners 
broke open the gates in the night, with intent to steal. They then entered 
the yard, but they did not enter any of the buildings. //#/</, that the out
ward fence of the curtilage, not opening into any of the buildings, was no 
part of the dwelling-house. (80)

An area gate, opening into the area only, is not such a part of the dwel
ling-house that the breaking of the gate will be burglary, if there be any 
dour or fastening to prevent persons in the area from entering the house, 
although 'iieli latter door or other fastening may not be secured at the

It has la en held, and it is expressly declared by section 407 (f>), unir, 
that the breaking requisite to constitute a burglary is not confined to the 
external part of the house, but may be of an inner door after the offender 
inis entered by means of a part of the house which was open. Thus, if A 
i liter the house of It. in the night time through the outward door which 
is open, or by an open window, and. when within the house, turn the key 
of a chamber door, or unlatch it. with intent to steal, this will be burg
lary. (82) So. where the prisoners went into the house of the cook at Ser
geant's Inn. in Fleet street, to eat. and taking their opportunity, slipped 
up stairs, picked open the lock of a chamber door, broke open a chest, and 
stole plate, it was held that the picking open of the lock of the chamber 

nor. constituted burglary, though the breaking open the chest would not 
have done so. (33 ) And it will also amount to burglary if a servant in 
the night time open the chamber door of his master or mistress, whether 
latched or otherwise fastened, and enter for the purpose of committing 
murder or rape, or with any other felonious design ; or if any other person, 
lodging in the same house, or in a public inn, open and enter another's 
room door, with such evil intent. (34) lint it has been questioned whether, 
if a lodger in an inn should, in the night time, open the door of the cham
ber oc upied by him. steal goods, and go away, the offence would be burg- 
la i y : on the ground of his having a kind of special property and interest 
in his chamber, and the opening of his own chamber door being therefore 
no breaking in the inn-keeper's house. (33)

Itut he would be guilty of burglary, by breaking out, if. after stealing 
lie not only ojamed his own chamber door but lifted a latch or turned a 
handle of the outward door so as to get completely out of the house. (3(5)

(30) H. v. Bennett, It. & It.. 281).
(31 ) It. v. Davis. It. & R., 322.
(32, 1 Hale. 533 ; 1 Hawk.. I». ('.. e. 38. s. 0.
(33) Anon., 1 Hale. 524.
(34) I Hale. 353. 534 ; 4 Bl. Com.. 227.
(35) 2 Hast. 1». c. 15. s. 4, p. 488.
(3(1) R. v. Wheeldon, 8 C. & P., 747.
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It is vli-ur . at the breaking open of a cheat, or box, by a thief who hint 
tillered a bouse by means of an open door or window! is not a kind of 
breaking which will constitute burglary, because such articles are no part 
of the house. ( ;17> But the questi u with respect to the breaking of cup
boards, and other things of a like kind, when affixed to the free hold, has 
been considered as more doubtful. Thus, at a meeting of the judges, upon 
a special verdict, to « (insider the point, whether breaking open the door oi 
a cupboard let into the wall of the house were burglary or not. it appears 
that they were divided upon the question. (38) Lord Hale says that such 
breaking is not burglary at common law. (30)

Constructive breaking. Where, in consequence of violence commenced 
or threatened in order to obtain entrance to a house, the owner, either 
fr an apprehension of the violence, or in order to repel it. opens the door, 
and the thief enters, such entry will amount to breaking in law ; (40)' for 
which some have given as a reason that the opening of the door by the 
owner, being occasioned by the felonious attempt of the thief, is as much 
imputable to him as if it had been uituullv done by his own hands. (II, 
But if. upon a bare assault upon a house, tiie owner lling out Ins money to 
the thieves, it will not he a burglary : (42) though if the money were 
taken up in the owner's presence, it js admitted that it would be robbci \
(43) And though the assault were so considerable as to break a hole in 
the house ; yet if there were no entry by the thief, but only a carrying 
away of the money thrown out to him by the owner, the offence could "noi. 
it should seem, be burglary, though certainly robbery. (44)

Where an act is done, in frandan Iryix, the law gives no lienelit thereof 
to the party. Thus if thieves, having an intent to rob. raise hue and en. 
and bring the constable, to whom the owner opens the door, and they, 
when they come in, hind the constable, and rob the owner, it is iry 
(45) And, upon the same princip'e, the getting possession of a dwelling 
house by a judgment of ejectment obtained by false affidavits, without a in 
colour of title, and then rilling the house, was ruled to be within the slut 
ute against breaking the house, and stealing the goods therein. (4li) So. if 
a man go to a house under pretence of having a search warrant, or of being 
authorized to make a distress, and by these means obtain admittance, it 
is, if done in the night-time, a sufficient breaking and entering to eon 
stitute burglary, or. if done in the day-time, house-breaking. (47)

If admission to a house be gained by fraud, though not carried on under 
the cloak of legal process, but merely by a pretence of business, it will 
also amount to a breaking by the construction of law. Accordingly, it was 
adjudged, that where thieves came to a house in the night-time."with in
tent to commit a robbery, and knocked at the door, pretending to have 
business with the owner, and, being by such means let in. robbed him. 
they were guilty of burglary. (48) And so where some persons took lod
gings in a house, and afterwards, at night, while the people were at pra.x 
ere. robbed them : it was considered that, the entrance into the limi-c

(37) 1 Hale. 523. 524. 525; 1 Hast. I». ('.. 48».
(38) Fost. 108.
(30) 1 Hale. 527.
(40) 1 Hale. 553 ; 2 Hast. 1». (’.. 480.
(41 j 1 Hawk., I'. ('., c. 38. s. 7.
(42) 1 Hawk.. I*. < .. c. 38. s. 3.
(43) 2 East, P. ('.. 480.
(44) 1 Hale, 555.
(45) 3 Inst.. 04. 1 Hale, 552. 553; Kel.. 44. 82: 4 111. Com.. 220. 
(40) Fane's Case, Kel.. 43.
(47) Gascoigne's Case. 1 Leach, 284.
(48) la1 Mott's Case, Kel., 42; 1 Hawk., P. C., c. 38, s. 8.
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living gained by fraud, with an intent to rob, the offence was burg
lary. (49)

In another ease, the entrance was gained by deluding a boy who had the 
cure of it. The prisoner, who was acquainted with the house and knew 
that the family were in the country, asked the boy. who kept the key, to 
go with her to the house, promising him, by way of inducement, a pot of 
ale. The boy went with her. opened the door, and let her ill; upon which 
she sent him for the pot of ale. and, while lie was gone, she robbed tin 
house and went away. This being in the night-time, it was held that the 
prisoner was clearly guilty of burglary. (50)

Where a servant conspired with a thief to let him into his master's house 
to commit a robbery, and. in pursuance of this arrangement, opened the 
door or window in the night-time and let him in, it was considered burg
lary both in the servant and the thief. (51)

Two men were indii ted for burglary. One of them was a servant in the 
house where the oll'enee was committed. In the night-time lie opened the 
street door, let in the other prisoner, and allowed him the sideboard, from 
which the other prisoner took the plate. The servant then opened the 
door, and let his confederate out. The judges were all of opinion that both 
prisoners were guilty of burglary : and they were accordingly ex
ecuted. (52)

Entrance. - Any, even the least entry with any part of the offender's 
body or with any part of any instrument or weapon used by him is suf
ficient. (53)

So, that, where A, in the night-time, cut a hole in the window shutters 
of it's shop, which was part of his dwelling-house, and. putting his hand 
through the hole, took out some watches which hung in the shop, it was 
held to he burglary. (54) And, if a thief breaks the- window of a house 
in the night-time, with intent to steal, and puts in a hook to reach out 
goods, or puts a pistol in at the window with intent to kill, it is burglary, 
in either case, although his hand be not ill the window. (55)

In a case* where thieves came in the night to rob A, who, perceiving their 
intent, opened his door, issued out, and struck one of the thieves with a 
staff, when another of them, having a pistol in his hand, and perceiving 
persons in the entry ready to interrupt them, put his pistol within the 
door, over the threshold, and shot, in such manner that his hand was over 
the threshold, but neither his foot nor any other part of his hotly, it was 
adjudged to be burglary. (59)

It has even been held that to discharge a loaded gun into a house is a 
sufficient entry, although neither the person discharging it nor any part 
of the gun be within the house. (57)

It seems, therefore, that no distinction is to be made between the im
plied entry effected by discharging a pistol or other tire-arm into a house, 
and that effected by means of an instrument introduced within the window 
or threshold, for the purpose of committing an indictable offence.

. 227: 2 Hast |\ 485.

, also. R. v. Davis. II. &

(49) 1 Hawk., 1». V., e. 38. s. 9; 4 111. Com..
(50) II. v. Hawkins, 1 Hast. I». ('., 485.
(51) 1 Hale, 553; 4 111. Com.. 227.
(52) Cornwall’s Case, 2 Str., 881.
(53) See first sub-clause of section 407 (5).

II (99: II. v. Hailey, R. A R.. 341.
(54) (iibbon's Case. Post.. 107, 108.
(55) 3 Inst.. 94; 1 Hale. 555.
(59) 1 Hale. 55.3; 2 East. 1». <\. 490.
(57) 1 Hawk., 1\ C., c. 38, s. 11. See Pickering v. Rudd., 4 Camp.. 220.
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N lirro it ii|)|M-aml that the prisoner had bored a holy with an instru 
iiH'iit culled a nutïi'-htt t lirough the panel of a house door, near to one of 
tin- holt- by which it wan fastened, and that some piece- of the broken 
panel were found within the threshold of the door; but it did not appear 
Hun any in-trim,.nt. except the point of the nHtrr hil. or that any part 
"| 1 l|r bodies of the prisoners had been within the house, or that the aper
ture was made large enough to admit a man's hand; the Court held this 
not to be a sufficient entry. (.*>8)

Introducing the hand between the glass of an outer window, and an 
inner shutter, i- a sufficient entry to constitute burglary, on the ground 
that, as the gla— of the window is the outer fence, whatever is within the

ass i- within the house. (511)
\\ here, in breaking a window in order to steal something in the house, 

tlie prisoner's linger went within the house, it was held that there was a 
sufficient entry to constitute burglary. (GO)

Dwelling-house. Kveri lions, for the dwelling and habitation of man 
i- taken to lie a dwelling house in which burglary may lie committed ; (til ) 
and under the above section. 407, clause (#/), it means any permanent 
building the whole or any part of which the owner or occupier keeps for 
the residence therein of himself, his family, or servants, although, at in 
t. r\ ;iIs. unoccupied, and it in hides also any building occupied with and 
"ithin tin- same curtilage with it, provided there be between them a com 
inimical ion either direct or bv means of a covered and enclosed passage : 
and evidence of the breaking and entering of a building so attached will 
sustain an indictment charging a breaking and entering of the dwell ini.’ 
house. (02)

A dwelling-house, therefore, in relation to the offence of burglary, is any 
place kept for the purpose of living in : and it will be sufficient if any part 
of the family of the owner or tenant live there.

Nets of chambers in an inn of court or a college are deemed distinct 
dwelling-houses, they being, in their nature and manner of occupation, a- 
unconnected with each other as if they were under separate roofs. (03)

A burglary cannot be committed in a tent or booth in a market or fair, 
•‘ten although the owner lodge in it; because it is a temporary, not a per 
limitent edifice; (04) but. if it be a permanent building, although used for 
tin purpose of a fair, it may be a dwelling-house if a part of it lie used a- 
such during the fair. (05)

A loft situated over a coach-house and stables, in a public mews, and 
converted into lodging rooms, has also been liolden to be a dwelling-lion^.
I lie prosecutor, who was coachman to a lady, rented the rooms at a vein h 
rent: but lie had never paid any rent ; and the rooms were not rated iii 
Hie parish books a- dwelling-houses, but as appurtenances to the coach 
house and stables; the way to the coach-house and stables was down a 
passage out of tbe public mews, to a staircase which led to these rooms, 
and the entrance to which staircase was through a door, which was never

(58) 1!. v. Hughes. I Leach. GOG; 1 Hawk.. V. ('., c. 38, s. 12: 2 Ka-I. 
I*. ('.. 401.

(50) R. v. I la ilex. It. A It.. 341.
(GO) It. v. Davis. It. & It.. 400.
(Gl) 3 Inst.. G4.
(02 ) |{. v. Garland, I Leach, 144.
(03) 1 Hale. 522. 55G; 3 Inst.. 05. See Monks v. Dykes, 4 M. A W . :l.i ■ 

I'enn v. Grafton. 2 Bing. N. C„ (117: 2 Scott, 50.
(04) 1 Hawk., c. 38. s. 35; 1 Hale. 557.
(05) It. v. Smith. 1 M. & It.. 250.
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1 listened, hut time was a door at the top of tile staircase to the rooms, 
which was locked at night, and was broken by the pri toner. It was con
tended, on behalf of the prisoner, that these rooms did not form such man 
sions or dwelling houses as to become the subject of burglary ; but. the 
olije. tion was overruled, and the rooms were held to be the habitation oi 
the prosecutor and his family. (lib)

\\ here the prosecutors' house consisted of two living rooms, of another 
room used as a cellar, downstairs, and of three bedrooms, upstairs, — one 
of sueli bedrooms being over the wash house, and the bedrooms over the 
house place communicating with the bedroom over the wash house, but 
there being no internal communication between the wash house and any 
of the rooms of the house, though the whole were under the same roof, and 
it appeared that the defendant broke into the wash house and was break
ing through the partition wall between the wash house and the house 
place, it was held that the defendant was properly convicted of burglary 
in breaking the house. ((17)

Hut where adjoining to the house was a kiln, one end of which was sup
ported by the wall of the house, and adjoining the other end of the kiln 
there was a dairy, one end of which was supported by the wall of the kiln, 
at that end, the roofs of all three Is-ing of different heights, and then- 
being no internal communication from the house to the dairy, it was held 
that burglary was not committed by breaking into the dairy, the kiln 
being between it and the house. ((18)

A Mr. Smith, having purchased a house with an intention to reside in it, 
had moved into it some of his furniture and effects; the house was put 
under the care of a carpenter for the purpose of being repaired ; but Mr. 
Smith had not himself entered into the occupation of any part of it. nor did 
any part of his family, nor any person whatever sleep therein. While tin- 
house was in this situation, it was broken open in the night time ; and. 
upon a case reserved, the judges were of opinion that it could not be con
sidered a dwelling-house, being entirely uninhabited; and that, therefore, 
there could be no burglary, (dll)

Where a house (which a former tenant had quitted), was taken by a 
new tenant, who put all his furniture into it, and frequently went thither 
in the day time, but neither himself, nor any of his family had ever slept 
there, it was ruled that burglary could not be committed therein. (70)

And. though persons sleep in a house thus situated, yet, if they are not 
of the family of the owner, it will still not be a dwelling-house in which 
burglary can Im* committed. (71)

So, in a ease where the prosecutor had lately taken the house which was 
broken open: In- himself never having slept there nor any of his family : 
hut on the night on which it was so broken, and for six nights before, he 
had procured two hairdressers, who were not in any situation of servitude 
to him, to sleep there for the purpose of taking care of his goods therein : 
the Court was of opinion, that the house could not, in contemplation of 
law, be considered as the dwelling-house of the prosecutor. (7*2)

Where the owner of the house has no intention of going to reside in it

(d«) R. v. Turner, 1 U-aeh. 305; *2 Hast 1». C„ 40-2.
((17) R. v. Run owes, 1 Mood., ('. O., 274.
((18) It. v. Higgs, 2 (". & K., 322.
((10) R. v. Lyons and Miller. 1 Leach, 18.».
(70) It. v. Mallard. 2 East, I*. C., 408; 2 Leach, 701 ; R. v. Tnompson. 2 

Loach. 771.
(71) It. v. Fuller, 2 East. P. (’., 448; 1 Leach, 18(1, note h.
(72) It. v. Harris, 2 Leach. 701.
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himself, and merely puts some person to sleep there at nights till he can 
get a tenant, the same rule applies, and the house, under such circum
stances, cannot be considered as the dwelling-house of the owner. (7J)

Where the owner of the house has never, by himself or by any of his 
family slept in it. though he has used it for his meals, and all tne purposes 
of his business, it is not his dwelling-house, so as to make the breaking 
thereof burglary. (74)

When tin- owner or occupier has once entered into possession and begun 
tn use the house, as a dwelling, either by himself, or by some of his family, 
it will not cease to be his dwelling-house by reason of any occasional or 
temporary absence, even though no person Ik* left in it. (75) Thus if A 
have a dwelling-house, anil upon occasion he and his family be absent for 
a night or more, burglary may be committed in their absence; and so, it 
A have two residences and be sometimes with his family at one and some
times at the other, the breach of one of them in the night time in the ab
sence of his family will be burglary. (711)

Also, if A. have a chamber in a college or inn of court, where he usually 
lodges in term time; and, in his absence in the vacation, his chamber be 
broken open in the night, the same rule will apply. (77)

A. having a residence in Westminster, took a journey into Cornwall with 
the intention of returning: and, he sent his wife and family out of town, 
leaving the key with a friend who was to look after the house. After A 
had been gone a month, the house, — there being no one in it.— was 
broken into, in the night, and robbed. A month afterwards, A returned to 
the house to live there. Held, that the breaking was a burglary. (78)

In another ease, it was held that the prosecutor's residence was still his 
dwelling-house, although he and his family had left six months before, lie 
having left his furniture in it, and having the intention to go back to 
it. (70)

In these- eases, there must be an intention on the part of the owner or 
occupier to return to his house, aniinun reccrtendi. If he has quitted with
out any intention of returning, the breaking of a house so left will not be 
burglary. (80)

So, that, if a man leaves his house without any intention of living in it 
again, and means to use it as a warehouse only, and has persons, not of hi* 
family, to sleep in it to guard the property, the house cannot be described 
a* his dwelling-house. (81)

But. though a man leave his house, and never mean to live in it again, 
yet, if he uses part of it as a shop, and lets a servant and his family live 
and sleep in another part of it for fear tin- place should be robbed, and let* 
the rest to lodgers, the habitation by the servant and his family is a habita 
turn by the owner, and the shop will still be considered part of his dwel
ling-house; tin- putting in of a servant and family to live there being con
sidered different from putting them there merely to sleep. (82)

173) R. v. Davies, 2 Leach, 8711.
(74) It. v. Martin. It. & It.. 108.
(75) Post., 77; 3 Inst., 04.
(70) 1 Hale, 350.
( 77 ) 1 Hale. 550.
(78) It. v. Murry. 2 East. P. ('.. 400. 
(70) I!, v. Kirkimm, 2 Stark, Kv., 270.
(80) Post, 77; 4 Bl. Com., 225.
(81) R. v. Plannagan, It. & It., 187.
(82) It. v. Gibbons, It. 4 It., 442.
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Tin* mere casual use of n place, or the using it upon Home particular oc
casions for particular purpose* it not considered sufficient to constitute it 
a h.lutation where burglary can lie committed. (8.'$) Thus, it was held 
that, the fact of a servant having slept in a barn, on the night in which it 
was broken open, and for several nights before, lie being put there, for the 
imriioxr of iratrhin•/ thlnrx, did not make the offence burglary. ( S4 ) And 
the circumstance of a porter lying in a warehouse to irulrli ijooiIh, - this 
being only for a particular purpose, — was held not to make it a dwelling- 
house. (85)

It was formerly necessary to correctly state the ownership in the indict
ment. and, therefore, the ipicstion of "the ownership of the house at the 
lime of being broken and entered, was, then, a matter of great importance.

Although the allegation of ownership is no longer absolutely necessary, 
and although its omission will not render the indictment objectionable or 
insufficient, (see section 013 (l>), \mxt),— it is better to state to whom 
the dwelling-house belongs; and it may not be out of place, here, to notice 
some of the cases on the subject of ownership and its exercise either by the 
owner's own occupation and that of his family and servants or by others 
who hold from him some interest which constitutes in them an ownership 
as to the whole or some part or parts of the dweljing-lmtise.

With regard to the exercise of ownership by the occupation of the 
owner's servants, it has been held that, where apartments in a house be
longing to a corporation were appropriated as lodgings for servants of the 
corporation, a burglary, committed in them should be laid as committed in 
the corporation's dwelling-house. (HU)

Where a servant lived rent free in a house belonging to his master, the 
master paying the taxes, and having his business carried on in the house, 
In.t the servant and his family being the only persons who slept there, and 
tha. part of the house in which his master's business was carried on being 
at all times open to those parts in which the servant lived, it was held, 
upon an indictment for breaking and entering that part of the house in 
which the master's business was carried on, that it was rly described 
a* the servant's house ; but, the judges would not say that it might not, 
also, have been described as the house of the employer. (87)

Where a servant lived in a cottage quite distinct from his master’s house, 
and had entire control over the cottage, it was held that it might be des
cribed as his dwelling-house, although he paid no rent for it, and might be 
liable to give it up whenever his servi e was terminated. (88)

The governor of a workhouse was appointed under contract for seven 
u-ais. and was to have the chief part of the dwelling-house for his own 
mill his family's occupation, the guardians and overseers who appointed 
him reserving the use of one room for an office, and three others for store- 
looms. The governor was assessed for the dwelling-house, excepting the 
leserved rooms. The office having been broken into, the indictment des
cribed it as the governor's dwelling-house ; but, after conviction, upon a 
case reserved, the judges held that the description was wrong. (89)

Where a policeman was allowed to live in a house, in order to take cure

183 ) 2 Hast. P. C., 497.
(84) H. v. Brown, 2 East, P. ('., .">01.
(8.-*) it. v. Smith. 2 East. P. ('., 497.
( 80) K. v. Pickett. 2 East, P. ('., 501. See I*, v. Maynard. 2 East, P. < ’.. 

501. See. also. K. v. Hawkins, Post, 38.
(87) K. v. Witt. 1 Moo. ('. ('., 248.
(88) U. v. Rees, 7 V. & P„ 508.
(89) R. v. Wilson. It. & R.. 115.
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of it ninl a wharf adjoining, it was livid that thv house was properly des
cribed as the dwelling-house of the no!iceman, on the ground that lie must 
live somewhere: and he was not otherwise the servant of the owner than 
in the partitular matter. (90) But, where upon an indictment for burg 
lary in the dwelling-house of Bird, it appeared that Bird worked for mu 
Woodcock, who did business as a carpenter for the New ltiver Compact, 
and put him in to take care of the house and lloek mill adjoining, which 
la to the Company, and he received no more wages than lie did In-
fore he lived there, nor luul any agreement for any. it was doubted whi
ther the house was properly laid, and it was thought that there might In- 
some dillerence between this and the preceding case, as here the man wa- 
put in by a person who did the work for the Company, and it was thought 
the safest course to consider the indictment as it properly laying it to la
the dwelling-house of Bird. (91)

Where a company in the country rented, for their agent, a house in Lon
don, in the upper part of which house the agent lived, with his family, it i- 
reported to have been held by (irahain. B.. and those, that a burglar.' 
committed in the house was well laid to have been committed in the dw.-l 
ling-house of the agent : the use of the house being given by the compact 
to the agent as part of the remuneration for his services. (92)

Where, with certain wages, a laborer had a cottage to live in. rent five, 
ii was held that as he occupied it for his own benefit, and not for the hen 
«•fit of his master, it was properly - described as the dwelling-house of tle 
laborer. (93)

Where a |ierson was » veil by the lessee of tolls to collect such toll-, 
at a weekly salary, besides the privilege of living in the toll-gate liou-e. 
i reeled by the trustees of the road, and the toll-gate house was broken 
and entered in the night time, it was held that the house was well d< 
cribed as the dwelling-lion- of the toll-gate keeper. (94)

With regard to the exe •• of the ownership of a house by person- other 
than the proper owner reof, it seems that where they have no lived i 
certain interest in an part of the house, the proper owner retain- tin- 
ownership in himself for instance, where persons are abiding in a Inin
as guests, ami a In \ is committed in any of their apartments, tin- in
dictment should ' .- offence as committed" in the dwelling-house of tin-
proprietor of tin use. (95)

So, that, where the chamber o. copied by a guest in an inn was broken 
and entered at night, the indictment for" the burglary should lay it a- 
having been committed in the dwelling-house of the innkeeper- (99)

A, the lessee of a house, suffered B. his son-in-law, to live in it. B failed, 
and left the house, but one of B's servants. (' continued in it. A, the !• - 
see died, and the house was given up to the landlord, who through hi- 
steward suffered (' to continue in the house, and the only goods in tin- 
house belonged to ('. In an indictment for breaking the house, it was laid 
to be the house of C, ami upon the point living saved, the judges held that 
it was rightly laid, as C was there not as a servant, but as tenant at 
will. (07)

(90) R. v. Smith. 1 Russ. fr„ 3rd Kd.. 815.
(91) R. v. Rawlins. 7 <\ 4 l\. 150.
(92) R. v. Margettn, 2 Leach, 930.
(9.3) R. v. .Folding, 11. & R„ 520.
(94) R. v. Canfield, 1 Mood. ('. ('.. 42.
(95) 1 Hawk. I*. ('., e. 38, s. 20.
(90) 1 Hale. 557.
(07) R. v. Collett, R. 4 It.. 498.
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Where the owner, who let out apartment» in his house to other persons, 
slept under the same roof, und had but one outer door at which he ami 
his lodgers entered, it was considered that all the apartments of such lod
gers were parcel of the one dwelling-house of the owner; but, that if the 
owner did not himself dwell in the same house, or if he and his lodgers en
tered by different outer doors, the apartments so let out were tin? mansion, 
for the time being, of each lodger respectively; (08) and it was held, ac
cordingly, that where a house was let out to several lodgers, a burglary 
committed therein must be alleged to have been committed in the uwei- 
ling-house of the lodger whose apartments were broken and entered. (OH)

Where a lodger occupied one room in a house, the landlady keeping the 
key of the outer door, it was held that this could not be descrilied as the 
lodger's dwelling-house ; (100) but, it was otherwise where the house was 
divided into several chambers with separate outer doors. (101)

A burglary was committed in a house belonging to one Nash who. how
ever, diil not live in any part of it himself, but let the whole of it out in 
separate lodgings from week to week; ami an inmate named Jordan had 
two apartments in the house, namely, a sleeping-room up one pair of stairs, 
and a workshop in the garret : which he rented by the week as tenant at 
will to Nash. The workshop was the room broken open by the prisoner. 
And upon a case referred to the judges for their consideration, whether the 
indictment had properly charged the burglary in the dwelling-house of 
.Iordan, ten of them were of opinion, that as Nash, the owner of the house, 
did not inhabit any part of it, the indictment was good. (102)

In a case in which it appeared that the house was situated in a mews, 
ami the whole of it let out in lodgings to three families, with only one 
outer door, which was common to all flic inmates, one of whom rented the 
parlour on the ground floor and a single room up one pair of stairs and 
that the parlor on the ground floor was the part of the house broken open; 
all the judges held that the offence was well laid in the indictment, as 
having been committed in the dwelling-house of the particular in
mate. ( 103 )

It was held that, where a house was let to A and a warehouse under the 
same roof, and with no inner communication, to A and B. the warehouse 
could not be described as the dwelling-house of A. (104)

A building may lie divided so as to form several separate dwelling-houses 
by letting off parts, ami leaving no internal communication between the 
parts so let and the remainder of the building. An indictment charged 
that a burglary was committed in a house forming the centre of a build
ing with two wings, one of which wings was the dwelling-house of A, ami 
the other consisted of the dwelling-houses of B and C respectively. The 
mitre consisted of three manufactories in one of which A. B. I) and other 
persons were jointly concerned, and of the other two, 1) was the sole pro
prietor. (' was merely in D's employ. There was no internal communica
tion between the centre building ami the houses of A and B nor between 
it and the house of ('. except a window in the house of (' which looked 
into a passage that ran tin- whole length of the centre building. One count 
in tin- indictment alleged the centre building to lie the house of ('; but the

(OS) it. v. Gibson, 1 Leach, 3.17: Lee v. Gansel, C'owp., 8.
(001 It. v. Rodgers, 1 Leach. 80.
( 100) Monks v. Dykes. 4 M. & W., 867.
(101) l’enn v. Grafton. 2 Bing. X. ('., 017; 2 Scott. 50.
(102) It. \. Carrel!, 1 l^each. 237: 2 East. V. ('.. 500.
(103) It. v. Trapslmw. 1 Leach. 427: 2 East. 1‘. (\, 500.
(104) It. v. Jenkins, R. & It.. 244. See R. v. Hancock, It. & It.. 171.
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judges hold that, the window merely wee not Hindi an internal eonimunied- 
lion that the ventre building could be deemed a portion of ("h house. ( 10.'» )

The Intent. — There must In- an intent, to eommit some indietable of
fence: ami if the intention of the entry lie alleged or lie proved by the ev
idence to have been only for the purpose of committing a trespass the of 
lenee will not In- burglary. All indictment charged the prisoners with a 
burglary in the dwelling-house of A with intent to steal the good* of If. It 
ap|N-ared that H who was an excise officer had seized uncustomed bags of 
tea entered in the name of ('. and la-ing in ("s possession without a legal 
hermit, and after seizing them. B Inul removed them to his lodgings at \- 
house. The prisoners and many other persons broke o|m-ii As house in the 
night, with intent to take this tea. It was not proved that V was in com
pany with them; but the witnesses said, that they supposed the tea la 
la-long to (': and sup|a»scd that the fact was committed either in com|Niny 
with hint, or by his procurement. The jury, being directed to find as a 
fact with what intent the prisoners broke ami entered the house, found 
that they intended to take the gotals on behalf of ('. and. u|hiii the point 
lu-ing reserved, all the judges were of opinion that the indictment was not 
supported; as. however outrageous the conduct of the prisoners was. in 
so endeavouring to get back Cs goods, still there was no intention to 
steal. ( KNI )

Where the intent laid was to kill a horse, and the intent proved was 
merely to lame him. in order to prevent hint from running a race, the 
variance was held fatal. (107)

Where the intent laid was to steal, and the intent proved was to cam 
away the defendant's trunk containing money which lie had pm/oM*/-/ 
emlM-z/.led from his master, it was held that the offence proved did not 
amount to a burglary, for it was no felony in the defendant to remove 
the money. (108)

If there In- evidence of a theft but none of burglary ami none showing the 
theft to have licen committed in the dwelling-house, the defendant may In- 
convicted of the simple theft, and if two or more are indicted, one may In- 
found guilty of the burglary ami the other of tin- theft only.( loti i And .i 
verdict may In- rendered limling the defendant guilty of an attempt, if tie- 
evidence warrant it. (110)

Where a mom <loor was latched, and a person lifted the latch and i n 
tered the room, and concealed himself for the pur|M>sc of committing a 
theft there, which he afterwards effected: and two other persons were pu
ent with him when he lifted the latch, for the punaise of assisting him t> 
enter, ami screened him from observation, by o|N*ning an umbrella, it wa- 
held that those two were, in law, parties to the breaking and entering, and 
were answerable for the stealing which afterwards tcsik place, though thc\ 
were not near the spot when it was per|N-tratcd. (Ill)

Where the intent laid was to steal the goods of .1, W. and it ap|N-arcd ill 
evidence that no giasls of any ja-rson of the name of .1. W. were in the 
house, hut that the name of .1. W. had been inserted in the indictment hy 
mistake, the judges held the variance to be fatal, ami the defendant w.i- 
:ui|uittcd. (112)

I Hi:. I I». v. Kgginton. 2 B. & l1.. 508.
(10(1) I!, v. Knight and Roffey. 2 East, V. ('.. 510. 
( 107 I It. v. Dobbs, 2 East. P. ('.. 513.
(108) It. v. Dinglev. 2 Leach. 840. e.
(100) I!, v. Blltterworth, R. & !(.. 520.
(110) See section 711. po*t.
(111) R. v. Jordan, 7 <’. & I\, 432.
(112) R. v. Jenka, 2 East. 1». ('., 514.
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But, where the indietment alleged the intent to he generally "the goods 
anil chattels in the said dwelling-house then and there being"" to steal, anil 
charged the defendant with stealing the goods of A therein, it was held to 
lx satislied by proof of a breaking into the house, with intent to steal the 
goods there generally, though the goods actually stolen did not belong to 
A alone, (113)

The best evidence of the intent is, that the defendant actually commit
ted the offence alleged to have been intended by him; (114) but. any other 
facts may Ik- given in evidence from which the intent may be presumed. 
It may lie inferred from the nature of the weapon or instrument, with 
which the defendant is found armed, the place in which he is found. his 
own declarations, or from any other circumstances.

Where an indietment charges a breaking and entering, at nigbt. with in
tent to commit an indictable offence, proof of the actual commission of an 
indictable offence will be sufficient and in fact the best evidence to estab
lish the intent: but. it is best to allege both the intent to commit and the 
actual commission of an indictable offence. ( 115)

It should be observed, also, that different intents may lie stated in the 
indictment. Thus, where the first count of an indictment for bmglary laid 
the fact to have been done with intent to steal the goods of a person, and 
the second count laid it with intent to murder him; it was objected, upon 
a general verdict of guilty, that there were two several capital charges in 
the same indietment, tending to deprive the prisoner of the challenges t. 
which lie would have been entitled if there had been distinct indictments, 
and also tending to perplex him in his defence ; but. the indietment was 
hidden good, on the ground that they were the same facts and evidence, 
only laid in different ways. (111!)

Although an indictment charging a breaking and entering, irith intent 
to commit an indictable offence, will lie supported by evidence that, on 
breaking and entering the defendant netnnlln committed the indictable 
offence charged, it seems that where the indictment charges a breaking 
and entering and the aetnol commission of an indictable offence, but does 
not charge the intent, it will not lie supported, if the evidence merely 
shew a breaking and entering with intent to commit and no actual com
mission of the offence. (117)

It will lie seen that the essentials of the crime of burglary, as delined 
and punished under section 410, are:

1. A itHEAKixu and extkiiixu a dwelling-house, by nigbt, with intent 
to commit an indictable offence therein;

2. A UREAKlXd ovt of a dwelling-house, by night, after committing an 
indictable offence therein; and,

3. A iiHEAKIXU hi t of a dwelling-house, by night, after having entered 
it. by day or by night, with intent to commit an indictable offence therein.

But section 410. does not express., declare that it is burglary to break 
and enter a dwelling-house, by night, and min in it an indictable offence 
therein, Qmnr, would it, therefore, be sufficient in an indietment for burg
lary. under that section to allege a breaking and entering of a dwelling- 
house by night and the enniniission therein of an indictable offence, with
out also alleging an intent to commit it Y And, if in a trial for burglary

1113) It. v. Clarke, If.* K.. 421.
(114) See It. v. Locost. Kel., 30.
i ll.'i) 1 Hale, 549, 500 : 2 East, I*. ('., 514; It. v. Furnival, It. & It.. 445. 
(110) K. v. Thompson, 2 East, I\ ('.. 515.
(117) It. v. Vandercomb & Abbott, 2 Leach, 70S: 2 East. I*. ('.. 150.
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tlie evidence shewed Hint when the defendant broke and entered the house 
lie had no intention whatever to commit any indictable offence therein, 
would he. by afterwards committing an indictable offence therein, become 
guilty of burglary under section 410?

Sections 411 and 412, relating to house-breaking, expressly state that the 
offence is committed: 1. by breaking and entering a dwelling-house, by
day. and committim.i an indictable offence therein; 2, by breaking out of 
a dwelling-house, by day. after having committed an indictable offence 
therein; and .‘1. by breaking anil entering a dwelling-house, by day. irilli 
intent to commit an indictable offence therein.

If. upon an indictment for burglary, it be proved that the breaking and 
entering were in the day time and not in the night time the prisoner may 
be convicted of house breaking under section 412; ( 118) and. if the break
ing and entering be not proved, the defendant may lie convicted (under 
section 345. ante), of stealing in a dwelling-house, if the property stolen 
amount to $2f>. or, if. though less than that amount, lie was by threats put 
any one in the house in bodily fear; and, if the stealing do not come with
in the terms of section 345. the defendant may be convicted of simple theft. 
(Set1 section 7lit, punt.)

411. House-breaking.—Every one i.s guilty of the indictable 
offence called house-breaking, and liable to fourteen years' impri
sonment, who —

(a.) breaks and enters any dwelling-house by day and commits 
any indictable offence therein: or

(b.) breaks out of any dwelling-house by day after having com
mitted any indictable offence therein. K. S. ('., c. 1(54, s. 40.

412. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
seven years’ imprisonment who. by day, breaks and enters any 
dwelling-house with intent to commit any indictable offence then 
in. R. s <\. «-. ini. i. 18.

See comments under section 410.
The breaking ami entering must be proved in the same manner as in 

burglary, (110) except that h need not be proved to have been done in the 
night-time; but. if it be proved to bave been done in the night-time, so a- 
to amount to burglary, it seems that the defendant may, notwithstanding, 
be convicted upon an indictment for burglary. (120)

The proof of tin* stealing will be the same as in any other ease of theft: 
and the least removal, as we have seen already, will be sufficient, i'or in
stance, where it appeared that the prisoner after breaking and entering 
the house, took two half sovereigns from a bureau, in one of the rooms, 
but. being immediately detected, threw them into the grab in that room. 
I’arke, held, that this was a sufficient asportation to .institute the 
offence of house-breaking and stealing therein. (121)

If the prosecutor succeed in proving the theft, but fail in proving any of 
the other facts necessary to constitute the offence of house-breaking, the

(118) R. v. Compton. 3 C. A 1\, 418.
1110) I Hale. .">2(1; Fost. 108.
(120) See It. v. Pearce. It. & R.. 174: It. v. Robinson. R. 4 R.. 321.
(121) R. v. Amier, 1 C. A P., 344.
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defendant may lie eonvieteil of simple theft: nr, if the prosecutor fail in 
proving the breaking and entry, and the goods lie laid and proved tn lie of 
the value of twenty-five dollars, the defendant may lie eonvieted of stealing 
in the dwelling-house.

Where a defendant was tried upon a charge of house-breaking aeeomp 
allied by theft, and the evidence did not prove that offence, but the pros
ecution contended that a case of receiving stolen goods had been made out. 
it was belli, upon a reserved east*, that the power, under section 713. /ion/. 
of convicting of an offence other than that charged can only be exercised 
when all the essential elements or ingredients of the offence proved are 
included in the offence charged, and that, according to that rule, the of
fence of receiving stolen goods is not comprised in the offence of house
breaking accompanied by theft, the crime of theft being the taking and 
carrying away of the goods of another, while the crime of receiving stolen 
goods is that of receiving goods stolen by a |h*isoii other than the re
ceiver. (122)

A defendant may, if the evidence warrants it. lie convicted of an at
tempt to commit the offence if the prosecutor fails to prove its actual com
mission. (See section 711. />»*/.)

413. Breaking shop. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
otfence and liable to fourteen years* imprisonment who, either by 
day or night, breaks ami enters and commits any indictable offence 
in a school-house, shop, warehouse or counting-house, or any 
building within the curtilage of a dwelling-house, but not so con
nected therewith as to form part of it under the provisions here
inbefore contained. It. S. ('., c. Mil. s. 41.

414. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
seven years' imprisonment who, either by day or night, breaks and 
enters any of the buildings mentioned in the last preceding section 
with intent to commit anv indictable offence therein. It. S. ('., e. 
1114. s. 42.

See comment!» under sections 4in, 411 and 412. ante.
The breaking and entering must lie proved in the same way as upon an 

indictment for burglary, except that it is immaterial whether the breaking 
• ad entry be by night or by day. If the proof of the breaking and entry 
tail the defendant may lie convicted of simple theft.

A warehouse was, at one time, held to lie such as factors or traders keep 
their goods in. for sale, and where customers go to view them, and not 
such as is used for the safe keeping of goods merely ; (123) but this dis
tinct inn is now exploded. (124) There is a ilirtinil of Alderson. IT, upon 
the repealed statute 7 and 8 (leo. 4. e. 2!l, s. 15. that a s/iop, to be within 
it. must lie a shop for the sale of goods, and that a mere workshop (such 
a- a carpenter's or blacksmith's shop, would not be sufficient. (125) Hut. 
laird Denman. •).. dissented from that (lirtinii. and held that a black- 
smith's shop, when used as a workshop only, was within the statute.( 120)

( 122) It. v. I.amoureux. 4 ('an. Cr. ('as.. 101.
(123) It. v. Howard. Fust. 77. 78. See 15. v. («odfrey. 1 Leach. 278. 
i 124 | See 15. v. Hill. 2 M. & Hob.. 458.
1125) 15. v. Sanders. »C. & I*.. 7».
(120) H. v. Carter. 1 ('. & K.. 173.
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Where A Inul ill connection with Ins chemical works a building com
monly called the machine house in which goods sent out were weighed, 
and in which a hook was kept by A's servant for entering the goods 
weighed and sent out. and it also appeared that the time of the men em
ployed in the works was also taken and their wages paid in that same 
ouilding. the books in which their time was entered being brought there 
for the purpose of being entered up and for paying their wages, it was 
held upon an indictment for breaking and entering this building that it 
was a counting house. (127)

Section 407 («) includes, as part of a dwelling-house, any building ie- 
cupied with and being within the same curtilage with it. provided there 
lie. between such building and the dwelling-house, "a communication 
either immediate or by means of a covered or enclosed passage leading 
from one to the other: ‘ and the breaking and entering of any such build
ing i* punishable ns burglary or house-breaking, — according to the facts.

under sections 410, 411 and 412, unir : but sections 413 and 414 also 
cover and punish the breaking and entering of any building which is with
in the curtilage of a dwelling-house, though not so connected with it, 
cither immediately or by means of a covered or enclosed passage. as to 
form part of it. The word " nnilluiir" ( which is derived from the Saxon 
word riu I, signifying ruilii), means a court, a yard, a garden, a Held, or 
any piece of land", (with or without buildings on it), surrounding, or near 
and belonging to a messuage or dwelling-house; and so in olden times, the 
mansion or dwelling-house, in which burglary might lie committed, in
cluded the out houses. - such as warehouses, barns, stables, cow-houses, 
dairy-houses, offices,— and all other buildings and erections, which were 
within the riirtiluur. or same common fence as the mansion house itself, 
though not under the same roof ami not joined to the dwelling-house, upon 
the ground that the* main house protected and privileged all its out-build
ings, branches and appurtenances, if within the curtilage or common home 
stall. (128)

Sections 413 and 414. therefore, make it an indictable offence to break 
and enter any building occupied with, belonging to, and within the curt
ilage of a dwelling-house.

415. Entering or being found in a dwelling-house at night. —
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven 
years’ imprisonment who unlawfully enters, or is in, any dwelling- 
house by night with intent to commit any indictable offence there
in. R.S.C., c. 104, s. 39.

"I his section will meet cases in which the prisoner lias entered (either by 
an open door or window or otherwise) a dwelling-house or is found there
in. by night, and where, though there is no proof of any breaking or of the 
commission of any indictable offence, the circuinstances shew an intent to 
commit one. and that the prisoner was there with that intent.

416. Being found armed with intent to break a dwelling house
etc. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
seven years’ imprisonment who is fourni —

(a.) armed with any dangerous or offensive weapon or instru-

(127) It. v. Potter, 2 Den., 235; 3 < . & K.. 17»; 20 L. .1. (M. (*.). 170.
( 128) 3 Inst., 04; 1 Hale. 558; 4 HI. Coin.. 225; 2 East. I*. < ., 403: 1 

Hawk. P. ('.. c. 38. s. 21.
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ment, by day, with intent to break or enter into any dwelling-house, 
and to commit any indictable offence therein; or

(b.) armed as aforesaid, by night, with intent to break into any 
building and to commit any indictable offence therein. R.S.C., c. 
1(54, 8. 43.

For the definition of " offensive weapon," see section 3 (r). ante.

417. Having possession of burglars' tools, or being disguised.—
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to five years' 
imprisonment who is found —

(a.) having in his possession, by night, without lawful excuse 
(the proof of which shall lie upon him), any instrument of house
breaking; or

(b.) having in his |H>ssession, by day, any such instrument with 
intent to commit any indictable offence; or

(c.) having his face masked or blackened, or being otherwise 
disguised, by nigld, without lawful excuse (the proof whereof 
shall lie on him); or

(d.) having his face masked or blackened, or being otherwise 
disguised. In/ dag, with intent to commit any indictable offence. 
It. S. C., e. 1«4; s. 43.

For definition of " Having in possession," see section 3 (A-), ante.
In reference to section 417. the English Commissioners say: “These are 

i \telisions of the existing law. It is thought that being disguised by night 
affords sufficient prhm) furie evidence of a criminal intent."

418. Every one who, after a previous conviction for any indic
table offence, is convicted of an indictable offence specified in this 
part for which the punishment on a first conviction is less than 
fourteen years' imprisonment is liable to fourteen years' impri
sonment. R.S.C., c. 1(54, s. 44.

See sections 028 and (571». /jo#/, as to the indictment and procedure when 
a previous conviction is charged.

PART XXXI.

FORGERY.

w It is not possible to say precisely what are the documents the 
false making of which is forgery, at common law. But, by a great 
many different enactments, passed at different times, a great many 
forgeries have been made felonies, and as such, punishable with 
great severity.

** The statute law was, for the most part, consolidated bv the 
*4**5 Viet. r. 98
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“ Like the other consolidation Acts, the Forgery Act assumes 
that the common law definition of forgery is known. This defini
tion however, is a somewhat intricate matter involving various 
questions as to the extent of falsification implied in forgery ; the 
character of the intent, to defraud essential to it, and the circum
stances essential to the completion of the crime. These matters 
are dealt with in sections 313 to 317 both inclusive (1).

“The part relating to Forgery, contains an enumeration of 1 lu
xurious classes of documents, the forgery of which is punishable. 
They include all those which are mentioned in 24 and 25 Viet. c. 
it8, though not always in the same order or under the same names. 
They also include a considerable number of documents, (contracts, 
for instance, documents intended to be produced in evidence, and 
false telegrams), which are not included in that Act.

“ This part makes provisions for the forgery of some documents 
as to which it is doubtful whether to forge them is or is not a 
common law offence.

“ Finally, it contains a general clause, (section 33(>), (2) punish
ing the forgery of any document, whatever, with intent to defraud 
the public or any person, or to pervert the course of justice, or to 
injure any person, or to deprive any person of or prevent his ob
taining any office, etc.

“ We believe that few, if any, cases would be punishable under 
this section which would not be forgeries at common law. There 
is a considerable différence between this part and the correspond
ing chapter of the Hill. The general section (section 33(1), cor
responds very nearly to a similar provision in the Bill, which pro
posed to subject offenders against its provisions to a maximum 
punishment of seven years penal servitude instead of two years 
imprisonment with hard labor. Such an enactment would have 
rendered unnecessary a considerable part of the enumeration of 
documents contained in the Draft Code. The provision was re
garded as objectionable on the ground that it authorised a sen
tence of penal servitude for the forgery of various documents 
which were not defined, and the forgery of which could be at pre
sent punished by fine and imprisonment only. The difference in 
length between the Draft Code and the Rill is to a great extent 
due to the manner in which, perhaps ex abundanti cautela the 
former deals with each particular forgery. In the result, then- 
will, we believe, be but little practical difference. The Draft 
Code adheres more closely than the Rill to the existing law, and 
is in these matters more explicit and detailed.

(1) Sections 313-317 of tli«* English Draft Code correspond with section* 
41M-422 of the present Code.

(2) See clause (C) («) of section 423. pont.
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“ The provisions as to preparations for forgery are chiefly re
enactments of existing statutes.

“ In section 356, (3) we have re-enacted 25-26 Viet., c. 88, as to 
Trade Marks, omitting some clauses which seem not practical.” 
(Eng. Connors'. Iiep., pp. 29 and 30.)

419. Meanings of “ Document." “ Bank note,” “ Exchequer 
bill,” “ false document." — A document means, in this part, any 
paper, parchment, or other material used for writing or printing, 
marked with matter capable of being read, but does not include 
trade marks on articles of commerce, or inscriptions on stone or 
metal or other like material.

420. “ Hank note " includes all negotiable instruments issued 
by or on behalf of any person, Ixxly corporate, or company carry
ing on the business of banking in any jairt of the world, or issued 
by the authority of the Parliament of Canada or of any foreign 
prince, or government, or any governor or other authority lawful
ly authorised thereto in any of Her Majesty’s dominions, and in
tended to lie used as equivalent to money, either immediately upon 
their issue or at some time subsequent thereto, and all bank hills 
and bank post bills;

(a) “Exchequer bill'’ includes exchequer bonds, notes, deben
tures and other securities issued under the authority of the Parlia
ment of Canada, or under the authority of any legislature of any 
province forming part of Canada, whether before or after such 
province so became a part of Canada.

For tin* word*. “ Her Majesty’s," in thi* section, substitute "Hi* Maj
esty’s." (Sec section 7 of the Interpretation Art, p. 0, ante.)

421. The expression “false document” means —
(a.) a document the whole or some material part of which pur

ports to be made by or on behalf of any person who did not make 
or authorize the making thereof, or which, though made by, or by 
the authority of. the person who purports to make it is falsely 
dated as to time or place of making, where either is material : or

(b.) a document the whole or some material part of which pur
ports to be made by or on behalf of some person who did not in 
fact exist ; or

(c.) a document which is made in the name of an existing per
son either by that person or by his authority, with the fraudulent 
intention that the document should pass as being made by some 
person, real or fictitious, other than the person who makes or au
thorizes it.

(3) See sections 44.V447. post, of the present Code, ns to the forgery, etc., 
of Trade Marks.
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2. Jt is not necessary that the fraudulent intention should 
appear on the face of the document, but it may be proved by ex
ternal evidence.

It will Ik* readily seen that the expression “ faine document" an used in 
connection with forgery Inis a meaning entirely different from xvliat is 
meant by a document which is false in the sense of lieing simply an untrue 
statement of facts. Where a letter purports to lie signed by À II. but is. 
as a matter of fact, signed by V I). in A It's name, without A It's authority, 
a third party to whom it is shewn is deceived and led to lielicve that it is 
A It's letter, which, in fact, it is not : and. in that sense, it is a false doeu 
ment, whether its contents Is- true or false. It may be a true document as 
to the facts set forth in it: but. whether true or false as a statement of 
fact», it is a false document in regard to the signature. If the letter, in 
stead of being signed by < I). in A It's name, were really signed by A It 
himself, or by his authority, and if its contents were false, then, although 
a false document in the sense of I icing an untrue statement of facts, it 
would lie a true and genuine document in regard to the signature, and no 
forgery. A document whose contents are true may thus In* a forged false 
document : and a document which contains false statements of fact may. 
nevertheless, lie a genuine document, in the sense of being no forgery ; al
though it may amount to and lie punishable as a false pretence. For in
stance. if in a letter, written and signed in his own name, A. make a false 
statement, whereby It is induced to part with his money or goods, the let 
ter would not be a false document in the sense of licing a forgery, but it 
would lie a written false pretence.

422. Forgery defined. — Forgery is the making of a fuite docu
ment huni'iny it to be false, with the intention that it shall in any 
way l>e used or acted upon as genuine, to the prejudice of any one 
whether within Canada or not, or that some |>erson should be in
duced, by the belief that it is genuine, to do or refrain from doing 
anything, whether within Canada or not.

2. Making a false document includes altering a genuine docu
ment in any material |«rt, and making any material addition to 
it or adding to it. any false date, attestation, seal or other thing 
which is material, or by making any material alteration in it. 
either by erasure, obliteration, removal or otherwise.

3. Forgery is complete as s<khi as the document is made with 
such knowledge and intent as aforesaid, though the offender may 
not have intended that anv particular person should use or act 
upon it as genuine, or be induced, by the belief that it is genuine, 
to do or refrain from doing anything.

4. Forgery is complete although the false document may be in
complete, or may not purjiort to l>e such a document as would h- 
binding in law , if it Ik* so made as, and is such as to indicate that 
it was intended, to Ik* acted on as genuine.

Forgery at common law is defined, by Blackstone, as " tile fraudulent 
making or alteration of a writing to the prejudice of another man's right." 
(4) It has also liccn defined as " a false making, a making uialo oaf mo, of

(4)4 HI. Com.. 247.
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any written instrument, for the purpose of fraud or deceit; " (5) the word 
“ iiiakiny," in the latter definition, being considered us including every 
alteration in or addition to u true instrument.

As to the word fort/e, Lord Coke says. "To forge is metaphorically taken 
from the smith who heateth upon the anvil and fonjeth what fashion or 
shape* he will. The offence is called eeimen fat ni, and the offender fahu
ri h*; and the Latin word to forye is falmnr or fabrlcarr." (tl)

IU*si(h*s the offence of forgery at common law. which was of the* degree- 
only of misdemeanor, a great many kinds of forgery were specially sub
jected to severe punishments by various statutes, which, as stated by the 
English Commissioners, (7) were, for the most part, consolidated by the 
Imperial Act, 24-25 Vic., c. !I8.

Wlii'ii documents tiled as exhibits in a civil suit form, the subject matter 
of indictment for forgery and uttering, they may lie impounded on the ap
plication of the Attorr.-y-tJcncral ivtjng for the Crown. (8)

I The gist of the offence of forgery, as defined by the present Code, is the 
I hnoirinyly inaklny of any false ilorinnent. (defined by section 421). either,
I 1, irith in tint, that such false document shall be used or acted upon as 

genuine, to the prejudice of any one, or. 2. iritli intent that any one shall.
Iix belief in its genuineness, lie induced to do or refrain from doing any- 

1 tiling: and it is expressly declared by section 422. that inaklny shall in
clude any material alteration in or addition to a genuine document ; and 
that the forgery shall lie complete as soon as the false document is made. 
" with such knowledge and intent as aforesaid."

It is unnecessary that the forgery should reach the point of being actual
ly used or acted upon as genuine, or that it should have actually pre
judiced any one. As soon as the false document is made with intent that 
ii shall he"acted upon or used as genuine, it is sufficient: and the forgery 
is complete without any further step being taken, and therefore without 
any uttering of it. For. although the publication or uttering of the iu- 
struinent is the usual medium by which the intent is made manifest, the 
intent may lie proved as plainly by other evidence.

Thus, in a case where the note which the prisoner was charged with 
having forged, was never published, but was found in his possession at the 
time lie was apprehended, no objection was taken to the conviction on the 
ground of the note never having been published, there being in the case 
circumstances sufficient to warrant the jury in finding a fraudulent inten 
tion. (b) In another case, it was held by LeRlanc. .1.. that, though the 
note there in question had been kept in the prisoner's possession, and never 
attempted to lie uttered by him. yet it was a question for the jury, under 
all the circumstances of the case, whether the note had been made innocent
ly or with an intent to defraud. ( 10)

It is forgery to execute a deed in the name of. and as representing an
other person, with intent to defraud, even though the prisoner has a power 
of attorney from such person, but fraudulently conceals the fact of his 
being only such attorney, and assumes to lie the principal. (11)

See section 431. liant.

(5) 2 Hast. I*. ('.. 852, 1HJ5.
Hi) Inst.. Hit); 2 Russ. fr.. 3rd Kd.. 318.
(7) See p. 471. ante.
(8) Couture v. Fortier ; Que. dud. Rep.. 7 S. ('., 107. 
(ft) R. v. Klliott, 1 Leach. 175; 2 East. P. ('., 051
(10) It. v. Crocker, R. & R„ 07: 2 Leach, 087.
(11) R. v. (build. 20 U. ('.. C. P., 15».
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W here u party committing forgery unes it name <lilièrent from hi* own. 
it is immaterial whether the name used be that of a fierson actually exist
ing or that of a merely fictitious person who never existed. (Sec‘section 
4-1 h). It is as much a forgery in the one case as in the other. (1*2)

Where the forgery is committed by using the name of an existing per
son. it makes no difference whether the offender passes himself off for such 
person or not. ( 13)

If three jiersoiis. A. B and ('. have authority jointly to draw out money 
from a bank, and A. one of them, draw out tlie money by a cheque signed 
by himself and I) and K, two strangers who personate It. and V. it i« 
forgery. (14)

Where there is no false making, it will be no forgery although a person 
falsely assume to lie the real endorser and the one who* has really endorsed 
the bill, and thus obtain money or goods upon it. and although all this hr 
done in concert with the real endorser, and for the purpose of fraud. The 
prisoner. John Hevey, was indicted for having, with intent to defraud, 
forged an endorsement in the name of Bernard McCarty on the back of i 
bill of exchange for £30 drawn in favor of Mi4'arty, upon and purporting 
to lie accepted by Beatty & Co., and for uttering such forged endorsement. 
'1 he evidence shewed that the prisoner Hevey went to the pawnshop of the 
prosecutors, to buy a watch and offered them the bill in question, with the 
endorsement then upon it. saving that it was a good bill, that his name 
was Bernard McCarty, that lie hud endorsed the bill, and that Beatty & 
Co., were agents to the Bath Bank. The pawnbrokers sent their servant to 
enquire about the acceptance, and. on the latter returning and saying that 
the acceptance was good, they let the prisoner have the watch, and gave 
hint the difference of the bill. It was proved that the prisoner had always 
been known as John Hevey, but it also appeared that there was such a 
man as Bernard McCarty, and that the endorsement was in the latter's 
hand writing. The jury found the prisoner guilty : but. the ease being 
afterwards submitted to the consideration of the judges they were all of 
opinion that it did not amount to forgery, the jury having fourni that 
there was no false endorsement but that the endorsement was truly made 
by a real person whose name it purported to be. (15)

An instrument may la* a forgery by lieing falsely dated as to tile time 
of making it: (section 421); and. so, it has lieen held that, a man may hr 
guilty of forgery by making a false deed in his own name: as, where A. 
having made a conveyance in fee of his land to B, afterwards fraudulently 
executed a deed of lease, for DOW years, of the same land, to C, which least», 
by being ante-dated, purported to be prior to the conveyance in fee to 
B (Iff)

A prisoner was indicted, under the English Fnrgvry Art. for having 
feloniously caused and procured to be delivered and paid to Henry Dorber 
the sum of £9. the money of Ueorge Crompton and Samuel Uadeliffe, upon 
a certain forged message purporting to have been handed in at a certain 
post-office,- " the Koval Exchange. Manchester,"—for transmission h\ 
telegraph ami purporting to have been transmitted by telegraph to the 
<i encra I post-office in Manchester, with intent to defraud, the prisoner 
knowing it to be forged. The prisoner, who was a clerk in the Manchester

(12) It. v. Parke*. 2 Leach. 773: 2 East. P. (’., 903: It. v. Frond. 1 B. &
B.. 300: K. & It.. 389: It. v. Wilks, 2 East. P. < .. 957: R. v. Webb. 3 B. A
B.. 228: K. & R.. 405.

( 13) It. v. Dunn, I Leach, 57: 2 East, P. (’,. 902.
(14) It. v. Dixon. 2 Lew., 178.
(15) It. v. Hevey, I Leach, 229; 2 East, P. (’., 855.
(Iff) R. v. Ritson, L. R.. 1 C. V. R., 200 ; 39 L. J.. M. C.. 10.
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General Post-Oflice. — (post-offices in England having a telegraphic depart* 
nient), — had ohtained permission from Dorber, to make beta, in the hit
ters name, with Crompton & Radoliffe, who were bookmakers. On the 
-7th dune 1895. the “ Newcastle Handicap " was to be run at 2.45 p. m. : 
and the prisoner. <• i that day. sent the telegram in question, in Dorbera 
name offering to bet £3 on " Lord of Dale.” The telegram purported to 
have been handed in at the Royal Exchange post-office at 2.40 p. in., and 
to have been received at the General Post-Office at 2.51 p. in., whence it 
was transmitted to Crompton & Radeliffe, who, acting on their usual 
practice and believing that the telegram offering the liet had been handed 
in before the race was run, — accepted the bet at current odds, and, in due 
course, paid the amount won. As a matter of fact, the telegram was not 
handed in at the Royal Exchange post-office, at all, hut was despatched by 
the prisoner direct from the General post-office after the prisoner had 
received news of the fact that " Lord of Dale” had won the race. Hchl. 
that the telegram. — being written so as to make it appear that it was sent 
in for despatch before the race was run. when it was not, — was a forged 
instrument, and that the indictment was good. (17)

Forgery by alteration. The general principle upon which mukhiu a 
false document includes altering or adding to a genuine one, (as provided 
by the second paragraph of section 422), is that an alteration of any liiatc- 
lial part of a true instrument changes and falsifies the whole.

Upon an indictment for "making, forging and counterfeiting” a hill of 
exchange, ami for uttering it knowing it to be forged, the prisoners were 
convicted upon evidence of an alteration of the bill, from CIO to £50.(18)

The fraudulent alteration of a material part of a deed is forgery, how
ever slight the alteration may appear in itself ; as. for instance, the making 
a lease of the manor of Dale to appear to he a lease of the manor of Sale, 
by changing the letter I) into an N; or by making a bond for £500, ex
pressed in figures, seem to have been made for £5.000. ( 19)

Where a party made a copy of a receipt, added to such copy material 
words, not in tin* original, and, then, offered it in evidence on a sugges
tion of the original being lost, it was considered that he might be pros
ecuted for forgery. The words inserted were “in full of all demands."(20)

Altering the date of a hill of exchange after acceptance, and thereby ac
celerating the time of payment is forgery ; (21) and so is altering a bill 
payable at three months into a bill payable at twelve months. (22)

Where a note of a country banker was made payable at their house in 
the country or at their bankers in London, and the London bankers had 
failed, it was forgery to alter the name of such London bankers to the 
name of another London banker, with whom the country bankers had 
made their notes payable subsequent to the failure ; the judges deciding 
I hat the act done by the prisoner was a false making in a circumstance 
material to the value of the note, and its facility of transfer, by making it 
payable at a solvent instead of an insolvent house. The alteration was ef
fected by pasting a slip of paper hearing the words Ramxbottom d Co., 
over the* words lllo.rani <(• Co., in the same manner ns the prosecutors had 
themselves altered their re-issuable notes, after the failure of their first 
London bankers, Rloxam & Co. (23)

(17) R. v. Uilev, [189(1] 2 Q. B.. 309.
(18) R. v. Teague, 2 East. V. C.. 979: It. & It.. 33. See It. v. Dawson. 1 

Str.. 19.
(19) 1 Hawk. P. C., e. 70. s. 2. See It. v. Els worth, 2 East, P. 980.
(20) Vpfoln v. Leit, 5 Ksp.. 100.
(21) Master v. Miller. 4 T. It.. 320: 2 East. P. C., 882.
(22) It. v. Atkinson, 7 C. & P.. 009.
(23) R. v. Treble, 2 Taunt, 328; 2 Leach. 1040: It. & It.. 104.
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Altering a (tanker's one pound note by substituting the word tni for the 
won! o/o w«k held to be forgery. (24)

Discharging one endorsement and inserting another, or making it theie- 
hy a f/f/OTo/ instead of a endorsement ha* lieen held to In- an alter
ing of an endorsement, and to la* a forgery. (25)

A person, having an order for delivery of wheat for the sup|tort of the 
poor |H-r*on* in a miinieipality, is guilty of forgery, if lie materially alters 
the order, so a* to increase the <|iiantity of wheat which is obtainable 
thereunder, with intent to defraud. (2U)

The prisoner, a railway station master, had the jatying of It. who was 
employed to collect and deliver |iarcels; and the company provided a form 
in which the charges due to It were entered by the prisoner under the 
heads of "Delivery" and " Collecting " respectively. The prisoner having 
falsely told It. that the company would no longer pay for delivering, hut 
only for collecting, continued to charge the conqainty for the collecting a* 
well as the delivering; and. in order to furnish a voucner. after paying It 
tlie sum entered in the form for collecting, and obtaining a written receipt 
for it. the prisoner, without It's knowledge, put on such written receipt, 
a receipt stamp, and put in the receipt, in figures, (as the aggregate for 
collecting and delivering), a larger sum than he had actually paid. This 
was held a forgery. (27)

Un an indictment for forgery, it ap|ieurcd that a promissory note had 
been drawn by the prisoner, payable two months after date, to the order of 
one .1. S.. and afterwards endorsed by said d. S. and that the prisoner then 
altered the note, by making it payable three months after date, and di* 
counted it at the Dank of British North America, in London. Ontario. The 
jury convicted him of forgery, and on motion for a new trial, on the 
ground that the forgery, or uttering, jf any, was a forgery of or uttering 
of a forged endorsement, the note having been made by the prisoner him 
self, and that there was no legal evidence of an intent to defraud, it was 
held that the altering of the note while in his own possession, after endorse
ment, was a forgery of a note, and not of an endorsement, and that the 
passing of the note to a third party, who was thereby defrauded, was *uf 
ticicnt evidence of an intent to defraud. (2H)

It is forgery for a person, having authority to till up a blank ae<a e 
oi a cheque, for a certain sum, to till it up for a larger amount. Therefore, 
if a iierson gives another a blank acceptance, ami at the time limits the 
amount either by writing upon it. or otherwise, and. if in the tilling up of 
the acceptance that amount be exceeded with intent to defraud the aceep 
tor, or any other person, it is forgery under clause («) of section 421. (2»»

Filling in blank cheques without authority. Killing in (without 
authority) the body of a blank cheque, to which a signature is attached, 
is a forgery.

The prisoners were indicted for uttering a forged cheque, and it appeared 
that one Townsend was in the habit of signing blank checks, and leaving 
them with hi* clerk when business called him away from home; one of 
these checks fell into the hands of the prisoners, who tilled up the blank 
with the words •‘one hundred pounds," and dated it; it was objected that

(24) It. v. I'ost. It. 4 It.. 101.
(2Ô) It. v. Birket 4 Brady, It. * R., 251.
(20) It. v. C ampbell, 18 V. ('. g. B.. 410.
(27) R. v. (irifntha, Dears. 4 B.. .">48; 27 L. I. ( M. ('.), 205.
(28) It. v. Craig, 7 U. C. ('. I»., 2.1ft ; li. v. McXevin, 2 Rev. I «eg., 711. 
(2ft) See It. v. Minter Hart, Moo. ('. C., 480: 7 < . A I»., 052: R. v. N il

son, 2 ('. A K.. 527. See It. v. Richardson. 2 F. 4 F., 143.
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tin- signature being genuine, it eon Id not la- said Hint the prisoner had ut
tered a forged instrument : but, ltailey, .1.. held, that it was a forgery of 
the cheek. By tilling in the body and dating it, it was made a perfect in
strument, which it previously was not, and, although it was not in point 
of fact made entirely by the prisoners, yet it had been held that the doing 
that, which is necessary to make an imperfect instrument a perfect one. is 
a forgery of the whole. (30)

Forgery by signing forger’s own name as that of another person.
If a hill of exchange, payable to A B or order, get into the hands of mi- 
oilin' /iitsoii of the same name with the payee, and such other person know 
mg that he is not the real payee, in whose favour it was drawn, endorse it. 
for the purpose of fraudulently possessing himself of the money, he is 
guilty of forgery. (31)

Coal, consigned to (I. I*, of New York, arrived, and was claimed by on- 
ollirr im'Kon of the name of (Î. I*., who resided there, and who, knowing 
this, obtained an advance of money, on endorsing the permit for the del
ivery of the coal, with his own proper name. This was held to he for
gery. (32)

Forgery by using a fictitious name. - The use of a fictitious name may 
he sufficient to constitute forgery.

Thus, a person who endorsed a fictitious name on a bill of exchange to ' 
give it currency was held to he guilty of forgery ; and. where a bill of ex
change was drawn in fictitious names, there being no such persons existing 
as the bill imported, it was held to lie a forged hill. (33)

It has been held that an order on a banker, for the payment of money, 
falsely purporting to he made by one who kept cash with such banker. \xa~ 
a forgery, though made in a fictitious name, or in the name of one who had 
no authority to draw on the hanker: (34) and that a receipt, in a ficti
tious name, endorsed on a hill of exchange was also a forgery, although it 
did not purport to he the name of any particular person. (33)

In a case where the prisoner was indicted for uttering a forged deed, 
purporting to be a power of attorney, from Elizabeth Tingle, administra
trix of her. ( Kliza la-tli Tingle's), father Richard Tingle, deceased, late a 
marine belonging to His Majesty's ship the Hector, to F. l'redham, of Ber
nard s-lnn, etc., empowering the said I’redham to receive all prize-nionex 
due to her. etc., the facts were clearly proved, and the prisoner was con
victed. But a doubt was entertained whether, as Richard Tingle had died 
childless, and as there was no such p« u as Kliza belli Tingle, the case 
amounted to forgery : and the point was referred to the consideration of 
the twelve judges. Eleven of them were very clearly of opinion, that it 
was forgery. (3(1)

Forging,.in a false name assumed for concealment, with a view to a 
fraud, of which the forgery is part, is sufficient to constitute the offence. 
And if there lie proof of the prisoner's real name, it is for him to prove 
that la used the assumed name before the time lie had the fraud in view, 
even in the abseive of proof as to what name he had used for several years 
before the fraud in question. (37)

(30) R. v. Wright. 1 I^ew., 133.
(31) Mead v. Young. 4 T. it., 28.
(32) 1*. v. Peacock, (I Co wen. 72.
(33) R. v. Wilks, 2 East, P. ('.. 937. See. also, the cases of R. v. Blenkin- 

sop & It. v. Kpps., cited infra.
(34) It. v. Lockett. 1 Leach, 04: R. v. Abraham, 2 East, P. ('.. 041.
(33) R. v. Taylor, 1 Leach. 214: U. v. Francis, R. & R„ 200.
( 3(1) R. v. Ijewis, Post., 110.
(37) It. v. Peacock, It. & It., 278.
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Where the prisoner obtained money from B, for a < • on Jones,
Lloyd & Co., purporting to be drawn by U. Andrews in favour of, — New
man, Ksi|. on bearer, telling him that it was for Mr. Newman, of Soho 
S<|tiare, in whose service lie was for three months, and that Mr. Newman 
bad put his name on the back; and it appeared, upon an indictment for 
forging and uttering the cheque, that no person of the name of (». And
rews kept an account with Jones, Lloyd & Co., that Mr. Newman of Soho 
Square did not write his name on the back of the cheque, and that the 
prisoner was never in that gentleman's service; Parke, J.. held this to be 
sufficient i>rlmn facie evidence that II. Andrews was a fictitious person, 
ami told the jury that if (I. Andrews really drew the cheque, the prisonet 
might produce him or give some evidence upon the subject. The prisoner 
was convicted. (38)

Where the prisoner was indicted for forging and uttering a clteque on 
<ireenwood <SL Co., army agents and bankers, purporting to be drawn by .1 
Weston: and a clerk in the army department was called to prove that .1. 
Weston kept no account with his employers; lie admitting that lie did not 
know the names of all the customers, but adding that lie knew of no cus
tomer named .1. Weston, and that, upon inquiry of the other clerks, he 
found that there was no such person: Parke, .1., with the concurrence of 
Patteson, J.. and (lurney. It., held this to be itriniA facie evidence suf
ficient to call upon the prisoner to show who J. Weston really was. (39)

If a person write an acceptance in his own name to represent a fictitious 
firm, with intent to defraud, it is a forged acceptance; for, if an acceptance 
represent a fictitious firm, it is the same as if it represented a fictitious 
l»ermm. ( 4U )

Two men named Par ken ami Brown were indicted for forging and in 
terûig a promissory note purporting tq be signed by “Thomas Brown" and 
being for tlô-ü-0, payable to bearer. The prisoner Brown uttered the 
note to one Hulls, a shoemaker, in paying for some boots, he pretending 
that lie was a Caplnin Brown, and, that he had a brother who had just 
married a lady with €15.000 which his brother had deposited in the hands 
of Down and Thornton, bankers. London, and, in handing Hulls the note, 
he said “I am sorry I cannot pay you in gold : but I can give you what is 
just ns good, one of my brother's drafts." Hulls asked him if it was on the 
money lodged with Down. Thornton & Co's, and Brown said it was. The 
note was soon discovered to lie a forgery; and it appeared that Brown and 
I’arkcs were connected together, that the note was in Barken' handwriting, 
including the signature ‘‘Thomas Brown," and that Dunn & Co. had no 
such customer as Thomas Brown. Both prisoners were found guilty, the 
jury saving they thought Barken signed the note with Brown's assent and 
that Bmwn uttered it under a representation that it was his brother's, 
knowing that it was not so. with intent to defraud Hulls. The following 
objections to the conviction were taken by the counsel for the prisoners: 
first, that Thomas Brown was the real name of one of the "prisoners : 
secondly, that it was no forgery in Barken to sign the name of Thomas 
Brown, with his. Brown's, consent; thirdly, that if Barkes were not guilty 
of forgery. Brown could not lie guilty of" uttering the note knowing it In 
lie forged; and fourthly, that the subséquent misrepresentation of Brown 
ought not to affect Barkes. »s there was no evidence that he was aware of 
the fraudulent circumstances under which Brown was going to utter the 
note: the principle being, that mis representations do not amount to for
gery. or make that a forgery which was not so at the time of the original 
making.

(38) It. v. Baekler. 5 ('. & P.. 118.
139) I!, v. Brannnn. « C. & P.. 320. 
(40) It. v. Rogers. 8 C. & P.. 029.
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The judges held the conviction wrong as to Parkes, hut right as to 

Brown, for the following reasons:—that forgery is “the false making of 
a note, or other instrument, with intent to defraud; which might be done 
either by using the name of one who did not exist, or of one who did exist, 
without his consent; that this was of the former description, being uttered 
by the prisoner as the note of his brother, no such person as his brother of 
that name appearing to exist; and that the circumstance of its being made 
in the same name as his own could not make any difference; the note being 
uttered as the note of another, and not ns his own. The same answer ap
plied to the second objection. As no such i>erson existed to whom the 
name of Thomas Brown, ox the siyner of the note, could apply, there could 
be no consent given to sign the name. It was signed by the authority of 
11 Thomas Brown, but not of the Thomas Brown, for whose note it pur
ported to be given; for the person in whose name the note was made, was, 
according to the description of him in the note, then a resident at llingli- 
ton, in Salop ; and it imported that he was a correspondent of Down, 
Thornton and Co. and had money in their hands; and lie was also repre
sented to be the brother of the prisoner; but no such person of that name 
anil description appeared to exist. And all this was proved and found to 
be done for the purpose of fraud. Thirdly, that the indictment did not 
charge that. Brown uttered the note knowing it to have been forged by 
1‘arkes, but only knowing it to l ave been foryed ; and, therefore, let it 
have been forged by whomsoever it might, it was equally an offence in 
Brown to utter it." (41 >

It is immaterial whether any additional credit l»e gained by using the 
false or fictitious name. (42)

Where the fictitious name used by the prisoner in the forged instrument 
was found by the jury to have been assumed by him with the intention of 
defrauding the prosecutor, although the prisoner's real name would, as 
admitted by the prosecutor, have carried with it as much credit as tnc as
sumed name, a conviction for forgery was held to Ik- right. (43)

It has, however, been held that where a man, who had been lony known 
by a fictitious name, drew a bill in that name, it was not a forgery. (44)

Intent. — The intent necessary is an intent that the false document shall 
lie used or acted upon as genuine to some one’s prejudice, or that some one 
shall 1m* led by belief in its genuineness to do or refrain from doing some-

So, that, a man. who makes a false note, and issues and gets money or 
anything on it, will have led some one to act on it as genuine, and will be 
guilty of forgery, although he may mean to take it uj>, and even if he ac
tually does take it up, at maturity. In a case in point, the prisoner was 
tried for uttering a forged bill of exchange with intent to defraud S. Minor. 
It appeared that the parties to the bill were all fictitious persons, that 
circumstance being fully known to the prisoner at the time he uttered it. 
and that there was no doubt that the names were forged, and the bill ut
tered by the prisoner with full knowledge of that fact. There was, how
ever, reason to contend that the prisoner, who had tilled a respectable sta
tion in life as a farmer, and who had endorsed the bill to Minor, intended 
at the time he so uttered it to take up and pay the bill when it arrived at 
maturity. For the prisoner it was urged to the jury, that the existence of

(41) II. v. Pnrkes & Brown. 2 Leach, 775; 2 East, P. (’„ 0(13.
(42) R. v. Taft, 1 Leach, 172. See R. v. Marshall, R. & R., 75. and R. v. 

Sheppard, 1 Leach, 220.
(43) R. v. Whiley, R. 4 It., Of).
(44) R. v. "Aiekles, 2 East. P. ('., 008; R. v. Bontein, R. 4 R.. 200. Sec 

II. X-. Peacock, cited at p. 470, ante.
31
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HUvh an intention, if they believed it. was ground u|hiii which they might 
pio|>erly negative the intention to defraud Minor, a* charged in the indict 
ment ; and a cane was cited in which Lord A lunger, at the previous assize* 
for Shrewsbury, had so decided. In summing up the case, Alderson. IL 
told the jury. (after consulting (iurney. B.), that if they were satisfied 
that the prisoner uttered the bill in payment of a debt due to Minor, 
knowing at the time be so uttered it that it was a forgery, ami meaning 
that Minor should believe it to lie genuine, they were Imuml to infer that 
lie intended to defraud Minor. The prisoner was found guilty; but. Alder- 
son. IL thought it proper, from respect to the opinion of Ijord Abinger. tn 
state a case for the opinion of the judges, in order to know if the rule laid 
down by him in his summing up to the jury was correct ; and the judge*, 
having considered the case, were unanimously of opinion that the eonvii - 
tion was right. (45)

Upon an indictment for forging and uttering an order for the payment 
of money, signed John Phillips, with intent to defraud P. Ilulford and 
others, it appeared that the order was presented at Messrs Rufford'* bank ; 
but they would not pay the amount: and no jierson named John Phillip* 
kept cash with them : it was objected that there could lie no intent tn 
defraud Messrs. Rufford. ns there was not the most remote chance of tlicii 
paying the money ; but it was held that the prisoner's going to Messrs. 
Rufford's and presenting the pa|ier for payment, was «piite sufficient c\ 
idence of an intent to defraud them. (4(1)

Where it appeared that the forged bill bad since it was uttered, Iiecii 
paid before proceedings were taken against the prisoner, Parke. FL in ad 
dressing the jury said this made no difference and that they were bound 
to infer an intent to defraud from the act of the forgery and the uttei 
•eg. ( 17.

If a person put the name of another on a bill of exchange, as acceptor, 
without the other's authority, expecting to lie able to meet it when dm. 
or expecting that such other jierson will overlook it. it is forgery. But. it 
the person either had authority from such other jierson. or from the com - 
of their dealings bond /Mr considered that he had such authority, it i* n..; 
forgery. (48)

Nothing short of bond /Mr lielief that the defendant had authority and ;i 
fair ground for that belief, from the acts of the party whose name i* u*cd. 
is sufficient. Thus, where A was indicted for forging and uttering an in 
eeptanee on a bill of exchange in the name of It. and B admitted that In- 
bail had money transactions with A and had lieen connected with him a* 
a partner in a hat manufactory and that they had bail many bill tran*a. 
lions and had trusted each other largely, and that a mutual accomodation 
existed lietween them. Coleridge. .1.. in his summing iiji. said. “ We moi 
come to It's statement that lie has been for the last eight years in habit - 
of great intimacy with the prisoner and in jiartnership with him. Now. I 
put. the i| nest ion whether, though lie had not authorized the signing of hi* 
name on that jiarticiilar bill, he had ever given the jirisoner a genera! 
authority. If he had said to the jirisoner. ‘ You may use my name when
ever you like,’ it would lie idle to say that the acceptance was a forgen 
It is not merely writing another man's name, but writing it. without

(45) It. v. llill. 2 Moo. V. V. K.. 30. See. also. It. v. Cooke. 8 C. 4*P.. 
582: It. v. Beard. 8 C. 4 P-. 143; It. v. Boardman. 2 M. 4 Rob., 147: 2 Lew. 
187 : It. v. James. 7 C. 4 P., 553.

(4(1) It. v. Crowther, 8 ('. 4 P., 31(1.
(47) It. v. (leach. 0 ('. 4 P., 400. See R. v. Mazagora, It. 4 It.. 201. ami 

It. v. Carter, 7 C.4 P.. 134.
(48) R. v. Forties. 7 C. 4 P., 224. See It. v. Hill. 8 C. 4 P.. 274: It. \ 

Cooke. 8 C. 4 P., 682.
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authority and with intend to defraud. But I go further: I think that if a 
person had reasonable ground for believing, from the acts of the party, 
that he had authority to accept and did in point of fact act on that, ‘it 
would not be forgery. Let me suppose one or two cases :—Suppose tile 
prisoner to have meant to raise C200 for two or three months, and trusted 
that, at the end of that time he should be able to repay it. if he used an 
other person's name, without authority and not believing that lie had 
authority, that would be a distinct forgery. No man has a right to use 
another's name, trusting that lie may lie aide to take up the bill. So, if a 
person having no authority were to say, * I want to raise a sum of money, 
and I am sure my father is so fond of me that he will not proceed against 
me criminally,' and were to write his father's name to an acceptance, that 
would be forgery. No man has a right to trust to the kindness of another 
man. If you are of opinion that the prisoner acted in either of those ways, 
knowing that lie had no authority hut meaning to repay the bill or trust
ing that the prosecutor would not prosecute, in either of those eases, this 
would lie forgery. There can be nothing short rtf the person believing that 
lie had authority and having a fair ground for that belief from the other 
party. The authority need not lie express ; it may implied from acts. I put 
the <|Uestion to see whether the prisoner had any reason for thinking that 
lie had authority to use Mr. Woodman's name. Now. you are to judge 
whether you have any reason to believe, looking at the circumstances 
fairly between the Crown and the prisoner, not stretching on one side or 
• hi the other, that the prisoner believed that lie had authority, and from 
the circumstances had reasonable grounds for so believing. There was 
great intimacy between these parties ; and. there had been a great many 
dealings bet ween them. All which is to lie taken into account. You cer
tainly find that, the moment Mr. Woodman is called upon, he does not pay 
the hill, and he does not in the least adopt the act that was done by the 
prisoner; that is really the only point in the case. (49)

Where an indictment was for forgery at common law of a surrender of 
the lands of .1. S.. and it was not shown in the indictment that .1. S. had 
any lands, it was liohlcn upon motion in arrest of judgment that tin in 
diclment was good, upon the principle that it was not necessary to show 
that the party was prejudiced, the intent to prejudice being sufficient.(50 )

See section 431. pont, and comments thereunder.
Forged documents which are legally imperfect. It was at one time, 

considered that where the document was imperfect or such as would if 
genuine have no legal effect it would be no forgery ; as, for instance, where 
a document was imperfect as a bill, — writing a name across it to be used 
as an acceptance, was held not to lie a forgery of an acceptance; (51) and. 
where a defendant was indicted for forging a will of lands, and the will 
was not one which purported to lie attested by the legal number of wit
nesses, it was held that the defendant could not lie convicted. (52) The 
same ruling was upheld in regard to a country bank note or bill of ex 
change, which, for want of a signature, was incomplete, and also in regard 
to a navy-bill payable in blank.-(53) But there are decisions which seem 
lo lie in a different sense from the foregoing. For instance, it was held 
that a forgery might be committed of an instrument made on unstamped 
paper, notwithstanding that the particular instrument was subject to some

(49) It. v. Beard, 8 C. & P., 143.
(50) Goate's Case, 1 Ld. Itaym., 737.
(•‘>1) R. v. Cooke, 8 ('. & P„ 582; It. v. Butterwick, 2 M. & R„ 190.
(52) It. v. Wall, 2 East. P. ('., 953. See, also. It. v. Moffatt. 1 Leach.431.
(53) It. v. Richards, It. & It., 19.3: It. v. Randall, It. & It., 195; It. v. 

1’ntenian, It. & It., 455; It. v. Burke. R. & It.. 490: It. v. Turpin, 2 C. & K . 
*20: R. v. Harper, 7 i). B. I).. 78: 50 L. J. (M. C.), 90.
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law requiring it to be stamped; it being held in reference, for example to 
a bill of exchange, which under the English Stamp Acts required to be 
stamped, that such Acts declaring that a bill without a stamp should not 
be pleaded or given in evidence or be available in law or in equity, sign
ified only that it should not be made use of to recover the debt. (54) And 
it was held that a man might be convicted of forging ami uttering a bill 
of exchange although the name of the payee was not endorsed on it. (55) 
A man was also held indictable for forging a deed, though not made in 
pursuance of the provisions of particular statutes requiring it to be in n 
particular form. (5(1) And where a man forged an instrument which if 
genuine could not have been made available by reason of some circum 
stance not appearing upon the face of the instrument, but to be made out 
by some extrinsic evidence, he was held indictable for the forgery. (57)

In a case where the defendant was convicted upon an indictment which 
stated that one Garbut and his wife were seized in fee of certain me- 
suages, lands, and tenements, called Jawiek, in the parish of Clacton, in 
Essex, and that the defendant intending to molest them, and their interest 
in the premises, forged a lease and release as from Garbut and his wife, 
whereby they were supposed for a valuable consideration to convey to him 
"all that park called dawick, in the parish of Clacton, in Essex, containing 
eight acres in circumference, with all the deer, wood, etc., thereto belong
ing,*' it was moved in arrest of judgment, that the premises supposed to hr 
conveyed were so materially different from those really belonging to Gar
but and bis wife, that it was impossible this conveyance could ever molest 
or disturb them. But the Court held that it was not necessary that there 
should be a charge, or a possibility of a charge, and that it was sufficient 
it it were done with such intent, and that the jury had found that it un
done with intent to molest Garbut and his wife in the possession ot their 
land. (58)

It was held, in several cases, that forgery might lie committed by tin- 
false making of an instrument, purporting to be the will of a person still 
living; notwithstanding the objection, that during the life of a party his 
will is ambulatory, and can have no validity as a will until his death. 
Thus, a prisoner was convicted for forging the will of a seaman, who it ap
peared was still alive, and had returned to England two years after tin- 
prize money had lieen received by the prisoner, under the forged will. (50) 
In a subsequent case, where the prisoner was indicted ami convicted for 
forging the last will and testament of a woman who was still living, and 
was a witness on the trial, the judgment was respited upon a doubt, wi
ther, as the supposed testatrix was living, the prisoner was legally con- 
\icted of having forged her lost trill and testament; there being no such 
instrument as a last will and testament in contemplation of law, until 
after the death of the person making it; but the judges were unanimously 
of opinion, that an instrument may be the subject of forgery, although in 
fact it should appear impossible for such an instrument as the instrument 
forged to exist, provided it purports on the face of it to be good and valid 
as to the purposes for which it was intended to be made. ( (10) The point

(54) R. v. Ilawkeswood. 2 T. R„ 00(1; 1 Leach, 257; 2 East, P. ('., 935. 
See R. v. Lee, 1 Leach, 258, and It. v. Lyons, R. & It., 255 ; R. v. Frond. I!. 
& R. 380 ; R. v. Morton, 2 East, P. C.t 955; R. v. Pike, 2 Moo. C. C. R., 70: 
li. v. Reculist, 2 Leach, 703.

(55) R. v. Wiekes, R. & R., 140. See the cases of R. v. Hawkes, R. v 
Curry, R. v. Mopsey, cited at p. 491, post.

(56) R. v. Lyon, R. & R., 255.
(57) R. v. McIntosh. 2 Leach, 833; 2 East. P. C., 942.
(58) It. v. Crooke, 2 Str., 991; 2 East, P. C., 921.
(59) It. v. Murphy. 10 Hargr. St. Tr.. 183; 2 East, P. C., 040 
< 00) It. v. Sterling, 1 Leach, 90.
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was again referred to the consideration of the judges, in a ease where the 
prisoner was indicted and convicted for knowingly uttering and publish
ing as true, a certain false and forged will of one j. U., late a seaman be
longing to a merchant vessel, and it appeared, that the said .1, (». was living. 
All the judges held the conviction right. It was observed by the learned 
judge, who delivered their opinion, that every will must be made in the 
life time of the party, whose will it was; that it existed as a will in hi* 
lifetime, though not to take effect till his death ; that the making a false 
instrument importing on the face of it to be a will was equally forgery, 
whether the person whose will it purported to be were dead or alive, at tin- 
time of making it; that a contrary doctrine would operate as a repeal of 
the law ; for if the act of making the will were not forgery at the time, a 
publication afterwards would not make it so. Duller, .1.. thought the very 
definition of forgery decided the doubt, for it was the making a false in
strument with intent to deceive; and that here the intention to deceive 
had been established by the jury, and the instrument purporting to be a 
will was clearly false. (01)

On an indictment for forging a will, the probate of that will unrevoked 
ir not conclusive evidence of its validity so as to be a bar to the prosecu
tion. (0*2)

A prisoner was convicted of forging a will of a non-existing person. He 
was indicted for forging the will of Jane Warner, and it appeared that 
there was no such person ; on which it w as objected that the forgery of the 
w ill of a non-existing person was no forgery. Patterson, .1., " There is 
nothing to limit the offence to the forgery only of the wills of persons that 
have existed." (03)

There can, no longer, he any doubt that imperfections and defects in a 
forged document will not enable the forger to escape punishment ; foi 
clause 4 of the above section 422 expressly declares that the forgery is com
plete, although the false document may be incomplete or may not purport 
to be such a document as would be binding in law. if it be so made as to 
In- acted on as genuine, and is such as to indicate that it was intended to 
lie acted on as genuine.

423. Punishment of forgery. — Kvery one who commits forgery 
of the documents hereinafter mentioned is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to the following punishment: —

(.1) To imprisonment for life, — if the document forged pur- 
jMirts to be, or was intended by the offender to be understood to 
be or to be used as —

(a.) any document having impressed thereon or affixed thereto 
any public seal of the United Kingdom or any part thereof, or of 
Canada or any part thereof, or of any dominion, possession or co
lony of Her Majesty; (C3 a) R.S.C., e. 1G5, s. 4; or

(/>.) any document bearing the signature of the Governor Ge
neral. or of any administrator, or of any deputy of the Governor,

(<il ) |{. v. Coogan, 1 Leach, 499.
(02) K. v. Buttery ami Milenamnro, H. & R.. 342.
(03) R. v. Avery, 0 ('. 4 P.. 590.
(03«) The word's "His Majesty” must be substituted for “ Her Maj

esty " in this section. (See section 7 of the Interpretation Aet, ut p. 9.
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or of any Lieutenant-Governor or any one at any time administer
ing the government of any province of Canada; R.S.C., c. 165, 
s. 5 ; or

(<’.) any document containing evidence of, or forming the title 
or any part of the title to, any land or hereditament, or to any 
interest in or to any charge upon any land or hereditament, or 
evidence of the creation, transfer or extinction of any such in
terest or charge; or

(</.) any entry in any register or book, or any memorial or other 
document made, issued, kept or lodged under any Act for or re
lating to the registering of deeds or other instruments respecting 
or concerning the title to or any claim upon any land or the re
cording or declaring of titles to land; R.S.C., c. 165, s. 38; or

(e.) any document required for the purpose of procuring the 
registering of any such deed >r instrument or the recording or de
claring of any such title; R.S.O., e. 165, e. 38; or

(/.) any document which is made, under any Act, evidence of 
the registering or recording or declaring of any such deed, instru
ment or title; R.S.C., c. 165,is. 38; or

\tj.) any document which is made by anv Act evidence affecting 
the title to land; or

(//.) any notarial act or document or authenticated copy or any 
/irorès-verbal of a surveyor or authenticated copy thereof; R.S.C., 
c. 165, s. 38; or

(f.) any register of births, baptisms, marriages, deaths or burials 
authorized or required by law to be kept, or any certified copy of 
any entry in or extract from anv such register; R.S.C., c. 165, 
s. 43; or

(y.) any copy of any such register required by law to be trans
mitted by or to any registrar or other officer; R.S.C., c. 165, 
s. 44 ; or

(Z\) any will, codicil or other U damentary document, either of 
a dead or living person, or any prolxate or letters of administra
tion, whether with or without the will annexed; R.S.C., c. 165, 
s. 27 ; or

(/.) any transfer or assignment of any share or interest in any 
stock, annuity or public fund of the United Kingdom or any part 
thereof, or of Canada or any part thereof, or of any dominion, 
|K>ssession or colony of Her Majesty, or of any foreign state or 
country, or receipt or certificate for interest accruing thereon; 
R.S.C., c. 165, ss. 8 and 25; or

(m.) any transfer or assignment of any share or interest in the 
debt of any public body, company or society, British, Canadian or 
foreign, or of any share or interest in the capital stock of any such
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company or society, or receipt or certificate for interest accruing 
theron; K.8.C., c. 105. s. 8; or

(«) any transfer or assignment of any share or interest in any 
claim to a grant of land from the Crown, or to any scrip or other 
payment or allowance in lieu of any such grant of land; R.S.C., 
c. 105, s. 8; or

(o.) any power of attorney or other authority to transfer any 
interest or share hereinbefore mentioned, or to receive any divi
dend or money payable in respect of any such share or interest; 
K.S.C., c. 165, s. 8; or

(/>.) any entry in any I wok or register, or any certificate, cou
pon. share, warrant or other document which by any law or any 
recognized practice is evidence of the title of any person to any 
such stock, interest or share, or to any dividend or interest payable 
in respect thereof ; R.K.C., c. 1(55, s. 11; or

(<].) any exchequer bill or endorsement thereof, or receipt or 
certificate for interest accruing thereon; R.S.C., c. 165, s. 13; or

(/•.) any bank note or bill of exchange, promissory note or 
cheque or any acceptance, endorsement or assignment thereof ; 
R.S.V., c. 165, 88. 18, y5 and 28; or

(x.) any scrip in lieu of land; R.S.C., c. 165, s. 13; or
(M any document which is evidence of title to any portion of 

the debt of any dominion, colony, or possession of Her Majesty, or 
of any foreign state, or any transfer or assignment thereof; or

(ii.) any deed, bond, debenture, or writing obligatory, or any 
w arrant, order, or other security for money or payment of money, 
whether negotiable or not, or endorsement or assignment thereof ; 
R.S.C., c. 165, sa. 26 and 32; or

(v) any accountable receipt or acknowledgment of the deposit, 
receipt, or delivery of money or goods, or endorsement or assign- 
mem thereof ; R.K.C., c. 165, s. 29; or

(«•) any bill of lading, charter-party, policy of insurance, or any 
shipping document accompanying a bill of lading, or any endorse
ment or assignment thereof; or

(.r) any warehouse receipt, dock warrant, dock-keeper’s certi
ficate, delivery order, or warrant for the delivery of goods, or of 
any valuable thing, or any endorsement or assignment thereof ; or

(//) any other document used in the ordinary course of business 
as proof of the possession or control of goods, or as authorizing, 
either on endorsement or delivery, the possessor of such document 
to transfer or receive any goods.

(/*) To fourteen years’ imprisonment,—if the document forged
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purports to be, or was intended by the offender to be understood 
to be, or to be used as —

(а) any entry or document made, issued, kept or lodged under 
any Act for or relating to the registry of any instrument respect
ing or concerning the title to or any claim upon, any personal pro
perty; H.S.C., c. 165, s. 38.

(б) any public register or book not hereinbefore ment ion is! 
appointed by law to be made or kept, or any entry therein. K.8.C.. 
c. 165, s. 7.

(C) To seven years' imprisonment. — if the document forged 
purports to be, or was intended by the offender to be understood 
to be, or to be used as —

(а) any record of any court of justice, or any document what
ever belonging to or issuing from any court of justice or being or 
forming part of any proceeding therein; or

(б) any certificate, office copy, or certified copy or other docu
ment which, by any statute in force for the time being, is adini- 
sible in evidence; or

(c) any document made or issued by any judge, officer or clerk 
of any court of justice, or any document upon which, by the law 
or usage at the time in force, any court of justice or any office. 
might act; or

(d) any document which any magistrate is authorized or re
quired by law to make or issue; or

(«) any entry in any register or book kept, under the provisions 
of any law, in or under the authority of any court of justice or 
magistrate acting as such; or

(/) any copy of any letters patent, or of the enrolment or en- 
registration of letters patent, or of any certificates thereof; R.S.C., 
c. 165, s. 6; or

(g) any license or certificate for or of marriage; R.S.C., c. 165, 
s. 42; or

(A) any contract or document which, either by itself or with 
others, amounts to a contract, or is evidence of a contract; or

(*) any power or letter of attorney or mandate; or
(y) any authority or request for the payment of money, or for 

the delivery of goods, or of any note, bill, or valuable security ; 
R.S.C., c. 165, s. 29; or

(k) any acquittance or discharge, or any voucher of having 
received any goods, money, note, bill or valuable security, or any 
instrument which is evidence of any such receipt; R.S.C., c. 165. 
8. 29 ; or
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(/) any document to be given in evidence as a genuine document 
in any judicial proceeding; or

(tn) any ticket or order for a free or paid passage on any car
riage, tramway or railway, or on any steam or other vessel; R.S.C., 
c. 165, s. 33; or

(n) any document other than those above mentioned; R.S.V., 
c. 165, s. 76.

It is not necessary to set out in the indictment a copy or fac-similé of 
the forged document; (see section 013, punt); but the indictment should 
state what the instrument is in respect of which the forgery was commit
ted; (04) and the instrument should be correctly described. For instance, 
if a bill of exchange is described as a promissory note, the indictment will 
be defective, unless amended. (05)

If the document be set out in the indictment, it should, when given in 
evidence, correspond exactly with that set out in the indictment, or the 
variance, if not amended, may be fatal. (00)

A mere literal variance, however, (that is, where the omission or addi
tion of a letter does not alter or change a word, so as to make it another 
word), will not be material ; (07) as, for instance, "receiv'd" for “re
ceived;" (ON) “ undertood " for “understood;" (09) “Messes" for 
“Messrs" (70) or the like.

Attaching to the paper or parchment, on which the indictment is written, 
impressions of forged notes taken from engraved plates, is not a legal mode 
of setting out the notes in the indictment. (71)

If the instrument forged Ik* in a foreign language, it should, (if it be set 
out at all), be set out in that language, and a complete and accurate than- 
slation should also be set out. (72)

Counts under the repealed statute 2 and :t NY. 4, e. 123, s. 3, stating the 
plates to have engraved on them, in the Polish language, a promissory note 
lor the payment of money, to wit, for the payment of live florins, purport
ing to be a promissory note for the payment of money of a certain foreign 
prince, without stating the English value, were In-Id good after verdict, »y 
virtue of 7 Geo. 4, e. 94, s. 21. (73)

1‘HOOF. — That the signature or other part of the instrument alleged to 
Is- forged is not of the handwriting of the party may bo proved by any 
person acquainted with his bandwriting, either from having seen him write, 
hi from being in the habit of corresponding with him. ( ;4) It is sufficient.

(94) R. v. Wilcox, R. A R., 80.
(65) It. V. Hunter, H. A It.. 511; It. v. Birkett, R. A It.. 251.
(0(1) It. v. Powell, 2 East. P. ('., 970.
(07) It. v. Drake. 2 Stalk, 001.
(ON) R. v. llart, l Ix-ach. 145; 2 East. P. C., 977.
(09) It. v. Beach. C'owp., 229.
(70) R. Y. Oldfield, 1 Russ., 370.
(71) R. v. Harris, R. v. Moses, R. v. Balls, 7 V. A l1., 429; R. v. Win- 

sliuncr, 1 Mood. ('. t'., 400.
(72) See R. v. Szudurskie. 1 Mood. C. C., 419; It. v. Warshanev. Id.. 

400; It. v. Harris, 7 V. A P., 416. 429.
(73) R. v. Warshaner, R. v. Harris,
(74) Carrolls v. Alexander. 4 Esp., 37; Gould v. Jones, 1 W. Bl„ 3S4; 

Harrington v. Fry, R. & M., 99; R. v. Horn Tooke, 25 How. *$t. Tr., 71, 72.
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If inm fade, to disprove his handwriting, and lie need not In- called to dis
prove an authority to other* to use hi* name. (75)

I'lie party him*elf whose name i* forged may la* a witness to prove the 
forger\. Hut the forgery may e y lx- proved by other witnesses who 
are acquainted with his handwriting, without calling him as a wit 
lies*. (70)

Hy section OPS. pox/. " ( omparison of a disputed writing with any wri
ting proved to the satisfaction of the Court to la* genuine, shall la- permit 
ted to la* made by witnesses ; and such writings, and the evidence of wit 
nesses respecting the same may la- submitted to the court and jury as cv 
•deuce of the genuineness or otherwise of the writing in dispute."

It seems that the disputed writing and the writing whose genuineness i* 
proved should not be left to the jury direct, in order that by their own 
comparison of the two writings they may draw their own ùiiahleil con
clusions, but that they must be assisted by the evidence of an expert.(77 )

A person skilled in the detection of forgeries may be examined to prove 
that the writing is in a feigned hand, though lie never saw the partv 
write. (78)

1 hi an indictment for uttering a forged will, which, it was had
been written over pencil marks, that had lieen rubbed out, it was held 
that the evidence of engravers, who had examined the paja-r with a mil 
• or, and traced the |a*neil marks, was admissible for the prosecution. (711)

Evidence, must also la* given of the identity of the party whose hand 
writing is alleged to la- forged; that is, it must be proved, expressly, or 
from circumstances, that the alleged forgery was intended to represent the 
handwriting of the |arson whose handwriting it is proved not to be; oi 
that it was intended as the handwiiting of a person who never existed.(SO)

Where the defendant uttered a forged note, and said that it was drawn 
by W. II. of the Hull's Head, it was held to la? sufficient to prove, that it 
«as not of the handwriting of that W. H., although it appeared that there 
was another W. II. living in the neighborhood. (81)

It was at one time doubted whether the forgery, in England, of an in
strument payable abroad, or the uttering, in England, of an instrument 
forged ami payable abroad, was an offence within some of the repealed 
statutes; (82) although jt was afterwards decided that it was. (83)

This doubt was removed by the Inqierial Statute. 11 (ieo. 4, and 1 Will. 
4. c. 00, s. 30. which was re-enacted in section 40 of 24 and 25 Vic., e. lis. 
and our section 422. ante, expressly declares that the making of a false 
document is forgery, whether the ja*rson intended to be affected is within 
Canada or not ; and section 424. po*f, which deals with uttering, says that 
it is immaterial where the document was forged.

No la*rson accused of forgery, under section 423, can la* convicted upon

(75) K. v. Harley, 2 M. & Hob.. 473.
(70) It. v. Hughes. 2 East, I*. (’.. 1002: It. v. Macguire, Id.. R. & lt..37s. 
(77 ) See It. v. Harvey, 11 Vox V. V., 540.
(78) K. v. Valor, 4 Kap., 117; 1 Eap., 14; (loodtitle ». Braliaw. 4 T. IV 

407; (lurney v. Langlands, H. & Aid.. 330 ; It. v. Huekler. f> V. & 1*., 1 IS ; 
Doe v. Suckermore, 5 A. & E„ 703; 2 Nev. & Per., 10.

(70) It. v. Thomas Williams, 8 V. & I*., 434.
(80) See It. v. Kponsonby, 2 East, P. V.. 000, 007; It. v. Downes, hi.. 

007.
(81) It. v. Hampton, 1 Mood. C. 255.
(82) It. v. Dick. 1 Leach. 08; It. v. McKay. R. & It., 71.
(83) R. v. Kirkwood, 1 Mood. V. V., 311.
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the uncorroliorated evidence of one witness. (See section 084, i>ost). Where, 
en a elinrge of forgery, in aildition to the evidence of one witness to the 
effect that the alleged forged documents were written by the accused, it 
was proved, by the same witness, that certain names in a hook written in 
the same hand as the alleged forged documenta were in the handwriting 
of the accused, it was held that this was not sufficient corroboration under 
section 084. (84)

Forgery of bills of exchange, promissory notes, etc. - (See. 42.$ A » ). 
A hill payable ten days after sight purporting to lie drawn upon the com
missioners of the Navy, by a lieutenant, for the amount of certain pay due 
to him, has been held to be a bill of exchange. (85) And a note promising 
to pay A and 1$ " strwonh'ssrs," of a Benefit Society, "or Unir hum's* urn,” 
a certain sum. on demand, was held to lie a promissory note, although the 
society was not duly enrolled according to law. it not being necessary that 
the note should be négociable. (841)

An instrument drawn by A on 1$ requiring him to jmy to the adminis
trators of c a certain sum of money at a certain time, without nrcr/thincr, 
is a hill of exchange, and may he so described in the Indictment. (87)

Even when there is no person named in the draft as drawee, the defen
dant may lie indicted for uttering u fonjrd accepta n<r on a hill of r.r- 
cliantjc. (88) But, it has been held that, such an instrument containing 
the name of no drawee and containing no acceptance was not a bill of e\ 
change. (811) It has also been held that, where, at the time of forging an 
acceptance, the bill bore no signature of a ratter, it was not a bill of ex- 
< linage. (VO)

In the ease of a document in the ordinary form of a bill of exchange, 
but requiring the drawee to pay to his own order, and purporting to be 
endorsed by the drawer ami accepted by the drawer, it has been held that 
it could not, in an indictment for forgery, la* treated as a bill of ex
change. (01)

A seaman's advance note purporting to la* signed by the master and 
owner, and in the following form, — " Ten days after the ship sails from 
the port of L., the undersigned hereby promise and agree to pay to any 
person who shall advance C4 to II., on this agreement, the sum of U4. 
provided that the said II shall sail in the said ship from the said port of 
I..." was held not to la* a promissory note. (1)2)

But, although, in an indictment for forgery, a document like those 
above mentioned may not la* properly described as a bill of exchange or 
promissory note, an indictment for the forgery of such a document would 
Me under clause (' (m), which covers all documents not provided for by the 
other clauses of section 423; and, therefore, where there is any doubt as 
to the alleged forgery lieing a bill of exchange or a promissory note, a 
separate count should be framed describing or setting out the instrument 
so us to bring it within clause C («).

(84) K. v. McBride, 13 C. L. T„ 274: 26 O. ll„ <$3V.
(85) It. v. Chisholm, R. & It.. 21)7.
(841) It. v. Box, 4$ Taunt., 325; It. & It., 304). See It. v. McKenv, 1 Mood. 

C. C.. 130.
(87 | It. v. Kin near, 2 M. A ltob., 117.
(88) H. v. Hawkes, 2 Mood. (’. (’., 410.
(8V) It. v. Curry, 2 Mood. C. (’., 218.
;V4)) It. v. Mopsev, 11 Cox ('. ('., 143. See. also, It. v. Harper. 7 Q. B. 1)., 

78 . :.() L. J. (M. (’.). IK).
(»1) It. v. Bartlett. 2 M. A Rob., 3(12.
(!)2) It. v. Howie. 11 Cox Ci. C., 320.
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An instrument payable to the order of A., and directed " At Messrs. |’. 
& Co., Bankers," was held to be properly described as a bill of ex- 
t liange. (93)

The adding of a false address to the name of the drawee of a bill, while 
the bill is in course of completion, in order to make the acceptance appear 
to Ik* that of a different existing person, was held to la- a forgery. (94) 
And so was the adding of an address to a bill so as to make it ap|K*ar that 
the ac eptanee, though written by a person of the same name, is that of a 
different person, whether such |tersou existed or not. (93)

An indictment charged that the defendant forged “a certain endorse 
ment of " a bill of exchange, " which said forged endorsement *" was as fob 
lows: — “ Magdalene I slier wood; ** and the bill as set out in the indict
ment and as proved in evidence was jinyable to four persons (of whom Mag 
dalene leherwood was one), as joint executrices. Hvlri, by all the judge-', 
that the indictment was sufficient, ami that the charge was proved. (Piii

Deeds, bonds, debentures, etc. (Section 423 A m). A power of attorney 
to transfer government stock has lieen held to Ik* a deed. (97) But. (In- 
forging of such a |H»wer of attorney is the subject of a distinct provision 
contained in clause* A ( u ) of section 423, unit.

The giving of an administration bond, in a false* name, is a forgery. (9s >
Warrants or orders, etc., for money, etc. — (Section 423 A it). It is not 

necessary that a document, in order to constitute it a warrant or ordei 
for the |Kiyment of money, should amieur to Ik* so on its face*. It is suf
ficient if tile party to whom it is addressed has lieen in the habit of treat
ing similar dm-uments as warrants, e*tc., for the payment of money. Then- 
fore. a document in the form of a mere receipt, given by a depositor to a 
building society that re<eived money on deposit, may projierly in* described 
in an indictment, as a warrant for payment of money, if. by the custom of 
the society, such receipts are, in fact, treated as warrants for the payment 
of money. (99)

A draft U|mn a banker has Ik*cii held to Ik* a warrant and order for lIn
payment of money, (100) although post-dated. (101) So, was even a bill 
of exchange: (102) and an order to pay " all my prize money due to me 
for my services on board His Majesty's Ship Lmm/ir." without s|s*eifx ni
nny particular sum. ( 103)

Where the instrument was an order to pay the prisoner, or order, tin- 
sum of C4. fis. being a month's advance on an intended voyage to Quel m i 
in the ship "Mary Ann " as per agreement with <1. M.. master : and tin 
prisoner had written in the margin of the order, "On receiving this elieipn- 
1 agree to sail, and to Ik* on board within sixteen days from the date <*t 
this cheque; ” it was held an order for the payment of money. (1(M)

(93) II. v. Sidney Smith, 2 Mood. V. (".. 293. See (Iray v. Milner. ' 
Taunt.. 730.

(94) K. v. Blenkinsop, 1 Den.. 276; 2 C. A K„ 331: 17 L. .1. ( M. < . >. 92. 
(93) II. v. Hops. 4 V. & F.. H5.
(1HI) R. v. W intcrbottom, | Den., 41: 2 < . A K.. 37: Arch. < r. 1*1. A I 

21st Ed.. 997.
(97) II. v. Fuuntlerov, 1 Mood. (". <*., 32; 2 Bing., 413; 1 (’. A 1*.. 421
(98) II. v. Barber. 1C. A K.. 434.
(99) II. v. Kav, L. R.. 1 C. («. It.. 237: 39 L. .1. (M. (’.). 118.
(100) It. v. Willoughby. 2 East. 1*. (’., 944.
( 101) It. v. Taylor, 1 < . A K.. 213.
(102) II. v. Sheppard, 1 Leach, 229; It. v. Smith, 1 Den.. 79.
( 103) It. V. McIntosh, 2 East. I». < .. 942.
(104) It. v. Bainfield, 1 Mood. (’. (’.. 417. See II. v. Anderson, 2 M. A 

11(d)., 499 ; and II. v. Howie, 11 Cox C. (,\, 320.
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A foreign letter requesting a correspondent in England to advance 
money, it lteing proved tliat such letters are, in the course of business, 
tieuted as orders. was held to support a charge of forging an order for the 
payment of money. (105)

A writing, purporting to authorize the bearer to receive money depos
ited in a bank by a friendly society, and purporting to be signed by the 
principal officers of the society, (the bank having received the money on 
terms of repayment to the order of the society), was held to be well des
cribed as a warrant for the payment of money, and it was held no objec
tion that the defendant was himself a member of the society. (106)

A forged paper was as follows:—“This is to certify It. It. has swept 
Hues and cleaned the bilges, and repaired four bridges of the Prince** 
Victoria. J. X. t!4. Os. 10; and it was proved that, by the course of deal
ing between the parties, this voucher, if genuine, would have authorized 
L. & Co. to pay the C4. Os. 10. Held, sufficient to support an indictment 
charging it a- a warrant for the payment of money. (107) Rut a paper 
reading as follows:—“l hereby certify that the within named W. M. is 
gaining his living by hawking, the production of which was necessary to 
enable the defendant to obtain payment of a sum of money, — was held 
not to be a warrant or order for the payment of money, and to be the sub
ject only of forgery at common law. (108)

Money orders issued by the Post-Office have been held to be warrants 
and orders for the payment of money. (109)

A writing in the form of a bill of exchange but without any drawee's 
name cannot be charged as an order for the payment of money; at least 
unless shewn by averments to be such. (110)

A forged draft on a banker, in a fictitious name, or in the name of a per
son who never kept cash with the banker is a warrant or order for the pay
ment. of money: for it imports, upon the face of it, to be an order by a per
son having authority to make it. (Ill)

A forged draft in the name of a jierson who dor* keep cash with the 
hanker is an order, whatever lie the state of that person's account at the 
time. (112)

.Yhere. on the contrary, a man obtains goods upon his own draft on a 
banker, with whom he doea not keep cash, the proper mode of proceeding 
against him criminally is by indictment for the false pretence. (113)

The eases on this subject, were all considered by the judges in R. v. 
Vivian, (114) in which they laid down the principle that any instrument 
for the payment of money under which, if genuine, the payee might re
el ive tlu* amount against the party signing it. might properly be con
sidered as a tear rant for the payment of money; and that it was equally 
such, whatever were the state of account between the parties, and whe
ther the party purporting to sign it had at the time funds in the hands of

(105) R. v. Kuake. 2 Mood. ('. C., 66; 8 ('. & P.. 620.
( 100) R. v. Harris, 2 Mood. ('. ('.. 207: 1 C. & K., 179.
(107) R. v. Rogers. 9 C. & P-, 41.
(108) R. v. Mitchell, 2 F. & F., 44.
(109) R. v. Gilchrist. 2 Mood. ('. C.. 23.3; C. & Mar.. 224.
(110) R. v. Curry, 2 Mood. C. ('.. 218.
(111) R. v. Lockett, 2 East, P. C., 840; 1 Leach, 94; R. v. Abraham, 2 

East. P. C., 941.
(112) R. v. Carter, 1 Den. C. C., 65; 1 C. & K.. 741.
(113) See R. v. Lara, 0 T. R.. 505; R. v. Flint, R. & R., 460; R. v. Jack- 

son. 3 Camp., 370: and see p. 404. ante.
(114) R. v. Vivian, 1 C. à K., 719.
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tin* party In whom it was addressed or not. In tliut cam1, thv forged in 
strumeiil was ns follows: " Mr. M. will In» pleased to send liy the beam
CIO on Mr. Il'e account. ns Mr. II. is very bad in ImmI. uml cannot conic 

himself." Signed " M. It., foreman. St. A.‘foundry." M. was a clerk of 
hankers, with whom II. kept an account, ami hy drafts on whom he paid 
his workmen. M. R. was It's foreman, having authority to pay tin- work 
men. hut not to draw for the money. II. being ill in lied, the defendant 
forged this paper in M. It's name, and obtained the CIO from M. by menus 
of it. Although M. It. hail, himself, no account with the bankers, the 
defendant was held properly convicted; because by the instrument, if gen
uine. M. It. said in effect that he had nutlioritv from H„ who had an ae- 
count with the bankers: and as against him ( $1. It.), therefore, it was a« 
iiiiich a warrant as if he himself had such account, and would c<|Uully 
have Imuml him.

It has Ih-cii held that a warrant for the payment of money need not be 
addressed to a particular person; but. that it was sufficient if it would, if 
genuine, have been an authority to a certain |ierson to pay the amount 
mentioned in it: (115) and. where the forged instrument was thus. "Sir. 
please pay." etc., it was held that it might he shewn by evidence to In- an 
order for the payment of money, ami for whom it was Intended. ( lit»)

A written promise to pay a s|>cciticd sum or such other sum not exceed 
ing the same, as A. Ik may incur by reason of his suretyship is an MHtln 
hikiiifi for the payment ot money. ( i 17 ) • So. also, is a document purporting 
to guarantee a master a certain amount in money against the dishonest\ 
of a clerk; (UK) and so is an I.O.V. given by a debtor to his creditor, to 
obtain further time for payment of the debt, to which I.O.C. the debtor at" 
fixes, besides his own signature, a forged signature of a third party as 
«mrcty. (lilt)

A sailor's s/i/p/nm/ nnlr purporting to be signed by the master, ami read 
ing as follows. In consideration of K. sailing as steward in the brig 
R. from the port of I... I undertake to pay to K.. or hearer. C2. live days 
after the said brig shall sail from the said |K»rt." is an MHdn’Iakluy. ( 120>

Accountable receipts. (Section 423 r). It has Ih-cii held that a pawn 
broker's ticket or duplicate is an accountable receipt for goods. (121t

If a |H-rsoii with intent to defraud and to cause it to lie supposed, eon 
trnry to the fact, that lie has paid a certain sum into a hank, make in a 
book, purporting to Is- a pass-book of the bank, a false entry, which 
denotes that the bank Inis received the sum, he is guilty of forging an tic 
countable receipt for money. (122)

Warrants for the delivety of goods, etc. \t the lamdon dock* a |*cr*on 
bringing a " /«*//«(/ onlrr *r from a merchant having wine there i~ not al 
lowed to taste until the order has across it the signature of a clerk of the 
company. The defendant uttered a tasting order with the merchant's name 
forged to it by presenting it to the company's clerk for his signature across 
it. which the clerk refused. It was held to Is-, in this state, a forged order 
for the delivery of goods. ( 123)

(HR) II. v. Rogers, ft C. & I».. 41.
(110) II. v. Knelling. Dears., *21»: 2.1 L. .!. (M. <’.). 8.
(117) II. v. Reed, 2 Mood. ('. ('.. 112; 8 (*. A V.. (123.
(I1K) R. v. Joyce, L. A ('., 570: 34 L. .1. (M. ('.), 1(18.
(119) R. v. Chambers. L. R.. 1 C. C. It.. 341: 41 L. J. ( M. f\). 15.
( 120) R. v. Anderson. 2 M. & II.. 409. See. also, 11. v. Howie. 11 Cox ('. 

('.. 320; and R. v. Hamfield, 1 Mood. C. <\. 417.
(121) R. v. Fitchie, Dears. A B„ 175: 20 L. J. (M. ('.), 90.
(122) R. v. Moody. I,. A 173; 31 L. J. (M. <\). 150; R. v. Smith, L

A ( .. 108: 31 L. J. (M. ('.), 154.
(123) II. v. 1 llidge. 1 Den. C. 404; 2 C. & K.. 871.
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An order "to deliver my work to bearer " (and whivli, in evidence, wan 
explained to mean an order to Goldsmith's Hall to deliver certain plate 
which a silversmith had sent there to be marked), was held to be a war
rant. or order for the delivery of goods. (124)

Requests for payment of money, or delivery of goods, etc. — (Section 
423. (' /). It has been held that, a requvHt for the delivery of goods need 
not lie addressed to any one: (125) and, that it need not be signed by a 
person who can compel a performance of it. or who has any authority over 
or interest in the goods. ( 12<$)

Where the prisoner represented that M. C. was dead, and had left tôt) 
or .Will, which was in the hands of A. I)., and that lie wanted mourning, 
and brought a forged paper purporting to be signed by A. I)., and con
taining the following: “ Please let W. T. have such things as he wants 
for the purpose; I have got the amount of C27 for M. (in my keeping 
these many years," - it was held to be a forged request for goods. (127)

A paper which contained the following: — " Please let the lad have a 
hat. and I will answer for the money. K. B." - was held to be a m/wr*/ 
for the delivery of goods : and, it was also held that, it was not less a 
forged request for the delivery of goods because it might also be a forged 
luidnitikinq for the payment of money. (128)

A letter written to a wholesale house in London in the name of a cus
tomer in the country, as follows: " I shall feel obliged by your paying 
Mr. B. the sum of C2 7s. Hd.. and debiting me with the same: you will 
please have a receipt, and add the amount to invoice of order on hand." 
uns held to he a request for the payment of money. (120)

Acquittances, recei] ts, etc. (Section 423 C A). The difference between 
the receipts covered by this clause and the accountable receipts or acknow
ledgements dealt with in clause A ( r ) seems to lie this, that, in the one 
< ase ( clause A r ) the receipt is for money or goods deposited with and 
left in charge of the person receiving the same, and to lie accounted for, 
while, in the other, it is merely a receipt for money or goods in the nature 
of an acquittance or discharge. For instance, when A. a banker, receives 
a deposit of money from B. a depositor. A s receipt is an accountable 
receipt for money which lie takes charge of for B. to whom lie must ac
count for it: but. when B. in afterwards withdrawing the money so depos
ited with A gives a receipt for it. It's receipt is then a mere acquittance or 
discharge.

A turnpike toll-gate ticket is a receipt for money. (130)
Where it was shewn to he the custom of bankers to give, on deposits of 

money, receipts in the following form. —-" Received of A B U85 to his 
credit. This receipt not transferable: " and. to repay the same with in
terest. on the return of the receipt with a name written on it: it was held 
that, the forging the name of A B. and receiving the money due, on it- 
return, was a forging and uttering of an acquittance for the C85 and in
terest. ( 131 )

(124) B. v. Jones, 1 Leach, 53.
( 125) It. v. Carney, 1 Mood. ('. ('.. 351 ; K. v. Cullen. 1 Mood. C. ('., 300: 

It. v. James. 8 C. & V.. 202: It. v. Pulbrook, 0 C. & I’.. 37.
( 120) It. v. Thomas. 2 Mood. ('. ('.. 10.
( 127) 11. v. Thomas. 7 C. & V., 851.
(128) |{. V. White, 0 G. & P.. 282.
1120) It. v. Thorn. 2 Mood. (’. 210; (’. & M :r., 200. See. also. It. v.

Roller ts, 2 Mood. C. ('., 258 : C. & Mar.. 052.
( 130) R. v. Fitch, R. v. Howlev, L. & ('., 150.
(131) It. v. Atkinson. 2 Mood. C. C., 215; C. & Mar.. 325.
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424. Uttering forged documents. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence who, knowing a document to be forged, uses, 
deals with, or acts upon it, or attempts to use, deal with, or act 
upon it, or causes or attempts to cause any person to use, deal with, 
or act upon it, as if it were genuine, and is liable to the same pu
nishment as if he had forged the document.

V. If is immaterial where the document was forged.

The mere «hewing of a forged receipt to a person with whom the defen 
ilunt was claiming credit for it has been held to be an uttering, although 
the defendant refused to part with the possession of it. (132)

Where a pawnbroker, upon the hearing of an application against him 
under 3!l and 4U (leo. 3, <■. til), s. 14. to compel him to deliver up goods 
pledged with him, (the money advanced, with interest, having been repaid) 
produced and delivered to the magistrates, through the hand of his nttm 
ney, a forged duplicate, as the genuine one which he had given when tin- 
goods were pledged, and which lie had received back when the money wa- 
repnid, it was held to be an uttering by the pawnbroker. (133)

A placed a forged receipt for poor-rates in the hands of B, for the pur
pose of inspection only, in order by Representing himself ns a person whose 
jioor-rates were paid, to fraudulently induce B to advance money to ('. for 
whom he, A, proposed to become surety for its repayment. Ileiu, to be an 
uttering: the rule there laid down by tin- Court being that a using of tin- 
forged instrument in some way. in order to get money or credit on it. or 
I'll means of it. is sufficient to constitute the offence of uttering. (134)

On an indictment for uttering forged bonds in England, it was held 
that, such uttering was sufficiently proved by evidence of the bonds 
having been posted in England to a firm at Brussels for négociation. (13â)

The giving of a forged note to an innocent agent, or to an accomplice i- 
a disposing of and putting away of the note. (130)

Where several, by concert, were privy to the uttering of a forged note, 
which was uttered by one only in the absence of the others, he who til 
tered it was held to be a principal, and the others, accessories before the
fact. (137) But, now, they would all be principals. (See section* 01 and 
02, pp. fit! and 57, ante.)

A conditional uttering is as much a crime as any other. Where the 
defendant gave a forged acceptance, knowing it to be so, to the manager 
of a bank where he kept an account, saying that he hoped this bill would 
satisfy the bank as a security for the money lie owed them, and the man
ager replied that, that would <lc|H-nd on the result of enquiries as to the ac
ceptors; this was hidden a sufficient guilty uttering. (138)

The using, dealing with or acting upon the document knowing it to lie a 
forgery constitutes the offence, under this section, 424.

(132) It. v. Radford, 1 Den., fit); 1 ('. A K., 707.
(133) It. v. Fitchie, Dears. A B.. 176; 20 L. J. (M. C.). 00.
( 134) It. v. Ion. 2 Den., 476; 23 L. .1. < M. 100.
( 136) R. v. Finkelstein, 16 ('ox ('. (’., 107.
(130) It. v. Palmer, 1 X. R„ 03; K. & It.. 72; R. v. (iiles, 1 Mood. < . < .

100.
(137) R. v. Soares, R. A R., 26 ; R. v. Badcock, R. A It.. 240 ; 1$. x. 

Stewart, R. A R.. 303; H. v. Davis, R. A R„ 113; It. v. Morris, It. A R.270: 
2 Leach, 1000, It. v. Harris, 7 C. A P., 410

(138) It. v. Cooke, 8 C. A P., 682.
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The guilty knowledge of the document being forged i», in nearly all 
cases, proved by evidence of facts from which the jury may presume it.

Upon an indictment for uttering a forged bank-note, knowing it to be 
forged, proof that the defendant had passed other forged notes, when proved 
by legitimate evidence, was held to raise a probable presumption that lie 
knew the particular note in question to be forged. ( 13») And. if. in addi 
lion to this, it lie proved also that the defendant, when lie passed the noter.. 
gave a false name or a false address, it will amount to a violent presump-

Even where the uttering by the defendant of other forged "notes is the 
subject of a distinct indictment, the evidence lias been admitted. In one 
case, in which authorities against the admissibility of such evidence were 
cited, Lord Denman, C. d., said, that he “ could not conceive how the 
lelevancy of the fact to this charge could be affected by its being the sub- 
ject of another charge.” (140)

In another case, Alderson, ii, admitted such evidence. (141)
On an indictment for engraving or uttering notes of a foreign prince, ev

idence of a recent engraving or uttering of notes of another foreign prince 
was held admissible in proof of guilty Knowledge. ( 142)

Where it appeared that the defendant sold a forged note to an agent 
employed by the bank to procure it from him, the judges held him rightly 
convicted, although it was objected that the defendant was solicited to 
commit tile act by the bank themselves by means of their agents. (143)

See section 431, post, and comments thereunder.

425. Counterfeiting public seals. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who unlaw
fully make* or counterfeits any public seal of the United Kingdom 
or any part thereof, or of Canada or any part thereof, or of any 
dominion, possession or colony of Her Majesty, or the impression 
of any such seal, or uses any such seal or impression, knowing the 
same to be so counterfeited. R.S.C., e. 165, s. 4.

The words " His Majesty ” should la- substituted for "Her Majesty" in 
this section. (See section 7 of the Interpretation Art. at p. », ante.)

426. Counterfeiting seals of courts, registry offices, etc. —
Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen 
years’ imprisonment who unlawfully makes or counterfeits any seal 
of a court of justice, or any seal of or belonging to any registry 
office or burial lioard, or the impression of any such seal, or uses 
any such seal or impression knowing the same to Ik? counterfeited. 
R.S.C., c. 165, ss. 35, 38 and 43.

(13») It. v. Millard, R. A R.. 245; R. v. Moore, 1 K. A K.. 73; R. v. Wv 
lie. 1 X. It, 92; R. v. Tattcrsal, 1 N. R., 04; R. v. Ball, 1 Vamp.. 324; R. A 
R.. 132: R. v. Hough, R. A R.. 120; R. v. Green. 3 C. A K., 200; R. v. Sail. 
3 I A F.. 834; R. v. Voiclough, 15 Cox C. C., (Ir. C. V. R.j, 02.

1140) R. v. Cadwallader, Lewis, Carnarvon Sum. Ash., 1840.
1141) R. v. Acton, 1 ltuss., 407. See, also. R. v. Foster, Dears., 456; 21 

M ' ). 134.
(142) R. v. Balls. 1 Mood. C. C., 470; 7 C. A P., 429.
(143) R. v. Holden. 2 Taunt., 334; R. A R.. 154.
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427. Unlawfully printing proclamation, etc. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprison
ment. who prints any proclamation, order, regulation or appoint
ment, or notice thereof, and causes the same falsely to purport to 
have been printed by the Queen’s Printer for Canada, or the Go
vernment Printer for any province of Canada, as the case may he. 
or tenders in evidence any copy of any proclamation, order, regu
lation or appointment which falsely purports to have been printed 
as aforesaid, knowing that the same was not so printed. R.S.C., 
c. 105, s. 37.

Tin* wools •• King's Printer should he substituted for " Queen's Print- 
n " in this section. (See section 7 of the Interpretation Art, at p. 9,ante.)

428. Sending telegrams in false name. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence who with intent to defraud, causes or pro
cures any telegram to be sent or delivered as being sent by the au
thority of any person, knowing that it is not sent by such autho
rity. with intent that such telegram should he acted on as living 
sent by that jierson’s authority, and is liable, upon conviction 
thereof, to the same punishment as if he had forged a document 
to the same effect as that of the telegram.

429. Sending false telegrams, or letters. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment 
who, with intent to injure or alarm any person, sends, causes, or 
procures to he sent any telegram or letter or other message con
taining matter which he knows to he false.

430. Possessing forged bank notes. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who. 
without lawful authority or excuse (the proof whereof shall lie on 
him), purchases or receives from any person, or has in his custody 
or possession, any forged hank note, or forged blank hank note, 
whether complete or not, knowing it to be forged. R.S.O., c.
s. 19.

For definition of haring in possession, see section 3 (k), ante, p. 3.

431. Drawing document without authority. — Every one is 
gulity of an indictable offence who, with intent to defraud and 
without lawful authority or excuse, makes or executes, draws, 
signs, accepts or endorses, in the name or on the account of an
other person, hi/ procuration or otherwise, any docvmf.nt, or 
makes use of or utters any such document knowing it to he so 
made, executed, signed, accepted or endorsed, and is liable to the 
same punishment as if he had forged such document. H.S.C., ("• 
165, s. 30.

For definition of “document" see section 410. ante.
This section. 431. creates two substantive and distinct offences, namely. 

1, the making and signing of a document in the name of another, by proo-
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uriition, without lawful authority or excuse, and with intent to defraud, 
and, 2, the using or uttering of such document knowing it to have been so 
made and signed.

An indictment may be laid under this section for unlawfully and with 
intent to defraud making ami signing a promissory note by procuration in 
the name of a testamentary succession or «if an estate in liquidation, (r. {/., 
"Estate John Doc"), but. if the indictment <loes not disclose the names 
and capacities of the persons representing the succession or estate at the 
time when the offence was committed, an order will, in confirmity with the 
proviso of section 013, /ion/, lie made against the Crown to furnish these 
particulars and directing that the defendants be arraigned only after the 
particulars have been delivered. (144)

An indictment, in a first count, charged the defendants with having, 
without lawful authority or excuse, and with intent to defraud, made and 
-igned. in the name of the estate E. X. Beaudry, "by procuration, William 
Weir," one of the defendants, a promissory note in favor of the Ville Marie 
Bank, for the sum of $4.200.21, and. in a second count charged them with 
having, with intent to defraud, unlawfully made use of and uttered the 
-aid promissory note so made anil signed by procuration. It appeared that 
William Weir was the president and the other defendants were directors of 
the Ville Marie Bank, that the promissory note in question was said to 
have been drawn and signed by William Weir, by procuration, without any 
authority and with intent to defraud, and that the other defendants abet
ted him in doing so, and that the promissory note was then utteml by all 
of them, jointly, by being passed to the debit of the account of "current 
loans" in the books of tin- bank. Two of the defendants moved to quash 
the second count of the indictment on the ground that it failed to state 
tin- commission of an indictable oflVnoe by omitting one of the essential el
ements of the «•rime of uttering a forged instrument, namely, the guilty 
knowledge of tin- utterers that the instrument made use of and uttered hail 
lieen forged, or, as in the present ease, that it had been made ami signed 
by procuration without lawful authority or excuse and with intent to 
defraud. Ilrlil. quashing the said second count. — that, in the crime of 
uttering a forged instrument, knowledge by the utterer of the instrument 
uttered being forged, and lieing made with intent to defraud is an essen
tial element, that, without such guilty knowledge, the making use of or 
uttering of a false instrument is no crime, and that, in the present case, 
tin- second count omitted to allege that the defendants made use of or ut
tered the promissory note, in question, knowing it to have been made and 
signed by procuration without lawful authority or excuse and with intent 
to defraud. ( 145)

432. Using any forged instrument, or any probate obtained by
forgery or perjury. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment, who —

(a) demands, receives, obtains or causes, or procures to be deli
vered or paid to any person anything under, upon, or bv virtue of 
any forged instrument knowing the same to be forged, or under, 
upon, or by virtue of any probate or letters of administration, know
ing the will, codicil, or testamentary writing on which such pro
bate or letters of administration were obtained to be forged, or 
knowing the probate or letters of administration to have been ob
tained by any false oath, affirmation, or affidavit; or

1114) li. v. Weir and others, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 155. 
(145) 1{. v. Weir et al, Que. Jud. Rep., 1) Q. B.. 253.
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(6) attempts to do any such thing as aforesaid. R.S.C., c. 165, 
s. 45.

The Imperial Statute, 24-25 Vic., e. 1)8, s. 38, is to the same effect as this 
section, except that it contains the words " with intent to defraud."

PART XXXII.

PREPARATION FOR FORGERY AND OFFENCES 
RESEMBLING FORGERY.

433. Interpretation of terms.— In this part the following ex
pressions are used in the following senses:

(a) “Exchequer bill paper” means any paper provided by lIn- 
proper authority for the purpose of being used as exchequer hills, 
exchequer bonds, notes, debentures, or other securities mentioned 
in section four hundred and twenty;

(h) “Revenue paper” means any paper provided by the proper 
authority for the purpose of being used for stamps, licenses, or 
permits, or for any other purpose connected with the public re
venue.

434. Instruments of forgery. — Every one is guilty of an in 
dictahle offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who, 
without lawful authority or excuse (the proof whereof shall lie on

(a) makes, begins to make, uses or knowingly has in his posse
sion, any machinery or instrument or material for making exclu- 
quer hill paper, revenue paper or paper intended to resemble the 
hill j>a|H-r of any firm or body corporate, or person carrying on the 
business of banking. R.S.C., c. 165, ss. 14. 16, 20 and 24; or

(h) engraves or makes u]M)n any plate or material anything pur 
porting to he, or apparently intended to resemble, tin- whole or 
any part of any exchequer hill or bank note. R.S.C., e. 165, <s. 2" 
22 and 24; or

(r) uses any such plate or material for printing any part of am 
such exchequer bill or bank note. R.S.C., c. 165, ss. 22 and 2:1: <>r

x (r/) knowingly has in his possession any such plate or material
as aforesaid. R.S.C., c. 165, ss. 22 and 23; or

(r) makes, uses or knowingly has in his possession any exchequer 
hill paper, revenue paper, or any paper intended to remit hie am 
bill paper of any firm, 1mw1v corporate, company, or person, cu rv
ing on the business of hanking, or any paper U]>on which is written 
or printed the whole or any part of any exchequer bill, or of mix 
bank note. R.8.C., c. 165, ss. 15, 16, 20 and 24.
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if) engraves or makes upon any plate or material anything in
tended to resemble the whole or any distinguishing part of anv 
Inmd or undertaking for the payment of money used by any domi
nion, colony or possession of Her Majesty, or by any foreign prince 
or state, or by any body corporate, or other body of the like na
ture, whether within Her Majesty’s dominions or without. R.S.C., 
c. 1(>5, s. 25; or

((/) uses any such plate or other material for printing the whole 
or any part of such imnd or undertaking. R.S.C., c. Hi.*), s. 25; or 

(It) knowingly offers, disposes of or has in his possession any 
|M]»er upon which such I>ond « :• undertaking, or any part thereof, 
has been printed. R.S.C., c. 165, s. 25.

Tin* words "Hi* Majesty" and “ His Majesty's dominions " should be 
substituted for “ Her Majesty" and "Her Majesty's dominions " in tliis 
section. (See section 7 of the Interpretation Act, n’t p. it. ante.)

before a forged note was first, presented at the Bank of England, that 
establishment had freely circulated its notes for more than sixty years; no 
attempt to imitate its pn|>er being made during all that time.*

The man who led tl(e van in this line of wrong doing was Richard Will
iam Vaughan, a linen dra|ier, in 17Ô8.

After the Vaughan forgeries, came those of a clever engraver named 
John Mathison. lie forged a number of Bank of England notes; the paper, 
engraving, water-mark and general appearance of the counterfeits being 
superior almost to the genuine notes. He was ultimately detected and 
made a full confession, in which he said he could make a whole note in one 
day. He offered to explain the secret of his discovery of the water-mark, 
provided the bank officials would intercede with the Government to spare 
liis life: but. his offer was rejected, and he was executed.

From 1707. executions for forgery of VI notes increased to an alarming 
extent. During the six years prior to the issue of .€1 notes there was but 
one capital conviction for counterfeiting. During the four following years 
there were eighty-five offenders convicted of the offence, and executed.

This enormous increase produced enquiry, which resulted in the passing 
of an Xet. by which the most stringent penalties were provided.

This endeavor to repress crime fell far short of success, owing, as has 
been well said, “to the great truth that punishment is not a sufficient 
preventative of crime: but, that to teach men to be good is more effectual 
than to punish them for I icing bad."

At the beginning of the last century, Mr. Roliert Astlett. the cashier of 
the Bank of England, was discovered to have perpetrated upon the bank 
a very serious fraud. It appears that Astlett had been in sole charge of all 
exchequer bills brought to the bank, and it was his duty to deliver them 
in person to the directors who counted them and gave Astlett a receipt. 
The prisoner had led the directors to believe that he had handed them bills 
to tin- amount of €700,000 when in fact he had only delivered to them, 
CiOO.OOO. So completely did the cashier deceive the directors that two of 

them by their signatures vouched for the delivery of the larger amount.
Astlett was in the first instance tried for the felonious embezzlement of 

three exchequer bills for €1000 each: but. by means of a technicality, he 
was acquitted. He was afterwards tried for his other thefts, and convicted. 
The total loss sustained by the Bank of England by Ast'ett's thefts 
amounted to €320.000.
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The Hank of England also lost £300,000 by the Eu mit leroy forgeries.
Henry Fauntleroy was a partner in a private hanking house, and joint 

trustee in an account with some other gentlemen in the Imperial three 
per cents. He forged, for the sale of these, a power of attorney, which 
passed the ordeal of the hank examinations. In the management of the 
trust some difficulties arose ; and the only plan which could save the 
executors was to throw the property into chancery. Fauntleroy strenuou- 
ly objected. In the course of the dispute, one of the trustees visited the 
bank and learned the fearful intelligence whi -h first led to the discovery 
of a series of forgeries, so gigantic and unparalleled in their nature, a* in 
bonier on the regions of fiction.

Fauntleroy was arrested : and among his papers was found this unique 
document :

“ In order to keep up the credit of our house, I have forged powers of at 
torney, and have, thereupon, sold out all these sums, without the know 
ledge of my partners. I have given credit in the accounts for interest when 
it became due. The Hank of England first began to refuse our acceptance-, 
and l hereby destroyed the credit, of our house. The Hank shall smart 
for it."

Fauntleroy was tried, convicted and expiated Ids crime at Newgale 
amidst thousands of spectators.

Forgeries still continued, and executions occurred weekly. In April 1820. 
forty persons were held in London for counterfeiting, and men were hung 
in strings. From one or two manufactories issued most of the forged note- 
which were in circulation. The manufacturer of thousands of notes remain 
cd unmolested, while the utterer of one was hanged. The forgeries were 
sold to ignorant, uneducated men, for a few shillings in the pound ; and 
there was always a sufficient number, urged by want, desire, or vice, to 
run the risk which attended the uttering of them.

It was eventually found that to prevent a crime was better than to 
punish it. Capital punishment for forgery and counterfeiting was abol
ished ; and education, intelligence, and tin* adoption of a note almost ini 
possible to imitate, have now rendered the forgery of Hank of England 
notes almost impossible. (1)

435. Counterfeiting stamps, etc. — Kvcry one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment who

(a) fraudulently counterfeits any stamp, whether impressed in
adhesive, used for the pur|misvs of revenue by the (iovernment "l 
the United Kingdom or of Canada, or by the (iovernment of any 
province of Canada, or of any possession or colony of Her Majesty, 
or by any foreign prince or state; or

(b) knowingly sells or exposes for sale, or utters or uses any such 
counterfeit stamp; or

(<•) without lawful excuse (the proof whereof shall lie on him) 
makes, or has knowingly in his possession, any die or instrument 
capable of making the impression of any such stamp as aforesaid, 
or any part thereof ; or

(d) fraudulently cuts, tears or in any way removes from any inn

( 1 ) Francis' Hist. Bk. of Eng.. 155, 107.
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terial any such stamp, with intent that any use should be made of 
eut-h stamp or of any part thereof ; or

(e) fraudulently mutilates any such stamp with intent that any 
use would he made of any part of such stamp; or

(f) fraudulently fixes or places U)sin any material, or upon any 
such stamp, as aforesaid, any stamp or part of a stamp which, 
whether fraudulently or not, has been cut, torn, or in any other 
way removed from any other material or out of or from any other 
stamp; or

(g) fraudulently erases, or otherwise, either really or apparent
ly, removes, from any stamped material any name, sum. date, or 
other matter or thing thereon written, with the intent that any 
use should be made of the stamp upon such material ; or

(//) knowingly ami trillion! lawful excuse (the proof whereof 
shall lie upon him) has in his possession any stamp or part of a 
stamp which has been fraudulently cut, torn, or otherwise re
moved from any material, or any stamp which has been fraudu
lently mutilated, or any stamped material out of which any name, 
sum, date, or other matter or thing has been fraudulently erased 
or otherwise, either really or apparently, removed. h\S.(\. <-. 1 (».*». 
s. 17; or

(») without lawful authority makes or counterfeits any mark or 
brand used by the Government of the Vnited Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, the Government of Canada, or the Govern
ment of any province of Canada, or by any department or officer 
of any such Government for any purpose in connection with the 
service or business of such Government, or the impression of any 
such mark or brand, or sells oi exposes for sale or has in his |x»s- 
session any goods having thereon a counterfeit of any such mark 
or brand knowing the same to be a counterfeit, or affixes any such 
mark or brand to any goods required by law to be marked or 
branded other than those to which such mark or brand was ori
ginally affixed.

Section 7 of tlic Imperial 1‘ost-Offirr I’rotcction .1(7, ISS}. impose* a pen 
alt y upon any person who. “ unless lie shews a lawful excuse, has in his 
possession any die for making any fictitious stamp. The respondent in an 
appeal ease had, in his possession, without the license or authority of the 
Crown, a die which was capable of making a representation of a current 
colonial postage stamp. This die was made abroad; and the only purpose, 
for which the respondent had it in his possession, was for making up illusl- 
ration* of the stamp in question to appear with illustrations of other stamps 
in an illustrated stamp catalogue for sale to stamp collectors. The die was 
capable of making a fictitious stamp, but, the facts proved shewed absolute 
hoiHt (hint on the part of the respondent, and that there was a certainty 
that he would not use the die for any improper purpose. Held, however, that 
the circumstances under which the respondent had the die in his posses
sion did not constitute a “ lawful excuse," and that he was. therefore, 
liable to the penalty imposed by the statute. (2)

(2) Dickins (App.) v. (Jill, ( Reap.), 18 Cox ('. (’.. 384.
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436. Falsifying registers. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to fourteen years' imprisonment, who —

[a) unlawfully destroys, defaces or injure# any register of 
births, baptisms, marriages, deaths or burials required or autho
rized by law to be kept in Canada, or any part thereof, or any copy 
of such register, or any part thereof required by law to be tran
smitted to any registrar or other officer; or

(b) unlawfully inserts in any such register, or any such copy 
thereof, any entry, known by him to be false, of any matter relat
ing to any birth, baptism, marriage, death or burial, or erases 
from any such register or document any material part thereof. 
H.S.C., c. 165, ss. 43 and 44.

Where a person, knowing his name to he A., signed, in the register, an
other name as a witness to a marriage, it was held, under the Imperial 
statute (24-2.’» Vie., e. 08, s. 30). eorresponding with the foregoing section, 
that lie was guilty of inserting a false entry in the register. (3)

It has lieen held that, it is not less a “destroying, defacing or injuring" 
of a register, because the register, when produced in evidence has the torn 
| art pasted in. and is as legible as before. (4)

Where a false entry had been actually made in a register of births, etc., 
on the information of the defendant, lie was held under section 43 of 0 and 
7 Will. 4. c. HO. (re-enacted in the 24 and 2f> Vic., e. 08. s. 30), to be there
by guilty of the offence of causing the false entry to be made. (5)

437. Falsifying extracts from registers. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to ten years* imprisonment,, 
who —

(a) being a person authorized or required by law to give any 
certified copy of any entry in any such register as in the last pre
ceding section mentioned, certifies any writing to be a true copy 
or extract, knowing it to be false, or knowingly utters any such 
certificate;

(b) unlawfully and for any fraudulent purpose takes any such 
register or certified copy from its place of deposit or conceals it ;

(r) being a person having the custody of any such register or 
certified copy, permits it to be so taken or concealed as aforesaid. 
K.S.O., c. 165, s. 44.

438. Uttering false certificates. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment, who

(a) being by law required to certify that any entry has been 
made in any such register as in the two last preceding sections 
mentioned makes such certificate knowing that such entry has not 
been made ; or

(3) R. v. Aftplin, 12 Cox C. C., 301.
(4) R. v. Bowen, 1 Den., 22.
(ft) R. v. Mason. 2 C. ft K.. 022; R. v. Dewitt, 2 C. ft K.. 00ft.
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(b) being by law required to make a certificate or declaration 
concerning any particular required for the purpose of making en
tries in such register knowinyly ' s such certilicate or declara
tion containing a falsehood ; or

(r) being an officer having custody of the records of any court, 
or being the deputy of any such officer, wilfully utters a false copy 
or certificate of any record ; or

(d) not being such officer or deputy 'ulnilly signs or cer
tifies any copy or certificate of any record, or any copy of any cer
tificate, as if he were such officer or deputy. H.S.C., e. lti/), ss. 
3f> and 43.

439. Forging certificates. — Every one is guilty of an 
offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment, who —

(a.) being an officer ri d or authorize»! by law to make or 
issue any certified copv of any document or of any extract from 
any document wilfully certifies, as a true copy of any document ov 
of any extract from any Mich document, any writing which he 
knows to be untrue in any material particular; or

(/>) not being, such officer as aforesaid fraudulently signs or cer
tifies any copy of any document, or of any extract from any docu
ment, as if lie were such officer.

440. Making false entries in books relating to public funds. —
Kvcry one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to fourteen 
years’ imprisonment who, with intent In defraud —

(a) makes any untrue entry or any alteration in any book of 
account kept by the (iovernment. of Canada, or of any province of 
Canada, or by any bank for any such (Iovernment, in which books 
are kept the accounts of the owners of any stock, annuity or other 
public fund transferable for the time being in any such Imoks, or 
who, in any manner wilfully falsifies any of the said books; or

(b) makes any transfer of any share or interest of or in any 
stock, annuity or public fund, transferable for the time being at 
any of the said banks, in the name of any jierson other than the 
owner of such share or interest. K.S.C., c. I<!5, s. 11.

441. Clerk issuing false dividend warrants. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprison
ment who, being in the employment of the Government of Cana
da. or of any province of Canada, or of any laink in which any 
books of account mentioned in the last preceding section are kept, 
with intent to defraud, makes out or delivers any dividend war
rant. or any warrant for the payment of any annuity, interest or 
money payable at any of the said banks, for an amount greater or 
less than that to which the person on whose account such war
rant is made out is entitled. H.S.C., c. 1fi5. s. 12.
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442. Printing circulars etc., in likeness of notes. Kwry one 
is guilty of an offence and liable, on nummary conviction I>vfon- 
two justices of the peace, to a tine of one hundred dollars or three 
months* imprisonment, or both, who designs, engraves, prints or 
in any manner makes, executes, utters, issues, distributes, circu
lates or uses any business or professional card, notice, placard, cir- 
cular, hand-hill or advertisement in the likeness or similitude oi 
any bank note, or any obligation or security of any (lovernnient 
or any bank. 50-51 V„ c. 4Î, s. V: 53 \\, e. 31, s. 3.

DART XXXIII.

FOBUKBY OF THADK MARKS — FltAl Dl'LKXT MARK 
I NO OF MKRVIIANDISi:

443. Definitions. — In this part
(a) the expression “ trade mark means a trade mark or indus

trial design registered in accordance with The Trade Murk- ami 
Pesii/n Act (1). and the registration whereof is in force under the 
provisions of the said Act, and includes any trade mark which, 
either with or without registration, is protected by law in am 
British jxissession or foreign state to whifh the provisions of s«-<
tion one hundred and three of the Act of the l’nited Kingd.....
known as The Patents, Pesii/ns, amt Trade Marks Art, 1883, are 
in acconlance with the provisions <if the said Act. for the linn- 
being applicable;

(h) the expression “trade description** means any description, 
statement, or other indication, direct or indirect —

(i) as to the number, quantity, measure, gauge or weight of 
any goods;

(ii) as to the plaee or country in which any goods are made 
or produced;

(iii) as to the mode of manufacturing or producing any good- .
<iv) as to the material of which any goods are composed;
(v) as to any goods being the subject of an existing patent, 

privilege or copyright ;
And the use of any figure, word, or mark which «according to 

the custom of the trade, is commonly taken to be an indication of 
any of the above matters, is a trade description within the mean
ing of this part ;

(r) the expression “ false trade description ** means a trade

(1) The Canadian Trade Mark ami hvshjn 1 et. is chapter M of the !. 
K. ('., as amended hy the 53 Vie., e. 14. and hv the 54-55 Vie., c. 85.



description which is false in a material respect as regards the 
goods to which it is applied, and includes every alteration of a 
trade description, whether by way of addition, effacement, or 
otherwise, where that alteration makes the description false in a 
material respect: and the fact that a trade description is a trade
mark, or part of a trade mark, shall not prevent such trade des
cription being a false trade description within tin- meaning of this 
part ;

(f/) the expression “ goods " means anything which is merchan
dise or the subject of trade or manufacture;

(e) the expression “ covering " includes any stopper, cask, 
bottle, vessel, box, cover, ca|>sule, case, frame or wrapper; and 
the expression “ label ” includes any lwnd or ticket;

(/) the expressions “person, manufacturer, dealer, or trader." 
and “ proprietor ” include any lxxlv of persons corporate or unin
corporate;

(g) the expression “ name " includes any abbreviation of a name.
'i. The provisions of this part respiting the application of a 

false trade description to go<xls extend to the ion to goods
of any such ligures, words or marks, or arrangement or combina
tion thereof, whether a trade mark or not, as are reason
ably calculated to lead persons to believe that the gcxxls are the 
manufacture or merchandise of some person other than the per
son whose manufacture or merchandise they really are.

:t. The provisions of this part respecting the application of a 
false trade description to goods, or respecting goods to which a 
false trade description is applied, extend to the ion to
goods of any false name or initials of a person, and to gcxxls with 
the false name or initials of a person applied, in like manner as if 
such name or initials were a trade description, and the expression 
“ false name or initials ” means, as applied to any gcxxls ,any name 
or initials of a person which —

(a) are not a trade mark, or part of a trade mark ;
(b) are identical with, or a colourable imitation of the name or 

initials of a person carrying on business in connection with goods 
of the same description and not having authorized the use of such 
name or initials;

(c) are either those of a fictitious person or of some person not 
bonâ fide carrying on business in connection with such gcxxls. f»l 
V., c. 41, s. 2.

444. Words or marks on watch cases. — Where a watch case- 
lias thereon any words or marks which constitute, or are, by com
mon repute, considered as constituting a description of the coun
try in which the watch was made, and the watch hears no such 
description, those words or marks shall prima furie he deemed to
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Iiv a description country within the meaning of this i>art,
and the provision of this part with respect to goods to, wli}ch a- 
false description has been applied, and with respect to selling or 
exposing, or having in possession, for sale, or any purpose of trade 
or manufacture, goods with a false trade description, shall apply 
accordingly; and, for the purposes of this section, the expression 
“ watch ” means all that portion of a watch which is not the watch 
c ase. 51 V., c. 41, s. 11.

445. Forgery of trad< narks, etc. — I1'very one is deemed to 
forge a trade mark who either,—

(c/.) without the assent of the proprietor of the trade mark, 
makes that trade mark or a mark so nearly resembling it as to he 
calculated to deceive; or

(b.) falsifies any genuine trade mark, whether by alteration, 
addition, effacement or otherwise.

And any trade mark or mark, so or falsified, is, in thi> 
part, referred to as a forged trade mark. 51 V., c. 41, s. 5.

446. Applying trade-marks. — Every one is deemed to apply i 
trade mark, or mark, or trade description to goods who,—

(a.) applies it to the goods themselves; or
(/>.) applies it to any covering, label, reel, or other thing in or 

with which the goods are sold or exjiosod or had in possession for 
any purj>osv of sale, trade, or manufacture: or

(r.) places, incloses or annexes any goods which arc sold or ex
posed or had in possession for any purpose of sale, trade, or manu
facture in, with or to any covering, label, reel, or other thing to 
which a trade mark or trade description has been applied ; or

(d) uses a trade mark, or mark, or trade description in any 
manner calculated to lead to the belief that the goods in connec
tion with which it is used are designated or described by that trade 
mark, or mark, or trade description.

v. A trade mark, or mark, or trade description is deemed to lie 
applied whether it is woven, impressed, or otherwise worked into, 
or annexed, or affixed to the goods, or to any covering, label, reel 
or other thing.

13. Every one is deemed to falsely apply to goods a trade mark, 
or mark, who, without the assent of the proprietor of the trade 
mark, applies > mark, or a mark, so nearly resembling it
as to be calculated to deceive. 51 V„ c. 41, s. 4.

447. Forgery of a trade-mark, or false application of a trade 
mark, etc., an indictable offence. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence who, with intent to defraud,—

0
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(a) forges any trade mark ; or
(b) falsely applies, to any goods, any trade mark, or any mark so 

nearly resembling a trade mark as to be calculated to deceive; or
(r) makes any die, block, machine or other instrument, for the 

purpose of forging, or being used for forging, a trade mark; or
(r/) applies any false trade description to goods; or 
(e) disposes of, or has in his possession, any «lie, block, machine 

or other instrument, for the purpose of forging a trade mark; or 
(f ) causes any of such things to be done. 51 V., c. 41, s. t>.

No prosecution for any offence under this part, (XXXIII), cun lie com
menced after the expiration of three years from the time of its commission. 
(See section 551 </. pout.)

Section 710, pout, provides that, in cases under this part, if the offence 
relates to imported goods, evidence of the port of shipment shall be priant 
facie evidence of the place or country in which the goods were made or 
produced ; and that, in n prosecution for forging a trade mark, the burden 
of proof of the proprietor's assent shall be on the defendant.

On a charge of fainetp applpini,/ a trade-mark, the onus of proving that 
the assent of the proprietor of the trade-mark has not been given is upon 
the prosecution. Section 710, pant, which shifts, to the licensed, the onus of 
proving the proprietor's assent, applies only to eases of forperp of a trade
mark. and not to eases of "falsely applying." (2)

A gunpowder manufacturing company,— who were manufacturers of a 
certain class of gunpowder known in the trade as I!. L. G.. 4. had con
tracted. with the English Government, to supply 5000 barrels of such gun
powder. There was no express stipulation in the agreement that the pow
der should lie of the company’s own manufacture or that it should lie even 
of English manufacture. The company, being, — through the happening of 
two explosions, -unable to manufacture the gunpowder within the time 
stipulated by their contract, imported gunpowder from Germany. This 
imported gunpowder was equal in quality to and accurately described as 
It. L. G„ 4. ami was. on being received by the company, taken out of the 
cylinders in which it was imported, (and which «ylinders were labelled 
' Manufactured in Germany"), and placed and supplied to the Govern
ment in barrels, to each of which was aflixed the following label: — " Gun
powder. 110 llis., Chilworth Gunpowder Co., Lim„ R. L. G.. 4." this being 
the laliel prescribed by the Government. On a prosecution of the Company, 
under the English Merchandize Marks Act. the magistrates found, upon 
the above facts, that the label was not “a false trade description," within 
tin* meaning of the Act, and that there had been “no intent to defraud; " 
and they dismissed the case. In appeal, it was argued, for the prosecution, 
that the German label on the cylinders was a trade-mark and that the 
laliel put by the Company upon the barrels was a false mark indicating 
that the gunpowder was manufactured by themselves; and. it was held, 
reversing the decision of the magistrates, — that the label was “a false 
trade description," and that there had been an intent to defraud, in the 
sense of an intention to mislead the purchasers, — not in the sense of in
tending to put off on them an article of less value in money, but in the 
sense of putting off upon them an article which they were less inclined to 
take and which they had not agreed to buy. (3)

(2) It. v. Howarth, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 243.
(3) Starcy v. The Chilworth Gunpowder Manufacturing Co., 17 Cox C.
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Where 11 person buys goods of n person who is a manufacturer, and who 
is not otherwise a dealer in them, there is an implied warranty that the 
manufacturer supplies goods of his own manufacture. (4)

The addition in writing of a word to the invoice sent with goods sold, 
which addition induces the purchaser to believe the goods to be wliut lie 
asked for, is a false trade description. (5)

An information charged the respondent, a brewer, with having unlaw 
fully da certain false trade description, namely, “barrel" to certain 
goods, to wit, a certain cask of beer, false as to the measure or gauge there
of. contrary to the English Merchandize Markh Art. The respondent, by 
his <arman, had delivered to the appellant six casks of beer, the carman, at 
the same time, or immediately after such delivery, leaving an invoice, (in 
the handwriting of the respondent's clerk), describing the six casks as inn 
rrls, — u barrel meaning, according to the custom of trade, 3(1 gallons. The 
appellant, tin ling that the measure of one of the casks was short, preferred 
the information ; and. the justices were satistied of the fact that short 
meausre had been delivered, but they refused to receive evidence of prev 
ious deliveries of short measure, and considered that the respondent hail 
no intention to defraud ; and, they held that, the delivery of the invoice 
was not a false trade description, and dismissed the information, but they 
*tated a case; upon which it was held, (remitting the ease back to the 
justices), without expressing an opinion whether the justices ought to 
convict or not, on the evidence before them, that the delivery of the in 
voice with the goods might, under the circumstances, be a false trade des
cription within the meaning of the Act. that the justices were wrong in 
excluding the evidence tendered as to previous short deliveries, and that 
the principle of law. that a master is priant farir not liable criminally for 
the a ts of his servant, has not been altered by the Merchandize Marks 
Art, with regard to the offences thereunder, with this exception, that the 
onus is placed upon the defendant of shewing that he acted without intent 
to defraud.(II)

Where a trade-mark is complained of as being a forged imitation of a 
duly registered trade-mark and as infringing the rights of the proprietor 
of the trade-mark so duly registered, any resemblance of a nature to mis
lead an incautious or unwary purchaser or calculated to lead persons to 
believe that the goods are the manufacture of some person other than tin- 
actual manufacturer is sufficient to bring the person using such trade
mark within the provisions of the above section 448. In such a cusc, it i~ 
not necessary that the resemblance should la* such as to deceive persons 
who might see the two marks placed side by side or who might examine 
them critically. (7)

The Canadian Law respecting trade-marks being derived from English 
legislation, reference for its interpretation should be had to English deci- 
sions; and. a Quebec Court should not follow French authorities differing 
from English de-isions on the same matter. — more especially as the law 
extends over the Dominion, and it is desirable that the jurisprudence 
should be uniform. (8)

(4) Johnson v. Raylton. 7 Q. B. D.. 438.
(5) < oppen v. Moore, [1808] 2 Q. It.. 300, 806.
(0) Build v. Lucas. 17 Cox ('. ('.. 248 ; [181)1] 1 Q. It.. 408. And see, 

also, the case of Voppen r. Moorr, (07 L. .1.. Q. It.. 080. [1808] 2 Q. It..300). 
with reference to the criminal responsibility of the master, under tlie 
English Merchandize Marks Act. for acts of his servant done within the 
scope of the servant’s employment, unless the master can prove that he 
himself acted in good faith and had done all that was reasonably possible 
to prevent the servant's acts.

(7) 11. v. Authier, Que. Jud. Rep.. 0 Q. R.. 140; 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 08.
(8) lb.

5
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448. Selling goods falsely marked. — Defense. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence, who sells or e.\|M>scs, or has in his. 
possession for .sale, or any purpose of trade or manufacture, any 
goods or things to which any forged trade-mark, or false trade des
cription is applied, or to which any trade-mark, or mark so nearly 
resembling a trade mark as to be calculated to deceive, is falsely 
applied, as the case may be, unless he proves,—

(a) that, having taken all reasonable precaution against com
mitting such an offence, he had, at the time of the commission of 
the alleged offence, no reason to suspect the genuineness of the 
trade-mark, mark, or trade description; and

(b) that, on demand made by or on behalf of the prosecutor, lie 
gave all the information in his power with respect to the persons 
from whom he obtained such goods or things; and

(c) that otherwise lie had acted innocently. 51 V., c. 41, s. (».
The usv of the words ** «jnndriiplo pinte" in an advertisement offering 

silver plated ware, for sale, may constitute a false trade des iption. the 
application of which is an offence under the above sections; and. it is not 
necessary that tin- false description should he physically connected with 
the goods or that it should accompany tin- same; oral evidence being 
admissible to connect the description of the goods in the advertisement 
with the goods afterwards sold. Thus, where the defendants were convic
ted of wilfully selling, and having unlawfully exposed for sale and unlaw
fully had in their possession for sale, certain pieces of silver plated ware, to 
which a false trade description, namely. " quadruple plate" had been 
applied, ami the evidence showed that the defendants inserted, in a news
paper. an advcrtiscmen'. offering, for sale, among other things, certain “ tea- 
>ets of quadruple plate," that a tea-set was afterwards sold to a purchaser, 
who enquired if the tea-set was one of those advertized as “quadruple 
plate" and was told by the saleswoman that it was and that lie could rely 
mi the advertisement, ami the proof shewed that the tea-set so sold was 
not of the quality of the tea-sets advertized, it was held that the convic
tion was correct. (9)

The defendants sold iiiiichiur-madr cigarettes in packets labelled, “Guar
anteed hand-mudr by experienced workmen," — their price being a half
penny per packet less than cigarettes of the same quality made by hand. 
1 he quality of tobacco, paper, starch, etc., used for the manufacture of 
these iimrhhir-iiitidc cigarettes was the some as in the ease of haiid-niadr 
cigarettes, and their construction was as proper; — Held, that the label 
was a false trade description in a material respect, and that the doctrine 
of equivalents, that the article sold under the false description was as 
good as that asked for by the purchaser. — was inapplicable. (10)

It has been held that auctioneers, who have a suspicion that china, sent 
to them as genuine Dresden china and put up for sale at their rooms, is not 
genuine, but bears a forged trade mark, and who tell the assembled bid
ders that they sell the lot “for what it is," thereby suggesting suspicion in 
the minds of the bidders as to its genuineness, act innocently within the 
meaning of the English .1 Irrrlmndisr Mark* Art. (11)

(9) R. v. T. Eaton Company. Lim., (No. 2). 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 421; 31 O.

110) Kirshenboim v. Salmon. 07 L. .T.. Q. R.. 
(11) Christie v. Cooper, 09 L. J., Q. B.. 708;

001 ; |1898] 2 Q. R.. 19. 
[1900] 2 Q. R.. 522.
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A went into the shop of It. who carried oii business a* n butcher, aii<| 
iiskvil him for a leg of New Zealand mutton. It. having produced and 
weighed a leg of mutton. A asked for an invoice and. on an invoice being 
handed to him. lie asked It to put a mark on the invoice shewing that the 
mutton was New Zealar I meat: and It then wrote ii|ion it the letters " Y 
M." The mutton was not New Zealand mutton. V|mhi a charge maul, 
against It. under the English .1/ rrchaiidlm' I lark* Art. the justices held 
tliât the letters ** X. M." did not constitute a “trade description" on the 
giornid that it was not established that. " according to the custom of 
traule," such letters were commonly taken to lie an indication of the coun
try in which the goods were produced. Held, in appeal, that the justices 
were wrong, and that. U|kiii the facts as pro veil. II ought to Ik- convict
ed. (122)

449. Defacing trade marks on casks, etc. — Trading in bottles 
marked with a trade mark, without consent of owner. — Even
one is guilty of an indictable offence, who —

(a) without the consent of such other person wilfully defàces. 
conceals or removes the duly registered trade mark or name of 
another person upon any cask, keg. bottle, siphon, vessel, can, case 
or other package with intent to defraud such other person, or un
less such package has been purchased from such other person:

(b) being a manufacturer, dealer or trader, or a bottler, without 
the written consent of such other person, trades or traffics in any

or siphon which has upon it the duly registered trade mark 
or name of another person, or tills such or siphon with am 
beverage for the purpose of sale or traffic.

v. The using by any manufacturer, dealer or trader other than 
such other person of any bottle or siphon for the sale therein <»! 
any beverage, or the having upon it such trade mark or the name 
of another person, buying, selling or trafficking in any such bottle 
or siphon without such written permission of such other person, 
or the fact that any junk dealer has in his possession any such 

or siphon having upon it such a trade mark or name with
out such written permission, shall be /trima facie evidence that 
such use, buying, selling or trafficking or possession is unlawful 
w ithin the meaning of this section. (As amended by the ('rimin i' 
(’ode Amendment Art, 1900.)

The object of this enactment is to protect manufacturers, dealers ami 
bottlers who, in their business, une casks, kegs, bottles, siphons, ve-i k 
cans. i nscs or other packages upon which there is a trade-mark or name 
which has been duly registered under the Canadian Trade Murk and 
rtexlyn Art, — namely, the II. S. ('., c. 63, as amended by the 53 Vic., c. 14. 
and by the 54-55 Vic., c. 35.

450. Punishments. -Every one guilty of any offence defined in 
this part is liable —

(12) Cameron v. Wiggins, 70 L. J., Q. B., 15; [1001] 1 Q. B.. 1.
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(а) on conviction on indictment, to two years* imprisonment, 
with or without hard labour, or to fine, or to both imprisonment 
and fine; and

(б) on summary conviction, to four Aionths’ imprisonment, with 
or without hard labour, or to a fine not exceeding one hundred 
dollars; and, in case of a second or subsequent conviction, to six 
months’ imprisonment, with or without hard labour, or to a fine 
not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars.

2. In any case every chattel, article, instrument, or thing, by 
means of, or in relation to which, the offence has been committed, 
shall be forfeited. 51 V., c. 41, s. 8.

Magistrates have no jurisdiction to summarily try and adjudicate upon 
a charge, under section 448, ante, of selling goods to which a false trade 
description has been applied, the offence being an indictable one. and sec
tion 450, relating to punishments, having reference both to offences which 
under some of the sections of the present part, XXXIII, are punishable by 
proceedings on indictment and to offences which, under other sections of 
this part, are punishable on summary proceedings ; and, moreover, proceed
ings upon a charge, under section 448, apainst a Corporation should be 
instituted by indictment, under sections 035-0311, post, and not by a prel
iminary examination before a magistrate. (13)

451. Falsely representing that goods ere manufactured for Her 
Majesty, etc. — Every one is guilty of an offence, and liable, or 
summary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding one hundred do - 
lars, who falsely represents that any goods are made by a pers< n 
holding a royal warrant, or for the service of Her Majesty or any 
of the royal family, or any Government department of the United 
Kingdom or of Canada. 51 V., c. 41, s. 21.

Substitute “His Majesty" for “Her Majesty" in this section. (See 
section 7 of the Interpretation Act, at p. 0. ante.)

452. Unlawful importation of goods liable to forfeiture under 
this Part. —Every one is guilty of an offence, and liable, on sum
mary conviction, to a penalty of not more than five hundred dol
lars nor less than two hundred dollars, who imports or attempts 
to import any goods which, if sold, would he forfeited under the 
provisions of this part, or any goods manufactured in any foreign 
slate or country which bear any name or trade mark which is or 
purports to be the name or trade mark of any manufacturer, deal
er or trader in the United Kingdom or in Canada, unless such 
name or trade mark is accompanied by a definite indication of the 
foreign state or country in which the goods were made or produc
ed; and such goods shall lx* forfeited. 51 V., c. 41, s. 22.

(13) II. v. T Eaton Company, Lim., (No. 1). 20 O. R„ 501: 2 Can. Cr.
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453. Defence where accused has acted innocently in ordinary 
course of business. — Any one who is charged with making any 
die, block, machine or other instrument for the purpose of for
ging, or being used for forging, a trade mark, or with falsely ap
plying to goods any trade mark, or any mark so nearly resembling 
a trade mark as to be calculated to deceive, or with applying to 
goods any false trade description, or causing any of the things in 
this section mentioned to be done, and proves —

(а) that in the ordinary course of his business he is employed, 
on behalf of other persons, to make dies, blocks, machines or other 
instruments for making or being used in making trade marks, or. 
as the case may be. to apply marks or descriptions to goods, and 
that in the case which is the subject of the charge he was so em
ployed by some person resident in Canada, and was not interested 
in the goods by way of profit or commission dependent on the sal. 
of such goods : and

(б) that he took reasonable precaution against committing the 
offence charged ; and

(r) that he had, at the time of the commission of the alleged 
offence, no reason to suspect the genuineness of the trade mark 
mark or trade description; and

(</) that he gave to the prosecutor all the information in hi> 
power with respect to the person by or on whose behalf the trade 
mark, mark or description was applied; —

shall be discharged from the prosecution, but is liable to pay 
the costs incurred bv the prosecutor, unless he lias given due no
tice to him that he will rely on the above defence. 51 Y., c. 11. -V

454. Defence where accused is a servant. — No servant of 
master, resident in Canada, who btwâ fide acts in obedience to th, 
instructions of such master, and, on demand made by or on behalf 
of the prosecutor, gives full information as to bis master, is liable 
to any prosecution or punishment for any offence defined in tIm
part. 51 V., c. 41, s. «0.

455. Exception as to certain trade descriptions. — The provi
sions of this part with respect to false trade descriptions do not 
apply to any trade description which, on the 22nd day of May. 
1888, was lawfully and generally applied to goods of a particular 
class, or manufactured by a particular method, to indicate the 
particular class or method of manufacture of such goods : Provid
ed, that where such trade description includes the name of a place 
or country, and is calculated to mislead as to the place or country 
where the goods to which it is ' ' were actually made or pro
duced, and the goods arc nqt actually made or produced in that 
place or count .;-, such provisions shall apply unless there is added

A5C
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to the trade description, immediately before or after the name of 
that place or country, in an equally conspicuous manner with that 
name, the name of the place or country in which the goods were 
actually made or produced, with a statement that they were made 
or produced there. 51 V., c. 41, s. lit.

MERCHANDISE MARKS OFFENCES ACT.

The whole of the Mnduimtfoe Murks Off nuts Art. ISHS, (51 Vic., c. 411. 
is repealed, with the exception of sections 15, 1U, is. and 23. thereof, 
which remain unrepealed. (See Schedule Two, /tost ). and are ns follows :

Disposal of forfeited articles. — “ Any goods or things forfeited 
under any provision of this Act, may be destroyed or otherwin
disposed of in such a manner as the Court, by which the same un
declared forfeited, directs; and the Court may, out of any pro
ceeds realized by the disposition of such goods (all trade marks 
and trade descriptions, being first obliterated), award to any inno
cent party any loss lie may have innocently sustained in dealing 
with such goods.” (Section 15, of 51 V., c. 41.)

Costs. — “ On any prosecution under this Act, the Court may 
order costs to be paid to the defendant by the prosecutor, or to 
the prosecutor by the defendant, having regard to the information 
given by and the conduct of the defendant and prosecutor res|R-< - 
tivelv.” (Section It», of 51 V., c. 41.)

Warranty of trade-marks, etc. — “On the sale or in the con
tract for the sale of any goods to which a trade mark or mark or 
trade description has been applied, the vendor shall be deemed to 
warrant that the mark is a genuine trade mark and not forged or 
falsely applied, or that the trade description is not a false trade 
description within the meaning of this Act, unless the contrary is 
expressed in some writing signed bv or on behalf of the vendor 
and delivered at the time of the sale or contract to and accepted 
by the vendee.” (Section 18, of 51 V., c. 41.)

Importation of goods specially prohibited.—“ The importation 
of any goods which, if sold, would be forfeited under the foregoing 
provisions of this Act, and of goods manufactured in any foreign 
state or country which bear any name or trade mark, which is or 
purports to he the name or trade mark of any manufacturer, deal
er or trader in the United Kingdom or in Canada, is hereby pro
hibited, unless such name or trade mark is accompanied by a de
finite indication of the foreign state or country in which the goods 
were made or produced : and any person, who imports or attempts 
to import any such goods, shall be liable to a penalty op not more 
than five hundred dollars, nor less than two hundred dollars, re
coverable on summary conviction and the goods so imported or
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attempted to be imported shall be forfeited and may be seized by 
any officer of the Customs and dealt with in like manner as any 
goods or things forfeited under this Act :

2. Whenever there is. on any goods, a name which is identical 
with or a colorable imitation of the name of a place in the I’nitcd 
Kingdom or in Canada, such name, unless it is accompanied by the 
name of the state or country in which it is situate, shall, unless 
the Minister of Customs decides that the attaching of such name is 
not calculated to deceive, (of which matter the «aid Minister shall 
be the sole judge), be treated, for the purposes of this section, as 
if it was the name of a place in the United Kingdom or in Canada :

3. The Governor in Council may, whenever he deems it expe
dient in the public interest, declare that the provisions of the two 
subsections, next preceding, shall apply to any city or place in any 
foreign state or country, and after the publication in the Ccun a da 
Gazette of the Order in Council made in that behalf, such provi
sions shall apply to such city or place in like manner as they apply 
to any place in the United Kingdom or in Canada, and may be 
enforced accordingly.

4. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make re
gulations, either general or special, respecting the detention and 
seizure of goods, the importation of which is prohibited bv this 
section, and the conditions, if any, to be fulfilled before such de
tention and seizure, and may, by such regulations, determine the 
information, notices and security to be given, and the evidence 
necessary for any of the purposes of this section, and the mode of 
verification of such evidence:

5. The regulations may provide for the reimbursing, by the in
formant to the Minister of Customs, of all expenses and damages 
incurred in respect of any detention made on his information, ami 
of anv proceedings, consequent upon such detention :

6. Such regulations may apply to all goods the importation of 
which is prohibited by this section, or different regulations may 
be made respecting different classes of such goods or of offences in 
relation to such goods;

7. All such regulations shall be published in the Canada da
ndle, and shall have force and effect from the date of such publi
cation.” (Section 88, of a l V.. c. 41.)

Repeal of chapter 106 of the R.S.C, — This Act shall Ik* sub
stituted for chapter one hundred and sixtv-six of the Revised Sta
tutes, respecting the fraudulent marking of merchandise, which 
is hereby repealed. (Section 23 of 51 V., c. 41).
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FRAUDULENT SALE OR MARKING.

Special provisions in restraint of the fruudulent sale or marking <>f cer
tain art ivies are vontainvd in the 57-58 Vie., c. 37.

Section 1 of that Act provides that “ No person shall mark, 
brand or label any article or any package containing any article 
mentioned in the first column of schedule A to this Act, with tin- 
word “ pure,” “genuine,” or any word equivalent thereto, or sell, 
or offer or expose for sale, any such article or package so marked, 
branded, stamped or labelled, unless such article or the content - 
of such package are pure within the meaning of the second co
lumn of the said schedule.” And section 'l of the Act provide- 
that “ No person shall sell, or offer or expose for sale, any article 
or any substance for domestic use under the name or designation 
contained in the first column of schedule It to this Act, unless 
such article or substance is free from adulteration or admixturv 
of foreign matter and unless it possesses the composition and dis
tinguishing characteristics stated in the second column of tin- 
said schedule.”

Section 3 of tin- Act provides. Unit, every person who violates any of the 
provisions of section 1 or section "2 shall, for every violation, he liable to a 
penalty not exceeding #100. a moiety of which penalty shall belong to the 
prosecutor and the other moiety to the Crown, and that such penalty shall 
la- recovered and enforced in the manner provided by the Inland Rennur 
Art, with respect to penalties incurred under it.

Section 4 of the Act provides, that, the Governor in Council may, by 
Order in Couneil to be published in four successive issues of the i'anada 
tlazrttr, add to or remove from the schedules of the Act any articles: and 
section 5 of the Act empowers the Minister of Inland Revenue to order any 
officer of Inland Revenue or Customs to obtain samples of any of the ar
ticles or substances mentioned in the said schedules, in the manner pres
cribed with respect to the obtaining of samples under the Adiiltrrntlon 
Art.

See pp. 17<i rt nc</.. ontr, for the provisions of the Adnltrration Art and 
its amendments.

Schedules ,t and It of the h'randulrnl Sale or Markina Art. (57-58 Vie., 
c. 37). are as follows: —

“Schedule A.

1 2

Dry white lead...................  Basie carbonate of lead prepared by corrosion
of metallic lead.

White lead in oil*...............  Dry white lead ground in pure linseed oil in
the proportion of Sit) to 92 per cent of the
former to 8 to 10 |ier vent of the latter.
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Schedule K.

l a

1‘aria green............................  An insecticide containing at leant fifty per
cent of amenions acid and at least thirty 
per cent of cupric oxide and being com
pletely soluble in aqueous ammonia.

Vinegar.................................. A more or less coloured liquid, consisting
essentially of impure dilute acetic acid 
obtained by the oxidation of wine, beer, 
cider, or other alcoholic liquid.

DART XXXIV.

PERSONATION.

456. Personation with intent to obtain any property. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to fourteen years’ 
imprisonment, who, with intent fraudulently to obtain any pro
perty, personates any person, living or dead, or administrator, 
wife, widow, next of kin or relation of any |>erson.

Fur the definition of “ proper!it," see section .1 (*>), p. d. ante.
t pon an indictment, under the 2 and 3 Will. 4. e. 53. s. 41. for person 

a ting a soldier, it was held to he no defence that t lie prisoner was author
ized by the soldier to personate him, or that the prisoner had bought, from 
the soldier personated, the prize money to which the latter was entitled.( 1 )

Upon an indictment, under the 28 and 2I> Vie., c. 124. s. H, for person 
«ting n seaman in order to obtain his wages, it was held that the offence 
was complete, although tile wages had already lieen paid. (2)

457. Personation at examinations. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence, and liable, on indictment or summary convic
tion, to one year’s imprisonment, or to a fine of one hundred dol
lars, who falsely, with intent to gain some advantage for him- If 
or some other person, personates a candidate at any competitive 
or qu: Iilying examination, held under the authority of any law or 
statute or in connection with any University or College or who 
procures himself or any other person to lie personated at any such 
examination, or who knowingly avails himself of the results of 
such personation.

11) It. v. Lake. 11 Vox <\ 333.
(2) It. v. Cramp. It. & It.. 327. See It. v. Pringle. 2 Mood. (J. ('., 127.
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458. Personation of owners of stock, etc. — Every one is guilty 
<>f an indictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment 
who falsely and deceitfully personates —

(a) any owner of any share or interest of or in any stock, an
nuity, or other public fund transferable in any book of account 
kept by the government of Canada or of any province thereof, or 
by any bank for any such government ; or

(5) any owner of any share or interest of or in the debt of any 
public body, or of or in the debt or capital stock of any body cor
porate, company, or society; or

(r) any owner of any dividend, coupon, certificate or money 
payable in respect of any such share or interest as aforesaid; or

(</) any owner of any share or interest in any claim for a grant 
of land from the Crown, or for any scrip or other payment or al
lowance in lieu of such grant of land ; or

(<*) any person duly authorized by any power of attorney to 
transfer any such share, or interest, or to receive any dividend, 
coupon, certificate or money, on behalf of the person entitled

and thereby transfers or endeavours to transfer any share or 
interest belonging to such owner, or thereby obtains or endeavours 
to obtain, as if he were the true and lawful owner or were the per
son so authorized by such power of attorney, any money due to 
any such owner or payable to the {terson so authorized, or any cer
tificate, coupon, or share warrant, grant of land, or scrip, or allow
ance in lieu thereof, or other document which, by any law in force, 
or any usage existing at the time, is deliverable to the owner of 
any such stock or fund, or to the person authorized by any such 
power of attorney. K.S.C., c. U>5, s. 9.

459. Acknowledging any instrument in a false name. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ 
imprisonment who, without lawful authority or excuse (the proof 
of which shall lie on him) acknowledges, in the name of any other 
person, before any court, judge or other person, lawfully author
ized in that behalf, any recognizance of bail, or any cognovit ac
tionem, or consent for judgment, or judgment, or any deed or 
other instrument. R.S.C., c. 105, s. 41.

THE DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT.

The Dominion Election» Act, WOO.— (03-04 Vic., c. 12). — contains a 
number of provisions wit It reference to the forgery, etc., of ballot papers, 
and with reference to personation and other offences at elections, the 
principal of which provisions are the following :

Fo.-gery of ballot papers, and ballot box frauds, etc. — Section 
79 enacts that “ Every one who —
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(a.) forges, counterfeits, fraudulently alters, defaces or fraud
ulently destroys a ballot paper or the initials of the deputy 
returning officer signed thereon, or —

(6) without authority supplies a ballot paper to any person, 
or —

(?) fraudulently puts into a ballot box a jmper other than the 
ballot paper which ho is authorized by law to put in, or —

{(1) fraudulently takes a ballot paper out of the polling station, 
or —

(?) without due authority destroys, takes, opens or otherwise 
interferes with a ballot box or book or packet of lmllot papers 
then in use for the purposes of the election, or —

(f) forges or counterfeits any stamp for the stamping of ballot 
papers as provided by paragraph (?) of section 41 of this Act. or 
uses any such stamp for any pur|»ose other than the stamping of 
ballot papers pursuant to the said paragraph, or, not lieing a re
turning officer, has in his possession any such stamp or any coun
terfeit or imitation thereof, or —

(</) being a deputy returning officer, fraudulently puts, other
wise than as authorized by section TO of this Act, his initials on 
the back of any paper purporting to be or capable of being used a> 
a ballot paper at an election, or —

(//) with fraudulent intent, prints any ballot paper or what 
purports to lie or is capable of being used as a ballot paper at an 
election, or —

(0 being authorized by the returning officer to print the ballot 
papers for an election, with fraudulent intent prints more ballot 
papers than he is authorized to print, or —

(/) attempts to commit any offence specified in this section.

is guilty of an indictable offence, and shall Ik* liable, if lie is a 
returning officer, deputy returning officer or other officer en
gaged at the election, to a line not exceeding one thousand dol
lars and not less than three hundred dollars, or to imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding five years and not less than one year, with 
or without hard labour, in default of paying such fine, — and if 
he is any other person, to a fine not less than one hundred dollars 
and not exceeding five hundred dollars, or to imprisonment for 
any term not exceeding two years and not less than six months, 
with or without hard labour, in default of paying such fine.”

Secrecy of Voting. Sert ion !HI contain* special provisions for ensuring 
tin* secrecy of voting and for the punishment of any interference then 
with ; and section W7 provides, that, no |*erson who lias voted at an elec
tion shall, in any legal proceeding questioning tin* election or return he 
required to state for whom he voted.

Nt flags nor party badges to be furnished or used at elections. Si 1
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lions 104 ami 11MI of the Dominion Electionn Act, make it an indictable 
offence, (punishable on nummary conviction, by tine, not exceeding $IU0, 
or imprisonment, not exceeding three months, or both), for any person to 
furnish any party Hag. etc., or any ribbon or badge, with intent that the 
same shall be carried, or worn, or used, on or for eight days prior to an 
election day, for distinguishing the bearers or wearers thereof as sup
porters of any candidate, or for any person, during such period, to carry, 
or wear, or use any such party flag, etc., or any such ribbon or badge.

It will be noticed that the offences created by these sections, although 
indictable, are punishable on nummary conviction ; which seems to in
dicate that they arc to be included among the indictable offences over 
which a magistrate is given absolute summary jurisdiction under Part 
IA . /mm»/, of the present Code.

Bribery. Bribery is defined by section 108 of the Dominion Elections 
Act, and is thereby*made indictable and punishable by imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding six months; and a person guilty thereof is, moreover, 
rendered liable to forfeit $200 and costs to any one who sues therefor.

Sts- sections 109. ct net/., as to other corrupt practices, etc., at elections.

Personation at Elections. — Section 114 enacts that “ Every 
person who, at an election —

(a) applies for a ballot paper in the name of some other person, 
whether such name is that of a person living or dead, or of a fic
titious person ; or —

(b) having voted once at any such election, applies at the same 
election for a ballot paper in his own name —

is guilty of personation and liable to a penalty not exceeding 
two hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars and to impri
sonment for a term not exceeding two years and not less than 
three months.” And by section 115 it is enacted that. ” Every 
person who aids, abets, counsels or procures the commission by 
any person of the offence of ]>crsonation shall be liable to a penalty 
not exceeding two hundred dollars and not less than one hundred 
dollars, and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years 
and not less than three months.”

See also sections 11(1 ami 117 of the Act, as to other offences of the same

A prisoner was convicted of having, while acting as a deputy returning 
officer, put false ballot papers into the ballot box ; ami. upon a case 
being reserved as to whether the prisoner was legally chargeable with the 
offence seeing that lie was not legally appointed bv reason of the fact 
that, although, the commission for appointing him was signed bv the 
ichiming officer and delivered to him. his name as appointee had been left

M blank, it was held that, as the prisoner had acted as returning officer, 
lie was such officer tic facto, if not tic lure, and that he was rightly con

Where a defendant was charged with having, while acting as a 
deputy returning officer at a Dominion election, -fraudulently put, into
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the ballot box, falw ballot |iapcrs, and, a witness for the Crown de|>osetl 
that he voted at tin* election in question, and the Crown proposed to ask 
him for which candidate lie marked his ballot paper, the proposed ques
tion uns objected to. on behalf of the defendant, on the ground that it was 
inconsistent with the secrecy of the ballot, contrary to the Ihnninion Elec
tion Art then in force, and against public policy, and on the further 
ground that the witness' answer, as to how he marked his ballot paper 
and voted, won hi be only secondary evidence. The question was allowed, 
and, upon the defendant living convicted, the above points were reserved ; 
.and it was held. affirming the conviction, that the evidence was ad 
missiblc. that the provision of the Million Art, rendering it illegal to ask 
a person for whom he voted, refers to legal proceedings iiuestionitoj ttn 
election or return, and not to other legal proceedings, and that the ev
idence tendered must lie considered as primary and not secondary evidence, 
as there is no other mode of ascertaining how an elector had voted than 
the evidence of the elector himself. (4)

W here a person who applied for a ballot paper in a name which was not 
his own nor the name by which lie was generally known, but which name 
appeared on the voters' list, ami hud been inserted therein by the officials 
who prepared the list under the belief that it was the applicant's real name, 
lie was held entitled to vote, and not guilty of the offence of persona
tion. (5)

It has been held that, in an indictment for the offence of personating a 
voter, there should be an averment negativing the identity of the defen
dant with the votei alleged to have been |iersonated. (<i)

A conviction for the offence «if inducing a person to personate a voter 
was held good, though it did not set out the mode or facts of the in 
ducemelit. (7)

In a prosecution for personation of a voter, it was held unne-essary to 
state in the indictment or to prove at the trial that the officer presiding at 
‘In* polling booth, where the offence was committed, was duly appoint 
cl. (H)

A defendant was convicted by a Toronto police magistrate of an offence.
under section HIT of the Consolidated Municipal Act, (55 Vie., «•. 42), 

of applying, at a municipal election for a ballot paper in the name of some 
other person, and was sentenced to one month's imprisonment with hard 
labor. Upon a motion for the dcfemlant's discharge, the question was 
raised as to whether the conviction was valid, in view «if a subsequent 
provision, (as to the same offence), contained in section 210 of the same 
Act, providing that every jierson who applies for a ballot paper in the 
name of some other person, shall be deemed to have committed the offence 
of personation ami shall incur a penalty of #200. with imprisonment for 
sixty days in default of payment. Ilrlil, that the two provisions could not 
be ret,'. together or reconciled as providing cumulative punishments for 
the same offence, nor could they be allowed to stand as providing alter
native punishments for the one offence at the option of the magistrate, 
the xcry essence of the criminal law being that it should lie certain and sn 
plainly expressed as to be intelligible to the sense of ordinary people, and 
that the law which is later in date as well ns Inter in position in the stat
ute book must in case of inconsistency or repugnancy prevail against the

|4) K. v. Saunders, 17 ('. L. T.. 2ti(i ; 11 Man. L. It..

(*») It. v. Fox. 1(1 Cox (*. ('., 100.

Mil 11. x. Hogg. 25 V. < </. It.. «8.
f7l It. V. Hague, 12 W. It.. 310.
(K, 11. V. (larvey. Ill Cox C. (Ir. C. (!. It.). 252.
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«•ailier in time niul place. Order made discharging the prisoner, as iilegaliv 
held in eiistodv (It)

.X prisoner wan charged with having, on a Dominion Election day, pre
sented himself at a polling station and applied for a ballot, stating that 
he was Mathew Leggatt, an elector on the list of voters for the district, 
and with having, on being required to lie sworn, taken the hook and falsely 
sworn that lie was Mathew Leggatt and that In- was an elector on the list 
of voters. The prisoner was convicted : lint, as it did not appear that he 
was an elector, the questions were raised and reserved, as to whether the 
deputy returning officer was authorized to administer the oath to electors, 
only, whether, as the prisoner was not an elector, the deputy returning of
ficer had authority to administer the oath to him, and. whether, therefore, 
the prisoner, although he had falsely sworn that he was an elector, could 
he legally eottvi ted. IIchi affirming the conviction, that tin- word 
" elector " applies to any |ierx«>n acting or representing himself as an 
«•lector. (Hi)

XX lieic a defendant was « onvieted of inducing one .lames Fogle to person
ate a voter at an election id' town councillors, it was held by the English 
Court of Appeal. affirming the conviction. that the offence of in
ducing another to |iersomitc a voter is complete upon the personutor ten
dering the voting paper, although, on being asked if he is the person whose 
name is signed to the voting paper, he answers. ” No." and the vote is ac- 
«■ordingly rejected. In this ease. Blackburn. I.. said, “ I take it that as 
soon as a man holds himself out to he the person entitled to vote, and 
does this in the name of another, he commits the offence ; and. that it is 
utterly immaterial that lie is stopped before he succeeds in his object.
I pon his tendering, his voting paper. In* has done sufficient to warrant the 
i«inclusion that he personated." (II)

It will be seen that section 114. (ante), of our I loin in hill Elections Act, 
follows this view of the law by expressly enacting that every person who. 
at an election, n/iplics for a ballot paper in the name of some other person, 
is guilty of personation.

Procedure. • By section Dll of the Dominion Elections Ad. it is prov
ided that. (except in eases of indictable offences and offences made punish
able on summary conviction), all penalties and forfeitures imposed by the 
Act shall be recoverable or enforceable with full costs of suit by any per
son who sues therefor by action of debt or information, in any Court of 
competent jurisdiction in the province in which the cause of action arises, 
and that, in default of payment of the amount which the offender is com
pelled to pay. within the period fixed by the Court, the offender shall be 
imprisoned for any term h*ss than two years, unless such penalty and costs 
are sooner paid: but. that no action or information for the recovery of 
any such penalty or forfeiture shall be commenced unless the person suing 
therefor has given security, to tin- amount of $50. for the defendant’s costs 
«•f defence.

By section 111 of the Act, it is enacted that no indictment for corrupt 
practices shall be tried before any Court of Quarter Sessions or («encrai 
N-ssions; and section 540, /lost, of the present Code, provides, (by an addi
tion made thereto by the Crhninnl Code Ainenilincnt Act, Hunt), that no 
Court of (leiieral or Quarter Sessions shall have power to try any indict
ment for briliery or other corrupt practice under the Dominion Elections
lcl; and section 142 of the Dominion Elections Ad provides, that, every 

prosecution for an Indictable offence under the Act, and every action, suit

(») It. v. Bose. Ht C. L. T.. 110.
i HI) It. v. Chamberlain. 14 C. L. T.. 2*3: 10 Man. L. It.. 201. 
(II) It. v. Hague. 0 Cox C. 412.
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ttr provet-ding fur uny pecuniary (tenuity given by the Act to the pemon 
suing therefor shall 1m* eoinmeneetl within one year next after the act com
mitted, and not afterwards, (unless the itroHcnitioil is prevented by the 
withdrawal or absenndirg of the defendant out of the jurisdiction of the 
Court ). and when commenced shall he proceeded with and carried on with
out wilful delay.

FAUT XXXV.

OFFENCES RELATING TO THE COIN.

460. Interpretation of terms. — in this part, unless the context 
otherwise requires, the following words and expressions are used 
in the following senses:

(a.) “ Current gold or silver coin," includes any gold or silver 
coin coined in anv of Her Majesty's mints, or gold or silver coin of 
any foreign prince or state or country, or other coin lawfully 
current, by virtue of any proclamation or otherwise, in any part 
of Her Majesty's dominions.

(b) “Current copper coin," includes copper coin coined in any 
of Her Majesty's mints, or lawfully current, by virtue of any pro
clamation or otherwise, in any part of Her Majesty's dominions.

(<•.) “ Copper coin, " includes any coin of bronze or mixed metal 
and every other kind of coin other than gold or silver.

(d.) “ Counterfeit ” means false, not genuine.
(i) Any genuine coin prepared or altered so as to rntrnihlc or 

pans for any current coin of a higher denomination is a counter
feit. coin.

(ii) A coin y liled or cut at the edges so as to re
move the milling, and on which a new milling has been added to 
restore the appearance of the coin, is a counterfeit coin.
(#•) “ (lild ” and “ silver," as applied to coin, include casing with 

gold or silver respectively, and washing and colouring by anv 
means whatsoever with any wash or materials capable of producing 
the appearance of gold or silver respectively.

(f) “Utter” includes “ tender " and “put off." R.S.C., e. HI*.

The words "His Majesty's '' are llow to he substituted for "Her May 
esVr's." in this section. (See section 7 of the hitrrinrtnthin Act. at ji. !>.

Counterfeiting. It is "one of the Royal prerogatives belonging i" 
every sovereign prince that he alone in his own dominions may order and 
dispose the ipiantity, value, and fashion of his coin:" (I) and the coining

(1) Tomlin's Law Diet.. Coin.

1715
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of money, the legitimation of foreign coin, and the giving of value to coin, 
foreign and domestic. are branches of the ancient prerogative of the Crown 
of England. (2)

Lord Hale observes that money consists principally of three parts : 
1. The material of which it is made ; 2. The denomination or extrinsic 
value; and 3. The impression or Stamp; and that, anciently, all coin was 
of gold or silver, alloyed with a given proportion of copper, constituting 
what is called sterling, or its legal standard; but that in 1(172 a copper 
coin was added. (3)

From the relation of thr Ceown to the coin, it became judicially estab
lished from the earliest times that the counterfeiting of the king's coin 
was treason, though the counterfeiting of foreign money made current by 
the king's proclamation was at one time a misdemeanor. (4) ltut, the 
Statute of I Mary, sens. 2. c. (I, made the latter treason likewise. (6) In 
England, at the present time, the principal offences against the coin arc 
felonies. («) and the simple uttering of counterfeit coin is a misdemea
nor. ,7)

Counterfeiting is the making of false or spurious coin to imitate the 
genuine. (See section 4110. ante.)

See section .">00. post, as to search warrants, and see clause 6 of that sec
tion as to powers of justices to deface or otherwise dispose of counterfeit 
money found and brought before them under any search warrant.

461. When offence is complete. — Every offense of making any 
counterfeit coin, or of buying, selling, receiving, paying, tender
ing, uttering, or putting off, or of offering to buy, sell, receive, 
pay, utter or put off, any counterfeit coin is deemed to be com
plete, although the coin so made or counterfeited, or bought, sold, 
received, paid, tendered, uttered or put off, or offered to be bought, 
sold, received, paid, tendered, uttered or put off, iras not in a fit 
state to he uttered, or the counterfeiting thereof was not finished nr 
perfected. R.S.C., c. 167, s. 27.

This section is to the same effect as section 30 of the Imperial Statute 
24 and 25 Vic., c. DO.

462. Counterfeiting coins, &c. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life who —

(a) makes or begins to make any counterfeit coin resembling, or 
apparently intended to resemble or pass for, any current gold or 
silver coin : or

(h) gilds or silvers any coin resembling or apparently intended 
to resemble or pass for, any current gold or silver coin ; or

(2) 2 Hisli. New O. I jaw Com., ss. 27(1. 277.
(8) I Bale P. ('.. ink. 196.
(4) I llalc I». C., 192. 210. 215. 211); Case of Mixed Money. 2 How. St. 

Tr.. 113. 116; Case of Mines. Plow., 810. 316.
(ft) I llalc P. C.. 102. 210.
(0) See 24 and 25 Vie., e. 00. (Imp.), ss. 2. 3. 4. 5, 0. 7. 14. IS. 10. 24 

and 25.
(7) 24 and 25 Vie., e. 00, (Imp.), ss. 0. 13. 15, 20 and 21.
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(r) gilils or silvers any piece of silver or copper, or of c»ar>e 
gold or coarse silver, or of any metal or mixture of metals respec
tively, being of ;i lit size ami figure to he coined, and with intent 
that the same shall be coined into counterfeit coin resembling, or 
apparently intended to resemble or pass for, any current gold or 
silver coin; or

(d) gilds any current silver coin, or files or in any manner alter* 
such coin, with intent to make the same resemble or pass for any 
current gold coin ; or

(#*) gilds or silvers any current copper coin, or files or in am 
manner alters such coin, with intent to make the same resemble 
or pass for any current gold or silver coin. It.S.V., c. 1117, s.s. :» 
and 4.

Tin* money charged as living counterfeited should hear such a reselli 
Manic or lie apparently intended to hear such a resemblance to the genuine 
coin as may. in circulât ion. he likely to impose u|mhi people generally. Ii 
was formerly necessary that the coin -liould have liven in a complete and 
perfect state ready for circulation : (8) and. therefore, where the defen
dants were taken in the very net of coining shillings, hut the shilling' 
coined by them were then in an imperfect state, it living requisite that the\ 
should undergo another process, namely immersion in diluted 111/110 fortin. 
before they could pass as shillings, the judges held that the offence was 
not complete. (!•) Rut by section 4ML uutr. the offence is deemed complete 
although the coin he not in a lit state to lie uttered or the counterfeiting 
thereof he not finished or perfected. ( 10)

It is quite clear that there will he a sufficient counterfeiting where the 
counterfeit money is made to resemble coin, the impression on which Ini' 
been mini oiro/i loi timr. In one ease, the shillings produced in evidence 
were quite smooth, without the smallest vestige of either head or tail, and 
without any resemblance to the shillings in circulation, except their colour, 
size and shape; and the Master of the Mint proved that they were had. hm 
that they were very like shillings the impression on which had been worn 
away by time, and might very probably lie taken, by persons having lcs« 
skill than himself, for good shillings. And the Court were of opinion thaï 
•1 blank that is smoothed, and made like a piece of legal coin, the iniprc* 
sion of which is worn out. and yet suffered to remain in circulation, is *uf 
ticiently counterfeited to the similitude of the current coin of the realm t<> 
bring the counterfeiters and coiners of such blanks within the statute 
these blanks having some reasonable likeness to coin which has been 
defaced by time, and yet passed in circulation. (11)

Counterfeiting can rarely lie proved directly by positive proof : lint il i' 
usually made out by circumstantial evidence, such as finding the neces
sary coining instruments in the defendant's house, together with some 
pieces of the counterfeit money in a finished and some in an tmfinished 
state, or such other circumstances as may fairly warrant the jury in pre* 
uming that the defendant either counterfeited or caused to lie counterfeited

(8) II. v. Yuriev. 2 \V. HI.. 082.
(9) It. v. Harris. 1 Leach, lti."». Nee It. v. Case. 1 Leach, 14."»: and I!. ». 

Lavev. 1 I .each, I .‘id.
( 10) See II. v. Hermann. 4 IJ. It. I).. 284; 48 L. I. ( M <\). I0M: 14 < ox 

< . <\. 27».
(11) II. v. Wilson, 1 Leach. 28."»; See R. v. Welsh. 1 Leach. 304.
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or whs present, uiiling ami ahetting in vounterfeiting the coin in »|ucs- 
tion. (12)

Any eredible witness may prove the voin t«> lie vuunterfeit : ami it is not 
necessary for this purpose to produce any inoneyer or other officer from 
the Mint, whether the coin counterfeited he current coin, or the coin of 
any foieign prince, state, or country. (IS)

463. Dealing in and importing counterfeit coin. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence ami liable to imprisonment for life 
u'ho, without lawful authority or excuse, the proof whereof shall 
lie on him —

(a) buys, sells, receives, pays or puts oil', or offertt In buy, *<*//, 
receive, pay nr pul nff, at or for a lower rate or value than the 
same imports or was apparently intended to import, any counter
feit coin resembling or apparently intended to resemble or pass 
for any current gold or silver coin : or

(b) ini|Hirts or receives into Canada any counterfeit coin resem
bling or apparently intended to resemble or pass for, any current 
gold or silver coin knowing the same to lie counterfeit. It. S. C„ 
c. 162, ss. 7 and 8.

464. Manufacture of copper coin and importation of uncurrent 
copper coin. — Every one who manufactures in Canada any copper 
coin, or imports into Canada any nipper coin, other than current 
copper coin, with the intention of putting the same into circula
tion as current copper coin, is guilty of an offence and liable, on 
summary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars for 
every pound Troy of the weight thereof: and all such copper coin 
so manufactured or imported shall be forfeited to Her Majestv. 
R.S.C., e. 167. s. 28.

t"upper coin include* coin of hvonze or mixed metiil and every other kind 
of coin other than gold or silver. (See sect ion 4(H) c. )

Sections 20. 20, 30, 31, 32, 33 nml 34 of |{. S. ('.. c. 107. remain unrcpealcd. 
(See Schedule 2. pox/.): ami are as follows:

Suspected coin may be cut. —“ If any coin is tendered as cur
rent gold or silver coin to any |>erson who suspects the same to be 
diminished otherwise than by reasonable wearing, or to be coun
terfeit, such person may eut, break, bend or deface such coin, and 
if any coin, so eut, broken, bent or defaced appears to be diminished 
otherwise than by reasonable wearing, or to be counterfeit, the 
person tendering the same, shall bear the loss thereof; but if the 
same is of due weight, and appears to be lawful coin, the person 
cutting, breaking, bending or defacing the same, shall be IkiuikI 
to receive the same at the rate for which it was coined:

(12i Arch. <>. PI. & Ev.. 21 *t Ed.. 88».
(13) Roc section 002. pox/.
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2. If any dispute arises whether the coin so cut, broken, bent or 
defaced, is diminished in manner aforesaid, or counterfeit, it shall 
be heard and finally determined in a summary manner by any 
justice of the peace, who may examine, upon oath, the parties as 
well as any other person, for the purpose of deciding such dispute, 
and if he entertains any doubt in that behalf, he may summon 
three persons, the decision of a majority of whom shall be final:
3. Every officer employed in the collection of the revenue in Ca

nada shall cut, break or deface, or cause to be cut. broken or de
faced every piece of counterfeit or unlawfully diminished gold or 
silver coin which is tendered to him in payment of any part of 
such revenue in Canada ” (Section 2(5.)

Seizure of unlawfully manufactured or imported copper coin.
“ Any two or more justices of the peace, on the oath of a credible 
person, that any copper or brass coin has been unlawfully manu
factured or imported, shall cause the same to be seized and detain
ed, and shall summon the person in whose possession the same is 
found, to appear before them: and if it appears to their satisfac
tion. on the oath of a credible witness, other than the informer, 
that such copper or brass coin has been manufactured or imported 
in violation of this Act, such justice shall declare the same forfeit
ed. and shall place the same in safe keeping to await the disposal 
of the Governor General for the public uses of Canada.” (Sec
tion 29.)

Enforcing penalty. — “ If it appears to the satisfaction of such 
justices that the person in whose possession such copper or brass 
coin was found, knew the same to have been so unlawfully manu
factured or imported, they may condemn him to pay the penalty 
aforesaid, with costs, and may cause him to be imprisoned for a 
term not exceeding tyvo months, if such penalty and costs are mit 
forthwith paid.” (Section 30.)

Recovery of penalty from owner of copper coin.—“ If it appears 
to the satisfaction of such justices that the person in whose pos
session such copper or brass coin was found yvas not aware of it 
having been so unlawfully manufactured or imported, the penalty 
may. on the oath of any one credible witness other than the plain
tiff. he recovered from the owner thereof, by any person who sues 
for the same in any court of competent jurisdiction.” (See. 31.)

Seizure by customs officers. — "Any officer of Her Majesty's 
customs may seize any copper or brass coin imported or attempted 
to he imported into Canada in violation of this Act. and may de
tain the same as forfeited, to await the disposal of the Governor 
General, for the public uses of Canada.” (Sec. 32.)

Uttering unlawful copper coin. — “ Every one who utters, ten-
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dors or offers in payment any copper or brass coin, other than 
current copper coin, shall forfeit double the nominal value there
of:

2. Such penalty may be recovered, with costs, in a summary 
manner, on the oath of one credible witness other than the in
former, before any justice of the peace, who, if such penalty and 
costs are not forthwith paid, may cause the offender to be impri
soned for a term not exceeding eight days. ” (Sec. 33.)

Application of penalties. — “A moiety of any of the penalties 
imposed by any of the five sections next preceding, but not the 
copper or brass coins forfeited under the provisions thereof, shall 
belong to the informer or person who sues for the same, and the 
other moiety shall belong to Her Majesty, for the public uses of 
Canada.*’ (Sec. 34.)

Thy words "His Majesty " should now he substituted for "Her Maj
esty." (See sert ion 7 of the hitn'inrtation Act. at p. ». ante.)

465* Exportation of counterfeit coin. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment, who, 
without lawful authority or excuse, the proof whereof shall lie on 
him, exports or puts on lioard anv ship, vessel or boat, or on any 
railway or carriage or vehicle of any description whatsoever, for 
the purpose of being exported from Canada, any counterfeit coin 
resembling, or apparently intended to resemble or pass for, any 
current coin or for any foreign coin of any prince, country or 
state, knowing the same to be counterfeit. H.S.C., c. 1(17, s. !).

466. Making instruments for coining. — Every one is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for life, who, 
without lawful authority or excuse, the proof whereof shall lie on 
him, makes, or mends, or begins or proceeds to make or mend, or 
buys or sells, or has in his custody or possession —

(a) any puncheon, counter puncheon, matrix, stamp, die, pat
tern or mould, in or upon which there is made or impressed, or 
which will make or impress, or which is adapted and intended to 
make or impress, the figure, stamp or apparent resemblance of 
both or either of the sides of any current gold or silver coin, or of 
any coin of any foreign prince, state or country, or any part or 
parts of both or either of such sides; or

(b) any edger, edging or other tool, collar, instrument or engine 
adapted and intended for the marking of coin round the edges 
with letters, grainings. or other marks or figures ap|>arently re
sembling those on the edges of any sueh eoin, knowing the same to 
be so adapted and intended ; or

(r) any press for coinage, or any cutting engine for cutting, by 
force of a screw or of any other contrivance, round blanks out of

34
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gold, silver or other metal or mixture of metals, or any other 
machine, knowing such press to be a press for coinage, or knowing 
such engine or machine to have been used or to be intended to be 
used for or in order to the false making or counterfeiting of any 
such coin. It. S. C., c. 1G7, s. 24.

For definition of having in possession, see section 3 (k), ante.
Although it is more accurate to descriln» the instruments according to 

their actual use, it is not necessary. And. where a prisoner was indicted 
for having in his possession, without lawful excuse, one mould made of 
lead, on which was made and impressed the figure, stamp, resemblance and 
similitude of the hend aide or flat of a shilling, and. the prisoner being con
victed. it was submitted to the judges whether the mould in question was 
comprised under the general words of the statute “other tool or instru 
ment before mentioned." and whether it should not have been laid in the 
indictment to be a tool or instrument in the words of the Act; the judges 
were unanimously of opinion that this mould was a tool or instrument 
mentioned in the former part of the statute, and was therefore comprised 
under these general words: and that, ns a mould is expressly mentioned by 
name in the first clause of the Act, it need not 1m* averred to lie a tool or 
instrument so mentioned; hut they considered that the indictment would 
have been more accurate had it charged that the prisoner had. in his p.,< 
session, a mould that would make and impress the similitude of the head 
side of a shilling. ( 14)

It is not necessary that the instrument should lie capable of making an 
impression of the whole of one side of the coin : for the words “or am 
part or parts" are introduced into the above section, and consequently tin- 
difficulty in Sutton's ease. (15) where the instrument was capable of 
making tin* sceptre only, cannot now occur.

On an indictment for making a mould intended to make anil impress tin 
figure and apparent resembla nee of the obverse side of a shilling, it \\a> 
held sufficient to prove that the prisoner made the mould anil a part of tin 
impression, though he had not completed the entire impression. (Itii

It is unnecessary, under this section, to prove the intent of tin- defen 
liant, the mere similitude In-ing treated as evidence of the intent. Neitln-i 
is it essential to shew that money was actually made with the instrument 
in question. (17)

In Itidgeley's case, the prisoner, was indicted for having in his posse
sion. without lawful authority, etc., a puncheon made of iron and steel, in 
and upon which was made and impressed the figure, resemblance, and sim 
ilitude of the head side of a shilling. It was proved that several punch 
eons were fourni in the prisoner’s lodgings, together with a quantity of 
counterfeit money, and that he had them knowingly for the purpo-. of 
coining. These puncheons were complete and hardened, ready for use; lml. 
it was impossible to say that the shillings which were found were actually 
made with these puncheons, the impressions being too faint to be exactly 
compared; but they had the appearance of having been made with them. 
The manner of making the puncheons was as follows. A true shilling wa- 
eut. away to the outline of the head ; that outline was then fixed on ,i 
piece of steel, which was tiled and cut close to the outline, and this made 
the puncheon; the puncheon then made the die, or counter-puncheon. A

(14) R. v.
(15) It. v. 
( 111) It. v. 
(17) R. v.

Leonard, 1 Leach. 85. 
Sutton. 2 Str.. 1074. 
Foster. 7 ('. & 1*.. 405.
Itidgctey. 1 Leach, 180; 1 Hast. P. ('.. 171.
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puncheon i* complete without letters, but it may be made with letters 
upon it: though, from the ilifiiculty and inconvenience, it is never so 
made, at the Mint: but after the die is struck the letters are engraved on 
it: a puncheon alone, without the counter-puncheon, will not make the 
figure; hut to make an old shilling or a hast* shilling current, nothing more 
is necessary than the instrument now produced. They may be used not 
•'iil.v fur counterfeiting coins, hut also for other purposes, such as making 
seals, buttons, medals, and so forth, where such impressions are wanted. 
Eleven of the judges were unanimously of opinion that this was a iiunch- 
1,111 within the meaning of the Act: for the word "puncheon" is expressly 
mentioned in the statutes, ami will, hv the means of the counter-puncheon 
or matrix, “ make or impress the flu lire, xIum/i, reneniblanee, or Himilitmh 
"I H"' eurrent coin;" ami that these words do not mean an exact ligure, 
hut if tin- instrument impress a resemblance, in fact, such as will impose 
on the world, it is sufficient, whether the letters are apparent on the 
puncheon or not : otherwise the Act would he quite evaded, for the letters 
would la- omitted on purpose. The puncheon in question was one to im
press the head <d King William; and the shillings of his reign, even when 
thy letters were worn out, were current coin «if the kingdom. The punch
eon uuule* an impression like them, and the coin stumpctl with it woulil 
resemble them on the head side, though there were no letters. This was 
compared to the <*ase mentioned by Sir Mathew Hale, (18) that the omis
sion or addition «if words in the inscription of the true stalls, for the pur
pose of evading the law, would not alter the case. (19)

Where the defendant employed a man, who was a die-sinker, to make, 
for a pretended innocent purpose, a tlie calculated t«i make shillings, ami 
the die-sinker, suspecting /rami, informed the authorities at the Mint. ami. 
under their directions, imulc the «lie for the purpose «if bringing the of
fence home to tin* prisoner, it was held that tin* die-sinker was an innocent 
agent, ami that the defendant was rightly convicted as a principal ot 
fender. (20)

The niakiny and iiroeiirinu «lies and other materials, with the intention 
of using them in coining Peruvian half dollars, in Englaml, not in order to 
utter or pass them in England, but, so as to try whether the apparatus 
would answer before sending the same out to Peru, to lie there useil in 
making the counterfeit coin for circulation in that country, was held 'in
dictable at common law. (21)

Section 4titi has the words " without lawful authority or exeune." It is 
.sufficient, however, if the possession is averretl to have b«»en " without law 
fill exeuxe," on the grouml that there can la* no authority which couhl not 
also be an excuse, and therefore to negative excuse is to negative author
ity. (88)

To prove the guilty knowledge of the defemlunt upon an indictment for 
having coining instruments, evi«leni*e may Im* given of his having previous
ly uttered counterfeit money. (23)

The guilty knowleilge required is the being, knowingly, in possession of 
the instrument, without lawful authority or excuse. A guilty intention in 
reference to the use or possesshm of the instrument is not necessary. (24)

(18) 1 Hale, 184: 2 llale, 212. 21f>: R. v. Robinson. 2 Roll. Rep., 50; 1 
East. P. C„ 8Ü.

(19) R. v. Ridgeley, ante.
(20) R. v. Ran non'. 2 Mood. C. < . 808; 1 V. 4 K.. 2t).r>. See section «12. 

ami «•umments at pp. 57-59, ante.
(21) R. v. lbiherts. Dears., 530: 25 L. *î. (M. C.), 17; Arch. Cr. PI. 4 

Ev.. 21st. Ed.. 875. 870.
(22) R. v. ITarvev, L. R.. 1 C. C. R.. 284: 40 L. J. (M. C.). 03.
(23) R. v. Weeks. L. 4 C., 18; 30 L. .1. ( M. (\). 141.
(24) R. v. Harvey, ante.
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In the case of K. v. Harvey, the primmer had ordered, of a die-sinker, two 
dies having an apparent resemblance to the two sides of a sovereign, where
upon the die-sinker communicated with the police, who, in pursuance of 
orders from the Mint, told him to furnish the dies to the prisoner, which 
he did. //(/#/. that the facts constituted unlawful authority or excuse for 
the prisoner's possession of the dies.

467. Bringing instruments for coining, from Mints, into Canada.
— Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to impri
sonment for life, who. without lawful authority or excuse, the 
proof whereof shall lie on him, knowingly conveys out of any of 
Her Majesty's Mints into Canada, any puncheon, counter pun
cheon, matrix, stamp, die, pattern, mould, edger, edging or other 
tool, collar, instrument, press or engine, used or employed in or 
about the coining of coin, or any useful part of any of the several 
articles aforesaid, or any coin bullion, metal or mixture of metals. 
R.S.C., p. 167, s. 25.

468. Clipping current gold or silver Coin. — Every one is gulity 
of an indictable offence and liable fo fourteen years' imprisonment, 
who impairs, diminishes or lightens any current gold or silver 
coin, with intent that the coin, so impaired, diminished, or light
ened, may pass for current gold or silver coin. R.S.(\, c. 167. s. 5.

469. Defacing current coins. — Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to one year's imprisonment who defaces anv 
current gold, silver or copper coin by stamping thereon any names 
or words, whether such coin is or is not thereby diminished or 
lightened, and afterwards tenders the same. R.S.C., c. 167, s. 17.

470. Possessing clippings of current coin. —Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment, 
who unlawfully has in bis custody or possession any filings or clip
pings, or any gold or silver bullion, or any gold or silver in dust, 
solution or otherwise which have been produced or obtained by 
impairing, diminishing or lightening any current gold or silver 
coin, knowing the same to have lteen so produced or obtained. 
R.S.C., c. 167, s. 6.

471. Possessing counterfeit coins. — Every one is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable to three years’ imprisonment, who has 
in his custody or possession, knowing the same to be counterfeit, 
and with intent to utter the same or any of them —

(a) any counterfeit coin resembling, or apparently intended to 
resemble or pass for, any current gold or silver coin; or

(b) three or more pieces of counterfeit coin resembling, or ap
parently intended to resemble or pass for, any current copper 
coin. R.S.C., c. 167, ss. 12 and 16.

See «-vtiun 3 (k), ante, for neaning of “ having in possession."
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472. Offences respecting copper coins. — Kvery one is guilty of 
an indictable offence ami liable to three years’ imprisonment who—

(a) makes, or begins to make, any counterfeit coin resembling,
or apparently to resemble or pass for, any current copper
coin ; or

(b) without lawful authority or excuse, the proof of which shall 
lie on him, knowingly —

(i) makes or mends, or logins or proceeds to make or mend, 
or buys or sells, or has in his custody or jaissession, any instru
ment tool or engine adapted and intended for counterfeiting 
any current copper coin;

(ii) buys, sells, receives, pays or puts off, or offers to buy, sell, 
receive, pay or put off any counterfeit coin resembling, or appa
rently intended to resemble or pass for any current copper coin, 
at or for a lower rate of value than the same imports or was 
apparently intended to import. K.K.C., e. 1(57, s. 15.

473. Offences respecting foreign coins. — Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to three years* imprisonment.

(</) makes, or begins to make, any counterfeit coin or silver coin 
resembling, or apparently intended to resemble or pass for, any 
gold or silver coin of any foreign prince, state or country, not 
being current coin ;

(b) without lawful authority or earuxr, the proof of which shall 
lie on him —

(i) brings into or receives in Canada any such counterfeit 
coin, knowing the same to be counterfeit ;

(ii) has in his ruxtoity or poxxexxiou any such counterfeit coin 
kuowimj the same to be counterfeit, and with intent to put off 
the same; or
(r) utters any such counterfeit coin; or
(d) makes any counterfeit coin resembling, or apparently in

tended to resemble or pass for, any copper coin of any foreign 
prince, state or country, not being current coin. R.S.C., c. 1(17, 
ss. IP, Î0, 21, 22 and 23.

When* » prisoner was indicted for having in his possession a counterfeit 
coin intended to resemble an American silver dollar, and the Crown sought 
to adduce, as evidence of the prisoner's guilty knowledge. proof that 
the prisoner had attempted to put off a number of genuine American trade 
dollars. (worth only sixty cents each), as la-ing worth one dollar each, the 
evidence was objected to by the prisoner's counsel, and. the objection was 
maintained, on the ground that, it is essential, upon an accusation of having 
possession of counterfeit coins, that tin* coins offered in evidence of guilty 
knowledge should themselves be counterfeit. (25)

(15) H. v. Itenham. Que. dud. Rep., H Q. B.. 44H.

2670
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UTTERING.

474. Uttering counterfeit gold or silver coins. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to fourteen years’ im
prisonment, who utter* any counterfeit coin resembling, or appa
rently intended to resemble or jmiss for, any current gold or silver 
coin, knowing the same to be counterfeit. R.S.C., c. 1157, s. ID.

The word '•litter” include* "trailer," iind “ pat off.” (See wet ion 44V) 
(f), mile.)

A "grunt" i* a *uflteient description of the English silver four |k-iiiix 
piece. (211)

Where a good shilling was handed to a Jew Imy for fruit, and he put it 
into his mouth, under pretence of trying whether it was a genuine coin, 
and. then, (instead of the good shilling handed to him), he took, out of 
his mouth, a had shilling, which lie delivered to the prosecutor, saving it 
was not good : this, ( which is one of the modes of ringing the < .*),
was held to la- an uttering of the had shilling. (27)

It is an " uttering and putting off,".ns well as a " tendering," if the 
counterfeit coin Ik- offered in payment, though it In- refused hv the |k-isimi 
to w hom it is offered. ( 28)

The proof that the defendant knew the money to he counterfeit at the 
time of uttering it will Ik- hy circumstantial evidence. If. for instance, it 
he proved that the defendant uttered, either on the same day or at othci 
times, whether la-fore or after the uttering charged, hase money, either of 
the same or a different denomination, to the same or a different person, or 
had other pieces of hase money about him when he uttered the counter 
feit money in ipiestion, this will la- evidence from which the jury max 
presume a guilty knowledge. (2D)

Where one of two person* in company utters laid coin and other had coin 
is found on the other of them, tliex are jointly guilty. (30) If two jointly 
prepare counterfeit coin and utter it in different shops, apart from each 
other, hut in concert and intending to share the proceeds, their resja-rtive 
uttering* are the joint uttering* of hotli. (31)

475. Uttering light coins, medals, Ac. — Every one is guilty of
an 9 offence and liable to three years* imprisonment,
who —

(a) utters, as being current, any gold or silver coin of less than
its lawful weight, knowing such coin to have been dimi
nished or lightened, otherwise than by lawful wear ; or

(b) with intent to defraud, utters, as or for any current gold or

(20) II. v. Connell, 1 ( . & K.. 100.
(27) It. v. Franks, 2 Ix»ach, 730.
(28) It. v. Welch, 2 Den.. 78; 20 L. J. (M. <'.). 101. Sec It. v. Radford. 

1 Den.. 89; It. v. Ion. 2 Den.. 473; 21 b. J. ( M. ('.). 100.
(20) It. v. Whilev, 2 Leach. 083 ; It. v. Foster. Dears.. 450; 24 L. J. (M. 

('.), 134.
(30) It. v. (ierrish. 2 M. & Hob., 210. And see It. v. Skerritt, 2 <’. 4 I’ . 

427.
(31) It. v. Ilurse. 2 M. 4 Rob.. 300.
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silver coin, any coin not being such current gold or silver coin, or 
any medal, or piece of metal or mixed metals, resembling, in size, 
ligure and colour, the current coin as or for which the same is so 
uttered, such coin, medal or piece of metal or mixed metals so 
uttered being of less value than the current coin as or for which 
the same is so uttered ; or

(r) utters any counterfeit coin resembling or apparently intend
ed to resemble or pass for any current copper coin, knowing I he 
same io he counterfeit. R.8.C., c. 167, ss. 11, 14 and Id.

A |M*rt*on knowingly panned, ns and for a half sovereign, a medal of about 
the same size and color as a half sovereign, but with a different inscription. 
The medal itself, however, was not seen by the jury it. being accidently 
lost in the course of Iteing produced in evidence by a witness at the trial; 
and there was no evidence as to the appearance of the reverse aide. Held. 
that there was some evidence, nevertheless, of the medal being one. in size, 
ligure and color, resembling a half sovereign. (32)

476. Uttering defaced coin. — Every one who utters any coin 
defaced by having stamped thereon any names or words, is guilty 
of an offence and liable, on summary conviction before two jus
tices of the peace, to a penalty not exceeding ten dollars K.S.C., 
c. h;:, >. It.

No prosecution for any offence under this sect ion can 1m* commenced 
without the leave of the Attorney-General. (See section 541». post.)

477. Uttering uncurrent copper coins. — Every one who utters, 
or offers in payment, am copper coin, other than current copper 
coin, is guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction, to 
a penalty of double the nominal value thereof, and, in default of 
pavmcnt of such penalty, to eight da vs’ imprisonment. R.S.C., 
c. 167, s. 33.

478. Punishment after previous conviction. — Every one, who, 
after a previous conviction of any offence relating to the coin un
der this or any other Act, is convicted of any offence specified in 
this part, is liable to the following punishment: —

(a) to imprisonment for life, if otherwise fourteen years would 
have t>een the longest term of imprisonment to which he would 
have been liable:

(b) to fourteen years’ imprisonment, if otherwise seven years 
would have been the longest tenu of imprisonment to which he 
would have been liable;

(c) to seven years’ imprisonment, if otherwise he would not 
have been liable to seven years’ imprisonment. R.S.C., c. 167, s. 13.

(32) R. v. Robinson. L. * t\. 004: 34 L. ,1. (M. C.), 170.
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See M>cti<>n 028, pout, as to indictment, and sec flection 070, pant, ns to 
procedure, in canes in which a previous conviction is charged.

A second offence, to lie punishable, ns such, must In* one committed aftci 
a conviction for a previous offence. For instance, sup|M>sc A were to pass 
a hast* coin on the first of August, another on the second of August, and 
still another on the third of August, thus making three distinct offences -, 
and suppose in the lirst instance, lie is prosecuted and convicted of the of 
fence committed on the third of August, lie cannot, ii|hiii a subsequent in 
dietment la-ing laid against him, for cither of the previous offences lie 
charged with and punished as having In*cii prrviounlp convict'«I of the of 
fence of the third of August : or. siip|Nise, again, that lie is, in the first in 
stance, prosecuted, after the third of August, for the offence of the first «a 
August and convicted of such first offence, say, on the tenth of August, 
he cannot upon a subsequent indictment la-ing laid against him. for either 
of the offences of the fleeond or third of August In* charged with and pun 
ivhetl as having lieen previously convicted of the offence of the first of 
August; the principle upon which the law proceeds in providing a severei 
punishment for the re|ietition of an offence ladug this, not because the of 
fender has committed the offence more than once, hut because when an of 
fender has < oinmith *1 and In*cii convicted of an offence he is looked U|mui 
as incorrigible, and as treating with contempt his lirst conviction, if. aftci 
wards, he repeats the offence; but. if the re|ietition of the offence takes 
place without his having In*cii convicted, lie cannot In* said to have treated 
with contempt a conviction which has not yet taken place; and. therefore, 
each rc|N*tition of the offence, when it takes place before any actual eon 
viction. is looked upon and dealt with as merely a lirst offence, and is pun 
ishuhlc as such. This |mint was rained, at Montreal, in IHH7. upon a |m*ii 
tion for Ii'iImu* cwpii*. la-fore the late Chief Justice Dor ion. who quashed 
a conviction for an offence charged as a second offence, In*ciiu*c such 
second offence was committed prior to the date of the conviction for the 
first offence. (33)

Refine the prisoner Inis pleaded guilty or In-cii found guilty of the siili»c 
queiit offence, the previous conviction cannot la* given in evidence. (34>

If the prisoner is found guilty of the suhs«s|ucut offence, and. then, upon 
I icing asked whether he has In-cii previously convicted, denies that he ha-, 
and the jury, upon the proof, tind that lie has not lieen so previously con 
vieted. it has la*en held, under the Knglish Statute, (in which, however, tin 
distinction la-twccn a felony and a misdemeanor is still recognized ). that 
lie is entitled to In* acquitted of the whole charge, inasmuch as. under tin 
Knglish Act. the whole charge is a felony, and he cannot In- convicted mere 
ly of the uttering, which by the Knglish Act is a misdemeanor; (3.">> a I 
though it was held that, after such acquittal, lie could, under the Kngli-h 
Act, In* re-indict ill for the uttering, merely, and that he could not. to such 
indictment, plead uiilrrfni» nnpiil. (Ml) Hut. with us. if the prosecution 
were to fail in proving the previous conviction, the verdict would stand 
giMNl as to the offence actually proved. (See section U7."i. po*t.)

(33) l.ambc v. Hall, & Hall. Petitioner, Court of Ijumi's Bench. Mont 
real, (not rc|Nirted). See I Hawk. P. <’., 72. Tuttle v. Com.. 2 (inn 
(Mass.), ôd.'i; Com. v. Daley. 4 (Iray, (Ma**.). 2(Ht; People v. Rutter. :: 
Co wen, ( X. Y. ). 347.

(34) Si-etion lull, IHimI; It. v. Martin. L. It.. I C. C. II.. 214; 311 L. J. i M 
C.). 31.

(Mi) R. v. Thomas. L. It.. 2 (’. C. It . 141; 44 I». J. ( M. C.>. 42.
(3ll) Id. Mel lor. .1.
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PART XXXVI.

ADVERTISING (COUNTERFEIT MONEY.

479. In this Part, the expression “counterfeit token of value*’ 
means any spurious or counterfeit coin, paper money, inland re
venue stamp, postage stamp, or other evidence of value, by what
ever technical, trivial or deceptive designation the same may In- 
described, and includes also any coin or paper money, which al
though genuine has no value as money, hut in the case of such last 
mentioned coin or paper money it is necessary in order to consti
tute an offence under this part that there should he knowledge on 
the part of the person charged that such coin or paper money was 
of no value as money, and a fraudulent intent on his part in his 
dealings with or with respect to the same. (As amended by the 
Criminal ('ode Amendment Act 1000.)

480. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
five years' imprisonment, who —

(a) prints, writes, utters, publishes, sells, lends, gives away, 
circulates or distributee any letter, writing, circular, | hi per, pam
phlet, handbill or any written or printed matter advertising, or 
offering or purporting to advertise or offer for sale, loan, ex
change. gift or distribution, or to furnish, procure or distribute, 
any counterfeit token of value, or what purports to la-a counterfeit 
token of value, or giving or purporting to give, either directly or 
indirectly, information where, how, of whom, or bv wlmt means 
any counterfeit token of value, or what pur)torts to he a counter
feit token of value, may he procured or had; or

(/>) purchases, exchanges, accepts, takes possesion of or in any 
wav uses, or offers to purchase, exchange, accept, take possession 
of or in any wav use, or négociâtes or offers to negociate with a 
view of purchasing or obtaining or using any such counterfeit 
token of value, or what purports so to be; or

(r) in executing, operating, promoting or carrying on any 
scheme or device to defraud, by the use or by means of any papers, 
writings, letters, circulars or written or printed matters concern
ing the offering for sale, loan, gift, distribution or exchange of 
counterfeit tokens of value, uses any fictitious, false or assumed 
name or address, or any name or address other than his own right, 
proper and lawful name; or

(</) in the execution, operating, promoting or carrying on. of 
any scheme or device offering for sale, loan, gift or distribution, or 
purporting to offer for sale, loan, gift or distribution, or giving 
or purporting to give information, directly or indirectly, where.
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how, of whom or by what means any counterfeit token of value 
may be obtained or had, knowingly receives or takes from the 
mails, or from the post office, any letter or package addressed to 
any such fictitious false or assumed name or address, or name 
other than his own right, proper or lawful name. 51 V., e. 40. 
ss. 2 and 3.

A prisoner cannot. on an indictment for offering to purchase counter 
leit tokens of value. - lie convicted upon evidence that the notes which lie 
offered to purchase were not counterfeit notes hut genuine hank notes mi 
Minut'd, — although he offered to purchase in the belief that they wen- 
counterfeit. (1)

It has lieen held that |ia|iers. which are spurious imitations of l.'nited 
States Uovernment Treasury notes, are counterfeit or what purport to lie 
counterfeit tokens of value under sections 471* and 4HO. although there an
no originals of their description. (2)

As to prlmû farte evidence of the fraudulent character of any letter, eir 
culm- or paper relating to counterfeit tokens of value, see section lii*3, /»»*/.

PART XXXVII.

MISCHIEF.

“Part XXXIV (1) is founded on the provisions of 24 and 25 
Viet. c. 97, in which the word maliciously very frequently occurs.

“ Section 381 (2) is meant to give what we believe to be the 
legal effect of that word. The first portion of the section is in
tended to meet such a state of facts as that in the case of Keg., v. 
Child. (3), where a man, — who, out of malice to a fellow lodger, 
made a bonfire of her furniture on the floor of her room, not mea
ning that his landlord's house should catch fire, — escaped punish
ment.

“ Coder the proviso, (4). a tenant for years, burning his land
lord's house, commits an offence, though, in so doing, he burns lii> 
own leasehold ; and a freeholder burning his own house commits 
an offence, if he does so irilh intent to defraud the insurers.

“ The rest of this part re-enacts 24 and 25 Viet. c. 97, with little 
substantial alteration. ” (Eng. Contain’. Rep., p. 30).

481. Preliminary. — Every one who causes any event bv an act 
which he knew would probably cause it. being reckless whether

, | ) R. v. Alt wood. 20 (). R„ 574. 581.
(2) It. v. Covey. 33 X. B. Rep., 81: 1 Can. (V. Cas.. 101.
(1) Part XXXIV of the English Draft corresponds with Part XXXVII 

of the present Code.
(2) Section 381 of the English Draft corresponds with our section 4SI 
,3) Reg. v. Child. L. R.. 1 C. <\ R„ 307: 40 L. .1. ( M. <’.). 127. See. aim.

I!, v. Harris. 15 Cox C. 75, and R. v. But stone, 10 Cox <!. (’., 20.
(4) Clause 3 of section 481.
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such event happens or not, is deemed to have caused it wilfully. 
for the purposes of this part.

2. Nothing shall be an offence under any provision contained in 
this part, unless it is done without legal justification or excuse, and 
without colour of right.

d. Where the offence consists in an injury to anything in which 
the offender has an interest, the existence of such interest, if par
tial, shall not prevent his act being an offence, and. if total, shall 
not prevent his act being an offence, if done wilh inle-ul to defraud. 

c. 1(»8, ss. tiO and til.

482. Arson. — Every one is guilty of the.............. offence of
arson, and liable to imprisonment for life, who wilfully set* fire to 
any building or structure, whether such building, erection or 
structure is completed or not, or to any stack of vegetable produce 
or of mineral or vegetable fuel, or to any mine, or any well of oil 
or other combustible substance, or to any ship or vessel, whether 
completed or not, or to any timber or materials placed in any ship
yard for building or repairing or fitting out any ship, or to any of 
Her Majesty’s stores or munitions of war. H.S.C., c. 1(18, ss. 2 to 
:». Î, 8, 10, 28, 41» ami 4Î.

The wonts "His Majesty**" si mu Id lx- substituted for •• llw Majesty's." 
(•See section 7 of the Interpretation Art, at p. 1). ante.)

Arson, at common law. was a felony, ami was the nialieious amt irilfnl 
burning uf the houne of another. (5) The burning of a party’s own house 
«'ill not eonie within this definition; although the burning of a man's own 
house in a town or so near to other houses as to create danger to them 
was a great misdemeanor at common law; (II) and. to constitute arson at 
common law. there must have been an actual burning of the whole or some 
I'uvt of the house. (7) although it was not necessary that any flame should 
be visible. (8)

It will la- seen, by the above section, 481. that a person will be guilty of 
uison, even if he be the owner of the building, etc., if he wilfully sets tire 
to it. with intent to defraud ; and, if he be not the owner of, but have 
mly some partial interest in the building, etc., he will be guilty of arson 
by wilfully setting tire to it. whether lu* does it with intent to defraud or

It will. also, be seen that, instead of the words wilful burning used in 
the common law definition of arson, the words used in section 48-2 are. 
wilfully sets fire to. merely; and the burning, (however i of any
part of the building, etc., will la* sufficient, although the lire be afterwards 
extinguished. (II)

It is generally by circumstantial evidence that the wilfully setting fire 
h.x the defendant must la» made out.

(.-») 3 Inst.. 00; 4 HI. Com.. 880.
(«h I Hale. 5(18: 2 Hast. 1». ('.. 1027.
(7)1 Hale 500.
181 It. v. Russell. 1 C. 4 M„ 541; R. v. Stallion. It. A M.. C. C. It.. 398; 

I! v. Parker. 9 C. 4 P.. 45.
(•) 1 Hawk., e. 39. s. 17; 1 Hale. 500; Halt.. 500.

^726
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Where n house was rnhlntl ami hurnt. evidence of the fact of the tlefen 
dant being found in |N»sNession of nouie of the grasls, which were in the 
houae. at the time it wan burnt, wan admitted, an tending to prove him 
guilty of the arnon. ( 10)

Where the question in. whether the hurning wan accidental or wilful, ev 
idenee in adllilnnihle to nlicw that, on another occanion, the defendant was 
in niieli a situation an to render it prohahle that he wan then engaged in 
the comnilMiion of the like oirenee againnt the name pro|n>rty ; (II) or. 
that lie had previously occupied liouncn which had In-cii on lire and in res- 
peet of which he made inniiranee claimn and got paid : (12) hut, on a 
charge of arson, where the question wan an to the identity of the prisoner, 
evidence that, a few days previous to the lire in question, another building 
of the prosecutor's wan on lire, and tlial the prisoner was then standing by 
with a demeanor which shewed indifference or gratilh at ion. was re 
jevtcd. (13)

Where a |iernon. by shooting at game or by shooting at another's jMiultn. 
hapiieiied to set lire to the thatch of a house, it wan held not to In
ti mon. (14)

An unfinished house, of which all the walls, external and internal, niv 
built and finished, the roof on. and completed, the Mooring of a consider 
able part laid, and the internal t\a!ls and ceilings prepared for plastering, 
wan held to In- a “ bllildiliy." ( là)

It will Ik- seen. that, section 482 covers any building or structure wli.it 
ever, whether completed or not; and. therefore, the distinctions for nier l\ 
existing, an shewn by a numla-r of eases cited in Arehhold. (Ill) in regard 
to the description of the building, or its state of completeness or ilieottv 
pletencss, are no longer inateriul.

When a person is « barged with setting lire to his own woune. the intent 
to defraud. which, aci-ording to section 481. clause 3. is an essential in 
g red it-lit of the offence. cannot Is- inferred from the net itself, hut must 
In- proved by other evidence. Where, therefore, a defendant was eharg-d 
with arson with intent to defraud an insurance company, and a stillicic it 
notice to produce the insurance policy had not Im-cii given, it was he'd 
that secondary evidence of it could not In- given, and. that, there Is-ing no 
other evidence of the insurance, the defendant must In- acquitted. (17)

Where, on a trial for arson, with intent to delraud an insurum-e office, 
no |Hilicy of insurance was pmlm-isl. and the only evidence of the exist 
ence of the ilispranee was the testimony of the insurance company's agent, 
wno stated that the prisoner came to him. in May 18417. about effecting an 
insurance on the premises, the subject of the alleged arson, and that, on the 
30th August 1871. (about a month la-fore the alleged arson), the prison-1 
mine again to him. and said he wished to rnmr his policy, and then paid 
ten shilling'; this was held to In* sufficient evidence of the existence of an 
insurance, inasmuch as it was evidence of mi admission by the prisoner 
that there whs a policy. ( 18)

(10) IS. v. Hickman. 2 Hast. I*. ('., 103."».
( II ) IS. v. Dossett. 2 ('. A K.. 300.
(12) It. v. Cray. 4 K. & K.. 1102; and It. v. Voke. It. I IS . Ml.
(13) It. v. Harris, 4 K. & F.. 342. 
i 14 ) 2 Hast. I*. ! .. 1011).
(16) It. v. Manning. L. It.. I ('. ( '. It., .338 ; 41 L. .1. ( M. ('.). II.
(10) Arch. Cr. 1*1. & Ev.. 21st Ed., pp. 6110. 601.
(17) It. v. Kitson. Dear»., 187; 22 L. .1. (M. ('. ). 118. See It. v. (Sreen 

wood. 23 V. ! .. If. ».. 260.
(1H) It. v. Newlsmlt. L. II.. I C. ('. K.. 344: 41 L. .1. ( M. ('.), 03
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In one nine, the couneel for tin- prosecution suggested, iih h motive for 

the act. the defendant's desire to realise the amount of an insurance which 
she had upon her goods ; and, upon evidence being tendered to shew that 
she was in easy circumstances, so as to negative the suggested motive, it 
was admitted. ( 10)

A quantity of straw, packed on a lurry, in course of transmission to 
market, and left for the night in an inn-yard, was held not to he a stack 
of straw. (20)

Where a sailor on hoard a ship entered a part of the vessel, where spirits 
were kept, for the purpose of stealing some rum, and, while lie was tap
ping a cask, a lighted match held hv him, came in contact with the spirits 
which were flowing from the cask tapped by him, and a tire ensued, which 
destroyed the vessel, it was held that a conviction for arson of the ship 
could not, under these circumstances, be upheld. (21)

A pleasure boat, eighteen feet long, was set fire to, and I’atteson, «I., in
clined to think that it was a vessel within the meaning of the Act, but the 
prisoner was a quitted on the merits, and no decided opinion was 
given.(22)

483. Attempt to commit Arson. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to fourteen years’ imprisonment, who 
wilfully attempts to set lire to anything mentioned in the last 
preceding section, or who wilfully sets tire to any substance so si
tuated that he knows that anything mentioned in the last preced
ing section is likely to catch fire therefrom. K.S.C., c. 1158, ss. 
9, 10, 20, 29, and 48.

See section <14. and general remarks and authorities, on “ attempts." at 
pp. 70-73, ante.

484. Setting fire to crops, etc. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence, and liable to fourteen years' imprisonment, who 
wilfully sets fire to —

(a) any crop, whether standing or cut down or any wood, forest, 
coppice or plantation, or any heath, gorse, furze or fern; or

(/») any tree, lumber, timber, logs, or floats, boom, dam or slide, 
and thereby injures or destroys the same. R.S.C., c. 1<58, ss. 18 
and 12.

485. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
seven years’ imprisonment who wilfully attempts to set fire to any
thing mentioned in the last preceding section, or who wilfully sets 
fire to any substance so situated that lie konws that anything men
tioned in the last preceding section is likely to catch fire there
from. R.8.C., c. 108, s. 20.

(19) It. v. (Irani, 4 F. à F., 322.
(20) It. v. Satchwell, L. It.. 2 <\ <\ It.. 21 ; 42 L. J. (M. (*.), 03.
(21) It. v. Faulkner. 13 Cox V. ('., MO.
(22) It. v. Bowycr, 4 C. â F., 559.
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A defendant, who set fire to n summer-house in a wood, which lire was 
thence communicated to the wood, was held to lie properly convicted on 
an indictment charging him with setting tire to the wood. (23)

Where a prisoner was indicted for setting lire to growing furze. Lopez. 
.1.. directed the jury that if she set lire to the furze, thinking, although 
erroneously, that she had a right to do so. they ought not to convict.(24)

486. Recklessly setting fire to any forest, tree. etc. — Every «nu
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years' imprison
ment, who, by such negligence as shows hint to he reckless or wan
tonly regardless of consequences, or in violation of a provincial or 
municipal law of the locality, sets fire to any forest, tree, manu
factured lumber, square timber, logs or floats, boom, dam or slide 
on the Crown domain, or land leased or lawfully held for the pur
pose of cutting timber, or on private property, on any creek or 
river, or roll wav, beach or wharf, so Hint the Maine in injured nr 
destroyed.

'1. The magistrate investigating any such charge may. in hisdi- 
cretion, if the consequence* have not been serious, dispose of tlu- 
matter summarily, without sepding the offender for trial, by im
posing a fine not exceeding fifty dollars, and in default of pax 
ment, by the committal of the offender to prison for any term not 
exceeding six months, with or without hard labour. R.S.C . 
168, s. 11.

487. Threats to burn. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to ten years’ imprisonment who sends, deliver 
or utters, or directly or indirectly causes to be received, knowing 
the contents thereof, any letter or writing threatening to burn ol

dest roy any building, or any rick or stack of grain hay or straw or 
other agricultural produce, or any grain, hay, or straw, or other 
agricultural produce in or under anv building, or nnv ship or ves
sel. B.8.C., c. 178, f. 8.

Ah to tlimits to immler. we section 233. ante. See. also, sections 403 li. 
ami notes and authorities at pp. 44Ô-4ÔI. ante, as to threatening letters and 
other threats.

Clause 2 of section O.'iO. provides that, upon complaint by any |H>rsoii.
1 lint, on account «if threats or on any other account, the complainant i~. 
on reasonable grounds, afraid that his property will he set fire to. the jm 
tiee hearing the complaint may require the person, who has made the 
threuts. to give security to keep the peace.

488. Placing or throwing explosives with intent to damage or 
destroy anything. - Every one is guilty of an indictable offem-c 
and liable to fourteen years' imprisonment who wilfully places or 
throws any explosive substance into or near any building or ship

(23) R. v. Price. 9 <’. à P.. 729.
(24) R. v. Twose. 14 Cox C. C., 327.
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with intent to destroy or damage the same or any machinery, 
working tools, or chattels whatever, whether or not any explosion 
takes place. K.S.C., c. 168, ss. 14 and 41).

For definition of “explosive substance,” we section 3 (f), ante, p. 3. 
Where h prisoner was indicted for throwing gun powder against a house 

and the evidence was that the prisoner had thrown against the house a 
bottle containing gunpowder, and that there was a fuse in the neck of the 
bottle. ÀV////. C. B., ruled that, unless the fuse was lighted at the time the 
bottle was thrown against the house, the olfence was not made out. His 
Lordship said that “if any body merely threw a bottle containing gun 
powder, that would not la- sufficient : for if the fuse was not lighted, it 
could not cause an explosion and it would Ik- merely throwing a hoi Hr 
against a house. (25)

489. Mischief on railways.. — Kvery one in guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to five years* imprisonment, who. in man
ner likely to cause danger to valuable property, irilhout pmla>nlin
ing life or person,—

(a) places any obstruction upon any railway, or takes up, re
moves, displaces, breaks or injures any rail, sleeper or other mat 
ter or thing belonging to any railway: or

(/>) shoots or throws anything at an engine or other railway ve
hicle; or

(r) interferes without authority with the points, signals or other 
appliances upon any railway: or

(</) " s any false signal on or near any railway; or
(e) wilfully omits to do any act which it is his duty to do; or
if) does any other unlawful act.
V. Kvery one who does any of the acts above mentioned, with 

intent to cause such danger, is liable to imprisonment for life. It. 
S. v. IBS, ss. 37 and 38.

490. Obstructing the construction or use of any railway.
Kvery one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to two years* 
imprisonment, who, by any act or wilful omission, obstructs or 
interrupts, or causes to be obstructed or interrupted, the construc
tion, maintenance or free use of any railway or any part thereof, 
or any matter or thing appertaining thereto or connected there
with. R.S.C., c. 168, as. 38 and 39.

A line of railway constructed and completed under the powers of an Act 
of Parliament and intended for the conveyance of passengers by locomotive 
power, but not yet used for that purpose, but only for the carriage of 
materials and workmen, is within the above section. (26)

(25) I!, v. Sheppard, 11 fox C. C., 302.
(86) R. v. Bradford. Bell. 268; 86 L. J. (M. C\). 171.

4
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\Vli<>rt‘ a defendant had unlawfully altered Home railway signals, at u 
railway .station, and this alteration vanned a train, (which would other
wise have passed the station without slackening speed), to slacken speed 
and to come nearly to a stand, it was held that he was guilty of obstruct 
ill'/ a train within the meaning of section .'hi of 24-25 Vic., c. 07, which U 
to the same effect as onr section 490. (27)

Where a defendant, by holding up his arms in the mode used by inspec
tors of the line, when desirous of stopping a train, intentionally induced 
the driver of a train to reduce his speed, although the train was not wholly 
stopped, but immediately afterwards resumed its ordinary speed, he was 
held to be guilty of an unlawful obstruction. (28)

A, without the consent of the railway company, took a trolley or hand 
i ar. placed it on the track, and ran with it, upon the railway for several 
miles; and although it was at a time when, ordinarily, no train was run
ning thereon, A was held to have obstructed the free use of the rail
way. (2!»)

See section 499 A («/), iioul, as to other mischiefs on railwoys.

491. Injuries to packages in custody of railways. — Every one 
is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a pen
alty not exceeding twenty dollars over and above the value of the 
goods or liquors so destroyed or damaged or to one month's impri
sonment, with or without hard labour, or to both, who —

(a) wilfully destroys or ges anything containing any goods 
or liquors in or about any railway station or building or any ve
hicle of any kind on any railway, or in any warehouse, ship or ves
sel, with intent to steal or otherwise unlawfully to obtain or to in
jure the contents, or any part thereof ; or

(b) unlawfully drinks or wilfully spills or allows to run to waste 
any such liquors, or anv part thereof. R.S.C., c. 38, s. (>‘<2 ; 51 V . 
v. 8», a. 897.

492. Injuries to electric telegraphs. &c. — Every one is guilty
of an indictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who 
W 11 lull V --

(a) destroys, removes or damages anything which forms part 
of, or is used or employed in or about any electric or magnetic te
legraph, electric light, telephone or fire-alarm, or in the working 
thereof, or for the transmission of electricity for other lawful pur
poses; or

(b) prevents or obstructs the sending, conveyance or delivery »f 
any communication by any such telegraph, telephone or fire-alarm, 
or the transmission of electricity for any such electric light or for 
any such purpose as aforesaid.

(27) It. v. llHdtield, I.. R„ I V. C. It.. 253; 30 L. .1, (11. (’.). 131 II 
Vox V. V.. 574.

(28) It. v Hardy, L. It. 1 V. V. R.. 278; 40 L. .1. (M. C.), 62.
(29) It. v. Brownell, 20 N. R. R., 570; Bur. Dig., 104.

9
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2. Every one who wilfully, by any overt act, attempts to com
mit any such offence is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary 
conviction, to a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars, or to three 
months’ imprisonment with or without hard labour. R.S.C., c. 
168, ss. 40 and 41.

493. Wrecking. — Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable to imprisonment for life who wilfully —

(a) casts away or destroys any ship, whether complete or unfin
ished ; or

(b) does any act tending to the iminedia » loss or destruction of 
any ship in distress; or

(r) interferes with any marine signal, or exhibits any false sign
al, with intent to bring a ship or boat into danger. It.S.C., c. 108. 
89. 40 and 51.

494. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence, and liable to 
fourteen years’ imprisonment, who attempts to cast away or des
troy any ship, whether complete or unfinished. R.S.C., c. 108. 
s. 48.

495. Interfering with marine signals, buoys, etc. — Every om
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ impri
sonment who wilfully alters, removes or conceals, or attempts to 
alter, remove or conceal, any signal, buoy or other sea mark used 
for the purposes of navigation.

». Every one who makes fast any vessel or boat to any such sign
al, buoy, or sea mark is liable, on summary conviction, to a pen
alty not exceeding ten dollars, and. in default of payment, to one 
month's imprisonment. H.S.V., c. 1(18, ss. 52 and 53.

496. Preventing saving of wrecked vessels or wreck. — Every 
one is guilty of an indie tide offence and liable to seven years’ im
prisonment who wilfully prevents or impedes, or endeavours to 
prevent or impede —

(a) the saving of any vessel that is wrecked, stranded, abandon
ed or in distress; or

(b) any person in his endeavour to save such vessel.
2. Every one who wilfully prevents or impedes, or endeavours 

to prevent or impede, the saving of any wreck is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable, on conviction on indictment, to two 
years’ imprisonment, and on summary conviction before two jus
tices of the peace, to a fine of four hundred dollars or six months’ 
imprisonment with or without hard labour. 11. S. C., c. 81, ss. 3(1 
(h) and 37 (c).

For definition of “Wreck,” sec section 3 (rfd), p. 8. ante.
35
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497. Injuries to rafts. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who wilfully —

(a) breaks, injures, cuts, loosens, removes or destroys, in whole 
or in part, any dam, pier, slide, boom or other such work, or any 
chain or other fastening attached thereto, or any raft, crib of 
timber or saw-logs; or

(b) impedes or blocks up any channel or passage intended for 
the transmission of timber. H.S.C., c. 168, s. 54.

498. Mischief to mines. — Every one is guilty of an indictable 
offence and liable to seven years' imprisonment who, with intend In 
injure a mine or oil well, or obstruct the working thereof —

(a) causes any water, earth, rubbish or other substance to be 
conveyed into the mine or oil well or any subterranean channel 
communicating with such mine or well ; or

(b) damages any shaft or any passage of the mine or well; or 
(r) damages, with intent to render useless, any appraatus, build

ing, erection, bridge or road belonging to the mine or well, 
whether the object damaged be complete or not; or

(f/) hinders the working of any such apparatus; or 
(r) damages or unfastens, with intent to render useless,, any rope, 

chain or tackle used in any mine or well or upon any way or work 
connected therewith. It. S. C., c. 168, s . 50 and 31.

The mine may lie laid as the property of a person in possession of and 
working it, though only as agent for others. (30)

If any art covered by this section he done tinder a ho ml fhh claim of 
right, it will not he punishable. (31)

A scutlold erected at some distance above the bottom of a mine, for the 
purpose of working a vein of coal on a level with the sea (Told, was held t-i 
he an erection used in conducting the business of the mine. (32)

499. Mischiefs causing danger to life, etc. — Every one is guilty
of the indictable offence of mischief who wilfully destroys nr dam
ages any of the property hereinafter mentioned, and is liable to 
the punishments hereinafter specified : —

(/t) To imprisonment for life., if the object damaged be —
(a) a dwelling-house, ship or boat, and the damage be caused by 

an explosion, and any person be in such dwelling-house, ship or 
boat; and the damage causes actual danger to life; or

(30) R. v. John Jones, 1 O. A K., 181.
(31) R. v. Matthews, 14 Cox C. C., 6.
(32) R. v. Whittingham, 0 C. 4 P., 234, Arch. Cr. PI. & Ev., 21st Ed.. 

010.
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(b) a bank, dyke or wall of the sea, or of any inland water, na
tural or artificial, or any work in, on, or belonging to any port, 
harbour, dock or inland water, natural or artificial, and the dam
age causes actual danger of inundation; or

(c) any bridge (whether over any stream of water or not) or any 
viaduct, or aqueduct, over or under which bridge, viaduct or aque
duct any highway, railway or canal passes, and the damage is done 
mth intent and so as to render such bridge, viaduct or aqueduct, or 
the highway, railway or canal passing over or under the same, or 
any part thereof, dangerous or impassable; or

(d) a railway damaged with the intent of rendering and so as to 
render such railway dangerous or impassable;. R.S.C., c. 1(>8, ss. 
13, 32 and -49; c. 32, i. *13,

(/?) To fourteen years' impriso ment, if the object damaged 
be —

(a) a ship in distress or wreck- or any goods, merchandise or 
articles belonging thereto; or

(b) any cattle or the young thereof, and the damage be caused 
by killing, maiming, poisoning or wounding.

(C) To seven year’s imprisonment, if the object damaged be —
(а) a ship damaged with intent to destroy or render useless such 

ship; or
(б) a signal or mark used for purposes of navigation ; or
(c) a bank, dyke or wall of the sea or of any inland water or 

canal, or any materials fixed in the ground for securing the same, 
or any work belonging to any port, harbour, dock, or inland water 
or canal ; or

(d) a navigable river or canal damaged by interference with the 
Hood gates or sluices thereof or otherwise, with intent and so as to 
obstruct the navigation thereof ; or

(e) the flood gate or sluice of any private water with intent to 
take or destroy, or so as to cause the loss or destruction of the fish 
therein; or

(f) a private fishery or salmon river damaged by lime or other 
noxious material put into the water with intent to destroy fish then 
being or to be put therein; or

(g) the flood gate of any mill-pond, reservoir or pool cut through 
or destroyed ; or

(A) goods in process of manufacture damaged with intent to ren
der them useless; or

(t) agricultural or manufacturing machines, or manufacturing 
implements, damaged with intent to render them useless; or
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(y) a hop bind growing in a plantation of hops, or a grape vim- 
growing in a vineyard. K. S. (3., c. 108, ss. 10, 17, 21, 33, 34, 5U 
and 52.

(D) To five year's imprisonment, if the object damaged be—
(a) a tree, shrub or underwood growing in a park, pleasure 

ground or garden, or in any land adjoining or belonging to a dwel
ling-house, injured to an extent exceeding in value five dollars; or

(b) a post letter bag or post letter; or
(c) any street letter box, pillar box or other receptacle establish

ed by authority of the Postmaster-General for the deposit of let
ters or other mailable matter; or

(d) any parcel sent by parcel post, any packet or package of pat
terns or samples of merchandise or goods, or of seeds, cuttings, 
bulbs, roots ,scions or grafts, or any printed vote or proceeding, 
newspaper, printed paper or book or other mailable matter, not 
being a post letter, sent by mail ‘ or

(tf) any property, real or personal, corporeal or incorporeal, for 
damage to which no special punishment is by law prescribed, da
maged by night to the value of twenty dollars. R. S. C., c. 1(18, s>. 
22, 23, 38 and 58; e. 35, ss. 79, 91, 96 and 107; 53 V., c. 37. s. I ;

(E) To two years' imprisonment, if the object damaged be —
(a) any property, real or personal, corporeal or incorporeal, for

damage to which no special punishment is by law prescribed, flam- 
aged to the value of twenty dollars. R. S. ('., c. 168, ss. 36, 42 ami 
58; 53 V., c. 37, s. 17.

Wilfully destroying or damaging a dwelling-house, ship, or boat.
(Section 490 A «.). To rendev an offender liable under this clause. tIn- 
destruction or damage to the house, ship, or boat must he wilful -, tln- 
menns used must be an explosion; there must be some person in the dwel
ling-house, ship, or boat at the time; and there must be actual danger In

if the means used be not an explosion, and if no person be in the hoii*o. 
ship, or boat, at the time, and there be no actual danger to life, the offence 
will come under clause 1) (r), if the offence 4>e committed in the night, nr 
it will come under clause E (a), if committed in the day.

If the object damaged be a ship in distress, or wrecked, and there In- no

1.erson in it. and no actual danger to life, the offence will come under clause 
i (a) ; and if it be a ship which is not in distress or wrecked, and if there 

be no person in it, and no actual danger to life, the offence will then come 
under clause C (a), provided the act be done with intent to destroy or 
render the ship useless.

A person is deemed to have acted wilfully, when he has caused anything 
to happen by an act which he knew would probably cause it. and was reck
less whether the thing happened or not. (See section 481, ante.)

Wilfully destroying or damaging sea or river banks, etc. — l!'!l
A h). To render an offender liable under this clause, the act done must
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cause actual danger of inundation, that is to say. that some adjoining land 
was put in danger of being overflowed.

If the act done causes no actual danger of inundation, the offence will 
coine under clause C (r).

Wilfully destroying or damaging bridges, etc. (Section 41)9. A <•). 
This clause is to the same effect as the Imperial Statute, section 9.1 of 24- 
2.ï Vic., c. 97. To render an offender liable under it, the act done must be 
with intent and so as to render the bridge, etc., or the highway, railway 
oi canal passing over or under it, dangerous or impassable.

The term bridge " conveys the idea of a passage by which travellers 
are enabled to pass over streams and other impediments. Under the com
mon law, it was, in general, essential that, to constitute it a bridge, the 
structure should have a footway and be built across such a stream of 
Mater, as answers to the description of flumen rel cursus aguw, that is, 
Mater flowing in a channel between banks, more or less defined. So, that, 
for instance, where the county of Oxford Mas indicted for not repairing 
some arches in a raised causeway which, though built over solid meadow 
ground, was the continuation of a bridge over a river, the arches them
selves being three hundred feet from the foot of the bridge, it was held 
that there was not sufficient to shew that these arches M-ere bridges such 
as the county was liable to repair, because they were not over a stream of 
water, and it was not found by the jury either that they were erected at 
the same time as the river bridge, or that they were erected for the pur
pose of enabling the public to pass. (33)

Clause A (e), however, covers any bridge, whether aver a stream of 
water or not.

Wilfully destroying or damaging cattle. — (Section 499, B ft). This 
clause is to the same effect ns section 40 of the Imperial Statute, 24-25 
Vic., c. 97, except that the latter contains the word maliciously.

The act of wilfully destroying by killing, or of wilfully destroying or 
damaging by maiming, poisoning, or Mounding, constitutes this offence, in
dependently of any intention to steal the animal or any part of it.

The killing of any cattle with intent to steal its carcase, skin, etc., is 
also punishable by "fourteen years imprisonment, by the terms of sections 
397 and 331. ante, pp. 394 and 389.

For the meaning of the expression, “cattle,” see section 3 (<f), ante.
The particular species of cattle killed, maimed, poisoned, or Mounded, 

should be specified in the indictment ; (34) for, although section 913 (g), 
yost, provides that an indictment shall not be deemed objectionable or in
sufficient. on the ground that it does not name or describe with precision 
any person, place or thing, that section contains a clause empowering the 
Court to order the prosecutor to furnish particulars further describing any 
person, place or thing mentioned in the indictment.

Under the English Statute, the act of killing, etc., must be proved to 
have been done maliciously. though it need not be proved to have been 
done with malice to the owner of the cattle. (35) With us, it must be 
proved that it was done wilfully; and a person is deemed to have acted 
wilfully when he causes anything to happen by an act which he knows 
will probably cause it, and is reckless whether it happens or not. (See sec.

(33) R. v. Oxfordshire. 1 B & Ad., 289, 207. See. also, R. v. Gloucester- 
shire. 1 V. & M.. 506: R. v. Whit ne v. 3 A. & E.. 99; 7 C. & P., 208; 4 L. J. 
(M. ( .), 86: R. v. Derbyshire, 2 G.'à I).. 07; 11 L. J. (M. (’.). 51.

(34) R. v. ( halklev. R. & R„ 258.
(35) R. v. Tivey. 1 Den., 93; 1 C. Si K.. 704.
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481, ante.) Between this definition of the word wilfully and the meaning 
of the word maliciounly, an used in the English Statute, there seems, how
ever, to he little or no difference. For, where, upon an indictment for un
lawfully and maliciously killing a mare, it was proved that the prisoner 
caused the death of the mare through injuries inflicted by inserting the 
handle of a fork into her vagina, and the jury found that the prisoner was 
not actuated by any motive except the gratification of his own depraved 
taste, and that lie did not intend to kill the mare, hut knew that what lie 
was doing would or might kill her, and nevertheless did what he did reck
lessly, and not caring whether the mare was injured or not, it was held 
that there was sufficient malice, ami that his conviction was right. (36)

Upon an indictment for administering sulphuric acid to a horse, evidence 
of other acts of administering poison to cattle was allowed, in order to shew 
the prisoner’s guilty intent. (37)

To constitute a mai mini/, the injury inflicted on the animal must be a 
permanent one. (38)

Where it is a wounding that is alleged, the injury or damage inflicted 
upon or done to the animal need not be a permanent one. In one case, the 
wounding proved was the driving a nail into the frog of a horse's foot, but 
it appeared that the horse was likely to recover, and it was objected that 
no wounding was within the meaning of the statute, unless it was such a 
wounding as was productive of permanent injury to the animal wounded. 
The judges, however, held that the wounding need not lie one producing 
a permanent injury, inasmuch as the legislature used the word “ wound- 
ing” as contradistinguished from maiming, which is a permanent in
jury. (3U)

Where, upon an indictment for killing, wounding and maiming a mare, 
it appeared that the defendant poured nitrous acid into her ears, some of 
which acid ran into her eye or was poured into it, and blinded her: upon 
which the owner killed her: and it appeared from the evidence of the >m 
geons that the injuries done to the mare’s ears were wounds; the defendant 
was convicted of maiming; and the judges held the conviction right. (40>

Upon an indictment for setting fire to a cow-house in which was a vow. 
which was burnt to death, Taunton, .1., held that the prisoner could be 
convicted of killing the cow. (41)

It is not necessary that, to constitute a wounding within the meaning of 
this section, any instrument should lie used, but it may be a wounding in
flicted by tlie hand alone. (42)

See sections 500 and 502, post, as to attempts and written threats to kill 
or injure cattle.

As to cruelty to animals (inclusive of cattle), see sections 512 and 514,

Wilfully destroying or damaging agricultural or manufacturing 
machines, etc.— (Section 409 V /). The destruction or damage must be 
done, not only wilfully, but also with intent to render the machine or im
plements useless.

(30) R. v. Welch, 1 Q. B. D.. 23; 45 L. .1. (XL C.), 17.
(37) R. v. Mogg, 4 C. & P., 304.
(38) It. v. .leans, 1 C. & K., 53».
(39) 1$. v. Haywood, 2 East. P. ('.. 1070; R. & R„ 10.
(40) I!, v. Owens, 1 Mood. C. ('., 205.
(41 ) R. v. Haughton, 5 V. & P„ 550.
(42) R. v. Bullock, L. R.. 1 V. C. R„ 115; 37 L. J. (M. C.), 47.
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Upon an indictment for breaking a threshing machine. Patterson. J., 
allowed the prisoner's counsel to ask whether the mob had not compelled 
several persons to join them, and obliged each to give a blow with a sledge
hammer to every machine that was broken ; and lie also allowed the wit
nesses to prove that the prisoner had been forced by the mob to join them, 
and that lie had resolved to escape on the first opportunity. (43) See as to 
compulsion by threats, section 12, and comments thereon at pp. 21 and 22.

The destruction of any part of a threshing machine which has been taken 
to pieces and separated bv the owner is punishable under this clause;(44) 
and so is the destruction of a water-wheel by which a threshing machine 
is worked. (45) Even if the sides of the machine be wanting, without 
which it will only work imperfectly, it will be within the meaning of the 
above clause. (-Hi) Hut it has been held, that where the machine had been 
taken to pieces and in part destroyed by the owner, from fear, the remain
ing parts did not constitute a machine. (47)

It is not necessary that the damage done should be of a permanent kind. 
Therefore, where it was shewn, upon an indictment for damaging a steam- 
engine. that the prisoner had screwed up parts of the engine, so that, while 
so screwed up. they would not work, and that lie had reversed thé plug of 
the pump which supplied the engine with water, and that the engine was 
thus rendered tniltnuarilif useless and liable to burst, but that the pros
ecutor discovered the state of the engine and loosened the screws and prop
erly replaced the plug before any i>crmancnt damage was done, it was held 
that the prisoner was properly convicted. (48)

And, where a prisoner, in company with some other persons, unfastened 
and took away a certain part. called the half-fark.— of a machine, 
called a stocking-frame, without which the frame was useless, but did no 
further injury either to the half-jack or to the frame, than the removal of 
the half-jack, the judges held that this was a damaging of the frame, as 
it made the frame imperfect and inoperative. (49)

Wilfully destroying or damaging trees, etc., in a park, etc. — (Section 
499 1) a). It has been held that, the words " adjoining any dwelling- 
house " import actual contact, and, that, therefore, ground separated from 
a house by a narrow walk and paling, wall, or gate is not within their 
meaning. (50)

The amount of injury done means the actual injury done to the tree, 
etc., itself, and does not extend to coiiHequcntial injury resulting from the 
act of the defendant ; and, so, where the actual injury done to the tree, 
etc., damaged by the defendant, was less than the value of five dollars, but 
it appeared that it would, in consequence of the damage done, lie necessary 
to stub up and replace part of an old hedge at an expense greater than five 
dollars, it was held to be insufficient. (51) Hut, if several trees, etc., be 
destroyed or damaged, at the same time, or so continuously as to form one 
transaction, and the actual injury done to them amounts in the aggregate 
to more than five dollars, it will be sufficient. (52)

(>. VI.

(Yutehley. 5 V. & V.. 133.
Mackerei. 4 (’. & V., 448.
Tidier. 4 V. & IV. 449.
Bartlett, 2 Deacon. ('. L., 1517.
West. 2 Deacon. C. L., 1518.
Fisher. L. K.. 1 (\ C. K., 7; 35 L. J. (M. (’.), 57.
Taeey, It. & It.. 452.
Hodges, M. & M.. 341.
Whiteman. Dears.. 353; 23 L. «T. (M. ('.). 120.
Shepherd, L. R.. 1 ('. ('. R„ 118; 37 L. F. (M. <’.), 45; Arch. 

.. 21st Ed., 421, 635.
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11 Iihm lieen held that one who eut» oil" a portion of his neighbour's trees 
to proteet his own property from the nuisance caused by boys throwing 
stones at the blossoms on such trees, and to secure the entrance of air and 
light to his own dwelling, cannot he said to be acting under a fair and rea
sonable supposition that he lias a right to do the acts complained of. (53)

As to injuries to trees, etc., growing anywhere hut in a park, etc., and to 
which the damage done amounts to twenty-live cents, see section 50.-», pox/.

Wilfully destroying or damaging any real or personal property by
night. (Section 509 I) r). The actual injury done must amount to the 
value of twenty dollars, and the offence must be committed at night. If 
the offence he committed during the day, it will, instead of ladug punish
able under this clause. I) r. by fire years’ imprisonment, be punishable, 
under clause K («). by two years' imprisonment.

" VIght " is the period between nine o’clock in the evening and six o'clock 
of the following morning. (Section 3 (y), ante, p. 5.)

In an indictment for damaging several articles of personal property, at 
one time, it is not necessary to allege separately the value of each article 
injured, but it will lie sufficient to allege that the amount of damage done 
to them is twenty dollars in the aggregate. (54)

The soil of a town moor was vested in the Corporation of the town, in 
fee, hut five-men were entitled, under statute, to the “ full right and ben
efit to the herbage" of the moor, for pasturing cows; and it was held that, 
the freehold estate of the moor being vested in the Corporation, the ‘right 
ot the freemen to the herbage was not “ any real and personal property 
whatever," within the meaning of section 52 of the Imperial Statute, 
(relating to malicious injuries to property), which only applies to tangible 
property and not to mere incorporeal rights, such as rights of pasture.(55) 
The principle of this deeision. however, is not applicable to clauses 1) (e), 
and K ((/) of our section 499; for these clauses expressly include eorporeal 
and invorpumil property.

As the act of the offender must he done wilfully, it was held, in a case 
where the defendant threw, at some people with whom he had been fight
ing. a stone which struck and broke the windows of a house, that he was 
wrongly convicted of unlawfully and maliciously committing damage, al
though it was intimated that, if the jury had found that the defendant 
knew that the window was where it was, when he threw the stone, and 
that he was likely to break it, and was reckless whether he did so or not. 
the decision might have been different. (50)

It has been held, in England, that, where. — upon an indictment, (under 
the Malleiann I la mage Art), for malicious damage to property to an ex
tent exceeding C5, — the defence is an assertion of right, the jury must 
lie directed, — first. Did the defendants do what they did in the assertion 
of a supposed right 7 and, secondly, If so, did they do more than was neces
sary for the assertion of that right t—that is to say, if, upon the evidence, 
the jury were reasonably convinced that the defendants used greater vio
lence than it could lie properly supposed was necessary for the assertion 
of the right or its protection, the jury ought to find the defendants guilty 
of doing malicious damage. (57)

(53) Hamilton v. Bone, Id Cox (’. ('., 437; Burl». Dig. <T. L., 470.
(54) It. v. Tlioman, 12 Cox C. C., 54.
(55) Laws v. Eltringham, 8 Q. B. I).. 283; 51 L. .1. (M. ('.), 13.
(50) It. v. I'emlditon, L. R., 2 (’. ('. It., 119; 43 L. J. (M. €.), 91. See 

It. v. Welch, cited at p. 550, ante.
(57) R. v. Clemens. 07 L. J., Q. B.. 482; (1898) 1 Q. B.. 550; 17 Cox 

C. C.. 18.
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As to all other injuries to reaj or personal property, irrespective «if the 
amount «if damage. we section .'ill. /»«#/. ami eonmients and authorities 
thereunder.

500. Attempting to injure or poison cattle.—Every one is guilty 
of an indictable offence and liable to two vears* imprisonment who 
wilfully —

(a) attempts to kill, maim, wound, poison or injure any cattle, 
or the young thereof; or

(b) places poison in such a position as to he easily partaken of 
by any such animal, li. S. c. 108, s. 44.

See eonmients upon section 409 B (6), ante, pp. 549 ami 550.
See. also, section 04. ami comments at pp. 70-73. ante, as to Attempts.

501. Injuries to animals, not being cattle. — Every one is guilty 
of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not 
exceeding one hundred dollars over and above the amount of in
jury done, or to three months’ imprisonment, with or without 
hard labour, who wilfully kills, maims, wounds, poisons or injures 
any dog, bird, beast, or other animal, not being cattle, but being 
either the subject of larceny at common law, or being ordinarily 
kept in a state of confinement, or kept for any lawful purpose.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any offence under this section, is guilty of an 
indictable offence, and liable to a fine or imprisonment, or both, 
in the discretion of the court. R. S. (\, c. 168, s. 45: 53 X'., c. 37, 
s. lti.

The imprisonment under clause 2 of this section will be five years. (See 
section 951, puHt.)

See section 304. ante, p. 344. as to animal* capable of being stolen; and 
we. also, the remarks of the Koval Commissioners, on the subject, at pp. 
33* and 339. ante.

502. Threats to injure cattle.— Every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment who sends, de
livers or utters, or directly or indirectly causes to lie received, 
knowing the contents thereof, any letter or writing threatening 
to kill, maim, wound, poison, or injure any cattle. R. S. (\, c. 173, 
s. 8.

503. Injuries to poll books, etc. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment who wil
fully—

(fl) destroys, injures or obliterates, or causes to be destroyed, 
injured or obliterated: or
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(b) makes or causes to be made any erasure, addition of names 
or interlineation of names in or upon —

any writ of election, or any return to a writ of election, or any 
indenture, poll-book, voters’ list, certificate, affidavit or report, or 
any document, ballot or paper made, prepared or drawn out ac
cording to any law in regard to Dominion, provincial, municipal 
or civic elections. It. S. ('., c. 108, s. 65.

504. Injuries to buildings, etc., by tenants. — Every one is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to five years’ imprison
ment, who, being possessed of any dwelling-house or other build
ing, or part of any dwelling-house or other building which is built 
on lands subject to a mortgage or which is held for any term of 
years or other less term, or at will, or held over after the termina
tion of any tenancy, wilfully and to the prejudice of the mortgagee 
or owner —

(a) pulls down or demolishes, or begins to pull down or demolish 
the same or any part thereof, or removes or begins to remove tin- 
same or any part thereof from the premises on which it is erected: 
or

(b) pulls down or severs from the freehold any fixture fixed in or 
to such dwelling-house or building, or part of such dwelling-hoiH 
or building.

As to thefts of fixtures, etc., by tenants, see section 622. ante.

505. Injuries to land marks, etc. — Every one is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprisonment, who wil
fully pulls down, defaces, alters or removes any mound, land mark, 
post or monument lawfully erected, planted or placed to mark or 
determine the boundaries of any province, county, city, town, 
township, parish or other municipal division. It. S. (’., c. 108. s. 
56.

506. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
five years’ imprisonment, who wilfully defaces, alters or removes 
any mound, land mark, post or monument lawfully placed by any 
land surveyor to mark any limit, boundary nr angle of any con
cession, range, lot or parcel of land.

2. It is not an offence for any land surveyor in his operations t" 
take up such posts or other boundary marks, when necessary, if 
he carefullv replaces them as they were before. It. K. C., c. 108. 
s. 57.

507. Injuries to fences, etc. — Every one is guilty of an offence 
and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding
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twenty dollars over and above the amount of the injury done, who, 
wilfully destroys or damages any fence, or any wall, stile or gate, 
or any part thereof respectively, or any post or stake planted or set 
up on any land, marsh, swamp or land covered by water, on or as 
the boundary or part of the boundary line thereof, or in lieu of a 
fence thereto.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is liable, on summary con
viction, to three months’ imprisonment with hard labour, It. S. 
0., c. IBS, 8. 27; 53 V., c. 38, s. 15.

See comments under set lion 478. ante, p. 430, ns to second offences.

507a. Injuries to Harbor Bars. — Every one is guilty of an 
offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not ex
ceeding fifty dollars, who tn and v'Uhoul the permission of 
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries (the burden of proving which 
permission shall lie on the accused), removes any stone, wood, 
earth or other material forming a natural bar necessary to the ex 
istence of a public harbour, or forming a natural protection to 
such bar. (Added by 56 V., c. 32).

508. Injuries to trees, etc., wheresoever growing. — Every one 
is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a 
penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars over and above the 
amount of the injury done, or to two months’ imprisonment with 
or without hard labour, .who wilfully destroys or damages the whole 
or any part of any tree, sapling or shrub, or any underwood, where
soever the same is growing, the injury done being to the amount of 
twenty-five cents, at the least.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is liable, on summary con
viction, to a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars over and above the 
«amount of the injury done, or to four months' imprisonment with 
hard labour.

3. Every one who, having been twice convicted of any such 
offence, afterwards commits any such offence, is guilty of an in
dictable offence and liable to two years’ imprisonment. It. S. (’.. 
c. 168, s. 24.

See comments under section 478, ante, p. 430, ns to second offences.

509. Injuries to vegetable productions growing in gardens, 
orchards, etc. — Every one is guilty of an offence and liable, on 
summary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars 
over and above the amount of the injury done, or to three months* 
imprisonment with or without hard labour, who wilfully destroys.

4
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or damages with intent to destroy, any vegetable production grow
ing in any garden, orchard, nursery ground, house, hot-house, 
green-house or conservatory.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is guilty of an indictable 
offence, and liable to two years’ imprisonment. H. S. (’., c. 168, 
h. 25.

Sop section 478 ami comments, ns to second offences, at p. 53(1, anti'.

510. Injuries to cultivated roots and plants not growing in a 
garden, etc.— Every one is guilty of an offence and liable, on sum
mary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding five dollars over and 
above tire amount of the injury done, or to one month’s imprison
ment with or without hard labour, who wilfully destroys, or dam
ages with intent to destroy, any cultivated root or plant used for 
tlie food of man or beast, or for medicine, or for distilling, or for 
dyeing, or for or in the course of any manufacture, and growing in 
any land, open or inclosed, not briny n garden, orchard or nursery 
ground.

2. Every one who, having been convicted of any such offence, 
afterwards commits any such offence is liable, on summary con
viction, to three months’ imprisonment with hard labour. It. S. 
('.. c. 168,s. 26.

See comments under section 478. ante, p. 53(1, ns to second offences.

511. Injuries not otherwise provided for. — Every one who wil
fully commits any damage, injury or spoil to or upon any real or 
personal property either corporeal or incorporeal, and either of a 
public or private nature, for which no punishment is hereinbefore 
provided, is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary convic
tion, to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars, and such further 
sum not exceeding twenty dollars, as appears to the justice to be a 
reasonable compensation for the damage, injury or spoil so com
mitted,— which last mentioned sum of money shall, in the ease of 
private property, be paid to the person aggrieved ; and if such 
sums of money, together with the costs, if ordered, are not paid, 
either immediately after the conviction, or within such period as 
the justice, at the time of the conviction appoints, the justice may 
cause the offender to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 
two months, with or without hard labour.

2. Nothing herein extends to —
(a) any case where the person acted under a fair and reasonable 

supposition that he had a right to do the act complained of ; or
(b) any trespass, not being wilful and malicious, committed in 

hunting or fishing, or in the pursuit of game. It. S. C., c. 168, s. 
59: 53 V., c. 37. s. 18.
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Tin* mire himext belief of a poison charged with an offence undvr the 
above section, fill, that ho had the right to do the act complained of is 
not sufficient to protect him. There must he fair and reasonable ground 
for such belief. The usual reservation, — in a patent of land bounded 
by navigable water, — of “ free access to the shore for all vessels, boats 
and persons,” gives a right of access only from the water to the shore : 
so, that, where a person had broken down fences and had driven 
across private property to the shore, it was held that, — when charged 
with an offence under section fill, — lie could not successfully assert that 
he “ acted under a fair and reasonable supposition of right " in doing what 
he did. (58)

In an Knglish ease, under the Malieiniix I hi mane .1 et, I Mil, for unlaw
fully and maliciously damaging certain grass, it was proved that the ap
pellant,— in passing from one footpath to another. — walked across the 
respondent's grass field for a distance of about 130 yards, the grass being 
thick and deep, that lie passed notice hoards shewing that there was no 
right of way, and that lie claimed no right of way, but, that, after the 
respondent had told him lie had no right to be there, lie persisted in going 
on. and said he should continue to cross the field when lie chose. The jus
tices found as a fact that, as the grass was long and thick, the appellant 
must have done sonic damage to the grass and that lie did actual damage 
to the amount of six pence, and, being of opinion that the trespass was a wil
ful and malicious act. they convicted the appellant. Held, that, upon the 
facts proved, the appellant was properly convicted of having committed i 
wilful and malicious damage to property, (fill)

In order to constitute the offence of committing damage, injury or spoil 
to property, it has been held that, it is not necessary that there should be 
malice towards or intention to damage the owner of the property or that 
loss should in fact he caused to him. It is sufficient if the act which causes 
damage to the property is done with intent to cause the damage done or 
with knowledge that the act will result in damage to the property damaged. 
So. that, where a person fraudulently adds water to milk which he is em
ployed to sell, his intention being to thereby increase the quantity and to 
appropriate the surplus price, and the milk i- thereby damaged by red
ucing its quality, but. he has no malice or intention to injure his em
ployer. the owner of the milk, he commits the offence of wilfully commit
ting damage to property. ((H))

1$ was the owner of a house and demesne, (grounds). The house. with 
the exception of the kitchen, (in which there was some furniture, inclu
ding two mirrors), — had been burnt down. A military chaplain, at a 
camp in the neighborhood, obtained permission to bring some of the band 
hoys, who were stationed at the camp, to the demesne for a day's holiday. 
Some of the hoys strolled over to the burnt building, and, from curiosity 
to see what was in it. smashed open the doors and windows, and five of 
them entered. One of them, in struggling to get out, broke the two mir
rors. Ilehl, that the acts of the boys were malicious and punishable as an 
(•(fence under the Knglish ilalieioux Damage Art. (01)

(fi8) 1$. v. Davy. 20 < . !.. T.. 345. See White v. Feast, L. It.. 7 Q. B.,853. 
(59) (iayford (Appt.) v. ('bonier (Reap.), 18 Cox ('. (’.. 702.
(00) Rojier v. Knott. 07 L. .1.. (J. It.. 574; 11808) 1 Q. B.. 808; 19 Cox

c. c.. on.
(01) In re Rorrowes, Mews. Ann. Dig. (1900). 102.
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PART XXXV111.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

512. (Amended by 58-59 V., c. 40). — Every one is guilty of an 
offence and liable, on summary conviction before two justices of 
the peace, to a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars, or to three 
months’ imprisonment, with or without hard labour, or to both,

(а) wantonly, cruelly or unnecessarily beats, binds, illtreats, 
abuses, overdrives or tortures any cattle, poultry, dog, domestic 
animal or bird, or any wild animal or bird in captivity ; or

(б) while driving any cattle or other animal is, by negligence or 
ill-usage in the driving thereof, the means whereby any mischief, 
damage or injury is done by any such cattle or other animal ; or

(c) in any manner encourages, aids or assists at the fighting or 
baiting of any bull, bear, badger, dog, cock, or other kind of 
animal, whether of domestic or wild nature. R. S. C., c. 172, s. 2.

For the meaning of the expression “ cattle,” see section 3 (</), ante.
This offence is a statutory one. It was not an offence at common law ; 

and the statutes upon the subject are of comparatively recent origin.
Before the amendment of the above section by the 58-59 Vic., c. 40, the 

cruelty punishable under it. was cruelty to any cattle, poultry, dog, doom- 
tie animal or bird; but the amendment extends it so as to cover cruelty 
to any wild animal or bird In captivity.

So, that, the cases. — in which it has been held that, a person could not 
be convicted of cruelty to lions kept in a cage, (1), to wild rabbits caught 
in nets and kept for several days in confinement, (2), to a tame sea-gull, 
(3), or to lizards or American chameleons offered for sale as pet ornaments 
and toys, with rings fastened round their necks to which chains and pins 
were attached, (4). because they were not dont ext ie but wild animals in 
cuptlrlty. would not, now, apply to Canada.

With regard to the meaning of the words "wanton" and “cruel,” any 
act which is unjustifiable by the circumstances is wanton; and cruelty 
exists whenever the animal is subjected to unnecessary pain or suffering. 
Hut the mere infliction of some bodily pain will not, of itself, constitute 
the offence. There must be not only some ill-usage, from which the animal 
suffers, but the ill-usage must be without any necessity, actually existing 
or honestly believed to exist. If there be a necessity for it, or a reasonable 
ground for believing that there is a neeessity for it, there will be no of-

Where a defendant was tried on a charge of alleged cruelty to a horse 
by the use of the overdraw check rein, and the evidence shewed that on a

(1) Harper v. Marcks. 03 L. .1.. M. ('.. 107: |1N»4| 2 Q. B . 319.
(2) A pi in v. Perritt, 02 L. .1., M. (,\. 144: [18931 2 Q. B.. 57.
(3) Yates v. Higgins. [1890] 1 Q. B.. 100.
(4) Soc. for Prev. Cruelty v. Graetz, 17 L. N., 74.
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certain day the defendant's horse, attached to a vehicle, was standing in 
front of a building on a certain street, that the horse being held by an 
overdraw check-rein, was throwing its head about and uppcartsl to be in

ffieat pain until a bystander unfastened the overdraw cheek-rein, when the 
mise became quiet, and defendant, when lie came upon the scene and was 

spoken to about it, replied, - - and he repeated this in his evidence at the 
trial, —that the horse was one which was a very hard puller and could not 
be driven without the check-rein. Other evidence was addu el ami the 
case was dismissed, on the ground, that it had n proved, that, the check- 
rein was necessary to manage the horse and that although it caused the 
horse a certain amount of annoyance, the annoyance was not caused un
necessarily. (5)

The most common case to which the law. as contained in the above sec
tion, 512, would apply is that in which an animal is cruelly beaten or tor
tured for the mere purpose of causing pain, or for the gratification of a 
malignant or vindictive temper; although other cases may be suggested, 
which would be within the meaning of the law. Thus, cruel and unneces
sary beating or torture in training or correcting an intractable animal, 
pain inflicted in wanton or reckless disregard of the suffering it occasioned, 
and so excessive in degree as to be cruel ; torture inflicted by mere inatten
tion and criminal indifference to the agony resulting from it. as in the case 
of an animal confined and left to perish from starvation, would undoubted
ly be punishable. (0)

The mere inconvenience and discomfort attendant upon the transporting 
of animals from one place to another, by rail or by water, does not con
stitute cruelty ; especially if there were no guilty knowledge on the part of 
the person charged and no i' ntional cruelty on his part. Thus, where a 
iceeiver of large consignmeir >f cattle which lie was supposed to personal
ly receive and attend to h not removed tin* head ropes from the cattle, 
( which arrived in pert on Saturday ), until the Monday following, it was 
held on an appeal from ' conviction by the Magistrates that there being 
no evidence of a guilt' wledge on the part of the Appellant or that he
had abstained irilfn mil the knowledge of the alleged cruelty, the 
conviction must be ■ , ned. (7)

See section 514, post, for special provisions as to the treatment of cattle 
while in transit by rail or water.

A surgeon who performs, upon an animal, some operation which he 
honestly believes to be of benefit to the animal, will be guilty of no offence, 
under the above section, although the performance of the operation may 
cause the animal severe pain and suffering. (8)

Nor does the law interfere with the infliction of any cha-stisemeit which 
may be necessary for the training or discipline of animals. Chastisement 
resorted to in good faith and for a proper purpose will not, in general, be 
deemed excessive ; but, if the chastisement is unduly severe, it may be 
taken into consideration by the jury in determining whether or not it was 
prompted by a malevolent spirit, and not by a justifiable motive. Chastise
ment of an animal is not so restricted as that which a parent or a master 
is entitled to exercise over his child or his pupil. The parent or master is 
liable to punishment, if. in chastising his child oi bis pupil, he exceed what 
is moderate and reasonable ; but, in the case of an nimai. there is no liabil
ity for any such excess, unless it be such an excess as is unnecessary and

(5) Roc. for Prev. Cruelty v. Lowry, 17 L. X., 118.
Ml) Budge v. Parsons, 7 L. T.. 184. 11 W. R., 424; Swan v. Saunders, 

14 Cox C. (’., 5(1(1; 50 L. .1. ( M. (’.), (17.
(7) F.lliott v. Osborne. 17 Cox C. C.. 34(1.
(8) C. v. Lufkin, 7 Allen (Mass.), 570.
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wantonly cruel. In an American ease, under a statute making it an offence 
to “ needlessly mutilate or kill any liriny creature," the proof shewed that 
the defendant had, in his own corn-field, killed his neighbor's small pig, 
with one blow of a club, thereby producing immediate death. The pig 
with others had been in the habit of trespassing in the defendant’s corn
field; and the defendant had repeatedly requested its owner to pen it up 
or keep it out of the field, which the owner did for a while; and then she 
turned all the pigs out again. There were no more circumstances of cruelty 
than the taking of life at one blow. The Court refused the request of the 
defendant's counsel that the jury should be instructed, /lest, that a " need- 
tenu" killing meant a killing in mere idle irautonncHH, without being in any 
sense benefit ial or useful to the accused; serond, that the jury were to 
determine whether or not it was “needless," and, that, for that purpose, 
they might consider the facts of tin* pig being found in the corn-field and 
its having been frequently there before; third, that they must find, before 
convicting, that there was no necessity or cause whatever to kill the an
imal ; fourth, that if the jury found that the animal was destroying the 
accused's crops, and that lie had used all reasonable means to prevent it, 
and that the act of killing did prevent it, they would be warranted in 
finding that it was not need tenu; fifth, that the word " needless " related to 
a wanton and cruel act. and not to one which was the result of necessity 
or reasonable cause; and. xi.rtli. that unless the accused was guilty of 
wanton and needless acts of cruelty to the pig. resulting in unjustifiable 
pain, they should acquit. But the Court, of its own motion, told the jury 
that, if the accused needlessly killed the pig, they should convict, not with 
standing it. may have been trespassing wit bin the corn-field at the time : 
and that "needlessly" means irithout necessity, or unnecessarily, as where 
one kills a domesticated animal of another, either in mere wan ton ness or 
to satisfy a depraved disposition, or for sport or pastime, or to gratify one's 
anger.or for any other uulaieful purpose." It was held error in the Court 
to refuse the instructions asked, except the last : and. in defining the word 
" needless," the Court said, "It is obvious that the term * needless " cannot 
be reasonably construed as characterizing an act which might by care lie 
avoided. It simply means an net done without any useful motive, in ,i 
spirit of wanton cruelty, or for the mere pleasure of destruction." And i' 
was added that the accused ought not to be convicted "if he had some 
usefud object in the killing, such as the protection of his wheat and

In another case, a farmer was indicted for "needlessly torturing and 
mutilating " a dog. The proof showed that the ac. used had for some time 
been annoyed by a dog. or some other animal, invading his premises at 
night, and breaking up the nests of his hens, sucking the eggs and disturb 
ing his poultry, lie suspected his father's dog, and had no suspicions of 
the dog injured, whose master lived a er of a mile distant. 'I lie in
(•used borrowed a steel-trap, set it in a bucket of slop, placed the latter in 
his garden, and tied the trap to a post. In the night the dog injured was 
caught in this trap by his tongue and a part of it torn out. permanently 
injuring it, so that it could scarcely bark. This dog was in the habit of 
iaiding the other neighbors’ premises. The accused was held not guilty. 
" The defendant had a right to protect his premises against such invasion-, 
and to adopt such means as were necessary for that purpose. And. if a 
night-prowling dog, in the habit of invading premises and breaking up 
liens’ nests and sucking the eggs, while so transgressing, is caught in a 
steel-trap, though set by the owner for that purpose, and then suffers pain 
or mutilation, we are not prepared to say that it would be needless torture 
or mutilation, within the meaning of the statute. * * * While the statute's 
object was to prevent cruelty to animals, and it was intended as a humane

(ft) Crise v. S.. 37 Ark.. 450.

8
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provision for their protection, it was not intended to deprive a man of the 
I'glit to protect himself, his premises and property against the intrusions 
of worthless, mischievous and vicious animals by such means as are rea
sonably necessary for that purpose. The object of the statute was to pro
tect animals from wilful or wanton abuse, neglect or cruel treatment, and 
not from the incidental pain or suffering that may be casually or incident
ally indicted by the use of lawful means of protection against them." (10)

Where the prevention of cruelty and suffering is concerned there is plain
ly a difference between instantanroun death and linyerlnff death ; the 
former being generally, if not always, painless. In favor of those sports 
which arc considered healthful recreations and exercise, tending to promote 
strengtli. bodily agility, and courage, even the pain which cornea with a 
lingering death in tin- lower animals is often disregarded in the customs 
and laws of human and highly civilized people; so, that the angler, who 
catches fish for pastime, or the marksman who, as an exercise of skill, or 
as a diversion, shoots pigeons as they fly wild in the woods is not con
sidered guilty of any violation of the essential objects of the law in ques-

The cutting of the combs of cocks in order to lit them for cock-fighting 
or winning prizes at exhibitions was held, by Kelly. ('. It., to be cruelty, 
abuse, and ill-treatment ; (11) and so was the dishorning of cattle, in
icferenee to which Coleridge, ('. .1., said, " Ahum' of the animal means sub
stantial pain inflicted upon it, and ‘ unneecxxary ' means that it is inflicted, 
without necessity, and under the word * neccxxily ' I should include ad
equate and reasonable object. (12)

In another case, however, the Court of Common Pleas held that dishorn
ing cattle was not forbidden by the statute against cruelty. (13)

To turpentine a goose and then set it on fire is cruelty. (14) So it is to 
plunge a hog, (which is being slaughtered), into boiling hot water, after 
it has been stuck, and before it is dead. (15)

It has been said that whenever the purpose for which the act is done to 
make the animal more serviceable for the use of man, the law ought not 
to be held to apply. And, so, the castration of horses or other animals or 
the spaying of sows has been held not to be cruelty, if done with reason
able care ami skill, even though it be a mistaken idea that it improves 
them. (Id)

In a prosecution for cruelty, the question is, Did the accused intend to 
do the act which caused the pain Y Thus, where the accused, while hauling 
lumber, after trying to get a balky horse to pull, picked up a stick, four 
feet in length and two inches thick, and struck the horse on the head and 
instantly killed it. the court held him guilty of cruelly kllliny an animal, 
and refused to enquire into the motive lie had in striking the blow, namely, 
to make the horse pull. (17)

With regard to overdriving, if an injury be inflicted, the overdriving 
must be wanton. If the driver, while honestly exercising his judgment.

(10) Hodge v. N„ 11 Lea (Tenu.), 528; S. (’., 47 Am. Rep., 307.
(11) Murphv v. Manning, L. R„ 2 Kxeli. Div., 312.
112) Kuril v. Wiley. L. R„ 23 (). H. 1).. 203.
(13) Callaghan v. Society, etc.. 11 Cox ('. C., 101 ; and see Bradv v. 

Mc.Xigle, 14 L. R. (Irish). 174: 15 Cox C. C„ 616.
(14) S. v. Brainier. Ill Ind.. 08.
(15) Davis v. Koc. for Pro. of Crueltv. 10 Abb. (N. Y.). Pr. X. S„ 73 
I Hi) 1/cwis v. Fermer. 18 Q. H. D., 632.
(17) S. v. llackfath, 20 Mo. App.. 014. S. C.. 2 West. Rep., 588.
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happen to err, lie is not guilty. An error of judgment' is to be distin
guished from mere recklessness of eonsequence or wilful cruelty. (18)

It must appear from the evidence that the accused did the act knowing 
ly. Thus, in u colliery, certain horses were worked, while suffering from 
raw wounds. T was the owner of the colliery, ami S the certificated man 
uger. hut neither was proved to have been present or to have had any 
notice or knowledge of the condition of the horses. They were acquitted, 
the court holding that some knowledge of the matter was essential to the 
commission of the crime. (10)

No one can be excused by shewing that he was authorized by another 
to inflict a cruel injury. And, so, a conductor anil a street-car driver aw 
liable for over-loading a street-car, even though directed to do so by a 
superior officer of the street-ear company. (20)

Cruelty usually results from an act done; but. there are instances, where 
cruelty may arise from a failure to perform an net. A failure to kill n 
mutinied animal in great pain and incurable is not “cruelty.” (21) Hut. it 
an animal, a horse, for instance, is fatally diseased, and its owner or keeper 
turns it into a field to feed on the pasturage, and it has to go about in 
great pain in its efforts to get food in order to support its life, such owner 
or keeper is guilty of torturing, or causing it to lie tortured, the same as 
if he had tortured it with his own hand. (22) Hut. where the owner of 
parrots sold ten and put them in a box, and some corn with them, to ship 
a long distance, providing no water for them, and ten hours afterwards, at 
an intermediate station, they were found making a fuss, three being down 
on the floor, and the person so finding them gave them two saucers i.i 
water, which they drank with evident great relish and seemed refreshed, 
the person shipping them was held not guilty of cruelty, that the men
tion-supply of water was not sufficient evidence of cruelty. (23)

See section 411». clause R (6). and comments at pp. '>40 and 550, aille. 
Section 7 of R. S. (\, e. 172. is unrepealeil, (see Schedule 2, pont), and i- 

as follows: —

“ Every pecuniary penalty recovered, with respect to any sueli 
offence shall he applied in the following manner, that is to_six 
one moiety thereof to the corporation of the city, town, village, 
township, parish or place in which the offence was committed, ami 
the other moiety, with full costs, to the person who informed and 
prosecuted for the same, or to such other person as to the justices 
of the peace seems proper.”

No prosecution for any offence, under sections 512, 513, 514 and 515. can 
be commenced after the expiration of three months from its commission. 
(See section 551

513. Keeping cockpit. — Every one is guilty of an offence ami 
liable, on summary conviction before two justices of the peace, t"

(18) ('. v. Wood, 111 Mass., 408.
(Ill) Small v. Warr, 47 .1. 1\, 20; P. v. Rrunnell. 48 How, (N. Y.). I‘i 

430.
(20) P. v. Tinsdalc. 10 Abb. (X. Y.), Pr.. N. S.. 374.
(21) Powell v. Knights. 38 L. T.. 007: 20 W. R.. 721.
(22) Kveritt v. Davis. 38 L. T.. 300; 26 W. R„ 332.
(23) Swan v. Saunders, 14 Cox C. C., 560.
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a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars, or to three months' imprison
ment, with or without hard labour, or to both, who builds, makes, 
maintains or keeps a cock-pit on premises belonging to or occupied 
by him, or allows a cock-pit to be built, made, maintained or kept 
on premises belonging to or occupied by him.

2. All cocks found in any such cock-pit, or on the premises 
wherein such cock-pit is, shall be confiscated and sold for the bene
fit of the municipality in which such cock-pit is situated. R. S. (’., 
c. 172, s. 3.

514. Treatment of cattle while in transit by rail or water. —
No railway company within Canada whose railway forms any part 
of a line of road over which cattle are conveyed from one province 
to another province, or from the United States to or through any 
province, or from any part of a province to another part of the 
same, and no owner or master of any vessel carrying or transport
ing cattle from one province to another province, or within any 
province, or from the United States through or to any province, 
shall confine the same in any car, or vessel of any description, for 
a longer period than twenty-eight hours without unlading tin- 
same for rest, water and feeding, for a period of at least five con
secutive hours, unless prevented from so unlading and furnishing 
water and food, bv storm or other unavoidable cause, or by necess
ary delay or detention in the crossing of trains.

2. In reckoning the period of confinement, the time during 
which the cattle have been confined without such rest, and with
out the furnishing of food and water, on any connecting railways 
or vessels from which they are received, whether in the United 
States or in Canada, shall be included.

3. The foregoing provisions as to cattle being unladen shall not 
apply when cattle are carried in any car or vessel in which they 
have proper space and opportunity for rest, and proper food and

4. Cattle so unloaded shall be properly fed and watered during 
such rest, by the owner or person having the custody thereof or. 
in ease of his default in so doing, by the railway company, or 
owner or master of the vessel transporting the same, at the ex
pense of the owner or person in custody thereof; and such com
pany. owner or master shall in such case have a lien upon such 
cattle, for food, care and custody, furnished, and shall not be 
liable for any detention of such cattle.

5. Where cattle arc unladen from cars for the purpose of re
ceiving food, water and rest, the railway company, then having 
charge of the cars in which they have been transported, shall, ex
cept during a period of frost, clear the floors of such cars, and lit-
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ter the same properly with dean sawdust or sand, before reloading 
them with live stock.

6. Every railway company ,or owner, or master of a vessel, 
having cattle in transit, or the owner or person having the custody 
of such cattle, as aforesaid, who knowingly and wilfully fails to 
comply with the foregoing provisions of this section, is liable for 
every such failure on summary conviction to a penalty not exceed
ing one hundred dollars. H. S. ('., c. 172, ss. 8, 9, 10 and 11.

515. Any peace officer or constable may, at all times, enter any 
premises where he has reasonable ground for supposing that any 
ear, truck or vehicle, in respect whereof any company or person 
has failed to comply with the provisions of the next preceding sec
tion, is to be found, or enter on board any vessel in respect where
of he has reasonable ground for supposing that any company or 
person has, on any occasion, so failed.

2. Every one who refuses admission to such peace officer or 
constable is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, 
to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars and not less than five 
dollars, ami costs, and in default of payment, to thirty days* im
prisonment. li. 8. C., c. 171, s. 12.

PART XXXIX.

OFFENCES CONNECTED WITH TRADE, AND BREACHES 
OF CONTRACT.

516. Conspiracy in restraint of trade. — A conspiracy in res
traint of trade is an agreement between two or more persons to do 
or procure to be done any unlawful act in restraint of trade.

See general comments on conspiracy, under section 304, ante, p. 430. See, 
also, section 527. pout.

517. What acts in restraint of trade are not unlawful. — Tin- 
purposes of a trade union are not, by reason merely that they arc 
in restraint of trade unlawful, within the meaning of the next pre
ceding section. R. S. C., c. 131, s. 22.

The expression “Trade Union” means such combination, whether tem
porary or permanent, for regulating the relations between workmen and 
masters, or for imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of any trade 
or business, us would, but for this Act, have been deemed to be an unlaw 
ful combination by reason of some one or more of its purposes being in 
restraint of trade. (Section 2 of “ The Trade Vnionn Act," R. S. f., e. 131.)

The law of England in regard to combinations of workmen organized for 
the purpose of raising wages, shortening the hours of labor, dictating to 
masters what workmen they shall employ and so forth, was formerly reg 
ulated by the common law relating to conspiracy, by various statutes, (in-
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eluding the (I Geo. 4. e. 120, the 22 Vie.. e. 34, and the 24 and 25 Vie.. v. 
100, wet ion 41). and by the judicial decision* which were rendered from 
time to time in a number of case* which arose upon the subject. (1)

Complaints, on tin- part of the working classes, that the law as it stood 
prevented them from entering into reasonable combinations for the purpose 
of employing their time and skill to the best advantage, led to a change, 
by the passing of chapter 31 of .*14 and 35 Vic., section 2 of which declared 
that the purposes of any trade union should not be deemed unlawful by 
being merely in restraint of trade; and by the passing of chapter 32 of 34 
and 35 Vic., section 7 of which repealed the old statutes. The 34 and 35 
Vic., chap. 32. however, specified, as unlawful, certain special acts which 
often occur in the course of disputes between masters and workmen, and 
yflixed to them appropriate punishments.

Although, after the passing of the 34 and 35 Vie., c. 32, no indictment 
would lie for conspiracy to do any act on the mere ground of its being in 
restraint of the free course of trade, unless it was one of the special acts 
mentioned in the statute itself, as punishable, it was held nevertheless that 
an agreement or combination to force, by improper threats or improper 
molestation, a master to conduct his business contrary to his own will, 
was still an indictable conspiracy ; and. further, that there was an improp- 
ei molestation whenever anything was done with an improper intent, and 
whenever it was something that would have the effect of annoying or in
terfering with the minds of ordinary persons carrying on such business ns 
the master carried on. Such an agreement, by improper molestation, to 
control the master was a conspiracy at common law. and it was held that. 
such an offence at common law was not abrogated by the 34 and 35 Vie.. 
c. 32. (2) It was also held that, a combination between workmen or an 
vanta to hinder or prevent their master from carrying on his business, by 
means of the workmen or servants simultaneously breaking unexpired 
contracts of service, into which they had entered with the master, was also 
an indictable conspiracy, notwithstanding the 34 and 35 Vie., c. 32. (3)

The decision in the case of It. v. Bunn, led to the repeal of the 34 and 35 
Viet., c. 32. and to the enactment of the 38 ami 3b Vie., e. Sti. which, by 
section 3. declares that "an agreement or combination by two or more 
persons to do or procure to be done any act in contemplation or further 
ance of a trade dispute between employers and workmen shall not be in
dictable as a conspiracy if such act eonnnitled /»// onr person would not be 
punishable as a crime.”

I’mler our own law, as contained in section 518, there can be no pros
ecution for conspiracy in respect of any act done for the purpose of a trade 
combination, unless the act itself (which forms the subject matter of the 
conspiracy), is a punishable offence by statute.

See sections 523, 524, 525. 5211, as to punishable acts of intimidation.

518. Prosecution for conspiracy. — No prosecution shall be 
maintainable against any person for conspiracy in refusing to 
work with or for any employer or workman, or for doing any act 
or causing any ad to he done for the purpose of a trade combina
tion, unless such ad is an offence punishable by statute. 53 V.. c. 
37, s. ID.

(1) For a list of these cases, see Arch. Cr. 1*1. and Ev.. 21st Ed.. 1014.
(2) R. v. Bunn, 12 Cox (’. ('., 31(1, 330. 340, per Brett, J.. (dissented from 

ill Gibson v. Lawson. [1801], 2 Q. B.. 545).
(3) It. v. Bunn. Id.
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When- tin- defendants, who were member* of a trad*- union, conspired 
together to injure a non-unionist workman, by depriving him of his em
ployment. it was held to lie a misdemeanor, and not for the purposes of 
their trade combination, within the meaning of the law. (4)

519. Meaning of the expressions. “ trade combination," and
‘•act.” — The expression “trade combination ” means any com
bination between masters or workmen or other persons for regu
lating or altering the relations between any persons being masters 
or workmen, or the conduct of any master or workman in or in re
spect of his business or employment, or contract of employment or 
service; and the expression “ act ” includes a default, breach or 
omission. It. S. C., c. 173, s. 13.

520. Combinations in restraint of trade. (As amended by the Cri
minal Code Amendment Art WOO, which came into operation on 
the 1st .January 1901). — Every one is guilty of an indictable of
fence and liable to a penalty not exceeding four thousand dollars 
and not less than two hundred dollars, or to two years’ imprison
ment, and if a corporation is liable to a penalty not exceeding ten 
thousand dollars and not less than one thousand dollars, who con
spires, combines, agrees or arranges with any other person, or with 
any railway, steamship, steamboat or transportation company —

(a) to unduly limit the facilities for transporting, producing, 
manufacturing, supplying, storing or dealing in any article or 
commodity which may be a subject of trade or commerce; or

(b) to restrain or injure trade or commerce in relation to any 
such article or commodity; or

(c) to unduly prevent, limit, or lessen the manufacture or pro
duction of any such article or commodity, or to unreasonably en
hance the price thereof; or

(d) to unduly prevent or lessen competition in the production, 
manufacture, purchase, barter, sale, transportation or supply of 
any such article or commodity, or in the price of insurance upon 
person or property.

2. Nothing in this section shall be construed to apply to combi
nations of workmen or employees for their own reasonable protec
tion ns such workmen or employees.

The defendants. (who were shipowners), agreed that, if persons in n 
, pi tain trade would deal with them, exclusively, such persons should have 
certain advantages at their hands, and that if they dealt with any other 
shipowner, to however small an extent, they should lose all the advantages 
which they would derive from dealing with the defendants. The plaintiffs. 
( who weri* also shipowners), alleged that this was done for the purpose of

(4) H. v. (iibson, 10 O. R.. 704.
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injuring them by driving them out of tin- trad<*. Hut thi" defendants said 
it was done for the protection of their own trade. Held, that the question 
would la- which of these two views was, in fact, true. (5)

The above section. .*>20,—as it stood before its amendment by the (1.1-64 
Vie., e. 46. was, in effect, and nearly word for word, a re-enactment of 
section I of tin* Dominion Act, .*>2 Vie., e. 41: and sections 4 anil 5 of that 
statute, which are unrepealed, (as will he seen by Schedule Tw 
are as follows:

“ Where an indictment is found against any person for offences 
provided against in this Act, the defendant or person accused shall 
liave the option to be tried before the judge presiding at the court 
at which such indictment is found, or the judge presiding at any 
subsequent sitting of such court, or at nny court where the indict
ment comes on for trial, without the intervention of a jury; and in 
the event of such option being exercised the proceedings subse
quent thereto shall be regulated in so far as may be applicable by 
“ The Speedy 'Trials Art. " (Sec. 4). (<>)

“ An appeal shall lie from any conviction under this Act by the 
judge without the intervention of a jury to the highest court of 
appeal in criminal matters, in the province where such conviction 
shall have been made, upon all issues of law and fact ; and the 
evidence taken in the trial shall form part of the record in appeal, 
and for that purpose the court, before which the case is tried, shall 
take note of the evidence and of all legal objections thereto.” 
(Sec. 5).

It is the policy of the law to encourage trade and commerce; and it is 
against public policy and illegal to enter into a combination or agreement 
loi- the purpose of restraining trade, or tending to take it out of the realm 
uf competition; even although it may not appear that the combination or 
agreement has aetuallp produced any result detrimental to public in
terests. (7)

Where the proprietors of five several lines of boats, engaged in the bus
iness of transporting persons and freight on the Erie and Oswego canals, 
entered into an agreement among themselves, fixing the rates of freight 
and passage upon their boats, and to divide the net earnings, among them- 
selves, according to certain proportions fixed in the agreement, it was held 
tv. be u combination, tending to destroy competition between the several 
lines engaged in the business, and unlawful. (8)

An association of Manufacturers of wire cloth, formed, for the avowed 
purpose of regulating the price of the commodity, each of the members 
stipulating, under a heavy penalty, that he would not sell at less than a 
specified rate, was held to be contrary to public policy, and illegal. (0)

(5) Mogul Steamship Co. v. McGregor, 15 Q. 1$. 1)., 476.
(6) For the provisions of the present Code relating to speedy trials, see 

sections 762-781, past.
(7) Santa Clara Y. M. & L. Co. v. Haves. 76 (’ill.. 187; Atcheson v. Mal

low. 41 X. Y.. 147.
(8) Hooker v. Yamlewater, 4 Den. (N. Y.), 349.
(9) De Witt Wire Cloth Co. v. New Jersey Wire Cloth Co.. 14 N. Y. 

Supp. Rep., 277.

JJ
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The retail real dealers of the City of Lock port formed an association 
called the Loekport Coal Exchange, the main purpose of which was to fix 
a minimum retail price of coal for the city and vicinity, with the design 
practically to compel, under prescribed penalties, every coal dealer in the 
city to join it and regulate his business by its constitution and by-laws, 
which prohibited soliciting business except as nrovided therein, and tin- 
taking of club orders of associated buyers at reduced prices, and provided 
for keeping the retail price of coal uniform, so far as practicable, and re
quired a certain vote of the association to change the price. The constitu
tion also provided that no price was to be made amounting to more than a 
fair and reasonable advance over wholesale rates, or more than the current 
prices of the coal exchanges at certain designated neighboring cities, when 
figured upon corresponding freight tariffs ; and the retail price of coal 
actually fixed by the association was a fair price. Held, on an appeal to 
the X. Y. Supreme Court, that as the purpose and object of the association 
had a tendency to practically prevent competition in one of the necessaries 
of life, it constituted a combination in restraint of trade, and that member
ship in such association would support a conviction on an indictment for 
conspiracy to commit acts injurious to trade. (10)

The amendment made to the above section, 620. by the Criminal ('ode 
Amendment Art, HKIlt. consisted in the striking out of the word “ unluir- 
fulln " previously contained therein, and qualifying each of the sub-sec 
tions ((/). (b), (<•), (</), thereof. Prior to this amendment, it had been 
held that, to constitute an offence under the section, the combination must 
be formed with a view of unlmrfuUu attaining one or more of the restric
tions of trade therein mentioned, and that it was not nnlmrful for a com
pany proprietor of certain manufactured goods. — rifiuretten, — to make, 
with a view to secure an extensive circulation for its goods, agreements, 
with as many parties as it could obtain, to sell its cigarettes, exclusively 
of the cigarettes of other proprietors or manufacturers. ( 11)

521. Criminal breaches of contract. — Every out* is guilty of an 
indictable offence and liable on indictment or on summary convic
tion before two justices of the peace, to a penalty not exceeding 
one hundred dollars or to three months’ imprisonment, with or 
without hard labour, who —

(а) wilfully breaks any contract made by him knowing, or 
having reasonable cause to believe, that the probable consequences 
of his so doing, either alone or in combination with others, will 
be to endanger human life, or to cause serious bodily injury, or to 
expose valuable property, whether real or personal, to destruction 
or serious injury; or

(б) being under any contract made by him with any municipal 
corporation or authority, or with any company, bound, agreeing 
or assuming to supply any city or any other place, or any part 
thereof, with electric light or power, gas or water, wilfully breaks 
such contract knowing, or having reasonable cause to believe, that 
the probable consequences of his so doing, either alone or in com-

(10) People v. Sheldon and olliern, S. (’., 47 Alb. L. .1., 185; 15 (T. L. 
Mag., 412.

(11) It. v. American Tobacco Companv of Canada. 3 La. Rev. de dur.. 
453.
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bination with others, will he to deprive the inhabitants of that city 
or place, or part thereof, wholly or to a great extent, of their sup
ply of power, light, gas or water; or

(r) being under any contract made by him with a railway com
pany, bound, agreeing or assuming to carry Her Majesty’s mails, 
or to carry passengers or freight, or with Her Majesty, or any one 
on behalf of Her Majesty, in connection with a (lovernment rail
way on which Her Majesty’s mails, or passengers or freight are 
carried, wilfully breaks such contract knowing, or having reason 
to believe that the probable consequences of his so doing, either 
alone or in combination with others, will he to delay or prevent 
the running of any locomotive engine, or tender, or freight or pas
senger train or car, on the railway.

2. Every municipal corporation or authority or company which, 
being hound, agreeing or assuming to supply any city, or any other 
place, or any part thereof, with electric light or power, gas or 
water, wilfully breaks any contract made by such municipal cor
poration, authority, or company, knowing or having reason to be
lieve that the probable consequences of its so doing will he to de
prive the inhabitants of that city or place or part thereof wholly, 
or to a great extent, of their supply of electric light or power, gas 
or water, is liable to a penalty not exceeding one thousand dollars.

3. Every railway company which, being hound, agreeing or as
suming to carry Her Majesty’s mails, or to carry passengers or 
freight, wilfully breaks any contract made by such railway com
pany, knowing or having reason to believe that the probable con
sequences of its so doing will be to delay or prevent the running 
of any locomotive engine or tender, or freight or passenger train 
or car on the railway, is liable to a penalty not exceeding one hun
dred dollars.

4. It is not material whether any offence defined in this section 
is committed from malice conceived against the person, corpora
tion, authoritv or company with which the contract is made or 
otherwise. H.*S. C., c. 173, ss. 15 and 17.

Tin- wonts •• His Majesty'" ami "His Majesty's i should be sub
stituted for "Her Majesty" and “Her Majesty's mails in this section. 
(Nee section 7 of the Intrrprrtation Art, at p. it. ante.)

522. Posting up the provisions of law respecting criminal 
breaches of contract.— Every such municipal corporation, author
ity, or company, shall cause to be posted up at the electrical works, 
gas works, or water-works, or railway stations, as the case may be, 
belonging to such corporation, authority or company, a printed 
copy of this and the preceding section in some conspicuous place, 
where the same may be conveniently read by the public; and, as 
often as such copy becomes defaced, obliterated or destroyed, shall 
cause it to be renewed with all reasonable despatch.
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2. Every such municipal corporation, authority or company 
which makes default in complying with such duty is liable to a 
penalty not exceeding twenty dollars for every day during which 
such default continues.

3. Every person unlawfully injuring, defacing or covering up 
any such copy so posted up is liable, on summary conviction, to a 
penalty not exceeding ten dollars. 1Î. 8. C., c. 173, s. ID.

523. Intimidation.—Every one is guilty of an indictable offence 
and liable, on indictment, or on summary conviction before two 
justices of the peace, to a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars 
or to three months' imprisonment with or without hard labour, 
who, wrongfully and without lawful authority, with a view to com
pel any other person to abstain from doing anything which he has 
a lawful right to do, or to do anything from which he has a lawful 
right to abstain —

(a) uses violence to such other person, or his wife or children, 
or injures his property; or »

(b) intimidates such other person, or his wife or children, by 
threats of using violence to him, her or any of them, or of injuring 
his property ; or

(<*) persistently follows such other person about from place to 
place; or

(</) hides any tools, clothes or other property owned or used by 
such other person, or deprives him of, or hinders him in, the use 
thereof; or

(e) with one or more other persons, follows such other person, 
in a disorderly manner, in or through any street or road ; or

{f) besets or watches the house or other place where such other 
person resides or works, or carries on business or happens to he. 
It. S. C.,c. 173,8. 12.

This section is to the same effect as section 7 of the Imperial Connpiracn 
mill Protection of Property Act, (38-39 Vic., c. 8ti).

A threat made to a workman that his fellow workmen will strike, un
less he joins a union, or a threat made to a master that the union men in 
his employ will strike if he continues to employ non-union men, was held 
not to he intimidation within the meaning of the English Act correspond 
ing with the above se-tion. 523 : the ground of the decision apparently 
being, that, us strikes are now lawful, the mere threat to strike. which 
is a lawful act, — cannot amount to intimidation. (12)

It will be seen, by clause (f) of the above section, that picketing (that 
is. besetting or watching a person's place with a view to compel him to 
abstain from doing what he has a right to do or to compel him to do what

(12) Connor v. Kent. Gibson v. Lawson, Curran v. Treleaven. [1891] 2 
(/. II.. 545; til L. .1. (M. <!.), 9; 17 Cox C. C., 354.
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lie Inis a viglil to abstain from), is expressly forbidden, as being an act of 
unlawful intimidation ; ami a written threat to picket has also been held 
to be intimidation, where it was shewn that the person against whom the 
threat was made was reasonably frightened by it. (13)

Coir, .1,. in an unreported ease of It. v. MeKeevit. Liverpool Assizes, It* 
Dee. 1800. ruled that to constitute intimidation within tin* meaning of sec
tion T of the English Statute. gersonut riotenee must lie threatened. It was 
not necessary to decide this point in Connor v. Kent, Gibson v. Lawson, 
and Curran v. Treleaven; but, the live judges who denied those eases ex
pressed an opinion that there was much to be said for the view entertained

The law allows simple watching or attending near a place, for the pur
pose of obtaining or of communicating information : and. although this 
was said to be the only exception, ( 14) the late Recorder of London, in his 
charge to the jury, at the Central Criminal Court, in the ease of It. v. Ilib- 
hert. on the 5th of April 187», went so far as to say, that, if the defendants 
merely watched the employer's premises for the purpose of informing all 
comers of the existence of a strike and of nnlearorinii to lursnuile than to 
foin tin1 men on strike, it would lie lawful, so long as it was done jieaceably 
and without anything being done to interfere with the perfect exercise of 
free-will on the part of those who were otherwise willing to work on the 
terms proposed by the employer. The Recorder mentioned, in support of 
this view, that tin- law hail been previously so laid down by Lush. ,1., in 
some eases tried before him. (15)

Although it is not illegal for the officers of a trade union to withdraw a 
sub-manufacturer's workmen from his employ and by such means prevent 
tin- sub-manufacturer from working for a manufacturer, it is illegal for 
such officers to watch or beset the sub-manufacturer's premises for the pur- 
post» of iM-rsuading him from working for the manufacturer or for any pur
pose other than merely obtaining or communicating information. (10)

In the case of a conviction under the clause of the English Act. corres
ponding with sub-section (f) of the above section, 523, it was held upon 
errtiorarl proceedings against a conviction that the conviction was bad, 
because it omitted to set out the specific act with a view to the prevention 
of which the prisoner was charged with following the prosecutor about; in 
other words, it was belli that, it was not sufficient to allege that the pris
oner followed the prosecutor about with a view to compel him to abstain 
from doing something which he has a lawful right to do. but. that it should 
Im expressly s|M-citied what that something is. (17)

Where two defendants were summarily convicted under the Imperial 
Act. of having, as the commitments stated, — followed one T., "with a 
view to compel him to abstain from working as a shoe finisher, which he 
had a legal right to do," it was, upon proceedings for ho hens corpus, argued 
on behalf of the defendants, that the words, "working as a shoe finisher" 
were too vague: but, it was held that, tin- commitments were good and 
sufficiently expressed the offence. (18)

It has been held that, there is nothing in the clause of the Imperial Act. 
t which clause corresponds with sub-section ( f ) of our section 523), def-

(13) Judge v. Dennett. 52 J. V„ 247: 30 W. II.. 103.
(14) R. v. Ran Id. 13 Cox C. <’.. 282.
(15) Arch. Cr. VI. tk Ev.. 21st Ed.. 1013.
(10) Lyons v. Wilkins, 07 L. J., Oh., 383. (Allen v. Flood, 07 L. J.. Q. 

b.. 110, 118981 A. 1, considered and applied.)
.17) R. v. Mackenzie et al. 17 Cox C. (’.. 542 : 01 L. J.. M. O.. 224 : 

118021 2 Q. It.. 510. See, also, Metcalf v. Wiseman. 52 J. V., 430.
( 18) R. v. Wilkins et al. 18 Cox C. C„ 101: 04 L. J.. M. C.. 221.
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hiing tin* (limitinn of the “ watching «ml besetting." hut Unit it may In
for a short time and yet be an offence, and that there is nothing limiting 
the operation of the clause to places habitually frequented by workmen, 
the word “place" meaning any place (including public places, such as 
railway stations, landing stages, etc.), where a workman happens to he. 
however casually. (19)

A federation of shipowners. not qualified, under the Mn’chants Slii/r 
ItiiiU .1 (7, INI) .by license or otherwise, to engage or supply seamen to In
ch tered on any ship in the Vnited Kingdom. provided a depot ship for 
men intending to serve in ships hclongmg to members of the federation. 
Certain men were on board the depot ship and entered into engagements 
with the federation to remain on hoard until engaged to serve as seamen 
on ships of.members of the federation, receiving, in the meantime, certain 
daily wages and rations from the federation. The respondents, with a 
view to prevent these men from remaining on the depot ship and from ful
filling their engagements, wrongfully and without legal authority, beset 
the depot ship and the approach thereto. An information having been laid 
against the respondents under clause 4 of section 7. of the English Cons/tii 
aril mill I’rvtrcthili of Property .1(7. it was held that, they ought to be 
convicted, inasmuch as. first, although the engagements might not be 
acts which the men had a legal right to do. their remaining on board tin- 
depot ship and receiving the wages i(nd rations were such acts; and. set 
ondla, it was immaterial for the purposes of the sub-section, that the rela
tionship of master and servant did not exist between the federation and 
the men. (20)

524. Intimidating persons working at any trade, etc. — Even 
one is guilty of an indictable otfence and liable to two years* im
prisonment who, in pursuance of any unlawful combination or 
conspiracy to raise the rate of wages, or of any unlawful combina
tion or conspiracy respecting any trade, business or manufacture, 
or respecting any person concerned or employed therein, unlaw
fully assaults any person, or, in pursuance of any such combina
tion or conspiracy, uses any violence or threat of violence to any 
person, with a view to hinder him from working or being employed 
at such trade, business or manufacture. It. S. ('.. c. 173, s. i).

525. Intimidation of dealers, seamen and others. — Every om
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable, on indictment or on 
summary conviction before two justices of the peace, to a fine not 
exceeding one hundred dollars, or to three months* imprisonment 
with or without hard labour, who —

(a) beats or uses any violence or threat of violence to any person 
with intent to deter or hinder him from buying, selling or other
wise disposing of any wheat or other grain, flour, meal, malt or 
potatoes or other produce or goods, in any market or other plm : 
or

(b) bents or uses any such violence or threat to any person 
having the charge or care of any wheat or other grain, flour, meal.

(19) Chamock v. Court. OH L. <1i„ 550: |1890] 2 Ch.
(20) Farmer v. WIIhou, 69 L. il.; Q. It.. 490.
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malt or potatoes, while on the way to or from any city, market, 
town or other place with intent to stop the conveyance of the 
same; or

(c) by force or threats of violence, or by any form of intimida
tion whatsoever, hinders or prevents or attempts to hinder or pre
vent any seaman, stevedore, ship carpenter, ship labourer or other 
person employed to work at or on board any ship or vessel, or to 
do any work connected with the loading or unloading thereof, 
from working at or exercising any lawful trade, business, calling 
or occupation in or for which he is so employed; or with intent so 
to hinder or prevent, besets or watches such ship, vessel or em
ployee ; or

(d) beats or uses any violence to, or makes any threat of violence 
against, any such person, with intent to hinder or prevent him 
from working at or exercising the same, or on account of his 
having worked at or exercised the same. K. S. c. 173, s. 10; 
50-51 V., c. 94.

526. Intimidating bidders at sales of public lands. — Every 
person is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to a fine not 
exceeding four hundred dollars, or to two years’ imprisonment, or 
to both, who, before or at the time of the public sale of any Indian 
lands, or public lands of Canada, or of any province of Canada, by 
intimidation, or illegal combination, hinders or prevents, or at
tempts to hinder or prevent, any person from bidding upon or 
purchasing any lands so offered for sale. R. S. C., c. 173, s. 14.

ALIEN LABOR LAW.

The Canadian Alien Labor Act, is the 00-01 Vie., c. 10, section 1 of which 
makes it unlawful for any person, company, partnership or corporation in 
any manner to prepay the transportation or in any way to assist or en
courage the importation or immigration of any alien or foreigner into 
Canada, under contract to perform labor or service of any kind in Canada : 
and, by section 3, it is provided that any person, partnership, company or 
corporation who violates any provision of section 1, by knowingly assisting 
encouraging or soliciting the immigration or importation of any alien or 
foreigner, into Canada, to perform labor or service of any kind, under con
tract. express or implied, parole or special, with such alien or foreigner, 
before he has become a resident or citizen of Canada, shall forfeit $1000. 
which may be sued for by the Attorney-General of Canada, or the person 
duly authorized by him, as debts of like amount, are recovered in any com
petent Court in Canada, and that separate suits may be brought for each 
alien who is a party to such contract.

Section 4 of the Act makes it an indictable offence for the master of any 
xessel to knowingly bring into Canada, on his vessel, and to land or permit 
to he landed from any foreign port or place, any alien laborer, mechanic or 
artisan, who previous to embarkation on such vessel had entered into con
tract to perform labor or service in Canada, and imposes, therefor, a fine 
not exceeding $500 for each alien laborer, mechanic or artisan so brought 
or landed, and imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months.
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See section 5 of the Act as to certain exception* from it* operation. 
Section 9 limit* the ution of the Act to such foreign countries a* 

have enacted and retained in force or a* enact and retain in force laws of a 
similar character applying to Canada.

PART XL.

ATTEMPTS—CONS 1*1 R AIT EH—ACCESSORIES.

527. Conspiring to commit an indictable offence. — Every one 
is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years’ impri
sonment, who, in any case not hereinbefore provided for, conspires 
with any person to commit any indictable offence.

A conspiracy to commit an indictable offence is not triable in a Court of 
(leneral or Quarter Sessions, unless the indictable offence, which forms the 
subject-matter of the conspiracy, is so triable. (See section 540. post.)

For the definition of conspiracy, ajid for comments on conspiracy, in gen
eral, and on conspiracy to defraud, in p... licular, see comments under sec
tion 304, at pp. 430-43*4, ante.

Treasonable conspiracies arc dealt with by sections 00 and 09, ante; and 
section 70, ante, deals with conspiracies to intimidate a Legislature.

As to seditious conspiracies, see sections 123 and 124. antr; as to conspir
acies to bring false accusations, see section 152. ante; as to conspiracies to 
detile women, see section 18H. ante, as to conspiracies to murder, see sec- 
tion 234. ante, and as to conspiracies and combinations in restraint of trade, 
see sections 510 and 520, ante.

Where railway officials had conspired to defraud the railway company 
by stealing and selling uneunveiled but used tickets, it was held that, per
sons to whom the railway officials had sold these tickets could he indicted 
together in the same count with the railway officials, and that where sw 
mil persons arc charged with having conspired together, a finding, that 
some, but not all. did so conspire, is not. upon the face of it. bad. for 
repugnance. (1)

For forms of indictments for conspiracy, see Schedule of Korins at tin- 
end of this FI rut division, post.

528. Attempts to commit indictable offences. — Every one i> 
guilty of nn indictable offence and liable to seven years’ imprison
ment who attempts, in any ease not hereinbefore provided for. to 
commit any indictable offence for which the punishment is impri
sonment for life, or for fourteen years, or for any term longer than 
fourteen years.

529. Every one who attempts to commit any indictable offence 
for committing which the longest term to which the offender can 
he sentenced is less than fourteen years, and no express provision

(1) II. v. Quinn, 19 Cox C. C., 78.

4
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is made by law for the punishment of such attempt, is guilty of 
an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term equal 
to one-half of the longest term to which a person committing the 
indictable offence attenmted to be committed may be sentenced.

Ah to what amounts to an attempt to commit a crime, see reniants and 
authorities under section <14, at pp. 70-7.1, ante.

See section 711. post, as to the right to find an accused guilty of au at
tempt. upon an indictment charging him with the complete commission of 
the crime: and see section 712. post, as to procedure when, upon a trial for 
an attempt, the evidence establishes tin- commission of the full olTeuce. 
See, also, section 713, /««/.

An attempt, to commit an indictable offence is not triable at Quarters 
Sessions, unless the indictable offence itself is so triable. (See section -‘>40.

530. Attempts to commit certain statutory offences. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to one year’s im
prisonment who attempts to commit any offence under any statute 
for the time being in force and not inconsistent with this Act. or 
incites or attempts to incite any person to commit any such offence, 
and for the punishment of which no express provision is made by 
such statute.

A person who incites or advises another to commit a crime, which the 
other docs not commit, is guilty of an attempt to commit it : (2) but, he. 
who incites another to commit a crime, which the other actually lines com
mit. is guilty, as a principal offender, of the crime which lie has incited.( 3 )

531. Accessories after the fact to indictable offences. — Every 
one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to seven years* im
prisonment who, in any case where no express provision is made 
by this Act for the punishment of an accessory, is accessory after 
the fact to any indictable offence for which the punishment is, on 
a first conviction, imprisonment for life, or for fourteen years, or 
for any term longer than fourteen years.

532. Every one who is accessory after the fact to any indictable 
offence for committing which the longest term to which the 
offender can be sentenced is less than fourteen years, and no ex
press provision is made for the punishment of such accessory, is 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a 
term equal to one-half of tile longest term to which a person com
mitting the indictable offence to which he is accessory may he 
sentenced.

(2) R. v. Gregory, L. R.. 1 ('. R., 77; 10 Cox C. ('.. 4.10; uml see com
ments under sections 02 and 04. at pp. 04 and 70. ante.

(3) See sections 01 and 02, ante, pp. 50, 57.
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An accessory after tin* fact to an indictable offence cannot In* tried before 
a Court of (leneral or Quarter Sessions, unless the indictable offence itself, 
Im* one triable before such a court. (See section 540.)

For the definition of an accessory after the fact, see section 03, and com
ments thereunder at |>. 05, nnte.

An accessory after the fact may Ih* indicted, as such, whether the princi
pal offender lias been indicted and convicted or not ; and he may be in 
dieted either alone, as for a substantive offence, or jointly with the princi
pal offender. (See section 027, post.)

l*pon an indictment of a person as a principal offender, only, he cannot 
be convicted of being an accessory after the fact. (4)

Where several persons arc tried upon one indictment, some being charged 
as principals and others as accessories after the fact, and the principal of
fenders are. in accordance with section 713, found guilty, not of the of- 
feme actually charged, but of some other offence included therein, — as 
where the principals arc charged with murder and found guilty of man
slaughter only, — the persons so charged as accessories may be convicted 
as accessories to the offence of which the principals are so found guilty.(5)

The accused must Im* proved Jo have done some act to assist the 
principal offender in relation to the crime whieh he has committed, (t!)

Hut. if a person employ another to harbor or relieve the principal of 
fender, he will be equally guilty, as an accessory after the fact, as if he did 
the harboring and relieving personally. (7)

The accused must lie proved to have known of the commission of the 
principal offence by the principal offender. This knowledge may be proved 
by the accused's own admissions, or it may be proved by evidence of cir
cumstances from which the jury may fairly presume it. (8)

(4 » II. v. Fallon, L. & ('.. 217; 32 L. .1. (M. C.), fill.
(5) It. v. Richards, 2 Q. H. I).. 311; 40 L. .1. (M. C\), 200. 
( ti ) R. v. Chappie. 11 ('. & 1'., 355.
(7 » R. v. Jarvis, 2 M. & R„ 40.
(8) R. v. Lee & Scott. » (’. & P., 530.



TABLE OF OFFENCES.

TABLE OF OFFENCES UNDER TITLE

INDICTABLE OFFENCES.

Punishment.

Tin'll of things umler seizure..

Killing vail le'with intent to steal the
carcase, etc............................................. | Fourteen years .

Theft by agent................................ Fourteen years .

Thed by holder of power of attorney.. Fourteen years.. 
Misappropriating money, etc., held
under direction...................................... Fourteen years..

Fraudulent concealment of gold, etc.,
by mining |Nirtuer................................ Two years............

| Receiving stolen property............... .. Fourteen years.
■ Receiving stolen mist-letter, etc......... Five years..........
j Thefts by clerks, servants, Rank 
| employees, Government and other

! Public servants refusing to deliver up
i bonks,etc...............................................
Theft by tenant or lodger.......................
Stealing a will..........................................
Stealing a document of title.................
Stealing judicial nr official documents.
Stealing post-letter bags, etc.................
Stealing a mist-letter, etc.......................
Stealing other mailable matter...........
Unlawfully openings post-letter, etc.
Stealing election documents ........
Stealing railway, tramway, or steamer

Fourteen years..

Stealing oysters or oyster brood.
Dredging in oyster beds......................
Stealing lixtures In buildings or lands.
Stealing t rees, etc., worth $25. ........... 1
Stealing trees, etc., worth 85, in a

garden etc............................................... |
Stealing a tree, etc., worth ,.*.r>c. after 

two other convictions. .. .
Fraudulently taking, etc, drid timber,

Stealing plants, etc., in a garden nflei
one other conviction........

Stealing ores of metals, etc 
Stealing from the person...
Stealing in a dwelllng-hous 
Stealing by picklocks, etc..
Stealing goods In process of uianu-

Frandulent disposal of gissls entrusted
to manufacture.......................................

Stealing from ships, wharves, etc.........
Stealing wreck...........  .................
Stealing from a railway station, or en

gine, etc..................................................
Fraudulently destroying a will...........

Fourteen years ... 
Two years & four yeaure................. :
Three years.........
Three years...........

Fine,or™ yrs, orlio

Fourteen years........
Fourteen years.......
Seven years.............
Three months
Seven years.............
Two years...............

Two years...............

Three years.............

Three years.............

Fourteen years........
Fourteen years. 
Fourteen years . .

Fourteen years 
Seven years ............

Fourteen years .

(1| See section 80 (which is unrepealed) of R. S. C., c. 80, set out at p. 384, 
("2) This means live cattle. The stealing of a <lea<l cow, etc., is punishable 

seven years.

077

VI.

Trihi nal.

Either Sup. ft. Ur. 
Juris., or Gen!, nr 
Quar. Sess.

do

do

do
do
ilo

do

do

do

do
do
do
do

do

do
do
do

do
do

under sec. 856, by
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES. (Continued).

So. Sec.

t aM Fraudulently destroying other docu-

Fraudulent concealment of proiierty.. 
Ilringiug stolen pro|wrty into Canada

42 Ht eating in case* not otherwise pro
vided for ... ...........................

obtaining by false pretences .............
44 “° obtaining execution of valuable seen 

rity by false pretence
43 Falsely pretending to send money, etc., 

in a |wut-letter.....................................
Obtaining passage by false ticket.........
Criminal breach of i rust.......................

48 *“ False accounting by a director or offi
cial of a cor|s>rnte body......................

49 (31 Fraudulent preference by n bank pre 
aillent, director, etc........................

80 (3) False bank returns, etc., by bank off!-

51 (41 Unlawfully using the title of “ Bank,'

” w Making false Pnts|iectus or statement, 
by promoter or director, etc., of Com-

False accounting by clerk or servant .
False statement by public officer........
Fraudulent transfer by a debtor.......

50 ** Fraudulent falsification of books by a

Concealing encumbrances, etc...........
58 871 Frauds in respect of registration of

Fraudulent sales of real property.......
«0 378 Fraudulent hy|s>thecatioii of real pro-

Fraudulent seizures of land, in Quebec
«2 875 Fraudulent dealings in mined fluid or

03 376 Giving or using false warehouse re-

|)is|»isal of merchandise in fraud of 
consignees...............................................

04 877

378 Making false receipts for grain, etc...
Unlawfully selling wreck.......................

07 Ml Secreting wreck, or receiving or keep
ing it, etc (5).................................

Buying marine stores from persons 
under sixteen, (after two other con
victions)..................................................

08 382

09 885 Unlawfully applying marks to public

Taking mark* from public stores.........
Unlawfully possessing public stores (6)
Receiving Regimental necessaries. (7).

73 1,1 Receiving necessaries from marines, or

74 m Receiving a seaman's property, by 
purchase, exchange, or pawn. ('.').......

Conspiring to defraud..............................
Cheating at play......................................

" SIM Fortune-Telling, witchcraft, etc.........

PVNINIIMKNT.

Three yearn...............
Two year*.....................
Seven year*.................

Seven y. 2<l offence 10 y. 
Three year*.................

Three year*.................

Three year*...............
Six ........III'.
Seven year*.................

Seven years.................

Two year*...................

Five year*..................

Fine SlOOOor live year*

Five year*...................
Seven year*...............

Fine$800 ninl one year

Ten years.....................
Fine or 2 year*, or both

Three years.................
One year.......................

One year ami #100 line 
One year.....................

Two year*...................

Three years.................

Three yean............
Three year*...............
Seven years.................

Two year*.....................

Five year*..

Two year*... 
Two year*... 
One year.... 
Five year*..

Five year*..

Five yearn .
Seven years. 
Three years. 
One year....

Either Sup. Ct. Cr. 
Juris., or Uenl. or 
Quar. Ses*.

Jo
do

(3) See section* 07 ami 00 (unrepealed) of the Bank Art, 58 Vic., c. 31, set out at p. 420, fltif'.
(4) See sections 100 ami 101 (unrepealed) of the Bank Art, aet out at i>. 420, ante.
(5) This may also be dealt with summarily, and In that case the penalty I* #400 or six months 

imprisonment.
(ii) When the value of the store* is less than #25, the offence is punishable summarily by a line 

of #100 or six months imprisonment.
(7) This may be also dealt with summarily, the penally in that case being #40 or six months.
(8) This may be also dealt with summarily ; penalty 1120 or six months.
(9) On summary conviction, the penalty is 8100.
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES. (Continued).

I.iff ami whipping..
Fourteen years........
Three years.............

Robbery, with wounding, etc., or by a
person armed.....................................

Robbery................................................
Assault, with int lit to rob .............
Stopping mail with Intent to rob ..
Coni|iell!ng execution of dominenth 
Sending threatening Letter demanding

money, etc .....................................
Demanding with Intent to steal__
Extortion by threats to accuse of

pital or infamous offences...........
Extortion by threats to accuse of other" 
offences.............. ......................... I Seven years.

Breaking a church, etc., and .......... it
ting indictable offence.........................

Breaking a church, etc., with intent...

Fourteen years.. 
Two years...........

Fourteen years..

House breaking......................................
House breaking with intent........... .......
Breaking shop, etc ................................
Breaking shop with intent.....................
Entering or being found in a dwelling- 
house, at night.......................................

I Being found armed with Intent to 
I break into ft dwelling-house........

j FORGERY

| Of public document. (Imperial, Colo*
I niai, Dominion or Provincial).........
I of document of title to land...............
I I If registers of title to lands.........
I Of land registration documents..........
| Of Notarial Acts, etc............................
Of register of births, etc......................

I ( If copy of Register of births, etc.......
| of wills or probate, etc ___
I < If transfer of public funds, etc.........
Of transfers of stocks, etc....................
of transfers of share In crown lands, 
of power of attorney for transfer of

crown lands........................ ..........
< if entry in book of shares or stock, etc

. 11 sink notes, bills of exchange, etc.
j of scrip in lien of land..........................
Of document of title to any public

Of deed, bond, order, etc......................
! Of Accountable Receipt........................
| of bill of lading, Insurance Policy, etc.
| of Warehouse Receipt, Dock Warrant.

i if any document relating to registry
of personal property .........

Of any public register, not above men-

< if Court Records,Judicial Document'
*•...................................................

I Of Magistrates' Documents, registers.

Fourteen years...........
Seven years, 2d offence

fourteen years..........
Life. (If offender is 
armed whipping 1-

Fourteen years___
Seven years ___
Fourteen years....

Si veil years, 2d offence 
fourteen years..

Five years, 2nd offence 
fourteen years..

Fourteen years.. 

Fourteen years..

Seven years___

Seven years ..

Either Sup. f't. Cr. 
Juris., or Genl. or 
tjuar. Sess.
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES. (Continual). 

Orrrxcx. I’rsiHii must.

()f Copy Letters Patent,etc. .. |Seven years....
< if Marriage Licenses or certillcale*... Seven yearn___
of contract*...........................................  Seven years___
< >f powers or letters of attorney_____ Seven years___
Of request for money or goods, etc— , Seven years....
Of acquittances, vouchers, etc............. Seven years
Document* to tie given in evidence in
judicial proceedings.............................. Seven years.

< if railway, tramway or steamer tickets Seven years —
of any other document......................... Seven years—
Uttering of forgeries............................. (Un)
Counterfeiting public seals, etc......... Life...................
Counterfeiting seals of Courts, Regis-

Either Hup. V 
•luri*., or (ii 
Quar. Sess.

tries, etc.................................................
Unlawfully printing proclamations,

Fourteen years..........

Sending fraudulent telegrams In a false

Sending a false telegram or letter with
intent to alarm, etc...........................

Receiving or having forged bank-

Fraudulently making a document
without authority................................

Using u forged will or other instru
ment, or a probate, etc., obtained

Two years..........-........

Fourteen years...........

(ID................................

Making, having, or using, etc., instru-

Counterfeiting stamps, etc...................
Falsifying registers.................................
Falsifying extracts from registers.......
Falsely certifying entries In or extracts

Fourteen years..........
Fourteen years............
Ten years....................

Forging rertiHcates, certifying false

Making false entries in books relating
to public funds, etc............... ...............

Issuing false dividend warrants...........
Forging a trade-mark ; or applying a
forged trade mark (12)...........................

Selling goods falsely marked (12).........
Selling marked bottles without assent 

of proprietor of trade-mark (12) ....
Fraudulent, personation........................
Personation at Examination..........
Acknowledging an Instrument In false

Fourteen years..........
Seven years................

Two yrs & forft of goods 
Twoyrs&forft of goods

Two yrs A forft of goods
Fourteen years............
One year, or $1Q0, tine

Forgery of ballot l»|iera, etc................
Personation at Elections........................

Counterfeiting, (etc.|, current gold or
silver coin............. .....................

Dealing in or ini|Kirting counterfeit
gold and silver coin...........................

Kx|s>rting counterfeit coin.........

Fine « imprisonment. 
Fine & imprisonment.

Two years, 2nduflence 
seveti years. ........

Either Hup. 

ijuar. Sess.

(<ia) The Uttering of a forgery is subject to the same punishment as the forgery itself. i> 

(Hi) Same punishment as for forgery of a document to the same effect as the telegram. (Sec.

(11) Same punishment as for forgery of the document so fraudulently made without autlmritj. 
(Sec. 48U

(12) These may be dealt with summarily, in which case the punishment is 4 months mi|Hi- 
sonment and liKKI line, as well us forfeiture. (See sec. 4M) at p. 612, mite.

(18) See Dominion Meet ion* Art, sections 7D, 104, 100, 10s, 114, llOand 117, set out at p|>. r*
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES. (Continue*).

Making, buying, or having count»
ing iriHt rimifiilH.............................

Ilringing coining Instruments

riiin
ing current coin «ml aflei wards

temiering same......................................
Possessing dippings of current gold
or silver coin.........................................

Possessing any counterfeit gild or 
silver coin, with intent to utti r same 

Possessing three or more counterfeit
copper coins.......................................

Counterfeiting current copper coin, or
dealing in same, etc.............................

Counterfeiting foreign coins or utter
ing same, etc .......................................

Uttering counterfeit gold or silver coin

Uttering light coins, medals, base
copper coins, etc....................................

Advertizing counterfeit money, etc ...

Attempt to commit Arson...................
Setting lire to crops, etc.....................
Attempt to lire crops, etc.......
Recklessly setting lire to forest, etc.,

on Crown domain (14)...........................
Sending letter threatening to hum

buildings, etc.....................................
Attempt to damage any building, etc.,

by explosives.........................................
Obstructing a railway in a manner

likely to endanger property...............
Obstructing a railway with intent to

endanger property................................
obstructing construction or free use

of railway...............................
Destroying, damaging, or obstructing 

telegraphs, telephones, electric lights, 
tire alarms, etc.......................................

Wrecking .................................................
Attempting to wreck............... ...............
Wilfully altering, removing or conceal

ing nuulne signals, buoys, etc...........
Wilfully preventing the saving of »

wrecked vi -sei................................
Wilfully preventing the saving

wreck (15)..........................................
Injuring rafts, booms, piers, etc . 
Mischief to mines............. ...............

Fourteen years ..........
Une year, 2nd olteuce

seven years...............
Seven years, 2nd of
fence fourteen years. 

Three years, 2nd of
fence seven years... 

Three years, 2nd of
fence seven yesrs.... 

Three years" 2nd of
fence -even years__

Three years, 2nd of.
fence seven years----

Fourteen years, 2nd
offence life.................

Three years, 2nd of
fence seven years.... 
Five years....................

Fourteen years..........
Fourteen years..........
Seven years.................

Bit her Sup. Ct. Cr. 
Juris., or Genl. or 
Qnar. Sc.».

MISCHIEF.

Wilfully damaging a ship, house, etc.,
and ranting danger to life.................

Wilfully damaging a river or sea bank 
dyke, etc., and routing danger of
inundation.........................................

Damaging bridges, viaducts, acque- 
ducts, etc., and rendering tame or 
highway or railway, etc., dangerous
or impassable.........................................  I

Damaging railway with intent to mi- 
der it impassable..................................... Life...

Two years.............

Ten years..........

Fourteen years 

Five years.............

Two years .

Two years............

Fourteen years..

Seven years.. 

Seven years..

Two years...................

Seven years...............

(14) This may also be dealt with summarily, and, in that case, punished by line (#:>0) or tt 
ninths imprisonment. (Sec. 4Sri, sub. sec. 2.)

(15) This is punishable summarily by line (#400) or 0 months imprisonment.
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES. (Continued).

(n)
<&)

(«I

It)

(<•)

ID
(0'&

(«>
i <t) i(a

if)

(a)

Wilfully damaging a nliip in distress,

Wilfully destroying or injuring rattle 
by killing, maiming, etc...........

Wilfully damaging ship with Intent to 
to render It useles*............................ Seven years..

Wilfully damaging navigation signals, 
etc............... ............ Seven years..

Wilfully damaging a river or sea bank, 
etc.....................................................  Seven years..

Fourteen years. 

Fourteen years..

Wilfully damaging 
private water, etc..

Mischief to goods in process of mauu-
Miscliief to machinery, etc..........
Mischief to hop-binds, etc....
Mischief to garden trees, etc..............
Mischief to post-letters, letter-boxes, 

float parcels, etc.................... i......

Mischief to any property, worth ï'.’U

Attempt to malm or kill cattle.... 
Killing, maiming or injuring other 
animals after another conviction.

Written threat* to injure cattle........
Injuring isill-books, voters' lists and

> ' her election documents................
Injuries to building by tenants... 
Injuring Provincial, Municipal, etc.

Isiundary marks........... ..................
Injuries to other land-marks.............
Injuring trees to the amount of twenty 

live cents, after two other convictions 
Injuring vegetable productions in gar
dens, etc., alter aim her conviction 

Combination in restraint of trade (the
offenders being persons)................

Combination in restraint of trade (the
offender being a corporation)............

Criminal breaches of contract, by per
sona (I").....................................

Criminal breaches of contract by Mu
nicipal Corporations, etc.................

Criminal breaches of contract by rail
way companies.................................

Intimidation by violence threats of
violence, pickettiug, etc. (17)..........

Intimidation by assaults, or violence 
or threats of violence used in pur
suance of unlawful combination.. 

Intimidation of Wheat Dealers, sea
men, etc.(17).....................................

Intimidation of bidders for public

Conspiracies (not hereinbefore pro
vided for) to commit indictable of
fence (18)............................................

Seven years 
Haven years 
(Seven years

Two years..................
Two years— ...
fine or imprisonment,

Two years...............

Seven years.. 
Five years....

Two years............
Two years............

Fine $4000 or •-* yea

Fine #10,000........
Fine #100 or 3 months

Penally #10oo ..

Penalty #100.......
Fine #100 or 8 months

Either Hup. Ct. Cr. 
Juris., or Genl. or 
Quar. Hess.

Hup.Ct. of Cr. Juris,

Either Hup. Ct. Cr. 
Juris., or Genl. or 
Quar. Hess.

Two years..........

Fine #100 or 8 months 
Fine #400 or two years

(16) This offence may be prosecuted either by indictment or summarily.
(17) These may be dealt with summarily as well as by indictment.
(18) A conspiracy to commit an indictable offence is not triable in a Court of General or Quarter 

.Sessions unless the indictable olfenc ■ is so triable. (Hec. 540, post.)
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES. (('untinncd).

Her. OFFENCE. Pl’XIBHMKNT. Tribunal.

Either Sup. Ut. Ci
Attempts (not herein hr tore proriileit 
for) to commit Indictable offences..

Juris , or deni, o
(10).............................. Quar. Sess.

Accessory after 1 he fact to an indict
able offence (in rnxex not otherwine 
provided for).................................. (10).............................. *>

(lit) In cases {not otherwine provid it for) of attempts to commit, or of accessories after the fad 
to an indictable offence I lie |MiiiiHlni.«*iit will tie seven years, when the imllctnlile offence itself i« 
punishable by fourteen years or more, (See sections 52H ami Ml), or one hall of the longest term oi 
imprisonment for the indictable offence itself, when such longest term is less than fourteen years 
(See sections 621» ami 532.)

Cases of attempt to commit or of being accessory after the fact to an indictable offence are 
not triable in a Court of General or Quarter Sessions, unless the offence Itself is so triable. (Sec. 
540, /tort.)

With the exception of Nos, 210, 211 (Combinations in Restraint of 
Trade), over which the Superior Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction have ex 
elusive jurisdiction, all the indictable offences dealt with in Title VI, and 
mentioned in the foregoing table, are triable by a Court of General or 
Quarter Sessions, which has, over them, concurrent jurisdiction with the 
Superior Courts of criminal jurisdiction. (See section f>40. post.)

Cases of Bribery, etc., under the Dominion Election* Act, are also within 
the exclusive jurisdiction of a Superior Court of Criminal Jurisdiction. 
(See Amendment made by the Criminal ('otic Amendment Act, HtUO, to 
section 540, pont.)

See comments at the end of the List of Indictable Offences under Title 
II, ante, p. 120, as to Summary Trials of Indictable Offences, Fines. 
Sureties. Suspension of Sentence, Restitution, Compensation and 
Costs.

X<IN-INl)l<TABLE OFFKNt'ES.

h ji|jj

No. Sec. < IFFF.NVE. PVNIHHMF.NT. Tribunal.

( 307 ( Killing Dogs, Bird-, etc., with intent Penalty 620 or 1 month
with li. 1.(112d «/Pence:
3 months with h. 1 Summary.

Receiving anything unlawfully oh-
taim-d the stealing ol which is pun- Same punishment as
ishable summarily ................... for stealing it.........

Killing or taking pigeons.................... Penalty 610(1).
Stealing trees, etc., worth 25c at least. Penalty 925(1) 2nd -d

tenrr ; :t on ntlis, h.l. do
Stealing fences, gates, etc.................... Penalty 620 (112nd of-

fence, 3 months, h. 1 do
Failing to satisfy justice of lawful

possession of tree, etc............. Penalty 610 (11 ...
Stealing garden plants, fruits, etc. (2) Penalty 620 or 1 month
Stealing cultivated roots, etc., in land Penally 65 or | month.

not being a garden, etc ................... h. 1. 2nd offence, 3
months, h. f___

Mealing or injuring things in India' Penaltv6100 or 8 ninths
2nd of nice éloffflwi
3 months, h.l........... do

(I) This is in addition to the value of the animal, bird, or article in question.
(2 ) This offence, when committed after a previous conviction, Is indictable. (See p. 301, ante.)
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NON INDICTABLE OFFENCES. (Continued).

*

. Penalty*lVOoril nmllis

Necreling wreck, or receiving, or keen
ing it.........................................................| Penalty *400ortf miithi

Buying marine ut ores from persons!
umler sixteen.......................................... I’elially *4,2doffenre&S

Receiving marine stores before sunrise!
or after sunset.................................... Penalty*'», 2d offence*'

Unlawfully |x>ssessing public stores of
a value not excei'iling *25 (VI...............| Fine, *100or 6 months

Not satisfying justices of lawful jsis-i
session ot publie stores............ ..........| Fine, #V5.......................

Unlawful dredging for stores................ ; Fine, *V5 or 3 months.
Receiving regimental necessaries (3). . Penalty *40orti ninths 
Receiving necessaries from Marine
Deserter............. ..................................

Receiving a seaman's properly by pur 
chase, exchange or |wwn...........

Not satisfying Justice of lawful p
sion of seaman's property.........

! Printing or using circulars, business 
cards, etc., in the likeness of hank-'

1 notes, etc . ................... I
I Offences against provisions of Part Four months or *100
! XXXIII, as to Trade Marks (4):........ line ; 2nd offence t>

months or *V50 line..
Falsely representing goods as manu- 
faetuml for Her Majesty or any tiov-|
eminent............................. ..........j Penalty 8100

Unlawfully Importing goods liable to

3 months,

forfeiture umler Part XXXIII . 
Personation at any Qualifying or Co 

pelitive (examination (ft)..................

Uttering defaced coin (0)......................

Uttering uncurrent copjier coin (d)....

Penalty *500 ............
i Hie year, or *100 tine.

Penalty *20 for every 
, omul weight of the 
coin ami forfeiture. 

Penalty *10...............

Penalty, double the 
nominal value of the 

j coin, indefault, 8 day 
Recklessly setting lire to forest, etc.,! Fine*.”». In default i>
on Crown domain (7> ....................... I months................

Wilfully injuring goods, etc., in mil-1 Penalty *20(above 
way station, etc., with intent to; lue of injury! or one
steal..*..................................................... j month

Fastening any vessel, etc., to a buoy,] Penalty,
etc............................................... month

Preventing saving of wreck (8). . . . . . . . . . . j Fine *400 or ti months

Injuries to animals, (not being cattle), Penalty, *100 
(0|.................................. I months..............

Injuries to fences, etc................. ......... Penalty *V0 (10) 2nd of*
I fence 8 months..........

Injuries to llarlsuir Bars....................... Penalty *50........—

Nummary (Two Jus-

Simimary (Two Jus- 

Nummary.

Nummary (Two Jus-

Nummary.

Nummary.

(2) When th • value is over *25, this offence is indictable. (Nee p. 428, ante.)
(3) This is also indictable. (Nee p. 420, ante.)
(4) This is also indictable. (Nee p 518, ante.)
(".) This also is an indictable offence. (Nee p. .MS, ante. |
(6) A* to ratting or bending suspected I«se coin, and as to seizure, ami forfeiture, etc., <>f 

unlawfully manufactured or imported coin, see sections *6,30-31, and 34 of B.N.C., c. HIT, set out 
at p. 5V7 and 528, ante.

(71 This is an indictable offence, but may lie dealt with by the Magistrate summarily, when 
the consequences have not been serious.

(8) This is indictable also.
(0) Tills offence Is indictable when committed after a previous conviction. Nee p. 553, ante.
(10) This is in addition to the amount of the injury done.
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NON INDICTABLE OFFENCES. tCoulhiurdi.

1‘VNIKHMKNT. TltlHVNAI..

Injurie* in tree*, etc.. wheresoever 
growing |1J)......................... .................

Injuries In vegetable production* in
garden*. etc. (1-1..................................

Injurie* to cultivated rout*, etc...........

Injurie* not otherwise provided for...
Cruelty to animal*..................................

Keeping cockpit.......................................

Violating provision* as to conveyance 
of cattle........................................

Refusing Veuve ottlcer admission to 
cattle car, etc......................................

Criminal Breaches of contract hv per- 
sons (18)

Criminal breach of contract •>> a mu
nicipal vor|siration, etc. (18)..'.

Criminal breach of contract In a Rail
way Coni|Miiy (18|................................

Munici]ial cor|siratlon or conijiany 
tailing to |sist up the provisions . I

j Injuring copy provisions, so|sistei| up.
I Intimidati >u by violence, | picket ting,
| Intimidation of wheat dealer*, seamen.

Venait v ««:. (11) or •> 
months ; '.’ml ottence 
tôt) (11) or 4 months. Sun innry.

Venait.v (RIO ............................
Penalty tgi (11) or one 

month, 2ml ottence 3
months,,.. ................... do

Venait) *20 (111.............. do
Penalty $.r>Uor 3 ninths Stun maty (Two Ju*.

or both....................... ticcH.l
Venalty86tlor8 m'nths 
(besides forfeiture).. do do

Penalty 1100.................. Summary.

Penalty $20 or 80 days' do
! Summary (Two .Jus- 

Fine $100 or 8 months lives. |

Penalty $1000.................. do do

Vena it.v $100..................... do do

Penalty $20 per day.. Summary.
Penally $10................. 1 do

Summary (Two Jus- 
Fine $100 or 8 months. tlce*. |

Fine $100 or 8 months. do do

(II) This is in addition to the amount of the injury done.
412) This ottence is indictable if committed after two previous com id Ions and is then punish

able by two years imprisonment. (See p. .Wi, ante.)
(13) This may Is- prosecuted either by Indictment or summarily.

LIMITATIONS OF TIME FOR PROSECUTING OFFENCES 
AGAINST THE CODE.

t$ev. iin. Treason,—except (a) and (6) t (1) 
“ OR. Treasonable offence : (1 )
“ S3. Opposing reading of Riot Act :
“ S8 } Unlawful drilling :
“ 1**2. Having arms:
“ 103.
" Kin.
" 100.
" 1**7. Impro|K‘r use of offensive woa-
" 108. pons :
“ 109.
“ no.
“ m.

3 years. (See sec. 551a). 
3 years. do
1 year. (See sec. 551c). 
ti months. (See. sec. 55Id). 
6 months. do

1 month. (See sec. 551 , ).

(1) See the special provisions of sub-section 2 of section 551, pout, as to 
the urgency of proceedings for any overt act of treason, expressed by 
open and advised speaking.
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114.
115. 
133. 
1H, 
157d.

181.
let
183.
185.
186.

279.
447.
448. 
149.
460.
461. 
468. 
612. 
513. 
■»I4.

Refusing to deliver wea|>on to a 
justice : 1

Coining armed near meeting : 1
Lying in wait near meeting : 1
Frauds upon the Government : 2
Corruption in Municipal affairs : 2
Newspa|>er proprietor publishing 

advertisement offering reward 
for stolen projrerty :

Seduction of a girl under sixteen : 
Seduction under promise of niar- 

llsge :
Seduction of a ward, mill girl, «See : 
Unlawfully defiling women :
Parent or guardian procuring de

filement of a girl : I year.
Householders permiting defilement

of girls on their premises : i year.
Unlawfully solemnizing marriage : 2 years.

Forgery of trade marks and of
fences relating to the fraudu
lent marking of merchandise : 3 years.

(See sec. 551c . 
do 
do

iSee sec. 551/*). 
do

months.

Cruelty to animals :
Keeping cockpit :
Violating provisions as to convey

ance of cattle :
Refusing Peace officer admission 

to cattle cur, etc. :

(See sec. 551»/». 
(See sec. 651c).

do
do
do

do
( See sec. 551/-

(See sec. 551«).

3 months. 
3 months.

3 months.

(Ree^sec. 551*

do

do

By section 142 of the Ihnniiiioii Meet ion h Act, it is provided that even 
prosecution for an indictable offence under that Act and every action for 
any pecuniary penalty given by that Act shall he commenced within one 
year after the commission of the act. (See pp. 523 and 524. ante.)

Section 841, post, (in all eases not otherwise limited), limits the time, 
for the commencement of the prosecution of any offence punishable on sum 
inary conviction, to six months from the time when the matter of com
plaint or information arose, except in the North West Territories, wln-re 
the limitation (in such eases when not otherwise provided for) is tirelre 
months.

Section 930 prescribes, by two years, all actions, suits or information- 
(not otherwise expressly limited), when the same are for the recovery nl 
the penalties or forfeitures referred to in section 929, /)»<*/.

See comments and authorities under section 551, /»»»*«/. as to what is the 
winnienirment of a proseention.



SCHEDULE OF FORMS
FORMS OF INDICTMENT

HEADING OF INDICTMENT. (1)
111 the (Name of the Court in which the indictment is found.)

The Jurors for our Lord the King present that (Here
insert statement of offence.)

( Where there are more counts than one, add at the beginn ing 
of each count) :

“ The said jurors further present that

STATEMENTS OF OFFENCES'1 2 3»

STATEMENTS UK OFFENCES AO A INST PUBLIC 
OHDEIi (3).

TIIEASON.

On at within His
Majesty's Dominions, A, with divers other false traitors to the -Jurors afore
said unknown, and armed arrayed and assembled together in warlike man
ner. did levy and make war against our Lord the King, with intent there
by to depose His Majesty from the style honor and royal name of the 
Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and 
uf His other Dominions.

ASSAULT ON THK KING.
A. on at a certain pistol which he the said A in his right

hand then had and held, wilfully (lid point aim and present at (‘‘at or 
near to") the person of our Lord the King, with intent thereby then and 
there to alarm our said Ijord the King.

(1) This is Form EE of Schedule One of the Criminal Code, post. As to 
requisites of indictments. (See sections <108 to (ill), post.)

(2) The authority for these Statements of Offences is form FF of Sche
dule One, post, which form gives a few examples of the manner of stating 
offences.

(3) See Title II, pp. 74-125.
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INCITING TO MUTINY.

A, on at for a traitorous and mutinous purpose did
endeavour to seduce one H. he the said 11 then being a person serving in 
His Majesty’s forces on land, from his duty and allegiance to His Majesty.

KIOT.
On at- A, It. and C, with divers other persons

in the Jurors aforesaid unknown, unlawfully riotously and in a manner 
causing reasonable fear of a tumultuous disturbance of the peace, did a* 
semble together, and being so assembled together did then and there make 
a great noise, and thereby began and continued for sometime to disturb 
the peace tumultuously.

RIOTOUS DESTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS.
A. on at . with two other persons at least,

did unlawfully, riotously and tumultuously assemble together to the dis 
tiirbnnre of the public peace, and with force did unlawfully demolish and 
pull down (Of begin to demolish, etc.) a certain building of 11.

RIOTOUS DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS.
A. on at , with two other persons at least, did un

lawfully, riotously and tumultuously assemble together to the disturbance 
of the "public peace, and with force did unlawfully injure and damage cer 
tain machinery (or "a certain building”) of It.

FORCIBLE ENTRY.
A, It, C ami 1), on at did, in a manner likely to cause

a breach of the peace, (or “ in a manner likely to cause reasonable apple 
liension of a breach of the peace”), enter on land (or “ into a certain 
dwelling-house "), situate and being at and then in the actual
and peaceable possession of K.

MAKING OR POSSESSING AN EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCE.
A, on at did make (or " knowingly have in iii*

possession,” or “ knowingly have under his control"), not for a lawful oh 
ject, a certain explosive substance, to wit, a certain machine (or “ a certain 
lead bolt," or “ fuse," or " brass bolt and screw." or “ brass casting " 
“ forming part of a machine"), adapted for causing an explosion with an 
explosive substance, under such circumstances as to give rise to a reason
able suspicion, that he did not make (or “did not possess " or “ did not 
control"), the said explosive substance for a lawful object.

SMUGGLER CARRYING AN OFFENSIVE WEAPON.
A, on at was found with certain goods, to wit.

liable to seizure (or “forfeiture"), under the Inland 
Hrrrnue Act, (or “Customs Act." etc.), he the said A, then, well knowing 
such goods to he so liable to seizure (or “ forfeiture "), and he, the said A. 
was then and there carrying an offensive weapon, to wit. (describe the 
irea iwn ).

ADMINISTERING AN UNLAWFUL OATH

A, on at did administer and cause to be admin
istered to B a certain oath and engagement purporting to bind the said II 
not to inform or give evidence against any associate confederate or other
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person of or belonging to a certain unlawful association and confederacy, 
and which said oath and engagement was then and there taken by the

TAKING AN UNLAWFUL OATH.

[Commence ax uboce| ---- did take a certain oath and engagement
purporting, etc., (ax in tlic luxt form).

PIRACY.

A, B and ('. on with force of arms upon the high seas, to
wit, in and on hoard a certain ship called the Alabama, in a certain place 
upon the high seas distant about ten leagues from Baltimore in the United 
States of America, then being, did in and upon certain mariners to the 
Jurors aforesaid unknown, then and there being, piratieally and violently 
make an assault and them the said mariners put in bodily fear and danger 
of their lives.

STATEMENTS OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE ADMINIS
TRATION OF LAW AND JUSTICE (4).

NEGLECT TO SUPPRESS RIOT.

On at the City of within the jurisdiction
of A, then being the Mayor of and present in the said City of there
was a riot, and the said A. then having notice thereof, without any reason
able excuse, did then and there omit to do his duty as such Mayor in sup
pressing the said riot.

OMITTING TO All) PEACE OFFICER IN SUPPRESSING RIOT.

On at the City of there was a riot,
and that A, 11 and C, then and there present, being called upon and request
ed by I) a peace officer in the exercise of his duty in that behalf to render 
him their assistance in suppressing the said riot, did, without any reason
able excuse, then and there refuse ami olhit to do so.

PERJURY. (3)

A committed perjury with intent to procure the conviction of R for an 
offence punishable with imprisonment for more than seven years, namely 
robbery, by swearing on the trial of B for the robbery of C at the Court of 
Quarter Sessions for the county of on the day
of 18 : first, that he. A. saw B at on the
day of : secondly, that B asked A to lend B money on a
watch belonging to C; thirdly, etc.

PERJURY.

A committed perjury on the trial of B at a Court of Quarter Sessions, 
held at on for an assault alleged to have been
committed by the said B on (', at Toronto, on the day of by

(4) See Title III. pp. 128-154. ante.
(•*) See paragraphs (rf) and (r) of Form FF in Schedule One. pont.
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swearing to the effect that the said B could not have been at Toronto at 
the time of the alleged assault, inasmuch as the said A had seen him at 
that time in Port Arthur.

NVBORNATIOX OF PERJURY.

Same as Iasi form to the mil, and then proceed: —
And the jurors aforesaid further present, that before the committing of

the nniu jn-ijuiy uy mr nniu /v vu «iv, un me unv ui ,
at , (’ unlawfully, did counsel and procure the said A to do and
commit the said perjury.

TAKING REWARD FOR HELPING TO RECOVER STOLEN PROPERTY.

A did unlawfully and corruptly take 
dollars as a reward for and under pretence and

On
and receive

at

on account of helping to recover a certain piano, (or twenty dollars in 
money, or a promissory note, or a horse), belonging to and theretofore 
stolen from the said B, (or ns the rose man he), the said A not having 
used all due diligence to bring to trial for such theft the person who com 
mit ted it.

BREAKING PRISON.

A being then aOn the at
prisoner confined in the common gaol or prison in and for the county 
of on a criminal charge, did unlawfully, by force and violence,
break the said gaol or prison, by then and there cutting and sawing two 
iron bars of the said gaol or prison and hv also then and there breaking, 
cutting and removing a quantity of stone, parcel of the wall of the gaol or 
prison aforesaid, with intent thereby, then and there, to set himself, the 
said A, at liberty.

STATEMENTS OF OFFENCES AGAINST RELIGION, MO- 
RALS AND PUBLIC CONVENIENCE (G).

BLASPHEMOUS LIBEL.

A did publish n certainOn at
blasphemous, indeee.it and profane libel of and concerning the Holy Scrip
tures and the Christian religion, in one part of which said libel there were 
and are contained amongst other things certain blasphemous, indecent and 
profane matters and things, of and concerning the Holy Scriptures and 
the Christian religion, of the tenor following, that is to say. [here set out 
the libellous passage, and if there be another such passage in another port 
of the publication introduce it thus: “and in another part whereof there 
were and are contained, amongst other things, certain other blasphemous, 
indecent and profane matters and things, of and concerning the Holy 
Scriptures and of the Christian religion, of the tenor following, that is In 
say," etc., etc., and conclude the count thus] ; to the high displeasure of 
Almighty God. and to the great scandal and reproach of the Christian 
religion.

((1) See Title IV, pp. 155-215.
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OBSTRUCTING OFFICIATIN'!; CLERGYMAN.

A, on ut unlawfully did by force
( threat* or forer) obstruct and prevent It. a clergyman from celebrating 
divine service in the |Hirish church of the parish of [or "in the perform
ance of his duty in the lawful burial of the dead in the church yard of the 
pariah church of the parish of

STRIKING OR ARRESTING OFFICIATING CLERGYMAN.

A, on at did arrest B, a clergyman
upon a certain civil process [or "did strike" or "did offer violence to B. 
a clergyman"], whilst lie the said It. as such clergyman, was going to per
form divine service, lie the said A, then well knowing that the said It was 
a clergyman and was so going to perforin divine service.

DISTURBING A RELIGIOUS MEETING.

A, on at ilid wilfully disturb (or fi inter
rupt" or "disquiet"), an assemblage of persons, met for religious worship, 
(or for a "moral" or " social " or " benevolent " “purpose"), by profane 
discourse (or "rude or indecent behaviour" or “ making a noise"), within 
the place of such meeting, (or "so near to the place of such meeting as to 
disturb the order or solemnity of it”).

SODOMY.

A, on at did assault, and then and there,
unlawfully wickedly, and against the order of nature have a venereal alfnir 
with and carnally know B. and then and there wickedly and against the 
order of nature with the said B. did commit and perpetrate that detestable 
and abominable crime of buggery.

BESTIALITY.

A, on at , with a certain mare,
(•‘anil other lirhitj creature"). wickedly, and against the order of nature, 
ilid have a venereal affair, and, then and there, unlawfully, wickedly, and 
against the order of nature, with the said mure, did commit and per
petrate that detestable and abominable crime of buggery.

ATTEMPT TO COMMIT SODOMY.

A, on at . did assault B. and then
and there did attempt to wickedly, and against the order of nature, have 
.i venereal affair with and to carnally know and commit and perpetrate 
with the said B that detestable and abominable crime of buggery.

INCEST.

On at . A and B, then and there
living and knowing themselves to lie brother and sister did commit incest 
(or "did cohabit" or “have sexual intercourse") with each other.

ACT OF GROSS INDECENCY.

Oil at . A, a male person, in public
(or "in private") did commit an act of gross indecency with B, another 
male person.
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OR,
On ut , A, a malt* person

was a party to the commission of (or "* did procure the commission of" or 
" did attempt to procure the commission of”) an act of gross indecency, 
in public, (or “in private") by It, also a male person, with ('. another 
male person.

SELLING OK PUBLICLY EXPOSING AN OBSCENE PICTURE, ET<

A, on at , knowingly and without lawful
justification or excuse did manufacture (or “sell” or "expose for sale." 
or " expose to public view." or “ distribute " or “circulate”) a certain ob
scene book, (or " picture." or “ photograph," or “model"), representing a 
naked man and a naked woman in a lewd, indecent and obscene posture, 
(or us the case nmu lie), and having a tendency to corrupt morals.

SEDUCTION OF Olltl, BETWEEN FOURTEEN AND SIXTEEN.

On at A, did seduce [or “did have
illicit connection with "J It. a girl, of previously chaste character, then 
being of (or "above") the age yf fourteen years and under the age ni 
sixteen years.

SEDUCTION UNDER PROMISE OK MARRIAGE.

On at A. being then above the age
of twenty one years did. then and there, under promise of marriage, seduce 
and have illicit connection with It. then being an unmarried female of prev 
iously chaste character, and under twenty one years of age.

SEDUCTION BY GUARDIAN OF WARD.

On at A, then being the guardian
of B, then and there did seduce (or “did have illicit connection with”) 
the said B, his ward.

SEDUCTION OF FEMALE EMPLOYEE.

On at A, did seduce (or “ did have
illicit connection with ") B. a woman of previously chaste character, and 
then being under the age of twenty one years, to wit. of the age of 
years, and then also being in the employment of the said A in the said A'* 
factory (or " mill," or "workshop," or “ shop,” or “store”).

PROCURING DEFILEMENT OF A WOMAN UNDER AGE.

On at A, did procure (or “ did at
tempt to procure") B, a girl, (or "woman”), then under the age of 
twenty one years, to wit, of the age of years, and not being
a prostitute nor of known immoral character, to have unlawful carnal con
nection with another person (or “other persons”).

ENTICING A WOMAN UNDER AGE TO PROSTITUTION.

On at A, did inveigle, (or “entice"),
B, a girl, (or "woman”), then under the age of twenty one years, to wit. 
of the age of years, and not being a prostitute nor of known im
moral character, to a house of ill-fame, (or “assignation”), for the pur
pose of illicit intercourse (or “ prostitution ”).
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PROCURIN'!S A WOMAN TO BECOME A PROSTITUTE.

On at A, did procure (or “ attempt to
procure"), B, a woman (or '‘girl"), to become, within Canada, (or “ out 
of Canada"), a common prostitute.

PR(KURING A WOMAN TO LEAVE CANADA FOR PROSTITUTION 
ELSEWHERE.

On at A, did procure (or “ attempt
to procure"), B, a woman (or "girl"), to leave Canada with intent that 
she should become an inmate of a brothel elsewhere.

PROCURIN'!! A WOMAN TO COME TO CANADA FOR PROSTITUTION.

On at A, did procure (or “ attempt
to procure"), B, a woman (or "girl") to come to Canada from abroad 
with intent that she should become an inmate of a brothel in Canada.

PROCURING A WOMAN'S DEFILEMENT BY THREATS.

On at A, by threats (or “intimida
tion") did procure (or " attempt to procure") B, a woman (or “girl”)
to have unlawful carnal connection within Canada (or "out of Canada").

PROCURING A WOMANS DEFILEMENT BY FALSE PRETENCES.

On at A, by false pretences (or
"false representations "), did procure B. a woman, (or “ girl *'), not being 
a prostitute nor of known immoral character, to have unlawful carnal con
nection within Canada (or "out of Canada").

DEFILING BY MEANS OF DRUGS.

Dn at A, did apply (or "admin
ister") to and cause to be taken by B. a woman, (or "girl"), a certain 
drug to wit, (or “ some intoxicating liquor," or some
other matter or thing, ox the ruxr man hr), with intent to stupefy (or 
•overpower") her the said B. so as thereby to enable the said A (or "a 
certain man. to wit, (',") to have unlawful carnal connection with her the 
Niid B.

CONSPIRACY TO INDUCE A WOMAN TO COMMIT ADULTERY 
OR FORNICATION.

Dn at A, and B. did conspire, com
bine, confederate, and agree together, by false pretences, to induce (', a 
woman, to commit adultery (or "fornication”) with D.

A COMMON NUISANCE ENDANGERING LIFE, Etc.

At on . and on and at divers
"ther days and times, before and since that date. A. unlawfully and in
juriously did and he does yet continue to (xvt out the iwrtitular art nr 
"in hui ou min ilia hint of) and thereby did commit and does continue to com
mit a common nuisance endangering the lives (or "safety" or “health”) 
of the public.
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A COMMON NUISANCE OCCASIONING PERSONAL INJURY.

At on and on and at divers
other day* and times before and since that date, A. unlawfully, and in
juriously did, and he does yet continue to (set out the particular act or 
omission complained of) and thereby did commit and does continue to 
commit a common nuisance by which the public were ami are obstructed 
in the exercise or enjoyment of a right common to all His Majesty’s sub
jects, to wit, (act out the common right obstructed) and which common 
nuisance did at aforesaid on the day
of occasion actual injury to the person of B.

OR,

At on . and on and at divers
other days and times before and since that date, A, unlawfully and in
juriously did and he does yet continue to (set out the particular act 
omission complained of) and thereby did commit and does continue to 
commit a common nuisance, endangering the property (or “comfort”) of 
the public and which common nuisance did at aforesaid on
the day of occasion actual injury to
the person of B.

KEEPING A BAWDY-HOUSE.

At on . and on and at diver*
other days and times since that date, A, ami B, the wife of the said A, did
keep and maintain a disorderly house, to wit. a common bawdy-house hr 
keeping and maintaining a certain house (or “ room,” or “ set of rooms." 
etc.), situate ami being . for purposes of prostitution.

KEEPING A COMMON GAMING-HOUSE.

At on . and on and at diver*
other days and times since that date, A, (or “A, B, and C”) did keep and
maintain a disorderly house, to wit, a common gaming house by keeping 
and maintaining for gain a certain house (or “room," etc.) situate and 
being to which persons did and do resort for the
purpose of playing at games of chance, to wit, (or mixed
games of chance and skill, to wit, )

OR,

(Commence as ahorc) did keep ami maintain a
disorderly house to wit, a common gaming-house, by keeping (or “using"! 
for gain, a certain house (or “room.” etc.), situate and being 
for playing therein at games of chance and mixed games of chance and 
skill, and in which a bank was and is kept by one or more of the player* 
exclusively of the others, (or in which, in thr panics played therein, tin 
chances are not alike farorable to all the players).
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STATEMENTS OF OFFENCES AGAINST T11E PERSON 
AND REPUTATION (7).

OMISSION OF FATHER TO PROVIDE NECESSARIES FOR 
CHILD UNDER SIXTEEN.

At on , a ml on ami ut divers
other days and times, before and since that date, A, being then and there 
the father of B, a child under sixteen years of age, who was then and there 
a member of the said A's household, and the said A. being, as such father, 
under a legal duty and bound by law to provide sufficient food, clothing 
and lodging and all other necessaries for the said B. bis said child, did, in 
disregard of his duty in that behalf, then and there, refuse, neglect and 
omit, without lawful excuse, to provide necessaries for the said B. bis said 
child by means whereof the life of the said It, lias been and is endangered; 
(or "the health of the said B, is now and is likely to lie permanently in-

ÜMI8810N OF HUSBAND TO PROVIDE NECESSARIES FOR WIFE.

(Commence as above) A. the husband of B, being then
and there, as such husband, under a legal duty and bound by law to prov
ide sufficient food, clothing and lodging and all other necessaries for A. bis 
said wife, did, in disregard of his duty in that behalf, then and there, 
icfuse, neglect and omit, without lawful excuse, to provide necessaries for 
her the said B, by means whereof the life of the said B, has been and is 
endangered, (or, " lie health of the said B. is now and is likely to be per
manently injured ».

OMISSION OF MASTER TO PROVIDE NECESSARIES FOR SERVANT 
OR APPRENTICE.

(Commence an above) A. being then and there the
master of B, a servant, (or "an apprentice "). under the age of sixteen 
\ears, and being then and there under contract and legally bound to prov
ide necessary food, clothing and lodging for the said B. as bis said servant. 
(or “apprentice”), did in disregard of such contract and of the legal duty 
imposed upon him by law, in that behalf, then and there refuse, neglect 
mid omit, without lawful excuse, to provide necessary food, clothing and 
lodging for the said B, by means whereof the life of the said B has been 
ami is endangered; (or “ the health of the said B has lieen and is likely to 
lie permanently injured”).

ABANDONING CHILD UNDER TWO YEARS OF AGE.

()n at A, unlawfully did
abandon and expose B. a child then under the age of two years, whereby 
the life of the said B was and is endangered ; (or “the health of the said 
B lias been and is permanently injured”).

CAUSING BODILY HARM TO SERVANT OR APPRENTICE.

at A, being then and
there the master of B. a servant, (or "an apprentice ”), and being legally 
liable to provide for the said B. as his said servant (or “apprentice”).

(7) See Title V, pp. 216-334.
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tlien and then* unlawfully did do and cause to be done bodily harm to the 
said It, whereby the life' of the said It was and is endangered ; (or “the 
health of the sanl It has been and is likely to be permanently injured”).

MURDER.

A murdered It at on • (8)
OR,

At on A did commit murder.

ATTEMPT TO MURDER BY POISONING.

At on A did administer
(or "cause to be administered") to It certain poison (or “a certain 
destructive thing") to wit, with intent, thereby, then
and there, to murder the said It (or “ with intent, thereby, then and there, 
to commit murder”).

ATTEMPT TO MURDER BY WOUNDING. Etc.

At on , A did wound (or “cause
grievous bodily harm”) to It with intent, thereby, then and there, to mur
der the said B (or “with intent, thereby, then and there, to commit 
murder ”).

ATTEMPT TO MURDER, BY SHOOTING.

At on , A did, with a cer
tain loaded gun (or “pistol,” or “revolver") shoot (or attempt to div 
charge a loaded arm") at It. with intent, thereby, then and there, to mur
der the said It (or “ with intent, thereby, then and there, to commit 
murder ”).

ATTEMPT TO MURDER, BY DROWNING, Etc.

At on . A, did attempt to
drown (or “suffocate," or “strangle”) It, with intent, thereby, then and 
there, to murder the said It. (or " with intent, thereby, then and there, to 
commit murder”).

ATTEMPT TO MURDER, BY EXPLOSION

At on , A, did by the
explosion of a certain explosive substance, to wit, [dencrlbe the exploxitr], 
destroy (or “damage") a certain building situate and being in

street, in aforesaid, with intent, there
by, then and there, to murder B, (or “ with intent, thereby, then and 
there, to commit murder”).

ATTEMPT TO MURDER, BY ANY MEANS.

At on , A, by then and
there, cutting the rope of a certain hoist (or “ breaking the chain of a 
certain elevator ") in a certain building situate and being in 
street in aforesaid, (or, otherwlae diwlbc the
actual deed) did attempt to murder B (or "to commit murder”).

(8) This is example («) given in Form FF of Schedule One, pox/.
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THREATENIN'!. B\ LETTER. TO KILL OR MI LDER.

At on A, «lid Meiul (Ur
“deliver"), to (or " «-a imp to be received by") R. t eertuiii letter ( or 
“ writing " ) threatening to kill (or •‘murder") the mi id It. lie tin- said A. 
then knowing the contentm of the said letter (or “writing").

OR.
At on . A. diil utter a eer-

tniii writing, (or “letter"), threatening to kill (or "murder") It. he the 
•aid A. then knowing the contents of the said writing (or "letter").

CONSPIRACY TO MVRDER.

At on , A, It and < ' did
conspire and agree together to murder I). (or "to cause D. to be mur-

VOVXSELLIXc MVRDER.

At on . A. diil unlawfully
counsel (or “attempt to procure") It. to murder ('.

MAXSLAVOHTER.

A unlawfully did kill and slay It. at on

OR.
At on A, did commit man

slaughter.
AIDIXC AND AMETTINU SVKIDE.

At on . and on divers other
days before that date. A. did counsel and procure It. to commit suicide, in 
consequence of which counselling and procurement hv the said A. tlfe said 
It. then and there, actually did commit suicide.

ATT EM IT TO COMMIT KVIClDE.

A. at on did attempt to
commit suicide by then and there endeavoring to kill himself.

XEOLECT To OBTAIN ASSISTANCE IX CHILD-BIRTH.

At on , A. being then and
I lore, with child and about to be delivered of such child, did. then and 
there, with intent that her said child should not live, neglect to provide 
reasonable assistance in her delivery, whereby and in consequence of which 
neglect her said child was and is permanently injured, (nr “died during 
oi shortly after birth ").

CONCEALMENT OF BIRTH.

9*1 at . A. was delivered of a
<hild. and that subsequently on at aforesaid,
•ho said child being dead, the said A. (nr " B") did dispose of the dead 
hotly of the said child, by secretly burying it. (nr stair the actual means 
used), with intent to conceal the fact that the said A. had been delivered 
of such child.
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WOUNDING WITH INTENT TO MAIM, Etc. (9)

On at A, with intent to maim
(or “ disfigure," or ‘•«Unable'’ or " do grievous bodily harm to") B. did 
wound (or "cause grievous bodily harm to") the said B.

OR.

On at , A with intent to
resist the lawful apprehension for “detainer") of him the said A (or "of 
It") diil wound (or "cause grievous bodily harm to") C.

OR.
On at , A with intent to

resist the lawful apprehension (or "detainer") of him the said A (or "of 
It") did. with a certain loaded gun (or " pistol " or "revolver”) shoot 
(or "attempt to discharge a loaded arm") at C.

WOUNDING, WITHOUT INTENT.

On at , A unlawfully did
wound (or " inflict grievous bodily harm upon ") B.

WOUNDING A PUBLIC OFFICER.

At on , A wilfully did maim
(or "wound") B. a public officer engaged in the execution of his duty. 
(or "a person acting in aid of ('. a officer engaged in the execution
of his duty ").

CHOKING OR DISABLING WITH INTENT TO COMMIT AN 
INDICTABLE OFFENCE.

At on , A, with intent
thereby to enable him the said A (or "one B") to rob C. did attempt to 
choke (or " suffocate," or " strangle ") the said C.

OR.
At on , A, with intent thereby

to enable him the said A. (or “ one B") to rob (or "to commit a rape 
upon") C, diil attempt to render the said C insensible, (or "unconscious." 
or "incapable of resistance ") by gagging (or “ garotting," or " sandbag 
ging") or [mention the actual inruns used], the said C, in a manner cal
culated to choke, or "suffocate," or "strangle") the said C. 
ciliated to choke, (or "suffocate." or "strangle") the said C.

DRUGGING WITH INTENT TO COMMIT AN INDICTABLE OFFENCE.

At on , A, with intent, thereby,
to enable him, the said A, (or " one B ") to rob (or "to commit a rape 
upon") C, did apply and administer (or "attempt to apply and admin
ister ") to (or " cause to be taken by”) the said C, certain chlorofirm 
(or "laudanum"), (or mention the stupefying or over poicrring dm//. 
mutter or thing used).

(») See example (f) of Form FF in Schedule One, post.

2
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ADMINISTRAI NO I Mil son AND THEREBY ENDANGERING LIFE.

On at , A unlawfully did admin
ister (or “ taunt» to In* administered ") to (or "cause to lie taken by") B. 
certain poison (or "a certain destructive and noxious thing"), to wit,

. and did thereby endanger the life of (or “ inflict 
grievous bodily harm upon”) the said B.

ADMINISTERING POISON WITH INTENT TO INJURE.

On at , A, with intent, thereby, to
injure, (or “ aggrieve." or ‘annoy") B unlawfully did administer (or 
"cause to lie administered ") to (or “ cause to be taken by”) the said B, 
certain poison (or “a certain destructive and noxious tiling”), to wit, 
[describe the drug or other norioun thing, anil mention the quant it g lined].

CAUSING BODILY INJURY. BY EXPLOSION.

On at , A, by the explosion of a
certain explosive substance to wit, , unlawfully
did burn, (or “ maim." or "disfigure," or “disable.” or "do grievous liodily 
harm ”) to B.

CAUSING EXPLOSION, WITH INTENT TO INJURE.

At on , A, with intent thereby to
burn (or “maim," or "disfigure,” or “ disable,” or "do grievous bodily 
harm to”) B (or "any person ”) unlawfully did cause a certain explosive 
substance to wit, , to explode.

SENDING AN EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCE WITH INTENT TO INJURE.

At on , A, with intent thereby to
burn (or “ maim,” or “ disfigure,” or "disable,” or "do grievous bodily 
harm to”) B. unlawfully did send (or "deliver”) to (or " cause to be 
taken into the possession of ” or “ to lie received by ”) the said B, a certain 
explosive substance to wit,

PLACING DESTRUCTIVE FLUIDS. Etc., WITH INTENT TO INJURE.

At _ on , A, with intent thereby to
hum (or “ maim," or “ disfigure,” or " disable,” or “ do grievous bodily 
harm to") B. unlawfully did put and lay, in a certain place, to wit, [des
cente the place] a certain fluid (or "destructive" or “explosive substance” 
to wit, [deuce I he the fluid or substance].

« ANTING DESTRUCTIVE FLUIDS, Etc., WITH INTENT TO INJURE.

At on , A, with intent thereby to
burn (or " maim,” or “ disfigure,” or “ disable,” or “ do grievous bodily 
harm to”) B, unlawfully did cast and throw at and upon the said B. a 
«■chain corrosive fluid (or “ destructive " or "explosive substance”) to 
wit. [dcHcrihe the fluid or substance used].

SETTING SPRING-GUNS, Etc.

«hi at , A, did set and place
(or " cause to be set and placed") in a certain [deuce i he »r here set) n cer
tain spring-gun, (or “man-trap”), calculated to destroy human life (or
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"inflict grievous bodily harm"), with intent that the same (or "whereby 
the sunie ") might destroy (or " inflict grievous bodily harm upon ") anx 
trespasser, or other person coining in contact therewith.

INTENTIONALLY ENDANGERING RAILWAY PASSENGERS.

On at . A. with intent to
injure or endanger the safety of persons on the Canadian Pacific Railway, 
did an act calculated to interfere with an engine, a tender, and certain 
carriages on the said railway on at by
(dexerlbe iritli no maeli detail ax ix xnffieient to Hire the aeenxeil reuxon 
aide information ax In the aetx nr nmixxionx relied nil Ufiainxl him. and In 
ideal if h the tranxaetivn). (10)

OR.
On at , A, upon and across

a certain railway there called . « certain piece of wood
(or " stone." etc. ) did put (or "throw"), with intent thereby to injure 
ei endanger the safety of persons travelling, (or “being") upon the said 
railway.

OR.
On at , A, from a certain

railway, there called . a certain rail (or " rail wax
sxviteh." etc.) there being upon and belonging to such railxvay, did take 
up. (or "remove," or “displace"), xxith intent thereby to injure or en 
danger the safety of jiersons travelling, (or " lieing ") ujion the said rail

OR.
On at , A. a certain point

(nr oilier mnrliinern ) then being upon and belonging to a certain rail wax 
tailed . did turn (or “ move." or "divert "), with
intent thereby to injure or endanger the safety of persons travelling (nr 
"being") upon the said railxvay.

OR,
On at . A, did make ( ",

"show," nr " hide." or "remove"), a certain signal (or "light") upon 
(or " near to") a certain railway called
with intent, thereby, to injure or endanger the safety of persons travelling 
(or "being") upon the said railway.

OR.
On at . A. a certain piece of wood

(or "stone." etc.), did throw (or " cause to full " or "strike") at. (or 
"against," or "into" nr "upon") a i»rtain engine, (or "tender." or 
“carriage." or "truck"), then being used and in motion upon a certain 
railway there called . wi h intent, thereby, to injure or
endanger the safety of B, then and there being upon the said engine , - 
" tender " or " carriage," or “truck" or “ engine. ' etc., of the train of 
which the said first mentioned engine, etc.. 1 hen formed part").

NEGLIGENTLY ENDANGERING THE SAFETY OF RAILW.U 
PASSENGERS.

On at . A, by wilfully on
and neglecting to do his duty, that is to say, by wilfully omitting and 
neglecting to (xet on! the particular net omitted to he done) which it x»a>

(10) This is Example (ft) of Form FF in Schedule One, post.

7
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then tin* duty of him tin* said A to do, did endanger (or “ caitoe to l»e en
dangered ") tile safety of persons then conveyed (or "being") in and 
upon a certain railway there called

DOING INJURY BY FURIOUS DRIVING.

On at . A, being in charge
of a certain vehicle, to wit, a four-wheeled cab, did then and there by his 
wanton and furious driving, of (or "racing") with the said vehicle do 
(or "cause to be done") bodily harm to B.

PREVENTING THE SAVING OF A SHIPWRECKED PERSON.

On at , A, did prevent and
impede (or " endeavor to prevent and impede " ) B. a shipwrecked person, 
in his endeavor to save his life,

INDECENT ASSAULT ON A FEMALE.

On at , A, indecently did
assault It. a female*.

INDECENT ASSAULT ON A MALE.

On at , A. a male person
indecently did assault 11, another male person.

ASSAULT CAUSING ACTUAL BODILY HARM.

On at , A. did make an
assault upon and beat and occasion actual bodily harm to B.

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT.

On at , A. in and upon B.
did make an assault, with intent then and there to commit an indictable 
oiïence, namely, [describe the indictable u{fence intended].

OR,
Oil at . A. did assault B, a

I ublie officer (or "a peace officer") then and there engaged in the execu
tion of his duty.

OR,
Dn at , A, did assault B,

with intent then and there to resist (or "prevent ") the lawful apprehen 
'"ii (or "detainer") of him the said A. (or "one C") for a certain of
fence, to wit, [state the offence],

OR.
Dn at . A. did assault B.

who was then and there, in his quality of a duly appointed Bailin' of
. engaged in the lawful execution of a certain process against 

(or "in the making of a lawful seizure of") lands (or “goods”).

OR,
At on . a day whereon a

poll for the election of municipal councillors, for the municipality of
was being proceeded with. A, being then and there, within 

two miles from the place where such poll was being held, did unit 
make an assault upon and beat B. 1
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KIDNAPPING.

On at , A, without lawful
authority, did kidnap II, with intent to catlap the an id B to be secretly 
confined or iinpriaoned in Canada, (or “ to be unlawfully sent out of 
Canada," or “to be sold or captured us a slave, or in any way held to 
service”), against his will.

UNLAWFUL IMPRIHt)NMEXT.

Gn at , A, without lawful
authority, forcibly seized and confined, (or “ imprisoned ") B, within Van-

COMMON ASSAULT.

Gn at , A, assaulted and
la iit B.

RAPE.

Gn at , A, did assault B, a
woman, who was not his wife, and did then and there have carnal know
ledge of her without her consent.

ATTEMPT TO COMMIT RAPE.

Gn at , A, did assault B, a
woman, who was not his wife, with intent then and there to have carnal 
knowledge of her the said B, without her consent.

CARNALLY KNOWING A GIRL UNDER FOURTEEN.

Gn at , A, did have carnal
knowledge of II, a girl under the age of fourteen years, not being his wife.

ATTEMPT TO CARNALLY KNOW A GIRL UNDER FOURTEEN.

Gn at , A, did attempt to
have carnal knowledge of B. a girl under the age of fourteen years, not 
being his wife.

ABORTION.

Gn at , A, with intent there
by to procure the miscarriage of a certain woman to wit, one B, did un
lawfully administer to (or “ cause to lie taken by") her the said It. a cei
ls in drug (or “a certain noxious thing") to wit, [describe the dray or 
noxious thini) used, and mention the quantity].

OR,
Gn • at , A, with intent there

by to procure the miscarriage of a certain woman, to wit, one B, did unlaw
fully use upon the person of the said B. a certain instrument, to wit, 
|describe the instrument usedJ.

OR,
Gn at , A, a woman, did.

with intent thereby to procure her own miscarriage, unlawfully admin
ister (or " permit to be administered”) to herself a certain drug (or “a 
certain noxious thing") to wit, [describe the drug or noxious thing, and 
mention the quantity used].



OK.

On nt . A, unlawfully did
supply (or " procure*’) certain drug (or "a certain noxinua thing”) 
to wit. |tlrucrlhr and niniitou tlir ijuantitii of II\ lie tin- said A, then know
ing that the same was intended to la- unlawfully used or employed with 
intent to procure the miscarriage of a certain woman, to wit. one B.

On at . A, unlawfully did
supply (or "procure") a eertain instrument to wit. |<Invrihr the Omtru
tin nt\, he the said A, then knowing that the same was intended to la- un
lawfully used or employed with intent to procure the miscarriage of a cer
tain woman, to wit. one B.

BIOAMY.

On at , A, la-ing already
theretofore, married to one B. did marry and go through a form of mar
riage with another woman,(or "man"), to wit,V,and.to her (or "him") 
the said ('. was then and there married, the said B. his, the said A's, said 
first wife (or “her. the said A's. said first husband ") lieing still alive.

PROCURING A FEIGNED MARRIAGE.

At on . A, did procure a
feigned and pretended marriage between himself, the said A. and a certain 
woiiuin, to wit, B.

At on , A, diil knowingly
aid and assist B, in procuring a feigned and pretended marriage between 
him, the said B. and a certain woman, to wit. V.

POLYGAMY.

At on , and on and at divers
ether days and times liefore and since that date. A. a male |arson, and B. 
«' and I), three females, did practice, (or " agree and consent to practice”) 
jsilygamy together.

on.
At on , A, a male person,

and B. C and I), three females, did enter into a conjugal union (or "spir
itual or marriage." etc.) together, by means of a contract (or “the
rites" or " rules," etc., "of a certain denomination." (or " sect " or "soci
ety" culled Mormons), (or " called." etc.).

SOLEMNIZING MARRIAGE, WIT1IOVT AUTHORITY.

On at , A, without lawful
authority, did solemnize (or "pretend to solemnize ") a marriage bet ween
ii and < .

OR.

On at . A. then knowing
that It was not lawfully authorized to solemnize a marriage between (' and 
I), did procure the said B to solemnize a marriage lietween the said C 
and D.

003STATEMENTS OK OFFENCES.
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SOLEMNIZING A MARRIAGE CONTRARY TO LAW.

At un , A, a clergyman of
. having lawful authority to solemnize marriages, 

«lid, then ami there, knowingly and wilfully solemnize a marriage between 
R and ( '. in violation of the laws of the province of . in
which the said marriage was so solemnized, to wit, by solemnizing the 
same without any previous publication of banns, ami without any license 
in that behalf, or. j[net mil iiarticnlar riohitimi comiilahirtl of].

ADDUCTION.

On at , A, did
take away (or "detain") against her will, a certain woman, to wit, B, 
with intent to marry (or "carnally know") the said B,

OR,

Oil at , A. diil
take away (or "detain"), against her will, a certain woman, to wit, It. 
with intent to marry (or "carnally know") her the said It, (or “with 
intent to cause her the said It.'to be married to (or "carnally known by")
' *).

ABDUCTION OF AN HEIRESS.

tin at . A. from motives of
lucre, diil take away (or “detain," or "take away and detain") against 
her will, a certain woman, to wit, B. she then having a certain legal (or 
"equitable") present absolute, (or "future absolute" or "future con
ditional" or “contingent") interest in certain real (or "personal") 
estate, to wit. (ilcucrilic tlic estate or proper///) with intent to marry (or 
"carnally know") the said B. (or with intent to cause her, the said B. to 
be married to), (or “carnally known by")

ALIA RENIENT OR ABDUCTION OF A WOMAN UNDER 
TWENTY ONE.

On at , A. with intent to
marry (or "carnally know") a certain woman, to wit. B. then being under 
the age of twenty one years, did fraudulently allure (or “take away" or 
"detain") the said B. out of the possession and against the will of 0, her 
father, (or "mother," etc.).

ABDUCTION OF A GIRL UNDER SIXTEEN.

On at . A. unlawfully did
lake (or "cause to be taken") a certain unmarried girl, to wit, B. then 
under the age of sixteen years, out of the possession and against the will 
«A C. her father, (or "mother" or "a person having the lawful cure and 
charge of her the said fl").

STEALING CHILDREN UNDER FOURTEEN.

On at . A. unlawfully diil
take (or “entice") away (or “detain" one B. a child under the age of 
fourteen years, to wit. of tin- age of years, with intent,
thereby, then and there, to deprive C. the father (or “mother," or "guar
dian," etc.), of the said B. of the possession of the said B. or ("with in
tent. thereby, then and there, to steal a certain article (or "certain art
icles). to wit, ( mention thr art Mr or article») then being on or about the 
person of the said B."
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OK,
On at . A. unlawfully did

icceive (or " harbor ”) one It, a child under the age of fourteen years, to 
wit. of the age of years, then and there knowing the
said It to have been then and there, and theretofore, taken (or "enticed ") 
away, with intent to deprive ('. the father (or " mother," or " guardian," 
etc.) of the said B, of the possession of the said B.

EXTORTION BY DEFAMATORY LIBEL.

On at A did publish (or
" threaten to publish," or " offer to abstain from or prevent the publishing 
i f") a defamatory libel of and concerning B. with intent thereby, then and 
there, to induce the said B, (or ” one ('"), to confer upon, (or ” procure 
for") the said A. (or "one I)”) a certain, appointment (or "office") of 
profit (or "trust"), to wit, [mention the appointment or offiee in que*

OR,

On at A. did puhlisn
(or " threaten to publish " ) a defamatory libel of and concerning B. in 
consequence of the said A having been refused money theretofore demanded 
by him the said A of and from the said B (or “ in consequence of the said 
A having been refused a certain appointment, etc., theretofore sought by 
him the said A, of or from or at the hands or by the influence of the said
IV).

PUBLISHING A LIBEL KNOWING IT TO BE FALSE.

On at A did publish in a
certain newspaper called the a defamatory liliel, on. of
and concerning B, lie the said A well knowing the same to be false, which 
libel was contained in the said newspaper in an article therein headed (or 
*• commencing with") the following words, to wit, |*et out the headlny, or 
the commenciny, unit, if necessary, the eoncludiny, iront* of the liliel. or 
olhenri*e yire *o much detail a* i* sufficient to furnish the accused irith 
reasonable information as Io the part of the iiuldieation to be relied on 
ayainst him], and which libel was written in the sense of imputing that 
the said B was [as the case may lie], and which libel was published with
out legal justification or excuse, and was likely to injure and did injure 
the reputation of the said B, by exposing him to hatred, (or “ contempt," 
or " ridicule ”).

PUBLISHING A LIBEL.

On at A did publish on, and
of and concerning B, a defamatory libel in a certain letter directed to < . 
which libel was in the words following that is to say. |*#7 out the yurt of 
Hie letter complained of a* libellous], and which liliel was written in the 
sense of imputing that the said B was [ox the case may be], and was 
designed to insult the said B.

SPECIAL PLEADINGS IN LIBEL CASES.

SPECIAL PLEA

And, without waiver of his plea of not guilty, the said A. for a further 
plea in this behalf, says that Our Lord tie* King ought not further to 
prosecute the said indictment against him, because he says it is true that
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I and so on, stating fact* showing the truth of every matter charged in the 
alleged libel] ; uml ho the said A says that the said alleged libel is true in 
substance and in fact. And the said A, further says that the said alleged 
libel was and is matter of public interest and concern and that before and 
at the time of publishing the said alleged libel, it was for the public benetit 
that the matters contained therein should be published, to the extent that 
the same were published by him the said A, because [net out the fact* 
showiny that the publication iras for the i iiblic benefit]. And this lie the 
said A is ready to verify, etc.

REPLICATION.

And as the second plea of the said A, the said .1. X. (the Clerk of the 
Croira) who prosecutes for Our said Lord the King in this behalf, says 
that Our said Lord the King ought not, by reason of anything in the said 
second plea alleged, to be barred or precluded from prosecuting the said in
dictment against the said A. because the said .1. N. says that he denies the 
said several matters in the said second plea alleged, and says that the same 
are not, nor are, nor is any or either of them, true, etc. And this he the 
said .1. X. prays may la- enquired of by the country, etc.

CRIMINAL INFORMATIONS.

CRIMINAL INFORMATION. EX OFFICIO.

Re it remembered that J. T., Attorney-General of Our present Sovereign 
Lord the King, who, for Our said Lord the King, in this behalf, prosecutes 
in his proper person, conics here into the Court of at
And. for Our said Lord the King, gives the Court to understand and la- 
informed that at on A. unlawfully, and
wickedly, intending devising and contriving to raise, create and cause a 
tumult, disturbance and serious riot among His Majesty's subjects, did un
lawfully and wickedly publish a defamatory libel, of a violent and in- 
lla matory nature of and against certain of Ilis Majesty's subjects to wit ; 
( mention the persons or class of person* libelled, and set out the libel 
complained of, a* in an indictment). Whereupon the said Attorney-General 
for Our said Lord the King prays the consideration of the Court here in 
the premises and that due process of law may be awarded against him the 
said A, in this behalf, to make him answer to Our said Lord the Kin*: 
touching and concerning the premises aforesaid.

CRIMINAL INFORMATION BY CLERK OF THE CROWN.

lie it remembered that .1. N., Clerk of the Crown of Our Sovereign Lord 
the King in the Court of who for Our said Lord the King,
prosecutes in this In-half, comes here into the said Court at 
on the : And for Our said Lord the King gives the
Court here to understand and be informed that A at on

did unlawfully (etc.). [State tin
offence and proceed a* in an indictment]. Whereupon the said Clerk of 
tlie Crown for Our said Lord the King prays the consideration of the 
Court here in the premises, and that due process of law may be awarded 
against him the said A in this la-half to make him answer to Our said Lord 
tiie King touching and concerning the premises aforesaid.

PLEAS TO CRIMINAL INFORMATION.

And the said A, appears here in Court by his attorney and
the said information is read to him which being by him heard he says lie
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is not guilty of the said supposed offence in the said information alleged.

And for a further plea the said A, saith that before the publishing of the 
said alleged libel [«7 out fact» showing the truth of the matter» charged in 
the libel J.

And so the said A, says that the said alleged libel consists of allegations 
true in substance and in fact and of fair and reasonable commenta thereon. 
And the said A. further saith that at the time of publishing the said 
alleged libel it was for the public benefit that the matters therein con
tained should be published : because [ael out the fuels showing why the 
publication was for the public benefit]. And so the said A. says that In- 
published the said alleged libel, as he lawfully might, for the causes afore
said. and this lie the said A. is ready to verify. Wherefore he prays judg-

REPLICATION.

The said J. X., Clerk of the Crown of Our said Lord the King in the said 
Court of . who prosecutes for Our said Lord the King, as to
the first plea pleaded, puts himself upon the country ; and, ns to the plea 
secondly pleaded by the said A, says that the said A, of his own wrong and 
without the cause in the said plea alleged, published the said libel as in 
the said information alleged, etc.

STATEMENTS OF OFFENCES AGAINST RIGHTS OF 
PROPERTY, ETC. (11)

THEFT OF THINGS UNDER SEIZURE.

At on , A, without lawful
authority, did take and carry away, one horse of the value of

belonging to the said A, (or “ one 1$ "), and then and there 
being under lawful seizure and detention by a peace officer (or “ public 
officer") iu his official capacity.

KILLING AN ANIMAL. WITH INTENT TO STEAL THE 
CARCASE, Etc.

At on , A. did kill one sheep,
belonging to It, with intent to steal the carcase (or "a part of the carcase, 
to wit, the inward fat") of the said sheep.

FRAUDULENT CONVERSION BY A PERSON ENTRUSTED 
WITH MONEY.

At on , A, — having thereto-
fore received from It. the sum of one hundred dollars, on terms requiring 
him. the said A, to pay over the same to C, — did fraudulently convert to 
his own use and thereby steal the said sum of money.

THEFT BY HOLDER OF A POWER OF ATTORNEY.

At on , A. having been there
tofore entrusted, by R. with a power of attorney for the sale of a certain 
lot of land and the buildings thereon, to wit, (describe the property), did

(II) See Title VI. pp. 337-570.
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sell tin- same fraudulently, to wit, for a sum of money which was $500 less 
than the value thereof under u fraudulent arrangement for the division of 
the said surplus value of $500 between the said A and one C.

OR,
At on , A, having been

theretofore entrusted, by H, with a power of attorney for the sale of a cer
tain lot of land and the buildings thereon, to wit, (describe the property), 
and having theretofore sold the said land and buildings, did, then and 
there, fraudulently convert the proceeds of the said sale, to wit, the sum 
of two thousand dollars, to a purpose other than that for which he was 
entrusted with the said power of attorney, by then and there applying and 
converting the said money to his own use.

THEFT BY MISAPPROPRIATING MONEY HELD UNDER DIRECTION.

At on , A, having "theretofore
received from It. the sum of one hundred dollars, with a direction from him 
the said It. to the said A, that the said money should be paid to C. did. 
then and there, in violation of good faith and contrary to the terms of the 
said direction, fraudulently convert to his own use and thereby steal the 
said sum of money.

THEFT BY A PARTNER.

At on , A stole one car load of
coals of the value of the property of a co-partnership
lomposed of the said A and one B.

RECEIVING PROPERTY STOLEN, OR OBTAINED BY ANY 
INiMCTAPLE OFFENCE.

At on . A did receive and
have one piano, belonging to B. and theretofore stolen (or “ obtained by 
an indictable offence, to wit, by false pretences"), or [describe the offenn 
by irhich tlic piano inis obtained], he the said A. then well knowing the 
said piano to have been so stolen, (or ** obtained by the said indictable 
offence ").

OR,
At on . A stole one piano

belonging to B . And the jurors aforesaid do further
present, that, afterwards, at on
C, the said piano so stolen as aforesaid, did receive and have, he, the said 
< . then well knowinrg the said piano to have been stolen.

THEFT BY A CLERK OR SERVANT.

At on A, being then and
there, a clerk, (or “employed for the purpose and in the capacity of a 
clerk") to B. his master, (or “employer”), did steal certain money, to 
the amount of one hundred dollars, certain goods, to wit, one gold watch 
and one gold chain, and a certain valuable security, to wit. one promis-mx 
note for the payment of twenty dollars, of and belongings to (or “in the 
possession of "j the said B, his master, (or “employer").

THEFT BY A BANK OFFICIAL.

At on A, being then and
there a cashier (or “assistant cashier," or “manager" or "clerk," etc.),
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°f.thc Hank, (or “Savings Bank"), did steal cer
tain money to the amount of five thousand dollars, (or “ bonds,'' or 
“obligations,” etc.), [describe them], of and belonging to, (or “lodged," 
or “deposited”) in the said Bank, (or “Savings Bank").

THEFT BY GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE.

■At on A, being then and
there employed in the service of His Majesty, (or "the (iovernment of 
Canada,” or “the (iovernment of the Province of Ontario,” or “Quebec" 
or “the Municipality of "^, and being, then and there,
by virtue of his said employment, in possession of certain moneys to the 
amount of ten thousand dollars, (or "certain valuable securities,to wit”), 
l<f# •Hci'ibe thrill |, did unlawfully steal the said moneys, (or “the said val
uable securities").

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES REFUSING TO DELIVER UP 
BOOKS, Etc.

At on A, being then and
there employed in the service of His Majesty, (or “the (iovernment of 
Canada," or “the Government of the Province of Ontario,” or “Quebec.” 
or “the Municipality of ”), and being, then and there,
entrusted, by virtue of his employment, with the keeping (or “receipt,” 
or “custody,” or "management," or "control") of certain monies, to the 
amount of ten thousand dollars, for “certain chattels, to wit," [describe 
thrin], or “certain valuable securities, to wit,” [describe them], or “cer
tain books, papers, accounts, and documents, to wit"), [describe them], 
did refuse (or "fail") to deliver up the same, to B. who was, then and 
there, duly authorized to demand them.

THEFT BY TENANT.

At on A, being then and
there a tenant, (or “lodger") of or in a certain house (or “lodging"), 
to wit, [describe the premises], did steal a certain chattel, (or “fixture"), 
to wit, [describe the chattel nr fixture], belonging to B. and let to be used 
by him the said A, in or with the said house, (or "lodging”).

THEFT OF A WILL.

At on A, did steal a certain
testamentary instrument, to wit, the last will and testament (or “a codicil 
to the last will and testament") of B.

THEFT OF A DOCUMENT OF TITLE.

At on , A, did steal a cer
tain document of title to goods, to wit. one bill of lading, [describe the 
document and tin goods to which it relates], (or "one dock warrant." or 
"warehouse keeper's receipt,” etc.), the property of B.

OR,
At on , A, did steal, a cer

tain document of title to lands, to wit. one deed, (or “map," or "paper." 
etc.), containing evidence of the title, (or “n part of the title") of B, to 
certain real property, to wit, [describe the property], belonging to the said 
B (or “in which the said B has an interest”).
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THEFT OF JUDICIAL DOCUMENTS, Etc.

At on , A, did steal, a cer
tain record of and belonging to the Superior Court of Lower Canada for 
the District of Montreal in a certain cause, [describe the cause, matter or 
proceeding] then (or “theretofore"), depending in the said Court.

OR,
At on , A, did steal, a cer

tain writ, (or “petition," etc.), forming part of a certain record of and 
belonging to the Superior Court of Lower Canada, for the District of 
Montreal, in a certain cause [describe the cause, matter, or proceeding], 
then (or “theretofore") depending in the said Court.

STEALING A POST LETTER BAG.

At on , A, did steal, one
post-letter hag, the property of the Post-Master General.

STEALING A PORT-LETTER FROM A POST-LETTER BAG, Etc.

At on , A, did steal, one
post-letter, the property of the Post-Master General, from a post-letter hag, 
( or “ from a post-office ’’ or “ from an officer employed in the post-office of 
Canada”).

STEALING A POST-LETTER WITH MONEY IN IT.

At on , A, did steal, one
post-letter, the property of the Post-Master General, which post-letter con
tained a certain chattel, to wit, [describe it], (or “certain money to the 
amount of ,” or “a certain valuable security, to wit”),
!describe it],

STEALING MONEY, Etc., OUT OF A POST-LETTER.

At on , A, did steal, a cer
tain chattel, to wit, [describe it], (or “certain money to the amount of 

," or “a certain valuable security, to wit”), [describe 
it], from and out of a post-letter, the property of the Post-Master General.

STEALING A POST-LETTER, Etc.

At on , A, did steal one
post-letter, the property of the Post-Master General.

STEALING CATTLE.

At on , A, did steal one
horse the property of B.

STEALING OYSTERS.

At oi , A, did steal from a
certain oyster-lied, called , the property of B. one
hundred oysters.
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DUEDUlNti FOR OYSTERS.

At on , A, within the limits
of a certain oyster-bed, ealled , the property of B. and
sufficiently marl »d out and known us th property of the said B, unlaw
fully and wilfully did use a certain dredge (or "net,” or ‘‘instrument," or 
“engine"), for the purpose of then and there taking oysters, (or “oyster- 
brood ”).

DRAGGING ON THE GROUND OF AN OYSTER FISHERY.

At on , A, unlawfully and
wilfully did drag, with a certain net, (or “instrument,” or “engine”), 
upon the ground of a certain oyster fishery called . the
property of B, and sufficiently marked out and known .is the property of 
the said B.

STEALING THINGS FIXED TO BUILDINGS.

At on , A, di<l steal sixty pounds
weight of lead, the property of B, then being fixed in a certain "dwelling- 
house belonging to the said B, and situated in aforesaid.

STEALING TREES WORTH MORE THAN $85.

At on , A, did steal one ash
tree of the value of twenty six dollars, the projiertv of B, then growing in 
a certain field belonging to the said B, and situated in aforesaid.

STEALING A TREE, (WORTH $.'>). IN A PARK, Etc.

At on , A, did steal one
apple tree, of the value of six dollars, the property of B, growing in a cer
tain orchard of the said B, situated at aforesaid.

STEALING TREES AFTER TWO PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS.

At on , A, did steal one
shrub of the value of fifty vents, the property of B, then growing in a cer 
tain plot of land situate and being in aforesaid: and
the said jurors say, that heretofore, to wit, at on

, (before the committing of tlx» hereinbefore mentioned offence), 
the said A was duly convicted, before C, one of His Majesty's Justices of 
the Peace for the District of of
having at on , [«<7 out the offence forming
the basin of the first conviction], and was adjudged, for his said offence, to 
pay, [etc.], and. in default of payment, [etc.], to be imprisoned, [etc.]. And 
the said jurors further say that heretofore, to wit. at on

. ( before the committing of the firstly herein- 
liefove mentioned offence, but after the next hereinbefore mentioned eon 
viction), the said A was again duly convicted before D, one of His Maj
esty's Justices of the Peace for the District of of
having at on , [set out the second con
viction]. And so the jurors aforesaid say that, on the day and year first 
aforesaid the said A, did steal the said shrub of the value of fifty cents, 
after having been twice convicted of the offence of stealing a shrub, (or 
“tree," [etc.], of the value of at least twenty five cents.
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STEALING FRUIT, Etc., GROWING IN A GARDEN, Etc., AFTER X 
PREVIOUS CONVICTION.

At on , A, did steal, forty
pounds weight of pears the property of B, then growing in a certain or
chard of the said B, situated in aforesaid ; And the said
jurors say that, heretofore, to wit, at on

(before the committing of the hereinbefore mentioned offence), the 
said A was duly convicted before C, one of His Majesty's Justices of the 
Peace for the district of of having at
on , [*#V out the offence form inn the basis of the first
conviction], and was adjudged, for his said offence, to pay, [etc.], and in 
default of payment [etc.], to be imprisoned, [etc.]. And so the jurors afore
said say that, on the day and year first aforesaid. A did steal the said forfy 
pounds weight of pears, after having been previously convicted of the of
fence of stealing fruit in an orchard (or “garden”), [etc.].

STEALING FROM A SHIP.

A stole a sack of Hour from a ship called the 
at on . (12)

STEALING METAL ORE, Etc., FROM A MINE.

At on , A, did steal five
tons weight of iron ore, (or “coal"), the property of B, from a certain 
iron (or “ coal ’*) mine of the said B, situated in aforesaid.

STEALING FROM THE PRISON.

At on , A, did steal one
gold watch, and one silver watch-chain from the person of B.

STEALING IN A DWELLING-HOUSE.

At on , A, did steal twelve
silver spoons, of the total value of twenty five dollars, of the goods and 
chattels of B. in the dwelling-house of the said B, situated in 
aforesaid.

OR,
At on , A, did steal twelve

silver forks of the goods and chattels of B. in the dwelling-house of the 
said B situated in aforesaid : there being, then and there,
in the said dwelling-house, one C, who was then and there put in bodily 
fear by the menaces and threats of the said A.

STEALING BY PICKLOCKS.

At on . A, by means of a pick
lock, (or “ false key,” etc.), did steal the sum of twenty five dollars, tin- 
property of B. from* a locked and secured receptacle for property.

STEALING GOODS IN MANUFACTORIES.

At on . A, did steal forty
yards of calico of the value of five dollars, belonging to B, in a certain

(12) This is example (6) given in Form FF, pont.
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weaving shed of the said 11. situated in aforesaid, whilst the
Mine was exposed upon the looms of the said It, in the said weaving shed, 
«luring a certain stage, process or progress of the manufacture thereof.

FRAUDULENTLY DISPOSING OF GOODS ENTRUSTED FOR 
MANUFACTURE.

At on , A, did fraudulently dispose
of a certain quantity, to wit. one hundred yards, of tweed cloth, the prop
erty of It, which the said A had been theretofore entrusted with for the 
purpose of manufacture.

STEALING IN A SHIP ON A NAVIGABLE RIVER.

At on , A, did steal, in a
certain ship called the “ Xepigon twelve bars of iron of the gomls and 
merchandise of B, then being in the said ship, upon the navigable river 
St. Lawrence, (or “ in a certain port of discharge, to wit, the port of 
Montreal ").

STEALING FROM A DOCK.

At on , A, did steal from
a certain dock, (or “wharf”), adjacent to the navigable river St. Law
rence, one sack of Hour of the goods and merchandise of B, then being upon 
the said dock.

STEALING WRECK.

At on , A, did steal one
coil of rope, and one compass, being portions of the tackle of a certain ship, 
called the " llairk” the property of B, and other persons to the jurors un
known, which ship was then and there lying stranded and wrecked.

OR,
At on , A, did steal a gold

watch, the | roperty of B. a shipwrecked person belonging to a certain ship 
called the *' Highflyer,” which then and there lay stranded and wrecked.

STEALING IN OR FROM RAILWAY STATIONS, Etc.

At on , A, did steal one
umbrella and one rug of the goods and chattels of B, in (or “from”), a 
certain railway station, to wit, a station belonging to the (irand Trunk 
Railway Company (or “ the Canadian Pacific Railway Company"), and 
situated at aforesaid.

DESTROYING DOCUMENT OF TITLE TO GOODS.

At on , A, for a fraudulent
purpose, did destroy, (or “ cancel,” or “conceal.” or “ obliterate ”), a cer
tain document of title to goods, to wit, one bill of lading, [deacribr if].

FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT, Etc.

At on , A, for a fraudulent
purpose, did take (or “obtain," or “ remove.” or “conceal"), one horse 
and one express wagon, the property of B, of the value of one hundred 
dollars.
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BRINGING STOLEN PROPERTY INTO CANADA.

On ut , A, did bring into Canada, to wit,
into the City of Montreal, in the province of Quebec, twelve gold watches 
and live diamond rings, of the total value of two thousand dollars, there
tofore stolen by him the said A, outside of Canada, to wit, in the City of 
New York in the State of New York, one of the United States of America.

OBTAINING BY FALSE PRETENCES.

At on , A, by false pre
tences. di<l obtain from B, live barrels of flour of the value of

with intent to defraud.

OR,

A obtained by false pretences from B, a horse, a cart and the harness of 
a horse at on . (13)

OBTAINING EXECUTION OF VALUABLE SECURITY BY 
FALSE PRETENCES.

At on , A, by false pre
tences, did cause and induce B, to execute (or “ make,"’ or “accept," or
“endorse,” or "destroy"), a certain valuable security, to wit, a promis
sory note for one hundred dollars with intent thereby then and there to 
defraud and injure the said B.

OBTAINING PASSAGE BY FALSE TICKET.

At on , A, fraudulently un
lawfully, and by means of a false ticket, (or “order”), did obtain (or 
"attempt to obtain") a passage on a carriage or car of the Montreal 
Street Railway Company.

CRIMINAL BREACH OF TRUST.

At on , A, then being, — under
and by virtue of the Will of B, — a trustee of certain property, to wit, 
[describe it], for the use and benefit of C, I). E and F, did, with intent to 
defraud, ami in violation of his trust, convert the same to a use not author
ized by the said trust.

FRAUD BY OFFICIAL.

At on , A, then being a director
(or “manager"), [etc.], of a certain body corporate called 
did destroy (or “alter." or "mutilate," or “falsify"), a certain book (or 
"paper," or “writing,” or “valuable security"), to wit, [deserihr the 
hook. etc.], belonging to the said body corporate, with intent to defraud

OR,
At on . A, then being a director,

[etc.], of a certain body corporate called . did with intent
to defraud make (or "concur in making") in a certain book of account 
to wit. [<lexeribe it], of the said body corporate, a certain false entry, by 
then and there falsely entering in such book, [describe the false entry].

(13) This is example (e) of Form FF in Schedule One, post.
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FAI>E STATEMENT BY A I'ltO.MOTOR, DIRECTOR. PUBLIC OF 
FIVER OR MAXAOER OF A PUBLIC COM FAN Y.

<m , A. living tln-n a
promoter, (w •* director," or “public officer," or " manager of a certain 
body corporate (or “public company"), then intended to lie formed and 
to In* vailed , ("or "then actually exiting and called

"). «lid. make, circulate, ami publish (or "concur 
in making, circulating. ami publishing) a certain prospectus (or "account" 
or "statement"), well knowing tin- same t<i he false in certain materia! 
particulars, to wit. [slutr than |. with intent to induce certain persons to 
the jurors aforesaid unknown, to In-come shareholders or partners (or 
"with intent t«i deceive and defraud the members, shareholders and cred
itors"). of the said body corporate (or “public company").

KAIXK AMOUNTING BY CLERK.

At on . A, then living a clerk in the
employ of B. diil. with intent to defraud, destroy (or “alter," or "mu
tilate." or "falsify") a certain book (or “paper," or “writing," or 
“valuable security"), to wit. [ileneribe the hook, etc.), belonging to (or 
"in the possession of," or “ received by the said A. for and on behalf of") 
the sai«l B.

FRAUDULENT ASSIGNMENT BY A DEBTOR.

At on , A, with intent to defraud
his creditors «lid make (or " cause to In- made") a gift, (or "conveyance," 
or “assignment," or “sale," or “transfer," or “ delivery "), of his prop
erty. to B.

OR,
At on . A. di«l remove, (or “ eon-

«•«•al.“ or “ <lisp«ise of") his property, with intent to «lefraud his creditors.

FRAUDULENTLY RECEIVING A DEBTORS PROPERTY.

At on . A. with intent that R should
«lefraud his cretlitors, did receive, the property of the said B, then and there 
given, (or " conveyed," or " assigneil," or " sold," or “ transferred," or 
" delivered," or “ removed," or “concealed," or " «lisposed of") by the said 
B. with intent to defraud his creditors.

GIVING A FALSE WAREHOUSE RECEIPT.

At on . A, then living the keeper of
; warehouse, |et<\|, for storing timber, fete.], knowingly, wilfully and with 
in'ent to mislead (or "injure," or "defraud"), di«l give to B a certain 
vri mg purporting to be a receipt for, (or “acknowledgement of"), cer
tain goods. to wit, [demrihe than], as having been received into his the 
said A s warehouse, [etc.], before the said gootls hail been received by him 
the said X. as aforesaid.

FALSE RECEIPT FOR GRAIN, Etc.

At on . A, in a certain receipt (or
"certificate," or “ acknowledgement "), for grain (or "timber." etc.), to 
lie used for one of tin- purposes of The Hank Art. to wit, for the purpose. 
| mention the purpose]. wilfully did make a false statement, to wit, [*#7 
ont the ntatanrnt and shnr in 'what respect it iran f(if##*].

II

til'll
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UNLAWFULLY APPLY I NO MARKS TO PUBLIC STORKS.

At on . A, without lawful authority,
11 id apply, in and on certain stores, to wit, fifty yards of canvas, and 
twenty yards of fearnought, a certain mark, to wit, a blue line in a ser- 
|*entine form.

OR,
At on . A, without lawful authority,

did apply in and on certain stores, to wit. fifty yards of hunting, a certain 
mark, to wit. a double tape in the warp of the said bunting.

UNLAWFUL POSSESSION. Etc., OF PUBLIC STORES.

At on , A, without lawful authority
did receive (or " possess," or “keep," or " sell," or "deliver”), certain 
public stores, to wit, twenty five pounds of candles, bearing a certain mark, 
to wit, blue threads in each wick, to denote His Majesty’s property therein.

RECEIVING R ECU MENTAL NECESSARIES.

At on , A, did buy from a certain
soldier to wit. B. certain arms (or "clothing") to wit. [describe than], 
belonging to IIis Majesty.

CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD.

At on . A, B and C did. conspire
together to defraud the public, (or " I) "), by deceit, (or " falsehood," or 
"by the fraudulent means following to wit. |set out the fraudulent inruns 
anrrrd ilium |.

CHEATING AT PLAY. Etc.

At on . A, with intent to defraud
B did cheat in playing at a game with cards (or "dice").

ROBBERY. WITH WOUNDING. Etc.

At on . A, with and by means of
violence (or "threats of violence ") then and there used by him to and 
against the person (or “property") of B. to prevent (or “overcome") 
lesistance. did violently steal from the person (or "in the presence") of 
the said B. and against the said B’s will, one gold watch, of the goods and 
chattels of flu- said B; and that at the time (or “immediately before." or 
“ immediately after") he so robbed the said B. as aforesaid, lie the said A 
did wound (or " beat," or " strike." or " use personal violence to") the 
said B.

ROBBERY BY A PERSON AtXWIPANIKD BY OTHERS.

At on , A. then being together with
other persons to the jurors aforesaid unknown, did with and by means of 
violence, (or "threats of violence ") then and there used by him to and 
against the person (or "property") of It. to prevent (or "overcome") 
resistance, violently steal from the |**rson (or "in the presence") of the 
said B. and against the said It's will, moneys of the said It. to the amount 
of one hundred dollars.

ROBBERY BY A PERSON ARMED WITH AN OFFENSIVE WEAPON

At on . A, then being armed with
a certain offensive weapon, to wit, a brass knuckle-duster (or "lead-
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hauled < ane," or “ sand-hog," or “ pistol," or "knife”), did. with and by 
means of violence, (or " threats of violence”), then and there used by him 
to and against the |ieraon (or "property") of It, to prevent (or " over- 
• ouïe") resistance, violently steal from the |ierson (or "in the presence " ) 
of the said It. and against "the said It's will, one diamond ring of the goods 
and chattels of the said It.

ANSAVLT BY AN ARMED PERSON. WITH INTENT TO ROB.

At on . A, then licing armed with
a certain offensive weapon to wit, a heavy bludgeon, did, in and upon It. 
make an assault, with intent the mone;. . goods and chattels of the said 
B. then and there violently to steal from the |ierson and against the will 
of the said It.

ROBBERY.

At on . A. with and by means of
tiolence (or " threats of violence") then and there used by him to and 
against the person (or "property") of It. to prevent (or "overcome”) 
resistance, did violently steal from the person (or "in the presence"), of 
the said It, and against the said It's will, moneys of him the said It. 
amounting to fifty dollars.

ASSAULT WITH INTENT TO ROB.

At on . A, assaulted It with intent
the moneys, goods, and chattels of the said It. then and there, violently to 
steal from the jierson and against the will of the said It.

STOPPING THE MAIL.

At on . A. did atop a certain mail,
to wit. the mail for the conveyance of letters lietween 
and with intent to rob (or “ search ") the same.

COMPELLING EXECUTION OF A DOCUMENT BY FORCE.

At on . A. by means of unlawful
x iolence to (or “ restraint of”) the person of It. did unlawfully compel the 
said It. to execute (or "sign" or "destroy") a certain deed, to wit. 
\drnrrlbr ff|. with intent to defraud, (or "injure’’).

OR.

At on . A. by means of a threat
that he would employ unlawful violence to (or " restraint of") the person 
"f It. did unlawfully compel the said B to sign (or "accept." or endorse," 
•n " destroy." or "alter ) a certain promissory note (or " hill of ex
change") to wit. |Heurrlbr ff). with intent to defraud (or "injure").

SENDING THREATENING LETTER.

At on , A, did send to (or “cause
to In- received hv") R a certain letter (or "writing") demanding of the 
«aid II. with menaces, a .certain sum of money, to wit. one thousand dollars, 
the «aid demand I icing without reasonable or probable cause, and he the 
*«id A then xvell knowing the contents of the said letter (or “ writing"), 
"Inch is as follows: fart out the letterj.
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DEMANDIN'! WITH INTENT TO STEAL.

At on , A. with menaces, did
demand of H. a certain sum of money, to wit. One hundred dollars, with 
intent then and there to steal the same from the said B.

EXTORTION BY THREATS TO ACCUSE OK CERTAIN SERIOUS 
CRIMES.

At on , A, did accuse (or " threaten
to tueuse ") B, of having committed an offence punishable by law with
death (or " imprisonment for seven years or more ") to wit, murder, (or 
"forgery." or burglary,” or “bigamy"), (etc.], with intent thereby then 
and there to extort and gain money from the said B.

OR,
At on . A. did accuse (or threaten

to accuse") B. of having committed an assault with intent to commit a 
rape, (or “attempted or endeavored to commit a rape"), with intent 
thereby then and there to extort and gain money from the said B.

* OR,
At on . A. did accuse (or “ threaten

to accuse ") B, of having committed an infamous offence, to wit. the 
abominable crime of buggery, with intent thereby then and there to extort 
and gain money from the said B.

OR,
At on . A, with intent to extort

mill gain money from B. did cause the said B. to receive a certain docu
ment accusing (or "threatening to accuse") the said B. of having conn 
set led and procured one C, to commit an infamous offence, to wit, the 
abominable crime of buggery, lie the said A then well knowing the con
tents of the said document, which is as follows: |*rf out the dociinirnt].

EXTORTION BY THREATS TO ACCUSE OF OTHER CRIMES.

At on , A, did accuse (or “ threaten
to accuse") B, of having committed the offence of polygamy (or "libel" 
or " aggravated assault." or " gaming in stocks," or " frequenting bucket 
shops." or “ corrupting jurors," or “ obtaining money by false pretences,” 
or "defrauding creditors"), [etc.], with intent, thereby, then and there 
to extort and gain money from the said B.

BREAKING A PLACE OF PUBLIC WORSHIP.

At on . A, did break and enter a
certain place of public worship, to wit, [(trueribe the church, chapel. or 
other place of public irorxhlp], and there, in the said church,(or " chapel " i. 
[etc.], did steal, one silver candlestick of the goods and chattels of

BURGLARY.

At on . about the hour of twelve at
night. A, burglariously did break and enter the dwelling-house of B. there 
situated, with intent burglariously to steal the goods and chattels of the 
said B. then and there being found in the said dwelling-house, (or "with 
intent to commit, in the said dwelling-house, an indictable offence, to wit"). 
[(IcHcribc the offence].
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OR,

_At on . about the hour of tweîve at
night. A, burglariously did break and enter the dwelling-house of B, there 
situated, with intent burglariously to steal the goods and chattels of the 
said B, then and there being fourni in the said dwelling-house; and be the 
said A, having so broken and entered and then being in the said dwelling 
house diil burglariously steal twelve silver forks and twelve silver spoons 
of the value of forty dollars, of the goods and chattels of the said B. in the 
said dwelling-house then being found.

OR,
At on , A, then being in the dwelling-

house of B. did steal twelve silver forks and twelvç silver spoons of the 
value of forty dollars of the goods and chattels of the said B in the said 
dwelling-house, and the said A. being so as aforesaid in the said dwelling- 
house and having committed the theft aforesaid, did afterwards, to wit. 
on the day and year aforesaid, about the hour of twelve at night, burglar
iously break out of the said dwelling-house.

HOUSE BREAKING.

At on . A, did break and enter by
day the dwelling-house of B. there situated, and, twelve silver forks of the 
value of twenty dollars, the property of the said B, then and there lieing 
found therein, did then and there steal.

OR,
At on . A, did break and enter, by

day, the dwelling-house of B. there situated, with intent to commit an in
dictable offence therein, to wit, to steal the goods then and there being in 
the said dwelling-house.

BREAKING SHOP, Etc.

At on , A, did break and enter the
shop of B, there situated, and five boxes of cigars of the value of twenty 
dollars, the property of the said B. then and there being found therein, did, 
then and there, steal.

OR,
At on , A, did break and enter a

certain building, there situated, and being within the curtilage of and oc
cupied with the dwelling-house of B, but not connected with or forming 
part of the said dwelling-house either immediately or by means of any 
covered or -enclosed passage, and one horse of the value of seventy five dol
lars the property of the said B. then and there being found in the said build
ing, did then and there steal.

OR,
At on . A, did break and enter the

shop of B, there situated, with intent to commit an indictable offence there
in, to wit, to steal the goods and chattels of the said B, then and there 
lieing in the said shop.

OR.
At on . A. did break and enter a

certain building there situated and being within the curtilage of and oc
cupied with the dwelling-house of B. but not connected with or forming
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1-art of the mi id dwelling-house either inmiediately or by means of any 
covered or enelosed passage, with intent then and there the goods and chat
tels of the said II. then being in the said building, to steal.

BEING FOUND IN A DWELLING-HOUSE BY NIGHT.

At on . about the hour of twelve at
night,A unlawfully did enter (or "was in") the dwelling-house of B. there 
situated, with intent the goods and chattels of the said B, to steal.

BEING FOUND ARMED WITH INTENT TO BREAK AND ENTER.

At on , A, was found, by day, armed
with a certain dangerous ami offensive weapon (or "instrument") to wit. 
|describe //], with intent to break and enter the dwelling-house of B there 
situated, and to commit therein an indictable offence to wit, to steal the 
goods and chattels of the said It then being in the said dwelling-house.

OR,
At on , A. was found, by night,

armed with a certain dangerous and offensive weapon (or " instrument " ) 
to wit. [describe itJ, with intent to break and enter a certain building of 
II there situated, and to commit therein an indictable offence, to wit, to 
steal the goods and chattels of the said B then being in the said building.

HAVING POSSESSION. BY NIGHT. OF HOUSE-BREAKING 
INSTRUMENTS.

At on , A, was found, about the
hour of twelve at night, without lawful excuse, in possession of certain 
house-breaking instruments, to wit, [describe them|.

BEING FOUND DISGUISED BY NIGHT.

At on , A. was found, by night,
without lawful excuse, with his face masked (or "blackened’').

BEING FOUND DISGUISED, BY DAY. WITH INTENT.

At on . A. was found, by day with
out lawful excuse, in a certain disguise, to wit. [describe the disguise|, 
with intent, then and there to commit an indictable offence, to wit. (WfH- 
Hon the offence],

FORGERY.

At on , A, knowingly did forge a
certain document, to wit, [describe the document bg its usual name, or, set 
forth a co/i// of D ].

UTTERING A FORGERY.

At on , A, knowing a certain
document, to wit. [describe it], to lie forged, did utter (or " use," or “deal 
with," or "act upon," or “ attempt to use," etc.), the said forged doeu 
nient, as if it were genuine.

COUNTERFEITING SEALS.

At on , A. did make and counter
feit a certain public seal, to wit. the public seal of the Dominion of Canada.
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UTTERING COUNTERFEIT KKAIX

At on , A. knowing a certain seal,
to wit, a seal purporting to he the public seal of tin- Dominion of Canada, 
to he counterfeited, did use the said counterfeited seal.

UNLAWFULLY PRINTING PROCLAMATION.

At on . A. did print a certain pro
clamation, to wit, [#lexerihc it], and did then and there unlawfully cause 
the same to falsely purport to have been printed by the King's Printer tor 
Canada.

SENDING A FALSE TELEGRAM.

At on , A, with intent to defraud,
did cause and procure a certain telegram in the words ami figures follow
ing. [ae< out tltc telegram], to be sent, (or "delivered"), to B, as being 
sent by the authority of ('. knowing that it was not sent by such author
ity, with intent that the said telegram should be acted on as being sent by 
I he -aid (

SENDING FALSE TELEGRAMS. OR LETTERS. WITH INTENT 
TO INJURE OR ALARM.

At on , A, with intent to injure (or “ alarm ") B.
did send (or "cause," or "procure to be sent"), to the said It, a certain 
telegram (or “letter,") containing matter which In* the said A. knew to 
lie false, to wit. a telegram (or “letter,") in the words and tigures follow 
ing. [net out the telegram or letter],

COUNTERFEITING REVENUE STAMPS.

At on . A. fraudulently did counter
feit a iVrtuin revenue stamp, to wit, [(lexerIbe it].

SELLING COUNTERFEITED REVENUE STAMPS.

At on . A. knowingly, did sell (or
■"expose for sale." or "utter," or “use,") a certain counterfeited revenue 
stamp, to wit, [dexvribe it],

FALSIFYING REGISTERS.

At on , A, did destroy (or “deface,"
or - injure,") a certain register then and there lawfully kept as the 
register (or "baptisms," or “marriages," or "deaths," or “burials,") of 
the parish of *

OR,

At on . A, did insert in a certain
register then and there lawfully kept as the register of births, fete.], of 
Hie parish of a certain entry, known by him, the
said A. to be false, and relating to the birth (or “marriage"), [etc.], of

FALNELY CERTIFYING EXTRACTS FROM REGISTERS.

, At on . A. being a person author
ized ami required >y law to give certified copies of entries in a certain
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register then and there lawfully kept as the register of births (or a mar-
riages”), [etc.], of the perish of did certify u certain
writing to be a true copy of (or “extract from") a certain entry in the 
Mid register, to wit, an entry of the birth (or ‘‘marriage”), [etc.], of

FAI>E ENTRIES IN BOOKS RELATING TO PUBLIC FUNDS.

At on , A, in a certain book of ac
count kept by the Bank, in winch said book were then
kept and entered the accounts of the owners of certain transferable stock, 
lan nu il a or other publie fund J, wilfully, with intent to defraud, did make 
a certain false entry, to wit, [describe the false entry].

FRAUDULENT TRANSFER OF STOCK.

At on , A, a transfer of a certain
share and interest of and in certain stock, [annuity or other publie fund], 
transferable at the Bank, to wit, the share and interest
of B, of and in [mention the amount and description of the stock, etc.J, did 
with intent to defraud, make, in the name of C, lie the said (J not being 
then the true and lawful owner of the said stock, [etc.], or any part 
thereof.

MAKING FALSE DIVIDEND WARRANTS.

At on , A, being a clerk in the
employ of the Bunk, with intent to defraud, did
i.iake out and deliver to one B, a certain dividend warrant for five hun 
11 red dollars being a greater amount than the said B was then entitled to. 
the amount to which the said B was then entitled being only three hun 
died dollars.

FORGERY OF A TRADE MARK.

At on , A, did forge (or “ cause to
la forged"), a certain trade-mark, to wit, [describe it].

FALSELY APPLYING A TRADE MARK.

At on , A, did falsely apply (or
“cause to be applied") to certain goods, to wit, [describe them], a certain 
trade-mark, to wit, [describe it], (or “a mark so nearly resembling a cer
tain trade-mark, to wit." [describe it], "as to be calculated to deceive”).

PERSONATION.

At on , A, did jiersonate B. (or
“ the administrator." or “widow,” or “ next of kin of the late C,” or “ the 
wife of D "). with intent then and there and thereby fraudulently to ob
tain. |describe the money or property intended to be'obtained].

PERSONATION AT AN EXAMINATION.

At on , A, falsely and with intent
to gain an advantage for himself, (or “one B ”), did personate C, a can
didate at a competitive (or “ qualifying ") examination held under author
ity of law, (or “in connection with the McGill College University, of 
Montreal ”).
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PERSONATING AN OWNER OF STOCK.

At on , A, falsely and deceitfully
did personate B, the owner of a certain share and interest in certain stock. 
[a mi ii U a or other publie fund], to wit, [give the amount and description 
of the said stork, e/e.], then transferable at the
Rank, ami did, thereby, and by means of such personation, then and there 
transfer (or "endeavor to transfer”), the said share and interest of the 
said B, in the said stock, [etc.], as if he the said A were the lawful owner 
t hereof.

ACKNOWLEDGING AN INSTRUMENT IN A FALSE NAME.

At on , A, did, before the Court of
King’s Bench for the province of Quebec, sitting in and for the District of 
Montreal, (or “ the Honorable Mr. Justice— ’), [etc.], without lawful 
authority or excuse, acknowledge in the name of B, a certain recognisance 
of bail, (or " cognovit actionem"), [rfr.], to wit, \ describe the instrument 
end the cause, action, or proceeding to irhich it relates].

COUNTERFEITING CURRENT SILVER COINS.

At on , A, did unlawfully make (or
" begin to make ”) and counterfeit twenty pieces of false and counterfeit 
coin resembling (or “apparently intended to resemble and pass for”) cur
rent silver dollars (or "half dollars,” or “ ten cent pieces”).

BUYING, SELLING, OR DEALING IN COUNTERFEIT COIN.

At on , A, did unlawfully and with
out lawful authority or excuse, buy (or “ sell,” or “ receive,” or r‘ pay,” 
or “put off”) twenty pieces of false and counterfeit coin, resembling (or 
"apparently intended* to resemble and pass for”) current silver dollars, 
at and for "a lower rate and value than the same imported (or “were ap
parently intended to import).

IMPORTING COUNTERFEIT COIN.

At on , A, did unlawfully and with
out lawful authority or excuse, import and receive into Canada twelve 
pieces of false and counterfeit coin resembling (or “apparently intended 
to resemble and pass for") current silver dollars, he the said A then and 
there well knowing the same to lie counterfeit.

EXPORTING COUNTERFEIT COIN.

At on , A, did unlawfully and with
out lawful authority or excuse, export from Canada, twelve pieces of false 
and counterfeit coin resembling (or “ apparently intended to resemble and 
pass for”) current silver dollars, lie the said A then and there well Know
ing the same to be counterfeit.

BRINGING COINING INSTRUMENTS INTO CANADA.

At on , A, unlawfully, knowingly
and without lawful authority or excuse, did convey out of His Majesty's 
Mints into Canada, one puncheon (or “ counter-puncheon," or “matrix”), 
[etc.], used or employed in or about the coining of coin.
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CLIPPING CURRENT COIN.

At on , A. did unlawfully impair
for “diminish," or "lighten"), twelve pieeee of current silver coin called 
dollars, with intent that each of the said twelve pieces so impaired, (or 
"diminished," or "lightened"), might pass for a current silver dollar.

DKKACIXO, AND TEN DERI NO CURRENT COIN, SO DEFACED.

At on , A, did deface one piece of
current silver coin, called a dollar, by then and there stamping theron cer
tain names (or "words"), to wit, , and did afterwards un
lawfully tender the said current silver coin, so defaced as aforesaid.

POSSESSING COUNTERFEIT COIN. WITH INTENT.

At on , A, had in his custody and
possession twelve pieces of counterfeit coin resembling (or " apparently 
intended to resemble, and pass for") current silver dollars, with intent to 
utter the same, he the said A then well knowing the same to be counteri, i.

COUNTERFEITING FOREIGN COIN.

At on , A, did make (or “ begin to
make") and counterfeit coin resembling (or “ apparently intended to 
resemble and pass for") the silver coin of a foreign country, to wit, the 
silver coin of the United States of America, called a dollar.

UTTERING COUNTERFEIT COIN.

At on , A, did utter to B, one piece
of counterfeit coin resembling (or " apparently intended to resemble and 
pass for"), the current silver coin called a dollar, he the said A then well 
knowing the same to be counterfeit.

UTTERING LIGHT COIN.

At on , A. did utter as being current
a certain silver coin, to wit. a silver dollar of less than its lawful weight, 
lie the said A then well knowing the said coin to have lieen impaired, (or 
diminished," or "lightened"), otherwise than by lawful wear.

UTTERING UNCURRENT (T)1N.

At on , A. with intent in
defraud, did utter, as being a current silver dollar, a certain silver coin, 
not being a current silver coin but resembling in size, figure and color .1 
current silver dollar, and being of less value than a current silver dollar.

ARSON.
At on , A, wilfully, without legal

justification or excuse, and without color of right, did set fire to a certain 
building, to wit, a dwelling-house belonging to B. and situated in 

aforesaid.

OR,
At on , A, wilfully, without legal

justification or excuse, without color of right, and with intent to defraud, 
did set fire to a certain building, fo wit, a store situa ted in

aforesaid and belonging to him the said A.
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OR,

.At on , A, wilfully, without legal
justification or excuse, and without color of light, did set tire to a certain 
stack of vegetable produce (or “of mineral,” or " vegetable fuel"), to wit, 
[describe the stack], belonging to B.

ATTEMPT TO COMMIT ARSON.

At on , A, wilfully, without legal
justification or excuse, and without color of right, did attempt to set lire 
to a certain building, to wit, a dwelling-house belonging to B, and situated 
in aforesaid.

WILFULLY SETTING FIRE TO CROPS, Etc.

At on , A, wilfully, without legal
justification or excuse, and without color of right, did set fire to a certain 
crop (or “wood,” or "forest," or "coppice,” or "plantation," or “heath,” 
or "gorsc," or " furze,” or "fern”), to wit, (describe the crop), [etc.J, the 
property of B.

NEGLIGENTLY SETTING FIRE TO FOREST, Etc.

At on , A, negligently, reck
lessly, and with wanton disregard of consequences, (or " in violation of a 
certain provincial law, to wit, did unlawfully^ set fire to
a certain forest (or “ tree," or “ manufactured lumber.” etc.), situated (or 
"being”) on the Crown domain (or " land leased or lawfully held for the 
purpose of cutting timber," etc.), so that the said forest, [etc.], was in
jured (or “ destroyed ”).

PLACING OR THROWING EXPLOSIVES WITH INTENT TO DESTROY 
A BUILDING, Etc.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did place near (or 
“ throw into”) a certain building (or “ship"), to wit, [describe the 
building or shipJ, a certain explosive substance, to wit, five pounds of gun
powder, with intent, thereby, then and there, to destroy (or “damage”) 
me said building (or “ship”).

MISCHIEF ON RAILWAYS.

At on , A, in a manner likely
to cause danger to valuable property, to wit, to certain engine and cer
tain cars of tiie Canadian Pacific Railway, on their railway at

aforesaid, did displace a rail (or “ sleeper," etc.), on and 
belonging to the said railway.

OR,

. At on , A, did make a false
signal on (or “near”) the railway of the Grand Trunk Railway Vompany 
“t aforesaid, in a manner likely to cause danger to
valuable property, to wit, to a certain engine and certain cars of the said 
Rrand Trunk Railway Company, on their said railway.

40
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MISCHIEF ON RAILWAYS WITH INTENT.

At on , A, did break and
injure « rail (or “ sleeper ") on and belonging to the railway of the Grand 
Trunk Railway Company, at aforesaid, with intent, thereby,
then and there, to cause danger to a certain engine ami certain cars of the 
said Grand Trunk Railway Company, on their said railway.

WILFULLY REMOVING MARINE SIGNALS.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did alter, (or 
“ remove," or “conceal”!, a certain signal (or “buoy”) used upon the 
river St. Lawrence, for tne purpose of navigation.

MISCHIEF TO MINES.

At on , A, did cause a quantity
of water (or “ earth," or " rubbish,") to be conveyed into a certain mine 
(or “well of oil"), to wit, |describe itJ. the property of B, with intent, 
thereby, then and there, to injure (or " obstruct the working of”) the 
said mine (or “ well of oil”).

WILFULLY DESTROYING A HOUSE, ETC., AND ENDANGERING 
LIFE.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did by mean* of 
an explosion destroy (or "damage") a certain dwelling-house (or "ship." 
or "boat"), to wit, [describe it J, the property of B, there being certain 
(tersons to wit, (', ami I). then in the said dwelling-house, [etc.], and tin 
said destruction (or "damage”) did, then a id there, cause actual danger

WILFULLY DESTROYING A RIVER BANK, ETC., AND CAUSING 
DANGER OF INUNDATION.

At on , A, wilfully without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did destroy, |«r 
“damage”) the bank (or "dyke”) of a certain river called the river St. 
Lawrence, whereby and by means whereof there was actual danger of in
undation.

WILFULLY DESTROYING BRIDGES.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did destroy (or 
"damage”) a certain bridge for "viaduct," or “ aouedqpt ”) situated in 

aforesaid, and over (or “under”) which a certain 
highway (or “ railway," or “canal”), to wit, [describe it], passes, and 
the said destruction (or “damage”) was so done by the said A. with in 
tent and so as to render the said bridge (or “ viaduct,” or "aqueduct.” or 
" highway,” or “ railway,” or “canal”) dangerous and impassable.

WILFULLY DESTROYING OR DAMAGING A RAILWAY.

At on , A, wilfully, wiilimit
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did destroy (or 
‘damage") a certain railway, to wit, [describe it], with intent to render 
and so as to render the same dangerous and impassable.
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WILFULLY DESTROYING CATTLE. ETC.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse ami without color of right, did destroy (or 
••damage") one cow, the property of B, by then and there killing (or 
" maiming, * or “ poisoning," or "wounding ') the said cow.

WILFULLY DAMAGING A SHIP WITH INTENT TO DESTROY OR 
RENDER IT USELESS.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage a cer
tain shin, to wit, (ieeerlàe if], with intent to destroy (or “render use- 
le a") the said ship.

WILFULLY DAMAGING A CANAL, Etc.

At on , A wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage a cer
tain canal (or "navigable river"), to wit, [de*crlbr it], by then and there 
interfering with and urea king down the flood-gate* (or "sluices”) thereof, 
with intent ami so as thereby, then and there, to obstruct the navigation 
thereof.

WILFULLY DAMAGING THE SLUICE OF A PRIVATE WATER.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage (or 
"destroy”) the flotsl-gate (or "sluice") of a certain private water, to 
wit, the fish pond of B, situated in aforesaid, with intent to
take (or “destroy"), (or "so as to cause the loss or destruction of") the 
fish therein.

DAMAGING A PRIVATE FISHERY.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage a cer
tain private fishery (or "salmon river"), by putting into it a huge quant
ity of lime, with intent, thereby, then and there to destroy the fish then 
and there Iteing therein.

WILFULLY DESTROYING GOODS IN PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, ami without color of right, did destroy (or 
"damage") certain gmsls. to wit, (dr*rr//#e them], the property of B. and 
then Iteing in priteess of manufacture, with intent, thereby, then ami there 
to render the same useless.

WILFULLY DAMAGING MANUFACTURING MACHINES.

At on , A. wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage (or 
“destroy") certain agricultural (or “manufacturing") machines, to wit. 
[drorribc them], the property of B, with intent, thereby, then and there to 
lender the same useless.
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WILFULLY DAMAGING OR DESTROYING TREES IN A PARK. Kir.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification, and without color of right, did damage, (or "destroy”) 
two Hr trees the property of B, then growing in a certain park, (or ** plea
sure ground,” or " garden,” or " land adjoining and belonging to the dwell
ing-house '') of the said B, thereby, then and there, injuring the said trees 
to an extent exceeding in value the sum of five dollars.

WILFULLY DAMAGING A POST-LETTER BAG, ETC.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage (or 
"destroy”) a certain post-letter bag (or “ post-letter ”) the property of 
the Post-Master General.

WILFULLY DAMAGING BY NIGHT, PROPERTY TO AMOUNT 
01 TWENTY DOLLARS.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage (or 
"destroy”), by night, seven birch trees, the property of B, then growing 
in a plot of land belonging to the said B. thereby, then and there, injuring 
the said trees to the amount of twenty dollars.

OR,
At on , A, wilfully, without

legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage (or 
"destroy”), by night, thirty five patterns for the making of waterproof 
coats, the property of B. thereby, then and there, injuring the said patterns 
to the amount of twenty dollars.

WILFULLY DESTROYING, BY DAY, PROPERTY TO THE AMOUNT 
OF TWENTY DOLLARS.

At on , A. wilfully,
without legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage 
(or "destroy”), by day, one crate of crockery and glass ware, the prop
erty of B. thereby, then and there, injuring the said crockery and gla- 
ware to the amount of twenty dollars.

WILFUL INJURIES TO POLL-BOOKS, ETC.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did destroy, (or 
"injure," or “obliterate") a certain writ of election, (or “return to a 
writ of election," or " poll-book,” or “ voters’ list,” or "ballot”), [etc.], to 
wit. [describe the election irrit, etc.], prepared and drawn out according to 
a certain law in regard to Dominion ( or " provincial," or " municipal." or 
"civic”), elections, to wit, the Act [tite the Art appli/iny to the rose in

INJURIES TO BUILDINGS BY TENANTS.

At on , A, being then
possessed of a certain dwelling-house situated in aforesaid,
and then held by him the said A. as tenant thereof for an unexpired term 
of three years, did wilfully, without legal justification or excuse, without
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color of right, and to the prejudice of B, the owner thereof, pull down and 
demolish the said dwelling-house.

WILFULLY DESTROYING TREKS AFTER TWO PREVIOUS CONVIC
TIONS.

At on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse and without color of right did damage (or 
■'destroy") one shrub, so that the injury done by such damage (or “des
truction") amounted to the value of fifty cents, the said shrub being the 
property of B, and then growing in a certain plot of land situated and 
being in aforesaid : And the said jurors say, that, heretofore, to wit,
at o»n , (before the committing of the herein
before mentioned offence), the said A was duly convicted, before <J, one of 
His Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the District of of
having at on , [set out the offence
formin'! the Ini sis of the first eonvietion],um\ was adjudged, for his said of
fence. to pay. [etc-.J, and, in default of payment, [etc.], to be imprisoned, 
[etc.]: And the said jurors further say, that heretofore, to wit, at

on , ( before the committing of the
firstly hereinbefore mentioned offence, but after the next hereinbefore 
mentioned conviction), the said A was again duly convicted before 1), one 
of His Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the District of 
of having at on , [set out the
second condition ] : And so the jurors aforesaid say, that, on the day and 
year first aforesaid the said A, wilfully, without legal justification 
or excuse and without color of right, did damage (or "destroy”) the 
said shrub, and did thereby do injury amounting to the value ot fifty 
cents, after having been twice convicted of the like offence of wilfully 
damaging (or " destroying ") a shrub, (or “tree"), [etc.], and doing in
jury amounting to the value of at least twenty five cents.

WILFULLY DAMAGING OR DESTROYING VEGETABLE PRODUC- 
DUCT IONS GROWING IN A GARDEN, ETC.

At _ on , A, wilfully, without
legal justification or excuse, and without color of right, did damage (or 
"destroy") fifty cauliflowers, the property of B, then growing in a certain 
garden of the said B, situated in aforesaid : And the said
jurors say, that, heretofore, to wit, at on

(before the committing of the hereinbefore mentioned offence), 
the said A was duly convicted before C, one of His Majesty's Justices of 
the Peace, for the District of of having at on

, [set out the offence formin'! the basis of the first eon- 
rid ion], and was adjudged, for his said offence, to pay, [etc.], and in default 
of payment, [etc.], to lie imprisoned, [etc.]: And so the jurors aforesaid 
say, that on the day and year first aforesaid A did. wilfully, with
out legal justification or excuse, and without color of r.ght, damage (or 
“ destroy ’*) the said fifty cauliflowers after having been previously con
victed of the like offence of wilfully damaging (or “ destroying ”) veget
able productions in a garden, [etc.]."

COMBINATION IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE.

At on , A, conspired, com
bined, agreed and arranged with B, C and D, and with the

Company, to unduly limit the facilities for 
transporting, (or “producing," or “ supplying,” or “storing,” or “ dealing 
in," or “ manufacturing ”), cotton goods, [etc.], a subject of trade and 
commerce.
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OR,
At on , A, conspired, com

bined, agreed, and arranged with H. (' and 1), and with the
Company, to unduly prevent and lessen 

competition in the produvtion (or "manufacture," or “purchase,” or 
' Darter," or “sale." or " transportation," or "supply"), of woollen goods, 
[ete.J, a subject of trade and commerce.

CRIMINAL BREACH OF CONTRACT.

At on . A, wilfully did break
a certain contract, to wit. [denerihe it], theretofore made by him, well 
knowing (or " having reasonable cause to believe"), that the probable 
consequences of his so doing would be to endanger human life (or “ cause 
serious bodily injury," or “ expose valuable property to destruction," or 
"serious injury").

INTIMIDATION.

At on , A and B, wrong
fully and without lawful authority, did use violence to (or " injure the 
property of ") C, by [dexerihe thr' prrxonal riolnnr or tin ini mu to pro/# 
IMTtn, <ax the vane mon ftp)], with a view to compel the said C to employ 
1), K and F, whom he the said V had a lawful right to refuse to employ 
(or "to compel the said C to discharge from and refuse to keep in his 
employ G, and II, whom lie the said (' had a lawful right to retain in his 
employ ").

OR,
At on . A, B and ('. lieing

workmen in the employ of I), wrongfully and without lawful authority, 
did, by means of threats of using violence to (or “of injuring the proper i \ 
of”) the said I), then and there intimidate the said D, with a view (•> 
conqiel the said 1) to raise and advance the wages of them the said A. II

OR,
At on . A and B. wrong

fully, and without lawful authority, did persistently follow (', from place 
to place, with a view to coni|iel the said C, to cease working for l>. lie the 
said C, having a lawful right to continue to work for the said D.

INTIMIDATION. BY PICKETING.

At on , and on divers other days
before and since that date, A and B. wrongfully, and without lawful 
authority, did beset and watch the building, workshop, and premises of < . 
where I) was then working in the employ of the said ('. with a view to 
compel the said I) fr# n working in the employ of the said C, lie the said
I) having a lawful right to continue to work in the employ of tlie said « .
(or " with a view to compel the said (' to discharge ami to discontinue
employing the said I), he the said C having a lawful right to continue the
said 1) in his employ ").

INTIMIDATION. BY ASSAULTS OR THREATS. IN PVRSVAM I 
OF AN UNLAWFUL COMBINATION.

At on , A. B and C. having, before
then, conspired, combined, confederated and agreed together to raise tlie 
rate of wages, then usually payable to workmen, in a certain trade. Im«-
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OR.
At on , A, did attempt, by

false pretences, to obtain from B, one horse of the value of seventy dollars, 
the property of the said B, with intent to defraud.

OR,

At on , A, did solicit and
advise B to steal one piano of the goods and chattels of (', whereby he the 
said A, did attempt to commit the indictable offence of theft.

OR,

At on , A, did attempt to
commit the indictable offence of bigamy (or “burglary"), [etc.], by then 
and there, [wf out the means used in making the attempt].

ACCESSORY AFTER THE FACT INDKTED WITH THE PRINCIPAL 
OFFENDER.

(After chaifjiufi .4, as the principal offender, irith the principal offence, 
pioeerd thus) : —

And the said jurors further present, that C, well knowing the said A to 
have done and committed the said offence, as aforesaid, did, after the same 
was so done and committed as aforesaid, to wit, on the day and year afore
said. receive, comfort and assist him, the said A, in order to enable him to 
escape.

ACCESSORY AFTER THE FACT. INDICTED ALONE, THE PRÎXC1 
PAL OFFENDER HAVING BEEN CONVICTED.

(After statina the principal offence and the principal offender's convic
tion, proceed thus) : —

And the said jurors further present, that C, well knowing the said A to 
have done and committed the said offence, as aforesaid, did, after the same 
was so done and committed as aforesaid, to wit. on the day and year afore
said. receive, comfort and assist him, the said A, in order to enable him to 
escape.
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SECOND DIVISION-CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

TITLE VII.
PROCEDURE TO CONVICTION.

PART XU.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

533. Power to make rules. — Every Superior Court of Criminal 
Jurisdiction may at any time, with the concurrence of a majority 
of the judges thereof present at any meeting held for the purpose, 
make rules of court, not inconsistent with any statute of Canada, 
which shall apply to all proceedings relating to any prosecution, 
proceeding or action instituted in relation to any matter of a cri
minal nature, or resulting from or incidental to any such matter, 
and in particular for all or any of the purposes following: —

(а) For regulating the sittings of the Court or of any division 
thereof, or of any judge of the court sitting in Chambers, except 
in so far as the same are already regulated by law.

(б) For regulating in criminal matters, the pleading, practice 
and procedure in the court, including the subjects of mandamus 
certiorari, habeas corpus, prohibition, quo warranto, hail and costs, 
and the proceedings under section nine hundred of this Act.

(c) Generally for regulating the duties of the officers of the 
Court and every other matter deemed expedient for better attain
ing the ends of justice and carrying the provisions of the law into 
effect.

v. Copies of all rules made under the authority of this section 
shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament at the session next 
after making thereof, and shall also be published in the Canada 
Gazette. 52 V., c. 40.
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3. In the province of Ontario the authority for the making of 
such rules of court applicable to superior courts of criminal juris
diction in the province is vested in the supreme court of judica
ture, and such rules may he made by the said court at any time 
with the concurrence of a majority of the judges thereof present 
at a meeting held for the purpose. (Added by the Criminal Cade 
Amendment Art I into).

534. Civil remedy not suspended. — After the commencement 
of this Act no civil remedy for any act or omission shall be sus
pended or affected by reason that such act or omission amounts to 
a criminal offence.

Before the enactment of tin* present Code, there were various Kugiish 
Statutes expressly declaring that, in connection with certain specified of
fences. a person's civil remedy should not lie lessened or alfeeted.

This section. 334, purports to Extend the same principle to all criminal 
offences in Canada, and to this remove all douht from a ipicstion which 
was not altogether free from uncertainty in Knglnnd. For. although in 
regal'd to section 430 of the Knglish Draft Code. ( which is identical with 
our section 534). the Royal Commissioners say that it seems to he the 
existing law, in Knglnnd. as laid down in Wells v. A lira ha ms. ami Osborn 
v. (iillctt. (I) there are Knglish cases in which the law does not appear to 
have been so laid down, hut in which it was held that a person who suf
fered from a felony could not maintain his civil action against tin- felon, 
before discharging himself of his duty to the public, by prosecuting the 
felon for the public wrong, and that. when, in a civil suit, the fad» 
amounted to felony, the case must be stopped or be suspended, in order 
that public justice might lie first vindicated by the prosecution of the of
fender. ( 2 )

In the province of (Quebec, it has been doubted whether this section. 334. 
is constitutionally valid as to that province. (3)

535. Distinction between felony and misdemeanor abolished.
After the commencement of this Act the distinction between
felony and misdemeanor shall be abolished, and proceedings in
respect of all indictable offences (except so far as they arc herein 
varied) shall he conducted in the same manner.

With reference to this subject, the Knglish Commissioners have the fol
lowing remarks, at p. 14 of their Report:

“The distinction between felony and misdemeanor was. in early 
times, nearly, though not absolutely, identical with the distinction

(1) Wells v. A lira ha ins, L. !{.. 7 (J. It.. 334: Osborn v. (Iillctt, l<- s 
Kx., 88.

(2) Bullock v. Dodds. 2 It. & Aid.. 238: Wcllock v. Constantine. 2 II a
('.. I4U; (iimson v. Wood full, 2 C. & I*.. 41: Ashby v. White. I Sm. I. '
(ill, Kd., 233. 2<i7 : Peace v. McAloon. I Kerr. Ill: Prosser v. Rowe. 2 « a 
I*.. 421: Walsh v. Nat trass. Ill C. C. C. P„ 433: Williams v. Robinson.
17. C. C. P.. 233 : Livingstone v. Massey. 23 V. C. Q. It.. 13(1: White v 
Spelt igue. 13 M. & W.. «<‘3.

(3) Paipict v. Lavoie. (Jue. dud. Rep.. 7 ({. B.. 277.
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between crimes punishable with death and crimes not so punish
able.

For a long time past, this has ceased to be the ease. Most fe
lonies are no longer punishable with death ; and many misdemea
nors are now punishable more severely than many felonies.

The great changes which have taken place in our criminal law 
have made the distinction nearly if not altogether unmeaning.

It is impossible to say on what principle embezzlement should 
be a felony, and the fraudulent appropriation of money by an 
agent, or the obtaining of goods by false pretences a misdemeanor : 
why bigamy should be a felony, and perjury a misdemeanor; why 
child stealing should be a felony, and abduction a misdemeanor.

The result of this arbitrary classification is that the right to he 
hailed, the liability to be arrested without warrant, and (to a cer
tain extent) the right of the Court to order the payment of costs 
of prosecutions, vary in a manner © arbitrary and unreaso
nable.

Moreover, the old distinction still regulates the question 
whether a person accused of an offence should be entitled or not to 
be bailed as of right, (4) and should Ik* liable or not to summary 
arrest: (f>) and it also regulates the mode of trial, including the 
right of peremptory challenge.

The jury in a case of felony, however trifling it may he, must be 
kept together till they give their verdict; in cases of misdemeanor, 
however serious, they may be allowed to separate.

As regards the right of challenging jurors we propose that the 
number of challenges to be allowed shall be proportioned to the 
possible severity of the punishment which might follow on convic
tion. (<»). We have also provided for the jury being allowed to sep
arate during the trial of all hut capital cases." (7).

536. Construction of Acts. — Every Act shall be hereafter read 
and construed as if any offence for which the offender may be pro
secuted by indictment (howsoever such offence may be therein des
cribed or referred to), were described or referred to as an “ indict
able offence ”; and as if any offence punishable on summary con
viction were described or referred to as an “ offenoe " : and all pro
visions of this Act relating to “ indictable offences" or “ off ernes " 
(as the case may he) shall apply to every such offence.

v. Every commission, proclamation, warrant or other document

(4) See. an to hail, sections U01-U04. post.
(.->) As to arrest without warrant, see section 552. post. 
(*») See. as to peremptory challenges, section (MW. post. 
(7) See section (173, post.

1
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relating to criminal procedure, in which offences which are indict
able offences or offences (as the case may be) as defined by this Act 
are described or referred to by any names whatsoever, shall he 
hereafter read and construed as if such offences were therein des
cribed and referred to as indictable offences or offences (as the case 
may be).

537. Construction of reference to certain Acts. — In any Act in
which reference is made to The Speedy Trials Acts the same shall 
be construed, unless the context requires otherwise, as if such re
ference were to Part L1Y, of this Act; any Act referring to The 
Summary Trials Acl shall be construed, unless the context for
bids it, as if such reference were to Part LV, of this Act ; and 
every Act referring to The Summary Convictions Acl shall be con
strued. unless the context forbids it, as if such reference were to 
Part LVI1I, of this Act.

PART XUI.

JURISDICTION.

538. Superior Court.— Every Superior Court of Criminal Juris
diction and every judge of such court sitting as a court for the 
trial of criminal causes, and every Court of Oyer and Terminer 
and General Gaol Delivery has power to try any indictable offence.

“The expression ‘ Superior Court of Criminal Jurisdiction ’ 
means and includes the following Courts :

(i) In the province of Ontario, the three divisions of the High 
Court of Justice;

(ii) In the province of Quebec, the Court of Queen's Bench.
(iii) In the provinces of Nova-Scotia, New Brunswick and 

British Columbia, and in the North-West Territories, the Su
preme Court;

(iv) In the province of Prince-Edward Island, the Supreme 
Court of Judicature; „

(v) In the province of Manitoba, the Court of Queen's Bench 
(Crown side).” (See sec. 3 y. ante).

539. Other Courts. — Every Court of General or Quarter Ses
sions of the Peace when presided over by a Superior Court judge, 
or a County or District Court judge, or, in the cities of Montreal 
and Quebec, by a recorder or judge of the Sessions of the Peace : 
and in the province of New Brunswick every County Court judge 
has power to try any indictable offence except as hereinafter pro
vided. (As amended by 50 V.. c. 82).
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540. Cases within the exclusive jurisdiction of Superior Courts 
of Criminal Jurisdiction. (Amended by 67-58 Vic., c. 57). — No 
euch court as mentioned in the next preceding section has power 
to try any offence under the following sections, that is to say :

Part IV.—Sections sixty-five, treason ; sixty-seven, accessories 
after the fact to TREASON ; sixty-eight, sixty-nine and seventy, 
TREASONABLE OFFENCES I Seveilty-Olie, ASSAULT ON THE QUEEN ;
seventy-two, inciting to mutiny ; seventy-seven, unlawfully obtain
ing AND COMMUNICATING OFFICIAL INFORMATION , seventy-eight, COM
MUNICATING INFORMATION acquired by holding office.

Part VII.—Sections one hundred and twenty, administering, 
TAKING OR PROCURING THE TAKING OF OATHS TO COMMIT CERTAIN 
crimes : one hundred and twenty-one, administering, taking or pro
curing tiie taking of other unlawful OATHS ; one hundred and 
twenty-four, seditious offences ; one hundred and twenty-five, 
libels on foreign sovereigns ; one hundred and twenty-six, spread 
ing false news.

Part VIII.—Piracy ; any of the sections in this part.
Part IX.—Sections one hundred and thirty-one, judicial corrup

tion ; one hundred and thirty-two, corruption of officers employed 
in prosecuting offenders ; one hundred and thirty-three, frauds 
upon the Government ; one hundred and thirty-five, breach of 
trust by a public OFFICER ; one hundred and thirty-six, corrupt 
practices in municipal affairs ; one hundred and thirty-seven (a), 
SELLING AND PURCHASING OFFICES.

Part XVIII.—Sections two-hundred and thirty-one, murder ; two 
hundred and thirty-two, attempts to murder ; two hundred and 
thirty-three, threats to murder ; two hundred and thirty-four, con
spiracy to murder ; two hundred and thirty-five, accessory AFTER 
THE FACT TO MURDER.

Part XXI.—Sections two hundred and sixty-seven, rape ; two 
hundred and sixty-eight, attempt to commit rape.

Part XXIII.—Defamatory libel ; any of the sections in this

Part XXXIX.—Section five hundred and twenty, combinations
IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE.

Part XL—Conspiring or attempting to commit, or being 
accessory after the fact to any of the foregoing offences.

Or any indictment for bribery or undue influence, personation 
or other corrupt practice under The Dominion Elections Act. 
(1) (Added by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1900).

It Ims been doubted whether the provisions of this section. 540. so far 
as they relate to the jurisdiction of the County Courts of New Brunswick 
in criminal matters, arc constitutional. (2)

(1) See pp. 519-524, note, for some of the clauses of the Dominion 
h'.liliions Art.

(2) Ex parte Wright, 34 N. B. R., 127.
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541. Exercising the powers of two justices. — The judge of the
Sessions of the Peace for the city of (Quebec, the judge of the Ses
sions of the Peace for the city of Montreal, and every recorder, 
police ivagistrate, district magistrate or stipendiary magistrate ap
pointed for any territorial division, and every magistrate author
ized, by the law of the province in which lie acts, to perform acts 
usually required to be done by two or more justices of the peace, 
may do alone whatever is authorized bv this Act to be done by any 
two or more justices of the peace, and the several forms in this 
Act contained may be varied so far as necessary to render them 
applicable to such case. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 7.

PART XLIII.

PROCEDVRK IN PARTUTLAH CASES.

542. Prosecutions requiring consent of Governor-General. —
Proceedings for the trial and punishment of a person who is not a 
subject of Her Majesty, and who is charged with any offence com- 
mited within the jurisdiction of the Admiralty of England shall 
not be instituted in any court in Canada except with the leave of 
the Governor-General and on his certificate that it is expedient 
that such proceedings should be instituted.

The words “ llis Majesty" «Imuld he substituted for “Her Majesty" in 
this section. (See the Int'rriirctation Art, section 7, at p. i>, ante.)

It is said, that, "the Criminal law of Canada extends to all offences com
mitted by any person in Canada, or on such part of the sea adjacent to tin- 
coast of Canada as is within one marine league from ordinary low-water 
mark, or is ilrriiiril by International loir to hr iritliin the territorial 
*ornrii/nth of llis Majesty, or committed by any person on board any 
llritish ship or boat on the great lakes, or on the high seas, or in any plan- 
where the Admiralty of England has jurisdiction, ami to piracy by the 
Law of Nations wherever committed.” (1)

A section to this effect was contained in the Code, when it was first in- 
11 oil need; hut. in committee, it provoked a lengthy discussion, and t In
sect ion was ultimately allowed to drop, although considered to be a cor
rect statement of the law.

Mr. Mills, contended that, under the rule laid down in Loire v. Rout- 
Inlyr. (Ü), a criminal offence committed beyond the limits of Canada, on 
hoard a Canadian ship, would not come under Canadian Law, but, would 
la subject to the law of England: so, that if. for instance, a vessel were to 
sail from Canada, (even a vessel registered in Canada), to Liverpool, and 
,t murder were committed on board of her in mid-ocean, it would not he 
the criminal law of Canada, but the criminal law of the United Kingdom 
that would apply; while Sir John Thompson remarked, that, if the offender 
in such a case were to come to Canada, he could be tried here ; and he

( 1 ) Burh. Dig. Cr. L., t).
(2) Lowe v. Routledge. !.. R.. 3 II. L., 400.
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rejieatedly asserted that the words of the proposed section were a declara
tion of liie criminal law of Canada l>y virtue of Canadian Statutes and of 
certain laws of the United Kingdom.

The above section, 542, is bused upon the Imperial Statute, 41 and 42 
Viet., e. 73. {The Territorial Waters ■Inrisilirtion Art, ISIS.)

Secti<m 2 of that Act declares, that, “an olFence committed by a person,
- nhether hr is or is not a suhieet of lier Ma jest n, —on the* open sea, 

within the territorial waters of 11er Majesty's dominions, is an offence 
within the jurisdiction of the Admiral, although it may be committed on 
board or by means of a foreign ship; and the person who commits such 
offence may be arrested, tried and punished accordingly." And section 3 
provides, that. “ proceedings for the trial and punishment of a |>erson who 
is not a subject of Her Majesty, and who is charged with any such offence 
as is declared by this Act to be within the jurisdiction of the Admiral, 
shall not be instituted ****** in any of the dominions of Her Maj
esty, out of the United Kingdom, except with the leave of the (iovernor of 
the part of the dominions in which such proceedings are proposed to lie 
instituted, and on his certificate that it is e\|iedient that such proceedings 
should be instituted." By section 4. it is also enacted that, “on the trial 
of any person who is not a subject of Her Majesty for an offence declared 
by this Act to lie within the jurisdiction of the Admiral, it shall not be 
netessary to aver, in any indictment on such trial, that such consent or 
certificate of the * * * Governor, as is required by this Act. has been 
given : and the fact of the same having been given shall lie presumed, un
it*-. disputed by the defendant at the trial ; and the production of a docu
ment purporting to be signed by * * * the Governor, and containing such 
consent and certificate shall lie sufficient evidence, i r all the purposes of 
this Act. of the consent or certificate required by this Act."

Section 7 of the same Act defines the territorial iraters of Her Majesty 
as being “such part of the sea adjacent to the coast of the United King
dom, or tile coast of some other part of Her Majesty's dominions, as is 
deemed, by International law. to be within the territorial sovereignty of 
Her Majesty," and declares, that. " for the purposes of any offence declared 
by this Act to lie within the jurisdiction of the Admiral, any part of the 
open sea within one marine league of the coast, measured from low-water 
mark, shall be deemed to be open sea within the territorial waters of Her 
Majesty's dominions."

Section IS of the Imperial Statute. 52 and 53 Vic., c. 03 (The Interpreta
tion .1 et, ISSU), declares that, the expression "Governor shall, as respects 
Canada, and India, mean the Governor-General, and include any person 
who, for the time being, has the powers of the Governor-General.’

See sub-sections 7 and 8 of section 7 of the Canadian Interpretation Art, 
at p. !), ante, for the meanings of the expressions “ Governor of Canada," 
"Governor in Council." etc.

A foreigner who commits a criminal offence against another foreigner, 
•>r against a British subject, on board a foreign ship, on the high seas, out- 
side of the territorial waters of His Majesty, is not triable in any part of 
His Majesty's Dominions. (3) This was held even in the case of a ship 
which (though foreign built) carried the British Hag. The prisoner was 
one of the crew of a ship built in Holstein whence she sailed to London. 
I'.ngland. All the officers and crew were foreigners. The registered sole 
owner, one It., was an alien horn, though described in the register as “ of 
London, Merchant.” The ship sailed on a voyage from London, under the

(3) It. v. Lewis. Dears. & It.. 182: 2tl L. .1. (M. ('.). 104; It. v. De Mat- 
to*. 7 C. 4 I*.. 458; R. v. Kohn. 4 F. & F.. 08; It. v. Depardo. I Taunt. 20; 
It. 4 R.. 134.
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British flag. While on the voyage, the prisoner killed the innstcr, on board 
the ver.se!, when several thousand miles from England, and 21K) miles from 
land. On the trial of the prisoner for murder, these facts were proved ; and 
no evidence was given that K., the owner of the ship, had been natural
ized. or had obtained letters of denization. Under these circumstances, it 
was held that there was no evidence that the ship was British, and that 
consequently the prisoner could not be convicted for the ollenee, in Eng
land. (4)

Formerly, British Courts had no jurisdiction over an offence committed 
by a foreigner on board of a foreign ship even if at the time of the crime 
being committed the ship was within British territorial waters. The ques
tion < aine up in the ease of K. v. Keyn ; in which the prisoner was a for
eigner in command of a foreign ship, and while passing within three milts 
of the shore of England, on a voyage to a foreign port his ship ran into a 
British ship, and sank her. whereby a passenger on board the British ship 
was drowned. The facts of the ease were such as, apart from the question 
of jurisdiction amounted to manslaughter, by English law. It was held, 
that the offence was not committed on board the British ship, and that 
there was no jurisdiction in the Courts of England to try the prisoner, a 
foreigner passing the English coast, on the high seas, in a foreign ship, 
though the occurrence took place within three miles of the English

It was the decision in Keyn's case that led to the passing of the Ter
ritorial Wain* .1 nr indict ioii Art. IS7K. amending the law. as already 
shewn, so that a foreigner on board a foreign ship may be tried by the 
Courts of England or of any of His Majesty's Dominions for an offence 
committed on the open sen. provided the occurrence takes place within the 
territorial waters of His Majesty's Dominions, and subject to the consent, 
as to the United Kingdom, of one of His Majesty's Principal Secretaries 
of State, or, in cases arising in any part of His Majesty s Dominions out 
side of the United Kingdom, — with the consent of the Governor of that 
part.

The jurisdiction of the Admiralty extends over British ships not only 
on the high seas, but also in foreign rivers, below the bridges, where t In- 
tide ebbs and lloxvs and where great ships go, although the municipal 
authorities of the foreign country may he entitled to concurrent jurisdic
tion. (U) So. that, a person, whether a British subject or a foreigner wlm 
is on board a British ship on the high seas or in foreign rivers below the 
bridges, where the tide ebbs and flows, and where great ships go. is sub
ject to the laws of England, the same as if he were on British soil, such a 
ship being in law part of the territory of the United Kingdom. (7)

Thus, where a foreigner wn convicted, in England, of manslaughter cum 
m it ted on board a British ship in the river tlnrnnnc, in France, about :t • 
miles from the sea. and alunit 300 yards from the nearest shore, within tin- 
ebb and flow of the tide, the conviction was upheld. (8)

So, also, where a |»era<)ii committed a larceny on board a British ship 
lying afloat in the open river at Rotterdam, moored to the quay in a place 
where large vessels usually lay. and Hi or 18 miles from the sea, between 
which and the ship there were no bridges, ami within the ebb and flow of 
the tide, it was held that the larceny took place within the jurisdiction < i

(4) R. v. Bjornsen. L. & 546; 34 L. .1. ( M. ('.). 180.
(5) R. v. Kevn. L. R„ 2 Ex. I).. 03; 40 L. ,?. ( M. C.). 17.
(0) R. v. Anderson. L. R.. 1 ('. ('. R„ 101; 38 L. J. ( M. 12.
(7) R. v. Ixq.cz. It. v. Settler, Dears. & B.. 525: 27 L. .!. ( M. ('.). 4< 

R. v. ILesley. Bell. 220 ; 20 L. .1. (M. C.), 97.
(8) R. v. Anderson, nnprâ.
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tin* Admiralty, and. therefore, that a person who afterwards, in England, 
received the property so stolen could he tried at the Central Criminal 
Court, as the thief himself, even if he had been a foreigner, not one of the 
view, might have been so tried. (9)

Upon an indictment for larceny out of a vessel lying in a river at Wain- 
pu, in China, the prosecutor gave no evidence as to the tide flowing; but 
the judges held that the Admiralty had jurisdiction, it being a place where 
great ships go. (10)

It has lieen held that, the liability of the defendant, when he is a for
eigner. is not affected by the fact that he was, in the first instance, brought 
illegally and by force on board the ship, unless the offence committed by 
him vas one committed merely for the purpose of freeing himself from such 
unlawful restraint. Therefore, where the defendant, a foreigner, having 
committed a crime in England, haul fled to Hamburg, and was there ar- 
lested and forced on hoard an English ship, and while lie was kept in cus
tody on board such ship, on the high seas, killed the officer who had 
arrested him. not for the purpose of escaping, but of malice prepense, it 
was held that even assuming such arrest and detention to be illegal, he 
was guilty of murder. (11)

Where, on a tria' for maliciously wounding, on the high seas, it was 
stated by three witnesses that the vessel on board of which the offence was 
alleged to have been committed was a British ship of Shields, sailing under 
the British flag, but no proof was given of the ownership or registration of 
the vessel, it was held that the Court had jurisdiction, as the evidence 
shewed that the vessel was British, and, that, that being so, the Court 
would have jurisdiction, even if there had been positive proof that the 
vessel was not registered. (12)

By section 2(17 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 17 and 18 Vic., e. 104. 
(Imp.), all offences against property or person committed in or at any 
place either ashore or afloat out of Iiis Majesty's Dominions, by any mas
ter, seaman, or apprentice, who at the time when the offence is committed 
K or, within three months previously, has been employed in any British 
ship, shall be deemed to be offences of the same nature respectively and lie 
liable to the same punishments respectively, and be enquired of, heard, 
tried, determined, and adjudged in the same manner and by the same 
courts, and in the same places as if such offences had been committed with
in the jurisdiction of the Admiralty of England. (13)

A hulk retaining the general appointments of a ship, registered as a 
British ship and hoisting the British ensign, although only used as a float
ing warehouse is a British ship within the meaning of the above enact
ment. (14)

It is also enacted by section 21 of the 18 and lit Vie., e. 91, that if any 
person being a British subject charged with having committed any crime 
or offence on board any British ship on the high seas, or in any foreign 
port, or harbor, or if any person not being a British subject charged with 
having committed any crime or offence on board any British ship on the 
high seas is found, (that is to say, is found to lie at the time of his trial). 
(In), within the jurisdiction of any court of justice in His Majesty's

(!*) B. v. Carr. 10 (). B. 1).. 7(1; 52 L. .1. (M. ('.). 12.
(19) B. v. Allen, 1 Mood. V. ('., 404.
(11) B. v. Sat tier, fttiprd.
(12) B. v. Neberg, L. R., 1 V. ('. R., 294; B. v. Von Seberg. ."lit L. .1. ( M. 

l\). 133, 8. C.
(13) B. v. Dudley. 11 Q. B. I».. 273: 34 L. .1. (M. ('.), 32.
(14) B. v. Armstrong. 13 Cox <’. ('.. 184. Archibald. .1.
(15) R. v. Lopez. Dears. & B., 525 ; 27 L. J. ( M. C.), 48.
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Dominions, which would have lmd cognizance of such crime or offence if 
committed within the limits of its ordinary jurisdiction, such court shall 
have jurisdiction to hear and try the case as if such crime or offence had 
Iteen committed within such limits.

By section 11 of the 30 and 31 Vic., c. 124, if a British subject commits 
a crime on board a British ship or on board a foreign ship to which he 
docs not belong, any Court in the British Dominions, which would have 
cognizance of such crime if committed on board a British ship within the 
limits of the ordinary jurisdiction of such Court, shall have jurisdiction to 
hear and determine the case, as if the said crime had been committed as 
last aforesaid. (1(1)

Under section 9 of 24 and 25 Vic., c. 100, a British subject who, in a for
eign country, within the Dominion of a foreign power, murders a British 
subject or a foreigner, is triable in England. This, in fact, was the state of 
the law before the passing of 24 and 25 Vic., c. 100. (17)

PROSECUTIONS REQUIRING CONSENT OF 
ATTORNEY GENERAL.

543. Obtaining or communicating official information. — No
person shall be prosecuted for the offence of unlawfully obtaining 
and communicating official information, as defined in sections 
seventy-seven and seventy-eight, without the consent of the Attor
ney-General or of the Attorney-General of Canada. 53 V., c. 10, 
section 4.

544. Judicial corruption. — No one holding any judicial ofl'u-e 
shall be prosecuted for the offence of judicial corruption, as de
fined in section one hundred and thirty-one, without the leave of 
the Attorney-General of Canada.

545. Making or having explosives. - If any person is charged
before a justice of the peace with the offence of making or having 
explosive substances, as defined in section one hundred, no further 
preceding shall be taken against such person without the consent 
of the Attorney-General except such as the justice of the peace 
thinks necessary, by remand or otherwise, to secure the safe cus
tody of such person. R. S. C., c. 150, s. 5.

PROSECUTIONS REQUIRING CONSENT OF MINISTER 
OF MARINE AND FISHERIES.

546. Sending or taking an unseaworthy ship to sea.—No person
shall be prosecuted for any offence under section two bund ml and 
fifty-six or two hundred and fifty-seven, without the consent of 
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. (As amended by 5(1 Vic., 
c. 32).

(16) See Arch. Or. PI. & Ev., 21st E<1., p. 36.
(17) See R. v. Azzopardi, 2 Mood. C. C., 288; 1 C. 4 K.. 203: R. v. Saw 

ycr, R. & R., 294.
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OTHER PROSECUTIONS REQUIRING THE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL’S CONSENT.

547. Criminal Breach of Trust. — No preceding or prosecution 
against a trustee for a criminal breach of trust, as defined in sec
tion three hundred and sixty-three, shall be commenced without 
the sanction of the Attorney-General. R. S. C., c. 1Ü4, s. 65.

548. Concealing encumbrances.— No prosecution for concealing 
deeds and encumbrances, as defined in section three hundred and 
seventy, shall be commenced without the consent of the Attorney- 
General. given after previous notice to the person intended to be 
prosecuted of the application to the Attorney-General for leave to 
prosecute. R. S. C., c. 1G4, s. 91.

549. Uttering defaced coin. — No proceding or prosecution for 
the offence of uttering defaced coin, as defined in section four hun
dred and seventy-six, shall be taken without the consent of the 
Attorney-General.

For moaning of “ Attorney-General," see section 3, ante, p. 2.
It will he seen by section 013 (Zt), pont, that it is not necessary to state 

in the indictment that the consent referred to in the above sections has 
been obtained.

550. Young persons not to be tried publicly and not to be con
fined with older persons. (As amended by 67-58 V., c. 58). — The 
trials of young persons apparently under the age of sixteen years, 
shall take place without publicity and separately and apart from 
the trials of other accused persons, and at suitable times to be de
signated and appointed for that purpose.

2. Young persons apparently under the age of sixteen years who 
are : —

(a) arrested upon any warrant; or
(b) committed to custody at any stage of a preliminary enquiry 

into a charge for an indictable offence; or
(r) committed to custody at any stage of a trial, either for an 

indictable offence or for an offence punishable on summary con
viction; or

(d) committed to custody after such trial, but before imprison
ment under sentence, —

shall be kept in custody separate from older persons charged 
with criminal offences and separate from all persons undergoing 
sentences of imprisonment, and shall not be confined in the lock
ups or police stations with older persons charged with criminal 
offences or with ordinary criminals.
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3. Dealing with convicted children in Ontario. — If any child, 
appearing to the court or justice before whom the child is tried 
to lie under the age of fourteen years, is convicted in the province 
of Ontario of any offence against the law of Canada, whether in
dictable or punishable on summary conviction, such court or jus
tice, instead of sentencing the child to any imprisonment provided 
by law in such ease, may order that the child shall be committed 
to the charge of any home for destitute and neglected children, or 
to the charge of any children's aid society duly organized and ap
proved by the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario in Council, or to 
any certified industrial school.

4. Whenever in the province of Ontario, an information or com
plaint is laid or made against any boy under the age of twelve 
years, or girl under the age of thirteen years, for the commission 
of any offence against the law of Canada, whether indictable or 
punishable on summary conviction, the court or justice seized 
thereof shall give notice thereoi in writing to the executive officer 
of the children’s aid society, if there be one in the county, and 
shall allow him opportunity to investigate the charges made, and 
may also notify the parents of the child, or either of them, or 
other person apparently interested in the welfare of the child.

2. The court or justice may advise and counsel with the said 
officer and with the parents or such other person, and may con
sider any report made by the said officer upon the charges.

3. If, after such consultation and advice, and upon consider
ation of any report so made, and after hearing the matter of in
formation or complaint, the court or justice is of opinion that the 
public interest and the welfare of the child will lie best served 
thereby, then, instead of committing the child for trial, or senten
cing the child, as the case may be, the court or justice may. In- 
order : —

(a) authorize the said officer to take the child and, under the 
provisions of the law of Ontario, bind the child out to some suit
able person until the child has attained the age of 21 years, or any 
less age ; or —

(b) place the child out in some approved foster-home; or,-
(c) impose a fine not exceeding ten dollars; or —
(</) suspend sentence for a definite period or for an indefinite 

period; or
(e) if the child has been found guilty of the offence charged or i* 

shown to be wilfully wayward and unmanageable, commit the 
child to a certified industrial school, or to the provincial reform
atory for boys, or to the refuge for girls, as the case may he. and 
in such cases, the report of the said officer shall be attached to the 
warrant of commitment.
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5. Whenever an order has been made under either of the two 
sections next preceding, the child may thereafter be dealt with 
under the law of the province of Ontario, in the same manner, in 
all respects, as if such order had been lawfully made in respect of 
a proceeding instituted under authority of a statute of the pro
vince of Ontario.

6. No Protestant child dealt with under this Act, shall be com
mitted to the care of any Roman Catholic children’s aid society, 
or be placed in any Roman Catholic family as its foster-home ; nor 
shall any Roman Catholic child dealt with under this Act, be 
committed to the care of any Protestant children’s aid 
society or be placed in any Protestant family as its foster- 
home. But this section shall not apply to the care of children in a 
temporary home or shelter, established under the Act of Ontario, 
fifty-six Victoria, chapter forty-five, intituled An Act for the Pre
vention of Cruelty to, and better Protection of Children, in a muni
cipality in which there is but one children's aid society.

The preamble to the amending Act, 57-58 Vic., c. 58, declares 
that, “ it is desirable to make provision for the separation of 
youthful offenders from contact with older offenders and habitual 
criminals during their arrest and trial, and to make better pro
vision than now exists for their commitment to places where they 
may be reformed and trained to useful lives, instead of their l>eing 
imprisoned : ”

Section 550, ns it stood before being repealed und replaced, as above, by 
tlic 57-58 Vie., c. 58, was so worded that it merely provided for the trials 
of persons apparently under the age of sixteen, taking place without 
publicity and separately, and apart from the trials of other accused persons, 
us far ax it appeared expedient and practicable. But, under the law as 
amended, there is no reserve as to expediency or practicability. It is im
peratively enacted that the trials of persons under sixteen shall take 
place without publicity and separately, and apart from the trials of other 
accused persons.

Children’s Homes, Industrial Schools, Reformatories and Houses of 
Refuge in Ontario. — It will be observed that sub-sections 3 to 5 of the 
almvc section, as enacted by the 57-58 Vie., c. 58, empowering the com
mittal of children under fourteen to the care of children’s homes or aid 
societies or to industrial schools, and providing for the apprenticing of 
male offenders under twelve, and of female offenders under thirteen, or 
for placing them in a foster home, or for imposing a nominal fine or sus
pending sentence, and for their commitment to industrial schools, etc., 
apply to Ontario, only; and there are some provisions, unrepealed, of the 
h- S, (’., c. 183, (sections 25 to 48), also applicable to Ontario, which 
authorize the sentencing of convicted boys, under sixteen, to the Ontario 
Reformatory for Boys, and of convicted girls, under fourteen, to the In
dustrial Refuge for Girls of Ontario, and authorizing the sentencing of con
victed females of any age to imprisonment in the Andrew Mercer Reform
atory for Females.

Ontario Houses of Refuge for Females. — By the 57-58 Vic., c. 60, it is 
provided, moreover, that all females sentenced to or confined, from time to 
hme. in any of the common gaols of the province of Ontario under sen-
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fence of imprisonment by n police magistrate of any city, for any offence 
against any Act of the Parliament of Canada, may be committed to a 
House of Refuge, (that is. an institution for the care of young or adult 
females), or may be transferred, by order of the police magistrate, from 
the common gaol to a House of Refuge.

Reformatory Schools and Female Reformatories in the Province of 
Quebec. — Sections 49 to 68 of the R. S. C., e. 183,— which relate to the 
province of Quebec, — provide for the sentencing, in that province, of con
victed persons, under sixteen, to a reformatory school, and for the senten
cing of female offenders to imprisonment in the Female Reformatory

Boys’ Industrial Schools and Reformatories, in Nova Scotia.— Sections 
61 to 71 of the R. S. C., c. 183, relate to Nova Scotia, and make provision 
for sentencing convicted boys, under sixteen, who are Protestants, to the 
Halifax Industrial School, and for sentencing convicted boys, under six
teen, who are Roman Catholics, to any reformatory, orphanage, industrial 
school or home for Catholic boys, to lie, thereafter, established in the 
county of Halifax.

Female Refuges and Reformatories in Nova Scotia. — It is provided by 
the 64-56 Vic., e. 55, (as amended by the 68-50-Vic., e. 43), that, in Nova 
Scotia, Roman Catholic female offenders, under sixteen, may be sentenced 
to detention in the Good Shepherd Industrial Refuge, and that Roman 
Catholic female offenders, over sixteen, may lie sentenced to imprisonment 
in the Good Shepherd Reformatory.

Industrial Schools and Reformatories for Boys in the provinces of 
Nova Scotia and Manitoba. — Certain unrepealed sections of the 53 Vic., 
c. 37, (set out in the Appendix to the present Cotie, post), provide for the 
sentencing, in the provinces of Nova Scotia and Manitoba, of convicted 
boys, under sixteen, to detention in Industrial Schools and Reformatories.

Reformatories for Juvenile Offenders in Prince Edward Island. -Sec
tions 72 to 77 of the R. S. C„ e. 183, relating to the province of Prince 
Edward Island, provide for the sentencing of convicted persons, under six
teen, to a Reformatory for Juvenile Offenders.

Industrial Homes for Boys in New Brunswick. — With regard to the 
province of New Brunswick, provision is made by the 50 Vic., c. 33. 
amended by 57-58 Vie., c. 59, — for sending convicted boys to Industrial 
Homes.

General provision for imprisonment of Juvenile Offenders in Reform
atories.— Section 950, post, relates to the whole of Canada, and contains 
u general provision empowering the Court or person before whom any of
fender, under sixteen, is convicted, whether summarily or otherwise, to 
sentence such offender to imprisonment in a reformatory.

In an English case, a child under fourteen was charged with larceny, 
and, on the charge being dismissed, the magistrate, — purporting to act 
under the provisions of the Industrial Schools Act, and hearing from the 
boy’s mother who was present, that the boy refused to go to school ami 
associated with young thieves, — ordered the child to be sent to an in
dustrial school. No other summons was issued against the child than that 
charging him with the larceny. Held, upon a rule for certiorari obtained 
by the boy’s father, that there was jurisdiction to make the order without 
a fresh summons, the Industrial Schools Act being not a penal but a ben 
«voient and protective Act for the benefit of children. (18)

(18) R. v. Jennings and others, 18 Cox C. C., 205.
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550a. Exclusion of public from place of trial in certain cases.—
At the trial of any person charged with an offence under any of 
the following sections, that is to say, 174, 175, 17<î, 177, 178, 181, 
182, 183, 184, 185, 180, 187, 188,* 189, 190, 195, 198, 208 in h» 
far as it relates to paragraphs (i) (j) and (A) of 207, 259, 260, 267, 
268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 281, and 282, or with conspiracy 
or attempt to commit, or being an accessory after the fact to any 
such offence, the court or judge may order that the public be ex
cluded from the room or place in which the court is held during 
such trial; and such order may be made in any other case also in 
which the court or judge or justice may he of opinion that the 
same will be in the interests of public morals.

2. Nothing in this section shall be construed by implication or 
otherwise as limiting any power heretofore possessed at common 
law by the presiding judge or other presiding officer of any court 
of excluding the general public from the court room in any case 
when such judge or officer deems such exclusion necessary or ex
pedient. (Added by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1001).

Sections 174 to 178. ante, relate to abominable offences, incest ami acts 
of indecency. Sections 181 to HM). ante, relate to seduction and defilement 
of women and girls. Sections 11)5 and 198, ante, relate to bawdy-houses. 
Section 207 (/), (/), (A-), relate to prostitutes, and to immates ami fre
quenters of bawdy-houses. Sections 259 and 200. ante, relate to indecent 
assaults. Sections 207 to 274. ante, relate to It ape. Defilement of Children 
and Abortion. And sections 281 and 282, ante, relate to Abduction.

551. Limitations of time for commencing certain prosecutions.
—No prosecution for an offence against this Act, or action for 
penalties or forfeiture, shall be commenced —

(а) after the expiration of TURK* YEARS from the time of its com
mission, if such offence lie—

(i) treason, except treason by killing Her Majesty or where the 
overt act alleged is an attempt to injure the person of Her Majesty
(Part IV., section sixty-five) ;

(ii) treasonable OFEENCK8 (Part IV., section sixty-nine) ;
(iii) any offence against Part XXXIII., relating to the fraudu

lent MARK1NO OF MERCHANDISE ; 1101*

(б) after the expiration of two years from its commission, if such 
offence be—

(i) a fraud upon tiif. government (Part IX., section one hun
dred and thirty-three) ;

(ii) a corrupt practice in municipal affairs (Part IX..section one 
hundred and thirty-six) ;

(iii) unlawfully solemnizing marriage (Part XXII., section 
two hundred and seventy-nine ;) nor
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(c) after the expiration of onk ykak from its commission, if such 
offence lie —

(i) opposing reading of «lor act and assembling after proclama
tion (Part V., section eighty-three) ;

(ii) refusing to deliver weapon to JUSTICE (Part VI., section 
one hundred and thirteenJ ;

(Iii) comino armed NEAR PUHLic meeting (section one hundred 
and fourteen ;)

(iv) lying in wait near PUHLic MEETING (section one hundred 
and fifteen) ;

(v) seduction of girl under sixteen (Part XIII., section one hun
dred and eighty-one) ;

(vi) seduction under promise of marriage (section one hundred 
and eighty-two) ;

(vii) seduction of a ward, A-c. (section one hundred and eighty-

(viii) unlawfully defiling women (section one hundred and 
eighty-five) ;

(ix) PARENT OR GUARDIAN PROCURING DEFILEMENT OF URL (sec
tion one hundred and eighty-six) ;

(x) HOUSEHOLDERS PERMITTING DEFILEMENT OF GIRLS ON THEIR 
premises (section one hundred and Mghty-seven) ; (I8.1) nor
(#/) after the expiration of six months from its commission, if the 

offence l>e—
(i) unlawful drilling (Par* V., section eighty-seven) ;
(ii) being unlawfully drilled (section eighty-eight) ;
(iii) Having possession OF arms for purposes dangerous to the 

public peace (Part VI., section one hundred and two) ;
(iv) proprietor of nrwspaper PUBLISHING advertisement offering 

reward for recovery of stolen property (Part X., section one hun
dred and fifty-seven, paragraph d) ; nor
(«) after the expiration of three months from its commission if 

the offence be cruelty to animals under sections five hundred and 
twelve and five hundred and thirteen, Part XXXVIII ; nor

(ii) railways violating provisions relating to conveyance of 
cattle (Part XXXIX., section five hundred and fourteen);

(iii) refusing peace officer admishion to car, &c. (section five 
hundred and fifteen) ;
(f ) after the expiration of one month from its commission, if the 

offence fie—
(i) improper use of offensive weapons (Part VI., sections one 

hundred and three, and one hundred and five to one hundred and 
eleven inclusive).

(18a) Every prosecution for an indictable offence under the Dominion 
Elections Act, must l>e commenced within one year next after the com
mission of the offence. (See pp. 523 and 524. ante.)
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No person shall be prosecuted, under the provisions of sec
tion sixty-five or section sixty-nine of this Act, for any OVERT 
act of treason expressed or declared by open and advised speak
ing, unless information of such overt act, and of the words by 
which the same was expressed or declared, is given upon oath to a 
justice within six days after the words are spoken, and a warrant 
for the apprehension of the offender is issued within ten days after 
such information is given.

I’nder the common law there is no limited time for the prosecution of 
proceeding* at the suit of the Crown; and. therefore, the proceedings in 
all criminal eases, in relation to which the time is not limited bv statute, 
may he prosecuted at any length of time after the commission of the of-

As the limitations of time fixed by the above section, 551, relate to the 
commencement of the prosecution, the question arises, what is the com
mencement of a criminal prosecution?

In a case based upon the repealed statutes relating to coin, it was held 
that the information and proceedings before the Magistrate, niton the 
<h fendant Ini no taken, was to be deemed the ** commencement of the pros
ecution" within the meaning of those Acts. (19)

In another ease, where the warrant of commitment for the offence was 
within the time limited, but the indictment not till afterwards, it was held 
sufficient. (20)

The mere ixxnimj of a warrant to apprehend the defendant, in a ease 
umler the I) Geo. 4, e. (19, see. 4, was held not to be a commencement of the 
prosecution; (21) but, that it was necessary to shew, in addition to the 
isHitlufi of the warrant, that it was executed within the time limited for 
the commencement of the prosecution. (22)

Proof of a minant to apprehend the defendant was held not to be ev
idence of the commencement of a prosecution within the time limited by 
the 9 Geo. 4, c. 99, sec. 4. although the warrant was issued within the 
twelve months prescribed by that section and although it recited the lay
ing of the information, but that the information itself should have been 
given in evidence. (23)

V erbal proof that a prisoner, charged with a treasonable offence respect
ing the coin, was appréhende 1, within three months after the offence was 
committed, was held to be insufficient, where the indictment was after the 
three months, and the warrant to apprehend or to commit was not prod
uced. (24)

Where the prisoner was indicted in 1899, for night poaching alleged to 
have been committed in 1893, and pleaded guilty, lie was allowed to with
draw his plea, and plead not guilty, and no information and warrant being 
produced shewing that the prosecution had been commenced within twelve 
calendar months as directed by 9 Geo. 4, e. 99, see. 4, Byles, J., directed 
an acquittal. (25)

(19) K. v. Willace, 1 East, V. 189. See, also. 1{. v. Brooks, 1 Den., 
217: 2 ( . A K.. 402.

(20) |{. v. Austin. 1 C. A K.. 921.
<21 > It. v. Hull, 2 F. A F., 19.
(22) It. v. ( unbolt, 11 Cox V. ('., 385. 389.
(23) It. v. Parker. L. A (*.. 459; 33 L. J. (M. C.). 135.
(24) It. v. Philips, R. A It., 399.
(25) It. v. Casbolt. ntpra. See. also, Tilladam v. Inhabitants of Bristol, 

i X. A M.. 144: 2 A. A K.. 389: 4 L. J. M. ('., 35.
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The time limited for the commencement of a criminal prosecution begins 
to run as soon as the act which constitutes the offence has taken place. 
For instance, it was held in an American case that the crime of embezzle
ment was committed, and the statute of limitations of the State of In
diana, relating to that offence, began to run when the defendant, as treas
urer of a county failed to pay over the county's money in his hands to his 
successor in office, and that the mere fact of a subsequent demand and 
refusal did not take the case out of the operation of the statute. (2(1)

A defence based upon the provisions of section 551, as to the limitation 
«if the prosecution need not be specially pleaded, but may. umler the terms 
ol section (131. pout, he relied on under the plea </f not guilty.

In a decision recently rendered by the Supreme Court of Kansas, it was 
held that the failure of a defective indictment or information, and the pre
sentation of a new and correct indictment or information after the statute 
of limitations has begun to run, does not revive the statute; but, that the 
statute is put aside by the presentation and filing of an indictment against 
a defendant, and remains silent until the legal proceedings thereon are 
terminated: and, that if a defective indictment is withdrawn by means of 
a nolIt- primci/iii, or dismissed with consent of the court, and an information 
is filed charging the defendant with the same offence, the information con
tinues the legal proceedings which were commenced by the presentation 
and filing of the original indictment. (27)

In an English case, an indictment for night poaching preferred against 
the defendant, within twelve months after the commission of the offence, 
was ignored. Four years afterwards another hill was laid and found against 
him. for the same offence, and. upon an objection that the proceeding was 
out of time. Coleridge, .1., doubting whether the first indictment was not 
a proceeding sufficient t«> entitle the prosecutor to proceed, reserved tin- 
point ; but, the defendant was acquitted by the jury, on the merits. (28)

It has been held, in England, that a prisoner may he indicted for ami 
convicted of the misdemeanor of having carnal knowledge or attempting 
to have carnal knowledge of a girl between 13 and 1(1. although his com
mittal for trial was on a charge of rape, and although the misdemeanor 
was committed more than 12 months (the time limited for prosecuting 
such misdemeanor), la-fore the indictment was laid before the Grand Jury. 
— a prosecution for rape being a prosecution for any of the offences of 
which, on an indictment for rape, an accused may be found guilty. (20)

On the same principle, it has been held, in Canada, that, as an indictment 
for rape includes the lesser charge of assault, a verdict thereon of common 
assault was properly followed by a conviction, although the information 
for the rape was laid more than six months after the commission of the of
fence, and although the common assault of which the defendant was found 
guilty might have been summarily tried, provided the information hail 
been laid (as required by section 841, pont), within six months after the 
offence was committed and although that penal of six months had expired 
before the information for rape was laid. (30)

552. Arrest without warrant. (Amended by 58-5!) V., c. 40).— 
Any one found committing any of the offences mentioned in the 
following sections, may be arrested without warrant by any oxk. 
that is to say:

(20) State v. Mason, (Ind. Supr. Ct.). 8 N. East Rep.. 710.
(27) State v. Child. 24 Pac. Hep., 052.
(28) R. v. Killminster. 7 ('. & P., 228.
(20) R. v. West. (1808) 1 Q. ».. 174.
(30) R. v. Edwards, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 00; 29 O. R., 451.

1
a

of
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Part IV. — Sections sixty-five, treason; sixty-seven, accessories 
after the fact to treason; sixty-eight, sixty-nine and seventy, trea
sonable offences; seventy-one, assaults on the Queen ; seventy-two, 
inciting to mutiny.

Part V. — Sections eighty-three, offences respecting the read
ing of the Riot Act; eighty-five, riotous destruction of buildings; 
eighty-six, riotous damage to buildings.

Part VII. — Sections one hundred and twenty, administering, 
taking or procuring the taking of oaths to commit certain crimes ; 
one hundred and twenty-one, administering, taking or procuring 
the taking of other unlawful oaths.

Part VIII. — Sections one hundred and twenty-seven, piracy; 
one hundred and twenty-eight, piratical acts ; one hundred and 
twenty-nine, piracy with violence.

Part XI. — Sections one hundred and fifty-nine, being at large 
while under sentence of imprisonment ; one hundred and sixty- 
one, breaking prison ; one hundred and sixty-three, escape from 
custody or from prison ; one hundred and sixty-four, escape from 
lawful custody.

Part XIII.— Section one hundred and seventy-four, unnatural 
offence.

Part XVIII. — Sections two hundred and thirty-one, murder ; 
two hundred and thirty-two, attempt to murder ; two hundred 
and thirty-five, being accessory after the fact to murder ; two hun
dred and thirty-six, manslaughter; two hundred and thirty-eight, 
attempt to commit suicide.

Part XIX. — Sections two hundred and forty-one, wounding 
with intent to do bodily harm ; two hundred and forty-two, wound
ing; two hundred and forty-four, stupefying in order to commit 
an indictable offence ; two hundred and forty-seven and two hun
dred and forty-eight, injuring or attempting to injure by explosive 
substances; two hundred and fifty, intentionally endangering per
sons on railways; two hundred and fifty-one, wantonly endanger
ing persons on railways; two hundred and fifty-four, preventing 
escape from wreck.

Part XXI. — Sections two hundred and sixiy-seven, rape; two 
hundred and sixty-eight, attempt to commit rape ; two hundred 
and sixty-nine, defiling children under fourteen.

Part XXII. — Section two hundred and eighty-one, abduction 
of a woman.

Part XXV. — Section three hundred and fourteen, receiving 
property dishonestly obtained.

Part XXVI. — Sections three hundred and nineteen, theft by 
clerks and servants, etc. ; three hundred and twenty, theft bv
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agents, etc.; three hundred and twenty-one, public suivant refus
ing to deliver up chattels, etc.; three hundred and twenty-two, 
theft by tenants and lodgers; three hundred and twenty-three, 
theft of testamentary instruments ; three hundred and twenty- 
four, theft of documents of title; three hundred and twenty-live, 
theft of judicial or official document;1; three hundred and twenty- 
six, theft of postal matter; three hundred and twenty-seven, theft 
of postal matter; three hundred and twenty-eight, theft of postal 
matter; three hundred and twenty-nine, theft of election docu
ments; three hundred and thirty, theft of railway tickets; three 
hundred and thirty-one, theft of cattle; three hundred and thirty- 
four, theft of oysters ; three hundred and thirty-five, theft of 
things fixed to buildings or land; three hundred and forty-four, 
stealing from the person; three hundred and forty-five, stealing in 
dwelling-houses ; three hundred and forty-six, stealing by pick- 
locks, etc.; three hundred and forty-seven, stealing in manufac
tories ; three hundred and forty-nine, stealing from ships, etc. ; 
three hundred and fifty, stealing from wreck ; three hundred 
and fifty-one. stealing on railways; three hundred and fifty-five, 
bringing stolen property into Canada.

Part XXIX. — Sections three hundred and ninety-eight, ag
gravated robbery; three hundred and ninety-nine, robbery; four 
hundred, it' tit with intent to rob; four hundred and one, stop
ping the 1 ; four hundred and two, compelling execution of do
cuments I force; four hundred and three, sending letter demand
ing wit' uenaces; four hundred and four, demanding with intent 
to st oui hundred and five, extortion by certain threats.

1'art. XXX.— Sections four hundred and eight, breaking place 
of worship and committing an indictable offence; four hundred 
and nine, breaking place of worship with intent to commit an in
dictable offence; four hundred and ten, burglary; four hundred 
and eleven, housebreaking and committing an indictable offence; 
four hundred and twelve, housebreaking with intent to commit 
an indictable offence; four hundred and thirteen, breaking shop 
and committing an indictable offence; four hundred and fourteen, 
breaking shop with intent to commit an indictable offence; four 
hundred and fifteen, being found in a dwelling-house by night ; 
four hundred and sixteen, being armed, with intent to break a 
dwelling-house; four hundreo md seventeen, being disguised or in 
possession of housebreaking instruments.

Part XXXI. — Sections four hundred and twenty-three, 
forgery ; four hundred and twenty-four, uttering forged docu
ments; four hundred and twenty-five, counterfeiting seals; four 
hundred and thirty, possessing forged bank notes; four hundred 
and thirty-two, using probate obtained by forgery or perjury.

Part XXXII.—Sections four hundred and thirty-four, making, 
having or using instrument for forgery or uttering forged bond
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or undertaking ; four hundred and thirty-five, counterfeiting 
stamps; four hundred and thirty-six, falsifying registers.

Part XXXIV. — Section four hundred and fifty-eight, person
ation of certain persons.

Part XXXV. — Sections four hundred and sixty-two, counter
feiting gold and silver coin; four hundred and sixty-six, making 
instruments for coining ; four hundred and sixty-eight, clipping 
current coin; four hundred and seventy, possessing clipping of 
current coin; four hundred and seventy-two, counterfeiting copper 
coin ; four hundred and seventy-three, counterfeiting foreign gold 
and silver coin; four hundred and seventy-seven, uttering counter
feit current coin. (31)

Part XXXVII.—Sections four hundred and eighty-two, arson; 
four hundred and eighty-three, attempt to commit arson : four 
hundred and eighty-four, setting fire to crops; four hundred and 
eighty-five, attempting to set fire to crops : four hundred and 
eighty-eight, attempt to damage by explosives; four hundred and 
eighty-nine, mischief on railways; four hundred and ninety-two, 
injuries to electric telegraphs, etc. ; four hundred and ninety- 
three, wrecking ; four hundred and ninety-four, attempting to 
wreck ; four hundred and ninety-five, interfering with marine 
signals; four hundred and ninety-eight, mischief to mines; four 
hundred and ninety-nine, mischief.

2. A PEACE OFFICER may arrest, without warrant, any one who 
has committed or is found committing any of the offences men
tioned in the said sections or in the following sections, that is to 
say:

Part XXVII. — Sections three hundred and fifty-nine, obtain
ing by false pretense; three hundred and sixty, obtaining execu
tion of valuable securities by false pretence.

Part XXXV.— Sections four hundred and sixty-five, exporting 
counterfeit coin; four hundred and seventy-one, possessing coun
terfeit current coin; four hundred and seventy-three paragraph 
(6). possessing counterfeit foreign gold or silver coin ; four hundred 
and seventy-three, paragraph (d), counterfeiting foreign copper 
coin.

Part XXXVII. — Sections four hundred and ninety-seven, 
cutting booms, or breaking loose rafts or cribs of timber or saw- 
logs; five hundred, attempting to injure or poison cattle.

Part XXXVIII. — Sections five hundred and twelve, cruelty 
to animals; five hundred and thirteen, keeping cock-pit.

(31) This is a mistake. Section 477. ante, relates to uttering uncurmit 
rupitrr min. The sections having reference to the uttering of counterfeit 
cur mit min are sections 474 and 475.
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3. A PEACE officer may arrest, without warrant, any one whom 
he finds committing any criminal offence, and any person may 
arrest, without warrant, any one whom he finds committing any 
criminal offence by night. (32)

4. any one may arrest without warrant a person whom he, on 
reasonable and probable grounds, believes to have committed an 
offence and to be escaping from, and to be freshly pursued by, 
those whom the person arresting, on reasonable and probable 
grounds believes to have lawful authority to arrest such person.

5. The owner of any property on or with respect to which any 
person is found committing any offence, or any person authorized 
by such owner, may arrest, without warrant, the person so found, 
who shall forthwith Ik* taken before a justice of the peace to be 
dealt with according to law. (33)

G. Any officer in Her Majesty’s service, any warrant or 
petty officer in the navy, and any non-commissioned officer 
of marines may arrest without warrant any person found com
mitting any of the offences mentioned in section one hundred and 
nineteen of this Act.

7. Any peace officer may, without a warrant, take into cus
tody any person whom he finds lying or loitering in any highway, 
yard or other place during the night, and whom he has good cause 
to suspect of having committed, or being about to commit, any 
indictable offence, and may detain such person until he can be 
brought before a justice of the peace, to be dealt with according

(a) No person who has been so apprehended shall be detained 
after noon of the following day without being brought before a 
justice of the peace.

Clause (a) of this sub-section 7. applies only to cases coming within the 
sub-section; and it is not necessary, in other cases, to bring the arrest oil 
person before a justice of the peace before noon of the day following the

A prisoner had been arrested, in Winnipeg, by the Chief of Police there, 
on receipt by him of a telegram from the Chief Constable at Montreal, in
forming him that a warrant had been issued at the latter place against 
the accused on a charge of obtaining goods by false pretences. — Held, 
on an application, by habeas corpus, for the prisoner's discharge, — that, 
although the alleged offence was one committed in the province of Quebec, 
the criminal law being enacted for the whole of Canada, a police officer ap
pointed under provincial authority may make an arrest in his own province 
for an offence committed in another province, that section 22, ante, op
erates not merely to protect a peace officer from civil and criminal pro-

(32) “ Night’’ is the interval between 9 p. m. and 6 a. m. of the follow
ing day. (See section 3 q, ante.)

(33) As to the meaning of “ found committing,” see p. 35, ante, ami 
cases there cited.
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feeding*, but, also, to authorize the arrest and make it lawful, and that, 
as the return to the writ of habeas cur pun shewed that the prisoner was 
charged with having committed one of the offences specified in section 552, 
the officer had authority to arrest the prisoner without warrant, lie having 
reasonable and probable grounds for believing that the prisoner had com
mitted the alleged offence. (34)

Under section 2(1 of the Criminal Procedure Act, It. S. C., c. 194, a per
son, to whom any property was offered for sale or for pawn, was, if lie 
had reasonable cause to suspect that an offence had been committed on or 
with respect to such property, empowered to apprehend and carry before 
a justice of the peace the property offered and the p- rs<m offering the same, 
to be dealt with according to law. It will be seen, however, by section 
981 and Schedule Two of the present Code, pont, that the whole of chapter 
174 li. S. t\, is repealed.

Hut the Puirnbrokcr's Act, (R. S. <’., c. 128), is still in force, ai d sections 
9 and 10, thereof, contain the following provisions: —

“ If any person offers to any pawnbroker, by way of pawn or 
pledge or of exchange or sale, any goods, and is not able or refuses 
to give a satisfactory account of himself or of the means whereby 
he became jiossessed of the goods, or wilfully gives any false in
formation to the pawnbroker or his servant as to whether such 
goods are his own property or not or as to his name ami place of 
abode or as to the owner of the goods, — or if there is any other 
reason to suspect that such goods have been stolen or otherwise 
illegally or clandestinely obtained,—or if any person, not entitled 
or not having any color of title by law to redeem goods that have 
been pawned, attempts to redeem them, the person, to whom the 
goods first above mentioned are offered to be pawned, or to whom 
the offer to redeem goods in pawn is made, may seize and detain 
the person offering to pawn or the person offering to redeem as 
aforesaid, and shall convey such person and the goods offered to 
be pawned, or the person offering to redeem, and immediately de
liver the person so o ering to pawn and the goods offered to be 
pawned, or the person so offering to redeem, into the custody of a 
peace officer or constable, who shall, as soon as possible, convey 
such person and goods, or such person, as the case may be, before 
a justice of the peace of the district or county.” (Sec. 9).

“If such justice of the peace, upon examination and inquiry, has 
cause to suspect that such goods have been stolen or illegally or 
clandestinely obtained, or that the person offering to redeem them 
has not any pretence or color of right so to do, he shall commit 
the offender into safe custody for such reasonable time as is ne
cessary for obtaining proper information, in order to be further 
examined; and if, upon further examination, it appears to the satis
faction of the justice that such goods were stolen or illegally or 
clandestinely obtained, or that the person offering to redeem them

(34) R. v. Cloutier. 18 C. L. T.. 299 ; 12 Man. L. R., 183; 2 Can. Cr.
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had not any pretence or color of right so to do, he shall, unless the 
offence authorizes such commitment by any other law, commit 
the offender to the common gaol of the district or county where 
the offence was committed, for any term not exceeding three 
months.” (Sec. 10).

See eeetion» ‘22-30, ante, and comments, authorities and illustrations, as 
to powers of arrest without warrant and justification thereof, at pp. 33-38,

The following is » list. — uliiliahetieally aminyed,— of the offences, 
enumerated in the first clause of the foregoing section 552, for which an 
offender fourni roui mitt lily any of them may he arrested, without warrant 
by any oxk, and in respect of which an offender who hux committed or is 
found roniiiiittiny any of them may he arrested without warrant by a 
PEACE OFFICER : —

Abduction, (section 281).
Accessor^’ to murder, (section 235).
Accessory to treason, (section 07).
Administering, taking or procuring unlawful oaths, (section-

120, 121).

Arson, setting tires, etc. (sections 482, 483, 484, 485).
Assaults on the Queen, (section 71).
Assault with intent to rob, (section 400).
Attempt to commit rape, (section 208).
Attempt to commit suicide, (section 238).
Attempt to damage property by explosives, (section 488).
Attempt to do bodily harm by explosives, (section 248).
Attempt to murder, (section 232).
Attempt to wreck, (section 254).
Being at large while under sentence of imprisonment, (section 

159).
Breaking prison, (section 101).
Bringing stolen property into Canada, (section 355).
Burglary, housebreaking, shopbreaking, etc., (sections 410, 411. 

412, 413, 414) ; Breaking place of worship (sections 408, 409) : 
Being found in a dwellinghouse by night, (section 415) ; Being 
found armed with intent to break dwellinghouse (section 410) ; 
Being disguised or in possession of housebreaking instruments, 
(section 417).

Cattle, Theft of, (section 331).
Counterfeiting current or foreign gold and silver coin, (sections 

462, 473) ; Clipping current coin, possessing clippings, (sections
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468, 470) ; Counterfeiting copper coin, (section 472) ; Making 
coining instruments (section 400) ; Uttering counterfeit current 
coin, (section 477).

Counterfeiting seals ; Counterfeiting stamps ; (sections 425. 
435).

Defiling children, (section 269).
Demanding by threatening letters, (section 403).
Demanding with intent to steal, (section 404).
Doing bodily harm by explosives, (section 247).
Election documents, Theft of, (section 329).
Endangering persons on railways, (sections 250, 251).
Escapes, (sections 163, 164)..
Explosives, Attempting to damage property by, (section 488).
Explosives, Injuring or attempting to do injury to a person by. 

(sections 247, 248).
Extortion by threats, (section 405).
Falsifying registers, (section 436).
Forcibly compelling execution of documents, (section 402).
Forgery, (section 423) ; Making, having or using instruments 

for forgery, (section 434) ; Possessing forged bank notes, (section 
430) ; Using probate obtained by forgery, or perjury, (section 
432) ; Uttering forged documents, (section 424).

Housebreaking instruments, Being in possession of, ( section 
417).

Inciting to mutiny, (section 72).
Injuring or attempting to injure a person by explosives, (sec

tions 247, 248).
Injuring electric telegraphs, etc., (section 492).
Interfering with marine signals, (section 495).
Levying war, (section 68).
Manslaughter, (section 236).
Marine signals, Interfering with, (section 495).
Mischief on railways, etc., (sections 489, 498, 499).
Murder ; Attempt to murder ; Accessory to murder, (sections 

831, 232. 235.

Personation, (section 458).
Piracy ; Piratical Acts ; Piracy with violence ; (sections 127. 

128, 129).
42
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Postal matter, Theft of, (sections 327, 328).
Public servant refusing to deliver up chattels, etc., (sec. 321).
Railways, Stealing on, (section 351).
Railway tickets, Theft of, (section 330).
Rape ; Attempt to commit rape ; Defiling children under 14, 

(sections 207, 208, 209).
Receiving stolen property, (section 314).
Riot Act, offences respecting the reading of, (section 83).
Riotous damage, (section 80).
Riotous destruction, (section 85).
Robbery ; Aggravated robber}' ; Assault with intent to rob ; 

Stopping the mail, (sections 398, 399, 400, 401).
Stealing in dwellinghouses, (section 345); Stealing in manu

factories, (section 347); Stealing from the person, (section 344); 
Stealing by picklocks, etc., (section 340); Stealing on railways, 
(section 351); Stealing from ships, (section 349); Stealing from 
wreck, (section 350).

Stupefying in order to commit an indictable offence, (section 
*44)1

Suicide, Attempt to commit, (section 238).
Theft by agents, etc., (section 320) ;Thefts by clerks and ser

vants, etc., (section 819); Theft by tenants and lodgers (section 
322); Theft of cattle, (section 321); Theft of documents of title, 
(section 324); Theft of election documents, (section 329); Theft 
of judicial or official documents, (section 325); Theft of postal 
matter, (sections 327, 328) ; Theft of railway tickets, (section 
330); Theft of testamentary instruments, (section 323); Theft of 
things fixed to buildings or land, (section 335).

Threats, (sections 402, 403, 404, 405).
Treason; Accessory; Treasonable offences; (sections f>5, fi7, fis. 

09, 70).
Unnatural offence, (section 174).
Using probate obtained by forgery or perjury, (section 432).
Uttering counterfeit current coin, (section 477). (35)
Uttering forged documents, (section 424).
Wounding, (sections 241, 242).

(35) An evident mistake in section 552. Section 477 relates to Uttering 
nneurrent copper coin.
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Wrecking, Attempt to wreck, (sections 493, 494).
Wreck, preventing escape from, (section 254).
Wreck, stealing from, (section 350).

The following in a lint, alphabet icalh arranged, of additional offences,— 
that in. offences in addition to those < imerated in the first clause of sec
tion 562, — in respect of which a pen officer is by the second clause of 
that section empowered to arrest without warrant, an offender who has 
commuted or who is found committing any of them : —

Attempt to injure or poison cattle, (section 500).
Counterfeiting foreign copper coin, (section 473, par. </); Ex

porting counterfeit coin, (section 405); Possessing counterfeit 
current coin, (section 471); Possessing counterfeit foreign gold 
or silver coin, (section 473, par b).

Cruelty to Animals, (section 512) ; Keeping cockpit, (section 
513).

Cutting booms or breaking loose rafts or cribs of timber, (sec
tion 497).

Obtaining by false pretences, (section 359); Obtaining execution 
of a valuable security by false pretences, (section 3(H)).

PART XL1V.

Modes of prosecution. —■ Before the coming into force of the present 
< ode there were four entirely different modes of proceeding against a per
son accused of having committed a criminal offence.

These different modes of prosecution and the changes proposed to be 
made by the English Draft ('ode were explained and commented upon by 
the Royal Commissioners in their Report, in the following terms : —

“ He (the accused) may be taken before a Magistrate, and com
mitted for trial : he may, except in a few cases, be indicted by a 
Grand Jury, without being so committed ; he may in the case of 
homicide be committed and tried upon a coroner's inquisition ; 
and in cases of misdemeanor he may be put upon his trial by a 
Criminal Information filed either by the Attorney-General er 
officio, or, if the Queen's Bench division so orders, by the Master 
of the Crown office, at the instance of a private person injured. (1)

“ According to the ancient theory of the law from which it still 
derives its force, the course is this: The Queen from time to time, 
sends Commissioners through the country to hear and determine 
all accusations of crime, and to deliver the gaols. The Grand Ju-

(1) For notes, illustrations and authorities on Criminal Informations, 
see pp. 330-333, ante; and for forms, see p. 000, ante.
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ries of the différent counties accuse by way of presentment certain 
persons as offenders, and the accusations are referred to a petty 
jury, by whom they are disposed of.

“The common practice is different : Suspected persons are 
brought before a justice of the peace by the police or by private 
complainants. The Magistrate takes the depositions of the wit
nesses, and either discharges the prisoner or commits him for 
trial. The accusation is put in the form of an indictment and 
laid before the Grand Jury, who, having heard the evidence, de
termine whether the accused is to be put upon his trial or not.

“The Grand Jury are still, however, in theory, the sole ac
cusers ; but, inasmuch as they have long ceased to report matters 
within their own knowledge, and have come to act upon informa
tion supplied by others, any one can send up a bill before them 
accusing any person of any offence whatever, with certain specified 
exceptions.

“ The proceedings upon coroner’s inquisitions is a relic of times 
preceding the appointment of justices of the peace. The Coroner 
and his jury at that time had a power of accusation concurrent 
with that of the Grand Jury, much as if a suspected person could 
in the present day be put on his trial upon the Magistrate’s com
mittal without any bill being found by the Grand Jury.

“ As to Criminal Informations they fqpn a mode of proceeding 
adopted in peculiar cases, and call for no observation here.

“ In all common cases we think that of these modes of prosecu
tion, that of initiating the charge before a magistrate is by far the 
fairest and most satisfactory in every way. It gives suspected per
sons full notice of the case against them, ami it enables the judge 
and jury, who finally dispose of the prosecution, to discharge their 
duties with confidence that the whole matter has been properly 
prepared for their decision.

“ It is, moreover, the common mode in use. All others have be
come exceptional, and we think that, being the common course, 
it ought to be made imperative, in all cases.

“ We doubt whether the existence of the power to send up a 
bill before a Grand Jury without a preliminary enquiry before 
a magistrate, the extent of this power, and the facilities which it 
gives for abuse, are generally known.

“ It is not improbable that many lawyers, and most persons who 
are not lawyers, would be surprised to hear that, theoretically, 
there is nothing to prevent such a transaction as this : — Any 
person might go before a Grand Jury, without giving any notice 
of his intention to do so. He might there produce witnesses, who 
would be examined in secret, and of whose evidence no record 
would be kept, to swear, without a particle of foundation for the
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charge, that some named person had committed any atrocious 
crime. If the evidence appeared to raise a prima facie case, the 
Grand Jury, who cannot adjourn their enquiries, who have not 
the accused person before them, who have no means of testing in 
any way the evidence produced, would probably find the bill. The 
prosecutor would be entitled to a certificate from the officer of 
the Court that the indictment had been found. Upon this he 
would be entitled to get a warrant for the arrest of the person in
dicted, who on proof of his identity must be committed to prison. 
The person so committed would not be entitled as of right, to 
bail, if his alleged offence were felony. Even if he were bailed, 
he would have no means of discovering upon what evidence he was 
charged, and no other information as to his alleged offence than 
he could get from the warrant : as he would not be entitled by law 
to see the indictment or hear it read till he was called upon to 
plead. He would have no legal means of obtaining the least in
formation as to the nature of the evidence to be given, or (except 
in cases of treason) even as to the names of the witnesses to be 
called against him ; and he might thus be tried for his life without 
having the smallest chance of prejiaring for his defence, or the 
least information as to the character of the charge.

“ Of course, in practice, the conviction of an innocent man, un
der such circumstances, would be practically impossible. The 
judge would postpone the trial, the jury would acquit the pri
soner, the prosecutor would prolmbly be subjected to exemplary 
damages in an action for malicious prosecution; but it still re
mains that such is the law, though it could not be put in force 
without shocking the feelings of the whole community. That 
such, however, is the law, subject only to certain exceptions here
inafter mentioned, there can be no doubt.

“ Although the law is theoretically the same in Ireland, a salu- 
tory practice has prevailed there, whereby if the accused has not 
been committed for trial, a private prosecutor is not permitted to 
lay an indictment before the Grand Jury without the leave of the 
presiding Judge, obtained in open Court.

“ The exceptions we have referred to arc constituted by the sta
tutes which provide that it shall not be lawful to present an in
dictment against any person for perjury, subornation of perjury, 
vonspiracy, obtaining property by false pretences, keeping a gamb
ling house, keeping a disorderly house, or any indecent assault, un
less the prosecutor has been bound over to prosecute or give evid
ence, or unless the accused person has been committed to or de
tained in custody, or is bound by recognizance to appear to ans
wer to the indictment, or unless the indictment is prefered with 
leave of the Court or of a Judge or the Attorney-General, as in 
these statutes mentioned.

“ So far as it goes this legislation appears to us wise and sound.
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Un the one hand, it secures, to the person accused, the fullest pos
sible notice of the nature of the charge against him and of the 
evidence on which it is to be supported; on the other, it dcees not 
invest the Magistrate with an absolute veto, on a prosecution. It 
enables the prosecutor, if he thinks proper, to take the opinion of 
the Grand Jury as to whether the accused person should or should 
not be put on his trial. It is, however, impossible to defend, on 
any principle which occurs to us, the narrow range of the provi
sions. Why are indecent assaults included, and other charges of 
indecency, most easily made, most hard to refute, and commonly 
employed as the engines of extortion, excluded ? On what possible 
ground can it be right that a man should be at liberty to accuse 
another of murder,-piracy, or arson, without giving him notice 
of the nature of the charge against him, whilst he is obliged to 
give him notice if he charges him with perjury or conspiracy ? It 
is obvious that this legislation was partial and tentative.

“ As to persons committed upon a coroner’s inquisition, tin- 
common though not universal practice is to take a prisoner, com
mitted before the Coroner, before a Magistrate. We do not under
value the coroner's inquest; but we see no reason why, in cases in 
which they result in a committal for murder or manslaughter, the 
suspected person should not have a right, by law, to be taken be
fore a magistrate, and have the advantages which other accused 
persons possess; and upon the whole we propose to extend the 
principle of the Vexatious Indictments Act to all offences what
ever, except those which arc tried on Criminal Informations.

“ Section 505 (2) accordingly provides that no one except the 
Attorney-General may prefer any Bill of indictment, unless he is 
bound over to prosecute, or unless he has the written consent of 
a judge of the High Court (3) or of the Attorney-General, or of 
the court before which the Bill is to be preferred, to do so; and 
section 50(i (4) enacts that, henceforth, no one shall be tried upon 
a coroner’s inquisition.

“The effect of this will he th.i ,i- a rule, no one will be liable 
to be indicted without a preliminary enquiry being first held lie- 
fore a magistrate.

“ Should these proposals be adopted the regular course of n 
prosecution would consist of the following steps :

“ 1. Procuring the appearance of the suspected person before 
a magistrate, either by summary arrest, summons, or warrant :

(2) Section 505 of the English Draft Code is to the same effect ns sec
tion 041 of the present Code. (See section 041, post.)

(3) Instead of the words “High Court” our section. 041, uses the 
words " any Court of Criminal Jurisdiction.”

(4) See section 042, post.
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“ 2. The preliminary hearing before the Magistrate, resulting 
either in the discharge or committal of the prisoner, and, in the 
ease of his discharge, being followed, or not, by the binding over 
of the prosecutor.

“3. The preferring of the indictment before the («rand Jury:
“4. The trial :
“ 5. Proceedings by way of appeal subsequent to the trial.
“ We have provided in section 440, (5) with respect to both 

warrants and summonses, that they should not be refused by a ma
gistrate merely because the alleged offender may be arrested with
out a warrant. This we believe to express the spirit, though not 
to be found in the letter of the present law. — We are, however, 
informed that some justices take a different view, and refuse in 
eases of felony to issue either a warrant or a summons, leaving tin- 
person applying for one to arrest the alleged offender on his own 
responsibility.” (Eng. Connors.’ Rep. pp. 32, 33).

COMPELLING APPEARANCE OF ACCUSED BEFORE 
JUSTICE,

553. Magisterial jurisdiction. — For the purposes of this Act, 
the following provisions shall have effect with respect to the ju
risdiction of justices :

(а) Where the offence is committed in or upon any water, tidal 
or other, or upon any bridge, between two or more magisterial 
jurisdictions, such offence may be considered as having been com
mitted in cither of such jurisdictions ;

(б) Where the offence is committed on the boundary of two or 
more magisterial jurisdictions, or within the distance of five hun
dred yards from any such boundary, or is begun within one ma
gisterial jurisdiction and completed within another, such offence 
may be considered as having been committed in any one of such 
jurisdictions;

(r) Where the offence is committed on or in respect to a mail, 
or a person conveying a post-letter bag, post-letter or anything 
sent by post, or on any person, or in respect of any property, in or 
upon any vehicle employed in a journey, or on board any vessel 
employed on any navigable river, canal or other inland navigation, 
the person accused shall be considered as having committed such 
offence in any magisterial jurisdiction through which such vehicle 
or vessel passed in the course of the journey or voyage during 
which the offence was committed: and where the centre or other

(5) See section 559. post.
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part of the road, or any navigable river, canal or other inland na
vigation along which the vehicle or vessel passed in the course of 
such journey or voyage, is the boundary of two or more magisterial 
jurisdictions, the person accused of having committed the offence 
may be considered as having committed it in any one of such ju
risdictions. (As amended by the Criminal ('ode Amendment Ad 
HUM)).

This section is. in effect. if not in words, n re-cnuctnient of sections 10, 
II and 12 of R. S. e. 174, which were derived from sections 12 and Id of 
the Imperial Statute, 7 Geo. 4, c. C>4 ; clause (k), being only slightly varied 
from the wording of section 12 of 7 Geo. 4, e. 04, which is as follows : 
•• Where a felony or mi minimi nor is committed on the boundary of two or 
more counties, or within the distance of five hundred yards from any such 
boundary or is bey un in one count y and completed in another, the venue 
may he laid in either comity, in the same manner as if it had been com
mitted therein.

In cases of murder or manslaughter, where the cause of death arises in 
one magisterial jurisdiction and the death takes place in another, it seems 
that the prisoner may. under the above section, be indicted in either 
jurisdiction. (0)

If a man commit a theft in one magisterial jurisdiction and carry the 
stolen goods with him into another, he may be indicted within the "limits 
of the jurisdiction where he committed it, or in the place into which, or 
any of the places through which he carried the goods; for in contemplation 
of law there is such a taking and carrying away as to constitute the of
fence of theft in every place through which, at any distance of time, the 
goods were carried by him. (7) For instance, where a prisoner, in Nov
ember, stole a note in Yorkshire, and, in March, he carried it into Durham, 
it was held that the interval between the first taking and carrying the note 
into Durham did not prevent it from being a theft in Durham, and 1 lint 
the conviction in that county was right. (8)

A country bank note was stolen during its transit, through the post, 
from Swindon, in Wiltshire, to the City of Bristol, which lies between the 
counties of Somerset and Gloucester, and the same note was afterwards 
enclosed by the defendant in a letter posted by him in Somersetshire In 
the Bankers at Swindon, requesting payment of it. which letter, with tin- 
bank note in it, arrived in due course at Swindon. The defendant was held 
triable in Wiltshire, the possession of the Post Office servants or of the 
Bankers at Swindon, in Wiltshire, being held, for this purpose, the defen
dant's possession. (11)

A charge of sending a threatening letter may be prosecuted either in tIn- 
Magisterial jurisdiction where the prosecutor received it. or in the place 
from which the offender sent it; because the offence, in such a case, is be
gun in the one and completed in the other. (10)

A charge against the president of a company of having made and sent a 
false statement of its affairs with intent to defraud may he tried either in

(0) 1 Russ. Cr. & M. (by Greaves), 4th Ed., 7.>3.
(7) 1 Hale. 507: 2 Hale." 103; 3 Inst., 113; 1 Hawk., c. 33. s. 52. 4 111. 

Com., 304; 2 East. P. ('.. 771.
(8) R. v. Parkin. 1 Mood. V. (’., 45.
(0) R. v. fryer. Dears. & B., 324 : 30 L. .1. ( M. C\). 102.
(10) R. v. Gird wood, 2 East, P. (*., 1120; 1 Lea-h, 142; R. v. Esser, 2 

East, P. C., 1125; R. v. Buniett, 4 B. & Aid., 95.
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llii* province where the statement was mailed or in the province in which 
it was received hv mail at the address to which the defendant directed
h. (11)

I). who resided in the District of Iberville, gave to II. a resident of the 
District of Bedford, a note to collect from the maker, another resident of 
the District of Bedford, the note being handed by I) to H, at Iberville. II. 
i ollected from the maker of the note, in Beil ford, the amount of it and eon- 
\cited the proceeds to his own use. Held, that, the offence of fraudulent 
conversion mentioned in section 308, mite, consists of a continuity of acts,

the reception of the valuable security, the collection of the" proceeds 
thereof, and the conversion of and failure to account for such proceeds, — 
that the information against 11 was properly laid before a magistrate in 
Iberville, that H having been brought to the latter district on a warrant 
issued on such information and committed for trial after a preliminary 
examination, such committal was regular; and a conviction on trial by 
the Court sitting at Iberville was sustained, upon a reserved case. (12)

An application was made in the province of New Brunswick, for a writ of 
prohibition to prevent the Charlotte County Court from trying an indict
ment charging the applicant with obtaining goods under false pretences 
from one (i. The applicant resided at Woodstock. Carlcton County, and the 
prosecutor. (•.. did business and resided at St. Stephen, Charlotte County ; 
and. the jury having, on a first trial in Charlotte County, disagreed, the 
application was to prevent a second trial in that county, on the ground 
that the offence, if any, was committed in Woodstock, outside of the 
jurisdiction of Charlotte Countv Court. The charge was based upon the 
following facts. — that the applicant had sent a telegram from Woodstock 
to («.. at St. Stephen, asking the price of soap, that (i. had answered by 
telegram giving the price of the soap delivered at Woodstock, that the 
; ant had then, ny telegram, ordered 24 boxes of soap, which were 
shipped to him by rail from St Stephen, that shortly afterwards, the appli
cant had made an assignment for the benefit of his creditors, and that his 
trustees took possession of the soap, under the trust deed. Held, that, by 
using the telegraph wire, the applicant had constituted the Telegraph Com
pany, his agent, that, therefore, the delivery of the message to U.. at St. 
Stephen was the same as if the applicant had gone there and made a per- 
sonal request to G. for the goods, and that consequently a portion at least 
of the alleged offence was committed in Charlotte County, and that this 
gave jurisdiction to the Court there. Application refused. (13)

Where money obtained by a false pretence was transmitted in a letter 
posted, in accordance with the defendant's request, in County A., but 
which reached him in County B., it was held that, this was an obtaining 
of the money in County A. (14)

If two persons steal a thing in one county, though one of them alone 
carry it into another county, yet if both afterwards co-operate to secure 
the thing in the latter county, both may be indicted there; for the sub
sequent concurrence may be connected with the previous taking. Thus, 
two men. named County and Donovan, laid a plan to obtain, under pre
tence of buying them, some coats from a woman, in Surrey. After making 
a pretended bargain to buy them from her. the two prisoners induced the 
prosecutrix to leave the coats with one of them (Donovan), whilst she 
went with the other prisoner. County, who asked her to go with him, to

(11) l(. v. Gillespie, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 651 ; Que. ,Tud. Hep., 7 Q. B.. 422; 
2 Can. Cr. Cas., 309.

i 12) R. v. 11 ogle. Que. dud. Rep., 5 Q. B., 69.
( 13) Ex parte Klipp, 13 ('. L. T.. 153.
(14) R. v. Jones, 1 Den., 551; 19 L. J. (M. (\). 1(12; R. v. Buttery, 4 

B. x Aid.. 179.
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get the money to pay her for the coats. In the prosecutrix'* absence Don
ovan carried oil the coats into Middlesex, and County, afterwards joined 
him there, and concurred in securing them. The indictment was laid 
against the prisoners, in Middlesex, and, upon a case reserved, it was held 
that, as County was present aiding and abetting in Simr/i at the original 
larceny, his concurrence afterwards in Middlesex, though after an interval, 
might be connected with the original taking, ami brought down, as lar
ceny. to the subsequent possession in .1/iddlesex; and the conviction was 
maintained. (16)

Where two jointly committed a theft in one county, and one of them 
carried the stolen goods into another county, the other still accompanying 
him. without their ever being separated, they were held both indictable in 
either county: the possession of one being the possession of both, in each 
of the counties, as long us they continued in company, (lti)

The taking into the other county or jurisdiction must be anima fnrandi. 
For instance, a constable apprehended a prisoner with two stolen horses at 
Croyden in Surrey. On being so arrested, the prisoner said lie had been at 
Dorking to fetch the horses and that they belonged t<v his brother, who 
lived at Bromley. The t* constable offered to go with him to Bromley: 
and they rode together as far as Beckenham Church, when the prisoner 
said he had left a parcel at the Work Horse, in some place in Kent. The 
constable, accordingly, went there with him. each riding one of the horses. 
When they got there, the constable gave the horses to the ostler. The 
prisoner did not enquire for any parcel, hut made his escape, and was. 
afterwards, again apprehended in Surrey, and indicted in Kent for stealing 
the two horses. Upon a case reserved, it was held that there was no ev
idence of stealing in Kent. (17)

Where a theft was committed in County A., ami the receiving of the 
property stolen took place in County Ik. it was held that both were triable 
in A., and that the stealing and receiving could both be alleged to have 
been in A. (18)

Where an offence has been committed within .">00 yards of the boundary 
between two magisterial jurisdictions, Clause (/») of section 553, will not 
enable the prosecutor to lay it in one jurisdiction and try it in another, 
but it merely gives him the option of both laying ami trying the offence in 
either jurisdiction. (10)

With regard to Clause (r) of section .">.‘>8. it seems that, in order to main
tain an indictment in a magisterial jurisdiction other than that in which 
an offence has been committed, in respect of property in or upon a vehicle 
or vessel employed in a journey, etc., it would Ik* necessary to prove that 
the offence was committed in or niton the vehicle or vessel itself. For in
stance. a defendant was held to bail to appear at the Cumberland Assizes 
to answer a charge of stealing committed on a journey. He had acted a< 
guard of a coach from Penrith in Cumberland to Kendal in Westmoreland, 
and was entrusted with a banker's parcel, containing hank notes and two 
sovereigns. On changing horses near Penrith, he carried the parcel to a 
privy, and while there took out of it the sovereigns: and Parke, Ik. held, 
that as the stealing was not “ in or upon the coach," the case was not with
in the statute, and the felony having been committed in Westmoreland, 
the indictment ought to be preferred in that county. ("JO)

(15) R. v. County & Donovan, East T.. 181(1, M. S. Bailey. .1,. 2 Hu*s., 
176. vit. in Arch. Cr. PI. & Kv., 21st Ed.. 41.

( 1(1) R. v. McDonagh, Carr. Hupp., 2nd Ed.. 28.
(17) R. v. Simmonds, 1 Mood. C. ('.. 408.
(18) R. v. llinlev. 2 M. & Rob., 624.
(19) It. v. Mitchell, 2 G. & Dav., 274: 2 <). Ik. (188.
(20) Sharpe's Case. 2 Lew., 283.
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Clause (c) ia not confined to the carriages of common carriers or to 
public conveyances, but extends to any vehicle employed in any jour
ney. (21)

554. When a justice may compel appearance. — Every justice 
may issue a warrant or summons as hereinafter mentioned to com
pel the attendance of an accused person before him, for the pur
pose of preliminary inquiry in any of the following cases :

(a) If such person is accused of having committed in any place 
whatever an indictable offence triable in the province in which 
such justice resides, and is, or is suspected to be, within the limits 
over which such justice has jurisdiction, or resides or is suspected 
to reside within such limits ;

(b) If such person, whereever he may be, is accused of having 
committed an indictable offence within such limits ;

(r) If such person is alleged to have any where unlawfully re
ceived property which was unlawfully obtained within such 
limits ;

((/) If such person has in his possession, within such limits, any 
stolen property.

555. Offences committed in certain parts of Ontario. — All
offences committed in any of the unorganized tracts of country 
in the province of Ontario, including lakes, rivers and other 
waters therein, not embraced within the limits of any organized 
county, or within any provisional judicial district, may be laid 
and charged to have been committed and may be enquired of, 
tried and punished within any county of such province ; and such 
offences shall be within the jurisdiction of any Court having juris
diction over offences of the like nature committed within the 
limits of such county, before which court such offences may he 
prosecuted; and such court shall proceed therein to trial, judg
ment and execution or other punishment for such offence, in the 
same manner as if such offence had been committed within the 
county where such trial is had.

2. When any provisional judicial district or new county is form
ed and established in any of such unorganized tracts, all offences 
committed within the limits of such provisional judicial district 
or new county, shall be inquired of, tried and punished within the 
same, in like manner as such offences would have been inquired 
of, tried and punished if this section had not been passed.

3. Any person accused or convicted of anv offence in any such 
provisional district may be committed to any common gaol in the
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province of Ontario: and the constable or other officer having 
charge of such person and intrusted with his conveyance to any 
such common gaol, may pass through any county in such province 
with such person in his custody; and the keeper of the common 
gaol of any county in such province in which it is found necessary 
to lodge for safe keeping any such person so being conveyed 
through such county in custody, shall receive such person and 
safely keep and detain him in such common gaol for such period 
as is reasonable or necessary; and the keeper of any common gaol 
in such province, to which anv such person is committed as afore
said, shall receive such person and safely keep and detain him in 
such common gaol under his custody until discharged in due 
course of law, or bailed in cases in which Imil may by law be taken. 
IL S. C., c. 174, s. 14.

Offences committed in territory east of Manitoba and Keewatin 
and north of Ontario and Quebec. — It is provided, by the 62-63 
Vic., c. 47, that,

“All offences committed in any part of Canada east of the pro
vince of Manitoba and the district of Keewatin and north of the 
provinces of Ontario and (Quebec may be laid and charged to have 
been committed, and may be inquired of and tried within any dis
trict, county or place in any of the said provinces: and such of
fences shall be within the jurisdiction of any court having juris
diction over offences of the like nature committed within the 
limits of such district, county or place; and such court shall pro
ceed therein to trial, judgment and execution or other punish
ment for any such offence in the same manner as if such offence 
had been committed within the district, county or place where 
such trial is had:” and the several courts of criminal jurisdiction 
in the said provinces of Ontario. Quebec and Manitoba, including 
justices of the peace, are thereby constituted and established as 
courts having the same powers, jurisdiction and authority in case 
of such offences, as they respectively have with reference to 
offences within their ordinary jurisdiction as provincial courts.

Territories of Abittibi, Mistassini and Ashnanipi. — For special provi
sions as to those territories. — which are situated in the north-east, nortli 
and north-west parts of the province of Quebec, — sec the 02 Vic., c. 5 of 
the statutes of Quebec.

556. Offences committed in the district of Gaspé. — Whenever 
any offence is committed in the district of Gaspé, the offender, if 
committed to gaol before trial, may be committed to the common 
gaol of the county in which the offence was committed, or may, 
in law, be deemed to have been committed, and if tried before tin- 
Court of Queen’s Bench, lie shall be so tried at the sitting of such 
court held in the county to the gaol of which he has been commit
ted. and if imprisoned in the common gaol after trial he shall be 
so imprisoned in the common gaol of the county in which he has 
been tried. R. S. C., c. 174. s. 15.
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557. Offences committed out of the Magistrate’s Jurisdiction.—
The preliminary inquiry may be held either by one justice or by 
more justices than one: Provided that if the accused person is 
brought before any justice charged with an offence committed out 
of the limits of the jurisdiction of such justice, such justice may, 
after hearing both sides, order the accused at any stage of the in
quiry to be taken by a constable before some justice having juris
diction in the place where the offence was committed. The justice 
so ordering shall give a warrant for that purpose to a constable, 
which may be in the fokm A in schedule one hereto, (22) or to 
the like effect, and shall deliver to such constable the information, 
depositions and recognizances if any taken under the provisions 
of this Act, to be delivered to the justice before whom the accused 
person is to be taken, and such depositions and recognizances shall 
be treated to all intents as if they had been taken by the last- 
mentioned justice.

2. Upon the constable delivering to the justice the warrant, in
formation. if any, depositions and recognizances, and proving on 
oath or affirmation, the handwriting of the justice who has sub
scribed the same, such justice, before whom the accused is pro
duced, shall there-upon furnish such constable with a receipt or 
certificate in the form B in schedule one hereto, (23) of his 
having received from him the body of the accused, together with 
the warrant, information, if any, depositions and recognizances, 
and of his having proved to him, upon oath or affirmation, the 
handwriting of the justice who issued the warrant.

4. If such justice does not commit the accused for trial, or hold 
him to bail, the recognizances taken before the first mentioned 
justice shall be void.

557a. (Added by the 58-55) Vic., c. 40). In the district of 
Montreal the clerk of the peace or deputy clerk of the peace shall 
have all the powers of a justice of the peace under parts XL1Y
and XLV.

558. laying information. — Any one who, upon reasonable or 
probable grounds, believes that any person has committed an in
dictable offence against this Act may make a complaint or lay an 
information in writing and under oath before any magistrate or 
justice of the peace having jurisdiction to issue a warrant or sum
mons against such accused person in respect of such offence.

2. Such complaint or information may be in the form C in 
schedule one hereto, (24) or to the like effect.

(22) For Form A, nee p. 087, post.
(23) For Form H. see p. 088. post.
(24) For Form C, see p. 088, post.
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559. Hearing on information. — Upon receiving any such com
plaint or information the justice shall hear and consider the alle
gations of the complainant, and if of opinion that a case for so 
doing is made out he shall issue a summons or warrant, as the case 
may be, in manner hereinafter mentioned, and such justice shall 
not refuse to issue such summons or warrant, only because the 
alleged offence is one for which an offender may be arrested with
out warrant. K. S. C., c. 174, s. 30.

The Information and Complaint should contain the Informant’s or Com
plainant's name, occupation and address, (25) the date and place of prefer
ring it, with the name and style of the justice before whom it is laid or 
made, (20) and the name and description of the person charged. (27)

If the Act under which the proceedings are taken extends only to per
sons of a particular class, office or station in life, the party charged should 
be shewn to come within the description of such persons, bearing in mind 
the broad rule, for construing statutes, as laid down by Lord Tenterdon 
that, "where general words follow particular ones, the rule is to construe 
them as applicable to persons ejusdem yencris. (28)

The prosecutor may prosecute all or any of the parties, and the omis
sion of a part 1eri)H triminis cannot, as in cases of joint contracts in civil 
actions, be taken advantage of by those who are prosecuted. (29)

The above section, 558, requires the information and complaint to be in 
writing and under oath.

The description of the charge in the information and complaint should 
include, in express terms, every ingredient required by the statute to — or 
a statement of facts which — constitute the offence. (30)

It is, however, provided, by section 578, punt, that no irregularity or 
defect in the substance or form of the summons or warrant and that no 
variance between the charge contained in the summons or warrant and the 
charge contained in the information or between either and the evidence ad
duced on the part of the prosecution at the enquiry shall affect the validity 
of the proceedings at or subsequent to the hearing: so, that, the possibility 
of taking technical objections either to the information or complaint or to 
the case as made out in the evidence adduced at the preliminary investiga
tion of an indictable offence is thus done away with.

The information or complaint in the case of an indictable offence is taken 
merely for the purpose of enabling the justice to judge whether or not he 
should interfere, and to guide his discretion as to the propriety of issuing 
a summons or a warrant ; (31) so, that, after the summons or warrant is
sues, the information or complaint ceases to be of any importance, and it 
necessarily follows that, if the evidence taken before the justice reveals an 
indictable offence as having been committed by the party summoned or 
apprehended, though it may not be the same offence as the one charged in 
the information or complaint, he is bound to adjudicate upon the evidence 
and to discharge, bind over, or commit the accused, as directed by sections 
579. 58(5. 587, 594 and 596, pout.

(25) It. v. Stone, 2 Lil. ltaym., 1545.
(2(5) R, v. Johnson, 1 Str., 2(11.
(27) It. v. Dobbin. 2 Salk.. 473.
(28) Sandiman v. Broach, 7 B. & ('.. 100.
(29) It. v. Brown. 20 L. J., M. (’.. 183.
(30) It. v. Denman. 1 Chit. Rep., 152; Kx parte Askew, 15 J. P.. 485.
(31) Sauml. Prac. Mag. Cts., 5th Ed., 212.
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If a justice of the peace is not himself personally arresting the offender 
on view or upon suspicion, or if lie is not personally acting in effecting the 
arrest by calling some one to his assistance in making the same, he cannot 
legally direct the arrest, except by a warrant issued by him upon a written 
complaint or information under oath: and a justice‘of the peace who il
legally issues a warrant without having received a sworn information in 
respect of the charge, is liable in trespass for the arrest made thereunder, 
and he cannot justify the commanding of the constable to make the arrest 
by shewing that he, the justice, had a reasonable suspicion that an offence 
had been committed. (32)

Section 550, ante, expressly provides that the justice shall hear and con
sider the allegations of the information or complaint before issuing a sum
mons or warrant.

The summons or the warrant, as the case may be, should be issued by the 
magistrate who hears the information. The Courts disapprove of the prac
tice of the magistrate's clerk hearing the complaint and tiling up the sum
mons or warrant and getting it signed by the magistrate, without the lat
ter having heard the party complaining.' (33)

The information should be taken as nearly as possible in the language 
of the party complaining. (34)

A magistrate should not place upon the complainant's words a legal con
struction which they do not bear. If. for instance, the complainant's state
ment shews only a civil trespass, it should not be construed by the mag
istrate as an indictable offence, nor should he so describe it in the inform
ation. (35)

If the information discloses no offence in law, it will not authorize the 
issue of a warrant, as it contains nothing to found the magistrate’s juris
diction. (3(1) But, if it can, by reasonable intendment, be read as disclo
sing a criminal offence, the rule is to so read it. (37)

There are cases, occasionally, in which it may be thought advisable to 
issue merely a summons; but it is very seldom that this process is deemed 
sufficient lipon an information being laid for an indictable offence.

A magistrate can before issuing the warrant, legally receive, in support 
of an information and complaint made before him. affidavits or depositions, 
in the absence of the accused; and such affidavits or depositions do not 
form part of a record, but are merely taken in the exercise of the mag
istrate's discretion, — before issuing the warrant, — to consider the allega
tions of the complaint, and cannot be used afterwards as part of the prelim
inary enquiry. (38)

A justice of the peace acting in the illness or absence or at the request 
of a police magistrate should be designated as so acting in warrants or 
other processes; otherwise the latter will be invalid. (39)

Where a police magistrate receives an information, and, after hearing 
and considering the allegations of the informant, decides that the statute 
invoked in support of the prosecution does not apply and that what is

(32) Mcfiuiness v. Dafoe, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 139.
(33) Dixon v. Wells. 25 Q. B. 1)., 249.
(34) Cohen v. Morgan. 6 1). & 11., 8.
(35) Rogers v. Hassard, 2 Ont. A. R., 507.
(3(1) Stephens v. Stephens. 24 U. ('., C. P„ 424.
(37) Lawrence v. Hill. 10 Ir. C. L. II.. 177.
(38) Weir et al Petitioners for prohibition v. ('hoquet. Respondent, 0 

Rev. ile Jur., 121.
(39) R. v. Lyons, 2 Can. Cr. Oas., 218.
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charged doe» not constitute an offence, and therefore refuses to issue either 
a summons or warrant against the accused, a mandamus does not lie to 
compel him to do so. (40)

A magistrate is not under a legal obligation to issue a warrant of arrest 
upon an information in respect of an indictable offence, if, on consideration 
of the complainant's allegations lie is of opinion that a ease for so doing 
is not made out; and a magistrate refusing to issue a warrant on an in
formation for an indictable offence is not bound to state his reasons for 
refusing; lie has merely to express his opinion, after a consideration of the 
complainant's allegations, as to whether a warrant should be issued or not, 
and that he did not properly appreciate the evidence submitted upon an 
application to him for the issue of a warrant of arrest for an indictable of
fence is not a ground for a mandamus to compel him, against his opinion, 
formed in good faith, to grant a warrant. (41)

The issue of a summons, whether in relation to an indictable offence or 
in relation to an offence punishable summarily, is a judicial act, — the 
justice being required to hear and consider the allegations of the inform
ation or complaint, and the issue of the summotfr being dependent 11)1011 
his opinion as to whether or not a case is therein made out. (42)

560. Warrant in cases of offences committed on high seas, etc.
—Whenever any indictable offence is committed on the high seas, 
or in any creek, harbour, haven or other place in which the Ad
miralty of England have or claim to have jurisdiction, and when
ever any offence is committed on land beyond the seas for which 
an indictment may be preferred or the offender may be arrested in 
Canada, any justice for any territorial division in which any per
son charged with, or suspected of, having committed any such of
fence is or is suspected to be, may issue his warrant, in the form 
I) in schedule one hereto, (43) or to the like effect, to apprehend 
such person, to be dealt with as herein and hereby directed. R. 
S. C., c. 174, s. 32.

561. Arrest of suspected deserters. — Every one who is reason
ably suspected of being a deserter from Her Majesty’s service 
may be apprehended and brought for examination before any jus
tice of the peace, and if it appears that he is a deserter he shall be 
confined in gaol until claimed by the Military or Naval author
ities, or proceeded against according to law. R. S. C., c. 169, s. ii.

2. No one shall break open any building to search for a deserter 
unless he has obtained a warrant for that purpose from a justice 
of the peace, — such warrant to be founded on affidavit that there 
is reason to believe that the deserter is concealed in such building, 
ami that admittance has been demanded and refused; and every 
one who resists the execution of any such warrant shall incur a 
penalty of eighty dollars, recoverable on summary conviction in

(40) Re E. .1. Parke, 3 Can. Cr. Caa., 122.
(41) Thompson v. Desnoyera, 3 Can. Cr. Caa., 68; 5 Rev. de .fur., 405.
(42) R. v. Ettinger, 3 Can. Cr. Caa., 387.
(43) For Form 1), aee p. 681), pont.
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like manner as other penalties under this Act. U. S. C., c. KW, 
section 7.

See sections 73 and 74. ante, pp. 83 and 84.
See Appendix, pout, for section 0, It. S. C., c. 160,(remaining unrepealed).

562. Contents of summons.— Service.— Every summons issued 
by a justice under this Act shall be directed to the accused, and 
shall require him to appear at a time and place to be therein men
tioned. Such summons may be in the form E in schedule one 
hereto, (44) or to the like effect. No summons shall be signed in 
blank.

2. Every such summons shall be served by a constable or other 
peace officer upon the person to whom it is directed, either by 
delivering it to him personally or, if such person cannot conve
niently be met with, by leaving it for him at his last or most usual 
place of abode with some inmate thereof apparently not under 
sixteen years of age.

3. The service of any such summons may be proved by the oral 
testimony of the person effecting the same or by the affidavit of 
such person purporting to be made before a justice.

The words “ las! or most usual place of abode " mean the party’s present 
place of abode, if he has any. or the last place of abode which he had if 
he has ceased to have any. (45)

The delivery of the summons to a person on the premises apparently 
residing there as a servant is sufficient. (46)

Where the service is effected by leaving the summons with a person 
other than the accused, the constable must tell the person, with whom he 
leaves it. that it is for the defendant ; and the person with whom the sum
mons is left should be made to understand the nature of it. (47)

The affidavit or other proof of service of a summons must, (in case of 
the accused not appearing), shew either that the service was personal, or. 
if the service has not been made personally, it must shew that the accused 
could not be conveniently met with and that the summons was left for 
him at his last or most usual place of abode with an inmate thereof, of the 
age of at least sixteen years.

So, that, where the proof of service shewed that a copy of the summons 
was served on the defendant's wife, at the defendant's last place of abode, 
but omitted to state that the defendant "could not lie conveniently met 
with," it was held that the proof of service was insufficient. (48)

Where the service of the summons was made by leaving it with a clerk 
in an hotel of which the accused was the reputed proprietor and in which

(44) For Form E, see p. 080. pout.
(45) Hr parte Rice Jones. 1 L. M. & 1*.. 357.
(46) R. v. Chandler, 14 East. 267.
(47) Hr parte Smith. 30 .1. P., 614.
(48) R. v. Carrigan. 17 V. L. T., 224. See. also. Hr parte Hogan. 32 X. B. 

R., 247. 13 ('. Ij. T., 315. 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 286; Hr parte Donovan. 32 X. B. 
R.. 374 -, Hr parte Fleming. 14 C. L. T.. 100. and other eases, fully cited 
under section 843. post.

43
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he resided, it was held that t iis was not sufficient evidence of service, as it 
was not shewn that the Her . was an inmate of the accused’s lust or most 
usual place of abode. (40)

563. Warrant to arrest, in the first instance. — The warrant 
issued by a justice for the apprehension of the person against 
whom an information or complaint has been laid as provided in 
section five hundred and fifty-eight may be in the form F in sciii;- 
dule one hereto, (50) or to the like effect. No such warrant shall 
be signed in blank.

2. Every such warrant shall be under the hand and seal of the 
justice issuing the same, and may be directed, either to any con
stable by name, or to such constable, anil all other constables 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the justice issuing it, or gen
erally to all constables within such jurisdiction.

3. The warrant shall state shortly the offence for which it is 
issued, and shall name or otherwise describe the offender, and it 
shall order the officer or officers to whom it is directed.to appre
hend the offender and bring him before the justice or justices is
suing the warrant, or before some other justice or justices, to an
swer to the charge contained in the said information or complaint, 
and to be further dealt with according to law. It shall not be nec
essary to make such warrant returnable at any particular time, 
but the same shall remain in force until it is executed.

4. The fact that a summons has been issued shall not prevent 
any justice from issuing such warrant at any time before or after 
the time mentioned in the summons for the appearance of the 
accused; and where the service of the summons has been proved 
and the accused does not appear, or when it appears that the sum
mons cannot be served, the warrant (form G) may issue. (51) If.

5. C., c. 174. ss. 43, 44 and 41».

564. Execution of warrant. — Every such warrant may lie exe
cuted by arresting the accused wherever he is found in the terri
torial jurisdiction of the justice by whom it is issued, or in tIn
case of fresh pursuit, at any place in an adjoining territorial divi
sion within seven miles of the border of the first-mentioned di
vision. R. S. C., c. 174, ss. 47 and 48.

2. Every such warrant may be executed by any constable named 
therein, or by any one of the constables to whom it is directed, 
whether or not the place in which it is to be executed is within 
the place for which he is constable.

(40) F'r parte Wallace. 10 C. Tv. T„ 400. And see Re Barron. Can. Ami- 
Dig. M807 ) 51. also fully cited under section 843. post.

(50) For Form F, sec p. 000. post.
(51) For Form <», see p. 000. post.
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3. Kvery warrant authorized by this Act may be issued ami 
executed on a Sunday or statutory holiday. K. S. C., c. 174, ss. 
47 and 48.

For the meaning of the expression “ holiday," see clause 2(5 of section 7 
of the Interpretation Act, set out at p. 10, ante.

The police have a right, under a warrant for the arrest of a person 
charged with stealing goods, to take possession of the goods; and any prop
erty found in the possession of a person arrested for an indictable offence 
may, — if believed to have been used for the purpose of committing the of
fence,— be seized and detained us evidence in support of the charge. (521

See further comments on this subject under section 577, post.

See section 17. ante, and comments thereunder, as to the execution of 
lawful warrants and the justification thereof.

565. Proceeding when the offender is not within the justice's 
jurisdiction. — If the person against whom any warrant has been 
issued cannot be found within the jurisdiction of the justice by 
whom the same was issued, but is or is suspected to be in any 
other part of Canada, any justice within whose jurisdiction he is 
or is suspected to be, upon proof being made on oath or affirma
tion of the hand-writing of the justice who issued the same, shall 
make an endorsement on the warrant, signed with his name, au
thorizing the execution thereof wit hin his jurisdiction ; and such 
endorsement shall be sufficient authority to the person bringing 
such warrant, and to all other persons to whom the same was ori
ginally directed, and also to all constables of the territorial di
vision where the warrant has been so endorsed, to execute the 
same therein and to carry the person against whom the warrant 
issued, when apprehended, before the justice who issued the war
rant, or before some other justice for the same territorial di
vision. Such endorsement may be in the form H in schedule 
one hereto. (53) it. S. C., c. 174, s. 49.

566. Disposal of person arrested on endorsed warrant. — If the
prosecutor or any of the witnesses for the prosecution are in the 
territorial division where such person has been apprehended upon 
a warrant endorsed as provided in the last preceding section the 
constable or other person or persons who have apprehended him 
may, if so directed by the justice endorsing the warrant, take him 
before such justice, or before some other justice for the same ter
ritorial division; and the said justice may thereupon take the ex
amination of such prosecutor or witnesses, and proceed in every 
respect as if he had himself issued the warrant, R. S. C„ c. 174, 
e. 50.

(52) Dillon v. O'Brien. 10 Cox C. C., 245.
(53) For Form H, see p. 691, post.
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567. Bringing arrested person before a justice. — When any
person is arrested upon a warrant lie shall, except in the case prov
ided for in the next preceding section, be brought as soon as is 
practicable before the justice who issued it or some other justice 
for the same territorial division, and such justice shall either pro
ceed with the inquiry or postpone it to a future time, in which lat
ter case he shall either commit the accused person to proper cus
tody or admit him to bail or permit him to be at large on his own 
recognizance according to the provisions hereinafter contained.

568. Coroner's inquisition.—Every coroner, upon any inquisition 
taken before him whereby any person is charged with manslaugh
ter or murder, shall (if the person or persons, or either of them, 
affected by such verdict or finding be not already charged with 
the said offence before a magistrate or justice), by warrant under 
his hand, direct that such person be taken into custody and be 
conveyed, with all convenient speed, before a magistrate or jus
tice; or such coroner may direct such person to enter into a recog
nizance before him, with or without a surety or sureties, to appear 
before a magistrate or justice. In either case, it shall bu the duty 
of the coroner to transmit to such magistrate or justice, the de
positions taken before him in the matter. Upon any such person 
being brought or appearing before any such magistrate or justice, 
he shall proceed in all respects as though such person had been 
brought or had appeared before him upon a warrant or summons.

.Section 042, pout, declares that no one shall henceforth lie tried cm any 
( oroner’s inquisition.

See comments under section <142. pout.

569. Search warrants, generally. — Any justice who is satisfied 
by information upon oath in the form J in schedule one hereto. 
(54) that there is reasonable ground for believing that there i in 
any building, receptacle, or place —

(a) anything upon or in respect of which any offence against 
this Act has been or is suspected to have been committed; or

(b) anything which there is reasonable ground to believe will 
afford evidence as to the commission of any such offence; or

(c) anything which there is reasonable ground to believe is in
tended to be used for the purpose of committing any offence 
against the person for which the offender may be arrested without 
warrant—may at any time issue a warrant under his hand author
izing some constable or other person named therein to search such 
building, receptacle or place, for any such thing, and to seize i nd 
carry it before the justice issuing the warrant, or some other jus-

(54) For Form .J, see p. 092, post.
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tice for the same territorial division to be by him dealt with ac
cording to law. R. S. C., c. 174, ss. 51 and 52.

2. Every search warrant shall be executed by day, unless the 
justice shall by the warrant authorize the constable or other per
son to execute it at night.

•'$. Every search warrant may be in the form 1 in schedule 
one hereto, (55) or to the like effect.

4. When any such thing is seized and brought before suqh jus
tice he may detain it, taking reasonable care to preserve it till the 
conclusion of the investigation ; and, if any one is committed for 
trial, he may order it further to be detained lor the purpose of 
evidence on the trial. If no one is committed, the justice shall 
direct such thing to be restored to the person from whom it was 
taken, except in the cases next hereinafter mentioned, unless he is 
authorized or required by law to dispose of it otherwise. In case 
any improved arm or ammunition in respect to which any offence 
under section one hundred and sixteen has been committed has 
been seized, it shall be forfeited to the Crown. R. S. c. 50, s. 
101.

5. If under any such warrant there is brought before any justice 
any forged bank note, bank note-paper, instrument or other thing, 
the ]K>ssession whereof in the absence of lawful excuse is an 
offence under any provision of this or any other Act, the court to 
which any such person is committed for trial or, if there is no 
commitment for trial, such justice may cause such thing to he 
defaced or destroyed. R. S. (’., c. 174, s. 55.

<>. If under any such warrant there is brought before any jus
tice, any counterfeit coin or other thing the possession of which 
with knowledge of its nature and without lawful excuse is an in
dictable offence under any provision of 1* rt XXXV'of this Act, 
every such thing as soon as it has been produced in evidence, or as 
soon as it appears that it will not be required to be so procured, 
shall forthwith be defaced or otherwise disposed of as the justice 
or the court directs. R. S. G\, e. 174, s. 5(5.

7. Every person acting in the execution of any such warrant 
may seize any explosive substance which he has good cause to sus
pect is intended to be used for any unlawful object, — and shall, 
with all convenient speed, after the seizure, remove the same to 
such proper place as lie thinks fit, and detain the same until or
dered by a judge of a Superior Court to restore it to the person 
who claims the same. R. S. C., c. 150, s. 11.

H. Any explosive substance so seized shall, in the event of the 
person in whose possession the same is found, or of the owner

(55) For Form I. see p. U!)2. />«#/.
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thereof, being convicted of any offence under Part VI of thin Act, 
be forfeited ; and the same shall be destroyed or sold under the 
direction of the court before which such person is convicted, and, 
in the case of sale, the proceeds arising therefrom shall be paid to 
the Minister of Finance and Receiver General, for the public uses 
of Canada. R. S. C., c. 150, s. 12.

9. If offensive weapons believed to lie dangerous to the public 
peace are seized under a search warrant the same shall lie kept in 
safe custody in such place as the justice directs, unless the owner 
thereof proves, to the satisfaction of such justice, that such offen
sive weajions were not kept for any purpose dangerous to the pub
lic peace ; and any person from whom any such offensive weapons 
are so taken may, if the justice of the peace upon whose warrant 
the same are taken, upon application made for that purpose, rc- 
fuseh to restore the same, apply to a judge of a superior or county 
court for the restitution of such offensive weapons, upon giving 
ten days’ previous notice of such application to such justice; and 
such judge shall make such order for the restitution or safe cus
tody of such offensive weajions as ujion such ajiplication apjiears to 
him to be proper. R. N. (’., c. 149. as. 2 ami 5.

10. It goods or things by means of which it is suspected that an 
offence has lieen committed under Part XXXIII, arc seized under 
a search warrant, and brought before a justice, such justice and 
one r more other justice or justices shall determine summarily 
whether the same are or are not forfeited under the said Part 
XXXII1 ; and if the owner of any goods or things which, if the 
owner thereof had been convicted, would be forfeited under this 
Act, is unknown or cannot he found, an information or complaint 
may he laid for the purpose only of enforcing such forfeiture, and 
the said justice may cause notice to be advertised stating that un
less cause is shown to the contrary at the time and place named 
in the notice, such goods or things will lie declared forfeited; and 
at such time ami place the justice, unless the owner, or any jx'rson 
on his behalf, or other jierson interested in the goods or things, 
shows cause to the contrary, may declare such goods or things, or 
any of them, forfeited. 51 V., c. 41, s. 14.

It sometimes hajijiens that, without any dirpet jiroof of guilt 
existing against a party, there is evidence of his ladng in posse<- 
sion of goods which have been stolen ami which the owner is able 
to identify. In such a case, criminal proceedings may be initiated 
by an a indication to a justice for a search warrant, which being 
granted, the susjiected premises are searched by a constable, and 
should the goods be discovered, they are taken possession of, and 
the occupier of the premises whereon they are found is himself 
apprehended and brought before the magistrate to answer the 
charge either of having stolen them or of having received them 
knowing them to have been stolen.
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When the charge is likely to mould itself into one of receiving 
goody knowing them to have been stolen, the obtaining of a search 
warrant in the first instance will l>e the most advisable course, 
since the prosecutor is thereby enabled at the same time not only 
to seize the goods upon the premises before they are made away 
with, — and so obtain cogent evidence in support of his case,— 
but also to apprehend the party suspected of guilt in the trans
action; whereas, if merely a warrant to apprehend be obtained in 
the first instance, great difficulty may afterwards be experienced 
in getting at the property, and a case, otherwise almost conclusive, 
may fail for want of the necessary evidence to support it.

When, therefore, a party whose goods have been stolen has rea
sonable grounds for suspecting that they are upon the premises of 
some other person, he should go before a justice having jurisdic
tion in the district where the premises to be searched arc situate, 
and make oath by himself or by witness of the facts upon which 
he bases his application ; and, upon the justice being satisfied 
either that the goods have been stolen, or that there is reason to 
suspect they are stolen, and that there is also reason to l>elieve 
they are upon the premises indicated, he will grant his warrant to 
search the premises and seize the goods and also to apprehend the 
party in whose possession they may be found. (56)

The above section 5(19 authorizes the issue of a search warrant 
whenever the justice is satisfied by information upon oath that 
there is reasonable ground for believing that there is in any pre
mises, 1, anything upon or in respect of which any offence has 
been or is suspected to have been committed, or, 2, anything 
which there is reasonable ground to believe will afford evidence 
as to the commission of any offence, or, 3, anything which there 
is reasonable ground to believe is intended to be used to commit 
any offence for which the offender may be arrested without war
rant.

To justify a magistrate in granting a search warrant to search for stolen 
goods, tlic information made before him need not allege that the goods 
have been actually stolen, hut it is sufficient if the information can he fair
ly understood as alleging reasonable grounds for Hunpectini) that the goods 
have been stolen: and tin* search warrant need not specify the goods for 
which search is desired. (57)

The constable to whom a search warrant is directed and to 
whom it is entrusted should use great caution in the execution of 
it. lie should be accompanied to the premises by the owner of the 
property or by some other person able to point out and swear to 
the goods in question. If the premises are closed and the con-

(56) El see v. Smith. 1 D. & R„ 97.
(57) Jones v. German, 18 Cox C. C„ 411. 497; [1890] 2 Q. B„ 418.
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stable is denied admission after making demand of admission and 
disclosing his authority and the object of his visit, the premises 
may be forced open by him.

In making the search, care must be taken that no other goods 
than those designated in the warrant, (58) or such as have been 
actually stolen, (59) be seized.

Should the goods sought for be found, the constable will seize 
and keep them in his possession, and he will then, also, by virtue 
of his warrant, apprehend the person on whose premises they 
have been found and take him before the magistrate to answer the 
charge which will then lx- preferred against him.

Where, on the preliminary enquiry into a charge of having and 
concealing property belonging to another, the prisoner was ac
quitted of any wrongful taking, detention or concealment there
of, it was held that the magistrate was still entitled to retain the 
property, if proved to have been stolen, until the offence could be 
tried, or until for some sufficient reason no trial could be had ; 
but that if it appear that the property was not stolen it should 
be returned to the owner. (60)

570. Search for public stores. — Any constable or other peace 
officer, if deputed by any public department, may, within the 
limits for which he is such constable or peace officer, stop, detain 
and search any person reasonably suspected of having or convey
ing in any manner any public stores defined in section three hun
dred and eightv-three, stolen or unlawfully obtained, or any ves
sel, boat or vehicle in or on which there is reason to suspect that 
any public stores stolen or unlawfully obtained may he found.

2. A constable or other peace officer shall be deemed to be dep
uted within the meaning of this section, if lie is deputed by any 
writing signed by the person who is the head of such department, 
or who is authorized to sign documents on behalf of such depart
ment.

571. Search warrant for mined gold, silver, etc. — On com
plaint in writing made to anv justice of the county, district or 
place, by any person interested in any mining claim, that mined 
gold or gold-bearing quartz, or mined or unmanufactured silver 
or silver-ore, is unlawfully deposited in any place, or held bv any 
person contrary to law, a general search warrant may be issued bv 
such justice, as in the case of stolen goods, including any number 
of places or persons named in such complaint ; and if, upon such

(58) Price v. MeHsenger, 2 B. & P.. 158; Bell v. Oakley, 2 M. & Sel., 259. 
(5D) Crozier v. Cundy, fi B. & 232.
(00) Howell v. Armour, 7 Ont. R., 303.
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search, any such gold or gold-bearing quartz, or silver or silver- 
ore is found to be unlawfully deposited or held, the justice shall 
make such order for the restoration thereof to the lawful owner 
as he considers right.

2. The decision of the justice in such case is subject to appeal 
as in ordinary cases coining within the provisions of Part LVI11. 
K. S. C., c. 174, s. 53.

As to conditions of Appeal, see section 880, pont.

572. Search by peace officer for detained lumber, etc. — If any
on stable or other peace officer has reasonable cause to suspect 
that any timber, mast, spar, saw-log or other description of lum
ber, belonging to any lumberman or owner of lumber, and bearing 
the registered trade-mark of such lumberman or owner of lumber, 
is kept or detained in any saw-mill, mill-yard, lx Him or raft, with
out the knowledge or consent of the owner, such constable or 
other peace officer may enter into or upon the same, and search 
or examine for the purpose of ascertaining whether such timber, 
mast, spar, Saw-log or other description of lumber is detained 
therein without such knowledge and consent. R. S. ('., c. 174, 
s. 54.

573. Search for and seizure of intoxicating liquors on Her Ma 
jesty’s Ships. — Any officer in Her Majesty’s service, any warrant 
or petty officer of the navy, or any non-commissioned officer of 
marines, with or without seamen or persons under his command, 
may search any boat or vessel which hovers alxmt or approaches, 
or which has hovered about or approached, anv of Her Majesty's 
ships or vessels mentioned in section one hundred and nineteen. 
Part VI, of this Act, and may seize any intoxicating liquor found 
on board such boat or vessel; and the liquor so found shall be for
feited to the Crown. 50-51 V., c. 4<i, s. 3.

The words " His Majesty’s " should lie here substituted for "Her Maj
esty’s.” (See section 7 of the Interpretation Art. at p. 1). ante.

574. Warrants to search houses of ill-fame. — Whenever there 
is reason to believe that any woman or girl mentioned in section 
one hundred and eighty-five, Part XIII, has been inveigled or en
ticed to a house of ill-fame or assignation, then upon complaint 
thereof being made under oath by the parent, husband, master or 
guardian of such woman or girl, or in the event of such woman or 
girl having no known parent, husband, master nor guardian in the 
place in which the offence is alleged to have lieen committed, bv 
any other person, to any justice of the peace, or to a judge of any 
court authorized to issue warrants in cases of alleged offences 
against the criminal law, such justice of the peace or judge of the 
court may issue a warrant to enter, by day or night, such house
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of ill-fame or assignation, and if necessary use force for the pur
pose of effecting such entry whether by breaking open doors or 
otherwise, ami to search for such woman or girl, and bring her. 
and the person or persons in whose keeping ami possession she :s, 
before such justice of the peace or judge of the court, who may. 
on examination, order her to be delivered to her parent, husband, 
master or guardian, or to be discharged, as law and justice require. 
It. S. C., c. 157, s. 7.

575. Searching gaming houses, betting houses, and lotteries. —
(As amended by the 58-59 Vic., c. 40). — If the chief 
constable or deputy chief constable of any city, town, 
incor|>orated village or other municipality or district, organized 
or unorganized, or place, or other officer authorized to act in his 
absence, reports in writing to any of the commissioners of police 
or to the mayor or chief magistrate or to the police magistrate of 
such city, town, incorporated, village or other municipality, dis
trict or place, or to any police magistrate having jurisdiction 
there, or if there be no such mayor, or chief magistrate, or police- 
magistrate, to any justice of the peace having such jurisdiction, 
that there are good grounds for believing, and that he does be
lieve that any house, room or place within the said city or town, 
incorporated village or other municipality, district or place is kept 
or used as a common gaining or betting house as defined in part 
XIV., sections one hundred and ninety-six and one hundred and 
ninety-seven, or is used for the purpose of carrying on a lottery, 
or for the sale of lottery tickets, or for the purpose of conducting 
or carrying on any scheme, contrivance or operation for the pur
pose of determining the winners in any lottery contrary to tin- 
provisions of part XIV., section two hundred and five, whether 
admission thereto is limited to those possessed of entrance keys 
or otherwise, the said commissioners or eommsisioner, mayor, 
chief magistrate, police magistrate or justice of the ]>eace, may, 
bv order in writing, authorize the chief constable, deputy chief 
constable, or other officer as aforesaid, to enter any such house, 
room or place, with such constables as are deemed requisite by 
him, and if necessary to use force for the purpose of effecting such 
entry, whether by breaking open doors or otherwise, and to take 
into custody all persons who are found therein, and to seize, as tin- 
case may be (1) all taides and instruments of gaming or betting, 
and all moneys and securities for money, and (2) all instruments 
or devices for the carrying on of such lottery, or of such scheme, 
contrivance or operation, and all lottery tickets, found in such 
house or premises, and to bring the same before the person issuing 
such order or some other justice, to be by him dealt with accord
ing to law.

2. The chief constable, deputy chief constable or other officer 
making such entry, in obedience to any such order, may, with tin- 
assistance of one or more constables, search all parts of the house,
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V(H)m or place which he lias so entered, where he suspects that 
tables or instruments of gaming or betting or any instruments or 
devices for the carrying on of such lottery or of such scheme, con
trivance or operation, or any lottery tickets, are concealed, and all 
jM-rsons whom he finds in such house or premises, and seize all 
tables and instruments of gaming or betting, or any such instru
ments or devices or lottery tickets as aforesaid, which he so finds.

d. The justice before whom any person is taken by virtue of an 
order or warrant under this section, may direct any cards, dice, 
balls, counters, tables or other instruments of gaming, or used in 
playing any game, or of betting, or any such instruments or de
vices for the carrying on of a lottery, or for the conducting or car
rying on of any such scheme, contrivance or operation, or any 
such lottery tickets, so seized as aforesaid, to be forthwith des
troyed. and any money or securities so seized shall be forfeited to 
the Crown for the public uses of Canada.

1. The expression “chief constable*' includes the chief of 
police, city marshal or other head of the police f >rce of any such 
city, town, incorporated village or other municipality, district or 
place, and in the province of Quebec, the high constable of the 
district, and means any constable of a municipality, district or 
place which has no chief constable or deputy chief constable.

•*>. The expression “deputy chief constable ’* includes deputy 
chief of police, deputy or assistant marshal or other deputy head 
of the police force of any such city, town, incorporated village, 
or other municipality, district or place, and in the province of 
Quebec, the deputy high constable of the district ; and the expres
sion “police magistrate ” includes stipendiary and district ma
gistrates.

In October 1803. in execution of a warrant issued by a police magistrate, 
tin- deputy high constable of Montreal seized certain moneys and instru
ments of gaming in a common gaming-house, and. in due course, these 
monies and gaming instruments were, by the police magistrate, declared 
forfeited. IIchi. by the Supreme Court of Canada, affirming the judgment 
of tin- Court of Appeal for the province of Quebec, that the seizure of the 
moneys and instruments was legal and that the police magistrate’s order 
declaring them forfeited could not be impeached in an action for their 
revendication brought against the High Constable and against the Clerk 
of tin- Peace for the recovery of the moneys and things so confiscated.(01)

Sections 11 and 10 of the R. S. ('., chap. 158, (which arc unrepealed), 
( li- ) empower a police magistrn e to swear and examine, when brought 
Mon* him. any persons found in any gaming-house entered and searched 
under the provisions of section 575. These sections are as follows: —

“ The police magistrate, mayor or justice of the peace, before whom any 
person is brought who lias been found in any house, room or place, entered

dll) O’Neil v. Atty. Gen. for Can.. HI ('. L. T„ 170: 20 S. C. R„ 122; 
1 Can. Cr. Cas., 303.

(02) See SCHEDULE TWO, pout.
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in pursuance of any warrant or order issued under this A et, may require 
any such person to he examined on oath and to give evidence touching any 
unlawful gaming in such house, room or place, or touemng any act done 
for the purpose of preventing, obstructing or delaying the entry, into hi:eh 
house, room or place, or any part thereof, of any constable or officer author
ized as aforesaid; and no person so required to be examined ns a witness 
shall be excused from being so examined when brought before such police 
magistrate, mayor or justice of the pence, or from being so examined at 
any subsequent time by or before the police magistrate or mayor, or any 
justice of the peace, or by or before any court, oil any proceeding, or on 
the trial of any indictment, information, action or suit in anywise relating 
to such unlawful gaming or any such acts as aforesaid, or from answering 
any question put to him touching the matters aforesaid, on the ground 
that his evidence will tend to criminate himself; and any such person so 
required to be examined as a witness who refuses to make oath accordingly, 
or to answer any such question, shall lie subject to la* dealt with in all 
respects as any person appearing as a witness before any justice or court 
in obedience to a summons or subpiena and refusing without lawful cause 
or excuse to be sworn or to give evidence, may, by law, be dealt with; but 
nothing in this section shall render any offender, under the sixth section 
of this Act, liable on his trial to .examination hereunder."' (Section 0.)

“ Every person so required to be examined as a witness, who, upon such 
examination, makes true disclosure, to the best of Ills knowledge, of all 
things as to which he is examined shall receive from the judge, justice of 
the |icace, magistrate, examiner or other judicial officer before whom such 
proceeding is had, a certificate in writing to that effect, and shall be freed 
from all criminal prosecutions and penal actions, and from all penalties, 
forfeitures and punishments to which lie has become liable for anything 
done before that time in respect of the matters regarding which he has 
been examined: but, such certificate shall not be effectual for the purpose 
aforesaid, unless it states that such witness made a true disclosure in res
pect to all things as to which he was examined; and any action, indictment 
or proceedings pending or brought in any court against such witness, m 
respect of any act of gaming regarding which he was so examined, shall 
be stayed, upon tiie production and proof of such certificate, and upon 
summary application to the court in which such action, indictment or 
proceeding is pending, or any judge thereof, or any judge of any of the 
superior courts of any province." (Section 10.)

See sections 702 anil 706, post, (as amended by the Criminal Coilc 
Amendment Art, 11100), as to prima facie evidence of a place being a com
mon gaming-house, and that persons found therein were playing there.

576. Warrant to search for vagrants. — Any stipendiary or 
police magistrate, mayor or warden, or any two justices of the 
peace, upon information before them made, that any person de
scribed in Part XV, as a loose, idle or disorderly person, or vag
rant, is or is reasonably suspected to be harboured or concealed in 
any disorderly house, bawdy-house, house of ill-fame, tavern or 
boarding-house, may, by warrant, authorize any constable or other 
person to enter at anv time such house or tavern, and to appre
hend and bring before them or any other justices of the peace, 
every person found therein so suspected as aforesaid. It. S. ('.. e. 
157, s. 8.

Other search warrants and Powers of Search and Entry. — In the North 
11 ’ext Territories, any justice of the peace m any judge of the Supreme 
Court of the Territories may. upon a sworn complaint made before him
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that any intoxicating liquor is manufactured, imported, sold, etc., in viola
tion of the North West Territories Art, issue a search warrant as in cases 
of stolen goods. (03) And in the District of Keewatin, a similar warrant 
to search for intoxicating liquor may upon a like complaint, he issued by 
any judge, stipendiary magistrate or justice of the peace. (64)

An inspector, under the Animal Contagion* Diseases Art, may enter any 
field, stable, cow-shed or other premises within his district, in which he 
has reasonable ground for supposing that any animal affected with any 
infectious or contagious disease is to he found* hut shall, if required, state 
in writing the ground on which he so enters. And he may enter any steam
ship, steamer, vessel or boat in respect of which he has reasonable ground 
for supposing that any company or person has failed to obey any order for 
cleansing and desinfeeting a steamship, steamer, etc. (65)

Under the Sea mm's Art, justices of the peace at any port or place in the 
provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia. New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, 
and British Columbia, are authorized to grant warrants to search for sea
men or apprentices unlawfully emiccailed or secreted; and any police officer 
or constable required by the Act to assist in apprehending any seaman or 
apprentice unlawfully absenting himself from his ship may enter any tav
ern, inn, ale house, beer house, seamen's boarding house, or other house 
or place of entertainment, or into any liquor shop or other refreshment 
place, or any house of ill-fame. (66) And, under the Inland Waters’ Sea
men's Art, similar powers are given to justices «yf the peace, at any port in 
Canada, to grant warrants to search for seamen unlawfully harbored or 
secreted, ami to police officers and constables to enter taverns, etc. (67)

Under the Wrecks and Balvaye Art, a wreck receiver, who suspects that 
any wreck is secreted or concealed, may obtain from any justice of the 
peace a search warrant to search for, remove, and obtain the secreted 
wreck. (68)

Any superintendent of harbor and river police, and any constable ap
pointed under the authority of the Act respecting the Harbor and River 
Police of the province of Quebec, may board any vessel for the purpose of 
arresting or searching for any person for whose arrest a warrant has been 
issued. (61))

A fishery officer or other justice of the peace may search or grant a war
rant to search any vessel or any place where there is reason to believe 
that any fish taken in violation of the Fisheries' Art, or anything used in 
violation thereof, is concealed. (70) And certain officers and persons are, 
by the Art respecting Fishiny hy Foreign Vessels, and its amendments, 
empowered to bring, into port, any ship, vessel or boat being within any 
harbor in < anada or hovering in British waters within three marine miles 
of any of the coasts, bays, creeks or harbors in Canada, and to search her 
cargo". (71)

Any gas inspector, appointed under the Gas Inspection Art, may at all 
reasonable hours enter any place within his district to inspect the meter 
delivered to a purchaser and used for measuring gas; (72) and, under the

(63) R. S. ('., c. 50, section 04.
(64) II. S. (’., c. 53. section 37.
(65) II. S. (\. c. til), sections 34. 35.
(66) R. S. ('., c. 74, sections 111), 124.
(67) R. S. C„ c. 75, ss. 42. 43.
(681 R. S. C., c. 81. section 41.
(60) R. S. C., c. 80. section 6.
(70) II. S. (’., c. 05. section 17, par. 2.
(71) R. S. C„ c. 114, section 1.
(72) R. 8. C., c. 101. section 6.
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Petroleum Inspection Act, any duly authorized inspector may at any time 
during ordinary business hours enter the refinery, shop or warehouse of 
any person, who refines or keeps petroleum or naphtha for sale, in order 
to test the quality of the petroleum or naphtha therein found. (73)

A weights’ and measures' inspector or his assistant may, at all reason
able times, enter any place, within his division, where any commodity is 
bought, sold, exposed or kept for sale, etc., and there examine all weights, 
measures, scales, steelyards or other weighing machines. (74)

For the provisions respecting the issue of search warrants to search for 
weapons or for intoxicating liquor in the vicinity of public works, see sec
tions 8 and 1(1 of the It. S. ('., c. 151. set out in the Appendix to the 
present Code, post, and with regard to warrants to search for property 
alleged to have been stolen, etc., by a fugitive offender, see section 12 of 
the R. S. ('., c. 143. set out in the Extra Appendix, post.

In those portions of the Worth West Territories, in which the law rela
ting to the prohibition of intoxicating liquor remains in force, the members 
of the North West Mounted Police Force may, upon reasonable grounds 
of suspicion and without any process of law, enter any shop, store, lint, 
tent, wigwam, dwelling or building, or place or enclosure, and enter and 
stou and detain, while travelling, any vessel, canoe, carriage, wagon, cart, 
sleigh, or other vehicle and search all parts thereof, and any receptacles of 
any kind, for spirits, etc., or intoxicating drink of any kind, and break 
all receptacles found containing the same: but no constable shall so enter 
any hut, tent, wigwam, or dwelling, unless accompanied by or under the 
order of a commissioned officer. (75)

Any game guardian, who has reason to suspect that a breach of any 
provision of the Act for the preservation of game in the unorganized por
tions of the North West Territories has been committed, or that any part 
of any beast or bird, in respect of which such a breach has been committed 
is likely to be in any tent or premises or on board any vessel or in any 
conveyance may issue a warrant to any constable to enter and search such 
tent, etc., and, if found, to seize such beast, etc. (70)

Under the Electric l. in lit Inspection Art, any officer of the contractors 
furnishing electricity for lighting purposes may, by written authority of 
the Inspector, enter, at all reasonable times, any premises to which electric
ity is or has been supplied by the contractors, in order to inspect their 
electric wires, etc., or to ascertain the quantity of electricity consumed, 
etc. (77)

(73) R. S. C„ e. 102, section 17.
(74) R. S. (’., c. 104. section 45; 51 Vic., c. 25; 52 Vic., c. 17.
(75) See the North West Mounted Police Art, 1894, 57-58 Vic., c. 27. 

section 13.
(70) 57-58 Vie., c. 31, section 20.
(77) 57-58 Vie., c. 30, section 11.
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FORMS UNDER PART XL1V.

sellKDVLK ONE.

A. — (Section 557.)

WARRANT TO CONVEY BEFORE A JUSTICE OF ANOTHER 
COUNTY.

Canada, 1 
Province of , V
County of . J

Whereas information upon oath was this day made before the 
undersigned, that A. B. of , on the day of
in the year , at , in the county of
(state the charge).

And whereas 1 have taken the deposition of X. V. as to the 
said offence.

And whereas the charge is of an offence commit tod in the 
county of

This is to command you to convey the said (name of accused). 
of , before some justice of the last-mentioned countv
near the above place, and to deliver to him this warrant ami the 
said deposition.

Dated at , in the said county of
this day of , in the year

J. S.,

J. P., (Name of County.)

To of
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:}

B. — (Section 557.)

RECEIPT To BE GIVEN TO THE CONSTABLE BY THE JUSTICE 
FOR THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE OFFENCE WAS 

COMMITTED.
Canada,

Province of 
County of

1., J. L., a justice of the peace in and for the county of ,
hereby certify that W. T., peace officer of the county of ,
has, on tliis day of , in the year
by virtue of and in obedience to a warrant of J. S., Esquire, a 
justice of the peace in and for the county of , produced
before me one A. B., charged before the said J. S., with having 
(rlr., slating shortly the offence), and delivered him into the cus
tody of by my direction, to answer to the said charge,
and further to be dealt with according to law, and has also de
livered unto me the said warrant, together with the information 
(if any) in that behalf, and the deposition (s) of C. 1). (and of

), in the said warrant mentioned, and that he has also 
proved to me, upon oath, the handwriting of the said J. S. sub
scribed to the same.

Dated the day and year first above mentioned, at in
the said county of

J. L.,
J. P., (Name of County.)

:}

C. — (Section 558.)

INFORMATION AND COMPLAINT FOR AN INDICTABLE OFFENCE.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

The information and complaint of C. D. of 
(yeoman), taken this day of , in the
year , before the undersigned (one) of Her
Majesty’s justices of the j>eace (78) in and for the said county of 

, who saitli that (£c., stating the offence).
Sworn before (me), the day and year first above mentioned, at

J. S.,
J. P., (Name of County.)

(78) Substitute the words “His Majesty's *’ for “ Her Majesty's." 
this and the following forms.
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D. — (Section 560.)

W ARRANT TO APPREHEND A PERSON CHARGED WITH AN IN 
D1LTADLK OFFENCE COMMITTED ON THE HIGH SEAS 

OR ABROAD.

For offences cuminitted on the high seas the narrant may be the, 
.'tame as in ordinary cases, but describing the offence to have been 
committed “ on the high seas, out of the body of any district or 
county of Canada and within the jurisdiction of the Admiralty of 
England.”

For offences committed abroad, for which the parties may be in
dicted in Canada, the warrant also may be the same as in ordinary 
cases, but describing the offence to have been committed “ on land out 
of Canada, to wit: at in the Kingdom of ,or,
at , in the Island of , in the West Indies, or
at , in the East Indies,” or as the case may be.

E. — (Section 562.)

SUMMONS TO A PERSON CHARGED WITH AN INDICTABLE 
OFFENCE.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To A. B., of , (labourer):

Whereas you have this day been charged before the under
signed , a justice of the peace in and for the said
county of , for that you on , at
(stating shortly the offence): These arc therefore to command you, 
in Her Majesty’s name, to be and appear l>efore (me) on 
at o’clock in the (fore) noon, at , or before such
other justice or justices of the peace for the same county of

. as shall then be there, to answer to the said charge, and to 
be further dealt with according to law. Herein fail not.

(liven under (my) hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J, S., (seal]

J. P., (Name of County.)
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F. — (Section 563.)

WARRANT IN TIIE FIRST INSTANCE TO APPREHEND A PERSON 
CHARGED WITH AN INDICTABLE OFFENCE.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the 
said county of

Whereas A. B. of , (labourer), has this day been charged
upon oath before the undersigned , a justice of the peace
in and for the said county of , for that he, on , at

, did (&c., staling shortly the offence). These arc there
fore to command you, in Her Majesty’s name, forthwith to appre
hend the said A. and to bring him before (me) (or some other 
justice of the peace in and for the said county of ), to an
swer unto the said charge, and to be further dealt with according 
to law.

Given under (my) hand and seal, this day of , in
the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [seal]

J. P., (Name of County.)

G. — (Section 563.)

WARRANT WHEN THE SUMMONS IS DISOBEYED.

Canada,
Province of , >
County of . J

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the 
said county of

Whereas on the day of , (instant or last
pest) A. B., of , was charged before (me
or us,) the undersigned (or name the justice or justices, or as the 
case may be, (a) justice of the peace in and for the said county of 

, for that (&c., as in the summons); and whereas I 
(or he the said justice of the peace, or we or they the said justices 
of the peace) did then issue (rmj, our his or their) summons to the 
said A. B., commanding him, in Her Majesty’s name, to be and 
appear before (me) on at o’clock in the
(fore) noon, at , or before such other justice or jus-
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tices of the peace as should then be there, to answer to the said 
charge and to be further dealt with according to law ; and whereas 
the said A. B. has neglected to be or appear at the time and place 
appointed in and by the said summons, although it has now been 
proved to (me) upon oath that the said summons was duly served 
upon the said A. B. : These are therefore to command you in Her 
Majesty’s name, forthwith to apprehend the said A. B., and to 
bring him before (me) or some other justice of the peace in and 
for the said county of , to answer the said
charge, and to be further dealt with according to law.

Given under (my) hand and seal, this day of , in
the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [seal]

J. P., (Name of County.)

H. — (Section 505.)

ENDORSEMENT IN BACKING A WARRANT.

Canada, 
Province of 
County of

Whereas proof upon oath has this day been made before me 
a justice of the peace in and for the said county of 

, that the name of J. S. to the within warrant subscribed, 
is of the handwriting of the justice of the peace within men
tioned: I do therefore hereby authorize W. T. who brings to me 
this warrant and all other persons to whom this warrant was ori
ginally directed, or by whom it may be lawfully executed, and also 
all peace officers of the said county of , to execute the
same within the said last mentioned county.

Given under my hand, this day of , in the
year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. P.y (Name of County.)

à
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I. — (Section 569).

WARRANT TO SEARCH.

Canada,
Province ol‘ ,
County of

Whereas it appears on the oath of A. B. of , that there is
reason to suspect that (describe to be searched for and offence
in respect of which search is made) arc concealed in 
at

This is, therefore, to authorize and require you to enter between 
the hours of (as the justice shall direct) into the said premises, and 
to search for the said things, and to bring the same before me or 
some other justice.

Dated at , in the said county of . this
day of , in the year

J. S.,

J. P., (Name of County.)

To of

J. — (Section 569.)

INFORMATION TO OBTAIN A SEARCH WARRANT.

(As amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Act, 11)00).

Canada,
Province of , >
County of . J

The information of A. B., of in the snid
county (yeoman), taken this day of
in the year , before me, J. S., Esquire, a justice of the
peace, in and for the district (or county, etc.,) of 
who says that (describe things to be searched for and offence in res
pect of which search is made), and that he has just and reasonable 
cause to suspect, and suspects, that the said goods and chattels, or 
some part of them are concealed in the (dwelling-house, tfr.) of ('. 
D., of in the said district (or county, etc.) (here add the
causes of suspicion whatever they may be) : Wherefore (he) prays

17
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that a search warrant may be granted to him to search the (dwell
ing-house, dr.), of the said V. 1).. as aforesaid, for the suwl goods 
and chattels so stolen, taken and carried away as aforesaid (or as 
llie case may be).

Sworn ( or affirmed ) before me the day and year first above 
mentioned, at in the said county "f

«/. V., (Name of District or County, etc.).

ADDITIONAL FORM.

DEPOSITION OF CONSTABLE OR OTHER PEACE OFFICER OF 
SERVICE OF SUMMONS.

Canada. 
Province of 
Countv of

The deposition of A. B., of taken
at in the said (county or district) of
this day of A. D., 190 , before me, the
undersigned, a justice of the peace (or, as the case may be), for the 
said (county or district) of who being duly sworn doth
depose and say that at in the (county or district), of

on the day of
he the said A. B. did serve C. D. of with the sum
mons hereunto annexed marked A., (or, within set forth), by de
livering a duplicate thereof to him the said C. D., in person, for, 
by tearing a duplicate thereof, for him the said C. D., at his last, (or 
most usual) place of abode to wit at No. Street, in with
an inmate thereof apparently not under sixteen years of age.]

Taken and sworn, before me,
at this dav \ A. B.
of A.D. 190 .
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. PART XLV.

PROCEDURE ON APPEARANCE OF ACCUSED.

577. Enquiry by justice. — When any person accused of an in
dictable offence is lief ore a justice, whether voluntarily or upon 
summons, or after being apprehended with or without warrant, or 
while in custody for the same or any other offence, the justice 
shall proceed to inquire into the matters charged against such 
person in the manner hereinafter defined.

Where a justice of the peace issues a summons or a warrant, and the 
party charged comes or is brought before him in obedience to the summons 
or warrant, such justice of the peace is seized of the case. and. except at 
his request, no other magistrate has any jurisdiction therein nor any right 
to interfere in the preliminary investigation or summary trial of or 
adjudication upon the charge. (1)

Property in accused’s possession when arrested. — When a person is 
apprehended upon a criminal charge, all weapons and everything connected 
with or having a tendency to tl.row light upon the subject matter of the 
charge should be searched for and taken from him. and be kept in safety 
until the charge is in some way disposed of or some order made in ref
erence thereto. But a prisoner should not be deprived of his property for 
any other purpose.

It is not right, — although too frequently the cmirse adopted, — for a 
constable to search a person whom he apprehends, and, unscrupulously, to 
take from him every particle of property In bis possession, without regard 
to the nature of the charge upon which he is apprehended.

Upon this subject, Mr. Justice Patteson, in a case which came before 
him. made the following observations: “The prisoner complains that 
his money was taken from him and that he was thereby deprived of the 
means of making his defence. Generally speaking, it is not right that a 
man's money should be taken away from him, unless it is connected, in 
some way, with the property stolen. If it is connected with the robbery, 
it is quite proper that it should be taken, but, unless it is, it is not a fair 
thing to take away his money which he might require for his defence. (2) 
And, after the trial of an action of trespass brought by a plaintiff, whose 
conviction on a charge of infringing the English Copyright or Designs Act, 
had been quashed, Lord Campbell, C. J., said: —"At the conclusion of the 
trial of this case, I expressed my disapprobation, — which I now repeat, 
of the manner in which the plaintiff was searched when taken to the 
station-house. There is no right, in a case of this kind, to inflict the in
dignity to which the plaintiff was subjected. But I am informed that an 
erroneous impression of what I said has gone abroad, and that it has been 
supposed that I asserted that there was no right in any one to search a 
prisoner. 1 have not said so. It is often the duty of an officer to search a 
prisoner. If, for instance, a man is taken in the commission of a felony, lie 
may be searched to see whether the stolen articles are in his possession, or 
whether he has any instrument of violence about him. I have never said 
that searching a prisoner was a forbidden act. What I said applied to

(1) R. v. McRae, 28 O. R., 500 ; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 40; 17 C. L. T., 217.
(2) R. v. O'Donnell. 7 C. & P.. 138. See, also, R. v. Kinsev, 7 C, 4 P.. 

440, and R. v. Griffiths, 0 ,1. P., 60.
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circumstances such as existed in the present case. If a tradesman he 
charged with an offence such as that with which the plaintiff in the pres
ent case was charged, and lie appear by counsel and not in person, and a 
warrant Ik* issued against him, not charging him with any crime, hut 
merely to make him appear in |>erson, the act of searching him is contrary 
to law." (3)

There is no doubt that when a person is arrested on a charge of com
mitting a criminal offence, any property in his possession believed to have 
been used by him for the purpose of committing the offence may be seized 
ami detained as evidence in support of the charge; and if necessary such 
property may be taken from him by force, provided no unnecessary vi
olence l>e used. (4)

If an accused has. upon his apprehension, been deprived of his property, 
an application should be made to the magistrate to order its restoration; 
and. if it appears to the magistrate, after due consideration of the circum
stances. that there is no connection between the subject matter of the 
charge and the property applied for, and that such property is not the 
produce of crimes which may form the subject of enquiry, he will act wisely 
in ordering it to lie restored, provided, of course, that the property itself is 
not of a dangerous nature.

See. after Additional Forms, at the end of this Part, XLV, (at p. 
744 post), the Identification of Criminals Act.

578. Irregularity in procuring appearance. — No irregularity 
or defect in the substance or form of the summons or warrant, and 
no variance between the charge contained in the summons or war
rant and the charge contained in the information, or between 
either and the evidence adduced on the part of the prosecution at 
the inquiry, shall affect the validity of any proceeding at or sub
sequent to the hearing. R. S. G\, c. 174, s. 58.

579. Adjournment in case of variance. — If it appears to the 
justice that the person charged has been deceived or misled by any 
such variance in any summons or warrant, he may adjourn the 
hearing of the case to some future day, and in the meantime may 
remand such person, or admit him to bail as hereinafter men
tioned. R. 8. C., c. 174, s. 59.

580. fc-ocuring attendance of witnesses. — If it appears to the 
justice that any person being or residing within the province is 
likely to give material evidence either for the prosecution or for 
the accused on such inquiry he may issue a summons under his 
hand, requiring such person to appear before him at a time and 
place mentioned therein to give evidence respecting the charge, 
and to bring with him any documents in his possession or under 
his control relating thereto.

2. Such summons may be in the form K in schedule one 
hereto, or to the like effect. R. S. C., c. 174, s. GO. (5)

(3) Bessel 1 v. Wilson, 17 J. P., 52. 507.
(4) Dillon v. O’Brien & Davis. 10 Cox C. C., 245
(5) For form K, see p. 727 post.
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581. Servie of summons for witness. — Every suvh summons 
shall be served by a constable or other jhmcc ofticer upon the per
son to whom it is directed either personally, or, if such person can
not conveniently be met with, by leaving it for him at his last or 
most usual place of abode with some inmate thereof apparently 
not under sixteen years of age.

A witness who is served with the summons or sub|>cena cannot refuse to 
attend until his expenses are paid; and it is not necessary, therefore, to 
tender him his expenses to the time of serving the summons or sub- 
pi ena. (0)

Sec section 662 and comments and authorities thereon, at p. 673. 
ante, as to service of summons.

582. Warrant for witness after summons.— If any one to whom 
such last mentioned summons is directed does not appear at the 
time and place appointed thereby, and no just excuse is offered 
for such non-appearance, then, (after proof upon oath that such 
summons has been served as aforesaid, or that the person to whom 
the summons is directed is keeping out of the way to avoid ser
vice) the justice before whom such person ought to have appeared, 
being satisfied by proof on oath that he is likely to give material 
evidence, may issue a warrant under his hand to bring such person 
at a time and place to be therein mentioned before him or any jus
tice in order to testify as aforesaid.

2. The warrant may he in the form L in schedule one hereto, 
(7) or to the like effect. Such warrant may be executed anywhere 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the justice by whom it is is
sued, or, if necessary, endorsed as provided in section five hundred 
and sixty-five and executed anywhere in the province but out of 
such jurisdiction. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 01.

3. If a person summoned as a witness under the provisions of 
this part is brought before a justice on a warrant issued in con- 
.-equence of refusal to obey the summons such person may be de
tained on such warrant before the justice who issued the sum
mons, or before any other justice in and for the same territorial 
division who shall then be there, or in the common gaol, or any 
other place of confinement, or in the custody of the person having 
him in charge, with a view to secure his presence as a witness on 
the day fixed for the trial; or in the discretion of the justice such 
person may be released on recognizance, with or without sureties, 
conditioned for his appearance to give evidence as therein men
tioned, and to answer for his default in not attending upon the 
said summons as for contempt; and the justice may, in a summary

(6) R. v. .lame*. 1 V. & P.. 322; R. v. t'ook, 1 C. & P.. 321.
(7) For Form L, see p. 728, post. And for Form of Deposition that a 

person is a material witness, see “Additional Forms" at the end of this 
Part.
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manner, examine into and dispose of the charge of contempt 
against such person, who, if found guilty thereof, may be lined or 
imprisoned, or both, such fine not to exceed twenty dollars, and 
such imprisonment to be in the common gaol, without hard la
bour, and not to exceed the term of one month, and may also be 
ordered to pay the costs incident to the service and execution of 
the said summons and warrant and of his detention in custody. 
51 \., c. 45, s. 1.

(The conviction under this section may be in the form 1*1* in 
schedule one hereto). (8)

583. Warrant for witness in first instance. — If the justice is 
satisfied by evidence upon oath that any person within the pro
vince, likely to give material evidence either for the prosecution 
or for the accused, will not attend to give evidence without being 
compelled so to do, then instead of issuing a summons, he may 
issue a warrant in the first instance. Such warrant may he in the 
form M in schedule one hereto, (!t) or to the like effect, and 
may be executed anywhere within the jurisdiction of such justice, 
or, if necessary, endorsed as provided in section five hundred and 
sixty-five and executed anywhere in the province but out of such 
jurisdiction. It. S. (’., c. 174, s. (»2.

584. Procuring attendance of witnesses beyond the province.—
If there is reason to believe that any person residing anywhere in 
Canada out of the province and not being within the province, is 
likely to give material evidence either for the prosecution or for 
the accused, any judge of a Superior Court or a County Court, on 
apjdication therefor by the informant or complainant, or the At
torney-General, or by the accused person or his solicitor or some 
person authorized by the accused, may cause a writ of s 
to he issued under the seal of the court of which he is a judge, 
requiring such person to appear before the justice before whom 
the inquiry is being held or is intended to be held at a time and 
place mentioned therein to give evidence respecting the charge 
and to bring with him any documents in his possession or under 
his control relating thereto.

2. Such subpoena shall be served personally upon the person to 
whom it is directed and an affidavit of such service by a person 
effecting the same purporting to be made before a justice of the 
peace, shall be sufficient proof thereof.

3. If the person served with a subpoena as provided by this sec
tion, does not appear at the time and place specified therein, and

(8) For Form PP, aee forms under Part LIV, post.
(9) For Form M, see p. 728, post.
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no just excuse is offered for his non-appearance, the justice hold
ing the inquiry, after proof upon oath that the subpoena has been, 
served, may issue a warrant under his hand directed to any con
stable or peace officer of the district, county or place where such 
person is, or to all constables or peace officers in such district, 
county or place, directing them or any of them to arrest such per
son and bring him before the said justice or any other justice at 
a time and place mentioned in such warrant in order to testify as 
aforesaid.

4. The warrant may be in the form N in schedule one hereto. 
(10) or to the like effect. If necessary, it may be endorsed in the 
manner provided by section five hundred and sixty-five, and 
executed in a district, county or place other than the one therein 
mentioned.

585. Commitment of a witness refusing to be examined. —
Whenever any person appearing, either in obedience to a summons 
or subpoena, or by virtue of a warrant, or being present and being 
verbally required by the justice to give evidence, refuses to be 
sworn, or having been sworn, refuses to answer such questions as 
are put to him or refuses or neglects to produce any documents 
which he is required to produce, or refuses to sign his depositions 
without in any such case offering any just excuse for such refusal 
such justice may adjourn the proceedings for any period not ex
ceeding eight clear days, and may in the meantime by warrant in 
FORM 0 in SCHEDULE one hereto, (11) or to the like effect, commit 
the jierson so refusing to gaol, unless, he sooner consents to do 
what is required of him. If such person, upon being brought up 
upon such adjourned hearing, again refuses to do what is so re
quired of him, the justice, of he sew fit, may again adjourn the 
proceedings, and commit him for the like period, and so again 
from time to time until such person consents to do what is re
quired of him.

2. Nothing in this section shall prevent such justice from send
ing any such case for trial, or otherwise disposing of the same in 
the meantime, according to any other sufficient evidence taken by 
him. R. S. C., c. 174, s. (53.

586. Discretionary powers of the justice. — A justice holding 
the preliminary inquiry may in his discretion :

(a) permit or refuse permission to the prosecutor, his Counsel 
or Attorney to address him in supj>ort of the charge, either by 
way of opening ur summing up the case, or by way of reply upon 
any evidence which may be produced by the person accused:

(b) receive further evidence on the part of the prosecutor afh*r 
hearing any evidence giren on behalf of the accused;

(10) For Form N, sec p. 729, post.
(11) For Form O, see p. 730, post.
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(c) adjourn the hearing of the matter from time to time, and 
change the place of hearing, if from the absence of witnesses, the 
inability of a witness who is ill to attend at the place where the 
justice usually sits, or from any other reasonable cause, it appears 
desirable to do so, and may remand the accused if required by 
warrant in the form P in schedule one hereto: (12) Provided 
that no such remand shall be for more than eight clear days, the 
day following that on which the remand is made being counted as 
the first day; and further provided, that if the remand is for a 
time not exceeding three clear days, the justice may verbally order 
the constable or other person in whose custody the accused then 
is, or any other constable or person named by the justice in that 
behalf, to keep the accused person in his custody and to bring him 
before the same or such other justice as shall be there acting at 
the time appointed for continuing the examination; U. S. c. 
174, s. 05.

(d) order that no person other than the prosecutor and accused, 
their counsel and solicitor shall have access to or remain in the 
room or building in which the inquiry is held (which shall not be 
an open court), if it appears to him that the ends of justice will 
be best answered by so doing.

(e) regulate the course of the inquiry in any way which may ap
pear to him desirable, and which is not inconsistent with the pro
visions of this Act.

587. Bail on remand. — If the accused is remanded under the 
next preceding section the justice may discharge him, upon his 
entering into a recognizance in the form Q in schedule one 
hereto, (13) with or without sureties in the discretion of the jus
tice, conditioned for his appearance at the time and place appoin
ted for the continuance of the examination. R.S.C.. c. 174. s. (17.

588. Hearing may be ordered to proceed during time of re
mand. — The justice may order the accused person to be brought 
before him, or before any other justice for the same territorial 
division, at any time before the expiration of the time for which 
such person has been remanded, and the gaoler or officer in whose 
custody he then is shall duly obey such order. R. S. C., c. 174, 
s. 66.

589. Breach of recognizance on remand. — If the accused per
son does not afterwards appear at the time and place mentioned 
in the recognizance the said justice, or any other justice who is 
then and there present, having certified upon the back of the re-
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cognizance the non-appearance of such accused person, in the 
form It in KciiKDi’le ONK hereto, (14) may transmit the recog
nizance to the proper officer appointed by law, to be proceeded 
upon in like manner as other recognizances ; and such certificate 
shall he prima facie evidence of the non-appearance of the accused 
person. It. S. ('., c. 1Î4, s. <>8.

%i. The proper officer to whom the recognizance and certificate 
of default are to be transmitted in the province of Ontario, shall 
he the clerk of the peace of the county for which such justice is 
acting; and the Court of General Sessions of the Pence for such 
county shall, at its then next sitting, order all such recognizances 
to he forfeited and estreated, and the same shall he enforced and 
collected in the same manner and subject to the Btmie conditions 
as any fines, forfeitures or amercements imposed by or forfeited 
before such court. In the province of British Columbia, ouch 
proper officer shall be the clerk of the County Court having juris
diction at the place where such recognizance is taken, am such 
recognizance shall be enforced ami collected in the same manner 
and subject to the same conditions as any fines, forfeitures or 
amercements imposed by or forfeited before such County Court ; 
and in the other provinces of Canada such proper officer shall be 
the officer to whom like re ognizanccs have been heretofore accus
tomed to he transmitted under the law in force before the passing 
of this Act, and such recognizances shall be enforced and collected 
in the same manner as like recognizances have heretofore been 
enforced and collected. (Added by the Criminal Code Amend
ment Act 1900).

590. Evidence for the prosecution. — When the accused is be
fore a justice holding an inquiry, such justice shall take the evid
ence of the witnesses called on the part of the prosecution.

2. The evidence of the said witnesses shall be given upon oath 
and in the presence of the accused ; and the accused, his counsel 
or solicitor, shall he entitled to cross-examine them.

3. The evidence of each witness shall be taken down in writing 
in the form of a deposition, which may be in the form S in sciu: 
dule one hereto, (15) or to the like effect.

4. Such deposition shall, at some time before the accused is 
called on for his defence, be read over to and signed by the wit
ness and the justice, the accused, the witness and justice being all 
present together at the time of such reading and signing.

5. The signature of the justice may either be at the end of the 
deposition of each witness, or at the end of several or of all the

(14) See Form R, at p. 732, post. 
(16) See Form S, at p. 733, post.
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depositions in such a form as to show that the signature is meant 
to authenticate each separate deposition.

<>. Every justice holding a preliminary inquiry is hereby re
quired to cause the depositions to be written in a legible hand and 
on one side only of each sheet of paper on which they are written. 
R.S.C., c. 174, s. til).

7. Provided that the evidence upon such inquiry or any part of 
the same may be taken in shorthand by a stenographer who may 
be appointed by the justice and who before acting shall make oath 
that he shall truly and faithfully report the evidence ; and where 
evidence is so taken, it shall not be necessary that such evidence 
be read over to or signed by the witness, hut it shall be sufficient 
if the transcript be signed by the justice and be accompanied by 
an affidavit of the stenographer that it is a true report of tin- 
evidence.

This section requires the evidence of the witnesses to be given upon oath. 
But if a witness objects on grounds of conscientious scruples >o take an 
oath or if lie is objected to ns incompetent to take an oath, he may. by vir
tue of section 23 of the ('amnia Evidence Act, posf, give his evidence, by 
affirming, instead of being sworn.

The general form of oath is as follows : —
“ The evidence you shall give touching this information (or 

complaint, or present charye, or as the case man wherein
is the informant (or complainant, or, as the 

case may be), and is the defendant (or as the
case may be), shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth. So help you God.”

The New Testament should, if the witness is a Christian, be 
held by him in his right hand, during the administration of the 
oath; and at its conclusion he should kiss the book.

The form of oath is to be accommodated to the religious per
suasion which the swearer entertains of God, and is to he admi
nistered in such a manner as is binding on the witness’ conscience.

A jierson who has no belief in God nor in a future state, cannot be a 
witness in Canada. He can neither be sworn nor affirm.

At one time, it was even held that infidels, (that is to say, persons 
professing some other than the Christian faith), could not be witnesses. 
But, for a long time past, there has existed a different rule, under which 
it lias become well settled that those infidels, who lrelieve in a God and 
that lie will punish them if they swear falsely, may Ire admitted as wit
nesses. (10)

hi England, various statutes were passed, from time to time, enabling 
quakers, and others having conscientious scruples against the taking of an 
oath, to give evidence under an affirmation instead of upon oath.

(10) Omiehund v. Barker. Willes' Rep., 540.
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In Canada, we haw, in effect, the same law in the Canada Evidence Act, 
liant, section 23 of which provides, that, — “ If a person, called or desiring 
to give evidence, objects, on grounds of conscientious scruples, to take an 
oath or is objected to as incompetent to take an oath, such person may 
make the following affirmation:—‘ I solemnly affirm that the evidence 
to he given by me shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth,” and that, “ upon the person making such solemn affirmation, his 
evidence shall be taken and have the same effect as if taken under oath.”

By certain statutes pawed, in recent years, the law of England 
has been still further altered, so as to give to persons, having no 
religious belief, the right not only to give evidence by means of 
an affirmation but to make an affirmation instead of taking an 
oath as a member of parliament. For instance, section 4 of the 
Evidence Further Amendment Act 1869, (32-33 Vic., c. (18), as 
amended by the Evidence Amendment Act 1870, (33-34 V., c. 49), 
provided that if any person called to give evidence in any Court 
of Justice should object to take an oath, or be objected to as in
competent to take an oath, such person should, upon the presiding 
judge being satisfied that the taking of an oath would have no 
binding effect on his conscience, make a solemn promise and de
claration to tell the truth. And, in the famous case of Clarke v. 
Bradlaugh, it was held by Mathews, J., (confirmed in Appeal), 
that, although the Act did not give to a member of parliament, 
having no religious belief, the right to affirm instead of taking the 
oath required of him by the Parliamentary Oaths Act, 1866, (29 
Vic., c. 19), before taking his seat in the House, it enabled and 
even required persons, having no religious belief and upon whose 
conscience an oath would have no binding effect, to give evidence, by 

* solemnly affirming and declaring instead of swearing. (17) And 
later on, it has been enacted by section 1 of the Imperial Oaths 
Act 1888, (51-52 Vic., c. 47) that in all places, and for all purposes, 
where an oath is r qui red, by law, every person, upon objecting to 
he sworn and stating as the ground of such objection, either, that 
he has no religious belief, or that the taking of an oath is contrary 
to his religious belief, shall be permitted to make his solemn de
claration and affirmation, instead of taking an oath, and that 
such affirmation shall be of the same effect as if he had taken the 
oath.

A witness who states that he is a Christian cannot be further questioned 
before being sworn. (18)

A Jew is sworn on the Pentateuch, and he keeps his head cover
ed while taking the oatii. (19) But a Jew who stated that he pro
fessed Christianity, although he had never been baptized, and had

(17 ) Clarke v. Brad.augh, 7 Q. B. D., 38.
(18) R. v. Serva, 2 C. 4 K., 53.
(10) 2 Hale, P. C\, 279; Omichund v. Barker, Willes’ Rep., 538; Roscoe 

Cr. Kv. 12th Ed.. 104.
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never formally renounced the Jewish faith was allowed to be 
sworn on the New Testament. (20)

A Mahomedan is sworn on the Koran. Via ' ig his right hand 
Hat upon the book and the other hand to his lorehead, he brings 
the top of his forehead down to the hook, which he touches with 
his head. He then looks, for some time, upon it; and, being asked 
what effect that ceremony produces, he answers that he is bound 
by it to speak the truth. (21)

^ A Parsec swears in a similar manner, except that instead of the 
Koran, he swears upon the Parsee prayer book. (22)

Part of the ceremony of swearing a (ientoo (a native of India 
or lliiulostan professing the Brahmin religion) consists in his 
touching, with his hand, the foot of a Brahmin, ff the witness, 
himself, is a priest, he touches the Brahmin’s hand. (23)

This, however, does not appear to he the only mode of swearing 
among the Hindoos. In some parts of India, tiie natives swear on 
a portion of the waters of the («anges. (24)

A Chinese witness on entering the witness box, kneels down, 
and a china saucer being placed in his hand, he breaks it against 
the box. The clerk then administers the oath to him (through the 
interpreter) in these words, — “You shall tell the truth and the 
whole truth ; the saucer is cracked, and, if you do not tell the 
truth, your soul will be cracked, like the saucer.” (25)

It is said that, in the Island of Hong Kong, even since it became 
an English possession, part of the ceremony of swearing a Chinese 
witness consists in cutting off the head of a live cock or other 
fowl. (26)

A witness, who stated that he believed lîoth the Old and New 
Testament to be the word of Cod, but that as the latter prohibited 
and the former countenanced swearing, he wished to be rworn on 
the former, was permitted to be sworn accordingly. (27) And, 
where a witness refused to be sworn by laying his right hand on 
the book, and afterwards kissing it, but desired to be sworn by 
having the hook laid open before him and holding up his right 
hand, he was sworn accordingly. (28)

(20) R. v. Gilliam, 1 Esp., 285.
(21) R. v. Morgan, 1 Leach. 54; ltoscoe Cr. Ev., 12th Ed., 105.
(22) Kerr's Mag. Acts, 21; Best on Ev., 8 103.
(23) Umichuml v. Barker, 1 Atk., 22; Willes’ Rep., 538.
(24) Best on Ev., 6 103.
(25) R. v. Entrehman C. & Mar., 248; Roscoe Cr. Ev., 12th Ed., T05. 
(2l>) Rerncastle's Voyage to China, 39; 2 Best on Ev., § 103 («).
(27) EdmondH v. R'we, Ry. & Moo. N. P. C., 77; Roscoe Cr. Ev., 12th 

TA 104.
(28) Dalton v. Colt, 2 Sid., 6.
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Where, on a trial for high treason, a witness refused to be 
sworn in the usual manner, but put his hands to his buttons, and 
in reply to a question whether he was sworn stated that he was 
sworn and was under oath, it was held sufficient. (2i))

A Scotch witness has been allowed to be sworn by holding up 
the hand without touching the book, or kissing it, and the form of 
oath administered to him was, “ You swear according to the cus
tom of your country and of the religion you profess that the evid
ence, etc., etc.” (3Ù)

The following is given as the form of oath of a Scotch Covenan
ter : — “I, A. B., do swear, by God himself, as 1 shall answer to 
him at the great day of judgment, that the evidence 1 shall give, 
touching the matter in question, is the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth.” (31).

A North American Indian, who was not a Christian, and who 
knew of no ceremony, in use among his tribe, for binding him to 
speak the truth, was offered as a witness in a murder trial. As he 
appeared to have a full sense of the obligation to speak the truth, 
and as he and his tribe had a belief in a Supreme Being, who 
created all things, and in a future state of reward and punishment, 
he was allowed to be sworn in the usual way on the New Testa
ment, and his evidence was held admissible. If, however, his tribe 
had had in use among them any particular ceremony for binding 
them to speak the truth, the witness would have had to be sworn 
according to that ceremony, however strange and fantastical it 
might be ; because everything should be done that can he done to 
bind the conscience of the witness according to his notions how
ever superstitious they may be. (32)

A witness, who is unable to s|>eak, may give his evidence in any other 
manner in which he can make it intelligible. (See section 0 of the Can. Kv. 
Act, pout.) •

A witness who does not speak the language of the justice should 
be sworn and give his evidence through the medium of another 
person duly qualified to interpret him, the interpreter being first 
sworn faithfully to interpret what the witness may say.

The oath of the interpreter may be as follows : —
“ You shall truly and faithfully interpret the evidence about 

to be given, and all other matters and things touching the present 
information (or charge, or as the rase mag he), and the Italian (or 
German, or os the case may he) language into the English (or

(29) K. v. Love, 5 How. St. Tr„ 113.
(30) It. v. Mihlrone. 1 Leach, 319. 412; Mee v. Reid, Peake, N. P. 0., 23.
(31) 1 Leach, 412 (w).
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French) language, and the English (or French) language into the 
Italian (or Herman, or, as the case may be) language, according to 
the best of your skill and ability. So help you, God.’”

At the preliminary investigation before a magistrate, the accused has. 
under the terms of the above section, 51)0, the right to be present, and hear 
the witnesses give their evidence, to catch the words as they fall from their 
lips, and to mark the expression and demeanor of each witness while test
ifying; and, when depositions of witnesses in a preliminary enquiry, to 
which an accused was not a party, and, consequently, taken in his absence, 
are afterwards read over to the same witnesses in a case against such ac
cused. and these witnesses, after being re-sworn in his presence, either re
affirm that their forint depositions contain the truth or make corrections 
therein, as the case may be, and then affirm the truth of the depositions 
ns corrected, the prosecutor then being given permission to ask further 
questions and the accused to cross-examine, such proceeding does not 
afford the accused the full and complete opportunity to cross-examine con
templated by law. (33)

When depositions in a preliminary enquiry before a magistrate have not 
been taken according to law and a material provision of the law, — such 
as that contained in paragraph 2 of the above section, 51)0. — has not been 
complied with, the indictment may. upon motion at any time before the 
accused is given in charge to the jurv, be quashed, under section 041. 
post. (34)

591. Evidence to be read to the accused. — After the examin
ation of the witnesses produced on the part of the prosecution 
has been completed, and after the depositions have been signed 
as aforesaid, the justice unless he discharges the accused person, 
shall ask him whether he wishes the depositions to be read again, 
and, unlees the accused dispenses therewith, shall read or cause 
them to be read again. When the depositions have been again 
read, or the reading dispensed with, the accused shall be addressed 
by the justice in these words, or to the like effect :

“ Having heard the evidence, do you wish to say anything in 
answer to the charge ? You arc not bound to say anything, hut 
whatever you do say will be taken down in writing and may be 
given in evidence against you at your trial. You must clearly un
derstand that you have nothing to hope from any promise of fa
vour and nothing to fear from any threat which may have been 
held out to you to induce you to make any admission or confession 
of guilt, but whatever you now say may be given in evidence 
against you upon your trial notwithstanding such promise or 
threat.”

2. Whatever the accused then says in answer thereto shall be 
taken down in writing in the form T in schedule one hereto, 
(35) or to the like effect, and shall be signed by the justice and

(33) R. v. Lepine and others, 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 145.
(34) lb.
(35) For Form T, see p. 733, post.

45
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kept with the depositions of the witnesses and dealt with as here
inafter mentioned. R. S. C., c. 174, ss. 70 and 71.

Section 089, pout, provide# for making proof, at the trial, of a statement 
made by the ac cused under the above section, 691.

When a prisoner wishes to make a statement, it is the magistrate's duty 
to receive it, but, before doing so, he ought to get rid entirely of any im- 
I ression that there may have- been on the prisoner's mind that his state
ment may be used for iiis own benefit, and to tell him, ns provided by the 
above section, f>91, that what he think» fit to say will be taken down and 
may lie used against him on his trial.

When a prisoner has been duly cautioned by the magistrate in accord
ance with section 591, anything then said by the prisoner is admissible in 
evidence against him on his trial, although, at some time previous to such 
caution by the magistrate, there may have been some promise or threat 
held out to the prisoner to induce him to confess. (30)

After the prisoner has been duly cautioned by the committing mag
istrate, it ought to be left entirely with the prisoner whether he will make 
any statement or not; and the magistrate ought not to go to the extent 
of dissuading him from making a' perfectly voluntary statement. (37)

592. Evidence of confession or admission. — Nothing herein 
contained shall prevent any prosecutor from giving in evidence 
any admission or confession, or other statement, made at any time 
by the person accused or charged, which by law would be admis
sible as evidence against him. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 72.

Confessions.—Confessions arc received in evidence or are rejected under 
a consideration of whether they are or are not entitled to credit.

A free and voluntary confession of guilt made by a prisoner, either in 
course of conversation with private individuals, or under examination be
fore a magistrate is admissible in evidence ns perfectly legal nnd sufli- 
i eat (SI)

A confession in order to be admissible must not lx- extracted by aiiy 
sort of threats or violence, nor be obtained by any direct or implied prom 
be, hoirerer si i y lit, nor by the exertion of any improper influence, but it 
must be entirely free and VOLUNTARY; and the onus is upon the pros 
edition to establish that it is entirely free and voluntary; so, that, in the 
case of a confession made before a magistrate or before any other person, 
unless it be affirmatively shewn, by the prosecution, that it was made with
out the defendant being induced, —by any promise of favor or by menaces 
or undue terror, — to make it, it is not admissible in evidence against him.

A confession obtained from the accused by the flattery of hope or by the 
torture of fear comes in so questionable a shape, when it is to be con
sidered as the evidence of guilt, that no reliance can be placed in it ami no 
credit should be given to it. (39)

Where a committing magistrate had told a prisoner that he would do 
all that he could for him if he would make a disclosure, and, after ‘his.

(.30) R. v. Rate. 11 Cox C. C.. 080.
(37) R. v. Green and others, 6 C. & P., 312.
(38) Gilb. Ev., 123; Lambe's Case, 2 Leach, 252 ; Wheeling's Case. 1 

I .each, 311; R. v. Eldridge. R. & R., 440.
(39) Wnrwickshall’s Case,— (Eyres & Nares, B. B.),— 1 Leach, 20.»
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the prisoner made a statement to a turnkey of the prison who held out 
no inducement to the prisoner to confess, it was held that what the pris
oner said to the turnkey could not be received in evidence, more especially 
as the turnkey had not given the prisoner any warning. (40)

If it be said to the defendant that it will be better or worse for him if 
he do or do not confess ; (41) or if a confession be procured by a threat 
to take the defendant before a magistrate, if he do not give a more satis
factory account; (42) or to send for a constable for that purpose; (43) 
or by saying, “ Tell me where the things ore. and 1 will lie favorable to 
you; " (44) or, “ You had better tell all you know,” (said by the surgeon 
to a woman suspected of poisoning ; (45)* or. “ You had better tell where 
you got the property ; ” (46) or, “ You had better split, and not -ulTer for 
all of them ; ” (47) or, “It would have been better if you had told at 
first ; ” (48) or, “ I should be obliged to you if you would tell us what you 
know about it: if you will not, of course, we can do nothing: (49)'or, 
"It will be best for you if you will tell how it was transacted ; ” (50) or, 
"It might be better for you to tell the truth, and not a lie; ” (61) or. 
"You had better tell the truth; it may be better for you ; ” (52) the con
fession is not free and voluntary and will not be admissible.

Instances have occurred in which innocent persons have confessed them
selves guilty of crimes of the gravest nature.

Three men were tried and convicted of the murder of a Mr. Harrison. 
One of the three men had, under promise of a pardon, confessed himself 
guilty of the murder. Hut, on account of the confession having been made 
under a promise of pardon, it was not given in evidence against him. A 
few years after the trial and conviction of the prisoners it turned out that 
Mr. Harrison had not been murdered at all ,but was alive. (53)

Where a prosecutor asked a defendant for the money which the latter 
had taken, adding, before the money was produced, " I only want my 
money, ami if you give me that, you may go to the devil, if you please,” 
upon which the defendant took part of the money from his pocket, and 
said that was all he had left, a majority of the judges held that the ev
idence was inadmissible. (54)

Where a constable said to the prisoner who was suspected of the murder 
of her child that, “ if she did not tell him where it was she might get her
self into trouble, and that it would be the worse for her,” a statement 
thereupon made by her to the constable was rejected. (55)

A made to B, a confession, which was inadmissible in evidence, in con
sequence of its having been made after a promise held out by B. The lat-

(40) R. v. Cooper A Wicks, 5 C. A P., 535.
(41) 2 East, 1*. C\. 659.
(42) R. v. Thompson, 1 Leach, 201. See R. v. Jackson, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 

149.
(43) R. v. Richards, 5 ( . A P., 318; R. v. Hearn. C. & Mar., 109.
(44) R. v. Cass. 1 Leach, 203.
(45) R. v. Kingston, 4 ('. A P„ 387.
(40) R. v. Dunn, 4 C. A P.. 543.
(47) R. v. Thomas, fi C. A P., 353.
(48) R. v. Walkley. 0 ( . A P.. 175.
(49) R. v. Partridge, 7 C. A P., 551.
(50) R. v. Warningham, paxt.
(51) R. v. Hate. 11 Cox C. (’., 080.
(52) R. v. Fennell. 7 Q. B. D.. 147 : 50 L. J. (M. ('.), 120.
(68) 2 Hale, 866. And l Leach, 864 («)•
(54) R. v. Jones. R. A It.. 152; It. v. Parratt. 4 C. A P.. 570.
(55) R. v. Coley, 10 (’ox C. C\, 526.
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ter, al’ortly after the confession so made to her, sent for and informed C, 
a neighbor, who then had an interview alone with A, and asked her ques
tions u|ion the aubject, but lie held out no inducements, and A then made 
a confession to C. Held, that this second confession was so connected with 
the promise held out by 1$, ns to be also inadmissible. (50)

Where a prisoner was told by A, a constable, at 10 A. M., that it would 
be better for him to tell the truth, an admission by the prisoner to B. an
other constable, after 0 P. M. of the same day, was not allowed to be given 
in evidence, although B had, before the prisoner made the admission, cau
tioned him not to say anything to criminate himself for that anything he 
would say would thereafter come in evidence against him. (57) This 
decision proceeded upon the ground that the caution given oy B. the 
second constable, might not have had the effect of removing the" expecta
tion which might have been raised by the language of the first con
stable, A.

A confession made with a view, and under a hope, of being thereby per
mitted to turn King's evidence, or of obtaining a pardon, or reward, has 
been held inadmissible. (58) And this is clearly so where such hope is the 
reasonable result of a communicatiçn from, or the conduct of a person in 
authority. (50)

It was stated in one ease to be the opinion of the judges that evidence 
of a confession is receivable, unless there has been some inducement held 
out by some person, who has authority, and that if a person who has no 
authority holds out to the accused party an inducement to confess, this 
will not exclude the confession made to tlmt party. ((10) But. where such 
a person, without authority, held out an inducement to a defendant in the 
presence of the wife of the prosecutor, and the prosecutor's wife expressed 
no dissent to the inducement so held out, it was held that evidence of a 
confession then made by the defendant was not receivable, (til ) And 
where the prisoner was taken by the constable to an Jim ami the Inn
keeper. in the constable's hearing, held out an inducement to him to con 
fess, and the prisoner, in the constables hearing, made a confession to the 
Innkeeper, which the constable was called to prove, Alderson, B., thought 
the evidence inadmissible. (02)

Where a girl, being arrested for the murder of her child, was left by the 
constable in the custody of a woman who told her she had better tell Un
truth, or it would be upon her, and the man would go free: upon which 
she made a confession, it was held by Purke, J., and Taunton, J„ that this 
confession was not receivable, as it was made in consequence of an induce
ment held out to the prisoner by a person who had her in custody. («13)

A, a woman in custody on a charge of murder, was, on arriving at the 
gaol, placed in a room, alone with B, a “ searcher ” of female prisoners, 
having no other duties or authority in the gaol except that of searching.

( 5(1) R. v. Rae, 13 Cox C. C.. 209.
(57) R. v. Doherty, 13 Cox ('. ('., 23, 24.
(58) R. v. Hall, 2 Leach. 559.
(59) R. v. tlillis, 11 Cox C. C., (19. R. v. Boswell, C. & M., 584.
(00) R. v. Sarah Taylor, 8 C. & P., 733.
(til) Id.; R. v. Spencer, 7 C. & P., 770; R. v. Hewett, C. & Mar.. 534: 

R. v. darner, l I)en., 329 ; 2 C. A K., 920; 18 L. J. (M. C.), 1; R. v. Luck- 
hurst, Dears., 245; 23 L. J. (M. C.), 18.

(02) R. v. Pountney, 7 C. & P., 302. See R. v. Slaughter, 4 C. & 1\. 541; 
It. v. Laugher. 2 C. & K., 225.

(03) R. v. Enoch, 5 C. & P., 539.
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Whilst the search was being made, A said to 11, " I shall lie hung; 1 shall 
be sure to be hung; " and, shortly afterwards, she added, "If I tell the 
tiuth, shall 1 lie hung ?" to which, — in order to soothe her, — II answered,
“ No; nonsense. You will not be hung. Who told you so?" Held, that a 
statement which, (immediately after this), A made to II was not admis
sible. (04)

Confessions obtained from a servant through hopes held out and threats 
made by the wife or by the relation» and neighbors of her master and pros
ecutor, or by the wife or relations or neighbors of any one of several per
sons who are in partnership, the offence being committed against the part
nership concern, have been held by all the judges to be inadmissible. (Ii5) 
Hut this does not apply to a case where the charge against the servant has 
no relation to the persons or property of the servant’s master or family, as 
for instance, a case of child murder or concealment of birth by the ser
vant. (0U)

A confession made by an accused, in the presence of a police officer, in 
consequence of an inducement held out to the accused by his employer,— 
in the words, “ You had I letter tell me all about the coin that is gone, it 
will be better for you to tell the truth,"—is not admissible evidence. (07)

A prisoner was tried for embezzling the moneys of a Company ; ami it 
was proved that, on being taxed with the crime by the Company's Chair
man. the prisoner had said, " Yes, 1 took the money," and that afterwards, 
he made out a list of the sums embezzled, and, with the assistance of his 
brother, he paid to the Company a part of the money. In his evidence, the 
Chairman stated that, at the time of the confession, no threat was used 
and no promise made as to the prosecution of the prisoner; but, he admit
ted that, previous to the making of the confession, he had said to the 
prisoner's brother, “ It will be a right thing for your brother to make a 
statement ; “ and the Court drew the inference that the prisoner, when he 
made the confession, knew that the Chairman had thus spoken to his 
brother; and it was held that, it was not satisfactorily proved by the 
prosecution that the confession was free and voluntary, and that, there
fore. the evidence of the confession ought not to have been received. (08)

An Indian was convicted of the murder of another Indian; the only ev
idence against him being his own admission to the Indian agent, of his 
reserve, who visited him after he was arrested, and to whom lie said, 
through an interpreter, " I killed the policeman, and I killed him well. 
/ a Inn killed a lion lip the river." The italicised words were supposed to 
refer to the Indian, with whose murder the prisoner was charged, liecause 
of the fact that the body was found up the river referred to. The inter
preter, after first stating that, at the time of the confession, no threats 
were made and no inducements were held out, said, in cross-examination, 
that he did not remember telling the accused that lie need not be afraid, 
and the Indian Agent, himself, after stating that it was his custom to look 
after and assist in the defence of an Indian of his reserve when charged 
with en offence, and that they all understood that he did so, added that he 
was not prepared to swear that he did not hold out any threat or induce
ment to get the accused to make a statement. Held, that the evidence of 
the accused’s statement should have been struck out, that the Indian 
agent was quoad the Indians of his reserve, a person in authority, that the

(04) R. v. Windsor, 4 F. & F„ 301.
(05) R. v. Warningham, 2 Den.. 447; It. v. Simpson, 1 Mood. C. C., 410; 

It. v. Upchurch, 1 Mood. ('. t\, 405.
(00) R. v. Moore. 2 Den.. 520 ; 21 L. .1.. M. C., 199.
(07) It. v. Rose, 18 Cox ('. (’., 07 L. J., Q. B.. 289.
(08) R. v. Thompson. (18931 2 Q. B„ 12; 02 L. J., M. (’.. 93; 17 Cox C. 

('., 041. See, also, 1$. v. Fennell, 7 Q. B. I).. 147; 14 Cox ('. (’.. 007.
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burden of proving that the accused's admission was not made under any 
inducement or threat is upon the Crown, and that it was not satisfactorily 
proved that the accused's confession was free and voluntary. (09)

Where a prisoner was charged with stealing a post-letter from a post- 
office box, and it was proposed to prove a confession of guilt made by the 
prisoner, previous to ins arrest, to a post-office inspector, in the presence 
of a police sergeant, — who proved that the inspector had, during the con
versation, said to the prisoner, 11 You may as well tell us what you did 
with those letters as to have it brought out in a Court of law,”—it was 
held that such evidence could not be received. (70)

On a trial for seduction, an officer testified that he had told the defen
dant that the brothers of the prosecutrix would force him to leave the 
country and that it would la- lighter on hint to own up, as he could not 
deny the charge, and that, in reply, the defendant had said, “I have no 
witnesses to prove myself out, and it may lie that I had better own up." 
Held, that the confession was not voluntary. (71)

The inducement must refer to a temporal benefit. Hopes which arc refer
able to a future state, merely, are not within the principle which renders a 
confession obtained by improper influence inadmissible. (72)

Thus, where a prisoner, under fourteen years of age, was ai rested on a 
charge of murder and was spoken to by a man who was present at the 
time of the arrest, as follows; “Now, kneel down, I am going to> ask you 
u very serious question, and I hope you will tell me the truth in the pres
ence of the Almighty.” ami the prisoner, in consequence, made a statement, 
it was held admissible. (73)

Where a defendant, being in custody charged with setting fire to her 
master's farm-building, was spoken to by her master's married daughter, 
as follows: "I am very sorry for you. You ought to have known better. 
Tell me the truth whether you «lid it or no," and the defendant replied. " 1 
am innocent," whereupon her «piestioner said: “Don't run your soul into 
more sin, but tell the truth; " it was held that a confession thereupon made 
was admissible. (74)

Where one of the prisoner's employers having called the prisoner up into 
his private room said, "I think it right that I should tell you that, be
sides being in the presence of my brother and myself, you are in the pres
ence of two police officers; and I should advise you that to any questions 
that may be put to you, you will answer truthfully, .so that if you hair 
commuted a fault you may not add to it tty Htatiny irhat is untrue," and 
having shewn him a letter which he denicil having written, added: “ Take 
«•are, we know more than you think we know,” ami the prisoner thereupon 
made a confession, it was held that such confession was admissible. (75)

So, where the mother of a little boy in custody on a criminal chaige said 
to him ami another little boy also in custody on the same charge, in the 
presence of the latter's mother and of the poloeeman, “ You had bitter, as 
yood hoys, tell the truth,” whereu]>on both boys confessed, it was held 
that, the confession was clearly admissible. (70) In this case, ns well as 
in K. v. Jarvis, supra, the imlm-ements appear to amount merely to a moral 
exhortation, and not to refer to a temporal benefit.

(09) It. v. Pah-cah-pah-ne-cappi, 4 Can. Cr. ('as., 93.
(70) R. v. McDonald, 10 V. L. T„ 390 ; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 221.
(71) Anderson v. 8.. (Ala.), 10 So.. 108; 17 Cr. L. Mag.. 135.
(72) R. v. (lilham, R. & M. C. C., 180.
(73) R. v. Wild, 1 Mood. C. C., 452.
(74) R. v. Sleeman, Dears., 249; 23 L. J., M. C., 19.
(75) R. v. Jarvis, L. R., 1 C. C. R.. 96; 37 L. J.. M. C., 1.
(76) R. v. Reeve, L. R., 1 C. €. R., 362; 41 L. J., M. C\, 92.
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The object of the rule relating to the exclusion of confessions is to ex

clude all confessions which may have been procured by the prisoner being 
led to suppose that it will be better for bim to admit himself to be guilty 
of an offence, which he really never committed. (77)

The proper question to be determined, therefore, is whether the induce
ment held out to the prisoner was calculated to make his confession an 
untrue one. (78) If not. it will Ik* admissible. Thus, where a prisoner 
asked a witness with whom he was conversing whether he had better con
fess. and the witness replied that he had better not confess, but he might 
say what he had to say to him, for it should go no further, a statement 
thereupon made by the prisoner wee held admissible. (78)

A statement made to a constable, — after he has told the prisoner the 
nature of the charge against him and informed him that he need not say 
anything to criminate himself, but, that, whatever he may say, will be 
taken down and used as evidence against him, — is admissible. (80)

When a constable or police officer takes a person into custody, he should 
let him know what he is arrested for, but be should, first of all, caution 
him, because the very fact of charging him induces him to make a state
ment. and he should be informed that any statement he may make will be 
used against him. After giving such a caution, the constable or police of
ficer is not bound to stop the prisoner from making a statement, llis duty, 
then, is to listen and report. (HI)

A. L. Smith, .1., refused to receive admissions elicited by the questions 
of a constable; (82) and, it was said, in one case, by Hawkins, J., that 

1 ersons about to be taken into custody should not be cross-examined by 
the police, and that even after having on one day cautioned a prisoner in 
custody, the police have no right on a subsequent occasion, — and 
without renewing the caution, - to put questions to him tending to 
elicit incriminating answers, and that it is a matter in the discretion 
of the Judge to admit or reject the answers given to such questions, and 
that they should be rejected if there is any reason to believe that a trap 
was being laid for the prisoner. (83)

In the case of R. v. Male, Cave, J„ said. *' The law does not allow the 
judge or the jury to put questions in open Court to prisoners ; and it would 
be monstrous if the law permitted a police officer to go,— without any one 
being present to see how the matter was conducted. — and put a prisoner 
through an examination, and then produce the effects of that examination 
against him. Under these circumstances, a policeman should keep his 
mouth shut and his ears open. A policeman is not to discourage a state
ment, and certainly not to encourage one. It is no business of a policeman 
to put questions which may lead a prisoner to give answers on the spur 
of the moment, thinking perhaps he may get himself out of a difficulty by 
telling lies." (84)

Althovgh tbe practice of questioning prisoners is reprobated by most of 
the Judges, there are cases in which statements, made by a prisoner in 
answer to questions put to him by the constable, have lieen admitted in 
evidence. (85)

(77) Prr Littledale, J.. in R. v. Court, 7 C. & P.. 485.
(78) /*♦*»• Coleridge, J., in R. v. Thomas, 7 C. 4 I’.. 345.
(7») R. v. Thomas. 7 <’. & P.. 345.
(80) R. v. Baldry, 2 Den., 430; R. v. Farlev, 1 Cox C. C., 70; R. v. Har- 

lis. 1 Cox C. ('., 10tV
(81 ) R. v. Male & Cooper. 17 Cox C. C., 000.
(82) R. v. flavin, 15 Cot C. C„ 050.
(83) R. v. Histed, 10 Cox ('. C., 10.
( 84 i See R. v. Male & Cooper. 17 Cox C. 000.
(85) R. v. Brackenbury, 17 Cox C. C., 028; R. v. Day, 20 0. R., 209.
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In one cane, in which the prisoner was charged with murder, it was, at 
the trial, proved, among other tilings, that a detective inspector had called 
upon the prisoner and had said to him, “ I am going to ask you some ques
tions on a very serious matter, and you had 1 letter lie careful ho>w you an
swer." The detective inspector had then questioned the prisoner as to all 
l.is movements on the night of the murder and the following morning, and 
lie asked him to produce his clothes, and, when they were produced, to ac
count for the Wood stains on them ; and, at the end of the conversation, 
the detective inspector had taken the prisoner into custody upon the 
charge of murder. The prosecution proposed to give evidence of the pris
oner's answers to the inspector's questions and that subsequent enquiries 
which had been made tended to shew that the prisoner's answers to the in 
spector's questions were untrue. Upon this being objected to, Hawkins, .1 ,

without expressing dissent from It. v. Cavin, It. v. Thompson, It. v. 
Male & Cooper, and other cases cited on behalf of the prisoner, — held. 
(admitting the evidente). that no inducement had been held out to the 
prisoner to make any admission and that there had been no threat and no 
duress exercised towards him, and that the prisoner's answers were vol
untary statements which he was under no obligation to make. (8(1)

Where one of two prisoners, in custody on a charge made against them 
jointly, had, voluntarily, and after being cautioned, made ami signed a 
statement implicating the other, and such statement was read over to the 
prisoner implicated, and the latter, after being cautioned, made a confes
sion which was taken down in writing and which he signed when so writ
ten. the statement of the one prisoner and the confession of the other were 
admitted in evidence on the trial of the latter. (87)

It has been held, in Canada, that, where a prisoner, who is in custody 
on a criminal charge, has been first warned by the officer in charge of him 
against saying anything that may incriminate him. ami then gives answers 
in response to questions put to him by the officer, his answers are admis
sible in evidence at his trial, if the presiding .Judge is satisfied that they 
were not unduly or improperly obtained, having regard to the circum
stances of the particular case. (88)

What a prisoner has been overheard to say to another or to himself is 
admissible; though it is a species of evidence to lie acted upon with much 
caution, as being liable to be inadvertently and unintentionally mis
represented by the witnesses. (89)

In all cases, the whole confession should lie proved; for it is a general 
rule that the whole of the account which a party gives of a transaction 
should lie taken together; and his admissions of a fact disadvantageous to 
himself should not he received without receiving, at the same time, his 
contemporaneous assertion of a fact favorable to him. (90)

Where an alleged confession is received in evidence, after objection there
to by the accused, and the trial Judge, before the conclusion of the trial, 
reverses his ruling and strikes out the evidence of the alleged confession, 
at the same time directing the jury to disregard it, the jury should lie dis
charged and a new jury empanelled ; and, if the trial Judge refuse to 
empanel a new jury in such a case, a new trial will lie ordered by the

(8(1) H. v. Miller. 18 Cox C. (’., .r>4.
(87) It. v. Hirst, 18 Cox C. C., .174.
(88) R. v. Elliott. 19 C. L. T„ 274; 31 O. K.. 14; 3 Can. Cr. ( as.. 9.1. 

See R. v. Vian, Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. B., 302; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 540: Rogers 
v. Hawken. (17 L. J„ Q. B.. 626; 19 Cox C. C„ 122; and Brain v. V. N., 1(18 
l*. S. Rep., 657.

(89) R. v. Simons, (I ('. & P., 540.
(90) 4 Taunton, 245. And, see the Queen's Case, 2 Brod. & B., 294.
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< mut of Appeal ; and. on a motion for a new trial, tin* Court of Appeal, 
in such a ease will not go into the question of the admissibi'ity of tlu- 
alleged confession, hut will take it for granted, from the final ruling of 
the trial Judge, that it was inadmissible, (til)

A man's confession is only evidence against himself and no* against his 
accomplices; (1)2) unless the confession Ik- one made by a man in the 
presence of his accomplices, - at a time when they are not before a mag
istrate,— in which case it would be evidence,(although of doubtful value), 
against his accomplices, and that, even although the accc ;es made no 
observation upon it. (03)

A letter given by a prisoner to the gaoler to put into the post, is ev
idence against him. (04) But, where the prosecution tendered, in evidence, 
a letter written by the prisoner, while in custody, to his wife, and given by 
him to a constable for the purpose of being posted, the constable instead 
of posting having detained it. Kelly, <’. B., refused to admit it, oil the 
ground, apparently, that the letter, in reality, belonged to the wife, who 
could not have been called upon to produce it, had it reached her hands 
as intended by the prisoner. (95) Such a letter would still bo protected, 
although a wife is now a competent witness, under section 4 of the 
Canada Evidence Act, 1803; for that section contains a proviso declaring 
that, "no wife shall be competent to disclose any communication made to 
her by her husband during their marriage."

Before the coming into force of the present ('isle, it was held that, where 
a prisoner was on trial for arson, his deposition taken upon oath at an in
vestigation, previously made before the Fire Commissioners into the causes 
of the fire, was admissible as evidence against him. (till)

By section 3 of the Canada Eridenrr Art, jinut, (as amended by the til 
Vie.', c. 53), it is provided that, “no witness shall be excused from answer
ing any question upon the ground that the answer to such question may 
tend to criminate him," but that, " if, with respect to any question, the 
witness objects to answer upon the ground that his answer may tend to 
i riininate him, and if but for this section the witness would, therefore, 
have been excused from answering such question, then, although the wit
ness shall be compelled to answer, yet the answer so given shall not Ik- 
used or receivable in evidence against him in any criminal trial or other 
criminal proceeding against him thereafter taking place other than a pros
ecution for perjury in giving such evidence."’

See comments and authorities under section 5 of the Canada Evidence

Evidence of an accomplice. -- It is not a rule of law that the evidence of 
an accomplice must be corroborated to render a conviction valid ; but it is 
usual in practice for judges to advise the jury not to convict on such 
testimony alone; and juries should attend to the judge’s direction, and 
require corroboration. (97)

The corrobora tien should 1m- not only as to the circumstances of the 
crime itself, but also as to the prisoner having taken part in it. (08)

(91) 11. v. Sonver, 2 Can. Cr. ('as., 501.
l 92) 1 Hale, 585 ; 2 Hawk. 1». C„ c. 40, s. 3; H. v. Tong. KH., 17. 18; It. 

X. Boroski, 3 St. Tr., 474.
(93) 1 Phil. Kv„ 400.
(94) It. v. Dorrington, 2 C. & 1*., 418.
(95) It, v. I’arn.enter, 12 Cox ('. ('., 177.
(90) 1. V. Coote. L. It.. 4 I*. C.. 509 ; 42 L J.. (P. C.), 45.
(07) 11. v. Stubbs. 25 L. .1., M. C., 10; R. v. Jones, 2 Camp., 131. In re 

Meunier. |1894| 2 Q. B.. 415.
(08) R. v. Birkett. 8C.4 P.. 732.

4
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The evidence of other accomplices is not corroboration. (99)
There is a great difference between the confirmation of an accomplice as 

to the circumstances of the crime and his confirmation as to the circum
stances which apply to the individual ehaiged. The former only shew that 
the offence was committed, while the latter shew that the accused was 
connected with t lie commission of the offence. Confirmation of an accom
plice as to the commission of the offence is really no confirmation at all as 
to its commission b} the person accused ; and, although the jury may legally 
convict upon the evidence of an accomplice, the judges advise them not to 
act on the evidence of an accomplice, unless the accomplice is confirmed as 
to the particular jierson charged with the offence having participated in 
the tom mission of it. Thus, where two persons were charged with the steal
ing of a lamb, and an accomplice, examined on the part of the prosecution, 
proved the case against both, and stated that they threw the skin of the 
iamb into a whirley hole, in confirmation of which a constable proved that 
lie found the skin in the whirley hole, it was held that this was merely a 
confirmation of the accomplice’s evidence of the commission of the offence, 
but, no confirmation of his evidence that the prisoners were the partie- 
who committed it. as the fact of the lamb's skin having been thrown into 
the whirley hole and the fact of its having been afterwards found there, 
might exist without the prisoners having anything to do with it. Alderson. 
If., said, “The confirmation which I always advise juries to require is a 
confirmation of the accomplice in some fact which goes to fix the* guilt on 
the particular |>erson charged. ( 100)

Where an accomplice in giving evidence against two prisoners is con
firmed as to his statement against one of them, it ought not to operate ti
ll confirmation of his statement against the other. ( 101 )

In cases of conspiracy and of treason in compassing the Sovereign - 
death. etc., anything said or written by one of the accomplices, not as a 
confession simply, but for the purpose of furthering the common design, i- 
admissible evidence against the others. (102)

Where a witness, although accused of having been a party to the crime 
in question, has not been indicted jointly with the prisoner at the bar, and 
is not being tried jointly with the latter, his evidence is admissible as ev
idence for the prosecution in the trial of the prisoner at the bar. (10,‘f)

See comments at p. 370, ante, as to eviden e of a thief again-t the alleged 
receiver.

Dying Declarations. — When the death of a person is the subject of ,i 
criminal charge, the declarations of the deceased before his death concern 
ing the cause and circumstances of the death are admissible in evidence 
for or against the accused, if the deceased made them with a full conseion- 
ness and belief — without hope —of i mined'a'e death. ( 104) In other 
words, to render a dying declaration admissible in evidence, it must he 
made under the apprehension and expectation of Immediate death. (10,'i) 

The dying declarations of a feta de ne, were held good evidence again-'

(99) R. v. Xoaki s, 5 C. & P.. 326.
(100) |{. v. Wilkes & Edwards. 7 < . A P., 272.
(101) R. v. .Jenkins, 1 Cox C. C., 177.
(102) If. v. Watson, 2 Stark., 140. And see R. v. Shell ml, 9 ('. & I*.. 

277, etc., eit., at p. 434, ante.
( 103) 1?.. v. Viau, Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. B., 302.
( 104) Kerr's Mag. Acts, 28 ; R. v. Jenkins, 11 Cox ('. C.. 250 ; II. v. 

(loddard, 15 Cox C. C.. 7; R. v. Smith, 10 Cox ('. ('., 170; It. v. McMahon. 
18 (>. It.. 502; It. v. Mitchell, 17 Cox C. C., 503.

( 105) R. v. Perkins, 9 C. & P., 395.
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it person imlieted for assisting him in his self-murder; and the judges were 
of opinion that this evidence would of itself be sufficient to convict, (loti)
'1 his case is no infringement of the rule that a man's own confession is, as 
such, no evidence against his accomplice ; for the corroborated evidence of 
an accomplice is admissible against his fellows and a dying declaration of 
a person who, if alive, would he admissible as a witness, is admissible as 
evidence, where the death is the subject of the charge and the cause of the 
death the subject of the dying declaration. (107)

A statement otherwise admissible as a dying declaration is not rendered 
inadmissible by the fact that the magistrate, to whom the statement is 
made, owing to the weak and exhausted condition of the declarant, repeats 
to her portions of a statement made by her some days previously and 
writes the same down in his own words, she stating that it is correct and 
signing it. (108)

It is no objection to a declaration in articula martin, that it was made 
in answer t</ questions put to the deceased by the surgeon and not a con
tinuous declaration made by the deceased. ( 100)

To render a statement admissible as a dying declaration, it is not enough 
that it appears that the person making it was under the impression that 
death must ultimately ensue, but it is necessary that it should appear that 
the person was conscious, at the time, that death was actua’ly im
minent. (110)

Where, in a case of murder, it appeared that, two days lief ore the death 
of the deceased, the surgeon told her that she was in a very precarious 
state, and that, the day before her death, when she had become much 
worse, she said to the surgeon that she found herself growing worse and 
that she had been in hopes of getting better, but as she was getting worse, 
she thought it her duty to mention what had taken p’ace ; and. immediate
ly afterwards, she made a statement, — it was held that this statement 
xx as not receivable in evidence as a declaration in articula martin, as it 
did not sufficiently appear that at the time of making it the deceased was 
without hope of recovery. (Ill)

It is the apprehension of his condition at the time of making the declara
tion which, when followed by death, makes the statement of the dying 
person admissible. The fact that such person, some time after making the 
declaration, entertains a hope of recovery, is irrelevant, except in so far 
as it may be evidence of the state of his* mind when he made the declara
tion. (112)

On an indictment for murder, a dying declaration of the deceased that 
he was shot in the body and was “ going fast’- indicates a settled and hope
less consciousness that he was in a dying state, and his declaration was ad
missible in evidence. (113)

A mere statement not amounting to a dying declaration made by a 
deceased person in the presence of an accused person ought not to be ad
mitted as evidence, unless it has been accompanied by evidence which 
would justify the jury in finding that such statement xvas made upon an

(10Ü) K. v. Tinckler, 1 East 1*. C\, 354.
(107) Arch. O. PI. 4 Kv., 21st Ed., 274.
(108) R. v. Whitmarsh,(No. 1 ), 02 J. V., 080; R. v. Whitmarsh. (No. 2), 

02 I. V.. 711.
( 109) R. v. Fagent and another, 7 C. & P., 238.
( MO) R. v. Forrester, 4 F. & F.. 857.
(HI) R. v. Megson. 9 ('. & P.. 418.
(112) R. v. Hubbard, 14 Cox ('. ('.. 505.
(113) R. v. Davidson, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 351.
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(Kvasiun when the aw used lm<l an opportunity of answering ami might be 
expected to answer it and in drawing. — from his omission to deny or 
question it and from his language or demeanor, — an inference that lie did 
not dissent from the truth of it; and the question whether there is any 
such evidence for the consideration of the jury is for the Court to decide. 
If the Court thinks there is such evidence the weight of it and the in
ference to be drawn from it is for the jury to determine. (114)

A deposition read over to and signed by the deponent may be admissible 
in evidence as a dying declaration, although irregular ns a deposition under 
section 087, ante, bet a use taken in the absence of the accused. (115)

No particular form of living declaration is necessary, and it need not he 
in writing; but, if it is a written declaration, it may be as follows: —

Canada, ,'
Province of
County (or District, etc.) of

I. C. I)., of in the said county (or district) of
do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare that 

(here set out the statement in the very words used).
Taken before me at 

this day of
A. L)., 11)0

One of His Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the said county 
(or district) of

The principal ingredients of such a declaration in order to render it ad
missible in evidence against the accused, after the declarant's death, arc :
1, The cause of the death of the declarant must be the subject of enquiry;
2. The circumstances of the death must be the subject of the declaration; 
and, 3. The declaration must (as shewn by the foregoing authorities) have 
been made at a time when the declarant (deceased) entertained no hope 
of recovery and was conscious that his deatli was imminent.

If the accused can be brought into the presence of the person injured, 
the latter’s examination should be taken in the usual form.

593. Evidence for the defence. — After the proceedings re
quired by section live hundred and ninety-one are completed the 
accused shall be asked if he wishes to call any witnesses.

2. Every witness called by the accused who testifies to any fii< t 
relevant to the case shall be heard, and his deposition shall he 
taken in the same manner as the depositions of the witnesses f->r 
the prosecution.

L'nder thin section, the Magistrate is obliged to take, at the preliminary 
investigation, the examinations of the prisoner’s witnesses as well as those 
of the witnesses for the prosecution.

(114) R. v. Smith, 18 Cox C. C., 470.
(115) R. v. Woods, 2 Can. Or. Cas., 159.

J. 8.,

C. D.
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This, however, does not authorize the magistrate to try the ease; nor 
does it give the defendant the right, for instance, in a prosecution for pub
lishing a lihcl, to prove, at the preliminary enquiry, the truth of the mat
ter charged as a libel; for it '»as been held in England, since the granting, 
there, of the right to call witnesses for the defence at .» police court in
vestigation, that, although vrheie the charge was that of maliciously puh- 
lixhbi!) a defamatory libel knowinu it to Bl: KALHK. the magistrate hint 
jurisdiction to receive evidence of the truth of the libel, so as to negative 
the allegation that the defendant KNEW it to lie false, he had nut such 
jurisdiction where the charge was that of simply maliciously puhtixhinij a 
defamatory liliel. (lit»)

B was charged before a justice of the peace with having obtained a mort
gage from (' by false pretences. At the preliminary enquiry, the sitting 
justices after hearing the evidence for the prosecution neg'ected to ask the 
accused if he wishes to call witnesses for his defenee, and in fact refused 
to hear any witnesses for the defence when they were offered by the ac
cused. and committed him for trial. II clil, on petition by It for the issue of 
a writ erf hnIn us curpu*, with a view to his release, that suc h m gleet and 
refusal on the part of the sitting justices, — although an iiregu'arity of a 
serious character only related to pro educe and did not render the proc.ed- 
ings absolutely null and void, so as to justify B’s libérât:on on a writ of 
habeas curium; and the writ was refused. (116ft)

As to the expediency of calling witnesses for the defence, at the prelim
inary enquiry, this will greatly depend upon the nature of the case estab- 
ished by the prosecution and the probable result of the enquiry. If the 
case established at the close of the evidence for the prosecution is such 
that any proof to lie adduced on the part of the accused will only amount, 
at most, to a eemllict of evidence, it will not lie advisable to make use of 
it at this stage, since, although the preponderance would, if the accused's 
witnesses were* examined, lie in his favor, the justice would, in all prob
ability, commit for trial, it being no part of his duty to determine as to 
the guilt or innocence of a party, under such circumstances. There are, 
however, many cases of prima facie guilt which the accused may, by call
ing witnesses, lie enabled so» to explain as to clear up at once the imputa
tion against him. Thus, upon a charge of theft, it may lie that the only proof 
of guilt against him is his possession erf the stolen property ; and it may 
hap|M-ii that he is in a situation to show bv highly respectable testimony 
that he became possessed of the property in a perfectly fair and honest 
manner. Indeed, in all these cases, where the criminality of the party ac
cused rests merelv upon the presumption of law which the accused is able 
to explain by evidence, such evidence may lie adduced with a reasonable 
expo tation erf success. The question to In* asked, under such circum
stances, Im fore adducing evidence, should lie: Will the production of the 
evidence lie most likely to result in the discharge of the prisoner ? If it 
will, then it will lie judicious to offer it: but if such a result is not likely, 
then its production at the preliminary enquiry will not lie advisable.

It is sometimes imagined that, if the accused has exculpatory evidence, 
niul fails to offer it at the preliminary enquiry before the magistrate, ad
vantage may Ik* taken of the omission on his" afterwards producing it on 
his trial. But learned judges have often reprehended observations made, 
upon this ground, by prosecuting counsel. For instance, in a case in whiih 
the prisoner's counsel, after addressing the jurv, observed that he should 
nill witnesses to prove an alibi : that these witnesses were not examined 
before the committing magistrate, and that perhaps some observation 
might he made on that account, but that the witnesses had gone to the

(lid) R. v. Carden. 5 Q. B. IX, 1; 40 L. .1. M. C., 1. 
( lit if# ) Ex parte Burke, 2 Rev. de Jur, 151.
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preliminary enquiry before the magistrate and, on the advice of the pria 
oner's attorney, were not called, — Pollock, ('. 13., said that, in his opinion, 
no such observation should be made as to witnesses not being called for a 
prisoner when being examined before the magistrate, and if made it would 
be very improper. Where, at the preliminary enquiry, one or more wit
nesses spoke of the accused as the person by whom the crime inquired into 
v.as committed, it would be the duty of tile magistrate to commit, and it 
Mould In» quite useless to call witnesses on the part of the prisoner either 
to prove an alibi or anything else in his favor. It would be useless expense 
to call them, at once, to prove the same thing as could be proved at the 
trial, and a thing which no discreet attorney might to advise his client, to 
do. This, the learned judge said, had always been his opinion, and, there
fore, he never allowed such observations to be made. (117)

It will sometimes happen, where a party is charged with theft, and the 
only evidence against him is that of recent possession of the stolen article, 
that he defends himself by asserting that he received the property in ques
tion from a particular person whom he names. If such person so named is 
procurable, and there is nothing to show that the statement of the prisoner 
is an utter fabrication, he (the person named by the prisoner) should be 
sent for and examined as to the alleged fact. Upon this point, several 
judges have expressed a strong opinion. In one case, the prisoner was in
dicted for stealing a piece of wood, the property of a person named Her
man, and it appeared trom the evidence for the prosecution that on the 
piece of wood being fourni by a policeman in the prisoner's shop, about 
five days after Herman had lost possession of it, the prisoner stated that 
he had bought it from a person named Nash, who lived about two miles 
oil. Nash was not produced as a witness for the prosecution, and the pris
oner did not call any witnesses, Huron Alderson, in summing up, said : 
“ In eases of this nature you may take it as a general principle, that where 
a man in whose possession stolen property is found gives a reasonable ac
count of how he came by it, as by stating the name of the person from 
whom he received it, and who is known to be a real person, it is incumbent 
on the prosecution to show that that account is false: but if the account 
given by the prisoner be unreasonable or improbable on the face of it, the 
onus of proving that it is true lies on him. Suppose, for instance, a person 
were to charge me with stealing his watch, ami 1 were to say 1 bought it 
from a particular tradesman, whom I name, that is prima facie a reason 
able account, and I ought not to be convicted, unless it is shown that 
that account is a false one.” (118)

ilus ruling was confirmed in the ease of R. v. Hughes. (119) And, in a 
more recent case, Lord Henman, ('. J., approved of it, and expressly laid 
down his view, of the duties of justices in such a case, in these words,
" I quite agree with the ease of It. v. Urowhurst. It was mentioned to me 
bv Baron Alderson, at Hie time when it occurred. If a person in whose 
I.«session stolen property is found give a reasonable account of how lie 
came by it, ami makes reference to some known person as the person from 
whom he received it, the magistrate should send for that person and ex
amine him; ns it may be ilint his statement may entirely exonerate the 
accused person, and put an end to the charge.” (120)

This rule, of course, will apply only to the case of a reference not incon
sistent with the other facts of the case; for, if the prisoner himself have 
given various accounts of how he became possessed of the property, (121)

(117) K. v. ( lark, 5 Vox V. V., 230.
(118) R. v. Urowhurst, 1 C. & K., 370. 
(110) R. v. Hughes, 1 ('ox C. C., 170.
(120) R. v. Smith, 2 C. & K., 107.
(121) R. v. Deblev, 2 C. & K., 818.
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or if there are in the ease circumstances which render the prisoner's account 
unreasonable or its truth improbable, the burden then of producing the 
party referred to will be cast upon the accused. (122)

594. Discharge of accused wuen no sufficient case. — When all 
the witnesses on the part of the prosecution and the accused have 
been heard the justice shall, if upon the whole of the evidence he 
is of opinion that no sufficient case is made out to put the accused 
upon his trial, discharge him; and in such case any recognizances 
taken in respect of the charge shall become void, unless some per
son is bound over to prosecute under the provisions next herein
after contained. It. S. C., c. 174, s. 73.

When witnesses are produced and examined on the part of the prisoner, 
at the preliminary investigation, the proper course to he followed y the 
Magistrate seems to Ik* this. If the prisoner's witnesses are believed, and 
their evidence, without actually contradicting the tc. ti nonv of the witnesses 
for the prosecution, tends merely to explain the facts proved in support 
of the charge, and to thus shew the prisoner’s innocence, they will thus 
have made out on behalf of the accused a defence which would render any 
further proceedings unnecessary. Hut if the prisoner's witnesses contradict 
those for the prosecution, in material points, the case would then be a 
proper one to he sent to a jury to ascertain and decide which of the two 
contlicting statements is the truth.

It should not be supposed that, because the hearing before the justice is 
only preliminary, and not of a final nature, slight evidence alone will be 
sufficient to warrant a committal for trial.

Justices have a right, in the preliminary investigation of an indictable 
offence, to expect, and ought to insist upon having the best evidence that 
exists in the case ; and, although in a preliminary enquiry it is not for 
them to balance the evidence, yet such evidence as is produced ought to 
be of the same nature and quality as that which would l>c admitted at the 
trial of the accused. All the evidence, therefore, that would lie required to 
support the charge upon the trial should be carefully gathered together 
for use upon the preliminary examination.

595. Prosecutor shall be allowed to be bound over to indict. —
If the justice discharges the accused, and the person preferring the 
charge desires to prefer an indictment respecting the said charge, 
he may require the justice to bind him over to prefer and prose
cute such an indictment, and thereupon the justice shall take his 
recognizance to prefer and prosecute an indictment against the 
accused before the court by which such accused would be tril'd if 
such justice had committed him, and the justice shall deal with 
the recognizance, information and depositions in the same way as 
if he had committed the accused for trial.

2. Such recognizance may be in the form U in schedule one 
hereto, (123) or to the like effect.

(122) R. V. Harmer, 2 Cox C. C., 487; R. v. Wil on, 2 Dears. C. C., 157. 
( 123) For Form U, see p. 734, post.
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3. If the prosecutor so bound over at his own request docs not 
prefer and prosecute such an indictment, or if the (Irand Jury do 
not find a true bill, or if the accused is not convicted ujion the in
dictment so preferred, the prosecutor shall, if the Court so direct, 
pay to the ac cused person his costs, including the costs of his 
appearance on the preliminary inquiry.

4. The Court before which the indictment is to.be tried or a 
judge thereof may in its or his discretion order that the prosecu
tor shall not be permitted to prefer any such indictment until he 
has given security for such costs to the satisfaction of such Court 
or judge. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 80.

The person filling the office of Commissioner of Dominion Police has. as 
such, no legal capacity to act on behalf of the Crown, and. in laying an in
formation in which lie designatid himself as such Commissioner, lie acted 
as a private individual ami not as the legal representative of the Crown. 
The Commissioner having hound himself by recognizance to prefer ami 
prosecute an indictment on the charge contained in his information, and 
the (irand .Jury having thrown out the indictment and the prisoner being 
discharged, the Commissioner was held, under the above section, 695, to be 
personally liable for the coats incurred by the accused on the preliminary 
enquiry and before the Court of Queen’s Dench. The costs allowed wen- 
such as were held, by analogy with the costa allowed in civil suits, to be 
c<ists recoverable from a losing party. It was held that such costs should 
be taxed according to a tariff made for criminal proceedings, and, that in 
the absence of such tariff they were to he taxed in the discretion of the 
Judge, by implication, according to the spirit of the provisions of section 
835, post. (123w)

596. Committal for trial. — If a justice holding a preliminary 
inquiry thinks that the evidence is sufficient to put the accused 
on his trial, he shall commit him for trial by a warrant of com
mitment, which may be in the form V in schedule one hereto. 
(124) or to the like effect. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 73.

Where evidence on a preliminary examination was commenced before one 
justice and finished before two justices, it was, upon habeas carpus pro
ceedings. held, that a committal of the a-cuscd for trial by the two ju- 
tiees was irregular, seeing that both had not been present and had not 
heard all the evidence; and a motion was granted ordering the prisoner's 
release from custody and the discharge of the bail taken on his committal 
for trial. (124a)

A justice's warrant of committal for trial must, contain a sufficient des
cription of an indictable offence for which a committal for trial can he 
made. Threats verbally made to burn the complainant's hay-stack and 
buildings are not indictable and give rise only to proceedings to oblige the 
threatener to furnish security to keep the peace. So, that, a warrant of 
comn it ment for trial on such a charge was held had and was quashed, as 
not '.wing a commitment for trial of an indictable offence. Held, further, 
that n warrant of commitment for trial by magistrates as “justices of the

(123a) R. v. St. Louis, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 141. 
(124) For Form V, see p. 735, jiost.
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|>eaci* in and for the county of Labelle,"—there being no such justices ap
pointed with such a description, and there being no such title or descrip
tion existing at law, — was illegal, there being no application made for the 
amendment of the commitment, and upon habeas corpus such a commit
ment was quashed and the prisoner discharged. ( 1246)

In April 1899, a prisoner charged with forgery was committed to gaol 
by three justices, “ until discharged in due course of law." The warrant of 
commitment being palpably bad, the gaoler refused to hold the prisoner, 
and let him go. In dune 1899, the depositions taken before the three jus
tices were submitted to the (Irand Jury of the county, but no witnesses 
came forward, and the Grand Jury dropped the matter, — neither finding 
a “ true bill " nor “ no bill.” In August 1899, the prisoner was again 
arrested and lodged in gaol on a warrant of commitment for trial, dated the 
9th of May 1899. and signed by one only of the three justices. This com
mitment charged that the prisoner " has been in the habit of drawing docu
ments without authority and forging names to public commissions, thus 
fraudulently obtaining public money and using it. in my belief, for his 
benefit.’' The prisoner was not brought before any justice after his second 
arrest. Vpon the return of a writ of habeas corpus, the prisoner was uncon
ditionally discharged, it being held that, the commitment was defective 
in not setting forth when ami where the offence was committed. ( 124c)

A preliminary enquiry and a committal for trial are judieial proceedings, 
and cannot take place on a Sunday, notwithstanding section 729, post, 
which deals only with matters before a jury. So, that, where a preliminary 
enquiry was held on a Sunday and the prisoner was on that day commit
ted for trial, it was held that the prisoner was entitled to be dis barged ; 
and proof by affidavit was held admissible to shew that the proceedings 
took place on a Sunday, such proof being evidence of un extrinsic fact in 
confession and avoidance of but not contradicting the return to a writ of 
habcus corpus. (124(I)

597. Copies of depositions. — Every one who has been commit
ted for trial, whether he is bailed or not, may be entitled at any 
time before the trial to have copies of the depositions, and 
of his own statement, if any, from the officer who has custody 
thereof, on payment of a reasonable sum not exceeding five cents 
for each folio of one hundred words. R. S. 0., c. 174, s. 74.

598. Recognizance to prosecute or give evidence. — When any 
one is committed for trial the justice holding the preliminary in
quiry may hind over to prosecute some person willing to Ik* so 
bound, and bind over every witness whose de]>osition has been 
taken, and whose evidence in his opinion is material, to give evid
ence at the court before which the accused is to be indicted.

2. Every recognizance so entered into shall specify the name 
and surname of the person entering into it, his occupation or pro
fession if any, the place of his residence and the name and number 
if any of any street in which it may lie, and whether he is owner 
or tenant thereof or a lodger therein.

(1246) Ej- parte Welsh. 2 (’an. Cr. fus.. 3.V 
(124c) R. v. MoDiarmid. 19 < . L. T.. .129.
( 124#/) R. v. Cavalier. 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 1.34: 11 Man. L. R . .33.3

4(1
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3. Such recognizance may be either at the foot of the deposi
tion or separate therefrom, and may be in the FORM W, X or Y in 
schedule one hereto, (125) or to the like effect, and shall be ack
nowledged by the person entering into the same, and be subscribed 
by the justice or one of the justices before whom it is acknow
ledged.

4. Every such recognizance shall bind the person entering into 
it to prosecute or give evidence (both or either as the case may 
be), before the court by which the accused shall be tried.

5. All such recognizances and all other recognizances taken un
der this Act shall be liable to be estreated in the same manner as 
any forfeited recognizance to appear is by law liable to be estreat
ed by the court before which the principal party thereto was 
bound to appear. It. S. C., c. 174, ss. 75 and 7(>.

6. Whenever any person is bound by recognizance to give evid
ence before a justice of the peace, or any Criminal Court, in res
pect of any offence under this Act, any justice of the peace, if he 
sees fit, upon information being made in writing and on oath, that 
such person is about to abscond, çr has absconded, may issue his 
warrant for the arrest of such person ; and if such person is 
arrested any justice of the peace, upon being satisfied that the 
ends of justice would otherwise be defeated, may commit such 
person to prison until the time at which he is bound by such reco
gnizance to give evidence, unless in the meantime he produces 
sufficient sureties; but any person so arrested shall be entitled on 
demand to receive a copy of the information upon which tin- 
warrant for his arrest was issued. 48-49 V., c. 7, s. 9.

599. Witness refusing to be bound over. — Any witness who re
fuses to enter into or acknowledge any such recognizance as afore
said may be committed by the justice holding the inquiry bv a 
warrant in the form Z in schedule one hereto, (12(5) or to the 
like effect, to the prison for the place where the trial is to be had. 
there to be kept until after the trial, or until the witness enter- 
into such a recognizance as aforesaid before a justice of the peace 
having jurisdiction in the place where the prison is situated : Pro
vided that if the accused is afterwards discharged any justice 
having such jurisdiction may order any such witness to be dis
charged by an order which may be in the form A A in the said 
schedule, (127) or to the like effect. R.S.O., c. 174, ss. 78 and 
T»

600. Transmission of documents. — The following documents 
shall, as soon as may he after the committal of the accused, he

(125) For Forms W, X and Y, see pp. 735, 730. post.
(120) For Form Z, see p. 737. post.
(127) For Form A A, see p. 738, post.
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transmitted to the clerk or other proper officer of the court In 
which the accused is to be tried, that is to say, the information if 
any, the depositions*)! the witnesses, the exhibits thereto, the 
statement of the accused, and all recognizances entered into, and 
also any depositions taken before a coroner if any such have been 
sent to the justice.

2. When any order changing the place of trial is made the 
person obtaining it shall serve it, or an office copy of it. upon the 
person then in possession of the said documents, who shall there
upon transmit them and the indictment, if found, to the officer 
of the court before which the trial is to take place. H. S. c. 
174, s. 77.

601. Rule as to bail. — When any person appears before any 
justice charged with an indictable offence punishable by impri
sonment for more than five years other than treason or an offence 
punishable with death, or an offence under Part IV, of this Act. 
and the evidence adduced is, in the opinion of such justice, suffi
cient to put the accused on his trial, but does not furnish such a 
strong presumption of guilt as to warrant his committal for trial, 
the justice, jointly with some other justice, may admit the accused 
to bail upon his procuring and producing such surety or sureties 
ns, in the opinion of the two justices, will be sufficient to ensure 
his appearance at the time ami place when and where he ought to 
l>e tried for the offence; and thereupon the two justices shall take 
the recognizances of the accused and his sureties, conditioned for 
his appearance at the time and place of trial, and that he will then 
surrender and take his trial and not depart the court without 
leave ; and in any case in which the offence committed or suspect
ed to have been committed is an offence punishable by imprison
ment for a term less than five years any one justice before whom 
the accused appears may admit to bail .in manner aforesaid, and 
such justice or justices may, in his or their discretion, require such 
bail to justify upon oath as to their sufficiency, which oath tin- 
said justice or justices may administer; and in the default of such 
person procuring sufficient bail, such justice or justices may com
mit him to prison, there to be kept until delivered according to 
law.

2. The recognizance mentioned in this section shall be in the 
poem BB in KHBDtnji on to this Act. (1S8) K s < . e. 174, s. SI.

3. Where the offence is one triable by the Court of General or 
Quarter Sessions of the Peace and the justice is of opinion that it 
may better or more conveniently be so tried, the condition of the 
recognizance may be for the appearance of the accused at the next 
sittings of that court notwithstanding that a sittings of a superior

(128) For Form BB. see p. 738, post.
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court of criminal jurisdiction capable of trying the offence inter
venes. (Added by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1900).

In the ease of a prisoner charged with an indictable offence punishable 
by more than five years imprisonment, — other than treason or an offence 
punishable with death, or any offence against Part IV’ of the Code — this 
section gives to tiro justices, or. (by virtue of section 541 of the ('ode. 
ante), to a judge of sessions, police magistrate, recorder, or other func
tionary vested, by that Section, with the powers of two justices, a discre
tionary power to admit him to bail ; and in the ease of a prisoner charged 
with an offence punishable by less than five years imprisonment, he may 
lie admitted to bail by one justice.

In deciding whether the accused should or should not be admitted to 
bail, it should be borne in mind that, the purpose of a committal to prison 
before trial is to ensure the appearance of the accused at the time and 
place when and where lie is to lie tried : (128a) and justices should con
sider the circumstances of each case, with this object only in view. As this 
duty involves an enquiry in which discretion must lie exercised, no general 
rule can he laid down.

Usually, however, it will lie sufficient for the justices to look at the 
nature and magnitude of the charge, the position in life of the accused, 
the cogency of the evidence against him, and the probable severity of the 
punishment likely to follow a conviction; and. if they consider it probable 
that the accused would sooner that he and his sureties should forfeit a 
sum of money than run the risk of a trial and conviction and the sentence 
likely to follow, they should refuse to admit the accused to bail.

The amount of the recognizance is entirely in the justice's discretion, 
and should depend upon the nature of the charge and the position of the 
parties.

A magistrate must not, however, in a case in which the accused is enti
tled to lie admitted to bail, require excessive bail, so as in effect to amount 
to a denial of bail; or he may render himself liable to an action at the suit 
of the person wrongfully imprisoned, or even to a criminal prosecu
tion. (129)

Still, it has been held that the power of a magistrate to accept or refus.- 
bail, even in cases where the accused has a right to be bailed, is a judicial 
function, and that an action will not lie against him for refusing to take 
bail in such cases, in the absence of proof of express malice, even though 
the sureties tendered are found sufficient. (130)

For the purpose of determining the sufficiency of the persons tendered a* 
sureties, the justice may require their names to be given to the prosecutor, 
some time previously, say 24 or 48 hours, and he may administer to tin- 
persons tendered an oath “ to make true answer to ail such questions as 
may be demanded of them ; ” and he may then put to them the usual ques
tions as to their means, property and liabilities and whether or not they 
are solvent, and so on; but the justice ought not to interfere in any way 
to disquiet them from becoming bound as bail : (131) nor can he legally 
enquire into the personal character or political opinions of the person- of
fered as bail. His duty is restricted to an enquiry into the sufficiency of 
the property of the sureties to meet the recognizance. (132)

( 128/i) R. v. Rose. 18 Cox C. C., 717.
(120) R. v. Badger. 12 L. J. M. ('.. «Ml: 4 Ad. 4 E„ 468; R. v. Tra.-ey. 

15 L. J. M. <’.. 145.
(130) Linford v. Kitxroy. 18 L. J. M. C„ 108; 13 Q. B„ 240.
(131) R. v. Saunders. 2 (’ox C. C., 240.
(132) R. v. Badger, supra.
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hi u case which came before Martin, B., that learned judge is reported 

to have stated his opinion to be that if the justice is satisfied of the sol
vency of the persons tendered as hail, he is not justified in rejecting them 
on account of any alleged objections to their moral character, or from the 
fact of their being indemnified by the defendant. (133)

Where there is danger that accused p rsons, committed for trial for 
alleged offences against the election laws, may purposely al ow then hail 
to be forfeited with the view of avoiding scandal, the Court, on an applica
tion to admit them to hail, should require the Irnil to he of a substantial 
amount. (133m)

602. Bail after commi/tal. — In ease of any offence other than 
treason or an offence punishable with death, or an offence under 
Part IV of this Act, where the accused has been finally committed 
as herein provided, any judge of any superior or county court, 
having jurisdiction in the district or county within the limits of 
which the accused is confined, may, in his discretion, on na
tion made to him for that purpose, order the accused to he ad
mitted to bail on entering into recognizance with sufficient sure
ties before two justices, in such amount as the judge directs, and 
thereupon the justices shall issue a warrant of deliverance as here
inafter provided, and shall attach thereto the order of the judge 
directing the admitting of the accused to bail.

2. Such warrant of deliverance shall be in the form CC in 
schedule ONE to this Act. (184) R. S. (!., c. 1*4. s. 82.

603. Bail by Superior Court. — No judge of a county court or 
justices shall admit any person to bail accused of treason or an 
offence punishable with death, or an offence under Part IV of 
this Act, nor shall any such person he admitted to bail, except by 
order of a Superior Court of Criminal .Jurisdiction for the pro
vince in which the accused stands committed or of one of the 
judges thereof, or. in the province of Quebec, by order of a judge 
of the Court of Queen's Bench or Superior Court. R. S. C„ c. 17-1, 
s. 83.

604. Application for Bail after committal. — When any person 
has been committed for trial by any justice, the prisoner, his 
counsel solicitor or agent may notify the committing justice, that 
lie will, as soon as counsel can be heard, move before a Superior 
Court of the province in which such person stands committed, or 
one of the judges thereof, or the judge of the county court, if it. 
is intended to apply to such judge, under section six hundred ami 
two, for an order to the justice to admit such prisoner to bail.— 
whereupon such committing justice shall, as soon as may he, trans-

l 133) R. v. Broome, 18 L. T.. 1».
(133m) R. v. Stewart and others, 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 131. 
( 134) For Form CC, see p. 739, pout.
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mit to the clerk of the Crown, or the chief clerk of the court, or 
the clerk of the county court or other proper officer, m the case 
may he, endorsed under his hand and seal, a certified copy of all 
informations, examinations and other evidence, touching the of
fence xvherewith the prisoner has been charged, together with a 
copy of the warrant of commitment, and the packet containing 
the same shall Ik* handed to the person applying therefor, for 
transmission, and it shall he certified on the outside thereof to 
contain the information concerning the ease in question. R.S.C, 
v. i; i. -, 98.

Vpon such application to any such court or judge the same 
order concerning the prisoner being bailed or continued in custo
dy, shall be made as if the prisoner was brought up upon a habeas 
corpus. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 94.

3. If any justice neglects or offends in anything contrary to the 
true intent and meaning of any of the provisions! of this section, 
the court to whose officer any such examination, information, evi
dence, I jail ment or recognizance ought to have been delivered, 
shall, ujjon examination and proof of the offence, in a summary 
manner, impose such fine upon every such justice as the court 
thinks fit. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 95.

605. Warrant of deliverance. — Whenever any justice or jus
tices admit to bail any person who is then in any prison charged 
with the offence for which he is so admitted to bail, such justice 
or justices shall send to or cause to be lodged with the keeper of 
such prison, a warrant of deliverance under his or their hands and 
seals, requiring the said keeper to discharge the person so admit
ted to bail if he is detained for no other offence, and upon such 
warrant of deliverance being delivered to or lodged with such 
keeper, lie shall forthwith obey the same. R.S.C’., v. 174, s. 81.

606. Warrant for arrest of bailed person about to abscond. —
Whenever a ]H*rson charged with any offence has been bailed in 
manner aforesaid, it shall be lawful for any justice, if he sees fit. 
upon the ion of the surety or of either of the sureties of
such person and upon information being made in writing and on 
oath by such surety, or by some person on his behalf, that there i- 
reason to believe that the person so bailed is about to abscond for 
the purpose of evading justice, to issue his warrant for the arrest 
of the person so bailed, and afterwards, upon being satisfied that 
the ends of justice would otherwise be defeated, to commit such 
person when so arrested to gaol until his trial or until lie produces 
another sufficient surety or other sufficient sureties, as the cast- 
may be, in like manner as before.

For Forms of Information and complaint of sureties to have accused 
committed in discharge of their recognizances, and of Warrant to appre
hend and of Commitment of the accused thereon, see Additional Forms 
at the end of this Part XLV.
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607. Delivery of accused to prison. — The constable or any of 
the constables, or other person to whom any warrant of commit
ment authorized by this or any other Act or law is directed, shall 
convey the accused person therein named or described to the gaol 
or other prison mentioned in such warrant, and there deliver him, 
together with the warrant, to the keeper of such gaol or prison, 
who shall thereupon give the constable or other person delivering 
the prisoner into custody, a receipt for the prisoner, setting forth 
the state and condition of the prisoner when delivered into his 
custody.

2. Such receipt shall be in the form DD in schedule one here
to. (135) R.S.C., c. 174, s. 85.

FORMS UNDER PART XLV.

FROM SCHEDULE ONE.

K. — (Section 580.)

SUMMONS TO A WITNESS.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To E. F., of , (labourer) :
Whereas information has been laid before the undersigned 

, a justice of the peace in and for the said county of 
, that A. ti. (d'c., as in the summons or warrant against 

the accused), and it has been made to appear to me that you are 
likely to give material evidence for (the prosecution or for the ac
cused (136) ; These are therefore to require you to be and to ap
pear before me, on next, at o'clock in the
(fore) noon, at , or before such other justice or justices
of the peace of the same county of , as shall then
be there, to testify what you know concerning the said charge so 
made against the said A. B. as aforesaid, Herein fail not.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid .

J. S., [heal.]

J. P., (Name of County.)

1135) For Form 1)1), see p. 740, post. 
(130) Amended by 58-50 Vic., <•. 40.
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L. — (Section 582.)
WARRANT WHEN A WITNESS HAS NOT OBEYED THE SUMMONS.

Canada, 1
Province of , V
County of , J

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of

Whereas information having been laid before , a justice
of the peace, in and for the said county of , that
A. B. (dr., as in the summons); and it having l>cvn made to appear 
to (me) updfo oath that E. F. of , (labourer), was likely
to give material evidence for (the prosecution), (I) duly issued (my) 
summons to the said E. F., requiring him to be and appear before 
(me) on , at , or before such other
justice or justices of the peace for the same couniy, as should then 
be there, to testify what he knows respecting the said charge so 
made against the said A. B., as aforesaid ; and whereas proof has 
this day been made upon oath l»efore (me) of such summons having 
been duly served upon the said E. F. ; and whereas the said E. F. 
has neglected to appear at the time and place appointed by the 
said summons, and no just excuse has been offered for such 
neglect : These are therefore to command you to bring and have 
the said E. F. before (me) on at o’clock in
the (fore) noon, at or before such other justice or
justices for the same county, as shall then Ik- there, to testify 
what he knows concerning the said charge so made against the 
said A. B. as aforesaid.

Given under (my) hand and seal, this
, in the year , at

county aforesaid.
J. S., [heal.]

day of 
, in the

J. P„ (Name of County).

M. — (Section 583).
WARRANT FOR A WITNESS IN THE FIRST INSTANCE.

Canada, 1
Province of , >
County of , J

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of
Whereas information has been laid before the undersigned 

, a justice of the peace, in and for the said county of
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that (dr., as in the summons); and it having been made to appear 
to (me) upon oath, that E. F. of , (labourer), is likely to
give material evidence for the prosecution, and that it is probable 
that the said E. F. will not attend to give evidence unless com
pelled to do so: These are therefore to command you to bring 
and have the said E. F. before (me) on , at o’clock
in the (fore) noon, at , or before such other justice or
justices of the peace for the same county, as shall then he there, 
to testify what he knows concerning the said charge so made 
against the said A. B. as aforesaid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid. ,

J. S., [seal.]

J. P., (Name of County.)

N.—(Section 584.)
WARRANT WHEN A WITNESS HAS NOT OBEYED THE 

SUBPŒNA.

Canada,
Province of , l
County of . J

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of

Whereas information having been laid before , a
justice of the peace, in and for the said county, that A. B. (dr., 
as in the summons); and there being reason to believe that E. F., 
of in the province of , (labourer), was
likely to give material evidence for (the prosecution), a writ of sub
poena was issued by order of , judge of (name of
court) to the said E. F., requiring him to he and appear before 
(me) on , at or before such other
justice or justices of the peace for the same county, as should then 
be there, to testify what he knows respecting the said charge so 
made against the said A. B., as aforesaid; and whereas proof has 
this day been made upon oath before (me) of such writ of sub
poena having been duly served upon the said E. F.; and whereas 
the said E. F. has neglected to appear at the time and place ap
pointed by the said writ of subpoena, and no just excuse has been 
offered for such neglect : These are therefore to command you to 
bring and have the said E. F. before (me) on at
o’clock in the (fore) noon, at or before such other jus-
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ticc or justices for the same county as shall then be there, to test
ify what he knows concerning the said charge so made against the 
said A. It. as aforesaid.

Given under (my) hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [heal. |

J. /'., (Name of County).

O. — (Section 585).

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT OF A WITNESS FOR REFUSING TO 
BE SWORN OR TO GIVE EVIDENCE.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To all or any of the constables and other peace oflicers in tin- 
county of , and to the keeper of the common gaol

at , in the said county of
Whereas A. B. was lately charged before , a justice

of the peace in and for the said county of , for that
(dr., an in the .summons); and it having been made to appear to 
(me) upon oath that E. F. of , was likely to give ma
terial evidence for the prosecution (/) duly issued (my) summons 
to the said E. F„ requiring him to be and appear before me on 

, at , or before such other justice
or justices of the peace for the same county as should then be 
there, to testify what he knows concerning the said charge so 
made against the said A. B. as aforesaid; and the said E. F. now 
appearing before (me) (or being brought before (me) by virtue of 
a warrant in that behalf), to testify as aforesaid, and being requir- 
er to make oath or affirmation as a witness in that behalf, now re
fuses so to do (or being duly sworn as a witness now refuses to an
swer certain questions concerning the premises which are now 
here put to him, and more particularly the following )
without offering any just excuse for such refusal: These are there
fore to command you, the said constables or peace officers, or any 
one of you, to take the said E. F. and him safely to convey to the 
common gaol at , in the county aforesaid, and there to
deliver him to the keeper thereof, together with this precept: And 
(I) do hereby command you, the said keeper of the said common 
gaol to receive the said E. F. into your custody in the said com
mon gaol, and him there safely keep for the space of 
days, for his said contempt unless in the meantime he consents to
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be examined, and to answer concerning the premises ; and for 
your so doing, this shall be your suflicient warrant.

Given under (my) hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

.1. S., | SKA I.. |

7. (Name of County.)

P. — (Section f>8(>).

WARRANT RKMAXDIMi A PRISONER.

Canada,
Province of 
County çf

To all or any of the constables and other |H»aee officers in the said 
county of , and to the keeper of the common gaol
at , in the said county.

Whereas A. K. was this day charged before the undersigned 
, a justice of the peace in and for the said county 

of , for that (dr., as in tlic warrant to apprehend),
and it appears to (me) to be necessary to remand the said A. B. : 
These art1 therefore to command you, the said constables and peace 
officers, or any of you, in Her Majesty's name, forthwith to con
vey the said A. B. to the common gaol at , in the said
county, and there to deliver him to the keeper thereof, together 
with this precept : And 1 hereby command you the said keeper 
to receive the said A. B. into your custody in the said common 
gaol, and there safely keep him until the day of (instant).
when I hereby command you to have him at , at
o’clock in the (fore) noon of the same day before (me) or before 
such other justice or justices of the |>enco for the said county as 
shall then he there, to answer further to the said charge, and to 
he further dealt with according to law, unless you shall be other
wise ordered in the meantime.

Given under my hand and seal, this 
in the year , at

day of ,
. in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [REAL.]

7. P., (Name of County.)
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Q. — (Section 587.)
RECOGNIZANCE OF HAIL INSTEAD OF REMAND ON AN AD

JOURNMENT OF EXAMINATION.
Canada,

Province of ,
County of

Be it remembered that on the day of , in
the year , A. B., of , (labourer), L. M., of

. (grocer), and N. ()., of , (butcher), per
sonally came before me, , a justice
of the peace for the said county, and severally acknowledged 
themselves to owe to our Sovereign Lady the Queen, her heirs and 
successors, the several sums following, that is to say : the said A. 
B. the sum of , and the said L. M., and X. ()., the sum of 
each, of good and lawful current money of Canada, to be made 
and levied of their several goods and chattels, lands and tenements 
respectively, to the use of our Lidy the Queen, her heirs and suc
cessors if he, the said A. B., fails in the condition endorsed (or 
hereunder written.)

Taken and acknowledged the day and year lirst above mentioned, 
at before me.

J. S.,
J. V., (Name of Con nig.)

CONDITION.
The condition of the within (or above) written recognizance is 

such that whereas the within bounden A. B. was this day (or on 
last post) charged before me for that (dr., as in the war

rant); and whereas the examination of the witnesses for the prose
cution in this behalf is adjourned until the day of

(instant): If therefore, the said A. B. appears be
fore me on the said day of (instant), at

o’clock in the (fore) noon, or before such other 
justice or justices of the peace for the said county as shall then 
be there, to answer (further) to the said charge, and to be further 
dealt with according to law, the said recognizance to be void, 
otherwise to stand in full force and virtue.

It. — (Serti<ni 589.)
CERTIFICATE OF NON-APPEARANCE TO BE ENDORSED ON TIIE 

RECOGNIZANCE.
1 hereby certify that the said A. B. has not appeared at the time 

and place in the above condition mentioned, but therein has made 
a default, by reason whereof the within written recognizance is 
forfeited.

J. 8.,
J. 7\. (Name of County.)
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S. — (Section 590.)

DEPOSITION OF A WITNESS.

Canada 
Province of 
County of

The deposition of X. Y. of , taken before the under
signed, a justice of the peace for the said county of , this

day of , in the year , at
(or after notice to C. D. who stands committed 

for ) in the presence and hearing of C. I). who
stands charged that (slate the charge). The said deponent saitli on 
his (oath or affirmation) as follows : (Insert deposition as nearly as 
possible in words of witness.)

(If depositions of several witnesses are taken at the same time, 
they may be taken and signed as follows:)

( The depositions of X. of , Y. of , Z.
of etc., taken in the presence and hearing of C. D.,
who stands charged that

The deponent X. (on his oath or affirmation) says as follows :
The deponent Y. (on his oath or affirmation) says as follows:
The deponent Z. (on his oath, dr., dr.)
(The signature of the justice may be appenued as follows:)
The depositions of X., Y., Z., etc., written on the several sheets 

of paper, to the last of which mv signature is annexed, were taken 
in the presence and hearing of C. I). and signed by the said X., Y., 
Z., respectively in his presence. In witness whereof I have in the 
presence of the said C. D. signed my name.

J. 8.,

J. P., (Name of County.)

T. — (Section 591.)

STATEMENT OF THE A(XTJ8ED.

Canada.
Province of 
County of

A. B. stands charged before the undersigned , a
justice of the peace in and for the county aforesaid, this 
day of , in the year , for that
the said A. B.. on at
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(dr., as in the captions of the depositions); and the .-aid charge 
being read to the said A. B., and the witnesses for the prosecution, 
C. I). and E. F., being severally examined in his presence, the 
said A. B. is now addressed by me as follows: “ Having heard the 
“evidence, do you wish to say anything in answer to the charge?

You are not obliged to say anything unless you desire to do so; 
“ but whatever you say will be taken down in writing, and may be 
“ given in evidence against you at your trial. You must clearly 
“ understand that you have nothing to hope from any promise of 
“ favour, and nothing to fear from any threat which may have 
“ been held out to induce you to make any admission or confession 
“ of guilt, but whatever you now say may Ihj given in evidence 
“ against you upon our trial, notwithstanding such promise or 
“ threat.” Whereupon the said A. B. says as follows : (Here state 
whatever the prisoner sat/s and in his very words as nearly as pos
sible. Get him to sign it if he will.)

A. B.

Taken before me, at 
mentioned.

, the day and year first above

J. 8., | HEAL.]
J. P., (Name of County.)

U. — (Section 505.)
FORM OF RECOGNIZANCE WHERE THE PROSECUTOR REQUIRES 

THE JUSTICE TO BIND HIM OVER TO PROSECUTE 
AFTER THE CHARGE IS DISMISSED.

Canada,
Province of , ■
County of

Whereas C. 1). w’as charged before me upon the information of 
E. F. that C. D. (state, the charge), and u]H>n the hearing of the 
said charge I discharged the said C. D., and the said E. F. desires 
to prefer an indictment against the said C. 1). respecting the said 
charge, and has required me to bind him over to prefer such an in
dictment at (here describe the next practicable sitting of the court by 
which the person discharged would be tried if committed).

The undersigned E. F. hereby binds himself to perform the 
following obligation, that is to say, that he will prefer and pros, 
cute an indictment respecting the said charge against the said (' 
D. at (as above.) And the said E. F. acknowledges himself bound to 
forfeit to the Crown the sum of $ in case he fails to per
form the said obligation.

E. F.
Taken before me.

J. 8.,
J. P., (Name of County.)
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V. — (Section 596.)

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To the co'i ;able of , and to the keeper of the
(comn un gaol) at , in the said county
of

Whereas A. B. was this day charged before me, ,1. S., one of 
Her Majesty’s justices of the peace in and for the said county of 

, on the oath of C. 1). of , (fanner),
and others, for that (dr., stating shortly the offence) : These are 
therefore to command you the said constable to take the said A. 
B., and him safely to convey to the (common gaol) at 
aforesaid, and there to deliver him to the keeper thereof, together 
with this precept : And I do hereby command you the said keeper 
of the said (common gaol) to receive the said A. B. into your cus
tody in the said (common gaol), and there safely keep him until he 
shall be thence delivered by due course of law.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
, in the year , at, , in the county

aforesaid.
.1. S., [seal.]

J. P., (Name, of County.)

W. — Section 598.)

RECOGNIZANCE TO PROSECUTE.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

Be it rememl>ered that on the day of . in
the year , C. D. of , in the

of , in the said county
of , ((farmer), personally came l>efore me

, a justice of the peace in and for the said county 
of , and acknowledged himself to owe to our Sov
ereign Lady the Queen, her heirs and successors, the sum of

, of good and lawful current money of Canada, to be made
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and levied of his goods and chattels, lands and tenements, to the 
use of our said Sovereign Lady the Queen, her heirs and succes
sors, if the said C. D. fails in the condition endorsed (or hereunder 
written).

Taken and acknowledged the day and year first above mention
ed at , before me.

J. S.,

J. P., (Nome of County.)

CONDITION* TO PROSECUTE.

The condition of the within (or above) written recognizance is 
such that whereas one A. B. was this day charged before me, J. S., 
a justice of the peace within mentioned, for that (tCr., as in the 
caption of the depositions); if, therefore, he the said C. D. appears 
at the court by which the said A. B. is or shall be tried * and 
there duly prosecutes such charge then the said recognizance to be 
void, otherwise to stand in full force and virtue.

X. — (Section 598).

COGNIZANCE TO PROSECUTE AND GIVE EVIDENCE.

(Same as the last form to the asterisk* and then thus): — And 
there duly prosecutes such charge against the said A. B. for the 
offence aforesaid and gives evidence thereon, as well to the jurors 
who shall then inquire into the said offence, as also to them who 
shall pass upon the trial of the said A. B., then the said recog
nizance to be void, or else to stand in full force and virtue.

Y. — (Section 598).
COGNIZANCE TO GIVE EVIDENCE.

(Same as the last form but one, to the asterisk, * and then thus):— 
And there gives such evidence as he knows upon the charge to be 
then and there preferred against the said A. B. for the offence 
aforesaid, then the said recognizance to be void, otherwise to re
main in full force and virtue.
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Z. — (Section 599.)

COMMITMENT OF A WITNESS FOR REFUSING TO ENTER INTO 
THE RECOGNIZANCE.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To all or any of the peace officers in the said county of 
and to the keeper of the common gaol of the said county of 

, at in the said county of

Whereas A. B., was lately charged before the undersigned (name 
of the justice of the peace), a justice of the peace in and for the said 
county of , for that (<£*c., as in the summons to the
witness), and it having been made to appear to (me) upon oath 
that E. F., of , was likely to give material evidence for the
prosecution. (I) duly issued (mi/) summons to the said E. F., re
quiring him to l>e and appear before (me) on , at
or before such other justice or justices of the peace as should then 
he there, to testify what lie knows concerning the said charge so 
made against the said A. B. as aforesaid; and the said E. F. now 
appearing before (me) (or being brought before (me) by virtue of 
a warrant in that behalf to testify as aforesaid), has been now ex
amined before (me) touching the premises, but being by (me) re
quired to enter into a recognizance conditioned to give evidence 
against the said A. B., now refuses so to do : These are there
fore to command you the said peace officers, or any one of you, to 
take the said E. F. and him safely convey to the common gaol at 

, in the county aforesaid, and there deliver him 
to the said keeper thereof, together with this precept : And I do 
hereby command you, the said keeper of the said common gaol, to 
receive the said E. F. into your custody in the said common gaol, 
there to imprison and safely keep him until after the trial of the 
said A. B. for the offence aforesaid, unless in the meantime the 
said E. F. duly enters into such recognizance as aforesaid, in the 
sum of before some one justice of the peace for the said
county, conditioned in the usual form to appear at the court by 
which the said A. B. is or shall he tried, and there to give evidence 
upon the charge which shall then and there he preferred against 
the said A. B. for the offence aforesaid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [seal.]

J. P., (Name of County.)
47
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To the keeper of the common gaol at 
county of , aforesaid.

Canada, 
Province of 
County of

A A. — (Section 599.)
SUBSEQUENT ORDER TO DISCHARGE THE WITNESS.

, in the

Whereas hy(my) order dated the day of
(instant) reciting that A. B. was lately before then charged before 
(me) for a certain offence therein mentioned, and that K. F. having 
appeared before (me) and being examined as a witness for the pro
secution on that behalf, refused to enter into recognizance to give 
evidence against the said A. B., and 1 therefore thereby commit
ted the said E. F. to your custody, and required you safely to keep 
him until after the trial of the said A. B. for the offence afore
said; unless in the meantime be should enter into such recogniz
ance as aforesaid ; and whereas for want of sufficient evidence 
against the said A. B., the said A. B. has not been committed or 
hoi den to bail for the said offence, but on the contrary thereof 
has been since discharged, and it is therefore not necessary that 
the said E. F. should be detained longer in your custody: These 
are therefore to order and direct you the said keeper to discharge 
the said E. F. out of your custody, as to the said commitment, ami 
suffer him to go at large.

Given under my hand and seal, 
, in the year 

county aforesaid.

this day of
in the

J. S., [seal.]

J. P., (Name of County.)

BB. — (Section 001.)

RECOGNIZANCE OF BAIL.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

Be it remembered that on the day of . in
the year , A. B. of , (labourer,) L. M. of

, (grocer), and N. 0. of , (butcher),
personally came before (u#t) the undersigned, (two) justices of tin- 
peace for the county of , and severally acknowledged
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themselves to owe to our Sovereign Lady the Queen, her heirs ami 
successors, the several sums following, that is to say: the said A.

B. the sum of , and the said L. M. and N. O. the
sum of , each, of good and lawful current money of
Canada, to be made and levied of their several goods and chattels, 
lands and tenements respectively, to the use of our said Sover
eign Lady the Queen, her heirs and successors, if he, the said A. 
B., fails in the condition endorsed (or hereunder written).

Taken and acknowledged the day and year first above mention
ed, at before us.

J. S.,
J. N.,
J. P., (Name of County.)

CONDITION.

The condition of the within (or above) written recognizance, is 
such that whereas the said A. B. was this day charged before (us), 
the justices within mentioned for that (dr., as in the warrant); if. 
therefore, the said A. B. appears at the next superior court of cri
minal jurisdiction (or court of General or Quarter Sessions of the 
Peace) to be hoi den in and for the county of , and there
surrenders himself into the custody of the keeper of the common 
gaol (or lock-up house) there, and pleads to such indictment as 
may he found against him by the grand jury, for and in respect to 
the charge aforesaid, and takes his trial upon the same, and does 
not depart the said court without leave, then the said recognizance 
to be void, otherwise to stand in full force and virtue. (As 
amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1900).

N. R. — The words " Hia Majesty ” and “ Lord the King " should he sub
stituted for “ Her Majesty " and “ Lady the Queen," in the foregoing forms.

CO. — Section 002.)

WARRANT OF DELIVERANCE ON BAIL BEING GIVEN FOR A 
PRISONER ALREADY COMMITTED.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To the keeper of the common gaol of the county of 
at , in the said county.

Whereas A. B. late of , (labourer), has before (us)
(two) justices of the peace in and for the said county of ,
entered into his own recognizance, and found sufficient sureties
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for his appearance at the next superior court of criminal juris
diction (or court of General or Quarter Sessions of the Peace), to 
be holdcn in and for the county of , to answer our Sov
ereign Lady the Queen, for that (drc., as in the commitment), for 
which he was taken and committed to your said common gaol : 
These are therefore to command you, in Her Majesty’s name, that 
if the said A. B. remains in your custody in the said common gaol 
for the said cause, and for no other, you shall forthwith suffer him 
to go at large.

Given under our hands and seals, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [seal.]

J. N., [seal.]

J. P., (Name of County).

DD. — (Section 607.)
GAOLER’S RECEIPT TO THE CONSTABLE FOR THE PRISONER.

I hereby certify that I have received from W. T., constable, of 
the county of , the body of A. B., together with a war
rant under the hand and seal of J. S., Esquire, justice of the peace 
for the said county of , and that the said A. B. was
sober, (or as the case may he), at the time he was delivered into 
my custody.

P. K.,
Keeper of the common gaol of the said county.

ADDITIONAL FORMS UNDER PART XLV.

DEPOSITION THAT A PERSON 18 A MATERIAL WITNESS. 

Canada,
Province of ,
County (or District, etc.) of

The deposition of A. B., of , taken at
, in the said (county or district) of 

, this day of , A. D., 190 ,
before me the undersigned, a justice of the peace (or, as the case 
may be), for the said (county or district) of , who, being
duly sworn, doth depose and say that
of , is likely to give material evidence on
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behalf of the prosecution (or “ accused '') touching the matter of 
the annexed (or “within*’) information (or “complaint”); and 
that he the said A. B. verily believes that the said 
will not appear voluntarily for the purpose of being examined as 
a witness without being compelled so to do.

Taken and sworn before me, at
this day A. B.

of , A. D. 190 .

ORDER TO RHINO VP AtfVSED BEFORE EXPIRATION OF REMAND.

Canada,
Province of
County (or District, etc.) of

To the keeper of the common gaol of the (county or district) or 
at , in the seul (county or district)

Whereas A. B. (hereinafter called the “ accused ") was on the 
day of committed by (me) to your custody

in the said (common gaol), charged for that (etc., as in the warrant 
remanding the prisoner), and, by the warrant in that behalf,* you 
were commanded to have him at on the
day of now (next) at o’clock in the fore
noon, before such justice or justices of the peace for the said 
(county) as might then be there, to answer further to the said 
charge, and to be further dealt with, according to law ; ( or, 
shortly, from the asterisk,* “ he was remanded to the day
of next ”), unless you should be otherwise ordered
in the meantime

And whereas it appears to me, the undersigned, one of llis Ma
jesty’s justices of the }>eacc in and for the said (county) of

, (or, “ one of the said justices ”) to be expedient that the 
said accused should be further examined before the expiration of 
the said remand ;

These are therefore to order you in His Majesty's name to bring 
and have the said accused at , at
o'clock in the (fore) noon of the same day before (me) or before 
Mich other justice or justices of the peace for the said county (or 
district) as shall then be there, to answer further to the said 
charge, and to be further dealt with according to law, unless you 
shall be otherwise ordered in the meantime.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the county (or district)
aforesaid.

J. S.,
J. P., (name of county or district).
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MEMORANDUM TO HE WRITTEN ON DOCUMENTS PRODUCED IN 
K\ IDKNI i

This is the plan (or “ letter ", or, as the rase may be) produced 
to me, the undersigned, one of His Majesty’s justices of the peace 
lor the (county or district) of , on the examination
of A. 13., charged with arson (forgery, etc.), and referred to in the 
deposition of (’. 1). touching the said charge taken before me this 

day of , 190

J. 8.,

INFORMATION AND COMPLAINT OF SURETIES FOR A PERSON 
( HARO ED WITH AN INDICTABLE OFFENCE. SO AS TO 

HAVE HIM COMMITTED IN DISCHARGE 
OF THEIR 11BCOONIZ XNCE8.

Proceed as in form C., at p. <>88, anle, to the words, “ who 
saith,” ( altering it to the plural when llie complaint is by tiro or 
more sureties, awl then continue thus:) that the said C. 1). and E. 
F. (names of sureties complaining) were on the day of 
now last past, severally and respectively duly bound by recogniz
ance before J. S., Esquire, one of His Majesty's justices of tin- 
peace for the said (county or district) of , in tin-
sum of each, upon condition that one A. B., of

, should appear at the next term of the Court 
of King's Bench (Crown side) for the district of 
(or Court of Oyer and Terminer and General Gaol Delivery, or 
Court of General or Quarter Sessions of the Peace) to be hoi den 
in and for the (county or district) of , and there
surrender himself into the custody of the keeper of the (common 
gaol) there, and plead to such indictment as might 1k? found 
against him by the Grand Jury for or in respect of the charge of 
(stating the charge shortly), and take his trial upon the same and 
not depart the said court without leave; and that these complai
nants have reason to suspect and believe, and do verily suspect and 
believe, that the said A. B. is about to depart from this part of 
the country; and therefore they pray of me the said justice that 
I would issue my warrant of apprehension of the said A. B. in 
order that he may be surrendered to prison in discharge of them 
his said bail.

Taken and sworn before me at 
in the (county

dav
or district) of 
this

C. D.
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WARRANT TO AIM'DKHKNI) THE ACCUSED UFON THE INFORM
ATION OF HIS SURETIES.

Canada,
Province of ,
County (or District, etc.) of

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county (or district) of , and to the keeper
of the common gaol at , in the said county
(or district).

Whereas you the said C. D. and E. F. were, etc. (as in the infor
mation and complaint, p. 742, ante to the end) : These are there
fore to authorize you the said C. 1). and E. F., and also to com
mand you the said (constable or other peace officer), in His Majesty's 
name forthwith to apprehend the said A. B., and to bring him 
before me or some justice or justices of the peace in and for the 
said (county or district) to the intent that he may be committed 
to the (common gaol) in and for the said (county or district) until 
the next Court of Oyer and Terminer and General Gaol Delivery 
(or Court of General or Quarter Sessions of the Peace), to be 
holden in and for the said (county or district) of ,
(or etc., as the case may be), unless he find new and sufficient sure
ties to become bound for him in such recognizance as aforesaid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year of our Lord , at , in the
(county or district) aforesaid.

COMMITMENT OF THE ACCUSED ON HIS APPREHENSION AT THE 
INSTANCE OF HIS BAIL.

Canada,
Province of
County (or District, etc.) of

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of , and to the keeper of the common
gaol at , in the said county (or district).

Whereas on the day of , instant, com
plaint was made to me, the undersigned - (or J. S.),
one of His Majesty’s justices of the peace in and for the said 
(county or district) of , by C. D. and E. F. of

that (as in the information and complaint, p. 
742, ante, to the end) I (or the said justice) thereupon issued my 
warrant authorizing the said C. D. and E. F.. and also command
ing the said constables of and all other peace
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officers in the said (county or district) of , in
His Majesty’s name forthwith to apprehend the said A. B., and to 
bring him (follow to end of warrant, supra)-, and whereas the said 
A. B. hath been apprehended under and by virtue of the said war
rant, and being now brought before me the said justice (or, me 
the undersigned, one, etc.) and surrendered by the said C. I). and 
E. F., his said sureties, in discharge of their said recognizances, I 
have required the said A. B. to find new and sufficient sureties to 
become bound for him in such recognizances as aforesaid, but the 
said A. B. hath now refused so to do: These are therefore to com
mand you the said constables (or other peace officers) in His Ma
jesty’s name forthwith to take and safely to convey the said A. B. 
to the said (common gaol) at , in the said (cownty
or district), and there deliver him to the keeper thereof, together 
with this precept ; and 1 hereby command you the said keeper to 
receive the said A. B. into your custody in the said (common gaol), 
and him there safely to keep until the next Court of Oyer and 
Terminer and General Gaol Delivery (or Court of General or 
Quarter Sessions of the Peace), to be holden in and for the said 
(county) of , unless in the meantime the said A. B.
shall find new and sufficient sureties to become bound for him in 
such recognizance as aforesaid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
in the year of our Lord, , at , in
the (county or district) aforesaid.

J. S. [L. 8.]

IDENTIFICATION OF CRIMINALS.

By section 1 of the Criminal#' Identification Art, Canada, 1898, (01 Vie., 
c. 64), it is enacted, that any person in lawful custody, charged with, or 
under conviction of an indictable offence, may be subjected, by or 
under the direction of those in whose custody he is, to the measurements, 
processes and operations practised under the system for the identificath n 
of criminals commonly known as the Bertillon Signaletic System, or to any 
measurements, processes or operations sanctioned by the Governor in 
Council having the like object in view. Such force may be used as is neces
sary to the effectual carrying out and application of such measurements, 
processes and operations; and the signaletic cards and other results thereof 
may be published for the purpose of affording information to officers and 
others engaged in the execution or administration of the law.

By section 2 of the Act, it is provided that, no one having the custody 
of any such person, and no one acting in his aid or under his direction, and 
no one concerned in such publication, shall incur any liability, civil or crim
inal, for anything lawfully done under the provisions of section 1 of the 
Act.
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PART XLVI.

INDICTMENTS.

“ The draft Code next deals with the subject of indictments, 
the object being to reduce them to what is really necessary for the 
purposes of justice. The law, at present, is in the form of objec
tionable written rules, qualified by several wide exceptions, which 
modify some of their defects.

“ These general rules require the greatest minuteness in many 
matters, which need not be referred to here.

“ Two rules, however, may be specially mentioned ;
“1st. Indictments must not be double and cannot be in the 

alternative; each count must charge one offence and no more :
“ 2nd. All material averments must be proved as laid.
“ Although these rules have been considerably relaxed in prac

tice, the effect of them is that indictments run to a most inordin
ate length, and become at once so long and so intricate that it is 
hardly possible to understand them, and, that practically no one 
reads them but the counsel who draw and the clerks who copy 
them.

“ The method employed is to take a section of an Act of Par
liament and draw a series of counts, each charging one of the 
offences which the section creates; and as a single section often 
creates many offences hardly differing from each other, except by 
very slight shades of meaning, counts are inordinately multiplied 
in this manner. For instance, in R. v. Sillem, (1) an information, 
which might have been an indictment), charged certain persons, 
in substance, with having equipped for the Confederate States, 
then at war with the United States, a ship called the “Alexandra.” 
The information was framed upon “9 Ceo. 3 c. (19, and contained 
95 counts. The first count charged an equipping with intent that 
the ship should be employed by certain foreign states, styling 
themselves the Confederate States, with intent to cruise against 
the Republic of the United States. The second count, instead of 
the Republic of the United States, mentioned the citizens of the 
Republic of the United States. The third count omitted all men
tion of the Confederate States, and called the United States the 
Republic of, etc. The fourth count was like the third, with the 
exception of returning to the expression “ citizens ”, etc. After 
giving various names to the United States and Confederate States 
in the first eight counts, eight other counts were added substitut-

(1) R. v. Sillem, 2 H. * C., 431.
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ing “ furnish ” for “ equip ”. Eight more substituted “ fit out ” 
for “ furnish.'' In short, the indictment contained a number of 
counts obtained by combining every operative verb of the section 
on which it was founded with all the other operative words.

“ The cm dve stringency of the rules on the subject of indict
ments has been greatly, though somewhat capriciously, relaxed by 
a variety of statutes, of which 14 and 15 Viet., c. 100 is perhaps 
the most extensive. By their provisions the necessity for excessive 
particularity is done away with, in some cases, but is left un
touched in others. Thus, for instance, it is sufficient in an indict
ment for murder to charge that A wilfully, feloniously, and of his 
his malice aforethought did kill and murder B., instead of setting 
out, as was formerly necessary, the precise manner in which the 
murder was committed. If the charge is not murder but obtaining 
goods by false pretences, the particular false pretence used must 
be stated, and must be proved as laid, and a proper averment 
that it was false to the knowledge of the accused must be intro
duced. It is quite impossible to assign any reason why indictments 
for murder should be drawn on one principle, and indictments 
for false pretences on another. The explanation is that the in
convenience of the principle, which used to apply to both cases, 
happened to attract notice in the one case, and to escape notice 
in the other. We propose to deal with this matter, not by making 
any further exceptions to the rules now in force as to indictments, 
but by altering the rule itself, and substituting for it the rule 
stated in section 482, the most important part of which is in these 
words :

“ ‘ Every count of an indictment shall contain and shall be suf
ficient if it contains in substance a statement that the accused has 
committed some offence therein specified. Such statement may be 
made in popular language without any technical averment or 
any allegation of matter not essential to be proved. ’ (1)

“ We make, in other sections, a variety of provisions which we 
hope will render all future indictments perfectly simple, though 
sufficient tc define the matter to be tried, and to form the basis 
of a record oi the trial.” (Eng. Cominrs’ Rep., pp. 35, 3fi).

608. Indictments need not be on parchment. — It shall not be 
necessary for any indictment or any record or document relativi' 
to any criminal case to be written on parchment. R. S. C., c. 174, 
s. 103.

An indictment is a written accusation of crime preferred, in the name 
of His Majesty, to, and found, upon oath, by a (.rand Jury competent by 
law to find it*. When first drawn and placed before the Grand Jury, it is 
called a Bill, and is only property termed an indictment, when it has been 
found by them.

(1) A provision like this isc ontained in section fill, post.
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The office of the indictment is to inform the accused of the charge which 

he is called upon to answer: and, subject to the exceptions made by sec
tions 553. 555 and 500, ante, it must la* preferred in the county, district, 
or other Magisterial Jurisdiction in which the offence charged by it has 
been committed.

See comments under sections 553 ami 555. ante, pp. 063 068.

609. Statement of venue. — It shall not he necessary to state 
any venue in the hotly of any indictment, and the district, county 
or place named in the margin thereof, shall he the venue for ail 
the facts stated in the body of the indictment ; hut if local des
cription is required such local description shall he given in the 
hotly thereof. 11. S. ('., c. 174, s. 104.

The venue is the marginal statement, at the commencement of the In
dictment. of the County or District in which it is preferred, thus:
“ County (or District ) t 
of , to wit,” i

It will be seen that this section. 606. contains a clause, as did the Impe
rial Statute. 14 and 15 Vic., e. 100. section 23, which provides that if local 
description is required, such local description shall be given in the body 
of the indictment. The following arc mentioned by Archbold, (21st Ed., 
p. 57 ). as some of the cases in which local description has been held to be 
required to lie inserted in the body of the indictment, namely, burglary;
(2) house-breaking; (3) stealing in a dwelling-house; (4) being found 
by night armed with intent to break into a dwelling-house, etc., and to 
commit an indictable offence therein ; (5) sacrilege ; (6) riotously demol
ishing churches, houses, machinery, etc.; (7) maliciously firing a dwelling- 
house : (8) forcible entry ; (6) poaching; (10) nuisances to highways; 
(11 ) malicious injuries to sea banks, mill dams, or other local property. ( 12 )

It will be seen that by section 613 (ft), no count of an indictment is to 
lie deemed objectionable or insufficient oil the ground that it does not 
name or describe, witli precision, any person, place, or thing. And section 
$182. post, provides that the several forms in Schedule One, varied to suit 
the case, or forms to the like effect are to lie deemed good and sufllcient.

610. Heading of indictment. — It shall not be necessary to 
state in any indictment that the jurors present upon oath or affir
mation.

2. It shall he sufficient if an indictment begins in one of the 
forms EE ix schedule one hereto, or to the like effect. (13)

(2) 2 ltuss. Cr. 4 M„ (by Greaves), 4th Ed., 47; It. v. St. John, U C. 
4 I*.. 40.

(3) It. v. Mullock, ci/., 1 Moo. C. ('.. 324.
(4) It. v. Napper, 1 Moo. C. ('.. 44.
(5) It. v. Jarrahl, L. 4 C., 301: 32 L. J. (M. U.). 258.
(6) Arch. Cr. 1*1., 305.
(7) It. v. Richards. 1 M. 4 Hob.. 177.
(8) K. v. Woodward, 1 Moo. V. 323 
(») 2 Leon.. 186.
< 10) R. v. Ridley. It. 4 It., 515.
(11) It. v. Steventon, 1 C. 4 K., 55.
(12) 1 Tnyl. Kv„ 7th Ed.. 268.
(13) For Form EE, see p. 769, post.
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3. Any mistake in the heading shall upon being discovered be 
forthwith amended, and whether amended or not shall be im
material.

611. Form and contents of counts. — Every count of an in
dictment shall contain, and shall be sufficient if it contains, in 
substance a statement that the accused has committed some in
dictable offence therein specified.

2. Such statement may be made in popular language without 
any technical averments or any allegations of matter not essen
tial TO BE PROVED.

3. Such statement may be in the words of the enactment de
scribing the offence or declaring the matter charged to be an in- 
indictable offence, or in any words sufficient to give the accused 
notice of the off once with which he is charged.

4. Every count shall contain so much detail of the circum
stances of the alleged offence as is sufficient to give the accused 
reasonable information as to the act or omission to be proved 
against him, and to identify the transaction referred to: Provided 
that the absence or insufficiency of such details shall nut vitiate the

5. A count may refer to any section or subsection of any sta
tute creating the offence charged therein, and in estimating the 
sufficiency of such count the court shall have regard to such 
reference.

G. Every count shall in general apply only to a single trans-

Korni FF in Schedule One gives examples of the manner of stating of
fences in indictments. (See p. 769, post.)

With regard to the first paragraph of this section, (ill, — namely, that, 
“every count of an indictment shall contain, and shall be sufficient if it 
contains, in substance a statement that the accused has committed some 
indictable offence therein specified,” — the Honr rab'e Mr. Justice Tasche
reau, has, in his commentaries on the Criminal Code, the following re-

“The first sub-section of this section (ill cannot, probably, bear the con
struction that the wording of it taken literally would, at first, sugge-t 
The whole Ait taken together does not seem to allow of such a construc
tion. Section 614, for instance, as to treason, is directly against it. An in
dictment for obtaining by false pretences is, perhaps, the only one that 
can be laid, without an averment of the intent, where the intent is ncces 
sary to constitute the offence, and this, because the form FF given in 
Schedule One, does not aver the intent; section 982, pout; see It. v. Pierce, 
10 Cox C. C\, 213. (14) Dut the same form in all other cases, where the 
intent is an ingredient of the offence as enacted bv statute, does contain 
an averment of such intent. If it were sufficient, in any indictment, to

(14) R. v. Pierce, 10 Cox C. C., 213.
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simply aver in all vases that the defendant has committed an indictable 
offence therein specified, the Act would not contain section 018, for in
stance, which specially decrees that in an indictment under section 301. it 
shall not be necessary to allege or to prove that the act was done with 
intent to defraud, though section 361 has no mention whatever of an in
tent to defraud, and sections 018, 01$), 020, 621, 022, 023, 024, 025, would 
be superfluous. Section 733, also provides, for the case where the indict
ment does not state an indictable offence, and section 723, sub section 2, 
likewise assumes that imlii tments are not always to be so carelessly 
drawn as section 011 would, at first sight, seem to allow.

“Sub-section 2 of this section Oil may perhaps dispense of, for instance, 
the word “ burglariously " in indictments for burglary, but leaves it neces
sary to aver all matter necessary to be proved” (15)

After citing a number of authorities on the rules recognized, before the 
Code, in the framing of indictments, Taschereau proceeds thus:—“Such 
ore the rules that have heretofore been.recognized in the framing of indict
ments. llow far this Code alters them remains to be settled by the juris
prudence. Dut it must not be lost sight of that it is technical objections 
only that the imperial Commissioners report as being put an end to by 
the Code. That every indictment must charge on offence and that every 
accused person is entitled to know what he is accused of, still remains the 
law, it must be assumed; 11. v. Clement, 26 U. ('., Q. B., 297; see case of 
R. v. Cummings, (lti) Parliament has undoubtedly the right to decree 
that such shall not be the law any longer, but when they come to that 
determination the Courts of the country will probably require that such 
determination be expressed in clear ami unequivocal terms. Section 2 of 
this section (ill, assumes negatively that all matters of fact necessary to 
be proved must be alleged in the indictment. It still remains the rule that 
an indictment which does not substantially set down all the elements of 
the offence is void; see 1 Bishop. Cr. Proc., 98.” (17)

It seems clear that, under this section, 611, taken as a whole, the indict
ment must contain a statement shewing that the person therein accused 
has committed some indictable offence. (18)

The manner of stating the crime is of no importance; but, it is absolute
ly necessary that the indictment should contain, in substance, a statement 
showing that the person therein accused has committed an indictable of
fence: and if there be any defect in or any necessary ingredient of the of
fence omitted from the indictment, the defendant may avail himself of the 
defect or omission, by demurrer or motion to quash under section 629, 
post, or by motion in "arrest of judgment, under section 733, post. Thus, in 
an indictment for assaulting an officer whilst executing process, — without 
showing that he was an officer of the Court out of which the process is
sued: (19) for contemptuous or disrespectful words to a Magistrate,— 
without showing that the Magistrate was in the execution of his duty at 
the time; (20) against a public officer for nonperformance of a duty,— 
without showing that he was such an officer as was bound by law to per-

(15) Tasch. Cr. Code, 675.
(16) R. v. Clement, 26 U. C„ Q. B., 297 ; R. v. Cummings, 15 U. C„ 

Q. B.t 16.
(17) Taseh. Cr. Code, 677.
(18) See R. v. Hall, 60 L. J„ M. C„ 124; [1891] 1 Q. B., 747; and Ex 

parte Daisy Hopkins, 61 L. J„ Q. B., 240.
(19) R. v. Osmer, 5 East, 304. See R. v. Everett, 8 B. & C., 114.
(20) R. v. Lease Andr., 216.
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form that particular duty; (21) the indictment, in all these and the like 
cases, is bad. (22)

Some of the decisions, which have been rendered since the coming into 
force of the Code, clearly indicate that the Judges are not all in accord in 
their construction of the above section, till. For instance, where a defen
dant was arraigned for having, in a certain solemn declaration, falsely, 
wilfully and corruptly declared to a certain effect therein set forth, and the 
defendant applied to quash the indictment, on the ground that it did not 
allege, in the language of section 147, ante, that the statement dec'ared to 
was one authorized or required to be made on solemn declaration, and on 
the ground that it was not alleged that the statement in question was 
declared with intent to mislead, an application was made by the Counsel 
for the Crown to amend the indictment, if necessary, by adding the words, 
“ lie the said defendant being then duly authorized by law to make state
ments on solemn dec’aration," and the trial judge, — in refusing the mo
tion to quash,— held that the forms of indictment “ F. F..” post, are in
tended to illustrate the provisions of section till, that the effect of those 
forms is not confined to the offences stated in them, and that, ns an 
allegation, in the indictment in question, of intent to mis’ead would not 
have given the defendant any better notice of the offence than he had with
out it. it was not necessary. (22a) On the other hand, where a defendant, 
was indicted for unlawfully writing and publishing a cerain false and de
famatory libel of and concerning the prosecutor to the latter’s great pre
judice and injury, it was held that,—as the indictment merely charged the 
publication of a* defamatory libel, without stating, in the words of section 
285, ante, that the same was likely to injure the reputation of the libelled 
person by exposing him to hatred contempt or ridicule, or that it was 
designed to insult him, — it was bad. by reason of th omission of an 
essential ingredient of the offence, and that it could n-d be amended but 
must be set aside and quashed, as the defect was a matter of substance. 
(226)

An indictment has been held to be sufficient in form when it contained all 
the allegations essential to constitute the offence, and charged in substance 
the offence created by the statute; and that it is immaterial in what part 
of the same the averment is contained, or that words of equivalent import 
are used instead of the language of the statute. (23)

In that case, it was held that, an indictment charging Bank officials 
with having made a monthly report, etc., “a wilful, false and deceptive 
statement,” of and concerning the affairs of the Bank, and with intent to 
deceive, sufficiently charged the offence, under section 09 of the Itank A't. 
of having made “ a wilfully false and deceptive statement in any return 
or report” with such intent. (24)

An indictment for neglecting to provide sufficient sustenance for a child 
of tender years was held to be sufficient, when it averred that it was the 
duty of the accused to provide and that he unlawfully neglected to provide, 
and that the omission to state that the accused had the ability to provide 
did not vitiate the indictment, but that the ability to provide was implied, 
and, therefore, sufficiently averred by the averment of neglect. (25)

(21) 5 T. R., «23.
(22) See R. v. Cheere. 7 D. & R„ 4til ; 8 A & E., 481.
(22a) R. v. Skelton, 18 C. L. T.. 205.
(226) R. v. Cameron, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 173. And see R. v. Somers, 1 Can. 

Cr. Cas., 46.
(23) R. v. Weir, (No. 1), 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 102.
(24) lb.
(26) R. v. Ryland, L. R., 1 C. C. R., 99; 37 L. J. (M. C.), 10.
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Wlicn there is an exception contained in the same clause of the enact
ment which creates the offence, the indictment must shew negatively that 
the defendant does not come within the exception. (20) And the rule is 
the same although the enactment may be such as t<> cast upon the defen
dant the burden of proving that lie comes within the exception. (27) It 
seems, however, that if the exception or proviso be in a subsequent clause 
or statute, (28) or although in the same section, yet if it be not incor
porated with the enacting clause by any words of reference, (21)) it is in 
that case matter of defence for the defendant, and not to be negatived in 
the indictment.

Where the enactment makes the doing of an act without lawful author
ity or excuse " criminal, it is sufficient if the indictment negatives "law
ful excuse" without also negativing “lawful authority,'’ inasmuch as there 
can be no “ lawful authority " which would not also be a “ lawful excuse,'' 
and. therefore, to negative " lawful excuse ” is also to negative “ lawful 
authority.*’ (30)

An indictment which is multifalions in that it combines a charge of fail
ure to provide necessaries for a child under hi, (se tiens 210. 215). with a 
charge of attempt to murder the child, (section 232), and to which indict
ment the prisoners pleaded, is sufficient upon which to base a conviction 
for the latter offence without a formal amendment of the indictment, where 
the presiding Judge has withdrawn from the jury that portion of the 
charge based upon sections 210 and 215. (31)

Where a motion was made to quash an indictment “ for breaking and 
entering with intent to steal and for stealing certain goods described,'’ — 
because, charging statutory offences, it did not conclude with the words, 
“ against the form of the statute in such case made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of our Sovereign, Lady the Queen, Her Crown 
and Dignity," — it was held that this was not necessary, and that the in
dictment,— which sufficiently described what are indictable offences, under 
sections 413 and 414, ante, — was good. (32)

612. Offences may be charged in the alternative. — A count 
shall not be deemed objectionable on the ground that it charges 
in the alternative several different matters, acts or omissions 
which are slated in the alternative in the enactment describing any 
indictable offence or declaring the matters, acts or omissions 
charged to be an indictable offence, or on the ground that it is 
double or multifarious : Provided that the accused may at any 
stage of the trial apply to the court to amend or divide any such 
count on the ground that it is so framed as to embarrass him in 
his defence

2. The court, if satisfied that the ends of justice require it, may

(2(1) Spieres v. Parker, 1 T. It., 141 ; It. v. Earnshaw, 15 East, 45(1 : It. 
v. Jarvis, 1 East, (143; It. v. Prat ten. (1 T. It., 559. See It. v. Itaxter, 5 T. 
It.. 83; It. v. Master*. 1 B. & Aid.. 862; It. v. Pearce, It. & R., 174; It. v. 
Robinson, It. & It., 321.

(27) It. v. Harvey, L. R„ 1 C. €. It., 284; 40 L. J. (M. C.). 03.
(28) R. v. Hall, I T. It., 320.
(29) Steel v. Smith, 1 11. & Aid., 94.
(30) It. v. Harvey, supra.
(31) R. v. Lapierre, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 413.
(32) It. v. Doyle, 15 C. L. T., 371; 27 N. 8. R., 294 ; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 335.
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order any count to be amended or divided into two or more counts, 
and on such order being made such count shall be so divided or 
amended, and thereupon a formal commencement may be inserted 
before each of the counts into which it is divided.

613. Certain objections not to vitiate a count. — No count shall 
be deemed objectionable or insufficient on any of the following 
grounds; that is to say :

(а) that it does not contain the name of the person injured, or 
intended, or attempted to be injured; or

(б) that it does not state who is the owner of any property 
therein mentioned; or

(r) that it charges an intent to defraud without naming or de
scribing the person whom it was intended to defraud ; or

(d) that it does not set out any document which may be the 
subject of the charge; or

(e) that it does not set out the words used where words used arc 
the subject of the charge; or

(f) that it does not specify the means by which the offence was 
committed; or

(g) that it does not name or describe with precision any person 
place or thing :

(/<) or in cases where the consent of any person, official, or 
authority is required before a prosecution can be instituted, that 
it does not state that such consent has been obtained. (Added by 
.‘><i Viet., c. 32).

Provided that the court may, if satisfied that it is necessary for 
a fair trial, order that a particular, further describing such docu
ment, words, means, person, place or thing be furnished by the 
prosecutor.

An indictment may be laid under section 431, ante, for unlawfully and 
with intent to defraiid signing a promissory note by procuration, although 
the name signed is the name of a testamentary succession or of an estate 
in liquidation, (r. y., "Estate John Doe”), but if the indictment does not 
disclose the particulars, an order will be made against the Crown to furni-li 
particulars of the names and capacities of the persons representing such 
estate at the time when the alfence is alleged to have been committed and 
and directing that the defendants be not arraigned until after the part
iculars have been delivered. (32a)

An application for particulars is addressed to the judicial discretion of 
the presiding Judge, who will exercise such discretion upon the facts, ns 
they are made to appear before him, according to established rules and

(32a) R. v. Weir, (No. 2), 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 155.
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judicial usage : i and who, in determining whether such particulars 
are required or not, may have regard to the depositions. (See section 617,

It should hi -hewn that there is reasonable necessity for more specific 
information ; and, therefore, where, in a case of embezzlement, the defen
dant had ample time to go over his books, which were to prove his embez
zlement, his application for a bill of particulars was denied. (34)

A bill of particulars was deemed proper in the case of an indictment for 
embezzlement where the prisoner did not know the spe ific acts of embez
zlement intended to be eharged against him. (35)

In a case of conspiracy, where the indictment was in general terms, and 
did not set out the overt acts of the conspiracy, the defendant was held 
entitled to a bill of particulars. But the limits of the right of a defendant 
to a bill of particulars has been laid down, in an English Nisi Prius ease, 
to be that, on the one hand, the particulars shall give him the same inform
ation which a special count would give ; and, on the other hand, that the 
specific acts, with time and place, need not be stated. (36)

In a later case, before the English Court of King's Bench, this doctrine 
was indirectly confirmed ; and, it was held, that, on a special count alleging 
overt acts, the Court will not order particulars to be furnished, in the 
absence of an affidavit by the defendant denying knowledge of the aets 
charged, and of sufficient information to enable him to meet them. The 
general principle.” said Lord Coleridge. “ applies only to this extent, to 
give such information as is sufficient to enable the defendant fairly to 
defend himself when in Court : but, on the other hand, not to fetter the 
prosecutor in the conduct of his case. (37)

It will be seen, by section 723. pout, that if at the trial there appears to 
be any variance between the evidence and the charge as contained either 
in the indictment or in any amendment or in any particulars, the Court 
may order an amendment so as to make the indictment or any count in 
it or any such particulars conformable with the proof.

614. Indictment for treason or treasonable offences. — Every 
indictment for treason or for any offence against Part IV of this 
Act must state overt acts, and no evidence shall be admitted of 
any overt act not stated unless it is otherwise relevant as tending 
to prove some overt act stated.

2. The power of amending indictments herein contained shall 
not extend to authorize the court to add to the overt acts stated 
in the indictment.

615. Indictments for libels. — No count for publishing a blas
phemous, seditious, obscene or defamatory libel, or for selling or 
exhibiting an obscene book, pamphlet, newspaper or other printed 
or written matter, shall be deemed insufficient on the ground that

(33) In re Taylor, L. R., 4 Ch., 160; Dohertv v. Alman. L. R.. 3 App., 
728.

(34) S. v. Miller, 3 N. J„ L. ,T„ 381.
(35) R. v. Hodgson, 3 ('. & P., 422; R. v. Bootvman, 5 C. & P., 300.
(36) R. v. Hamilton. 7 C. & P., 448.
(37) R. v. Stapylton. 8 Cox C. C., 69. Sec, also, P. v. McKinney, 10 

Mich., 54.
48
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it does not set out the words thereof : Provided that the court 
may order that a particular shall be furnished by the prosecutor 
stating what passages in such book, pamphlet, newspaper, printing 
or writing are relied on in support of the charge.

2. A count for libel may charge that the matter published was 
written in a sense which would make the publishing criminal, 
specifying that sense without any prefatory averment showing 
how that matter was written in that sense. And on the trial it 
shall be sufficient to prove that the matter published was criminal 
either with or without such innuendo.

See full comments on the law of Libel at pp. 307, et set]., ante.
For special comments on the sufficiency and insufficiency of indictments 

for Libel, see special comments and authorities, at p. 327, ante.
For Forms of Indictments and Pleadings in Libel cases, see pp. 605-i:07,

See section 634, post, as to the plea of justification.

616. Indictments for perjury, etc. — No count charging per
jury, the making of a false oath, or of a false statement, fabrica
ting evidence or subornation, or procuring the commission of any 
of these offences, shall be deemed insufficient on the ground that 
it does not state the nature of the authority of the tribunal before 
which the oath or statement was taken or made, or the subject of 
the inquiry, or the words used or the evidence fabricated, or on 
the ground that it does not expressly negative the truth of the 
words used : Provided that the court may, if satisfied that it i- 
necessary for a fair trial, order that the prosecutor shall furnish a 
particular of what is relied on in support of the charge.

2. No count which charges any false pretense, or any fraud, or 
any attempt or conspiracy by fraudulent means, shall be deemed 
insufficient because it does not set out in detail in what the false 
pretenses or the fraud or fraudulent means consisted : Provided 
that the court may, if satisfied as aforesaid, order that the prose
cutor shall furnish a particular of the above matters or any of 
them.

3. No provision hereinbefore contained in this part as to mat
ters which arc not to render any count objectionable or insuffi
cient shall be construed as restricting or limiting in any way the 
general provisions of section six hundred and eleven. R. S.
c. 174, s. 107.

For Forms of Indictment for Perjury, see pp. 589 and 590, ante.

617. Copy particulars to be supplied to the accused. — When 
any such particular as aforesaid is delivered a copy shall he given 
without charge to the accused or his solicitor, and it shall he en-
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terni in the record and the trial shall proceed in all respects as if 
the indictment had been amended in conformity with such parti
cular.

2. in determining whether a particular is required or not, and 
whether a defect in the indictment is material to the substantial 
justice of the case or not, the court may have regard to the depo
sitions.

See, as to applications for particulars, comments, under section 613, ante.

618. Indictment for pretending to send money, etc., by post.—
It shall not be necessary to allege, in any indictment against any 
person for wrongfully and wilfully pretending or alleging that ln- 
inclosed and sent, or caused to be inclosed and sent, in any post 
letter, any money, valuable security or chattel, or to prove on tin- 
trial, that the act was done with intent to defraud. K.S.C., c. 174. 
s. 113.

619. Sufficiency of indictments. — An indictment shall be 
deemed sufficient in the cases following:

(а) If it be necessary to name the joint owners of any real or 
personal property, whether the same be partners, joint tenants, 
parceners, tenants in common, joint stock companies or trustees, 
and it is alleged that the property belongs to one who is named, 
and another or others as the case may be;

(б) If it is necessary for any purpose to mention such persons 
and one only is named ;

(c) If the property in a turnpike road is laid in the trustees or 
commissioners thereof without specifying the names of such trus
tees or commissioners;

(d) If the offence is committed in respect to any property in tIn
occupation or under the management of any public officer or com
missioner, and the property is alleged to belong to such officer or 
commissioner without naming him ;

(e) If, for an offence under section three hundred and thirty- 
four, the oyster bed, laying or fishery is described by name or 
otherwise, without stating the same to be in any particular countv 
or place. R. S. C., c. 174, ee. 118, 119, 120, 121 and 123.

Section 613, ante, provides that no count shall be insufficient for not 
naming the person injured, for not stating who is the owner of any prop
erty therein mentioned, nor for omitting to name or describe any person, 
place or thing.

See section 723, post, as to amendment of variances so as to conform to 
the proof.

620. Property of a body corporate. — All property, real and 
personal, whereof any body corporate has, by law, the manage-
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ment, control or custody, shall, for the purpose of any indictment 
or proceeding against any other person for any offence committed 
on or in respect thereof, be deemed to be the property of such 
body corporate. K. S. C., c. 174, s. 122.

621. Indictment for stealing ores or minerals. — In any indict
ment for any offence mentioned in sections three hundred and 
forty-three or three hundred and seventy-five of this Act, it shall 
be sufficient to lay the property in Her Majesty, or in any person 
or corporation, in different counts in such indictment ; and any 
variance in the latter case, between the statement in the indict
ment and the evidence adduced, may be amended at the trial ; and 
if no owner is proved the indictment may be amended by laying 
the property in Her Majesty. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 124.

622. Indictments in respect to postal cards, etc. — In any in
dictment for any offence comntitted in respect of any i>o8tal card, 
postage stamp or other stamp issued or prejmred for issue by the 
authority of the Parliament of Canada, or of the legislature of 
any province of Canada, or by, or by the authority of, any corpor
ate body for the payment of any fee, rate or duty whatsoever, the 
})roperty therein may be laid in the person in whose possession, as 
the owner thereof, it was when the offence was committed, or in 
Her Majesty if it was then unissued or in the possession of any 
officer or agent of the Government of Canada or of the province 
by authority of the legislature whereof it was issued or prepared 
for issue. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 125.

Nee section 3 (a), par. (Hi), ante, which includes, in the meaning of the 
word property, any postage stamp, etc.

623. Indictments for thefts, etc., by public employees. — In
every case of theft or fraudulent application or disposition of any 
chattel, moi or valuable security under sections three hundred 
and nineteen (c) and three hundred and twenty-one of this Act, 
the property in any such chattel, money or valuable security may. 
in any warrant by the justice of the peace before whom the offen
der is charged, end in the indictment preferred against such 
offender, be laid in Her Majesty, or in the municipality, as the 
case may be. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 126.

For Form of Indictment, see p. (109. ante.

624. Indictments for offences respecting mailable matter, etc. 
— When an offence is committed in respect of a post letter bag. 
or a post letter, or other mailable matter, chattel, money or valu
able security sent by post, the property of such post letter bag. 
post letter, or other mailable matter, chattel, money or valuable 
security may, in the indictment preferred against the offender, be
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laid in the Postmaster-General ; and it shall not be necessary to al
lege in the indictment, or to prove upon the trial, or otherwise, 
that the post letter bag, post letter or other mailable matter, chat
tel or valuable security was of any value.

2. The property of any chattel or thing used or employed in the 
service of the post office, or of moneys arising from duties of post
age, shall, except in the cases aforesaid, he laid in Her Majesty, if 
the same is the property of Her Majesty, or if the loss thereof 
would be borne by Her Majesty, and not by any person in his 
private capacity.

3. In any indictment against any person employed in the post 
office of Canada for any offence against this Act, or against any 
person for an offence committed in respect of any person so em
ployed it shall be sufficient to allege that such offender or such 
other person was employed in the post office of Canada at the time 
of the commission of such offence, without stating further the 
nature or particulars of his employment. It. S. C., c. 35, s. 111.

For Form of Indictment, see p. 610, ante.
For meaning of “ Post-letter bag," etc., see section 4, ante, p. 8.

625. Indictment for theft by tenant or lodger. — An indict
ment may be preferred against any person who steals any chattel 
let to he used by him in or with any house or lodging, or who steals 
any fixture so let to be used, in the same form as if the offender 
was not a tenant or lodger, and in either case the property may be 
laid in the owner or person letting to hire. H.S.C., c. 174, s. 127.

For form of indictment, sec *p. 60!), ante.

626. Joinder of counts. — Any number of counts for any of
fences whatever may be joined in the same indictment, and shall 
be distinguished in the manner shown in the form EH in sche
dule ONE hereto, (39) or to like effect: Provided that to a count 
charging murder no count charging any offence other than mur
der shall be joined.

2. When there are more counts than one in an indictment each 
count may he treated as a sejwrute indictment.

3. If the Court thinks it conducive to the ends of justice to do 
so, it may direct that the accused shall be fried upon any one or 
more of such counts separately. Such order may be made either 
before or in the course of the trial, and if it is made in the course 
of the trial the jury shall be discharged from giving a verdict on 
the counts on which the trial is not to proceed. The counts in the 
indictment which are not then tried shall be proceeded upon in 
all respects as if they had been found in a separate indictment.

(3D) For Form EE, sen p. 76!), poxt.
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4. Provided that, unless there be special reasons, no order shall 
he made preventing the trial at the same time of any number of 
distinct charges of theft not exceeding three, alleged to have been 
committed within six months from the first to the last of such of
fences, whether against the same person or not.

5. If one sentence is passed upon any verdict of guilty on more 
counts than one, the sentence shall he good if any of such counts 
would have justified it.

It will hi* seen by this section and by section 612, ante, that it is entirely 
in the discretion of the Court, when satisfied that the ends of justice require 
it. to either order a count, (when it charges several different acts), to be 
divided into two or more counts, or to direct, when the indictment con
tains several counts, that the accused be tried on one or more counts 
separately.

By sub-section 2 of section 713, /tost, it is provided that if, on the trial of 
an indictment for murder, the evidence proves manslaughter and not mur
der. the jury may acquit the prisoner of murder, and render a verdict of 
guilty of manslaughter. And if upon the trial of an indictment for child 
murder, the jury find the accused not guilty of the murder, they may, 
under section 714, render a verdict of concealment of birth, if the evidence 
is such as to warrant it.

Sub-section 3 of the above section. 626, conforms to a number of decisions 
rendered, in England, on the subject of the joinder of several offences in 
separate counts of an indictment. (40)

Joinder of defendants. — Where an offence has been committed by more 
persons than one, all or any number of them may he jointly indicted and 
jointly tried for it ; or each of them may be indicted and tried separately.

For instance, if several persons commit a robbery, a burglary, or a mur
der, they may be indicted for it either jointly, or separately; and the same 
where two or more commit an assault, or are guilty of extortion, or the 
like. (41) And, although they may have acted separately, yet if the grie
vance or injury is the result of the acts of all jointly, all may be jointly 
indicted for the offence. (42)

Where money was obtained by false pretences spoken by one defendant 
in the presence of others, acting with him in con ert together, it was held 
that they might all lie indicted jointly. (43) So. where two persons joined 
in singing a libellous song, it was held that they might be indicted joint
ly. (44) But. if the publications of a libel by two different persons be dis
tinct,— as if two different booksellers, not being partners, sell the libel, 
at their respective shops, they must, in that case, be indicted separately; 
for each has committed a separate act of publication. And two or more 
persons cannot be indicted jointly, for perjury, or for seditious or b’asphe-

(40) See 11. v. Jones, 1 Camp., 131: R. v. Ben field. 2 Burr.. 981); It. v. 
Young, 1 Leach, fill; R. v. Hey wood, L. & C., 451; It. v. Ferguson. Dears., 
427 : R. v. Strange, 8 C. & P.. 172 : R. v. Ward. 10 Cox C. ( .. 42: R. v. 
Orton, 14 Cox C. ('.. 540; R. v. Bradlaugh, 15 Cox C. C., 217: It. v. Abra
hams. 24 I*. C. J.. 325.

(41) 2 Hale. 173; It. v. Atkinson. 1 Salk. 382
(42) It. v. Trafford. 1 B. & Ad., 874.
(43) Young v. It., 3 T. R., 08
(44) R. v. Benfield. 2 Burr., 985.
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mous words, or the like; because such offences are in their nature sev
eral. (43)

Even, where several commit a joint act, which net. however, is not of 
itself illegal, but becomes illegal merely by reason of some circumstances 
applicable to each individual, severally, and not jointly, they must lie in
dicted separately. (40) Thus, several persons, who are partners, cannot be 
indicted jointly for the ofl'ence of exercising their trade without having 
served an apprenticeship. (47)

Joint and separate trials. — W hen several persons are indicted jointly, 
the prosecution have the option to try them either together, or separate
ly. (48) The prisoners, when several of them are indicted jointly, cannot 
as a matter of right, demand to lie tried separately ; but when the trial of 
the defendants jointly would work any injustice to any of them, the pres
iding judge may, in his discretion, grant them separate trials, upon good 
cause being shewn for a severance. (49)

Where two persons are indicted jointly, a separate trial will not be 
allowed on the ground that the depositions disclose statements made by 
one of the prisoners implicating the other, and on the ground that there 
is no legal evidence against such other prisoner. (50)

An indictment in which several prisoners are charged, may contain 
counts charging offences against individual prisoners as well as counts 
charging all the prisoners jointly; but, if it is likely that injustice may be 
caused by trying all the prisoners together, the Court may order them to 
be tried separately. (50a)

627. Accessories after the fact, and receivers. —Every one 
charged with being an accessory after the fact to any offence, or 
with receiving any property knowing it to have been stolen, may 
be indicted, whether the principal offender or other party to the 
offence or person by whom such property was so obtained has or 
has not been indicted or convicted, or is or is not amenable to jus
tice and such accessory may be indicted either alone as for a subs
tantive offence or jointly with such principal or other offender or 
person.

2. When any property has been stolen any number of receivers 
at different times of such property, or of any part or parts there
of, may be charged with substantive offences in the same indict
ment, and may be tried together, whether the person by whom the 
property was so obtained is or is not indicted with them, or is or 
is not in custody or amenable to justice. R.S.C., c. 174, ss. 133, 
13l> and 138.

See sections 715, 710 and 717, as to trial of receivers. And see, also, com
ments at pp. 370 and 371. ante.

(45) R. v. Philips, 2 Str., 921.
(40) 2 Hawk., e. 25. s. 89.
(47) R. v. Weston. 1 Str.. 023. See R. v. Tucker, 4 Burr., 2010.
(48) 2 Hawk. P. C.. c. 41. s. 8.
(4SI l Blah. Cr. I’m., e. 10M ; EL v. UttiechUd, u Q. B., MS j 

R. v. Payne, 12 Cox C. C., 118 ; O'Connell v. R., 11 Cl. & F., 155 : R. v. 
Bradlaugh, Is Cox C. C., 217; R. v. Weir, (No. 4), 3 Can. Cr. Cas, 351. 

(50) R. v. Blackburn. 0 Cox C. C\, 333.
(50a) R. v. Cox, 18 Cox C. C.. 072.
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628. Indictment charging previous conviction. — In any in
dictment for any indictable offence, committed after a previous 
conviction or convictions for any indictable offence or offences or 
for any offence or offences (and for which a greater punishment 
may be inflicted on that account), it shall be sufficient, after char
ging the subsequent offence to state that the offender was at a cer
tain time and place, or at certain times and places, convicted of an 
indictable offence, or of an offence or offences, as the case may be, 
and to state the substance and effect only, omitting the formal 
part of the indictment and conviction, or of the summary con
viction, as the case may be, for the previous offence, without 
otherwise describing the previous offence or offences. U. S. ('., c. 
174, s. 13!).

A second offence must, in order, to be punishable ns such, be one which 
has been committed after u conviction for a previous offence. In providing 
a heavier punishment for again committing an offence after la-ing already 
convicted, the law proceeds upon the principle that the offender in repeat
ing the offence is treating his previous conviction with contempt; but. if 
the repetition of the offence takes place without his having been convicted 
he cannot be said to treat with contempt a conviction which has had no 
existence; so that each repetition of an offence before any actual convic
tion is dealt with as a first offence. (51)

See section 676, punt, as to procedure. And see section 694, post, as to 
proof of previous conviction.

For Forms of Indictment in such cases, see pp. 611, 612, ante.

629. Objections to an indictment. — Every objection to any in
dictment for any defect apparent on the face thereof shall be 
taken by demurrer, or motion to quash the indictment, before the 
defendant has pleaded and not afterwards, except by leave oî tlie 
court or judge before whom the trial takes place, and every Court 
before which any such objection is taken may, if it is thought 
necessary, cause the indictment to be forthwith amended 
in such particular, by some officer of the court or other person, 
and thereupon the trial shall proceed as if no such defect had 
appeared; and no motion in arrest of judgment shall be allowed 
for any defect in the indictment which might have been taken 
advantage of by demurrer, or amended under the authority of 
this Act.

In the Imperial Act (14 and 15 Viet., c. 100, seetion 25), from which 
this provision is derived, the word “ defect ” is <pialified by the adjective 
"formal;" and although the word is not so qualified in the above section, 
there can be no doubt that it has reference only to formal defects, and 
imperfect averments, and not to matters of substance, or to entire omis- 
nions of essential allegations. It does not mean, that, — upon the def-n- 
dant demurring or moving to quash, — amendments may be made so as to

(51) See Lambe v. Hall, and Hall, Petitioner, and other cases, oil. at p. 
536, ante.
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cure defects or supply omissions in nn indictment which does not charge 
any indietable offence, (52) or which charges an act that is no offence at 
all; (53) as. for instance, an indictment for attending a prize light. (54) 
which, though an offence, is not indictable, or an indictment meant for a 
charge of rape, but alleging only the carnal knowledge, and omitting to 
state that it was without the woman's consent, or an indictment. — for 
seduction of an unmarried woman under twenty one. under promise of 
marriage, — omitting to state that the defendant was above the age of 
twenty one. (55)

If the defendant wishes to attack the indictment for defects apparent on 
its face, and amendable under the above section, lie must do so by demur
rer or petition tcv quash, before pleading to the merits. He cannot do so 
afterwards, except by leave of the Court. Not only is he precluded by the 
above section from doing so; but, under section 734, post, all formal defects 
are cured by the verdict.

. -n the defects are matters of substance, the defendant may either 
attack them at once by demurrer or petition to quash, or he may wait till 
after verdict and attack them by motion in arrest of judgment unuer sec
tion 733, post, clause 2 of which provides that the accused may, at any 
time before sentence, move in arrest of judgment, on the ground that the 
indictment does not state any indictable offence.

When an indictment is attacked for formal defects, by demurrer, or mo
tion to quash, it may, under the above section t!2!l, he amended ; but, when 
so attacked for defects in matters of substance, the granting of the motion 
to (piash or the maintaining of the demurrer lias the effect of setting the 
indictment aside; (50) in which case, however, the prosecution may prefer 
a new indictment.

When there are defects in matters of substance, the defendant, instead 
of demurring or moving to quash, may plead to the merits, and then after 
standing the chance of an acquittal, he may still, in case of a conviction, 
move in arrest of judgment, unless the defects, — though in matters of sub
stance,— arc such as are cured by the verdict, either under the provisions 
of section 734, post, (57) or under the general rule of pleading by which, 
when an essential averment is not wholly omitted but imperfectly stated, 
it will, — though so defective as to be bad on demurrer, — be cured by a 
verdict found upon an issue involving that averment, if the verdict is such 
as could only be found upon actual proof of the averment. (58) or unless 
the defects in the indictment have been amended by order of the Court in 
the course of the trial. For, although defects in matters <yf substance can
not lie ordered to be amended, when attacked by demurrer or motion to 
quash, it will be seen by clause 2 of section 723, that, “ If there is in the in
dictment or in any count in it an omission to state or a defective state
ment of anything" requisite to constitute the offence, or an omission to 
negative any exception which ought, to have been negatived, but that the 
matter omitted is proved by the evidence, the Court before which the trial 
takes place, if of opinion that the accused has not been misled or preju-

(52) K. v. Bainton, 2 Str., 1088; R. v. Hewitt, R. & R., 158. R. v. Rig
by, 8 C. & 1».. 770.

(53) R. v. rtiilpotts, 1 C. & K., 112.
(54) Being present at a prize fight is a non indictable offence, punish

able summarily. (See section 95, ante.)
(55) See section 182, ante.
(56) R. v. Burkett, Andr., 230; R. v. Sermon, 1 Burr., 516, 543.
(57) See Nash v. R., 4 B. & S., 535: 33 L. J. (M. (’.), 94.
(58) Heymann v. R., L. R.. 8 Q. B . 105; R. v. Goldsmith, L. R., 2 C. 

C. R., 74; R. v. Stroulger, 17 Q. B. D.. 327; 55 L. .1. (M. C.). 137.
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dived in his defence by such error or omission, shall amend the indictment 
or count as may he necessary.

When defects in substance have not been amended at the trial, under 
section 723, and when they are not cured by verdict, the indictment must 
be set aside.

The rule, with regard to defects in substance being cured by verdict, 
will only apply to an averment imperfect I if stated, that is, an averment 
which is stated, but which though stated is defective. The rule will not 
apply to the total omission of an essential averment.

if there is a total omission, so that the indictment charges no offence in 
law, the verdict is no cure. (59)

On this subject, the Honorable Mr. Justice Taschereau says: “ If the in
dictment charges no offence there can be no waiver of the objection to it. 
It is void. * * •’ * Defects in matters of substance are not amendable. So, 
if a material averment is omitted, the Court cannot allow the amendment 
of the indictment by inserting it, for the very good reason that, if there 
is an omission of a material avenpent, -of an averment without which 
there is no offence known to the law charged against the defendant,— 
then, strictly speaking, there is no indictment; there is nothing to amend. 
° * * * Pannot look to what the prosecutor intended to charge
the defendant, with: it can only look to what he has charged him with. 
And this charge, fufly and clearly defined of a i rime or offence known to 
the law. the indictment, as returned by the Grand Jury, must con
tain." (00)

630. Time to plead to indictment. — No person prosecuted shall 
be entitled as of right to traverse or postpone the trial of any in
dictment preferred against him in any court, or to imparl, or to 
have time allowed him to plead or demur to any such indictment : 
Provided always, that if the court before which any person is so 
indicted, upon the * -ation of such person or otherwise, is of
opinion that he ought to he allowed a further time to plead or de
mur or to prepare for his defence, or otherwise, such court max- 
grant such further time and may adjourn the trial of such person 
to a future time of the sittings of the court or to the next or any 
subsequent session or sittings of the court, and upon such terms, 
as to bail or otherwise, as to the court seem meet, and may, in the 
case of adjournment to another session or sitting, respite the re
cognizances of the prosecutor and witnesses accordingly, in which 
case the prosecutor and witnesses shall be bound to attend to pro
secute and give evidence at such subsequent session or sittings 
without entering into any fresh recognizances for that purpose. 
R. S. C., c. 174, s 141.

The trial of nil indictment will generally l>e postponed by the Court, 
upon the application of the prosecution or of the defendant, supported by 
affidavits shewing sufficient cause for the delay, such ns the illness or un

(59) R. v. Aspinall, 2 Q. It. 1).. 68; 49 L. J. (M. C.). 149. See R. v. 
Gray, L. & C., 305; R. v. Lynch, 20 L. J., 187: R. v. Carr., 26 L. C. J.. 
01: It. v. Norton. 16 Cox C., 59; R. v. Waters. 1 Den., 366.

(60) Tasch. Cr. ('ode, 703.

4
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avoidable absence of a necessary and material witness, the existence of u 
prejudice in the jury, and the like, (hi)

The production by the prosecution of evidence additional to that adduced 
before the Magistrate, and not communicated to the prisoner before the 
trial, may be a ground for postponement of the trial. (02)

The trial may be postponed, on the defendant's application, after the 
jury have been charged with the indictment, and before any evidence has 
been given in the case. (03)

Where a defendant was indicted for having carnal knowledge of a girl 
under ten years of age. an application by the prosecution for the postpone
ment of the trial, with a view to the instruction of the girl, was ref
used. (04)

Where the application is made by the prosecutor, it is in the discretion 
of the Court either to detain the defendant in custody or admit him to 
bail, or to discharge him on his own recognizance. (03) But, after a bill 
for a serious offence has been found, the Court will not admit the prisoner 
to bail. (00)

The judges of the Central Criminal Court postponed until the next ses
sion the presentment to the Grand .Jury of a bill of indictment for a cap
ital offence, upon the ground of the illness of a witness sworn to be mute-

In one case it was held by Lush, .1.. that the presentment of a bill to the 
Grand Jury could not be postponed to the next Assizes, on the ground 
that other and like charges might, before that time, be brought against 
the prisoner. ((18)

Baggally, .1.. postponed, to the next assizes, the presentment of a bill, on 
the ground that the witnesses were resident in a workhouse where there ¥ 
was smallpox, and that the attendance at the Assizes of such witnesses 
would be dangerous to the public, inasmuch as they might carry infection ; 
and the prisoner was admitted to bail on his own recognizance to appear 
at the next Assizes. ((!!))

See sections 757-759, pout, for special provisions, as to the province ot 
Ontario with regard to time for pleading, etc.

631. Special pleas.—The following special pleas and no others 
may be pleaded according to the provisions hereinafter contained,

(til) See. K. v. Chevalier D'Eon, 2 Burr.. 1514: It. v. JollifTe, 4 T. It., 
285: It. v. Morphew. 2 M. 4 Hel.. «02; It. v. Streak. 2 C. & 1\. 413; It. v. 
Hunter. 3 C. 4 1*.. 501 ; It. v. Stevenson, 2 Leach, 54(1 : It. v. Bolam. 2 M. & 
Hob., 102: It. v. Macarthy, ('. & Mar., (125: It. v. Savage, 1 C. 4 K., 75; 
It. v. Mobhs, 2 F. 4 F.. 18; It. v. Lawrence, 4 K. 4 F.. 001 ; It. v. Langhurst, 
10 Cox C. C„ 353; It. v. Taylor. 11 Cox ('. ('., 340; It. v. Dripps, 13 Cox C. 
('., 25; eit. in Arch. Cr. PI. 4 Ev., 21st Ed.. 105.

(02) It. v. Flannagan, 15 Cox C. G\, 403.
(03) It. v. Fitzgerald. 1 C. 4 K., 201.
(04) It. v. Nicholas, 2 C. 4 K.. 240.
(05) It. v. Beard more, 7 C. 4 1\, 407 : It. v. Parish, 7 C. 4 P., 782; It. v. 

Osborne, 7 C. 4 P., 700: It. v. Bridgeman, C. 4 Mar., 271.
(00) It. v. Chapman. 8 C. 4 1\, 558; It. v. Owen, 0 C. 4 P., 83; It. v.

Guttridge. 0 C. 4 P., 228 ; It. v. Bowen, 0 C. *4 P.. 500.
(07) It. v. Palmer. 0 C. 4 P„ 052.
(08) It. v. Heeson, 14 Cox C. C., 40.
(00) It. v. Taylor, 15 Cox C. C., 8.
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that is to say, a plea of autrefois acquit, a plea of autrefois convict, 
a plea of pardon, and such pleas, in cases of defamatory libel, as 
are hereinafter mentioned.

2. All other grounds of defence may be relied on under the plea 
of not guilty.

3. The pleas of autrefois acquit, autrefois convict and pardon 
may be pleaded together, and, if pleaded, shall be disposed of be
fore the accused is called on to further; and, if every such 
plea is disposed of against the accused, he shall be allowed to 
plead not guilty.

4. in any plea of autrefois acquit or autrefois convict, it shall be 
sufficient for the accused to state that he has been lawfully ac
quitted or convicted, as the case may be, of the offence charged in 
the count or counts to which such plea is pleaded, indicating the 
time and place of such acquittal, or conviction : If. S. C., c. 174, 
s. 14ti.

5. On the trial of an issue on a plea of autrefois acquit or a ut re
fais convict to any count or counts, if it appear that the matter on 
which the accused was given in charge on the former trial is the 
same in whole or in part as that on which it is proposed to give 
him in charge, and that he might on the former trial, if all proper 
amendments had been which might then have been made,

• have been convicted of all the offences of which he may be con
victed on the count or counts to which such plea is ", the
court shall give judgment that he be discharged from such count 
or counts.

(>. If it appear that the accused might on the former trial have 
been convicted of any offence of which he might be convicted on 
the count or counts to which such plea is pleaded, but that he 
may be convicted on any such count or counts of some offence or 
offences of which he could not have been convicted on the former 
trial, the court shall direct that he shall not be convicted on anv 
such count or counts of any offence of which he might have been 
convicted on the former trial, but tlmt he shall plead over as to 
the other offence or offences charged.

Undvr this section, a pica of autrefois convict or of autrefois acquit may 
he proved by shewing either that the offence, of which the defendant was 
previously convicted or a<quitted, was the same offence as that which is 
charged against him in the indictment pdcaded to, or that he was convicted 
or acquitted as the ease may he, of some offence of which lie might be con
victed upon the indictment pleaded to. For instance, suppose A, — having 
been indicted, tried and convicted of the manslaughter of B, or of condol
ing tin birth of B, — is afterwards indicted for the murder of B. a plea of 
autrefois convict, setting up such previous conviction, would be a good 
plea, because, although it was not a conviction for murder, and, therefore, 
not the identical offence charged in the indictment pleaded to, it was a 
conviction for an offence of which she might be again convicted under the 
new indictment : for a person charged with murder may be found guilty,

8
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under section 713, post, of inanslaughter, or under section 714, of con cal
ment of birth : ami section 633, post, expressly declares that a previous 
conviction or acquittal for murder shall he a har to a second indictment 
for the same homicide, charging it as manslaughter, and vice reran.

It is said that the true test of whether such a plea is a sufficient har, in 
any particular case, is, whether the evidence necessary to support the sec
ond indictment would have been sufficient to procure a legal conviction 
nu the first. (76)

It is a well established principle of our criminal law that a series of 
charges shall not he preferred, and, whether a person accused of a minor 
offence he acquitted or convicted, he shall not he charged again on the 
same facts in a more aggravated form. (71)

The rule is equally applicable though the first indictment lie against the 
defendant jointly with others, and the second against him alone, for upon 
such second indictment he may be convicted of an offence committed by 
him separately or jointly with the others. (72)

There must have been a former conviction or acquittal upon trial; anil, 
therefore, where a Coroner’s jury returned a verdict of accidental death, a 
defendant who was afterwards indicted for the homicide was not entitled 
to plead nutrefoix acquit, on the strength of the verdict of the Coroner's
Jury. (73)

It appears also, that, as a general rule, the previous conviction or acquit
tal must have been valid, and that if there was any defect or insufficiency 
in the first indictment, or trial, so that the defendant was not tenait y liable 
to suffer judgment for the offence charged in the indictment, as it stood 
when the verdict was rendered, and was, therefore, never really placed in 
jeopardy, the previous conviction or acquittal will be no bar to a second 
indictment. (74) Hut, this rule seems, now, to be greatly modified by the 
above section, (131, which expressly declares, (see clause 6), that the 
defendant shall succeed on his plea of nutrefnl* acquit or nutrefoi* convict, 
“ if it appear that the matter on which the accused was given in charge 
on the former trial is the same, in whole nr in part, as that on which it is 
proposed to give him in charge, and that he might, on the former trial,— 
if all proper amendments had been made,— have been convi ted of all the 
offences of which he may Ire convicted on the count or counts,’’ pleaded to.

So, that, even if the former indictment were too defective and insuffi
cient in law to sustain a conviction, yet. if the defects were such as might 
have been amended, for instance, under section 723, post, although not 
actually amended, it seems that, under clause 3 of the above section, 631, 
it would be a bar to a second indictment for the same offence.

A plea of autrefois convict or autrefois acquit, has been held to be sus
tained by proof of a previous conviction or acquittal by a competent tri
bunal in a foreign country. (75) In such a case, the defendant should

(70) R. v. Clark, 1 Hrod. & B., 473. See, also, R. v. Emden, 0 East. 437: 
R. v. Sheen, 2 C. & 1\, 634; R. v. Bird, 2 Den., 64; R. v. Miles, 24 Q. B. D., 
423; 56 L. .1, (M. <’.), 56.

(71) Per Cockburn, C. J„ in R. v. Elrington, 1 B. & S., 088.
(72) R. v. Dann, 1 Mood. C. C.. 424.
(73) R. v. La belle, (Q. B., Montreal, 1862), 1 Mon. Law Dig, 433; 10 

L. N„ 187.
(74) R. v. Drury. 3 C. & K., 160; R. v. Green, Dears. & B„ 113; 20 L. J. 

(M. ('.), 17. See, also, R. v. Coogan, 1 Leach, 448; R. v. Taylor, 3 B. & ('., 
502; R. v. Champnevs, 2 M. & Rob., 241; and other cases cit. in Arch. Cr. 
PI. & Ev„ 21st Ed.. 140, 150.

(75) R. v. Hutchison, 1 Leach, 135; Bull, N. P„ 245.
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produce an exemplilication </f tlic record of his conviction or acquittal from 
the court of the State or Kingdom where he was tried. (70)

As to proof of proceedings or records of foreign courts, see section 10 of 
the Canada Evidence Act, IMS, post.

For form of plea of autrefois acquit, see p. 770, post.
According to clause 3 of the above section. 031, pleas of autrefois acquit, 

autrefois courict, and pardon, may he pleaded together, and. if pleaded, 
must be disposed of before the accused is called on to plead further; and, 
when these pleas are disposed «if against the defendant he may then plead 
not guilty.

As the jury are sworn, at once, to try the issue raised by the plea of 
autrefois acquit, or autrefois courict, it appears that, no replication is 
actually pleaded on the part of the Crown; although a replication and 
similiter must be entered upon the record, when afterwards made up. (77)

For form of replication, see p. 770, post.
Where, in an English case, the former record was at the Quarter Ses

sions, the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court granted a mandamus 
to the justices to make up the record. (78)

A verdict for the «lefendant upon a plea of autrefois acquit or courict 
cannot, it seems, be set aside, and a new trial had, although rendered with
out evidence and against the opinion of the judge. (70)

Plea of summary conviction or dismissal.—Analagous to the defences 
of autrefois acquit and autrefois convict is the defence that the defendant 
has been before convicted or discharged under the provisions relating to 
summary trials. By sections 707, 708 and 700, it is provided, in reference 
to summary trials, of certain indictable offences'that, “whenever the mag
istrate finds the offence not proved, he shall dismiss the charge and make 
out, and deliver to the person charged, a certificate under his hand stating 
the fact of such dismissal,” that, “ «‘very conviction under this Part shall 
have the same effect as a conviction upon imlictment for the same of
fence; ” and, that, “every person who obtains a certificate of dismissal, or 
is convicted under the provisions of this Part, shall be released from all 
further or other criminal proceedings for the same cause." And by sections 
805 ami 8(10, post, relating to the summary trial of assaults, it is provided, 
that, “ if the justice, upon the hearing of any case of assault or battery 
upon the merits where the complaint is preferred by or on behalf of the 
person aggrieved, under the next preceding section, deems the offence not 
to be proved, or finds the assault or battery to have been justified, or so 
trifling as not to merit any punishment, and accordingly dismisses the 
complaint, he shall forthwith make out a certificate under his hand stating 
the fact of such dismissal, and shall deliver such certificate to the person 
against whom the complaint was preferred and that if the person, against 
whom any such complaint has been preferred, by or on the behalf of the 
person aggrieved, obtains such certificate, or, having been convicted, pays 
the whole amount adjudged to be paid or suffers the imprisonment, or im
prisonment with hard labour, awarded, he shall be released from all fur
ther or other proceedings, civil or criminal, for the same cause.”

The certificate of dismissal can only be granted when there has been a

(70) Hutchison's Case, 3 Keb„ 785. And, see, Beak v. Thyrwhit, 3 Mod., 
1114; R. v. Roche, 1 Leach, 134.

(77) Arch. Cr. PI. & Ev.. ‘21st Ed.. 151.
(78) R. v. Justices of Middlesex, 5 B. & Ad., 1113; 3 L. J. (M. 0.). 32. 
(7!i) R. v. Lea, 2 Mood. C. C., 9.
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full hearing upon the merit». If the certificate is granted on a withdrawal 
of the charge, before hearing, it will he no bar to subsequent proceedings 
for the same assault. (80)

The effect of the certificate of dismissal, when granted, on an acquittal, 
or of payment of the penalty or suffering the punishment imposed on a 
conviction, as the case may be, is to release the defendant from all other 
proceedings for the same cause.

A defence under these provisions must he specially pleaded.
For form of plea, see p. 771, post.
A plea of autrefois convict based upon a summary conviction for assault 

has been held to be a bar to a subsequent indictment for stabbing, based 
on the same transaction ; (81) and, it has also been held, a bar to an in
dictment for unlawful wounding, and an assault occasioning actual bodily 
harm, based on the same circumstances. (82)

A summary conviction for assault has, however, been held not to be a 
bar to a subsequent indictment for manslaughter in a case where the per
son assaulted, afterwards died, in consequence of the assault. (83)

It appears that the production of the certificate of dismissal is of itself 
sufficient evidence of such dismissal, without proof of the signature of the 
Magistrate or justice. (84)

Plea of pardon. - With regard to the plea of pardon, it should be 
pleaded at the first opportunity the defendant has of doing so. If, for in
stance. he have obtained a pardon before being arraigned, and, instead of 
then pleading it in bar, lie plead the general issue he will be deemed t«, 
have waived the benefit of the pardon, and will not be able to avail himself 
of it in arrest of judgment. (85)

This, however, relates to the Crown's pardon only; for a pardon by stat
ute need not be pleader’. unless there be exceptions in it; (8(1) nor can the 
defendant lose the benefit of it by his laches or negligence.

If the Crown's pardon be obtained after the defendant has been tried, he 
may plead it after verdict in arrest of judgment, or, if it has been granted 
after sentence, he may plead it in bar of execution.

See section 000, post, as to pardons by the Crown.

632. Depositions and judge's notes on former trial. — On the
trial of an issue on a plea of autrefois acquit or convict the deposi
tions transmitted to the court on the former trial, together with 
the judge’s and official stenographer's notes if available, and the 
depositions transmitted to the court on the subsequent charge, 
shall bo admissible in evidence to prove or disprove the identity 
of the charges.

(80) Heed v. Nutt, 24 Q. B. 1)., 000.
(81) It. v. Stanton. 5 Cox C. C„ 324; It. v. Walker. 2 M. & Rob.. 440.
(82) It. v. Klrington, 31 L. J. (M. (’.), 14; R. v. Miles, 24 O. B. 1).. 423; 

50 L. .1. (M. <’.). 50.
(83) It. v. Morris, L. R.. 1 C. C. R.. 00; 30 L. J. (M. ('.), 84; 10 Cox C. 

C., 480. See. also. It. v. Friel. 17 Cox C. C„ 325.
(84) See the Canada Evidence Act. 1803. section 10. post.
(85) It. v. Norris. 1 Roll. Rep.. 207: 2 Keb.. 25.
(80) Post.. 43; 3 Inst , 234. 334: 2 llalc, 252.
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633. Indictment substantially charging an offence previously
tried. — When an indictment charges substantially the same of
fence as that charged in the indictment on which the accused was 
given in charge on a former trial, but adds a statement of inten
tion or circumstances of aggravation tending if proved to increase 
the punishment, the previous acquittal or conviction shall be a 
bar to such subsequent indictment.

2. A previous conviction or acquittal on an indictment for mur
der shall be a bar to a second indictment for the same homicide 
charging it ns manslaughter; and a previous conviction or acquit
tal on an indictment for manslaughter shall be a bar to a second 
indictment for the same homicide charging it as murder.

634. Plea of justification to indictment for libel. (As amended 
by 5(i Viet., c. 32). — Every one accused of publishing a defama
tory libel may plead that the defamatory matter published by him 
was true, and that it was for the public benefit that the matters 
charged should be published in the manner and at the time when 
they were published. Such plea may justify the defamatory mat
ter in the sense specified, if any, in the count, or in the sense 
which the defamatory matter bears without any such specific
ation; or separate pleas justifying the defamatory matter in each 
sense may be pleaded separately to each as if two libels had been 
charged in separate counts.

2. Every such plea must be in writing, and must set forth the 
particular fact or facts by reason of which it was for the public 
good that such matters should be so published. The prosecutor 
may reply generally denying the truth thereof.

3. The truth of the matters charged in an alleged libel shall in 
no case be inquired into without such plea of justification unless 
the accused is put upon his trial upon any indictment or informa
tion charging him with publishing the libel knowing the same to 
be false, in which case evidence of the truth may be given in order 
to negative the allegation that the accused knew the libel to be 
false.

4. The accused may, in addition to such plea, plead not guilty, 
and such pleas shall be inquired of together.

5. If, when such plea of justification is pleaded, the accused is 
convicted, the court may, in pronouncing sentence, consider whe
ther his guilt is aggravated or mitigated by the plea. II. S. C., c. 
174, ss. 148, 149, 150 and 151.

See comments and authorities on this subject at pp. 327 and 328, ante, 
and comments and authorities on matters of public interest at pp. 314-310,

For Forms of pleadings in libel cases, see sections 005 and 000, ante.



FORMS.

A plea of justification must not contain the evidence by which it is 
propositi to prove it, nor any statements merely of comment or argument; 
and a plea of justification which embodied a number of letters proposed 
to be used as evidence, and contained paragraphs of mere comment and 
argument, was held irregular and illegal, and it was ordered that the il
legal averments be struck out or that the plea itself be rejected anil the 
defendant, in the latter case, allowed to plead anew. (87)

FORMS UNDER PART XLV1.

FROM SCHEDULE ONE.

EE. — (Sections 610 and 626).

HEADING OF INDICTMENT.

In the (Name of the Court in which the indictment is found). 
The jurors for our Lady the Queen (88) present that

(Where there are more counts than one. add. at the beginning of 
each count):

“ The said jurors further present that

aiif*'.

-816,

FF. — (Section 611).
EXAMPLES OF THE MANNER OF STATING OFFENCES.

(a) A. murdered B. at , on
(b) A. stole a sack of Hour from a ship called the

at , on
(c) A. obtained by false pretenses from B., a horse, a cart and

the harness of a horse at , on
(#/) A. committed perjury with intent to procure the conviction 

of B. for an offence punishable with penal servitude, namely rob
bery, by swearing on the trial of B. for the robbery of ('. at the 
Court of Quarter Sessions for the county of Carleton, held at Ot
tawa, on the day of , 1879 :
first, that he, A. saw B. at Ottawa, on the day of

; secondly, that B. asked A. to lend B. money 
on a watch belonging to C. ; thirdly, etc.

(e) The said A committed perjury on the trial of B. at a Court 
of Quarter Sessions held at Ottawa, on for an

(87) R. v. Grenier, 1 Van. Vr. Ca8., 55.
(88) Subtitute the words “Our Lord the King."

40
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assault alleged to have been committed by the said B. on C. at 
Ottawa, on the day of by swearing
to the effect that the said B. could not have been at Ottawa, at 
the time of the alleged assault, inasmuch as the said A. had seen 
him at that time in Kingston.

if) A., with intent to maim, disfigure, disable or do grievous 
bodily harm to B. or with intent to resist the lawful apprehension 
or detainer of A. (or C.), did actual bodily harm to B. (or D).

(g) A., with intent to injure or endanger the safety of persons
on the Canadian Pacific Railway, did an act calculated to inter
fere with an engine, a tender, and certain carriages on the said 
railway on at by (describe with so
much detail as is sufficient to give the accused reasonable infor
mation as to the acts or omissions relied on against him and to iden
tify the transaction).

(h) A. published a defamatory libel on B. in a certain news
paper, called the , on the day of

A. D. , which libel was contained in an
article headed or commencing (describe with so much detail as is 
sufficient to give the accused reasonable information as to the part 
of the publication to be relied on against him), and which libel was 
written in the sense of imputing that the said B. was (as the case 
may be).

For Forms of Indictment, under Title II, see pp. 587-589, ante.
For Forms of Indictment, under Title III, see pp. 589-590, ante.
For Forms of Indictment, under Title IV, see pp. 590-594, ante.
For Forms of Indictment, under Title V, see pp. 595-007, ante.
For Forms of Indictment, under Title VI, se pp. 007-032, ante.

ADDITIONAL FORMS UNDER PART XLVI.
PLEA OF AUTREFOIS ACQUIT.

And, having heard the said indictment read here in Court, the 
said A. B. saith that our said Lord the King ought not further to 
prosecute the said indictment against him the said A. B. ; because 
he saith that, heretofore, to wit, on the day of
at the (describe the Court), he the said A. B. was law
fully acquitted of the said offence charged in the said indictment. 
Wherefore he the said A. B. prays judgment and that he may be 
discharged from the said premises in the said indictment specified.

REPLICATION.

Ami hereupon J. N. ( the Clerk of the Peace, or Clerk of Ar
raigns), who prosecutes for our said Lord the King in this Im--

woii 
diet 
and 
A. E
file
the
from

w
tecordt
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half, says that by reason of any tiling in the said plea of the said 
A. B. above pleaded in bar alleged, our said Lord the King ought 
not to be precluded front prosecuting the said indictment against 
the said A. B.; because he says that the said A. B. was not law
fully acquitted of the said offence charged in the said indictment, 
in manner and form as the said A. B. hath above in his said plea 
alleged ; And this he the said J. N. prays may lie enquired of bv 
the country.

SIMILITER.

(The following form of similiter is added in making up the record:)

And the said A. B. doth the like. Therefore, let a jury come.

PLEA OF CONVICTION BEFORE JUSTICES.

And, having heard the said indictment read in court, the said 
A. B. saith that our said Lord the King ought not further to pro
secute the said indictment against him the said A. B., in respect 
of the offence in the said indictment mentioned; because he saith 
that heretofore to wit, on the day of
at in the County (or “ District *' etc.) of ,
he the said A. B. was upon the complaint of the said C. D.. etc., 
(lieciting the information before the magistrates, in the past tense), 
convicted before the said (Names of the magistrates)
two of His Majesty’s justices of the peace in and for the said 
County (or “ District ” etc.), for that he the said A. B. did on 

at unlawfully assault and beat the
said C. D. And the said justices did then and there adjudge the 
said A. B. for his said offence to forfeit and pay the sum of

and in default of immediate payment of the said sum of 
by the aid A. B., they the said justices did ad

judge him the said A. B. to be imprisoned for the space of two 
calendar months unless the said sum of should be
sooner paid, the whole as more fully appears by the record of the 
said conviction; And the said assault and battery of the said C. 
1). of which the said A. B. was so convicted as aforesaid, and the 
wounding of the said C. D. mentioned and alleged in the said in
dictment are one and the same assault and battery, and not otlu-r 
and different. And he the «aid A. B. further saith that he the said 
A. B. hath duly paid the said sum of so adjudged by
the said justices to be paid under the said conviction. Wherefore 
the said A. B. prays judgment, and that he may be discharged 
from the said promises in the said indictment mentioned.

[If the complaint before the justices was dismissed, frame the plea 
accordingly].
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REPLICATION.

And hereupon J. N. ( the Clerk of the Pence, or Clerk of Ar
raigns) who prosecutes for our said Lord the King, in this be
half, says that, by reason of anything in the said plea of the said 
A. B., above pleaded, in bar alleged, our said Lord the King ought 
not to be precluded from prosecuting the said indictment against 
the said A. B. ; because he says that there is not any record of the 
said alleged conviction in manner and form as the said A. B. hath 
above in his said plea alleged : And this he the said «J. X. prays 
may be enquired of by the country.

[//' the plea is based upon admissat of the complaint before the jus
tices, the replication should traverse the fact of the granting of the cer
tificate of dismissal].

PART XLV1I.

CORPORATIONS.

635. Corporations may appear by attorney. — Every corpora
tion against which a bill of indictment is found at any court 
having criminal jurisdiction shall appear by attorney in the court 
in which such indictment is found, and plead or demur -thereto. 
R. S. c. 174, s. 155.

636. Certiorari, etc., not necessay. — No writ of certiorari shall 
be necessary to remove any such indictment into any Superior 
Court with the view of compelling the defendant to plead thereto ; 
nor shall it be necessary to issue any writ of distringas, or other 
process to compel the defendant to appear and plead to such in
dictment. R. S. C., c. 174, s. 156.

637. Notice to be served on corporation. — The prosecutor, 
when any such indictment is found against a corporation, or the 
clerk of the court when such indictment is founded on a present
ment of the grand jury, may cause a notice thereof to be served 
on the mayor or chief officer of such corporation, or upon the 
clerk or secretary thereof, stating the nature and purport of such 
indictment, and that, unless such corporation appears and pleads 
thereto in two days after the service of such notice, a plea of not 
guilty will be entered thereto for the defendant by the court, and 
that the trial thereof will be proceeded with in like manner as if 
the said corporation had appeared and pleaded thereto. R. S. C.. 
c. 174, s. 157.

638. Proceedings on default. — If such corporation does not 
appear in the court in which the indictment has been found, and 
plead or demur thereto within the time specified in the said
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notice, the judge presiding at such court may, on proof to him by 
affidavit of the due service of such notice, order the clerk or 
proper officer of the court to enter a plea of “ not guilty ” on be
half of such corporation and such plea shall have the same force 
and effect as if such corporation had appeared by its attorney and 
pleaded such plea. H.S.C., c. 174, s. 158.

639. Trial may proceed in the absence of a corporation defen
dant.— The court may — whether such corporation appears and 
pleads to the indictment, or whether a plea of “not guilty" is ent
ered by order of the court — proceed with the trial of the indict
ment in the absence of the defendant in the same manner as if 
the corporation had appeared at the trial and defended the same; 
and in case «if conviction, may award such judgment and take 
such other and subsequent proceedings to enforce the same as are 
applicable to convictions against corporations. 1{. S. ('., c. 124, 
s. 159.

Although a corporation may, in certain eases he held amenable to the 
eriminal law. (1) it cannot, as the law stands, he made eiiminally liable 
and |itinishahle for crimes of which the essence is a personal criminal intent 
or malice. Thus, it has been held that, an indictment will not lie against 
a Corporation for manslaughter, and that, even if a Corporation could be 
indicted for and convicted of such an offence, the conviction wou’d be 
futile, inasmuch as there is no provision of law under which a punishment 
could be imposed upon a corporation, the punishment for manslaughter 
being, under section 230, ante, imprisonment for life, and there being no 
authority for the substitution of a line. (2)

It has, however, been held that, although a corporation cannot be guilty 
of manslaughter, it may be indicted under sections 213 and 2.V2, ante, for 
having caused grievous bodily injury by omitting to maintain, in a safe 
condition, a bridge which it was its duty to maintain, and this, notwith
standing that death ensued at once to the person injured, and that, as 
section 213 provides no punishment for the offence, a corporation indicted 
under it, is liable to the common law punishment of a tine. (3)

With regard to the question of whether a Corporation can be pro-ecuted 
summarily as well as by indictment, there are two conflicting decis'ons. 
In Ontario, it was held by Rose, J., (and confirmed by a Divisional Court 
of the High Court of Justice), that the procedure under the Code as to 
summary convictions applies as well to Corporations as to natural persons, 
that the fact, that a portion of the remedy provided for the recovery of 
the penalty and costs is personal imprisonment, does not prevent the ap
plication of the summary procedure in other respects, to corporations, and 
that notice of a summons by justices under the Summary Convictions 
Clauses, pont, may la* given in a manner similar to a notice of indictment 
under the above section. 037. (4) On the other hand, it has been held by

(1) li. v. (Ireat North of Eng. Ry. Co., 1) Q. B. 315: R. v. Birmingham 
& (lloucester Ry. Co., 9 C. & P.. 409.

(2) R. v. (Ireat West Laundry Co., 20 C. L. T., 217; 13 Man. L. R.. 00.
(3) R. v. Union Colliery Co., 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 523 ; 21) C. L. T., 289 ; 21 

'll. IIS.
(4) R. v. Toronto Ry. Co.. 30 O. R . 214; 21 C. L. T., 120: 2 Can. Cr. 

( as.. 471. (Ur Chapman and the Corporation of th<‘ dtp of London, [19 
U. R., 33], commented on).
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tlu> Supreme Court of New Brunswick, that the procedure of the Criminal 
( ode, as to summary convictions, does not apply to corporations. (5) 

Where the offence charged against a Corporation is an indictable offence, 
such, for instance, as a charge of neglecting to keep in repair one of its 

public streets, thereby committing a public nuisance, — the proceedings 
should be by indictment, without any preliminary examination before a 
magistrate ; ‘ and where, in such a case, a preliminary enquiry was in
stituted, a writ of prohibition was granted restraining the preliminary 
enquiry. (0)

PART XLV1I1.

PHEFERIUXG INDICTMENT.

640. Jurisdiction of Courts.—Every Court of Criminal Juris
diction in Canada is, subject to the provisions of Port XLII, com
petent to try all offences wherever committed, if the accused is 
found or apprehended or is in custody within the jurisdiction of 
such court or if he has been committed for trial to such court or 
ordered to be tried before such court, or before any other court, 
the jurisdiction of which has by lawful authority been transferred 
to such first mentioned court under any Act for the time being in 
force: Provided that nothing in this Act authorizes any court in 
one province of Canada to try any person for any offence commit
ted entirely in another province, except in the following case :

2. Every proprietor, publisher, editor or other person charged 
with the publication in a newspaper of any defamatory libel, shall 
he dealt with, indicted, tried and punished in the province in 
which he resides, or in which such newspaper is printed.

The words " all offences wherever committal" used in this section, must 
be interpreted to mean offences committed wherever the crimina* law of 
< anuda extends. Sec comments under section 542, ante. And see. also, tom- 
ments, ot p|>. 297, 298, ante.

641. Sending bill before Grand Jury. — Any one who is bound 
over to prosecute any person, whether committed for trial or not. 
may prefer a bill of indictment for the charge on which the ac
cused has been committed, or in respect of which the prosecutor 
is so bound over, or for any charge founded upon the facts or 
evidence disclosed on the depositions taken before the justice. 
The accused may at any time before he' is given in charge to the 
jury apply to the court to quash any count in the indictment on 
the ground that it is not founded on such facts or evidence, and 
the court shall quash such count if satisfied that it is not so

(5) Ex porte Woodstock Electric Light Co.. 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 107, (//♦ 
chapman and Corporation of London. referred to.)

(ti) It. v. Corporation of the City of London, 32 0. R., 32(1; 21 (’. L. T..
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founded. And if at any time during the trial it appears to the 
court that any count is not so founded, and that injustice has 
been or is likely to be done to the accused in consequence of such 
count remaining in the indictment, the court may then quash 
such count and discharge the jury from finding any verdict upon 
it.

2. The counsel acting on behalf of the Crown at any court of 
criminal jurisdiction may prefer against any person who has been 
committed for trial at such court a bill of indictment for the 
charge on which the accused has been so committed or for any 
charge founded on Jhe facts or evidence disclosed in the deposi
tions taken before the justice. (Added by the Criminal ('ode 
Amendment Act 1900).

3. The Attorney-General or any one by his direction or any 
one with the written consent of a judge of any Court of Criminal 
Jurisdiction or of the Attorney-General, may prefer a bill of in
dictment for any offence before the Grand Jury of any court spe
cified in such consent ; and any person may prefer any bill of in
dictment before any Court of Criminal Jurisdiction by order of 
such court.

4. It shall not be necessary to state such consent or order in 
the indictment. An objection to an indictment for want of such 
consent or order must be taken by motion to quash the indict-, 
ment before the accused person is given in charge.

5. Save as aforesaid, no bill of indictment shall after the com
mencement of this Act be preferred in any province of Canada.

See the remarks, set out at pp. 059-663, ante, of the Royal Commis
sioners with regard to the changes to be made by the English Draft Code 
in the modes of proceeding against a person accused of having committed a 
criminal offence.

The above section, 041. makes it clear, that no one. but the Attorney- 
General can prefer an indictment which is not preceded by and based upon 
a preliminary examination of witnesses before a magistrate, unless such 
preliminary examination is dispensed with by an order of the Court or by 
the written consent of the Attorney-General or of a judge of any Court 
of Criminal Jurisdiction ; and it gives the defendant the right to move the 
Court to quash any indictment, or any count of an indictment not founded 
upon the facts or evidence disclosed in the depositions taken before the 
Magistrate.

The expressions “entitled to cross-examine” and “full opportunity to 
cross-examine " as used in sections 590, ante, and 687, post, imply for the 
accused the right to hear the evidence delivered in his presence, to catch 
the words as they fall from the lips of each of the witnesses and to mark 
his expression and demeanor while testifying, and. where the depositions 
before the magistrate have not been taken according to law, — for in
stance, in the accused’s absence, or in such a manner as to interfere with 
his right to hear the evidence as it is given,— the indictment may, at any 
time before the accused is given in charge to the jury, be quashed upon 
motion under the above section. 641. (1)

(1) R. v. Lepine and others, 4 Can. Cr. Cas.. 145.
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An accused person cannot be said to have been ‘‘ given in charge to 
the jury until the jury are sworn ; and his arraignment and the pleading 
of Not Guilty to the indictment do not constitute a 11 giving in charge/’(2)

A prisoner was committed for trial on a charge of stculinu 2080 bushels 
of beans ; and an indictment was afterwards laid against him for obtaining 
by false pretences two cheques, the false pretence being that “ there was 
then a large quantity of beans, to wit, 2080 bushels/’ in the prisoner's 
warehouse. What the evidence taken before the committing magistrate 
disclosed, was that the prisoner obtained the cheques on the false pre
tence that “ there were 2080 bushels of beans in his warehouse. Held, that 
there was no such variance as prevented an indictment for a charge 
" founded upon the facts or evidence disclosed," within the meaning of the 
above section, 041. (3)

Where, in the province of Quebec, a person was committed for trial for 
an offence and was admitted to bail, and two terms were allowed to pass 
after his commitment without a bill of indictment being laid against him 
before the Grand Jury, it was held that, he was entitled under chapter 95 
of the Consolidated Statutes of Lower Canada, to be discharged from cus
tody under bail and to have the recognizances vacated. (4)

A Superior Court should not make an order to prefer an indictment 
against a party accused of an offence if the two justice» before whom the 
preliminary investigation was held, signed a declaration to> the effect that 
they were unable to agree. In such a case, the prosecutor should be left 
to his recourse to an application to the Attorney-General, who can either 
prefer an indictment himself or direct one to he preferred. (5)

Where the preferring of an indictment, under section 2 of the above sec
tion, (541, takes place solely upon the ground that, a direction of the At
torney-General has been given therefor, the Attorney-General’s written 
consent or direction must be one with regard to each particular case. A 
general authority from the Attorney-General to ti King's Counsel to prefer 
indictments, and conduct the trials of criminals at the sittings or term 
of a criminal court, will not be sufficient. (0)

An accused was committed for trial on charges of perjury and conspir
acy to commit perjury ; and. to counts embodying these charges, there was 
added in the indictment another count charging him with conspiracy to 
defraud. There was, in the depositions taken at the preliminary enquiry, 
evidence to support the added charge ; but. the Court, being of opinion 
that the accused would be embarrassed by this additional count, refused 
to allow the prosecution to give evidence in support of it. (7)

A prisoner was committed for trial in one county on a charge of perjury, 
alleging the offence to have been committed in that county. The venue 
was changed to another county, where the prisoner was tried and found 
guilty upon an indictment containing two counts alleging two offences of 
perjury arising out of the same matter. The facts relating to both charges 
appeared in the depositions taken by the committing magistrate. Held, 
that there was jurisdiction to try for both offences in the county to which 
the venue had been changed. (8)

In Nova Scotia, a defendant was, by a justice of the peace committed 
for trial on a charge of assaulting wounding and uoing grievous bo<lily

(2) lb.
(3) R. v. Patterson, 15 < . L. T., 291: 2*1 Ü. R., *150; 2 Can. Cr. (as., 339.
(4) R. v. Cameron, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 109; Que. Jud. Rep., <1 Q. B., 158.
(5) Ex parle Hanning, 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 203.
(6) R. v. Townsend, 28 N. S. R., 408; 3 Can. Cr. Cas. 29.
(7) R. v. Harris, 04 .1. P„ 3(>0.
(8) R. v. Coleman, 30 O. R., 93; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 93.
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harm to one James Wilson, who was bound over in due form to prosecute. 
At the next term of the Supreme Court, the Grand Jury found an indht- 
ment against the defendant, the prosecutor Wilson not being present and 
not being examined as a witness. The Attorney-General was not present 
and no one had any special direction from the Attorney-General to prefer 
the indictment. No one had the written consent of a judge, and no order 
of the Court was given to prefer an indictment. At the trial, before Henry, 
J., the learned judge reserved, for the opinion of the Supreme Court, in 
bunco, the question whether the indictment should not be quashed and the 
conviction thereon declared to be illegal, on the ground that it was not 
preferred by any of the persons authorized by section 041. Held, by 
McDonald, ('. J„ Ritchie and Townsend, J.J., that a party bound over by 
recognizance to prosecute need not personally attend, at the sittings of 
the Court, to prefer an indictment before the Grand Jury, unless required 
to give evidence, and that an indictment found in his absence is valid, al
though no order of the Court, judges consent or special direction of the 
Attorney-General was given to prefer the same. Held, by Ritchie, J.. that 
the Crown prosecutor or counsel appointed for the sitting^ of the Court 
sufficiently represents a prosecutor so bound over to validate the prefer
ring of the indictment by such officer, and that the same is to be con 
sidered as preferred on behalf of the prosecutor. Held, by Weatherbee. J., 
Graham. K. J„ ami Henry, J., that the preferring of an indictment by an 
agent of the Attorney-General acting under a general appointment to at
tend to all criminal cases at n session of the Court, without having ob
tained the special direction of the Attorney-General or an order or consent, 
under clause 2 of section <141, is not a compliance with the provision 
requiring the indictment to be preferred by the person hound over by 
recognizance to prefer the same, and, that, if the person so bound over 
fails to appear, the indictment should be quashed. (8o)

An endorsement made and signed by the judge upon an indictment, by 
which endorsement he “directs” that the indictment be submitted to the 
Grand Jury, is a sufficient “consent” of the judge, under clause 2 of sec
tion 041, to the preferring of the indictment ; and an accused, ag.iin-t 
whom an indictment is preferred under the authority of a judge's consent, 
is not entitled to have the indictment quashed by reason of the fact that a 
preliminary enquiry in regard to the same charge was at the same time 
pending before a justice of the peace, who had not given his decision for 
or against a committal for trial. (86)

Grand Jury.— In England, it requires the assent of at least twelve Giand 
Jurors to find an indictment and put the accused on his trial: and it is 
usual, there, (as was formerly the case, here, before the change heieinafter 
mentioned), to summon twenty four Grand Jurors, and to empanel and 
swear not less than twelve and not more than twenty three. (9)

Since the coining into force of the Criminal Code of Canada, a change 
has been made by the 57-58 Vic., c. 57. which provides that seven Grand 
Jurors, — instead of twelve, — may find a true hill, in any province where 
the panel of Grand Jurors is not more than thirteen. (See section <102, 
imt, as thus amended.)

A majority of the provinces have since passed legislation reducing the 
panel of Grand Jurors to a number not exceeding thirteen. (10)

(8«) It. v. Hamilton, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 178.
(86) R. v. Weir, (No. 2), 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 155.
(0) R. v. Marsh, <1 A. & E., 242; Woolrych Cr. L., 42; Brownes Black - 

stone, <185; 1 Chit. Cr. L., 300.
(10) See R. S. Ont., (1897), c. 01, section 00, sub-sec. 3; 59 Vic. (Que.), 

c. 25, section 3 ; <12 Vie., (Nova Scotia), c. 25, section 33 ; Statutes of 
Brit. Col., (1899), c. 35, section 2.
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See comment*, under section 002, pant.
After the Grand Jury are assembled, the following oath is administered 

to the foreman : —
" You as foreman of this Grand Inquest, for Our Sovereign Lord the 

King, and the body of this county (or “ district,"* etc.) of 
shall diligently enquire, and true presentment make of all such matters 
and things as shall Ik* given you in charge. The King's counsel, your 
fellows', and your own, you shall keep secret. You shall present no one 
through envy, hatred, or malice: neither shall you leave any one unpres
ented through fear, favor, affection, or hope of reward or gain; but you 
shall present all things truly and indifferently as they come to your know
ledge, according to the liest of your understanding: So help you God!

The rest of tire Grand Jury, by three at a time, are then sworn, as fol-

“ The same oath which your foreman hath taken on his part, ymi and 
. every one of you shall well and truly observe and keep on your parts So 

help you God! ”
When the Grand Jury have been sworn, they receive a charge from the 

presiding Judge, and are instructed generally in the duties which they 
have to perform: and. where any of the cases to b.* brought before them 
involve difficult points of law, these are explained to them.

The Grand Jury then retire, to the grand jury room to receive the bills 
of indictment to be submitted to them. As each case comes up for the 
Grand Jury's consideration, the witnesses are called into the Grand Jury 
room, in the order in which their names appear endors'd on the indict
ment. and. after being sworn by the foreman .they give their evidence ; and, 
if. after the evidence has been considered, the requisite number of the 
Grand Jury think that the evidence makes out a sufficient case to put the 
accused on his trial, the foreman endorses on the indictment. “A true bill,” 
and signs his name to it: but, if otherwise, he endorses on the indictment, 
“ No bill,"" and signs his name to it.

Objections to Grand Jury. -Objections to the constitution of a Grand 
Jury cannot be taken by way of challenge. Thus, in a ease tried at Quebec, 
in October 1802, where" the defendants objected to the Grand Jury, as a 
whole, by a challenge to the array, and, to some individual members, by 
way of challenge to the polls, it was contended, on behalf of the Crown 
that there was no such right of challenge, and Bosse. ,T„ after fu'ly review
ing and ably discussing the authorities on the subject, came to the follow
ing conclusions: — 1. That, although both English and Canadian Statutes 
contain provisions for challenging the petty jury, they contain none for 
challenging the Grand Jury: 2. That, we have in Canada, no known prece
dent giving the right to < ha'lenge the Grand Jury or any of the Grand 
Jurors ; 3. That, in England, it was admitted, in 1811, notwithstanding 
the opinions of Hawkins and Hale, (11) that, for two hundred years, ob
jections to the Grand Jury were always taken by way of plea to the in
dictment. and not by way of challenge ; and. 4. That since 1811. the mat
ter had not been controverted, and that, in 1848, in the case of It. v. Duffy, 
(12) the only case reported on the subject, since 1811, objections to the 
Grand Jury were taken by way of plea.

To shew the reason of the difference of procedure in objecting to1 the 
Grand Jury, and in objecting to the Petit Jury. Bossé. J., quoted, from the 
case of R. v. Sheridan, the following remarks of Solicitor-General Bushe: —

(11) See Hawk. IV ('.. e. 23. p. HI; Hale, I*. 120 225.
(12) R. v. Duffy. 4 Cox ('. 172.
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"It is ii mistake of tlie nature of a challenge to suppose that it lies to a 

«•rami Juror. A challenge is an objection by a man about to In- tried, to 
the man who is about to try him, but the tira ml Jury are not to try any 
man; they are not brought into contact with any accused person. Their 
oath merely binds them to enquire into the offences brought liefur.* them 
and pronounce whether there be sufficient reason for pvtt'ng those olVences 
into a state for further investigation.

" Vntil they be found, no man can tell who they are: when he, against 
whom they find a bill, sees their name in the caption of the indictment, if 
lie discover a legal objection to any of them. In* max, by plea, urge that 
objection as a reason for not answering to the indictment, but the notion 
of a previous challenge would not only be against principle, but induce 
absurdities and injustice in practice." (l.'l)

The learned Judge also quoted the fol'owing remarks of Chief Justice 
Downes: - -

“The objection to such a challenge is founded upon good reason. The 
party who comes to urge it may or may n it be present may or may not 
be indicted: and. if it were open to him to make an object on by challenge, 
because informations have been sworn against him, s i must it. in all eases, 
lie open to every person against whom informations have been sworn : and 
if >o. besides the great inconvenience it must create in the administration 
of justice, many persons must be precluded from availing themselves of 
the objection afterwards; because the rule of pleading is. that to take ad
vantage of a disqualification, it must b * alleged, in the first ins!an e. and 
if afterwards urged, it must be disallowed, because the party has lost his 
opportunity — and if he were absent, it was his own fault, — he might 
have been present.

" Now. although we have no instance, from the oldest books in tne law 
to those of our own time, where a vhullaiiic to a tirand Jury has been 
taken, there are abundant instances, in which the party has availed him
self of ohje tions to the (5rami Jurors by p'ea: and tins* instances demon
strate the mode by which the party is to avail himself of such objections.

“It would be monstruous to say that an illegal tirand Jury should find 
an indictment, and that the man accused should have no mode to avoid it. 
If it were a question unsettled, and the accused had no other mode of avail
ing himself of the objection, save by challenge, there is no doubt that lie 
must have the right. Hut, if there be no instance to be found of a chal
lenge. for hundreds of years, and there I c abundant instnne s of p eas, it 
cannot be doubted that the latter is the only mode by which a party can 
avail himself of an objection.” ( 14)

The judgment of Bossé. J„ was concurred in by Blanche!, J., and the 
challenges were rejected. (15)

Section 0511, post, now provides that any objection to the constitution 
of the Grand Jury may be taken by motion to quash the indictment.

It is no ground for quashing an indictment, that some if the Grand 
Jurors are related to the officer who arrested the prisoner ; nor is a sheriff 
disqualified from summoning the jury, because he has directed the ar
rest. (10)

Where three persons were committed for trial on a charge of ci.nsplia-y

(13) B. v. Sheridan. 31 St. Tr.. 552.
( 14) R. v. Sheridan, 31 St. Tr., 572.
(15) R. v. Mercier rl al, Que. Jud. Rep., 1 Q. B., 54. 
(10) R. v. Mailloux. 3 Pugsley, N. B. R., 403.
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and the Solioitor-Uenerul, afterward», directed a bill to b:- preferred against 
a fourth person who was not committed, and all four were indicted to
gether for the same conspiracy, such a course was held to be unobjection
able. (17)

642. No trial upon any Coroner's Inquisition. Alter the com
mencement of this Act no one shall he tried upon any coroner's 
inquisition.

As no jterson can now he put upon trial, upon the verdict of a Coroner's 
jury, the only object of holding a Coroner's inquest is to obtain informa
tion ns to when, where, how an I by wlntt means the deceased came to his 
death: and if. upon any inquisition taken before a coroner, a person is 
charged with manslaughter or murder, the Coroner is. by section 508, ante, 
directed to issue his warrant to arrest and convey the peison all'ected by 
the verdict before a magistrate, for preliminary examination into the

A Coroner, who was a physician, and was, as such, in professional at
tendance upon two men at the time of their death, proceeded to hold an 
inquest upon their bodies, whereupon a writ of prohibition was applied for, 
and granted, prohibiting him from proceeding further with the inquest.(18)

643. Oath in open Court not required.— It shall not be necess
ary for any person to take an oath in open court in order to qual
ify him to give evidence before any Grand Jury. R. S. ('., e. 174. 
e. 173.

644. Oath may be administered by Foreman of Grand Jury.
The foreman of the (irand Jury or any member of the (trend 
Jury who may, for the time being, act on behalf of the foreman in 
the examination of witnesses, may administer an oath to every 
person who appears before such Grand Jury to give evidence in 
support of any hill of indictment ; and every such person may In- 
sworn and examined upon oath by such (irand Jury touching tin- 
matters in question. It. S. ('., c. 174, s. 174.

645. Names of witnesses to be endorsed on bill of indictment.
—The name of every witness examined, or intended to be examin
ed, shall be endorsed on the bill of indictment: and the foreman 
of the Grand Jury, or any member of the Grand Jury so acting 
for him, shall write his initials against the name of each witness 
sworn by him and examined touching such hill of indictment. It. 
S. C., e. 174, s. 175.

Where a defendant moved to quash an indictment on the ground that 
the foreman of the Grand Jury had not initiallel the names of the wit
nesses sworn and examined before the Grand Jury, the Judge rejected the 
motion and directed the trial to proceed, but re-erve I the question: an I, 
in Appeal, it was held that, the foreman's omission was not fatal, but that

(17) Knowlden v. R., 5 D. A S.. M2: 33 L. J. (M. (’.). 219.
(18) Haney v. Mead, .34 C. L. J., 330.
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tlie provisions of the above section, 043,— which are similar to the provi
sions of the Imperial Act, I and 2 Vic., c. 37, — are merely directory, and 
that, notwithstanding subsection 4 at section 7 of the Interpretation 
Act, (sec p. If, ante), the word ‘‘shall’’ in the above section, 040, is not 
imperative. (19)

646. Names of witnesses to be submitted to Grand Jury. — The
name of every witness intended to he examined on any hi] 1 of in
dictment shall be submitted to the Grand Jury by the officer pro
secuting on behalf of the Crown, and no others shall be examined 
by or before such Grand Jury unless upon the written order of 
the presiding judge. It. 8. C., c. 174, s. 176.

Although the Grand Jury arc not, usually, very strict as to documentary 
evidence, and will often admit copies instead of requiring the production 
of originals, and sometimes even receive parol proof of matters which, ac
cording to strict rules of evidence, should he in writing, they may, if they 
think lit, insist upon the same evidence, written and verbal, as may he 
necessary at the trial. It is, therefore, prudent in all cases, to he provided, 
at the time of the bill l>eing preferred, with the same evidence with which 
you intend, afterwards, to support the indictment, at the trial.

The deposition of a witness who is so ill ns not to be able to travel, 
which, under section G87. post, may W given in evidence before a petty 
Jury on the trial, may also be read in evidence before the Grand .Jury,
(20) But, before the deposition is read Wfore the Grand Jury, the pro- 
iding Judge should, by evidence taken in the presence of the accused, 
satisfy himself of the existence of the facts required, by section 087, to 
make such deposition admissible in evidence. (21)

It is no objection that, at the trial, witnesses, — whose names arc not 
endorsed on the indictment, — are called and examined; and, in strictness, 
it is not necessary for the prosecution to call every witness whose name is 
on the back of the indictment, although, it is usual to do so, in order that 
the defendant may have the benefit of cross-examination. (22) And. if 
the prosecution will not call them, the Judge, in his discretion, may do 
so. (23)

A witness, who gives false evidence Wfore a Grand Jury, is indictable 
for perjury: and the other witnesses examined on the same bill are good 
witnesses to prove it. (24)

Although the Grand Jury have been formally discharged, yet, if they 
have not left the precincts of the Court, nor separated, they may he re
called and charged with other bills. (25)

647. Fees for swearing witnesses. — Nothing in this Act shall 
affect any fees by law payable to any officer of any court for

(10) R. v. Buchanan. 18 ('. L. T„ 293: 12 Man. L. R., 190. See O'Con
nell v. R., 11 Cl. & F„ 155: and R. v. Totfhsend. 3 Can. Cr. Gas., 29.

(20) It. v. Clements, 2 Den.. 251: 20 L. J. (M. C.), 193.
(21) It. v. Beaver. 10 Cox C. C., 274. See, also. It. v. Bullard, 12 Cox C.

('., 353; and It. v. Gerrans, 13 C'ox C. C., 158.
(22) It. v. Simmonds, 1 <*. & P., 84; It. v. Beezley, 4 C. & P., 220: It. v.

Xim.in, it C. & I'.. 91.
(23) It. v. Whitehead. 4 C. & P.. 322, M; It. v. Holden. 8 C. & P., 010
(24) It. v. Hughes, 1 C. * K.. 519.
(25) It. v. Hollo wav, 9 C. & P., 43.
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swearing witnesses, hut such fees shall he payable as if the wit
nesses had been sworn in open court. K. S. C., c. 174, s. 177.

648. Ben.h warrant and certificate. — When any one against 
whom an indictment has been duly preferred and has been found, 
and who is then at large, does not appear to plead to such indict
ment, whether he is under recognizances to appear or not —

(a) the Court before which the accused ought to have been tried 
may issue a warrant for his apprehension which may he executed 
in any part of Canada ;

(If) the officer of the court at which the said indictment is 
found or (if the place or trial has been changed) the officer of the 
court before which the trial is to take place, shall, at any time 
after the time at which the accused ought to have appeared and 
pleaded, grant to the prosecutor, upon application made on his 
behalf and upon payment of twenty cents, a certificate of such in
dictment having been found. The certificate may be in the form 
(i(l in schedule one hereto, (26) or to the like effect. Upon pro
duction of such certificate to any justice for the county or place 
in which the indictment was found, or in which the accused is or 
resides or is suspected to be or reside, such justice shall issue his 
warrant to apprehend him, and to cause him to be brought before 
such justice, or before any other justice for the same county or 
place, to he dealt with according to law. The warrant may be in 
the form 11II in schedule one hereto, (27) or to the like effect.

2. If it. is proved upon oath before such justice that any one 
apprehended and brought before him on such warrant is the per
son charged and named in such indictment, such justice shall, 
without further inquiry or examination, either commit him to 
prison by a warrant which may be in the form II in schedule one 
hereto, (28) or to the like effect, or admit him to bail as in other 
cases provided; but if it appears that the accused has without rea
sonable excuse broken his recognizance to appear he shall not in 
any case be bailable as of right.

3. If it is proved before the justice upon oath that any such 
accused person is at the time of such application and production 
of the said certificate as aforesaid confined in any prison for any 
other offence than that charged in the said indictment, such jus
tice shall issue his warrant directed to the warden or gaoler of the 
prison in which such person is then confined as aforesaid, com
manding him to detain him in his custody until by lawful author
ity he is removed therefrom. Such warrant may be in the form 
.1,1 in schedule one hereto, (29) or to the like effect. R. S. C., c. 
174, ss. 33, 34 and 35.

(26) See p. 783, post, for Form G(i.
(27) See p. 783. pont, for Form HH.
(28) For Form II. see p. 784, pout. 
(20) For Form .1.7, see p. 785, pout.
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KOKMS VXDKR PART XIA III.
FROM SCHEDULE ONE.

GG. — (Section (148.)

CERTIFICATE OF INDICTMENT UEINC FOUND.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

I hereby certify that at a Court of ( Oyer and Terminer, or 
General Gaol Delivery, or General Sessions of the Peace) hoi den 
in and for the county of , at , in the said
(county), on , a bill of indictment was found by
the Grand Jury against A. Ii, therein described as A. B.. late of 

(labourer), for that he (dr., slating shortly tlir 
offence), and that the said A. B. has not appeared or pleaded to 
the said indictment.

Dated this day of , in the year

%. X.

(Title of officer.)

HU. — (Section (>48.)
WARRANT TO APPREHEND A PERSON INDICTED.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of

Whereas it has been duly certified by J. 1)., clerk of the (name 
the court ) or E. G., deputy clerk of the Crown or clerk of the 
peace, or as the case mag be, in and for the county of 
that (dr., stating the certificate). These are therefore to command 
you in Her Majesty’s name forthwith to apprehend the said A. lb. 
and to bring him before (me) or some other justice or justices of 
the peace in and for the said county to be dealt with according to 
law.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
, in the year , at , in the

county aforesaid.
J. 8., [seal].

J. P., (Name of county).
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11. — (Section G48.)

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT OF A VERSON INDICTED.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of , and the keeper of the common gaol,
at , in the said county of

Whereas by a warrant under the hand and seal of
, (a) justice of the peace in and for the said county 

of , dated , after reciting
that it had been certified by J. I)., (dr., as in the certificate), the 
said justice of the peace commanded all or any of the constables 
or peace officers of the said county, in Her Majesty’s name, forth
with to apprehend the said A. B., and to bring him before (him) 
the said justice of the peace or before some other justice or jus
tices in and for the said county, to be dealt with according to law ; 
and whereas the said A. B. has been apprehended under and by 
virtue of the said warrant, and being now brought before (me) it 
is hereupon duly proved to (me) upon oath that the said A. B. is 
the same person who is named and charged as aforesaid in the 
said indictment : These are therefore to command you, the said 
constables and peace officers, or any of you, in Her Majesty’s 
name, forthwith to take and convey the said A. B. to the said 
common gaol at in the said county of
and there to deliver him to the keeper thereof, together with this 
precept; and (/) hereby command you the said keeper to receive 
the said A. B., into your custody in the said gaol, and him there 
safely to keep until he shall thence Ik* delivered by due course of 
law.

Given under (my) hand and seal, this day of
, in the year , at ,

in the county aforesaid.

J. 8., [seal].

J. P., (Name of county).
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JJ. — (Section 648.)

WARRANT TO DETAIN A PERSON INDICTED WHO IS ALREADY 
IN CUSTODY FOR ANOTHER OFFENCE.

Canada, 1 
Province of , V
County of . J
To the keeper of the common gaol at in the said

county of

Whereas it has been duly eertilied by J. 1)., clerk of the (name 
the court) (or deputy clerk of the Crown or ch -k of the peace of 
and for the county of , or as the case may be) that
(ifc., stating the certificate); And whereas (/ am) informed that 
the said A. B. is in your custody in the said common gaol at

aforesaid, charged with some olTence, or other matter ; and 
it being now duly proved upon oath before (me) that the said A. 
B., so indicted as aforesaid, and the said A. B., in your custody 
are one and the same person : These are therefore to command 
you, in Her Majesty’s name, to detain the said A. B. in your cus
tody in the common gaol aforesaid, until by a writ of habeas cor
pus he shall be removed therefrom, for the purpose of being tried 
upon the said indictment, or until he shall otherwise be removed 
or discharged out of your custody by due course of law.

Given under (my) hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the
county aforesaid.

J. S., [seal].

J. P., (Name of county).

PART XUX.

REMOVAL OF PRISONERS — CHANGE OF VENUE.

649. Removal of prisoners. — The Governor in Council or the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council of any province may, if, from the 
insecurity or unfitness of any ga^l of any county or district for 
the safe custody of prisoners, or for any other cause, he deems it 
expedient so to do, order any person charged with an indictable 
offence confined in such gaol or for whose arrest a warrant has 
been issued, to be removed to any other place for safe keeping or 
to any gaol, which place or gaol shall be named in such order, 
there to be detained until discharged in due course of law, or re
moved for the purpose of trial to the gaol of the county or dis
trict in which the trial is to take place ; and a copy of such order,

60
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certified by the clerk of the Queen’s Privy Council for Canada, or 
the clerk of the Executive Council, or by any person acting as 
such clerk of the Privy Council or Executive Council shall be suf
ficient authority to the sheriffs and gaolers of the counties or dis
tricts respectively named in such order to deliver over and to re
ceive the body of any person named in such order. R.S.C., c. 
174, s. 97.

2. The Governor in Council or a Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council may, in any such order, direct the sheriff in whose cus
tody the person to be removed then is, to convey the said person 
to the place or gaol in which he is to he confined, and in case of 
removal to another county or district shall direct the sheriff or 
gaoler of such county or district to receive the said person and to 
detain him until he is discharged in due course of law, or is re
moved for the purpose of trial to any other county or district. It. 
S.V., c. 174, e. 98.

3. The Governor in Council or a Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council may make an order as hcreinlxffore provided in respect of 
any person under sentence of imprisonment or under sentence of 
death, — and, in the latter case, the sheriff to whose gaol the pri
soner is removed shall obey any direction given by the said order 
or by any subsequent order in council, for the return of such pri
soner to the custody of the sheriff by whom the sentence is to be 
executed. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 100.

650. Indictment after removal. — If' after such removal a true 
bill for any indictable offence is returned by any Grand Jury of 
the county or district from which any such person is removed, 
against any such person, the court into which such true bill is 
returned, may make an order for the removal of such person, 
from the gaol in which he is then confined, to the gaol of tin- 
county or district in which such court is sitting, for the purpose 
of his being tried in such county or district. R.S.C., c. 174, s. !>!>.

651. Change of venue. — Whenever it appears I» the satisfaction 
of the Court or Judi/e hereinafter mentioned, that it is expedient 
to the ends of*justice that the trial of any person charged with an 
indictable offence should be held in some district, county or place 
other than that in which the offence is supposed to have been 
committed, or would otherwise Ik* triable, the court before which 
such person is or is liable to be indicted may, at any term or sit
ting thereof, and any judge who might hold or sit in such court 
may, at any other time either before or after the presentation of a 
bill of indictment, order that the trial shall be proceeded with in 
some other district, county or place within the same province, 
named by the Court or Judge in such order; but such order shall 
be made upon such conditions as to the payment of any additional 
expense thereby caused to the accused, as the Court or Judge 
thinks proper to prescribe.
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2. Forthwith upon the order of removal being made by the 
Court or Judge, the indictment, if any has been found against the 
prisoner, and all inquisitions, informations, depositions, recogni
zances and other document*! relating to the prosecution against 
him, shall be transmitted by the officer having the custody there
of to the proper officer of the court at the place where the trial is 
to be had, and all proceedings in the ease shall be had, or, if pre
viously commenced, shall be continued in such district, county or 
place, as if the case had arisen or the offence had been committed 
therein.

3. The order of the Court or of the Judge, made under this 
section, shall be a sufficient warrant, justification and authority, 
to all sheriffs, gaolers and peace officers, for the removal, dispos il 
and reception of the prisoner, in conformity with the terms of 
such order; and the sheriff may appoint and empower any cons
table to convey the prisoner to the gaol in the district, county or 
place in which the trial is ordered to lx» had.

4. Every recognizance entered into for the prosecution of any 
person, and every recognizance, as well of any witness to give 
evidence, as of any person for any offence, shall, in case any such 
order, as provided by this section, is made, be obligatory on each 
of the persons bound by such recognizance as to all things there
in mentioned with reference to the said trial, at the place where 
such trial is so ordered to be had, in like manner as if such reco
gnizance had been originally entered into for the doing of such 
things at such last mentioned place: Provided that notice in writ
ing shall be given either personally or by leaving the same at the 
place of residence of the jtersons latund hv such recognizance, as 
therein described, to appear before the Court, at the place where 
such trial is ordered to Ik* had. K.S.C., c. 174, s. 108.

T>. (Added by 57-58 Viet. c. 57). Whenever, in the province of 
Queliec, it has been decided by competent authority that no term 
of the Court of Queen’s Bench, holding criminal pleas, ;s to he 
held, at the appointed time, in any district in the said province 
within which a term of the said court should be then held, any 
person charged with an indictable offence whose trial should by 
law he held in the said district, may in the manner hereinbefore 
provided obtain an order that his trial be proceeded with in some 
other district within the said province, named by the court or 
judge; and all the provision» contained in this section shall apply 
to the case of a person so applying for and obtaining a change of 
venue as aforesaid.

The principle ground upon which a change of venue has hitherto been 
granted and upon which the Court or Judge, in the exercise of the disciet- 
ionary power conferred by this section, will no doubt in future order the 
place of trial to be changed, is that there is a fair ami reasonable prob
ability of partiality and prejudice in the district, county, or place within
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which the indictment would otherwise Ik* tried. (1) For instance, the 
place <yf trial was changed in a case in which the Court of Magistrates was 
interested in the result of the trial. (2) And, where a magistrate, in the 
commission for the county, was indicted at the Quarter Sessions, and cir
culated among the other magistrates a printed account of the charges, an 
order was made changing the place of trial, (3) as, also, where the pros
ecutor or his attorney was the sheriff or under-sheriff. (4)

In some cases, writs of certiorari (5) have been granted by the English 
Courts to remove the indictment and so change the place of trial in pros
ecutions for conspiracy, even where one only of several defendants made 
the application without the consent of the others, (ti) Hut the removal, in 
each of these cases, appears to have been allowed on the application of a 
defendant, who was a responsible person, he entering into a recognizance 
to pay costs in case of the conviction of himself or of any of the other 
defendants, in accordance with the Rules of the English Crown Oftice.

As a rule, applications on the part of the defendant to change the place 
of trial upon an indictment for perjury, forgery, murder or other heinous 
offence, have been refused, where the delay tended to defeat the prosecu
tion. (7)

A change of venue should not In- made whereby the trial would be trans
ferred from the county in which the crime is alleged to have been commit
ted, except upon proof of facts, — as distinguished from sworn opinions,— 
plainly indicating that a fair and impartial trial cannot be had in that 
county. (8)

A change of venue should not be made on the application of the Crown, 
on the ground of popular sympathy with the prisoner and prejudice against 
the prosecution, where there is nothing to shew that the class of citizens 
from whom the jury would be drawn are likely to lie prejudiced otherwise 
than by those feelings which arise from the nature of the offence and 
which are common to all counties. (0)

A change of venue may lie ordered, on the application of the Crown, 
where at an abortive trial, at which the jury disagreed, a hostile demon
stration was made against the judge* by a mob assembled in the streets 
during a short adjournment of the trial; it being held that the change was 
“ expedient to the ends of justice," because the conduct of the mob tended 
to bring the administration of justice into contempt, and because of its 
possible influence on a jury at the next trial. (10)

In a case of criminal libel, in order to obtain a change of venue, it is not

(1) R. v. Lewis, 1 Ktr., 704; R. v. Fowle, 2 Ld. Raym., 1452; R. v. Wad 
ilington, 1 East, 107; R. v. Hunt, 3 B. & Aid.. 444; R. v. Palmer, 5 E. & 
a, 1024.

(2) R. v. Jones, liar. & W., 293.
(3) R. v. (irover, 8 Dowl„ 325.
(4) R. v. Webb, 2 Str., 1008; R. v. Knatchbull, 1 Salk., 150.
(5) A writ of certiorari is the usual means, in England, of removing an 

indictment, although, under the Judicature Act, it may in some cases he 
done by means of an order.

(0) R. v. Wilks, 25 L. J. (Q. B.). 47; R. v. Rowlands, 2 Den , 304: 21 
L. J. (M. ('.), 81; R. v. FouIkes, 20 L. J. (M. C.). 190; R. v. Jewell. 20 
L. J. (Q. B.). 177.

(7) 2 Hawk., c. 27, section 28; R. v. Mead, 3 I). & R., 301; R. v. Thomas. 
4 M. Si Sel., 442.

(8) R. v. Ponton, 2 Can. Cr. ( as., 192; 18 C. L. T., 365.
(9) /ft.
(10) R. v. Ponton, (No. 2), 2 Can. Cr. Caa., 417; 19 C. L. T., 176.
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sufficient to allege that the prosecutor is interested in politic* in the place 
where the libel is alleged to h .< been committed, and that in consequence, 
the defendant cannot obtain a fair trial there, and the fact that two abor
tive trials have taken p'ace is mit /in- ae a reason for changing the ve-

Wherc, after a committal for trial, an order is made changing the p'ace 
of trial to another county, an indictment may be preferred in the latter 
county not only for the offence for which the accused was committei f.,r 
trial, but for any other offence disclosed in the deposition* taken before 
the committing magistrate. (12)

An order for change of the place of trial is not open to objection on the 
ground that it make* no provision for the additional expense to which the 
accused might be put by the change, if the judge making the order was 
not asked to make provision as to such additional expense, and if it was 
not shewn to such judge that additional expense would be occasioned.( 13)

PART L.

ARRAIGNMENT.

652. Bringing prisoner up for arraignment. — If any person 
against whom any indictment is found is at the time confined for 
some other cause in the prison belonging to the jurisdiction of 
the (’ourt by which hv is to lie tried, the Court may by order in 
writing, without a writ of habeas corpus, direct the warden or 
gaoler of the prison or sheriff or other person having the custody 
of the prisoner to bring up the body of such person as often as 
may he required for the purposes of the trial, and such warden, 
gaoler, sheriff or other person shall obey such order. R.S.C., c. 
174, s. 101.

653. Right of accused to inspect depositions and hear indict
ment. — Every accused person shall he entitled at the time of his 
trial to inspect, without fee or reward, all depositions, or copies 
thereof, taken against him and returned into the Court before 
which such trial is had, and to have the indictment on which he 
is to he tried read over to him if lie so requires. R.K.C., c. 174, s. 
180.

654. Copy of indictment. — Every person indicted for any of
fence shall, before being arraigned on the indictment, he entitled 
to a copy thereof on paying the clerk five cents per folio of one 
hundred words for the same, if the Court is of opinion that the 
same can be made without delay to the trial, hut not otherwise. 
R.S.C., c. 174, s. 181.

(11) R. v. Nicol, 20 C. L. T.. 310; 4 Can. Cr. Ca*., 1.
(12) 11. v. Coleman, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 523.
(13) lb.
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655. Copy of depositions. — Every person indicted shall he en
titled to a copy of the dejjositions returned into Court on pay
ment of five cents per folio of one hundred words for the same, 
provided, if the same are not demanded before the opening of the 
assizes, term, sittings or sessions, the Court is of opinion that the 
same can be made without delay to the trial but not otherwise; 
hut the Court may, if it sees tit, postpone the trial on account of 
such copy of the depositions not having been previously had by 
the person charged. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 182.

656. Pleas in abatement abolished. — No plea in abatement 
shall be allowed after the commencement of this Act. Any ob
jection to the constitution of the Grand Jury may be taken by 
motion to the Court, and the indictment shall be quashed if the 
Court is of opinion both that such objection is well founded and 
that the accused has suffered or may suffer prejudice thereby, 
but not otherwise.

An order of the Court to a coroner to summon a Grand Jury, need not 
shew on its face nil the facts which made it necessary that a coroner, in
stead of the sheriff, should Ik* directed to summon the jury. Where a 
Grand Jury had been summoned by a sheriff who, as it transpired, was 
disqualified from acting on account of his being the brother of the pros
ecutor. the indictment found by this Grand Jury was quashed, and an 
order was given to the coroner to suininen a new Grand Jury, among whom 
wore several men who had been on the sheriff's jury. A true bill being 
again found, the prisoner was tried and convicted. Held, on a case reserved, 
that the Court had the power inherent in itself to order the summoning of 
a second Grand Jury, and that the fact of several of the jurors of the last 
panel having served* on the previous Grand Jury in the same cas • would 
not invalidate the indictment. (1)

The arraignment of prisoners against whom true bills for indictable of
fences have l>een found by the Grand Jury, consists of three parts : — 1st, 
calling the prisoner to the bar. by name ; 2nd. reading the indictment to 
him : and 3rd, asking him whether he is guilty or not of the offence 
charged.

The practice of requiring the prisoner, at the time of his arraignment, 
to hold up his right hand is a t remony which was never essentially n"ccs- 
sary, and is not now generally used, except when two or more prisoners 
are arraigned together, upon the same indictment, for the purpose of as
certaining which <d them is A It. (' 1). and so forth; and the ancient form 
of asking the prisoner how he will Ik* tried is obsolete. (2)

At his arraignment, the prisoner is to be brought to the bar. without 
shackles or other restraint, unless there be special circumstances shewing 
danger of escape. (3) In Layer's case, (4) a distinction was taken between 
the time of arraignment and the time of trial, and the prisoner in that 
case was conqielled, during his arraignment, to stand at the bar, in irons ; 
but. the raling in that case does not seem to be in accord with the general

(1) R v. McGuire, 4 Van. Cr. Vas., 12.
(2) 2 Hawk., c. 28, section 2.
(3) 2 Hawk., c. 28, section 1.
( 4) R. v. Layer, 1(1 How. St. Tr., 04.
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authority of the expositors of the common law. The Mirror says, *' It is 
an abuse that a prisoner is laden with irons or put to pain before attainted 
of felony.'' (5)

The usual form of question put to the defendant, after the reading of 
the indictment, is as follows:—"Hoir nay you 1 Are you guilty or not 
guilty ! ”

657. Plea. — Refusal to plead. — When the accused is called 
upon to plead he may plead either guilty or not guilty, or such 
special plea as is hereinbefore provided for.

v. If the accused wilfully refuses to plead, or will not answer 
directly, the Court may order the proper officer to enter a plea ol‘ 
not guilty. H.S.C., c. 174, s. 146.

Where it is a matter of doubt whether or not a prisoner is wilful in his 
refusal to plead or omission to answer directly, the proper course is for 
the Court to direct a Jury to be forthwith empanelled and sworn to try 
the question, (ti)

The form of the oath to the jury in such a case is as follows:—You 
shall well and truly try whether A ti. the prisoner at the bar who stands 
charged with an indictable offence, refuses to plead (or “ omits to give a 
direct answer ”) wilfully or by the visitation of God, and a true verdict 
give according to" the evidence: So help you God."

If a person be found to be mute ex vinitationr Dei, the Court, in its dis
cretion, will use such means as may Ik* sufficient to enable the prisoner to 
understand the charge, and make his answer : and if this be found im
practicable a plea of not guilty should be entered, and the trial proceed.(7)

Where a prisoner appeared to be deaf, dumb, and also of non-sane mind, 
Aldcrson, ti.. put three distinct issues to the Jury, directing the jury to 
be sworn severally as to each: — 1. Whether the prisoner was mute of 
malice, or by the visitation of God; 2. Whether he was able to plead; 3. 
Whether he was sane or not. And, on the last issue, they were directed to 
enquire whether the prisoner was of sufficient intellect to comprehend the 
course of the proceedings on the trial, so as to make a proper defence, to 
challenge a juror whom he might wish to object to, and to understand 
the details of the evidence. (8)

A deaf and dumb person should not be tried for a crime, where it is im
possible to communicate to him or make him understand the nature and 
incidents of a trial. (9)

On the trial of a deaf mute for felony, he was found guilty, but the Jury 
also found that he was incapable of understanding and did not understand 
the proceedings at the trial; upon which finding it was held that, the pris
oner could not be convicted, but must lie detained as a non-sane person 
during the King’s pleasure. (10)

In another case, where the prisoner was indicted at the Central Crim
inal Court, for the murder of his mother, and, on his arraignment, said he

(5) The Mirror, c. 5, section 1; 3 Inst., 34; and Staundf. V. C., 78. 
(ti) R. v. Israel, 2 Cox ('. C., 203.
(7) 1 ( hit. Cr. L.. 417.
(8) H. v. Pritchard. 7 C. à 1\, 303.
(9) K. v. Dyson, R. & It., 523.
(10) R. v. Berrv, 1 Q. B. D., 447; 45 L. J. (M. C.), 123.
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was not guilty, Platt, B.. on the motion of the prisoner’s counsel, directed 
the Jury to be sworn to enquire whether the prisoner was in a fit state of 
mind to plead to the indictment, and, it appearing, from the evidence, that 
the prisoner seemed to understand the nature of the crime for which he 
was indicted, but that he seemed unable to understand the distinction 
between a plea of “guilty” and of "not guilty,"’ the Jury, at the sugges
tion of the learned Judge, returned a verdict that the prisoner was of un
sound mind and incompetent to plead. (10a)

From the earliest times it has been the law that, when n prisoner, though 
he may have been perfectly sane when he committed the offence for which 
he was indicted, was found to be insane at the time of arraignment, he 
shall not be arraigned for it; for he is not in full possession cvf his senses, 
so as to be capable of pleading to the indictment with due caution, or 
doing what is necessary for his defence. (11)

Section 737, pont, makes provision for the trial of any person who ap
pears, at any time after the finding of an indictment against him, to be in
capable, on account of insanity, of conducting his defence.

If the defendant pleads “ not guilty,” his plea is recorded by the officer 
of the Court, — either by writing “ pit. #e.,” an abbreviation of the words, 
punit ne super patriuin, or, as at the Central Criminal Court, by the word, 
"puts,'’ and by an entry in the minute book of the Court. (12)

658. Special provisions in cases of treason. — When any one is
indicted for treason, or for being accessory after the fact to trea
son, the following documents shall be delivered to him after the 
indictment has been found, and at least ten days before his arraig- 
ment ; that is to say :

(а) a copy of the indictment;
(б) a list of the witnesses to be produced on the trial to prove 

the indictment; and
(c) a copy of the panel of the jurors who are to try him re

turned by the sheriff.
2. The list of the witnesses and the copy of the panel of 

the jurors must mention the names, occupations, and places of 
abode of the said witnesses and jurors.

3. The documents aforesaid must all be given to the accused at 
the same time and in the presence of two witnesses.

4. This section shall not apply to cases of treason by killing 
Her Majesty, or to cases where the overt act alleged is any 
attempt to injure her person in any manner whatever, or to the 
offence of being accessory after the fact to any such treason.

Substitute “ His Majesty ” for “ Her Majesty.”

(10a) R. v. Wheeler, Arch. Cr. PI. & Ev., 21st Ed., 161.
(11) 4 Bl. Com., 24.
(12) See R. v. Newman, 2 Den., 392; 21 L. J. (M. C.), 75. 76
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PART Ll.

TRIAL.
With regard to the l’art of the English Draft Code, which deals with 

trial, the English Commissioners make, in their Report, (at pp. 3(1 and 37), 
the following remarks: —

“ It does not go into minute detail through every part of it; hut 
notices those parts only on which the law apj>ears to require sta
tement or alteration.

“ Sections 518, 519 and 520 (1) state the law as to going 
through the ]>anel, introducing into Kngland some of the provi
sions of 39 and 40 Viet. c. 78 (as to Ireland), and providing that 
the number of jurors to be peremptorily challenged shall hence
forth be thirty-five in cases of treason, twenty in eases where the 
accused might upon conviction Ire sentenced to jrenal servitude 
for life, and six in all other cases. Some alteration is made ne
cessary by the abolition of the distinction between felony and 
misdemeanour; and what we suggest is something between the 
present Knglish and the present Irish system. In Kngland there 
are twenty peremptory challenges in all felonies, and none in any 
misdemeanor. In Ireland there are twenty in felony, and six in 
misdemeanor. Section 531 (2) abolishes juries of matrons, where 
pregnacy is pleaded, and substitutes a medical examination: sec
tion 525 enables the court to adjourn or postpone the trial in 
order to obtain the attendance of any witness whose testimony 
appears material. This alteration is one of considerable impor
tance.

“ Section 526 (3) permits admissions to Ik* made in a criminal 
trial. At present if the accused is proved l>efore his trial to have 
made an admission, it is evidence against him; but though he 
offers to make the same a<lmission in Court, it is thought that in 
cases of felony the judge is obliged to refuse to let him do so.

“ Section 532 (4) gives the Court a discretion as to allowing the 
jury to separate on an adjournment, except in capital cases. At 
present the practice is that they may separate in cases of misde
meanor, but not in cases of felony. Section 535 allows the court 
to direct that the jury should have a view, (5) which is already 
permitted by statute in Ireland (39 and 40 Viet. c. 78, s. 111).

(1) Sections 000 and 007, /h>*/, are identical with sections 518 and f>19 
of the English Draft Code; but section 008 differs from section 52<> of the 
English Draft as to the number of challenges.

(2) See section 731, post.
(3) See section 090, poxt.
(4) See section 073. poxt.
(5) See section 722, poxt.
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Section 536 enables the Court to take a verdict on Sunday. (6) 
This provision was suggested by the case of Winsor v. H., (7) in 
which it was stated, as one reason for discharging the jury late on 
a Saturday night, that, if they agreed to their verdict on Sunday, 
the verdict could not be taken till the Monday.

“ Section 537 preserves the power of staying proceedings, al
ways hitherto possessed by the Attorney General, and at pre
sent exercised by entering a nolle prosequi on the record. (8)

“ We have passed over section 523, which enables the accused 
to offer himself as a witness. The bill contained a clause (section 
3(18) enabling the accused to make an unsworn statement on his 
own behalf, and subjecting him to cross-ex uni nation of a res
tricted character. For this we have substituted section 523, 
which renders the accused and the husband cr wife of the accused 
competent witnesses for the defepce. (9) As regards the policy 
of a change in the law so important, we are divided in opinion. 
The considerations in favour of and against the change have been 
frequently discussed and are well known. On the whole, we are 
of opinion that, if the accused is to be admitted to give evidence 
on his own behalf, he should do so on the same conditions as other 
witnesses, subject to some special protection in regard to cross- 
examination. ”

659. Right to full defence. — Every person tried for any in
dictable offence shall be admitted, after the close of the case for 
the prosecution, to make full answer and defence thereto by 
counsel learned in the law. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 178.

660. Presence of accused at trial. — Every accused person shall 
be entitled to be present in Court during the whole of his trial 
unless he misconducts himself by so interrupting the proceedings 
as to render their continuance in his presence impracticable.

2. The Court may permit the accused to be out of Court du
ring the whole or any part of any trial on such terms as it thinks 
proper.

661. Right of prosecutor to sum up. — If an accused person, or 
any one of several accused persons being tried together, is de
fended by counsel, such counsel shall, at the end of the case for 
the prosecution, declare whether he intends to adduce evidence or 
not on behalf of the accused person for whom he appears; and if

(0) See section 729, post.
(7) Winsor r. R„ L. R.. 1 Q. H., 317, 322; 35 L. J. (M. C.), 121.
(8) See section 732, poxt.
(0) This provision is contained in section 4 of the Canada Evidence 

Act. 1893. post.
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lie does not thereupon announce his intention to adduce evidence, 
the counsel for the prosecution may address the Jury* by way of 
summing up.

2. Vpon every trial for an indictable offence, whether the ac
cused person is defended by counsel or not. he or his counsel shall 
be allowed, if he thinks fit, to open his case, and after the con
clusion of such opening, to examine such witnesses as he thinks 
fit, and when all the evidence is concluded to sum up the evidence. 
If no witnesses are examined for the defence, the counsel for the 
accused shall have the privilege of addressing the Jury last, 
otherwise such right shall belong to the counsel for the prose
cution : Provided, that the right of reply shall be always allowed 
to the Attorney-General or Solicite --General, or to any counsel 
acting on behalf of either of them. I.S.C., c. 174, s. 179.

In opening the <aae to the Jury, the counsel for the prosecution should 
state all that it is proposed to prove, as well declarations of the prisoner 
as facts; (10) unless the declarations of the prisoner amount to a con f ex- 
xion, when it would lie improper for counsel to open them to the Jury;
(11) because the circumstances under which the confession was made may 
render it inadmissible in evidence. The general effect only of >ny confes
sion said to have been made by a prisoner may be mentioned in the open
ing address of the prosecuting counsel. When any additional evidence not 
mentioned in the opening speech of counsel is discovered in the cours* of 
a trial, counsel is not allowed to state it in a second address to the 
Jury. (12)

In o|N‘iiing a case for murder, it has been held that the counsel for the 
prosecution may put hypothetically the case of an attack upon the char
acter of any particular witness for the Crown, and say that should any such 
attack be made he shall be prepared to meet it. (13) and that he may read 
to the Jury the observations of a Judge in a former case, as to the nature 
and effect of circumstantial evidence, provided he adopts them as his own 
opinions, and makes them part of his address to the Jury. (14)

In a case at the Central Criminal Court in 1848, the Attorney-General 
having, in his opening address to the Jury, made reference to disturbances 
in Ireland. Erie, J., held, on objection made, that such reference was not 
irregular, it being laid down in books of evidence that allusion might be 
made in Courts of Justice to notorious matters even of contemporaneous 
history. (15)

The counsel for the prosecution states his case before he calls the wit
nesses, and, when the evidence for the prosecution is all in, he des s his 
case, either by announcing that lie has nothing further to say, or. lie says 
to the jury, “ 1 have already told you what would be the substance of the 
evidence, and you see the statement which 1 made is correct ; *' or, in ex-

(10) Per Parke, B., K. v. Hart.*!, 7 C. & I'.. 773: ll. v. Davis. 7 C. & P.. 
788.

(11) Per Bosanquet, J., and Patteson. J., 4 C. & 1\, 548. Per Parke. B.. 
7 C. & P„ 780.

(12) It. v. Courvoisier, 9 C. & P., 302.
(13) Per Tindal, C. J., and Parke, B., 0 C. & P., 302 
.14) /</.
(15) R. v. Dowling, Arch. Cr. PI. & Ev.. 21st Ed., 179.
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ceptional ease*. “ Something is proved different to what 1 expected,'' and 
adds any suitable explanation that may be required, (lti)

Defence. — Where a prisoner is unrepresented by counsel, lie cross ex
amines the witnesses for the prosecution, if lie thinks tit, or the judge does 
so on his behalf.

It may be mentioned, also, that, where the defendant himself wishes to 
address the jury, and to personally examine and cross-examine witnesses, 
he will be allowed to do so; and he may at the same time have counsel to 
argue any points of law that may arise in the course of the tria1, and to 
suggest questions to him (the prisoner) for the cross-examination of the 
witnesses. ( 17) tint, he cannot have counsel to examine and cross-examine 
the witnesses, and reserve to himself the right of addressing the jury.(18)

Where two prisoners are jointly indicted and are defended by different 
counsel, each counsel, in the order of seniority at the bar, cross-examines 
and addresses the jury for his client; but, where the judge thinks it desi
rable. he will permit the counsel to cross-examine and address the jury not 
in the order of seniority, but in that in which the names of the defendants 
stand on the indictment. (19)

A prisoner defended by counsel would not, formerly, unless under some 
very special circumstances, be allowed to make his statement to the jury 
before his counsel addressed them. (520) Where, however, the prisone.s, 
who were indicted for robbery, with violence, were defended by counsel, 
but called no witnesses, Hawkins, J., after consultation with Lush, J., 
allowed the prisoners to give their own account of the matter to the jury, 
after their counsel had addressed the jury. (21) And, where a pr s mcr 
who was indicted for murder, was defended by counsel, but called no wit
nesses, Bowen. ,1.. allowed the prisoner to r»ad a statement of his account 
of the matter to the jury, before counsel addressed them. (22)

Under similar circumstances, Stephen, J.. allowed the prisoner to ma' e 
a statement to the jury, before his counsel addresse l them, at the same 
time warning the prisoner that his making such statement would give the 
counsel for the prosecution a right to reply. (23)

Whether the prisoner's Counsel might state to the jury alleged facts 
which he had learned from the prisoner, but which he was not in a posi
tion to prove, was much doubted, and was ultimately settled in the i:eg-

At a meeting of all the judges liable to try prisoners, held 26 Nov. 1881, 
it was resolved; “That, in the opinion of the judges it is contrary to the 
administration and practice of the criminal law as hitherto allowed, that 
counsel for prisoners should state to the jury, matters which they have 
been told in their instructions, on the authority of the prisoner, as being 
alleged existing facts, but which they do not propose to prove in evidence. '

(16) R. v. llolehester, 10 Cox C. C., 226, per Blackburn, J.; R. v. Bi-rens. 
4 K. 4 K., 842, N. C. See. also. R. v. Webb. 4 F. A F., 862.

(17) R. v. Parkins, R. 4 M.. 166.
(18) R. v. White, 3 Camp., 98.
(19) Per Rolfe, B.. 2 M. 4 Rob., 617. Nee. also. R. v. Barber, 1 C. 4 K„ 

434.
(20) R. v. Rider. 8 C. 4 l\, 639; R. v. Ma'ins. 8(4 P., 242; R. v. Man 

sano, 2 l'\ 4 F., 64; R. v. Stephens, 11 Cox C. C., 069.
(21) R. v. Hall 4 Smith, Yorkshire Winter Assizes, at Leeds, 3rd Feb., 

1880.
(22) R. v. Blades, Yorkshire Summer Assizes, 2nd Aug. 1880.
(23) R. v. Doherty, 16 Cox C. C., 306.
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The question of the propriety of laying down a rule as to the practice of 
allowing prisoners to address the j- ry before the summing up of the judge, 
when their counsel have addressee; the jury, was then discussed and ad
journed for further consideration. (24)

In a case subsequent to the above men'ioned resolution of the judges, 
Cave, J., refused to allow the prisoner’s counsel to give the prisoner's ver
sion of the facts of the case, which he was unprepared to support by ev
idence, but allowed the prisoner himself to give his own version of the 
facts of the case, after his counsel had addressed the Jury, subject, how
ever, to a right of reply, on the part of the prosecution, on the new matter 
thus laid before the jury. His Lordship said that this was the rule of prac
tice intended to be followed, in future. (25)

A prisoner is, now. under section 4 of the Canada Evidence Act, 1893, 
post, a competent witness on his own behalf.

Reply. — If the defendant calls no witnesses, his counsel has the right, 
under clause 2 of the above section, 601, of addressing the jury last. but. 
if the defendant calls witnesses, the right to address the jury Iasi he'ongs 
to the counsel for the prosecution. Even if the evidence for the defendant 
be only to his character, it gives, in strictness, a right of reply; although 
it appears, that, in such a case, the right is, in England, seldom ex
ercised. (26)

If two prisoners are indicted jointly for the same offence, and one calls 
witnesses, it seems that the counsel for the prosecution is entitled to a 
general reply, but. if the offences are separate, and the prisoners might 
have been separately indicted, counsel for the prosecution can reply only 
on the case of the prisoner who called witnesses. (27)

Where four prisoners were indicted for aggravated assault, and only 
three of them were defended by counsel, and the prisoner who was un
defended called witnesses to prove an alibi, but no witnesses were called 
on behalf of the other three prisoners, it was held that counsel for the 
prosecution had no general right of reply, but that it was the proper 
course for him to sum up his evidence generally, and reply upon the ev
idence called by the unrepresented prisoner, before the counsel for the 
other three prisoners addressed the jury. (28)

Where several prisoners were jointly indicted, and defended by several 
counsel, and witnesses were called for some of the prisoners but not for 
the others, it was held that, the counsel for the prosecution should first 
reply to tin* counsel of those prisoners who called witnesses, but that the 
counsel for the prisoners who called no witnesses had the right to address 
the jury last. (20)

If, on an indictment against several defendants one of them calls ev
idence which is applicable to the cases of all. it seems that the prosecution 
has a general right of reply, although the other defendants ca'l no wit
nesses ; but. where such evidence is applicable only to the case of the 
defendant who calls it and docs not apply to th * cases of the other defen
dants .the right of the prosecution to reply is restricted to the case of the 
defendant calling the evidence.

In a murder trial in Manitoba, (Chief Justice Taylor presiding), the

(24) 47 J. P.. 777. (8th Dec. 1883.)
(26) R. v. Shimmin. 15 Cox C. (’., 122.
(20) R. v. Dowse. 4 F. & F.. 492.
(27) R. v. Hayes, 2 M. & R., 155; R. v. Jordan, 9 C. A P., 118.
(28) R. v. Kain. 15 Cox C. C.. 388.
(29) R. v. Bums, 16 Cox C. C.. 195.
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prisoner's counsel, at the close of the ease for the Crown, announced that 
he would «all no witnesses for the defence. The Counsel for the Crown 
then asked for the ruling of the Court as to whether, under clause 2 of the 
above section, dill, Counsel for the Crown acting for the Attorney-General 
should not have the right of reply in all eases. Hehl. that, in spite of the 
proviso at the end of sub section 2. the meaning of the section was that 
in such a cese as the present, the Counsel for the Crown should, at the close 
of the case for th-* Crown, address the jury first, and that the Coamsel for
the defence should address the jury last. (80)

The rule in England seems to be that, in the first pla-.e, the Crown Coun
sel addresses the jury in opening the case, that, when the accused calls no 
witnesses for the defence, the Crown Counsel addresses the jury up.rn the 
evidence which he has adduced for the prosecution, and that, then, the 
prisoner's Counsel addresses the jury last. Hut, if the accused calls wit
nesses for his defence, his counsel, after the case for the Crown is closed, 
addresses the jury, giving an outline of the evidence he proposes to adduce 
for the defence; that, after having examined the witnesses for the dcfenie, 
the prisoner's Counsel then addresses the jury again; ami that, after this, 
the Counsel for the Crown addresses the jury, last. (31)

Rebuttal. — Whenever the defendant, by way of defence, cal's evidence 
proving new matter, which the Crown could not foresee, the counsel for the 
prosecution is entitled to cull witnesses in reply, to contradict it. (32)

Judge's charge or summing up. After all the evidence is in, and the 
speeches of counsel for and against the prisoner are delivered, the Judge 
addresses to the .Jury his charge or summing up. The chief object of it is 
to explain to the Jury the law of the case, to point out the essentials to 
l>e proved on the one side and on the other, and to bring to view the rela
tions of the evidence addin ed to the issues involved.

On this subject, Sir .lames F. Stephen, says;—“I think that a judge 
who merely states to the Jury certain propositions of law, and then reads 
over his notes, does not discharge his duty. I also think that a judge who 
forms a decided opinion before he has heard the whole case, or who allows 
himself to be, in any degree, actuated by an advocate's feedings, in reg
ulating the proceedings, altogether fails to discharge his duty; but, I fur
ther think that he ought not to conceal his opinion from the Jury, nor do 
1 see how it is possible for him to do 90, if he arranges the evidence in the 
order in which it strikes his mind. The mere effort to see what is essential 
to a story, in what order the important events happened, and in what rela
tion they stand to each other, must of necessity point to some conclusion. 
The act of stating for the Jury the questions which they have to answer 
and of stating the evidence bearing on those questions anil shewing in 
what respects it is important, generally goes a considerable way towards 
suggesting an answer to them: and, if a Judge does not do as much at 
least as this, he does almost nothing.

“The judge's position is thus one of great delicacy and it is not, I think, 
too much to say that to discharge the duties which it involves as well as 
they are capable of being discharged, demands the strenuous use of uncom
mon faculties, both intellectual and moral. It is not easy to form and sug
gest to others an opinion founded upon the whole of the evidence, witlm t 

11 the one hand shrinking from it, or, on the other, closing the mind to 
considerations which make against it. It is not easy to treat fairly aigu- 
ments urged in an unwelcome or unskilful manner. It is not easy for a

(30) II. v. LeBlanc, 13 C. L. T.. 441: 20 C. L. .1., 729.
(31) See II. v. Helens and otlieis. 4 F. & F., 842.
(32) See K. v. Frost, 9 C. ft P., 159.
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man to do his best, and yet to avoid the temptation to choose that view 
of a subject which enables him to shew off his special gifts. In short, it is 
not easy to be true and just. That the problem is capable of an eminently 
satisfactory solution there can. 1 think, be no doubt. Speaking only of 
those who are long since dead, it may be truly said that, to hear, in their 
happiest moments, the summing up of such judges as lavrd Gampbe'l, Lord 
Chief Justice Erie, or Baron Parke, was like listening not only (to use 
Hobbes's famous expression), to ‘law livimj and armed,' but to the voice 
of Justice itself."’ (33)

662. Qualifications of Jurors. — Every person qualified and 
summoned as a Grand or Petit Juror, according to tin* laws in 
force for the time being in any province of Canada, shall lie duly 
qualified to serve as such Juror in criminal cases in that province. 
H.S.C., c. 174, s. 160.

2. Notwithstanding any law, usage or custom to the contrary, 
seven grand jurors, instead of twelve as heretofore, may find a 
true hill in any province where the panel of grand jurors is not 
more than thirteen : Provided, that this subsection shall not come 
into force until a day to be named by the Governor by his procla
mation. (Added by 57-58 Vic., c. 57).

By a proclamation of the Governor General, made on the 28th day of 
December 1804.— and published in the Canada Gazette, vol. 28. p. 1172.— 
it was ordained that this sub-section. 2. should come into force on the first 
day January 1805 ; and, since then, legislation has been passed, by a maj
ority of the provinces, reducing the panel of Grand Jurors to a number 
not exceeding thirteen. (34)

Since the coming into force of the above amendment to section 0(52. it 
has been held,— in the province of Quebec, where the number of Grand 
Jurors to lie summoned has been reduced to twelve, — that if any of the 
Grand Jurors summoned fail to itppcar, the ones who appear may be sworn 
to act as a Grand Jury and find a " true hill," provided that seven at least 
of them agree to the finding. (35)

It is within the power of a provincial legislature to fix what number of 
Grand Jurors shall compose the panel, — that being part of tfie organiza
tion or constitution of the Court, — but. a provincial legislature has no 
power to fix the number of Grand Jurors necessary to find a bill of indict
ment, that being a matter of criminal procedure and exclusively within 
the power of the Dominion Parliament. (30)

Where, in the province of Quebec, a sheriff, by error, had. — since the 
alteration of the law with regard to the panel of Grand Jurors, — sum
moned twenty four Grand Jurors instead of twelve, and, on the first twelve 
of them being called, one of them was sick, eleven only were sworn, and 
afterwards returned a true bill against an accused indicted for murder,— 
Held, that the finding of the Grand Jury was valid. (37)

(33) Steph. (Sen. X . Cr. L.. 2nd Ed., 170.
(34) See Note (10), under section 041. at p. 777. ante.
(35) |{. v. Girard. Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. B.. 575; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 210. 
(30) R. V. Cox. 31 X. S. R.. 311; 2 Can. Cr. ('as.. 207.
(37) R. v. Poirier, Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. B„ 483.
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663. Jury de medietate linguae abolished. — No alien shall be 
entitled to be tried by a jury de medietate linguae, but shall be 
tried as if he was a natural born subject. B.S.C., c. 174, s. 161.

See clause 4 (d) of section 668, post, as to right to challenge a juror on 
the ground of his being an alien.

664. Mixed Juries in Province of Quebec. — In those districts 
in the province of Quebec in which the sheriff is required by law 
to return a panel of Petit Jurors composed one half of persons 
speaking the English language, and one half of persons speaking 
the French language, he shall in his return specify separately 
those Jurors whom he returns as speaking the English language, 
and those whom he returns as speaking the French language res
pectively; and the names of the Jurors so summoned shall be 
called alternately from such lists. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 166.

■Article 26.12, R. S. Que., (an amended by the 50 Vic. (Que.), c. 25, sec
tion 3), provides that, “In the districts of Quebec and Montreal, there 
shall he twelve Grand Jurors end sixty petit jurors summoned to serve 
before any court holding criminal jurisdiction, one half of whom shall bn 
composed of persons speaking the French language and the other half of 
persons speaking the English language; ” and that this provision “may 
be extended to any other district, by an order of the Lieutenant-Governor 
in Council, upon the presentment of the Grand .Jury of such district, ap
proved by the presiding judge, declaring the expediency of such exten-

By Article 2653, R. S. Que., it is provided that, “ In districts other than 
those of Quebec and Montreal and in those to which the provisions of the 
preceding Article are made to apply, when application for a jury de medie- 
tate lingua- is made to the judge of the district in which the "court is to 
sit, the court may, if it deem it expedient, authorize the sheriff of the dis
trict to summon a petit jury composed one half of persons speaking the 
French language and one half of persons speaking the English language.'’

On the trial of an indictment, i l the province of Quebec, a prisoner who 
is either English or French is entitled, as a matter of right, to claim a jury 
for one half at least of persons speaking his own language; but, having 
obtained an order for a mixed jury, he cannot, of right, abandon it, and 
claim a trial by the ordinary jury; though the judge may, in his discre
tion, revoke the order. (38)

The right to a mixed jury in the province of Quebec, in riiminal cases, 
is essentially a matter of criminal procedure, and, as such, is within the 
legislative authority of the Dominion Parliament, only, and not within 
the scope of provincial legislation. (39)

The words “ language of the defence ’’ used in sub-section 2 of section 7 
of the 27-28 Vic., (Can.), c. 41, — which is still in force i" the province of 
Quebec, — mean the language of the prisoner, and not the language in 
which his defence is to be conducted; the right of tie prisoner being to 
claim a jury composed for one half at least of jurors speaking or skilled 
in his, (the* prisoner’s), own language. (40)

(38) R. v. Sheehan, Que. Jud. Rep.. 6 Q. B., 139; 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 402.
(39) lb.
(40) R. v. Yancey, Que. Jud. ltep., 8 Q. B., 252; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 320.
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The 27-28 Vic., c. 41, of tin* Statutes of Canada, conferring the right to 

a mixed jury still exists, in éliminai cases, notwithstanding the Quebec 
Statute 46 Vic., c. 10, purporting to repeal the former Act, such former 
Act being in force at the time of Confederation, and. therefore, remaining 
in force, thereafter, as a matter of criminal procedure as to that province, 
and being subject to variation or repeal by the Dominion Parliament, 
only. (41)

665. Mixed juries in Manitoba. - Whenever any person who 
is arraigned before the Court of Queen’s Bench for Manitoba de
mands a jury composed, for the one half at least, of persons 
skilled in the language of the defence, if such language is either 
English or French, he shall be tried by a jury composed for the 
one half at least of the persons whose names stand first in suc
cession upon the general * and who. on appearing and not 
being lawfully challenged, are found, in the judgment of the 
court, to he skilled in the language of the defence.

2. Whenever, from the number of challenges or any other 
cause, there is in any such case a deficiency of persons skilled in 
the language of the defence the court shall fix another day for 
the trial of such case, and the sheriff shall supply the deficiency 
by summoning, for the day so fixed, such additional number of 
jurors skilled in the language of the defence as the court orders, 
and as are found inscribed next in succession on the list of petit 
jurors. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 167.

666. Challenging the array. — Either the accused or the pro
secutor may challenge the array on the ground of partiality, fraud, 
or wilful misconduct on the part of the sheriff or his deputies by 
whom the panel was returned, but on no other ground. The ob
jection shall be made in writing, and shall state that the person 
returning the panel was partial, or was fraudulent, or wilfully 
misconducted himself, as the case may he. Such objection may 
he in form KK in schedule one hereto, or to the like effect.

2. If partiality, fraud or wilful misconduct, as the case may be. 
is denied, the court shall appoint any two indifferent persons to 
try whether the alleged ground of challenge is true or not. If the 
triers find that the alleged ground of challenge is true in fact, or 
if the party who has not challenged the array admits that the 
ground of challenge is true in fact, the court shall direct a new 
panel to he returned.

For Form of Challenge to the Array, (Form KK). see p. 851. pont.
The challenge ought to specify the grounds of objection. A challenge 

merely stating that the sheriff had not chosen the panel, indifferently and 
impartially, as he ought to have done, has been held too general. (42)

».
20.

(41) Ih.
(42) It. v. Hughes. 1 C. & K.. 235.

51

5
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A challenge to the array attacks the whole panel of jurors, with a view 
to its living <1 unshed and a new panel returned; and, under this section, it 
may be based upon two kinds of grounds, namely : — 1. Partiality on 
the part of the Sheriff, or his Deputies, by whom the panel has been 
returned; and, 2. Krai» or wilful misconduct on their part.

A challenge to the array may also be, either, a principal challenge, or. a 
challenge for furor.

A principal challenge to the array is where the partialilu is manifest, 
when there is some fact, whose existence is inconsistent with the imparti i'- 
ity of the sheriff or other officer returning the panel, that is, some fact 
whose existence makes it certain that he cannot Ik* impartial; (43) as 
where the sheriff is the actual prosecutor, or the party aggrieved, in con
nection with the charge against the prisoner; (44) or. where, at the time 
of returning the panel, lie was of actual affinity to the prosecutor or party 
aggrieved, (45) or. if he have reutrned some jurors at the prosecutor < 
request, or if the sheriff or the bailiff who made the return be in litigation 
with the prisoner, or with the prisoner’s husband ; (40) or if the sheriff be 
a sulHcribcr to a society who are the prosecutors in the case against the 
prisoner. (47)

Where the prosecutor or party aggrieved was the uncle of the sheriff of 
the district, it was held that, the sheriff was incompetent to make the 
jury panel and that this objection gave rise to a challenge to the array, 
the nullity of the panel, under such circumstances, being held to1 be ab
solute and not relative. (48)

In the case of a challenge to the array for favor, the ground of partial
ity is not so apparent and direct as in the case of a principal cha'lcngc. 
but consists of some fact whose existence is Ukelp to interfere with the im
partiality of the sheriff or other officer returning the Jury panel, or ren
ders it improbable that lie should lie impartial and unbiassed ; (4!t ) as. 
where the sheriff and the prosecutor are united in the same office, or where 
the prosecutor is a tenant of the sheriff, or where a relationship exists 
between the children of the prosecutor and the sheriff, as in the case of a 
son of the sherilf having married the daughter of the prosecutor. (50)

If the Court holds that the fa t alleged as a ground for a principal chal
lenge is a good ground, and if the fact so alleged is denial, or if the Couit 
holds that the fact alleged as a ground for a challenge for favor is a good 
ground of challenge for favor, and either the fact so alleged or the partial
ity sought to Ik* inferred from it. or both, are denied, the question i< 
decided by triers as provided by clause 2 of the above section 000.

In the case of a principal challenge to the array, the only question for 
the triers to try is whether the fact alleged as the ground of challenge is 
true or not; but, in the ease of a challenge to the array for favor, there 
are two questions to be submitted to them : 1. Is the alleged fact true : 
And. 2. Has the existence <vf that fact rendered the sheriff partial? For in 
stance, suppose the fact alleged be that the prosecutor is a tenant of the 
sheriff, the triers must find, 1st, whether, as a matter of fact, the pro-

(43) Steph. Dig. C'r. I‘roc.. 184.
(44) It. v. Sheppard, 1 IanicIi, 101 ; Arch. C'r. 1*1. A Kv.. 21st Kd.. 173.
(45) See R. v. Rouleau, post.
(4(1) Co. Litt.. 150#/; R. v. Rose Mi'ne, 4 I*. A B., ( N. B.), 394.
(47) R. v. Dolby, 1 C. A K.. 238.
(48) li. v. Rouleau, 14 L. X.. 140.
(40) Steph. Dig. C'r. Proc., 184.
(50) Co. Litt. 150a; 3 Dyer, 307a; Arch. Cr. PI. A Kv., 21st Kd.. 174.
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ecutor is a tenant of the sheriff, and 2nd. whether, on account of the pros
ecutor being his tenant, the sheri 11' is partial.

The triers may he two of the Jurors returned. But the Court in its dis
cretion may appoint any other two indifferent persons. (51)

If the triers decide in favor of the challenge, and the array is quashed, 
the miiir 1'or the empanelling of a new Jury is awarded to the Coroner, 
who, in this, as in some other instances, acts as substitute for the sheriff, 
where exception is taken to the latter; and, if the Coroner be interested or 
he otherwise incapable of acting, or be, for some good cause, objected to. 
the Jury, will be arrayed by two persons named by the Court, ami sworn 
to the discharge of their duty. (52) These persims have been called <11 hoi* 
or elector»; and no challenge has been allowed to their array. (53)

Where cause exists for a challenge to the array the party liable to the 
objection may and ought, himself, to suggest it to the Court, in order to 
prevent the delay which the challenge would occasion, so that the venire 
may he at once awarded to the Coroner, or to elisors, as the ta-e may 
Ik*. (54)

The inclusion of the names of unqualified persons in the petit jury is 
not a ground of challenge to the array; (55) but only a, ground of chal
lenge to the polls. (50)

667. Calling the Panel.— 11' tin* array is not challenged, or if 
the triers find against the challenge, the officer of the court shall 
proceed to call the names of the jurors in the following manner: 
The name of each .Juror on the panel returned, with his number 
on the panel and the place of his abode, shall he written on a dis
tinct piece of card, such cards being all as nearly as may he of an 
equal s,ze. The cards shall he delivered to the officer of the court 
by the sheri IT or other officer returning the panel, and shall, 
under the direction and care of the officer of the Court, he put 
together in a box to be provided for that purpose, and shall be 
shaken together.

2. The officer of the Court shall in open court draw out the 
said cards, one after another, and shall call out the name and 
number upon each such card as it is drawn, until such a number 
of persons have answered to their names as in the opinion of the 
Court will probably be sufficient to provide a full jury after allow
ing for challenges of jurors and directions to stand by.

3. The officer of the court shall then proceed to swear the .Ju
ry, each Juror 1 icing called to swear in the order in which his 
name is so drawn, until, after subtracting all challenges allowed 
and Jurors directed to stand by, twelve jurors are sworn, if the 
number so answering is not sufficient to provide a full jury such

(51) 2 Hale, 275; 4 HI. Com., 353.
(52) See 1 Inst.. 158; It. v. Dolby, 2 B. & ('.. 104.

(53) 3 111. Com.. 355.
(54) Arch. Cr. 1*1. & Kv.. 21st Ed., 174.
(55) It. v. Mailloux. 3 Pugs., 403.
(5(1) Dow v. Dibblee, 1 Hun., 553.
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officer shall proceed to draw further names from the hox. and call 
the same in manner aforesaid, until after challenges allowed and 
directions to stand by, twelve Jurors are sworn.

4. if by challenges and directions to stand by the panel is ex
hausted without leaving a sufficient number to form a jury those 
who have been directed to stand by shall be again called in the 
order in which they were drawn, and shall lx? sworn, unless chal
lenged by the accused, or unless the prosecutor challenges them 
and shows cause why they would not be sworn: Provided that if be
fore any •such juror is sworn other jurymen in the become
available the prosecutor may require the names of such Jurymen 
to be put into and drawn from the box in the manner herein
before prescribed, and such Jurors shall be sworn, challenged, or 
ordered to stand by, as the case may be, before the Jurors origi
nally ordered to stand by are again called.

5. The twelve men who in manner aforesaid are ultimately 
sworn shall be the Jury to try the issues on the indictment, and 
the names of the men so drawn and sworn shall In* kept apart by 
themselves until such jury give in their verdict or until they are 
discharged ; and then the names shall be returned to the box. 
there to be kept with the other names remaining at that time 
undrawn, and so toties i/uolies as long as any issue remains to la- 
tried.

fi. Provided that when the prosecutor and accused do not ob
ject thereto the Court may try any issue with, the same Jury that 
lias previously tried or been drawn to try any other issue, without 
their mimes being returned to the box and redrawn, or if tin- 
parties or either of them object to some one or more of the Jurors 
forming such jury, or the Court excuses any one or more of them, 
then the Court may order such persons to withdraw and may 
direct the requisite number of names to make up a complete Jury 
to be drawn, and the persons whose names are so drawn shall be

7. Provided also, that an omission to follow the directions in 
this section shall not affect the validity of the proceedings.

It has he<-n held that, the fact that the jurors have been, — one by one. 
— set aside, rejected or sworn, as they were drawn, without the full num
ber required for a jury being first c-aMed, does not invalidate the trial nor 
constitute a deprivation of the full right of challenge. — the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of the above section. fifi7, on the subject, being only direc
tory. (57)

668. Challenges and directions to stand by. — Every one in
dicted for treason or any offence punishable with death is entitled 
to challenge twenty Jurors peremptorily.

(57) It. v. Weir. (No. 3). 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 262.

5



V. Kwry ont» indicted for any offence other than treason, or an 
offence punishable with death, for which he may he sentenced to 
imprisonment for more than live years, is entitled to challenge 
twelve Jurors peremptorily.

•'t. Kvery one imlicted for any other offence is entitled to chal
lenge four Jurors peremptorily.

4. Kvery prosecutor and every accused person is entitled to any 
number of challenges on any of the following grounds; that is to 
say;

(a) that any Juror's name does not appear in the : Pro
vided that no misnomer or misdescription shall he a ground of 
challenge if it appears to the Court that the description given in 
the panel sufficiently designates the persons referred to; or

(h) that any Juror is not indifferent between the Queen and 
the accused; or

(r) that any Juror has been convicted of any offence for which 
he was sentenced to death or to any term of imprisonment with 
hard labour or exceeding twelve months; or

(d) that any Juror is an alien.
•V No other ground of challenge than those above mentioned 

shall Ik* allowed.
l>. If any such challenge is made the Court may in its discre

tion require the party challenging to put his challenge in writing. 
The challenge may Ik- in the form LL in schedule one hereto, or 
to the like effect. The other party may deny that the ground of 
challenge is true.

7. If the ground of challenge is that the Jurors’ names do not 
appear in the panel, the issue shall lie tried by the Court on the 
voir dive by the inspection of the panel, and such other evidence 
as the Court thinks fit to receive.

8. If the ground of challenge be other than as last aforesaid the 
two Jurons last sworn, or if no Jurors have then been sworn then 
two persons present whom the court may appoint for that pur
pose shall l>e sworn to try wltether the Juror objected to stands 
indifferent between the Queen and the accused, or has been con
victed, or is an alien as aforesaid, as the case may be. If the court 
or the triers find against the challenge the Juror shall be sworn. 
If they find for the challenge he shall not be sworn. If after what 
the court considers a reasonable time the triers are unable to 
agree the court may discharge them from giving a verdict, and 
may direct other persons to be sworn in their place.

fi. The Crown shall have power to challenge four Jurors pe
remptorily, and may direct any number of Jurors not peremp
torily challenged by the accused to stand by until all the Jurors

1
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have been called who are available for the purpose of trying that 
indictment.

10. The accused may be called upon to declare whether he chal
lenges any Jurors jæreinptorily or otherwise, before the prose
cutor is called upon to declare whether be requires such Juror to 
stand by, or challenges him either for cause or peremptorily. I». 
S.C., c. 174, ss. Kid and 104.

I tv this si*, t ion. challenges to the polls, (capita), or exceptions to part
icular Jurors, are divided, as formerly, into peremptory challenge's, and 
challenges for cause; the accused, under clauses 1. 2 and 3, being allowed 
peremptory challenges, to the number of twenty, in treaso»,. and in capital 
offences, to the number of twelve, in other lesser offences punishable with 
more than live years imprisonment, and to the number of four in offence** 
punishable with five years imprisonment or less; and the Crown being, 
under clause », allowed, in all eases, four peremptory challenges an I the 
light to stand aside any number of Jurois.

The challenges for cause are unrestricted in number either as to the 
prosecutor or the accused. The grounds of su h challenges are enumerated 
in clause 4. and may he placed glider three heads, as follows: — 1st, that 
the Juror is («) an alien, or (6) a person whose name is not on the pane', 
('either of which would, under the old law. have come under the head of 
propter defectum) : 2nd, that the Juror is one who has b:-en convicted 
either of a capital offence, or of an offence for which he has been sentenced 
to any term of imprisonment with hard labor, or any term exceeding 
twelve months, (which, under the old law. would have come under the 
head of propter delirium); and 3rd, that the Juror is not inditfirent, 
(which, under the old law, would have come under the head of propter 
off return).

Challenges to the polls on the ground of the Juror being uu-indifferent. 
that is to sav, on the ground of some preturned or admit partiality in the 
Ju'or, seem to answer to the recmmtlo iudhis in the civil and canon law, 
by the constitution of which a index might lie refused upon any suspicion 
of partiality: (58) and such challenges, like those to the array, may le 
either principal or for furor: it being laid down as a principal curse of 
challenge for un-indifference or partiality that the Juror is of kin to either 
party within the ninth degree. (5»)

Challenges to the polls for furor are where, although the Juror is not 
so manifestly partial us to render him liable to a principal challenge, there 
are. nevertheless, reasonable grounds for suspicion that he will act under 
some prejudice, bias, or undue influence : as, where lie has said that lie 
would hang the prisoner, if on his Jury, ((50) or. where he has been enter- 
tained in the house of the party, or inis been arbitrator in the same matter: 
or where the Juror and the party are fellow servants, or where there exists 
any other curse, such as would, in the ease of the sheriff, constitute a 
ground of challenge for furor to the whole panel, (til )

A challenge to the polls for route may he made orally, unless the Court, 
as provided by clause (5 of the above section, requires it to he in writ ng.

For form of Challenge to the (Hills, (Form LL). see p. 852, post.

(58) 3 Ul. Com.. 3(51; Cod. 3. 1. I».
(59) Onions v. Nash, 7 Price. 203: Hewitt v. Fe nely. Ih , ^34. 
(150) Whelan v. IL. 28 V. C. Q. It.. 29.
(01) Co. Litt.. 1576.
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In the rasp of a |iriii<*ipaI challenge for partiality, if the partiality be 
made apparent to the satisfaction of the Court. the challeng.-, it appears, 
may he at once allowed, and the Juror set aside (02) But. hi the ease of 
a challenge for partiality not a prin<i|ial one but for furor, or where it is 
,a challenge for cause of alienage or of being a convicted offender, it is 
tried by triers as directed by clause 8 of the alxive section.

It may be observed that no challenge of trier- is admissible, (fid)
If a challenge lie made to the first Juror called, the Court may. as 

provided by clause 8 of the above section, appoint as triers, any two per
sons present. If they find against the challenge, the Juror will be sworn, 
and be joined with the two triers in determining the next challenge. (fi4) 
unless before another challenge is made, another Juror be sworn; for as 
soon as two or more Jurors are sworn the two triers selected by the Court 
are dispensed with; anil if after more than two Jurors are sworn there 
are any further challenges they will, according to clause 8 of the above 
section, Im* referred to the two Jurors lust sworn.

The trial of a challenge proceeds by witnesses called to support or defeat 
it. The Juror objected to may also be examined on the voir dire as to his 
partiality, or his alienage, etc., as the case may be.

The form of Oath to a trier is as follows: —
“ You shall well and truly try whether A B. one of the Jurors, stands 

indifferent between Our Sovereign Lord the King and the prisoner at the 
bar (or “is an alien," etc.), and a true verdict give according to the ev
idence.— ho help you God."

The form of oath to lie administered to a witness, sworn to give evidence 
before the triers, is as follows : —

" The evidence which you shall give to t he court anil triers upon this in
quest shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.— 
So help you God."

The form of Oath to he administered to the challenged Juror, when ex
amined on the voir dive is as follows : —

“You shall true answers make to- all such questions as the Court shall 
demand of you. — So help you God.”

Besides the objections which may he taken to particular jurors by way 
challenge, for the purpose of excluding them from serving, there are also 
other causes which may In- invoked by the jurors themselves, but which 
are matters of exemption, whereby they are not excluded but excused.(05)

There is a clear distinction between disqualification and exemption. So. 
that, where a juror was returned whose age exceeded sixty years, that 
fact operated in his favor as an exemption, but was not a ground jf chal
lenge as a personal disqualification, (fifi)

There may also Ik* cases in which the Court, without challenge taken, 
may and ought to excuse a juryman when called, if the latter is obviously 
unfit to perform his duty, from physical or mental infirmity, or. H-mhie. 
from expressed unindiffcrency. (07)

(02) Arch. Cr. VI. & Kv.. 21st Ed., 177.
(«3) II,.
(04) 2 Hale. 275; Co. Lift.. 158*1.
(05) 3 Steph. Com., 7th Ed., 525.
(00) Mulcahv v. It., 3 II. of L. Cas.. 300.
(07) Mansell' v. It.. 27 L. J., M. ('.. 4: Dears. 4 B.. 375.
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Where, in the province of Manitoba, one of the twelve jurors sworn to 
try and who tried a ease of rape was a Frenchman who did not, thoroughly, 
understand English, it was held after conviction, on a motion for a reserved 
ease, that the objection was not a ground of challenge, that even if it had 
been a ground of challenge it was too late to raise it after conviction, and 
that the utmost that the accused could have asked after the swearing of 
the juror was to have had the proceedings interpret»! into Fiench. (68)

A juror must In- challenged la-fore he is sworn, and cannot lx- afterwards 
withdrawn, except by consent. (69)

A challenge must Im- made before the juror has taken hold of the book 
to Ih- sworn. If made after the juror has taken hold of the book to be 
sworn, it will be too late.

In a case in which the officer of the Court had given the book into the 
hands of a juror and recited to him the oath, the juror, before kissing the 
book, stated that he had an objection to serve; but, Channell, B., ruled 
that the objection came too late. (70)

A peremptory challenge when once taken must be counted against the 
party making it, and cannot be withdrawn, when the panel is being called 
over a second time. (71)

Where several persons are jointly indicted and jointly tried, the Crown 
is restricted to the number of peremptory challenges allowed on the trial 
of one person. (72)

If a defendant omit to challenge a juror for cause of hostile feeling 
against him, (the defendant), he cannot, after verdict of guilty, ask, on 
that ground, for the quashing of the verdict and to have a new trial.(72a)

Under clause 9 of the above section 668, the Crown can direct any num
ber of jurors to stand by, until all the jurors are called; but when the 
panel is exhausted, they cannot lie stood by a second time. (73)

669. Right to stand Jurors aside in libel cases. — The right of 
the Crown to cause any Juror to stand aside until the panel hits 
been gone through shall not be exercised on the trial of any in
dictment or information by a private prosecutor for the publica
tion of a defamatory libel. K.S.C., e. 174, 8. 165.

670. Peremptory challenges in case of a mixed Jury. — When
ever a person accused of an offence for which he would Ik- entitled 
to twenty or twelve peremptory challenges as hereinbefore pro
vided electa to lie tried by a Jury composed of one half of persons 
skilled in the language of the defence under sections six hundred 
and sixty-four or six hundred and sixty-five, the number of pe
remptory challenges to which he is entitled shall be divided, so 
that he shall only have the right to challenge one half of such

(68) K. v. Karl. 15 C. L. T„ 14; 10 Man. L. it., 303.
(60) It. v. Coulter, 13 V. C„ V. 1\, 301.
(70) It. v. (liorgetti, 4 F. & F., 540. And sc; It. v. Frost, 0 C. & 1*., 137.
(71) It. v. Lalomlc, 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 188.
(72) lb.
(12a) It. v. Harris, 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 75.
(73) It. v. Boyd & Somerville, Que. dud. ltep., 5 Q. B., 1.
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number from among the Knglish speaking Jurors, ami one 
half from among the French ««peaking Jurors. H.S.C., c. IT I, ss. 
166 and 167.

See eases cited under section 004, pont.

671.Prisoners joining and severing in challenges. — If several 
accused persons are jointly indicted and it is proposed to try them 
together, they or any of them may either join in their challenges, 
in which case the persons who so join shall have only as many 
challenges as a single person would be entitled to, or each may 
make his challenges in the same manner as if he were intended to 
Ihj tried alone.

672. Ordering a tales. — Whenever after the proceedings here
inbefore provided the panel has been exhausted, and a complete 
Jury cannot l>e had by reason thereof, then, upon request made 
on behalf of the Crown, the court may order the sheriff or other 
proper officer forthwith to summon such number of persons whe
ther qualified Jurors or not as the Court deems necessary nd 
directs in order to make a full Jury; ami such Jurors max. if 
necessary, lie summoned by word of mouth.

2. The names of the persons so summoned shall be added to the 
general panel, for the purposes of the trial, and the same proceed
ings shall be taken as to calling and challenging such persons and 
as to directing them to stand by as arc herein I M-fore provided for 
with respect to the persons named in the original panel. K.S.C., 
v. 174, s. 168.

673. Jurors not to separate in capital cases. — (As amended by 
58-6U Vic., c. 40). The trial shall proceed continuously, subject to 
the power of the Court to adjourn it.

2. The court may adjourn the trial from day to «lay, and if in 
its opinion the ends of justice so require, to any other day in the 
same sittings.

3. Upon every adjournment of a trial under this section, or 
under any other section of this Act, the court may, if it thinks fit, 
direct that during the adjournment the jury shall be kept to
gether, and proper provision made for preventing the jury from 
holding communication with any one on the subject of 
the trial. Such direction shall be given in all cases in which the 
accused may upon conviction lie sentenced to death. In other 
cases, if no such direction is given, the jury shall be permitted to 
separate.

4. No formal adjournment of the court shall hereafter be re
quired, and no entry thereof in the Crown book shall lie necessary.
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On ii trial for murder, before Maule, .1., it was. after the opening address 
of the counsel, discovered that, in consequence of the detention of the iail- 
way train, the witnesses for the prosecution had not arrived in the City, 
ami therefore, the trial was adjourned, the Jury were locked up. a fresh 
Jury was called into the Jury box, and another case was proceeded

Where, Indore verdict an objection was taken that a Juror had lieen 
sworn in a wrong name, the same learned Judge intimated that the proper 
course was to discharge the Jury, ami try the prisoners again. (75)

Where, in the course of the proceedings at a trial, it was discovered that 
one of the Jurors was related to the prisoner, it was held that the trial 
must proceed, as the fact of such relationship was only a ground of chal
lenge. (70)

Where a private prosecutor and one of the jurors liaxc, during an ad
join nment in the course of a trial, had an unpremeditated and innocent 
conversation which could not bias the juror's mind, — alt hough such con
versation is improper. it cannot have the effect of avoiding the verdict 
of guilty afterwards rendered by the jury and of constituting a ground 
for allowing a new trial. (70#/)

A prisoner on trial was, by sudden illness, rendered incapable of remain
ing at the bar, whereupon the Jui'y were discharged, and tin* prisoner on 
recovering was tried before another Jury ; (77 ) and. in another ease, 
where the prisoner became ill ami was carried out of Court, the .Judge dis
charged the Jury, and was of opinion that, if the prisoner so taken ill 
should recover during the Assizes, he might he put on trial aga.n, the 
proceedings, of course, being liegun #/#’ lliivo. (78)

A trial for murder was postponed until the next Assizes upon an applica
tion made on the part of the prosecution on tin* ground of the inability of 
a material witness to attend she having met with an accident, a.though 
she was a witness who had not been examined before the magistrate; and 
this even after the trial had been appointed for a particular day. and a’- 
though the prisoner hud already been in gaol three months ami the post
ponement would keep her in imprisonment for some months longer. (7'J)

A trial may Ik* postponed on application by the prisoner on sufficient 
ground shewn by affidavit, even after the jury have been charged with the 1 
indictment. (80)

In general, as regards the absence of a material witness, this is a ground 
considered sufficient whether made on the part of the prosecution or on 
the part of the accused. But, as in either ease, it is an application to the 
discretion of the Court, where the witness has not been examined before 
the magistrate, an affidavit is necessary in support of the application, as 
well to shew that the evidence is material as to shew the inability of the 
witness to attend; and if the latter is rested ti|>on illness or bodily injury 
the affidavit must be that of a medical man. (81)

Where on the trial of an indictment for perjury the defendant xvas taken

(74) I!, v. Foster. 3 C. & K.. 201.
(7A) II. v. Metcalf, MS., Arch. Cr. VI. * Kv.. 21st Ed., 185. 
(70) II. v. Wardle, C. & Mar., 047.
(70##) It. v. Harris. 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 75.
(77) R. v. Stevenson, 2 Leach, f>40.
(78) I!, v. Streek, 2 C. & V., 413.
(70) K. v. Lawrence, 4 F. & F„ 001.
(80) R. v. Fitzgerald. 1 C. & K.. 201.
(81) It. v. Savage, 1 C. & K.. 75: R. v. Birch. 0 Cox C. C., 10.
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ill during tin* trial, ho wan allowed to absent himself from tin- Court until 
hi" recovery, and the trial proceeded in hi- absence. (82)

674. Jurors may have Fire and Refreshments. .luron*, after 
having been sworn, shall he allowed at any time Itefore giving 
their verdict the use of lire and light when out of Court, and shall 
also I hi allowed reasonable refre-liment. .VI V.. v. 57. s. *31.

675. Saving of Power of Court. - Nothing in this Act shall 
alter, abridge or aITvct any power or authority which any Court or 
•Ilitige has when this Act takes effect, or any practice or form in 
regard to trials by Jury. Jury proce-s, Juries or Jurors, except in 
cases where such power or authority is expressly altered by or is 
inconsistent with the provisions of this Act. U.S.C., e. 171. s. 170.

Where, in the course of a trial, one of the Jurors without obtaining 
leave, left the Jury box, and also went out of the Court, whereupon the 
Jury was discharged, and a fresh one empanelled for the trial of the pris
oner. it was held that, this was the only course that could have been 
adopted. (83) And. so. where in the course of a trial, it was disc ivered 
that there was on the Jury a person who was not on the Jury panel, and 
who had by mistake been summoned as a Juryman, the Jury were dis
charged and a fresh Jury constituted by taking another Juryman in the 
place of the one who had served in mistake. (84)

If one of the Jury die before the delivery of the verdict, the r. ill lining 
eleven will be discharged, and a new Jury may be at once sworn, or a new 
Juror may be added to the eleven and the defendant tried by them, m (if 
necessary ) he may be remanded to the next Assizes. (85) So. also, if one 
of the Jurors be taken so ill that lie is not able to proceed with the 
trial. (86)

In case of another Juror being so added to the eleven, they must be 
sworn anew ; ami the prisoner must again have his challenges. (87

In the course of a trial for murder the Jury was discharged, because it 
was discovered that one of them had come from a house where there was 
small pox. (hi the ease being resumed, next day. before another Jury, it 
was contended on liehalf of the prisoner that he had already been put in 
jeopardy and could not lie tried again ; but the objection was overruled, 
ami the trial proceeded with. (88)

See section 728. pox/, as to discharging Jury, when they are unable to

676. Proceedings when previous offence charged. - The pro
ceedings upon any indictment for committing any offence after a 
previous conviction or convictions, shall he as follows, that is to 
sav: the offender shall, in the first instance, be arraigned upon so

(82) It. v. Orton. (Ilian Castro. (Queen's Bench, July 1873. MS.; Arch. 
< r. VI. & Kv.. 21st Kd., 163.

(83) It. v. Ward. 10 Vox V. (!.. 673.
(84) It. v. Philips, 11 Cox C. ( .. 142.
(85) It. v. Could. 3 Burns, J.. 30th Kd.. 08.
(86) It. v. Sealbert, 2 Leaeli. 626.
(87) It. v. Kd wards. It. & It.. 224: 4 Taunt.. 300.
(88) R. v. Consuline. 8 L. N., 367.
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much only of the indictment an chargea the subsequent offence, 
and if he pleads not guilty, or if the Court orders a plea of not 
guilty to lie entered on his behalf, the Jury shall be charged, in 
the first instance, to inquire concerning such subsequent offence 
only ; and if the Jury finds him guilty, or if, on arraignment he 
pleads guilty, he shall then, and not before, he asked whether lie 
was so previously convicted as alleged in the indictment ; and if 
he answers that he was so previously convicted the Court may 
proceed to sentence him accordingly, hut if he denies that lie was 
so previously convicted, or stands mute of malice, or will not ans
wer directly to such question the Jury shall then lie charged to 
inquire concerning such previous conviction or convictions, and 
in such ease it shall not Im* necessary to swear the Jury again, but 
the oath already taken by them shall, for Jl purposes, be deemed 
to extend to such last mentioned inquiry : Provided, that if upon 
the trial of any person for any such subsequent offence, such per
son gives evidence of his good character, the prosecutor may, in 
answer thereto, give evidence of the conviction of such |>erson for 
the previous offence or offences, before such verdict of guilty is 
returned, and the Jury shall inquire concerning such previous 
conviction or convictions at the same time that they inquire con
cerning such subsequent offence.

See comments under section 478, ul p. 530, unir, us to second offences, 
in general. See section 028, p. 7(H), unir, as to matters to In* alleged in an 
indictment charging a previous conviction ; and, see. also, p. OJt). anlr. for 
forms of indictment charging a previous conviction. Sec section 094. i>u*l, 
as to proof of a previous conviction.

677. Attendance of witness. — 10very witness duly subpoenaed 
to attend and give evidence at any criminal trial In-fore any court 
of criminal jurisdiction shall he IhmiiuI to attend and remain in 
attendance throughout the trial. R.S.C., c. 171, s. SMO.

678. Compelling attendance of witness. — Upon proof to t In
satisfaction of the judge of the service of the subpo-na upon any 
witness who fails to attend or remain in attendance, or upon its 
appearing that any witness at the preliminary examination has 
entered into a recognizance to apjiear at the trial, and has failed 
so to appear, and that the presence of such witness is material to 
the ends of justice, the judge may, by his warrant, cause such wit
ness to be apprehended and forthwith brought before him to give 
evidence and to answer for his disregard of the suhpu-na; and 
such witness may be detained on such warrant he fore the judge 
or in the common gaol with a view to secure his presence as a 
witness, or, in the discretion of the judge, lie may Im- released on 
a recongnizance, with or without sureties, conditioned for his ap
pearance to give evidence a ml to answer for his default in not at
tending or not remaining in attendance; and the judge may, in a 
summary manner, examine into and dispose of the charge against 
such witness, who, if he is found guilty thereof, shall he liable to

2. 7
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a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or to imprisonment, 
with or without hard labour, for a term not exceeding ninety 
days, or to both. H.S.C.. c. 174, ». 211.

678a. Either Indore or during the sittings of any court of cri
minal jurisdiction, the court, or any judge thereof, or any judge 
of any superior or county court, if satisfied by evidence upon oath 
that any person within the province likely to give material evi
dence, either for the prosecution or for the accused, will not at
tend to give evidence at such sittings without being com
pelled so to do, may by his warrant cause such witness to he 
apprehended and forthwith brought before such court or judge, 
and such witness may Ik* detained on such war rat t before such 
court or fudge or in the common jail with a view to secure his 
presence as a witness, or, in the discretion of the court or judge, 
may Ik* released on a recognizance, with or without sureties, condi
tioned for his appearance to give evidence. (Added by the Cri
minal Codr Amendment Ail WOO).

In the province of Quebec, under Article 2014 of the Revised Statutes of 
that province, an accused can obtain an order for the gratuitous issue of 
Hubpivuus to his witnesses, at the expense of the Crown, in such cases only 
as were felonies before the present Code; and a motion for such an order 
should state two facts only, namely, that the witnesses named arc neces
sary for the defence, and that the accused is i»oor and needy. (K9 )

679. Witness in Canada but beyond Jurisdiction of Court. —
If any witness in any criminal case, cognizable by indictment in 
any court of criminal jurisdiction at any term, sessions or sittings 
of any court in any part of Canada, resides in any part thereof, 
not within the ordinary jurisdiction of the Court before which 
such criminal case is cognizable, such court may issue a writ of 
subpœna, directed to such witness, in like manner as if such wit
ness was resident within the jurisdiction of the court; and if such 
witness does not obey such writ of subpœna the court issuing the 
same may proceed against such witness for contempt or other
wise, or bind over such witness to appear at such days and times 
as are necessary, and upon default ln-ing made in such appearance 
may cause the recognizances of such witness to be estreated, and 
the amount thereof to be sued for and recovered by process of 
law, in like manner as if such witness was resident within the ju
risdiction of the court. 1Î.S.C., c. 174, s. 212.

2. The courts of the various provinces and the judges of the 
said courts respectively shall be auxiliary to one another for the 
purposes of this Act; and any judgment, decret* or order made by 
the court issuing such writ of subpœna upon any proceeding 
against any witness for contempt or otherwise may be enforced

(89) R. v. Grenier, (No. 2), 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 204; Que. Jud. Rep.. 0 Q. 
U.. 322.
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or acted upon liy any court in tin* province in which such witness 
resides in the same manner and as validly and effectually as if 
such judgment, order or decree had been made by such last men
tioned court. (Added by the Criminal Code Amendment Art 
WOO).

680. Procuring attendance of a prisoner as a witness. — When 
the attendance of any person eon lined in any prison in Canada, or 
upon the limits of any gaol, is required in any court of criminal 
jurisdiction in any case cognizable therein bv indictment, 
the court before whom such prisoner is required to attend 
may, or any judge of such court or of any superior court 
or county court, or any chairman of (i encra I Sessions, may 
before or during any such term or sittings at which the 
attendance of such person is required, make an order upon 
the warden or jailer of the prison, or upon the sheriff or other 
person having the custody of sijeli prisoner,—

(a) to deliver such prisoner to the person named in such order 
to receive him; and such |>ersen named shall, at the time pres
cribed in such order, convey such prisoner to the place at which 
such person is required to attend, there to receive and obey such 
further order as to the said court seems meet ; or

(/<) to himself convey such prisoner to such place, there to re
ceive and obey such further order as to the said court seems 
meet ; and in such latter case, on being served with the order and 
being paid or tendered bis reasonable charges, such warden, jailer, 
sheriff or other person shall convey the prisoner to such place and 
produce him there according to the exigency of the order. (As 
Amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Art 1900).

681. Evidence, under commission, of person dangerously ill.
Whenever it is made to appear at the instance of the Crown, or 
of the prisoner or defendant, to the satisfaction of a .ludgc of a 
sti]>erior court, or a of a county court having criminal ju
risdiction. that any person who is dangerously ill, and who, in the 
opinion of some licensed medical practitioner, is not likely to reco
ver from such illness, is able and willing to give material infor
mation relating to any indictable offence, or relating to any per
son accused of any such offence, such judge may, by order under 
his hand appoint a commissioner to take in writing the state
ment on oath or affirmation of such jierson.

'1. Such commissioner shall take such statement and shall subs
cribe the same and add thereto the names of the persons, if any. 
present at the taking thereof, and if the deposition relates to any 
indictable offence for which any accused person is already com
mitted or I mi i led to appear for trial shall transmit the same, with 
the said addition, to the proper officer of the court at which such 
accused person is to Ik* tried; and in every other case he shall 
transmit the same to the clerk of the peace of the county, division

4
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or city in which lie liai» taken the same. or to such other officer 
an ha h charge of the records and proceedings of a superior court 
of criminal jurisdiction in such countv, division or city, and such 
clerk of the | ica ce or other officer shall preserve the same and file 
it of record, and upon order of the court or of a judge transmit 
the same to the pro|H*r officer of the court where the same shall 
Ik* required to In* uses! as evidence. U.S.C., c. 1 «4, s. 220.

682. Presence of prisoner at examination under commission. —
Whenever a prisoner in actual custody is served with, or receives, 
notice of an intention to take the statement mentioned in the last 
preceding section the judge who has appointed the commis-ioiier 
may. hy an order in writing, direct the officer or other person 
having the custody of the prisoner to convey him to the place 
mentioned in the said notice for the purpose of being present at 
the taking of the statement : ami such officer or other person shall 
convey the prisoner accordingly, ami the excuses of such con
veyance shall Ik* paid out of the funds applicable to the other ex
penses of the prison from which the prisoner has I wen eon vexed. 
R.S.C., c. 174. s. 221.

683. Evidence out of Canada may be taken by commission.—
Whenever it is made to appear, at the instance of the Crown, nr 
of the prisoner or defendant, to the satisfaction of the judge of 
any superior court, or the judge of a county court having crimi
nal jurisdiction, that any |wrson who resides out of Canada is aide 
to give material information relating to any indictable 
offence, for which a prosecution is pending, or relating to any 
person accused of such offence, such judge may, by order under 
liis hand, appoint a commissioner or commissioners to take the 
evidence, upon oath, of such person.

2. Cntil otherwise provided by rules of court, the practice and 
procedure in connection with the appointment of commissioners 
under this section, the taking of depositions by such connnisio- 
ners, and the certifying and return thereof, and the use of such 
depositions as evidence, shall Ik* as nearly as practicable the same 
as those which prevail in the respective courts in connection with 
like matters in civil causes. (As amended by the 58-5!) Y„ c. 40).

3. The depositions taken by such commissioners may be used 
ns evidence as well In-fore the grand jurv as at the trial. (Added 
by the 58-5!) V., c. 40).

3. Subject to such rules of court or to such practice or proce
dure as aforesaid, such depositions by the direction of the pri
ding judge may be read in evidence lwfore the grand jury. (Add
ed by the Criminal Code Amendment Art 1M00).

A prosecution for an indictable offence is pending xvithin the meaning 
of this section when an information has been laid charging such an of
fence ; and a commission to take evidence abroad for use bi-fore a mag-
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istrate at a preliminary examination may then l>e ordered. But the discre
tion of the judge, in ordering the issue of a commission, is to be exercised 
upon a sworn statement of what it is expected the witnesses can prove, 
and he must he satisfied as to the materiality of the evidence. (90)

Where, at the trial, a motion was made on behalf of the defendant in a 
libel case, for a commission to examine witnesses in Eng’and in support 
of a plea of justification, and it was objected on behalf of the Crown that 
the application was too late, it was held that the defendant was entitled 
to take every moment to consider whether he would put in a plea of just
ification, and that, as the evidence proposed to be taken under the com
mission asked for, was only as to that plea, — which had just been entered,
- the application could not Ik* made before. (91)
Taking evidence in Canada for use in Courts out of Canada. — Under 

chapter 140 of the R. 8. an order may be made by a Court or .Judge in 
Canada for the examination, in Canada, of a Witness or witnesses in rela
tion to any civil, commercial or criminal matter pending before any Court 
in any other part of the British Dominions or in any foreign country ; and 
such order may 1m* enforced in like manner as an order made by such 
Court or .Judge in a cause depending in such Court or before such Judge.

684. Cases in which evidence of one witness must be corro
borated.—No jkmvoh accused of an offence under any of the here
under mentioned sections shall he convicted upon the evidence of 
one witness, unless such witness is corroborated in some material 
particular by evidence implicating the accused:

(a) Treason, Part IV., section sixty-five;
(/>) Perjury, Part X.. section one hundred and forty-six:
(r) Offences under Part XIIP., sections one hundred and eighty- 

one to one hundred and ninety inclusive;
(</) Procuring feigned marriage. Part XXII., section two hun

dred and seventy-seven ;
(r) Forgery, Part XXXI., section four hundred and twenty- 

three.
The material particular in whir , corroboration is required in a case of 

perjury is flu* falsity of the statement alleged as the perjury. The other 
facts, such as the judicial proceeding in which the statement, in question 
was sworn to, the administering and taking of the oath, and the making of 
the statement under oath may be* proved in the same manner and by the 
same evidence as in any ordinary case*.

The* corroborative evielenee implicating the accused,— (made necessity 
by this section), — may consist of the prisoner's admission made after 
the girl, — whom he is accused of having seduced when she was under six
teen, — has attaine-d that age, such admission being that he* hael had eon- 
nection with her; and a statement made by the accused, before he was 
charged with the edJene*e, that lie had been advised that, if he could get 
the girl to marry him, lie would escape punishment, is corroborative ev
idence implicating the accused and proper to be considered by the jury.(02)

(90) It. v. Verra». 15 ('. L. T„ 138. :
(91) R. v. Nicol, 34 C. L. J., 475. 
(02) R. v. Wyse, 1 Can. Cr. ( as., 0.

3. 
* lia 
ns if

(03)
(04)
(95)
(0tl)
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In ii case of seduction, mere proof of the accused having had opportu

nities of having sexual intercourse with the prosecutrix is not suflicivnt 
corroboration of the latter's evidence. (93)

Evidence of the prosecutrix's pregnancy and of her having been em
ployed in domestic service at the accused's residence and of facts shewing 
merely a strong probability of there having been no opportunity at which 
any other man could have been responsible for her condition does not con
stitute, in a ease of seduction, corroborative evidence implicating the ac
cused. (1)4)

See pp. 105-107, unir, for further comments on the subject of corrobora
tion in cases of seduction.

In a ease of forgery, the writings alleged to have been forged were a cer
tificate of death for the purpose of supporting an insurance claim and an 
endorsement on a cheque of the Insurance Company for the amount of the 
claim. It was proved, at the trial, that the writings were forgeries, and it 
was sought to connect the prisoner with the forgeries by the evidence of a 
single witness who testified that they had been written by the accused, and 
who also swore that certain names in a book, written in the same hand as 
the alleged forged documents, were in the handwriting of the a-cused. 
Held, that this was not sufficient corroboration un 1er the above sc lion, 
G84. (95)

It has been held that the provisions of the above section. 084, refer to 
the trial, and not to a preliminary enquiry before a magistrate, ami that 
what the section forbids is an accused's conviction upon the uncorroborated 
evidence of one witness, — and not his committal for trial thereon. (90)

685. Evidence of child not under oath. — Where, upon the 
hearing or trial of any charge for carnally knowing or attempting 
to carnally know a girl under fourteen or of any charge under 
section two hundred and fifty-nine for indecent assault, the girl 
in respect of whom the offence is charged to have been committed, 
or any other child of tender years who is tendered as a witness, 
doe?, not, in the opinion of the court or justices, understand the 
nature of an oath, the evidence of such girl or other child of ten
der years may lie received though not given upon oath if. in tin- 
opinion of the court or justices, as the ease may he, such girl or 
other child of tender years is possessed of sufficient intelligence 
to justify the reception of the evidence and understands the duty 
of speaking the truth.

2. But no person shall he liable to he convicted of the offence, 
unless the testimony admitted by virtue of this section, and given 
on behalf of the prosecution, is corroborated by some other mate
rial evidence in sup]x>rt thereof, implicating the accused.

3. Any witness whose evidence is admitted under this section, 
is liable to indictment and punishment for perjury in all respects 
as if he or she had been sworn. 53 V.. c. 3T, s. 13.

(93) S. v. Gnagy, 14 Cr. L. Mag., 522.
(94) R. v. Va hey, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 258.
(95) It. v. McBride. 15 C. L. T.. 274; 20 O. K.. 039 ; 2 Can. Cr. Cat.. 544
(90) In ir Uxier. 30 Ü. It.. 419.

52
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Section 4 of the Inijierial Act. 48 ami 49 Vic., c. 69, make* it a felony to 
carnally know a girl under thirteen years of age; and it contains a clause 
similar to the above section, 685, allowing a child against whom an offence 
under section 4 of the Imperial Act has been committed, to be examined 
and give evidence without being sworn, but it contains no provivon fi r 
examining the child when the charge is only one of indecent assault. Still, 
in a case where the prisoner was indicted for carnally knowing a girl of 
six years of age, and the child gave her evidence without living sworn, and 
the Jury acquitted the prisoner of the charge of earnaHg knotring, but. 
found him guilty of an indecent assault, the Court, on an appeal, oxeiru’ed 
the defendant's objection.- to the effect that the conviction for indecent as
sault could not lie supported, because there being nothing in the statute 
to make the child’s evidence, without oath, on a charge of indecent assault, 
admissible, that evidence should be rejected, — and affirmed the convic
tion. (97)

See section 25 of the Canada Evidence Act, post, which extends the 
power of receiving the evidence of a young child, without oath, to all other 
proceedings.

EVIDENCE.

General Rules. — In general, there is no difference in the rules of ev
idence applicable to civil and criminal cases. (98) But the amount of
degrt..... . the proof to be exacted will vary with the nature of the proceed
ings. For, while, in matters of civil jurisdiction, a mere preponderance of 
proof will suffice to establish a case, the proof of the defendant’s guilt must, 
in criminal proceedings, be full and convincing; and the defendant is en
titled to the benefit of any doubt that may exist in the minds of the jury 
or in the minds of justices occupying the position and exercising the funr 
tions of a jury. (90)

The law presumes innocence until the contrary is proved.
Hearsay evidence is inadmissible.
The declarations of a person robbed, ravished or murdered arc good ev

idence, as forming parts of the its gratae, —it made substantially contem
poraneous with the fact. /. made either during or immediately before or 
after its occurrence, but not when made at such an interval from the fact 
us to reduce them to a mere narration of a past event. Thus, in a case of 
murder, when it appeared that the deceased, with her throat cut. came sud
denly out of a room in which she had left the prisoner, who also* had his 
throat cut and was speechless, and that she has said something immediate!) 
after coining out of the room and a few minutes before she died, — tin- 
question being one of murder or suicide, -it was held that her statement 
was not admissible as a dying declaration or as jmrt of the ns gestae, tin- 
presiding judge. Cockburn. C. J„ remarking. — “ It was not as if. while 
being in the room, and while the act was being done, she had said something 
which was heard * * * Anything uttered by the deceased at the time lin
net was being done would be admissible, as. for instance, if she had been 
heard to say something, as. ‘ Don’t Harry! ’ But. here, it was something 
stated by her after it was all over, whatever it was. and after the net was 
completed. The statement is not admissible as a dying declaration, because 
it does not appear that the woman was aware that she was dying, although 
she might have known it. if she had had time for reflection. Here, that

(97) IS. v. Wealand. Il L..V, 147: 111 Vox 402. See It. v. tirantyer*. 
Que. .Iud. Hep., 2 Q. B.. 379.

(98) It. v. Atkinson. 17 V. <’.. V. P.. 304.
(99) Kerr's Mag. Acts. 15.
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was nut so; for at the time she made the statement she had no time to con
sider and reflect that she was dying; there is no evidence to shew that she 
knew it. and I cannot presume it. There is nothing to shew that sin- was 
under the sense of impending death, so the statement is not admissible as 
n dying declaration." (OOti)

As to Dying Declarations, see pp. 714-710. ante.
Conversations which have taken place out of the hearing of the party 

to he affected cannot, as a rule, be admitti-d in evidence.
The evidence of an accomplice is admissible, but ought not to be fully 

relied on. unless corroborated by some collateral proof. (Se - pp. 713. 714, 
for comments and authorities on this subject.)

The evidence offered should be only such as is relevant to the issue ; and 
witnesses should lie asked only questions of fact.

As a general rule, the opinions of a witness are not admissible as evidence. 
Dut there is an exceptiop in the ease of a skilled or scientific witness, whose 
opinions are admissible to elucidate matters of a strictly professional or 
scientific character.

Confidential Communications. — Counsel, solicitors, and attorneys can
not be compelled to disclose communications made to them in professional 
confidente by their clients. Xor can priests and ministers of religion he 
compelled to disclose secrets confided or confessed to them under the reg
ulations of their respective churches or religious ptrsuasions. A witness 
cannot be compelled and will not he allowed to state facts, the disclosure 
of which may Ik* prejudicial to any public interest.

The advice which a solicitor gives to a client in connection with the lat
ter’s defence on a criminal charge is privileged ; but the communications 
made to a solicitor and the advice given by him are not privileged, when 
the communications are made and the advice is obtained by the client, 
previous to and with the view of committing the offence. (100)

Extent of Right to cross-examine. If a witness is called to produce 
a document, which either requires no proof, or can lie identified by some 
other person, — he need not lie sworn, and, if not sworn, he is not subject 
to cross-examination. (101) But. where a jierson is intentionally called 
and sworn, and is moreover a competent witness, the opposite party has a 
light to cross-examine him although the party calling him has declined to 
ask a single question. (102) This is the rule in England. But see comments 
on the subject, as regards Canada, under section 21 of the Canada Evidence

It is usual for the prosecution to call every witness whose name is en
dorsed on the indictment, and even if he declines to call any such witness 
lie should have him in Court so that lie may be called for the defence, if 
required. ( 103) And the Judge will sometimes call any witness omitted, 
so as to give the prisoner’s counsel an opportunity* to cross-examine 
him. (104)

The cross-examination is not limited to the matters upon which the wit
ness has lieen examined in chief, but extends to the whole ease. ( 105)

(00m) B. v. Bedingtield. 14 Cox C. ('., 341.
( inn ) B. v. (’ox. 15 Cox ('. ('.. fill.
( 101 > It. v. Mm lis. M. & M.. 515.
( 102) It. v. Brooks. 2 Stark, It., 472.
( 103) It. v. Wood head, 2 ('. & K.. 620; It. v. Vassidv. 1 K. & F„ 70. 

( 104) It. v. Bull. 0 C. 4 I».. 22: It. v. Vincent, 0 (’.' & 1\. 01.
105) Berwick on Tweed v. Murray, L. .T„ Ch., 281, 28fi.
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And, therefore, if the plaint iff call* a witness to prove the simplest fact 
connected with the ease, the defendant is at liberty to cross-examine him 
<m every issue, and. by putting leading questions, to establish, if lie can. 
his entire defence. ( 10») This is the English ru'e. But see. as to Canada, 
the comments under section 21 of the Canada Evidence Act, post.

Evidence of other Criminal Acts Committed by the Accused. It is not
competent for the prosecution to prove other criminal arts of the accused 
outside of thiwe forming the subject matter of the charge in hand for the 
purpose of showing that the defendant is a person likely from h's criminal 
conduct or character, to have committed the offence for which he is being 
tried. Still, the mere fact that the evidence adduced may tkmi to show 
the commission of other crimes does not render it inadmissible, if it he 
relevant to an issue, and it may be relevant, if it bears upon the question 
of whether the acts alleged to constitute the crime charged were DKSlUNKIi 
or accidkntal. Thus, where, in a case of arson, the question was whether 
the burning was ACClDKXTAi. or wil.Fl'1., evidence was allowed to show 
that on another occasion the defendant was in such a situation as to render 
it probable that he was then engaged in the like offence against the same 
property. ( 107)

And where a woman was on trial for having murdered her husband by 
administering arsenic, evidence was admitted to show that two of her 
sons who had formed part of the same family and for whom, as well as 
for her husband, the prisoner had cooked their food, had died of poison, the 
symptoms in all these eases being the same. (108)

On another trial of a woman for the murder of her hu*banl who. at the 
time of his death, was living with and attended by her in his illness, it was 
proved that his death was due to arsenical poisoning: and it was held that.

in order to shew that the poisoning was designed and ml accidental,— 
evidence was admissable to prove that a fern er In sbaml if the prisi ner 
had been taken ill after eating food prepared by her. and that the circum
stances and symptoms of his illness and death were similar to those at
tending the illness and death of the second.husband and that tli • symp
toms were those of arsenical jioisoniiig. ( 108#/ )

On the trial of an indictment for obtaining money by false pretences, it 
was held that where there is evidence that. at dites subsequent to the of 
fence charged, the prisoner obtained goods from other person* by false pre
tences similar to those used on the occasion charge! in the indictment on 
trial, such evidence is admissible, when it points to one and the same sys
tem of fraud and a connected scheme of dishonesty. ( 100)

A prisoner was indicted for obtaining money under false pretence* by 
means of worthless cheques. He had been pieviously indicted for a similar 
offence and acquitted. — Held, that, notwithstanding such acquittal, ev 
i den ce of the facts in that ease was admissible on the subsequent in lict 
ment as tending to shew that the prisoner's conduct wa* not inadvertent 
or accidental, but was part of a systematic fraud. ( 109'/)

(100) Morgan v. Brvdges, 2 Stark, It., 314; I!, v. Murphy, 1 A M. & 
O.. 200.

(107) R. v. Gossett. 2 C. A K.. 300.
(108) II. v. (Jeering. 18 L. J. M. ('., 215. See, also. Ma kin and wife, v 

Attorney-General. N. S. Wales, 17 Cox C. C., 704: [1804] A. ('.. 57: 03 I. 
.T.. P. C.. 41: R. v. Garner. 3 F. & F.. 081, 4 F. & F., 340: R. v. Heeson. 1» 
Cox C. C.. 40.

(108a) R. v. Sternaman. 18 C. L. T , 50; 20 O. R. 33: 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 1 
(100) R. v. Rhodes. 08 L. J.. Q. L.. 83; [1800] 1 Q B., 77.
(lOOfl) R. v. Ollis, 04 -T. V.. 518.
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On (lie trial of a conspiracy to defraud, it lia» been held that, proof may 

be made of attempts by the defendant to defraud other persons than those 
mentioned in the indictment. ( 100/>)

Vpon an indictment for uttering a forged bank-note knowing it to be 
forged, proof that the defendant had passed other forged notes, was held 
to raise a probable piesumption that lie knew the note in question to In- 
forged. ( 100c)

To prove the guilty knowledge of the defendant upon the tr'al of an in 
diet nient for being in possession of coining instruments, evi'.ene may he 
given of his having previously uttered counterfeit money. ( 10U /)

On an indictment for attempting to obtain money by falsely pretending 
that a ring was composed of diamonds, when in fact it was ‘composed of 
crystals, it was held that, to show the defendant's guilty knowledge and 
his intent to defraud, evidence was admissible of a false pretence by him. 
on a prior occasion, to another person, that a chain was gold, whereas it 
was plated, and, on another distinct occasion, that a ring was of diamonds, 
which it was not. (110)

Evidence in Rebuttal. — Evilence in rebuttal must, as a general rule, be 
strictly confined to rebutting or cutting down the defendant's « as.-, and 
must not be evidence to confirm the ease for the piose.ution. Thus in a 
ease of robbery, where the defence was an alibi, it was held that, witnesses 
for the prosecution, though entitled, in rebuttal, to disprove the alleged 
whereabout» „f the prisoner cannot, in doing s>, go further an 1 state that 
they saw the prisoner in or near the vicinity of the crime, since this i 
confirmatory of the case for the prosecution and should he pro luce I in th 
first instance. ( 1 \0a)

686. Depositions of a sick witness may fce read in evidence.
If the evidence of a sick person has been taken under commission 
as provided in section six hundred and eighty-one, and upon the 
trial of any offender for any offence to which the same relates, the 
person who made the statement is proved to he dead, 
or if it is proved that there is no reasonable proba
bility that such person will ever he able to attend at the trial to 
give evidence, such statement, may, upon the production of the 
judge's order appointing such commissioner, lie read in evidence, 
cither for or against the accused, without further proof thereof.— 
if the same purports to he signed by the commissioner by or before 
whom it purports to have been taken, and if is proved to the satis
faction of the Court that reasonable notice of the intention to 
take such statement was served upon the person (whether prose
cutor or accused) against whom it is proposed to he read in evi
dence. and that such person or his counsel or solicitor had, or 
might have had. if he had chosen to he present, full opportunity 
of cross-examining the person who made the same. H.S.C., e. 
174, *. •”<>.

( 100/t) R. v. Shepherd, Que. Jud. Rep.. 4 Q. B. 470.
(100c) See R. v. Millard, R. & R , 245, and other c ases < itrd at p. 407,

i loot/) R. V. Week*. 30 L .1.. M. t\, 141.
(110) R. v. Francis, 43 L. J., M. C„ 07.
(110ft) R. v. llilditeh. 5 (". & P., 290. And sec R. v. Simpson. 2 C. & P. 

415.
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It aeeuia that, in view of the proviso at the end of tin’s section, no state
ment. professedly taken under the provisions of section 081. van be available 
as sii.li at the trial, unless, before taking it. notice has been given of the 
intention to take it ; (111) and such notice must be in writing; other
wise the statement cannot, at the trial, be read against the prisoner, al
though lie may have been present when it was taken and had a full op
portunity of cross-examination. (112)

687. Depositions taken at preliminary enquiry may be read in 
evidence. — (As a mended by the Criminal Codr Amendment Art 
1900). If upon the trial of an accused person, such facts art- 
proved upon the oath or affirmation of any credible witness that 
it can be reasonably inferred therefrom that any person whose 
deposition has been theretofore taken in the investigation of the 
charge against such person is dead, or so ill as not to lie able to 
travel, or is absent from Canada, and if it is proved that such depo
sition was taken in the presence of the person accused, and that his 
counsel or solicitor had a full opportunity of cross-examining the 
witness, then if the deposition purports to he signed by the judge 
or justice before whom the same purports to have been taken, it 
shall he read as evidence in the prosecution without further proof 
thereof, unless it is proved that such deposition was not in fact 
signed by the judge or justice purporting to have signed the same.

2. In this section the word ‘deposition* includes the evidence 
of a witness given at any former trial upon the same charge.

This section, us it stood before its amendment, provided that the deposi
tion of an absent or a dead or sick witness might In- read if it were proved 
that lir or his counsel or solicitor had had a full opportunity of cross-exam
ining the witness. The section, as amended, leaves out the word “ he 
so, that, if the accused, at the time of the deposition being taken, has not 
been represented by a lawyer and there lias thus been no cross-examination, 
the deposition will not be admissible at the trial.

The evidence of a constable, searching for a witness to serve hi n with a 
siibpo-na for the trial, to the effect that he had been informed by a person 
named (but who was not produced), that the witness was absent from 
Canada, is not sufficient evidence of such absence to render the witness' 
deposition at the preliminary enquiry admissib'e as evidence at the 
trial. (113)

On a trial for uttering forged notes it was proved that a witness, — who 
had lived at one time with the prisoner as his wife, — had left, her lodg
ings and had since lieen heard from (several months ago), in the Unite I 
States. Upon this proof, the witness's deposition, taken at the prelimianry 
examination before the magistrate, was read at the trial, and, upon a ease 
reserved, it was held that the admission of the deposition being in the dis 
cretion of the presiding Judge, it was not improperly received. (114)

When the ground of the application to read the witness' deposition i- 
such illness as renders him or her unable to travel, there must be proof of

(111) II. v. Quiglev, 18 L. T.. N. S.. 211.
(112) It. v. Nhurmun. 17 Q. B. I).. 323; 55 L. J.. M. C\. 15.1.
(113) It. v. (iraliam, Que. dud. Itep.. 8 Q. It.. 107: 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 388.
(114) R. v. Nelson, 1 O. It., f>00.
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foils to shew ami satisfy the judge that the witness is in such a state of 
illness at the time of or so recently before the trial that it would not lie 
possible for the witness to travel and In- able to attend the trial. It would 
not be sufficient for a witness deposing to the illness of an absentee to 
simply sun *«, unless he were to state facts to shew that it is so.

It has been held, in England, that the words. “ so ill ns not to be able to 
travel." do not mean that the witness's coming to give evidence on the 
trial shall actually endanger his life, but that lie is not reasonably lit, 
from illness, to attend. (115)

A witness came to the Assize town, and into Court, but. a short time 
before the trial commenced, he left the Court to return to his home, by the 
advice of a medical man. who deposed that in his judgment, it would have 
been highly dangerous for the witness to remain. Held, that the witness 
was "so ill as not to be able to travel." and that his deposition before the 
committing magistrate might be read in evidence. (110)

It is for the presiding judge at the trial to deeide, in his descretiou, 
whether the evidence that the witness is too ill to travel is sufficient: and 
such evidence need not «•irssoriln come from a medical man. (117)

Where it was proposed to put in the deposition of an absent witness on 
■the ground that lie was "so ill as not to be able to travel," and the ev
idence of such inability was that of a medical man. who said that he had 
last seen the witness on the Monday (the trial being on the Wednesday 
next following), and that lie was then recovering from a severe attack of 
pain in the bowels and was too feverish then to travel, but, that it was 
possible for him to have sufficiently recovered by the Wednesday to have 
travelled, although he ( the medical man) would not have advised it, Black
burn. .1., refused to admit the deposition, on the ground that no one had 
seen the witness for 4K hours, and that lie might have become sufficiently 
recovered in that |>eriod. (118)

A superintendent of police having seen a policeman, — a material wit
ness, in bed, two days liefore the trial, stated that lie appeared ill and so 
weak that he could not get out of bed. //<'/#/. that this, without medical 
evidence or any evidence as to the nature of the illness, was not sufficient 
to admit the policeman's deposition in evidence, (lib)

It is almost always necessary to shew and satisfy the judge of two 
things, first, of the existence of an illness which renders the witness unable 
to travel, and. next, of an illness of such a nature that it would continue 
to such a time as to prevent the witness from attending the trial. It is 
not enough that there is an illness, unless it is such an illness as will ren
der the witness unable to travel. (120)

Unless there is actual illness, old age, nervousness and inability to stand 
a cross-examination are not enough foundation for the reading of tin- 
deposition of an absent witness, (121) even although the bringing such 
witness, into court would lie dangerous to his life. ( 122)

(115) It. v. Riley, 3 (’. & K.. 110; It. v. Cockhurti, Dears. & B., 203. 20 
L I. (M. ('.), 13fl!

(110) It. v. Wicker, 18 dur.. 252.
(117) It. v. Stephenson. L. & (*.. 105; 31 L. J. (M. ('.), 147.
( 118) It. v. Bull. 12 Cox < . < .. 31.
Ill») It. v. Williams. 4 F. 4 F.. 515.
(120) It. v. Rilev, 3 < . & K.. 310 R. v. IMiilips. I F. & F.. 105: It. v. 

Walker. 1 F. & F.. 534.
(121) R. v. Farrell. L R., 2 C. C. R., 11»; 43 L. d. (M. ('.), 04.
(122) It. v. Thompson, 13 Cox (’. 181. Lush, d.
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It seems to have lx-en considered doubtful, in England, how far indisposi
tion from recent childbirth is an illness within the meaning of the Statute. 
In one ease, Willes, J„ said, “It must not be supposed that the fact of a 
woman having Wen delivered nine days ago, constitutes an illness within 
the meaning of the Statute; but. we have it in evidence that she was del
ivered of a dead child, which would tend to produce a morbid state of the 
laxly, and. therefore, her deposition may be read." (123) In another case, 
the same learned Judge rejected the deposition of a woman recently con
fined. His Lordship said, in that case, that, “illness from confinement was 
an ordinary state, and not such an illness as is c<mtemplated by the Stat
ute." (124)

It has been held that, there may W incidents in regard to the state of 
pregnancy which might bring the ease within the Statute. For instance. 
Bramweli, B., allowed the deposition of a married woman to W read on the 
evidence of her husband that she was unable to attend and that, a fort
night before, she had suffered in consequence of having been driven to the 
Assize town. (125)

Where, however, it was proposed to put in the deposition of a married 
woman on the ground of pregnancy, there being no other illness. Me'.lor. 
J., said the matter had Wen much considered by the judges, and the gen
eral opinion of the Bench was that inability to travel arising from preg
nancy alone was not such an illness as was contemplated by the Stat 
ute. (126)

It has, however, been since decided that pregnancy may W a source of 
such illness as to render the witness unable to travel. No medical evidence 
was tendered as to the condition of the witness; but, her deposition was 
held by the Court of Criminal Appeal to have been rightly admitted. The 
only evidence as to her condition was given by her husband who proved 
that he resided with his wife at a place 15 miles distant from the place of 
trial, and that when he left her on that morning, she was unable to move 
about without considerable difficulty, that she was then lying down and 
had been so during the greater part of the past week, though able to get 
up for a few minutes at intervals. (127)

Where a medical man deposed that he had examined the witness that 
morning, that she was very near her confinement, and that it would have 
Wen dangerous to expose her to the excitement of attending a criminal 
trial. — Bowen, J., after consulting with Lush, J.. admitted her deposi
tion. (128)

Where a witness is so ill as not to W able to travel, the judge may, if 
he thinks fit, postpone the trial, instead of allowing the absent witness’ 
deposition to la- read. ( 120)

In order that the above section, 687, should apply to make admissable, 
as evidence at the trial, the deposition taken at a prelimianry enquiry <-f 
a witness since dead, the document containing the deposition is alone to 
W looked at to ascertain if it “purports to W signed by the justice. 
Where a deposition, sought to be used, had been signed by the witness and 
the magistrate, and was attached at the end of depositions taken by the

(123) R. v. Wilton, 1 F. & F.. 309.
( 124 ) R. v. Walker, 1 F. & F„ 534.
(125) R. v. Croueher, 3 F. & F., 285.
(126) R. v. Barker & Ashworth, York Summer Assizes, 1862, M.S.; and 

see R. v. Ornant, 6 Cox C. C., 496.
(127) R. v. Wei lings, 3 0- B. D.. 426; 47 L. J. (M. C.), 100.
(128) R. v. Goodfellow, 44 Cox C. ('., 326.
(129) R. v. Tait, 2 F. & F., 353.
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magintrate on a previous «late named, but did not itself contain a new 
" caption," nor the date when taken, nor any record by the magistrate 
certifying that such added <le|Nwition had been taken by him, and where 
the find deposit bins formed, in themselves, a complete document con
cluding with a note by the magistrat*- of the remand <«f the case, it was 
held that, it was not t«i lie presumed that the informal deposit an, follow
ing the formal document, was a continuation of the first depositions, (in 
winch there was no reference to the added deposition), and that, it was 
not to lie presumed that the informal depositi«m related to the same 
charge; and it was further held that such adibsl deposition did not " pur
port to Ik* signed by the justice by or before whom the same purported t«i 
have lieen taken." (130)

Where a «h-position «if a deeeawd witness taken at a preliminary enquiry 
has been improperly admit till in evidence at the trial ami is «,f such a 
nature that it must have influenced the jury in their verdict, its impmp«-r 
admission is a “ substantial wrong " entitling the accused to u i.ew 
trial. (131)

An abstract made by a Coroner of the evidem-e given by a witn«*ss at 
an inquest, — the abstract being in a language not spoken by the witness, 
— is mit a deposition under the above section. 087. such abstract not being 
a nilmthii m-onl of the witness' evidence, and. moreover, not having been* 
read over to nor signed by him. (132)

A ile|Miaition rend over t«i and signed by the <h*p<meiit may 1m* admissible 
in evidence as a dying declaration, although irregular as a deposition, 
under the aliove section, 087, because taken in the absence of the ac
cused. ( 133)

See pp. 714-710. iiHtr, as to dying declarations.

688. Depositions may be used ou trial for other offences. —
Depositions taken in the preliminary or other investigation of 
any charge against any jterson may be read as evidence in the pro
secution of such person for any other offence, ti}K»n the like proof 
and in the same manner, in all respects, as they may, according to 
law, be read in the prosecution of the offence with which such 
person was charged when such depositions were taken. R.S.C., c.
174, ». m.

689. Evidence of accused's statement before the justice. — The
statement made by the accused jicrson liefore the justice may, if 
necessary, upon the trial of such jierson, he given in evidence 
against him without further proof thereof, unless it is proved 
that the justice purporting to have signed the su me did not in 
fact sign the same. H.S.V., c. 174, s. 223.

Ah to flu* m*«**ssity of eonfeHnionn made by an a««n»«il In-ing fm* and 
voluntary, wee commenta and autlmrities under sectmn 392 at pp. 708-713,

See alwi «'oinment* ami authorities under MH-tion 3 of the Canada 
•KrMmcr Art. /tout, with reganl to the admiHHibility of a witnean" «tate- 
mentH under oath in a anbaequent prom-ution again*t himself.

( 130) R. v. Hamilton. 2 Can. Cr. Va*.. 390. 
( 131) n.
(132) R. v. (Iraham. 2 Can. Cr. Can.. 388.
( 133) R. v. Wood*, 2 Can. Cr. ('a*., 139.



690. Admission may be taken on trial. — Any accused person 
on his trial for any indictable offence, or his counsel or solicitor, 
may admit any fact alleged against the accused so as to dispense 
with proof thereof.

691. Certificate of trial at which perjury was committed. — A
certificate containing the substance and effect onh omitting the 
formal part, of the indictment and trial for any offence, purpor
ting to be signed by the clerk of the court or other officer having 
the custody of the records of the court whereat the indictment 
was tried, or among which such indictment has been filed, or by 
the deputy of such clerk or other officer, shall, upon the trial of 
an indictment for jierjury or summation of perjury, be sufficient 
evidence of the trial of such indictment without proof of the si
gnature or official character of the person ap|»earing to have 
signed the same. H.S.C., c. 174, s. 22.5.

• 692. Evidence of coin being false or counterfeit. — When upon
the trial of any person, it becomes necessary to prove that any 
coin produced in evidence against such person is false or counter
feit, it shall not be necessary to prove the same ,u be false and 
counterfeit by the evidence of any inoneyer or other officer of Her 
Majesty . Mint, or other person employed in producing the lawful 
coin in Her Majesty's dominions or elsewhere, whether the coin 
counterfeited is current coin, or the coin of any foreign prince, 
state or country, not current in Canada, but it shall be sufficient 
to prove the same to be false or counterfeit by the evidence of 
any other credible witness. K.S.V., c. 174, s. 229.

693. Evidence on proceedings for advertising counterfeit mo
ney. — On the trial of any jierson charged with the offences men
tioned in section four hundred and eighty, any letter, circular, 
writing or paper offering or purporting to offer for sale, loan, gift 
or distribution, or giving or purporting to give information, 
directly or indirectly, where, how, of whom or by what means any 
counterfeit token of value may be obtained or had, or concerning 
any similar scheme or device to defraud the public, shall be prima 
facie evidence of the fraudulent character of such scheme or 
device.

694. Proof of previous conviction. — A certificate containing 
the substance and effect only, omitting the formal part, of any 
previous indictment and conviction for any indictable offence, or 
a copy of any summary conviction, purporting to be signed by the 
clerk of the Court or other officer having the custody of the re
cords of the Court before which the offender was first convicted, 
or to which such summary conviction was returned, or by the de
puty of such clerk or officer, shall, uj>on pr<»of of the identity of
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tin* portion of tin* offender, In* sufficient ovidoiioo of such convic
tion without proof of the signature or official character of the 
|>erson appearing to have signed the same. R.S.l'., o. 174, s. 230.

695. Proof of conviction of a witness. — A witness max lie 
i|Uestioned as to whether he has liven convicted of any offence, 
and upon being so questioned, if he either denies the fact or re
fuses to answer, the opposite party may prove such conviction;and 
a certificate, as provided in the* next preceding section, shall, upon 
proof of the identity of the witness as such convict, Ik* sufficient 
evidence of his conviction, without proof of the signature or the 
official character of the person appearing to have signed the cer
tificate. It.S.C., e. 174, s. 231.

Facts shew mg that the witness is Im—cd or partial in relation to the 
parties or the ease may In* elicited on cross-examination : or. if such facts 
are. on cross-examination, denied, they may lie proved. indc|iendently: 
(133*1) »•.//. that the witness has had ipiarrels with or expressed hostility 
to the opposite party. ( 133/#) And independent evidence, may lie given 
that an adversary's ( hut not a party's own ) witness bears such a general 
reputation for untruthfulness that he is unworthy of credit upon oath. In 
theory, such evidence should relate to general reputation only, and not 
ex pi ess the mere opinion of the ini|ienehing witness; but, in | *act ice. the 
• I nest ion may Is- shortened thus;—“From your knowledge of the witness' 
reputation, would you ladieve him on his oath?" ( 133c)

A witness may, upon cross-examination, la* u-ked any question concern
ing his anteci-dcnts. associations or mode of life, which, although irre
levant to the issue, would Ik* likely to discredit his testimony or degrade 
his character. (133*/) Thus, on a charge of rape, the prosecution may la* 
cross-examined as to her connection with men other than the accused : but 
her answer to such a question will la* conclusive; (133» ) although, if. on 
cross-examination, she denies having had previous intercourse with the 
accused, evidence may, then, la* given to contradict her. (ISSf)

Section of the Cnundn Hrhlaiir Art, tfttht, (as amended by the dl Vic.. 
e. 33). provides that no |a*rson shall be excused from answering any ques
tion on the ground that his answer may tend to criminate him: but. it 
also provides that (if lie objetts to answer on the ground that hi- answer 
may tend to criminate him), then, although he shall la* compelled to 
answer, no evidence so given -hall la* used against -uch |arson in any crim
inal prosecution thereafter instituted again-t him other than a prosecution 
for |a*rjury in giving such evidence.

696. Proof of attested instrument. — It shall not In* m vi s-ary 
to prove liv tin* attesting witness any instrument to the validity 
of which attestation is not requisite; and such instrument may 
In* proved by a<lmission or otherwise as if there had Ih*i n no at
testing witness thereto. R.8.V., e. 174, s. 232.

( 133#i) Hos. < r. Kv„ 12th Kd. DO.
( 133/») It. v. Shaw. Hi fox C. C., 503.
( 133c) 1’liipson Ev., 2nd Ed., 104.
( 133*/) #*., 165.
(133* ) H. v. Cockcroft. 11 fox C. L\, 410; It. v Holmes, 12 Cox ('. ('.. 

137; L. It.. 1 ('. ('. It.. 334.
( 133f) It. v. Riley. 18 Q. B. IX. 481.
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697. Evidence at trial for child murder. — The trial of any 
woman charged with the murder of any issue of her body, male 
or female, which being horn alive would, by law. be bastard, shall 
proceed and he governed by such and the like rules of evidence 
and presumption as are by law used and allowed to take place in 
respect to other trials for murder. R.K.C., c. 174, s. 227.

698. Comparison of disputed writing with genuine. — Compa
rison of a disputed writing with any writing proved to the satis
faction of the court to be genuine shall be permitted to be made 
by witnesses; and such writings, and the evidence of witnesses 
respecting the sa ne may be submitted to the Court and Jury as 
evidence of the g •nuineness or otherwise of the writing in dis
pute. R.S.C., v. 174, s. 233.

Evidence as to comparison of handwriting is admissible if it is given by 
a witness who from past ex|H-rienee is skilled in comparison of hand
writing. and it is not necessary that he should have gained that skill in 
the way of his business or profession. (134)

699. Discrediting a party's own witness.—A party producing 
a witness shall not Ire allowed to impeach his credit by general 
evidence of bad character, but if the witness, in the opinion of the 
court, proves adverse, such party may contradict him by other 
evidence, or, by leave of the court, inav prove that the witness 
made at other times a statement inconsistent with his present 
testimony; but before such last mentioned proof can he given the 
circumstances of the supposed statement, sufficient to designate 
the particular occasion, shall Ire mentioned to the witness, and he 
shall Ire asked whether or not he did make such statement. R.S.C.. 
v. 174, s. 234.

The word "adverse" in this section menus "hostile." and not merely 
“ unfavorable.'' ( 135)

A witness is not "adverse” merely because his testimony is unfavor
able to the party calling him. ( 135a)

Where, on a trial for rape, a witness for the prosecution, — to whom the 
prosecutrix had. shortly after the commission of the alleged offence, made 
a communication,— being asked on cross-examination as to the particulars 
of such communication, gave an answer different from that which the pros
ecutrix's counsel was instructed was the truth, it was held that, the pros
ecuting counsel had the right, on re-examination to ask the witness, under 
28 and 2» Vic., e. 18. section 3 (which is to the same effect as the above 
section (190), whether she had not at another time made a statement in
consistent with her present testimony to a person named, and also to call 
such person to give evidence of the statement so made to him. (13(1)

(134) 11. v. Rilverloek, (13 L. .L. M. ('.. 233.
(135) (1 reenough v. Ecoles., 28 L. J., (('. I*.), 100. 
(135a) 3 ltuss. Cr., 6 Ed., 035 Note (//).
(130) R. v. Little, 16 Cox C. C., 319.
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700. Evidence of former written statements by witness. —
Vpon any trial a witness may l»v cross-examined as to previous 
statements made by him in writing, or reduced to writing, relative 
to the subject-matter of the case, without such writing brin»/ shown 
to him : but if it is intended to contradict the witness by the writ
ing his attention must, before such contradictory proof can he 
giv . be called to those parts of the writing which are to be used 
foi he purpose of so contradicting him; and the judge, at any 
tii during the trial, may require the production of the writing 
for his inspection, and lie may thereu]>on make such use of it for 
the purposes of the trial as he thinks lit : Provided that a depo
sition of the witness, purporting to have been taken before a jus
tice on the investigation of the charge and to be signed by the 
witness and the justice, returned to and produced from the cus
tody of the proper officer, shall be presumed prim Î facie to have 
been signed by the witness. H.S.C., <-. 174, s. 235.

Tint* section is « re-enactment of section 235. 15. S. ('., c. 174. and was 
originally taken from section 5 of the Imperial Statute 28 and 20 Viet., 
c. IS. lief ore the passing of that Act the rule was that if a previous state
ment of a witness were in writing, it was irregular to question him as to 
the contents of it. without first producing it. and. after asking him if it 
were his handwriting, putting it in evidence ; so that a witness could not 
be asked whether lie did or did not state a particular fact before the Mag
istrate. without first allowing him to read or have read to him his deposi
tion; (137) and in the Queen's ease it was held that, in cross-examination, 
a witness could not he asked if lie had ever written a letter or other writing 
to the effect of so and so. but that lie must, lirst. have been shewn the let 
ter or writing, and then if lie admitted it to be his. it must have been put 
in evidence: or that a portion of the letter or writing could have been 
shewn to him and he could then have been asked if he wrote it. but if he 
did not admit it he could not lie cross-examined upon its contents -, and, 
even if he admitted it to be his letter or writing he could not have been 
questioned as to whether such and such statements were contained in it,
but the entire letter must first have been put in evidence. (13b)

The above rule, while it was in force, excluded one of the best tests by 
which the memory and integrity of a witness can be tried. (139) It was 
abrogated by section 5 of 2H and 29 Vie., c. 1H : so that. now. a witness 
may be cross-examined either as to his statements before the Magistrate 
or as to any other previous statement made by him in writing, without his 
deposition or the writing lieing shewn to him : or the cross-examining
counsel may. if he thinks fit. put the witness's deposition in his hand for
the purpose of cross-examining him upon it, without reading it as part of 
the evidence of the cross-examining party, but the latter will Ik* bound by 
the answer of the witness, unless the deposition is put in to contradict him; 
and it is not admissible to state that the deposition does contradict him 
unless it is so put in. (140)

If the former declaration of the witness were not in writing but merely 
by parol, you might, even before the 28 and 29 Viet., e. 18, s. 5. and still 
may cross-examine him on the subject of it; ami if he deny it you may

( 137 > K. v. Tavlor. 8 C. A 1». 726.
(138) The Queen's Case. 2 Brod. A B. 286. 288.
( 139) Tavl. Kv. s. 1301.
(140) R. v. Riley, 4 F. A F.. 964; R. v. Wright, 4 F. A F. 907.
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call another witness to prove it. (See section 701 post.) So. if a witness 
admit that, when before the magistrates, he was cross-examined for the 
prisoner, and it ap|»cars that such cross-examination is not returned with 
the depositions, lie may and lie might, even before the enactment above 
mentioned, be questioned by the prisoner's counsel ns to the answers lie 

gave. il4l)
If it appear that a statement of the witness before the magistrate, 

although written down by him, was not read over to the witness, nor sign
ed by him or by the Magistrate, the witness may and he might even be- 
fore the 28 ami 29 Vic., c. 18 s. 5, be cross-examined as to such statement, 
without producing the writing. (142)

Witnesses for the prosecution were duly sworn and examined before the 
Magistrate and cross-examined by the prisoner: minutes thereof were duly 
made by the Magistrate's clerk, and then sent to his office to be copied as 
draft depositions. The witnesses attended there, also. T., the copying clerk, 
while copying the minutes, asked the witnesses some questions for the pur
pose of making the depositions more correct, clear and complete, and in
serted their answers to such questions in the depositions. The prisoner was 
not then present. The depositions thus written were sent back to the 
Magistrate: and the witnesses in tin- presence of the prisoner, after being 
resworn, and after hearing the depositions read over to them and full oppor
tunity for ci iss-examination being given to the prisoner, signed them. At 
the trial, a material question was put to one of the witnesses as to some
thing which he had said to T., in answer to one of the questions so put to 
him by T. It was held that such answer formed no part of the depositions 
but was wholly independent of them, and therefore that the question might 
bn asked without putting in the depositions. (143)

So, also, a witness may Ik- cross-examined as to his statement before the 
(•rand Jury in the same case. (144)

If a witness, when examined in chief as to the occurrence of a fact, 
answer that he does not remember it, the counsel <m the opposite side can
not give evidence of a former declaration by the witness of the fact having 
occurred unless lie have in cross-examination questioned Hik witness as to 
such a declaration: for the fact may have occurred and the witness have 
formerly declared his knowledge of it, and yet he may not recollect it at 
the time of his examination. (145)

As a general rule, a witness cannot be cross-examined as to any distinct 
collateral fact not relevant to the matter in issue, for the pur|Mise of dis
proving the truth of the expected answer by other witnesses, in order to 
discredit the whole of his testimony. (14(i)

As to variations between a witness' deposition and his evidence at the 
trial, Cockburn. ('. .1., in a case tried before him, said that he did not 
attach much ini|>ortonoo to the accordance between what a witness said at 
the trial and what he was reported in his deposition to have said before the 
Magistrate, lie knew from his own experience, how difficult it was to take 
down a witnesss. exact words. A witness expressed himself in a long sent
ence, the magistrate's clerk struck out a particular won!, and with that 
omission it went down on the notes and was not the whole sentence. The 
whole meaning of the sentence which the witness had uttered might tliere-

( 141) R. v. Edwards, 8 C. & V. 2(1; R. v. Curtis. 2 C. & K. 7(13 
( 142) R v. Griffiths, 0 C. & I*. 74(1; See Jeans v. Wheeldon, 2 M. & Rob.
4Hrt.
( 143) R. v. Christopher. 1 Den 53(1: 2 C. 4 K. 005; 19 L. J. (M. C.) 101. 
(144) R. v. Gibson. C. & Mar. 072.
( 145) The Quern'x Case, 2 Brod. & R. 292.
(140) Spencely v. De Willott, 7 East, 108.
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by be entirely ulteml. Too much importance ought not, therefore, to he 
attached to Hitch variation*, and if there wee a substantial agreement bet
ween the evidence at the preliminary enquiry and that adduced at the trial 
that watt sufficient. (147)

A defendant, was indicted, tried and convicted on a charge of assault oc
casioning actual bodily harm. At the trial, it was admitted that the depo
sition* taken before the magistrate had been lost; and tin- defendant’* 
counsel proposed to ask the defendant, who was examined on hi# own be
half. certain questions with tin* view of shewing that one of the principal 
witnesses for the prosecution had, when examined before the magistrate, 
made statements at variance with her testimony at the trial. The trial 
judge rejected the proposed evidence. Held that, in doing so, lie erred: ami 
a new trial was ordered. (148)

The elause of the above section, 700, — which empowers the judge to re
quire the production of the writing for his inspection and for such Use in 
tin- trial a* lie thinks lit. -applies equally before and after the question 
is put to the witness; and the judge may. if he thinks tit. have tin- writing 
read before the witness answers. ( 148u )

701. Proof of contradictory statements by witness.— If a wit
ness. upon mw-examination as to a former statement made by 
him relative to the subject-matter of the ease and inconsistent 
with his present testimony, does not distinctly admit that he did 
make such statement, proof may he given that lie did in faet make 
it; but before sueli proof can he given the eireunistanees of the 
supposed statement, sufficient to designate the particular occasion, 
shall lie mentioned to the witness and he shall he asked whether or 
not he did make such statement. R.S.C., <•. 174, s.

Under this section, the credit of a witness may lie impeached by giving 
evidence of his having said or written, relative to the subject matter of 
the caw?, something which is at variance and Inconsistent with his tes
timony on the trial. But, in order to lay a foundation for such discredit
ing evidence, the witness must Is- asked upon cross-examination whether 
he has made the statement or held the conversation intended to be proved, 
and his attention must be called t<> the particular circumstances. Thus, 
if a witness, on lieing examined as to some supposed transaction or occur
rence. should answer that no such transaction or occurrence took place or 
that he did not remember it, it would lie irregular to prove his previous 
statements or declarations shewing that the transaction or occurrence did 
take place to his knowledge, — without first asking him, in cross-examina
tion, whether he had made such statements or declarations. And it. is 
not enough to ask the general question whether the witness had ever said 
so and so; because, upon the general question, he may not remember hav
ing said so; but be must be asked as to the time, place and person in
volved in the supped contradiction; because, when his attention is chal
lenged to particular circumstances, he may recollect and explain wluit be 
has formerly said. (1486) So, that, where a witness bad denied that lie 
bad ever said that lie was in partnership with the defendant, but bad not 
been questioned as to the particular person or to whom or the place or time 
when be said it, Tindal. ('. .7., refused to allow a witness, afterwards

(147) R. v. Waimvright, 13 Cox. 171. 173.
( I4H) IS. v. Troop. 30 N. S. R.. 33»: 34 ('. L. .Î.. 03: 2 Can. Cr. ( as.. 22. 
( 148» ) IS. v. Hughes. Ros. Cr. Kv. 12 Ed., 123.
( I486) The Queen's Case, 2 B. & B. 20».

-
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called, to be asked whether, on a particular occasion, the first mentioned 
witness had told him that he was in partnership with the defendant. But 
the first mentioned witness was allowed by the Court to be recalled and 
asked the particular question. (148c)

The same rule of allowing a witness to lx* recalled in order to lay a 
foundation for the admission of contradictory evidence lias been followed 
in other instances. (148</) ; it l>eing said by Abbott, C. J., in delivering 
the judgment of the Judges in the Quern'» Cane, that in any grave or 
serious case, if Counsel had, in his cross-examination, omitted to lay the 
necessary foundation, the Court would, of its own authority, call back the 
witness in order to give him an opportunity of doing so. (148c)

Where the evidence of a witness at. a preliminary enquiry was given in 
French, but was translated and taken down in Knglish, the deposition so 
taken, without having been read over and explained to and signed by the 
witness, cannot be read at a trial to establish a contradiction between the 
witness" former and present evidence; but the witness may be cross- 
examined as to any material statements made by him at the preliminary 
enquiyr. and the defence may lie allowed to examine witnesses with the ob
ject <!f shewing a contradiction between his evidence at the trial and his 
former testimony. (140)

701a. Proof of young person's age. — In order to prove the age 
of a boy, girl, child or young person for the purposes of sections 
181, 18(1, ‘>10, >11. 216, 261, 209, 270, 289, 284 and 934.x, the fol
lowing shall ho sufficient prima facie evidence: —

(a) Any entry or record by an incorporated society or its offi
cers having had the control or care of the boy, girl, child or young 
person at or about the time of the boy, girl, child or young person 
being brought to Canada, if such entry or record has been made 
before the alleged offence was committed.

(b) In the absence of other evidence, or by wav of corroboration 
of other evidence, the judge or, in cases where an offender is tried 
with a jury, the jury before whom an indictment for the offence 
is tried, or the justice before whom a preliminary inquiry there
into is held, may infer the age from the appearance of the boy, 
girl, child or young person. (Added by the Criminal Code 
Amendment Act 1900).

702. Evidence of a place being a common gaming house. —
When any cards, dice, balls, counters, tables or other instruments 
of gaming used in playing any unlawful game are found in any 
house, room or place suspected to lie used as a common gaming
house, and entered under a warrant or order issued under this 
Act, or about the person of any of those who are found therein, it 
shall be prima facie evidence, on the trial of a prosecution under 
section 198 or section 199, that such house, room or place is used

(148c) Angus v. Smith, M. & M. 473.
(148(f) See Crowley v. Page, 7 C. & P. 789. 
(148c) 2B.& B.. 314.
(149) R. v. Ciarlo, Que. Jud. Rep., 0 Q. B., 144.
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as a common gaming house, and that the |>ersou* found in the 
room or place where such tables or instruments of gaming are 
found were playing therein although no play was actually going 
on in the presence of the officer entering the same under such 
warrant or order, or in the presence of those persons by whom he 
is accompanied as aforesaid. (As amended by the Criminal Code 
Amendment Act WOO).

For provision» as to warrants to search gaming houses, etc., see section 
•175. pp. 082, Ü83, ante.

703. Other evidence of unlawful gaming. — In any prosecution 
under section 198 for keeping a common gaming house, or under 
section 109 for playing or looking on while any other |»erson is 
playing in a common gaming house, it shall In* prima facie evi
dence that a house, room or place is used as a common gaming 
house, and that the persons found therein were unlawfully play
ing therein —

{a) If any constable or officer authorized to enter any house, 
room or place, is wilfully prevented from.or obstructed or delayed 
in entering the same or any part thereof ; or

(b) if any such house, room or place is found fitted or provided 
with any means or contrivance for unlawful gaming, or with any 
means or contrivance for concealing, removing or destroying any 
instruments of gaming. (As amended by the Criminal Code 
Amendment Art 1000).

By tlie wording of these two sections, us amended, the provisions thereof 
are ej-pernnly m ole upplirnhle to proseeution*. under section 11IH. ante, for 
the imlictahlr offence of keeping a common ginning house, etc., and, under 
section 1119. ante, for the nnn-imUctahle offence of nlaiilmj or looking on at 
plan in a gambling house.

Before they were amended, it was doubtful whether these two section- 
702 and 703 applied to a prosecution under section 19». ante. (150)

Sections 9 and 10 of the R. S. C., c. 158. (which are unrepealed), empow
er a indice magistrate to swear and examine, when brought before him. 
any persons found in any gaming house entered and searched under the 
provisions of section 575, ante. These sections 9 and 10 of the It. S. ('.. c. 
158, are set out at pp. 083, 084. ante

704. Evidence in cases of Gaming in stocks, etc. — Whenever, 
on the trial of a person charged with making an agreement for 
the sale or purchase of shares, goods, wares or merchandise in the 
manner set forth in section two hundred and one, it is established 
that the person so charged has made or signed any such contract 
or agreement of sale or purchase, or has acted, aided or abetted in 
the making or signing thereof, the burden of proof of the bonâ 
fide intent'on to acquire nr to sell such goods, wares or merchan-

(150) R. v. Ah Dock. 19 C. L. T.. 309.
53
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dise, or to deliver or receive delivery thereof, as the case may be, 
shall rest upon the person so charged.

705. Evidence in certain cases of libel. — (As amended by 50 
Vic., c. 32). In any criminal proceeding commenced or prose
cuted for publishing any extract from, or abstract of, any pajier 
containing defamatory matter and which has been published by, 
or under the authority of, the Senate, House of Commons, or any 
Legislative Council, Legislative Assembly or House of Assembly, 
such paper may be given in evidence, and it may be shown that 
such extract or abstract was published in good faith and without 
ill-will to the person defamed, and if such is the opinion of the 
jury, a verdict of not guilty shall be entered for the defendant. 
R.S.C., c. 1(53, s. 8.

In connection with this subject, sections (i & 7 of the R. S. C., c. 1U3, re
main unrepealed. (See Schedule Two, post.)

706. Evidence in cases of polygamy, etc. — In the ease of any 
indictment under section two hundred and seventy-eight (6), (r) 
and (d), no averment or proof of the method in which the sexual 
relationship charged was entered into, agreed to, or consented to, 
shall lie necessary in any such indictment, or upon the trial of the 
person thereby charged ; nor shall it be necessary upon such trial 
to prove carnal connection had or intended to be had between the 
persons implicated. 53 V., c. 37, s. 11.

707. Evidence of stealing ores or minerals. — In any prosecu
tion, proceeding or trial for stealing ores or minerals the posses
sion, contrary to the provisions of any law in that behalf, or any 
smelted gold or silver, or any gold-bearing quartz, or any un smel
ted or otherwise unmanufactured gold or silver by any operative, 
workman or labourer actively engaged in or on any mine, shall hr 
prima facie evidence that the same has been stolen by him. 1Î.S. 
C., c. 164, s. 30.

707a. Cattle brands as evidence.—In any criminal prosecution, 
proceeding or trial, the presence upon any cattle of a brand or 
mark, which is duly recorded or registered under the provisions 
of any Act, ordinance or law, shall be prima facie evidence that 
fuch cattle are the property of the registered owner of such brand 
or mark; and where a person is charged with theft of cattle or 
with an offence under paragraph (a) or paragraph (b) of section 
331a respecting cattle, possession by such person or by others in 
his employ or on his behalf, of such cattle, hearing such a brand or 
mark of which the person charged is not the registered owner, 
shall throw upon the accused the burden of proving that such 
cattle came lawfully into his possession or into the possession of 
such others in his employ or on his behalf, unless it appears that 
such possession by others in his employ or on his Whalf was with
out his knowledge and without his authority, sanction or appro-
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val. (Added by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1000, and since 
amended by the 1 Edward VII, c. 42).

708. Evidence of stealing timber. — In any prosecution, pro
ceeding or trial for any offence under section three hundred and 
thirty-eight a timber mark, duly registered under the provisions 
of the Act respecting the Marking of Timber, on any timber, mast, 
ai>ar, saw-log or other description of lumber, shall 1m? prima facie 
evidence that the same is the property of the registered owner of 
such timber mark; and possession by the offender, or by others in 
his employ or on his l>ehalf, of any such timber, mast. spar, saw- 
log or other description of lumber so marked, shall, in all cases, 
throw upon the offender the burden of proving that such timber, 
mast, spar, saw-log or other description of lumber came lawfully 
into his possession, or into the possession of such others in his em
ploy or on his behalf. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 228.

709. Evidence in cases relating to public stores. — In any pro
secution, proceeding or trial under sections three hundred and 
eighty-five to three hundred and eighty-nine inclusive for offences 
relating to public stores proof that any soldier, seaman or marine 
was actually doing duty in Her Majesty’s service shall be prima 
facie evidence that his enlistment, entry or enrolment has been 
regular.

2. If the person charged with the offence relating to puMie 
stores mentioned in article three hundred and eighty-seven was, 
at the time at which the offence is charged to have been com
mitted, in Her Majesty’s service or employment, or a dealer in ma
rine stores, or a dealer in old metals, knowledge on his part that 
the stores to which the charge relates Imre the marks described 
in section three hundred and eighty-four shall lie presumed until 
the contrary is shown. 50-51 V., c. 45, s. Id.

710. Evidence in cases of fraudulent marks on merchandise. —
In any prosecution, proceeding or trial for any offence under Part 
XXXIII, relating to fraudulent marks on merchandise, if the of
fence relates to imported goods evidence of the port of shipment 
shall be prima facie evidence of the place or country in which tin- 
goods were made or produced. 51 V., c. 41, s. 13.

2. Provided that in any prosecution for forging a trade mark 
the burden of proof of the assent of the proprietor shall lie on tin- 
defendant.

This section applies only to cases of forgery of and not to cases of falsely 
a willing a trade mark. (151)

711. Full offence charged.— Attempt proved.—When the 
complete commission of the offence charged is not proved but tin- 
evidence establishes an attempt to commit the offence, the accused

(151) R. v. Howarth, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 243.
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mav he convicted of such attempt and punished accordingly. 1$. 
- ■ 174, s. 183

It will be seen by section 713 poxf, that the above section, 711. does not 
apply to murder.

Sec section 04 and comments and authorities, at pp. 70-73. ante, as to> 
what constitutes an attempt to commit a crime.

I’pon this section, 711. the defendant can only be convicted of an attempt 
to commit the very offence with which he is charged. ( 152 >

If A be indicted for stealing IVs watch, In- cannot lie convicted of attempt
ing to steal IVh umbrella.

The provision contained 'n the above section, 711, was derived from sec.9 
of the Imperial statute it and i-"> Viet,, c. 100, by which, after reciting that 
offenders often escaped conviction by reason that such |M*rsons ought to 
have Im-cii charged with attempting to commit offences, and not with tin- 
actual commission thereof, it was enacted that, “ if on the trial of any per
son charged with any felony or misdemeanor it shall appear to the jury upon 
the evidence that tin- defendant did not complete the offence charged but 
that lie was guilty only of an attempt to commit the same, such person 
shall not by reason thereof lie entitled to be acquitted, but the Jury shall 
lie at liberty to return as their verdict that the defendant is not guilty of 
the felony or misdemeanor charged in the said indictment; and no |misoii 
so tried as herein lastly mentioned shall be liable to be afterwards pro
secuted for an attempt to commit the felony or misdemeanor for which he 
was so tried.” Where an indictment charged A. with rape and B. with aid
ing him. ami the Jury found A guilty of attempt to commit rape and B. 
of aiding in the attempt, it was contended that this finding amounted to 
an acquittal of It., as the case was not within see. 9 of 14 and 15 Viet., 
100; but the objection was overruled, and the conviction of B., for mis
demeanor was affirmed. (153)

It was held by the Court of Queen's Bench (Appeal .Side) at Montreal, 
before the coming into force of the Code, that a verdict of attempt to com
mit an assault was not irregular. (154)

712. Attempt charged. — Full offence proved. —When an at
tempt to commit, an offence is charged but the evidence esta
blishes the commission of the full offence, the accused shall not he 
entitled to be acquitted, hut the Jury may convict him of the at
tempt, unless the court before which such trial is had thinks lit. 
in its discretion, to discharge the Jury from giving any verdict 
upon such trial, and to direct such person to be indicted for tin- 
complete offence.

2. Provided that after a conviction for such attempt the ac
cused shall not l>e liable to be tried again for the offence which he 
was charged with attempting to commit. K.S.C., c. 174, s. 184.

Where a prisoner is indicted for attempting to steal and the proof est
ablishes that the offence of stealing was actually committed, the jury may 
convict of the attempt, unless the (’ourt discharges them ami directs the 
prisoner to lie indicted for the stealing (155)

(152) R. v. McPherson. Dears. * B., 197.
(153) R. v. llapgiHid. L. R.. 1 C. C. R.. 221: R. v. Wvatt. 39 L. J. (M. 

(’. ) S3. S. C.
(154) Ublanc v. R. lfl L. N. 187.
(155) R. v. Taylor. Que. Jud. Rep.. 4 Q. B.. 226.
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713. Offence charged. —Part only proved. - Every count shall 
Ik* «levnivtl «livisilile; ami if tlu* (‘oiiunission of tlu* offence charged, 
as «IciK-rilKtl in the enactment creating the offence or as chargeai 
in the count, includes the commission of any other offence the 
jierson accused may In* convicted of any offence so included which 
is proved, although the whole offence charged is not proved; or 
he may Ik- convicted of an attempt to commit any offence so in
cluded ;

V. Provided, that on a count charging murder, if the evidence 
proves manslaughter hut dws not prove murder, the Jury may 
find the accused not guilty of murder hut guilty of manslaughter, 
hut shall not on that count find the accused guilty of any other

This section follows the general rule of the common law. ( now consider 
a My extended by the addition of the distinction between felonies and mis
demeanors). umlcr which ujion a charge of an offence coni|Niscd of several 
ingredients the accused may be convicted of any offence included in the 
one charged against him. — a mle which doe* not require proof, to the full 
extend laid, of the irtFenee charged in the indictment, provided the facts 
actually proved constitute an offence punishable by law, and for which 
the defendant may by law In* convicted on that indictment, (158)

1'nder this rule. if. ii|m>ii an indictment for burglary and stealing gmsls. 
there In* no burglary but only stealing proved, or if. upon an indictment 
for robbery, there In* pnmf of the stealing of the orouerty but not that it 
was taken from the |N*rson by violence or putting hi fear, the prisoner may 
In* convicted of the simple theft. ( 157 ) Indeed, upon an indictment for 
burglary and stealing, the prisoner may In- convicted either of burglary, of 
entering a dwelling-house in the night with intent to commit an indictable 
offem-e therein, of housebreaking, of stealing in a dwelling-house to the 
amount of *25. (if the property stolen In* laid in the Indictment to In* of 
that value) or simply of theft, according to the facts proved. (158)

I"pon an indictnnmt for assaulting and unlawfully wounding and ill- 
treating the prosecutor and thereby occasioning him actual bodily harm, 
the defendant may In* comicted of a common assault. ( 1511)

l"pon an indictment charging thi t the defendant did unlawfully nuke an 
assault in and ii|niii a girl bet ween the ages of ten and twelve and did then 
unlawfully and carnally know and abuse her, etc., being the ordinary form 
of an indictment for an offence against sec. 51 ( now rc|N*aled) of 24 and 25 
Viet., e. 100. the defendant might have la*en convicted of a common as
sault. (ltMl)

The defendant may also he convicted of a common assault upon an indict
ment charging him with unlawfully wounding and with unlawfully inflict
ing grievous InnHIv harm, although the word “ a**anlt " is not used in the 
indictment. (Dili

(150) 11. v. Ilollingherry. 4 B. & V. 330: It. v. Hunt.. 2 Camp. 583: It. 
v. Williams, 2 Camp. 240.

( 157) 2 Hale. 203.
( 158) It. v. Compton. 3 C. & 1». 418; R. v. Bullock. 1 Moo. C. C. 423: It. 

v. Brookee, C. A Mar. "it.i.
(15ft) It. v. Oliver. Bell. 287; 30 L. J. (M. C. ) 12: R. v. Yeadon. !.. & 

e. 81; 31 !.. .1. (M. V.) 70.
( DM)) R. v. Outline. L. R.. 1 C. (’. R.. 241: 3ft L. .1. (M. C.) 96.
(Dll) R. v. Taylor, L. R.. 1 C. C. It.. 1»4: 38 L. I. (M. C.) 10(1.
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It was held on on indictment for publishing a defamatory libel “ knowing 
the same to be false," (a misdemeanor punishable under see. 4, of (l and 7 
Viet., e. 90) that the defendant might be convicted of merely publishing a 
defamatory libel, a misdemeanor punishable under sec. 5 of 0 and 7 Vic., e. 
M. (Ml)

It has been held that, upon an indictment for perjury, it is sufficient if 
any one of the assignments of perjury be proved. ( 103 ) And where, upon 
the trial of an indictment for perjury, it appeared that the false oath, al
though taken before a competent authority, was not taken in a judicial 
proceeding, it was held that the defendant might be convicted of the com
mon law misdemeanor of taking a false oath. ( 104)

Upon an indictment for conspiring to prevent workmen from continuing 
to work, it is sufficient to prove a conspiracy to prevent one workman from 
working. ( 165)

Where an indictment contains divisible averments, as, that the defendant 
“ forged and caused to lie forged," proof of either averment will be suffi
cient. (100)

Where two intentions are ascribed to one act, — as that a libel was pu
blished with intent to defame A. R.. and also to bring the administration 
of justice into contempt, or, that an assault was committed on a female 
with intent to abuse and to earnallg know her, — proof of either of the in
tentions ascribed will be sufficient. ( 107)

Where an information for libel charged that outrages had been committed 
in and near the neighborhood of Nottingham, it was held that the aver
ment was divisible and that it was sufficient to prove that outrages had 
been committed in either place. ( 108)

Upon a charge of stealing, if any one of the articles enumerates! in the 
indictment Ik* proved to have been stolen by the defendant, it will In
sufficient. (100)

Upon an indictment for extortion alleging that the defendant extorted 
twenty shillings, it was held sufficient to prove that he extorted one shil
ling. (170)

On a charge of obtaining money by false pretences, proof of part of the 
pretence alleged was held sufficient, where the money was obtained upon 
that part of the pretence which was proved. (171)

Where several are indicted for burglary ami theft, one may be found 
guilty of the burglary and stealing, and the others of the stealing only.
(172)

714. On charge of murder, conviction may be of concealment 
of birth. — If any person tried for the murder of any child is ac
quitted thereof the Jury by whose verdict such jterson is acquitted

( 102) Ik taler v. K.. 21 Q. B. I)., 284 ; 57 L. J. (M. ('.) 85.
(103) It. v. Rhodes, 2 Ld. Kavm. 880.
( 104) R. v. Hodgkiss. L. R„ 1 C. ('. R.. 212; 39 L. .1. (M. C.) 14.
(105) R. v. Bykerdike. 1 M. & R. 179.
( 100) It. v. Middlehurst. 1 Burr. 400.
( 107) It. v. Evans, 3 Stark, 35; R. v. Dawson, 3 Stark, 62.
( 108) R. v. Sutton. 4 M. & Sel. 532.
( 169) 2 Hale, 302. See R. v. Ellins, It. A It. 188.
( 170) R. v. Burdett, 1 Ld. Ravin. 149. See It. v. Carson, R. & R. 303. 
( 171) R. v. Hill. R. & R. 190."
( 172) R. v. Butterworth, It. & R. 520.
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may find, in case it so appears in evidence, that the child had re
cently been born, and that such person did, by some secret dispo
sition of such child or of the dead body of such child, endeavour 
to conceal the birth thereof, and thereupon the court may pass 
fcuch sentence as if such person had been convicted uj>on an in
dictment 1'or the concealment of birth. K.S.C., c. 174, s. 188.

8ve sections 231) ami 240 and comments and authorities at pp. 255, 250,

714a. Proof in cattle cases. — When an offence under section 
331 is charged and not proved, but the evidence establishes an 
offence under section 331a the accused may be convicted of such 
latter offence and punished accordingly. (Added bv 1 Edward 
VII, c. W).

715. Trial of joint receivers. — If, upon the trial of two or 
more persons indicted for jointly receiving any property, it is 
proved that one or more of such j>ersons separately received any 
part or parts of such property, the Jury may convict, upon such 
indictment, such of the said persons as are proved to have received 
any part or parts of such property. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 200.

716. Proceedings against receivers. — When proceedings are 
taken against any j»erson for having received goods knowing them 
to be stolen, or for having in his possession stolen property, evi
dence may be given, at any stage of the proceedings, that there 
was found in the possession of such person other property stolen 
within the preceding period of twelve months, and such evidence 
may be taken into consideration for the purpose of proving that 
such person knew the property which forms the subject of the 
proceedings taken against him to be stolen : Provided, that not 
less than three days’ notice in writing has been given to the person 
accused that proof is intended to be given of such other proj>erty, 
stolen within the preceding period of twelve months, having l»een 
found in his possession; and such notice shall specify the nature 
or description of such other property, and the person from whom 
the same was stolen. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 203.

It has been held that it is not sufficient merely to prove that “ other 
property stolen within the preceding twelve months “ had at some time 
during the twelve months been dealt with by the prisoner, but that it 
must be proved that such other property was found in the prisoner's pos
session when he was found in possession of the property forming the sub
ject matter of the indictment. (173) So, that, where a prisoner was in
dicted for receiving stolen goods, and, to shew guilty knowledge, evidence 
was tendered to prove that, a short time previously, the prisoner had sold

(173) R. v. Carter. 12 Q. B. I)., 522.
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for half its value and had otherwise disposed of other property stolen wit- 
in the twelve months, it was held that sueh evidence was not admissible.
(174)

.<<•<1 section 314 and comments and authorities at pp. 370-374, ante.
«

717. Proceedings against receivers after previous conviction.—
When proceeding# are taken against any ]>ernon for having re
ceived goods knowing them to he st• ’ i, or for having in his |>os- 
session stolen property, and evidence has I wen given that the sto
len property has lieen found in his possession, then if such person 
has, within five years immediately preceding, been convicted of 
any offence involving fraud or dishonesty, evidence of such pre
vious conviction may be given at any stage of the proceedings, and 
may be taken into consideration for the purpose of proving that the 
}>erson a<*cused krtew the property which was proved to be in his 
possession to have been stolen: Provided, that not less than three 
days’ notice in writing has been given to the person accused that 
proof is intended to be given of such previous conviction; and it 
shall not be necessary, for the purpose's of this section, to charge 
in the indictment the previous conviction of the person so accused. 
K.S.C., c. 174, s. 204.

718. Trial for iage offences. - l.’pon the trial of any person 
accused of any - nee respecting the currency or coin, or against 
the provisions Part XXXV., no difference in the date or year, 
or in any lev marked upon the lawful coin described in the in
dictment. he date or year or legend marked upon the false 
coin conn ivrlcited to resemble or pass for such lawful coin, or 
upon any die, plate, press, tool or instrument used, constructed, 
devised, adapted or designed for the purpose of counterfeiting, or 
imitating any such lawful coin, shall Ik- considered a just or law
ful cause or reason for acquitting any such person of such offence; 
and it shall in any case, be sufficient to prove such general re
semblance to the lawful coin as will show an intention that the 
counterfeit should pass for it. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 205.

719. Verdict in Case of libel. — On the trial of any indictment 
or information for the making or publishing of any defamatory 
libel, on the plea of not guilty pleaded, the jury sworn to try the 
issue may give a general verdict of guilty or not guilty upon the 
whole matter put in issue upon such indictment or information, 
and shall not be required or dim ed, by the court or judge before 
whom such indictment or information is tried, to find the defen
dant guilty merely on the proof of publication by such defendant 
of the jaiper charged to be a defamatory libel, and of the sense as
cribed to the same in such indictment or information; but the

(174) It. v. Drupe. 14 Cox C. C., 85.
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court or judge before whom such trial is hail shall, according to 
the discretion of such court or judge, give the opinion and direc
tion of such court or judge to the jury on the matter in issue as 
hi other criminal cases; and the jury may, on such issue, find a 
special verdict if they think lit so to do; and the defendant, if 
found guilty, may move in arrest of judgment on such ground and 
in such manner as he might have done before the passing of this 
Act. H.S.C., c. 174, «. 16t.

720. Impounding documents. — Whenever any instrument 
which has been forged or fraudulently a Item I is admitted in evi
dence the Court or the judge or person who admits the same may, 
at the request of any person against whom the same is admitted 
in evidence, direct that the same shall lie impounded and lie kept 
in the custody of some officer of the Court or other proper person 
for such period and subject to such conditions, as to the Court 
judge or person admitting tin- same seems meet. H.S.C., c. 17-1, 
s. 208.

When documente, tiled as exhibits in a civil suit, form the subject 
matter of indictment for forger)- and uttering, they may be impounded, on 
the application of the Attorney (General acting for the Crown. ( 174#/ »

721. Destroying counterfeit coin. — If any false* or counterfeit 
coin is produced on any trial for an offence against Part XXXV.. 
the Court shall order the same to Ik* eut in pieces in open Court, 
or in the presence of a justice of the peace, and then delivered to 
or for the lawful owner thereof, if such owner claims the same. 
R.8.C., c. 174, g. 2011.

722. View.—On the trial of any person for an offence against 
this Act, the court may, if it appears expedient for the ends of 
just ce, at any time after the Jurors have lx*en sworn to try the 
ease and before they give their verdict, direct that the Jury shall 
have a view of any place, thing or person, and shall give directions 
as to the manner in which, and the persons by whom, the place, 
thing or person shall he shown to such Jurors, and may for that 
purpose adjourn the trial and the costs occasioned thereby shall 
he in the discretion of the court. R.8.C., c. 174, s. 171.

2. When such view is ordered, the court shall give such direc
tions as seem requisite for the purpose of preventing undue com
munication with such Jurors: Provided that no breach of any 
such directions shall affect the validity of the proceedings. li.S. 
('., c. 174, s. 171.

Ah clause 2 of this section provides that no breach of anv directions given 
by the Court to prevent undue communication with the Jurors shall affect 
the validity of the proceedings, it. is difficult to say wlmt would he the con
sequence of any communication being irregularly made with the Jurors in

(174ft) Couture v. Fortier, Que. Jud. Rep., 7 S. ('., 107.
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tin* course of taking a view. In England, it is competent for the judge to 
permit the Jury to view the locus in quo at any time during the trial ; hut 
it is said to be questionable there whether if any evidence Ik* given irregu
larly to the Jury at such view that fact is ground for a case for the con
sideration of the Court for Crown Cases Reserved, or is matter to be placed 
upon the record and the subject of a writ of error, or merely furnishes 
ground for an application to the Home Secretary for remission of the sent
ence. (175)

Where upon an indictment for unlawfully displacing a railway switch, a 
prisoner was tried without a Jury by a County Court Judge, exercising ju
risdiction under the " Speedy Trials Act,” and after hearing the evidence 
and the addresses of counsel, the judge reserved his decision, and, then, be
fore giving it. having occasion to pass the place, he examined the switch in 
question, neither the prisoner nor any one on his behalf being present, and 
the prisoner was found guilty ; — it "was held that there was no authority 
for the judge taking a “ vine " of the place and that even if he luid the right 
to take the view, the manner of his taking it, without the presence of the 
prisoner or of any one on his behalf, was unwarranted; ami, further, that 
the question whether the judge had the right to take a view was a ques
tion of law arising on the trial ami was a proper question to reserve under 
It. 8. c. 174, sec. 25b. ( 170)

723. Variance and amendment. — If on the trial of any indict
ment there a|ypears to lie a variance between the evidence given 
and the charge in any count in the indictment, either as found or 
as amended, or as it would have been if amended in conformity 
with any particular supplied as provided in sections six hundred 
and fifteen and six hundred and seventeen, the Court before which 
tin* case is tried may, if of opinion I Ini I the accused has noI hern mis
led or prejudiced in his defence by such variance, amend the indict
ment or any count in it or any such particular so as to make it 
conformable with the proof.

‘i. If it appears that the indictment has been preferred under 
some other Act of Parliament instead of under this Act, or under 
this instead of under some other Act. or that there is in the in
dictment, or in any count in it, an omission to state or a defective 
statement of anything requisite to constitute the offence, or an 
omission to negative any exception which ought to have been ne
gatived. but that the matter omitted is proved by the evidence, 
tlu* Court liefore which the trial takes place, if of opinion that the 
accused has not been misled or prejudiced in his défoncé by such 
error or omission, shall amend the indictment or count as may be 
necessary.

3. The trial in either of these cases may then proceed in all res- 
pocts as if the indictment or count had been originally framed as 
amended: Provided that if the Court is of opinion that the accused 
has been misled or prejudiced in his defence by any such variance, 
error, omission or defective statement, but that the effect of such

(175) R. v. Martin, L. R., 1 C. C. R., 378; 41 L. J. (M. C. ) 113.
(176) R. v. Petrie. 20 Ont. Rep. 317.
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misleading or prejudice might be removed by adjourning or post
poning the trial, the Court, may. in its discretion make the 
amendment and adjourn the trial to a future day in the same sit
tings, or discharge the Jury and postpone the trial to the next sit
tings of the Court, on such terms as it thinks just.

f. In determining whether the accused has been misled or pre
judiced in his defence, the Court which has to determine the ques
tion shall consider the contents of the depositions, as well as the 
other circumstances of the case.

5. Provided that the propriety of making or refusing to make 
any such amendment shall he deemed a question for the Court, 
and that the decision of the Court upon it may be reserved for the 
Court of Appeal, or may he brought before the Court of Appeal 
like any other decision on a point of law. R.S.C., c. 174, ss. 237, 
238, 23».

Tho first paragraph of this section is based upon sec. 1 of the Imperial 
■statute 14 and 15 Viet., e. 100, giving power to amend variances between 
the statement as contained in the indictment, of matters of description, etc., 
and the evidence offered in proof of such matters; but the Imperial statute 
not only makes the right to amend de|>endent upon the variance being such 
as cannot in the opinion of the Court, prejudice the defendant in his de
fence, but :»lso dependent upon its being such as the Court considers is not 
material to the merits of the ease. The |»ower of amendment given by the 
first paragraph of the above section seems, therefore, to be broader than 
that given by the English statute; and clause 2 of the above section goes 
still further by enacting that the Court may amend omissions or defective 
statements of anything requisite to constitute the offence, etc., provided 
tho matter omitted lie proved by the evidence: and clause 3 provides that, 
even, if the defendant has in the opinion of the Court, been misled or-pre
judiced in his defence, by any such variance, error, omission, or defective 
statement, the Court may make the amendment, and adjourn or postpone 
tho trial.

It seems that the amendment may be made after the prisoner's counsel 
has addressed the jury; ( 177) but that it must be made before the verdict 
is rendered. (178)

It was held, under the English statute, that where an amendment had 
once been made there was no power of amending the amendment or of re
verting to the indictment us it originally stood, and that the case must 
have been decided upon the indictment in its amended form. (170) But it 
will be seen that, under the first paragraph of the almvc section 723. either 
the indictment as found or as amended, or any particular supplied under 
sections 615 and 617, may now be amended so as to make a variance con
formable with the proof.

It has been held, under the Imperial statute, that an indictment might 
he amended by striking out an erroneous and unnecessary statement of the 
time of the passing of an Act of parliament referred to in it; (180) that

(177) R. v. Eullarton. fl Cox (\ t\. 104.
( 178) It. v. Frost, Dears. 474; 24 L. J. (M. C.) 116; It. v. Larkin. Dears. 

365; 23 L. J. (M. ('.) 125.
(179) R. v. Barnes. L. R., 1 C. C. R., 45; 35 L. .1. (M. C.) 204; R. v. Prit

chard L a C. S4t :«* L. J. (M. C.) 16»; R. r. Webster, L. A C., 77.
(180) R. v. West lev. Bell. 193; 20 L. ,i. (M. ('.), 35.
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an indictment for the obstruction of a footway might be amended so as to 
correct a misdescription of one of the termini of the footway ; (181) that 
in an indictment for night poaching an amendment might be"made so as to 
correct a misdescription of the occupation of the field ; ( 182 ) that an
amendment might also be made where the ownership of stolen property 
was wrongly described ; ( 183 ) or in order to correct a wrong description of 
the stolen property itself, as where the statement in the indictment was 
that the prisoner stole nineteen shillings and six pence, whereas the proof 
shewed that she stole a sovereign. ( 184) And where an indictment for 
perjury alleged that the perjury was committed on a trial for burning a 
burn, whereas the proof was that the trial was for firing a xluck, the in
dictment was allowed to Is* amended. (185) So, also, where an indictment 
charged the prisoner with intent to kill and murder A. W., an infant, and 
the prosecution failed to prove that the child had ever borne such a name, 
the indictment was allowed to be amended by striking out the name, and 
describing the child as “a certain female child whose name is to the .hi
rers unknown.” ( 180)

Where in an indictment for perjury before justices, the justices were des
cribed as being justices for the country and the evidence shewed that they 
were borough justices only, this was held a proper subject for amendment. 
(187)

See comments under section 020 at pp. 700-702. unir.
See sections 733 and 734 pout, as to motions in arrest of judgment.
A« to reserving questions of law. see section 743. poxf.

724. Amendment to be endorsed on record. — In <a>c an order 
for amendment as provided for in the next premling section is 
made it shall lie endorsed on the record ; and all other rolls and 
proceedings connected therewith shall he amended accordingly by 
the proper officer and filed with the indictment, among the proper 
record# of the court. U.S.C., c. 174, s. 240.

725. Form of formal record in case of an amendment. — If it
becomes necessary to draw up a formal record in any case in which 
an amendment has been made as aforesaid, such record shall he 
drawn up in the form in which the indictment remained after the 
amendment was made, without taking any notice id' the fact of 
such amendment, having been made. K.S.C., c. 174, s. 243.

726. Form of record of conviction or acquittal. — In making 
up the record of any conviction or ac of any indictment, it
shall he sufficient to copy the indictment with the plea pleaded 
thereto, without any formal caption or heading: and the state
ment of the arraignment and the proceedings subsequent thereto

(181) R. V. St urge. 3 K. & R. 374; 23 L. .1. (M. C.) 172.
(182) R. v. Sutton. 13 Cox. (148.
(183) R. v. Vincent, 2 Den. 4(14; 21 L. .1. (M. C.) 100; R. v. Mark*. 10 

Cox. 367.
(184) R. v. (tumble, L. R.. 2 C. C. R.. 1; 42 L. .1. (M. C.) 68.
( 18ft) R. v. Neville, 6 Cox. 60.
(186) R. v. Welton. 0 Cox. 207.
(187) R. v. Western. L. R„ 1 C. C. R.. 122: 37 L. J. (M. C.) 81.
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shall Ik* entered of record in the seune manner as before the pas
ting of this Act subject to any such alterations in the forms of 
such entry as are. from time to time, prescribed by any rule or 
rules of the superior courts of criminal jurisdiction respectively. 
— which rules shall also apply to such inferior courts of criminal 
jurisdiction as are therein designated. It.S.V.. c. 174, s. 244.

Se«* comments at pp. 8Ô7-8.V.I. yiu*/, an to form of Crown Hook suggested by 
the Royal ('ommissioners.

727. Jury retiring to consider verdict. — If the duty retire to 
consider their verdict they shall be kept under the charge of an 
officer of the court in some private place, and no person other 
than the officer of the court who has charge of them shall Ik* per
mitted to speak or to communicate in any way with any of the 
•Iury without the leave of the court.

2. Disc lienee to the directions of this section shall not af
fect the validity of the proceedings: Provided that if such disobe
dience is discovered before the verdict of the Jury is returned, the 
Court, it is of opinion that such |; obedience has produced subs
tantial mischief, may discharge the Jury and direct a new Jun
to be sworn or empanelled during the sitting of the court, or post
pone the trial on such terms as justice may require.

728. Jury unable to agree may be discharged. — If the Court 
is satisfied that the Jury are unable to agree upon their verdict, 
and that further detention would be useless, it mav in its discre
tion discharge them and direct a new Jury to he empanelled du
ring the sittings of the Court, or may postpone the trial on such 
terms as justice may require.

2. It shall not be lawful for any court to review the exercise of 
this discretion.

The Judge alone is to decide upon the existence of the necessity of dis
charging the Jury without agreeing upon their verdict. Thus where the 
Jury, on a trial at. the Assizes, for murder, were locked up from the middle 
of the day until the following morning, and then, on their being sent for 
into court, stated that it was impossible for them to agree, whereupon the 
judge discharged them, it was held that he was warranted by law in doing 
so. (188)

Where a material and necessary witness for the prosecution refused to 
answer a question put to him. and although informed by the Judge that 
he was bound to do so, persisted in such refusal, and was thereupon ad
judged guilty of contempt of court and fined and imprisoned, the Judge, 
on the application of the Counsel for the prosecution, and against the will 
of the defendant, discharged the Jury. The course pursued in this ease was 
afterwards questioned in the Court "of Queen's Bench, and although it did 
not become necessary to give judgment upon its propriety, Blackburn, J.,

( 188) R. v. Newton. 13 Q. B.. 18 L. J.. (M. C.) 201. 13 Jur.. 600.
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expressed nn opinion that it was right, which opinion seems to have been 
shared by Cockburn, C. J. (189)

The exercise of the Judge's discretion in discharging a Jury unable to 
agree upon their verdict is now expressly declared by clause 2 of section 728, 
to be not subject to review by any Court.

After verdict, the jury may, if the trial judge in his discretion thinks 
proper to allow it, be polled. The prisoner is not entitled to demand it 
as a right. (189a)

729. Proceedings on Sunday. — The taking of the verdict of 
the Jury or other proceeding of the court shall not be invalid by 
reason of its happening on Sunday or on any other holiday. (As 
amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Art WOO).

See Remarks of the English Commissioners, upon this provision, at p. 
794 ante, and the case of Windsor v. R., there cited.

It has been held that, this section, 729, deals only with matters before a 
jury, and does not authorize such judicial acts as the holding of a prelim
inary enquiry and a committal for trial on a Sunday or other holiday. So. 
that, where a preliminary enquiry' was held on a Sunday and the prisoner 
was on that day committed for trial, it was held that the proceedings were 
illegal and that the prisoner was entitled, upon habeas corpus, to be dis
charged. (190)

At common law, Sunday being a dies non furUticus, all judicial proceed
ings on that day are void. (191)

Only ministerial acts done on a Sunday or other non-juridieul day were 
valid at common law.

730. Suspension of sentence of death on pregnant woman. —
If sentence of death is passed upon any woman she may move in 
arrest of execution on the ground that she is pregnant. If such a 
motion is made the Court shall direct one or more registered me
dical practitioners to be sworn to examine the woman in some 
private place either together or successively, and to inquire whe
ther she is with child of a quick child or not. If upon the report 
of any of them it appears to the Court that she is so with child 
execution shall he arrested till she is delivered of a child, or until 
it is no longer possible in the course of nature that she would be 
so delivered.

731. Jury de ventre inspiciendo abolished. - After the com
mencement of this Act, no Jury de ventre inspieiendo shall be em
panelled or sworn.

(180) R. v. Charlcsworth. 2 F. & F., 320: 31 L. J.. (M. C.) 25.
(189a) R. v. McClung, 1 N. W. T. Rep. Part. 4, p. 1.
( 190) R. v. Cavalier. Hi C. I,. T.. 359: 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 134.
(191) 2 Co. Inst., 204-5; 1 Dish. Cr. l’roc., section 207; 1 Can. Cr. Cas..

140.
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The oaths heretofore in use ami taken by the fore matron anil matrons 
of a Jury of matrons may be altered and administered to medical practi
tioners appointed under section 730, in the following form: —

“ You ami each of you swear that y< u will examine anil search 
the prisoner at the bar anil enquire a 1 ascertain whether she be 
with child of a quick child and a trm report thereof make accor
ding to your skill and understanding. — So help you God. ”

See comments at pp. 283, 284, ante, as to the different stages of preg
nancy.

732. Stay of proceedings. — The Attorney-General may, at any 
time after an indictment lias been found against any person for 
any olTenee, and before judgment is given thereon, direct the of
ficer of the court to make on the record an entry that the pro
ceedings arc stayed by his direction, and on such entry being made 
all such proceedings shall l>e stayed accordingly.

2. The Attorney-General may delegate such power in any par
ticular court to any counsel nominated by him.

This power of the Attorney-General to stay proceedings was formerly 
exercised by entering a nolle prosequi. As to the occasions on which it Ini' 
been usual to enter a nolle prosequi, sec Archbold's Ur. PI. and Ev., 21st 
Ed., pp. 119-121.

733. Motion in arrest of judgment. — If the jury find the ac
cused guilty, or if the accused pleads guilty, the judge presiding 
at the trial shall ask him whether he lias anything to say why sen
tence should not be passed upon him according to law: but the 
omission so to ask shall have no effect on the validity of the pro
ceedings.

2. The accused may at any time before sentence move in arrest 
of judgment on the ground that the indictment does not (after 
any amendment which the Court is willing to and has power to 
make) state any indictable offence.

3. The Court, may in its discretion either hear and determine 
the matter during the same sittings or reserve the matter for the 
Court of Appeal as herein provided. If the Court decides in fa
vour of the accused, he shall be discharged from that indict
ment. If no such motion is made, or if the court decides against 
the accused upon such motion, the Court may sentence the ac
cused during the sittings of the Court, or the Court may in its 
discretion discharge him on his own recognizance, or on that of 
such sureties as the Court thinks fit, or both, to appear and receive 
judgment at some future Court or when called upon. If sentence

. is not passed during the sitting, the judge of any superior court 
lief ore which the ]>erson so convicted afterwards appears or is 
brought, or if he was convicted liefore a court of general or quarter 
sessions, the court of general or quarter sessions at a subsequent
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sitting may pass sentence upon him or direct him to be dischar
ged.

4. When any sentence is passed upon any person after a trial 
had under an order for changing the place of trial, the Court may 
in its discretion, either direct the sentence to Ik- carried out at the 
place where the trial was had or order the person sentenced to lie 
removed to the place where his trial would have been had but for 
such order, so that the sentence may be there carried out.

See comments under section 029, at pp, 760-762, ante-, and see section 
723 and comments at pp. 842-844, ante.

See. also, section 745. /mW, as to reserving questions of law.
Section 733 gives an accused, who has been found guilty or who pleads 

guilty, the right at any time before sentence to move in arrest of judgment 
<>n the ground that the indictment does not. (after any amendment which 
the Court can and will make), state any indictable offence.

734. Judgment not to be arrested for formal defects.—Judg
ment. after verdict ii|»on an indictment for any offence against 
this Act, shall not be stayed or reversed for want of a similiter,— 
nor bv reason that the jury process has been awarded to a wrong 
officer, upon an insufficient suggestion, — nor for any misnomer 
or misdescription of the officer returning such process, or of any 
of the jurors, — nor lieeause any person has served upon the jury 
who was not returned as a juror by the sheriff or other officer: 
and where the offence charged is an offence created by any statute, 
or subjected to a greater degree of punishment by any statute, 
the indictment shall, after verdict, be held sufficient, if it des
cribes the offence in the words of the statute creating the offence, 
or prescribing the punishment, although they are disjunctively 
stated or appear to include more than one offence, or otherwise. 
R.S.C., e. 174, s. 24fi.

Tin» most important part of this section is that which declares that, 
“ where the offence charged is un offrit re created li/l uni/ statute," etc., " the 
indictment shall, after verdict, be held sufficient, if it describes the offence 
in the word* of the statute creating the offence," etc.

Sec section 629 and comments at pp. 700-762, ante; and see. also, section 
723, ante.

Where an indictment is quashed or judgment upon it arrested for the 
insufficiency or illegality thereof, the Court will order that a new indict 
ment be preferred against the prisoner and may detain the prisoner in 
custody therefor. (192)

735. Verdict not to be impeached for certain Omissions as to 
Jurors. — (As Amended by r>6 Vic., r. -IJ). — No omission to ob
serve the directions contained in any Act as respects the qualifi
cation, selection, balloting or distribution of Jurors, the prepa-'
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ration of the jurors' lx>ok, the selecting of jury lists, the drafting 
panels from the jury lists or the striking of special juries, shall be 
a ground for impeaching any verdict, or shall be allowed for error 
upon any appeal to be brought upon anv judgment rendered in 
any criminal case. R.8.C., c. 174, s. 247.

736. Insanity of accused at time of offence. — Whenever it is 
given in evidence upon the trial of any person charged with any 
indictable offence, that such person was insane at the time of the 
commission of such offence, and such person is acquitted, the jury 
shall be required to find, specially whether such person was insane 
at the time of the commission of such offence, and to declare 
whether he is acquitted by it on account of such insanity; and if 
it finds that such person was insane at the time of committing 
such offence, the Court before which such trial is had, shall order 
such |>erson to be kept in strict custody in such place and in such 
manner as to the Court seems fit, until the pleasure of the Lieu
tenant-Governor is known.

See section 11, and comments, at pp. 14-20, on Insanity. Sec. also, com
ments, under section 657, at p. 791, ante.

737. Insanity of accused on arraignment or trial. — If at any
time after the indictment is found, and before the verdict is given, 
it ap|>ears to the Court that there is sufficient reason to doubt 
whether the accused is then, on account of insanity, capable of 
conducting his defence, the Court may direct that an issue shall 
be tried whether the accused is or is not then on account of insa
nity unfit to take his trial.

2. If such issue is directed before the accused is given in charge 
to a Jury for trial on the indictment, such issue shall be tried by 
any twelve Jurors. If such issue is directed after the accused has 
been given in charge to a Jury for trial on the indictment, such 
Jury shall be sworn to try this issue in addition to that on which 
they are already sworn.

3. If the verdict on this issue is that the accused is not then 
unfit to take his trial the arraignment or the trial shall proceed 
as if no such issue had been directed. If the verdict is that he is 
unfit on account of insanity the Court shall order the accused to 
l>e kept in custody till the pleasure of the Lieutenant-Governor 
of the province shall be known, and any plea pleaded shall be set 
aside and the Jury shall be discharged.

4. No such proceeding shall prevent the accused being after
wards tried on such indictment. R.S.C., c. 174, ss. 252 and 255.

As insanity is matter of defence, n («rand .fury have no authority by 
law to ignore a bill upon the ground that the prisoner is insane. It is their

54
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duty to find the bill, and then the Court, either on arraignment or trial, 
may order the prisoner's detention during the King's pleasure. (193)

The form of oath to be administered to the Jury to try whether a pris
oner refusing to plead be insane or not is as follows: —

“ You shall diligently enquire and true presentment make for and on be
half of Our Sovereign Lord the King whether A 11, the defendant who 
stands here indieted for an indictable offence In* insane or not, and a true 
verdict give according to the !>est of your understanding. — So help you

Where a prisoner was tried for using seditious language against the 
Queen, in her presence, it was held that, the Jury might form their own 
opinion of the state of the prisoner's mind when arraigned, from his 
demeanor, without any evidence being given on the subject; but, under 
ordinary circumstances it is usual for the Judges to require some evidence 
as to the prisoner's then state of mind. ( 194)

Where, on a prisoner being brought up to’ plead, his counsel states that 
be is insane, and a jury is sworn to try whether he is so or not, the proper 
course is for the prisoner's counsel to l>egin the evidence on this issue and 
prove the insanity, as sanity is always presumed. ( 195)

Peremptory challenges are not allowed upon a collateral issue. ( 19(1)
With regard to the manner of proving a plea of insanity, it has been 

held that a medical man, who has been present in Court and heard the ev
idence, may be asked as a matter of science whether the facts stated by 
the witnesses, supposing such facts to be true, shew in the accused a state 
of mind incapable of distinguishing right from wrong. Held, further, that 
where the opinion sought is that of a medical expert, who has had no pre
vious acquaintance with the accused, and has merely read the depositions, 
without hearing the witnesses, the question must be put to him in the form 
of a suppositious case relating all the facts proved, and asking if, — assu
ming all such facts to be true, — they would indicate in the accused any 
and what form of insanity. (197)

738. Custody of persons formerly acquitted for insanity. — If
any person before the passing of this Act, whether before or after 
the first day of July, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven, 
was acquitted of any such offence on the ground of insanity at the 
time of the commission thereof, and has lteen detained in custody 
as a dangerous person by order of the Court before which such 
person was tried, and still remains if ustody, the Lieutenant- 
Governor may make a like order for the safe custody of such per
son during pleasure. R.8.C., c. 174. s. 254.

739. Insanity of person to be discharged for want of prosecu 
tion. — If any person charged with an offence is brought before 
any Court to he discharged for want of prosecution, and such per
son appears to he insane, the Court shall order a Jury to Ik» empa
nelled to try the sanity of such person, and if the Jury so empa-

(193) R. v. Hodge*. 8 ( '. & P.. 195.
( 194 > R. v. \ A K , 530.
(195) R. v. Tu rt on. ( '. C\. 385.
(19(1) R. v. Ratcliffc 40; Ta «eh. Cr. (’ode,
( 197 ) R. v. Dubois,

*17 q! k
R., 203.
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nelled finds him insane, the Court shall order such person to be 
kept in strict custody, in such place and in such manner as to the 
Court seems fit, until the pleasure of the Lieutenant-Governor is 
known. K.S.C., c. 174, s. 250.

740. Custody of insane person. — In all cases of insanity so 
found, the Lieutenant-Governor may make an order for the safe 
custody of the person so found to be insane, in such place and in 
such manner as to him seems fit. K.S.C., e. 174, ss. 253 and 257.

741. Insanity of person imprisoned. — The Lieutenant-Gover
nor, upon such evidence of the insanity of any person imprisoned 
in any prison other than a penitentiary for an offence, or impri
soned for safe custody charged with an* offence, or imprisoned for 
not finding bail for good behaviour or to keep the peace, as the 
Lieutenant-Governor considers sufficient, may order the removal 
of such insane j>erson to a place of safe keeping; and such person 
shall remain there, or in such other place of safe keeping, as the 
Lieutenant-Governor from time to time orders, until his complete 
or partial recovery is certified to the satisfaction of the Lieute
nant-Governor, win» may then order such insane person back to 
imprisonment, if then liable thereto, or otherwise to be dis
charged. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 258.

FORMS UNDER PART LI.

FROM SCHEDULE ONE.

KK. — (Section Gti(i).

CHALLENGE TO ARRAY.

Canada,
Province of , l
County of . J
The Queen! The said A. B., who prosecutes for our Lady the Queen 

v. > (or the said C. D., as the case may be) challenges the 
C. D. | array of the panel on the ground that it was returned 

by X. Y., sheriff of the county of (or E. F, deputy of X. Y.,
sheriff of the county of , as the case may be), and that the
said X. Y. (or E. F., as the case may be) was guilty of partiality (or 
fraud, or wilful misconduct) (198) on returning said panel.

( 198) Particulars should he given shewing in what respect the Sheriff 
or Deputy Sheriff was partial or in what his alleged fraud or wilful mis
conduct. consists.
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LL. — (Section Gf>8).

(HALIÆNtiK TO FULL.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of . J

The Queen! The said A. B, who prosecutes, etc., (or the said C. D., 
v. - as the case may he) challenges G. H., on the ground that 

C. 1). j his name does not appear in the panel, (or “ that he is 
not indifferent between the Queen and the said C. D.,” (199) or “ that 
he was convicted and sentenced to ‘ death ’ or ‘ penal servitude,’ or 
‘ imprisonment with hard labour,’ or 1 exceeding twelve months,’ ” or 
“ that he is disqualified as an alien.")

The word “ King ” should be substituted for the word *" Queen," in the 
above forms.

PART LII.

APPEAL.

On this subject the English Commissioners made the following report :—

“ The procedure, under the existing law, subsequent to a trial, 
and in the nature of an appeal, may be arranged under three se
parate heads. These are, first, proceedings in error ; secondly, 
cases for the Court of Crown Cases reserved ; thirdly, motions for 
a new trial.

Error.—“Proceedings in error are proceedings by which th 
Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court is called upon to re
verse a judgment on the ground that error appears on the record. 
— a writ of error being granted only on the Attorney General's 
fiat. An appeal lies ultimotely to the House of Lords. The re
cord, however, is so drown up that many matters by which a pri
soner might be prejudiced, — indeed, the matters by which he is 
most likely to be prejudiced, would not appear upon it; for ins
tance, the improper reception or rejection of evidence, or a 
misdirection by the judge would not appear upon the record. This 
remedy, therefore, applies only to questions of law, and only to 
that very small number of legal questions which concern the re
gularity of the proceedings themselves, e. g., an alleged irregula-

( 190) Particulars should be given shewing in what respect the Juror is 
un-indifferent.
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rity in empanelling the Jury, (Mangel v. K.), (1) or in dischar
ging a Jury (VVinsor v. II.), (2) or a defect appearing upon the 
face of the indictment (Bradlaugh v. H.) (3). The result is that 
the remedy by writ of error is confined to a very small number of 
cases of rare occurrence. It must be added that the procedure in 
writs of error is extremely technical. It is necessary in such cases 
to draw up the record, and this is an extremely formal and prolix 
document, though the materials from which it is compiled are 
simply short notes in a rough minute ltook kept by the officer of 
the Court. When the record is drawn up the Court of Appeal 
cannot look beyond it, but is tied down to the matters expressly 
entered in it. The proceedings on special verdicts and demur
rers to evidence have practically fallen into disuse.

Reserved Case. — “The second mode in which proceedings in 
the nature of an appeal may lie taken, is upon a cask statkd by 
the judge for the Court for Crown Casks Rkskrvkd. Cp to the 
year 1848 it was the practice if any question of law which would 
not appear on the record arose at a criminal trial at the Assizes, 
for the judge who tried the case to state the point for the opinion 
of all the judges, by whom it was afterwards considered and de
termined, no reasons for the determination being given. If tin- 
judges thought that the conviction was wrong, the person con
victed was pardoned. There was no mode of reserving cases which 
arose at the Quarter Sessions. By 11 and 12 Viet., c. *8, a Court 
for Crown Cases Reserved was instituted, composed of the judges 
Ojf the three common law Courts or any five of them, a Chief 
Justice or the Lord Chief Baron being one. Upon the construc
tion of the Act it has been considered that if a difference of opi
nion occurs between the five judges, the minority are not lxmnd 
by the majority, but the matter must Ik? referred to the whole 
laxly, — a course which is on many obvious grounds inconvenient. 
The existing power of appeal on a point reserved, is only on behalf 
of the accused. The consequence is that the judge cannot reserve 
a question unless he rules it against the accused, notwithstanding 
his own opinion may be that though the point is doubtful it should 
l>e decided in favour of the accused ; and if ultimately it is deter
mined that there has been an improper ruling against the accused, 
on some point of perhaps very little importance, or that some evi
dence, perhaps of little weight, has been improperly received or 
rejected, the Court of Appeal must avoid the conviction and has 
no |K>wer to grant a new trial. The procedure is, however, extre
mely simple and free from technicality. No record is drawn up, 
and the Judge who reserves the point states a case in simple lan
guage.

(1) Mansell v. R.. 8 E. A B„ 64: Dears. 4 H.. 37.Î; 27 L. .1. (M. C.), 4. 
(8) Wiaaor v. It.. L It.. 1 Q. IV. .477: 81 !.. .1. (it (• ). 121.
(3) Bradlaugh v. 11.. 3 Q. B. I).. «07.
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New Trial. —“ The third proceeding in the nature of an ap|H*al 
is a Motion for a new trial. This is confined to cases which have 
either originated in or have lx*en removed into the Queen's Bench 
Division, and as it seems (It. v. Bertrand, (4), disapproving of It. 
v. Seaitfe), (f>), to cases of misdemeanour. A defendant who has 
been convicted may move for a new trial hi these cases as in a civil 
case, but the decision of the Queen's Bench Division is final.

“ It seems to us that in order to form a complete system these 
various forms of proceedings ought to lie combined. For this pur
pose we propose in the first place to constitute a single Court of 
Criminal Appeal cloeelv resembling the Court for Crown Cases 
Reserved, but with two important differences. We propose that, 
as in other courts, the minority should be liound by the majority. 
A Court compost*! of fifteen judges is inconveniently large. If 
on a point of importance a Court of five should lie divided it might 
he desirable that a further appeal should he possible. We accor
dingly pro|H>sc that the Court should have power to permit an 
appeal to the House of l/irds.

“We do not interfere with the present practice as to trials in 
the Queen's Bench Division, and we promise that in the case of 
such trials, the Queen’s Bench Division should be the Court of 
Appeal, and that it should have power to give leave to ap|ieal to 
the House of Lords. (6)

“ As to the |>owvr to appeal and the cases in which an ap|ieal 
should lie the draft code proposes to make considerable changes in 
the existing law as regards both matter of law and matter of fact. 
With regard to matter of law, the Judge has at present absolute 
discretion as to reserving or not reserving questions which arise at 
the trial and do not appear on the record. This we think ought 
to be modified. We propose accordingly that the Judge shall lie 
bound to take a note of such questions as lie may be asked to re
serve, unless he considers the application frivolous. If he refuses 
to grant a case for the Court of Appeal the Attorney (Jeneral may 
in his discretion grant leave to the person making the application 
to move the Court of Appeal for leave to appeal, and the Court 
may direct a case to lie stated. The Court on hearing the case ar
gued may either confirm the ruling appealed from, or grant a new 
trial, or direct the accused to lie discharged; in a word, it may act 
in all respects as in a civil action when the question is one of law. 
and that an the application of either side. This in some ways is fa
vorable and in others unfavorable to accused persons. By the ex-

(4) R. v. Bertrand, L. K.. 1 Prlr. Coon., 680.
(8) It. v. Scaiffe. 2 Den.. 2H1. 20 L. .1. (M. ('.), 2-20. 1/ Q. 11. 23*
(0) In Canada, the further appeal from the Provincial Appeal Court i- 

to the Supreme Court of Canada, but it is only allowed in case of any 
Judge of the Provincial Court of Appeal dissenting from the opinion of the 
majority. (See sections 742 and 750, post.)
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isting law the prisoner's right to appeal on a point of law is, gene
rally speaking, subject to the absolute discretion of the Judge; 
but if he is permitted to appeal and if the Court above decides in 
his favor, the conviction is quashed, although in a civil case he 
would gain nothing but a right to a new trial. I’nder section 
542, (7) the prisoner would be able to appeal with the leave of the 
Attorney General, against the will of the Judge, but if he suc
ceeded be would in many cases only obtain a new trial. If the 
matter appealed upon was a mere irregularity, immaterial to the 
merits of the case, the Court of Aitpeal would have power to set 
it right. All this would diminish the value of the right of appeal 
to prisoners, though it would increase its extent. It must Ik* ob
served too that the righ* of appeal on questions of law is given, 
equally to both sides. The v ,mmissioners as a body express no 
opinion on the expediency of this. If it is thought projier to con
fine the right to the accused, the alteration of a few words in the 
section would effect that object.

“ In dealing with appeals upon matter of law little is wanted 
beyond an adaptation of the existing law.

“ It is more difficult to provide in a satisfactory way for an ap
peal upon matters of fact. It is obvious that the only practicable 
means of giving such an appeal is by permitting convicted person* 
to move, under certain circumstances, for a new trial, either on 
the ground that the verdict was against the evidence, or on the 
ground that the verdict has been shown to be wrong by facts dis
covered subsequently to the trial. If the ground on which a new 
trial is sought for is that the verdict was against the evidence, the 
case is comparatively simple. In such cases the judge Indore whom 
the ease was tried ought to have power to give leave to the con
victed j>erson to apply to the Court of Appeal for a new trial. If 
the convict had an absolute right to make such an application, it 
would be nuide whenever the convict could afford it. By making the 
leave of the judge who tried the case a condition for such an ap
plication, such motions would lie practically confined to cases in 
which the Judge thought the Jury had lieen harsh towards the 
prisoner. However, when the application was made, the Court of 
Appeal could deal with it as in civil eases.

“ A much more difficult question arises in relation to cases 
which occur from time to time, where circumstances throwing 
doubt on the propriety of a conviction are discovered after the 
conviction has taken place. In these cases it was provided by the 
Bill that the Secretary of State should have |»ower to give leave to 
the jierson convicted to apply to the Court of Appeal for a new- 
trial. Upon the fullest consideration of the subject we do not

(7) Section 744, pont, is to the same effect as section 542 of the English 
Draft Code.
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think that such an enactment would he satisfactory. In such a 
case, the Court of Appeal must either hear the new evidence itself, 
or have it brought before it upon aftidavit. In the former case 
the Court would substantially try the case upon a motion for a new 
trial, and this is opposed to the principle of trial by Jury. In the 
latter case, they would have no materials for a satisfactory deci
sion.

“It is impossible to form an opinion on the value of evidence 
given on affidavit and ex parle until it has been checked and sifted 
by independant inquiry. Such duties could not be undertaken by 
a Court of Appeal. If the Secretary of State gave leave to a con
vict to move the Court of Appeal for a new trial on evidence 
broujfht before the court by affidavit, the only well-ascertained 
fact before the court would Iki that the Secretary of State consi
dered that there were grounds for such an application. This 
would make it difficult to refuse the application. The Secretary 
of State would he responsible only for granting leave to move the 
the court for a new trial. The court in granting a new trial 
would always in fact take into account the opinion indicated by 
the Secretary of State's conduct. It must also lie remem lx* red 
that a court of justice in deciding upon such applications would, 
in order to avoid great abuses, be obliged to bind itself bv strict 
rules, similar to those which are enforced in applications for new 
trials in civil cases on the ground of newly discovered evidence. 
Such application# cannot be made at all after the lapse of a very 
short interval of time and are not granted if the applicant has 
been guilty of anv negligence: and this stringency is essential to 
the due administration of justice and to the termination of con
troversies. It would lie unsatisfactory to apply such rules to ap
plication# for new trials in criminal cases. No matter at what dis
tance of time the innocence of a convicted person appeared pro
bable,— no matter how grossly a man (suppose under sentence of 
death) had mismanaged his ease, it would lie impossible to refuse 
him a fresh investigation on the ground of such la|>so of time or 
mismanagement. Case# in which, under some peculiar state of 
facts, a miscarriage of justice takes place, may sometimes though 
rarely occur; but when they occur it is under circumstances for 
which fixed rule# of procedure cannot provide.

“ Experience ha# shown that the Secretary of State is a better 
judge of the existence of such circumstances than a Court of Jus
tice can lx?. He ha# every facility for enquiring into the special 
circumstances; he can and does if necessary avail himself of the 
assistance of the judge who tried the case and of the law officers. 
The position which he occupies is a guarantee of his own fitness 
to form an opinion, lie is fettered by no rule, and his decision 
docs not form a precedent for subsequent cases. We do not see 
how a l>etter means could be provided for enquiry into the cir
cumstances of the exceptional cases in question. The powers of
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the Secretary of State, however, us to disposing of the cases which 
come before him are not as satisfactory as his power of enquiring 
into their circumstances. He can advise Her Majesty to remit or 
commute a sentence : but, to say nothing of the inconsistency of 
pardoning a man for an offence on the ground that he did not 
commit it, such a course may l>c unsatisfactory.

“ The result of the enquiries of the Secretary of State may he 
to show not that the convict is clearly innocent, but that the pro
priety of the conviction is doubtful; that matters were left out of 
account which ought to have been considered, or that too little 
importance was at ta -lied to a view of the case, the I tearing of 
which was not sufficiently apprehended at the trial ; in short, the 
enquiry may show that the case is one on which the opinion of a 
second Jury ought to be taken. If this is the view of the Secre
tary of State, he ought, we think to have the right of directing a 
new trial on his own undivided responsibility. Such a power we 
accordingly propose to give him by section 545. (8)

“ With respect to the materials to be laid before the Court of 
Appeal, we pro}K>se to abolish the present record. It is extremely 
technical and gives little real information. Instead of it we pro
pose that a book to Ik? called the Crown Book should be kept by 
the officer, which should record in common language the pro-, 
ccedings of the Court. In practice the record is hardly ever made- 
up, and if it is necessary to make it up, the officer’s minute book 
affords the only materials for doing so. Our proposal is practi
cally to sulwtitutc the original book for the record which is made- 
up from it, ami is merely a technical expansion of the original.

" We also propose that the Court of Appeal should have power 
to call for the judge's notes, and to supply them if they are con
sidered defective by any other evidence which may be available,— 
a shorthand writer’s notes for instance. (9)

“ We consider the statutory recognition of the duty of the 
Judge to take notes as a matter of some importance. ” (Eng. 
Comrnrs’. litp., pp. 87-40).

Crown Book. — The provision by which the Royal Commissioners 
proposed to substitute the Crown Rook for the present formal record is 
contained in section 511 of the English Draft Code, and is as follows: —

“ It shall not in any case be necessary to draw up any formal 
record of the proceedings on a trial for a criminal offence, but the 
proper officer of the Vourt before which the trial takes place shall

(8) A similar provision to section 545 of the English Draft Code is con
tained in section 748, pout, with this difference that onr section contains 
the words " Minister of Justice ” instead of the words “ Secretary of State,'’ 
contained in the English section.

(0) For a provision to this effect, see section 745, post.
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cauat* to he preserved all indictments and all depositions trans
mitted to him, and lie shall keep a liook to he eallod the Crown 
Book, which hook shall In) the projierty of the Court, and shall In; 
deemed a record thereof, and the contents thereof proveable by a 
certified copy or extract without production of the original.

“ In the Crown Book shall be entered the names of the Judge, 
Bee order, Justices or other members of the Court, and of the 
Brand Jurors, and a memorandum of the substance of all proceed
ings at every trial, and of the result of every trial; and such en
tries, or a certified copy thereof, or of so much thereof as may be 
material, may he referred to on any proceeding by way of ap|>cal 
as herein provided; and any certificate of any indictment, trial, 
conviction, or acquittal, or of the substance thereof, shall he made 
up from the memorandum in such hook, and shall he receivable 
in evidence for the same pur]>osc and to the same extent as certi
ficates of records or the substantial parts thereof are now recei-

“ Any erroneous or defective entry in the Crown Book may at 
any time he amended, in accordance with the fact, by the Judge 
or Justice who presided at the trial.

“ Provided always that nothing herein contained shall dis
pense with the taking of notes by the Judge or Justice presiding 
at the trial.

*" If the trial takes place before a different Court from that to 
which the Accused was committed for trial or at a different Court 
from that before which the indictment was found, a statement 
shall lie made in the Crown Book of the order under which the 
trial is so held, and by whom and where it was made.

“ The officer of the Court shall cause to he entered in the Crown 
Book a statement of the following particulars:

(a) The name of the committing Justice and the charge on 
which the Accused was committed ; or

(b) If the accused was not committed and the prosecutor was 
hound over to prosecute under the provisions of section 458 of 
this Act, (10) the name of such prosecutor, and by whom he was 
hound over; or

(r) If the indictment is preferred by consent, then the name of 
the Court or person giving such consent;

(d) The names of all the witnesses whose depositions have been 
transmitted to the officer of the Court, and of the Justices be
fore whom and of the places where their depositions were taken:

“ Provided that the absence of such a statement or any mistake

(10) See section 505, ante.



in il shall not he an objection to the proceedings ; but the Court 
to which the Crown Hook belongs may and shall on the application 
°f either the prosecutor or accused at any time, order a statement 
of these particulars to he entered, or amend the statement where 
erroneous or defective. "*

lht‘ provision, of tin* aImw quoted section. 511, of tlic English Draft 
Code have not liven incorporated in our Code; hut, it is provided by sec
tion 7 lit*, mm tv. that the manner of making up the re ord shall he subject 
to any such alterations in the present mode as may, from time to time, he 
prescribed by any rules of the Superior Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction ; 
and it may. by some of the Court', lie found advisable to adopt the Crown 
Hook above suggested by the lloyal Commissioners.

742. Appeal in criminal cases. — An appeal from the verdict or 
judgment of any court or judge having jurisdiction in criminal 
cases or of a Magistrate proceeding under section seven hundred 
and eighty-live. (11) on the trial of any person for an indictable 
offence, shall lie upon the application of such person if con vie ted, 
to the Court of Appeal in the cases hereinafter provided for, and 
in no others.

2. Whenever the Judges of the Court of Appeal are unani
mous in deciding an appeal brought before the said court their 
decision shall Ik* final. If any of the judges dissent from the opi
nion of the majority, an appeal shall lie from such decision to the 
Supreme Court of Canada as hereinafter provided.

The light of appeal, under this section and under section 750. /)oui, to the 
Supreme Court of Canada is restricted to eases where there has been an 
•i/ft rum lire by the Court of Criminal Appeal, and where such affirmance is 
not unanimous but dissented from by one or more of the judges of the lat
ter Court. (1'2)

Ait order made by the presiding judge of a court of criminal jurisdiction 
awarding costs against a private prosecutor in respect of an indict ment for 
assault on which indictment the Grand Jury fourni tto bill is not subject 
to review by or appeal to the Court m limn-. (13)

743. Writs of error abolished. — Reserving questions of law.—
No proceeding in error shall be taken in any criminal case begun
AFTER THE COMMENCEMENT OF THIS ACT:

2. Thu Court before which any accused person is tried may, 
either during or after the trial, reserve my question of loir arising 
cither on the trial < r on any of the proceedings preliminary, sub
sequent, or incidental thereto, or arising out of the direction of the 
judge, for the opinion of the Court of Appeal in manner herein
after provided.

(11) Section 785, post relates ta summary trials of indictable offences, 
by police magistrates, in Ontario, and in cities and incorporated tow its 
in other parts of Canada.

(12) It. v. Yiau, 2 Can. Cr. (’as., 540.
(13) R. v. Mosher, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 312.
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3. Either the prosecutor or the accused may, during the 
trial, either orally or in writing, apply to the Court to reserve any 
such question as aforesaid, ami the Court, if it refuses so to reser
ve it, shall nevertheless take a note of such objection.

4. After a question is reserved the trial shall proceed as in 
other cases.

5. If the result is a conviction, the Court may in its discretion 
resipite the execution of the sentence or postpone sentence till the 
question reserved has been decided, and shall in its discretion 
commit the person convicted to prison or admit him to bail, with 
one or two sufficient sureties, in such sums as the Court thinks lit, 
to surrender at such time as the Court directs.

(». If the question is reserved, a case shall he stated for the opi
nion of the Court of Appeal.

This section gives the Court power to' îeserve for the opinion of t h • 
Court of Appeal questions of law arising either oil the trial < r on any of 
the proceeding* iireUiniiiary, nulm'i/urut or invUlrntal thereto, or arising out 
of the direction of the judge.

In an Knglish ease, where a prisoner liai pleaded guilty, the Judge.— 
having, after leaving the Assize town, had his attention called to an un
reported ease which, if it was law. showed that the indict'iient t > which 
the plea of guilty had been so pleaded was bad. thereup m state 1 a case 
for the opoinion of the Court for Crown Case* Rvservisl : and it was held, 
that, althovgh the prisoner had pleaded guilty, the question of whet! e. 
the indictment was had was a question arising in the trial, so as to give 
the Court of Crown Cases Reserved jurisdiction to decide it. (14)

A reserved case may he granted at any time, however remote from the 
date of trial or judgment, if it is still possible that some beneficial result 
may accrue to the prisoner by a decision in his favor. (15)

Whether the udge presiding at the trial had jurisdiction to summarily 
convict a defendant is a “question of law," under the above section, 743. 
and may be the subject of a reserved case. ( 10)

Notice of an application by the Crown for a new trial and of the hearing 
of a case reserved on the Crown's application, where the accused has been 
acquitted, should Ik* served upon the accused personally. The authority of 
the solicitor acting for the accused in the trial proceedings is prinri farie 
presumed to have terminated upon the accused's acquittal; and proof of 
service upon the accused's solicitor is insufficient in the absence of ev
idence rebutting such presumption. (17)

Where several persons are tried together and convicted of an oll'ence, 
and. at the trial, evidence which equally a dec's each pi saner is wrongly 
admitted, it has been held that, the Court of Crown Ca-es Reserved has 
jurisdiction, — upon a ease reserved. — to quash the conviction aguin-t 
each of the prisoners, although, by the ease stated, the <q inion of the 
Court, — as to the admissibility of the evidence and the legality if the 
conviction, — is aslml with reference to one only of the prisoners. (18)

(14) R. v. Brown. 24 Q. B. I).. 357; 59 L J., M. C., 47.
(15) R. v. Paquin, 2 Can. Cr. Ca-s., 134.
(10) /ft.
(17) R. v. Williams, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 9.
(18) R. v. Saunders. (No. 2), OR L. J., Q. B., 296; [1>99] 1 Q. B. 4!0.
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744. Appeal when no question is reserved. — (As amended by 
tlie Criminal Code Amendment Arl 1UOO). If the Court refuses 
to reserve the question, the party applying may move the Court 
of Ajijieal as hereinafter provided.

2. The Attorney General or party so applying may on notice of 
motion to bo given to the accused or prosecutor, as the case may 
lie, move the Court of Ap|>eal for leave to apiieal. The Court of 
Appeal may, upon the motion and upon considering such evidence 
(if any) as they think fit to receive, grant or refuse such leave.

3. If leave to apjieal is granted, a case shall he stated for the 
opinion of the Court of Apjieal as if the question had been reser
ved.

4. If the sentence is alleged to he one which could not by law 
be passed, either jmrty may without leave, upon giving notice of 
motion to the other side, move the Court of Appeal to pass a pro
per sentence.

5. If the Court has arrested judgment, and refused to pass any 
sentence, the prosecutor may, without leave, make such a motion.

It will Im* wen from the wording of these two sections 74:* and 744. and 
of section 74». pont, that on isiints of law, an equal appeal is given to the 
Crown ami to the accused, nut, in regard to questions of fact it will be 
seen, by wet ion 747. as well as by clauses (d) and (e) of section 7-16, post, 
that the right to move for a new trial is not given to the Crown, but only 
to a convicted defendant.

745. Evidence for Court of Appeal. — On any ap|ieal or appli
cation for a new trial, the court I adore which the trial was had 
shall, if it thinks necessary, or if the Court of Appeal so desires, 
semi to the Court of Apjieal a copy of the whole or of such part 
as may lie material of the evidence or the notes taken by the judge 
or presiding justice at the trial. The Court of Ajipeal may, if 
only the judge’s notes are sent and it considers such notes defec
tive, refer to such other evidence of what took place at the trial as 
it may think fit. The Court of Appeal may in its discretion send 
back any case to the Court by which it was stated to be amended 
or rc-stàted. R.8.C., c. 174, s. 2(14.

746. Powers of Court of Appeal. — Vjion the hearing of any 
appeal under the jiowers hereinbefore contained, the Court of 
Ajijieal may —

(a) confirm the ruling apjiealcd from; or
(h) if of opinion that the ruling was erroneous, and that there 

has been a mis-trial in consequence, direct a new trial; or
(r) if it considers the sentence erroneous or the arrest of judg

ment erroneous, pass such a sentence as ought to have been jiassed 
or set aside any sentence passed by the court below, and remit the
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case to the court below with a direction to pas? the proper sen
tence; or

(</) if of opinion in a case in which the accused has been con
victed that tlie ruling was erroneous, and that the accused ought 
to have been acquitted, direct that the accused shall be dischar
ged, which order shall have all the effects of an ac ; or

(e) direct a new trial; or
(/) make such other order as justice requires: Provided that no 

conviction shall lie set aside nor any new trial directed, although 
it appears that sonic evidence was improperly admitted or rejected, 
or that something not according to law was done at the trial or 
some misdirection given, unless in the opinion of flic Court of 
Appeal some substantial wrong or miscarriage was thereby occasional 
on the trial: Provided that if the Court of Appeal is of opinion 
that any challenge for the defence was improperly disallowed, a 
new trial shall be granted.

2. If it appears to the Court of Appeal that such wrong or 
miscarriage affected some count only of the indictment, the Court 
may give separate directions as to each count and may pass sen
tence on any count unaffected bv such wrong or miscarriage which 
stands good, or may remit the case to the court below with direc
tions to pass such sentence as justice may require.

3. The order or direction of the Court of Appeal shall be cer
tified under the hand of the presiding Chief Justice or senior 
puisne judge to the proper officer of the court before which the 
case was tried, and such order or direction shall lie carried into 
effect. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 2(13.

In England, it has been held that if .ome evidence has been improperly 
admitted, the conviction is bad. although there was sufticimt other ev
idence upon which to base a conviction. (19)

In Canada, it has been held that the intention of the above section. 74*'.. 
is that the improper admission of evidence in a criminal trial does not. of 
itself, constitute a reason for granting a new trial, and does not neces
sarily amount, of itself, to “substantial wrong or miscarriage." but that it 
is a question for the Court, upon the hearing of any appeal, whether, in 
the particular case, it does so or not. (20)

Where, on a charge of pocket picking, tried under the sections relating 
to Xperilu Trials, the evidence in the opinion of the Court of Appeal, goes 
no further than to support a suspicion of guilt and lacks the material in
gredients necessary to establish proof of guilt, the conviction will be 
quashed on an appeal under the above section, 74<i. (21)

(19) R. v. Gibson, 18 Q. R. D., 537: Connor v. Kent. (1891) 2 Q. R.. 
547; Makin v. Att.v.-Gen. of N. S. W., [1894] A. ('.. 57. And see, to the 
same effect, 29 N. S. R.. 4(12.

(20) R. v. Woods. 5 R. C. R.. 585; Can. Ann. D'g.. (1898) 12(1; 2 Can. 
Cr. Cas., 159. (Makin v. Attg.-Oen. of .V. ft. IF., distinguished.)

(21) R. v. Winslow, 3 Can. Cr. Cos., 215.

77
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If a defendant omit to challenge a juror for cause of hostile feeling 
against him, he cannot, after a verdict of guilty, ask on that ground for the 
■inashhig of the verdict and to have a new trial ; and when the private 
prosecutor and one of the jurors have, during an adjournment in the course 
of the trial, had an unpremeditated and innocent conversation which could 
not Idas the juror's mind, although such conversation is improper, it cannot 
have the effect of avoiding the verdict and of constituting a good ground 
for allowing a new trial. (22)

747. Application for a New Trial. — After the conviction of 
any jioreon for any indictable offence, the Court before which the 
trial takes place may, either during the sitting or afterwards, give 
leave to the person convicted to apply to the Court of Appeal for 
a new trial on the ground that the verdict was against the weight 
of evidence. The Court of Appeal may, ujion hearing such mo
tion, direct a new trial if it thinks fit.

'■i. In the ease of a trial before a Court of General or Quarter 
Sessions such leave may 1h> given, during or at the end of the ses
sion. by the judge or other person who presided at the trial.

It is the province of the jury, after taking into consideration the cir
cumstances of a caw* and the character and demeanor of the witnesses, to 
discredit some of the witnesses and reject their evidence and to believe 
others and accept their evidence ; and when there is a conflict in the ev
idence. hut, there is some evidence to support the verdict it can ot be 
judicially maintained that the verdict is against tlu* weight of ev deuce; 
and it is only an absolute failure of evidence to sustain the verdict that 
can he a ground for a new trial. (23)

When, however, there is no conflict of evidence and it tends iadubitably 
in a direction favorable to the defendant, or does not establish his guilt, 
a verdict convicting him would not be supported by nor be Itased upon 
proper evidence, and would manifestly lie against the weight of ev
idence. (24)

748. New Trial by order of the Minister of Justice. — If upon 
any application for the mercy of the Crown, on behalf of any 
person convicted of an indictable offence, the Minister of Justice 
entertains a doubt whether such person ought to have been con
victed, he may, instead of advising Her Majesty to remit or com
mute the sentence, after such inquiry as lie thinks pro|H*r. by an 
order in writing direct a new trial at such time and before such 
Court as lie may think proper.

See Remarks of Royal Commissioners on this subject set out at p;i. liliO,
and 667, ank.

It will lie seen, by the terms of sections 747 and 748. that no new trial 
can lie grunted in favor of the Crown, hut. only in favor of a conviet<*d de
fendant on the grounds in these sections mentioned.

749. Intermediate effects of appeal. — The sentence of a Court 
shall not he suspended by reason of any appeal, unless the Court

(22) R. v. Harris, 2 Van. Or., 75.
(23) R. v. Harris, 2 ('an. Or. (*«»., 75: Que. dud. Rep., 7 Q. B, 5(19.
(24) lb.
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expreeelv so directs, except where the sentence is that the accused 
suffer death, or whipping. The production of a certificat# from 
the officer of the Court that a question has I teen reserved, or that 
leave has been given to apply for a new trial, or of a certificate 
from the Attorney-General that he has given leave to move the 
Court of Appeal, or of a certificate from the Minister of Justice 
that he has directed a new trial, shall he a sufficient warrant to 
suspend the execution of any sentence of death or whipping.

2. In all casofl it shall Ik1 in the discretion of the Court of Ap
peal in directing a new trial to order the accused to Ik? admitted 
to bail.

750. Appeal to Supreme Court of Canada. — Any person con
victed of any indictable offence, whose conviction has been affirmed 
on an appeal taken under section seven hundred and forty-two 
may appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada against the affir
mance of such conviction; and the Supreme Court of Canada shall 
make such rule or order thereon, either, in affirmance of the col 
viction or for granting a new trial, or otherwise, or for granting 
or refusing such application, as the justice of the case requires, 
and shall make all other necessary rules and orders for carrying 
such rule or order into effect : Provided that n » such appeal can 
Ik? taken if the Court of Appeal is unanimous in affirming the 
conviction, nor unless notice of appeal in writing has Ihhmi served 
on the Attorney-General within fifteen days after such affir
mance or such further time ils may be allowed by the Supreme 
Court of Canada or a judge thereof.

2. Unless such appeal is brought on for hearing by the appel
lant at the session of the Supreme Court during which such affir
mance takes place, or the session next thereafter if the said court 
is not then in session, the appeal shall be held to have been aban
doned, unless otherwise ordered by the Supreme Court or a Judge 
thereof.

3. The judgment of the Supreme Court shall, in all cases. In- 
final and conclusive. «p>0-51 V., c. 50, s. 1.

We have already seen that the right of appeal to the Supreme Court of 
Canada is restricted to eases where there 1ms been an affirmance by the 
provincial Court of Appeal and where such affirmance has not been unan 
iinous, but. has been dissented from by one or more of the judges of the 
latter Court. (25)

Where a motion for a reserved cuise, made on two grounds, was refused 
by the trial judge, and, on appeal to the Court of Queen's Bench of the 
province of Quebec, Appeal Side, the latter Court was unanimous in affirm
ing the decision of the trial judge as to one of the two grounds, but. were 
not unanimous as to the other, it was held that, an appeal to the Supreme 
Court of Canada could only be based on the ground as to which then- was 
a dissent. (20)

(25) See R. v. Viau, Ht. at I). 859. ante.
(20) R. v. McIntosh. 14 C. L. T., 329; 23 8. C. R., 180.
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751. Appeals to Privy Council Abolished. — Notwithstanding 
any royal prerogative, or anything contained in The Interpretation 
Act or in The Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act, no appeal shall 
be brought in any criminal case from any judgment or order of 
any court in Canada to any court of appeal or authority, by which 
in the United Kingdom appeals or petitions to Her Majesty in 
Council may be heard. 51 V., c. 43, s. 1.

This is a re-enactment, verbatim, of 61 Viet., c. 43. see. 1.

PART LIII.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS.

752. Further detention of person accused.—Whenever any per
son in custody charged with an indictable offence has taken pro
ceedings before a judge or criminal Court having jurisdiction in 
the premises by way of certiorari, habeas corpus or otherwise, to 
lutve the legali of his imprisonment inquired into, such judge or 
Court may, with or without determining the question, make an 
order for the further detention of the person accused, and direct 
the judge or justice under whose warrant he is in custody, or any 
other judge or justice to take any proceedings, hear such evidence, 
or do such further act as in the opinion of the Court or judge may 
best further the ends of justice.

This section is to Ik* applied only to cases where the haltcax cor pax issues 
in the same province in which the magistrates' warrant of arrest or com
mitment has issued : so that a Court or a Judge in Ontario would have no 
jurisdiction over a justice or a judge in the province of Quebec, whereby 
the latter could or would be required or compelled “to take any proceed 
ings. hear such evidence,” etc. (1)

753. Reserve of final decision on questions raised at Trial. —
Any judge or other person presiding at the sittings of a Court at 
which any person is tried for an indictable offence unci.r this Act. 
whether lie is the judge of such Court or is appointed by commis
sion or otherwise to hold such sittings, may reserve the giving of 
his final decision on questions raised at the trial ; and his decision, 
whenever given, shall l>e considered as if given at the time of the 
trial. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 2(59.

PROVISIONS AS TO ONTARIO.

754. Practice in High Court of Justice in Ontario. — The prac
tice and procedure in all criminal cases and matters in the High 
Court of Justice of Ontario which are not provided for in this Act.

(1) R. v. Defries A R. v. Tamblyn, 1 Can. Cr. Caa., 207: 14 C. L. T„ 
SIS: 25 O. R., 645.

56
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shall be the same as the practice and procedure in similar cases 
and matters heretofore. c. 174, s. 270.

755. Commission of Court of Assize, etc., in Ontario. — If any
general commission for the holding of a Court of Assize and nisi 
prius, Oyer and Terminer or general gaol delivery is issued by the 
Governor-General for any county or district in the province of 
Ontario, such commission shall contain the names uf the Justices 
of the Supreme Court of Judicature for Ontario, and may also 
contain the names of the Judges of any of the County Courts in 
Ontario, and of any of Her Majesty’s counsel learned in the law 
duly appointed for the province of Upper Canada, or for the pro
vince of Ontario, and if any such commission is for a provisional 
judicial district, such commission may contain the name of the 
judge of the district court of the sgid district.

2. The said courts shall be presided over by one of the justices 
of the said Supreme Court, or in their absence by one of such 
county court judges or bv one of such counsel, or in the case of 
any such district by the judge of such district court. R.S.C., c. 
17*4, s. 271.

756. Court of General Sessions, in Ontario.—It shall not be ne
cessary for any Court of General Sessions in the province of On
tario to deliver the gaol of all prisoners who are confined upon 
charges of tlu-ft, but the Court may leave any such cases to be 
tried at the next Court of Over and Terminer and general gaol 
delivery, if, by reason of the difficulty or importance of the case, 
or for any other cause, it appears to it proper so to do. B.S.C.. <•. 
174. s. 272.

757. Time for pleading to indictment in Ontario. — If any per
son is prosecuted in any division of the High Court of Justice for 
Ontario for any indictable offence by information there filed, or bv 
indictment there f. und or removed into such Court, and appears 
therein in term time in person, or, in case of a corporation, by 
attorney, to answer to such information or indictment, such de
fendant. upon being charged therewith, shall not imparl to a fol
lowing term, but shall plead or demur thereto within four days 
from the time of his appearance: and in default of his pleading or 
demurring within four days as aforesaid judgment may be entered 
against such defendant for want of a plea. K.S.C., c. 174, s. 2M

758. Rule to Plead. — If such defendant appears to such infor
mation or indictment by attorney, he shall not imparl to a follow
ing term, hut a rule, requiring him to plead, may forthwith be 
given and served, and a plea to such information or indictment 
may be enforced, or judgment in default may he entered in lia* 
same manner as might have been dope formerly in cases in which
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the defendant had ap|>earcd to such infonnation or indictment by 
attorney in a previous term; but the Court, or any Judge thereof, 
upon sufficient cause shown for that purpose, may allow further 
time for such defendant to plead or demur to such information 
or indictment. K.S.Ü., c. 174, s. 274.

759. Delay in prosecution, in Ontario. — If any prosecution for 
an indictable olfence, instituted by the Attorney-General for On
tario in the said court, is not brought to trial within twelve 
months next after the plea of not guilty has l>een pleaded there
to, the Court in which such prosecution is depending, upon ap
plication made on liehalf of any defendant in such prosecution of 
which application twenty days’ previous notice shall be given t<> 
such Attorney-General, may make an order authorizing such de
fendant to bring on the trial of such prosecution; and thereui>on 
such defendant may bring on such trial accordingly unless a nolle 
prosequi is entered to such prosecution. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 27.1.

PROVISIONS AS TO NOVA SCOTIA.

760. Calendar of criminal cases in Nova Scotia. — In the pro
vince of Nova Scotia a calendar of the criminal eases shall be sent 
by the clerk of the Crown to the Grand Jury in each term, to
gether with the depositions taken in each case and the names of 
the different witnesses. (As amended by the Criminal ('ode 
Amendment Art WOO).

The amendment made, in this section, by the Criminal Code Amend 
ment Act. Woo. consisted in striking out, at the end thereof, the words, 
“and the indictments shall not be made out, except in Halifax, until the 
(•rand Jury so directs.’’

Before this amendment was made, it was held, in Nova Scotia, that the 
provisions of this section, as it then stood, made it unnecessary in that 
province (Halifax excepted) that the words "true hill” as well as th*- 
signature of the foreman (if the Grand Jury should Ik- endorsed on a bill 
of indictment. So, that, where an indictment was endorsed with the name 
of the cause, and, over the signature of the foreman of the (Irand flury 
were the words, “ indictment for an assault on a peace officer and for re- 
sisting and preventing apprehension and detainer,” — the words "a true 
hill" not appearing, — it was held sufficient, and that the signature of 
the foreman on the back of the indictment could only signify a true hill.

761. Criminal sentence in Nova Scotia. — A judge of the Su
preme Court of Nova Scotia may sentence convicted criminals ou 
any day of the sittings at Halifax, as well as in term time. lt.S. 
C.,‘ c. 174, s. 277.

(2) R. v. Townsend, 28 N. S. R„ 468; 3 Can. Cr. Cas . 29
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PART LIV.

SPEEDY TH1ALS OF INDICTABLE OFFENCES.

762. Application. — The provisions of this |>art do not apply 
to the North-West Territories or the District of Keewatin. 52 
V. c. it. e. S.

763. Meanings of expressions. — In this part, unless the con
text otherwise requires. —

(а) the expression ‘‘Judge*’ means and includes,—
(i) In the province of Ontario any judge of a county or dis

trict court, junior judge or deputy judge authorized to act as 
chairman of the general sessions of the j>eaee. (As amended by 
58-59 Vic., c. 40).

(ii) in the province of Quebec, in any district wherein there 
is a judge of the sessions, such judge of sessions, and in any dis
trict. wherein there is no judge of sessions hut wherein there is 
a district magistrate, such district magistrate, and in any dis
trict wherein there is neither a judge of sessions nor a district 
magistrate, the sheriff of such district:

(iii) in each of the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunr- 
wick and Prince Edward Island, any judge of a county 
court;

(iv) in the province of Manitoba the Chief Justice or a 
puisne judge of the Court of Queen’s Bench, or any judge of a 
county court;

(v) in the province of British Columbia the Chief justice 
or a puisne judge of the Supreme Court, or any judge of -,\ 
county court;
(б) the expression “County Attorney” or “Clerk of the Peace” 

includes in the province of Ontario the County Crown Attorney, 
in the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Ed
ward Island, any clerk of a county court, and in the Province «>1 
Manitoba, any Crown Attorney, the Prothonotary of the 
Court of Queen’s Bench, and any Deputy Prothonotary thereof, 
any deputy Clerk of the Peace, and the deputy Clerk of the Crown 
and Pleas for any district in the said province. 52 V., c. 47, s. 2. (As 
amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Art 1000).

In the province of Quebec, the sheriff of a district, for which there is » 
district magistrate, has no jurisdiction to try a prisoner under this 
Part. (1)

(1) R. v. Faquin, Que. Jud. Rep.. 7 Q. B., 311); 2 Oan. Cr. Cas., 134.
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764. Judge to be a Court of Record. — The judge sitting on 
any trial under this part for all the purposes thereof and pro
ceedings connected therewith or relating thereto, shall he a Court 
of Record, and in every province of Canada, except the province 
of Quebec, such Court shall he called. “The County Court 
Judge's Criminal Court" of the county or union of counties or 
judicial district in which the same is held.

2. The record in any such case shall be filed among the records 
of the Court over which the judge presides, and as part of such re
cords. 58 V., c. 47, 8. 4.

765. Offences triable under this part. — Kverv person com
mitted to gaol for trial on a charge of being guilty of any of the 
offences which art mentioned in section 5JB as being within the 
jurisdiction of the General or Quarter Sessions of the Peace, may. 
with his own consent (of which consent an entry shall then lie 
made of record), and subject to the provisions herein, he tried in 
any province under the following provisions out of sessions and 
out of the regular term or sittings of the Court, whether the Court 
before which, but for such consent, the said person would be 
triable for the offence charged, or the (Irand Jury thereof, is or is 
not then in session, and if such person is convicted, he may be 
sentenced by the judge.

2. A person who has been lamnd over by. a justice under the 
provisions of section ($01 and has either been unable to find bail or 
been survended by his sureties, and is in custody on such a charge, 
or who is otherwise in custody awaiting trial on such a charge, 
shall be deemed to Ik» committed for trial within the meaning 
of this section. (Added bv the (’riminal (’ode Amendment .!r/ 
10(H)).

Spa section 785. /ion/, for special provisions as to the summary tria* 1 be
fore n police magistrate, etc., of persons rharyed with offences triable in a 
Court of (tenoral or Quarter Sessions of the Peace.

lie fore the amendment made, to the above section. 765. by the addition 
of sub-sect ion 2. it had liecn held, by the Supreme Court of Nova Sc t a. 
that the section only applied to eases where the accused was committed 
for trial under section 506, unie, and not to the other eases to which it is 
now extended by the added sub-aection. (2)

It was however held, in British Columbia, before the above amendment, 
that a person who is accused of an indictable offence, and who has been 
admitted to bail under section 601. and is. afterwards, surrendered by hie 
sureties, has a right to a speedy trial to the «une extent as if the mag
istrate had committed him for trial under section 500. (3)

Before the coming Into force of the Code it was held that where there had 
been a committal for trial and the defendants were under bail their sur-

(2) II. v. Gibson, 20 N. S. 11., 4; 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 451; R. v. Smith, 81 
X. S. R.. 411; 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 467.

(I) R. v. Lawrence, 5 R. C. R., 160; 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 295.
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render, including the surrender of himself by one of the defendants, who 
was out on his personal bail, had the effect of remitting them to custody and 
enabled them to elect summary triad under the Speedy Trial8 Art -, ami it 
was held that, where the defendants had so elected, indictments sub
sequently laid against them at the Assizes instead of their being tried 
under the Speedy Trials Act, were bud, and were quashed, even after plea 
pleaded, it being shewn that the defendants had pleaded through inad
vertence. (4)

766. Duty of Sheriff after committal of accused. — Every she
riff shall, within twenty-four hours after any prisoner charged as 
aforesaid is committed to gaol for trial, notify the judge in writ
ing that such prisoner is so confined, stating his name and the na
ture of the charge preferred against him. whereupon, with as little 
delay as possible, such judge shall cause the prisoner to be brought 
before him. .r>ti V., e. 47. s. (i.

‘C Where the judge does not reside in the county in which the 
prisoner is committed, the notification required by this section 
may be given to the prosecuting officer, instead of to the judge, 
and the prosecuting officer shall in such case, with as little delay 
as , cause the prisoner to be brought before him. (Added
by the Criminal ('ode Ammdmvn! Acl WOO).

<67. Arraignment of accused before Judge.— The judge, or
prosecuting officer upon having obtained the depositions on which 
the prisoner was so committed, shall state to him.—

(а) that he is charged with the offence, describing it;
(/>) that he has the option to be forthwith tried before a judge 

without the intervention of a Jury, or to remain in custody or 
under bail, as the Court decides, to be tried in the ordinary way 
by the Cou»*t having criminal jurisdiction.

V. If the prisoner has been brought Indore the prosecuting of
ficer, and consents to be tried by the judge, without a jury, such 
prosecuting officer shall forthwith inform the judge, ami the 
judge shall thereupon fix an early day for the trial and communi
cate the same to the prosecuting officer; and in such case the trial 
shall proceed in the manner provided by sub-section fi.

.3. If the prisoner has been brought before the judge and con
sents to be tried by him without a jury, the prosecuting officer 
shall prefer the charge against him for which he has been com
mitted for trial, and if, upon being arraigned upon the charge, 
the prisoner pleads guilty, the prosecuting officer shall draw up a 
record as nearly as may be in one of the forms MM or NX in 
schedule one, (.r>) such plea shall lie entered on the record, and the 
judge shall pass the sentence of the law on such prisoner, which 
shall have the same force and effect as if passed by any court 
having jurisdiction to try the offence in the ordinary way.

(4) R. v. Burke et al. 1ft C. L. T., 305: 24 O. R„ 64.
(б) For Forms MM and NN, see pp. 875 and 876. post.

9502
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4. if the prisoner demands a trial by jury, lie shall be remanded 
to jail.

5. Any prisoner who has elected to be tried by jury, may not
withstanding such election, at any time before such trial has com
menced, and whether an indictment lias l>een preferred against 
him or not, notify the sheriff that lie desires to re-elect, and it 
shall thereupon be the duty of the sheriff and judge or prosecu
ting officer to proceed as directed by section 70(>, and thereafter 
unless the judge, or the prosecuting officer acting under subsection 
2 of that section, is of opinion that it would not Ik* in the inte
rests of justice that the prisoner should be allowed to make a se
cond election, the prisoner shall be proceed against as if his first 
election had not lieen made. (As amended by the Criminal 
Code Amend nient Act 100).

Before the amendment of this wet ion by the addition of subsection 5, 
it had been held in Ontario that where an accused, on being arraigned 
before a County Court judge elected trial by jury, be. had no absolute 
right, after being remanded to gaol, to change his election so made ; (0) 
although a different- decision was rendered in British Columbia. (7)

768. P<rsons jointly accused. — If one of two or more priso
ners charged with the same offence demands a trial by Jury, and 
the other or others consent to be tried by the judge without a 
Jury, the judge, in his discretion, may remand all the said priso
ners to gaol to await trial by a Jury. 52 V., c. 47, s. 8.

769. Election after refusal to be tried by Judge. — 1 f under 
Part LV. (8) or Part LVI., (9) any person has been asked to elect 
whether he would l>o tried by the magistrate or justices of the 
peace, as the case may lie, or before a Jury, and he has elected to 
tried before a Jury, and if such election is stated in the warrant 
of committal for trial, the sheriff and judge shall not be required 
to take the proceedings directed by this part. 52 V., c. 47. s. 9.

2. But if such person, after his said election to Imj tried by a 
Jury, has l>een committed for trial he may, at any time Ik*fore the 
regular term or sittings of the Court at which such trial by Jury 
would take place, notify the sheriff that lie desires to re-elect ; 
whereupon it shall l>e the duty of the sheriff to proceed as di
rected by section seven hundred and sixty-six. and thereafter the 
person so committed shall Ik* proi ceded against as if his said elec
tion in the first instance had not been made. 53 V., c. 37, s. 30.

(fl) R. v. Ballard. 17 C. L. T., 257; 28 O. R.. 489; 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 96.
(7) i; v Provost, » B. C. i:.. MM.
(8) Part LV, (comprising sections 782-808, relates to Summary Trials 

of Indictable offences.
(9) Part LVI (comprising sections 809-831), relates to Trial of Juv

enile Offenders for Indictable offences.
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770. Continuance of proceedings before another judge. — Pro
ceedings under this part commenced before any judge may, where 
such judge is for any reason unable to act, be continued before 
any other judge competent to try prisoners un^er this part in the 
same judicial district, and such last mentioned judge shall have 
the same powers with respect to such proceedings as if such pro
ceedings bad been commenced before him, and may cause such 
portion of the proceedings to be related before him as he shall 
deem necessary. T>3 V., c. 37, s. 30.

771. Election after committal under part LV or LVI. — If, on
the trial under Part LV. or Part LVI. of this Act of any person 
charged with any offence triable under the provisions of this part, 
the magistrate or justices of the peace decide not to try the same 
summarily, but commit such person for trial, such person may 
afterwards, with his own consent, be tried under the provisions of 
this part. 53 V., c. 47, s. 10.

772. Trial of accused.—If the prisoner upon being so arraigned 
and consenting as aforesaid pleads not guilty the judge shall ap
point an early day. or the same day, for bis trial, and the county 
attorney or clerk of the peace shall subpuma the witnesses named 
in the depositions, or such of them and such other witnesses as be 
thinks requisite to prove the charge, to attend at the time ap
pointed for such trial, and the judge may proceed to try such pri
soner, and if he be found guilty sentence shall be passed as here
inbefore mentioned; but if be he found not guilty the judge shall 
immediately discharge him from custody, go far as respects the 
charge in question. 52 V., c. 47, s. 11.

Although a preliminary enquiry held by a magistrate on a statutory 
holiday and a commitment for trial on such a day are bad in law, ( 10) it 
has been held that if the accused after such commitment elects trial at the 
County judges Criminal Court and plrods there to the charge and is con
victed. the conviction is not invalidated because of the invalidity of the 
commitment for trial. (11)

773. Trial of offences other than those for which accused is 
committed. — The county attorney or clerk of the j>cace or other 
prosecuting officer may, with the consent of the judge, prefer 
against the prisoner a charge or charges for any offence or 
offences for which lie may lte tried under the provisions of this 
part other than the charge or charges for which lie has been com
mitted to gaol for trial, although such charge or charges do not 
appear or are not mentioned, in the depositions upon which the 
prisoner was so committed. 52 V., c. 47, s. 12.

(10) See R. v. Cavalier, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 134, cit. p. 721, ante.
(11) R. v. Murray, 17 ('. L. T.. 381; 28 O. R., 540 ; 1 Can. Cr. Cae., 462.
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774. Powers of Judge. — The judge shall, in any vase tried be
fore him, have the same power as to acquitting or convicting, or 
convicting of any other offence than that charged, as a ffurv would 
have in case the prisoner were tried at a sitting of any Court 
mentioned in this part, and may render any verdict which may he 
rendered bv a Jury upon a trial at a sitting of anv such Court. 
52 V., c. 47, s. 13. '

A defendant, having been committed for trial on a charge of larceny, 
elected u speedy trial, and was tried accordingly, and acquitted. After his 
acquittal, and, while the defendant was still in custody, the prosecuting 
attorney applied for and obtained leave to prefer and thereupon preferred 
another charge, upon which the defendant had not licen committed for 
trial. The defendant elected a speedy trial on the second charge, and was 
tried and convicted. Held, on a case reserved, that inasmuch as the de
fendant was tried and acquitted on the only charge on which he was com
mitted, and inasmuch as the matter was thus completely disposed of. the 
judge hud no further jurisdiction, and that the defendant was entitled to 
his discharge. (12)

775. Admission to Bail. — If a prisoner elects to be tried by the 
judge without tile intervention of a Jury the judge may. in his 
discretion, admit him to hail to appear for his trial, and extend 
the bail, from time to time, in case the Court Ik- adjourned or 
there is any other reason therefor; ami such hail may he entered 
into and perfected before the clerk. 52 V., c. 47. s. U.

776. Bail in case of election of trial by Jury. — If a prisoner 
elects to l>e tried by a Jury the judge may, instead «if remanding 
him to gaol, admit him to bail, to appear for trial at such time 
and place and before such Court as is determined upon, and such 
hail mav he entered into and perfected before the clerk. 52 Y., c. 
47, s. 15.

777. Adjournment. — The judge may adjourn any trial from 
time to time until finally terminated. 52 V., c. 47, s. 111.

Notwithstanding the power of adjournment, given by this section, it has 
been held that it is not competent for a judge, who tries n awe under this 
Part, to postpone his decision thereon until he has heard the evidence on 
several other charges against the same accused and to then decide the 
question of guilt in all. To interject one trial into another trial of the same 
accused person for another offence is a proceeding which prejudices his de
fence and entitles him to a new trill upon both charges. (13)

778. Powers of amendment. — The judge shall have all powers 
of amendment which any Court mentioned in this part would 
have if the trial was before such Court. 52 V., c. 47, s. 17.

(12) R. v. Lonar. 14 C. L. T„ 174; 25 N. S. R.. 124. And see R. v. 
Smith. 14 C. L. T., 175 ; 25 N. 8. R.. 138; and R. v. Morgan, 2 B. C. R.. 
320.

(18) R. v. McBernv, 3 Can. O. Cas., 330.
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779. Recognizance to prosecute or give evidence. — Any reco- 
cognizance taken under section five hundred and ninety-eight of 
this Act, "for the puiqiose of binding a prosecutor or a witness, 
shall, if the person committed for trial elects to he tried under 
the provisions of this part. Ik* obligatory on each of the ]>ersons 
bound thereby, as to all things therein mentioned with reference 
to the trial by the .lodge under this part, as if such recognizance 
had been originally entered into for the doing of such things with 
reference to such trial : Provided, that at least forty-eight hours* 
notice in writing shall In* given, either personally or by leaving 
the same at the place of residence of the person* Isumd by such 
recognizance as therein described, to ap|>ear la-fore the Judge at 
the place where such trial is to In- had. ô3 V., c. 37, s. 29.

780. Witnesses to attend throughout trial. — Every witness 
whether on behalf of the prisoner or against him, duly summoned 
or siihpu-mu-d to attend and give evidence la-fore such judge, sit
ting on any such trial, on the day np|>ointvd for the same, shall In
bound to attend and remain in at ten lance throughout the trial ; 
and if he fails so to attend he shall la* held guilty of contempt of 
court, and mav la- proceeded against therefor accordingly. f>2 V.. 
c. 47. s. 18.

781. Compelling attendance of Witnesses. — I'pon proof to tIn
satisfaction of the judge of the service of subpo-na U|h»u any wit
ness who fails to attend la-fore him, as required by such subpa-na, 
and upon such Judge la*ing satisfied that the presence of such 
witness la-fore him is indispensable to the ends of justice, he may. 
bv his warrant, cause the said witness to la* apprehended and 
forthwith brought la-fore him to give evidence as required by 
such subpo-na, and to answer for his disregard of the same; and 
such witness may be detained on such warrant before the said 
Judge, or in the common gaol, with a view to secure his presence 
as a witness: or, in the discretion of the Judge, such witness may 
be released on recognizance with or without sureties, conditioned 
for his appearance to give evidence as therein mentioned, and to 
answer for his default in not attending upon the said subpo-na, as 
for a contempt ; and the Judge may, in a summary manner, exa
mine into and dispose of the charge of contempt against the said 
witness who, if found guilty thereof, may be fined or imprisoned, 
or both, such fine not to exceed one hundred dollars, and such 
imprisonment to be in the common gaol, with or without hard 
lalHMir, and not to exceed the term of ninety days, and he may 
also Ik- ordered to pay the costs incident to the execution of such 
warrant and of his detention in custody.

2. Such warrant may lie in the form OO (14) and the conviction

(14) For Form OO. see p. 876, pout.
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for contempt in the form IT in schedule one to this Act, (!.">) and 
tile same shall be authority to the persons and officers therein 
required to act to do as therein they are respectively directed. 5'i 
\.. v. i;. •. H».

FORMS UNDER VAUT L1Y.

FROM SCHEDULE ONE.

MM. — (Section 7«7).

mini OF RECOUD WHEN THE PRlSONEIt PLEADS sut guilty.

Canada, )
Province of A
t 'ounty of j

Re it remembered that A. R. being a prisoner in the gaol of the 
said county, committed for trial on a charge of having on 
<biy of , in the year , stolen, &e. (one coir,
Hie properly of ('. D., or as Hie rase may be, sidling briefly Ike offence) 
and having been brought before me (describe Hie Judge) on the 

day of , in the year , and
asked by me if lie consented to be tried lief ore me without the 
intervention of a jury, consented to be so tried; and that upon the 

day of , in the year , the
said A. B., being again brought before me for trial, and declaring 
himself ready, was arraigned upon the said charge and pleaded not 
guilty; and after hearing the evidence adduced, as well in support 
of the said charge as for the prisoner's defence (or as I lie rase may 
be), 1 find him to lie guilty of the offence with which he is charged 
as aforesaid, and I accordingly sentence him to (here insert such 
sentence as the late allows and the Judge thinks right), (or I find 
him not guilty of the offence with which he is charged, and dis
charge him accordingly).

Witness my hand at . in the county of
this day of , in the year

O. K.,
J udge.

(IS) For Form PP, see p. 877, post.
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NX. — (Section 707).

FORM OF RECORD WHEN THE PRISONER PLEADS OU1LTY.

Canada, 1 
Province of , l
County of . J

Be it remembered that A. B. being a prisoner in the gaol of the 
said county, on a charge of having on the day of
in the year , stolen. &c., (one cotv, the /noyert]/ of ('. !)..
or, as the case may he, stating briefly the offence), and being brought 
before me (describe the Judge) on the day of
in the year , and asked by me if he consented to be tried
before me without the intervention of a Jury, consented to be so 
tried; and that the said A. B. being then arraigned upon the said 
charge, lie pleaded guilty thereof, whereupon I sentenced the said 
A. B. to (here insert such sentence ns the laic alloirs and the Judge 
thinks right).

Witness my hand this day of , in the year

O. K.,

00. — (Section 781).

WARRANT TO APPREHEND WITNESS.

Canada, ]
Province of , i
County of J

To all or any of the constables and other peace ofticers in the 
said county of

Whereas it having been made to appear before me, that E. I\. 
of , in the said county of , was likely to give
material evidence o; behalf of the prosecution (or defence, as the 
case may be) on the trial of a certain charge of (as theft, or as tin- 
case may be), against A. B., and that the slid E. 1\, was duly sub
poenaed (or bound under recognizance) to appear on the day of 

, in the year , at , in the said
county at o’clock (forenoon or afternoon, as the rase may be). 
before me. to testify what he knows concerning the said charge 
against, the said A. B.

And whereas proof has this day been made before me. upon 
oath of such subpoena having been duly served upon the said K.
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F., (nr of the said E. F. Iiaving been duly bound under recogni
zance to aj)j>ear before me, as the case may be); and whereas the 
said K. F. has neglected to apj>ear at the trial and place appointed, 
and no just excuse has been offered for such neglect : These are 
therefore to command you to take the said E. F. and to bring him 
and have him forthwith Indore me, to testify what he knows con
cerning the said charge against the said A. B., and also to answer 
his contempt for such neglect.

Given under my hand, this 
year.

day of . in the

0. K.,
Judge.

PP. — (Section 781).

CONVICTION FOR CONTEMPT.

Canada,
Province of . J
County of J

Be it remembered that on the day of
in the year , in the county of , E. F. is convicted
Indore me, for that he the said E. F. did not attend lnd'ore me to 
give evidence on the trial of a certain charge against one A. B. of 
(Iheft nr as the case may be), although duly eubprenaed (or bound by 
recognizance to appear and give evidence in that behalf, as the 
case may be) but made default therein, and has not shown before 
me any sufficient excuse for such default, and I adjudge the said E. 
F., for his said offence, to be imprisoned in the common gaol of 
the county of , at , for the space of
there to be kept at hard lalnmr (and in case a fine is also intended 
tn be imposed, then proceed), and 1 also adjudge that the said E. F. 
do forthwith pay to and for the use of Her Majesty a fine of 
dollars, and in default of payment, that the said fine, with the 
cost of collection, he levied by distress and sale of the goods and 
chattels of the said E. F., (or in case a fine alone is imposed, then 
the clause of imprisonme>nt is to be omitted).

Given under my hand at , in the said county
of , the day and year first above mentioned.

0. K„

For the words “ Her Majesty ” in this form, substitute “ His Majesty.”
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PART LV.

SUMMARY TRIAL OF INDICTABLE OFFENCES.

782. Definitions. — In this part, unless the context other
wise requires,

(а) the expression “Magistrate” means and includes —
(i) in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba, any 

Recorder, .Judge of a County Court, being a Justice of the 
Peace, Commissioner of Police, Judge of the Sessions of the 
Peace, Police Magistrate, District Magistrate, or other func
tionary or tribunal, invested by the proper legislative authority, 
with jjower to do alone such acts as are usually required to l>e 
done by two or more Justices of the Peace, and acting within 
the local limits of his or of its jurisdiction;

(ii) in the provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, 
any Recorder, Judge of a county Court, Stipendiary Magistrate 
or Police Magistrate, acting within the local limits of his juris
diction, and any Commissioner of Police and any functionary, 
tribunal or person invested by the proper legislative authority 
with power to do alone such acts as are usually required to lie 
done by two or more Justices of the Peace ;

(iii) in the provinces of Prince Edward Island and l>m- 
tisii Columbia and in the district of Keewatin, any two Jus
tices of the Peace sitting together, and any functionary or tri
bunal having the powers of two Justices of the Peace;

(iv) in the Nortii-West Territories, any Judge of the Su
preme Court of the said territories, any two Justices of the 
Peace sitting together, and any functionary or tribunal having 
the powers of two Justices of the Peace;

(v) In all the provinces, where the defendant is charged with 
any of the offences mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (/) of sec
tion 783, any two justices of the peace sitting together; pro
vided that when any offence is tried by virtue of this suh-para
graph an appeal shall lie from a conviction in the same manner 
as from summary convictions under part LVIIL, and that sec
tion 879 and the following sections relating to appeals from 
such summary convictions shall apply to such appeal. (Added 
by 58-59 Vic., c. 40).
(б) the expression “the common gaol or other place of confine

ment, *’ in the case of any offender whose age at the time of his 
conviction does not, in the opinion of the Magistrate, exceed six
teen years, includes any reformatory prison provided for the re
ception of juvenile offenders in the province in which the con
viction referred to takes place, and to which by the law of that 
province the offender may be sent ; and
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(r) the expression “ property " includes everything included 
under the same expression or under the expression “ valuable se
curity. *’ as defined by this Act. and in the case of any “ valuable 
security” the value thereof shall be reckoned in the manner pres
cribed in this Act. K.S.V., c. 1 <($. s. 2.

Before clause (v) of tin- above subsection (a) was added by the 08-59 
Vic., c. 40. there was no appeal from a conviction by two justices of the 
peace in the case of any of the offences mentioned in subsections («) and 
(f) of section 783. ( 1 ) And. since the amendment, it has Wen held that 
the right of appeal given by that clause is restricted to trials of such cases 
before two justices and does not extend to the summary trial of any indict
able offence Wfore a recorder, a judge of sessions a police magistrate or 
any of the other functionaries mentioned in clause (i) of the above sub
section (a), but that in the case of a summary trial, — before any of these 
functionaries. — of a person charged with an indictable offem e, there is 
still no right of appeal. (2)

783. Offences to be dealt with under this Part.—Whenever any 
person is charged before a Magistrate,

(а) with having committed theft, or obtained money or pro
perty by false pretences, or unlawfully received stolen property, 
and the value of the property alleged to have liven stolen, ob
tained or received, does not, in the judgment of the Magistrate, 
exceed ten dollars; or

(б) with having attempted to commit theft ; or
(r) with having committed an aggravated assault by unlawfully 

and maliciously inflicting upon any other person, either with or 
without a weajxm or instrument, anv grievous lnxlilv harm, or by 
unlawfully and maliciously wounding any other person ; or

(d) with having committed an assault upon any female whatso
ever, or upon any male child whose age does not, in the opinion of 
the Magistrate, exceed fourteen years, such assault being of a na
ture which cannot, in the opinion of the Magistrate, be suffici
ently punished by a summary conviction before him under any 
other part of this Act, and such assault, if upon a female, not 
amounting, in his opinion, to an assiult with intent to commit a 
rape; or

(e) with having assaulted, obstructed, molested or hindered 
any jx-ace officer or public officer in the lawful performance of 
his duty, or with intent to prevent the performance thereof; or

(f) with keeping or being an immate, or habitual frequenter of 
any disorderly house, house of ill-fame or bawdy-house; or

(</) with using or knowingly allowing any part of any premises 
under his control to be used —

(1) R. v. Nixon. 10 C. L. T., 344. Ami see R. v. Kgan, 11 Man. L. R 
134: 10 (’. L. T.. 130: 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 112.

2 R. v. Racine. 3 Can. Cr. Caa., 440; Que. Jud. Rep.. 9 Q. B., 134.
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(i) for the purpose of recording or registering any bet or 
wager, or selling any pool ; or

(ii) keeping, exhibiting, or employing, or knowingly allowing 
to In? kept, exhibited or employed, any device or apparatus for 
the purpose of recording or registering any l>et or wager, or 
selling any pool ; or
(/<) becoming the custodian or depositary of any money, pro

perty, or valuable thing staked, wagered or pledged; or
(i) recording or registering any bet or wager, or selling any 

pool, upon the result of any political or municipal election, or of 
any race, or of any contest or trial of skill or endurance of man 
or beast, —

the Magistrate may, subject to the provisions hereinafter made, 
hear and determine the charge in a summary way. H.S.C., c. 1 ?<*,

The offence of theft mentioned in clause (a) of this section does not in
clude the indictable offence of stealing from the person punishable under 
section 344, a nie-, and where, in the case of such a charge, a prisoner con
sented to he tried by the police magistrate for the city of Hamilton and 
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to three years imprisonment, it was 
contended for the defendant on a writ of habeas corpus that there was 
no power to impose on the prisoner a sentence in excess of that provided 
by section 783. /mut. namely (1 months, but it was held that the police ma
gistrate had jurisdiction by virtue of section 787, post, to inflict the same 
punishment as if the prisoner had been tried before the Court of General 
Sessions, namely the punishment provided by section 344. ante. (3)

If. upon the summary trial, under this Part, of a charge of theft effected 
by picking the lock of a locked box on a ship in port. it is shewn that the 
licensed, one of the ship's seamen had access, in common with the other 
seamen to the place where the box was kept that shortly before the theft 
he borrowed a small amount of money on the plea of having none, that 
shortly after the money was missed lie had considerably more money on 
him although in the meantime he had received nothing for wages, that, 
on the money being missed he had suggested that he should not he 
suspected, as lie had lmrrowed money from another party named, which 
latter statement was shewn to he false, such facts constitute legal evidence 
to support a conviction. But if the trial judge, in making his finding, base 
such finding upon the theory that, as a matter of law. it would be presum
es! that it was possible for the accused to shew how lie had come by the 
money in his possession and that the onus was upon him to do so. this is 
an error in law entitling the accused to a new trial. (3a)

It has been held, in the province of Quebec, that the above section. 783. 
does not apply to the offence (mentioned in sections 100 and 108, ante), of 
keeping a common gaming-house, the meaning <>f the worde "dieomerly 
house" in clause (f) of the above section 783 and in section 784, post, 
being governed by the rule “ noscitur a soeiis,,' and being, therefore, res
tricted to houses of the nature and kind of a house of ill-fame or bawdy- 
house associated therewith and that therefore a magistrate has no juris
diction. (either with or without the consent of the aeeused),to summarily

(3) R. v. Conlin, 18 C. L. T., 16; 29 O. R.. 28; 1 Can. Cr. Cae., 111. 
(3o) R. v. MacCaffery, 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 193.
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try a charge of keeping a common gaming house under sections 190 ami 
lüs, hut that such a charge may, after a preliminary enquiry, and a coin- 
mitai for trial thereon, be tried under Part 54, ante, if the accused elects 
a speedy trial instead of a trial by jury. (4)

This ease is in conflict with a decision rendered in British Columbia, by a 
Judge of the Supreme Court of that province, to the effect that in the ease 
of a charge of keeping a gaming-house, a police magistrate has, under sec
tions 7H.'f and 784. jurisdiction to hear and determine the charge sum
marily, without the consent of the accused, and that the exercise of the 
jurisdiction is. in the discretion of the magistrate, su that lie may, if he 
thinks proper, taki- the other course, and hold a preliminary examination 
and commit the accused for trial. (5)

784. When Magistrate shall have absolute Jurisdiction. — The
jurisdiction of such Magistrate is absolute in the ca-v of any per
son charged with keeping or being an inmate or habitual frequen
ter of any disorderly house, house of illfame or bawdv-house, and 
does not dcjxend on the consent of the person charged to he tried 
by such Magistrate, nor shall such person he asked whether he 
consents to be so tried; nor do the provisions of this part alfect 
the absolute summary jurisdiction given to any .lustice or Justices 
of the Peace, in any ease by any other Part of this Act. U.S.O., c. 
Pîd, s. 4.

2. The jurisdiction of the Magistrate is absolute in the ease of 
any person who, being a seafaring person ami only transiently in 
Canada and having no permanent domicile therein, is charged, 
either within the city of Quebec as limited for the purpose of the 
police ordinance, or within the city of Montreal as mi limited, or 
in any other seaport city or town in Canada where there is such 
Magistrate, with the commission therein of any of the offences 
hereinbefore mentioned, and also in the case of any other person 
charged with any such o(fence on the complaint of any such sea
faring person whom1 testimony is essential to the proof of the of
fence; and such jurisdiction does not depend on the consent of any 
such person to Ik* tried bv the Magistrate, nor shall such person 
be asked whether he. consents to l>e so tried. R.S.C., c. 179, s. 5.

3. The jurisdiction of the magistrate in the provinces of Prince 
Pal ward Island and British Columbia, and in tin* North-west Ter
ritories, and the district of Koewatin, under this part, is absolute 
without the consent of the party charged except in cases coming 
within the provisions of section 785, and except in cases under 
sections 789 and 790 where the person charged is not a person 
who under section 784, sub-section 2. can be tried summarily with
out his consent. (As amended by the Criminal Codr Amendment 
Art 1000).

The light of appeal, given by clause ( v) of section 782 (as amended by 
58-511 Vi .. c. 40). from a conviction by two justice* under clauses (a) and

(4) R. v. France. Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. B.. 83; 1 (’an. Cr. Cas.. 321.
(5) Et parte John Cook. 3 Can. <’r. (’as., 72.

56
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(f) of section 783, is not taken away in British Columbia, by the amend
ment. (made by the said 58-5» Nu-., e. 40), to the third clause of the 
above section 784. (0)

785. Summary trial in certain cases, in Ontairo and cities, etc., 
elsewhere. - If any per.-on is chari/ed, in the province of Ontario 
before a Police Magistrate or before a Stipendiary Magistrate in 
any county, district or provisional county in such province, with 
having committed any offence for which lie may he tried at a 
('ourt of (tenoral Sessions of the Peace, or if any person is com- 
miTrim to a gaol in the county, «listrict or provisional county, 
under the warrant of any Justice of the Peace, for trial on a charge 
of being guilty of any such offence, such person may,' irilh his 
nun consent, he tried lief ore such Magistrate, and may, if found 
guilty, he sentenced by the Magistrate to the same punishment 
as he would have been liable to if he had been tried before the 
('onrt of (ienvrai Sessions of the Peace. lî.S.C., e. 17(1, s. 7.

'i. This section shall apply also to police and stipendiary ma
gistrates of cities and incorporate I towns in every other part of 
Canada, and to recorders where they exercise judicial functions. 
(As amended bv the Criminal Code Amendment Art HUH)).

3. Sections 787 and 788 do not extend or apply to cases tried 
under this section ; but where the magistrate has jurisdiction by 
virtue of this section only, no person shall he summarily tried 
thereunder without his own consent. (As amended by the Crimi
nal Code A mend mini Arl 1000).

All persons appointed to judicial offices in Canada are required to take 
oaths of allegiance and of office before acting in their judicial capacity; 
and a person temporarily appointed to Ik- deputy recorder of Montreal is 
under this obligation. And. if an accused takes objection at the trial to 
the want of qualification of the magistrate to act in the case, because of 
the latter's failure to take such oaths, public acquiescence in the exercise 
by him of his judicial functions will not avail to make his adjudication 
binding on the defendant, who has so taken objection at the trial ; and 
the magistrate cannot, as to such defendant, claim to be in the position 
of a judge tic facto, (da)

Hut the failure of a judicial officer to take the oaths of allegiance and 
of office. - where he has acted as the holder of the office and has been 
acknowledged and accepted as the duly qualified incumbent thereof by the 
public, does not invalidate his judgments in criminal cases in which 
his qualification has not been contested at the time of the trial, his judg 
ments in such eases being valid and building as having been rendered by 
him as a judge ilc facto. (66)

As to powers of polie<- magistrates in the Yukon, see Extra Appendix K. 
post.

786. Proceedings on arraignment of accused. — Whenever the 
Magistrate, before whom any person is charged ns aforesaid, pro-

(0) K. V. Wirth * Reed, 5 B. €. R.. 114; 1 Can. Cr. Can, 231.
(da) F..r parte Mainville, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 528.
(66) Ex parte Curry, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 532.
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|K).'CH to dispose of the vast* summarily under the provisions of this 
part, such Magistrate, after ascertaining the nature and extent of 
the charge, hut lief ore the formal examination of the witnesses for 
the prosecution, and before calling on the person charged for anv 
statement which he wishes to make, shall state to such person the 
substance of the charge against him, and (if the charge is not one 
that can lie tried summarily without the consent of the accused) 
shall then say to him these words, or words to the like elTcct: “Do 
you consent that the charge against you shall he tried by me, or 
do you desire that it shall be sent for trial by a Jury at the (/ta
ming the court <it which it cun pruhahij/ soonest he trial)’,'' and if 
the person charged consents to the charge b-ing summarily tried 
and determined as aforesaid, or if the power of the Magistrate to 
try it does not depend on the consent of the accused, the Magis
trate shall reduce the charge to writing and read the same to such 
person, and shall then ask him whether he is guilty or not of such 
charge. If the p rson charged confesses the charge, the Magis
trate shall then proceed to pass such sentence upon him as by 
law may lie passed in respect to such offence, subject to the pro
visions of this Act : hut if the person charged says that he is not 
guilty, the Magistrate shall then examine the witnesses for the 
prosecution, and when the examination has been completed, the 
Magistrate shall inquire of the person charged whether lie has any 
defence to make to such charge, and if he states that he has a de
fence the Magistrate shall hear such defence, and shall then pro
ceed to dispose of the case summarily. lt.K.C., c. 17(i. ss. 8 and 9.

An accused is*entitled to be informed of Ids right to he tried by a jury, 
when the magistrate's jurisdiction to summarily try him is not absolute: 
and neither the faet that the accused knows of his right to he so tried nor 
the fact that the magistrate is aware of the accused's intention to plead 
guilty can give jurisdiction to convict him, if he pleads guilty without 
having been informed of his right. (7)

The provisions of section 144. ante, fixing.—for the offence of obstructing 
a peace officer. — one punishment on conviction upon indictment and an
other punishment upon summary conviction are controlled, as to the latter, 
by sections 783 and 784. and the charge cannot he summarily tried by a 
magistrate except with the consent of the accused given in conformity with 
section 780: and where accused persons were tried by two justices on such 
a charge without being asked whether they would be tried by a jury, the 
conviction was quashed, on certiorari. (8)

A defendant was committed for trial on a charge of having offered for 
sale certain lottery tickets contrary to section 205 (b), ante. He was ar 
raigned, and elected to be tried summarily. Afterwards on the day set 
for the trial the Crown prosecutor caused to be read to the accused an 
amended charge, charging him will selling lottery tickets and causing 
them to hr sold. The defendant refused to plead to the amended charge 
and would consent to he tried summarily only upon the original charge. 
Objection upheld. (0)

(7) R. v. Cockshott, K.r parte Rickabv, <17 L. ,T., Q. B., 407.
(8) R. v. Crossen. 3 Can. O. Cas.. 152. 
fP) R. v. Woods. 1ft C. L. T.. 18.
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A defendant was committed before a stipendiary magistrate on a charge 
of assaulting a police constable in contravention of section 203 (6), ante, 
and, having elected to be tried summarily, was tried accordingly ami con
victed ami sentenced to six months imprisonment with hard labor. The 
warrant recited that the defendant was “duly convicted," etc., of the 
offence charged, but did not shew on its face that he had consented to a 
summary trial, which under the above section, 7811, is a condition prece
dent to the magistrate's jurisdiction. Held, upon habeas corpus, that the 
variant was bad for not shewing on its face the defendant's consent to be 
tried summarily ; and the defendant was discharged. (10)

787. Punishment for certain offences under this part. - In the
case of an offence charged under |*migraph (a) or (1) of section 
seven hundred and eighty-three, the Magistrate, after hearing the 
whole ease for the prosecution and for the defence, shall, if he 
finds the charge proved, convict the person charged and commit 
him to the common gaol or other place of confinement, there to 
he imprisoned, witli or without hard labour, for any term not ex
ceeding six months. R.S.C., c. 176, s. 10.

788. Punishment for certain other offences. - In any case sum
marily tri<xl under jiarugraph (r), (</), (e), (/), (</), (//) or (i) of 
section seven liundretl and eighty-three, if the Magistrate finds 
the charge proved, lie may convict the person charged and com
mit him to the common gaol or other place of confinement, there 
to be imprisoned, with or without hard labour, for any term not 
exceeding six months, or may condemn him to pay a fine not cx- 
« ceding, witli the costs in the case, one hundred dollars, or to both 
fine and imprisonment not exceeding the said sum ami term: and 
>uch fine may l>e levied by warrant of distress under the hand and 
seal of the Magistrate, or the person convicted mav he condemned, 
in addition to any other imprisonment on the same conviction, to 
he committed to the common gaol or other place of confinement 
for a further term not exceeding six months, unless such line is 
sooner paid. R.S.O., c. 17fi, s. 11.

This section does nut apply so as to authorise a magistrate to direct im
prisonment for U months as a means of enforcing payment of a tine, when 
a line only lias been imposed, in the ra.se, for instance, of a conviction un
der section 208, ante, for keeping a bawdy house, the powers of a magis 
Irate, for enforcing payment of the fine, being, in such a ease, limited, by 
section 872 (b). post, to directing imprisonment for not more than 3 
months, although in the first instance he might, under section 208, ante, 
have imposed 0 months’ imprisonment, as the substantive punishment, 
instead of a fine. Semble, the above section, 788, only applies to authorize 
six months’ imprisonment in default of payment of a fine when a fine and 
imprisonment are conjointly imposed in the first instance. (11)

Where, upon the face of a conviction for keeping a house of ill-fame, 
there was nothing to shew whether the police magistrate, who had tried

(10) R. v. Stars. 17 C. L. T., 124.
(11) R. v. Stafford 1, Can. Cr. Cas., 239. Rut see R. v. Bougie, 3 Can. 

(>. Ca*.. 487.
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the caw, acted under the "nummary trials" clauses of the present Part, 
LV, or simply as a justice of the peace under the "summary convictions" 
danses of hut LVI1I, liant, and sériions 207 and 208, ante and the 
conviction was defective in form but would be amendable if under the 
"nummary convictions" clauses and not amendable if under the “sum 
tnaqy trials" clauses, it was, — upon an applieation, by habeas corpus, to 
quash the conviction,— treated, by the Court, as a “ summary con
viction." and corrected, under section 88ft, post, by reducing the term of 
imprisonment, the sentence being one in excess of that authorised by law.
(lie)

789. Proceedings for offences in respect of property worth over 
ten dollars. When any person is charge I before a Magistrate 
with theft or with having obtained property by false pretenses, or 
with having unlawfully received stolen properly, and the value of 
the property stolen, obtained or received exceeds ten dollars, and 
the evidence in support of the prosecution is. in the opinion of the 
magistrate, sufficient to put the person on bis trial for the offence 
charged, such magistrate, if the case appears to him to be one 
which may properly be disposed of in a summary way, shall re
duce the charge to writing, and shall read it to the said |K*rson. 
and, unless such person is one who, under section 781, subsection 
2, can lie tried summarily without bis consent, shall then put to 
bint the question mentioned in section 78(5, and shall explain to 
him that be is not obliged to plead or answer Iteforc such magis
trate, and that if he does not plead or answer before bint, be will 
be committed for trial in the usual course. (As amended by the 
Criminal Cade Amendment A el WOO).

790. Punishment on plea of guilty in such case. -If the person 
charged as mentioned in the next preceding section consents to 
be tried by the Magistrate, the Magistrate shall then ask him 
whether he is guilty or not guilty of the charge, and if such per
son says that he is guilty, the Magistrate shall then cause a plea of 
guilty to be entered upon the proceedings, and sentence him to the 
same punishment as he would have been liable to if he had been 
convicted upon indictment in the ordinary way; and if he says that 
he is not guilty, he shall lie remanded to jail to await his trial in 
the usual course. (As amended by the Criminal Code Amend
ment Arl WOO).

791. Magistrate may decide not to proceed summarily. - If, in
any proceeding under this part, it appears to the Magistrate that 
the offence is one which, owing to a previous conviction of the 
person charged, or from any other circumstance, ought to he made 
the subject of prosecution bv indictment rather than to be dis
posed of summarily, such Magistrate may. before the accused 
|>orson has made his defence, divide not to adjudicate summarily 
upon the case ; lmt a previous conviction shall not prevent the Ma-

(11 a) R. v. Spooner, 4 Can. Or. Can., 209.
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gistratv from trying the offender summarily, if lie thinks lit so to 
do. c. lit), s. 14.

792. Election of trial by Jury to be stated on warrant of com
mittal. — If, when his consent is necessary, the person charged 
elects to be tried before a Jury, the Magistrate shall proceed to 
hold a preliminary inquiry as provided in Parts XL1V., and X 
LV., and if the person charged is committed for trial, shall stale 
in the warrant of committal the fact of such election having been 
made. H.S.C., c. 176, ». 15.

793. Full defence allowed. — in every case of summary pro
ceedings under this part the person accused shall be allowed to 
make his full answer and defence and to have all witnesses ex
amined and cross-examined by Counsel or Solicitor. R.S.(\, c.
170, s. 16.

794. Proceedings to be in open Court. — Every Court held by a 
Magistrate for the purposes of this part shall be an open Public 
Court.

795. Procuring attendance of witnesses. — The Magistrate be
fore whom any person is charged under the provisions of this part 
may, by summons, require the attendance of any person as a wit
ness upon the hearing of the case, at a time and place to be named 
in such summons, and such Magistrate may bind, by recognizance, 
all iiersons whom he considers necessary to Ik* examined, touching 
the matter of such charge to attend at the time and place appoin
ted by him and then and there to give evidence upon the hearing 
of such charge; and if any person so summoned, or required or 
bound as aforesaid, neglects or refuses to attend in pursuance of 
such summons or recognizance, and if proof is made of such person 
having been duly summoned as hereinafter mentioned, or bound 
by recognizance as aforesaid, the Magistrate before whom such 
|>erson should have attended may issue a warrant to compel his 
appearance as a witness. R.S.O., e. 170, ». 18.

796. Service of summons. — Every summons issued under the 
provisions of this par; may be served by delivering a copy of the 
summons to the person summoned, or by delivering a copy of the 
summons to some inmate of such person's usual place of abode 
apparently over sixteen years of age; and every person so required 
by any writing under the hand of any Magistrate to attend and 
give evidence as aforesaid, shall be deemed to have been duly sum
moned. R.S.C., c. 176, s. 19.

797. Dismissal of charge. — Whenever the Magistrate finds the 
offence not proved, lie shall dismiss the charge, and make out and 
deliver to the person charged a certificate under his hande stating 
the fact of such dismissal. R.S ('., c. 176, s. 20.
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798. Effect of conviction. — Every conviction under this part 
shall have the same effect as a conviction upon indictment for the 
same offence. K.S.C., e. 17(>, s. 22.

799. Certificate of dismissal a bar to further proceeding. —
Every jwrson who obtains a certificate of dismissal or is convicted 
under the provisions of this part, shall he released from all fur
ther or other criminal proceedings for the same cause. R.S.C., 
e. 17(i, s. 23.

It has been livid in Kngland, under statutory provisions similar to the 
nhovc, that, where a ease summarily dealt with has been dismissed by the 

Magistrate or Justice on its merits, the defendant has the right e.r débita 
justifia' to receive the certificate of dismissal. (12)

The certificate of dismissal should only be granted when there has been 
a full hearing on the merits. If grunted on a withdrawal of the charge 
before hearing, it will be no bar to subsequent proceedings for the same 
off cm e. (13)

See comments at pp. 271. and 272. ante.
See. also, comments and authorities at pp. 7«0, 707. ante; and see sec

tions 821, 81 if» and 807, /»o*/.
For form of plea of summary conviction, see p. 771, ante.

800. Proceeding not to be void for defect in form.—No convic
tion, sentence or proceeding under the provisions of this part shall 
be quashed for want of form ; and no warrant of commitment 
upon a conviction shall lie held void by reason of any defect there
in, if it is therein alleged that the offender has I icon convicted, 
and there is a good and valid conviction to sustain the same. R. 
8.C., c. 171», s. 24.

A commitment which recited a conviction for " unlawfully procuring or 
attempting to procure a girl of 17 years of age to become, without Canada, 
a common prostitute, or with intent that she might become an inmate 
elsewhere," was held void on its face as it recited a conviction which was 
invalid for duplicity and uncertainty. Held, also, that the commitment could 
not, under the above section, 800. In- supported as alleging a conviction, be
cause there was not a good and valid conviction to sustain it. the convic
tion. returned under habeas corpus proceedings, being found not to disclose 
anv olfence within section 185. ante, upon which the prosecution was based. 
(14)

801. Result of hearing to be filed in Court of Sessions. — The
Magistrate adjudicating under the provisions of this part shall 
transmit the conviction, or a duplicate of the certificate of dismis
sal, with the written charge, the depositions of witnesses for the 
prosecution and for the defence, and the statement of the

(12) Hancock v. Somes. 28 L. J.. M. C., 10(1 : Costar v. Hetherington, 
20 L. J.. M. ('.. 108.

( 13) Itecd v. Nutt. 24 Q. B. IX. «00.
(14) R. v. (iibson. 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 302 ; 20 O. It., 0«0.
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accused, to the clerk of the peace or other proper officer for 
the district, city, county or place wherein th ■ offence wa~ com
mitted, there to be kept liv the proper officer among the records 
of the general or quarter sessions of the peace or of any court dis
charging the functions of a court of general or quarter sessions 
of tlie peace. (As amended by the Criminal Code Amendment 
Art 1900).

2. This section shall not apply to police magistrates, stipen
diary magistrates, or recorders of cities or incorporated towns. 
(Added by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1000).

Subsection 2 of this section has. by the 1 Edw. VII, e. 42. been repeated 
as of the first at January 1001.

802. Evidence of conviction or dismissal. A copy of such con
viction, or of such certificate of dismissal, certified by the proper 
officer of the Court, or proved to Ik- a true copy, shall lie sufficient 
evidence to prove a conviction or dismissal for the offence men
tioned therein, in any legal proceedings. R.S.C., c. 17f>, s. 2(1.

803. Restitution of property. — The Magistrate by whom any 
person has been convicted under the provisions of this part may 
order restitution of the property stolen or taken or obtained bv 
false pretenses, in any case in which the Court, before whom the 
person convicted would have been tried, but for the provisions of 
this part, might by law order restitution. R.S.V., c. 17(5, s. 27.

804. Remand for further investigation.—Whenever any person 
is charged before any Justice or Justices of the I'eace, with any 
offence mentioned in section seven hundred and eight-three, and 
in the opinion of such Justice or Justices the case is proper to be 
dis] rosed of summarily by a Magistrate, as herein provided, the 
Justice or Justices before whom such person is so charged may, if 
he or they see fit, remand such person for further examination 
before the nearest Magistrate in like manner in all respects as a 
Justice or Justices are authorized to remand a person accused for 
trial at any Court, under Part XLW. section five hundred and 
eighty-six ; hut no Justice or Justices of the Peace, in any province 
shall so remand any person for further examination or trial before 
any such Magistrate in any other province. Any person so re
manded for further examination before a Magistrate in any city, 
may be examined and dealt with by any other Magistrate in the 
same city. R.S.C., c. 17(5, ss. 28, 2!) and 30.

805. Non-appearance of accused under recognizance. — If any
person suffered to go at large upon entering into such n‘cogni
zance as the justice or justices are authorized, under Part XLV., 
section five hundred and eighty-seven, to take on the remand of a 
person accused, conditioned for his appearance before a Magis-
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trate, does not afterwards ap]K-ar, pursuant to such recognizance, 
the Magistrate before whom he should have appeared shall certify, 
under his hand on the hack of the recognizance, h» the Clerk of 
the Peace of the district, county or place, or other proper officer, 
ns the ease may he, the fact of such non-appearance, and such reco
gnizance shall lie proceeded upon in like manner as other 
recognizances; and such certificate shall be prima facie evidence of 
such non-appearance without proof of the signature of the ma
gistrate thereto. R.S.C., c. 176, s. 31.

806. Application of fines.— | This section, including the amend
ment made to it by the 57-58 V., c. 57, has ltevn repealed by the 
Criminal Code Amendment Art huh), which has substituted, for 
the subject matter of it, the general provisions, (as amended), of 
section Î)‘<Z7, post.]

807. Forms to be used. — Kverv conviction or certificate may 
be in the form QQ, HR, or SS, in Schedule One hereto, applicable 
to the case, or to the like effect, (15) and whenever the nature of 
the case requires it, such forms may l»c altered by omitting the 
words stating the consent of the person to he tried before the ma
gistrate, and by adding the requisite words, stating the fine im
posed, if any, and the imprisonment, if any, to which the person 
convicted is to he subjected if the fine is not sooner paid. R.S.C., 
c. 17(1, s. 33.

808. Certain provisions not applicable to this Part. — The pro
visions of this Act relating to preliminary inquires before justices, 
except as mentioned in sections eight hundred and four and eight 
hundred and five and of Part LY1I1., shall not apply to any pro
ceedings under this part. Nothing in this part shall affect 
the provisions of Part LVI., and this part shall not extend to per
sons punishable under that part so far as regards offences for 
which such persons may he punished thereunder. R.S.C., e. 176, 
ss. 34 and 35.

Whore a prisoner had been convicted of theft under section 783 (a), note, 
the Court refused. - in view of the provisions of this station, 808, — to grant 
an application for a mandamus to compel the magistrate to take a reco
gnizance on appeal from such conviction under section 880. pout. (10)

(IB) For Forms QQ, RU. and SS. see pp. 500. 501. post. 
(10) It. v. Kgnn. 11 Man. L. R., 134.
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FORMS UNDKR PART LV.

FROM SCHEDULE ONE.

QQ. — (Section bU7).
CONVICTION.

Canada, "1
Province of A
County of J

Hi* it remembered that on the day of in the
year , at , A. B., being charged before
me, the undersigned, , of the said (city) (and consenting
to my trying th charge summarily, ip convicted before me, for that 
he, the said A. B., (dr., Ming the offence, and the time and place 
when and where committed), and I adjudge the said A. B., for his 
said offence, to be imprisoned in the (and there kept to
hard labour) for the term of

(jiven under my hand and seal, the day and year first above 
mentioned, at aforesaid.

,1. S., [heal.]

,/. 7\, (Name of county).

RR. — tretion 807).
CONVICTION Ur JN A PLKA OK GUILTY.

Canada.
Prov nee of ,
County of

Be it remembered that on the day of
in the year , at , A. B. lu-ing charged
before me, the undersigned, , of the said (city) (an 1 con
senting to my trying the charge summarily), for that he, the 
said A. B., (dr., staling the offence, and the lime and place when 
and where committed), and pleading guilty to such charge, he is 
thereupon convicted ltcfore me of the said offence; and I adjudge 
him, the said A. B., for his said offence, to be imprisoned in the 

(and there kept to hard labour) for the term of

Given under my hand and seal, the day and year first above 
mentioned, at aforesaid.

J. S., [heal. |
./. /\, (Marne of county).
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SS. — (Section 807).

CERTIFICATE OF DISMISSAL.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

I, the undersigned, , of the city (or as the com
may he) of , certify that on the
day of , in the year , at

aforesaid, A. It., being charged before me (and 
consenting to my trying the charge summarily), for that he, the 
said A. It., (dr., staling the offence charged, amt the Unie and place 
when and where alleged to hare been committed), 1 did, after having 
summarily tried the said charge, dismiss the same.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
, in the year , at aforesaid.

.1. 8., [seal.]

,/. /'., (Same of county).

PART LVI.

TRIAL OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS FOR INDICTABLE 
OFFENCES.

809. Definitions. — In this part, unless the context otherwise 
requires, —

(a) The expression “two or more justices, ” or “the justices ” 
includes, —

(i) in the provinces of Ontario and Manitoba any Judge of 
the county court being a Justice of the Peace, Police Magistrate 
or Stipendiary Magistrate, or any two Justices of the Peace, 
acting within their respective jurisdictions;

(ii) in the province of Quebec any two or more Justices of 
the Peace, the Sheriff of any district, except Montreal and 
Quebec, the Deputy Sheriff of Gasjm, and any Recorder, Judge 
of the Sessions of the Peace. Police Magistrate, District Magis
trate or Stipendiary Magistrate acting within the limits of their 
respective jurisdictions ;

(iii) in the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. Prince 
Edward Island, and British Columbia, and in the district of 
Keewatin, any functionary or tribunal invested bv the proper 
legislative authority with power to do acts usually required to 
be done by two or more Justices of the Peace;
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(iv) in 3 4lie North-West Territories, any Judge of the Su
preme Court of the said Territories, any two Justices of the
Peace sitting together, and any functionary or tribunal having
the powers of two Justices of the Peace;
(b) The expression “ the common gaol or other place of cou

th ornent " includes any reformatory prison provided for the re
ception of juvenile offenders in the province in which the convic
tion referred to takes place, and to which by the law of that pro
vince, the offender may be sent. R.S.C., c. 177, s. 2.

810. Punishment for stealing. — Every person charged with 
having committed, or having attempted to commit any offence 
which is theft, or punishable as theft, and whose age, at the pe
riod of the commission or attempted commission of such offence, 
does not, in the opinion of the justice before whom he is brought 
or appears, exceed the age of sixteen years, shall upon conviction 
thereof in open Court upon his own confession or upon proof, 
before any two or more justices, be committed to the common 
gaol or other place of confinement within the jurisdiction of 
such justices, there to he imprisoned, with or without hard labour, 
for any term not exceeding three months, or. in the discretion of 
such justices, shall forfeit and pay such sum, not exceeding twenty 
dollars, as such justices adjudge. H.S.C., c. 177, s. ,'f.

811. Procuring Appearance of Accused.—Whenever any person 
whose age is alleged not to exceed sixteen years, is charged with 
any offence mentioned in the next proceeding section, on the oath 
of a credible witness, before anv justice of the peace, such justice 
may issue his summons or warrant, to summon or to apprehend 
the person so charged, to appear before any two justices of the 
peace, at a time and place to he named in such summons or war
rant. R.S.C., c. 177, s. 4.

812. Remand of Accused. — Any justice of the peace, if he 
thinks fit, may remand for further examination or for trial, or 
suffer to go at large, upon his finding sufficient sureties, any such 
person charged before him with any such offence as aforesaid.

2. Every such surety shall be bound by recognizance condi
tioned for the appearance of such person before the same or some 
other justice or justices of the peace for further examination, or 
for trial before two or more justices of the peace as aforesaid, or 
for trial by indictment at the proper Court of Criminal Jurisdic
tion, as the case may he.

3. Every such recognizance may be enlarged, from time to time,
by any such justice or justices to such further time as he or they 
appoint ; and every such recognizance not so enlarged shall be 
discharged without fee or reward, when the person has appeared 
according to the condition thereof. R.S.C., c. 177, ss. 5, G and 7.
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813. Accused tu elect how he shall be tried. — Thu justices be
fore whom any person is charged and proceeded against under the 
provisions of this part before such person is asked whether he lias 
any cause to show why he should not be convicted, shall say to the 
person so charged, these words, or word» to the like effect;

“ We shall have to hear what you wish to say in answer to the 
charge against you; but if you wish to he tried by a Jury, you 
must object now to om deciding upon it at once. ”

2. And if such person, or a parent or guardian of such person, 
then objects, no further proceedings shall be had under the pro
visions of this part; but the justices may deal with the case accor
ding to the provision set out in Parts XL1Y., and XLV., as if the 
accused were before them thereunder. U.8.C., c. 177, s. 8.

Sev section 550. ante, which provides that person» under sixteen shall 
not be tried publicly, and that while in custody they shall be kept sepa
rate from older prisoners; and see pp. 045 ami 040, with reference to Do
minion and provincial statute» relating to Children"» Homes, Industrial 
Schools ami Houses of Refuge for boys a ml girls and relating to female 
reformatories, etc. And see, also, section 550o, ante.

814. When Accused shall not be tried summarily. — If the jus
tices are of opinion, before the person charged has made his de
fence, that tlie charge is, from any circumstance, a lit subject for 
prosecution by indictment, or if the person charged, upon being 
called upon to answer the charge, objects to the case being sum
marily disposed of under the provisions of this part, the justices 
shall not deal with it summarily, hut may proceed to hold a pre
liminary inquiry as provided in Parts XL1Y., and XLY.

2. In case the accused lias elected to be tried by a jury, the jus
tices shall state in the warrant of commitment the fact of such 
election having been made. K.S.C., c. 171, s. $1.

815. Summons to witness. — Any Justice of the Peace may, by 
summons, require the attendance of any person as a witness upon 
tlie hearing of any case before two Justices, under the authority 
of this part, at a time and place to he named in such summons. 
H.S.C., V. 1ÎÎ, s. 10.

816. Binding over witness.--Any such Justice may require
and hind by recognizance every person he considers neces
sary to he examined, touching the matter of such charge, to attend 
it the time and place appointed by him and then and there to 
give evidence u)>on the hearing of such charge. H.S.C., c. 177, 
8. 11.

817. Warrant against witness. — If any person so summoned 
or required or hound, as aforesaid, neglects or refuses to attend in 
pursuance of such summons or recognizance, and if proof is given

7
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of such person having bceen duly summoned, as hereinafter men- 
tioncd, or bound by recognizance, as aforesaid, cither of the «1 us
ees before whom any such person should have attended, may issue 
a warrant to compel his appearance as a witness. U.S.V., c. 177,
s. 11

818. Service of summons. — Every summons issued under the 
authority of this part may be served by delivering a copy thereof 
to the person, or to some inmate, apparently over sixteen years of 
age, at such person's usual place of abode, and every person so re
quired by any writing under the hand or hands of any .Justice or 
Justices to attend and give evidence as aforesaid, shall be deemed 
to have been duly summoned. R.S.V., c. ITT, a. 13.

See comment* and authorities, under section 502, at p. 073, ante, as to 
service of summons.

819. Discharge of accused. — If the .Justices, upon the hearing 
of any such case deem the offence not proved, or that it is not ex
pedient to inflict any punishment, they shall dismiss the person 
charged, — in the latter case on his finding sureties for his future 
good behaviour, and in the former case without sureties, and then 
make out ami deliver to the person charged a certificate in the 
form TT in schedule one to this Act, (1) or to the like effect.

nder the hands of such Justices, stating the fact of such dis
missal. R.S.C., c. 177, s. 14.

820. Form of conviction. — The .1 list it e» before whom any per
son is summarily convicted of any offence hereinbefore mentioned, 
may cause the conviction to be drawn up in the form IT in sche
dule one hereto, (2) or in any other form to the same effect, and 
the conviction shall be good and effectual to all intents and pur- 
jtoses.

2. No such conviction shall be quashed for want of form, or be 
removed by certiorari or otherwise into any Court of record ; and 
no warrant of commitment shall be held void by reason of any 
defect therein, if it is therein alleged that the person has been con
victed, and there is a good and valid conviction to sustain the 
same. R.S.C., c. 177, ss. Hi and 17.

821. Further proceeding barred. — Every person who obtains 
such certificate of dismissal, or is so convicted, shall he released 
from all further or other criminal proceedings for the same cause. 
R.8.C., c. 177. s. 15.

See comments and authorities at pp. 271. 272. 766 and 767, ante, also 
form of plea of summary conviction at p. 771, ante; and see, also, sections 
797. 798. 799 ante. and 865 and 867 pout.

fl) For 1 >rm TT, see p. 897. pont. 
(2) For Form UU, see p. 898, pout.
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822. Conviction and recognizances to be filed. The .lustices 
he tore whom any jK-rson is convicted under the provisions of this 
part shall forthwith transmit the conviction and recognizances to 
the clerk of the peace or other proper officer, for the district, city, 
county or union of counties wherein the offence was committed, 
there to lie kept by the proper officer among the records of the 
Court of (icncral or (Quarter Sessions of the Peace, or of any other 
Court discharging the functions of a Court of («encrai or (Quarter 
Sessions of the Peace. K.S.C., c. 177, s. 18.

823. Quarterly returns. — Every clerk of the peace, or other 
proper officer, shall transmit to the Minister of Agriculture a 
quarterly return of the names, offences and punishments men
tioned in the convictions, with such other particulars as are. from 
time to time, required. U.S.C.. c. 177. s. lit.

824. Restitution of property. — No conviction under the au
thority of this part shall Ik? attended with any forfeiture, except 
such penalty as is imposed by the sentence; hut whenever any 
person is adjudged guilty under the provisions of this part, the 
presiding Justice may order restitution of property in resj>eet of 
which tlie offence was committel, to the owner thereof or his re
presentatives.

2. If such property is not then forthcoming, the Justices, 
whether they award punishment or not. may inquire into and as
certain the value thereof in money; and. if they think proper, 
order payment of such sum of money to the true owner, bv the 
person convicted, either at one time or by instalments, at such pe
riods as the Justices deem reasonable.

3. The person ordered to pay such .-uni may he sued for the 
same as a debt in any Court in which debts of the like amount are. 
by law, recoverable, with costs of suit, according to the practice 
of such Court. R.S.C., c. 177, ss. 20, 21 and 22.

825. Proceeding on non payment of penalty imposed.— When
ever the Justices adjudge any offender to forfeit and pay a pecu
niary penalty under the authority of this part, and such penalty 
is not forthwith paid they may, if they deem it expedient, appoint 
some future day for the payment thereof, and order the offender 
to lie detained in safe custody until the day so ap|mintod. unless 
such offender gives security to the satisfaction of the Justices, for 
his appearance on such day ; and the Justices may take such secu
rity by way of recognizance or otherwise» in their discretion.

2. If at any time so appointed such penalty has not lieen paid, 
the same or any other Justice's of the Peace may, by warrant un
der thoir hands and seals, commit the offender to the common 
gaol or other place of confinement within their jurisdiction, there
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to remain for any time not exceeding three months, reckoned 
from the day of such adjudication. R.S.C., c. ITT, ss. 23 and 24.

826. Costs.—The Justices before whom any person is prose
cuted or tried for any offence cognizable under this part may, in 
their discretion, at the request of the prosecutor or of any other 
person who appears on recognizance or summons to prosecute or 
give evidence against such person, order payment to the prose
cutor and witnesses for the prosecution, of such sums as to them 
seem reasonable and sufficient, to reimburse such prosecutor and 
witnesses for the expenses they have severally incurred in attend
ing before them, and in otherwise carrying on such prosecution, 
and also to compensate them for their trouble and loss of time 
therein, — and may order payment to the constables and other 
Peace officers for the apprehension an 1 detention of any person 
so charged.

2. The Justices may, although no conviction takes place, order 
all or any of the payments aforesaid to be made, when they are of 
opinion that the persons, or any of them, have acted in good faith. 
R.S.C., c. 177, ss. 25 and 26.

827. Application of fines. — [This section has been repealed by 
the Criminal Codr Amendment Art WOO, which has substituted, 
for the subject matter of it, the general provisions, (as amended), 
of section 927, /ml].

828. Costs to be certified by Justices.—The amount of expenses 
of attending before the Justices and the compensation for trouble 
and loss of time therein, and allowances to the constables and 
other peace officers for the apprehension and detention of the 
offender, and the allowances to l>e paid to the prosecutor, witnesses 
and constables for attending at the trial or examination of the 
offender, shall lie ascertained by ami certified under the hands of 
such Justices; but the amount of the costs, charges and expenses 
attending anv such prosecution, to be allowed and paid as afore
said, shall not in any one case exceed the sum of eight dollars.

2. Every such order of payment to any prosecutor or other per
son, after the amount thereof has been certified bv the proper Jus
tices of the Peace as aforesaid, shall be forthwith made out and 
delivered by the said Justices or one of them, or by the Clerk of 
the Peace or other proper officer, as the case may be, to such prose
cutor or other person, upon such clerk or officer l>eing paid his 
lawful fee for the same, and shall be made upon the officer to whom 
fines imposed under the authority of this part arc required to he 
paid over in the district, city, county or union of counties in which 
the offence was committed, or was supposed to have been com
mitted, who, upon sight of every such order, shall forthwith pay 
to the person named therein, or to any other person duly autno-
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rized to receive the same on his behalf, out of any moneys received 
by him under this part, the money in such order mentioned and 
he shall be allowed the same in his accounts of such moneys. R 
S.C., c. 177, ss. 28 and 29.

829. Application of this Part. — The provisions of this Part 
shall not apply to any offence committed in the Provinces of 
Prince Edward Island or British Columbia, or the district of 
Keewatin, punishable by imprisonment for two years and up
wards; and in such provinces and district it shall not be neces
sary to transmit any recognizance to the clerk of the peace or 
other proper officer. R.S.C., c. 177, a. 30.

830. No Imprisonment in Reformatory under this Part. — The
urovisions of this Part shall not «authorize two or more justices of 
the peace to sentence offenders to imprisonment in a reformatory 
in the Province of Ontario. K.S.C., c. 177, s. 31.

831. Other proceedings against Juvenile Offenders.—Nothing 
in this Part shall prevent the summary conviction of any person 
who may be tried thereunder ljefore one or more justices of the 
peace, for any offence for which he is liable to l>e so convicted 
under any other Part of this Act or under any other Act. R.S.C., 
c. 177, s. 8, part.

FORMS UNDER PART LVI.
FROM SCEDVLE ONE.

TT. — (Section 819).
CERTIFICATE OF DISMISSAL.

Canada, 
Province of 
County of 
I. a 
of 
the 
at

, justices of
, r the peace for the of
. ) , (or if a recorder ; <t*c.,

, of the
as the case may 6c),do hereby certify that on 

day of , in the year
in the said of , A. B.,

was brought before us, the said justice® (<>r me, the said )
charged with the following offence, that is to sav (here state 
briefly the particvlars of the charge), and that we, the said justices, 
(or I, the said ) thereupon dismissed the said
charge.

Given under our hands and seals, (or my hand and seal) this 
day of , in the year , at aforesaid.

J. P. [real.]
J. R. [real.] 

or S. J. [seal.]
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UU. — (Section 820).
CONVICTION.

Canada, ]
Province of 
County of J

Bu it remembered that on the day of , in
the year , at , in the county of

, A. B. is convicted before us, J. P. and .1. K., 
Justices of the Peace for the said county (or me, S. J., recorder, of 
the , of , or as the ruse
may be) for that he, the said A. B., did (specify the offence and 
the time and place when and where the same was committed, as the 
case may be, bat without setting forth the evidence), and we, the said 
J. P. and J. It. (or I, the said S. J.), adjudge the said A. B., for 
his said offence, to be imprisoned' in the (or to be im
prisoned in the , and there kept at hard labour), for
the space of , (or we) (or I) adjmlge the said A. B.,
for his said offence, to forfeit and pay (here state the penalty act
ually imposed), and in default of immediate payment of the said 
sum, to be imprisoned in the (or to be imprisoned
in the and kept at hard labour) for the term of

unless the said sunt is sooner paid 
(liven under our hands and seals (or my hand ami seal), the day 

and year first altove mentioned.
J. P. [heal.]
J. H. | HEAL. | 

or S. J. [seal.]

PART LYTI.

COSTS AND PECUNIARY COMPENSATION — RESTITU
TION OF PROPERTY.

832. Costs. — Any Court by which and any Judge under Part 
LIV., or Magistrate under LV., (1) by whom judgment is pro
nounced or recorded, u|>on the conviction of any person for treason 
or any indictable offence, in addition to such sentence as may 
otherwise by law be passed, may condemn such person to the pay
ment of the whole or any part of the costs or expenses incurred

(1) Part LIV relate# to Rpeedy Trials of Indictable offences, and com
prises sections 702 to 781. ante; and Part LV relates to the Nummary 
Trial of Indictable offences, and comprises sections 782 to 808 ante.
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in and alxiut the prosecution and conviction for the offence of 
which lie is convicted, if to such Court or judge it seems lit so to 
do; and the court or judge may include in the amount to he paid 
such moderate allowance for loss of time as the court or judge, by 
affidavits or other inquiry and examination, ascertains to lie rea
sonable; and the payment of such costs ami expenses, or any part 
thereof, may be ordered by the Court or judge to he made out of 
any moneys taken from such person on his apprehension (if such 
moneys are his oirn), or may lie enforced at the instance of any 
person liable to pay or who has paid the same in such and the 
same manner (subject to the provisions of this Act) as the pay
ment of any costs ordered to be paid by the judgment or order of 
any Court of competent jurisdiction in any civil action or procee
ding may for the time being be enforced : Provided, that in the 
meantime, and until the recovery of such costs and expenses from 
the person so convicted as aforesaid, or from his estate, the same 
shall be paid and provided for in the same manner as if this section 
had not been passed ; and any money which is recovered in respect 
thereof from the person so convicted, or from his estate, shall he 
applicable to the reimbursement of any person or fund by whom 
or out of which such costs and ex]ienses have been paid or de
frayed. 33-34 V. (V. K.) c. 23, s. 3. (As amended by the Crimi
nal Code Amendment Art 1900).

It will !h* seen by this section t-liat costs may be awarded against a de
fendant when convicted of treason or any indictable offence.

This provision is to the same effect as the Imperial statute 33-34 Viet, 
e. 23, s. 3, except that the latter only covers eases of treason and felony 
ami dts's not apply to convictions for misdemeanor: and the English Act 
does not contain the words “ if such moneys ar« his own " above itali
cised. In a ease where a prisoner, arrested on the 4th of April, was convicted 
at the following May Sessions of the Ventral Criminal Court, the Court, 
after |stssing sentence made under the almve provision of the Imperial sta
tute an order for the payment of the costs of the prosecutor out of 
the money taken from him at the time of his apprehension. On the 24th of 
April, — between the time of his apprehension and his conviction, — he 
had lieen adjudged bankrupt; and it was held, - without deciding what 
would have been the ease if the money in question, though in the posses
sion of. had not really Is-longed to the prisoner, or if the act of bankruptcy 
had been previous to bis apprehension.—that the order was valid, on the 
ground that the sulwequent bankruptcy could not affect the right of the 
Criminal Court to make the order, such right having vested at the time of 
the apprehension and before the bankruptcy. (2)

833. Costs in cases of Libel.—In the case of nn indictment or 
information by a private prosecutor for the publication of a defa
matory libel if judgment is given for the defendant, he shall lie 
entitled to recover from the prosecutor the costs incurred by him 
by reason of such indictment or information either by warrant of 
distress issued out of the said Court, or by action or suit as for an 
ordinary debt. H.S.C., c. 124, ss. 153 and 154.

(2) R. v. Roberts. 43 L. J. (M. C.) 17.
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834. Costs on Conviction for Assault- — If a person convicted 
on an indictment for assault, whether with or without battery and 
wounding, is ordered to pay costs as provided in section eight hun
dred and thirty-two lie shall be liable unless the said costs are 
sooner paid, to three months’ imprisonment, in addition to the 
term of imprisonment, if any, to which he is sentenced for the 
offence, and the Court may, by warrant in writing, order the 
amount of such costs to be levied by distress and sale of the goods 
and chattels of the offender, and paid to the prosecutor, and the 
surplus, if any, arising from such sale, to the owner; and if such 
sum is so levied, the offender shall be released from such impri
sonment. H.S.C., c. 174, ss. 548 and 249.

835. Taxation of costs. — Any costs ordered to be paid by a 
Court pursuant to the foregoing provisions shall, in case there is 
no tariff of fees provided with respect to criminal proceedings, be 
taxed by the proper officer of the Court according to the lowest 
scale of fees allowed in such Court in a civil suit.

2. If such Court has no civil jurisdiction, the fees shall be those 
allowed in civil suits in a Superior Court of the province accord
ing to the lowest scale.

836. Compensation for loss of property. — A Court on the trial 
of any ]>erson on an indictment may, if it thinks fit, upon the ap
plication of any person aggrieved and immediately after the con
viction of the offender, award any sum of money, not exceeding 
one thousand dollars, by way of satisfaction or compensation for 
any loss of projicrty suffered by the applicant through or by means 
of the offence of which such person is so convicted; and the 
amount awarded for such satisfaction or compensation shall he 
deemed a judgment debt due to the j>erson entitled to receive the 
same from the person so convicted, and the order for payment of 
such amount may he enforced in such and the same manner as in 
the case of any costs ordered by the Court to Ik* paid under section 
eight hundred and thirty-two. 33-34 V. (U. K.) c. 23, s. 4.

This section is derived from and extends. — to all rases of persons trial 
uimn an indictment, — the provisions of sec. 4 of the Imperial Act, 33-34 
Viet., c. 23, upon which Arch bold comments as follows: —

“The discretionary power given by this section is tar more extensive 
than the power conferred by the 24-25 Viet. c. DO, s. 1°0: (3). and. if ex- 
ercised in every case t<> which it may in strictness lx- applicable, will com
pel a Criminal Court at the close of many trials for felony to enter upon 
complicated enquiries involving the expenditure of a large amount of time 
and labor. It is probable, however, that Criminal Courts will decline to 
exercise the powers thus conferred upon them, except in very simple cases.

(3) For provisions similar to those contained in the Imperial statute 24 
a**d 25, Viet. e. 00. sec. 100. see section 838 past, which is a re-enactment, 
(with certain changes), of R. S. C., c. 174, sec. 250.
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and will, in the majority of instances, leave the applicant to enforce hi* 
right by the ordinary civil procedure." (4)

It will In- seen that the power conferred by the above section is limited 
to the awarding of compensation for a Iuxh of property. It would appear, 
therefore, as |iointcd out by Archbold, that, in the case of serious pcrxonul 
in index caused by an indictable offence, no compensation could, under this 
action, lie awarded in respect of such jiersonal injuries, and that even 
where the personal injuries caused by the indictable offence may have in- 
capacited the prosecutor from earning his livelihood, it would not be such 
a loss of property as would form the subject of compensation under this 
section. (5)

For the meaning of the expression * pkoperty ' see section 3 (v), ante.

837. Compensation to bonâ fide purchaser of stolen property.
— When any prisoner has been convicted, either summarily or 
otherwise, of any theft or other offence, including the stealing or 
unlawfully obtaining any property, and it appears to the Court, 
by the evidence, that the prisoner sold such property or part of it 
to any person who had no knowledge that it was stolen or un
lawfully obtained, and that money has been taken from the pri
soner on his apprehension, the Court may, on application of such 
purchaser and on restitution of the property to its owner, order 
that, out of the money so taken from the prisoner, (if it is his), a 
sum, not exceeding the amount of the proceeds of the sale, be de
livered to such purchaser. K.S.C., e. 174, s. 251.

838. Restitution of stolen property. — If any person who is 
guilty of any indictable offence in stealing, or knowingly recei
ving, any property, is indicted for such offence, by or on behalf of 
the owner of the property, or his executor or administrator, and 
convicted thereof, or is tried before a Judge or justice for such 
offence under any of the foregoing provisions and convicted there
of. the property shall lie restored to the owner or his represen
tative.

2. In every such case, the Court or Tribunal before which such 
person is tried for any such offence shall have power to award, 
from time to time, writs of restitution for the said property or to 
order the restitution thereof in a summary manner: and the Court 
or Tribunal may also, if it sees fit, award restitution of the pro
perty taken from the prosecutor, or any witness for the prosecu
tion, by such offence, although the person indicted is not convicted 
thereof, if the jury declares, as it may do, or if, in case the offender 
is tried without a jury, it is proved to the satisfaction of the 
Court or Tribunal by whom he is tried, that such property belongs 
to such prosecutor or witness, and that he was unlawfully de
prived of it by such offence.

(4) Arch. Cr. PI. 4 Ev. 21 Ed.. 206.
(5) /ft.
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3. If it appears before any award or order is made, that any 
valuable security has been bond fide paid or discharged by any per
son liable to the payment thereof, or being a negotiable instru
ment, has been bona fide taken or received by transfer or delivery, 
by any person, for a just and valuable consideration, without any 
notice or without any reasonable cause to suspect that the same 
had, by any indictable offence, been stolen, or if aj»|>eurs that the 
property stolen has l>een transferred to an innocent purchaser for 
ralue who has acquired a lawful lille thereto, the Court or Tribunal 
shall not award or order the restitution of such security or pro
perty.

4. Nothing in this section contained shall apply to the case of 
any prosecution of any trustee, banker, merchant, attorney, factor, 
broker or other agent intrusted with the possession of good- or 
documents of title to goods, for any indictable offence under sec
tions three hundred and twenty, or three hundred and sixtv-three 
of this Act. R.S.C., c. 174, s. 250. (As amended by 51» Vic., c. 32).

Clause 3 of this section makes an exception in favor ot an innocent third 
party who has purchased, for value, the stolen property, and who has 
acquired a lawful title thereto, that is, a lawful title according to the law, 
as to civil rights, of the province where the offence has been committed. 
For instance, by the law of the province of Quebec, “ If a thing lost or 
stolen lx- bought in good faith, in a fair or market or at a public sale, or 
from a trader dealing in similar articles, the owner cannot reclaim it. with
out re imbursing to the purchaser the price he has paid for it: ” and “If 
the thing lost or stolen be sold under the authority of law, it cannot In- 
reclaimed." (0)

The power to award restitution of property under the above section ex
tends to the proceeds of the property as well as to the property itself. There
fore, if the property stolen, has been sold before the conviction, an appli
cation may be made to the Court, before which the criminal Is convicted, 
for the restitution of the proceeds, which if they are in the hands of the 
criminal or of an agent who holds them for him, should be granted. (7)

Where, after the trial and conviction of a prisoner for larceny, the 
judges who presided at the trial ordered property found in his possession, 
when arrested, to be disposed of in a particular manner, such property not 
being part of that stolen nor connected therewith, it was held that the or
der was bad, as the Judges had no jurisdiction to make it. (8)

PART LVIII.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS.

839. Interpretation. — In this part, unless the context other
wise requires, —

fO) See Articles 1489 and 1490 Civil Code of Lower Canada.
(7) R. v. Justices Cent. (’rim. Ct, 17 Q. B. IX. f>98; 56 L. J. (Q. B.) 183; 

affirmed 18 Q. B. D., 314; 56 L. J. (M. C.) 25. See section 3 (p.) ante.
(8) It. v. Corporation of City of London, E. B. & E. 509 ; 27 L. J. (M. 

C.) 231; R. v. Pierce. Bell, 235.
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(a) the expression “ Justice ” means a .Justice of the Peace and 
includes two or more Justices if two or more Justices act or have 
jurisdiction, and also a Police Magistrate, a Stipendiary Magis
trate and any person having the power or authority of two or more 
Justices of the Peace ;

(b) the expression “ Clerk of the Peace ” includes the proper 
officer of the Court having jurisdiction in appeal under this part, 
as provided by section eight hundred and seventy-nine ;

(c) the expression “territorial division” means district, county, 
union of counties, township, city, town, parish or other judicial 
division or place ;

(d) the expression “ district ” or “ county ” includes any terri
torial or judicial division or place in and for which there is such 
Judge, Justice, Justice’s Court, officer or prison as is mentioned 
in the context ;

(c) the expression “ common gaol ” or “ prison ” means any 
place other than a penitentiary in which persons charged with 
offences are usually kept and detained in custody. R.S.C., c. 178, 
s. 2.

As to necessity of persons appointed to judicial offices taking the oaths 
ol nllegance and of office before acting, see cases cited under section 785,

Disqualifying Interest or Bias. —No justice of the peace and no magis
trate lias any right to act judicially in any case in which he himself is a 
party, or in which he has any direct or indirect |>ecuniury or other sub
stantial interest, however small.

The plain principle of justice, that no one can be a judge in his own 
cause, pervades every branch of the law, and is as ancient as the law it
self. ( 1 )

Even where an interested magistrate had decided against his own in
terest. it was held, nevertheless, that, in cases where he is directly or 
indirectly interested, a magistrate should not interfere. (2)

Although the fact that a suit is landing, in which the magistrate is 
suing the defendant, may disqualify the magistrate as being biassed, it 
has been held that it cannot be inferred from the mere fact of the magis
trate having obtained a judgment in an action by him against the defen
dant, that Tie has such a bias as disqualifies him. (3)

Relationship may t»e a ground of disqualification. Thus, where the con
victing justice was the son of the complainant, and the latter was entitled 
to one-half of the j>enalty imposed, the conviction was quashed on the 
ground that the justice had such an interest as made the existence of real 
bias likely or gave ground for a reasonable apprehension of bias; it being 
held that it is not necessary, in order to invalidate a conviction, on the

(1) Co. Litt. 14 hi.
(2) R. v. dudridge, 5 B. A C., 459.
(3) R. v. Ryan, 32 N. B. R., 377.
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ground of bias, that actual bias should be proved, but that it is sufficient 
if there is a reasonable apprehension of bias. (4)

It has been held that the alleged consanguinity of the justice to the pro
secutor,— where it is denied by the justice ami was unknown by the de
fendant until the trial, — does not disqualify the justice. (5)

A magistrate is not disqualified from trying a charge, of unlawfully 
selling liquors, laid by a chief license inspector, because the assistant li
cense inspector's wife is a niece of the magistrate, if the assistant had, in 
fact, nothing to do with the laying of the charge and took no part in the 
prosecution, (6)

Not only should persona interested in a decision take no part in it. but 
they should avoid giving any ground for the belief that they influence 
others in arriving at a decision. (7)

Where, during the hearing of an appeal from a refusal to grant a license, 
one of the justice who had refused the license was present on the bench 
ami conversed with some of the magistrates, who were hearing the appeal, 
on some matter unconnected with it, it was held that, being present, he 
formed part of the Court, and that, although he did not, in reality, act in 
the hearing or determination of the appeal, the order of the appeal magis
trates was invalid. (8)

The Court will not enter into a discussion as to the extent of influence 
exercised by the interested party. (9)

The proper course to be pursued in order to prevent a magistrate from 
acting in and adjudicating upon a case in which he is interested is to apply 
for a writ of prohibition. (10) But when this course by prohibition is 
not adopted, and the case goes on to conviction, the objection of the ma
gistrate's interest may be used as a ground to attack and set aside the 
conviction. (11)

The objection should Im> raised before the evidence is taken, if it be then 
known to the defendant, or it may be waived; for if a party to a cri
minal proceeding, knowing of the magistrate's interest, do <hot raise the 
objection, but consent to the interested magistrate acting and allow the 
case to go on,—taking the chance of a decision in his favor,—there will be a 
waiver of the objection, and the proceedings will not be void on the ground 
of such niterest. (12)

But the objection is not waived by reason of its not being taken at the 
hearing, unless the party entitled to take the objection was then aware of 
the justice's interest. (13)

In some few cases, from necessity, an interested party is allowed to ad
judicate, it being considered a less evil that he should do so than that 
there should lie a failure of justice altogether. Under such circumstances

(4) K. v. Steel, 26 O. R.. 540; 2 Can. Cr. Can.. 433. (R. v. Huggins.
[ 1895] 1 Q. B.. 503, followed.)

(5) Ex parte Victory, 32 N. B. R., 249.
(6) Ex parte Flanagan, 2 Can. Cr. ( as., 513.
(7) Pal. Sum. Conv., 7th Ed., 45.
(8) R. v. Surrey, J. J., 21 L. J.. M. C., 195.
(9) li. v. Hertford, J. J„ 6 Q. B., 753.
(10) Hutton v. Fowke, Keb., 648; Anon, Salk., 33C.
(11) Dimes v. Grand June. Canal Co., 3 H. of L. Cas., 759.
(12) R. v. Cheltenham Commrs., 1 Q. B., 467; R. v. Allen, 33 L. J„ M. 

C., 98; Ex parte Barbere, 12 C. L. T., 449; R. v. Stone. 23 O. R„ 46.
(13) R. v. Recorder of Cambridge, 27 L. J., M. C., 160; R. v. Sheriff 

of Warwickshire, 24 L. J., 211.
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“ H becomes the unfortunate duty of the Court to act as both party and 
judge.” (14)

Thus, if a magistrate should be assaulted or abused to his face (while 
engaged in the execution of his duty) and no other magistrate !>e present, 
it seems that he may commit the offender until he find sureties for keeping 
the peace or for good behaviour as the cases may require. ( 14</)

And, sometimes a magistrate is expressly emi>owered by statute to ad
judicate, although ;o a certain extent interested in the result of the de
cision. (15)

840. Application. — Subject to any special provision other
wise enacted with respect to such offence, act or matter, this part 
shall apply to —

(«) Every case in which any person commits, or is suspected of 
having committed, any offence or act over which the Parliament 
of Canada has legislative authority, and for which such person is 
liable, on summary conviction, to imprisonment, fine, |>enalty or 
other punishment ;

(b) Every case in which a complaint is made to any justice in 
relation to any matter over which the Parliament of Canada has 
legislative authority, and with respect to which such justice has 
authority by law to make any order for the payment of money or 
otherwise. R.S.C., c. IT8, s. d.

Ouster of Summary Jurisdiction. — Whenever property or title is in 
question or there is a bona fitle claim of legal right to do the act complain
ed of. justices are ousted of their summary jurisdiction. (10)

This principle is not founded upon any legislative provision, but is a 
qualification which the law itself raises in the execution <V penal statutes, 
and it is always implied in their construction. (17)

It is, sometimes, also, the subject of special statutory enactment. For 
instance, it is provided, by subsection 8 of section 842, /x/xf, that no justice 
shall hear and determine any case of assault or battery in which any ques
tion arises as to title to any lands, etc.

The jurisdiction of a justice is not to he ousted, however, by any mere 
pretence of title, ( 18) or even by a bona flile claim of a right which cannot, 
in law, exist. (19)

There must be some shew of reason in the claim : and it is not sufficient 
unless the defendant satisfy the justices that there is some reasonable 
ground for his assertion of title. (20)

Where, in an action of trespass to land, tried before a justice of the 
peace, the defendant set up a title, and offered a deed in evidence, and the

(14) Per Lord Denman, ('. .1., Cams Wilson's Case, 7 Q. B„ 1015. 
(I4fl) R. v. Revel. 1 Str.. 420, 421.
(15) Pal. Sum. Conv., 7 Ed., 49: R. v. Fleming, 17 ('. L. T., 122. 
(10) Pal. Sum. Conv., 7 Ed., 145.
(17) lb.
(18) Reece v. Miller. 8 <j. B. D.. 026.
( 19) Hargreaves v. Diddams, 44 L. J., M. C., 178.
(20) Per Vockbum, C. •!., in Cornwell v. Saunders, 3 B. & 8., 206.
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plaint iff also produced evidence of deeds and of a title arising by estoppel, 
on which the justices undertook to decide, it was held that the title was 
bona fide in question, and that the justice's jurisdiction was ousted. (21 )

Where in a prosecution for an injury, amounting to twenty-five cents, 
done to growing trees, the defendant set up and proved a Mna fide claim 
of title, the Court held that the jurisdiction of the justice was ousted. (22) 
And where a defendant was convicted under a statute which provided that 
nothing therein contained should extend to any case in which the party 
acted under a fair and reasonable supposition that he had a right to do the 
act complained of. and it appeared, by the evidence adduced before the ma
gistrate. that there was a dispute between the parties as to ownership, 
it was held that a title to land came in question, and that the defendant 
was improperly convicted, even though the magistrate did not believe that 
the defendant had a title. (23)

I'pon a charge of trespass iq>on a fishery, the defendants, who claimed 
a right to fish therein, produced evidence of long user and offered security 
for costs in ease the complainant would institute a civil action ; nyid fit 
was held that this was such a bina fide claim of title that the jurisdiction 
of the magistrates was ousted. (24)

When, in order to constitute an offence, a menu rea or criminal inten
tion must lie shown, an honest claim of right will avoid a summary con
viction; but, where the absence of a criminal intent is not necessarily a 
defence, the party setting up the claim of right must show’ some ground 
for its assertion, and if he fails to do so he is liable to lie convicted of the 
offence charged. (25)

S. owned a lot of land, the west half of which he sold, in 18(16, to the com
plainant, reserving, however, a strip of thirty feet along the north line 
thereof, as a road, for himself and successors in title, to and from the east 
half of the lot. S. put up a gate at the west limit of the land, where it 
met the highway, which gate remained there from 1811(1 until it was re
moved by the defendants, the successors in title to 8. The defendants 
were convicted tin a charge of having unlawfully and maliciously broken 
and destroyed the gate as the property of the complainant. Held, that in 
claiming a right to remove the gate, the defendants were acting in good 
faith and under a fair and reasonable supposition of right to do the act 
ormplained of; and the conviction was therefore quashed. Held, also, that
the question of fair and reasonable supposition of right to do the act com
plained of was a fact to be determined by the justice, and his decision 
upon a matter of fact would not. ns a rule, be reviewed ; but this rule did 
not apply where, as here, all the facts showed that the matter or charge 
itself was one in which such reasonable supposition existed ; that is.
where the ease and the evidence were all one way, and in favor of the de
fendants. (25)

One Ovide Lacoursiere, on 1 icing charged with receiving a bedstead, 
knowing it to be stolen, claimed to lie the owner of it, but. being sum
marily tried and convicted, he signed, in consideration of not being sent to 
gaol, a written agreement providing for his discharge from conviction on 
restoring the bedstead and on paying the costs and $50 damages to the 
prosecutor within fifteen days, he also agreeing that there should be no

(21) R. v. Harshman, 1 Pugs. 34(1.
(22) R. v. O’Brien, 5 Q. L. R., 161.
(23) R. v. Davidson, 45 IT. C. Q. B., 91.
(24) R. v. Magistrate. Bally Castle. 9 L. T. R.. N. 8., 88.
(25) Watkins v. Major. L. R.. 10 ('. P„ (162; 33 L. T. R., N. S., 352.
(26) R. v. McDonald, 12 O. R., 381.
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appeal or proceedings against the conviction Upon an application for a 
certiorari, the court looked to the evidence to see if a criminal offence was 
committed, and it was held that there was a Mlta fide claim of title which 
should have ousted the justices' jurisdiction, that the written agreement 
was without valid consideration and entirely illegal and void, and that 
the action of the justices was an abuse of the process provided by the cri
minal law. (27)

The acts of a person’s servants under his guidance in asserting a right 
would not render them liable to conviction, if the master himself lie not 
so liable. (28)

Although, as a rule, justices have no power to enquire into o case in
volving a question of title to real property, yet when the title is itself the 
question which they have to decide, or of the very essence o. the enquiry 
before them, their jurisdiction remains. (29) And the jurisdiction of 
justices is not ousted in cases in which they have power by datute to 
determine the right to which the claim is made. (30)

841. Time within which proceedings shall be commenced. — In
the case of anv offence punishable on summary conviction, if no 
time is specially limited for making any complaint, or laying any 
information in the Act or law relating to the particular case, the 
complaint shall lie made, or the information shall he laid within 
six months from the time when the matter of complaint or infor- 
mition arose, except in the North-west Territories, where the 
time within which such complaint may he made, or such infor
mation may he laid, shall be extended to twelve months from the 
time when the matter of the complaint or information arose. 52 
V., c. 45, s. 5.

The laying of tin- complaint or the making of the information should 
he followed up. — within the limited time, — by useful proceedings in the 
sha|>e of a warrant or summons and the arrest of or otherwise bringing 
the accused before the magistrate or justice.

See authorities and comments, under section 551, at pp. 040 and 650, ante.

842. Jurisdiction.—Every complaint and information shall he 
heard, tried, determined and adjudged by one justice or two or 
more justices as directed by the Act or law, upon which the com
plaint or information is framed or by any other Act or law in that 
behalf.

2. If there is no such direction in any Act or law, then the 
complaint or information may he heard, tried determined and ad
judged bv any one justice for the territorial division where the 
matter of the complaint or information arose: Provided that

(27) R. v. Lacourslere, 12 C. L. T., 334. Aft. in appeal. 8 Man. L. R. 
302.

(28) R. v. Thexton, 23 J. P. 323; Birnie v. Marshall, 35 L. T. 373; 41
•I. P.. 22.

(20) R. v. Llanflllo (Brecknockshire) J. ,T.; 31 ,T. P., 7; WiViams v. 
Adams, 31 L. J., M. C., 109.

(30) R. v. Young, 52 L. J., M. C., 55.
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every one who aids, aliets, counsels or procures the commission of 
any offence punishable on summary conviction, may he proceeded 
against and convicted either in the territorial division or place 
where the principal offender may he convicted, or in that in which 
the offence of aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring was com
mitted.

3. Any one justice may receive the information or complaint, 
and grant a summons or warrant thereon, and issue his summons 
or warrant to compel the attendance of any witnesses for either 
party, and do all other acts and matters necessary preliminary to 
the hearing, even if by the statute in that behalf it is provided 
that the information or complaint shall he heard and determined 
by two or more Justices.

4. After a case has been heard and determined one justice may 
issue all warrants of distress or commitment thereon.

5. It shall not Ik* necessary for the Justice who acts before or 
after the hearing to be the Justice or one of the Justices by whom 
the case is to he or was heard and determined.

6. If it is required by any Act or law that an information or 
complaint shall be heard and determined by two or more 
Justices, or that a conviction or order shall be made by two or 
more Justices, such Justices shall he present and acting together 
during the whole of the hearing and determination of the case.

8. No Justice shall hear and determine any case of assault or 
battery, in which any question arises as to the title to any lands, 
tenements, hereditaments, or any interest therein or accruing 
therefrom, or as to any bankruptcy or insolvency, or any execu
tion under the process of anv court of justice. R.S.(\, c. 178, ss. 
4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12 and 73.

When* an ncensed person is summoned to appear before a justice of the 
peace having jurisdiction to conduct the proceedings v ithout associate 
justices, other justices of the peace are not entitled to interfere in the 
preliminary enquiry or the summary trial or to he assoiiated with the 
summoning justice, except at the hitter's request. (31)

843. Hearing before justices.—The provisions of Parts XI.IV. 
and XLV. of this Act relating to compelling the appearance of 
the accused before the justice receiving an information under sec
tion five hundred .ml fifty-eight and the provisions respecting the 
attendance of witnesses on a preliminary inquiry and the taking 
of evidence thereon, shall, so far as the same are applicable, except 
as varied by sections immediately following, apply to any hearing 
under the provisions of this part: Provided that whenever a war
rant is issued in the first instance against a person charged with

(31) K. v. McRae, 2 Can. Or. Cas., 40.
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an olTviivv punishable under the provisions of this part, the Jus
tice issuing it shall furnish a copy or copies thereof, and cause a 
copy to be served on the person arrested at the time of such arrest.

2. Nothing herein contained shall oblige any Justice to issue 
any summons to procure the attendance of a person charged with 
an offence by information laid before such Justice whenever the 
application for any order may, by law, be made ex parle. K.S.C., 
c. 1Î8, ss. 13 to 17 and 21.

The wording of this and the proceeding section, 842, indicates that they 
are to be read in conjunction with and as if the provisions of Parts 54 anil 
55. unir, relating to coni]yelling the appearance of jiersons charged with 
indictable offences were therein repeated in relation to non-indirtable 
offences, and that, therefore, a justice may compel the appearance of an 
accused person to be tried summarily in any of the cases mentioned in sec
tion 554, ante.

See section 553. ante, as to offences committed on or near the boundary 
of two or more magisterial jurisdictions, etc.; and see section 500, ante, 
as to offences committed on the high seas or within the jurisdiction of the 
Admiralty.

See. also, section 555. ante, as to offences committed in certain parts of On
tario: and see p. 008. ante, for special provisions as to offences committed in 
territory east of Manitoba and Keewatm and north of Ontario and Quebec.

Upon a motion to quash a summary conviction for selling liquor with
out a license, it was held that, although the conviction did not shew on 
its face that the offence was commited at a place within the territorial 
jurisdiction of the magistrate, yet, as the warrant for the defendant's 
apprehension shewed the complaint to be that the defendant, sold li
quor at a place within the magistrate's jurisdiction, and it was to be in
ferred that the evidence returned was directed to that complaint, suffi
cient. appeared to satisfy the Court that an offence of the nature deserilied 
in the conviction was committed over which the magistrate had jurisdic
tion. and that therefore, having regard to section 88ft, post, the conviction 
should not be held invalid. (32)

See comments and authorities under section 502, ante, as to proof of 
service of summons.

The affidavit or other proof of service of a summons must shew either 
that the service was made upon the accused, personally, or. if the service 
has not been made personally it must be shewn that the accused could not 
be conveniently met with and that the summons was left, for him. at his 
last or most, usual place of abode, with some inmate thereof.

Where, in the case of a conviction for a violation of the Canada Tania 
ranee Act, the service of the summons was made by leaving it with a 
Clerk in the hotel of which the defendant was the proprietor and in which 
the defendant resided, it was held that the evidence did not show that the 
sen-ice upon the Clerk was sen ice U|K>n an inmate of the last or most usual 
place of abode of the defendant, as required by section 562. ante, and that 
the convicting magistrate had no jurisdiction to enter upon the hearing in 
the absence of the defendant, who did not appear. (33)

Where a copy of the summons had been left with an adult person at the 
defendant’s residence and there was no proof lie fore the magistrate that

(32) It. v. McGregor, 15 C. L. T., 96; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 410.
(33) Ex parte Wallace, 19 C. L. T.. 400.
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such person was an inmate of the defendant's usual or last place of abode 
or that any effort was made to serve the defendant personally, it was held, 
upon certiorari proceedings, that the service was insufficient; and the 
Court refused to admit evidence to supplement that given before the ma
gistrate. (34)

On the return day of summons issued on a charge under the Canaria 
Temperance Act, counsel appeared for the defendant and objected that the 
service of the summons was insufficient, on the ground that the constable 
who served it was not the constable of the locality where the service was 
effected. After cross-examining the constable, the defendant's counsel re
tired; and the magistrate, after hearing evidence as to the commission 
of the offence charged, adjourned the case to a future day, on which, the 
defendant not appearing either personally or by counsel, he convicted him 
and adjudged him to pay a penalty. Helri, refusing a writ of certiorari. 
that the appearance of the defendant by his counsel on the first day cured 
any defect, if any, in the service of the summons, ami that the fact of the 
defendant's counsel having left the court did not deprive the magistrate 
of the right to adjourn, nor of his right to convict the defendant, after
wards, on the day to which the cases was adjourned. (35)

An application was made for a certiorari to remove a summary convic
tion on the ground that the defendant had not been served with the sum
mons a reasonable time liefore the hearing. There was nothing in the mi
nutes taken at the trial to show when or how the summons was served, 
although it appeared by affidavit that it was served on the defendant, per
sonally. between 8 and 0 in the evening, requiring him to appear and ans
wer the charge on the following morning at 11. Helri. that something 
should appear in the justices minutes to show how and when the sum
mons was served and to show that he had exercised his discretion as to 
whether the service was sufficient. Rule for certiorari made absolute. (3(1)

A defendant was summarily convicted of a violation of the Canaria 
Temperance Act. The summons had been served on his wife at his hist 
place of abode. A rule for a certiorari was granted on an affidavit of the 
defendant that, from a date prior to the date of the information until after 
the hearing, he bail been continuously out of the province in the United 
States. Ilelri, Chat the convicting justice could not acquire any jurisdic
tion over the person of the defendant, while he was out of the province and 
that the service was void; and the conviction was set aside. (37)

A defendant was in his absence tried and convicted of an offence against 
the Canaria Temperance Act, the proof of service of the summons being 
the evidence of a constable shewing that a copy of the summons was serv
ed on the defendant's wife at the defendant's last place of abode. On mo
tion to quash the conviction on the ground that the evidence of the ser- 
vive did not shew that the defendant “ could not be conveniently met 
with.” in order to make the service on his wife a good one under subsec
tion 2 of section 5(12. ante, it was held that the objection was valid; and the 
conviction was quashed. (38)

On .Tune 1st 181X1, a summons vas issued against a defendant on an 
information charging her with having had liquor for sale without being li 
(•cased. On the return day, — June 4th, —an attorney appeared for the 
defendant and pleaded guilty for the defendant and she was convicted and

(34) In re Barron, Can. Ann. Dig., (1897), 51.
(35) R. v. Doherty. 32 N. S. R.. 235.
(3(1) Ex parte Hogan, 13 C. L. T.. 315; 32 N. B. R., 247.
(37) Ex parte Fleming, 14 0. L. T., 10(1.
(38) R. v. Carrigan, 17 C. L. T., 224. See Ex parte Donovan, 3 Can. Cr. 

('as., 28(1.
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fined, imprisonment lieing imposed in default of payment. On certiorari 
proceedings, the conviction was quashed on the ground that the summons 
had not been served on the defendant personally, and that she had not in
structed the attorney to appear for her. Afterwards, a new summons was 
issued on the same "information summoning the. defendant for the 4th of 
November 1890. A motion, for a writ of prohibition to prohibit the justice 
from proceeding further on the information was dismissed on the ground 
that there had been no trial nor adjudication of the charge on the merits, 
and that, until the charge hiul become rcit judicata, it could not be consi
dered that the information was spent. (39) But, in appeal, the order dis
missing the motion was set aside and tne writ of prohibition granted ; it 
being held that the information and conviction thereon having been re
moved by certiorari, the jurisdiction of the justice was ousted, and that 
ihe conviction having been quashed there was no authority for sending 
back the information or any part of the record to the convicting justice, 
and that in consequence no‘new summons could be issued on the informa
tion. (40)

Although the above section, 843, provides that the provisions of Parts 
54 and 55 reepecting the taking of evidence shall apply to summary trials, 
it has been held, — on an application for a certiorari to remove a summary 
conviction, because the witnesses had not signed their depositions, and it 
did not apjH-ar that the depositions had been read over to the witnesses, 
etc., as required by section 500, ante, that this was directory and merely a 
matter of procedure and did not affect the jurisdiction of the justice, and 
that therefore a certiorari would not lie. (41)

844. Backing warrants. — The provisions of section five hun
dred and sixty-five relating to the endorsement of warrants shall 
apply to the case of any warrant issued under the provisions of 
this i>art against the accused, whether l>efore or after conviction, 
and whether for the apprehension or imprisonment of any such 
person. It.S.C., c. 178, s. 22; 52 V., c. 45, s. 4.

845. Informations and complaints. — It shall not he necessary 
that any complaint upon which a Justice may make an order for 
the payment of money or otherwise shall be in writing, unless it is 
so required by some particular Act or law upon which such com
plaint is founded.

2. Every complaint upon which a Justice is authorized by law 
to make an order, and every information for any offence or act 
punishable on summary conviction, may unless it is herein or by 
some particular Act or law otherwise provided, be made or had 
without any oath or affirmation as to the truth thereof.

3. Every complaint shall be for one matter of complaint only, 
and not. for two or more matters of complaint and every informa
tion shall be for one offence only, and not for two or more offences; 
and every complaint or information may be laid or made by the

(3ft) Hnllflwortb v. Ziekriek, 17 0. L. T., 37.
(40) R. v. Ziekriek, 17 L. T., 128.
(11) Et parte Doherty, 14 C. L. T., 265; 32 N. B. R., 470; 3 Can. Or 

Can.. 310.
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complainant or informant in person, or by his counsel or attorney 
or other person authorized in that behalf. K.8.C., c. 178, ss. 23, 
24 and 26.

It appear* that a summons may be issued without the information being 
sworn to, but that, Indore a warrant can be issued to compel the attend
ance of the accused, there must Ik* an information in writing and under 
oath. (42)

An information purported to be made by “ J. M. B. ", but was signed 
and sworn to by “ A. W. M. ", and, at the opening of the case, the magis
trate. in A. \V. M's presence, erased the words **.l. M. B.. ” anti wrote over 
them. “A. W. M. " ; whereupon the defendant's counsel objected that the 
information, having been amended, should be resworn. This was not done, 
and the trial was proceeded with. Ihhl that the information was bad. and 
that the objection, having been taken by the defendant’s counsel and 
noted, was not waived by going to trial. (43)

If a magistrate's summons is issued on an information purporting to be 
sworn at a specified time and place, and the defendant appear» thereon 
and pleads to the charge, the proceedings will not be quashed, on cert to- 

\ rarl, on its being afterwards shewn that the information was nut in fact
sworn at such tin o and place. (44)

An information stating that the defendant “ within the space of thirty 
days last past, to wit, on the 80th and 81st days <>f July lsu2. did unlaw
fully sell intoxicating liquor without the license therefor by law required " 
does not charge two offences but only tin* single offence of selling unlaw
fully within the thirty days; but even if an information so worded could 
be said to contravene "section 845. clause 3, ante, the defect is one in sub
stance or in form within the meaning of the above section 847 and does 
not invalidate an otherwise valid conviction for the single offence. (45)

Where a defendant had been charged for that he did give and veil to an 
Indian intoxicating liquor, and, at the clow* of the evidence, the defendant's 
counsel objected that two offences were charged, the objection was dis 
missed ; and, after the defendant was convicted, it was held, on a c ise 
stated by the magistrate, that to give and veil were not two offences; and 
the conviction was affirmed. (46)

Where, in a summary trial, it was objected that the information dis
eased two offences and the magistrate maintained the objection and dis
missed the case, it was. on a case stated, held that it was impossible to sav 
that, because one of two offences charged may la* discarded, the other cannot 
be proceeded with ; and the ease was sent back to the magistrate to be so 
dealt with. (47)

It is contrary to the rules and principles of the criminal law that jus
tices should mix up two charges ami convict or acquit in one of them with 
reference to the facts appearing in the other. (48)

Where an information, laid under the Indian Art, charged that the de
fendant sold intoxicating liquor to two persons on the 5 th of July and to

(42) R. v. McDonald, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 287. See McOuiuness v. Dafoe. 
27 a It.. 117.

(43) R. v. McNutt. 28 N. 8. It., 377; 3 Can. Cr. Cas 184.
(44) K.r parte Sonier. 2 Can. Cr. (’as.. 121.
(45) It. v. Ila/en, 13 C. L. T.. 307.
(40) R. v. Monaghan, 18 C. L. T., 45.
(47) Rogers v. Richards, [ 1802] 555, 600.
(48) It. v. Fry, — Ex parte Masters, 07 L. J., Q. B., 712.
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I WO iHTM.iih oil tin- Hill of .Inly, and the justices, — notwithstanding that 
the defendant's eoiuisel objected to the information on this ground, pro
ceeded and heanl evidence in respect of all the offences so charged, and 
then amended the information by substituting the Ht It of August for the 
Nth of Julx. and tltereii|K>n proveedetl ami hear I evidence in respect of the 
6ubstitut«sl charge, and dismiewd that charge but convicted the defendant 
of selling to two iiersons on the 5 th of July, the conviction was quashed ; 
and it was held that it was the duly of the Justices, when the objection 
was taken, to have amended the information by striking out one or other 
of the charges, and to have heanl the evidence applicable to the remaining 
charge only. (49)

Justices having heard evidence on an information preferred against the 
appellant, under section 4 of the Imperial Indecent Assault» Act, I88D, did 
not then .acquit nor convict, but proceeded to hear evidence on another 
information against the ap|iellants under section 3 of the same Act, and 
then convicted him on the first information. Held that their conviction was 
had. and that each case must stand upon its own merits and la- decided 
upon the evidence given in it alone. (.’>0)

By sect ion SMI of the Knglish . I#•/«•*' Art any |ier*on who acts or 
practises as an aiadhecary without having obtained a certificate is liable to a 
penalty: ami where an accused was charged with three separate acts of 
practicing by treating and prescribing for three different patients on three se
parate occasions, it was held that the three acts only constituted one offence 
of practising for which only one |ienulty could Im- recovered, and that bare 
pnsif of one imlividiul act would not of itself amount to " practicing," — 
the provisions of the statute being directed against an habitual or con
tinuas course of i omluct and not against an individual act. (51)

846. Certain objections not to vitiate proceedings. — No infor
mation. complaint, warrant, conviction or other proceeding under 
this part shall he deemed objectionable or insufficient on any of 
the billowing grounds; that is to say :

(a) that it docs not contain the name of the person injured, or 
intended or attempted to lie injured ; or

(/») that it docs not state who is owner of any property therein 
mentioned; or

(<•) that it does not specify the means by which the offence was 
committed; or

(d) that it does not name or describe with precision any person 
or thing:

Provided that the Justice may. if satisfied that it is necessary 
for a fair trial, order that a particular further describing such 
means, person, place or thing lie furnished by the prosecutor.

V. 'I'he description of any offence in the words of the Act. or 
any order, by-law. regulation or other document creating the of
fence. or any similar words, shall In* sufficient in law. (Added by 
the Criminal Code Amendment Arl 1900).

Net- comment# under section 613 at pp. 752. 753. ante.

<40i It. v. Alwanl. 14 C. L. T . 338: 25 O. K.. 519.
i 5(11 Hamilton v. Walker. 17 Vox V. V.. 53».
I 51 ) Apothecaries' Vo. v. Jones. 17 Cox C. V.. 588.

58
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The information or complaint in sufficient if, — in tenus equivalent to 
the terms of the statute on which it in based. - it shews the essential 
elements of the alleged offence. (52)

A person who is charged under a wrong name and who pleads, without 
objection thereto, is not entitled after conviction to be released, upon a 
writ of ImbidH lorpun, on the ground that she is not the person against 
whom tile commitment issued The pro|>er time to take objection to a 
wrong mime under which an accused is charged, is before pleading to the 
charge, at which time the mistake itiav l>e corrected by an amendment. 
(M)

847. Variance. No objection shall In* allowed to a in infor
mation, complaint, summon* or warrant for any alleged defect 
therein, in substance or in form, or for any variance between such 
information, complaint, summons or warrant and the evidence 
adduced on the part of tin- informant or complainant at tin- hea
ring of such information or complaint.

'i. Any variance between the information for any offence or act 
punishable on summary conviction and tin- evidence adduced in 
supjmrt thereof as to the time at which such offence or act is al
leged to have been committed, shall not be deemed material if it 
is proved that such information was. in fact laid within the time 
limited by law for laying the same.

d. Any variance between the information and the evidence ad
duced in support thereof, as to the place in which the offence or 
act is alleged to have been committed, shall not be deemed matc- 
terial if the offence or act is proved to have been committed with
in the jurisdiction of the justice by whom the information is heard 
and determined.

4. If any such variance, or any other variance between the in
formation. complaint, summons or warrant, and the evidence ad
duced in support thereof, appears to the Justice prevent and ai l
ing at the hearing to be such that the defendant has been there
by deceived or misled, the Justice may upon such terms as he 
thinks tit, adjourn the hearing of the case to some future «lav. 
R.S.C., c. 178. s. *J8.

See section 725. uml comments. lit pp. 842-844, mile.
The variance between the information laid and the evidence adduced. re 

ferred to in the above section as being immaterial, is merely a difference 
lietween the mode of stating ami the mode of proving the same thing in 
substance: and, therefore, where the evidenee adduced establishes some 
thing entirely different from that whieli is charged, the objection to the 
variance may la- taken and allowed.

Where In-tween the information, the summons and the adjudication 
there is an apparent variance which is satisfactorily explained or which is

(52) Champagne v. Simard. Que. dud. Rep... 7 S. f\. 4<i.
(53) F.r purlr Corrigan. 2 Cnn. Cr. Cas.. Sfll.
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manifestly a mere « leriial error, the ( <mri will not interfere: such a va
riance being no ground for setting aside the conviction. (54)

Justices of the peace have no power, on a preliminary investigation be
fore them of a charge of unlawfully wounding, to reduce the charge to one of 
common assault, over which they would have summary jurisdiction, and 
then summarily try it ; and a conviction recorded by the justices in such a 
case upon a plea of guilty to the charge as ri-duced is not a bar to an indict
ment for unlawful wounding based upon the same facts; (55) and in a 
civil action of damage arising out of the facts of the cases, it was held on 
appeal that the certificate of conviction by the justices for common assault 
and the payment of the line did not bar the civil action, and that section 
Hint. poW. did not apply. (50)

Magistrates conducting a preliminary examination in res|ieet of an in
dictable oHence, for instance, shooting with intent to murder, — have
no right, at .........(inclusion of the enquiry, to summarily convict of a lesser
oirence over which they have summary jurisdiction, when there is no com
plaint lai<l More them in res|>ect, of such lesser offence, even though such 
lesser offence is established by the evidence. (57)

848. Execution of warrant.—A summons may lie issued to pro
cure tho attendance, on the hearing of any charge under the pro
visions of this part, of a witness who resides out of the jurisdiction 
of the Justices before whom such charge is to he heard, and such 
summons and u warrant issued to procure the attendance of a 
witness, whether in consequence of refusal by such witness to ap
pear in obedience to a summons or otherwise, may he respectively 
served a ml executed by the constable or other peace officer to 
whom the same is delivered or by any other person, as well lie- 
yond as within the territorial division of the Justice who issued 
the same. Û1 \\, c. 45. ss. I and 3.

849. Hearing to be in Open Court. The room or place in 
which the Justice .'its to hear and try any complaint or informa
tion shall he deemed an open and public Court, to which the public 
generally may have access so far as the same can conveniently con
tain them. R.S.C.. <•. 178. s. 33.

See section 55m, ««/♦•. as to power to exclude the publie from tile Court 
room on the trial of certain offcnees : and see section 550. «nfi*. as to sepa
rate trials of persons under sixteen.

850. Counsel for parties.—The person against whom the com
plaint is made or information laid shall be admitted to his 
full answer and defence thereto, atyl to have the witnesses exa
mined and cross-examined by counsel or attorney on his behalf.

V. Every complainant or informant in any such case shall lie at 
liberty to conduct the complaint or information, and to have the 
witnesses examined and cross-examined, by counsel or attorney on 
his la-half. R.S.C.. e. 178. ss. 31 and 35.

.54) II. V. 1 )ihlee. /•„> /moir Knvanagli. :»4 V B. It..
( 55 > II. v. Uni. 2 Can. Cr. Can., 233.
<5fl) Miller v. he.i, 2 Can. Cr. ( as.. 282: 25 Onl. A
(57) It. v. Mines. 1 Can. < r Cas,. 217

5
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Ah to the defendant's right to give evidence on his own l>elialf, see sec. 4 
of the Canada Evidence Act 18ti3, fiont, and commenta thereon.

851. Witnesses to be on oath. — Every witnees at any hearing 
shall be examined upon oatli or affirmation, and the Justice be
fore whom any witness appears for the purpose of being examined 
shall have full power and authority to administer to every witness 
the usual oath or affirmation. K.S.C., c. 17b, s. 47.

Aa to the different mode# of administering the oath to suit the religious 
persuasion of the witness, see pp. 701-705, ante.

852. Evidence of exemptions, etc.—If the information or com
plaint in any ease negatives any exemption, exception, proviso or 
condition in the statute on which the same is founded it shall not 
lie necessary for the prosecutor or complainant to prove such ne
gative, but the defendant may prove the affirmative thereof in his 
defence if he wishes to avail himself of the same. It.S.C.. c. 178. 
s. 38.

853. Non-appearance of Accused. - (As amended by 5t> V.. c.
32). In case the accused docs not appear at the time and place 
ap|Miinted bv any summons issued by a Justice on information In- 
fore him of the commission of an offence punishable on summan 
conviction then, if it appears to the satisfaction of the Justice that 
the summons was duly served, a reasonable time before the time 
appointed for appearance, such .lustici» may proceed r.r /tarie to 
hear and determine the case In llie absentof lltr tlefendant, as 
fully ami effectually, to all intents and purposes, as if the defen
dant had personally appeared in olied ion ce to such summons, or 
the Justice, may, if he thinks lit, issue his warrant as provided bi
section five hundred and sixty-three of this Act and adjourn the 
hearing of the complaint or information until the defendant is 
apprehended. R.S.C., e. 178, s. 39.

Before proceeding in the absence of the <I<■ fendant, ns provided by this 
section, tin- service anil manner of service of the summons should Is- sworn 
to. and the dustiee should Ik* satisfied that a reasonable time has elapsed 
since the service to enable the defendant to obey it. He should have strong 
grounds for concluding that the summons has reai-heil or came to tin- 
knowledge of the defendant and that lie is wilfully disobeying it: and the 
evidence to satisfy him of this should la* much stronger where the sum 
nions was not served personally than where it was served personally. (58) 
In ease of doubt, the other coursé of issuing a warrant should be taken.

The justice must determine as to the sufficiency of the service of the 
►illiniums, ami what is a reasonable time as to service, having regard to the 
nature and circumstances of the charge. But the time between the servict 
of the summons ami the hearing must la- sufficient for the defendant to 
prepare his defence. And where a summons was served almost immediate 
lx before the time of hearing, the conviction of the defendant, was quashed. 
(5#)

(58) Read v. Hunter. 8 ('. L. T.. 428; R. v. Malice. 17 O. R.. l!«4.
(59) H. v. Eli. 10 (). It. 727
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An information for selling liquor in violation of the L'anaila Temperance 
Act, waa laid and a summon» issued and served; and, as the defendant did 
not a|»|ieur. the justices, on |iroof of servin' of summons. |im-ee«lc<l with 
the case in his absence. The evidence only established an illegal keepinj 
for nale: and, on the application of the informant, the justices amended 
the information by substituting the latter offence and then convicted tin- 
defendant of the substituted offence. Ilclil that, although justices have it 
discretionary power to amend by changing one offence for another, in tin- 
event of a variance between the information and the evidence adduced, 
this power only applies where a magistrate has acquired jurisdiction over 
the accused, and that ns tin- justices could acquire no jurisdiction over the 
accused in the present case, except in regard to the offence for which tin- 
summons was issued, the amendment in the defendant's absence and with
out his knowledge was illegal: and the conviction was set aside. (tlO)

The defendant's appearance either by himself or by attorney waives all 
irregularity in the service of the warrant or summons, (ill)

See comments and authorities at pp. (173 and 010. ante, as to proof of *er 
vice of summons.

854. Non-appearance of Prosecutor. — If. upon the day and at
the place so appointed, the defendant appears voluntarily in obe
dience to the summons in that behalf served upon hint, or is 
brought lief ore the Justice by virtue of a warrant, then, if the 
complainant, or informant, having had due notice, does not appear 
by himself, his counsel or attorney, the Justice shall dismiss the 
complaint or information, unless lie thinks r to adjourn the 
hearing of the same until some other dnv upon such terms as lie 
thinks lit R.S.C., c. 1ÎH, s. 41.

855. Proceedings when both parties appear. - If both parties 
appear, either personally or by their respective counsel or attor
neys, before the Justice who is to hear and determine the com
plaint or information, such Justice shall proceed to hear and de
termine the same. R.8.C., c. 1Ï8, ». If.

856. Arraignment of Accused. — If the defendant is present at 
the hearing, the substance of the information or complaint shall 
he stated to him, and he shall be asked if he has any cause to show 
why he should not be convicted, or why an order should not be 
made against him. as the case may be.

2. If the defendant thereupon admits the truth of the informa
tion or complaint, and shows no sufficient cause why he should 
not be convicted, or why an order should not lie against
him, as the case may be, the justice present at the hearing shall 
convict him or make a.n order against him accordingly.

3. If the defendant does not admit the truth of the information 
or complaint, the justice shall proceed to inquire into the < '-urge

(00) F.s parte Doherty. 1 Can Or. Cas., 84. 
(01) It. v. Aiken. 3 Burr., 1786.

83
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ami for the pur|x>ses of such inquiry shall t ike the e\ idenee of 
witnesses both for the complainant and accused in the manner pru- 
vided by Part XLW, in the case of a preliminary inquiry: Pro
vided that the prosecutor or complainant i« not entitled to give 
evidence in reply if the defendant has not adduced any evidence 
other than as to his general character: provided further, that in a 
hearing under this section the witnesses need not sign their de
positions. U.S.C., e. 17*. ss. Id. 44 and I5.

857. Adjournment. Ileforc or during the hearing of any in
formation or complaint the justice may. in hi- discretion adjourn 
the hearing of the same to a certain time or place to he then ap
pointed and stated in the presence and hearing of the party or 
parties, or of their respective solicitors or agents then present, 
but no koHi tuljn u ni ni ni I shall hr for morr Ilian riijhl ilai/s.

v. If, at the time and place to which the hearing or further 
hearing is adjourned, either or both of thé parties do not appear. 
jMM-sonally or by his or their counsel or solicitors respectively, 
before the Justice or such other Justice as shall then he there, the 
Justice who is then there may proceed to the hearing or further 
hearing as if the party or parties were present.

d. If the prosecutor or complainant docs not appear the Justice 
mav dismiss the information, with or without costs as to him 
seems fit.

4. Whenever any Justice adjourns the hearing of any ease, he 
may suffer the defendant to go at large or may commit him to the 
common gaol or other prison within the territorial division for 
which such Justice is then an ting, or to such other safe custody as 
such Justice thinks lit, or may discharge the defendant upon hi- 
recognizance, with or without sureties at the discretion of such 
Justice, conditioned for his appearance at the time and place to 
which such hearing or further hearing is adjourned.

5. Whenever any defendant who is discharged ii|mhi recogni
zance, or allowed to go alt large, does not appear at the time men
tioned in the recognizance or to which the hearing or further 
hearing is adjourned, the Justice may issue his warrant for hi- 
apprehension. R.S.C.. e. 17*. ss. I*. ID, 50 and 51.

Adjournments <•« mint exceed eight «hay-, even with the eou-eiit of si It 
parties. (02)

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 1074 of the Quebeet 1 Aii'ii*' 
l.mr. n writ of prohibition may lie granted in the province of Quebec, it- 
well ais in any other province, if a magistrate exceeds his jurisdiction in 
any criminal ease His jurisdiction is exceeded if he hears one of the pai 
ties and pronounces sentence on a day to which the hearing had not been 
adjourned pursuant to the abme section. 857. (63)

(62) K. v. French. 13 O. K.. MO.
(03) Therien v. MeKachren. & Txmpret. 4 ltev. de Jur., 87.
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Wlivre the liearing of u complaint luts been duly adjourned by the jus 

live, such hearing may take place at the time to which it is adjourned, 
notwithstanding the absence of the accused. (04)

Where, in a summary trial of an information for a third offence, the 
magistrate, after hearing the evidence, and arguments of Counsel,- 
adjourned the ease to a future day, for the sole purpose of deciding as to 
the sufficiency of the evidence and giving judgment, and, on the day so 
fixed, the magistrate. in the absence of tlit* defendant and his solicitor 
and without notiie to them. heard ami granted a motion to amend the 
summons hy changing the date of a previous conviction, and after makinu 
the amendment, rendered judgment convicting flic defendant, it was held 
that the amendment was illegally made, and the conviction was quashed.
(tiü)

A justice cannot adjourn summary proceeding*, tint- rf/r, for the purpose 
of considering hi* judgment. So. that, where a ease of assault was tried on 
the •22ml of November 1H1I». all the evidence on both shies being heard on 
that day. Imt no adjudication being then made, and the justices adjourned 
without miming any day for giving judgment, it was held that- the ad 
journment. */#tr »Ur. rendered any further proceeding nugatory, the justice- 
thereby losing jurisdiction; and the eonvi -tioii *uh*ci|iicntl) renderc I hy 
the justices was quashed. (IMI)

858. Adjudication by Justice. Tliv Justice. having heard 
what each |mrty has to say ami the witnesses ami evidence ad
duced, shall consider the whole matter, ami. unless otherwise pro
vided. determine the same ami convict or make an order against 
the defendant, or dismiss the information or complaint, as the 
ease may he. R.S.C.. v. IIS. s. .V2.

The adjudication is confined within the limits of the information or com 
plaint (subject, however, to the provision* of section 847. iliilf. relating to 
variances lictwccn the information and the evidence adduced). Thu*, where 
on an application for suivi les to keep the peace, an assault, (a* well a* a 
threat.) was proved ami the justices not only ordered the defendant to flint 
sureties, hut. also. notwithstanding the protest of the complainant. - 
convicted the defendant id the assault, a irrliorari was granted to quash 
the conviction. (117)

859. Form of conviction. If the Justice convicts or nmkes an 
order against the defendant a minute or memorandum thereof 
shall then he made, for which no fee shall In- paid, ami the con
viction or order shall afterwards he drawn tip hy the Justice on 
parchment or on paper, under his hand and seal, in such one of 
the forms of conviction or of orders from YY to AAA inclusive in 
schedule one to this Act (liS) as is applicable to the ease or to the 
like effect. R.S.C., c. 1 «K. s. .VI.

Dimmit v. 1 tnhida. Que. dud. I!cp.. 1(1 S. 11111.
(66) R. v. firent. 60 N. S. K.. 308. (It. v. Dough. 22 N. S. It.. 616. fol

(HH) R. v. Quinn, 28 (). It.. 224; 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 158; K. v. Morse, 11 
l . !.. I . 342; 22 \. S. It.. 206; It. v. Hall. 12 Ont. I\ It.. 142; It v. Mil 
chell. 17 ('. I.. T.. 362; (’aims v. Choque!. & Lumbc. 3 Que. I*. R.. 23.

( Ii7 i R. v. Deny. 20 !.. .!.. M.. <*.. 180; R. v. Soper. 3 B. & 837.
(081 Fur Forms YV to AAA. see pp. 030-000. /«#*/.
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The minute or memorandum of the conviction or order, in* the cum- inuy 
.be, is here m|uiml to lie made, at once, that is, immediately ii|sin the judg- 
ment pronouncing the conviction or order being rendered : ’and this minute 
or memorandum should state, in substance, the whole of the adjudication 
of the justice, as to the punishment inflicted, or the tine or penalty, or the 
amount of money ordered to he paid or the thing ordered to be done, and 
the mode of enforcing it. whether by distress or imprisonment. For. the 
conviction or order, which is the formal record, is to be based upon the 
minute. It is merely a short statement in writing in any form of words, 
such as the following : " I And the defendant guilty of the assault herein 
charged against him. and adjudge him to pay a tine of ten dollars, together 
with costs to the amount of four dollars, and that in default of payment 
he be imprisoned for one month."

The defendant is entitled, under the above section, to the minute or 
memorandum of the conviction or order, without any fee.

The judgment, in ease of a conviction, consists of two parts, namely, the 
adjudication of conviction, and the sentence or award of punishment.

Where the magistrate imposes a line, ami fixes an imprisonment, which 
are within his discretion and pi Aver, the formal conviction must correspond 
with the adjudication as contained in the minute or memorandum required 
to lie made at the rendering of the judgment: I>dcau*<‘ it must la* according 
to the fact, and the fact is as shown bv the minute or memorandum. (00)

Section UH2. pont, provides that the several forms in Schedule One. /»«.</. 
varied to suit the case, or forms to the like effect, shall be deemed good, 
valid and sufficient in law.

The conviction must show the place for which the justice acts ; and it 
must also show either that the offence, of which the offender is convicted 
was committed within the limits of the justice's jurisdiction or that there 
are special facts. — which must be mentioned, giving jurisdiction lieyond 
those limits. (70) For instance, in eases of jurisdiction given to justices 
of the territorial division in which the offender is found, over an offence 
committed in another territorial division, it will be necessary to mention 
where the offence was committed and the fact of the jierson accused of the 
offence being fourni within the limits of the convicting justices' jurisdic
tion. (71) For. an act which declares that, "an offence or a muse of com
plaint shall lie deemed to have been committed or to have arisen either in 
the place where the same was actually committed or arose, or in any place 
in which the person charged or complained against is found or happens t<> 
be," does not give justices jurisdiction to convict a person sununoiiid from 
beyond their jurisdiction for an offence that has taken phve out of their 
jurisdiction : for such jierson, by ap|iearing in answer to their summons, is 
not fourni and does not happai to hr within their jurisdiction. (72)

Where the offenders were taken on hoard a smuggling boat within the 
harbor of Folkestone, - which had an exclusive local jurisdiction, and 
were afterwards taken, with the boat, to the port of Dover, and convicted 
liefore two justices of that |sirt and town, the conviction, which merely 
stated that the offenders had been found in a boat in the harbor of Folk*- 
stone, was held to lie had, as not showing jurisdiction. The justices of 
Folkestone alone had authority to convict, they I icing the justices of the 
first port or place into which the vessel was carried. (75)

(00) II. v. Hartley. 20 O. It.. 4*3. 
r70) It. v. Young. 3 O. It.. 400.
<71 > Hr Peerless, | Q. R.. 143. 134.
(72) Johnson v. Colam. 44 !.. .1.. M. < '.. 183.
(73) Kite A lane's Case. 1 R. A ('.. 101. See, a Un, 1!. v. Nunn. H R. A ( . 

044.
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If tin* law imilvr which tin* preawdings an* taken is directvel against a 

l>urtii-ular description of |ivi>on*. tin* conviction, in netting out tin* offence, 
niuat ahow that the defendant in within the di*seription of person* againat 
whom the law i* directeil. So. that, where, under the by-lawn of a town, 
no transient trader or other person. iK*eii|iying a place of hiisim*** in the 
town for a temporary |**rii*l of lea* than a year and not duly entered on the 
assessment roll for tile current year, wan" allowed to offer good* for sale 
within the limit* of the town, without having a license, it wan held. »|mui 
a conviction obtained ruder thin by-law. that the oiiiinnimi in tin* conviction 
of an allegation that the defendant wan a Ira anient trader ant da In intern! 
mi the a Mir man'at mil fur the earn at near wan fatal. (74)

A conviction for trading a* a hawker and |H*dlar without a license wan 
held not to la* supported by evidence of a single act of selling a parcel of 
silk handkerchiefs to a particular person : for one lain* act of sale, it wan 
held, did not show the defendant to have heen such a person an by law in 
mptiml to take out a license. ( 75)

Where a defendant was shown to have treated and prenerilied for three 
different patients on three sejwrwtc oaraaion*. it wan hehl that tin* three 
acts only constituted one offence of practicing as an a|H»theeary and that 
lain* pnaif of one individual act wimiM not. of itaelf amount to proof of 
" practicing ". the statute lading direeteil against an habitual i*ourse of eon- 
■luot. ( 7 .Vi )

It lias lafii held that, where the conviction in at variance with the jus
tices* minute of adjudication, it will la* c|iianhed. (7H)

A eirtinruri was ^'nnteel to remove a conviction, under the Indian Act. 
for selling intoxicant to an Indian, it la-ing held that, U|nm the face of the 
proceedings, it ap|a*aml that the justice had acted without jurimlietion, in 
committing the defendant, hy reason of the minute of adjudication not 
'tating any term of imprisonment, while the conviction adjudged I', defan- 
dant to si\|v «lays’ imprisomneiit. (77)

A conviction in due form will la* i|tiaslied la*eause it in liascd upon a 
minute of adjudication which doe* not disclose an offence in law. if the 
fouit is satisfied. upon perusal of the <le|*>*itiiniH. that the offence for which 
the formal convict ion was made was in fact ««anmittisl. i7H|

We have seen, by si*etion 840. ante, that a conviction is not to la* deemed 
insufficient for not containing the name of the |a*rson injured, nor for quit
ting to state who i* the owner of any property therein mentioned, nor for 
omitting to specify the means hy which the offence has been i*mnmitti*il. nor 
that it doe* not name or describe* any |nthihi or tiling with precision. The 
time when the offence wan eommittisl ought to In* stated. But the precise 
day nc*ed not In* named : and it will In* sufficiently certain if the fact In* 
alleged to have happened lietwcen such a dav and niich a day. provided the 
last of the days s|N*eitied In* within the limited time*. Thus! where the- in 
formation e-haig«*«l the* offence te» have la*en eomniitted on the 4th e»f (Holier 
and e»n divers other days ami times lie*ween that day ami the Hith of Xov 
einla»r. ami the mulct ion stateel the offence to have Im-«*ii committed on the 
S||| of No vein lier, it was helel te» lie valid. ( 7») And. where, in a inn 
viction umler the t’a nail a Tnn liera hit .let, there was a statement allegintr

(74) II. v. C aton. HI O. It.. II.
(75) li. v. Little. 1 Burr.. (HO.
(7<Wf) See A|H»theearivs‘ Co. v. doues, 17 Cox C. ('., 588. ell. at p. Old. mile. 
( 70 ) It. v. Perley. 25 X. B. It.. 4.1. And *ee A'-r parte Watson. 11 X. B. It.,

(77) A> parle Hill. Il X. B. It.. H4.
( 78 ) It. v. Wlffln. 4 Can. Cr. Cas.. 141.
(70) Onley v. (tee. .10 L. d. M. 2*22.
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that the uilvnvv ««» cimiiuitled between tin- thirlivtli of .limv an.I the 
tliirty-fir»t of .Inly, it \\»•«* held t<» In- n -ufticiently certain Maternent of the 
linn-. i SO) Anil a conviction for keeping a house of ill-fame on tin- eleventh 
of OcIoIm-i- mill on other «lay- ami time» before that day we» al»i held suf- 
lieiently certain a» to time; the only offence charged liy the»e word» being 
the keeping and maintaining of a hon»e of ill-fame; a ml the fact that the 
partie* aeeii»ed kept miicIi a house on the eleventh of <Holier and on other 
day» la-fore that day did not constitute a distinct ami separate offence 
again»! them upon each of tho»e day». (Hi)

When the »ninmoii» allege» the otfenee to have been committed on a cer
tain day. and at the hearing it i» proved to have been, in fact, committed 
on some other dav. the justices should amend the summon» by altering the 
date. (82)

ruder the second t-lniisc of section H4". * i/»•<#. any variance lietween the 
information and the evidence addiieed. at tie snmmary trial thereof, a» to 
the time at which »nch olfem-e i* alleged to have been committed is not to 
la* deemed material, if it i» proved that the information wa» in fact laid 
within the time limited by law for laying it.

Before proceeding to a conviction, the justice» should have evidence which 
i» reasonably »i ftb-ient to show that the offence ehargeil ha» Ih-i-ii commit- 
ted. Where, in a case under the 1'amnhi Tiyi i>n<inct t#•/. the defendant 
swine at tin- trial, that In- did n it sell anv intoxicating liiptor on the day 
charged, and there wa» no other eviilenee showing positively that the liquor 
«old was intoxK ati\ii liquor, the evidence for the Crown being merely 
that it hkhkmiii.ki» intoxicating liquor, it wa» held that, under these cir
cumstances. there wa» no evidence on which to found a conviction for sell
ing intoxicating liquor. ( 8.1 )

So. where, on a conviction, for knowingly harbouring and keeping certain 
spirit» liable to excise duty, it appeared, from the eviden-e. that search 
having Ins-ii made in the defendant's house during the defendant's absence, 
but in the prewenee of hi» wife, the spirit» were fourni <-onvented in an inner 
room therein, that the defendant before the convicting jnstii-c* produced no 
evidence, but insisted that the room ill which the seizure wa» made was 
detached from hi» dwelling liou-e and had a door always left unlocked, it 
was held that the evidence was too «light to found a conviction, and that 
the mere naked fact of the spirit» being found in the defendant's house 
during hi* absence, could not In* «omddered a» satisfactory evidence that the 
defendant knowi.mii.v hurlmured or permitted the spirit* to remain in tin- 
house: and the conviction was quashed. (84)

The defendant, U|niii being convicted, i» entitled, upon w u, to a
copy of the conviction: ( 8.'» ) and a justice w ho refuses it may have to pay 
the costs of a crrtioniri to obtain it. ( 8111 But. the justices are not bound 
by the copy they deliver: and if it should In* found to In* defective or ill 
formal, from misstating the name of the informer or any other fact, without 
there lN-ing any fraud or intention to mislead, a more correct one may In* 
returned to the »e»«ion»: and the court can onlv take notice of the lat
ter. (87)

It seem», indeed, that the formal conviction may In* drawn up at any

I Ni i I!, v. Wallace. 4 (hit. It.. 127.
(HI, K. v William*. 37 I . <'. ty it.. .v»o.
(82) Muyoi of Exeter v. Heamun. 37 !.. T.. 534. 
( S3 ) It. v. Bennett. 1 (hit. It.. 445.
(84) » /hirtr Itansley. 3 l>. & it.. 572.
(85) It. x. Midlam. 3 Burr. 1720.
1 Nti ) It. v. Huntingdon. 5 I). A It.. 588.
(87 | It. v. Allen. 15 Ka«t. 333. 34(1.
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tiiiu* lM-forc tin* return of the rrrtiomn. although. eueli return be after a 
commitment. ( nn) or after tin* penalty has Ih-cii levied l»y distress, (80) or 
after action brought against the magistrate*. (Oh)

A magistrate ha* even been allowed to return an amnulnl conviction to 
the sessions after having returned an erroneous one; (01) hut, it was held 
that, he could not do this after the conviction as first returned had been 
quashed either on appeal or by the Court of Queen's Bench, nor after the 
disehaige of the defendant l»v the Queen's Bench by reason of the conviction 
recited ill the warrant of iiiiitment lieilig had. (92)

The precept of a warm of commit incut must conform strictly to the 
directions of the statute ’eh authorizes an incarceration with respect to 
the conditions upon which a prisoner can obtain hi* discharge before the 
expiration of till! term to which he ha* been condemned. Where the au
thorizing statute states that a person, who is condemned to a term of impri
sonment in default of payment of a line and costs, can obtain his discharge 
before the expiration of such term m/iom pai/hiu tin- ft nr. it is illegal to 
rc<|uirc. in addition, the payment of the costs of the prosecution and of the 
charges of conveying The prisoner to gaol. In such a case, the warrant of 
commitment i> bail and illegal, not only a* regards the part in which such 
cent* anil charges are mentioned, but in whole, and must la- (plashed. (93)

A justice's warrant of commitment for default of payment of a tin.- im
posed ruder the <'iixtoni* .Icf for smuggling, and under which the accused is 
required to pay. also, the expenses of being conveyed to gaol before he can 
obtain his release, is invalid, if the amount of such expenses are not stated 
therein. (94)

A conviction, under section 102 of the 1'iihIoiiim Art, for clandestinely 
landing spirits in Canada should shew on its face that the goods were sub
ject to duty. (03)

When a penalty is inflicted at the suit of a particular person, the con
viction ought to specify to whom the penalty is to be paid : and if it simply 
provides that the penalty shall Ik- " paid and employed ace to law,”
the conviction will Ik* quashed on rrrtinnii't. (0U)

Where, -in the case of a conviction for a third offence, entailing impri
sonment by reason of its being a third offence, — the commitment shewed 
that the firstly therein recited conviction was for an offence committed 
after the date of the commission of the offence secondly therein recited, it 
was held that the commitment did not shew a valid conviction for a third 
offence, and a writ of IiiiIhw* iih'/hih was granted, and the prisoner re
leased. (f»7 )

W here a warrant of commitment recited that the defendant detained in 
custody thereon, had been charged la-fore the justice who had issued the 
warrant of commitment," for that lie did kindle « tin- and allow it to e*ca|ie

(NK) Massev x. Johnson. 12 Hast. 82; H. v. McCarthy. 11 O. K„ 037.
( 8!i ) It. v. Barker. I Hast. 180.
(!»0) Lindsay v. Leigh, Il Q. B.. 433; (iray v. Cook son, 10 Hast, 13.
(91) Sellwood v. Mount. 1» ('. & I*.. 73; \ Q. B„ 72!». See R. v. Me Ann, 

1 B. ('. IL. 387; 3 Can C.r. ( as.. 110; and Hr purtr Welsh. 4 Rev. de Jur.. 
437

I !»2 ) Chaney v. I'ayne. 10 L. .1. M. ( 114.
(93) Hr inirtr lam Kai Long •ilitm lamg Wing. Tom Hop la-c. and Hum 

( hung Lung. 1 fan. Vr. fus.. 120.
(!»4) R. v. Thomas McDonald, 2 fan. Cr. fas., 304.
«93) lb.
(9(f) Prévost v. la-clerc & De.Montigny. I Que. I*. R., 230.
(97 ) Hr /tarir Robinson. 5 Rev. de Jur., 271.
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from liis control," but. did not recite any convict ion. it was held on a mo
tion for 1m brus corpus. that, as the warrant did not allege any conviction.- 
( *ee section SHti). pont, — an onler must issue discharging the defendant. 
Held, also, that if the commitment had alleged a conviction, the conviction 
itself could have been referred to. in order to support the commitment, even 
though the offence was insuffieientv stated in the warrant of commitment, 
but. that as the warrant contained no such allegation, the conviction could 
not he referred to. (08)

860. Disposal of penalties on conviction of joint offenders. —
When several jicrsons join in the commission of the same offence, 
and upon conviction thereof each is adjudged to pay a penalty 
which includes the value of the property, or the amount of the 
injury done, no further sum shall he paid to the person aggrieved 
than such amount or value, and costs, if any, and the residue of 
the penalties imposed shall he applied in the same manner as other 
penalties imposed hv a Justice are directed to he applied. K.S.C.. 
c. 178, s. 54.

861. First conviction in certain cases. — Whenever any person 
is summarily convicted before a Justice of any offence against 
Parts XX., to XXX., inclusive, or l’art XXXVII.. of this Act and 
it is a first conviction, the Justice may. if he thinks fit, discharge 
the offender from his conviction upon his making such satisfac
tion to the person aggrieved, for damages and costs, or either of 
them, as are ascertained hv the Justice. H.S.C., e. 178. s. 55.

Parts XX to XXIII relate to Assaults. Rack. Lihei.. etc.: parts XXIV 
to XXX relate to Tiikkt. Bvimii.ary. etc., and part XXXVII relates to 
Mischief.

862. Certificate of dismissal. — If the Justice dismisses the in
formation or complaint he may, when required so to do, make an 
order of dismissal in the form BBB in schedule one hereto. (!>!>) 
and he shall give the defendant a certificate in the form ('('(' in 
the said schedule, (100) which certificate, upon being afterwards 
produced, shall, without further proof, he a bar to any subsequent 
information or complaint for the same mailer, against the same 
defendant. U.S.V., c. 178, s. 56.

At. common law and independently of statutory enactment a former con
viction or acquittal, whether on a summary proceeding or on an indictment, 
is an answr • to an information of a criminal nature founded on the same

See comments and authorities at pp. 271. 272. unie, at pp. 72ti. 727. unir. 
and under sections 707. 708 and 700. at pp. 880. 887. ante.

863. Disobedience to Order of Justice. — Whenever, by any Act

(08) R. V. Lalonde. 1(1 ( . L. T.. 08. 
(00) For Forms BBB.. see p. tail. past. 
( 100) For Form ('('('.. see p. 002. past.
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or law authority is given to commit a person to prison, or to levy 
any sum upon his goods or chat* -Is l>v distress, for not obeying an 
order of a Justice, the defendant shall be served with a copy of 
the minute of the order before any warrant of commitment or of 
distress is issued in that behalf: and the order or minute shall not 
form any part of the warrant of commitment or of distress. H.S. 

c. 178, s. 57.

864. Assaults.—Whenever any person is charged with common 
assault, any Justice may summarily hear and determine the charge

2. If the justice finds the assault complained of to have been 
accompanied by an attempt to commit some other indictable of
fence, or is of opinion that the same is, from any other circums
tance, a fit subject for prosecution by indictment, he shall abs
tain from any adjudication thereupon, and shall deal with the 
case in all respects in the same manner as if he had no authority 
finally to hear and determine the same. (As amended by the Cri
minal (’ode Amendment Act Woo).

Before this section whs amended, it was field that the word " assault ", 
therein, included an aggravated assuu.lt; (101) hut the amendment ex
pressly restricts the section to common assaults.

By this section as amended, a magistrate lias the right, if he thinks pro* 
per. to summarily dispose of any case of common assault, without regard 
to the desire of the parties that it should be sent up for trial under indiet-

865. Dismissal of complaint for assault. — If the Justice, upon 
the hearing of any case of assault or battery upon the merits 
where the complaint is preferred by or on behalf of the person 
aggrieved, under the next preceding section, deems the offence not 
to be proved, or finds the assault or battery to have been justified, 
or so trifling as not to merit any punishment, and accordingly dis
misses the complaint, he shall forthwith make out a certificate 
under his hand stating the fact of such dismissal, and shall deliver 
such certificate to the person against whom the complaint was 
preferred. R.S.C., c. 178, s. 74.

866. Release from further proceedings. — If the person against 
whom any such complaint has been preferred, by or on the behalf 
of the person aggrieved, obtains such certificate, or having been 
convicted, pays the whole amount adjudged to be paid or suffers 
the imprisonment or imprisonment with hard labour, awarded, 
he shall be released from all further or other proceedings, civil or 
criminal, for the same cause. R.S.V., e. 178, s. 75.

Sec comments and author Hies at pp. 271. 272. 720. 727. and under sections 
707-701). at pp. 880. 887. ante-, and see Form of plea at p. 771. an le.

(101) Hardigan v. Graham, Que. ,Jud. Rep.. 12 S. C . 177 ; 1 Can. Cr. fa*., 
407. But see Peltier v. Martin. Que. .Tud. Rep., 8 S. C., 438.
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In It. v. Mill*», already cited at p. 727. ontr. a nine wh* stated for the con 
sidération i*f the Knglish Court of Crown Case* Reserved. The defendant 
was convicted ii|*on an iiHlictment charging him in different count* with 
maliciously wounding the prosecutor and with common assault, etc.: and In- 
pleaded a previous summary conviction of assault and battery in respect of 
the same matter, the summary court having inflicted a nominal punish ment 
by ordering him to furnish security, which Is* did and was discharged. The 

<| nest ion for the «opinion of the Court was whether the summary conviction 
was a I»ar to the indictment. For the Crown it was contended that the 24- 
23 Vie., c. 100. s. 4.». only operated as a bar. where the defendant ha* paid 
the amount adjudged or has suffered the imprisonment awarded : and. in 
the present case, tin- summary court had wither fined nor imprisoned the dr 
fendant. Hrld that the summary eonviction was a good answer at common 
law. apart altogether from the ouest ion of whether the defendant was en
title to the protection afforded by the statute: and the cmvietimi upon 
the indictment was (plashed. (102)

It has I wen In-Id that the above sections. H0.*> and HOtl. are iiilm rhr* of 
the Dominion Parliament, and that, if a person assaulted takes hi* remedy 
by complaint under the present Code, in a summary way. lie foregiw* hi* 
right of civil notion few damages in respect of the same assault. < 103)

The alfovc section H00. applies to bar a civil action only where the charge 
was one triable summarily, ruder section 804, without regard to the consent 
of the accused, and doe* not apply when the offence is an indictable offence 
tried, under Part LY, by virtue of the accused's election, under section 780. 
of a summary trial, the certificate of dismissal or a conviction, in such a 
case being merely a release, under section 799. unir, from further criminal 
proceedings. (104)

The above section, 800, does not apply to bar a civil action for assault, 
when the defendant has I men found guilty of an assault by a |ietit jury at 
his trial upon an indictment charging him with unlawful wounding with in
tent to do grievous bodily harm. (105)

A declaration in an action of damage* for assault and battery i* not dem
urrable merely lieeause it shews that the defendant was summarily tried and 
convicted for the assault and condemned to |iay a fine the mere 
conviction and condemnation to fine not constituting, under the above sec
tion, 800. a ground for releasing the person so condemned from all other 
proceedings, civil and criminal, unless he ha* paid the fine. (100)

867. Costs on conviction or order. — In own cast* of a sum
mary conviction, or of an order made by a Justice, such Justice 
may, in his discretion, award and order, in and by the conviction 
or order, that the defendant shall pay to the prosecutor or com
plainant such costs as to toe said Justice seem reasonable in that 
behalf, and not inconsistent with the fees established by law to lx- 
taken on proceedings bad by and lieforc Justices. R.S.C., e. 17H, 
s. 59.

868. Costs on dismissal. — Whenever the Justice, instead of 
convicting or making an order, dismisses the information or com-

( 102) It. v. Miles. 24 (). M. 1>.. 423 : 30 L. ,1. M. (*.. 50: 13 !.. V. 70. 
(103) Flick v. Hrisbin. 15 ('. I,. T.. 05 : 20 O. R.. 423.
( 104) Neville v. Italian!. 17 < . L. T„ 371: 28 O. It.. 588: 1 ( an. ( r. ( a-.. 

14.
( 103) Clermont v. Legaee. 2 ('an. Cr. ( ns., 1.
( 100) Ablnoviteh v. Legnvlt. Quo. ,1ml. ltep.. 8 S. ('.. 525.
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plaint, ho may, in hi* discretion, in ami by his order of dismissal, 
award and order that the prosecutor or complainant shall |»v to 
the defendant such costs as to the said Justice seem reasonable 
and consistent with law. R.S.C., <•. ITS. s. .*>11.

869. Recovery of costs when penalty is adjudged. — The sums 
so allowed for costs shall, in all cases. In* specified in the convic
tion or order, or order of dismissal, and the same shall lie reco
verable in the same manner and under the same warrants as any 
penalty, adjudged to be paid by the conviction or order, is to be 
recovered. R.S.C., c. 1 «8, s. l>0.

870. Recovery of costs in other cases. — Whenever there is no 
such penalty to be recovered, such costs shall In* recoverable by 
distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the party, and in 
default of distress, by imprisonment, with or without hard labour, 
for any term not exceeding one month. II.S.C., c. 1*8, s. til.

871. Fees. - (As amended by 57-58 Vie., c. Ô«). The fees men
tioned in the following tariff and no others shall lie and constitute 
the f«*es to lie taken on proceedings before Justices in proceedings 
under this part: —

Fee# to be taken by J nut ire# of the Feme or their fieri•#.

$ eta.
1. Information or complaint and warrant or summons... 0 50
2. Warrant where summons issued in first instance........  0 10
8. Each necessary copy of summons or warrant............... 0 10
4. Each summons or warrant to or for a witness or wit

nesses. (Only one summons on each side to be charged 
for in each case, which may contain any number of 
names. If the Justice of the case requires it. addi
tional summonses shall be issued without charge)... 0 10

5. Information for warrant for witness and warrant.... 0 50 
0. Each necessary copy of summons or warrant for wit

ness......................................................................................... 0 10
7. For every recognizance........................................................ 0 25
8. For hearing ami determining case................................... 0 50
!>. If case lasts over two hours................................................ 1 00

10. Where one Justice alone cannot lawfully hear and 
determine the case, the same fee for hearing and de
termining to be allowed to the associate Justice.. ..

11. For each warrant of distress or commitment............... 0 25
12. For making up record of conviction or order where

the same is ordered to lie returned to sessions or on 
certiorari................................................................................ 1 00
Hut in all eases which admit of a summary proceed-
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ing before a single «Justice and wherein no higher 
penalty than #20 can be imposed, there shall be 
charged for the record of conviction not more than. 0 50

13. For copy of any other paper connected with any case, 
and the minutes of the same if demanded, per folio of
100 words................................................................................ 0 05

14. For every hill of costs when demanded to he made out
in detail............................................................................. 0 10
(Items 13 and 14 to lie chargeable only when there has 

been an adjudication).

Con si able* Fee*.

1. Arrest of each individual upon a warrant..................... 1 50
2. Serving summons.............................................................. 0 25
3. Mileage to serve summons or warrant, per mile (one

way) necessarily travelled............................................... 0 10
4. Same mileage when service cannot be effected, but only 

U|K)ii proof of due diligence.
5. Mileage taking prisoner to gaol, exclusive of disburse

ments necessarily expended in his conveyance............ 0 10
tl. Attending justices on trial, for each day necessarily 

employed in one or more cases, when engaged less 
than four hours............................................................. 1 00

7. Attending justices on trial, for each day necessarily 
employed in one or more cases, when engaged more
than four hours............................................................ 1 50

8. Mileage travelled to attend trial (when public eonvey-
ence can lie taken only reasonable disbursements to be 
allowed) one wav per mile........................................... 0 10

0. Serving warrant of distress and returning same............ 1 00
10. Advertising under warrant of distress........................ 1 00
11. Travelling to make distress, or, to search for goods to 

make distress when no goods are found, (one way) per
mile................................................................................  0 10

12. Appraisements, whether bv one appraiser or more, 2 
cents in the dollar on the value of the goods.

13. Commission on sale and delivery of goods. 5 cents in 
the dollar on the net produce of the goods. 5? V.. c.
45, s. 2 and Sell.

Witnesses' Fees.

1. Each day attending trial..........................................  — d 75
2. Mileage travelled to attend trial (one way) per mile.. 0 10

872. Provisions respecting convictions — (Amended by 57-58 
Vic., c. 57). Whenever a conviction adjudges a pecuniary penalty 
or compensation to be paid, or an order requires the payment of a
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sum of money, whether the Act or law authorizing such convic
tion or order does or does not provide a mode of raising or levy
ing the penalty, compensation or sum of money, or of enforcing 
the payment thereof, the justice by his conviction, or order after 
adjudging payment of such penalty, compensation or sum of 
money, with or without costs, may order and adjudge —

(n) that in default of payment thereof forthwith, or within a 
limited time, such penalty, compensation or sum of money shall 
he levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the de
fendant, and, if sufficient distress cannot he found that the de
fendant he imprisoned in the manner and for the time directed by 
the Act or law authorizing such conviction or order or by this 
Act, or for any period not exceeding three months, if the Act or 
law authorizing the conviction or order does not specify impri
sonment, or docs not specify any term of imprisonment, 
unless such penalty, compensation or sum of money and 
costs, if the conviction or order is made with costs, and the ex
penses of the distress and of conveying the defendant to gaol arc 
sooner paid; or

(b) that in default of payment of the said penalty, compensa
tion or sum of money, and costs, if any. forthwith, or within a 
limited time, the defendant he imprisoned in the manner and for 
the time mentioned in the said Act or law, or for any period not 
exceeding three months, if the Act or law authorizing the convic
tion or order does not specify imprisonment, or does not specify 
any term of imprisonment, unless the said sums with the like 
costs and expenses afe sooner paid.

(r) Whenever under such Act or law imprisonment with hard 
labour may he ordered or adjudged in the first instance as part of 
the punishment for the offence of the defendant, the imprison
ment in default of distress or of payment may he with hard la- 
hour. (Added by the Criminal Code Anmidmenl Arl 1900).

2. The Justice making the conviction or order mentioned in 
the paragraph lettered (a) of subsection one of this section may 
issue a warrant of distress in the form 1)I)D or EKE, as the case 
requires; (107), and the case of a conviction or order under the 
paragraph lettered (b) of the said subsection, a warrant in one of 
the forms FF F or GGG (108) may issue ;

(a) If a warrant of distress is issued and the constable or peace 
officer charged with the execution thereof returns (form III) that 
he can find no goods or chattels whereon to levy thereunder, (100)

( 107 ) For Forms 1)1)1). and KKE. *er pp. 002 and 903. pout.
(108) For Forms F FF. and (i(J<«. spp pp. 004 and 00."». punt.
(100) For Form 111. sep p. 007. post.
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the Justice may issue a warrant of commitment in the form JJJ.
(110).

3. Where, by virtue of an Act or law so authorizing, the Jus
tice by his conviction adjudges against the defendant payment of 
a penalty or compensation, and also imprisonment, as punishment 
for an offence, he may, if he thinks fit, order that the imprison
ment in default of distress or of payment, as provided for in this 
section shall commence at the expiration of the imprisonment 
awarded as a punishment for the offence.

4. The like proceeding may be had upon any conviction or or
der made as provided by this section as if the Act or law autho
rizing the same had expressly provided for a conviction or order 
in the above terms. H.S.C., c. 178, ss. 62, 60, 07 and 08.

The amendment made to this section, by the addition of clause (c) to 
the first, subsection thereof, does away with some decisions which held that 
the section, before its amendment, did not authorize an award of imprison
ment with liant labor, in default of payment of the fine, unless the Act or 
law, under which the conviction was made, provided for the same in default 
of payment of the penalty. (Ill)

When a statute prescribes, as the punishment for an offence, both fine and 
imprisonment, the punishment is in the discretion of the Court, which is not 
hound to inflict both fine and imprisonment hut may inflict either one or 
the other or both kinds of punishment. (112)

A conviction under the Canada Temperance Art may, by virtue of the 
above section 872 (ft), direct imprisonment in default of payment of the 
fine and costs, without any award of a distress ui»on the defendant's good-. 
(113)

A conviction awarding ninety days’ imprisonment as an alternative pun
ishment on non payment of a fine where the statute authorized 3 months' 
imprisonment was held to be bad, as ninety days may possibly be more 
than 3 months. (114)

Upon conviction and fine for keeping a bawdy house, the powers of a ma 
gistrate for enforcing payment of the fine are limited under clause (b) of 
the above section. 872. to directing imprisonment for a period not exceeding 
3 months although in the first instance, he might impose, as a substantive 
punishment, imprisonment for six months instead of a fine. (115)

If a writ of certiorari to remove a conviction was served only upon the 
clerk of the peace with whom the conviction was filed and not upon the con
victing magistrate, and the latter, having no knowledge of the certiorari, 
thereafter enforced the conviction, he is not guilty of contempt of court in 
so doing. ( 11(1)

(110) For Form JJJ, see p. 907, poxt.
(111) It. v. Morton, 18 ('. L. T., 27; 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 84. (R. v. Turn hall. 

10 Cox, C. C., 110. referred to.) See R. v. Nugent. 33 N. B. R., 22; 1 Can. 
Cr. Cas., 120; and R. v. McAnn, 3 Can Cr. ( as., 110.

(112) R. v. Robidoux, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 10.
(113) Ex parte. Casson, 34 N. B. R., 331 ; 2 ('an. Cr. Cas., 483; Ex parte, 

(ioinian, 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 305.
(114) R. v. (Savin, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 59.
( 115) R. v. Stafford, 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 239.
(110) R. v. Woodyatt, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 275.
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When imprisonment is directed as a mode of punishment for an offence, 
the defendant must stay in prison for the period ordered. But when im
prisonment is directed us <• mode of enforcing payment of a penalty or fine, 
the defendant may pay. and thus avoid the imprisonment; or. if he does 
not pay at once, and is sent to gaol, he can obtain his release before the end 
of the time by paying.

When the judgment orders the money to he levied by distress, and that, 
in default of there being sufficient goods, the defendant shall be imprisoned, 
the distress warrant should lie issued first, and it should be ascertained that 
there are no sufficient distress upon which }o levy, and a return to that effect 
should In- made before the warrant of commitment is issued. And it seems 
that the defendant's goods cannot lie sold for part of the penalty anil costs, 
and tlie defendant sent to gaol for the balance. So that, if the defendant 
lias paid part of the penalty, it must be returned to him before he can In- 
sent to gaol for non-payment. (117)

873. Order as to collection of costs. — When any information 
or complaint is dismissed with costs the justice may issue a war
rant of distress on the goods and chattels of the prosecutor or 
complainant, in the form KKK, for the amount of such costs: 
(118), and in default of distress, a warrant of commitment in the 
form LLL may issued. (119) Provided that the term of imprison
ment in such case shall not exceed one month. H.S.C., c. 178. s. 
70.

874. Endorsement of warrant of distress. — 1 f, after delivery 
of any warrant of distress issued under this part to the constable 
or constables to whom the same has been directed to be executed, 
sufficient distress cannot be found within the limits of the juris
diction of the Justice granting the warrant, then upon proof 
being made upon oath or affirmation of the handwriting of the 
justice granting the warrant, before any Justice of any other ter
ritorial division, such justice shall thereupon make an endorse
ment on the warrant, signed with his hand, authorizing the exe
cution of the warrant within the limits of his jurisdiction, by vir
tue of which warrant and endorsement the penalty or sum ami 
costs, or so much thereof as has not been before levied or paid, 
shall be levied by the person bringing the warrant, or by the person 
or persons to whom the warrant was originally directed, or by any 
constable or other peace officer of the last mentioned territorial 
division by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the de
fendant. therein.

2. Such endorsement shall be in the form 11II1I in schedule one 
to this Act. (120) R.S.C., c. 178, s. «3.

875. Distress not to issue in certain cases. — Whenever it ap-

(117) Brown v. Luiden, Ont. A. R„ 173.
(118) For Form KKK. see p. 908. pout.
( 119) For Form LLL, see p. 969. post. 
(120) For Form HHH, see p. 900, poHt.
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pears to any Justice that the issuing of a distress warrant would 
l)c ruinous to the defendant and his family, or whenever it ap
pears to the Justice, by the confession of the defendant or other
wise. that he has no goods and chattels whereon to levy such dis
tress, then the Justice, if he deems it lit, instead of issuing a war
rant of distress, may commit the defendant to the common gaol 
or other prison in the territorial division, there to he imprisoned, 
with or without hard labour^ for the time and in the manner he 
would have been committed in case such warrant of distress had 
issued and no sufficient distress had been found. lt.SXV, c. 178, s.

876. Remand of defendant when distress is ordered. — When
ever a Justice issues a warrant of distress as hereinbefore provided, 
he may suffer the defendant to go at large, or verbally, or by a 
written warrant in that behalf, may order the defendant to be 
kept and detained in safe custody, until return has been made to 
the warrant of distress, unless the defendant gives sufficient se
curity. by recognizance or otherwise, to the satisfaction of the 
Justice, for his appearance, at the time and place appointed for 
the return of the warrant of distress, before him or before such 
other Justice for the same territorial division as shall then be 
there. R.S.C., e. 178, s. 65.

877. Cumulative punishment.—Whenever a justice, upon any 
information or complaint, adjudges the defendant to be impri
soned and the defendant is then in prison undergoing imprison
ment upon conviction for any other offence, the warrant of com
mitment for the subsequent offence shall be forthwith delivered 
to the gaoler or other officer to whom it is directed; and the jus
tice who issued the same, if he thinks fit, may award and order 
therein that the imprisonment for the subsequent offence shall 
commence at the expiration of the imprisonment to which the 
defendant was previously sentenced. R.S.C., c. 178, s. GO.

When the defendant is not already in prison upon some other conviction, 
the imprisonment upon a warrant of commitment is reckoned from the 
earliest moment of the dav of arrest under the warrant of commitment. 
(121)

There is no presumption that two or more sentence* passed upon one 
person at one time for different offences are to he concurrent, when nothing 
is said on the subject by the convicting justice. (122)

878. Recognizances. — (As amended by 58-50 Vic., c. 40). 
Whenever a defendant gives security bv or is discharged upon re
cognizance and does not afterwards appear at the time and place 
mentioned in the recognizance, the justice who took the recogni-

(121) Bmvdler's Case, 12 Q. B., 012; E.r parte Foulkes, 15 M. & W., 012.
(122) E.r parte Bishop. 33 N. B. R., 428.
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zancc, or any justice who is then present having eerilied upon the 
hack of the recognizance the non-appearance of the defendant, 
may transmit such recognizance to the proper officer in the pro
vince api>ointed by law to receive the same, to he proceeded upon 
in like manner as other recognizances; and such certificate shall 
he prima facie evidence of the non-appearance of the said defen-

<?. Such certificate shall he in the form MMM in schedule one 
to this Act.

J. The projKT officer to whom the recognizance and certificate 
of default are to he transmitted in the province of Ontario, shall 
he the clerk of the peace of the county for which such justice is 
acting; and the Court of (Jetterai Sessions of the Peace for such 
county shall, at its then next sitting, order all such recognizances 
to l>e forfeited and estreated, and the same shall he enforced and 
collected in the same manner and subject to the same conditions as 
any lines, forfeitures or amercements imposed by or forfeited lie- 
fore such court. In the province of British Columbia. such pro
per officer shall be the clerk of the County Court having juris
diction at the place where such recognizance i- taken, and such 
recognizance shall be enforced and collecte»I in the same manner 
and subject to the same conditions as any fines, forfeitures or 
amercements inmosed by or forfeited before such County Court: 
and in the other provinces of Canada such proper officer shall be 
the officer to whom like recognizances have been heretofore accus
tomed to he transmitted under the law in force before the pacing 
of this Act; and such recognizances shall be enforced and collec
ted in tin* same manner as like recognizances have heretofore been 
enforced and collected.

See I‘art L1X. /io*/. for further |irovi'iuiis u~ in Recognizance*, and see 
comments and authorities under section 022. /i«*f.

See p. 070. fiant, for Korin. MMM.

879. Appeal. — Videas it is otherwise provided in any special 
Act tinder which a conviction takes place or an order is made by a 
Justice for the payment of money or dismissing an information 
or complaint, any person xvho thinks himself aggrieved by any 
such conviction or order, the prosecutor or complainant, as well as 
the defendant, may apjieal. in the province of Ontario, to the 
Court of (ieneral Sessions of the Peace: in the province of (Jlic
hee, t(. the Court of (Jueen’s Bench. Crown side; in the provinces 
of Xova-Seotia, New-Brunswick and Manitoba, to the county 
Court of the district or county where the cause of the information 
or complaint arose; in the province of Prince Kdward Island, to 
the Supreme Court; in the province of British Columbia, to the 
county or district Court, at the sitting thereof which shall be held 
nearest to the place where the cause of the information or com
plaint arose; and in the North-West Territories, to a judge of the 
Supreme Court of the said territories, sitting without a Jury, at
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the place where the cause of the information or complaint arose, 
or the nearest place thereto where a court is appointed to he held.

2. In the district of Nipissing such person may appeal to the 
Court of (ieneral Sessions of the Peace for the county of Ren
frew. 51 V., c. 45, s. 7 ; 52 V., c. 45, s. (I.

The provisions of the present Part, LVIII, are by section H40. ante, re
stricted to offences within the legislative control of tin- Dominion Parlia
ment : and no appeal lies, in the province of Queliec, to the Court of King's 
Bench. (Crown Side), under this section from any summary conviction in 
roped of an offenie over which the Dominion parliament has no legislative 
authority. Svch an appeal cannot be taken where the offence is one against 
a provincial statute, unless the provincial statute has made the provisions 
of tin- present Part, as to appeal, applicable thereto. (123)

There is no right of appea.l to the Court of King's Bench (Crown Side) 
from a conviction by the Recorder’s Court. Montreal, in a matter which is 
under the exclusive legislative authority of the provincial legislature, no 
right of appeal being conferred by the provincial statute upon which the 
conviction was based; and this, notwithstanding that Article 503 of the 
Charter of Montreal makes the present Part, LVIII. of the Criminal Code, - 
in so far as the procedure to final judgment or conviction and the execution 
or carrying out of the same are concerned, — applicable to all prose uti.ms 
before "the Recorders' Court in penal eases the right of appeal being a sub
stantive right in itself and no part of such procedure. (124)

An appeal from a summary conviction under the Sraineu'x Art of Canada, 
(c. 74 of the R. S. ('.), for harboring and secreting a deserting seaman, i- 
expressly taken away by section 118 of that statute. (125)

An appeal against a conviction for an offence under an Ontario staV 
to the Sessions, having regard to the R. S. O., c. 74, s. 1. (120)

No appeal lies to the Court of Appeal for Ontario from an order i Di
visional Court quashing a conviction by a police magistrate for breach of a 
municipal by-law. such bv law being passed under a provincial statute. 
( 127)

An order, made by the presiding judge of a superior court of criminal ju
risdiction, awarding coats against a private prosecutor in respect of an in
dictment for assault, on which the Grand Jury found no bill is not subject 
to review by or appeal to the Court en bane. (128)

\\ here the application for such an order has been made on the last day of 
the term of the criminal court, and judgment has been reserved thereon, tin- 
order may be legally made out of term nunc pro tunc as of the day of the 
application, the delay in such a case being the act of the Court ami not 
being due to the neglect or fault of the applicant. (129)

(123) Corporation of Scottstown & Beauchesne, Que. Jud. Rep., 5 Q. B., 
554; Lecours v. Hurtubise, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 521.

( 124) R. v. Superior, Que. Jud. Rep., 9 Q. B.. 139; 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 379. 
(125 R. v. O'Dea, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 402.
(120) R. x’. Robert Simpson Co. Lim., 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 272; 17 C. L. T., 

50; 28 O. R., 231.
( 127) R v. Cushing, 19 C. L. T., 205 : 20 Ont. A. R.. 248; 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 

300.
(121- R. v. Mosher, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 312.
(129) lb.
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880. Certificate of Appeal.— Every right of appeal shall, unless 
it is otherwise provided in any special Act, be subject to the con
ditions following, that is to say: —

(а) If the conviction or order is made more than fourteen days 
before the sittings of the Court to which the appeal is given, such 
appeal shall bo made to the then next sittings of such Court; but 
if the conviction or order is made within fourteen days of the sit
tings of such Court, then to the second sittings next after such 
conviction or orde";

(б) The appellant shall give to the respondent, or to the Jus
tice who tried the case for him, a notice in writing, in the form 
XXX in schedule one to this Act, (130) of such appeal, within 
ten days after such conviction or order;

(c) The appellant, if the appeal is from a conviction adjud
ging imprisonment, shall either remain in custody until the hol
ding of the Court to which the appeal is given, or shall enter into 
a recognizance in the form OOO in the said schedule (131) with 
two sufficient sureties, before a Justice, conditioned personally to 
appear at the said Court, and to try such appeal, and to abide the 
judgment of the Court thereupon, and to pay such costs as are 
awarded by the Court ; or, if the appeal is against any conviction 
or order, whereby only a penalty or sum of money is adjudged to 
be paid, the appellant (although the order directs imprisonment 
in default of payment), instead of remaining in custody as afore
said, or giving such recognizance as aforesaid, may deposit with 
the Justice convicting or making the order such sum of money as 
such Justice deems sufficient to cover the sum so adjudged to be 
paid, together with the costs of the conviction or order, and the 
costs of the appeal; and upon such recognizance being given, or 
such deposit being made the Justice before whom such recogni
zance is entered into or deposit made, shall liberate such person, 
if in custody ;

(d) In case of an appeal from the order of a Justice, pursuant 
to section five hundred and seventy-one, for the restoration of 
gold or gold-bearing quartz, or silver, or silver ore, the appellant 
shall give security by recognizance to the value of the said pro
perty to prosecute his appeal at the next sittings of the court and 
to pay such costs as are awarded against him;

(c) The Court to which such appeal is made shall thereupon 
hear and determine the matter of appeal and make such order 
the. in, with or without costs to either party, including costs of 
the court below, as seems meet to the court, — and, in case of the 
dismissal of an appeal by the defendant and the affirmance of the

( 130) For Form NNN. see p. 970, post.
1131) For Form OOO, see p. 971, post.
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oonviction or order, shall order and adjudge the appellant to be 
punished according to the conviction or to pay the amount ad
judged by the said order, and to pay such costs as are awarded,— 
and shall, if necessary issue process for enforcing the jmlgment of 
the court; and whenever, after any such deposit has been made 
as aforesaid, the conviction or order is affirmed, the Court may 
order the sum thereby adjudged to be paid, together with the 
costs of the conviction or order, and the costs of the appeal, to be 
paid out of the money deposited, and the residue, if any. to be 
repaid to the appellant : and whenever, after any such ik-posit, the 
conviction or order is quashed, the Court shall order the money 
to be repaid to the appellant;

(/) The said Court shall have power, if necessary, from time to 
time, by order endorsed on the conviction or order, to adjourn the 
hearing of the appeal from one sittings to another, or others, of 
the said Court ;

(f/) Whenever any conviction <>r order is quashed on appeal, as 
aforesaid, the Clerk of the Peace or other projter officer shall 
forthwith endorse, on the conviction or order, a memorandum 
that the same has been quashed; and whenever any copy or certifi
cate of such conviction or order is made, a copy of such memoran
dum shall be added thereto, and shall, when certified under the 
band of the Clerk of the Peace, or of the proper officer having the 
custody of the same, be sufficient evidence, in all courts and for all 
purjxwes, that the conviction or order lias been quashed. 51 V., 
c. 45, s. 8; 53 V., e. 37, s. 24.

Tlu> TEN day* within which the notice of appeal i* to he given under this 
section must he calculated from the day of the adjudication and not from 
the time when the formal conviction or order is made up and signed. (132) 

In computing the ten days within which the notice of appeal is to he 
given, the day of the conviction is to lie excluded. (133)'

A notice of appeal from a summary conviction, when such notice i* not 
addressed to any person is invalid. (133a)

Where proceedings are taken before justices of the peace by an nganet of a 
Society, an appeal from the decision of the justices should lie taken by the 
agent himself and not by the society. ( 134)

If, before or during the pendency of an appeal, the prosecutor dies, the 
appeal will not lapse but may be taken or continued against the convicting 
magistrates. (135)

It is not necessary that the recognizance on an appeal from a summary 
conviction should be accompanied by affidavits of justification by the sure-

( 132) Ex i>(irtc Johnson, 32 L. J.. M. C„ 103.
( 133) Pellew v. Inhabitants of M-nitford. 0 It. & ('.. 134: Freeman \. 

Reed. 32 L. J.. M. ('.. 22(1.
( 133</ ) Craig v. Lamarsh, 4 Can. Vr. fa*.. 24(1.
(134) Canadian Koc. for Drew of Cruelty to Animals v. Lauzon. 5 Rev. 

de Jur., 250.
( 135) |{. v. Fitzgerald. 20 O. R., 203; 1 Can. Cr. Cas 420.
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iii<: tin- sufficiency of tin- sureties being a matter i-ntiroly for tin- justice 
bcforv whom the recognizance is given, i i:)5«)

It is coiM)H‘tent for tlie* judge, by virtue of the provisions of sections 584 
and 843. ante, to make an order for the issue of a suhpicna. to witm-sses in 
another province to compel their attendance upon an appeal under se.-tions 
87» and 881. (130)

Wlu-n a statute confers an authority to do a judicial act, upon the occur
rence of certain circumstances, and for the Is-nolit of an interested party the 
exercise of the judicial) authority so conferred is inipnvtin‘, and not dis
cretionary, when applied for by the interested party. So that, clause <»*_) 
of the above section, 88» enacting that if the conviction or order appealed 
from is continued, the court " may " order the sum adjudged and costs to la- 
paid out of the money deposited pursuant to clause (r), is to Ik- construed 
as giving the Court no discretion to refuse the application of the party to 
be benefited by the making of the order. (137)

On an appeal from a summary conviction, in Ontario, under tin- Act to 
provide against frauds in the supply of milk to cheese factories, < 52 \ .. 
43). a county court judge in dismissing the appeal may award such costs, 
including solicitor’s fee, as be may. in his discretion, deem proper; and there 
is no power, in the High Court, to review such discretion. ( 138)

881. Proceedings on appeal. — When an appeal against any 
summary conviction or decision has been lodged in due form, and 
in compliance with the requirements of this part, the Court ap
pealed to shall try, and shall be the absolute judge, as well of the 
facts as of the law, iu respect to such conviction or decision; and 
anv of the parties to the appeal may call witnesses ami adduce 
evidence, whether such witnesses were called or evidence adduced 
at the hearing before the Justice or not, either as to the credibi
lity of any witness, or as to any other fact material to the inquiry; 
hut any evidence taken before the justice at the hearing below, 
signed by the witness giving the same and certified bv the Justice, 
may he read on such appeal, and shall have the like force and ef
fect as if the witness was there examined: Provided, that the 
Court appealed to is satisfied by affidavit or otherwise, that the 
personal presence of the witness cannot lie obtained hv any rea
sonable efforts. Ô3 V., e. 37, s. 25,

Tlio first step, after Hie appeal is called, is fur llie appellant to prove bis 
notice, i ideas it is admitted.

Where an appeal is called, and then adjourned to the next sittings of the 
Court appealed to. the respondent's counsel, although the adjournment lakes 
place mi his application, may. nevertheless, require proof of due notice of 
appeal. ( 13»)

After tlie notice of appeal has been proved or admitted, the clerk of the 
Court reads the conviction returned hy the convicting justice; and. if there 
are any objections raised as appealing on the face of the conviction, the ap-

( 135## ) Cragg v. La marsh. 4 Can. Cr. ("as.. 241$.
(13») It. v. (iillespie, 14 (". L. T., 307 

.(137) Fenson v. New Westminster, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 52.
( 138) IL V. McIntosh. 17 C. L. T„ 407; 28 O. It.. «10.3: 2 Can Cr. Ca«„ 114. 
113»). R. v. Middlesex, J. 2 Dowl. N. N.. 71».
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jH'llant usually begins by stating all the objections thereto, in order that 
they may be met by the other side. But if there are no- such objections 
taken, or if. when taken, they are overruled, the respondent opens his case 
on the merits ami calls witnesses. It is not for the appellant to prove his 
innocence until tin- case against him has been substantiated. Then, if the 
Court thinks the case thus opened and proved requires an answer, the appel
lant then opens his case and examines his witnesses. And when the appel
lant's case is closed, the respondent has a general reply upon the whole cast1. 
(140)

882. Appeal on matters of form. — No judgment shall be given 
in favour of the appellant if the appeal is based on an objection to 
any information, complaint or summons, or to any warrant to 
apprehend a defendant issued upon any such information, com
plaint or summons, for any alleged defect therein, in substance or 
in form, or for any variance between such information, complaint, 
summons or warrant and the evidence adduced in support thereof 
at the hearing of such information or complaint, unless it is 
proved before the Court hearing the appeal that such objection 
was made before the Justice before whoiji the case was tried and 
by whom such conviction, judgment or decision was given, or un
less it is proved that notwithstanding it was shown to such Justice 
that by such variance the person summoned and appearing or 
apprehended lmd been deceived or misled, such Justice refused to 
adjourn the hearing of the case to some further day, as herein 
provided. H.8.C., c. 178, s. 79.

Cutler tlm SminiDirit Conviction* Act of British Columbia, which Inis a 
provision similar to the above section 882. it was held that an appeal from a 
summary conviction, — on the ground that the by law under which the pro
secution took place was ultra vire*, — was not available unless the objection 
was raised at the bearing before the magistrate. (141)

883. Judgment to be upon the merits. — In every case of ap
peal from any summary conviction or order had or made before 
any Justice, the Court to whicli such appeal is made shall, not
withstanding any defect in such conviction or order, and notwith
standing that the punishment imposed or the order made may be 
in excess of that which might lawfully have been imposed or made, 
hear and determine the charge or complaint on which such convic
tion or order has been had or made, upon the merits, and may 
confirm, reverse or modify the decision of such Justice, or may 
make such other conviction or order in the matter as the Court 
thinks just, and may by such order exercise any power which the 
Justice whose decision is appealed from might have exercised, and 
such conviction or order shall have the same effect and may be 
enforced in the same manner as if it had been made by such Jus
tice. The Court may also make such order as to costs to be paid 
by either party as it thinks fit.

(140) R. v. May. r> (). B. I)., 382; R. v. Essex, J. J., 40 L. J., M. C., 07.
(141) R. v. Bowman. 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 89.
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'2. Any conviction or order made hv the Court on appeal may 
also be enforced by process of the Court itself. 53 V., c. 37, s. 
20.

Tin* above section. 883, authorizing tin* Court, on tin* hvuring of an 
appeal from a summary conviction or onlvr of a justice, to try the case 
upon its merit* to make a new convi.tion or order, applies to an appeal 
by the prosecutor from the justice’s order dismissing the complaint. (Ml#/)

A con vit ion for illegally practising medicine must shew the exercise of 
that calling upon more than one occasion and must set out the particular 
ads of the accused which are held to constitute the illegal practising: and 
it has Ih-cii held that a conviction stating the offence as having been com
mitted between «bites specified by prescribing for “ R. and others’* will lie 
set aside if the evidence discloses no offcme as regards the attendance upon 
1!.. ami that it cannot Ik- sustained by proof of altogether separate offence* 
shewn to have been committed within the stated time as regards other
person*.

Held, further that a conviction cannot Is* amen led on an a.p|>caJ ii vliich 
no new evidence is taken by inserting in lieu of the wonls “and others” 
the names of such other persons. (141b)

884. Costs when appeal not prosecuted. — (As amended by .*»7- 
58 V.. c. *»«). The Court to which an appeal is mode, upon proof 
of tlie notice of the appeal to such Court having been given to the 
l>erson entitled to receive the Fame, whether uuch notice has been 
properly given or not, though such appeal was not afterwards pro
secuted or entered, may, if such appeal has not been abandoned 
according to law. at the same sittings for which such notice was 
given, order to the party or parties receiving the same, such costs 
and charges as are thought reasonable and just by the Court, to be 
paid by the party or parties giving such notice: and such costs 
shall he recoverable in the manner provided by this Act for the 
recovery of costF upon an appeal against an order or conviction. 
H.S.C., c. 178, s. 81.

Where an order i- made allowing the prosecutor's appeal, and convicting 
the act used, the cunts of the appeal may hi» inclutlcd in the costs awarded 
by the conviction and the payment thereof may be enforced by distress 
warrant and impris«mment in «lefaiilt. (141r)

885. Proceedings when appeal fails.— If an appeal against a 
conviction or order is decided in favour of the resjiondents, the 
.lustice who made the conviction or order, or any other Justice 
for the same territorial division, may is**ue the warrant of dis
tress <vr commitment for execution of the same, as if no appeal 
had been brought. R.S.C., c. 178, s. 82.

886. Conviction not to be q, ashed for defects of form. — No
conviction or order affirmed, or affirmed and amended, in appeal,

(Ml#/) R. v. Ilawbolt, 4 fan. Cr. fas.. 229. 
(Mlb) R. v. Whelan. 4 fan. Cr. Cas.. 277. 
(141c) R. v. Ilawbolt. #///»/*//.
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shall be quashed for want of form, or be removed by certiorari 
into any Superior Court, and no warrant or commitment shall be 
held void by reason of any defect therein, provided it is therein 
alleged that the defendant has been convicted, and there is a good 
and valid conviction to sustain the same. K.S.C., c. 178; s. 83.

887. Certiorari not to lie when appeal is taken. - No writ of 
certiorari shall l>e allowed to remove any conviction or order had 
or made before any Justice of the Peace if the defendant has ap
pealed from such conviction or order to any Court to which an 
appeal from such conviction or order is authorized by law, or shall 
lx* allowed to remove any conviction or order made upon such 
appeal. R.S.C.. c. 178, *.*84.

CERTIORARI.

TIi" writ of certiorari is a writ issuing out of a Superior Court for the 
purpose of procuring the inspection of the proceedings of any court of in 
ferior jurisdiction.

It is » prerogative writ which, notwithstanding Any statutory provision to 
the lontrary. may lie resorted to. to control the action of an inferior jnris- 
dieticn ami restrain it within the limits preserihed by law. whenever there 
has lieen a failure, absence or excess of jurisdiction, ami especially whenever 
an unauthorized penalty has Ik en ini|Mwed. (142)

It mpiires no »|ieciul law to authorize- the certiorari: for it is a matter 
of iourse that all courts of inferior jurisilietion shall have their proceedings 
removable for the purpose of being examined by a Su|ierior Court.

In this respect the certiorari differs from the right of appeal; for an ap
peal does not exist, unless expressly given by statute; while a certiorari 
lies unless expressly taken away by statute. (143)

The practice of taking away the certiorari, by statute, only began to 
prevail at the beginning of the reign of William III.

The power of granting a certiorari is cnnsideied as so lienelieial to the sub
ject that it is not allowed to be interfered with by anything short of an 
expiesi statutory prohibition, ami it is not taken away unless there be 
words to take it away. (144> And. even where a statute in express 
terms declares that the proceedings shall not be removed by certiorari. 
this does not prevent its issuing at the instance of the prosecutor; ( 145) for 
to restrain the prerogative of the frown, in this particular, there must 
either be express words for that purpose, or an intention, manifestly appear
ing upon the Act. that tin* Crown, as well as the subject, shall be prohibited 
from removing the procss-dings. (14(i)

It is. in fact, lienelieial to the subject that this privilege should exist on 
the part of the Crown, for. in several instances where the certiorari i* taken 
away from the defendant, the Attorney-dencral has assisted defendants, 
where a doubtful judgment has been given below, — to have their ••uses n 
considered by applying on behalf of the Crown for the certiorari.

(142) Mathieu v. Wentworth. tjue. dud. Hep.. 15 S. ('., 504. 
i 143) H. v. Hanson. 4 B. ! Aid.. 521.
( 144) H v. Morlev & others. 2 Burr.. 1041.
( 145) K. \. Allan*. 15 Kart. 334, 341. 342.
(140) 15 Hast. 337; Pal. Sum. Conv.. 7th Ed. 350.
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Where there is a want or excess of jurisdiction. ( 147) or where the Court 

has been illegally constituted. ( I4S) or the conviction has been obtained by 
fraud, ( 140) express words taking away the certiorari will not be appli-

A writ of tri tiumri was allowed to issue in a case where the magistrate 
had convicted of an assault upon a complaint which only asked for sureties 
to keep the peace. — although, in the statute, there were express words tak
ing away the certiorari. ( 150)

Where a summons is issued under one statute and the defendants is con
victed under another, there is an excess of jurisdiction; and a certiorari will 
be granted. ( 151)

Even where there is a remedy by review or appeal, it has been held that a 
certiorari will be granted, when the convicting justice had no jurisdiction 
over the subject matter of the conviction. (152)

Hut where there is a remedy by review or appeal, a certiorari should not 
be granted unies* under exceptional circumstances, but the discretion 
of the Court, ns to granting it. should be exercised by refusing it. unless 
special circumstances are shewn therefor. ( 153)

The mere filing of a recognizance by the defendant for an appeal from a 
summary conviction does not deprive him of his right to a writ of certiorari 
for the purpose of having the conviction quashed for want of jurisdiction. 
( IM)

By the above section, 887. no certiorari is to be allowed to remove any 
conviction or order had or made before any justice of the peace, IK TllK hk- 
i kxdant has appealed from such conviction or order. But it appears that, 
under a proper interpretation of this section, the defendant may waive his 
right to appeal, and apply for a certiorari. ( 155)

It seems, also, that where the objection taken to a conviction goes to the 
jurisdiction of the justices, a certiorari may issue, even although the party 
applying for it has induced the magistrate to state a case for the opinion of 
a superior court, and although such case is still pending before the court. 
(15(1)

Still, even where there is no objection to the certiorari issuing before the 
time for appealing lias expired, the court in the exercise of its discretion will 
refuse to grant it. if. upon the affidavits in support of the application, it 
appears that the ground alleged for it is more properly the subject of appeal 

< 157).or if the defendant before raising the objection to the jurisdiction of 
the justices endeavored to obtain their decision on the merits; (158) or if 
the objection is one which ought to have Ix-en taken at the hearing, instead 
of being reserved as a ground for quashing the conviction or order, after it 
has been made. c. #/., the objection of res futlicata. (150)

( 147)11. v. Sheffield By. Co., 11 A. & E. 104.
(148) 11. v. Cheltenham Commrs., 1 Q. B., 447 
(140) 11 v. (lillyard, 12 Q. B., 527.
(150) B. v. l)env, 20 L. .1., M. ('., 180.
(151 ) B. v. Brick hall, 33 L. J., M. (’., 156.
( 152) Ex parte Lévesque, 32 X. B. R., 174.
( 153) B. v. Young. 32 N. B. B. ,178; Ex parte Boss. 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 153. 

And see B. v. Herrell, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 15.
(154) B. v. Ashcroft. 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 385.
(155) It, v. Harman, Andr., 343.
(156) B. v: Allen & other*, 33 L. J„ M. C., 08.
( 157) Per Lord Mansfield. B. v. Whitehead, Doug.. 550.
(158) B. v. Salop. ,1. ,T.. 20 L. M. C„ 30.
( 150) B. v. Herrington. 12 W. It.. 420.
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Where tlie iipplieation for a writ of certiorari rent* on the ground of de
fective jurisdiction, matter* on which the defect depends may lie apparent 
on the face of the proceedings, or may lie brought before the Superior Court 
by affidavit. (10(1) And objections of this kind may lie founded on the 
character and constitution of the inferior court, the nature of the subject 
matter of enquiry, or the absence of some preliminary proceeding which was 
necessary to give jurisdiction to the inferior court. ( 101 )

The magistrate's finding in a summary conviction upon a question of fact 
within his jurisdiction will not be reviewed upon certiorari, and the same 
can be attacked only by way of (//»/><«/ from the conviction. ( 101»)

The rule for a certiorari is sometimes absolute in the first instance, but 
it is usual to grant it niai only, and the argument thereon generally decides 
the case; for, if it be made absolute after argument, the conviction is quashed 
almost as a matter of course when it is afterwards brought up on the ccr- 
tioiari. (102)

The rule for the certiorari must specify the omission or mistake or other 
defect objected to in the conviction, order, or judgment sought to be rem

it a writ of certiorari is issued before the right to appeal has lapsed, the 
other party may ask that the certiorari be suspended until the delay for 
appealing "has expired. (103)

Where an appeal is pending from an order granting a writ of certiorari 
but the writ has. notwithstanding the appeal, been issued and the conviction 
returned thereunder, the court will postpone the hearing of a motion 1" 
quash the conviction until after the appeal is disposed of (104)

For Forms of certiorari ami recognizances thereon, see Aililit ional Fornix 
at the end of this Part. LVIII. pont.

888. Conviction to be transmitted to Appeal Court. — Even- 
Justice before whom any person is summarily tried, shall trans
mit the conviction or order to the Court to which the appeal is 
herein given, in and for the district, county or place wherein tin- 
offence is alleged to have been committed, Itefore the time when 
an appeal from such conviction or order may be heard, there to be 
kept by the proper officer among the records of the Court: and if 
such conviction or order has been appealed against, and a deposit 
of money made, such Justice shall return the deposit into the said 
Court; and the conviction or order shall l>e presumed not to have 
been appealed against, until the contrary is shown.

2. Upon any indictment or information against anv person for 
a subsequent offence, a copy of such conviction, certified bv tin- 
proper officer of the Court, or proved to be a true copy, shall be 
sufficient evidence to prove a conviction for the former offence. 
K.S.C., c. 178, s. 8(5; 51 V., c. 45, a. 9.

(1(10) Col. Dunk of Australasia v. Willan, L. R., 5 P. C., 417. 
(Kll) lb.
(101a) R. v. Vrquhart. 4 Can. Cr. Cas.. 25(1.
(1(12) See R. v. Purdey, 34 L. J., M. C., 4.
(1(13) Denault v. Robiila. Quo. Jud. Rep.. 10 S. C., 199.
(104) R. v. Hurlburt, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 331.
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889. Conviction not to be held invalid for irregularity. — No
conviction or order made by any Justice of the peace and no war
rant for enforcing the same, shall, on being removed by certiorari 
be held invalid for any irregularity, informality or insufficiency 
therein, provided that the Court or Judge In-fore which or whom 
the question is raised is, upon perusal of the depositions, satisfied 
that an offence of the nature described in the conviction, order 
or warrant, has been committed, over which such Justice has ju
risdiction, and that the punishment imposed is not in excess of 
that which might have been lawfully imposed for the said offence; 
and any statement which under this Act or otherwise, would he 
sufficient if contained in a conviction, shall also be sufficient if 
contained in an information, summons, order or warrant: Pro
vided that the Court or Judge, where so satisfied as aforesaid, 
shall, even if the punishment imposed or the order made is in 
excess of that which might lawfully have been imposed or made, 
have the like powers in all respects to deal with the case as seems 
just as are by section eight hundred and eightv-three conferred 
upon the Court to which an appeal is taken under the provisions 
of section eight hundred and seventy-nine. R.S.C., c. 178. 9. 87: 
53 V.. c. 37, s. 27.

See canes cited under section 859, ante.
Finding of fact by the magistrate arc not open to review on motion in 

certiorari proceedings to quash a conviction, if there was evidence from 
which he might draw the conclusions drawn by him. (105)

When a summary conviction is removed by certiorari, and a motion is 
made to quash the conviction it is the duty of the Court to look at the evid
ence taken by the magistrate, even where the conviction is valid on its face, 
in order to see if there is any evidence whatever shewing an offence, and. if 
there is none, to quash the conviction as made without jurisdiction; but, if 
there is any evidence at all, it is not the province of the Court, — on a mo
tion in certiorari proceedings, — to quash the magistrate’s decision thereon. 
(100)

A conviction which is bad on its face for uncertainty should not be amend
ed by the Court to which it is removed by certiorari, except when such 
court can conclude on the evidence that an offence is thereby proved. (197)

The provisions of the altove section, 8S9, as to reducing a punishment by 
a justice of the peace where the same is in excess of that which might law
fully have been imposed, appdy only to cases of “summary convictions” 
under the present Part, and not to" “summary trials” by a police magis
trate under Part 55, ante. (197#/)

890. Irregularities within the preceding section. — The follow-

(195) Ex parte Coulson. 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 31. See Ex parte Dalev, 27 N. 
B. R„ 129, and Ite Girard, Que. Jud. ltep., 14 S. C., 237.

( 199) R. v. Coulson 27 O. K., 59; 16 C. L. T.. 63; It. v. Cunertv. 2 Can. 
Cr. Cas., 325

(197) R. v. Coulson, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 114; R. v. Herrell, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 
510; R. v. Hughes, 2 Can Cr Cas 5

(107#/) R. v. Randolph, 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 165.
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ing matters amongst others shall he held to he within the provi
sions of the next preceding section; —

(a) The statement of the adjudication, or of any other matter 
or thing, in the past tense instead of in the present;

(b) The punishment imposed being less than the punishment 
by law assignçd to the offence stated in the conviction or order, 
or to the offence which appears by the depositions to have been 
committed;

(f) The omission to negative circumstances, the existence of 
which would make the act complained of lawful, whether such 
circumstances are stated by way of exception or otherwise in the 
section under which the offence is laid, or are stated in another 
section.

2. But. nothing in this section contained shall be construed to 
restrict the generality of the wording of the next preceding sec
tion. K.S.C., c. 178, s. 88.

891. Protection of Justice whose conviction is quashed. - If
an application is made to quash a conviction or order made by a 
.lustice, on the ground that such Justice has exceeded his juris
diction, the Court or Judge to which or whom the application is 
made, may, as a condition of quashing the same, if the Court or 
Judge thinks fit so to do, provide that no action shall be brought 
against the Justice who made the conviction, or against any offi
cer acting under any warrant issued to enforce such conviction or 
order. It.S.C., c. 178, s. 89.

892. Condition of hearing motion to quash.—The Court having 
authority to quash any conviction, order or other proceeding by 
or before a Justice may prescribe by general order that no motion 
to quash any conviction, order or other proceeding by or Ik*fore a 
Justice and brought before such Court by certiorari, shall be en
tertained unless the defendant is shown to have entered into a re
cognizance with one or more sufficient sureties, before a Justice or 
Justices of the county or place within which such conviction or 
order has been made, or before a Judge or other officer, as may be 
prescribed by such general order, or to have made a deposit to he 
prescribed in like manner, with a condition to prosecute such writ 
of certiorari at his own costs and charges, with effect, without any 
wilful or affected delay, and, if ordered so to do, to pay the person 
in whose favour the conviction, order or other proceeding is af
firmed, his full costs and charges to be taxed according to the 
course of the Court where such conviction, order or proceeding is 
affirmed. B.S.C., c. 178, s. 90.

It 1ms lieen held that a recognizance is only required where the conviction 
is brought before the Court by a writ of certiorari, and that no recognizance 
is required where such a writ is not necessary or is dispensed with. (108 )

(108) R. v. Ashcroft. 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 385.

1
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893. Imperial Act superseded. —The second section of the Act 
of the Parliament of the United Kingdom, passed in the fifth 
year of the reign of His Majesty King Ueorge the Second, and 
chaptered nineteen, shall no longer apply to any conviction, order 
or other proceeding by or before a Justice in Canada, but the next 
preceding section of this Act shall lie substituted therefor, and 
the like proceedings may be had for enforcing the condition of a 
recognizance taken under the said section as might be had for 
enforcing the condition of a recognizance taken under the said 
Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom. R.S.C., c. 178. s. 
91.

894. Judicial Notice of Proclamation.—No order, conviction 
or other proceeding shall be quashed or set aside, and no defen
dant shall be discharged, by reason of any objection that evidence 
has not been given of a proclamation or order of the Governor in 
Council, or of any rules, regulations, or by-laws made by the Go
vernor in Council in pursuance of a statute of Canada, or of the

fmblication of sucli proclamation, order, rules, regulations or by- 
aws in the Canada Gazette: but such proclamation, order, rules, 

regulations and by-laws and the publication thereof shall be judi- 
cally noticed. 51 V., c. 45, s. 10.

895. Refusal to quash. — If a motion or rule to quash a con
viction order or other proceeding is refused or discharged, it shall 
not be necessary to issue a writ of procedendo, but the order of the 
Court refusing or discharging the application shall be a sufficient 
authority for the registrar or other officer of the Court forthwith 
to return the conviction, order and proceedings to the Court or 
Justice from which or whom they were removed, and for pro
ceedings to be taken thereon for the enforcement thereof, as if a 
procedendo had issued, which shall forthwith be done. R.S.C., c. 
178, s. 93.

896. Conviction not to be set aside in certain cases. — When
ever if appear» by the conviction that the defendant has appeared 
and pleaded, and the merits have l>oen tried, and the defendant 
has not appealed against the conviction, where an appeal is al
lowed, or if appealed against, the conviction has l>een affirmed, 
such conviction shall not afterwards be set aside or vacated in con
sequence of anv defect of form whatever, but the construction 
shall Ik- such a fair and liberal construction as will be agreeable to 
the justice of the case. R.S.C., c. 178, s. 94.

897. Order as to costs. — If upon any appeal, the Court trying 
tlie appeal orders either party to pay coats, the order shall direct 
the costs to be paid to the Clerk of the Peace or other proper offi
cer of the Court, to lie paid over bv him to the person entitled to 
the same, and shall state within what time the costs shall he paid. 
R.S.C., 178, e. 95.
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898. Recovery of costs. — If such costs are not paid within the 
time so limited, and the person ordered to pay the same has not 
been bound by any recognizance conditioned to pay such costs, the 
Clerk of the Peace or his deputy, on application of the person 
entitled to the costs, or of any person on bis behalf, and on pay
ment of any fee to which he is entitled, shall grant to the person 
so applying, a certificate that the costs have not l>een paid; and 
upon production of the certificate to any Justice in and for the 
same territorial division, such Justice may enforce the payment <»f 
the costs by warrant of distress in manner aforesaid, and in de
fault of distress may commit the person against whom the warrant 
has issued in manner hereinbefore mentioned, for any term not 
exceeding one month unless the amount of the costs and all costs 
and charges of the distress and also the costs of the commitment 
and conveying of the party to prison, if the justice thinks fit so to 
order (the amount thereof being ascertained and stated in the 
commitment) are sooner paid. The said certificate shall be in the 
form PPP and the warrants of distress and commitment in the 
forms QQQ and RRR respectively in schedule one to this Act. 
R.8.C., e. 178, s. 96. (169)

The proceedings provided by this section for the enforcement of an order 
for costs only apply to costs dealt with by a Court on affirming or quashing 
a summary conviction or order on an ap|M*al to it. and not to proceedings 
by way of certiorari against a summary conviction and therefore costs 
awarded against a magistrate in respect of an unsuccessful interlocutory 
application made by him in certiorari proceedings are not governed by this 
section. ( 170)

899. Abandon! ent of appeal. — An appellant may abandon his 
appeal by giving to the opposite party notice in writing of his 
intention six clear days before the sittings of the Court appealed 
to, and thereupon the costs of the appeal shall be added to the 
sum, if any adjudged, against the appellant by the conviction or 
order, and the Justice shall proceed on the conviction or order as 
if there had lx*en no appeal. R.S.O., (1887), c. 74, s. 8.

900. Statement of case by Justice for Review. — In this section 
the expression “ the Court ” means and includes any Superior 
Court of criminal jurisdiction for the province in which the pro
ceedings herein referred to are carried on.

2. Any person aggrieved, the prosecutor or complainant as well 
as the defendant, who desires to question a conviction, order, deter
mination or other proceeding of a Justice under this part, on the 
ground that it is erroneous in point of law, or is in excess of juris
diction. may apply to such Justice to state and sign a case setting

(1(59) For Forms PPP. QQQ. and RRR., sop pp. 972-974. pout. 
( 170) R. v. Graham, 1 Can. O. Cas.. 405.
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forth the facts of the case and the grounds on which the proceed
ing is questioned, and if the Justice declines to state the case, 
may apply to the Court for an order requiring the case to be 
stated.

3. The application shall he made and the case stated within 
such time and in such manner as is, from time to time, directed 
by rules or orders under section five hundred and thirty-three of 
this Act.

4. The appellant at the time of making such application, and 
before a ease is stated and delivered to him by the Justice, shall 
in every instance, enter into a recognizance before such Justice or 
any other Justice exercising the same jurisdiction, with or without 
surety or sureties, and in such sum as to the Justice seems meet, 
conditioned to prosecute his appeal without delay, and to submit 
to the judgment of the Court and pay such costs as are awarded 
by the same ; and the appellant shall, at the same time, and be
fore he shall be entitled to have the case delivered to him, pay to 
the Justice such fees as he is entitled to; and the appellant, if then 
in custody, shall be liberated upon the recognizance being further 
conditioned for his apjiearance before the same Justice, or such 
other Justice as is then sitting, within ten days after the judg
ment of the Court has been given, to abide such judgment, unless 
the judgment apfi*».id against is reversed.

5. If the Justice is of opinion that the application is merely fri
volous, but not otherwise, he may refuse to state a case, and shall 
on the request of the applicant sign and deliver to him a certifi
cate of such refusal ; provided that the Justice shall not refuse to 
state a case where the application for that purpose is made to him 
by or under the direction of Her Majesty’s Attorney-General of 
Canada, or of any province.

6. Where the Justice refuses to state a case, it shall be lawful 
for the appellant to apply to the Court, upon an affidavit of the 
facts, for a rule calling upon the Justice, and also upon the res
pondent, to show cause why such ease should not be stated; and 
such Court may make such rule absolute, or discharge the appli
cation, with or without payment of costs, as to the Court seems 
meet; and the Justice upon being served with such rule absolute, 
shall state a case accordingly, upon the appellant entering into 
such recognizance as hereinbefore provided.

7. The Court to which a case is transmitted under the fore
going provisions shall hear and determine the question or ques
tions of law arising thereon, and shall thereupon affirm, reverse 
or modify the conviction, order or determination in respect of 
which the case has been stated, or remit the matter to the Justice 
with the opinion of the Court thereon, and may make such other 
order in relation to the matter and such orders as to costs, as to 
the Court seems fit ; and all such orders shall be final and con-
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elusive upon all parties: Provided always, that any Justice who 
states and delivers a ease in pursuance of this section shall not be 
liable to any costs in respect or by reason of such appeal against 
his determination.

8. The Court for the opinion of which a ease is stated shall have 
power, if it thinks fit, to cause the ease to be sent back for amend
ment ; and thereupon the same shall be amended accordingly, and 
judgment shall be delivered after it has been amended.

9. The authority and jurisdiction hereby vested in the Court 
for the opinion of which a case is stated may, subject to any rules 
and orders of Court in relation thereto, be exercised by a judge of 
such Court sitting in chambers, and as well in vacation as in term 
time.

10. After the decision of the Court in relation to any such case 
stated for their opinion, the Justice -in relation to whose determi
nation the case has been stated, or any other Justice exercising 
the same jurisdiction, shall have the same authority to enforce 
any conviction order or determination which has been affirmed, 
amended or made by such Court as the Justice who originally de
cided the case would have had to enforce his determination if the 
same had not been appealed against; and no action or proceeding 
shall be commenced or had against a Justice for enforcing such 
conviction, order or determination by reason of any defect in the 
same.

11. If the C- irt deems it necessary or expedient any order of 
the Court may be enforced by its own process.

12. No writ of certiorari or other writ shall be required for the 
removal of any conviction, order or other determination in rela
tion to which a ease is stated under this section or otherwise, for 
obtaining the judgment or determination of a Superior Court 
on such case under this section.

13. In all cases where the conditions, or any of them, in any 
recognizance entered into in pursuance of this section have not 
been complied with such recognizance shall be dealt with in like 
manner as is provided by section eight hundred and seventy-eight 
with respect to recognizances entered into thereunder.

14. Any person who appeals under the provisions of this sec
tion against any determination of a Justice from which he is en
titled to an appeal under section eight hundred and seventy-nine 
of this Act, shall l>e taken to have abandoned such last mentioned 
right of appeal finally and conclusively and to all intents and pur
poses

15. Where, by any special Act, it is provided that there shall be 
no appeal from any conviction or order, no proceedings shall In- 
taken under this section in any case to which such provision in 
such special Act applies. 53 V., c. 37, s. 28.
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The general effect uf the provisions of this section is to enable either party, 
in a matter, determinable by justices in a summary manner, — if dissatisfied 
with and aggrieved by their decision as being irronroiiH in /mint of loir, to 
obtain the opinion thereon of a Superior Court of criminal jurisdiction by 
means of a ease stated and signed by the justices for that purpose.

The procedure by way of " stated case " under this section 000 is a form 
of appeal ; and as the application <vf the Criminal Code to offences under 
Ontario statutes is declared by the Ontario Summary Convictions Act (U. 
S. 0„ 18P7, e. IMI. s. 2). not to affect “procedure in appeals," there is no ju
risdiction to proceed by “ stated case " to review a decision of a magistrate 
in respect of such an offence, except where the constitutionality of the Pro
vincial Act is involved. (15. S. ()., 1807. e. 01.) (171)

It has been held, in England, that an application to state a ease, if ad
dressed to the convicting justices generally, without naming them, is not 
sufficient. And where a Court of summary jurisdiction composed of five 
justices had convicted a defendant, and an application in writing was made 
by the latter to two of the justices to state a case, and a copy of the appli
cation was delivered to the clerk of the Court, it was held that the applica
tion to the two justices was not an application to the Court within tin- mean
ing of the English Ait and Rules and that therefore there was no jurisdic
tion to hear a ease stated by the two justices to whom the application had 
been made. ( 172)

Among the rules and orders made by the Supreme Court of the X. W. T . 
in reference to the procedure governing the application for and the stating 
of a ease for the opinion of a Superior Court. (under sec. 28 of the 53 Vie., 
e. 37. now embodied in the above section 1K)0 of the Criminal Code), are to 
be found the following: —

1. An application to a justice of the peace to state and sign a case shall be 
delivered to such justice or left with some person for him at his place of 
abode within Font haïs after the making of the conviction, order, determi
nation or other proceeding questioned. Such application shall state the 
grounds upon which the proceeding is questioned.

2. Within FOUR days after such application has been so delivered or left 
for him, the justice shall state and sign and deliver, to the appellant, a ease 
setting forth the facts of the case and the grounds on which the proceeding 
is questioned, stating —

(«) the substance of the information or complaint;
(ft) the names of the prosecutor (or complainant) and the defendant ;
(f) the date of the proceeding questioned ;
(»/) the evidence, (if any), in full, as taken before the .1. P.;
(r) the substance of the. conviction, order, determination or other pro

ceeding questioned:
( f) the grounds on which the same is questioned;
(.'/) the grounds on which the justice supports the proceeding questioned, 

if the justice sees fit to state any.
3. Within twenty days after the delivery to the appellant of a case 

stated by a justice, the appellant shall deliver or cause the same to be deli-

(ii) To the Registrar of the Court in banc; or

(171) li. v. Robert Simpson Co. Lint.. 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 272.
( 172) Wetmore (App.) v. Paine (Resp.) 17 Cox C. C., 244.
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(b) (If he desires the matter to he heard or determined by a Judge in 
Chambers), to the Clerk of the Court of the judicial district "in whi.di the 
justice resides, provided that upon sufficient cause for the delay being shown, 
the ( ont or Judge, as the case may be. may hear and determine the matter, 
although the case was not delivered within said twenty days. ( 173) 

Although the evidence is set out in the case, the Superior Court does not 
put itself in the position of the Justices in devilling on tin- weight or suffi- 
eienex of such eviden e: but it accepts the findings of the Justices, upon 
facts within their jurisdiction, as conclusive, whatever the Superior Court's 
own opinion may be as to the nature of the evidence. (174)

The Superior Court, in such a case, has only to see whether the determin
ation of the Justices is erroneous in point of law. ( 17f>) The main question 
in the case, namely, whether an offence has or has not been committed with
in the statute is a subject involving a question of law; but the subordinate 
facts leading up to it are left entirely to the decision of the Justices. The 
circumstances which lead to the conclusion of law are for the Justices. Ami 
it is for the Superior Court to see whether the facts are sufficient to warrant 
the legal conclusion which the Justices have drawn from them. ( 17(1)

HABEAS CORPUS.

When there is any fault or illegality in the commitment under which 
n defendant is imprisoned, lie may obtain his discharge by means of a writ 
of itaiikah eoni'i s ml subiieicuiiuiu, which may be obtained from a Supe
rior ( oi rt of Criminal Jurisdiction or from a Judge of such Court. Its object 
being to effect deliverance from illegal confinement, it commands the party 
detaining the prisoner to produce his body, together with a true statement 
of the cause of his detention: and it may be applied for. issued, and made 
returnable in Chambers. ( 177)

Although the right to remove the conviction by certiorari ho taken away, 
vet, in moving for a writ of habeas curium. a certified copy of the conviction 
may lie brought before the Court for the purpose of defeating the commit
ment. (178) But the certified copy must be verified by affidavit, and the 
commissioner before whom the affidavit is sworn ought to certify on the ex
hibit annexed that it is the document referred to in the affidavit. (170)

The application may be for a rule calling on the keeper of the prison to 
show cause why a writ of habeas corpus should not issue to bring up the 
body of the prisoner, and why in the event of the rule being made absolute 
lie should not be discharged, without the writ of habeas corpus actually 
issuing and without his living personally brought before the Court . ( 180)

Although, when this course is pursued, and the rule is made absolute, 
after being opposed and cause shown, the defendant may be released by 
virtue of the rule thus made absolute, it appears that, — if no cause is 
shown. — it writ of habeas corpus must, in that ease, issue, before the pri
soner can be discharged. ( 181 )

Meduire's Magis. Handbook, 75-70.
Cornwell v. Saunders, 3 B. & S. 200: 32 !.. J. M. C., 6.
Taylor v. Oram. 31 L. J. M. ('.. 252.
It. v. Baffles. 45 L. J. M. ('., 01
Be Leonard Watson & others, 9 A & E.. 731.
B. v. Mel lor. 2 Dow!.. 173.
Be Allison, 10 Exch. Mil.
F.r parte Egginton, 23 L. J. M. f'.. 41: Re Oeswood. 2 El. A 111 ,

(173)
(174)
I 175)
( 170 i 
(177)
(178,
(179)
(180)

952 .
(181) F..r parte. Jaeklin. 5 C. B. 103. (a.)
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Objections to the writ of habeas corpus for any irregularity are to be 
taken by way of substantive motion to set it aside, and not upon the mo
tion to discharge the prisoner on the return. (182)

Upon receipt of the writ, the gaoler, or other officer having the party in 
custody, returns, along with the body of the prisoner, the warrant of com
mitment, which, if it be illegal or insufficient on its face, will be quashed 
and an order will be made for the defendant's release. (183)

The Court, upon the return to a writ of haliens corpus have nothing be
fore them, but the warrant of commitment; but they may, nevertheless, 
refuse to discharge the prisoner until they have the conviction before them. 
Thus, where a commitment was “ until the party should pay a fine " without 
sp< cifying any sum, the (. ourt refused to discharge him upon the commitment 
alone: but when, upon the conviction itself being brought before them, it ap
peared that no precise sum was thereby awarded, they ordered the defen
dant's discharge. ( 184)

As, however, the conviction as recited in the commitment, is primo facia 
taken to be as recited, it is for the party asserting it to lie different to 
bring it before the Court by certiorari, or, if that process is not available, 
by affidavit; and in such a case, if the conviction be right, the defect in 
the commitment will be cured, provided the latter shows the like offence as 
is stated in the conviction. (185)

With regard to the question of whether the truth of the return to a writ 
of habeas corpus ail subjiciendum can be controverted by means of affidavits, 
a distinction has been drawn, in England, between cases in which the writ 
is issued at common law and cases in which it is issued under statutes con
taining or not containing, as the case may be, an express provision on the 
subject. If the case name within the 31 Car. 2, e. 2, (the object of which was 
to provide, more particularly, against delays in bringing accused persons to 
trial), the English Courts would not receive affidavits impeaching the re
turn. ( 180) But if the case came within the 50 (leo. 3. e. 100, affidavits 
were received. Itccausc they were admissible by the express terms of secs. 3 
and 4 of that Act. So. that where prisoners, in the custody of a Customs 
Officer, on a charge of smuggling, were brought up by habeas corpus at 
common law, they were held entitled, under the above sections of 50 (leo. 3, 
c. 100. to controvert the truth of the return by affidavit. Abbott. C. J., 
said. “ The writs of habeas corpus in this instance are not to be considered 
as writ issuing under the 31 Car 2. but as issuing at common law. under the 
general authority of the Court, and consequently the discussion of the truth 
of the return is left open by virtue of the 50 Geo*. 3, c. 100, sec. 4. The object 
of 50 (leo. 3, was to give the party a summary remedy by controverting the 
truth of a return, instead of putting him to an action for a false return.” 
(187)

But, even in eases within the 50 Geo. 3. c. 100. it does not appear that all 
statements upon the return may be contradicted by affidavit. There are 
certain questions which are exclusively within the province of the tribunal 
issuing the commitment, and which cannot he o|>ened again before another 
tribunal, except by appeal or upon a ease stated. Such, for instance, is the 
weight of evidence, the innocence or guilt of the defendant, and the adjudi
cation of contempt. No other Court except the Court to which an appeal is

(182) R. v. Baines, 12 A & E. 210. 213.
( 183) Sec Bae. Ah.. Tit. "Habeas Corpus."
(184) B. v. El well, Str. 704: 2 Ed. Bavm. 1514.
(185) R. v. Taylor, 7 D. & IE 023.
(ISO) Cams Wilson's Case. 7 Q. B.. 084: 15. v. Rogers, 3 D. & 15 . 007: R. 

v. Sheriff of Middlesex, 11 A. & E.. 273.
(187) Ex parte Beeching, 0 1). & 15.. 20!).
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granted is competent to re-in vest igate these matters, whether the proceed
ing he brought before it on return to habeus corpus, or certiorari, or in an 
action against the magistrate. ( 188)

It appears that affidavits, to show a want or EXCESS of jurisdiction, 
are admissible whether the case is one at common law or under the statute 
of Car. 2, or (Jeo. 3, although they may directly contradict facts stated in 
the return which, if true, would show jurisdiction and no excess of it. The 
rule appears to lx- the same as that which is applied to proceedings by cer
tiorari, where a want or excess of jurisdiction may he shown by affidavits 
as ground for quashing a conviction or order. The exercise of this privilege 
docs not try the guilt or innocence of the prisoner, upon affidavit : nor does 
it impugn the rule that matters on which Justices, acting within their ju
risdiction. decide shall he held to he conclusive, if fourni by them : but, on 
the contrary, it is a consequence of the salutary maxim that no Judge, by 
misstating "facts, can give himself jurisdiction. (189) And, accordingly, on 
a conviction under the Master amt Serrants Act. (4 (ieo. 4. e. 34), affidavits 
were admitted to show that there was no evidence before the Justice of such 
facts as were essential to1 the exercise of his ‘jurisdiction, namely, the con
tract to serve. (190)

The result, briefly stated, of the decisions upon this question seems to be, 
that, if the fact found be one essential to jurisdiction, or on which jurisdic
tion depends, it may be shown that there was NO evidenc e lx-fore the jus
tices to warrant the finding, but. that, if the fact be merely a fact in the 
case and a part of it, — jurisdiction having attached. — their finding is not, 
as a general rule, reviewable on affidavit, or in any manner except on ap
peal or on a ease reserved. (191)

After the return is put in and read, it is considered as filed, but the Court 
may still amend it. ( 192)

If the return shows a commitment bad upon its face, the Court will not, 
on the suggestion that the conviction itself is good, adjourn the ease for the 
purpose of having the conviction brought up and of amending the commit
ment. Nor will the Court look at the conviction unless it is before them, 
having been brought up by certiorari ( 193)

If the defect be not on the face of the commitment, but in the conviction, 
the defendant, besides a writ of habeas corpus to bring up the prisoner and 
the warrant of commitment, must sue out a certiorari directed to the con
victing magistrate, — or to the sessions or other Court where the conviction 
has been filed, — to return the conviction into the Court above. (194)

The jurisdiction conferred by section 32 of the Supreme and Exchequer 
Courts’ Act upon a judge of the Supreme Court of Canada, in matters of 
habeas corpus. — concurrently with the courts and judges of the several 
provinces, — has been held to be limited to an enquiry into the cause of 
commitment, (as disclosed by the warrant of commitment), in any criminal 
case under any Dominion Act. (195)

For Form of writ of Habeas Corpus, see Additional Forms at the end 
of this l'art. LVII1.

( 188) Dimes’s Case, 14 Q. B., 554: Ex parte Coulson, 1 Can. Cr. Cas., 31; 
Re Ciralxl. Que. dud. Hep.. 14 S. ('.. 237; R. v. Cunerty, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 325. 

(189) It. v. Bolton. 1 Q. B.. 09; R. v. Nunnely. . 27 L. J. M. C., 2(10.
( 190) Re Bailey and Collier. 23 L. J. M. C.. "l61.
(191) It. v. Huntsworth, 33 L. J. M. ('., 131 : l‘al. Sum. C'onv., 7th Ed., 

347. See. also, Ex parte Welsh, 4 Rev. de dur.. 437.
( 192) Canadian Prisoners’ Case, nom. Re Watson, 9 A. & E.. 731.
(193) Ex parte Timson. L. R. 5 Ex. 257; 39 L. J. M. C., 129.
(194) Re Allison, 10 Exch. (1(11.
(195) Ex parte Macdonald, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 10.
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901. Tender and Payment. — Whenever a warrant of distress 
has issued against any person, and such person pays or tenders to 
the peace officer having the execution of the saine, the sum or 
sums in the warrant mentioned, togethi r with the amount of the 
expenses of the distress up to the time of payment or tender, the 
peace officer shall cease to execute the same. R.S.C., c. 198, s. 
97.

2. Whenever any person is imprisoned for non-payment of any 
penalty or other sum, he may pay or cause to be paid to the 
keeper of the prison in which he is imprisoned, the sum in the 
warrant of commitment mentioned, together with the amount of 
the costs and charges and expenses therein also mentioned, and 
the keeper shall receive the same, and shall thereupon discharge 
the person, if he is in his custody for no other matter. Me shall 
also forthwith .pay over any moneys so received by him to the 
Justice who issued the warrant. R.S.C., c. 198, s. 98.

902. Returns respecting convictions and moneys received. —
Every Justice shall, quarterly, on or before the second Tuesday in 
each of the months of March, June. Septemlier and December in 
each year, make to the Clerk of the Peace or other proper officer 
of the Court having in in appeal, as herein provided, a
return in writing, under his hand, of all convictions made by him 
and of the receipt and application by him of the moneys received 
from the defendants, — which return shall include all convictions 
and other matters not included in some previous return, and shall 
be in the form SSS in schedule one to this Act. (190)

2. If two or more Justices arc present, and join in the convic
tion, they shall make a joint return.

3. In the province of Prince Edward Island such return .-hall 
be made to the Clerk of the Court of Assize of the county in which 
the convictions are made, and on or Indore the fourteenth day 
next before the sitting of the said Court next after such convic
tions are so made.

4. Every such return shall l>e made in the said district of Ni- 
pissing, in the province of Ontario, to the Clerk of the Peace for 
the county of Renfrew, in the said province. R.S.C., c. 178, s. 
99.

.*>. Every justice, to whom any such moneys arc afterwards paid, 
shall make a return of the receipts and application thereof, to the 
Court having jurisdiction in appeal as hereinbefore provided.— 
which return shall l>e filed by the Clerk of the Peace or the proper 
officer of such Court with the records of his office. R.S.C., c. 
178, s. 100.

5176
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I». Every justice, before whom any such conviction takes place 
or who receives any such moneys, who neglects or refuses to make 
such return thereof, or wilfully makes a false, partial or incorrect 
return, or wilfully receives a larger amount of fees than by law he 
is authorized to receive, shall incur a penalty of eighty dollars, 
together with costs of suit, in the discretion of the Court, which 
may he recovered by any person who sues for the same by action 
of debt or information in any Court of record in the province in 
which such return ought to have been or is made. R.S.C., c. 178, 
a. 101.

7. One moiety of such penalty shall lielong to the person suing, 
and the other moiety to Her Majesty, for the public uses of Ca
nada.

903. Publication, &c.. of returns. — The Clerk of the Peace of 
the district or county in which any such returns are made, or the 
proper officer, other than the Clerk of the Peace, to whom such 
returns arc made, shall, within seven days after the adjournment 
of the next ensuing General or Quarter Sessions, or of the term or 
sitting of such other Court as aforesaid, cause the said returns to 
be posted up in the court-house of the district or county, and also 
in a conspicuous place in the office of such Clerk of the Peace, or 
other proper officer, for public inspection, and the same shall con
tinue to be so posted up and exhibited until the end of the next 
ensuing General or Quarter Sessions of the Peace, or of the term 
or sitting of such other Court as aforesaid; and for every sche
dule so made and exhibited by such Clerk or Officer, he shall be 
allowed such fee as is fixed bv competent authority. R.S.C., c. 
178, s. 103.

2. Such Clerk of the Peace or other officer of each district or 
county, within twenty days after the end of each General or Quar
ter Sessions of the Peace, or the Hitting of such Court as aforesaid, 
shall transmit to the Minister of Finance and Receiver General a 
true copy of all such returns made within his district or countv. 
R.S.C., c. 178, s. 104.

904. Prosecutions for penalties under the preceding section. —
All actions for penalties arising under the provisions of section 
nine hundred and two shall be commenced within six months 
next after the cause of action accrues, and the same shall be tried 
in the district, county or place wherein such penalties have been 
incurred; and if a verdict or judgment passes for the defendant, 
or the plaintiff becomes non-suit, or discontinues the action after 
issue joined, or if, upon demurrer or otherwise, judgment is given 
against the plaintiff, the defendant shall, in the discretion of the 
Court, recover bis costs of suit, as lietween solicitor and client, 
and shall have the like remedy for the same as any defendant has 
by law in other cases. R.S.C., c. 178, s. 102.
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905. Remedies saved. — Nothing in the three section* next pre
ceding shall have the effect of preventing any person aggrieved 
front prosecuting, by indictment, any Justice, for any offence, the 
commissicm of which would subject him to indictment at the time 
of the coming into force of this Act. R.S.C., e. 178, s. 105.

906. Defective returns. — No return purporting to he made by 
tiny justice under this Act shall be vitiated by the fact oi its in
cluding. by mistake, any convictions or orders had or made before 
him in any matter over which any Provincial legislature has ex
clusive jurisdiction, or with respect to which he acted under the 
authority of any provincial law. R.S.C., c. 178, s. 106.

907. Certain defects not to vitiate proceedings. — No informa
tion. summons, conviction, order or other proceeding shall he 
held to charge two offences, or shall Ik» held to be uncertain on 
account of its stating the offence to have been committed in dif
ferent modes, <>r in respect of one or other of several articles, 
either conjunctively or disjunctively, for example, in charging an 
offence under section five hundred and eight of this Act it may be 
alleged that “the defendant unlawfully did cut, break, root up 
and otherwise destroy or damage a tree, sapling or shrub”; and 
it shall not he necessary to define more particularly the nature of 
the act- done, or to state whether such act was done in respect of 
a tree, or a sapling, or a shrub. R.S.C., c. 178, s. 107.

908. Preserving order in Court. — Kvery Judge of Sessions of 
the Peace. Chairman of the Court of General Sessions of the 
Peace, Police Magistrate, District Magistrate or Stipendiary Ma
gistrate, shall have such and like powers and authority to preserve 
order in the said Courts during the holding thereof, and hv the 
like ways and means as now by law arc or may Ik? exercised and 
used in like cases and for the like purposes by any Court in Ca
nada, or hv the judges thereof, during the sittings thereof. R.S. 
C„ c. 178,'s. 10!».

909. Resistance to execution of process. — (Amended hi/ 56 Vi>„ 
r. M) Kvery Judge of the Sessions of the Peace. Chairman of the 
Court of General Sessions of the Peace, Recorder, Police Magis
trate. District Magistrate or Stipendiary Magistrate, whenever 
any resistance is offered to the execution of any summons, war
rant of execution or other process issued by him, may enforce the 
due execution of the same by the means provided by the law for 
enforcing the execution of the process of other courts in like cases. 
R.S.C..C. 178,8. 110.
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FORMS UNDER PART LY1II.

FROM SCHEDULE ON K.

Y V. — (Section 859).

CONVICTION FOR A PENALTY TO BE LEVIED BY DISTRESS AND 
IN DEFAULT OF SUFFICIENT DISTRESS, BY 

IMPRISONMENT.

Canada, 
Province of 
Countv of

Be it remembered that on the day of , in the
year , at , in the said county, A. B. is
convicted before the undersigned, , a Justice of the Peace
for the said county, for that the said A. B. (dr., slating tlir e, 
and the time and place when and where committed), and I adjudge 
the said A. B. for his said offence to forfeit and pay the sum of $ 

(stating the penalty, and also the compensation, if any), to 
be paid and applied according to law and also to pay to the said 
C. i>. the sum of , for his costs in this behalf ; and if
the said several sums are not paid forthwith, (or on or before the 

of next), * 1 order that the same Ik- levied
by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of tin- said A. B., 
and in default of sufficient distress, * 1 adjudge the said A. B. to 
be imprisoned in the common gaol of the said county, at 
in the said county of , (there to be kept at hard labour,
if such is the sentence) for the term of . unless the said
several sums and all costs and charges of the said distress (and of 
the commitment and conveying of the said A. B. to the said gaol) 
are sooner paid.

Given under my hand and seal, the day and year first above 
mentioned, at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S.. [Seal.]

J. P., (Name of county).

* Or when the issuing of a distress warrant would he ruinous to 
the defendant and his family, or it appears he has no goods whereon 
to levy a distress, then instead of the words between the asterisks * * 
say, “ inasmuch as it is now made to appear to me that the issuing 
of a warrant of distress in this behalf would be ruinous to the said 
A. B. and his family, ” (or, “ that the said A. B. has no goods or 
chattels whereon to levy the said sums bv distress”).

46
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WW. — (Section 859).

CONVICTION FOR A PENALTY, AND IN DEFAULT OF PAYMENT 
IMPRISONMENT.

Canada,
Province of , •
County of

Be it remembered that on the day of ,
in the year , at , in the said county, A. B.
is convicted before the undersigned, , a Justice of the
Peace for the said county for that he the said A. B. (dr., stating 
the offence, and the time and place when and where it was com
mitted), and I adjudge the said A. B. for his said offence to forfeit 
and pay the sum of (stating the penalty and the compen
sation, if any) to l>e paid and applied according to law ; and also 
to pax to the said C. D. the sum of for his costs in this
behalf; and if the said several sums are not paid forthwith (or, on 
or before next), I adjudge the said A. B. to be impri
soned in the common gaol of the said county, at in the
said county of (and there to be kept at hard lal>our)
for the term of , unless the said sums and the costs
and charges of conveying the said A. B. to the said common gaol 
are sooner paid.

Given under my hand and seal, the day and year first above 
mentioned, at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

J. /*., (Name of county).

XX. — (Section 859).
CONVICTION WHEN THE PUNISHMENT IS BY IMPRISON

MENT, ETC.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

Be it remembered that on the day of , in the
year , at , in the said county, A. B. is convicted
before the undersigned, , a Justice of the Peace in and
for the said county, for that he the said A. B. (&c.y stating the 
offence, and the time and place when and where it was committed): 
and I adjudge the said A. B. for his said offence to be imprisoned 
in the common gaol of the said county, at , in the
county of , (and there to be kept at hard labour) for
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the tenu of ; and ] also adjudge the said A. B. to pay
to the said ('. 1). the sum of , for his costs in this be
half, and if the said sum for costs are not paid forthwith (or on 
or before next), then * 1 order that the said sum be
levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the said A. 
B. ; and in default of sufficient distress in that behalf, * I ad
judge the said A. B. to be imprisoned in the said common gaol 
(and kopt there at hard labour) for the term of , to
commdhce at and from the term of his imprisonment aforesaid, 
unless the said sum for costs is sooner paid.

Given under my hand and seal, the day and year first above 
mentioned at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

J. 7\, (Name of county).

* Or when the issuing of a distress warrant would be ruinous to 
the defendant and liis family, or it appears he has no goods whereon 
to levy a distress, then instead of the words between the asterisks * * 
say, “ inasmuch as it is now made to appear to me that the issuing 
of a warrant of distress in this behalf would be ruinous to the said 
A. B. and his family,” (or, “ that the said A. B. has no goods or 
chattels whereon to levy the said sum for costs by distress ”).

YY. — (Section 859).
ORDER FOR PAYMENT OF MONEY TO BE LEVIED BY DISTRESS 

AND IN DEFAULT OF DISTRESS IMPRISONMENT.

Canada,
Province of A
County of J

Be it remembered that on , complaint was made before
the undersigned, , a Justice of the Peace in and for the
said county of , for that (stating the farts entitling the
complainant to the order, with the time and place when and where 
they occurred), and now at this day, to wit, on , at
the parties aforesaid appear Indore me the said Justice (or the said 
C. D. appears before me the said justice, but the said A. B., al
though duly called, does not appear by himself, his counsel or at
torney, and it is now satisfactorily proved to me on oath that the 
said A. B. was diVy served with the summons, in this behalf, which 
required him to lie and appear here on this day before me or such 
Justice or Justices of the Peace for the county, as should now be 
here, to answer the said complaint, and to be further dealt with
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according to law); and now having heard the matter of the said 
complaint, 1 do adjudge the said A. B. to pay to the said ('. 1). the 
sum of forthwith (or on or before next,
or as the Art or law requires), and also to pay to the said C. I), the 
sum of for his costs in this behalf; and if the said seve
ral sums are not paid forthwith (or on or before next),
then, * 1 hereby order that the same be levied by distress and sale 
of the goods and chattels of the said A. B. and in default of suffi
cient distress in that behalf * I adjudge the said A. B. to be impri
soned in the common gaol of the said county, at .in the
said county of , (and there kept at hard labour) for
the term of , unless the said several sums, and all costs
and charges of the said distress (and the commitment and con
veyance of the said A. B. to the said common gaol) arc sooner 
paid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

J. I1., (Xume of coitalfi).

* Or when the issuing of a distress warrant would he ruinous to 
the defendant and his family, or it appears he has no goods whereon 
to levy a distress, then instead of the words between the asterisks * * 
sag, “ inasmuch as it is now made to appear to me that the issuing 
of a warrant of distress in this behalf would be ruinous to the said 
A. B. and his family, ” (or, “that the said A. B. has no goods or 
chattels whereon to levy the said sums bv distress ”).

ZZ. — (Section 859).
ORDER FOR PAYMENT OF MONEY. AND IN DEFAULT OF 

PA Y MENT IMPRISON M ENT.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

Be it remembered that on , complaint was made before
the undersigned, , a Justice of the Peace in and for the
said county of , for that (stating the facts entitling the
complainant to the order, with the time and place when and where 
they occurred), and now on this day, to wit. on , at

. the parties aforesaid appear before me the said Justice (or 
the said C. D. appears before me the said Justice, but the said A. 
B., although duly called, does not appear bv himself, his counsel 
o attorney, and it is now satisfactorily proved to me upon oath
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that the said A. B. was duly served with the summons in this be
half, which required him to be and appear here this day before 
me, or such Justice or Justices of the Peace for the said county, 
as should now be here, to answer to the said complaint, and to be 
further dealt with according to law), and now having heard the 
matter of the said complaint, 1 do adjudge the said A. B. to pay to 
the said C. D. the sum of forthwith (or on or before
next, or as the Art or law requires), and also to pay to the said C. 
D. the sum of for his costs in this behalf; and if the said
several Funis are not paid forthwith (or on or before 
next), then I adjudge the said A. B. to be imprisoned in the com
mon gaol of the said county at , in the said county
of . (there to be kept at hard labour if the
Act or law authorizes this) for the term of unless the
said several sums (and costs and charges of commitment and con- 
conveying the said A. B. to the said common gaol) are sooner paid.

Given under my hand anl seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

J. P., (Name of countv).

AAA. — (Section 859).

ORDER FOR ANY OTHER MATTER WHERE THE DISOBEYING OK 
IT IS PUNISHABLE WITH IMPRISONMENT.

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

Be it remembered that on , complaint was made
before the undersigned, , a Justice of the Peace in and for
the said county of , for that (stating the facts entitling
the complainant to the order, with the time and place where and when 
then occurred); and now on this day, to wit, on 
at , the parties aforesaid appear before me the said
Justice (or the said C. I). appears before me the said Justice, but 
the said A. B., although duly called, does not appear by himself, 
his counsel or attorney, and it is now satisfactorily proved to me. 
upon oath, that the said A. B. was duly served with the summons 
in this behalf, which required him to lie and appear here this day 
before me, or such Justice or Justice? of the Peace for the said 
county, as should now be here to answer to the said complaint and 
to be further dealt with according to law; and now having heard 
the matter of the said complaint, I do adjudge the said A. B. to 
(here state the matter required to he done), and if, upon a copy of the
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minute of this order being served upon the said A. B., either per
sonally or by leaving the same for him at his last or most usual 
place of abode, lie neglects or refuses to obey the same, in that 
case 1 adjudge the said A. B., for such his disobedience, to be im
prisoned in the common gaol of the said county, at , in the
said county of , (there to be kept at hard labour, (if the
statute authorizes this), for the term of unless the said or
der is sooner obeyed, and I do also adjudge the said A. B. to pay 
the said C. I), the sum of for his costs in this behalf,
and if the said sum for costs is not paid forthwith (or on or be
fore next), I order the same to be levied by distress
and sale of the goods and chattels of the said A. B., and in default 
of sufficient distress in that behalf 1 adjudge the said A. B. to be 
imprisoned in the said common gaol (there to be kept at hard la
bour) for the space of , to commence at and from
the termination of his imprisonment aforesaid, unless the said 
sum for costs is sooner paid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

J. /*., (Name of county).

BBB. — (Section 8(>2). 
FORM OF ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF 

COMPLAINT.
AN INFORMATION OR

Canada,
Province of A
County of J

Be it remembered that on , information was laid
(or complaint was made) liefore the undersigned, a
.1 ustice of the Peace in and for the said county of , for
that (dv., as in the summons of the defendant) and now
at this day, to wit, on , at , (if at any
adjournment insert here: “to which day the hearing of this case 
was duly adjourned, of which the said C. I). had due notice, ”) 
both the said parties appear before me in order that I should hear 
and determine the said information (or complaint) (or the said A. 
B. appears before me, but the said C. D., although duly called, 
does not appear) ; [whereupon the matter of the said information 
(or complaint) being bv me duly considered, it manifestly appears 
to me that the said information (or complaint) is not proved, 
and] (if the informa-nt or complainant does not appear, these words
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may be omitted,) 1 do therefore dismiss the same, and do adjudge 
that the said C. 1). do pay to the said A. B. the sum of , for 
his costs incurred by him in defence in his behalf; and if the said 
sum for costs is not paid forthwith (or on or before ), I
order that the same be levied by distress and sale of the goods and 
chattels of the said C. 1).. and in default of sufficient distress in 
that behalf, I adji Ige the said D. to be imprisoned in the com
mon gaol of the said county of , at .in the
said county of (and there kept at hard labour) for
the term of . unless the said sum for costs, and all costs
and charges of the said distress (and of the commitment and con
veying of the said C. D. to the said common gaol) arc sooner 
paid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S.. [SKAI..1 

J. P„ (Name of comity).

CCC. — (Section 862).
FORM OF CERTIFICATE OF DISMISSAL.

Canada,
Province of ,>
County of J

1 hereby certify that an information (or complaint) preferred 
by C. D. against A. B. for that (dr., as in the summons) was this 
day considered by me, a Justice of the Peace in and for the said
count) of , and was by me dismissed (with costs).

Dated at , this day of , in the year
J. S.,

J. P., (Name of county).

Dili). — (Section 872).
WARRANT OF DISTRESS UPON A CONVICTION FOR A PENALTY

Canada,
Province of 
County of

To all or any of the con-tables and other peace officers in the slid 
county of

Whereas A. B., late of , (labourer), was on this day
(or on last past) duly convicted l>efore , a Justice of



the Peace, in and for the said County of , for that (istating
tlte offence, as in the conviction), and it was thereby adjudged that 
the said A. B. should for such his offence, forfeit and pay (dr.. 
a.s in the conviction), and should also pay to the said 1). the sum 
of , for his costs in that behalf ; and it was thereby ordered 
that if the said several sums were not paid (forthwith) the same 
should be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of 
the said A. B., and it was thereby also adjudged that the said A. 
B., in default of sufficient distress, should he imprisoned in the 
common gaol of the said county, at , in the said county
of (and there kept at hard labour) for the space of

unless the said several sums and all costs and charges of 
the said distress, and of the commitment and conveying of the said 
A. B. to the said common gaol were sooner paid; * And whereas 
the said A. B., being so convicted as aforesaid, and being (now) 
required to pay the said sums of and has
not i«id the same or any part thereof, hut therein has made de
fault : These are, therefore, to command you, in Her Majesty’s 
name forthwith to make distress of the goods and chattels of the 
said A. B.; and if within days next after the ma
king of such distress, the said sums, together with the reasonable 
chargee of taking and keeping the distress, are not paid, then to 
sell the said goods and chattels so by you distrained, and to pay 
the money arising from such sale unto me, the convicting Justice 
(or one of the convicting Justices), that 1 may pay and apply the 
same as by law directed, and may render the overplus, if any, on 
demand, to the said A. B. ; and if no such distress is found, then to 
certify the same unto me, that such further proceedings may he 
had thereon as to law apj>ertain.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of , in
the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

J. P., (Xante of county).

EEE. — (Sectim 872).

WARRANT OP DISTRESS VPON AN ORDER FOR THE PAYMENT OF 
MONEY.

Canada,
Province of A
County of

To all or any of the Peace Officers in the said county of 
Whereas on , last past, a complaint was made before

, a Justice of the Peace in and for the said county, for
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that as in the order), and afterwards, to wit, on , at
, the said parties appeared before (as in

the order), and thereupon the matter of the said complaint having 
been considered, the said A. B. was adjudged to pay to the said 
C. 1). the sum of , on or before then next, and
also to pay the said 0. i). the sum of , for his costs in
that behalf ; and it was ordered that if the said several sums were 
not paid on or before the said then next, the same
should be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of 
the said A. B.; and it was adjudged that in default of sufficient 
distress in that behalf, the said A. B. should be imprisoned in the 
common gaol of the said county, at in the said
county of (and there kept at hard lal»onr) for the
term of , unless the said several sums and all costs and
charges of the distress (and of the commitment and conveying of 
the said A. B. to the said common gaol) were sooner paid; * And 
whereas the time in and by the said order appointed for the pay
ment of the said several sums of , and
has elapsed, but the said A. B. has not paid the same, or any part 
thereof, but therein has made default: These are, therefore, to 
command you, in Her Majesty’s name, forthwith to make distress 
of the goods and chattels of the said A. B. and if within the space 
of days after the making of such distress, the said last men
tioned sums, together with the reasonable charges of taking and 
keeping the said distress, are not paid, then to sell the said goods 
and chattels so by you distrained, and to pay the money arising 
from such sale unto me (or some other of the convicting Justices, as 
the case may be), that I (or he) may pay or apply the same as by 
law directed, and may render the overplus, if any, on demand to 
the said A. B. ; and if no such distress can Ik* found, then to cer
tify the same unto me, to the end that such proceedings may be 
had therein, as to law' appertain.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. 8., [Seal.]

,/. P., (Name of county).

FF F. — (Section 872).
WARRANT OF COMMITMENT UPON A CONVICTION FOR 

PENALTY IN THE FIRST INSTANCE.

Canada,
Province of A
County of J

To all or any of the constables and other Peace Officers in the 
said county of , and to the keeper of the common gaol

I’n
Cou

To
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in the saidof the said county of , at
county of

Whereas A. It., late of , (labourer), was on this day
convicted before the undersigned , a Justice of the
Peace in and for the said county, for that (stalinij llie offence as in 
llic conviction), and it was thereby adjudged that the said A. B., 
for his offence, should forfeit and pay the sum of (t(V..,
as in Ihe conviction), and should pay’to the said C. D. the sum of 
, for his costs in t hat behalf ; and it was thereby
further adjudged that if the said several sums were not paid 
(forthwith) the said A. 11. should Ik* imprisoned in the common 
gaol of the county, at , in the said county of
(and there kept at hard labour) for the term of ,
unless the said several sums (and the costs and charges of convey
ing the said A. B. to tin- said common gaol) were sooner paid : And 
whereas the time in and by the said conviction appointed for the 
payment of the said several sums has elapsed, hut the said A. 11. 
has not paid the same, or any part thereof, but therein has made 
default : These are. therefore, to command you, the said Peace 
Officers, or any one of you, to take the said \. It., and him safely 
to convey to the comme# gaol at aforesaid, and there
to deliver him to the said keeper thereof, together with this pre
cept : And 1 do hereby command you, the said keeper of the said 
common gaol, to receive the said A. It. into your custody in the 
said common gaol, there to imprison him (and keep him at hard 
labour) for the tenu of , unless the said several sums
(and costs and charges of carrying him to the said common gaol. 
amounting to the further sum of ). are sooner paid
unto you, the said keeper ; and for your so doing, this shall Ik* 
your sufficient warrant.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., | Seal. 1

J. /\. (Xame of conn!//).

GGG. — (Section 872).

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT ON AN ORDER IN THE FIRST 
INSTANCE.

Canada,
Province of .1
County of

To all or any of the Constables and other Peace Officers in the 
said county of . and to the keeper of the common
gaol of the county of , at , in the
said county of



Whereas, on last past, complaint was made before the
undersigned , a Justice of the Peace in and for
the said county of , for that (dr., an in the order),
and afterwards, to wit, on the day of , at
A. B. and ('. 1). ap|>eared before me, the said Justice (or an it in in 
the order), and thereupon having considered the matter of the 
complaint, 1 adjudged the said A. B. to nay the said ('.!>. the sum 
of , on or before the clay of then next,
and also to pay to the said V. 1). the sum of , for his costs
in that behalf; and 1 also thereby adjudged that if the said seve
ral sums wore not paid on or Indore the day of then
next, the said A. B. should be imprisoned in the common gaol of 
the county of , at , in Jhe said county of
(and there be kept at hard labour) for the term of , unless 
the said several sums (and the costs and charges of conveying the 
said A. B. to the said common gaol, an the vane may be) were sooner 
paid ; And whereas the time in and by the said order np|N>inted 
for the jKiyment of the said several sums of money has elapsed, 
but the said A. B. has not paid the same, or any part thereof, but 
therein has made default : These are, therefore, to command you, 
the said Peace Officers, or any of you, to take the said A. B. and 
him safely to convey to the said common gaol, at afore
said. and there to deliver him to the keeper thereof, together with 
this precept : And 1 do hereby command you, the said koc|K-r of 
the said common gaol, to receive the said A. B. into your custody 
in the said common gaol, there to imprison him (and keep him at 
hard labour) for the term of , unless the said several sums
(and the cost and charges of conveying him to the said common 
gaol, amounting to the further sum of ), are sooner paid
unto you the said keeper: and for your so doing, this shall lie your 
sufficient warrant.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at . in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

«/. /'.. (Xante of county).

HUM. — (Section 874).
KXDOltSKMKXT IN BACKING A WAR KANT OF DISTRKSS. 

Canada,
Province of ,
County of

Whereas proof upon oath has this day been made before me 
, a Justice of the Peace in and for the said countv. tint
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the name of J. S. to the within warrant subscribed is of the hand
writing of the «Justice of the Peace within mentioned, 1 do there
fore authorize W. T., who brings me this warrant, and all other 
]>ersons to whom this warrant was originally directed, or by whom 
the same may be lawfully executed, and also all Peace Officers in 
the said county of , to execute the same within the said
county.

Given under my hand, this 
thousand eight hundred and

day of

O. K.,

J. P.. (Name of coo nig).

III. — (Section 872).
CONSTABLES RETURN TO A WARRANT OF DISTRESS.

I. W. T., constable, of . in the county of , hereby
certify to J. S., Esquire, a .lustice of the. Peace in and for the 
county of , that by virtue of this warrant 1 have made
diligent search for the goods and chattels of the within mentioned 
A. B.. and that I can find no sufficient goods or chattels of the 
said A. B. whereon to levy the sums within mentioned.

Witness my hand, this 
eight hundred and

dav of . one thousand

W. T.

JJJ. — (Section 8<2).
WARRANT OF COMMITMENT FOR WANT OF DISTRESS.

Canada.
Province of 
County of

To all or any of the Constables and other Peace officers in the 
county of , and to the keeper of the common
gaol of the said county of , at . in
the said county.

Whereas (<fr„ as in either of the foregoing distress warrants. 
DDD or EEE, to the asterisk-, * and then thus): And whereas, af
terwards on the day of , in the year afore
said. Î, the said Justice, Issued a warrant to all or any of the Peace
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Officers of the county of , commanding them, or any
of them, to levy the said sums of and by distress
and sale of the goods and chattels of the said A. B.; And whereas 
it appears to me, as well by the return of the said warrant of dis
tress, by the Peace Officer who had the execution of the same, as 
otherwise, that the said Peace Officer has made diligent search 
for the goods and chattels of the said A. B., but that no sufficient 
distress whereon to levy the sums above mentioned could be 
found : These are, therefore, to command you, the said Peace Offi
cers, or any one of you, to take the said À. B., and him safely to 
convey to the common gaol at , aforesaid, and
there deliver him to the said keeper, together with this precept : 
And I do hereby command you, the said keeper of the said com
mon gaol, to receive the said A. B. into your custody, in the said 
common gaol there to imprison him (and keep him at hard la
bour) for the term of , unless the said several sums,
and all the costs and charges of the said distress (and of the com
mitment and conveying of the said A. B. to the said common gaol) 
amounting to the further sum of , are sooner paid
unto you, the said keeper; and for so doing this shall be your 
sufficient warrant.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of
, in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [.Seal.]

J. P„ (Name of county).

KKK. — (Section 873).
WARRANT OF DISTRESS FOR COSTS lTON AN ORDER FOR 

DISMISSAL OF AN INFORMATION OR COMPLAINT.

Canada,
Province of ,
District of

To all or any of the constables and other Peace Officers in the 
said county of

Whereas on last past, information was laid (or complaint
was made) before a Justice of the Peace in and for the
said county of , for that (dec., as in the order of dismissal)
and afterwards, to wit, on , at , both parties appearing 
before , in order that (I) should hear and determine the
same, and the several proofs adduced to (me) in that behalf, being 
by (me) duly heard and considered, and it manifestly appearing to 
(me) that the said information (or complaint) was not proved, (I)
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therefore dismissed the same and adjudged that the said V. 1). 
should pay to the naid A. 1$. the sum ol' , for hie costs
incurred by him in his defence in that k-half; and (1) ordered 
that if the said sum for costs was not paid (forthwith) the same 
should be levied on the goods and chattels of the said V. 1)., and 
(1) adjudged that in default of sufficient distress in that behalf 
the said C. 1). should be imprisoned in the common gaol of the 
said county of , at , in the said county of
(and there kept at hard labour) for the space of , unless
the said sum for costs, and all costs and charges of the said dis
tress, and of the commitment and conveying of the said A. It. to 
the said common gaol, were sooner paid; * And whereas the slid 
C. 1). being now required to pay to the said A. It. the said sum 
for costs, has not paid the same, or any part thereof, hut therein 
has made default: These are, therefore, to command you, in Her 
Majesty’s name, forthwith to make distress of the goods and chat
tels of the said C. I)., and if within the term of days next after 
the making of such distress, the said last mentioned sum, together 
with the reasonable charges of taking and keeping the said dis
tress, shall not he jiaid, then to sell the said goods and chattels so 
by you distrained, and to pay the money arising from such sale to 
(me) that (I), may pay and apply the same as by law directed, and 
may render "the overplus (if any) on demand to the said C. 1)., and 
if no distress can be found, then to certify the same unto me (nr 
to any other Justice of the Peace for the same county), that such 
proceedings may be had therein as to law appertain.

(liven under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [Seal.]

J. 7\, (A'ante of county).

LLL. — (Section 873).

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT FOR WANT OF DISTRESS

Canada,
Province of 
County of

To all or any of the Constables and other Peace Officers in the 
said county of , and to the keeper of the common
gaol of the said county of , at , in the
said county of

Whereas (dec., as in the form KKK to the asterisk, * and then 
thus): And whereas afterwards, on the day of ,
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in the year aforesaid, 1, the said Justice, issued a warrant to all or 
any of the Peace Officers of the said county, commanding them, 
or any one of them, to levy the said sum of , for costs, by
distress and sale of the goods anil chattels of the said ('. 1>. : And 
whereas it appears to me, as well by the return to the said war
rant of distress of the Peace Officer charged with the execution of 
the same, as otherwise, that the said Peace Officer has made dili
gent search for the goods and chattel# of the said C. I)., but that 
no sufficient distress when on to levy the sum above mentioned 
could be found: These are. therefore, to command you, the said 
Peace Officers, or any one of you, to take the said C. 1)., and him 
safely convey to the common gaol of the said county, at 
aforesaid, and there deliver him to the keeper thereof, together 
with this precept: And I hereby command you, the said keeper of 
the said common gaol to receive the said ('. D. into your custody 
in the said common gaol, there to imprison him (and keep him at 
hard labour) for the term of , unless the said sum, and
all the costs and charges of the said distress (and of the commit
ment and conveying of the said C. D. to the said common gaol, 
amounting to the further sum of ), are sooner paid unto
you the said keeper; and for your so doing, this shall lie your suf
ficient warrant.

(liven under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. 8., [Skai..|

«/. /*., (A'aim- of county).

MMM. — (Section 878).
< ERTIFH'ATE OF NON-APPEARANCE TO BE ENDORSED ON THE 

DEFENDANT'S RE(OGNIZANCE.

I hereby certify that the said A. B. has not appeared at the time 
and place in the said condition mentioned, but therein has made 
default, by reason whereof the within written recognizance is 
forfeited.

J. 8., [Seal.]

./. /*., (Xante of county).

X X* X. — (Section 880).
NOTICE OF APPEAL AGAINST A CONVICTION OR ORDER.

To (\ I)., of , and (the names and additions of the
parties to whom the notice of appeal is required to be given).

Take notice, that 1. the undersigned, A. B. of intend
to enter and prosecute an appeal at the next General Sessions of
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the Peace (or oilier Court, an the ease via y be) to be holden at
, in and for the county of , against a certain con

viction (or order) (taring date on or about the day of
, instant, and made by (you) J. S., Ksquire, a Justice 

of the Peace in and for the said county of , whereby
I, the said A. B. was convicted of having (or was ordered) to pay 

, (here state the offence as in the conviction, in
formation, or .summons, or the amount adjudged lo he paid. as in 
the order, as correctly as possible).

Dated at , this day of , one
thousand eight hundred and

A. B.

Mémorandum. — If this notice is ijiren by several defendants, or 
by an attorney, it may be adapted to the case.

OOO. — (Section 880).

FORM OF HKCOOMZANCK TO TRY THE APPEAL

Canada,
Province of 
County of

Be it remembered that on , A. B., of ,
(labourer), and L. M., of , (grocer), and X. ()..
of , (yeoma-n), personally came before the under
signed , a Justice of the Peace in and for the said
county of , and severally acknowledged themselves to
owe to our Sovereign Lady the Queen, the several sums following, 
that is to say, the said A. B. the sum of , and the said
L. M. and X. 0. the sum of . each, of good and lawful
money of Canada, to be made and levied of their several goods and 
chattels, lands and tenements respectively, to the use of our said 
l^ady the Queen, her heirs and successors, if he the said A. B. fails 
in tiie condition endorsed (or hereunder written).

Taken and acknowledged the day and year first above men
tioned, at , before me.

J. S.,
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The condition of the within (or the* above) written recognizance 
is such that if the said A. B. personally appears at the (next) 
General Sessions of the Peace (or other Court discharyiny tltc func
tions of the Court of (Jencrai Sessions, as the ease may be), to be 
holdcn at , on the day of . next, in and
for the said county of , and tries an appeal against a
certain conviction, bearing date the day of

(instant), and made by (me) the said Justice, whereby he, 
the said, A. B., was convicted, for that be, the said A. B., did. on 
the day of , at , in the said county
of , (here set out the offence as stated in the conviction);
and also abides by the judgment of the Court upon such appeal, 
and pays such costs as are by the Court awarded, then the said 
recognizance to be void, otherwise to remain in full force and 
virtue.

FORM OK NOTICE OF si cil II EMM ; NIZAM K TO BE OIVKN TO THE 
APPELLANT AND Ills SURETIES.

Take notice, that you A. B.. are I round in the sum of 
and you L. M. and X. (). in the sum of . each, that you,
the said A. B. will personally apjroar at the next General Sessions 
of the Peace to be holdcn at , in and for the said county of

, and try an appeal against a conviction (or order) 
dated the day of , (instant) whereby you
A. B. were convicted of (or ordered, &c.), (statiny offence or the 
subject of the order shortly), and abide by the jmigment of the 
court ujron such appeal and pay such costs as are by the court 
awarded, and unless you the said A. B. personally appear and try 
such appeal and abide by such judgment and pay such costs ac
cordingly, the recognizance entered into by you will forthwith be 
levied on you and each of you.

Dated at , this
thousand eight hundred and

Provi
Count
To gif

PPP. — (Section 898).
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK OF THE PEACE THAT THE COSTS OF AN 

APPEAL ARE NOT PAID.

Office of the Clerk of the peace for the county of 
Title of the Appeal.

I hereby certify that a Court of General Sessions of the Peace. 
(or other Court discharging the functions of the Court of fieneral 
Sessions, as the case may he), holden at . in and for the
said county, on last past, an appeal by A. B. against a
conviction (or order) of J. 8., Esquire, a Justice of the Pence in
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and for the said county, came on to be tried, and was there heard 
and determined, and the said Court of General Sessions (or oilier 
Court, as the rase may be) thereupon ordered that the said con
viction (or order) should be confirmed (or quashed), and that the 
said (appellant) should pay to the said (respondent) the sum of 

, for his costs incurred by him in the said appeal, and 
which sum was thereby ordered to be paid to the Clerk of the 
Peace for the said county, on or before the day of
(instant), to be by him handed over to the said (respondent), and 
I further certify that the said sum for costs has not, nor has any 
part thereof, been paid in obedience to the said order.

Dated at , this day of , one thou
sand eight hundred and

G. II.,

Clerk of the Peace.

QQQ. — (Section 81)8).

WARRANT OF DISTRESS FOR COSTS OF AN APPEAL AO A INST A 
CONVICTION OR ORDER.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of

Whereas (&c., as in the warrants of distress, DDD or EKE, and 
to the end of the statement of the conviction or order, and then thus): 
And whereas the said A. B. appealed to the Court of General Ses
sions of the Peace (or other Court discharging the functions of the 
Court of General Sessions, as the case may be), for the said county, 
against the said conviction or order, in which appeal the said A. B. 
was the appellant, and the said C. D. (or J. S., Esquire, the Justice 
of the Peace* who made the said conviction or order) was the res
pondent, and which said appeal came on to be tried and was heard 
and detenuined at the last General Sessions of the Peace (or other 
Court, as the case may be) for the said county, hoi den at ,
on ; and the said Court thereupon ordered that the
said conviction (or order) should lx* confirmed (or quashed) and 
that the said (appellant) should jmiv to the said (respondent) the 
sum of , for his costs incurred by him in the said appeal,
which said sum was to be ]»aid to the Clerk of the Peace for the 
said county, on or before the day of , one
thousand eight hundred and to be by him handed over
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to the su id V. 1).; and whereas the Clerk of the Peace of the said 
county has, on the day of (instant), duly
certified that the said sum for costs had not been paid: * These 
are, therefore, to command you, in Her Majesty's name, forthwith 
to make distress of the goods and chattels of the said A. B., and 
if, within the term of days next after the
makimr of such distress, the said last mentioned sum, together 
with i îe reasonable charges of taking and keeping the said dis
tress, are not paid, then to sell the said goods and chattels so by 
you distrained, and to pay the money arising from such sale to the 
Clerk of the Peace for the said county of . that he
may pay and apply the same as by law directed; and if no such 
distress can be found, then to certify the same unto me or any 
other Justice of the Pence for the same county, that such pro
ceedings may be had therein as to law appertain.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

0. K., [seal],

J. P., (Name of county).

RRR.— (Section 8D8).

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT FOR WANT OF DISTRESS IN THE 
LAST CASE.

Canada, 1
Province of ,1
County of

To all or any of the constables and other peace officers in the said 
county of

Whereas (&r., as in form to the asterisk• * and then thus):
And whereas, afterwards, on the day of , in the
year aforesaid, 1 the undersigned, issued a warrant to all or any of 
the Peace Officers in the said county of , commanding
them, or any of them, to levy the said sum of , for costs,
by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the said A. B. : 
And whereas it appears to me, as well by the return to the said 
warrant of distress of the Peace Officer who was charged with the 
execution of the same, as otherwise, that the said Peace Officer 
has made diligent search for the goods and chattels of the said A. 
B., but that no sufficient distress whereon to levy the said sum 
above mentioned could be found: These are, therefore, to com
mand you, the said Peace Officers, or any one of you, to take the 
said A. R„ and him safely to convey to the common gaol of the
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said county of , at aforesaid, and there deliver
him to the said keeper thereof together with this precept : And I 
do hereby command you, the slid keeper of the said common gaol, 
to receive the said A. B. into your custody in the slid common 
gaol, there to imprison him (and keep him at hard laltour) for the 
the term of , unless the slid sum and all costs and
charges of the said distress (and for the commitment and convey
ing of the slid A. It. to the said common gaol, amounting to the 
further sum of ), are sooner paid unto you, the said
keeper ; and for so doing this shall be your sufficient warrant.

(riven under my hand and seal, this day of
in the vear , in the county aforesaid.

O. K., | SKA I.. J 

J. I(Xante ttf couuhj).

, at

SSS. — (Section D02).

Return of convictions made by me (or us, as the case taatj he).
during the quarter ending , 18

£ a

ê 5 ill
£ ; «

G Z

If not paid, why not, and general 
observations if any.

J. S., Convicting Justice,

or

J. S. and 0. K., Convicting Justices (as the rase man he).
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ADDITIONAL FORMS.
JUDGMENT OF AFFIRMANCE, ON AN APPEAL AGAINST A CONVICTION.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

At (Describe the Court appealed to) held at on the
day of in the year of our Lord, 19 , before
.1. W., of in the (countij) of aforesaid,
(farmer) entered an appeal to and against a conviction under the 
hand and seal of J. S., Esquire, one of His Majesty’s justices of 
the peace, for the county (or district) aforesaid, dated and made 
the day of 19 , for (Here state the offence,
as in the conviction), and by which said conviction, he the said J. 
S. did adjudge that the said J. XV. should, for the said offence, 
forfeit the sum of •together with for costs,
and did order the said sums to be paid by the said J. XX'. on or 
before the , and that in default of payment on or before
that day, lie the said J. S. did by the said conviction, adjudge the 
said J. XV. to Ik? imprisoned in the common gaol at in the
(county) aforesaid for the space of unless the
said sums should lie sooner ]>aid (and so on, giving the terms of the 
convict ion).

Now, therefore, at the said court so holden as aforesaid, upon 
hearing the said appeal, it is here ordered and adjudged, by the 
said court that the said conviction lie and the same is hereby, in 
all things, affirmed, and it is now, here, by the said court fur
ther ordered and adjudged that the said J. XV. be doalt with 
and punished according to the said conviction, and also that he 
the said J. XV. do and shall pay to the said , the
respondent in the said appeal, the sum of the amount of
costs sustained by the said and by him incurred
by reason of the said appeal, and now bv the said court, here, ad
judged to be paid to him by the said J. XX'., according to the sta
tute in such ease made and provided.

WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO A JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, TO RETURN A 
CONVICTION.

Canada, "X Edward the Seventh, by the Grace of
Province of , >• God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
County of , ) and Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith.

To one of our justices, assigned to keep our
peace, in and for the county (or district) of and also
to hear and determine divers offences in the said (county) com
mitted greeting:
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___

\\k, being willing tor certain reasons that all ami singula; re
cords of conviction of whatsoever trespasses and contempts against 
the Criminal Code of Canada (or against the form of a certain 
statute, etc.), whereof C. D. is before you convicted (as it is said) 
be sent by you before us, no command you that you send under 
your hand and seal before the Honorable in

days from (or immediately on the
receipt of this writ) all and singular the said records of convic
tion with all things touching the same, as fully and perfectly as 
they have been made by you and now remain in your custody or 
power, together with this our writ, that we may further cause to be 
done therein what of right and according to law wo shall see fit.

In witness whereof, we have caused the seal of our court 
of to be hereunto affixed at our (city) of

this day of in the
year of our reign

Clerk of the Crown.

race
Britain

CERTIORARI—RECOGNISANCE.

He it remembered, that, on the day of in
the year of the reign of Our Sovereign Lord Edward VII
(etc.), G. 11. of (merchant), and M. W. of
(yentleman) came before me, J. S., Esquire, one of the keepers of 
the peace and justices of Our Lord the King in and for the 
(county) of and acknowledged to owe to Our Sov
ereign Lord the King the sum of to In* levied uj>on their
goods and chattels, lands and tenements to Ilis Majesty’s use, upon 
condition that if ('. D. shall prosecute with effect, without any 
wilful or affected delay, at his own proper costs and charges, a 
writ of certiorari issued out of the court of our said
Lord the King, at to remove into the said court
all and singular the records of conviction of whatsoever trespasses 
and contempts against the Criminal Code of Canada (or against 
the form of a certain statute etc.), whereof the said C. D. is convic
ted before me the said J. S., and shall pay to the prosecutors 
within next after the slid record of conviction (or
order) shall 1h* confirmed in the slid court, all their said full costs 
and charges to be taxed according to the course of the said court, 
then this recognizance to be void, or else to remain in full force.

Taken and acknowledged the day and") (J. H.
year aforesaid, at before [■

M. W.



Note. — A blank recognizance is usually transmitted with the 
writ of certiorari from the office of the court issuing it, ami when 
taken and aeknowdedged the recognizance is returned with the 
writ.

If the conviction be quashed, the recognizance is cancelled by 
being struck through, and is marked, in the margin “discharged, 
because the conviction is quashed.”

RETURN TO A WRIT OF CERTIORARI BY A JUSTICE OF TIIE PEACE

(To he endorsed on the Certiorari).

The answer of one of His Majesty’s Justices assigned
to keep the jieaee in and for the county (or district) of

The execution of this writ appears in the schedule hereunto 
annexed.

CRIMINAL CODE OF CANADA.

Given at

Justice of the peace.

have to these

(Name of convicting magistrate)

rr- s.i

(The following to he written as a separate document).

I, one of the keepers of the peace of Our Lord
the King, assigned to keep the peace within the said (county) of 

and to hear and determine divers offences com
mitted in the said (county), by virtue of this writ of certiorari to 
me delivered, do, under my seal, certify unto His Majesty, in 
His court of , the record of conviction of which
mention is made in the said writ.

In witness whereof, I the said 
presents set my seal.

in the said (county) this 
in the year of our Lord, 19

Note. — The conviction is to be annexed to the writ and re
turned along with it, but not the information or depositions.
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WHIT OF 11A11KAH COHPV8 AU SUBJICIENDUM.

Canada, A Edward the Seventh, by the Unice of 
Province of , V Uod, of the United Kingdom of Ureat Britain
County (or District) of ) and Ireland, Kino, Defender of the Faith.

To the keepers of our common gaol for our county (or district) 
of or his deputy or deputies, and to each of
them gheetixo:

We command you that you have before the Honorable 
for at the Judges’ Chambers in the Court House
in our (city) of immediately after the receipt of this
writ, the body of being committed and detained
in our prison, under your custody (as it is said), together with the 
day and cause of the taking and detaining of the said 
by whatsoever name the said lie calk'd in the same, to
undergo and receive all and singular such things as our said 
shall then and there consider of him in that behalf, and that you 
have then and there this writ.

In witness whereof, we have caused the seal of our Court of 
King's Bench for Lower Canada (or, as the rase may hr) to be 
hereunto affixed, at our (city) of this day of
in the year of our reign.

Clerk of the Crown.

PART LIX.

RECOGNIZANCES.

910. Render of abused by surety. — Any surety for any person
charged with any indictable offence may, upon affidavit showing 
the grounds therefor, with a certified copy of the recognizance, 
obtain from a Judge of a Superior Court or from a Judge of a 
County Court having criminal jurisdiction, or in the province of 
Quebec from a district Magistrate, an order in writing under his 
hand, to render such person to the common gaol of the county 
where the offence is to lie tried.

2. The sureties, under such order, may arrest such person and 
deliver him, with the order to the gaoler named therein, who shall 
receive and imprison him in the said gaol, and shall l>e charged 
with the keeping of such person until he is discharged by due 
course of law. R.S.C., c. 179, ss. 1 and 2.

911. Bail after render. — The person rendered may apply to a 
Judge of a Superior Court, or in cases in which a judge of a
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County Court may admit to bail, to a Judge- of a County Court, 
to be again admitted to bail, who may on examination allow or 
refuse the same, and make such order as to the number of the su
reties and the amount of recognizance as he deems meet, — which 
order shall be dealt with in the same manner as the first order 
for hail, and so on as often as the case requires. H.S.C., c. 179, 
s. 3.

912. Discharge of recognizance.—< >n due proof of such render, 
and certificate of the Sheriff, proved by the affidavit of a subs
cribing witness, that such j>erson has been so rendered, a Judge 
of the Suj>erior or County Court, as the case may be, shall order 
an entry of such render to l>e made on the recognizance by the 
Officer in charge thereof, which shall vacate the recognizance, 
and may be pleaded or alleged in discharge thereof. R.S.C., c. 
179, 8. 4.

913. Render in Court. — The sureties may bring the person 
charged as aforesaid into the Court at which he is bound to ap
pear, during the sitting thereof, and then, by leave of the Court, 
render him in discharge of such recognizance at any time before 
trial, and such person shall be committed to gaol, there to re
main until discharged by due course of law; but such Court may 
admit such person to bail for his appearance at any time it deems 
meet. R.S.C., c. 179, s. 5.

914. Sureties not discharged by Arraignment or Conviction. —
The arraignment or conviction of any person charged and bound 
as aforesaid, shall not discharge the recognizance, but the same 
shall be effectual for his appearance for trial or sentence, as the 
ease may be; nevertheless the Court may commit such person to 
gaol upon his arraignment or trial, or may require new or additi
onal sureties for his appearance for trial or sentence, as the case 
may be, notwithstanding such recognizance: and such commit
ment shall l>e a discharge of the sureties. R.S.C., c. 179, s. fi.

915. Right of surety to render not affected. — Nothing in the 
foregoing provisions shall limit or restrict any right which a su
rety now has of taking and rendering to custody any person char
ged with any such offence, and for whom he is such surety. R.S. 
0., c. 179, s. 7.

916. Entry of Fines &c. on record and recovery thereof. — (As
amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1000). Unless 
otherwise provided, all fines, issues, amercements and forfeiteil 
recognizances, the disposal of which is within the legislative au
thority of the Parliament of Canada, set, imposed, lost or for
feited before any Court of criminal jurisdiction shall, within 
twenty-one days after the adjournment of such Court be fairly

(
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entered and extracted on a roll by the Clerk of the Court, or in 
ease of his death or absence, by any other person, under the direc
tion of the .Judge who presided at such Court, which roll shall be 
made in and signed by the Clerk of the Court, or in case
of his death or absence, by such Judge.

'i. If such Court is a Superior Court having criminal jurisdic
tion one of such rolls shall he filed with the Clerk. Prothonotary. 
Registrar or other proper Officer —

(a) in the province of Ontario, of the High Court of Justice;
(b) in the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Bri

tish Columbia, of the Supreme Court of the province;
(r) in the province of Prince Edward Island, of the Supreme 

Court of Judicature of that province;
(</) in the province of Manitoba, of the Court of Queen's Bench 

of that province; and
(e) in the North-west Territories, of the Supreme Court of the 

said territories,—
on or before the first day of the term next succeeding the Court 

bv or before which such lines or forfeitures were imposed or for
feited.

3. If such Court is a Court of (louerai Sessions of the Peace, or 
a County Court, one of such rolls shall remain deposited in the 
office of the clerk of such Court.

4. The other of such rolls shall, as soon as the same is prepared, 
he sent by the Clerk of the Court making the same, or in case of 
his death or absence, by such Judge as aforesaid, with a writ of 
fieri facias ami capias, according to the form TTT in schedule one 
to this Act, (1) to the Sheriff of the county in and for which such 
Court was holden ; and such writ shall he authority to the Sheriff 
for proceeding to the immediate levying and recovering of such 
fines, issues, amercements and forfeited recognizances, on the 
goods and chattels, lands and tenements of the several persons 
named therein, or for taking into custody the bodies of such per
sons respectively, in case sufficient goods and chattels, lands or 
tenements cannot be found, whereof the sums required can be 
made; and every person so taken shall lie lodged in the common 
gaol of the county, until satisfaction is made or until the Court 
into which such writ is returnable, upon cause shown by the par
ty. as hereinafter mentioned, makes an order in the case, and until 
such order has been fully complied with.

5. The Clerk of the Court shall, at the foot of each roll made 
out as herein directed, make and take an affidavit in the following 
form, that is to say :

( 1 ) For form TTT. see p. OSt. post.

^184
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“ I, A. B. (describing his office), make oath that this roll is truly 
“ and carefully made up and examined, and that all fines, issues, 
*" amercements, recognizances and forfeitures which were set. lost,

imjmsed or forfeited, at or bv the Court therein mentioned, and 
“ which, in right and due course of law, ought to be levied and 
“ paid, are, to the best of mv knowledge and understanding, in- 
“ sorted in the said roll ; and that in the said roll are also eon- 
“ tained and expressed all such fines as have been paid to or re- 
“ ceived by me either in Court or otherwise, without any wilful 
“ discharge, omission, misnomer or defect whatsoever. So help 
“ me God ; ”

Which oath any Justice of the Peace for the county is hereby 
authorized to administer. li.S.C., c. 179, ss. S, 9 and 15.

A recognizance does not require to lie signed l».v the party bound. (2)
When*, on a trial upon an indictment, a verdict of guilty was returned, but 

a reserved ease was grunted upon a question of law, and the accused was 
admitted to bail. — the condition of the recognizance taken being that the 
licensed would appear at the next sittings of the Court "to receive sent
ence."— the eomlition of the recognizance is not broken, if after judgment 
on the reserved ease is given quashing the conviction and ordering a new 
trial, the accused does not appear. The conviction having been set aside, the 
accused was entitled to presume that he would not be called on for sent
ence; and the sureties were not bound for his appearance for any other pur
pose than to receive sentence. In such a case, a roll of estreated reco
gnizance and a writ of fieri facias against the sureties thereon will, on mo
tion to the full Court, be set aside. (3)

A recognizance entered into on a committal for trial was conditioned for 
the accused to appear at the next Court of competent jurisdiction to be hoi- 
den at Toronto. The next competent court commenced its sittings on the 
30th of April 1805: but no indictment was then preferred. Afterwards at 
the Sessions of the Peace commencing on the 14th of May 1805. an indict
ment wa< preferred and a true bill found against the prisoner; and as neither 
the prisoner nor his bail, appeared, the recognizance was. on the last day of 
the Sessions, forfeited and the surety arrested, the writ of fieri facias having 
been returned a ill la bona. Held, that the order forfeiting the recognizance, 
the estreat roll, the writ of fieri facias and the capias were illegal: and 
they were quashed. (4)

917. Officer to prepare lists of persons under recognizance 
making default. — If any person bound by recognizance for iti-t 
appearance (or for whose appearance any other person has become 
so bound) to prosecute or give evidence on the trial of any indic
table olfence. or to answer for any common assault, or to articles 
of the peace, makes default, the Officer of the Court by whom the 
estreats are made out. shall prepare a list in writing, specifying 
the name of every person so making default, and the nature of the

(2) I*, v. Corbett. & Corbett et al., petrs.. Que. Jud. Rep., 7 S. C, 405.
(3) R. v. Hamilton. 12 Man. L. R.. 507; 3 Can. Cr. Cas.. 1. (R. v. Whee

ler. I C. !.. .1. N. S.. 272. followed.)
(4) In re Cohen's Rail. 10 C. L. T.. 217.
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offence in respect of which such person, or his surety, was so 
bound, together with the residence, trade, profession or calling of 
every such person and surety, — and shall, in such list, distin
guish the principals from the sureties, and shall slate the cause, if 
known, why each such |>erson did not appear and whether, by rea
son of the non-ap])earance of such person, the ends of Justice have 
been defeated or delayed. H.8.C., e. 17!), s. 10.

918. Proceeding on forfeited recognizance not to be taken ex
cept by order of Judge, etc. - Every such Officer shall, before any 
such recognizance is estreated, lay such list before the Judge or 
one of the Judges who presided at the Court, or if such Court was 
not presided over by a Judge, before two Justices of the l’eace 
who attended at such Court, and such Judge or Justices shall exa
mine such list, and make such order touching the estreating or 
putting in process any such recognizance as appears just, subject, 
in the province of Quebec, to the provisions hereinafter contained; 
and no Officer of any such Court shall estreat or put in process 
any such recognizance without the written order of the Judge or 
Justices of the Peace before whom respectively such list has been 
laid. K.S.C., c. 17!*, s. 11.

919. Recognizance need not be estreated in certain cases. —
Except in the cases of persons bound by recognizance for their 
appearance, or for whose appearance any other person has be
come bound to prosecute or give evidence on the trial of any in
dictable offence, or to answer for any common assault, or to ar
ticles of the Peace, in every case of default whereby a recognizance 
becomes forfeited, if the cause of absence is made known to the 
Court in which the person was bound to appear, the Court, on 
consideration of such cause, and considering also, whether, by 
the non-appearance of such person the ends of Justice have been 
defeated or delayed, may forbear to order the recognizance to be 
estreated; and, with respect to all recognizances estreated, if it 
appears to the satisfaction of the Judge who presided at such 
Court that the absence of any person for whose appearance any 
recognizance was entered into, was owing to circumstances which 
rendered such absence justifiable, such Judge may make an order 
directing that the sum forfeited upon such estreated recognizance 
shall not 1h> levied.

2. The Clerk of the Court shall for such purpose, before sending 
to the sheriff any roll, with a writ of fieri facias and capias, as di
rected by section nine hundred and sixteen, submit the same to 
the Judge who presided at the Court, ami such Judge may make a 
minute on the said roll and writ of any such forfeited recogni
zances and fines as he thinks fit to direct not to be levied; and the 
sheriff shall observe the direction in such minute written upon 
such roll and writ, or endorsed thereon, and shall forbear accor
dingly to levy any such forfeited recognizance or fine. R.S.C., c. 
179, ss. 12 and 13.
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920. Sale of lands by Sheriff
If upon any writ issued under section nine hundred and sixteen, 
the Sheriff takes lands or tenements in execution, he shall adver
tise the same in like manner as he is required to do before the 
sale of lands in execution in other cases; and no sale shall take 
place in less than twelve months from the time the writ came to 
the hands of the Sheriff . H.S.C., c. 179, s. 14.

921. Discharge from custody on giving security. — If any per
son on whose goods and chattels a Sheriff, Bailiff or other Officer 
is authorized to levy any such forfeited recognizance, gives secu
rity to the said Sheriff or other Officer for his appearance at the 
return day mentioned in the writ, in the Court into which such 
writ is returnable, then and there to abide the decision of such 
Court, and also to pay such forfeited recognizance, or sum of mo
ney to be paid in lieu or satisfaction thereof, together with all such 
expenses as are adjudged anil ordered by the Court, such Sheriff 
or Officer shall discharge such j)erson out of custody, and if such 
person docs not appear in pursuance of his undertaking, the Court 
may forthwith issue a writ of fieri facias and capias against such 
person and the surety or sureties of the person so bound as afore
said. R.S.C., c. 179, s. lfi.

922. Discharge of forfeited recognizance. - The Court into 
which any writ of fieri facias and capias issued under the provi
sions of this part is returnable, may inquire into til o circums
tances of the case, and may in its discretion, order the discharge 
of the whole of the forfeited recognizance, or sum of money /..'id 
or to !>e paid in lieu or satisfaction thereof, and make such o der 
thereon as to such Court appears just; and such order shall ac
cordingly be a discharge to the Sheriff, or to the party, according 
to the circumstances of the case. R.S.C., c. 179, s. 17.

An order made under this section for the discharge of a forfeited reco
gnizance is a civil and not a criminal proceeding. (5)

Where a recognizance for the appearance at trial of an accused, charged 
with cattle stealing, was, on his failure to appear, estreated, and a writ of 
fieri facias and capias issued and levied against the sureties, an application, 
on behalf of the latter, was made, under this section. 922, — to the judge 
who presided at the Court at which the accused had been bound over to 
appear, — for an order discharging the forfeited recognizance. The judge 
made an order that, upon payment of certain costs and compensation to the 
owner of the stolen cattle, the sheriff should withdraw from seizure and re
turn all moneys or securities deposited with him by the sureties, and dis
charging the sheriff from all duties and liabilities in connection with the 
writ. On an appeal by the Crown from that portion of the order direct
ing withdrawal from the seizure, return of moneys and securities, the dis
charge of the recognizance and the discharge of the sheriff, it was held that, 
the order in question being a civil proc< eding, the Court cm hanc had juris-

(5) In re Talbot's Bail, 28 O. R., 65.
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diction to hear the amical from it. and further, that orders under section 
«an he made liy the Court en banc only, and that a single judge has no 

jurisdiction to make such an order as the one in question. ((»)

923. Return of writ by Sheriff,—The Sheriff, to whom any writ 
is directed under this Act, shall return the same on the day on 
which the same is made returnable, and shall state, on the back 
of the roll attached to such writ, what has been done in the exe
cution thereof; and such return shall be filed in the Court into 
which such return is made. H.S.C., c. 179, s. 18.

924. Roll and return to be transmitted to Minister of Finance.
— A copy of such roll and return, certified by tin Clerk of the 
Court into which such return is made, shall be forthwith trans
mitted to the Minister ol‘ Finance and Receiver-General, with a 
minute thereon of any of the sums therein mentioned, which have 
been remitted by order of the Court, in whole or in part, or direc
ted to he forborne, under the authority of section nine hundred 
and nineteen. R.S.C., c. 17V, s. IV.

925. Appropriation of moneys collected by Sheriff. — The She
riff or other Officer shall, without delay, pay over all moneys col
lected under the provisions of this part by him, to the Minister 
of Finance and Receiver-General, or other person entitled to re
ceive the same. R.S.C., c. 17V, s. 20.

926. Quebec. — The provisions of sections nine hundred and 
sixteen and nine hundred and nineteen to nine hundred and 
twenty-four, both inclusive, shall not apply to the province of 
Quebec, and the following provisions shall apply to that province 
onl y :

2. Whenever default is made in the condition of any recog
nizance lawfully entered into or taken in any criminal case, pro
ceeding or matter, in the province of Quebec, within the legisla
tive authority of the Parliament of Canada, so that the penal sum 
therein mentioned becomes forfeited and due to the Crown, such 
recognizance shall thereupon be estreated or withdrawn from any 
record or proceeding in which it then is — or where the recogni
zance has been entered into orally in open court — a certificate or 
minute of such recognizance, under the seal of the court, shall be 
made from the records of such court ;

(a) Such recognizance, certificate or minute, as the case may 
lie, shall be transmitted by the court, recorder, justice of the 
peace, magistrate or other functionary before whom the eognizor. 
or tin principal eognizor. where there is a surety or sureties, was 
bound to appear, or to do that, by his default to do which the

6) Re McArthur's Bail, 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 195.
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condition of the recognizance is broken, to the Superior Court in 
the <listriet in which the place where such default was made is 
included for civil purjioses, with the certificate of the court, re
corder. justice of the peace, magistrate or other functionary as 
aforesaid, of the breach of the condition of such recognizance, of 
which and of the forfeiture to the Crown of the penal sum there
in mentioned, such certificate shall Ik* conclusive evidence;

(b) The date of the receipt of such recognizance or minute and 
certificate by the prothonotary of the said court, shall he endorsed 
thereon by him. and lie shall enter judgment in favour of the 
Crown against the eognizor for the penal sum mentioned in such 
recognizance, and execution may issue therefor after the same 
delay as in other cases, which shall he reckoned from the time 
when the judgment is entered by the prothonotary of the said

(c) Such execution shall issue upon fiat or prœcipe of the At
torney-! Jen era I, or of any person thereunto authorized in writing 
by him; and the Crown shall he entitled to the costs of execution 
and to costs on all proceedings in the case subsequent to execution, 
and to such costs, in the discretion of the court, for the entry of 
the judgment, as arc fixed by any tariff.

(<l) The eognizor shall In1 liable to coercive imprisonment for 
the payment of the judgment and costs.

(r) When sufficient goods and chattels, lands or tenements 
cannot be found to satisfy the judgment against a eognizor and 
the same is certified in the return to the writ of execution or ap
pears by the report of distribution, a warrant of commitment ad
dressed to the sheriff of the district may issue upon the fiat or 
praecipe of the Attorney General, or of any person thereto au
thorized in writing by him, and such warrant shall be authority to 
the sheriff to take into custody the body of the eognizor so in de
fault and to lodge him in the common jail of the district until sa
tisfaction is made, or until the court which issued such warrant, 
upon cause shown as hereinafter mentioned, makes an order in 
the case and such order has been fully complied with.

(/) Such warrant shall he returned by the sheriff on the day 
on which it is made returnable and the sheriff shall state in his 
return what has been done in execution thereof.

(g) On petition of the cog izor, of which notice shall be given 
to the clerk of the (Town of the district, the court may inquire 
into the circumstances of the case and may in its discretion order 
the discharge of the amount for which he is liable or make such 
order with respect thereto and to his imprisonment as may appear 
just, and such order shall be carried out by the sheriff.

3. Nothing in this section contained shall prevent the recovery 
of the sum forfeited by the breach of any recognizance from being
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recovered by suit in the manner provided by law, whenever the 
same cannot, for any reason, be recovered in the manner provided 
in this section ;

(a) In such cast* the sum forfeited by the non-performance of 
tlie conditions of such recognizance shall be recoverable, with 
costs, by action in any court having jurisdiction in civil cases to 
the amount, at the suit of the Attorney-General of Canada or of 
Quebec, <»r other person or officer authorized to sue for the Crown; 
and in any such action it shall be held that the person suing for 
the Crown is duly empowered so to do, and that the conditions of 
the recognizance were not performed, and that the sum therein 
mentioned is, therefore, due to the Crown, unless the defendant 
proves the contrary.

(b) The cognizor for the recovery of the judgment in any such 
action shall be liable to coercive imprisonment in the same man
ner as a surety is in the case of judicial suretyship in civil mat
ters.

4. In this section unless the context otherwise requires, the 
expression “cognizor*" includes any number of eognizors in the 
same recognizance, whether as - - or sureties.

5. When a person has been arrested in any district for an of
fence committed within the limits of the province of Quebec, and 
a justice of the peace has taken recognizances from the witnesses 
heard before him or another justice of the peace, for their ap
pearance at the next session or term of the court of competent 
criminal jurisdiction, before which such person is t<> undergo his 
trial, there to testify and give evidence on such trial, and such 
recognizances have been transmitted to the office of the clerk of 
such court, the said court may proceed on the slid recognizances 
in the same manner as if they had been taken in the district in 
which such court is held. K.S.C., e. 1Î3. ss. 21, 22 and 23. (,1s 
amended by 57-58 Vie., c. 57).

Where a recognizance entered into becomes forfeited to the Crown and is 
transmitted to the prothonotary of the Superior Court under subsection 2 
of this section. 020. in order that judgment in favor of the Crown may he 
entered thereon, such proceeding is not in the nature of a trial : and the 
cognizor is not entitled to prior notice of the registration of the forfeiture 
in the civil tribunal. (7)

Where a recognizance has been forfeited and judgment has been entered 
in favor of the Crown against eognizors who are jointly and severally liable, 
one of the eognizors is not subject to coercive imprisonment until it is es
tablished that sufficient goods and chattels lands and tenements cannot be 
found belonging to his eo-cognizors to satisfy the judgment. (8)

(7) it. v. Corbett. & Corbett et al., petrs. Que. Jud. Rep.. 7 S. C., 405.
(8) R. v. Ferris et al., & Johnson, petr. Que. Jud. Rep., 9 S. C., 376.

C01A
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FORM I'XDER PART LIN.

FHuM KCEDl'LE ONE.

TTT. — (Section Dili).

WRIT OF FIERI FACIAS.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, &c.

To tlie Sheriff of Greeting:

You are hereby commanded to levy of the goods and chattels, 
lands ami tenements, of each of the poisons mentioned in the roll 
or extract to this writ annexed, all and singular the debts and 
sums of money ujion them severally imposed and charged, as 
therein is specified ; and if anv of the said several debts vaunot l>e 
levied, by reason that no goods or chattels, lands or tenements can 
be fourni belonging to the said persons, respectively, then, and in 
all such eases, that you take the bodies of such persons, and keep 
them safely in the gaol of your county, there to abide the judg
ment of our court (fix the cane way be) upon any matter to lx* shown 
by them, respectively, or otherwise to remain in your cr study ns 
aforesaid, until such debt is satisfied unless any of eue a persons 
respectively gives sufficient security for his appearance at tin* 
said court, on the return day hereof, for which you will be held 
answerable; and what you do in the premises make appear before 
us in our Court (fix the cane way he), on the day of

berm next, and have then and there this writ.
Witness. &c., G. 11., clerk (fix the cane way be).

PART LX.

FINKS AM) FORFEITURES.

927. Appropriation of Fines, Ac.—Whenever no other provi
sion is made by anv law of Canada for the application of any fine, 
penalty or forfeiture imposed for the violation of any such law or 
of the proceeds of an estreated recognizance, the same shall be 
paid over bv the magistrate or officer receiving the same to the 
treasurer of the province in which the same s imposed or reco
vered, to lie by him paid over to the municipal or local authority, 
if any, which wholly or in part bears the exp< nscs of administe
ring the law under which the same was imposed or recovered, or to 
lie applied in any other manner deemed best ad ipted to attain the 
objects of such law and secure its due administration, except 
that —
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(а) ail fines, penalties and forfeitures imposed in respect of the 
breach of any of the revenue laws of Canada, or imposed upon any 
officer or employee of the Government of Canada in respect of any 
breach of duty or malfeasance in his office or employment, and 
the proceeds of all recognizances estreated in connection with 
proceedings for the prosecution of persons charged with such 
breaches or malfeasance, and

(б) all fines, penalties and forfeitures imposed for whatever 
cause in any proceeding instituted at the instance of the Govern
ment of Canada or of anv department thereof in which that Go
vernment bears the cost of prosecution, and the proceeds of all 
recognizances estreated in connection with such proceedings, shall 
belong to Her Majesty for the public uses of Canada, and shall be 
paid by the magistrate or officer receiving the same to the Re
ceiver General and form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund 
of Canada.

Provided that nothing in this section contained shall affect any 
right of a private person suing as well for Her Majesty as for him
self, to the moiety of any tine, penalty or forfeiture recovered in 
his suit. (As amended by the Criminal Code A mendmen! Act 
1900).

“ His Majesty ” should 1h> substituted for “ Her Majesty.”

928. Application of Fines, Ac. by Order in Council. — The Go
vernor in Council may from time to time direct that any fine, pe- 
nalty or forfeiture, or any portion thereof, which would otherwise 
belong to the Crown for the public uses of Canada, be paid to any 
provincial, municipal or local authority, which wholly or in part 
bears the expenses of administering the law under which such 
tine, penalty or forfeiture is imposed, or that the same be applied 
in any other manner deemed best adapted to attain the objects of 
such law and to secure its due administration. R.S.C., ?. ISO, s. 3.

929. Recovery of penalty or forfeiture. — Whenever any pecu
niary penalty or any forfeiture is imposed for iny violation of any 
Act, and no other mode is prescribed for the recovery thereof, 
such penalty or forfeiture shall be recoverable or enforceable, v ith 
costs, in the discretion of the Court, by civil action or proceeding 
at the suit of Her Majesty only, or of any private party suing as 
well for Her Majesty as for himself — in any form allowed in such 
case by the law of that province in which it is brought — before 
any Court having jurisdiction to the amount of the penalty in 
cases of simple contract — upon the evidence of any one credible 
witness other than the plaintiff or party interested; and if no 
other provision is made for the appropriation of any penalty or 
forfeiture so recovered or enforced, one moiety shall belong to
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Her Majesty, and the other moiety shall belong to the private 
party suing for the same, if any, and if there is none, the whole 
shall belong to lier Majesty. R.S.C., c. 180, s. 1.

“ His Majesty ” should lx* substituted for “ Her Majesty.”

930. — Limitation of actions. — No action, suit or information 
shall be brought or laid for any penalty or forfeiture under any 
such Act except within two years after the cause of action arises 
or after the offence is committed, unless the time is otherwise li
mited by such Act. R.S.C., c. 180, s. 5.
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TITLE Mil.

PROCEEDINGS AFTER CONVICTION.

PART LXI.

PUNISHMENTS GENERALLY.

931. Punishment to be after conviction only. — Whenever a 
person doing a certain act is declared to be guilty of any offence, 
and to be liable to punishment therefor, it shall be understood 
that such person shall only he deemed guilty of such offence and 
liable to such punishment after being duly convicted of such act.
R. S.C., c. 181, g. 1.

932. Degrees in punishment. — Whenever it is provided that 
the offender shall be liable to different degrees or kinds of punish
ment, the punishment to be inflicted shall, subject to the limi
tations contained in the enactment, l>e in the discretion of the 
Court or Tribunal before which the conviction takes place. R.
S. C., c. 181, s. 2.

933. Liability under different provisions. — Whenever any of
fender is punishable under two or more Acts or two or more sec
tions of the same Act, he may Ik* tried and punished under any of 
such Acta or sections ; hut no person shall he twice punished for 
the same offence. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 3.

934. Fine imposed shall be in the discretion of the Court. —
Whenever a fine may be awarded or a penalty imposed for any 
offence, the amount of such fine or penalty shall, within such li
mits, if any, as are prescribed in that behalf, Ik* in the discretion 
of the Court or person passing sentence or convicting, as the case 
may he. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 33.

PART LXH.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

935. Punishment to be the same on conviction by verdict or by 
confession. — Every one who is indicted as principal or accessory 
for any offence made capital by any statute, shall be liable to the 
same punishment, whether he is convicted by verdict or on con
fession, and this as well in the case of accessories as of principals. 
R.S.C., c. 181, s. 4.
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936. Form of Sentence of Death. — In all cases where an offen
der is sentenced to death the sentence or judgment to he pro
nounced against him shall lx*, that he lie hanged by the neck until 
he is dead. K.8.C., c. 181, s. 5.

937. Sentence of Death to be reported to Secretary of State. —
In the case of any prisoner sentenced to the punishment of death, 
the Judge before whom such prisoner has been convicted shall 
forthwith make a report of the case to the Secretary of State, for 
the information of the (Governor General; and the day to lie ap
pointed for carrying the sentence into execution shall lie such as. 
in the opinion of the Judge, will allow sufficient time for the si
gnification of the Governor’s pleasure lief ore su°h day. and if the 
.fudge thinks such prisoner ought to Ik* recommended for the 
exorcise of the Royal Mercy, or if, from the non-decision of any 
point of law reserved in the case, or from any other cause, it be
comes necessary to delay the execution, he, or any other Judge of 
the same Court, or who might have held or sat in such Court may, 
from time to time, either in term or in vacation, reprieve such 
offender for such period or periods beyond the time fixed for the 
execution of the sentence as arc necessary for the consideration of 
the case by the Crown. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 8.

938. Prisoner under Sentence of Death to be confined apart. —
Every one who is sentenced to suffer death shall, after judgment, 
he confined in some safe place within the prison, apart from all 
other prisoners; and no person except the gaoler and his servants, 
the Medical Officer or Surgeon of the prison and a Chaplain or a 
Minister of Religion, shall have access to any such convict, with
out the permission, in writing, of the Court or Judge liefore 
whom such convict has been tried, or of the Sheriff. R.S.C., c. 
181, s. 9.

939. Place of execution.—Judgment of death to be executed 
on any prisoner shall he carried into effect within the walls of the 
prison in which the offender is confined at the time of execution. 
R.S.C., c. 181, s. 10.

940. Persons who shall be present at execution. — The Sheriff 
charged with the execution, and the gaoler and Medical Officer or 
Surgeon of the prison, and such other Officers of the prison and 
such persons as the Sheriff requires, shall he present at the ex
ecution. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 11.

941. Persons who may be present at execution. — Any Justice 
of the Peace for the district, county or place to which the prison 
Indongs. and such relatives of the prisoner or other persons as it 
seems to the Sheriff proper to admit within the prison for the 
purpose, and any minister of religion who desires to attend, may 
also lie present at the execution. R.S.C., c. 181, g. 12.
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942. Certificate of death. — As soon as may he after judgment 
of death has been executed on the offender, the Medical Officer or 
Surgeon of the prison shall examine the body of the offender, and 
shall ascertain the fact of death, and shall sign a certificate there
of, in the form ITU in schedule one hereto, and deliver the 
same to the Sheriff.

2. The Sheriff and the gaoler of the prison, and such Justices 
and other persons present, if any, as the Sheriff requires or allows, 
shall also sign a declaration in the form YYY in the said schedule 
to the effect that judgment of death has been executed on the of
fender. (1) It.S.C., c. 181, S8. 13 and 14.

943. When deputies may Act. — The duties imposed u]M>n the 
Sheriff, Gaoler, Medical Officer or Surgeon by the three sections 
next preceding, may be and, in his absence, shall he performed by 
his lawful deputy or assistant, or other officer or person ordina
rily acting for him, or conjointly with him. or discharging the 
duties of any such Officer. H.S.C., c. 181, s. 15. (As amended by 
the Criminal Code Amendment Art 1900).

944. Inquest to be held. — A Coroner of a district county or 
place to which the prison belongs, wherein Judgment of death is 
executed on any offender, shall, within twenty-four hours after 
the execution, hold an inquest on the l»odv of the offender; and 
the Jury at the inquest shall inquire into and ascertain the iden
tity of the body, and whether judgment of death was duly ere- 
cuted on the offender: and the inquisition shall be in duplicate, 
and one of the originals shall be delivered to the Sheriff.

2. No officer of the prison and no prisoner confined therein 
shall, in any case, be a Juror on the inquest. It.S.C., c. 181. ss. 
Mi and 17.

945. Place of Burial. — The body of every offender executed 
shall be buried within the walls of the prison within which judg
ment of death is executed on him, unless the Lieutenant Governor 
in Council orders otherwise. It.S.C., c. 181, s. 18.

946. Certificate to be sent to Secretary of State and exhib
ited at Prison.—Every certificate and declaration, and a dupli
cate of the inquest required by this Act, shall in every case be sent 
with all convenient speed by the Sheriff to the Secretary of State, 
or to such other Officer as is, from time to time, appointed for the 
purpose by ihe Governor in Council ; and printed copies of such 
several instruments shall as soon os possible, be exhibited and shall

(!) For Forme UUU, end VVV, eee p. 1010, post.
03
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lor twenty-four hours at least, be kept exhibited on or near the 
principal entrance of the prison within which judgment of death 
is executed. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 5ÎO.

947. Omissions not to invalidate execution. — The omission to 
comply with any provision of the preceding sections of this part 
shall not make the execution of judgment of death illegal in any 
ease in which such execution would otherwise have been legal. 
R.S.C., c. 181, s. 21.

948. Other proceeding in Executions not affected. — Except in 
so far as is hereby otherwise provided, judgment of death shall be 
carried into effect in the same manner as if the above provisions 
had not been passed. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 22.

949. Rules and Regulations as to Execution. — The Governor 
in Council may, from time to tinu\ make such rules and regula
tions to he observed on the execution of judgment of death in 
every prison, as he, from time to time, deems expedient for the 
purpose, as well of guarding against any abuse in such execution, 
as also of giving greater solemnity to the same, and of making 
known without the prison walls the fact that such execution is 
taking place.

2. All such rules and regulations shall be laid upon the tables 
of l)oth Mouses of Parliament within six weeks after the making 
thereof, or. if Parliament is not then sitting, within fourteen days 
after the next meeting thereof. R.K.C., c. 181, ss. 44 and 45.

PART LXIII.

IMPRISONMENT.

950. Offences not capital, — How punished. — Every one who 
is convicted of any offence not punishable with death shall be pu
nished in the manner, if any, proscrilxal by the Statute especially 
relating to such offence. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 23.

951. Imprisonment in cases not specially provided for.—(Amen
ded by 5fi Vie. r. 32). Every person convicted of any indictable 
offence for which no punishment is specially provided, shall be 
liable to imprisonment for five years.

2. Every one who is summarily convicted of any offence for 
which no punishment is specially provided, shall be liable to a 
penalty not exceeding fifty dollars, or to imprisonment, with or 
without hard labour, for a term not exceeding six months, or t<> 
both. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 24.

952. Punishment for offence committed after previous convic
tion.— Every one who is convicted of an indictable offence, not
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punishable with death, committed after a previous conviction for 
an indictable offence, is liable to imprisonment for ten years un
less some other punishment is directed by any statute lor the par
ticular offence, — in which case the offender shall be liable to the 
punishment thereby awarded, and not to any other. R.S.C., c. 
181, s. 2Ô.

953. Imprisonment may be for shorter term than that pres
cribed.— I’.very one who is liable to imprisonment lor life, or for 
any term of years, or other term, may be sentenced to imprison
ment for any shorter term: Provided, that no one shall be sen
tenced to any shorter term of imprisonment than the minimum 
term, if anv, prescribed for the offence of which he is convicted. 
R.S.C., c. 181, s. 20.

\

954. Cumulative Punishments. - When an offender is convic
ted of more offences than one, before the same Court or person 
at the same sitting, or when any offender, under sentence or un
dergoing punishment for one offence, is convicted of any other 
offence, the Court or person passing sentence may. on the last 
conviction, direct that the sentences passed upon the offender for 
his several offences shall take effect one after another. R.S.C.. 
c. 181, s. 27.

955. Imprisonment in Penitentiary, etc. — Every one who i*
sentenced to imprisonment for life, or for a term of years, not less 
than two. shall he sentenced to imprisonment in the penitentiary 
for the province in which the conviction takes place.

2. Every one who is sentenced to imprisonment for a term less 
than two years shall, if no other place is expressly mentioned, be 
sentenced to imprisonment in the common gaol of the district, 
county or place in which the sentence is pronounced, or if there 
is no common gaol there, then in that common gaol which is nea
rest to such locality, or in some lawful prison or place of confine
ment, other than a penitentiary, in which the sentence of impri
sonment may he lawfully executed.

3. Provided that where any one is sentenced to imprisonment 
in a penitentiary, and at the same sittings or term of the Court 
trying him is sentenced for one or more other offences to a term 
or terms of imprisonment less than two years each, he may he sen
tenced for such shorter terms to imprisonment in the same peni
tentiary, such sentences to take effect from the termination of his 
other sentence: and provided further that where any one is sen
tenced for any offence who is, at the date of such sentence, serving 
a term of imprisonment in a penitentiary for another offence, lie 
may he sentenced for a term shorter than two years to imprison
ment in the same penitentiary, such sentence to take effect from 
the termination of his existing sentence or sentences. (As 
amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Act 1000).
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4. Provided further that anv prisoner sentenced for any term 
by any Military, Naval or Militia Court-Martial, or by anv Mili
tary or Naval authority under any Mutiny Act, may he sentenced 
to imprisonment in a penitentiary; and if such prisoner is senten
ced to a term less than two years, he may he sentenced to imprison
ment in the common gaol of the district, county or place in which 
the sentence is pronounced, or in such other prison or place of 
confinement as is provided by subsection two of this section with 
respect to persons sentenced thereunder.

6. Imprisonment in a penitentiary, in the Central Prison for 
the province of Ontario, in the Andrew Mercer Ontario Reforma
tory for females, and in any reformatory prison for females in 
the province of Quebec, shall l>e with hard labour, whether so 
directed in the sentence or not.

($. Imprisonment in a common gaol, or a public prison, other 
than those last mentioned, shall he with or without hard labour, 
in the discretion of the Court or person passing sentence, if the 
offender is convicted on indictment, or under the provisions of 
Parts LIY., or LV., or before a Judge of the Supreme Court of 
the North-West Territories, and in other oases mav be with hard 
labour, if hard labour is part of the punishment for the offence of 
which such offender is convicted. — and if such imprisonment is 
to be with hard labour, the sentence shall so direct.

7. The tenu of imprisonment, in pursuance of any sentence, shall 
unless otherwise directed in the sentence, commence on and from 
the day of passing such sentence, but no time during which the 
convict is out on hail shall be reckoned as part of the term of 
imprisonment to which he is sentenced.

8. Every one who is sentenced to imprisonment in any peniten
tiary, gaol, or other public or reformatory prison, shall he subject 
to the provisions of the Statutes relating to such penitentiary, 
gaol or prison, and to all rules and regulations lawfully made with 
respect thereto. R.S.C., c. 181, s. 58; 53 V., c. 37, s. 31.

956. Imprisonment in Reformatories. — The Court or person 
before whom anv offender whose age at the time of hi* trial does 
not, in the opinion of the Court, exceed sixteen years, is convicted, 
whether summarily or otherwise, of any offence punishable by 
imprisonment, may sentence such offender to imprisonment in 
any reformatory prison in the province in which such conviction 
takes place, subject to the provisions of any Act respecting im
prisonment in such reformatory; and such imprisonment shall I». 
substituted, in such case, for the imprisonment in the penitentiary 
or other place of confinement by which the offender would other
wise be punishable under any Act or law relating thereto: Pro
vided, that in no case shall the sentence be less than two years' 
or more than five years’ confinement in such reformatory prison;



and in every ease where the term of imprisonment is fixed by law 
to Ik? more than live years, then sucli imprisonment shall Ik* in 
the penitentiary.

2. Every person imprisoned in a reformatory shall he liable to 
perform such labour as is required of such person. R.S.(\, c. 
181, 8. 29.

PART LXIV.

WHIPPING.

957. Sentence of punishment by whipping. — (As amended by 
the Criminal Code Amendment Art 1900). Whenever whipping 
may be awarded for any offence, the Court may sentence the of
fender to be once, twice or thrice whipped, within the limits of 
the prison, under the supervision of the medical officer of the 
prison, or if there be no such officer, or if the medical officer be 
for anv reason unable to be present, then, under the supervision 
of a surgeon or physician to be named by the Minister of Justice, 
in the case of prisons under the control of the Dominion, and in 
the case of other prisons by the Attorney General of the province 
in which such prison is situated.

2. The unmber of strokes shall he specified in the sentence; and 
the instrument to be used for whipping shall he a cat of nine tails 
unless some other instrument is specified in the sentence.

3. Whenever practicable, every whipping shall take place not 
less than ten days before the expiration of any term of imprison
ment to which the offender is sentenced for the offence.

4. Whipping shall not he inflicted on anv female.

THE TICKET OF LEAVE ACTS.

The 02-03 Vic., e. 40, provides for the conditional liberation of PrnitrntOi- 
i'll eonviets; and by the 03-04 Vie., c. 48. the provisions of the Aet are ex
tended to all persons convicted of any offence and being under sentence of 
imprisonment in mm iail or other public or reformatory prison; and the 
liovernor General is thereby empowered to grant to any person so convicted 
and being under imprisonment in any jail or other public or reformatory 
prison a license to 1m* at large in Canada upon the like terms and conditions 
ns are by the said Aet prescribed and authorized with respect to penitentiary 
convicts.

^ The 62-63 Vic., c. 41). consists of 12 sections and a schedule of forms, as

1. License. — Revocation. — It shall he lawful for the Gover
nor General by an order in writing under the hand and seal of the 
Secretary of State to grant to any convict under sentence of im-
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prisonment in a penitentiary a license to be at large in Canada, 
or in such part thereof as in such license shall be mentioned, 
during such portion of bis term of imprisonment, and u|x>n such 
conditions in all respects as to the Governor General may seem lit; 
and the Governor General may, from time to time, revoke or alter 
such license by a like order in writing.

2. Effect of license. — So long as such license continues in force 
and un revoked such convict shall not la* liable to be imprisoned 
by reason of bis sentence, but shall be allowed to go and remain 
at large according to the terms of such license.

3. Effect of revocation. — If any such license is revoked, it 
shall be lawful for the Governor General by warrant under the 
hand and seal of the Secretary of State to signify to the Com
missioner of Dominion Police at Ottawa that such license has 
l>een revoked, and to require the said Commissioner to issue his 
warrant under his hand and seal for the apprehension of the con
vict, to whom such license was granted, and the said Commissio
ner shall issue his warrant accordingly, and such warrant shall 
and may lx? executed by the constable to whom the same is given 
for that j)urjH)se in any part of Canada, and shall have the same 
force and effect in all parts of Canada as if the same had been 
originally issued or subsequently endorsed by a justice or other 
lawful authority having jurisdiction in the place where the same 
is executed, and such convict, when apprehended under such 
warrant, shall be brought as soon as conveniently may be before 
a justice of the |>eace of the county in which the same is executed, 
and such justice shall thereupon make out his warwmt under his 
hand and seal for the recommitment of such convict to the peni
tentiary from which he was released by virtue of the said license, 
and such convict shall be so recommitted accordingly, and shall 
thereu]>on be remitted to his original sentence, and shall undergo 
the residue thereof as if such license had been not granted. Pro
vided that if the place where such convict is apprehended is not 
within the province, territory or district for which such peniten
tiary is the penitentiary, such convict shall be committed to the 
penitentiary for the province, territory or district within which 
he is so apprehended and shall there undergo the residue of his 
sentence.

4. Form of License. — A license under section 1 may be in tIn
form A in the schedule to this Act, or to the like effect, or may, 
if the Governor General thinks proper, be in any other form dif
ferent from that given in the schedule which he may think it ex
pedient to adopt, and contain other and different conditions.

2. A copy of any conditions annexed to any such license, other 
than the conditions contained in form A shall be laid before lwdli 
Houses of Parliament within twenty-one days after the making
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thereof, il Vu he then in session, or if not, then within
fourteen «lays after the commencement of the next session of Par
liament.

5. Forfeiture of License on conviction of holder of another 
offence. - If any holder of a license under this Act is convicted 
of any indictable offence his license shall be forthwith forfeited.

6. Reports to be made by licensee. - Every holder of *uch a li
cense who is at large in Canada shall notify the place of his resi
dence to the chief officer of police or the sheriff of the city, town, 
county or district in which he resides, and shall, whenever he 
changes such residence within the same city, town, county or dis
trict. notify such change to the said chief officer of police or she- 
riff, ami whenever he is about to leave a city, town, county or 
district he shall notify such his intention to the chief officer of 
police or sheriff of that city. town, county or district, stating the 
place to which lie is going, and also, if required, and so far as is 
practicable, bis address at that place, and whenever he arrives in 
any city, town, county or district he shall forthwith notify 
his place of residence to the chief officer of pidiee or the sheriff of 
such last-mentioned city, town, county or district.

2. Every male holder of such a license shall, once in each month 
report himself at such time as may be prescribed by the chief offi
cer of police or sheriff of the city, town, county or district in 
which such holder may be, either to such chief officer or sheriff 
himself, or to such other person as he may direct, and such re
port may according as such chief officer or sheriff <lire«ts be re- 
quired to be made personally or bv letter

3. if any person to whom this section applies fails to comply 
with any of the requirements of this section, lie shall in any Mich 
ease be guilty of an offence against this Act, unless he proves to 
the satisfaction of the court before whom he is tried, either that 
being on a journey he tarried no longer in the place in respect of 
which he is charged with failing to notify his place of resilience 
than was reasonably necessary, or that, otherwise, he did his best 
to act in conformity with the law; and on summary conviction of 
such offence he shall be liable in the discretion of the justice 
either to forfeit his license or to imprisonment with or without 
hard laliour for a term not exceeding one year.

.4. The Governor General may, by order under the hand of the 
Secretary of State, remit any of the requirements of this section 
either generally or in the case of any case of any particular holder 
of a license.

7. Offences with respect to license. — Any holder of a license 
under this Act who —

1518
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(<i) fails to produce the same whenever required so to do by 
any judge, police or other magistrate, or justice of the peace, be
fore whom he may be brought charged with any offence, or by 
any peace officer in whose custody he may be, and fails to make 
any reasonable excuse for not producing the same; or

(b) breaks any of the other conditions of his license by an act 
which is not of itself punishable either upon indictment or upon 
summary conviction, is guilty of an offence upon summary con
viction of which he shall be liable to imprisonment for three 
months with or without hard labour.

8. Summary arrest of licensee, trial, and forfeiture of license.—
Any peace officer may take into custody without warrant any con
vict who is the holder of such a license,

(a) whom he reasonably suspects of having committed any of
fence, or

(b) if it appears to such peace officer that such convict is get
ting his livelihood by dishonest means;

and may take him before a justice to be dealt with according 
to law.

2. if it appears from the facts proved before the justice that 
there are reasonable grounds for believing that the convict so 
brought before him is getting his livelihood by dishonest means 
such convict shall lie deemed guilty >f an offence against this Act, 
and his license shall be forfeited.

3. Any convict so brought before a justice of the peace may be 
convicted of getting his livelihood by dishonest means although 
he has been brought before the justice on some other charge, or 
not in the manner provided for in this section.

9. Certificate of conviction. — When any holder of a license 
under this Act is convicted of an offence punishable on summary 
conviction under this or any other Act the justice or justices con
victing the prisoner shall forthwith forward by post a certificate 
in the form B in the schedule to this Act to the Secretary of state, 
and thercufion the license of the said holder may he revoked in 
manner aforesaid.

10. Sentence in force during license. — The conviction and sen
tence of any convict to whom a license is granted under this Act 
shall he deemed to continue in force while such license remain» 
unforfeited and unrevoked, although execution thereof is sus
pended.

11. Effect of forfeiture by conviction. — When any such li-
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tviisv n> aforesaid is forfeited by a conviction of an indictable of
fense or other conviction, or is revoked in pursuance of a sum
mary conviction or otherwise, the person whose license is for
feited or revoked shall, after undergoing any other punishment to 
which he may he sentenced for any offence in consequent e of which 
his license is forfeited or revoked, further undergo a term of im
prisonment equal to the portion of the term to which lie was sen
tenced that remained unexpired at the time his license was gran
ted, and shall for the purpose of undergoing such last mentioned 
punishment he removed from the jail or other place of confine
ment in which lie is, if it l>e not a penitentiary, to a penitentiary 
by warrant under the hand and seal of any justice having juris
diction at the place where he is confined; and if he is confined in a 
penitentiary shall undergo such term of imprisonment in that pe
nitentiary, and in every case such convict shall lie liable to he 
dealt with in all respects as if such term of imprisonment had 
formed part of his original sentence.

12. Duty of Minister of Justice.— It shall he the duty of the 
Minister of Justice to advise the (fovernor General upon all mat
ters connected with or affecting the administration of this Act.

Schedule. — The schedule of the Act contains two forms, which 
are ns follows: —

FORM A. — LICENSE.

Ottawa day of 18
His Excellency the Governor General is graciously pleased to 

grant to , who was convicted of
at the for the , on the and was then
and there sentenced to imprisonment in the penitentiary
for the term of , and is now confined in the , license
to Ik- at large from the day of his liberation under this order 
during the remaining portion of his term of imprisonment, unless 
the said shall before the expiration of the said tenu lie
convicted of an indictable offence within Canada, or shall he sum
marily convicted of an offence involving forfeiture, in which case 
such license will lie immediately forfeited hv law, or unless it shall 
please His Excellency sooner to revoke or alter such license.

This license is given subject to the conditions endorsed upon 
the same upon the breach of any of which it will lie liable to lie 
revoked whether such breach is followed bv a conviction or not.

And His Excellency hereby orders that the said be
set at liberty within thirty days from the date of this order.

Given under my hand and seal )
at......... the...................  ’*
day of............. 18... \ Secretary of State.
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CONDITIONS.

1. The holder shall preserve his license and produce it when 
•ailed upon to do so by a magistrate or a peace officer.

2. lie shall abstain from anv violation of the law.

3. lie shall not habitually associate with notoriously bad cha
racters, such as re|»uted thieves and prostitute?.

4. He shall not lead an idle and dissolute life without visible 
means of obtaining an honest livelihood.

If his license is forfeited or revoked in consequence of a con
viction for any offence he will be liable to undergo a term of im
prisonment equal to the portion of his term of years
which remained unexpired when his license \ as granted, viz: — 
the term of....................................... years.

FORM B. — CKHTIFU'ATE OF (ON VU'TIOX.

1 do hereby certify that A. IV. the holder of a license under 
the Act to provide for flic conditional liberation of Penitentiary
(1 on dels was on the.....................................day of............................ in
the year..............duly convicted by and before............................. .........
of the offence of..........................and sentenced to.....................................

,1. l\, Co............................

REMARKS.

Tin* license itwin'd i niter the authority of this Act may In- revoked by the 
Governor General, either with or without cause assigned.

The Crown‘h revocation of the license, without cause assigned, works no 
interruption in the running of the sentence, which, in such a case, terminates 
at the same time as if such license had never been granted. So. that, where 
u convict, who was sentenced on the 3rd of January 1800, to live years’ im
prisonment. was. on the Hth of March HMHI. liberated under a license issued 
under the above Act, and, on the llth of July HMH), the Crown, in the exer
cise of its discretionary power under section I of the• Act revoked the li
cense without assigning any cause or reason therefor. the convict being, 
thereupon, re-committed to the penitentiary by a Judge of the Sessions. 
" there to undergo the residue of his original sentence as if such license had 
not been granted,"it was held, upon a |ietition for In Inns corpux, that 
the |ieriod of time during which the prisoner was conditionally allowed out 
of the penitentiary should lie counted as part of his sentence, which thus 
expired, by effluxion of time, on the 3rd of January 11)01: and the (Ndition 
(which was after that date) was granted, and the prisoner released. (1)

( 1) It. v. Johnson. 4 Can. Cr. Cas., 178.
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8VHETIES Foil KEEPING Till: PEACE, AND KINKS.

958. Persons convicted may be fined and bound over to keep 
the peace. —(As amended by the Criminal ('ode Amendment Art 
lUint). Every Court of criminal jurisdiction and every Magis
trate under Part L\\. before whom any person is convicted of an 
offence and is not sentenced to death, shall have power in addi
tion to any sentence imposed upon such |K*rson, to require him 
forthwith to enter into his own recognizances, or to give security 
to keep the peace, and he of good liehaviour for any term not ex
ceeding two years, and that such person in default shall Ik* im
prisoned for not more than one year after the expiry of his im
prisonment under his sentence, or until such recognizances are 
sooner entered into or such security sooner given, and any |K*rs<»n 
convicted, by any such court or magistrate of any indictable of
fence punishable with imprisonment for five years or less may he 
fined in addition to or in lieu of any punishment otherwise au
thorized, in which case the sentence may direct that in default of 
payment of his fine the person so convicted shall Ik* imprisoned 
until such fine is paid, or for a jkthkI not exceeding live years, to 
commence at the end of the term of imprisonment awarded hv 
the sentence, or forthwith as the case may require.

2. Any |>erson convicted of an indictable offence punishable 
with imprisonment for more than five years may Ik* fined, in 
addition to, but not in lieu of. any punishment otherwise or
dered, and in such case, also, the sentence may in like manner 
direct imprisonment in default of payment of any fine imposed.

959. Recognizance to keep the Peace. — (As Amended In/ 
Viet. r. ,12). Whenever any person is charged Indore a Justice 
with an offence triable under Part LVIII which, in the opinion of 
such Justice, is directly against the |K*acc, and the Justice after 
hearing the case is satisfied of the guilt of the accused, and that 
the offence was committed under circumstances which render it 
probable that the |H*rson convicted will he again guilty of the 
same or some other offence against the peace unless he is bound 
over to good Indiaviour, such .lustice may, in addition to, or in 
lieu of, any other sentence which, may he inqmsed upon the ac
cused. require him forthwith to enter into his own recognizances, 
or to give security to keep the |»eace and Ik* of good Miaviour for 
any term not exceeding twelve months.

2. Upon complaint by or on behalf of any person that on ac
count of threats made by some other jktsou or on any other ac
count, he, the complainant, is afraid that such other person will 
do him, his wife or child some |M*rsonal injury, or will burn or set
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lire to hi» property, the Justice before whom Mich complaint is 
made, may, if lie is satisfied that the complainant has reasonable 
grounds for his fears, require such other person to enter into his 
own recognizances, or to give security, to keep the peace, and to 
be of good behaviour, for a term not exceeding twelve months.

3. The provisions of Tart LY111 shall apply so far as the same 
are applicable to proceedings under this section, and the com
plainant and the defendant and witnesses may be called and exa
mined, and cross-examined, and the complainant and defendant 
shall be subject to costs as in the case of any other complaint.

4. If any person so required to enter into his own recognizances 
or give security as aforesaid, refuses or neglects so to do, the same 
or any other Justice may order him to be imprisoned for any term 
not exceeding twelve months.

5. The forms WWW, XXX and YYY, with such variations and 
additions as the circumstances may require, may be used in pro
ceedings under this section. (1)

A warrant of commitment by a justice, under clause 4 of this section, for 
default to find sureties to keep the (teace, must shew on its face that the 
complainant feared bodily injury because of the defendant's threats, and 
that the complaint was not made nor sureties required by the complainant 
from any malice or ill-will hut merely for the preservation of his |nm-soii 
from injury. (2)

When a justice makes an order requiring a person to give security to keep 
the jieace. he must fix the amount for which the recognizance is to he given. 
A justice's order that the accused give security to keep the peace for one 
year, hut tixing no amount and no term of imprisonment in default, will 
not -upport a commitment thereunder. And a commitment under the above 
section. U39, and form YYY. post, can only he issued after the defendant's 
refusal or inglei t to furnish the required security, proved and recorded 
subsequently to the order requiring the security, and it must recite such 
refusal and neglect. (3)

960. Proceedings for not finding sureties to keep the peace. —
Whenever any jierson who has been required to enter into a recog
nizance with sureties to keep the jieace and be of good behaviour 
has, on account of his default therein, remained itiprisoned for 
two weeks, the Sheriff, Caolcr or Warden shall give notice, in 
writing, of the facts to a Judge of a Superior Court, or to a .Judge 
of the County Court of the county or district in which such gaol 
or orison is situate, and in the cities of Montreal and Quebec to a 
Judge of the Sessions of the Peace for the district, or, in the 
North-west Territories, to a Stipendiary Magistrate,—and such 
Judge or Magistrate may order the discharge of such person, 
thcreujion or at a subsequent time, upon notice to the complai-

(1) For Forma WWW. XXX. and YYY. an- pp. 1010 1012. poa/.
(2) It. v. John McDonald. 2 Can. Cr. C’a*., 04.
(3) Re John Doe, 3 Can. Cr. Caa., 370.
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nant or otherwise, or may make such other order as lie sees fit. res
pecting the number of sureties, the sum in winch they are to be 
bound and the length of time for which such person may be 
bound. H.S.C., c. 181, s. 32; 51 V., e. 47, s. 2.

VAUT LXVI.

DISABILITIES.

961. Consequences of conviction of public official. -If any per
son hereafter convicted of treason or any indictable offence for 
which he is sentenced to death, or imprisonment for a term ex
ceeding live years, holds at the time of such conviction any office 
under the Crown or other public employment, or is entitled to 
any pension or superannuation allowance payable by the public, 
or out of any public fund, such office or employment shall forth
with become vacant, and such pension or superannuation allow
ance or emolument shall forthwith determine and cease to be 
payable, unless such person receives a free pardon from Her Ma
jesty, within two months after such conviction, or before the fil
ling up of such office or employment, if given at a later period ; 
and such person shall become, and (until he suffers the punish
ment to which he is sentenced, or such other punishment as by 
competent authority is substituted for the same, or receives a free 
pardon from Her Majesty) shall continue thenceforth incapable 
of holding any office under the Crown, or other public employ
ment, or of lwing elected, or sitting or voting, as a member of 
either House of Parliament, or of exercising any right of suffrage 
or other parliamentary or municipal franchise. 33-34 V. (V. K.) 
c. 83, a. 1

2. The setting aside of a conviction by competent authority shall 
remove the disability herein imposed.

The wools “ His Majesty " should Ih> substituted for “ Her Majesty ” in 
this section.

PART LXVII.

PUNISHMENTS ABOLISHED.

962. Outlawry. — Outlawry in criminal cases is abolished.
Formerly, when an indictment was found against a |H*rson who — having 

lied to foreign parts. — could not he apprehended, process of outlawry. — 
equivalent to conviction, — was issued.

963. Solitary Confinement. — Pillory. — The punishment of 
solitary confinement or of the pillory shall not be awarded by any 
Court. R.S.C., c. 181, a. 34.

964. Deodand. — There shall be no forfeiture of any chattels,
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which have moved to or caused the death of any human being, in 
resjieet of such death. R.S.C., c. INI, g. 35.

Under the old common law of England a dvodaml was any personal chat
tel,— such as a cart, a horse, a wheel, a sword, etc.,— which was the im
mediate cause of the death of any human living: and all the owner's pro
perty in “ the nnIm/ipu inxtnilimit." as Hawkins terms it, was forfeited to 
the Crown to Ik* applied to pious uses by the High Almoner. (1) By the 
laws of the ancient Saxons. •* If one in hewing a tree happened to kill a man. 
the relations were entitled to the tree, provided they took it within 30 days. 
This was in the nature and might perhaps lie the origin of f/rw/fi###/«." (2) 
A deodand was not a forfeiture for felony or treason : hut was allowed only 
where the killing was hv misadventure, or accidental, not felonious. (3)

965. Attainder. — From and after the passing of this Act no 
confession verdict, impiest. conviction or judgment of or for any 
any treason or indictable offence or felo ilr ne shall cause any at
tainder or corrtiption of blood, or any forfeiture or escheat ; Pro- 
tided that nothing in this section shall affect any fine or penalty 
imposed on any person by virtue of his sentence, or any forfei
ture in relation to which special provision is made bv any Act of 
the Parliament of Canada. 33-31. V., ( V. K.) c. 23, ss. 1. 6 and 5.

In the primary hviisc of the word, ATTAINDER was the status, or. according 
to the old law. the taint, or stain, or corruption of blood of one condemned, 
by the judgment of the Court, for treason or felony: in the secondary sense, 
it was the judgment itself. The jmlgment must have been final, ami ren 
dered either after conviction or outlawry: and then the offender was said 
to be attaint or attainted. (4)

The conae<|uences of attainder were by the ancient common law. wide and 
sweeping. All the property real and personal of one attainted was forfetited. 
his blood was corrupted, so that nothing coultl pass by inheritance to. from, 
or through him : he iiould not sue in a Court of Justice: ami his wife, child 
ren and collateral relations suffered with him, so that the tree, falling, came 
down with all its branches. (5)

PART LXVIII.

PARDONS.

966. Pardon by the Crown.—The Crown may extend the 
Royal Mercy to any person sentenced to imprisonment by virtue 
of any Statute, although such person is imprisoned for non-pay
ment of money to some person other than the Crown.

*'• W henever the Crown is jdeased to extend the Royal Mercy
ty anv offender convicted of an indictable offence punishable witii

~

' (1) 1 Hawk. ]\ ('. ««. 3. li. |,. 74: 1 III. Com. 300.
1 - (-) l Reeves Hist. Eng. Law, 3 Ed. 17.

lTT/ (-3 I R v. Pol wart. I dale & D. 211; 1 Q. It. HIM.
W***. r Xff, (4) K. v. Earliery. Kurt. 37; 4 lit. Com. 380. 381: 2 Inst. 212.
\ , L. JP, (f>) Co. Lit. 392. 130/; : ( oomlies v. Queen’s Proctor. HI dur. 820: 24 Eng.

L. & Bq. 598.
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(loath or otherwise, ami gmnts to such olTondor eitlivr a free or a 
conditional pardon, by warrant under the Royal sign manual, 
countersigned by one of the principal Secretaries of State, or by 
warrant under the hand and seal-at-arms of the (Jovernor-ticne- 
ral, the discharge of such offender out of custody, in case of a free 
pardon, and the performance of the condition in the case of a con
ditional |Ntrdon, shall have the effect of a pardon of such offender, 
under the great seal, as to the offence for which such pardon has 
liecn granted ; but no free pardon, nor any discharge in conse
quence thereof, nor any conditional pardon, nor the performance 
of the condition thereof, in any of the cases aforesaid, shall pre
vent or mitigate the punishment to which the offender might 
otherwise Ik» lawfully sentenced, on a subsequent conviction for 
any offence other than that for which the pardon was granted. 
K.S.C., c. 181, ss. :18 and 3!».

967. Commutation of sentence.—The Crown may commute 
the sentence of death passed upon any |H*rson convicted of a ca
pital offence to imprisonment in the penitentiary for life, or for 
any term of years not less than two years, or to imprisonment in 
any gaol or other place of confinement for any |»eriod less than 
two years, with or without hard labour: and an instrument under 
the hand and sea I-at-arms of the (lovernor-Oeneral, declaring 
such commutation of sentence, or a letter or other instrument 
under the hand of the Secretary of State or of the Vnder Secre
tary of State, shall la*, sufficient authority to any .fudge or Jus
tice. having jurisdiction in such ease, or to any Sheriff or Officer 
to whom such letter or instrument is addressed, to give effect to 
such commutation, and to do all such things and to make such 
orders, and to give such directions, as are requisite for the change 
of custody of such convict, and for his conduct to and delivery at 
such gaol or place of confinement or penitentiary, and his deten
tion therein, according to the terms on which his sentence has 
been commuted. R.S.O., c. 181, s. 10.

A« to the powers of the Lieutenant Governor* of the provinces to commute 
and remit sentence*, fir. for offences against provincial laws, the question 
came liefore the Supreme Court of Canada, in a case involving the legality or 
illegality of an Ontario statute. -51 Vie., e. 5. which declares that, in 
matters irltliiii thr inrimUrtlon of the legislature of Ontario, all powers, rtr., 
which were vested in or exereiseahle by the Governors or Lieutenant-Go
vernor* of the several province* liefore Confederation, shall In- vested in and 
exereiseahle hv the Lieutenant -Governor of the province of Ontario. In the 
Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice of Ontario, and in the Court 
of Appeal of that province it was declared that, that Act was valid, and 
that the power of commuting ami remitting sentences for offence* again-t 
the law* of the province or offences over which the legislative authority of 
the province extends, which power is hy the terms of the Act. included in 
the power* above mentioned, doe* not affect offence* against the criminal 
law* which are the subject of Dominion legislation, but refers only to offences 
within the Jurisdiction of the provincial legislature. (1)

(1) Atty. Gen. for Can. v. Attv. Gen. of Ont.. 20 Ont. Rep. 222: 10 Ontario 
App. Ca*. ill.
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And, in the Supreme Court of Canada, the decision was confirmed, it being 
there held that the provincial legislatures have the right and power to im
pose punishment by fine and imprisonment as sanction for laws which they 
have |>ower to enact, and that the Lieutenant Governor of a province is as 
much the representative of the Sovereign for all purposes of provincial go
vernment as the (lovernor General is for Dominion government. (2)

968. Undergoing sentence equivalent to a pardon. — When any
offender hits been convicted of an offence not puniBliablc with 
death, and has endured the punishment to which such offender 
was adjudged, — or if such offence is punishable with death and 
the sentence has ln-en commuted, then if such offender has en
dured the punishment to which his sentence was commuted, the 
punishment so endured shall, as to the offence wlienKif the of
fender was so convicted, have the like effect and consequences as 
a pardon under the great seal ; but nothing herein contained, nor 
the enduring of such punishment, shall prevent or mitigate any 
punishment to which the offender might otherwise be lawfully 
sentenced, on a subsequent conviction for any other offence. If. 
S.C., c. 181, 8. 41.

969. Satisfying Judgment. — When any ]>erson convicted of 
any offence has paid the sum adjudged to be paid, together with 
costs, if any, under such conviction or lias received a remission 
thereof from the Crown, or has suffered the imprisonment awar
ded lor non-payment thereof, or the imprisonment awarded in 
the first instance, or has been discharged from his conviction by 
the Justice of the Peace in any case in which such Justice of the 
Peace may discharge such person, he shall be released from all 
further or other criminal proceedings for the same cause. If.S.C., 
c. 181, s. 42.

970. Royal prerogative. Nothing in tliip part shall in any 
manner limit or affect Her Majesty’s Royal Prerogative of Merev. 
R.S.C., c. 181, s. 43.

In this section the words “ His Majesty's*’ should he substituted for 
“ Her Majesty's.”

971. Conditional release of first offenders in certain cases. —
(As amended by the Criminal Code Amendment Art WOO). In 
any case in which a jierson is convicted before any Court of any 
offence punishable with not more than two years’ imprisonment, 
and no previous conviction is proved against him, if it appears to 
the Court before which he is so convicted, that, regard being had 
to the age, character, and antecedents of the offender, to the tri
vial nature of the offence and to any extenuating circumstances 
under which the offence was committed, it is expedient that the 
offender he released on probation of good conduct, the Court may 
instead of sentencing him at once to any punishment, direct that

(2) Atty. On. for fan. v. Atty. Gen. of Ont., 23 S. C. R., 458.
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lie be released on his entering into a recognizance, with or with
out sureties, and during such period us the Court directs, to appear 
and receive judgment when called upon, and in the meantime to 
keep the Peace and be of good behaviour.

2. Where the offence is punishable with more than two years’ 
imprisonment the court shall have the same power as aforesaid 
with the concurrence of the counsel acting for the Crown in the 
prosecution of the offender.

3. The Court may, if it thinks lit, direct that the offender shall 
pay the costs of the prosecution, or some portion of the same, 
within such period and by such instalments as the Court directs.

972. Condition of Release. — The Court, before direct in the 
release of an offender under the next preceding section, shall be 
satisfied that the offender or his surety has a fixed place of alnxle 
or regular occupation in the county or place for which the Court 
acts, or in which the offender is likely to live during the period 
named for the observance of the conditions. 52 V., c. 14. s. 4.

973. Proceeding on Default of Recognizance. — If a Court
having power to deal with such offender in respect of bis original 
offence or any Justice of the Pence is satisfied by information on 
oath that the offender has failed to observe any of the conditions 
of his recognizance, such Court or Justice of the Peace may issue 
a warrant for his apprehension.

2. An offender, when apprehended on any such warrant, shall, 
if not brought forthwith before the Court having power to sen
tence him be brought before the Justice issuing such warrant or 
before some other Justice in and for the same territorial division, 
and such Justice shall cither remand him bv warrant until the 
time at which he was required by his recognizance to appear for 
judgment, or until the sitting of a Court having ]>ower to deal 
with his original offence, or admit him to bail (with a sufficient 
surety) conditioned on his appearing for judgment.

3. The offender when so remanded may be committed to a pri
son, either for the county or place in or for which the Justice re
manding him acts, or for the county or place where he i- hound 
to appear for judgment : and the warrant of remand shall order 
that he be brought before the Court before which be was bound 
to appear for judgment, or to answer as to his conduct since bis 
release. 52 V., c. 44, s. 3.

974. Interpretation. — In the three next preceding sections 
the expression Court means and includes any Superior Court of 
criminal jurisdiction, any “Judge” or Court within the meaning 
of Part LV., and any “ Magistrate *’ within the meaning of Part 
LYI.. of this Act. 52 V.. c. 44, s. 1.
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FROM SCHEDULE ONE.

L IT. — (Section 942).
CERTIFICATE OF EXECUTION OF JUDGMENT OF DEATH.

1, A. B., surgeon (or as the case may be) of the (describe the pri
son), hereby certify that 1, this day, examined the body of C. 1)., 
on whom judgment of death was this day executed in the said 
prison ; and that on such examination I found that the said C. D. 
was dead.

(Signed), A. B.

Dated this day of , in the year

VVV. — (Section 942).
DECLARATION OF SHERIFF AND OTHERS.

We. the undersigned, hereby declare that judgment of death 
was this day executed on C. 1)., in the (Describe the prison) in our 
presence.

Dated this day of , in the year

E. F., Sheriff of------
L. M., Justice of the Peace for-----
G. If.. Gaoler of------

&c„ &c.

WWW. — (Section 959).

COMPLAINT BY THE PARTY THREATENED, FOR SURETIES FOR 
THE PEACE.

Canada,
Province of 
County of ,)

The information (or complaint) of C. I)., of 
in the said county of , (labourer), (if preferred by an at
torney or agent say — by D. E., his duly authorized agent (or attor
ney), in this behalf), taken upon oath, Inffore me, the undersigned, 
a Justice of the Peace, in and for the said county of

, at in the said county of , this
day of , in the year ,
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who says that A. B., of in the said county, did, on the
day of (instant or last past),

threaten the said C. 1). in the words or to the effect following, 
that is to say: (set them out, iritli the rire uni si an rrs under which 
they were used); and that from the above anl other threats used by 
the said A. B. towards the said C. D., he. the said (’. I)., is i fra id 
that the said A. R, will do him some bodily injury, and therefore 
prays that the said A. B., may he required to find sufficient sure
ties to keep the peace and be of good behaviour towards him. the 
said C. D. : and the said C. 1)., also says that he does not make this 
complaint against nor require such sureties from the said A. R. 
from any malice or ill-will, but merely for the preservation of his 
person from injury.

XXX. — (Section 059).
FORM OF RECOGNIZANCE FOR THE SESSIONS.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

Be it remembered that on the day of
in the year , A. B., of , (labourer), L. M.
of , (grocer), and X. ()., of , (butcher).
personally came before (us) the undersigned, (two) Justices of the 
Peace for the county of , and severally acknowledged
themselves to owe to our Lady the Queen the several sums fol
lowing. that is to say: the said A. B. the sum of , and the said 
L. M. and X. 0. the sum of , each of good and lawful
money of Canada, to be made and levied of their goods and chat
tels, lands and tenements respectively, to the use of our said Lady 
the Queen, her heirs and successors, if he, the said A. B. fails in 
the condition endorsed (or hereunder written).

Taken and acknowledged the day and year first above mentio
ned at before us.

J. S..

J. T.,

J. P.’s (Name of countg).

The condition of the within (or above) written recognizance is 
such that if the within bound A. B. (of, &c.), * appears at the 
next Court of General Sessions of the Peace, (or other Court dis
charging the functions of the Court of General Sessions), to be hid
den in and for the .aid county of , to do and receive
what is then and there enjoined him by the Court, and in the
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meantime * keep* the peace and is of good behaviour toward* Her 
Majesty and her liege people, and specially towards C. D. (of, 
Ac), for the term of now next ensuing, then the said reco
gnizance to be void, otherwise to stand in full force and virtue.

The words between the asterisks • • to be used only where the principal is 
required to ap|»ear at the sessions of such other Court.

The words “ our I^ord the King should lie substituted, in the above 
Fern, for " eer Lad) the Qeeeïu"

Y Y Y. — (Section 959).

FORM OF COMMITMENT IN DEFAULT OF SURETIES.

Canada,
Province of 
County of

To all or any of the other Peace Officer* in the county of , 
and to the keeper of the common gaol of the said county, at 

, in the said county.

Whereas on the day of (instant), complaint
on oath was made before the undersigned (or J. L., Esquire, a Jus
tice of the Peace in and for the said county of , by C.
D., of , in the said county, (labourer), that A. B.,
of (Ac.), on the day of , at
aforesaid, did threaten (dr., follou,' lo the end of com pi a in I, ax in 
form above, in the past tense, then): And whereas the said A. B. 
was this day brought and appeared before me, the said Justice 
(or J. L., Esquire, a Justice of the Peace in and for the said 
county of ), to answer unto the said complaint; and,
having been required by me to enter into hi* own recognizance in 
the sum of , with two sufficient sureties in the sum of

each, * as well for his appearance at the next Ge
neral Sessions of the Peace (or other Court dischargin'! the func
tions of the Court of (ienerat Sessions, or as the. case may be), to he 
held in and for the said county of , to do what shall
be then and there enjoined him by the Court, as also in the mean
time * to keep the Peace and lie of good liehaviour towards Her 
Majesty and her liege people, and esjieoiallv towards the said C. 
I)., has refused and neglected, and still refuses and neglects to 
find such sureties: These are, therefore, to command you, ami 
each of you, to take the said A. B., and him safely to convey to 
the (common gaol) at aforesaid, and there to deliver
him to the keeper thereof, together with this precept : And I do 
hereby command you, the said keeper of the said (common gaol), 
to receive the said A. B., into your custody in the said (common
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gaol), there to imprison him until the said next General Sessions 
of the Peace (or the next term or sitting of the said Court dischar
ging the functions of the Court of General Sessions, or as the case 
may be), unless he, in the meantime, finds sufficient sureties as 
well for his appearance at the said Sessions (or Court) as in the 
meantime to keep the Peace as aforesaid.

Given under my hand and seal, this day of ,
in the year , at , in the county aforesaid.

J. S., [seal.]

J. P., (Name of county).

The words between the asterisks * # to be used when the recognizance is 
to be so conditioned.

Substitute “ His Majesty ” for “ Her Majesty.”
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TITLE IX.
ACTIONS AGAINST PERSONS ADMINISTERING THE 

CRIMINAL LAW.

975. Time and place for action. — Every action and prosecu
tion against any person for anything purporting to Ik* done in 
pursuance of any Act of the Parliament of Canada relating to 
criminal law, ahull, unless otherwise provided, be laid and tried in 
the district, county or other judicial division, where the act was 
committed, and not elsewhere, and shall not be commenced ex
cept within six months next after the act committed. R.S.C., c. 
185, s. 1.

976. Notice of Action. — Notice in writing of such action and 
of the cause thereof, shall be given to the defendant one month 
at least Ik*fore the commencement of the action. R.S.C., c. 185, 
s. 2.

977. Defense. — In any such action the defendant may plead 
the general issue, and give the provisions of this title and the spe
cial matter in evidence at any trial had thereupon. R.S.C., c. 
185, s. 3.

978. Tender or payment in Court. — No plaintiff shall recover 
in any such action if tender of sufficient amends is made before 
such action brought, or if a sufficient sum of money is paid into 
Court by or on behalf of the defendant after such action brought. 
R.S.C., c. 185, s. 4.

979. Costs. — If such action is commenced after the time here
by limited for bringing the same or is brought or the venue laid 
in any other place than as aforesaid, a verdict shall be found or 
judgment shall be given for the defendant ; and thereupon or if 
the plaintiff l>ecomcs nonsuit, or discontinues any such action 
after issue joined, or if upon demurrer or otherwise judgment is 
given against the plaintiff, the defendant shall, in the discretion of 
the Court, recover his full costs as between solicitor and client, 
and shall have the like remedy for the same as any defendant has 
by law in other eases; and although a verdict or judgment is given 
for the plaintiff in any such action, such plaintiff shall not have 
costs against the defendant, unless the Judge, before whom the 
trial is had, certifies his approval of the action. R.S.C., c. 185, s. 
5.

980. Other remedies saved. — Nothing herein shall prevent the 
effect of any Act in force in any province of Canada, for the pro
tection of Justices of the Peace or other officers from vexatious 
actions for things purporting to be done in the performance of 
their duty. R.S.C., c. 185, s. (>.
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TITLE X.

HEVEAL, &< .

981. Statutes Repealed. — The several Acts set out and des
cribed in schedule two to this Act shall, from and after the date 
appointed for the coming into force of this Act, he repealed to 
the extent stated in the said schedule.

* The provisions of this Act which relate to procedure shall 
apply to all prosecutions commenced on or after the day upon 
which this Act comes into force, in relation to any olTenee when
soever committed. The proceedings in respect of any prosecution 
commenced before the said date otherwise than under the Sum
mary Convictions Act, shall, up to the time of committal for trial, 
be continued as if this Act had not boon passed, and after com
mittal for trial shall be subject to all the provisions of this Act 
relating to procedure so 1,-r as the same are applicable thereto. 
The proceedings in respect of any prosecutions commenced before 
the said day, under the Summary Convictions Act, shall lie ton- 
tinned and carried on as if this Act had not lieen passed. (Ax 
ammuted bfi .Hi Vie. r. .12).

982. Forms in schedule one to be valid. - The several forms in 
schedule one to this Act, varied to suit the ease or forms to the 
like effect, shall lie deemed good, valid and sufficient in law.

983. Application of Act to N. W. T. and Keewatin, — Not to
affect H. M’s forces. — The provisions of this Act extend to and 
are in force in the North-West Territories and the district of Kee
watin except in so far as they are inconsistent with the provisions 
of the North-West Territories Art or The Keewatin Art and the 
amendments thereto.

2. Nothing in this Act shall affect any of the laws relating to 
the Government of Her Majesty’s Land or Naval Forces.

3. Nothing herein contained shall affect the Acts and parts of 
Acts in the appendix to this Act; And in construing such parts 
reference may lie had to the repealed portions of the Act of which 
respectively they form parts, as well as to any sections of this Act 
which have been substituted therefor, or which deal with like 
matters.
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SCHEDULE ONE—FORMS.

Form» A to J, of thi» Schedule are placed at the e\d of Part XLIV. (See 
pp. 087-093, ante.)

Form* K to Z, and AA to DL>, are placed at the end of Part XLV. (See pp. 
727-740, ante.)

Form* EE and FF. are placed at the end of Part XLVl. (See pp. 709 and 
770. ante.)

Form* <;<• to .1.1. are placed at the end of Part XLV111. (See pp. 783-785,
ante.)

Form* KK ami LL. are placed under .Part LI. (See pp. 851 and 852, ante.)

Form» MM to PP, are placed at the end of Part LIX". (See pp. 875-877, 
ante.)

Form» yy to SS. are placed at the end of Part LX". (See pp. 800, 891, 
ante.)

Form» TT and LT are placed at the end of Part LX'I. (See pp. 807, 808, 
an/r.t)

Form» X X to ZZ, and AAA to SSS, are placed at the end of Part LXTII. 
(See pp. 050-075. ante.)

Form TTT, i» placed at the end of Part LIX. (See p. 088, ante.)

Form* VIT to YYY. are placed under TITLE VIII. (See pp. 1010- 
1013. ante.)

c
H

M) An

>n*|il»r I4|
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SCHEDULE TWO.
ACTS HKPEAI.KO.

, 10 ] An Ad respecting seditious ami unlawful Association* 
ami oath*.

82 ! An Ad respecting the Customs.
34 An Ad resjiecting the Inlaml Revenue.
85 Ah Act respecting the 1‘nstal Service. (U

An Ad re*|*»ctlng Goveriiinent Railway*.
An Ad respecting the Militia ami Defence of Canada.
An Ad respecting Imliati*.
An Ad resjiecting Iminlgratlini ami Immigrant*.
An Ad resjiecting Wrecks, Casualties ami Salvage.
An Ad reflecting Kxlra-jmlldal mitli*. (21
An Act re*jiedillg Accessiiries.
An Act re*|ieding Treason ami other offence* against the 

(jiieen* authority.
An Act re*|H-dlng Hints, unlawful assemblies ami brea

ches of the 1 leave.
An Ad re*|K'dlng the imiirn|ier use of tlrearms ami other 

wen I* HI*.
An ad respecting the seizure of arms kept for ilaiigeruu*

An Act reflecting the preservation of jieace at 1‘ubllc 
Meetings.

An Act reflecting Prize.lighting.

An Act respecting Perjury.

An Act respecting Escape* ami Rescues.
An Ad respecting offences against Religion.
An Act respecting offences against Public M-rnils ami 

Public Convenience. (8)
158 | An Act respecting Oamlng-liomiea.

150 An Act respecting lotteries, Betting ami P.sil-selliiig. 
inn An Ad resjiecting tiamblliig In public conveyances.
101 j An Act resper-ting offences relating to the law of

162 I An Act respecting olfcucea against the Person.
Ills 1 An Ad respecting Libel.
1 • >4 ! An Act respecting Larceny ami similar offence*.

105 An Act re*|ieding Forgery.
107 An Act respecting offences relating to the Coin.

lits I An Ad respecting malicious injuries to Proper!>.
10i* An Act respecting offences relating to the Army ami
171 j An Ad respecting the protection of Property of Seamen 

| ill the Navy.
172 ! An Act respecting Cruelty to Animals.

See*, t, 2. 3 & 4.

Secs, os Si on.
Secs. 70 to 81, s3 

84, sg. If, 01, 90
^103. 107,110A 111.

Sec. loo'(ss.2)& 111.

Secs. 85 to 37.

The whole Act.
The whole Act, ex

cept Secs. 0 4 7.
The whole Act.

The whole Act, ex-

The whole Act, ex
cept Secs, j A 7.

The whole Act.
The whole Act, ex

cept Secs. I, 2 4 3.
The whole Act, ex

cept Secs. 0, 7 4

The whole Act, ex
cept Sec. 4.

The whole Act.
The whole Act.
The whole Act, ex

cept Sec. S (ss. 41.
The whole Act, ex

cept Secs. 0 A HI.
The whole Act.
The whole Ad.
The whole Act.

The whole Act.
The w hole Act, ex- 

cept Secs. 0 ât 7.
The whole Act.
The whole Act.
The whole Act, ex

cept Sec*. 20 4 29 
to 34 inclusive.

The whole Act.
The whole Act, ex

cept Sec. 0.
The whole Act.

The whole Act, ex-

11) As nmemleil by 57-58 Viet., c. 57.
(21 See Sec. 28 of the I'ana'ln Kvhlelice Act, 1803, p. 1013, which repeals the ithole of 

Chapter 141, R S. t\
(3) A* nmemleil by 50 Vic., c. 82.
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SCHEDULE TWO. — ACTS REPEALED. — Continued.

:i An^Act respecting Threats, Intimidation and other of-

4 An Act respecting Procedure in Criminal Cases.
H An Act respecting the summary administration of Cri

minal Justice.
7 An Act respecting Juvenile (Menders.
s An Act respecting .summary proceedings before Justices 

| of the Peace.
!• An Act respecting Recognizances.
o An Act respecting Pines and Forfeitures.
I ! An Act respecting Punishments, Pardons and the Com

mutai ion of Sentences.
■> All Act respecting Actions against (htsoiis administering 

the Criminal Igiw.
I An Act to amend the Indian Act.

■> An Act respecting Public Stores.
'I An Act respecting the conveyance of liquors on board 

Her Majesty's Ships in Canadian Waters.
' An Act to amend the Aid respecting offence* against 

Public Morals and Public Convenience.
• An Act to amend the ItevlsAI Statutes, Chapter one

hundred and seventy-three, respecting Threats, In 
timidntion and other offences.

li An Act to amend the law respecting Procedure in ( l im
inal Cases.

• An Act respecting Railways.
i An Act respecting the advertising of Counterfeit Money.
1 An Act to amend the law relating to Fraudulent Marks 

l on Merchandise.

- Ail Act respecting gaming in Stocks and Merchandise.
i An Act further to amend the Law respecting Procedure 

! in Criminal Cases.
1 An Aid further to amend The Criminal l‘roc"thtr‘ Art.
'• An Act to amend Chapter one hundred and seventy-eight I 

of the Revised Statutes uf Canada; The Summary 
! Conviction* Art.

An Act to amend the Revised Statutes of Canada, Chap
ter one hundred and eighty-one, respecting Punlsf 

‘ nients, Pardons and the Commutation of Sentences.
! An Act to amend the Revised Statutes, Chapter seven ty- 

! seven, reepecting the safety of Ships.
■ An Act to amend the Revised Statutes respecting the 

1 North west Mounted Police Force.
1 ! An Act respect ing Rules of Court in relation to Criminal

I ; An Act for the prevention and sunprossiun of Combina
tions formed in restraint of trade.

An Act res|ieotiiig Corrupt Practices in Municipal Affairs.
An Act to permit the conditional release of llrst offenders 

in certain cases.
An Act to amend The Summary Conviction* Art, Chais

ier one bundled and seventy-eight of tile Revised 
Statutes, and the Act amending the same.

An Act to amend The Summary Trial* Art.
An Act to make further provision respecting the Speedy 

Trial of certain Indictable Offences.
An Act to prevent the disclosure of official documents 

and Information.
An Act respecting Banks and Ranking.
An Act further to amend the Criminal Law.

An Act to amend the Public Stores Act.
An Act respecting Frauds upon the Government.

The whole Act, ex- 
cept Sec. 12(*s..r>). 

The whole Act.
Thu whole Act.

The whole Act. 
The whole Act. 
The whole Act.

The whole Act.
The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Ac1, ex-

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act, ex
cept Secs. 4 & 5. 
The whole Act.
The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act, ei 
cept Secs. 1, 2, £ 
to end. (2)

The whole Act. 
The whole Act.

(1) As amended by 50 Vic., c. 82. 
(21 Amended by 5i-58 Vic., e. 67.
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APPENDIX.

A( IS AND PARTS OF ACTS WHICH ARK NOT AFFECTED BY 
THIS ACT.

R.8.C., CHAPTER 50.

An Act respecting the North-West Territories.
ioi. In this section —
(«) The expression " improved arm " means and includes all arms except 

smooth bore shot guns;
(b) The expression “ammunition” means lixed ammunition or hull cart-

2. Every person who, in the territories,—

(tf) Without the permission in writing (the proof of which shall be on 
him) of the Lieutenant-Governor, or of a commissioner appointed by him to 
give such permission, has in his possession or sells, exchanges, trades, barters 
or gives to. or with any person, any improved arm or ammunition, or —

(b) Having such permission, sells, exchanges, trades, barters or gives any 
such arm or ammunition to any person not lawfully authorized to possess 
the same —

Shall, on summary conviction before a judge of the Supreme Court or two 
Justices of the Peace, be liable to a |»enalty not exceding two hundred dol
lars, or to imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months, or to both.

3. All arms and ammunition which are in the possession of any person, or 
which are sold, exchanged, traded, bartered or given to or with any person 
in violation of this section, shall be forfeited to the Crown, and* may be 
seized by any Constable or other Peace Officer; and any Judge of the Su
preme Court or Justice of the Peace may issue a search warrant to search 
for and seize the same, as in the case of stolen goods.

4. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make regulations res
pecting: —

(«) The granting of permission to sell, exchange, trade, Imiter, give or 
possess arms or ammunition;

(6) The fees to be taken in respect thereof;
(e) The returns to be made respecting permissions granted ; and —
(</) The disposition to be made of forfeited arms and ammunition.

•>. The provisions of this section respecting the possession of arms and am
munition shall not apply to any officer or man of Her Majesty's forces, of 
the Militia force, or of the North-West Mounted Police force.

fi. The Governor in Council may, from time to time declare by proclama
tion that upon and after a day therein named this section shall lie in force 
in the territories, or in any place or places therein in such proclamation de
signated ; and upon and after such day but not before, the provisions of this 
section shall take effect and lie in force accordingly.
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7. Tin- Governor in Council may, in like manner, from time to time, declare 
this section to be no longer in force in any such place or places, and may 
again, from time to time, declare it to be in force therein.

8. All Courts, Judges and Justices of the Peace shall take judicial notice 
of any such proclamation.

B.S.C., CHAPTER 141.

An Act respecting Extra-judicial Oaths.
4. Any affidavit, affirmation or declaration required by any fire, life or 

marine insurance comjjany, authorized by law to do business in Canada, in 
regard to any loss of pi(q>erty or life insured or assured therein, may lie 
taken liefore any commissioner authorized to take affidavits, or before any 
justice of the peace or before any notary public for any province of Canada 
and any such officer is hereby required to take such affidavit, affirmation or 
declaration.

HCUEDl'LE.

1. A. B., do solemnly declare that (state the fait or facts declared to), and 
1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, 
and by virtue of the Act respecting Extra-judicial Oaths.

R.S.C., CHAPTER 14ti.

An Act respecting Treason and other Offences against 
the Queen’s Authority.

6. If any j>ersan, being a citizen or subject of any foreign state or country 
at peace with Her Majesty, is or continues in arms against Her Majesty, 
within Canada, or commits any act of hostility therein, or enters Canada 
with design or intent to levy war against Her Majesty, or to commit any 
felony therein, for which any person would, in Canada, be liable to suffer 
deatli. the Governor General "may order the assembling of a militia general 
court-martial for the trial of such person, under The Militia Act; and upon 
being found guilty by such court-martial of offending against the provisions 
of this section, such person shall be sentenced by such court-martial to suffer 
death, or such other punishment as the court awards.

7. Every subject of Her" Majesty, within Canada, who levies war against 
Her Majesty, in company with any of the subjects or citizens of any foreign 
state or country then at peace with Her Majesty, or enters Canada in com
pany with any such subjects or citizens with intent to levy war on Her Ma
jesty. or to commit any such act of felony as aforesaid, or who, with the de
sign or intent to aid and assist, joins himself to any person or persons whom
soever. whether subjects or aliens, who have entered Canada with design or 
intent to levy war on Her Majesty, or to commit any such felony within the 
same may be tried and punished by a militia court-martial in the same 
manner as any citizen or subject of a foreign state or country at pence 
with Her Majesty may be tried and punished under the next preceding sec-
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le-

K.S.C., CHAPTER 148.

An Act respecting the improper use of Firearms and other 
Weapons.

7. The Court or Justice before whom any person is convicted of any offence 
against the provisions of the preceding sections, shall impound the" weapon 
for carrying which stich person is convicted, and if the weapon is not a pis
tol. shall cause it to be destroyed; and if the weapon is a pistol, the Court 
or Justice shall cause it to be handed over to the corporation of the muni
cipality in which the conviction takes place, for the public uses of such cor
poration.

2. If the conviction takes place where there is no municipality, the pistol 
shall he handed over to the Lieutenant-Governor of the province in which 
the conviction takes place, for the public uses thereof in connection with tne 
administration of justice therein.

R.S.C., CHAPTER 149.

An Act respecting the seizure of Arms kept for dangerous 
purposes.

5. All Justices of the Peace in and for any district, county, city, town or 
place, in Canada, shall have concurrent jurisdiction as Justices of the Peace, 
with the Justices of any other district, county, city, town or place, in all 
cases with respect to the carrying into execution the provisions of this Act. 
and with respect to all matters and things relating to the preservation of 
the public peace under this Act. as fully and effectually as if each of such 
Justices was in the commission of the peace, or was r.r officio a Justice of 
the Peace for each of such districts, counties, cities, towns or places.

7. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, by proclamation, sus
pend the operation of this Act in"any province of Canada or in any particu
lar district, county or locality specified in the proclamation ; and from and 
after the period specified in any such proclamation, the powers given by this 
Act shall Ik* suspended in such province, district, county or locality; but 
nothing herein contained shall prevent the Governor in Council from again 
declaring, by proclamation, that any such province, district, county or loca
lity shall he again subject to this Act and the powers hereby given and 
upon such proclamation this Act shall he revived and in force "accordingly.

R.S.C., CHAPTER 151.

An Act respecting the Preservation of Peace in the vicinity, 
of Public Works.

INTERPRETATION.

1. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,—
(a) The expression “this Act " means such section or sections thereof as 

arc in force, by virtue of any proclamation, in the place or places with re
ference to which the Act is to be construed and applied ;
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(6) The expression commissioner " means a commissioner under this 
Act;

(c) The expression "weapon" includes any gun or other firearm, or air- 
gun or any part thereof, or any sword, swordblade, bayonet, pike-head, spear, 
spear head, dirk, dagger, or other instrument intended for cutting or stab
bing, or any steel or metal knuckles, or other deadly or dangerous weapon, 
and any instrument or thing intended to be used as a weapon, and all am
munition which may Ik* used with or for any weapon ;

(</) The expression "intoxicating liquor" means and includes any al
coholic. spirituous, vinous, fermented or other intoxicating liquor, or any 
mixed li<|iior, a part of which is spirituous or vinous, fermented or otherwise 
intoxicating;

(c) The expression “ district, county or place,’" includes any division of 
any province for the purposes of the administration of justice in the matter 
to which the context relates;

(f) The expression " public work ” means and includes any railway, canal, 
road, bridge or other work of any kind, and any mining operation construct
ed or carried on by the Government of Canada, or of any province of Canada, 
or by any municipal corporation, or by. any incorporated company, or by pri
vate enterprise.

PROCLAMATION.

1. The Governor in Council may, as often as occasion requires, declare, by 
proclamation, that upon and after a day therein named, this Act. or any 
section or sections thereof, shall be in force in any place or places in Canada 
in such proclamation designated, within the limits or in the vicinity whereof 
any public work is in course of construction, or in such places as are in the 
vicinity of any public work, within which lie deems it necessary that this 
Act, or any section or sections thereof, should be in force, and this Act, or 
any such section or sections thereof, shall, upon and after the day named in 
such proclamation, take effect within the places designated therein.

2. The Governor in Council may, in like manner, from time to time, de
clare this Act. or any section or sections thereof, to be no longer in force 
in any such place or places. — and may. again, from time to time, declare 
this Act, or any section or sections thereof, to be in force therein.

3. No such proclamation shall have effect within the limits of any city.
4. All Courts, Magistrates and Justices of the Peace shall take judicial 

notice of every such proclamation.

WEAPONS.

3. On or before the day named in such proclamation, every person em
ployed on or about any public work, to which the same relates, shall bring 
and deliver up, to some ("onrnissioner or Officer apjKiinted for the purposes 
of this Act, every weapon in his possession, and shall obtain from such Com
missioner or Officer a receipt for the same.

4. Every weapon found in the possession of any person employed, as afore
said. after the day named in any proclamation and within the limits de
signated in such proclamation, may be seized by any Justice of the Peace, 
Commissioner, ('mistable or other Peace Officer. — and shall be forfeited to 
the use of Her Majesty.

5. Every one employed upon or about any public work, within the place or 
places in which this Act is then in force, who. upon or after the day named 
in such proclamation, keeps or has in his possession or under his care or con-
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trol, within any such place, any weapon, shall incur a penalty not exceeding 
four dollar-» and not lew than two dollars for every such weapon found in 
hi# possession.

6. Every one who, for the purpose of defeating this Act. receive# or con
ceals or aid# in receiving or concealing, or procures to he received or con
cealed. within any place in which this Act is at the time in force, any weapon 
belonging to or in the custody of any person employed on or about any pu
blic work, shall incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars and not 
less than forty dollars, and a moiety of such penalty shall belong to the in
former ami the other moiety to Her Majesty, for the public uses of Canada.

7. Any Commissioner or Justice of the Peace, Constable or Peace Officer, 
or any jierson acting under a warrant, in aid of any Constable or Peace Offi
cer. may arrest and detain any person employed on any public work, found 
carrying any weapon, within any place in which this Act is, at the time, in 
force, at such time and in such manner as. in the judgment of such Com
missioner. Justice of the Peace. Constable or Peace Officer, or person acting 
under a warrant, affords just cause of suspicion that it is carried for pur
poses dangerous to the public peace; and every one so employed, who so 
carries any such weapon, is guilty of a misdemeanor, — and the Justice of 
the Peace or Commissioner arresting such person, or before whom he is 
brought under such a warrant, may commit him for trial for a misdemean
our. unless he give# sufficient bail for his appearance at the next term or 
sitting of the Court liefore which the offence can lie tried, to answer to any 
indictment to lie then preferre 1 against him.

8. Any Commissioner appointed under this Act. or any Justice of the 
Peace having authority within the place in which this Act is at the time in 
force, upon the oath of a credible witness that he believes that any weapon 
is in the possession of any person or in any house or place contrary to the 
provisions of this Act, may issue his warrant to any Constable or Peace 
Officer to search for and seize the same. — and he, or any |>er#on in his aid. 
may search for and seize the same in the possession of any jierson, or in any 
such house or place.

g. If admission to any such house or place is refused after demand, such 
Constable or Peace Officer, and any person in his aid, may enter the same by 
force by day or by night, and seize any such weapon anti deliver it to such 
Commissioner; and unless the person in whose possession or in whose house 
or premises the same is found, within four days next after the seizure, prove* 
to the satisfaction of such Commissioner or Justice of the Peace that the 
weapon so seized was not in his possession or in his house or place contrary 
to the meaning of this Act, such weapon shall lie forfeited to the use of Her 
Majesty.

10. All weapons declared forfeited under this Act shall lie sold or destroyed 
under the direction of the Commissioner by whom or by whose authority 
the same are seized, and the proceeds of such sale, after deducting necessary 
expenses, shall be received by such Commissioner and paid over by him to 
the Minister of Finance and Receiver-General, for the public uses of Canada.

11. Whenever this Act ceases to lie in force within the place where any 
weapon has lieen delivered and detained in pursuance thereof, or whenever 
the owner or person lawfully entiUed to any such weapon satisfies the Com
missioner that he is about" to remove immediately from the limits within 
which this Act is at the time in force, the Commissioner may deliver up to 
the owner or |>er#on authorized to receive the same, any such weapon, on 
production of the receipt given for it.
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12. Every Commissioner under this Act shall make a monthly return to 
the Secretary of State of all weapons delivered to him. and by him detained 
under t'ii- Act.

INTOXICATING LIQUOR.

13. Vpon iind after the day named in such proclamation and during such 
period as such proclamation remains in force, no person shall, at any place 
within the limits specified in such proclamation, sell, barter or directly or 
indirectly, for any matter, thing, profit or reward, exchange, supply or dis
pose of. any intoxicating liquor; nor expose, keep or have in possession any 
intoxicating liquor intended to be dealt with in any such way.

2. The provisions of this section shall not extend to any person selling in
toxicating liquor by wholesale, and not retailing the same, if such person is 
a licensed distiller or brewer.

14. Every one who, by himself, his clerk, servant, agent or other person, 
violates any of the provisions of the next preceding section, is guilty of an 
offence against this Act, and, on a first conviction, shall be liable to a penal
ty ,of forty dollars and costs, and, in default of payment, to imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding three months, — and on every subsequent convic
tion. to the said jH-nalty and the said imprisonment in default of payment, 
and also to further imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months.

15. Every clerk, servant, agent or other person who, being in the employ
ment of. or on the premises of another person, violates or assists in violating 
any of the provisions of the thirteenth section of this Act. for the person in 
whose employment or on whose premises he is, shall be equally guilty with 
the principal offender, and shall be liable to the penalties mentioned in the 
next preceding section.

16. If any person makes oath or affirmation before any Commissioner or 
Justice of the Peace, that he has reason to believe, and does believe that any 
intoxicating liquor with respect to which a violation of the provisions of the 
thirteenth section of this Act has been committed or is intended to lie com
mitted is, within the limits specified in any proclamation by which this Act 
has been proclaimed to be in force, on board of any steam-boat, vessel, boat, 
canoe, raft or other craft, or in or about any building or premises, or in any 
carriage, vehicle or other conveyance, or at any place, the Commissioner or 
Justice of the Peace shall issue a search warrant to any Sheriff. Police Offi
cer, Constable or Bailiff who shall forthwith proceed to search the 
steam-boat, vessel, boat, canoe, raft, other craft, building, premises, carriage, 
vehicle, conveyance or place described in such search warrant : and if any 
intoxicating liquor is found therein or thereon the person executing such 
search warrant shall seize the intoxicating liquor and the barrels, casks, jars, 
bottles or other packages in which it is contained and shall keep it and 
them secure until final action is had thereon.

2. No dwelling-house in which, or in part of which or on the premises 
whereof, a shop or a bar is not kept, shall be searched, unless the said in
formant also makes oath or affirmation that some offence in violation of the 
provisions of the thirteenth section of this Act has been committed therein 
or therefrom within one month next preceding the time of making his said 
information for a search warrant.

3. The owner, keeper or person in possession of the intoxicating liquor so 
seized if he is known to the officer seizing the same, shall be summond forth
with by the Commissioner or Justice of the Peace who issued the search 
warrant to appear before such Commissioner or Justice of the Peace ; and if 
lie fails so to appear, or if it appears to the satisfaction of such Commissioner 
or Justice of the Peace that a violation of 4he provisions of the thirteenth
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section of this Act lias liven committed or is intended to be committed, with 
respect to such intoxicating liquor, it shall lie declared forfeited, with any 
pai kuge in which it is contained, and shall he destroyed by authority of the 
written order to that effect of such Commissioner or Justice, and in his pre
sence or in the presence of some person appointed by him to witness the des
truction thereof: and the Commissioner or Justice or the person so appointed 
by him. ami the officer by whom the said intoxicating liquor has been des
troyed, shall jointly attest, in writing upon the back of the said order, the 
fact that it has been destroyed.

4. The owner, keeper or person in possession of any intoxicating liquor 
seized and forfeited under the provisions of this section may be convicted 
of an offence against the thirteenth section of this Act without any further 
information laid or trial had. and shall be liable to the penalties mentioned 
in the fourteenth section of this Act.

17. If the owner, keeper or possessor of intoxicating liquor seized under 
the next preceding section is unknown to the oti'eer seizing the same, it 
shall not be condemned ami destroyed until the fact of such seizure, with 
the number and description of the packages, as near as may be. has been 
advertised for two weeks, by posting up a written or a printed notice and 
description thereof, in at least three public places of the place where it was

2. If it is proved within such two weeks, to the satisfaction of the Com
missioner or Justice by whose authority such intoxicating liquor was seized, 
that with respect to such intoxicating*liquor no violation of the provisions 
of the thirteenth section of this Act has been committed or is Intended to 
be committed it shall not be destroyed, but shall be delivered to the owner, 
who shall give his receipt therefor in writing upon the back of the search 
warrant, which shall lie returned to the Commissioner or Justice who issued 
the same: but if. after such advertisement as aforesaid, it appears to such 
Commissioner or Justice that a violation of the provisions of the thirteenth 
section of this Act has been committed or is intended to 1m* committed, then 
such intoxicating liquor, with any package in which it is contained, shall 
be forfeited and destroyed, according to the provisions of the next preceding

18. Any payment or compensation, whether in money or securities for 
money, labour or property of any kind, for intoxicating liquor sold, barter
ed. exchanged, supplied or disposed of. contrary to the provisions of the thir
teenth section of ibis Act. shall be held to have been criminally received 
without consideration, and against law, equity and good conscience, and the 
amount or value thereof may be recovered from the receiver by the person 
making, paying or furnishing such payment or compensation; and all sales, 
transfers, conveyances, liens and securities of every kind, which either in 
whole or in part have been made or given for or on account of intoxicating 
liquor sold, bartered, exchanged, supplied or disposed of contrary to the pro
visions <-f the thirteenth section of this Act, shall be void against, all persons, 
and no right shall be acquired thereby; and no action of any kind shall Ik- 
maintained. either in whole or in part .for or on account of intoxicating li 
quer sold, bartered, exchanged, supplied or disposed of. contrary to the pro
visions of the said section.

19. In any prosecution under this Act for any offence with respect to into
xicating liquor, it shall not lie necessary that any witness should depose di
rectly to the precise description of the liquor with respect to which the 
offence has been committed, or to the precise consideration therefor, or to 
the fact of the offence having been committed with his participation or to 
his own personal and certain knowledge: but the Commissioner or Justice of 
the Peace trying the case, so soon as it appears to him that the circum
stances in evidence sufficiently establish the offence complained of. shall put
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the defendant on hi* defence. and in default of such evidence being rebutted, 
shall convict tlie defendant accordingly.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

20. Any Comtnisioner or Justice of the Peace may hear and determine, in 
a summary manner, any case arising within his jurisdiction under this Act: 
and every person making complaint against any other person for violating 
this Act. or any provision thereof, before such Commissioner or Justice, may 
be admitted as* a withes»; ami the Commissioner or Justice of the Peace be
fore whom the examination or trial is had, may, if he thinks there was pro
bable cause for the prosecution, order that the defendant shall not recover 
costs although the prosecution fails.

21. All the provisions of every law respecting the duties of Justices of the 
Peace in relation to summary convictions, ami orders and to appeals from 
such convictions, and for the protection of Justices of the Peace when acting 
as such or to facilitate proceedings by or before them in matters relating to 
summary convictions and orders, shall, in so far as they are not inconsistent 
with this Act, apply to every Commissioner or Justice of the Peace men
tioned in this Act or empowered to try offenders against this Act: and every 
such Commissioner shall Ih- deemed a Justice of the Peace within the mean
ing of any such law. whether he is or is not a Justice of the Peace for other 
purposes.

22. On the trial of any proceeding, matter or question under this Act, the 
person opposing or defending, and the wife or husband of such person, shall 
lie competent to give evidence.

23. No action or other proceeding, warrant, judgment, order or other in
strument or writing, authorized by this Act or necessary to carry out its 
provisions, shall Ik* held void or la1 allowed to fail for defect of form.

24. Every action brought against any Commissioner or Justice of the Peace. 
Constable, Peace Officer or other |»erson. for anything done in pursuance of 
this Act, shall be commenced within six months next after the alleged cause 
of action arises; and the venue shall be laid or the action instituted in the 
district or county or place where the cause of action arose; and the defendant 
may plead the general issue and give this Act and the special matter in ev
idence; and if such action is brought after the time limited, or the venue is 
laid or the action brought in any other district, county or place than a* 
above prescribed, the judgment or verdict shall be given for the defendant; 
and in such case, or if the judgment or verdict is given for the defendant on 
the merits, or if the pluintiff becomes nonsuited or discontinues after appear
ance is entered, or has judgment rendered against him on demurrer, the de
fendant shall be entitled to recover double costs.

R.S.C., CHAPTKR 152.

An Act respecting the Preservation of Peace at Public Meetings.
i. Any Justice of the Peace within whose jurisdiction any public meeting 

is appointed to be held, may demand, have and take of and from any person 
attending such meeting, or on his way to attend the same, any offensive 
weapon, such as firearms, swords, staves, bludgeons, or the like, with which 
any such person is sc» armed, or which any such person has in his posses
sion; and every such person who, upon such demand, declines or refuses to



deliver up, peaceably and quietly, to such Justice of the Peace, any such 
offensive weapon as aforesaid, is guilty of a misdemeanour, ami such Jus
tice may thereupon record the refusal of such person to deliver up such 
weapon, and adjudge him to pay a penalty not exceeding eight dollars,— 
which penalty shall be levied in like manner as (tenuities are levied under 
the Aef rr*/>rrtl#f/ nummuru prom-d/M//# hrforr .funliirj* of tin Peavr, or 
such person may be proceeded against by indictment or information, a* in 
other cases of misdemeanour; but such conviction shall not interfere with 
the power of such Justice, or any other Justice of the Peace, to take such 
weapon, or cause the same to lie taken from such person, without his con
sent and against his will, by such force as is necessary for that purpose.

a. Upon reasonable request to any Justice of the Peace, to whom any such 
weapon has been peaceably and quietly delivered as aforesaid, made on tin- 
day next after the meeting has finally dispersed, and not before, such weap
on shall, if of the value of one dollar or upwards, be returned by such Jus
tice of the Peace to the person from whom the same was received.

3. No such Justice of the Peace shall be held liable to return any such 
weapon, or make good the value thereof, if the same, by unavoidable acci
dent. has been actually destroyed or lost out of the possession of such Jus
tice without his wilful" default.

R.S.C., CHAPTER 133.

An Act respecting Prize-fighting.
6. If, at any time, the Sheriff of any county, place or district in Canada, 

any Chief of Police, any Police Officer, or any Constable, or other Peace Offi
cer, has reason to believe that any person within his bailiwick or jurisdiction 
is about to engage as principal in any prize-fight within Canada, he shall 
forthwith arrest such person and take him before some person having autho
rity to try offences against this Act. and shall forthwith make complaint in 
that behalf, upon oath, before such person; and thereupon such person shall 
inquire into the charge ami if he is satisfied that the person so brought be
fore him was. at the time of his arrest, about to engage as a principal in a 
prize-fight, he shall require the accused to enter into a recognizance, with 
sufficient sureties, in a sum not exceeding five thousand dollars and not 
less than one thousand dollars, conditioned that the accused will not engage 
in any such fight within one year from and after the date of such arrest; 
and in default of such recognizance, the person la-fore whom the accused lias 
been brought shall commit the accused to the gaol of the county, district 
or city within which such inquiry takes place, or if there is no common gaol 
there, then to the common gaol which is nearest to the place where such 
inquiry is had. there to remain until he gives such recognizance with such 
sureties.

7. If any Sheriff has reason to believe that a prize-fight is taking place or 
is about to take place within his jurisdiction as such Sheriff, or that any 
persons are about to come into Canada at a point within his jurisdiction, 
from any place outside of Canada, with intent to engage in. or to be concern
ed in, or to attend any prize-fight within Canada, he shall forthwith summon 
a force of the inhabitants <yf his district or county sufficient for the purpose 
of suppressing and preventing such fight. and lie shall with their aid. sup
pléé» and prevent the same, and arrest all persons present thereat, or who 
come into Canada as aforesaid, and shall take them before some person hav 
ing authority to try offences against this Act. to be dealt with according t" 
law, and fined or imprisoned, or both, or compelled to enter into recogni-
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zances with sureties, as hereinbefore provided, according to the nature of the

io. Every Judge of a Superior Court or of a County Court, Judge of the 
Sessions of the Peace, Stipendiary Magistrate. Police Magistrate, and Com
missioner of Police of Canada, shall, within the limits of his jurisdiction as 
such Judge, Magistrate or Commissioner, have all the powers of a Justice of 
the Peace with respect to offences against this Act.

B.8.C., CHAPTER 154.

An Act resjtecting Perjury.

(The nil repea led section, 4, of this Act is set out at p. 140, ante.)

R.S.C., CHAPTER 157.

An Act respecting <>lienees against Public Morals and 
Public Convenience.

8. *•••

(4). If provision is made therefor by the laws of the province in which the 
conviction takes place, any such loose, idle or disorderly person may, instead 
of being committed to the common gaol or other public prison, lie com
mitted to any house of industry or correction, alms-house, work house or re
formatory prison.

R.S.C., CHAPTER 107.

An Act respecting Offences relating to the Coin.
(The unrepealed sections. 20, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34, of this Act are set 

out at pi». 527-529, ante.)

R.8.C., CHAPTER Pii».

An Act respecting offences relating to the Army and Navy.
g. One moiety of the amount of any penalty recovered umler any of the 

preceding sections shall be paid over to the prosecutor or person by whose 
means the offender has been convicted, and the other moiety shall belong to 
the Crown.
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R.S.C., CHAPTER 17*2.

An Act respecting Cruelty to Animals.
7. Every pecuniary penalty recovered with respect to any such offence 

shall he applied in the following manner, that is to say : one moiety thereof 
to the Corporation of the City, town, village, township, parish or place in 
which the offence was committed, and the other moiety, with full costa, to 
the person who informed and prosecuted for the same, or to such other per
son as to the Justices of the Peace seems proper.

51 VICT., CHAPTER 41.

An Act to amend the law relating to fraudulent marks, 
on Merchandise.

(The unrepeived sections. 15, 16. 18, 22. and 23, of this Act are set out 
at pp. 515 and 510, ante.)

52 VICT., CHAPTER 41.

An Act for the Prevention and Suppression of Combinations 
formed in restraint of Trade.

4. Where an indictment is found against an .-rson for offences provided
against in this Act. the defendant or person cosed shall have the option 
to lie tried More the Judge presiding at 1 Court at which such indict
ment is found, or the Judge presiding at , subsequent sitting of such 
Court, or at any Court where the indict n unes on for trial, without the 
intervention of a Jury: and in the evi -iich option being exercised the
proceedings subsequent thereto shall Is dated, in so far as may lie appli
cable, by The Speedy Trials Act.

5. An Appeal shall lie from any conviction under this Act hv the Judge 
without the intervention of a Jury to the highest Court of Appeal in cri
minal matters in the province where such conviction shall have been made, 
upon nil issues of law and fact: and the evidence taken in the trial shall 
form part of the record in appeal, and for that purpose the Court before 
which the case is tried shall take note of the evidence and of all legal ob
tiens thereto.

53 VICT.. CHAPTER 37.

An Act further to amend the Criminal Tjiw.

ESCAPES AND RESCUES.

(Section 1 of this Act is set out at p. 153, ante.)
Section 2 and sections 32 to 41 of the Act are as follows: —
a. Every one who, being sentenced to imfprisonment or detention in. or 

being ordered to lie detained in any industrial refuge, industrial home or In-
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dust rial school, by reason of incorrigible or vicious conduct, or with reference 
to the general discipline of the institution, is beyond the control of the Offi
cer in charge of such institution, is guilty of a misdemeanour, and may be 
dealt with as follows: —

(а) The offender may, at any time before the expiration of his term of 
imprisonment or detention, he brought without warrant before any Magis
trate, if the Officer in charge of such refuge, home or school certifies in writ
ing that the removal of such offender to a place of stricter imprisonment is 
desirable, and if the governing body of such refuge, home or school applies 
for such removal, and if sufficient cause therefor is shown to the satisfaction 
of such Magistrate, he may order the offender to be rein voted to and to be 
kept imprisoned, for the remainder of his original term of imprisonment or 
detention, in any reformatory prison or reformatory school in which by law 
such offender may be imprisoned for a misdemeanour; and when there is 
no such reformatory prison or school the Magistrate may order the offender 
to be removed to and to be so kept imprisoned in any other place of impri
sonment to which the offender may be lawfully committed;

(б) The magistrate may, after conviction, sentence the offender to such 
additional term of imprisonment, not exceeding one year, as to such Magis
trate seems a proper punishment for the incorrigible conduct of the offender.

PUBLIC AND REFORMATORY PRISONS.

Certified Industrial School, Ontario.

32. The Governor General, by warrant under his hand, may at any time 
in his discretion (the consent of the Provincial Secretary of Ontario having 
been first obtained), cause any boy who is imprisoned in a reformatory or 
gaol in that province, under sentence for an offence against a law of Canada, 
and who is certified by the Court, Judge or Magistrate by whom he was 
tried to have been, in the opinion of such Court, Judge or Magistrate, at the 
time of hip trial, of or under the age of thirteen years, to be transferred for 
the remainder of his term of imprisonment to a certified industrial school in 
the province.

33. Where, under any law of Canada, any boy is convicted in Ontario, 
whether summarily or otherwise, of any offence punishable by imprisonment, 
and the Court, Judge, Stipendiary or Police Magistrate may sentence such 
boy to imprisonment in a certified industrial school for any term not exceed
ing five years and not less than two years provided that no boy shall be. 
sentenced to any such school unless public notice has been given in the 
Ontario Oazettc and has not been countermanded, that such school is ready 
to receive and maintain boys sentenced under laws of the Dominion: Pro
vided also, that no such boy shall be detained in any certified industrial 
school beyond the age of seventeen years.

Halifax Industrial School.

34. Section sixty-one of chapter one hundred and eighty-three of the Re
vised Statutes, intituled : An Art respecting Public and Reformatory Pri
sons, is hereby repealed and the following substituted therefor: —

“6j. Whenever any boy, who is a Protestant and a minor apparently un
der the age of sixteen years, is convicted in Nova Scotia of any offence for 
which by law he is liable to imprisonment, the Judge, Stipendiary Magis
trate. Justice or Justices by whom he is so convicted may sentence such boy 
to be detained in the Halifax Industrial School for any term not exceeding 
five years, and not less than two years.’’
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35.St"ction sixty-two of tin* said Act is hereby repealed and the following 
sn fist it u ted therefor: —

" 62. No such sentence shall be pronounced unless or until provision Inn» 
been made by the munieipality within which such 1 onvietion is had, out of 
its funds, for the support of boys so sentenced, at the rate of not ie«» than 
sixty dollars per annum for each boy.”

*s7. Patrick's IIonic Halifax.
36. Section sixty-five of the said Act is hereby repealed and the following 

substituted therefor: -

" 65.Whenever any boy. who is a Roman Catholic and apparently under 
the age of sixteen years, is convicted in Nina Scotia of any oil cnee for which 
by law he is liable to imprisonment, the Judge. Stipendiary Magistrate. Jus
tice or Justices by whom he is so convicted may sentence such boy to be de
tained in Saint Patrick's Home at Halifax for any term not exceeding five 
years, and not less than two years ; but no such sentence shall be pronounced 
unless or until provision has been made by the municipality within which 
such conviction is had. out of its funds, for the support of boys so sentenced, 
at the rate of not less than sixty dollars per annum for each boy.

37. Section sixty-six of the said Act is hereby repealed and the following 
substituted therefor: —

"66. The superintendent, or head of the said home, may at any time no
tify the Mayor, Warden or other Chief Magistrate of any municipality, that 
no prisoners, beyond those already ruder sentence in such home, will la- re
ceived therein. and after such notification no such sentence shall be pro
nounced in such municipality until notice has been received by such Mayor. 
Warden or Chief Magistrate, from the said superintendent or head, that pri
soners will again be received in the said home."

I
38. The six preceding sections shall not. nor shall any of them, come into 

force until the same shall have been proclaimed by the (Governor in Council.

39. The said Act is hereby further amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following sections.

PART VI.

“ Manitoba.

“ Manitoba Reformatory for Hoys.

" 78. If any boy. who. at the time of his trial, appears to the Court to lie 
under the age of sixteen years, is convicted of any offence for which a sent
ence of imprisonment for a period of three months or longer, but less than 
live years, may be imposed upon an adult convicted of the like offence, and 
the Court before which such I my is convicted is satisfied that a due regard 
for the material and moral welfare of the boy manifestly requires that he 
should be committed to the Manitoba reformatory for boys, then such Court 
may sentence the boy to be imprisoned in such reformatory for such term as 
the* Court thinks fit.'not being greater than the term of imprisonment which 
could lie imposed upon an adult for the like offence, and may further sen
tence such boy to be kept in such reformatory for an indefinite time after 
the expiration of such fixed term : Provided, that the whole period of confi
nement in such reformatory shall not. exceed five years from the commen
cement of his imprisonment.
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" 79. Il" any boy. u|i|iumitly under the age of sixteen years, is convicted 
of any ofl'emc, punishable by law on summary conviction, and tlievcu|Kin is 
sentenced and committed to prison in an)- common gaol for a period of four
teen days at the least, any Judge of any one <>f the Superior Courts, <>i any 
•Judge of a County Court, in any case occurring within his county, may ex
amine and inquire into the circumstances of such case and conviction and 
when he considers the material ami moral welfare of the boy requires such 
sentence, he may. as an additional sentence for such offence, sentence such 
hoy to lie sent either forthwith or at the expiration of his imprisonment in 
such gaol, to such reformatory, to be there detained for the purpose of his 
industrial and moral education for an indefinite |>eriod, not exceeding in the 
whole live years, from the commencement of his imprisonment in the com
mon gaol.

" So. Every boy so sentenced shall be detained in such reformatory until 
the expiration of the fixed term, if any. of his sentence, unless sooner dis
charged by a lawful authority, and thereafter shall, subject to the provisions 
hen of and to any regulations made as hereinafter provided, be detained in 
such reformatory for a period not to exceed live years from the commence
ment of his imprisonment, for the purpose of his industrial and moral edu-

4 I
•■>i. A copy of the sentence of the Court, duly certified by the proper 

Officer, or the warrant or order of the Judge or other Magistrate by whom 
any boy is sentenced to confinement in such reformatory, shall be a sufficient 
authority to the Sheriff, Constable or other Officer who is directed, verbally 
or otherwise, so to do, to convey such boy to the common gaol of the county 
where such sentence is pronounced, and for the gaoler oi such gaol to re
ceive and detain such boy, until some person,' lawfully authorized, requires 
the dedvery of such boy for removal to the reformatory.

"82. If any boy sentenced to be confined in such reformatory is in such 
a weak state of health that he cannot safely or conveniently be removed to 
the reformatory, lie may lie detained in the common gaol or other place 
of confinement in which he is, until he is sufficiently recovered to be safely 
and conveniently removed to the reformatory.

" 83. No boy shall he discharged from such reformatov) at the termination 
of hi- term of confinement, if then labouring under any contagious or infec
tious di-case, or under any acute or dangerous illness, but lie shall be permit
ted to remain in such reformatory until he recovers from such disease or 
illnes': Provided that any boy remaining in such reformatory for any such 
cause -hall be under the same discipline and control as if his term was still 
unexpired.

“ 84. Any Sheriff or other person having the custody of any offender sen
tenced to imprisonment in the said reformatory, may detain the offender in 
the common gaol of the county or district in which such offender is sent- 
enceil, or other place of confinement in which such offender is, until some per
son lawfully authorized in that behalf requires svcli offender's delivery for 
the purpose of being conveyed to such reformatory.

W
"85. Whenever the time of any offender's sent clue in such reformatory, 

under any law within the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada, 
expires on a Sunday, such offender shall he discharged on the previous Sa
turday, unless such offender desires to remain until the Monday following."v.

40. The provisions of this Act in respect to the Manitoba reformatory for 
boys shall not come into force until the same shall have been proclaimed by 
the Governor in Council.
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THE CANADA EVIDENCE ACT 1H»3
[5G VICT. c. 31J.

(Amended by til Vic., e. 53 and by 1 Kdw. VII., c. 3b).

1. Short title. — This Act may lie cited as The Canada Evi
dence Act, 1893.

2. Application. — This Act shall apply to all criminal pro
ceeding and to all civil proceedings and other matters whatsoever 
respecting which the Parliament of Canada has jurisdiction in 
this behalf.

WITNESSES.

3. Interest or crime, no bar. — A person shall not In* incompe
tent to give evidence by reason of interest or crime.

4. Accused and husband and wife competent. — Every person 
charged with an offence, and the wife or husband, as the case may 
be, of the person so charged, shall lie a competent witness, whether 
the person so charged is charged solely or jointly with any other 
person. Provided, however, that no husband shall be competent to 
disclose any communication made to him by his wife during their 
marriage, and no wife shall be competent to disclose any com
munication made to her by her husband during their marriage.

2. The failure of the person charged, or of the wife or husband 
of such person, to testify, shall not be made the subject of com
ment by the Judge or bv Counsel for the prosecution in addres
sing the Jury.

A co-defendant in a criminal case, in which the defendants are being tried 
joint'y, cannot he compelled by the prosecution to testify ; but lie may offer 
to gi e and may give his evidence, if he wishes. (1)

It has been held, in the United States, that a conversation, participated 
in by a husband, his wife ami a third person, is not a privileged communi
cation between husband and wife, and that it may be given in evidence by 
such third person. (2)

( 1 ) R. v. Connors et al.. Que. Jud. Hep., 3 Q. B., 100. 
(2) S. v. Gray, 17 Cr. L. Mug.. 678.
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Persons who have cohabited hh man and wife on the strength of a mar
riage, #/e facto, supposed by both of them to be a good marriage, may. 
after the mariage i* found to be a nullity, — give, in evidence, in a Court 
of justice, statements made by each of them to the other during their coha
bitation. (3)

Where a defendant, who was indicted for stealing a quantity of oil. plead
ed not guilty and. im the trial, gave evidence on his own behalf, and the 
prosecuting counsel, in addressing the jury, commented unfavorably on the 
failure of the defendant’s wife to testify, it was held that the comment was 
a violation of clause 2 of the above section 4. and that the defendant was 
entitled to a new trial. (4)

Where, on a trial for perjury, the trial judge, in his charge to the jury, 
commented upon the fact that the prisoner did not testify on his own behalf, 
— although, when his attention was called to it. lie recalled the jury and 
withdrew his comment, — it was held, in appeal, that the prisoner had a 
right to have his ease submitted to the jury without the comment, and that, 
being deprived of that right, there was a substantial wrong done to him and 
it could not be undone by calling the jury hack and withdrawing the com
ment : and a new trial was ordered. (5)

Where, during the address to the jury by the prisoner's counsel, the 
Crown counsel interjected a remark, in the hearing of tin- jury, intimating 
that the prisoner could have given evidence as to an alleged occurrence, then 
being referred to by the prisoner's counsel in his address, and it appeared 
that the ascertainment of whether or not such occurrence took place was not 
material to the issue, it was held that such, interjected remark was not a 
ground for ordering a new trial. (5«)

There is some dilferem e of opinion as to whether the above section. 4. 
renders a defendant competent as a witness on his own behalf when charged 
with an offence against a provincial statute or a municipal by-law. in the 
absence of provincial legislation rendering him so competent. The question 
seems to depend upon the construction to be placed upon the sections of the 
Ur It hit Xurth America Act regulating the respective powers of Dominion 
and Provincial Legislatures in relation to criminal law and procedure. In 
other words, does subsection 27 of section ill of the Itritixh Xortli America 
Act vest in the Dominion Parliament c.rclaxirc legislative authority to 
regulate procedure, (including, of course, evidence, as a branch of proce
dure). in relation to all criminal offences, no matter by what authority 
punishable, that is. whether punishable by virtue of Dominion. Provin
cial. Municipal or other laws? Ur. is subs, là of sec. 1)2 of the H. X. A.. Act, 
(which gives provincial legislatures authority to make laws imposing pun
ishment by fine, penalty, or imprisonment for the enforcement of provincial 
laws), to be construed as conferring on the provincial legislatures the power 
to regulate and fix the procedure in regard to offences against provincial 
laws? And, if this be so. are there, therefore, as some have contended, two 
sets of criminal offences,—Federal crimes, (subject,- as to procedure, 
to Dominion legislation), and Provincial crimes subject. — as to pro
cedure, — to provincial legislation ) ?

Sec. 01, subsection 27, of the 11. X. A. Act, declares that the exclusive le
gislative authority of the Dominion Parliament extends to all matters relat
ing to the CRIMINAL LAW. except the constitution of the Courts, but in- 
eluding the procedure in criminal matters.

(3) Wells v. Fletcher, 5 ('. P„ 12.
(4) K. v. Corby, 30 X. S. R., 330: 1 Can. Cr. Cas. 457.
(5) R. v. Coleman. 10 C. L. T., 26; 30 O. R„ 93; 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 523. 
(5a) R. v. Weir, (No 3), 3 Can. Cr. Cas., 262.
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This language certainly seems to cover procedure in all criminal matters 
whatsoever; and, as subsection 15 of section 92 says nothing at all about 
procedure, it may he said that, in empowering provincial legislatures to im
pose a punishment for infraction of provincial laws, it merely confers upon the 
provincial legislatures a special and limited authority concurrent with 
and in aid of the (ienkiiai. authority which the Dominion Parliament pos
sesses over all criminal matters.

When, under the limited authority conferred upon them, provincial legis
latures impose a tine, or a penalty or imprisonment, for disobedience oi a 
provincial law, they do not thereby create the criminal offence involved in 
such disobedience. Disobedience of a statute is a crime under the common 
law. It is a crime under the general criminal law of the country: and the 
Criminal ( 'ode itself ( by section 138) expressly makes it an indictable offence 
to unlawfully disobey any Act of any Legislature in Canada, and enacts 
that the offender shall Ik* liable to one year's imprisonment, unless there is 
some other punishment expressly provided by law.

So. that, if the limited authority given to the provincial legislatures by the 
B. N. A. Act were not. in existence at all. or, if. though in existence, it 
were not exercised, a contravention of a provincial statute would lie punish
able under the general criminal law controlled by the Dominion Parliament. 
And, surely, the mere fact that the provincial legislatures are grunted a li
mited right, to tin- extent of fixing the punishment in the case of a criminal 
offence which contravenes a provincial statute, does not give them the further 
right to regulate, in regard to such offences, the criminal procedure, over 
which the Dominion Parliament is givtn exclusive control; such exclusive 
control being so given to the Dominion Parliament in onler. no doubt, to 
secure in the trial of criminal offences, uniformity of procedure and evidence 
all over Canada.

It is not easy to reconcile the decisions in some, of the cases which have 
arisen upon this subject, and which are briefly noticed below. But there 
seems a good «leal of reason in the contention that, when the subject matter 
of a proceeding before a Justice or a Magistrate is in the nature of a cri
minal offence, it slumld have applied to it the general law of criminal pro
cedure and evidence, whether it is based upon an infraction of a provincial 
law or otherwise.

In Roddy’s case, the defendant who was accused, in Ontario, of an infrac
tion of the License Act was convicted of the offence on his own evidence; 
the prosecution having called him as a witness (against his own protest) 
under the authority of 3U Vic., (Dm/.), c. 10. sec. 4, rendering a defendant 
a competent and compellable witness in any matter not being a crime; the 
position taken by the prosecution being that a violation of the license laws 
was not a crime but a mere violation of a provincial law. In apjieal. Har
rison, ('. .1., in rendering the judgment of the Court, quashing the conviction, 
referred to section 91, subsection 27, of the B. X. A. Act. and said that, as 
the provincial legislatures have no direct power to legislate either as to 
crime or criminal procedure, the question was whether the charge against 
the defendant was a charge of crime or not; and, after reviewing a number 
of decisions as to what particular offences are crimes, he concluded that 
the offence of selling liquor on Sunday, (the offence charged against the 
defendant), being one of public interest and being punishable bv fine or 
imprisonment with hard labor, it was of a criminal nature and the defen- 
dant ought not to have been compelled to give evidence under the authority 
of a provincial Act rendering him competent and cmnpidlable as a witness 
in any matter not being a crime. ((I)

In a case against a physician charged with violating a law of the province 
of Ontario by practising without lieing registered, it was held that, as this

(8) K. v. Roddy. 41 V. V. Q. B.. 291.
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was a crime, the defendant could not Ik* a witness under 30 Vic., c. 10. ae.-. 
4 (Ont.). (7)

In another Ontario cast*, the defendant was charged with the violation of a 
municipal by-law. and as the act complained of was a criminal offence, he 
was held incompetent to give evidence. (8)

In a later Ontario case, a different, decision was arrived at. A defendant 
was convicted of selling intoxicating liquor without a license. Upon a mo
tion to quash the conviction, on the ground of defendant's evidence on his 
own behalf having been refused, it was contended that he was a competent 
witness under section 4 of the Cumula Erulrmr Art, but. for the prosecu
tion it was contended that the province alone has the right to regulate tin- 
pro edure and evidence under a provincial Liquor License Act; and the 
Common Pleas Division held that, notwithstanding the reservation. — by 
subsection -:7 of section t*l of the B. X. A. Ait. of criminal procedure t<- 
the Dominion Parliament, a provincial legislature has power to regulate and 
provide for the course of trial and adjudication of offences against its law
ful enactments, such as a breach of the Liquor License Law., even though 
such offences may be termed crimes, and that therefore they have power to 
regulate the giving of evidence by the defendant in such a case, as is done 
by It. S. ( !.. c. til. sec. 9. by providing that where the proceeding is a crime 
under the provincial law. the defendant is neither a competent nor compel
lable witness. (9)

In the province of Quebec, it has been held that the Cumula EvUlcurr Art 
does not apply to a charge of selling liquor without license laid under the 
Provincial Liquor License Act. and that on the trial of such a charge the 
magistrate has the right to refuse to allow the defendant to testify on his 
own behalf, seeing that the provincial law on the subject expressly denies 
a defendant the right to give evidence. (9o)

5. Incriminating Answers. — No person shall be excused from 
answering any question tijnin the ground that the answer to such 
question may tend to criminate him, or may tend to establish his 
liability to a civil proceeding at the instance of the Crown or of 
any jierson; provided, however, that if with respect to any ques
tion the witness objects to answer upon the ground that his ans
wer may tend to criminate him or may tend to establish his lia
bility to a civil proceeding at the instance of the Crown or of any 
person, and if but for this section the witness would therefore 
have been excused from answering such question, then although 
the witness shall he compelled to answer yet the answer so given 
shall not he used or receivable in evidence against him in any 
criminal trial or other criminal proceeiling against him there
after taking place other than a prosecution for perjury in giving 
such evidence. (As amended by the fil Vic., c. 53).

'i. The proviso to subsection 1 of this section shall in like man
ner apply to the answer of a witness to any question which pur-

(7) K. v. Sparhnm. 8 (). It.. 570.
(Hi R. v. MeXieoll. 11 O. 11.. 659. See also It v. Hart. 20 O. It.. (HI; It. v. 

Wa*on. 17 Ont. A. R.. 221 : R. v. Dunning. 14 O. It.. 52.
(9) R. v. Rittlp. 21 O. R.. 005.
( Ha ) Cairns v. Clioqliet. 3 Que. P. R.. 25 ; Can. Ann. Dig. (1900). 121.
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suant to an enactment of the legislature of a province such wit
ness is compelled to answer after having objected so to do upon 
any ground mentioned in the slid subsection, and which, but for 
that enactment, he would upon such ground have been excused 
from answering. (Added by 1 Edw. VI1, c. 3d).

The amendment made, to the first clause of this section, by the «il Vie.. <. .Vf 
dues away with u number of conflicting decisions, it having been held, in 
some eases, that us, under the terms of this section, it would lie of no use 
for a witness to object to answer, it was not necessary for him to object, in 
order to avail himself of the benefit of the proviso rendering his evidence in
admissible against him in any subsequent criminal trial, etc.; (10) while, 
in other eases, it was held that, if a witness gave evidence without making 
any objection that his answers might incriminate him. his evidence mi given 
was afterwards receivable against him, as having been voluntary. (11) 
It was held, in another case, that there was a distinction to he made h. t 
ween evidence given in a civil proceeding and evidence given in a crim
inal proceeding, and that, where the witness was examined in a civil pro
ceeding, he must object to answer, in order to avail himself of the proviso, 
whereas if he were examined in a criminal pro ceding, he need not object, 
in order to avail himself of it. (12)

It lias been held that a witness who is not a party loan indictment, which 
is being tried cannot he excused from answering questions on tin- ground 
that he himself is indicted as a receiver of the goods stolen, and that his 
answers might incriminate him; but his objection should la- noted, and his 
evidence then given should not lie need against him at his own trial. ( 13)

6. Evidence of mute. — A witness who is unable to apeak, limy 
give his evidence in any other manner in which he can make it 
intelligible.

DOC l M KN TA It Y K V1 DEN C E.

7. Imperial Acts &c.—Judicial notice shall be taken of all Acts 
of the Imperial Parliament, of all ordinances made by the Go
vernor in Council, or the Lieutenant-Governor in Council of any 
province or colony which, or some portion of which, now forms or 
hereafter may form part of Canada, and of all the Acts of the 
legislature of any sueli province or colony, whether enacted before 
or after the passing of The British North America Act, 1807.

8. Proof of Proclamations &c. — Evidence of any proclamation 
order, regulation or appointment, made or issued by the Governor 
General or by the Governor in Council, or by or under the autho
rity of any Minister or head of any department of the Govern
ment of Canada, may lie given in all or any of the modes herein
after mentioned, that is to sav: —

(10) K. v. Ilenderahott & Welter. 15 ( . L T.. 272: 20 (>. It.. «78: It. v. 
Thompson, 17 C. L. T.. 295; R. v. Hammond. IS ('. L. T.. 82 : 29 ». It.. 211: 
1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 373: It. v. Lalonde, Que. dud. Rep., 7 Q. B.. 204; It. v. Viau, 
Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. B.. 302.

(11) It. v. Miulden & Bowerman, 14 ('. L. T.. 505; It. v. Williams. 17 ('. 
L. T.. 376; 28 ». It.. 588.

(12) It. v. Chisholm & al., 2 Rev. de dur.. 342.
(13) R. v. McLinehy, 2 Can. Cr. Cas., 410: Que. Jud. Rep., 8 Q. B.. 100.
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(a) By the production of u copy of the Canada Gazelle or a vo
lume of the Acts of tlie Parliament of Canada purporting to con
tain a copy of such proclamation, order, regulation, or appoint
ment or a notice thereof ;

(b) By the production of a copy of such proclamation, order, 
regulation or appointment, purjwirting to he printed by the 
Queen’s Printer for Canada; and —

(r) By the production, in the case of any proclamation, order, 
regulation or appointment made or issued by the Governor-Gene
ral or by the Governor in Council, of a copy or extract purporting 
to be certified to lie true by the Clerk, or assistant or acting Clerk 
of the Queen’s Privy Council for Canada, — and in the case of any 
order, regulation or appointment made or issued by or under the 
authority of any such Minister or head of a department, by the 
production of a copy or extract purporting to be certified to Ik* 
true by the Minister, or by his deputy or acting deputy, or by the 
secretary or acting secretary of the department over which he 
presides.

9. Evidence of any proclamation, order, regulation or appoint
ment made or issued by a Lieutenant-Governor or Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council of any province, or by or under the authority 
of any member of the Executive Council, being the head of any 
department of the Government of the province, may be given, in 
all or any of the modes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say : —

(a) By the production of a copy of the Official Gazette for the 
province, purporting to contain a copy of such proclamation, or
der, regulation or appointment or a notice thereof ;

(b) By the production of a copy of such proclamation, order, 
regulation or appointment, purporting to be printed by the Go
vernment or Queen’s Printer for the province;

(c) Bv the production of a copy or extract of such proclama
tion, order, regulation or appointment, purporting to be certified 
to be true by the clerk or assistant or acting clerk of the Execu
tive Council, or by the head of any department of the Government 
of a province, or by hi»’ deputy or acting deputy, as the case may 
be.

10. Proof of judicial proceedings.—Evidence of any proceeding 
or record whatsoever of. in. or tadore anv Court in the United 
Kingdom, or the Supreme or Exchequer Courts of (’anada. or any 
Court, or before any Justice of the Peace or any coroner, in any 
province of Canada, or any Court in any British colony or ]>osses- 
sion, or any Court of record of the United States of America, or 
of any State of the United States of America, or of any other 
foreign country, may be made in any action or proceeding by an 
exemplification or certified copy thereof, purporting to be under
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the seal of such Court, or under the hand or seal of such .Justice 
or Coroner, as the case may lie, without any proof of the authen
ticity of such seal or of the signature of such Justice or Coroner 
or other proof whatever; and if any such Court, Justice or Coro
ner, lias no seal, or so certifies then by a copy purporting to be 
certified under the signature of a Judge or presiding Magistrate 
of such Court or of such Justice or Coroner, without any proof of 
the authenticity of such signature or other proof whatsoever.

11. Imperial Proclamations, Ac. — Imperial Proclamations, 
Orders in Council, treaties, orders, warrants, licenses, certificates, 
rules, regulations, or other Imperial official records, acts or do
cuments may lie proved (a) in the same manner as the same may 
from time to time Ik? provable in any Court in England, or (h) by 
the production of a copy of the Canada Gazette, or a volume of 
the Acts of the Parliament of Canada purporting to contain a 
copy of the same or a notice thereof, or (V) by the production of 
a copy thereof, purporting to be printed by the Queen’s Printer 
for Canada.

Substitute the words " King's Printer" and "King's Privy Council." for 
"IJneen's Printer" and " (/neon's Privy Council," in the above sections.

12. Official Documents. — In every case in which the original 
record could be received in evidence, a copy of any official or pu
blic document of Canada or of any province, purporting to be cer
tified under the hand of the proper officer or person in whose cus
tody such official or public document is placed, or a copy of a do
cument. by-law, rule, regulation or proceeding, or a copy of any 
entry in any register or other book of any municipal or other 
corporation, created by charter or statute of Canada or any pro
vince, purporting to be certified under the seal of the corporation, 
and the hand of the presiding officer, clerk or secretary thereof, 
shall be receivable in evidence without proof of the seal of the 
corporation, or of the signature or of the official character of 
the person or persons appearing to have signed the same, and 
without further proof thereof.

13. Copies of Public Books. — Where a book or other document 
is of so public a nature as to be admissible in evidence on its mere 
production from the proper custody, and no other statute exists 
which renders its contents provable bv means of a copy, a copy 
thereof or extract therefrom shall be admissible in evidence* in 
anv Court of Justice, or before a person having, by law or by con
sent of parties, authority to hear, receive and examine evidence, 
provided it is proved that it is a copy or extract purporting to l>e 
certified to be true by the officer to whose custody the original lias 
l>een entrusted.

14. Proof of hand writing not required.—No proof shall be re-
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quired of the handwriting or official position of any person certi
fying. in pursuance of this Act, to the truth of any copy of or 
extract from any proclamation, order, regulation, appointment, 
hook or other document; and any such copy or extract may be in 
print or in writing, or partly in print, and partly in writing.

15. Order signed by Secretary of State. — Any order in writing, 
signed by the Secretary of State of Canada, and purporting to he 
written by command of the Governor-General, shall he received 
in evidence as the order of the Governor-General.

16. Copies of Documents in Canada Gazette. — All copies of of
ficial and other notices, advertisements and documents printed in 
the Canada Gazette shall he prima facie evidence of the originals, 
and of the contents thereof.

17. Copies of Entries in Government books. — A copy of any 
entry in any hook kept in any department of the Government of 
Canada, shall l>e received as evidence of such entry and of the 
matters, transactions and accounts therein recorded, if it is proved 
by the. oath or affidavit of an officer of such department that such 
book was, at the time of the making of the entry, one of the or
dinary hooks kept in such department, that the entry was made 
in the usual and ordinary course of business of such department, 
and that such copy is a true copy thereof.

18. Notarial Acts in Quebec. — Any document purporting to l 
a copy of a notarial Act or instrument made, filed or unregistered 
in the Province of Quebec, and to he certified by a notary or pro- 
thonoturv to be a true coiiv of the original, in his possession as 
such notary or prothonotary, shall In* received in evidence in the 
place and stead of the original, and shall have the same force and 
effect as the original would have if produced and proved: Pro
vided, that it may be proved in rebuttal that there is no such ori
ginal. or that the copy is not a true copy of the original in some 
material particular, or that the original is not an instrument of 
such nature as may by the law of the Province of Quebec be taken 
l>efore a notary or be filed, enrolled or enregistered bv a notary in 
the said Province.

19. Notice to adverse party. — No copy of any book or other 
document as provided in sections ten. twelve, thirteen, fourteen, 
seventeen and eighteen of this Act, shall be received in evidence 
upon any trial unless the party intending to produce the same 
has before the trial given to the party against whom it is intended 
to be produced reasonable notice of such intention. The reaso
nableness of the notice shall be determined by the Court or Judge, 
but the notice shall not in any case be less than ten days.
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The rule is that the «intenta of a writing in any document or upon any 
portable article cannot be proved without it* production or without shewing 
it to lie in the possession of the prisoner or opposite party and on notice to 
him to produce it.

Upon the trial of an indictment against two prisoners for burglary, one of 
the stolen articles, — the only one directly proved to have been in the pos
session of either of them. — was a ring of a certain description which had 
upon it a certain inscription. A witness produced a ring similar to the 
stolen one and containing the same inscription ; and it was proved that, 
soon after the burglary, one of the prisoners hail shewn a similar ring also 
containing an inscription; but, as no notice had been given to the prisoner 
to produce it. it was held that the eontents of the inscription could not be 
proved. (14)

Secondary evidence of the contents of letters, of which one of the witnesses 
for the Crown had taken cognizance, is not admissible, where it is not proved 
that it was impossible to produce the letters themselves, or even that such 
letters ever existed. (15)

20. Construction of this Act. — The provision* of this Act shall 
be deemed to be in addition to and not in derogation of any powers 
of proving documente given by any existing statute or existing at 
law.

21. Application of Provincial Laws. — In all proceedings over 
which the Parliament of Canada lias legislative authority, the laws 
of evidence in force in the province in which such proceedings art- 
taken, including the laws of proof of service of any warrant, sum
mons, subptena or other document, shall, subject to the provisions 
of this and other Acts of the Parliament of Canada, apply to such 
proceedings.

Ah we have already seen. (Ill) one of the rules of evidence in England 
is that the cross-examination of u witness is not limited to the matters upon 
which such witness has been examined in chief, hut extends to the whole 
case; so. that, under this rule, if a witness is called, for instance, for the 
prosecution and gives any evidence of the simplest fact connected with the 
case, the defendant's counsel is at liberty to cross-examine him on every 
issue, and, by putting leuding questions, to establish, if he can. his entire 
defence.

But it will be seen that the above section, 21. expressly provides that in 
criminal cases the laws of evidence in font- in the province in which tin- 
proceedings are taken “ shall, subject to the provisions of this and other 
Acts of the Parliament of Canada, apply to such proceedings.” So. that 
the English rule above referred to will not apply to criminal proceedings 
in a province, whose laws of evidence. — as is the case in the province of 
Quebec, — restrict a witness" cross-examination to the facts referred to in 
his examination in chief. (17)

(14) R. v. Farr. 4 F. & F.. 33(1.
(15) R. v. Viau. Que. Jud. Rep., 7 Q. B., 3112.
(10) See p. 81!». antr.
(17) See Code of Civil Procedure. (Que), Art. 340.
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OATHS AND AFFIRMATIONS.

22. Who may administer Oaths. — Every Court and Judge, and 
every person, having by law or consent of parties authority to 
hear and receive evidence, shall have power to administer an oath 
to every witness who is legally called to give evidence before that 
Court, J udge or person.

23. Affirmations instead of Oaths. — If a person called or desi
ring to give evidence, objects, on grounds of conscientious scru
ples, to take an oath or is objected to as incompetent to take an 
oath, such person may make the following affirmation : —

“ I solemnly affirm that the evidence to be given by me shall be 
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. ”

And, upon the person making such solemn affirmation, his evi
dence shall be taken and have the same effect as if taken under 
oath.

24. If a person required or desiring to make an affidavit or 
deposition in a proceeding, or on an occasion whereon or touching 
a matter respecting which an oath is required or is lawful, whether 
on taking office or otherwise, refuses or is unwilling to be sworn, 
on grounds of conscientious scruples the Court or Judge, or 
other officer or person qualified to take affidavits or de]>ositions, 
shall permit such person instead of being sworn, to make his so
lemn affirmation in the words following, viz: “I. A. R, do so
lemnly affirm. ” &c.; which solemn affirmation shall be of the 
same force and effect as if such person had taken an oath in the 
usual form.

2. Any witness whose evidence is admitted or who makes an 
affirmation under this or the next preceding section shall be liable 
to indictment and punishment for perjury in all respects as if he 
had been sworn.

Tn England, it has been hold to be the duty of the judge before permitting 
a witness to affirm, (in accordance with the Imperial Oath* Art, 1888). to 
enquire into the ground of his objection to be sworn and to ascertain 
whether it is because he has no religious belief, or because the taking of an 
oath is contrary to his religious belief, that he objects to be sworn, and. 
further, that an objection to the admissibility of the evidence of a witness 
permitted to affirm without being so questioned is not taken too late, when 
taken after verdict. (18)

See comments, on the subject of affirming instead of swearing, at pp. 701. 
702, ante.

(18) R. v. Moore, 61 L. J.. M. C., 80: 17 Cox C. C., 458. See. also. R. v. 
(iibson. 18 Q. B. D.. 537.
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25. Evidence of Child. — In any legal proceeding where a child 
of tender years is tendered as a witness, and such child does not, 
in the opinion of the Judge, Justice or other presiding Officer, 
understand the nature of an oath, the evidence ol‘ such child may 
be received, though not given upon oath, if, in the opinion of the 
Judge, Justice or other presiding Officer, as the ease may be, such 
child is possessed of sufficient intelligence to justify the reception 
of the evidence and understands the duty of speaking the truth.

2. But no case shall be decided upon such evidence alone, and 
such evidence must, be corroborated by some other material evi
dence.

See section UR.'> and the cases cited thereunder at pp. 817, 818, ante.

STATUTORY DECLARATIONS.

26. Solemn declaration. — Any Judge, Notary public, Justice 
the Peace, Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, Recorder, Mayor, 
Commissioner authorized to take affidavits to be used either in the 
Provincial or Dominion Courts, or any other functionary autho
rized by law to administer an oath in any matter, may receive the 
solemn declaration of any person voluntarily making the same 
before him, in the form in the schedule A to this Act, in attesta
tion of the execution of any writing, deed or instrument, or of 
the truth of any fact or of any account rendered in writing.

27. Affidavits for Insurance Claims. — Any affidavit, affirma
tion or declaration required by any insurance company authorized 
by law to do business in Canada, in regard to any lose of, or in
jury to, person, property or life insured or assured therein, may 
be taken before any Commissioner authorized to take affidavits, 
or before any Justice of the Peace, or before any Notary public 
for any province of Canada ; and such Officer is hereby required to 
take such affidavit, affirmation or declaration.

28. Repeal. —T he Acts mentioned in schedule B to this Act 
are hereby repealed.

29. Commencement of Act. — This Act shall come into force on 
the first day of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninety- 
three.
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SCHEDULE A.

I, A. B., do solemnly declare that (stale the fact or facts declared 
to), and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing 
it to lie true, and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as 
if made under oath, and by virtue of The Canada Evidence Act, 
1893.

Declared before me
at this day of

A. D. 18

SCHEDULE B.

Arts repealed. Title. Extent of Repeal.

The whole Act.

R.8. C.,c. 141....... An Act respecting Extra - judicial
The whole Act.Oaths. ............................................
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EXTRA APPENDIX A.
THE IMPERIAL CRIMINAL EVIDENCE ACT, 1898.

This Act is the 01-62 Viet., c. 36; and it contains 7 sections, which arc as 
follows: —

1. Competency of witnesses. — Every person charged with an 
offence and the wife or husband, as the case may l>e, of the person 
so charged, shall be a competent witness for the defence at every 
stage of the proceedings, whether the person so charged is charged 
solely or jointly with any other person. Provided as follows: —

(a) A person so charged shall not be called as a witness in pur
suance of this Act except upon his own application;

(b) The failure of any person charged with an offence, or of the 
wife or husband, as the case may be, of the person so charged, to 
give evidence shall not he made the subject of any comment by the 
prosecution :

(c) The wife or husband of the person charged shall not, save as 
in this Act mentioned be called as a witness in pursuance of this 
Act except upon the application of the person so charged :

(d) Nothing in this Act shall make a husband compellable to 
disclose any communication made to him by his wife during the 
marriage, or a wife compellable to disclose any communication 
made to her by her husband during the marriage:

(e) A person charged and being a witness in pursuance of this 
Act may be asked any question in cross-examination notwithstand
ing thart. it would tend to criminate him as to the offence charged :

(f) A ]ierson charged and called as a witness in pursuance of this 
Act shall not be asked, and if asked shall not be required to ans
wer, any question tending to show that he has committed or been 
convicted of or been charged with any offence other than that 
wherewith he is then charged, or is of bad character, unless —

(i) the proof that he has committed or been convicted of such 
other offence is admissible evidence to show that he is guilty of 
the offence wherewith he is then charged ; or

(ii) he has personally or by his advocate asked questions of 
the witnesses for the prosecution with a view to establish his 
own good character, or has given evidence of his good charac
ter, or the nature or conduct of the defence is such as to involve 
imputations on the character of the prosecutor or the witnesses 
for the prosecution; or

(iii) he has given evidence against any other person charged 
with the same offence.
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ilf) Kvery person called as a witness in pursuance of this Act 
shall, unless otherwise ordered by the court, give his evidence from 
the witness box or other place from which the other witnesses 
give their evidence:

(h) Nothing in this Act shall alfeet the provisions of section 
eighteen of the Indictable Offences Act, 18-18. or any right of the 
person charged to make a statement without being sworn

It will bv mil iced that clause ( h) of this section does not prevent the 
judge from commenting on the failure of the accused, or of the wife or hus
band of the aceused. to give evidenee. It merely declares that such failure 
shall not he the subje.-t of any comment by the prosecution. In this res
pect it differs from subsection 2 of section 4 of the i'aiuiilil Hihlnnr Art. 
oilte .which expressly provides that neither the judge nor the counsel for the 
prosecution shall make such comment in addressing the jury.

2. When accused to be examined. — Where the only witness to 
the facts of the case called by the defence is the person charged, 
he shall be called as a witness immediately after the close of the 
evidence for the prosecution.

3. Right of Reply. — In cases where the right of reply depends 
upon the question whether evidence has been called for the de
fence the fact that the person charged has lieen called as a wit
ness shall not of itself confer on the prosecution the right of re
ply-

4. Special Cases. — 1. The wife or husband of a person 
charged with an offence under any enactment mentioned in the 
schedule to this Act may be called as a witness either for the pro
secution or defence and without the consent of the person charged.

2. Nothing in this Act shall affect a case where the wife or 
husband of a person charged with an offence may at common law 
be called as a witness without the consent of that person.

At common law, in cases in which personal injuries have been effected by 
violence or coercion by the husband upon the wife or by the wife upon the 
husband, such wife or sueli husband is a competent and compellable wit
ness. ( 1 )

5. Scotland. — In Scotland, in a case where a list of witnesses 
is required, the huslxmd or wife of a person charged shall not be 
called as a witness for the defence, unless notice he given in the 
terms prescribed by section thirty-six of the Criminal Procedure 
(Scotland) Act, 1887.

6. Application of Act. — 1. This Act shall apply to all crimi-

(1) See R. v. The Mayor of London. 16 Q. B. D.. 772. per A. L. Smith. J., 
at p. 775; Reeve v. Wood, 34 L. J.. M. C., 13; Steph. Dig. Law <yf Ew. Art. 
108.
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nal proceedings, notwithstanding any enactment in force at the 
commencement of this Act. except that nothing in this Act shall 
affect the Evidence Act, 1877.

v. But this Act shall not apply to proceedings in courts mar
tial unless so applied —

(a) as to courts martial under the Naval Discipline Act, by 
general orders made in pursuance of section sixty-five of that Act; 
and

(b) as to courts martial under the Army Act, by rules made in 
pursuance of section seventy of that Act.

7. Extent, etc., of Act. — (1) This Act shall not extend to 
Ireland.

*<i. This Act shall come into operation on the expiration of two 
months from the passing thereof.

3. This Act may lie cited as thb Criminal Evidence Act, 1898.
The Acts mentioned in the Schedule and referred to in the above section. 

4. are the Vai/ranep Art. 1824, the Poor hair (Srotlaml) Art, 1845, the 
Offrner* ana Inst the Pernon Art, 1881. the Married Women'* Proper tu Art. 
1882. the Criminal hair Amendment Aot, 1885, and the Prevention of Cruel- 
iii in children Art. isü4.

EXTRA A1TENDIX li.
THE KOKK1GX ENLISTMENT ACT 1870

This Act, which, in the main, is a reproduction of the 59 Geo. 3, c. GO, was 
passed, hurriedly, in August 1870. in consequence of the Franco-German 
War. following on the “ Alabama " crisis with the United States, and the 
" Fenian Raid " from the UnitiMl States across the Canadian border.

It i* the 33-34 Viet., c. 90, (as amended by the 40-47 Viet., c. 39 anil the 
56-57 Viet., c. 54), and contains 33 sections, which are as follows: —

1. This Act may be cited for all purposes as u The Foreign 
Enlistment Act, 1*870. ”

2. This Act shall extend to all the dominions of Her Majesty, 
including the adjacent territorial waters.

3. This Act shall be proclaimed in every British possession by 
the Governor thereof as soon as may he after he receives notice of 
this Act, and shall come into operation in that British possession 
on the day of such proclamation, and the time at which this Act 
comes into operation in any place is, as respects such place, in this 
Act referred to as the commencement of this Act. (As amended 
by 56-57 Vic., c. 54).
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Illegal Enlistment.

4. If any person, without the license of Her Majesty, living a 
British subject, within or without Her Majesty’s dominions, ac
cepts or agrees to accept any commission or engagement in the 
military or naval service of any foreign state al war with any 
foreign slate al peace with Her Majesty, ami in this Act referred 
to as a friendly state, or whether a British subject or not within 
Her Majesty’s dominions, induces any other person to accept or 
agree to accept any commission or engagement in the military or 
naval service of any such foreign state as aforesaid, —

He shall he guilty of an offence against this Act, and shall he 
punishable by tine and imprisonment, or either of such punish
ments, at the discretion of the court before which the offender is 
convicted; and imprisonment, if awarded, may be either with or 
without hard labour.

5. If any person, without the license of Her Majesty, being a 
British subject, quits or goes on lioard any ship with a view of 
quitting Her Majesty's dominions, with intent to accept any com
mission or engagement in the military or naval service of any 
foreign state at war with a friendly state, or, whether a British 
subject or not, within Her Majesty’s dominions, induces any other 
person to quit or to go on borad any ship with a view of quitting 
Her Majesty’s dominions with the like intent,—

He shall be guilty of an offence against this Act, and shall he 
punishable by fine and imprisonment, or either of such punish
ments. at the discretion of the court before which the offender 
is convicted; and imprisonment, if awarded, may be either with 
or without hard labour.

6. If any person induces any other person to quit Her Majes
ty's dominions or to embark on any ship within Her Majesty’s 
dominions under a misrepresentation or false representation of the 
service in which such person is to be engaged, with the intent or 
in order that such person may accept or agree to accept any com
mission or engagement in the military or naval service of any 
foreign State at war with a friendly State,—

lie shall lie guilty of an offence against this Act, and shall be 
punishable by tine and imprisonment, or either of such punish
ments, at the discretion of the court before which the offender 
is convicted; and imprisonment, if awarded, may be either with 
or without hard laliour.

7. If the master or owner of any ship, without the licence of 
Her Majesty, knowingly either takes on board, or engages to take 
on board, or has on board such ship within Her Majesty’s domi-
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nions, any ol' the following persons, in this Act referred to as ille
gally enlisted persons; that is to say,

(1) Any person who, being a British subject within or without 
the dominions of Her Majesty, has, without the licence of Her 
Majesty, accepted or agreed to accept any commission or engage
ment in the military or naval service of any foreign state at war 
with any friendly .stale;

(2) Any person, being a British subject, who, without the li
cence of Her Majesty, is about to quit Her Majesty’s dominions 
with intent to accept any commission or engagement in the mili
tary or naval service of any foreign State at war with a friendly 
state;

(3) Any person who has been induced to embark under a mis
representation or false representation of the service in which such 
person is to be engaged, with the intent or in order that such 
person may accept or agree to accept any commission or engage
ment in the military or naval service of any foreign State at war 
with a friendly slate;

Such master or owner shall be guilty of an offence against this 
Act, and the following consequences shall ensue; that is to say,

(1) The offender shall be punishable by fine and imprisonment, 
cr either of such punishments, at the discretion of the court be
fore which the offender is convicted; and imprisonment, if awar
ded, may he either with or without hard labour; and

(2) Such ship shall be detained until the trial ami conviction or 
acquittal of the master or owner, and until all penalties inflicted 
on the master or owner have been paid, or the master or owner 
has given security for the payment of such penalties to the satis
faction of two justices of the peace, or other magistrate or magis
trates having the authority of two justices of the j>eace: and

(3) All illegally enlisted persons shall immediately on the dis
covery of the offence be taken on shore, and shall not be allowed 
to return to the ship.

Illegal Shipbuilding and Illegal Expeditions

8. If any person within Her Majesty's dominions, without the 
licence of Her Majesty, does any of the following acts; that is to 
say,

(1) Builds or agrees to build, or causes to be built any ship with 
intent or knowledge, or having reasonable cause to believe that 
the same shall or will be employed in the military or naval service 
of any foreign State at war with any friendly state; or

(2) Issues or delivers any commission for any ship with intent 
or knowledge, or having reasonable cause to believe that the same
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shall or will bu employed in the military or naval service of any 
foreign state at war with any friendly state; or

(3) Equips any ship with intent or knowledge, or having rea
sonable cause to believe that the same shall or will be employed in 
the military or naval service of any foreign state at war with any 
friendly state; or

(4) Despatches, or causes or allows to be despatched, any ship 
with intent or knowledge, or having reasonable cause to believe 
that the same shall or will be employed in the military or naval 
service of any foreign state at war with any friendly state;

Such person shall be deemed to have committed an offence 
against this Act, and the following consequences shall ensue:

(1) The offender shall be punishable by fine and imprisonment 
or either of such punishments, at the discretion of the court before 
which the offender is convicted; and imprisonment, if awarded, 
may be either with or without hard labour;

(2) The ship in respect of which any such offence is committed, 
and her equipment, shall be forfeited to Her Majesty:

Provided that a person building, causing to be built, or equip
ping a ship in any of the cases aforesaid, in pursuance of a contract 
made before, flie commencement of such war as aforesaid, shall not 
be liable to any of the penalties imposed by this section in respect 
of such building or equipping if he satisfies the conditions follow
ing; that is to say,

(1) If forthwith upon a proclamation of neutrality being issued 
by Her Majesty, he gives notice to the Secretary of State that he 
is so building, causing to be built, or equipping such ship, and 
furnishes such particulars of the contract and of any matters rela
ting to, or done, or to be done under the contract as may be re
quired by the Secretary of State:

(2) If he gives such security, and takes and permits to be taken 
such other measures, if any, as the Secretary of State may pres
cribe for ensuring that such ship shall not be despatched, deli
vered, or removed without the license of Her Majesty until the 
termination of such war as aforesaid.

9. Where any ship is built by order of or on behalf of any 
foreign state when at war with a friendly state, or is delivered to or 
to the order of such foreign state, or any person who to the know
ledge of the person building is an agent of such foreign state, or is 
paid for by such foreign state or such agent, and is employed in 
the military or naval service of such foreign state, such ship shall, 
until the contrary is proved, be deemed to have been built with a 
view to being so employed, and the burden shall lie on the builder 
of such ship of proving that he did not know that the ship was in
tended to be so employed in the military or naval service of such 
foreign state.
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10. If any person within the dominions of Her Majesty, and 
without the licence of Her Majesty,—

By adding to the number of the guns, or by changing those on 
hoard for other guns, or by the addition of any equipment for 
v ar, increases or augments, or procures to be increased or aug
mented. or is knowingly concerned in increasing or augmenting 
the warlike force of any ship which at the time of her being within 
the dominions of Her Majesty was a ship in the military or naval 
service of any foreign state at war with any friendly state, —

Such person shall be guilty of an offence against this Act, and 
shall be punishable by line and imprisonment, or either of such 
punishments, at the discretion of the court before which the of
fender is convicted; and imprisonment, if awarded, may he either 
with or without hard labour.

11. If any person within the limits of Hvr Majesty's dominions 
and without the licence of Her Majqsty,—

Prepares or fits out any naval or military expedition to proceed 
against the dominions of any friendly state, the following conse
quences shall ensue:

(1) Every person engaged in such preparation or fitting out, or 
assisting therein, or employed in any capacity in such expedi
tion, shall l>e guilty of an offence against this Act, and shall be 
punishable by fine and imprisonment, or either of such punish
ments, at the discretion of the court before which the offender 
is convicted; and imprisonment, if awarded, may he either with 
or without hard labour.

(2) All ships, and their equipments, and all arms and munitions 
of war. used in or forming part of such expedition, shall be for
feited to Her Majesty.

12. Any person who aids, abets, counsels, or procures the com
mission of any offence against this Act shall he liable to he tried 
and punished as a principal offender.

13. The tenu of imprisonment to he awarded in respect of any 
offence against this Act shall not exceed two years.

Illegal Prize.

14. If, during the continuance of any war in which Her Majesty 
may be neutral, any ship, goods, or merchandise captured as prize 
of war within the territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, in vio
lation of the neutrality of this realm, or captured by any ship 
which may have been built, equipped, commissioned, or des
patched, or the force of which may have been augmented. Con
tran- to the provisions of this Act, are brought within the limits
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of Her Majesty's dominions by the captor, or any agent of the 
captor, or by any person having come into possession thereof with 
knowledge that the same was prize of war so captured as aforesaid, 
it shall be lawful for the original owner of such prize, or his-agent 
or for any person authorized in that behalf by the (Jovernment of 
the foreign state to which such owner belongs, to make applica
tion to the Court of Admiralty for seizure and detention of such 
prize, and the court shall, on due proof of the facts, order such 
prize to be restored.

Every such order shall be executed and carried into effect in 
the same manner, and subject to the same right of appeal, as in 
case of any order made in exercise of the ordinary jurisdiction of 
such court; and in the meantime and until a final order has liven 
made on such application the court shall have power to make all 
such provisional and other orders as to the care or custody of such 
captured ship, goods, or merchandise, and (if the same lie of pe
rishable nature, or incurring risk of deterioration) for the sale 
thereof, and with respect to the deposit or investment of the pro
ceeds of any such sale, as may be made by such court in the exer
cise of its ordinary jurisdiction.

General Provision.

15. For the purposes of this Act. a licence by Her Majesty shall 
be under the sign manual of Her Majesty, or be signified by Order 
in Council or by proclamation of Her Majesty.

Leyal Procedure.

16. Any offence against this Act shall, for all purposes of and 
incidental to the trial and punishment of any person guilty of any 
such offence, be deemd to have been committed either in the place 
in which the offence was wholly or partly committed, or in any 
place within Her Majesty's dominions in which the person who 
committed such offence may be.

17. Any offence against this Act may be described in any in
dictment or other document relating to such offence, in cases 
where the mode of trial requires such a description, as having been 
committed at the place where it was wholly or partly committed, 
or it may l»e averred generally to have been committed within 
Her Majesty’s dominions, and the venue or local description in 
the margin may be that of the county, city, or place in which the 
trial is held.

18. The following authorities, that is to say. in the United 
Kingdom any judge of a superior court, in any other place within 
the jurisdiction of any British court of justice, such court, or* if 
there are more courts than one, the court having the highest cri-
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minai jurisdiction in that place may, by warrant or instrument in 
the nature of a warrant in this section included in the term 
“ warrant, ” direct that any offender charged with an offence 
against this Act shall be removed to some other place in liar Ma
jesty’s dominions for trial in cases where it appears to the autho
rity granting the warrant that the removal of such offender would 
be conducive to the interests of justice, and any prisoner so re
moved shall be triable at the place to which he is removed, in the 
same manner as if his offence had been committed at such place.

Any warrant for the purposes of this section may be addressed 
to the master of any ship or to any other person or persons, and 
the person or persons to whom such warrant is addressed shall 
have power to convey the prisoner therein named to any place or 
places named in such warrant, and to deliver him, when arrived 
at such place or places, into the custody of any authority designa
ted by such warrant.

Every prisoner sliall, during the time of his removal under any, 
such warrant as aforesaid, be deemed to be in the legal custody of 
the person or persons empowered to remove him.

19. All proceedings for the condemnation and forfeiture of a 
ship, or ship and equipment, or arms and munitions of war, in 
pursuance of this Act shall require the sanction of the Secretary 
of State or such chief executive authority as is in this Act men
tioned, and shall be had in the Court of Admiralty, and not in 
any other court : and the Court of Admiralty shall, in addition to 
any power given to the court by this Act, have in respect of any 
ship or other matter brought before it in pursuance of this Act 
all powers which it has in the case of a ship or matter brought 
before it in the exercise of its ordinary jurisdiction.

20. Where any offence against this Act has been committed by 
any person by reason whereof a ship, or ship and equipment, or 
arms and munitions of war, has or have become liable to forfei
ture, proceedings may he instituted contemporaneously or not, as 
may be thought fit, against the offender in any court having juris
diction of the offence, and against the ship, or ship and equip
ment. or arms and munitions of war, for the forfeiture in the 
Court of Admiralty ; but it shall not be necessary to take pro
ceedings against the offender, liecause proceedings are instituted 
for the forfeiture, or to take proceedings for the forfeiture be
cause proceedings are taken against the offender.

21. The following officers, that is to say,
(1) Any officer of customs in the United Kingdom, subject 

nevertheless to any special or general instructions from the Com
missioners of Customs, or any officer of the Board of Trade, sub
ject nevertheless to any special or general instructions from the 
Board of Trade;
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(2) Any officer of customs or public officer in any British pos
session, subject nevertheless to any special or general instructions 
from the Governor of such possession;

(3) Any commissioned officer on full pay in the military service 
of the Crown, subject nevertheless to any special or general ins
tructions from his commanding officer;

(4) Any commissioned officer on full pay in the naval service of 
the Crown, subject nevertheless to any special or general instruc
tions from the Admiralty or his superior officer, may seize or de
tain any ship liable to be seized or detained in pursuance of this 
Act, ami such officers are in this Act referred to as the “ local 
authority but nothing in this Act contained shall derogate from 
the power of the Court of Admiralty to direct any ship to be seized 
or detained by any officer by whom such court may have power 
under its ordinary jurisdiction to direct a ship to be seized or 
detained.

22. Any officer authorized to seize or detain any ship in respect 
of any offence against this Act may, for the purpose of enforcing 
such seizure or detention, call to his aid any constable or officers 
of police, or any officers of Her Majesty’s army or navy or marines, 
or any excise officers or officers of customs, or any harbour-master 
or dock-master, or any officers having authority by law to make 
seizures of ships, and may put on board any ship so seized or de
tained any one or more of such officers to take charge of the same 
and to enforce the provisions of this Act, and any officer seizing 
or detaining any ship under this Act may use force, if necessary, 
for the purpose of enforcing seizure or detention, and if any per
son is killed or maimed by reason of his resisting such officer in 
the execution of his duties, or any person acting under his orders, 
such officer so seizing or detaining the ship, or other person, shall 
be freely and fully indemnified as well against the Queen’s Ma
jesty, her heirs and successors, as against all persons so killed, 
maimed, or hurt.

23. If the Secretary of State or the chief executive authority is 
satisfied that there is a reasonable and probable cause for belie
ving that a ship within Her Majesty’s dominions has been or is 
being built, commissioned, or equipped contrary to this Act, and 
is about to be taken beyond the limits of such dominions, or that 
a ship is al>out to be despatched contrary to this Act, such Secre
tary of State or chief executive authority shall have power to issue 
a warrant stating that there is reasonable and probable cause for 
believing as aforesaid, and upon such warrant the local authority 
shall have power to seize ami search such ship, and to detain the 
same until it lias been cither condemned or released by process 
of law, or in manner herein-after mentioned.

The owner of the ship so detained, or his aeent. may apply to
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the Court of Admiralty for its release, and the court shall as soon 
as possible put the matter of such seizure and detention in course 
of trial between the applicant and. the Crown.

If the applicant establish to the satisfaction of the court that 
the ship was not and is not being built, commissioned, or equipped, 
or intended to be despatched contrary to this Act, the ship shall 
be released and restored.

If the :ant fail to establish to the satisfaction of the court 
that the ship was not and is not being built, commissioned, or 
equipped, or intended to be despatched contrary to this Act, then 
the ship shall he detained till released by order of the Secretary 
of State or chief executive authority.

The court may in cases where no proceedings are pending for 
its condemnation release anv ship detained under this section on 
the owner giving security to the satisfaction of the court that the 
ship shall not be employed contrary to this Act, notwithstanding 
that the applicant may have failed to establish to the satisfaction 
of the court that the ship was not and is not being built, commis
sioned, or intended to be despatched contrary to this Act. The 
Secretary of State or the chief executive authority may likewise 
release any ship detained under this section on the owner giving 
security to the satisfaction of such Secretary of State or chief exe
cutive authority that the ship shall not be employed contrary to 
this Act, or may release the ship without such security if the Se
cretary of State or chief executive authority think tit so to release 
the same.

If the court Ik* of opinion that there was not reasonable and pro
bable cause for the detention, and if no such cause appear in the 
course of the proceedings, the court shall have power to declare 
that the owner is to Ik* indemnified by the payment of costs and 
damages in respect of the detention, the amount thereof to Ik* 
assessed by the court, and any amount so assessed shall be payable 
by the Treasury out of any moneys legally applicable for that pur
pose. The Court of Admiralty shall also have power to make a 
like order for the indemnity of the owner, on the application of 
such owner to the court, in a summary wav, in cases where the 
ship is released by the order of the Secretary of State or the chief 
executive authority, before any application is made by the owner 
or his agent to the court for such release.

Nothing in this section contained shall affect any proceedings 
instituted or to be instituted for the condemnation of any ship 
detained under this section where such ship is liable to forfeiture, 
subject to this provision, that if such ship is restored in pursu
ance of this section all proceedings for such condemnation shall 
be stayed ; and where the court declares that the owner is to be 
indemnified by the payment of costs and damages for the detainer, 
all costs, charges, and expenses incurred by such owner in or

4
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about any proceedings for the condemnation of such ship shall be 
added to the costs and damages payable to him in respect of the 
detention of the ship.

Nothing in this section contained shall apply to any foreign 
non-commissioned ship despatched from any part of Her Ma
jesty’s dominions after having come within them under stress of 
weather or in the course of a peaceful voyage, ami upon which 
ship no fitting out or equipping of a warlike character has tiken 
place in this country, (.lx nmcmled by Hip -10-,1 7 I 'id., r. .1.',).

24. Where it is represented to any local authority, as define I 
by this Act, and such local authority believes the representation, 
that there is a reasonable and probable cause for believing that a 
ship within Her Majesty's dominions has been or is being built, 
commissioned, or equipped contrary to this Act. and is about to 
be taken beyond the limits of such dominions, or that a ship is 
about to be despatched contrary to this Act, it shall he the duty 
of such local authority to detain such ship, and forthwith to com
municate the fact of such detention t > the Secretary of State or 
chief executive authority.

Upon the receipt of such communication the Secretary of State 
or chief executive authority may order the ship to Ik* released if 
lie thinks there is no cause for detaining her. but if satisfied that 
there is reasonable and probable cause for believing that such 
ship was built, commissioned, or equipped or intended to be des
patched in contravention of this Act, he shall issue his warrant 
stating that there is reasonable and probable cause for believing 
as aforesaid, and upon such warrant being issued further proceed
ings shall be had as in cases where the seizure or detention has 
taken place on a warrant issued by the Secretary of State without 
any c immunication from the local authority.

Where the Secretary of State or chief executive authority orders 
the ship to be released on the receipt of a communication from the 
local authority without issuing his warrant, the owner of the ship 
shall be indemnified by the payment of costs and damages in res
pect of the detention upon application to the Court of Admi
ralty in a summary way in like manner as he is entitled to be in
demnified where the Secretary of State having issued his warrant 
under this Act releases the ship before any application is made by 
the owner or his agent to the court for such release.

25. The Secretary of State or the chief executive authority 
may, bv warrant, empower any person to enter any dockyard or 
other place within Her Majesty's dominions and inquire as to the 
destination of any ship which may appear to him to be intended 
to be employed in the naval or military service of anv foreign 
State at war with a friendly State and to search such ship.

67
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26. Any powers or jurisdiction by this Act given to the Secre
tary of State may he exercised by him throughout the dominions 
of Her Majesty, and such powers and jurisdiction may also be 
exercised by any of the following officers, in this Act referred to 
as the chief executive authority, within their respective jurisdic
tions; that is to say;

(1) In Ireland by the Lord Lieutenant or the Chief Secretary :
(2) In Jersey by the Lieutenant Governor :
(3) In (Juernsey, Alderney, and Sark, and the dependent islands 

by the Lieutenant Governor:
(1) In the Isle of Man by the Lieutenant Governor:
(6) In any British possession by the Governor.
A copy of any warrant issued by a Secretary of State or by any 

officer authorized in pursuance of this Act to issue such warrant 
in Ireland, the Channel Islands, or the Isle of Man shall be laid 
before parliament. (As amended by the 50-57 Viet., c. 54).

27. An appeal may be had from any decision of a Court of Ad
miralty under this Act to the same tribunal, and in the same man
ner to and in which an appeal may be had in cases within the or
dinary jurisdiction of the court as a Court of Admiralty.

28. Subject to the provisions of this Act, providing for the 
award of (lainages in certain cases, in respect of the seizure or de
tention of a ship by the Court of Admiralty no damages shall be 
payable, and no officer or local authority shall be responsible, 
either civilly or criminally, in respect of the seizure or detention 
of any ship in pursuance of this Act.

29. The Secretary of State shall not, nor shall the chief exe
cutive authority be responsible in any action or other legal pro
ceedings whatsoever for any warrant issued by him in pursuance 
of this Act, or l>e examinable as a witness, except at his own re
quest. in any court of justice in respect of the circumstances which 
led to the issue of the warrant.

Interpretation Clause.

30. In this Act, if not inconsistent with the context, the fol
lowing terms have the meanings herein-after respectively assigned 
to them; that is to say,

“ Foreign state ” includes any foreign prince, colony, province, 
or part of any province or people, or any person or persons exer
cising or assuming to exercise the powers of government in or over 
any foreign country, colony, province, or part of any province 
or people :
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Military service "’ shall include military telegraphy, and any 
other employment whatever, in or in eonnexion with any military 
operation :

“ Naval service ” shall, as respects a person, include service as a 
marine, employment as a pilot in piloting or directing the course 
of a ship of war or other ship, when such ship of war or other 
ship is being used in any military or naval operation, and any em
ployment whatever on hoard a ship of war, transoort, store ship, 
privateer or ship under letters of marque; and as respects a ship, 
include any user of a ship as a transport, store ship, privateer or 
ship under letters of marque :

“ United Kingdom ’* includes tin* Isle of Man, the Channel Is
lands, and other adjacent islands:

“British possession ” means any territory, colony, or place being 
part of Her Majesty’s dominions, and not part of the United 
Kingdom as defined by this Act:

“The Governor” shall as respects India mean the Governor 
General or the Governor of any presidency, and where a British 
possession consists of several constituent colonies, mean the Go
vernor General of the whole possession, or the Governor of any of 
the constituent colonies, and as respects any other British posses
sion, it shall mean the officer for the time being administering the 
government of such possession ; also any person acting for or in 
the capacity of a Governor ? hall he included under the term “ Go
vernor ” :

“ Court ofAdmiraltv ” shall mean the High Court of Admiralty 
of England or Ireland, the Court of Session of Scotland, or any 
Vice-Admiralty Court within Her Majesty’s dominions:

“Ship” shall include any description of boat, vessel, floating 
battery, or floating craft; also ny description of boat, vessel, or 
other craft or battery, made to move either on the surface of or 
under water, or sometimes on the surface of and sometimes under 
water:

“ Building ” in relation to a ship shall include the doing any act 
towards or incidental to the construction of a ship, and all words 
having relation to building shall be construed accordingly :

“ Equipping ” in relation to a ship shall include the furnishing 
a ship with any tackle, apparel, furniture, provisions, arms, muni
tions. or stores, or any other thing which is used in or about a shin 
for the purpose of fitting or adapting her for the sea or for naval 
service, and all words relating to equipping shall be construed 
accordingly :

“ Ship and equipment ” shall include a ship and everything in 
or belonging to a ship :

“ Master ” shall include any person having the charge or com
mand of a ship. (As amended by .56-57 Vic., c. 5h).
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He [ml of Arts, and Saving Clauses.

31. [This section, 31, was repealed by the 43-47 Viet., 3V J.

32. Nothing in this Act contained shall subject to forfeiture 
any commissioned ship of any foreign state, or give to any British 
court over or in respect of any ship entitled to recognition as a 
commissioned ship of any foreign state, any jurisdiction which it 
would not have had if this Act had not passed.

33. Nothing in this Act contained shall extend or be construed 
to extend to subject to any penalty any person who enters into 
the military service of any prince, state, or potentate in Asia, with 
such leave or license as is for the time being required by law in 
the case of subjects of Her Majesty entering into til* military 
service of princes, states, or ]>ot<#ntates in Asia.

Remarks. The Forciiia Knlixlnirnl Art. though somewlmt lengthy.con
tains only a few short points.

Each section when dealing with a time of war mentions it.
The second and third sections extend the Act to all the dominions of the 

British empire, including the adjacent territorial waters.
The 50 Geo. 3, e. <»!). (which was the basis of the present Act), was. pre 

viously to 1870. held to be in force in Canada in !► case in wlihdi the de
fendants were in«Ii(*te«I in London. Ontario, on a charge of having, without 
the liicns<> of the Crown, engaged and procured a person to enlist mt a sol
dier in the land service of the United States. (1)

Sections 4 to 7 deal with the enlistment of British subjects in the military 
or naval service of any foreign State at war with a frlrmllu Stair. They 
also deal with any j)crson who, by misrepresentation, iminces any other 
person, in the like circumstances of war. to tpiit the British dominions; and 
the master and owner of any ship is made liable for knowingly taking such 
persons on hoard.

L’pon the trial of an indictment alleging that at lâverpool, the defendants 
engaged and procured men to enlist as sailors, etc., iu the service of a belli
gerent State, the evidence shewed that the men were engaged by the defen
dants at Liverpool to enter themselves as the crew of a vessel lying there 
for a voyage to China and that afterwards when the vessel was off the coast 
of France the men were, in the presence of one of the defendants enlisted 
in the belligerent service ; and the jury were directed that, if the defendants 
engaged the men in Liverpool with the intention that they should after
wards lie enlisted abroad in the belligerent service, the indictment was sus
tained. (2)

Sections 8 and 0 prohibit the building, commissioning. «Hpiipping or des
patching ships to be employed in the service of any foreign State at war 
with a friendly State.

But the trade of the United Kingdom and her colonies in ship building is 
not to be stoppisl if there is no war; and contracts can he accepted from all 
before the commencement of hostilities. (3)

(1) R. v. Schram & Anderson, 10 U. ('. L. .1., 207.
(2) It. v. Jones & Higliat. 4 F. & F., 25. See Atty. Gen. v. Silleiii, The 

Air.ran lira," 3 F. & F.. 040.
(3) See R. v. Sandoval, Baird & Call. 10 ('ox. ('. ('.. 200.
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In a case under the fill (Ieo. 3. e. (iff, it was held that, although it could 
not lx- stated who were the person-, exercising or assuming to exercise powers 
of government, yet if there were a body of insurgents who were part of a 
province or people and who were acting together, undertaking and conduct 
ing hostilities, and the ship was in the service of this body, that was enough 
for the forfeiture of a ship acting without leave or license. (4)

Section 10 of the Act deals with the augmentation of the warlike force 
of a ship in the military or naval service of any foreign State tit trill' with a 
friendly State.

Section 11 deals with an otfence not included in the .10 (ieo. 3, e. fit). It 
prohibits the preparing or fitting out. in any part of the British dominions, 
of any naval or military expedition to proceed from thence against the terri
tory or dominions of any friendly State, that is, any people with whom the 
Vnited Kingdom is not at war. So. that, there need la* no war at all to 
make the preparing or fitting out of any naval or military expedition against 
the dominions of a friendly state an offence under this section. This is the 
section under which Dr .faintson and his troopers were prosecuted on a 
ehaige of having prepared and fitted out a military expedition against the 
South African Republic.

It seems that where there is an unlawful preparation of an expedition by 
any persons within the British dominions, any British subject who assists in 
*Uch pit will be guilty of au offence against the Act. even though
he renders his assistance from a place outside of the British dominions. (.*>)

Section 14 of the Act deals with unlawful prize : and sections 10 to 20 deal 
with " la-gal Procedure."

With regard to punishment, it will be seen, -by sections 4,5,0,7,8.10 
and 11. that the punishment by way of fine is unlimited, but, by section 
13, the punishment by imprisonment is limited to two years. And the pun
ishment may be by title, imprisonment or either, at the discretion of the 
Court, and the imprisonment may be with or without hard labor.

EXTRA APPENDIX C.
IXTKRI’RKTATIOX ACT AMENDMENT ACT.

|1 Kdw. VII, e. Ill-

1. Section 7 of The I iilrrprrlufion Art, chapter 1 of the Revised 
Statutes of Canada, is hereby amended bv inserting immediately 
after paragraph (31) thereof the following paragraph: —

(31a) Tlie expression “ county court, in its application to the 
Province of Ontario, includes “ district court. ”

(4) It. v. Carlin, The " Sal railin' 3 L. R„ P. ('.. 218.
(ôl K. v. .lameson and other*. 18 Cox. C. V„ 3112: |lHfMl| 2 <J. B.. 425.

0053
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VICTORIA DAY ACT.

[1 Ed«*. VII, c. If].

1. Throughout Canada, in each and every year, the twenty- 
fourth day of May, being the birthday of Her late Majesty Queen 
Victoria, shall, when not a Sunday, be a legal holiday and shall be 
kept and observed as such under the name of “ Victoria Day. *'

2. When the-twenty-fourth day of May is a Sunday, the twenty- 
fifth day of May shall be, in lieu thereof, a legal holiday through
out Canada, and shall be kept and observed as such under the 
same name.

3. Paragraph 2(> of section 7 of The Interpretation Act is 
amended by inserting after the word “ sovereign, ” in the seventh 
line, the words “ Victoria Day. ”

4. Subsection 2 of section 14 of The Bills of Exchange Act, 181)0. 
is amended by adding to the days to be observed in the several 
provinces as legal holidays or non-juridical days, “ Victoria Day. ”

DEMISE OF THE CROWN ACTS.

[1 Edw. VII, c. 37].

An Act to make certain provisions necessitated by the Demise of the

1. No writ, cause, action, suit, plea, judgment or process or any 
other proceeding whatsoever whether civil or criminal in or issu
ing out of any court shall be determined, abated or discontinued 
by the demise of the Crown upon the death of Tier late Majesty 
Queen Victoria or by any demise of the Crown that may here
after take place, but every such writ, cause, action, suit, plea, judg
ment, process or other proceeding shall remain in full force and 
virtue to be proceeded upon or with, notwithstanding any such 
demise of the Crown.

|1 Edw. VII, o. 38].
An Act to remove doubts concerning the continuance in office of Judges 

upon the Demise of the Crown.

1. The commissions of all Judges of Dominion and Provincial 
Courts who held office at the time of the demise of the Crown 
upon the death of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria continued and 
remained and continue and remain in full force notwithstanding 
such demise, and the commissions of all Judges of such Courts 
shall hereafter continue and remain in full force notwithstanding 
any demise of the Crown.
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EXTRA APPENDIX D.

THE ALIEN LABOR ACT.

160-01 Viet., c. 11 j.

any

.lu-tp*

r'lHciol
L'l’OVVD

,eA i'1"'

Court1*
aian^iBfS

(As amended by the 01 Viet., e. 2, and by the 1 Ktlw. VII, e. 13).

1. Importation of foreign labor prohibited. — From ami alter 
the passing of this Act it shall he unlawful for any |htsoii com
pany, partnership or corporation, in any manner to prc|wy the 
transportation, or in any way to assist or encourage the importa
tion, or immigration of any alien or foreigner into Canada, under 
contract or agreement, parole or special, express or implied, made 
previous to the importation or immigration of such alien or foreig
ner, to perform labour or service of any kind in Canada.

2. All contracts or agreements, express or implied, parole or 
special, hereafter made by and between any person, company, 
partnership or corporation, and any alien or foreigner, to perform 
labour or service, or having reference to the performance of labour 
or service by any person in Canada, previous to the immigration 
or importation of the person whose labour or service is contracted 
for into Canada, shall be void and of no effect.

3. Penalty. Mode of Recovery. — For every violation of any 
of the provisions of section 1 of this Act. the person, partnership, 
company or corporation violating it by knowingly assisting, en
couraging or soliciting the immigration or importation of any 
alien or foreigner into Canada to perform labour or service of any 
kind under contract or agreement, express or imolied. parole or 
special, with such alien or foreigner, previous t» his becoming a 
resident in or a citizen of Canada, shall forfeit and pay a sum not 
exceeding one thousand dollars, nor less than fifty dollars.

2. The sum so forfeited may, with the written consent of any 
judge of the court in which the action is intended to be brought, 
be sued for and recovered as a debt by any person who first brings 
his action therefor in any court of competent jurisdiction in which 
debts of like amount are now recovered.

3. Such sum may also, with the written consent, to l>e obtained 
ex /mrtc, of the Attorney General of the province in which the 
prosecution is had, or of a judge of a superior or county court, be 
recovered upon summary conviction before any judge of a county 
court (being a justice of the peace), or any judge of the sessions of
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the peace, recorder, police magistrate, or stipendiary magidrae, 
or any functionary, tribunal, or person invested, by the proper 
legislative authority, with power to do alone such acts a> are 
usually required to be done by two or more justices of the peace, 
and acting within the local limits of his or its jurisdiction.

I. The sum recovered shall lx* paid the Minister of Finance and 
Receiver General.

o. Separate proceedings may be institu.ed for each alien < r 
foreigner who is a paily to such contract or agreement, (.lx 
amended by the 1 Edw. 17/. r. 13, sec. 1).

4. Penalty on master of ship knowingly bringing such aliens.
— The master of any vessel who knowingly brings into Canada on 
micli vessel and lamls or permits to be landed from any foreign 
]>ort or place any alien, labourer, mechanic or artisan who, pre
vious to embarkation on such vessel, had entered into contract or 
agreement, parole or special, express or ini|)lied, to ])erform labour 
or service in Canada, shall be deemed guilty of an indictable of
fence and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a line of not 
more than five hundred dollars for each alien, labourer, mechanic 
or artisan so brought or landed, and may ala » be imprisoned for 
a term not exceeding six months.

5. Exemptions. — Nothing in this Act shall be so construe 1 as 
to prevent any citizen or subject of any foreign country tempora
rily residing in Canada, either in private or official capacity, from 
engaging, under contract or otherwise, persons not residents or 
citizens of Canada, to act as jirivate s eretaries, servants or do
mestics for such foreigner tem|>orarily residing in Canada; nor 
shall this Act be so construed as to prevent any person, partner
ship or corporation from engaging, under contract or agreement, 
skilled workmen in foreign countries to ])erform labor in Canada, 
in or upon any new industry not at present established in Canada, 
provided that skilled labor for that purpose cannot be otherwise 
obtained; nor shall the provisions of this Act a only to prof sdonal 
actors, artists, lecturers or singers, or to persons employed strictly 
as ]>ersonal or domestic servants: Provided, that nothing in this 
Act shall be construed as prohibiting any person from assisting 
any member of his fa mil v or anv relative, to migrate from any 
foreign country to Canada for the purpose of settlement here. 
(As amended by /lie 1 Edward VIT, r. Id, see. 2).

6. Immigrants un’awfully landed to be returned. — The Attor
ney General of Canada, in case he shall be satisfied that an immi
grant has been allowed to land in Canada contrary to the pro
hibition of this Act, may cause such immigrant, within the 
period of one year after landing or entry, to In taken into cus
tody and returned to the country whence he came, at the expense
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ui theowner of the importing vessel, or. if lie entered from an 
adjoining country at the expense of the person, jwrtnership, com
pany or eor|K>ration violating section 1 of this Act (.4* amended 
hy the I Edit. 17/, e. Id, sec. J).

7. The Receiver (i encra I may pay to any informer who fur- 
nislies original information that the law has been violated such a 
share of the jienalties recovered us he deems reasonable and just, 
not exceeding fifty |K*r cent, where it appears that the recovery 
was had in consequence of the information thus furnished.

8. Advertizing for foreign labor. It shall he deemed a viola
tion of this Act for any person, partnership, company or corpora
tion to assist or encourage the importation or immigration of any 
person who resides in. or is a citizen of, any foreign country to 
which this Act applies, by promise of employment through adver
tisements printed or published in such foreign country: and any 
such |rts -n coming to this country in consequence of such an 
advertisement shall lie treated as coming under a contract as con
templated by this Act, and the penalties by this Act imposed shall 
he applicable in such case: l*rovided, that this section shall not 
apply to skilled laliour not obtainable in Canada, as provided by 
section Ô of this Act. (.lx amended In/ the / Edit. 17/, r. IS, see. J/).

9. Application of Act. — This Act shall apply only to the im
portation or immigration of such persons as reside in or are citi
zens of such foreign countries as have enacted and retained in 
force, or as enact and retain in force, laws or ordinances applying 
to Canada, of a character similar to this Act. (.1* amended hy the 
1 Edit. VIT, c. IS, see. /».).

2. Evidence of any such law or ordinance of a foreign country 
may be given. —

(a) by the production of a copy thereof purporting to be printed 
by the Government Printer or at the Government Printing Office 
of such f<*reign country or container! in a volume of laws or ordi
nances of such country purporting to be so printed : or

(b) by the production of a copy thereof purporting to he cer
tified to be true bv some officer of state of such foreign country 
wlv> also certifies that he is the custodian of the original of such 
law or ordinance, in which case no proof shall be <piire 1 of the 
handwriting or official jmsition of the person so certifying. (Added 
hy the 61 Viet., c. 2, sec. 1).

Section 0 of the t innuliini [el. - 1 Edw. VII, o. 13, — is as follows: —

6. Powers of Government not affected. — Nothing in th 1 said 
Act shall affect the exercise of the powers of the Government of 
Canada or of any province in connection with the promotion of 
immigration.
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EXTRA APPENDIX E.

THE YUKON TERRITORY ACTS.

[G1 Vic., c. 6, 62-63 Vic., c. 11, and 1 Edw. VII, c. 41J.

The Yukon Territory was constituted and defined, in the first 
instance, by section 2 of the til Viet., c. (i, and by the Governor Ge
neral’s proclamation contained in the schedule to that Act; but 
that section and schedule have been re)>caled and replaced by sec
tions 13 and 14 of and the schedule to the 1 Edw. VI [, e. 41.

By sections 3 and 4 of the til Viet., c. ti, it is provided that a 
Commissioner, appointed by the Governor General in Council, 
shall. — under instructions from the latter or from the Minister 
of the Interior, — administer the Government of the Yukon ter
ritory ; and section 1 of the 62-63 V., e. II, (replacing section 3 of 
the til Viet., c. (!) provides for the appointment of a Council to 
assist the Commissioner in administering the government.

Section 10 of the til Viet., c. ti relates to the constitution of a 
Superior Court called the Territorial Court and the qualifications 
of the judges thereof.

Sections 1 to 4 of the 1 Edw. N il. c. 41, provide for the ap
pointment. remuneration and qualification of police magistrates 
for Dawson and White llorse in the Yukon Territory ; while sec
tion 5 of that Act relates to their jjowers, and is as follows: —

“ 5. Each of the jiolice magistrates so appointed shall r.r officio, 
within the territorial limits of his jurisdiction, be a justice of the 
peace and have and exercise the authority and jurisdiction of two 
or more justices of the peace sitting or acting together.

“ 2. Each such police magistrate shall also within such limits 
be a magistrate for the purposes of Part LV. of Tlir Criminal 
Code, 1892, and amendments thereto, and shall have and exercise 
all the jurisdiction of such a magistrate, including that vested in 
police magistrates of cities and incorporated towns by section 78.‘* 
of The Criminal Code, 1892, as that section is enacted bv section 
3 of chapter 4ti of the statutes of 1900, and his jurisdiction under 
the said Part shall be alieolute without the consent of the person 
charged, except where such jurisdiction is dej>endent U|>on the 
provisions of said section 785 or of sections 789 and 790 of The 
Criminal Code, 1892, as amended. ”

Section 11 of the 1 Edw. VII, c. 41. relates to criminal appeals, 
and is as follows: —
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11. For the purposes of Part LI I of The Criminal Code 1892, 
and amendments, the Court of Appeal from the verdict or judg
ment of the Territorial Court or a judge thereof diall 1m* the Su
preme Court of Canada.

“ 2. For the purposes of the said Part Lii., the court of appeal 
from the judgment of a police magistrate proceeding under sec
tion 785 of Criminal Code, 1895, as amended, sliall k- the Terri
torial Court en banc.

“3. The judgment of the Territorial Court ujxm any such appeal 
from a ]M>liee magistrate shall be final and conclusive if the judges 
of the court are unanimous therein, otherwise there shall be an 
appeal therefrom to the Supreme Court of Canada.

“ 4. In the said territory the ap|K*al from a summary conviction 
or order under Part LY111., of The Criminal Code. 1895, shall In
to a judge of the Territorial Court sitting without a jury at the 
place where the cause of the information or complaint arose, or the 
nearest place thereto where a court is appointed to be held. ”

EXTRA A1TENDIX F.
TIIK I'l lilTIVK Ol'F'K NUKUS' ACT (IF CANADA.

| H.S.C.. chap. 143],

An Act respecting fugitive offenders in Canada from other parts 
of Her Majesty’s Dominions.

HEP MAJESTY, by ami with the advice and consent of the 
Senate and House of Commons of Canada, enacts as fol-

1. Short Title. — This Act may he cited as “ The Fugitive 
Offenders' Act. " 45 Y., c. 51. s. 1.

2. Interpretation. — In thi> Act, unless the context otherwise 
requires, —

(a) The expression “ Magistrate ’’ means any Justice of the 
Peace or any person having authority to issue a warrant for the 
apprehension of persons accused of offences, and to commit such 
l>ersons for trial;

(6) The expression “ Deposition ” includes every affidavit, af
firmation, or statement maclc upon oath;

1
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(r) The expression “Court*' means — in the province of On
tario, the 11 igli Court of Justice for Ontario ; in the province of 
Quebec, the Superior Court ; in the province of Nova Scotia, the 
Supreme Court ; in the province of New Jirunswick, the Supreme 
Court ; in the province of Prince Edward Island, the Supreme 
Court of Judicature; in the province of British Columbia, the 
Supreme Count; in the province of Manitoba, Her Majesty’s Court 
of Queen's Bench for Manitoba, in the North-West Territories, a 
Judge of the Supreme Court for the North-West Territories; ill 
the District of Keewatin, a stipendiary Magistrate; and ah * in the 
said Territories and District such Court or Magistrate or other 
judicial authority as is designated, from time to time, by procla
mation of the (iovernor in Council published in the Cumula Ga
lette. 45 Y., c. 21, s. lb, pari,— B) V., e. 25, s. JO.

The words " Mis Majesty's Court of King's Dench'’ should lie substituted 
for •• Her Majesty's ( 'our! of Queen's Bench " in this section.

3. Application of Act. — This Act shall apply to the following 
offences, that is to say: to treason and to piracy, and to every 
offence, whether called felony, misdemeanor, crime or by any 
other name, which is for the time being punishable in the part of 
Her Majesty’s dominions in which it was committed, either on 
indictment or information, by imprisonment with hard labor for 
a tenu of twelve months or more, or by any greater punishment, 
and, for the purposes of this section, rigourous imprisonment, 
and any confinement in a prison combined with labor, bv what
ever name it is called, shall be deemed to he imprisonment with 
hard lalior.

2. This Act shall apply to an offence, notwithstanding that, by 
the law of Canada, it is not an offence or not an offence to which 
this Act applies; and all the provisions of this Act. including those 
relating to a provisional warrant and to a committal to prison, 
shall lx* construed as if the offence were in Canada an offence to 
which this Act applies:

J. This Act shall apply, so far as is consistent with the tenor 
thereof, to every person convicted by a Court in any part of Her 
Majesty's dominions, of an offence committed either in Her Ma
jesty's dominions or elsewhere, who is unlawfully at large before 
the expiration of his sentence, in like manner as it applies to a 
person accused of the like offence committed in the part of Her 
Majesty’s dominions in which such person was convicted:

4. This Act . hall apply in respect to offences committed before 
the commencement of this Act, in like manner as if such offences 
were committed after such commencement. 45 V., e. 21, ss. 8, 
14 and 15.

Substitute “ Hi* Majesty's dominions *' for “ Her Majesty's dominions ’* 
in this and Hie following sections of this Act.
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By section 2 of tliv Lni|wrirtl Faultin' Offnnlrrn' Art, IfiHI, ( 44-4.') Viet.. 
«*. 00). it is provided that a |H*r*on, who is m-vinod of leaving «-ornmitted. 
in one part of the British dominions, an offenoe to which the Act applies, 
and who is a fugitive from such purt. — shall, if found in another jwrt of 
I lie British dominions, he liable to lie apprehended and icturned to the part 
from which he is a fugitive.

The lni|H‘iial Act is. hv section 0 thereof, made applicable to the name 
class of ollencc.» as those to which our own Act is made applicable by the 
hImivc section M thereof.

It will he s,H‘ii that, both the lni|ierial Act and our own Act apply only 
to ollences punishable by imprisoniment with Inml lalior for a term of 
twelve months or more and that they do not apply to an offenne punish
able by imprisonment for one year without hard labor. So. that, where an 
alleged otl'ender was aviwttxl in England upon a charge of having commit 
ted. in Canada, an oll'emv subject to the leaser punishment, it was held 
that, he could in it lie returned for trial but must lie discharged. In that 
ease, the charge against the prisoner wui that of having, at Montreal, fraud- 
nhntly forged an invoice and of having wilfully made a falsi- declaration in 
passing a Customs* entry, the punishment for such offences I icing, under 
the I'uutoMi* Art. 11!. S. c.. e. :12. section Util. a line, or imprisonment for 
a term not exceeding one year, or both line and imprisonment, -there 
being nothing said about hard labor. (I)

RETURN OF Fl tilTIVES.

4. Apprehension and return ef fugitive offenders. Whenever 
h person accused of having committed an offence to which this 
Act applies in any part of Her Majesty's dominions, except Ca
nada, has left that part, such person, in this Act referred to as a 
fugitive from that part, if found in Canada, shall lie liable to lx* 
apprehended and returned, in the manner provided bv this Act, 
to the part from which he is a fugitive:

2. A fugitive may be so apprehended under an indorsed warrant 
or a provisional warrant. 4T> \\. c. 21, s. 2.

5. Proceedings in Canada on warrant issued elsewhere.—When
ever a warrant has been issued in a part of Her Majesty's domi
nions for the apprehension of a fugitive from that part who is, or 
is suspected to lie in or on the way to Canada, the Governor Ge
neral or a Judge of a Court, if satisfied that the warrant was issued 
by some person having lawful authority to issue the si me, may 
indorse such warrant in manner provided by this Act, and tin- 
warrant so indorsed shall he a sufficient authority to apprehend 
the fugitive in Canada and bring him before a Magistrate. 45 
V., c. 21. s. 3.

6. Provisional warrant. — A Magistrate in Canada may issue a 
provisional warrant for the apprehension of a fugitive who is or 
is suspected of lx*ing in or on his way to Canada, on such infor
mation and under such circumstances as would, in his opinion.

\

(1) R. v. Boyd, 21 C. L. T.. — (Editorial Review). — 80.
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justify the issue of a warrant, if the offence of which the fugitive 
is accused had been committed within his jurisdiction; and such 
warrant may bo backed and executed accordingly :

2. A Magistrate issuing a provisional warrant shall forthwith 
send a rei>ort of the issue together with the information or a cer
tified copy thereof to the Governor General ; and the Governor 
General may if he thinks fit discharge the person apprehended 
under such warrant. 15 V., c. 21, s. 4.

7. Proceedings on fugitive's apprehension. — A fugitive, when 
apprehended, shall he brought Indore a Magistrate, who, subject 
to the provisions of this Act, shall hear the case in the same man
ner, and have the same jurisdiction and powers, as nearly as may 
be, including the power to remand and admit to bail, as if the fu
gitive was charged with an offence committed within his juris
diction ;

2. If the endorsed warrant for the apprehension of the fugitive 
is duly authenticated, and such evidence is produced as, subject to 
the provisions of this Act, according to the law ordinarily ad
ministered by the Magistrate raises a strong or probable presump
tion that the fugitive committed the offence mentioned in the 
warrant, and that the offence is one to which this Act applies, the 
Magistrate shall commit the fugitive to prison to await his return, 
and shall forthwith send a certificate of the committal and such 
report of the case, as he thinks fit, to the Governor General.

3. Whenever the Magistrate commits the fugitive to prison he 
shall inform the fugitive that he will not he surrendered until 
after the expiration of fifteen days, and that he has a right to ap
ply for a writ of habeas corpus or other like process ;

4. A fugitive apprehended on a provisional warrant may, from 
time to time, Ik* remanded for such reasonable time not exceeding 
seven days at any one time as under the circumstances seems re
quisite for the production of an endorsed warrant. 45 V., c. 21.
g.

It. luis I wen held that. tin* Imperial Fuyltirr Offenders' Art. I SSI, does 
not take away, from the High Court of Justice, its inherent |tower to grant, 
hail to a fugitive offender apprehended in England and committed to prison 
l»v a magistrate to await ids surrender for trial at, a Consular Court. (1)

I tut. there are circumstances under which the Court will, in such a ease, 
refuse to grant liait. (2)

8. Order for fugitive’s return.—Upon the expiration of fifteen 
days after the fugitive has been committed to prison to await his

(1) K. v. SpiMmry. 07 L. J., Q. 13.. 838; ||808] 2 Q. It.. 013; It) Cox C. 
C.. 100.

(2) See, for such circumstances, R. v. Hole. 02 J. P., 010.
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return, — or if a writ of habeas corpus or other like process is is
sued by a Court with reference to such fugitive, after the final de
cision of the Court in the (rase, — the Governor General, by war
rant under hie hand, if he thinks it just, may order the fugitive to 
lie returned to the part of Her Majesty's dominions from which 
he is a fugitive, and for that purpose to be delivered into the cus
tody of the persons to whom the warrant is addressed, or some 
one or more of them, and to be held in custody and conveyed to 
the said part of Her Majesty's dominions, to lie dealt with there, 
in due course of law, as if he had been there anprehended ; and 
such warrant shall lie forthwith executed according to the tenor 
thereof. 45 V., c. 21, s. (i.

9. Discharge of fugitive in certain cases.—If a fugitive who, in 
pursuance of this Act, has been committed to prison in Canada to 
await Iris return, is not conveyed out of Canada within two 
months after such committal, the Court, upon application, by or 
on behalf of the fugitive, and upon proof that reasonable notice of 
the intention to make such application has been given to the Go
vernor General, may. unless sufficient cause is shown to the con
trary, order the fugitive to lie discharged out of custody. 15 \\. 
c. 21, a. 7.

10. Whenever it is made to appear to the Court that by reason 
of the trivial nature of the case, or by reason of the application 
for the return of a fugitive not being made in good faith in the 
interests of justice or otherwise, it would, having regard to the 
distance, to the facilities for communication, and to all the cir
cumstances of the case, lie unjust or oppressive or too severe a 
punishment to return the fugitive either at all or until the expi
ration of a certain period, such Court may discharge the fugitive, 
either absolutely or on bail, or order that he shall not lie returned 
until after the expiration of the period named in the order, or 
mav make such other order in the premises, as to the Court seems 
just. 45 V., c. 21, s. 9.

11. A fugitive undergoing sentence for another offence. — A
fugitive who has lieen accused of an offence within Canadian ju
risdiction, not 1 icing the offence for which his surrender is asked, 
or who is undergoing sentence under a conviction in Canada, shall 
not. be surrendered until after he has lieen discharged, whether by 
acquittal or by expiration of his sentence, or otherwise.

12. Search warrant. - - Whenever a warrant, for the apprehen
sion of a jierson accused of an offence, has been endorsed in pur
suance of this Act, in Canada, any magistrate in Canada shall have 
the same power of issuing a warrant to search for any property 
alleged to have lieen stolen or to be otherwise unlawfully taken or 
obtained by such person, or otherwise to be the subject of such
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offence, as that magistrate would have if the property luul been 
stolen or otherwise unlawfully taken or obtained, or the offence 
hail been committed wholly wihin the jurisdiction of such ma
gistrate. 4ô V., c. 21, e. 10.

13. Exercise of judicial powers. — Any judge of the court may 
either in term time or vacation, exercise in chain tiers, all the 
powers conferred by this Act upon the court. 45 V.. e. 21, s. 1(1, 
part.

14. Endorsement on a warrant. — An indorsement of a warrant 
in pursuance of this Act shall be signed by the authority indor
sing the same, and shall authorize all or any of the persons named 
in the indorsement, and of the persons to whom the warrant was 
originally directed, and also every constable, to execute the war
rant within Canada by apprehending the person named in it, and 
bringing him before a magistrate in Canada, whether he is the 
magistrate named in the indorsement or some other:

2. Every warrant, summons, f and process, and every
indorsement made in pursuance of this Act thereon, shall, for 
the purpose of this Act, remain in force, notwithstanding that 
the person signing the warrant or such indorsement dies or censes 
to hold ofliee. 45 V., c. 21, s. 11.

15. Manner of return of fugitive. — Whenever a fugitive or 
prisoner is authorized to be returned to any part of Her Majesty's 
dominions in pursuance of this Act, such fugitive or prisoner may 
Ik» sent thither in any ship registered in Canada or Monging to 
the Government of Canada:

2. The Governor General, for the purpose aforesaid, may. by 
the warrant for the return id' the fugitive, order the master of any 
ship registered in Canada, bound to the said jmrt of Her Majesty's 
dominions, to receive such fugitive or prisoner, and afford a pas
sage and subsistence during the voyage to him and to the person 
having him in custody, and to the witnesses; but such master shall 
not be required to receive more than one fugitive or prisoner for 
ever}' hundred tons of his ship's registered tonnage, or more than 
one witness for every fifty tons of such tonnage:

3. The Governor General shall cause to Ik* endorsed upon the 
agreement of the ship such particulars with res|xict to anv fugi
tive prisoner or witness sent in her, as the Minister of Marine and 
Fisheries, from time to time, requires:

4. Every such master shall, on his ship's arrival in the slid 
part of Her Majesty's dominions, cause such fugitive or prisoner, 
if he is not in the custody of any person, to be given into the cus
tody of some constable there, to lie dealt with according to law:

3948
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5. Every master who fails, on payment or tender of a reasonable 
amount for expenses, to comply with an order made in pursuance 
of this section, or to cause a i-gitive or prisoner committed to 
his charge to be given into custody as required by this section, 
shall lx* liable, on summary conviction, to a penalty not exceeding 
two hundred dollars. 45 V., e. <1, s. 12.

EVIDENCE.

16. Depositions. - A Magistrate may take depositions for 
the purposes of this Act, in the absence of a person accused of an 
offence, in like manner as he might take the same if such ](erson 
was present and accused of the offence before him. 45 V.. e. 21, 
s. 13, part.

17. Depositions whether taken in the absence of the fugitive or 
otherwise and copies thereof, and official certificates of, or judicial 
documents stating facts, may, if duly authenticated, be received 
in evidence in proceedings under this Act. 45 V., e. 21, s. 13, pari.

18. Authentication of Warrants, etc. — Warrants and deposi
tions and copies thereof, and official certificates of, or judicial do
cuments stating facts, shall be deemed duly authenticated for the 
purposes of this Act, if they are authenticated in manner provi
ded, for the time being, by law, or if they purport to l)e signed by 
or authenticated by the signature of a Judge, Magistrate or Offi
cer of the part of lier Majesty’s dominions in which the same are 
issued, taken or made, and an» authenticated either by the oath of 
some witness or by being sealed with the official seal of a Secre
tary of State, or with the public seal of a British possession, or 
with the official seal of a Governor of a British possession or of a 
Colonial Secretary, or of some Secretary or Minister administe
ring a department of the government of a British possession; and 
all Courts and Magistrates shall take judicial notice of every «uch 
seal us is in the section mentioned, and shall admit in evidence 
without further proof the documents authenticated by it. 45 V., 
c. 21, s. 13. part.
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EXTRA APPENDIX G.
TUK EXTRADITION ACTS.

l'HE EXTRADITION ACT OF 188(i.

| H.S.C., clmp. 142"J.

An Act respecting the Extradition of Fugitive Criminals.

HEU MAJESTY, hv and with the advice and consent of the Se
nate anti House <>l Commons of Canada, -nacts as follows:—

1. Short title. — This Act may lie cited as “ The iï.rlriulilion 
Art. ” II) V., e. 85, s. 24.

2. Interpretation. -In this Act. unless the context otherwise 
requires, —

(a) The expression “ extradition arrangement, "* or “ arrange
ment, ” means a treaty, convention or arrangement made by Her 
Majesty with a foreign state for the surrender of fugitive crimi
nals, and which extends to Canada;

(6) The expression “extradition crime*' may mean any crime 
which, if committed in Canada, or within Canadian jurisdiction, 
would be one of the crime# described in the tirst schedule to this 
Act, — and, in the application of this Act to the case of any extra
dition arrangement, means any crime described in such arrange
ment whether comprised in the said schedule or not;

(r) The expressions “ conviction '* and “ convicted " do not in
clude the case of a condemnation under foreign law by reason of 
contumacy; but the expression “accused person " includes a per
son so condemned :

(d) The expressions “ fugitive "* and “ fugitive criminal ” mean 
a person being or suspected of being in Canada, who is accused or 
convicted of an extradition crime committed within the juris
diction of any foreign state:

(r) The expression “ foreign state” includes every colony, de
pendency and constituent part of the foreign state: and every 
vessel of any such state shall lie deemed to be within the jurisdic
tion of and to be part of the state;

(f) The expression “ warrant. ” in the case of a foreign state, 
includes any judicial document authorizing the arrest of a person 
accused or convicted of crime:
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(g) The expression “judge” includes any person authorized to 
act judical ly in extradition matters. 40 Y„ e. -*ô, s. 1.

Vtwlor the authority of the Imperial K-rtrwIitinn Arts, |H70 and 1873, an 
Inijierial Order in ( ou noil was made on the 17 th day of November 1888, (nee 
page XX' of the Statutes of Canada. ISSU), ordering that the operation of 
the Imperial Extradition Acts should In- sus|x*nded within the Dominion of 
Canaria so long a* the provisions of the Canadian Extradition Act continue 
in force.

3. Application of Act. — In the ease of any foreign state with 
which there is. at or after the time when this Act comes into force 
an extradition arrangement, this Act shall apply during the con
tinuance of such arrangement; hut no provision of this Act. which 
is inconsistent with any of the terms of the arrangement, shall 
have effect to contravene the arrangement : and this Act shall he 
so read and construed as to provide for the execution of the ar
rangement :

'2. In the case of any foreign state with respect to which the 
application to the 1’nitcd Kingdom of the Act of the Parliament 
of the Tinted Kingdom, |>assed in the year one thousand eight 
hundred and seventy, and intituled “ .In Arl fur amending I lie 
Lair relating In the Extradition of Criminals, " is made subject to 
any limitation, condition, ion or exception, the (lovernor
in Council shall make the application of this Act, by virtue of this 
section, subject to such limitation, condition. ion or
exception :

•T The (inventor in Council may, at any time, revoke or alter, 
subject to the restrictions of this Act, any order made by him in 
council under this Act, and all the provisions of this Act with rcs- 
|>cct to the original order shall, so far as -able, apply m u tat is 
mutandis to the new order. 40 V.. e. ‘W, s. I.

4. This Act, so far as its application in the case of any foreign 
state, depends on or is affected by any Order in Council made 
under this Act or referred to therein, shall apply, or its applica
tion shall l»e alfccted from and after the time specified in the 
order, or, if no time is specified, after the date of the publication 
of the order in the Canada Gazette:

'2. Any order of Her Majesty in Council, referred to in this 
Act, and any Order of the (lovernor in Council made under this 
Act, and any extradition arrangement not already died in 
the Canada (lazetle, shall be, as soon as possible, published in the 
Canada (lazetle and laid before both Houses of Parliament :

3. The publication in the Canada (lazetle of an extradition ar
rangement, or an Order in Council, shall be evidence of such ar
rangement or order, and of the terms thereof, and of the appli
cation of this Act, pursuant and subject thereto: and the Court 
or Judge shall take judicial notice, without proof, of such arran-

67

1

9748
876^
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gement or order, and the validity of the order and the application 
of this Act, pursuant and subject thereto, shall not be questioned. 
40 V., c. 25, s. 5.

Vat a list of Extradition Treaties, see p. 1099, post.
On the question of whether, in an international point of view, the ex

tradition of criminals is a matter of right or of comity, there is a difference
of opinion : ........  contending that the surrender of fugitive criminals is a
duty; 11 ) while others assert that, in the absence of a treaty so providing, 
there is no obligation resting ujion one sovereign State to surrender to an
other. upon its demand, jiersons who have committed offences within the 
jurisdiction of the latter State and have sought, an asylunn within the jur
isdiction of the State upon which the demand for surrender is made. (2)

But, whether the demand for surrender I* made under and by virtue of 
an extradition treaty, or as a matter of right and indejjcndently of any 
treaty, it is necessary that there should be Jaws directing the mode of 
protixlure to In* used in obtaining the delivery of the offender whose sur
render is demanded.

The present Act is intended for the carrying out of any extradition 
treaty, I made applicable to < anada) existing lietween Great Britain and 
any foreign country; and. as will Is- men by clause (ft) of section 2. ante. 
i lie expression " extradition crime” mean* any of the crimes described in 
the liM schedule (/#»*/) of the present Act; and, in the application of this 
Act to any extradition treaty. ” extradition crime" means any crime des
cribed in such, treaty, whether comprised in the said first schedule or not.

It is. moreover, provided by the Extradition Ad of 1889, — set out at 
up. 1092-94. pout,- that even in regard to a foreign State with which there 
is no extradition treaty or in case of there being a treaty (extending to Can
ada I wlii<-li does not inelmle the crimes mentioned in the schedule to the 
Extradition Art of 1889. the .Minister of .Fustics» may issue his warrant for 
the surrender to such foreign State of any fugitive offender, therefrom, 
charged with or convicted of any of the crimes mentioned in such schedule.

It has Ijeen held that. the crime charged against a person sought to be 
extradited from England to a foreign State must be construed by the 
definition of the law of England, and that if. therefore, the fugitive is 
charged with having committed in the foreign State» nn act which, by its 
law. amounts to one of the c rimes specified by the treaty and by the statute 
giving effect to it. but which, under the law of England, does not amount 
to such a crime, it is not within the treaty. For instance, under the treaty 
of 1842. Iietween England and the Cnited States, it was mutually agreed 
to deliver up persons charged with (filter alia) forgery committed within 
the jurisdiction of either ; and, under a statute of New-York State, every 
person fraudulently making any false entry in any account book of any 
moneyed corporation was made guilty of forgery in the third degree ; and 
an arni.-ed who had brought himself within the terms of this enactment 
by making such a false entry was a fugitive in England. Held, that as such 
an act was wanting in an essential element to constitute the offence of for
gery according to English law, the c-liarge against the accused was not with
in the treaty and the statute giving effect to it, and that he was not liable 
to lie apprehended and extradited thereunder: one of the learned judges 
(Goekbum. C. J.). remarking that the only true construction to be put

(1) Clarke on Extmd.. 3rd Ed.. 1, 14. 16.
(2) He Anderson. 11 V. ('., C. I'., til. (Per Richards. J.) : V. R. v. Rhus- 

cher. 119 U. S„ 370; Ex parte McCabe. 40 Fed. Rep.. 303: 12 Am. & Eng. 
Enev. of !... 2nd Ed.. .>91. 502.
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upon the statute relating to the extradition treaty was that the term* used 
therein in specifying the offences in respect of which criminals are to be 
surrendered by the respective States, must lx» taken to imply offences that 
have common elements in the legislation of the two countries, and that 
where one or the other country or where a component part of one or the 
other country thinks proper to make that an offence which does not fall 
within the definition of an offence as known to the general law of either, it 
will not be sufficient to bring the case within the statute. (3)

An order of committal for extradition made, in England, against a pris
oner, who had been a director of a public company in France, specified, us 
one of the offences, "faux, (falsification of lux-ounts and using falsified ac 
counts).” The committing magistrate had conic to the conclusion that, 
there was no evidence of forgery or of such falsifient ion of accounts as would 
amount to forgery according to English law. hut. that there was sufficient 
evidence of falsification of accounts by the prisoner in his character of a 
public officer of a eompain as would constitute an extraditable crime Isith 
according to English and French law. Held, that the falsification of ac- 
counts charged was a crime within tin- Extradition Treaty with France as 
coining within the 18th clause of Article 3. in the English version. 
(“Fraud by a bailee, hanker, agent, factor, trustee, or dlreetor or member 
<>r public officer of any Company," etc.), and within the second clause of 
the same Article, in the French version, as faux, that it was also a crime, 
according to English law. within section S3 of the ha rerun .id. 18(11, and 
within section I of the Ralnlficalion of [cennntx 1 ci. 1875. and that it was 
an extradition crime within the first schedule of the Imperial R.dradition 
[ci, IS70. and was. then-fore, a crime in res|a-ct of which extradition could 

Is- grunted, hut. that the order should Is- amended by adding wonls to shew 
that the falsification was one committed by the accused in hU character of 
director, officer or member of a public Company. (4)

In an Ontario ease, it was held (by llagarty. C. .1.. and by Muclennun. 
•I. A.), that, if such a prima fade case i- made out in extradition | roeeed- 
iugs us would warrant a committal for trial upon a preliminary enquiry 
before a magistrate, under the law of Canada, had the charge been that the 
accvst-d ha<l committed in Canada an offence known by the same name a* 
(lie extradition crime charged, the prisoner must In- extradited, although it 
is not prm'ed by the prusec-ution that the alleged offence i» a crime under 
the law of the demanding country: hut. in the same ni»c. it was lu-ld ibv 
Kurt on. and Osler. J..I. Ad. that, it is necessary for the prosecution to 
make out a prima facie rase that III - allege I offence i« a crime according 
to the law of the demanding country a- well as umler Canadian law. mid 
that where, in extradition proceedings for forgery, the facts proved dix-losv 
a prima facie case in res|M-ct of an offence whicii is forgery only by virtue 
of the extended meaning given .to that term by Canadian statutes, it is 
necessary for the prosecution to prove that the some i- also forgery under 
the law of the foreign country in which the alleged offence was commit
ted. (5)

Where there is ovidem-e of the commission of an act which is recognized 
as a crime by the law of Canada and by the law of the country demanding 
the extradition of the accused person, extradition will lie, although, in the 
proceedings therefor, the offence is referred to bxxa wrong mum-. The 
abandonment, by the Criminal Code of Canada, of tin- term " larceny," sub
sequent to the extradition treaties lietween Great Britain and the United 
States in which treaties the offence of larceny is included, does not alter the

(3) Ex parte Windsor, 10 Cox C. C., 118.
(4) Re Arton, (No 2), 18 Cox C. C„ 277.
(5) Re Cornelius F. Murphv. 2 Can. Cr. Ca< 578. See In re Bellemoutre. 

[1891) 2 Q. B.. 122: 17 Cox fc. C„ 253.
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larcenyliability to extradition of u person charged with an act which was li 
at. common law and i-, by the ( Yiminal Code, still an offence in ( 
under the name of theft or stealing. (0)

If in the examination into a charge of a certain offence, a more i-eriou* 
offence is established by the proof, the accused may be detained for the 
more serious offence. < 7 )

5. Judges and Commissioners. — All Judges of tin* Superior 
Cuuris and of the County Courts of any Province, ami all com
missioners who are, from time to time, appointed for the purpose, 
in any Province by tin- Governor in Council, under the Great Seal 
of Canada, by virttie oT this Act are authorized to act judicially in 
extradition matters under this Act, within the Province : and 
every such person shall, for the purposes of this Act, have all the 
powers and jurisdiction of any Judge or Magistrate of the Pro
vince :

2. Nothing in this section shall be construed to confer on any 
Judge any jurisdiction in habeax cor pm matters. 40 V., c. 25, s. 8.

Before the passing of the present Act. it was held that, h police mag
istrate. and (in the province of t/tteltcc) a judge of sessions had. under the 
Imperial Extradition Acts. 1870 and 187a. power to arrest an accused whose 
extradition was demanded and to hold the preliminary examination into 
the charge nguili-t him; (8) Imt. the almve section, ft, of the present Act 
restricts this power to judges of SujM-rior Courts and of County Courts and 
to Extradition Commissioners specially appointed by the Governor General 
in Council.

The junior judge of a t on lit y Court i- imdude.l in the expression “ all 
judges, etc., of the County Courts of any province." contained in the above 
section, ft; and lie has the functions of an extradition judge. (0)

An extradition judge or commissioner can only act judicially within the 
province for xvliich he has lieen aij*|H»inted and he has power to issue « war
rant for the arrest of a fugitive only in ease the hitter is or is „uspected to 
Is- in the province in which the judge or commissioner issuing it has jur
isdiction. So, that, a warrant issued by an extradition commissioner for the 
apprehension of a fugitive criminal on a complaint which stated and 
-hewed that at the time of the laying of the complaint, the accused woe in 
another proviiv e, wan, therefore, null and erf no effect. (10)

EXTRADITION FROM CANADA.

6. Issuing warrant for apprehension of fugitive. — Whenever 
this Art applies, a Judge may issue his warrant for the apprehen
sion of a fugitive op a foreign warrant of arrest, or an information 
or complaint laid before him, and on such evidence or after such 
proceedings as in his opinion would, subject to the provisions of

(0) In it Gross, 18 ('. L. T.. 197; 2ft Ont. A. R., 83; 2 Can. Cr. Cas.. 07. 
(7) V. S. v. Deliaun, 10 R. L„ 012.
(8, Hi Knlligs. 0 R. L, 213.
(0) -Hi l-arker, 19 O. R.. 012; Hr Garbutt. 21 O. K.. 179.
( 10) H.r iiaiir Seitz. Que. Jud. Rep., 8 Q. B.. 345; 3 Cnn. Cr. Cas., 54.

I
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this Act, justify the issue fit' his wnrrunl if the crime of which the 
fugitive i< accused or alleged to have been convicted hail been 
committed in ('anada:

2. Thu Judge shall forthwith send a report of the fact of the 
issue of the warrant with certified copies of the evidence and 
foreign warrant, information or complaint, to the Minister of Jus
tice. 40 V„ v. 11.

It has lift'll lifhI that clause :1 of this «cution is directory only, nntl that 
thf neglect of an extradition judge to forward to the Minister of Jus-tiro a 
report of th ■ issue of hi* warrant is not a ground for tin* discharge of the 
prisoner. (II)

It is not nis'fsstvy that an original warrant should have lieeii granted in 
the foreign country for the a|i|irfhfiision in this country of the person ac
cused in older to enable |iroc.'cdiligs to In* effectually taken against him 
here for an extraditable otlcnce. (12)

Alleged irn-giilarity in the proceedings for a prisoner's arrest cannot on 
an application for hiibeu* cor/inx avail him when committed for extradition. 
It is sufficient that, being under aricst Ih-fore pro]H‘r authority, a ease has 
been made out against him to justify his commitment for extradition. (13)

In the I'nited States it has been held that, proceedings for the extradi
tion of a fugitive from justice cannot he instituted by private persons who 
may have Inch all'cctcd by the crime and who have not been authorized by 
the executive of the foreign government to represent it m such proceedings. 
So, that, where a prisoner was. with a view to his extradition to Canada, 
arrested in New York, and charged there with having forged in Montreal, 
the endorsements of certain hank draft- it was. after his commitment for 
extradition, contended, upon hit lien x eor/inx before the I’nited States Cir
cuit Court that, as the proceeding* before tile Commissioner were not in
stituted by the public authorities of Canada or hv any person authorized 
to represent the executive of the Canadian government, but merely by a 
private individual alleged t< have been affected by the forgery charged,the 
commitment was illegal; aid Brown, I.. — who rendered judgment quash
ing the proceedings and dim barging the prisoner. held, that it was the 
foreign government only that was entitled to obtain the extradition of the 
accused that the initiatory steps for extradition must he by authority of 
the foreign govern'iienl and in its behalf, that the complaint in this case, 
having been made In i private individual, it was nwessury that he should 
have shewn. before the eloxini/ of the iiroeeeiUnyn before the t'oinmixxioner 
and before the commitment, that he was a person authorized to represent 
and a et in the matter on behalf of th" executive of the foreign power, or 
that his proceedings had lieeii adopted by such executive, and that, not 
having shewn any such authority or any such adoption hv the Canadian 
authorities, the pron-ding- were illegal and must In- set aside. (14)

The practice, uniformly adopted in Canada is based ii|hiii a ditl'crent and 
more liberal interpretation of the provisions of our (extradition Acts; and 
the jurisdiction of the extradition judge is held not to depend upon the in
formation or complaint being laid or made by or at the instance or under 
the authority of the foreign government.hut the Acts are treated as author

(II) He (iurlmtt. 21 O. I!.. 170.
( 12) In re Caldwell, ô Ont. P. I*.. 217 ; In it Charles Worms. 7 K. L.. 310.

C13) Ex tiarte Phelan, ti L. X.. 201.
„ 14) In re Fcvvelle. 28 Fed. Hep.. 878; 0 Cr. L. Mag.. 83. And see. Ill re 

Kelly. 20 Fed. llep.. 832-830; and e.r /hirtf llenrleh. 10 Cox C. (’., 020.
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izing Hit* extradition judge to receive the complaint of any one who if tin- 
alleged offence had Ix-en committed in Canaila might have made it. (15)

7. Execution of warrant. — A warrant issued under this Act 
may be executed in any part of Canada, in the same manner as if 
it had been originally issued, or subsequently endorsed, by a Jus
tice bf the Peace having jurisdiction in the place where it is exe
cuted. 40 V., c. 25, s. 10.

8. Surrender not dependent on time when offence commited. —
Every fugitive criminal of a foreign state in the case of which 
state this Act applies, shall be liable to Ire apprehended, com
mitted and surrendered in the manner provided in this Act, whe
ther the crime or conviction in respect of which the surrender is 
sought was committed or took place before or after the date of 
the arrangement, or of the coming into force of this Act. or of the 
application of this Act in the case çf such state, and whether there 
is or is not any criminal jurisdiction in any Court of Her Majesty's 
dominions over the fugitive in respect of the crime. 40 V.. e. 
25, s. 7.

9. Proceedings before the Judge. -The fugitive shall be 
brought before a Judge, who shall, subject to the provisions of 
this Act. hear the case, in the same manner, as nearly as may be, 
as if the fugitive was brought before a Justice of the Peace, 
chargeil with an indictable offence committed in Canada.

2. The Judge shall receive upon oath, or affirmation if affir
mation is allowed by law, the evidence of any witness tendered to 
shew the truth of the charge or the fact of the conviction :

3. The Judge shall receive, in like manner, any evidence ten
dered to shew that the crime of which the fugitive» is accused or 
alleged to have been convicted, is an offence of political character, 
or is, for anv other reason, not an extradition crime; or that tin- 
proceedings are being taken with a view to prosecute or punish 
him for an offence of a |>olitieal character. 40 V.. c. 25, s. 12.

Deposition* taken in a foreign country are. under this section, receivable 
in evidence here, altliongli taken in the absence of the accused ; and such 
depositions purporting to have been received and sworn liefore a judge of 
a Country Court of a foreign State and certified by him to he original de
positions are sufficiently authenticated and make legal proof: more parti
cularly so when the signature of such County Court judge is certified by 
the clerk of the Court and by the testimony of witnesses. (lit)

When an accused is arrested and brought liefore an extradition judge or 
commissioner upon proceedings for extraditon. the evidence of the wit -

• (15) Per Meredith. C. J., in hr Lazif r, 30 O. It.. 410-420. See also hr I .a
zier. 10 ('. L. T„ 72.

> (10) Kr partr Hoke. 1.'» K. L., 70.» ; F..r partr Delia un. 10 It. L, 012: ni
rr Weir. 14 <1. It.. 3S0.
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nesses called in taken, in the same manner as at n preliminary enquiry into 
an indictable oHence before a magistrate, but in addition to this, the ex
tradition judge or commissioner cun. under the provisions of the uliove sec
tion I) and of section 10, poet, receive in evidence depositions and state
ments taken in the fo.eign State, when the same are duly authenticated, 
and lie may also receive in evidence duly certified copies thereof; and in 
order to justify the prisoner's commitment for extradition, the evidence 
thus laid before the extradition judge or commissioner must Is* such in its 
sufficiency as would justify the prisoner’s committal for trial if the crime 
had lx-eii committed in Canada. (17)

The extra, lion Judge or Commissioner must hear any evidence produced 
by the accused against the charge: but he is not to try the case. He is only 
called upon to decide whether or not a primo facie case has been made out 
against the accused : and. if In* finds that such a ease is made out. he must 
commit the accused for extradition. (17fl)

10. Evidence. — Depositions or statements taken in a foreign 
State on oath, or on affirmation, where affirmation is allowed by 
the law of the State, and copies of such depositions or statements, 
and foreign certificates of, or judicial documents stating the fact 
of conviction, may, if duly authenticated, be received in evidence 
in proceedings under this Act:

2. Such papers shall he deemed duly authenticated if authen
ticated in manner provided, for the time being, by law. or if 
authenticated as follows: —

(ff) If the warrant purports to be signed by, or the certificate 
purports to he certified hv, or the depositions or statements, or 
the copies thereof, purport to lu? certified to lie the originals or 
true copies, by a judge, magistrate or officer of the foreign state:

(b) And if the papers are authenticated by the oath or affir
mation of some witness, or by being sealed with the official seal of 
the Minister of Justice, or some other minister of the foreign 
state, or of a colony, dependency or constituent part of the foreign 
state; of which seal the judge shall take judicial notice without 
proof. 40 V., c. 25, s. 9.

A copy of a bill of indictment found against the accused in the Unived 
States is merely hearsay evidence : and cannot la* received as legal evid
ence to warrant a commitment for extradition from Canada. (18)

An affidavit sworn to before a commissioner of the United States, proved 
to he a magistrate having authority in the matter according to the law 
where taken, may. if properly proved, lie received as evidence against the 
accused in proceedings for extradition, (lit)

Depositions taken at Washington before a justice of the peace and eer-

(17) 1$. v. Levi. 1 Can. Cr. Cas.. 74: Ex >olie Kcinlierg. 4 Can. Cr. Cas.. 
270

( 17«) Ex portv Lanctôt. Que. dud. Rep.. 5 Q. B.. 422.
(18) In re Rosenbaum, 18 L. C. J.. 200: Ex porte Feinherg. 4 Can. Cr. 

( as.. 270.
(19) Ex porte Phelan. 0 L. N.. 201.
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tilled and transmitted by another justice of the peace, who issued the first 
warrant in the Vniteil States, make piiwf against the accused. (20)

On a charge of forgery of a promissory note alleged to have been commit
ted in the State of Kansas, the justice before whom the depositions wen- 
taken was certified to lie a justice of the peace with power to administer 
oaths. Held, that he was a magistrate or officer of a foreign State within 
the above section, 10, and that it was not necessary that he should he a 
Federal officer ami not a State officer, and further that the depositions need 
not have lieen taken in the presence of the accused: but, as the deposition* 
failed to show that the promissory note alh-ged to lie forged was produced 
to and identified by the deponents or any of them, it was held that this 
constituted a valid ground for refusing extradition, and that there was 
no power to remand the accused to have further evidence taken before the 
Extradition judge as to such identification. (21)

The evidence of accouij.Jici s is sufficient to establish a charge for the 
purposes of extradition. (22)

Where the evidence of an accomplice is uncorroborated in any material 
particular, the magistrate must use his discretion in regard to the com
mitment : and the fact of there being no corroboration is not conclusive 
against the commitment. (23)

The provisions of section 084, #»##/#’. of the Criminal Code.- requiring, in 
regard to certain idlenees, that the evidence of a single witness shall be 
corroborated, refer to the trial and not to the preliminary examination, 
it being enacted thereby that an accused shall not la- isuirictvd in such eases 
upon the uncorroborated testimony of one witness. (23##)

To justify the admission in evidence, in extradition proceedings, of an 
alleged confession of the aeeustHl, it must lx- affirmatively proved that such 
confession was free and voluntary and was not preceded by any indm-eiuent 
held out by a person in authority, or was not made until after such induce
ment had been dearly removed. (24)

11. Evidence necessary for committal. — If, in the case of a 
fugitive alleged to have been convicted of an extradition crime such 
evidence is produced as would, according to the law of Canada, 
subject to the provisions of this Act, prove that he was so con
victed,— and if in the case of a fugitive accused of an extradi
tion crime such evidence is ifrodueenl as would, according to the 
law of Canada, subject to the provisions of this Act, justify his 
committal for trial, if the crime had been committed in Canada, 
the judge shall issue his warrant for the committal of the fugi
tive to the nearest convenient prison, there to remain until sur
rendered to the foivign state, or discharged according to law; hut 
otherwise the judge shall order him to he discharged. 10 X". c. 
35, s. 13.

In order to obtain the extradition of a fugitive on tin* ground that In- 
bn* la-en convicted in the foreign country of the crime for which lie in

(20) In it Charles Worms. 7 R. L., 310.
<21 ) In it Parker, 10 (). It., 012.
(22) In it Caldwell, 5 Ont. P. R., 217.
(23) In it Meunier, 118041 2 Q. »., 413; 18 Cox ( ('.. 13.
(23<l) In it lazier. 10 ('. L. T.. 72.
(24) He Oekmnan. 2 Can. Cr. Cns., 202; 0 R. C. It.. 143. See V. S. v. De- 

baun. 10 R. L.. 012.
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sought to Im* extradicted, it is necessary to establish (by the production of 
a duly il lit lient ieated copy of the reeonl of the foreign emnt where the pri
soner whs trieil and eonvieted), that the conviction took place after a re
gular trial, mid to shew, also, that the clime of which he was convicted is 
an extradition crime and that the prisoner is identified. (25)

To justify the committal for extradition of a person accused of having 
committed an extradition crime, it is only necessary that the evidence 
should lie such as gives rise to probable cause to believe him guilty, and it 
is not necessary that it should be sufti.-iently conclusive to authorize hi* 
conviction, if unanswered. (25/1)

There may be one commitment for two or more charges. (20)
The commitment should shew on its face that the case of the accused is 

within the terms of the extradition treaty and of the Hrtruilltlon .Iet. (20#/)
Where an accused, using an assumed name, represented himself, to a 

shopkeeper in the United States, to be a traveller for a certain wholesale 
firm. and. after going through the form of taking an order for goods, ob
tained the endorsement of the shopkeeper to a draft drawn by the accused, 
in his assumed name, cm the wholesale firm, and the accused then cashed 
the draft at a Hank and lied to Canada, it was held that this was forgery 
and that the prisoner should lie extradited. (2lK<)

12. Proceedings on committal. — If tin- Judge com mita a fugi
tive to prison lie shall, on such committal,—

(//) Inform him that lie will not lie surrendered until after the 
expiration of fifteen days, and that lie has a right to apply for a 
writ of habeas or pm; and —

(/>) Transmit to the Minister of Justice a certificate of the com
mittal, with a copy of all the evidence taken liefore him, not al
ready so transmitted, and such report upon the ease as he thinks 
tit. 40 V., v. •>:», H. 11.

Formerly, Knglish Courts had concurrent power to issue a hnlicax curium 
into any British colony or dominion (27): hut, since the passing of the 
Imperial Act, 25-2(1 Vie., e. 20, no writ of habeas corpus can issue out of 
any court in Kngland to any colony or foreign dominion of the Crown in 
which any court exists having power to issue and insure the due execution 
of such m writ.

Upon a writ of htihcu* curium, in respect of an extradition commitment 
for surrender I» the foreign State, the weight of the authority of case law 
ill Canada is to the effect that the Court may revise the decision of the 
extradition judge or commissioner on the i| nest ion of whether or not there 
was let pit and competent evidence of the commission of the crime, but that 
it will not review his decision as to the xiiffteleneu of the evidence to justify 
the committal. (28)

(25) It. v. Levi, Quo. dud. Hep., il Q. It.. 151: I Can. (T. Cas.. 74.
(25//) Hr parte Keinherg. 4 Can. Cr. Cas.. 270.
(20) In rc Meunier. (1X!»41 2 Q. It., 415.
( 20// ) .parte Zink. 0 Q. L. It.. 2(H).
(206) li #' Lazier. 1!) C. L. T.. 200; (In it Burley. 1 C. L. d.. 34. and 

It. v. Mori i:t. 10 V. <\. C. 1».. 0. followed.)
(27) In v Anderson. 30 L d.. Q. It.. 120: 0 W. It.. 225.
(28) Hr parle Hoke. 15 It. L., 705; Hr parte Isaac Feinberg. 4 Can. Cr. 

Cas.. 270: In re Weir. 14 O. It.. 380.
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When* then* is ley a l evidence More the extradition judge or commis
sioner to establish the charge anil that legal evidence is deemed by him to 
be sufficient and lie grants a warrant of commitment that commitment must 
stand and no Court has a right to disregard it or to render it ineffectual, at 
least ml until the expiration of two months after it has issued.

This rule is subjee, however, to an exception in cases where, in the deci
sion of the Extradition Judge or Commissioner, the question of whether the 
alleged offence is one of a political character or not h involved. In such a 
case, the Court may upon naîtras corpus consider the whole matter and even 
receive fresh evidence on the question of whether the offence charged is one 
of a political character. (28a)

In the United States the authorities on the subject are not uniform. In 
some cases, it has been held that the Court, cm a return before it of a writ of 
habeas corpus, has no further power than to ascertain and determine whether 
the prisoner stands charged with a criminal offence subjecting him to im
prisonment and whether the extradition commissioner possessed competent 
authority to enquire into and adjudge upon the charge but that the Court 
has no jurisdiction upon habeas cor pun to review the justness of the Com
missioner's decision. (20)

On the other hand, it has been held in the United States Circuit Court 
that it is the law of that Court and its duty to look into the evidence upon 
which the judgment of the Commissioner rests and which has been certified 
to that Court in compliance with a writ of habeas corpus directed to him. 
and to pass upon the weight of the evidence as well as upon its competency; 
but. with this reservation, that in the exercise of the power of revi
sing, on habeas corpus, the judgment of the commissioner, the Court will not 
revise his action upon trilling grounds nor for mere errors in form, and that 
where the Commissioner has legal evidence More him the Court will not 
reverse his judgment, except for substantial! error in law or for such ma
nifest error in fact as would warrant a Court in granting a new f rial for a 
verdict against evidence. (30)

A prisoner who has been discharged upon habeas corpus by reason of a 
defect in the commitment or on tin* ground that the extradition commis
sioner had no jurisdiction to act judicially on the complaint laid before him. 
may be again arrested and proceeded against before a commissioner having 
jurisdiction over the complaint; but a prisoner who has been liberated 
upon the merits of the charge laid against him. when the order of detention 
or eimmitment founded on the charge is set aside as unfounded in law. can
not Ik*, lawfully arrested and imprisoned again for the same offence upon 
the same state of facts. (31 )

13. By whom requisition for surrender may be made. - A re
quisition for the surrender of a fugitive criminal of a foreign state 
who is, or is suspected to be in Canada may he made to the Minis
ter of Justice by any person recognized by him as a consular of
ficer of that state resident at Ottawa, — or by any minister of 
that state communicating with the Minister of Justice through 
the diplomatic representative of Her Majesty in that state, — or

(28«) lu re Cflstiohi, eit. p. 108.1. post.
(20) In re Von Aernam, 3 Blaeh. Hep.. 04: In re lleilbmnn, 12 N. Y„ Leg. 

Otis.. 0.1; Re Veremaitre & others. 0 N. V.. Leg. Ol»., 137 ; Re Knine, 10 N. 
Y„ Leg. Obfl., 2.17.

(30) Ex parte Henrieh. 10 Cox C. C.. 020.
(31) R. v. Seitz. (No. 2). Quo. Jud. Hep.. 8 Q. B. 302: 3 Can. C'r. (lis.. 

127.
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if neither of these* inode* is convenient, then in such other mode 
ft* is settled by arrangement. 40 V., c. 25, s. 15.

14. When fugitive not liable to surrender. — No fugitive shall 
Ik? liable to surrender under this Act if it appears. —

(a) That the offence in respect of which proceedings are taken 
under this Act ie one of a political character ; or —

(b) That such proceedings are being taken with a view to pro
secute or punish him for an offence of a political character. 40 
V., c. 25, s. ti.

The tnu* im-aning of the expression "an offence »»f a |H»litical character " 
in that it mu*! In* an offemv incidental to and forming part <rf politi» al »li«- 
tnrhanec*. ( .‘(2 )

When*, «luring a politi«-al rising in Switserland the insurgents, of whom 
th«* aeeused was one. In-set the Uovemnient House, ami. entrance to it Inn 
ing la-en refuse»! Iiy II.. (a mein lier of the Uovemnient), the gates were 
broken o|ien. ami immediately afterwards, the ai-euse»! fired a revolviw at 
and killed It.; and there was some evidence to shew that the killing of li. 
«a* not ne»-«***ary for the success of the movement. Ilrltl that, inasmuch 
as the evidence shewed that the act of shooting took plat*»* in a scene of 
great confusion and excitement and in the course of ami as part »»f ami 
incidental to a |sditical insurrection, the allcg»*»! offence was one of a p«i- 
1 it ical character which privileged him from surrender from Kuglaml. (33 )

It ha* lieen held, in Knglaml, that where in committing a prisoner for ex 
tradition, the magistrate has de-ided that the offence eharge»l is not of a 
political character, such decision is subject to review by the Court on an 
application for ha Inn* nn/iH* and that the Court, in such a ease is not 
houml by the decision of the magistrate on the facts before him but has 
power to consider the whole matter, ami even to receive fresh evidence on 
11n- question of whether the »*ffcnr»‘ eluirg»'»! is one of a political character. 
(34)

One M.. an anarchist ami a fugitive criminal from France had been cum- 
mitted. in Knglaml. for extradition to France on two charges of murder and 
attempt to murder, by means of explosions, in Paris, one at a government 
building ami the other in a cab*. On an application for the prisoner's re- 
lea* upon hultra* ear pa*. on the ground (inter alia), that the offence 
charged, with respect to the explosion at the government building, was a 
political offence, it was hehl that, the prisoner being an anarchist, he did 
not lielong to a party having a form of government of its own nor which 
sought tv iui|H»sc a form of government U|m>ii another party, and that the 
offences chsrgisl. Iieiug direct «si in the main against citinrn* generally 
rather than «gainst the government as a government, were not offences of a 
jiolitical chan eter, and that consequently the writ of haltra* cor/w* ought 
not to go. (35 ;

15. Cases where surrender may be refused — If the Minister of 
Justice at any tin e determines: —

(32) 2 Step. Hist. Cr. L., 71.
(33) In re Castioni, 00 L. J„ M. C., 22; (1891| 1 Q. B.. 149; 17 Cox C. 

C.. 225.
(34) lb.
(35) Re Meunier. 18 Cox C.. 15; 03 L. J.. M. C., 198; [1894] 2 Q. B., 

415.
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(a) That the offence in respect of which proceedings arc being 
taken under this Act is one of a political character;

(b) That the proceedings arc, in fact, being taken with a view 
to try or punish the fugitive for an offence of a political character; 
or —

(c) That the foreign state docs not intend to make a requisition 
for surrender, —

He may refuse to make an order for surrender, and may, by 
order under his hand and seal, cancel any order made by him, or 
any warrant issued by a Judge under this Act, and order the fu
gitive to be discharged out of custody on any committal made 
under this Act: and the fugitive shall be discharged accordingly. 
40 V., e. 85, S. Hi; — 4Ô V., c. 80, s. 1.

In most extradition treativs there is a «-huisv providing that, “in no casi- 
nor on any consideration whatever shall the High Contracting parties he 
hound to surrender their own subjects." Such a clause is contained in the 
extradition treaty between (treat Britain and Belgium: hut. it has been 
held, in a ease under that treaty, that, while the executive government of 
(treat Britain are not hound to surrender a fugitive eriminnl who is a 
British subject, they have a discretion to surrender, and may surrender 
such a person, although he is a British subject, upon a /«•/«»« furir ease 
being made out. and upon the requirements «if the Extradition Acts lieing 
complied with. (30)

16. Delay before surrender. — A fugitive shall not be surren
dered until after the expiration of fifteen days from the date of 
his committal for surrender; or if a writ of h ultra* rorpu* is issued, 
until after the decision of the Court remanding him:

8. A fugitive who has been accused of an offence within Cana
dian jurisdiction, not being the offence for which his surrender is 
asked or who is undergoing sentence under a conviction in Ca
nada, shall not be surrendered until after he has been discharged, 
whether by acquittal or by expiration of bis sentence, or other
wise. 40 V., c. 85, s. 17.

17. Surrender to officer of foreign state. — Subject to the pro
visions of this Act, the Minister of Justice upon the requisition of 
the foreign state, may. under his hand and seal, order a fugitive 
who has l>een committed for surrender to be surrendered to the 
person or persons who arc. in his opinion, duly authorized to re
ceive him in the name and on In-half of the foreign state, and he 
shall lie so surrendered accordingly:

2. Any person to whom such order is directed may deliver, and 
the person so authorized may receive, hold in custody and convey 
the fugitive within the "" w of the foreign state: and if he 
escapes out of any custody to which lie is delivered, on or in pur-

(3(1) It. v. <iulw«-y. 18 ('<ix C. C.. 213.

545
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•uance of euvh order, he may In* retaken in the suite manner a» any 
person accused or convicted of any crime against the laws of Ca
nada may be re-taken on an escape. 40 Y.. c. 25, s. lt>.

18. Property found on Fugitive. — Every thing found in the 
]N>8i**Kion of the fugitive at the the time of his arrest, which nuty 
be material as evidence in making proof of the crime may lie de
livered up with the fugitive on his surrender, subject to nil rights 
of third persons with regard thereto. 40 V., e. 25, a. 10.

Upon an application, in England. for tlie extradition of one Kmilv Eb- 
tein. a fugitive criminal upon a charge of stealing certain articles in France, 
a purchaser of the articles in England, produced, under a sulijavna iluees 
honni, Indore the magistrate, the articles allvg«*d to have lievii stolen in 
Frame. The magistrate, after committing the accused to await extradition,
\crhally told a police officer in Court to take charge of the articles, so that 
they might lie produced on the trial of the accused in France. the mag
istrate adding that the right of property in the articles was entirely un
affected hy his direction and was fullv reserved to all parties. The person, 
who had produced the articles under the suh|Mcna. afterwards applied, under 
section .*> of the 11-12 Viet., e. 44. ( which authorizes the High Court of Jus
tice to order a justice or justices of the peace to do any act relating to the 
duties of his or their office, when they refuse), — for an order directing the 
magistrate to o.der the articles in question to In* delivered to him. Ilclil. 
that the High Court had no jurisdiction to make the order aski-d for, the 
section of the Act almve mentioned only enabling the Court to order the 
magistrate to do his duty. and. that, as lie was fuuetu* offtriu as soon as 
lie had committed the accused, his duty was ended. //</#/. also, that, even 
if there were jurisdiction to make the order, the purchaser's possessory title 
(if any) to the articles had pass«>d under the sub|Hi*na ilun* tecum, and 
that, therefore, lie was not entitled to the relief asked for. but that the 
pro|ier remedy of the applicant, if he had a grievance at all. was to bring 
an action against the |arsons in whose custody the articles were, and 
claim an injunction against their parting with them until after the trial of 
his action. (37)

19. Time within which fugitive must be conveyed out of Ca
nada. — It a fugitive is not surrendered and conveyed out of Ca
nada within two months after his committal for surrender, or if 
a writ of habeas corpus is issued, within two months after the de
cision of the Court on such writ, over and allow, in either case, 
the time required to convey him from the prison to which lie has 
hecn committed, by the readiest way out of Canada, any one or 
more of the Judge* of the Superior Courts of the Province in 
which such jierson is confined, having |tower to grant a writ of 
habeas corpus, may, upon application made to him or them by or 
on helm If of the fugitive, and on proof that reasonable notice of 
the intention to make such application has liven given to the Mi
nister of Justice, order the fugitive to 1m* discharged out of eus- 
todv, unless sufficient cause is shewn against such discharge. 40 
V.. c. 25, s. 21.

(37) It. v. Lutdiington. — Kr inirtr Otto. Re Eb-dein. 17 Cox C. ('., 
754.
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20. Forms.—The forms set forth in the second schedule to 
tins Act, or forms as near thereto jus circumstances admit of, may 
be used in the matters to which such forms refer, and when used*, 
shall be deemed valid. 40 V., c. 25, s. 21.

EXTRADITION FROM FOREIGN STATE.

21. Requisition for a fugitive from Canada. — A requisition for 
the surrender of a fugitive criminal from Canada, who is or is 
suspected to be in any foreign state with which there is an extra
dition arrangement, may be made by the Minister of Justice to a 
consular oflicqr of that state resident at Ottawa, or to the Mi
nister of Justice or any other Minister of that state, through the 
diplomatic representative of Her Majesty in that state, or if 
neither of these modes is convenient, then in such other mode as 
is settled by an arrangement. 40 V., e. 25, s. 22.

22. Conveyance of fugitive surrendered. — Any i>crson accused 
or convicted of an extradition crime, who is surrendered by a fore
ign state, may, under the warrant for his surrender issued in such 
foreign state, be brought into Canada and delivered to the proper 
authorities to be dealt with according to law.

23. Surrendered fugitive not punishable contrary to arrange
ment. — Whenever any jierson accused or convicted of an extradi
tion crime is surrendered by a foreign state in pursuance of any 
extradition arrangement, such person shall not. until after he has 
been restored or has had an opportunity of returning to the foreign 
state within the meaning of the arrangement, be subject, in con
travention of any of the terms of the arrangement, to any prose
cution or punishment in Canada for anv other offence committed 
prior to his surrender, for which he should not. under the ar
rangement, be prosecuted. 40 V., c. 25, s. 23.

LIFT OF CRIMES.

24. Construction of list of crimes in schedule. — The list of 
crimes in the first schedule to this Act shall In* construed accor
ding to the law existing in Canada at the date of the alleged crime, 
whether by common law or by statute made before or after the 
pasting of this Act, and as including only such crimes, of the des
criptions comprised in the list, as are, under that law, indictable 
offences. 40 V., c. 25, second schedule, part.
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FIBST SCHEDULE.

Lixl of Crimen.

1. Murder, or attempt or conspiracy to murder;
2. Manslaughter;

3. Counterfeiting or altering money, and uttering coun
terfeit or altered money ;

4. Forgery, counterfeiting or altering, or uttering what is 
forged, counterfeited or altered;

5. Larceny; (38)
<». Embezzlement; (38)
7. Obtaining money or goods, or valuable securities, by false 

pretences;
8. Crimes against bankruptcy or insolvency law;

Fraud by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, or 
by a director or member or officer of any company, which fraud 
is made criminal by any Act for the time being in force; (38)

10. It ape;
11. Abduction ;
12. Child stealing;
13. Kidnapping ;
14. False imprisonment;
13. Burglary, house-breaking or shop-breaking;
10. Arson ;
17. Bobbery;
18. Threats, by letter or otherwise, with intent to extort;
10. Perjury or subornation of perjury;
20. Piracy by municipal law or law of nations, committed on 

board of or against a vessel of a foreign state;
21. Criminal scuttling or destroying such a vessel at sea, 

whether on the high seas or on the great lakes of North America, 
or attempinu or conspiring to do so;

22. Assault on IkmhxI such vessel at sea. whether on the 
high seas or on the great lakes of North America, with intent to 
destroy life or to do grievous bod illy harm ;

(.18) See Title VI of tin* Umle. at pp. 337. et *<*#/.. for offenci-H formerly 
tailed larceny, embezzlement, fraud, etc., and now included in the general 
term “ theft ”,

69
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23. Revolt or conspiracy to revolt, by two or more person* 
on board such a vessel at sea, whether on the high seas or on the 
great lakes of North America, against the authority of the master:

24. Any offence under either of the following Acts, and not 
included in any foregoing portion of this schedule: —

(a) “Am Act respecting offences against the Person
(b) “ The Larceny Act; ”(38)
(c) “ Am Act respecting forgery: "
(d) “ Am Act respecting off onces relating to the Coin; ”
(e) “Am Act respecting Malicious Injuries to property;"
25. Any offence which is, in the case of the principal offender, 

included in any foregoing }>ortion of this schedule, and for which 
the fugitive criminal, though not the principal, is liable to l>c 
tried or punished as if he were the principal. 40 V., c. 25, second 
schedule part.

SKCOND SClltitiULK.

FORM ONE.

Form of Warrant of Apprehension.

To wit : —

To all and each of the constables of

Whereas it has been shewn to the undersigned, a Judge under 
“ The Extradition Act, ” that
late of is accused (or convicted) of the
crime of within the jurisdiction of

This is therefore to command you in Her Majesty’s name forth
with to apprehend the said an*to bring him before
me, or some other Judge under the said Act, to be further dealt 
with according to law ; for which this shall Ik* your warrant.

Given under my hand and seal at 
this day of A. D.

(38) See Title VI of the Code at pp. 337, et seq., for offence* formerly 
termed Larceny, Embezzlement, Fraud, etc., and now included in the 
gvlierai term “theft”.
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FORM TWO.

Form of Warrant of Committal.

To wit : - -

To

at

one of the constables of 
and to the keeper of the

Be it remembered that on this day of in
the year at ,
is brought before me a Judge under “ The Extra
dition Act, ” who has been
apprehended under the said Act. to be dealt with according t-o 
law; and forasmuch as 1 have determined that he should be sur
rendered in pursuance of the said Act, on the ground of his being 
accused (or convicted) of the crime of

within the jurisdiction of
This is therefore to command you, the said constable, in Her 

Majesty's name, forthwith to convey and deliver the said
into the custody of

the keeper of the at and
you, the said keeper, to receive the said

into your custody, and him there safely to keep until he is 
thence delivered pursuant to the provisions of the said Act, for 
which this shall l>e your warrant.

Given under my hand and seal at 
this day of A. D.

Substitut»* “ His Majesty " for “Her Majesty".

FORM THREE.

Form of Order of Minister of Justice for Surrender.

To th keeper of the at »
and t o

Whereas late of
accused (or convicted) of the crime of 
within the jurisdiction of
was delivered into the custody of you. the keeper of the

a t by warrant
dated pursuant to “ The Extradition
Act. ”
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Now I do hereby, in pursuance of the said Act, order you, the 
said keeper, to deliver tne said

into the custody of the said 
; and i command you, the 

said to receive the said into
your custody, and to convey him within the jurisdiction of the 
said and there place him in
the custody of any person or persons (or of

) appointed by the said to
receive him; for which this shall be your warrant.

Given under the hand and seal of the undersigned Minister of 
Justice of Canada, this day of A. D.
40 V., c. 25, third schedule.

THE EXTRADITION ACT OF 1880.

[52 Viet., c. 36.]

An Act to extend the provisions of the Extradition Act.

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate 
and House of Commons of Canada, enacts as follows: —

1. Fugitive offenders may be surrendered though there is no
treaty.— In case no extradition arrangement within the mean
ing of “ The Extradition Art, ” exists between Her Majesty and 
a foreign state, or in case such an extradition arrangement, exten
ding to Canada, exists l>etween Her Majesty and a foreign state, 
but does not include the crimes mentioned in the schedule to this 
Act, it shall nevertheless, be lawful for the Minister of Justice to 
issue his warrant for the surrender to such foreign state of any 
fugitive offender from such foreign state charged with or con
victed of any of the crimen mentioned in the schedule to this Act: 
Provided always, that the arrest, committal, detention, surrender 
and conveyance out of Canada of such fugitive offender shall be 
governed by the provisions of “ The Extradition Art,” ami that 
all the provisions iff the said Act shall apply to all steps and pro
ceedings in relation to such arrest, committal, detention, surren
der and conveyance out of Canada in the same manner and to the 
same extent as they would apply if the said crimes were included 
and specified in an extradition arrangement between Her Majesty 
and the foreign state, extending to Canada,

2. Expenses. — A1 expenses connected with the arrest, com
mittal, detention, surrender and conveyance out of Canada of any 
fugitive offender under this Act shall be borne bv the .'oreign state 
applying for the surrender of such fugitive offender.
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3. Law of Canada to govern. — The list of crimes in the sche
dule to this Act shall lie construed according to the law existing 
in Canada at the date of the commission of the alleged crime, 
whether by common law or by statute made before or after the 
coming into force of this Act, ami as including only such crimes, 
of the description comprised in the list, as are, under that law, 
indictable offences:

2. The provisions of this Act shall apply to any crime men
tioned in the said schedule, committed after the coming into force 
of this Act, as regards any foreign state as hereinafter provided.

4. Coming into force of Act. — The foregoing provisions of this 
Act shall not come into force with respect to fugitive offenders 
from any foreign state until this Act shall have been declared by 
Proclamation of the Governor General to l>e in force and effect as 
regards such foreign state, from and after a day to be named in 
such Proclamation; and the provisions of this Act shall cease to 
have any force or effect with respect to fugitive offenders from 
any foreign state, if by Proclamation the Governor Genicral de
clares this Act to be no longer in operation as regards such foreign 
state:

2. The day from and after which, in such case, the provisions 
of this Act shall cease to have force and effect shall 1>e a day to be 
named in such Proclamation.

5. Restriction. — This Act shall not authorize the issue of a 
warrant for the extradition of any person under the provisions of 
this statute, to any state or country in which by the law in force 
in such state or country, such person may be tried after such ex
tradition for any other offence than that for which he has been 
extradited, unless an assurance shall first have been given by the 
executive authority of such state or country, that the person whose 
extradition has been claimed shall not be tried for any other 
offence than that on account of which such extradition has been 
claimed.

SCHEDULE.

(1) Murder, or attempt or conspiracy to murder;
(2) Manslaughter;
(3) Counterfeiting or altering money and uttering counterfeit 

or altered money;
(4) Forgery, countefeiting or altering, or uttering what is 

forged, countefeited or altered;
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(5) Ijarceny;
(0) Embezzlement ;
(<) Obtaining money <f goods or valuable securities by false 

pretences;
(8) Rape;
(9) Abduction; indecent assault;
(10) Child stealing;
(11) Kidnapping;
(12) Burglary, house-breaking or shop-breaking;
(13) Arson;
(14) Robbery;
(16) Fraud committed by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trus

tee or member or public ofiicer of any company or municipal cor
poration, made criminal by any law for the time being in force;

(16) Any malicious act done with intent to endanger persons 
in a railway train ;

(1?) Piracy by municipal law or law of nations, committed on 
board of or against a vessel of a foreign state;

(18) Criminal scuttling or destroying such a vessel at sea, whe
ther on the high seas or on the great lakes of North America, or 
attemping or conspiring to do so;

(19) Assault on board such a vessel at sea, whether on the high 
seas or on the great lakes of North America, with intent to des
troy life or to do grievous bodily harm;

(20) Revolt, or conspiracy to revolt, by two or more persons on 
board such a vessel at seu, whether on the high seas or on the great 
lakes <>f North America, against the authority of the master;

(21) Administering drugs or using instruments with intent to 
procure the miscarriage of a woman;

(22) Any offence which is, in the cast1 of the principal offender, 
included in any foregoing portion of this schedule, and for which 
the fugitive criminal though not the principal, is liable to be 
tried or punished as if he were the principal.

EXTRADITION BETWEEN CANADA AND THE 
UNITED STATES.

The first treaty between (treat Britain and the United States was .lay* 
Treaty made in 1794. It extended only to murder and felony, and ceased 
its operation in 1812, at the outbreak of the American War.

The extradition of fugitive criminals between Canada and the United 
States is now regulated by the Ashburton Treaty or Treaty of Washington.
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made between U mit Britain a ml the United States in 1842. by statutes 
passed to give that Treaty effect, and by a convention between Ureal 
Britain and the United States concluded in l'H89 and ratified on the 11th 
of March I HIM).

The liiijH-rial statutes relating to procedure in extradition arc the Ex
tradition Irts of 1870 and 1874, (38-34 Vic., e. .Vi. and 40-37 Vic., c. 00).
by which it is, (among other things), enacted that if. by any law made 
after the passing of the Act of 1870, by the Legislature of any British
possession, provision is made for carrying into effect within such posses
sion the surrender of fugitive criminals who arc in or suspected of Is-ing 
in such British possession, an Imperial Order in Council may lie made siis 
I lending the operation of the Imperial Extradition Arts within any such 
British possession, so long as the extradition law of such British possession 
continues in force there; and, by an liu|N>rial Order in Council dated the 
17th of November 1888. (see page XV of the Statutes of Canada 18811). i1. 
was directed that, — in view of the passing of the Extradition Act of the 
Dominion Parliament (Kissed in 188(1. (3D). - the operation of the Iui|ierial 
Extradition Arts of 1870 and 1873 should be sus]M>nded within Canada so 
long as the said Dominion Act should continue in force; and. immediately 
after the ratification of the Extradition Convention made lietween Urea: 
Britain and the United States in 1880-1800. another Imperial Order in 
Council was pissed ordering that, from and after the 4th of April 1800 the 
Imperial Extradition Acts of 1870 and 1(874 should apply to the said con
vention, and further ordering the suspension of the operation of the 
said Imperial Acts within Canada, so far as relates to the United State-, so 
long as the provisions of the Canadian Extrailitiwi Art continues in force.

So. that, our present, law. as to procedure in the Extradition of fugitive 
criminals between Canada and the United States, is contained in the Can
adian Extradition Arts of 18841 and 1881), ante.

The Ashburton Treaty only applied to the crimes of Murder. Pnt.v v. 
A knox, Koiihkky, Eo ik ii: a y and the Uttf.kanvk ok Emm khi es : but, by 
the Convention of 1889-18!M) ii now embraces, as between Canada (as part 
of the British Empire), and the United States, not only murder, piracy, 
arson, korkkky, koroeky. and the utterance ok ko roe ries, but also 
a number of other offences, which will la* found enumerated in the first of 
the following Articles of that Convention, which is in the following terms:

EXTRADITION CONVENTION OF 188'MM WITH THE 
UNITED STATES.

“ Whereas by the Nth Article of the Treaty concluded bet
ween Her Britannic Majesty and the United States of America on 
the ninth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and forty- 
two provision is made for the extradition of persons charged with 
certain crimes;

“And whereas it is now desired by the High Contracting Par
ties that the provisions of the said Article should embrace certain 
crimes not therein specified, and should extend to fugitives con
victed of the crimes specified in the said Article and in this Con
vent ion ;

(49) See the Canadian Extradition Art of 188». set out at pp. 1074-1092 
et sen., ante.
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“ The said High Contracting Parties have appointed as their 
plenipotentiaries to conclude a Convention for this purpose, that 
is to say : —

“ Her Majesty the Queen of the Vnited Kingdom of Great Bri
tain and Ireland; Sir Julian Pauneefote, Knight Grand Cross of 
the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George. 
Knight Commander of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath, 
and Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Her 
Britannic Majesty to the Vnited States:

“And the President of the Vnited States of America; James 
G. Blaine. Secretary of State of the United States;

“ Who, after having communicated to each other their res)>eo- 
tive lull powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon 
and concluded the following Articles:

“ Article I.
“ The provisions of the said Nth Article are hereby made ap

plicable to the following additional crimes: —
“ 1. Manslaughter when voluntary.
'"i. Counterfeiting or altekign money; uttering oh bring

ing INTO CIRCULATION COUNTERFEIT OR ALTERED MONEY.
“ Embezzlement; larceny; receiving any money, valu

able security, or other property, knowing the same to have been 
embezzled, stolen, or fraudulently obtained. (40)

“4. Eraud by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, or director 
or member or officer of any company, made criminal by the laws 
of both countries.

“5. Perjury', or subornation of perjury.
“0 Rape ; abduction; child-stealing ; kidnapping.
“ T. Burglary; housebreaking or shopbreaking.
“ 8. Piracy by the law of nations.
“ 9. Revolt, or conspiracy to revolt, by two or more persons 

on l>oard a ship on the high .-eas, against the authority of the 
master; wrongfully sinking or destroying a vessel at sea. 
or attemping to do so; assaults on board a ship on the high 
seas, with intent to do grievous bodily harm.

“ 10. Crimes and offences against the laws of both coun
tries for the suppression of slavery and slave trading.

140) See Title VI of the Code, at pp. 3.'I7 et *rq„ for offerte» formerly 
called larceny, embezzlement, etc., and now included in the general term
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“Extradition is also to take place for participation in any of 
the crimes mentioned in this Convention or in the aforesaid Xth 
Article, provided such participation lx* punishable hv the laws of 
both countries.

“ Article II.

“ A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered, if the offence in 
respect of which his surrender is demanded Ih* one of a ]x>litical 
character, or if he proves that the requisition for his surrender 
has in fact been made with a view to try or punish him for an of
fence of a political character.

“ No person surrendered by either of the High Contracting Par
ties to the other shall be triable or tried, or Ik* punished for any 
political crime or offence, or for any act connected therewith, com
mitted previously to his extradition.

“ If any question shall arise as to whether a case comes within 
the provisions of this Article, the decision of the authorities of 
the Government in whose jurisdiction the fugitive shall he at the 
time shall be final.

“ Article 111.

“ No person surrendered by or to either of the High Con
tracting Parties shall lx* triable or lx* tried for any crime or of
fence committed jvrior to his extradition, other than the offence 
for which lie was surrendered, until be shall have had an opportu
nity of returning to the country from which he was surrendered.

“ Article IV.

“ All articles seized which were in the possession of the person 
to lx* surrendered at the time of his apprehension, whether lx*iug 
the proceeds of the crime or offence charged or being material a< 
evidence in making proof of the crime or offence, shall, so far as 
practicable, and if the competent authority of the State applied 
to for the extradition has ordered the delivery thereof, he given 
up when the extradition takes place. Nevertheless, the rights tf 
third parties with regard to the articles aforesaid shall lx* duly 
respected.

“ Article V.

“ If the individual claimed by one of the two High Contracting 
Parties, in pursuance of the present Convention, should also be 
claimed by one or several other Powers on account of crimes or 
offences committed within their respective jurisdictions, his ex
tradition shall be granted to that State whose demand is first re
ceived.
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“The provision# of this Article, and also of Articles II to IV 
inclusive, of the present Convention, shall apply to surrender 1'or 
offences specified in the aforesaid Xth Article, as well as to sur
render for offences specified in this Convention.

“ Article VI.

“ The extradition of fugitives under the provisions of this Con
vention and of the said Xth Article shall be carried out in Her 
Majesty's dominions and in the United States, respectively, in con
formity with the laws regulating extradition for the time being in 
force in the surrendering State.

“ Article VIJ.

“ The provisions of the said Xth Article and of this Convention 
shall apply to persons convicted of the crimes therein respecti
vely named and specified, whose sentence therefor shall not have 
been executed.

“ In ease of a fugitive criminal alleged to have been convicted 
of the crime for which his surrender is asked, a copy of the re
cord of the conviction and of the sentence of the Court before 
which such conviction took place duly authenticated shall Ik* pro
duced, together with the evidence proving that the prisoner is the 
person to whom such sentence refers.

“ Article VIII.

“ The present Convention shall not apply to any of the crimes 
herein specified which shall have been committed, or to any con
viction which shall have been pronounced, prior to the date at 
which the Convention shall come into force, ”
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FINAL APPENDIX.
LIST OF ORE AT BRITAIN'S EXTRADITION TREATIES (WITH 

FOREIGN ST\TI>, in FORK E l\ CANADA

FORKHiN STATE.

Argentine (Republic).. .. May 22, 1899 . 
Austria-Hungary............  Dec. 3, 1878.. .

Belgium.............................  May 30, 1876 .
“ ............................... July 23, 1877 .
“ ............................. April 21, 1887.

Bolivia (Republic) ........ Feb. 22, 1892 .
Brazil ............................... Nov. 13, 1872.

Chile (Republic)...........

Colombia (Republic) .

Denmark.......................

Ecuador (Republic).. . .

Jan. 26, 1897 . 

Oct. 27, 1888.. 

Mch. 31, 1873. 

Sep. 20, 1880..

Acts of Can., 1891, p. xliii. 
Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

“ “ liv!

“ “ lvi.
A cts of Can , 1899, p. xiii. 
Cl. Extr, 3 Ed.. App. p.

Acts, of Can., 1899, p.

Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

France................................. Aug. 14, 1876..

Germany........................... May 14, 1872 .
“ ........................... May 5, 1894..

Guatemala......................... July 4, 1885 ..

Hayti (Republic).............. Dec. 7, 1874

Italy.................................. Feb. 5, 1873 ..
“ .................................. May 7, 1873 ..

Liberia (Republic).......... Dec 16, 1892.
Luxembourg..................... Nov. 24, 1880.

Ixxxix.

Acts of Can., 1895, p. xiii. 
Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

Monaco .

Netherlands

Sep 7, 1886 . .. 
Dec. 17, 1891 ..

June 19, 1874.

Sep. 26, 1898 .

“ cxxvm.
“ cxxxvii.

Acts of Can., 1894, p. Iviii. 
Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

cxxxviii.
Acts of Can,, 1889, p. xvii. 

“ “ 1892, xvi.

Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

Acts of Can., 1899, p. xx.
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FORiIGN STATE.

Orange Free State (1). .. June 25, 1890, 

Portugal (2).................| Oct. 17, 1892 ) 
Nov. 30, 1892 i

Itoumania . 
Russia

Salvador 
San Marino.

Sweden and Norway. 

Switzerland................

Tonga (3) . ...........
Tunis (4).................

United States (6).

United States (5). 
Uruguay.................

Mcli. 21, 1893 
. Nov. 24, 1886

June 23, 1881. 
Oet 16,1899 
June 4, 1878..

Feb. 19, 1889 . 
June 26, 1873.

Nov. 26, 1879

Nov. 29, 1879 
July 3, 1882.. . 
Dm. 31, 1889

REFERENCE.

Acts of Can., 1891, p. li.

“ “ 1894, pp.
li-lvii.

“ “ 1894, p. Ixiv.
Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

cliv.

Acts of Can., 1900, p. xi. 
Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

clxxiv.
Acts of Can., 1890, p. xxvi. 
Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p.

clxxxvi.

Acts of Can., 1891, p. xlix.

Aug. 9, 1842. Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p

Acts of Can., 1890, p. xliii 
Cl. Extr., 3 Ed., App. p

Acts of Can., 1892, p. ix

July 12, 1889. 
Mch. 26, 1884

Mch. 20, 1891.

OTHER TREATIES, ETC.

The Turkish Empire. — By virtue of the Foreujn Jurisdiction 
Acts, 1843 to 1878, an Imperial order in Council was made on the 
3rd of May 1882, see pp. xix — xxiv of the Statutes of Ca
nada of 1888), whereby, — after reciting that, by treaty, capitu
lation, grant, usage, sufferance and other lawful means, the En-

(II The Orange Free State ha* now lost it* independence and become a 
|tart of tiie British Empire.

(2l Tiie provisions of this Treaty do not apply to extradition between 
British and Portuguese India.

CI I Tongan subjects escaping to British territory.
14» By this Treaty. — made between tiie British Government, on the one 

part, and the Government of the French Republic, acting in tiie name of 
the Government of His Highness the Bey of Tunis, on the other jrart.— 
the provisions of the Anglo-French Treaty of the 14th of August 1876 are 
extended to Tunis.

(f>) See. also, pp. 1094-1098. ante, for the provisions of these treaties with 
the United States of America.
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glisli Crown has power and jurisdiction over British subjects and 
others in the Ottoman dominions, — it was (among other things) 
ordered, (to wit, by clause 10 thereof), as follows: —

“ 10. The Fugitive Offenders' Act, 1881, except part 11 thereof, 
(0) or so much thereof, except that part, as is for the time being 
in force, and any enactment lor the time being in force amending 
or substituted for the same, are hereby extended to the Ottoman 
dominions, with the adaptations following, namely:

“ (i) Her Majesty’s Ambassador is hereby substituted for the
Governor of a British possession:

“ (ii) The Supreme Court <»r the Court for Egypt, or the
Court for Tunis (7) (as the case requires), is hereby substituted
for a Superior Court in a British ]>ossession. ”

China, Japan and Corea. — By virtue of the Foreign Jurisdic
tion Ads, 1841) to 1878, an Imperial Order in Council was made 
on the 2fith of June 1884, (see pp. xxiv — xxvii of the Sta
tutes of Canada of 1888), whereby—after reciting that, by treaty 
and otherwise, the English Crown has power and jurisdiction 
within China and Japan and the dominions of the King <>C Corea, 
—it was among other things) ordered, (to wit. by clause 8 thereof) 
as follows: —

“ 8 The Fugitive Offenders' Ad. 1881.*" shall apply, in rela
tion to British subjects, to China, Japan and Corea respectively, 
as if such countries were British possessions, and for the purposes 
of part 11 of the. said Act, and of this article. China, Japan and 
Corea shall be deemed to be one group of British possessions, and 
Hejr Majesty’s Minister for China, Japan or Corea (as the case 
may be), shall have the powers of a governor or superior court of a 
British possession. ”

Siam.—By virtue of the Foreign Jurisdiction Ads, 1843 to 1878, 
an Imperial Order in Council was made on the <B>th of June 1884, 
(sec pp. xxviii — xxxii of the Statute* of Canada of 1888). 
whereby. — aftar reciting that the English Crown has power and 
jurisdiction within the dominions of the Kings of Siam and tin- 
territories of Chiengmai, Lukon and Eampoonchi belonging to 
Siam. — it was (among other things) ordered, (to wit, by clause 
18 thereof), as follows: —

“18. The Fugitive Offenders' Ad. 1881,*' shall, with respect to 
British subjects, apply to all places to which this order applies, as

(tl) Part II of the Imp-rial Fwiitire Offenders Art. IfWf, applies to 
Menai group* of British possessions, to which by reason of their contiguity, 
the Act is applied. ... ... .

(7) See p. 1100. ante, for the Extradition lreaty since made with I unis 
in IRflO.
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if such places were British possessions, and for the purposes 
of jiart 11 of the said Act ami of this article, all the places to 
w hich this Order for the time being applies, and the Straits Set
tlements, shall, for the purposes of part 11 of the said Act, be 
deemed to be one group of British possessions, and the consul 
shall, as regards any place within his jurisdiction, have the powers 
of a Governor or Superior Court of a British possession. ”

REMARKS.

By the preamble to the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 181)0, (an 
Act to consolidate tlic Foreign Jurisdiction Acts), it is recited that 
by treaty, capitulation, grant, usage, sufferance and other lawful 
means, the Crown of England has jurisdiction within divers 
foreign countries; by section 1 of the same Act it is enacted that 
it shall be lawful for the British Crown to hold, exercise ami en
joy any jurisdiction it then had or may at any time thereafter have 
w.ithin a foreign country in the same and as ample a manner as if 
such jurisdiction had been acquired by the cession or conquest of 
territory, and, by section 2 of the Act, it is provided that where a 
foreign country is not subject to any Government from whom the 
British Crown might obtain jurisdiction in the manner aboyé 
recitcil, the ('rown of England shall have jurisdiction over Her 
Majesty's subjects for the time l>eing resi<ling in or resorting to 
that country, and that that jurisdiction shall Ik* the jurisdiction of 
the Crown of England in a foreign country within the meaning of 
the provisions of the Act.

The Act contains a number of provisions, (see sections G to 13), 
relative to the power of British Courts, — within the foreign 
countries where British authority is excmscable, — either to 
there try and (if convicted) punish persons accused of crime com
mitted there or to send them to a British possession for trial.

By section 18 of the Act, all previous Foreign Jurisdiction Acts 
are repealed ; but, by a subsection of the said section 18, it is 
provided that any Order in Council, commission or instructions, 
made or issued in pursuance of any enactment so repealed, shall 
continue in force as if made in pursuance of the Foreign Juris
diction Act of 1800, and be deemed to have been made or issued 
under and in pursuance thefreof. So, that, the aliove mentioned 
Orders in Council relating, respectively, to the Turkish Empire, 
China, Japan, Corea and Siam, are still in force : and the Imperial 
Fugitive Offenders' Act is thus still applicable so far as British 
subjects are concerned, to all the dominions and territories of the 
Turkish Empire, China, Japan, Corea and Siam, as if they wore 
British possessions.
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ABANDONED MINES
Leaving them unguarded......

ABANDONING
Appeal from summary con-
chi!d.!°n..*.*!

ABATEMENT
Of nuisanee.........................17

(oee Nuisance»).

ABDUCTION, or DETEN
TION

Of a woman of any age.........
Of an heiress

From mot ires of lucre......

ABDUCTION, or ALLURE
MENT

Of a girl under 21.................

ABDUCTING, or TAKING
An unmarried girl under six

teen from her parents.......

ABDUCTION
Of children under 14.............

Bona 8de claim to child 
reserved.............................

ABETTING SUICIDE..............

ABETTORS
(See Aiders and Abet-

ABITTIBI......................................

ABOLITION OF
Appeal to Privy Council........
Attainder, etc..........................
Commitment for trial on cor

oner's inquest.......................

Page.
ABOLITION OF

203 Dcodand...................................  1005
Distinction between principal 

and accessory before fact. 2d. .**7 
Distinction between felony

and misdemeanor...............\ 034
22i -lury de medietute liniiu<r... sou 

•lury de rentre inspieiendo... 84(1 j Outlawry and the Pillory.. . 1005
Plea in abatement......... ........ 700

-175 Rule as to presumption of a
wife's coercion...................... 24

Solitary confinement.............. 1005
| Writs of error......................... 850

300 ABOMINABLE CRIME
; Accusing or threatening to

* ! accuse of.........................  448
j Assault with intent to commit 207 
i Buggery, bestiality, sodomy... 150 

Attempt to commit.. ..... 150
301 Indecent assaults on males... 207

ABORTION
i Advertizing drugs for procu-

303 ring......................................... 102
By using drugs or instru

ments....................................  282
..... Evidence of.......................  285. 288

'* Killing unborn child.............. 281
-Means of procuring................ 285

*,uu Miscarriage, and premature
birth...................................... 284

z I Supplying means to procure. 282 
I Woman committing or per

mitting abortion.................  282

ABROAD
008 Bigamy committed................  288, 207

| Crimes bv British subjects
abroad.................. 68», 041, 1100

1 Crimes on the high seas.
803 trial of............................. 86», 041

1000 Conspiracy to commit, or ad
vising murder to be coin- 

7801 mitted abroad........................ 254
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ABROAD
V arrant for offences commit- 

mitted out of Canada but 
within the Admiralty Jur
isdiction................................  072

ABSENCE
Of husband or wife for seven

years...............................  288. 205
(Nee Hiijmiiy.)

Of witnesses............................. 810

ABSOLUTE JURISDICTION
Of magistrate.......................... 881

ABUSING
Animals....................................  558

(See Cruelty.)
(iirls.................................... *09, 170

1‘AliK.

ACCOMPLICES 713, 714, 819
Evidence <yf thief against re

ceiver..............................  370. 371
(See Parties to offences) 5U
(See Confession and Ad

mission)................... 700

ACCOUNTING
False. — by clerks, directors 

of companies, etc............ 415-417

ACCOUNTABLE RECEIPTS
Forgery of..........................  494

ACCOUNTS
Falsifying..........................  415, 417

ABUSIVE LANGUAGE
(See Vagrancy).............. 209

ACCELERATION death.. .. 233
(See Hum hide.)

ACCEPTANCE
Of bribe by judicial officers, 

legislators, etc...............  128, 129
Of bribes by municipal coun

cillors or officers................. 1321
Of gift, etc., for influencing 

government contracts, etc.. 1291

ACCEPTANCES
Forgery of...............................  491

ACCESSORIES before the fact.
Are principals.

ACCUSED
Arraignment of... 789. 870. 882. 917 
Discharge of, by Magistrate.. 710 
May testify on his own be-

hali . '................................. 1033
May have his witnesses ex

amined at preliminary en-

May make admissions at trial 820
Presence of, at trial.................. 794
Summary trial of, for indict

able offence.................... 880, i
Testimony of witnesses at 

preliminary enquiry must
lx- read to............................ 705

I light of. to further part
iculars of charge.................  752

\\ ifv or husband of, may 
testify.....................................  1033

(...... ......... ACCUSING
(8ee Parties to offences) 56,57, or threatening to accuse of

crime............................... 448, 451
(See Threats.)ACCESSORIES offer the fact.

Definition of...........................  66
May he indicted alone or with

principal................................  759
Punishment of, when not __ i 

otherwise provided for.. .. 575: 
To murder............................... 254 j

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Of a document in a false

To treason.. ................ 79 ACQUITTAL
Triable before same tribunal 

as principal offender.

ACCIDENT
(See Excusable 

icide )....................

Mlist be upon a trial so as to
bar new proceedings...........

On ground of insanity, — cus
tody of accused..................

On pjea of autrefois acquit 
or convict.............................. 764

765

849
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ACTSACQUITTAL
On summitry proceedings, a

bur............*............... 700, 887. 02.'»
Hy Coroner's .hiry. no bar.... 705

ACTS
I'll© Adulteration Acts

( Hum.).......................................... 17ii
The Alien lutbor Aets

(Dow.)..................................... 1003
The Animal Contagious Di

seases Aet................................ 08.'»
The Apothecaries'Avt (Imp. ) U13 
The Dank Act (Dow.)... 417. 420
The D. X. A. Act................. 1034-30
The Canada Evidence Act.... 1033 
The Canada Temperance Act. 4 
The Conspiracy and Protec

tion of Property Act
(Imp.)...................... *............. 570

The Criminal Evidence Act.
1808, (I III IK).......................... 1040

The Criminal Law Amend
ment Act. 188.1, (I in IK)...... 102

280. 1048
The Customs Act (Dow.).... 101
The Dairy Act (Dow.).......  102
The Dominion Elections Act.

510, 523
The Demise of the Crown

Acts........................................... 1002
The Electric Light Inspection

Act (Dow.)............................ 080
The English Dotting Aets...

107. 100. 207 
The English Embracery Act.. 114 
The English Licensing Acts... 4. 08 
The English Public Health

Acts........................................... 175
The English Sale of Food

and Drugs Acts................ 00, 183
1st is;

Ihe English Vagrancy Acts.
........................................... 211, 1048

the Evidence Amendment
Acts (imp.)........................... 702

The Extradition Acts (/low.)
............................................ 170. 102

The Extradition Acts, 1870
and 1873, (Imp.)................. 1078

The Falsification of Accounts 
Act, 1875, (hull.)................ 1077

The Fertilizers Act, (Dow.).
................................................170, 102

The Foreign Enlistment Act
(hup.)...................................... 1048

The Foreign Jurisdiction Acts 
(Imp.)...........................1100. 1102

The Fugitive Offenders' Act.. 1007 
I he Oas Inflection Act

(I him.)..................................... 085
The Identification of Crim- 

inals Act. 1808. (Dow.)... 744
The Imjierial Oaths Act,

1888.................................. 702, 1042
The Inland Itevenue Act....... 103
The Interpretation Acts

(Do w.).................................. 0, 1001
The Interpretation Act, 1880

<hup.)...................................... 030
The Larceny Act, 1801,(hup.) 1077 
The Law of Libel Amend

ment Act, 1888, (Imp.).... 103
313, 324

The Lord's Day Ads (Out.). 137 
The .Malicious Damage Act

(hup.).............................. 552, 657
The Margarine Act, 1887.

(Imp.)................................... 103
The Married Womens Prop

erty Acts, ( Imp.)........  300, 1048
The Merchandise Marks Act.

1887, ( Imp.)............  70, 500, 511
The Merchandise Marks Of

fences Act. (hum.).............. 515
The Merchants Shipping Act

(Imp.).................................84, 041
The Newspaper Libel and Reg

istration Act (Imp.)... 313, 320 
The North West Territories

Act............................................. 085
The Parliamentary Oaths

Act, ( Imp.)..   702
The Pawnbrokers’Act,(Dow.) 055 
The Post Oflice Act of Can

ada. (Kxpmmio»w in)........  8
The Post Office Protection

Act. 1884. ( Imp.)................ 503
The Prevention of Cruelty to 

Children Act, 1804, (Imp.). 1048 
The Seamen's Aet, (Dow.).. 085
The Statute of Treasons......... 77
The Supreme & Exchequer

i ourts Act, ( li"in. i............ 952
The Territorial Waters Juris-

diction Act, (Imp.).. 
The Ticket of Leave Acts,

539

The Trade Mark and Designs
997

Act, (Dow.)..................
The Trades Union Act,

500

(Dow.)...........................
The Treason - Felony Act,

540

[hup.)...........................
The Wreck & Salvage Act,

78

( Dow.)............................
70

085
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ADMISSIBILITY

Of cvideuis1.. ..

I'.ViK.
ACTS

Tin* \ ukoii Territory Act»»... loti»
( See / ni/»« rial Htntulea.)

Of Children under seven......... I-
Of Children lietwien 7 hiuI 14. 12
of lndecwncy..................... HW, ltil ice . .
Or omissions. dangerous tn

lift*.......................................... 220 ADMISSIONS

l»A«.K. 

.. 818

ADMINISTRATOR
liielnded in expression “ True-

Evidence of.. .. ...............  "OU. 825
May lie nuuli- Iiv accused »t 

trial.. . .................................. 820
ACTIONS

Against persons administering 
Criminal law.......................... 1014

Compounding jH-nal.............  14:. ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION
(Hue Abroad)..................... 072207ACTUAL BODILY HARM

(Sec ltu>l il a I la nil.)

ACTUAL PERPETRATOR
< >f crime....................................... 58

(See l’artIr* In Offriici'*.)

ACTUS non furil mnn niai
minm nil mi.. . ....................... 12

ADDRESSES OF COUNSEL 7»5-7»8

ADJOURNMENT
Of jury trial......................... 800-811
Of preliminary rn<|uiry............. OH.'»
Of speedy trial........................ 875
Of summary trial....................... OIK

ADJUDICATION

ADULTERATION.....................
Exposing for »nle article’, mi

lit for fiHwl...............................

170

Conspiracy to induce n wo
man to I’oiiimit......................... 171

ADVERSE WITNESS 828

ADVERTISING
Counterfeit money..................... 5:17

Evidence.................................. 820
Drugs for eamdng abortion.

Ml
For Foreign lailair...................  1005
Reward for return of stolen 

or lost property....................... 148
Minute of. on nummary eon

............................ lti0 ADVERTISEMENT

ADMISSION TO BAIL *7:1

ADMINISTERING
Drugs to procure abortion.... 282 
Drugs, etc., to stupefy, so as 

to deHle a woman or girl... 10!)
Oaths without authority........ 14.‘l
Poison. (See Murder).. 24». 25» 
Unlawful oaths.......................... 112

ADMINISTERING OATHS

Engraving or printing any ad 
vertisement. circular, etc., 
ill likeness of a Rank note.

AFFIDAVIT
False statement or wilful 

omission in (See l‘erfury).
............................................... 140 142

AFFIRMATION

ADMINISTRATION OF JUS
TICE

See CorruiitioH uuil hlaobr-

See /•>#•»#/##•* uml tteaenen. ... 
See \llnlriidiiiii Jnatlrr...........

704 ( See Krlilcinr Art).............. .. 1042
(See Fridrlire)..................... . HIH
(See .1 ilin III inter Iny milha). 701

128
AFFRAY INS

150 AGE OF CONSENT 104. 105. 27».280
13<1 (See Hal net Urn.)
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AGENT
Innocent.................................. r»s
Misappropriating property, or 

mi'direct inn or convertiug 
proceed* of sale under 
power of attorney com
mit* theft............................. 3<i5

Misappropriating prn|M*rt,v
held under direction com
mits theft...................   3UÜ

l!e*pon*ibility of guilty
agent.. .. ........................... 5!»

Theft by.................................. 3t»4
(See Fartk* hi Off chits.)
(See Theft.)

AGRICULTURAL MACHINES
Wilfully damaging or des

troying.................................. 550

AIDERS AND ABETTORS
Are principal offender*.........  50
A**i*ting escape trom prison. 151 
Assisting prisoners of war to

escape.................................... 150
Assisting persons to levy war. 80 
Assisting deserters. (See

.1 rmn a ml Xacy)............... 8:i
At prize tight.......................... 07
In eases of cruelty to an

imals..................................... 558
In eases of suicide................... 255
Seconds in a duel.. .   Oil

AIR-GUN
Carrying................................... 107
Selling....................................... 107

ALIEN LABOR 1003
(See Alien Labor Arts.)

ALIENS
(See Foreigner*.)
(Sec Jurors.)

ALLEGIANCE
Duty of....................................
Local and natural...................
Seducing soldiers, or sailors

(See Army and Xaey.)
(See Seditious offences.)

ALL0CUTUS
(See Record).............  857, 844

75
75;
83

llu7

ALLOWANCE
Of expense* to witnesses........ 028

ALTERATION
(See Forgery).................. 477

ALTERING
Railway Signals................  jug, 543

ALTERNATIVE
Averments in indictments.. .. 751

AMENDMENT
Of indictment, Indore trial.... 702 
Of indictment, in ease of va

riance between it and the
proof........................................ 842

Mum lie endorsed on record.. 844
Propriety of making may lie 

reserved or appealed.. . 843
In sliced y trials......................... 873

AMMUNITION
Meaning of, in Act respect

ing X. W. T............................101»

ANALYSIS
Of food.................................... 17»

ANALYSTS
Appointment of.......................... 178

ANCHORS (See Marine Store*) 42ti

ANIMALS
Capable of being stolen__ 33», 344
Fine natunr, in the enjoy

ment of natural liberty.... 33» 
Fenr natunr, escaped from

captivity................................... 33»
Pigeons.................... 339, 344, 388
( Ivstvrs...................................... 344
Stealing or dredging for oys-

Injuries to animals................. 553
Theft of. by killing with in

tent to steal the carcase,etc. 304 
Punishment for stealing dogs,

birds, etc.............................. 388
Punishment for stealing cat

tle..........................................  387
Wilfully destroying or dama

ging cattle by poisoning, 
maiming, etc...................... 547
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ANIMALS
Attempts and threats to in

jure or poison cattle........... 653
(See Vaille.)
(See Cruelty to <mi mata.)

ANIMUS FURANDI
(See Intent.)

APPARATUS
Of a mine or well, — damage

ANSWERING ENQUIRIES
(See Libel)...................

Accused or prosecutor may 
ask for reserve of questions
of law..................................... 861)

Powers of Court of Appeal... 801
Evidence for Court of........... 801
Leave to convicted defendant 

to apply for new trial, on 
ground of verdict being
against the evidence........... 803

New trial, by order of Minis- 
tel mi Jwtiei MB

From summary conviction. 1*33-040 
From Provincial Appeal (.'ourt 

to Supreme Court of Can
ada......................................... 804

No apjical to Privy Council.. 805 
Iteport of Royal Commissio

ners on.............................  852-858
Writs of error abolished........ 850

APPEARANCE
Ik-fore .lustice, compelling....

003-007
Irregularity in procuring...... 005
Of accused before Magistrate, 

proceedings on...................... 004

APPENDICES, Extra. 1045 1102

APPENDIX
Of Acts not affected............... 1010

APPREHENSION
Of Deserters............................. 672
Of Offenders under Extradi

tion Act..........................  1078-80

Page.
APPREHENSION

Of Offenders under Fugitive
Offenders' Act...................... 1000

(See Arrest.)
Of personal Injury. (See iSure

ties for Ike peace).... 1003, 1004

APPRENTICE
Causing bodily harm to......... 222
Correction of, by master........ 54
Excessive chastisement of.. 54, 248 
Duty of master to provide 

for....................................211, 220

AQUEDUCT (See Mischief).... 540

ARMS
firing found armed with in-

.......................................... 470
( a rrying pistol or air-gun— 107
Pointing a fire-arm...................  108
Possession of arms when ar

rested....................................... 108
Sale or possession of arms, in

X. W. T.................................. 110
Seizure of.................................... 1021
Selling pistol or air-gun to

minor........................................ 107
I nlawful drilling.................. 02, 03

(See Ammunition.)
(See Assaults on the

Queen.)
( Sis- Explosive Substnn•

(See Fire-arms.)
(See Offensive Weapons.)

ARMY AND NAVY
Receiving Regimental Neces- 

sarie-, seamen's property,
etc............................................  429

Inciting to mutiny, etc............ 83
Suspected deserters, — Ar

rest. of...................................... 672
(Sec Alley lance.)
(See Militia.)
(See Treason.)

ARRAIGNMENT
Proceedings on..........  780, 870, 917
Special provisions in cases of 

treason..................................... 702

ARRANGEMENT, or TREATY 1074 
(See Extradition.)
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ARRAY
(Sec Challenge.)

ARREST
Alphabetical list of offences 

for which arrest may be 
made without warrant.. 056, 050 

By peace ofticer without war
rant..................... 33, 35. 653, 054

By others without warrant... 34
35, 050-054

By owner of property af
fected............................... 054

By officers in Her Majesty's
service.............................. 054

By pawnbroker, of suspected
offender............................ 055

During flight..................... 35
Bowers of arrest by peace of

ficer and by private person, 
contrasted and illustrated. 30, 38 

Of persons committing breach
of the i>oave........................40. 41

Of persons about to engage in
prize light............................. 08

Of persons found in common
gaming-house........................ 082

Of persons gaming in a pub
lic conveyance........................ 204

Of suspected deserters........... 072
of Ticket of Leave Man. . 1000
Penalty for conductor, mas

ter, or superior officer, in 
charge of a railway car or 
steamboat, neglecting to ar
rest persons gaming............ 204

ARSON
Intent to defraud necessary 

only when offender owns 
or lias an interest in the
property................................ 530

Setting fire to crops............... 541
Recklessly setting lire to for

ests. .   542
Threats to burn......................  542

(See Mischief.)
(See Sureties for the

ART
(See Obscene Pictures)., 162

ARTICLES OF THE PEACE
(See Sureties for the 

Peace)........................ loos

ASHBURTON TREATY
(See Pet radii ion).. 1004. 1005

ASSERTING RIGHT
To house or land..................... 53

ASHNANIPI ........ 008

ASPORTATION ........ 349
(8ci 11" I' :

ASSIGNEE
Included in term “ Trustee 7

ARREST
Of witness disobeying siibpv-

Of wrong person.....................
Preventing escaiie before or

after arrest...........................
I’sing force in making an.....

ARREST OF JUDGMENT
Motion for, on verdict of

guilty.....................................
By Court of Appeal................

ARSENAL
(See Communicating Of

ficial Information.)

ARSON
At common law....................... 539
Attempt to commit................. 541

ASSAULT
Aggravated...............................
Common........................  .. ..

0U0 Defence against itroroked and
31 uniirorukcd...........................

On the Queen..........................
40 On officiating clergyman........
39 Pointing a firearm loaded or

unloaded...............................
Occasioning bodily harm.......

! Of Public or Peace officer in
8471 execution of duty...............
862 Of person executing process.

Near polling place on election

Indecent. — on males............
Indecent, — on females..........
Summary trial of....................
With intent to rob.................
With intent to commit abo

minable crime.......................

208
270

47
82

157

m
207

208

268

268
267
260
925
435

267
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PAG*:. Paor.
ASSAULT ATTEMPT

W ith m*ult,— Prevention of 50 Verdict for full olfenee.—on
....... , indictment for attempt. . H35( See I Humiliation.)

ASSEMBLY
(See IHrim Worth ip).... 1.1

ASSEMBLY. (InlawIni)

ATTENDANCE (See ll<7-

- ATTESTED INSTRUMENTS.
K‘ etc.

ATHEIST
Not il coni|>etent witIIVie»...... 701

ATTAINDER ABOLISHED 

ATTEMPT
Detined mid illustrated...........
May In* made l»,v soliciting 

another to voiniuit a crime.
To assault the Queen..............
To break prison........................
To carnally know girl under

fourteen.......................... • •••
To carnally know female

idiot, dummy, etc.. ............
To east away a ship................
To choke or drug......................
To commit arson.......................
To commit indictable offence.

- punishment of, in cases 
not otherwise provided for.

To commit murder........... . ..
To commit rape.........................
To commit sodomy...................
To commit arson.......................
To commit certain statutory

offences.....................................
To commit suicide.....................
To defile women........................

cause bodily injuries by ex-

To induce the taking of un
lawful oaths...........................

To injure electric telegraphs.
etc..............................................

To kill. maim, wound, poison.
or injure cattle...................... 5ft3

To obtain money by gambling
in public conveyance............ 204

To obtain money or property
on forged probate, etc........ 500

To unlawfully influence munic
ipal councillors....................... 132

To use forged documents....... 400
To wreck...................................... 545
Verdict of. on indictment 

charging full offence........... 0301

171
440

:>74
240

Ï.VI
.'ill

10!»

200

112

Proof of......................................... 827

AUTHENTICATION of deposi
tions, etc.

I'nder Fugitixe Offenders'
Act. 1071

t infer Extradition Act.......... 1081
( See. also, The 1'"Hilda

Hr ideurt If/ as to 
IhH-HMt'Hlarp Hridviivt) 1037

ATTORNEY - (See Afftnl.)

ATTORNEY GENERAL
Consent of. required for the 

prosecution of certain of
fences......................................... 042

Defined........................................... 2
Criminal information by....... 3, 330
lias always the right of reply;

>0 also has any Counsel act
ing for him.............................. 793

May prefer, or give leave to
prefer an indictment............ ui

Want of leave, to be at
tacked by motion to quash. 773

AUTOMATON
Stealing from.............................. 352

AUTREFOIS ACQUIT. <>r coii-
(7c/.

Plea of, and replication.... 703-707
Forms.................................... 770

Plea of summary conviction
or dismissal.. ........................ 700

Forms..................................... 771

AVERMENTS
(See Indictment.)
( s-e Sunmarp Couth•

BACKING warranta 073. 011. 100!»

BAIL
After committal......................... 725
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BAIL
r \ ■ i

BANK NOTES
i’Al.l

By Sup.-rior ( uuvi.. . .
In i-a-e u| new Mini.. .
Oil m «v reserved................
Of n fugitive olVeiider.. .
Oil remand.....................
In ease uf -pvedy trial.. 
Bender uf ueeused liv sureties; 

^ and Bail after I'vmlvr... ...

Unira ni In a rrest per-oti un 
dvr. xxIivii alunit in ali-

BA1LEE

(>«-«• I hi ft.)

BALLOT BOX FBAUDS

72.' Pim-hnsing. iveeiviiig or pou-
MH4 si'^mg forgeries of................
.Mill I lli-niig forgeries of..................

«•!«• BANKRUPT
( Sii- I'ni mix 11 ji I hillin'*.)

Ü'ÜJ BAPTISA-
Forging register of, or vony of

j-jil I a '-Hying registers of, or ex
tra vt* from register* of.... 

Milking or uttering false eer*
il lien I es of........................... 304,

302
BAR

I See llnrbnr Ihir*.)

408
I'.'i.

480

301

303

I See Tin I Inin in inn T.hr 
linn* Irl )..................310.

BALLOT PAPER

MRRATRY OF SHIP
i s-e 1/ihi-Iiiff ami II m-A-

Desi roving, injuring. ohliter- 
ating. altering or erasing. 333.

Forgery of..................................310.
Mvaiiie.- nr unl ixx fullx taking.

BANK
Kuijilox ei • frauiliileiitly mak

ing out false dividend xxar

Pulse nl uiii- I ix nflieials of...
Era nil nient preference lix of 

ll-ial- of........................... ... .
Making, ii-ing or possessing 

imitations of Bill pa|ier of 
any.......................  300.

<•1 England lorgerie-. . .
Omitting to make n-tiirn- 117
Pun' in-,' in ii-ileg i-iri uar-. 

eli.. hi likeness of Iwnk

I lu lls liy hank easliiers. man

l'nlaxxfully using title of.

BANKER
I left net I............................................

BANK NOTES
Engraving......................................
Forgery irf.......................................
Printing, engraving or u-ing 

ei renia rs. ete., in likeness of

BASTARD
Evidence. on trial of mother

lor mur.ii-r of.. . ................ 828

BATHING in public................... lUl
(See [rl* ni Imlrrnivi/.)

BATTERY
303 (See .1 mxiiiiII.)
420

BAWDY HOUSE
Dellneil.............................................. 103
Keeping....................................201. 210
Inman-. ami lrei|iienters of... 210

t See \ iiiiruiii'if,)
Xh-uinte -nmmary jmisdic- 

t ion of Magistrates over of- 
li-nee- of keeping or living 
inmate- or frei|iie|itors of. . SSl 

Warrants to -ean-li.............  170. 081

BEGGAR
( See I iniruiii'fi.)

BEING -li-giii-eil............................

BEING 1**1 lil»l in a dwelling 
house liy night.....................

300
•IS" BEING in po—«—ion of house

I ir. a king instillments..........
3001 (See H mil I ill'll.)

471

470

471

.ill l 
41V
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BENCH WARRANTS

BESETTING
(See Inti in illation 

Picket 11 ny)..........

BESTIALITY

Page. Page.
... 782 BIRTH

Verdict of concealment of, on 
trial for murder................... n:ih

f>70 BLACKENED FACE................ 471
(See IItnuhtry.)

(See Abominable Crime.)

BETTING

BLACKMAIL
(See Extortion). 44S

And pool selling. - punish
ment of................................

At a race meeting excepted...

BETTING-HOUSE
Definition of.............................
Punishment for keeping.........

(See Common Gaminy- 
II on ne and Guininy.)

BEYOND THE SEAS

BLASPHEMOUS LIBEL
‘-<J4 A bond fhle and decent cx- 
204 pression of opinion on reli

gious matters is not a........

197 BOAT — (See Minchicf.)
201

BODILY HARM
(See Apprentice, A sun nit, Fa- 

rioiiH II rir in y. Wound- 
inn.)

165

15Ô

(See Abroad.)

BIGAMY
Definition of........................ ... 288 j
Subsequent marriage, after 

seven years absence of for
mer consort is not............... 288

Subsequent marriage, under 
bond fide belief, of death of
former consort, is not....... 288

Subsequent marriage out of
Canada........................... 289. 297

Proof. Remarks, and Author
ities.........................................  280 298

BILL OF EXCHANGE
Forgery of.................  487, 491

BILL OF LADING - forgery of 
(See lineament of title to 

flood h)............................ 487

BIRDS
Stealing....................................  3881
Killing or injuring.................... 553

BIRTH
Concealing................................... 259
Forging, destroying, etc., reg

ister of.................................. 489
(See Ha pi ism.)

Neglecting to obtain assist
ance in child birth..............

BODILY INJURY
Causing, by negligence.......... 292

BODY CORPORATE
Frauds and falsifications by 

directors, managers, officers,
or members of...................... 415

False and fraudulent pros
pectus or statements, by 
promoters, directors, or man
agers of............................. 415, 419

Making, using, or having imi
tations of bill paper or
bonds, etc., of....................... 500

Proceedings upon indictment
being found against........... 772

(See Hank.)

BODY SNATCHING Is in
dictable at common law... 208

BOND
Included in term “ Valuable 

Security .............................. 7
BOND Forgery of............ 487. 492

(See Hodn Corporate)... 415 
(See Valuable Securlt//.)

BOOKS OF ACCOUNT
Fraudulent destruction or fal

sification of. by clerks... 419, 417 
The like, by Debtors............... 421
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BOOKS OF ACCOUNT
The like, by Officials of com

pany, etc.................................. 4L'»

BREAKING PRISON
(See Escapes and Res-

BOOMS — Injurie» to.................

BOTTLES ....................................
(See Trade Marks.)

BOUGHT AND SOLD NOTES
Forgery of...................................

(Sec Document of title to
«/««(/.S' )..........................................

BOUNDARIES
Of a province, county, city, 

parish, etc., — injuries to.. 
(Nee Land-Marks)...........

BOXING
(See Prize-Fight.)

540 BRIBERY

512

488

2

Of or by a .Pudge, or mein- 
lier of Parliament or 1.leg
islature..................................... 128

Of or by .lustices of the peace, 
prosecuting officers, peace
officers, etc.............................. 150

Of or by Government Offi
cials and Employees...... 120-131

Disqualification in addition to
ordinary punishment............ 131

Of or by Municipal Council
lors. etc.................................... 132

(See Corruption.)

BRIDGES
Destroying or damaging......... 547

BRINGING INTO CANADA
Coining instruments..............BOY UNDER FOURTEEN

Cannot commit Rain-.. 14, 273. 274 sto*en Proliert.v
May aid another to do so__ 14

273. 274 BRITISH COLUMBIA

532
3117

BRANDS
(See f’utile.)
(See Trade Murks.)

BREACH OF CONTRACT
Criminal, by individuals, and 

by companies..........................

Appeal in. — from summary
conviction................................ 933

“Court of Appeal” in.........  2
Forfeited recognizances in.... 981
“ Superior Court of Criminal 

Jurisdiction " in.................... 6

508

BREACH OF THE PEACE
Preventing................................. 40, 41
Inducing or inciting Indians

to commit................................ 90
(Bm Ml run. L'uluttftU 

Assemblies, Riots, and 
Forcible Entry.)

BREACH OF TRUST
By public officer................... 131, 132
Hy trustee.............................. 419

BREAKING - (See Burglary)
..............................................  454-458

BREAKING AND ENTERING
(See Burglary).......... 454, 400

BRITISH POSSESSION
(Nee Foreign Enlistment

A<*)................................... 1050

BRITISH SHIP
Offences committed on board 

of, — on high seas. etc... 038-042

BUCKET SHOPS
(See Common (luming 

Houses. )
(Sec tlaming in Stocks.) 

BROKER (See Agent.)

BRONZE (S«e Coin.)

BROTHEL
(See llaicdy-House.)
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P.u.t.
BUGGERY

( See Abominable i'rime.)

BUILDING
Destroying or injuring liy ex

plosives......... ........................ 542
Iniurivs to. liy tenant-.........  554
It intotisly demolishing............... 01
Riotously daninging................... 01
Stealing things lixvil to.........  380
Threat- to Imrii...................... 542

BUOY
Altering, removing, or inter 

fering with.............  .*>4."»

BURGLARS TOOLS
( See HunjinI'll.)

BURGLARY
Aetna I breaking...................... 454
lleing found arnivil with ill

tent to break in..................... 471
Being foil in I with masked or 

blackened face or other
wise disguised...................... 471

Breaking a church, etc..........  453
Breaking and entering or 

breaking out of a dwel
ling-house. by night............ 453

Breaking -hop.......................... 400
('oustruetive Breaking. .. .... 45,S
Dwelling-house delined........... 4t»n
Entrance................................ 451)
Entering or brinii found in 

dwelling-house, by night... 470 
Essentials of crime of bur-

11 ouae-breaking, by day.. .. 4tts
Intent......................................... WO
Possessing house-breaking in

struments. (burglar's tools) 47"

BURIAL
Neglecting duty as to............... 208
Obstructing clergyman at.... 157

Vai.k.
BURIED BODY

Improperly or indecently in
terfering with....................... 208

BURNING
(See Anton and Misehief.)

BUYING
Counterfeit money................... 527
llegimeiital Xe-essaries.. . __ 420

( See Hill,lie Shirrs).. . . 428

CAB DRIVING
On Sunday................................ 157

( See S nildilU ObserrilHee.)

CABLES
(See Marine Stores.)

CALLING JURY PANEL so:t
CANAL

Wilfully damaging or destroy -

Stealing ill a vessel, etc., on. 
or from a dock, wharf or 

quay adjacent to................. :I05

CANNED GOODS.....................  100

CAPACITY FOR CRIME
Children under seven absolu

tely presumed to lie with
out.................................... 12

Of children between 7 & 14... 12
Of persons over fourteen.......  10

(See lnxunUu)........... 14

CAPITAL OFFENCES
Levying war......................... 70. 80
Murder................................ 240
Piracy................................... 122-124
Rape.................................... 273

i Treason................................ 75
I See I n in ries to Iti'ilis-

fers.) CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
I See I'orf/inti Itriiislers.)

BURIAL BOARD
Counterfeiting seal of............. 407
t sing counterfeited seal of.... 407

BURIAL GROUND
Stealing things tixed in.......... 380

(See Indinn (irares).. .. 30ti;

Certificate of death. In
quest. Place of burial.... 003 

Korin of sentence of death— 002
Persons to be present at ex

ecution................................... 092
Place of execution.................. 002
Procedure in ease of n preg

nant woman sentenced to 
death............................. sin. |17
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Rules mill regulations nf (iov- 

crnor in 1 • iiniril as to ex- 
•‘«*iil inn-................................ DIM

l Sim* l‘iuii.sliiiirnls. )

CAPTION
Not necessary in r roril n| cun-

virtimi uv iii‘i|iiitliil............... 8-11

CARCASE
Killing imiiiiitl with iiM«-nt lu

CARDS
CliiMiting in playing.. . . . f;;i

l Sim* <’lient I nil nl l,loii.)

CARELESSNESS
i Si*i* \i fih rlhlf/ mill \ < !lli

CARELESS DRIVING 26.'

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
Abduction of a wommi with

intent In hnve.................500. :tnl
< misent of child under 14 is

immaterial............................... 267
Drugging, etc., so its to hnve. Hill
Evidence of child its to........... si7
Is complete, on |>cnctration, s. -2',:, 
Of female idiots or dummies. 171
Of girl under 14.................  270. 2Sli
Procuring a girl or woman to

have........................................... I ini
(See Mill net loll.)
( See lllleil eoiineetioii.)
(See lurent.) 
i s«-e roi min hi a.)
(See I‘ntenriiiii.)
(See Brunt Hut Ion.)

CARRYING WEAPONS 1<*7

CARRIER, or Eorwarder. etc..
< living false receipt for 
goods......................................... 424

( See WillThniine /fw/yif*. )

CASE
Statement of, in summary 

matters................................04(1-040:

I'AI.K.
CASE RESERVED

Court may reserve any ques-
t ion of law....................... 850, 860

Statement of, - for Court of 
Appeal......................................... 8(H)

(See .1 /»/»■«/.)

CATTLE
Attempts to kill, poison, maim

or injure..................................  535
Care of. in transit................... 565
Delinition of................................ 2
Entry of peace ol'tleer into cat

tle cars. etc............................ 564
Era min lent ly dealing with

strayed cattle........................ 587
Era itdti lent ly obliterating cat

tle brands................................ 587
Eraudulelltly refusing to del

iver up strayed cattle to
owner......................................... 587

Killing with intent to steal
carcase of................................. 504

stealing......................................... 586
Threats to kill or injure........... 555

CERTIFICATE
Of analysis. (See .1 iliittri’il-

Iioil).. . . .. ..................... 181
of a previous conviction........ 826
Of conviction of witness........ 826
of dismissal of charge of an 

indictable olfenee tried sum
marily........................................ 887

Of dismissal of charge tried 
under provisions as to sum
mary convictions.................. 024

Of dismissal of charge tried 
under provisions as to juv
enile offenders......................... 804

of execution of death sen
tence.......................................... 995

of finding of indictment......... 782
Of trial at which alleged per

jury was committed............ 820
(See Itn/itimn. Hirtli, Bur- 

ini. /tenth.)

CERTIORARI
Does not lie. in the case of a

summary conviction when
.in appeal is taken.............. 040

Form of........................................ 977
Nature of. and right to...... 040 042
Not necessary, in case of an 

indictment against a cor
poration.................................... 772
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CHALLENGE TO GRAND 
JURY

Doe» not exist..................
(See (Jrand Jury.)

CHALLENGE
To array of Petit Jury.. ..

Principal.....................
For Favor.....................

FIisors or Elector*.. .

Page, i Page.
CHEATING

In holding stakes.................... 434
778, 779 lu playing at any game.........  434

CHEQUE
I Forgery of................................ 487

gQl I False pretence by mean» of..
802 ........................................  404- 405

.... 802
802, 803 CHIEF ANALYST

• • 803: (See Adulteration).... 178-181

CHALLENGES TO THE POLLS
Peremptory.

By the Crown..................... 805
By the Accused................. 805
In ease of mixed Jury. .. 808

Grounds of..........................  805
Trial of........................  805-807
Ordering a tales................ huo

Prisoners joining or severing 
in.............................................  8001

CHALLENGE
To fight a duel........................... 00
To fight a prize fight................ 97

CHALLENGED PUBLICATION
(See Liltel.)

CHANCE MEDLEY
(See Self Defence.)

CHANGE OF VENUE.........  780-788

CHAPEL
(See Dtrine Worship.)

CHARACTER
Questions to witness, as to..

CHILD
Abandoning............................... 221
Capability of, for crime.......... 12
Causing death of, by frighten

ing.......................................... 220
Concealing birth of................. 250
Correction of.........................53, 54
Evidence of, without oath. 817, 1043
Injuring health of.................... 217
Killing unborn......................... 281
Omitting duty to supply ne

cessaries to.....................  220, 221
Stealing, decoying or detain

ing-........................................  284
\ erdict of concealment of 

birth, on trial for mei
tier of..................................... 838

N\ hen it becomes a human 
being...............................  225, 220

CHILDBIRTH
Neglect to obtain assistance in. 255

CHILD MURDER
Evidence on trial for.............. 828

CHILDREN UNDER SEVEN
Incapacity of............................ 12

(See Capacity for Crime.)
CHARGE (See Judge's Charge.)

CHASTISEMENT
Of child, pupil, or apprentice, 

justified, if reasonable.. .. 53, 541 
Immoderate............................... 248;

CHILDREN
TEEN

Defiling..

CHINA

UNDER FOUR-

...................... 270. 280

CHEESE FACTORIES 192
Jurisdiction over British sub

jeeta hi......................... 1101. noz

CHEATING CHLOROFORM
In betting on any event........  434 Unlawfully applying............... 2.W
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CHOKE
Pag K.

Attempt to.............................. 251)
(See Attempt lu Mur

der)...............................  24»

COCKPIT
Building, keeping or allow

ing.......................................... SOS
COCKS

CHURCH
Breaking uml entering.........  453I
Diat orbing religious worship

Obstructing clergy man offi- 
eiuting in............................... l.">71

CHURCH YARD
Obstructing burial service in., 157 
Stealing things fixed in.......... 381)

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVI
DENCE

To Ik* received with caution.. 23!)
I.iylit presumptions..................  240
ProhaMe presumptions............. 240
Violent presumptions................ 240
Nunphlnn distinguished from 

Proof........................................... 241

Pound in Cockpit, — confis
cation of...............................  508

CODICIL
(See Teniauuntarif Inntru-

CODIFICATION
Remarks of English Commis

sioners upon............................xcv
Remarks of English Judge» 

upon....................................... cv

COERCION
(See Com pu In ion.)

COGNOVIT ACTIONEM
False acknowledgement of. .. .101

CIVIL REMEDY
For nn act or omission, not 

susjiended by its being a
criminal offence................... 034

CIVIL RESPONSIBILITY
Protection from, included in 

i he word " faitifled..........  29

CLERGYMAN
Obstructing, etc., — when of

ficiating................................. 157

CLERK
Of the Peace......................808, 003

CLERKS
And servants, — stealing by. 370
Falsifying books, etc.............. 147
Of a government or Bank is

suing false dividend war
rants....................................... 50.1

CLIPPING
Current gold or silver coin... 532;

CLIPPINGS
Of current coin, — posses

sing........................................ 532

COIN
Ad\ ertizing Counterfeit......... 537
Bringing coining instruments

into Canada.......................... 532
Clipping or defacing current 

coin, or possessing clippings 532 
Copper coin includes coin of

bronze or mixed metals...... 524
Counterfeiting........................... 525
Dealing in and importing

counterfeit coin.................... 527
Destruction of.......................... 527
Evidence of coin being false

m- counterfeit....................... 528
Evidence on proceedings for 

advertizing counterfeit mo
ney.......................................... no

Exporting counterfeit coin..... 629
Making coining instruments... 529 
Manufacturing current copper 

coin, and importing uncur
rent copper coin.................. 527

Manner of charging a prev
ious conviction..................... 7GO

Offences respecting foreign
coin........................................ 533

Offences respecting copper
coin........................................ 533

Possessing counterfeit coin.... 532
Proof at trial............................... 840
Search Warrants...................U70-078
Seizure <>i.................................  528
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COIN
SiM|xvtvil coin may be eut. ..
Uttering defiu-ed coin.............
I tiering counterfeit gold or

Uttering light coin*, medals 
etc..........................................

COMBINATIONS
In restraint of trade.............. 500
To limit the transportation, 

production, manufacture or 
supply of commercial com
modities. etc..................  ">00, 50'

1’AUK. I* AUK.

COMMON GAMING-HOUSE
527 Obstructing peace officer en

tering....................................  202
Searching.................................. 082

(See III II hip and I'ool-

(See till III I lip.) 
i >ee (in mi nil in shirks.)
( See l.nllirirs. )

535

534

334

( See Conspiracy.) 
(Sec Trade In loan.)

COMMENCEMENT

COMMON GAOL «78. «02, 003

COMMON LAW
Preserved. when not ex- 

pre

COMMON NUISANCE
Defined....................................... 17:

047 , I'liblie and private nuisances. 17:of a prosecution...................... --- .
Of the Canada Evidence Act. 1043 " hieli is éliminai.
Of the (ode.. 1 \\ liiclt is not criminal............ 175

( See Xulsaniv. )
COMMISSION

To examine sick witness........
To examine witnesses out of

Canada................................. 81,
To take evidence in Canada,

— to he used in Courts out
of Canada............................. Hit? Official information,

814 COMMON PROSTITUTE
(See Yapranrp.)

COMMUNICATING

COMMITMENT
Of a witness refusing to give 

evidence.................................

COMMITTAL
For Trial.................................... 720|
For Extradition........................  1083'

COMMON ASSAULT
(See Assault.)

COMMON BAWDY-HOUSE
(See llairdp Hounc)........ UW

COMMON BETTING-HOUSE
(See He!tiny-House.)

Information acquired by hold
ing office................... ............ 8(i

COMMUTATION
8

i Of sentence.. .. 1007

COMPENSATION
For loss sustained hv crim

inal offam.............. . . ....»
To fa>ni) fiilr purchaser of sto

len property.......................... 001

COMPETENCY id witnesses 
Under the Canada Evidence

Act......................................... 1033
Under the Imperial Crim

inal Eriden

COMPLAINT

AH.. 104(1

COMMON GAMING-HOUSE
Destruction of gaming instru

ment's. etc., found in..........
Evidence of a place being a. 832. 833
Keeping a................................. 201
Playing or looking on at 

piav in.................................. 201

(See / n formal ion and 
Complu int.)

083 COMPOUNDING
Penal actions...............
Criminal offences..........

(See Misprision.)

.... 145
143-147
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COMPULSION

By necc**ity............................ 23
By tlimit*............................... 21
Of wife...................................... 24

CONCEALED WEAPONS 102:1

CONFIDENTIONAL COMMU
NICATIONS

CONFISCATION
( Si‘ Forfeiture. »

CONJURATION

8 Hi

( St- I‘iihi ir Workx. ) ( Sf Witchcraft.)

CONCEALING
Birth of Child.......................... 250
Deserters...............   8-1
Document* of title. fraud

ulently................................... 39(1
Knell in bra lice*.......................... 422
For n fraudulent purpose. any

thing capable of I icing
stolen.................................... 300

(«old or silver, to defraud 
partner in mining claim.... 308 

Material facts or documents 
in proceedings for registra
tion of title......................... 422

Property with intent to de
fraud emlitors..................... 421

Tinilier fourni adrift............... 390

CONCEPTION
Advertizing or olfering. or

drug. etc., for preventing... 102

CONDITIONAL PARDON. KIWI. 1007

C0NDITI0NAL RELEASE
Of First Offenders................... 1008

( Nee Ticket of Lime.)

CONSENT
of Mill. Uni., necessary in 

prosecutions for - 
CouceaUup iiiniiiilnaiinx. 043 
Criminal breach of trnxl bp

truxteex 043
I Hit a hi hi U or eonimnuieat’ 

inn official in forma I ion.. 042
Judicial corruption............. 042
Uukiiifi or liariinj r.rpio-

ni rex.................................   040
/ ttcrhifl defaced coin.......... 043

Of child, under 14. — to in
decent assault, etc.. im
material..................  177

Of girl, under 10, to ab
duction. — immaterial........ 303

Of (tor. (leu., required, to 
pro*e ute foreipnerx for of
fences committed in Admi
ralty jurisdiction.................. 038

Of M ill inter of Mar. *t Hixh., 
in prosecutions for xeudlnp 
or lakiinj unseaworthy
ships to sea..........................  042

To asWtult*. indecent assaults, 
etc., obtained by fraud.

.............................................. 204-200
lo infliction «if death, on 

one's self, unlawful............. 50

CONDUCT
Disorderly.................................  209

CONFESSIONS
And a«lmissions. -- admis

sible. and in-a«lmissib!e... 700-713 
Must I»- free and voluntary... 706 
Made liefore Police Magis

trate, — Evidence of..........  82.'»
Of Accomplices........................ 713
I lender offender (in capital 

eases) punishable as if 
convicted on verdict........... 991

(See .1 ccaxed.)
( See Adiuixxionx.)
(See The Canada Hr- 

idnier Art.)

CONSERVATORIES, Bardens.
etc.

Damaging or destroying
plants, etc., in........................ 555

stealing plants, fruit, «-tc.. in. 389

CONSPIRACY
I Mined............................... 430, 431
Evidence of separate acts of

conspirators............................. 434
Indictment in...........................  754
In restraint of Trade................. 504
Overt acts of. — in treason

able conspiracies................... 79
Particulars of fraudulent

means employed.................... 754
To bring false accusation...... 143
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CONSPIRACY
Page.

CONVICTION
Page.

To commit nn indictable of
fence........................................ 374

To commit a treasonable of
fence....................................81, 8-2

To defile a woman................... 171
To defraud.......................... 430, 432
To intimidate a Legislature.. 82 
To murder................................ 254

CONSTABLE
Included in definition of 

•• Peace Officer ”.................... 3

CONSTRUCTION
Of Acts and Documenta... 035, 030

CONSTRUCTIVE BREAKING
(See Burglary.)

CONSULAR OFFICER
( See Extradition.)

CONTEMPT
(See Disobedience.)
( See Sturdy Trials.)
(See Witnesses.)

CONTRACT
Criminal Breaches of............... 508

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLI
GENCE

Of deceased, — no defence to 
charge of manslaughter......

CONTUMACY
(See Ext rad it ion.)

CONTUSED WOUND
(See Wound.)

CONVENTION
(Sec Ext radii ion.)

CONVERSION
Theft by............................... 358-301

CONVEYANCE OF CATTLE 503
, See

May be —
Fur attempt, though full of

fence proved...............  835, 830
For attempt, though full of-

fence charged.................... 830
For part of offence charged, 

or fm■ lesser affaire in
cluded in offence charged 837 

For manslaughter, on trial
for murder........................ 837

For concealment of birth. 
on acquittal for child
murder............................. 888

For attempt to assault........ 830
For common assault, on 

trial for unlutcful wound -
iuy...................................... 837

For mere publishing, on 
trial for puollshiny libel 
knowing it to be false... 838 

For simple theft, on trial 
for burglary, or robbery. 837 

For extorting one shilling. 
on charge of extorting 
twenty shillings................ 838

For stealing, as against one 
of several defendants 
jointly tried for burglary, 
and for burglary, as
against the others............ 838

in summary trials not to be 
quashed for defects of form.
................................ 887, 894, 930

Of a Ticket of Leave Man 
will cause forfeiture of his
license.................................... 1000

Of a witness may be proved
if he deny it.. !....................... 827

Of juvenile offender, — Form
of.............................................. 894

On summary trial of indict-
able offence........................... nst

Record of, — how made up.. 844 
Of juvenile offender,— to be 

filed in Court of Sessions of
the Peace................................  895

(See Autrefois Acquit.)
(See Previous Convie-

(See Speedy Trials.)
(See Summary Convic

tions.)
(See Summary Trials.)

CONVICTS
CONVICTION

Evidence of..
Conditional Release of............ 997

826, 888 (See Tickets of Leave.)
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COPY CORROBORATION
Of depositions furnished to ac

cused.............................. 721, 790
Of indict limit furnished to ac

cused.....................................  78!)
Of particulars to lie furnished. 754 
Or exemplification of record.

....................................  1038, KWH'

(ompirjcy to defile........... 810
('ornot!y knowing idiots.. 810
Prostitution of Indian

women................................ Hit»
Procuring feigned mar-

(lavi................................ 810
Forgery.............................. 810

CO-OWNER
Theft by...................................

CO-PARTNER, CO-ADVENT
URER, ETC.

In mining claim, — fraud
ulently concealing gold or

COPPER COIN
Includes coin of brass or 

mixed metals.......................

CORONER,—
No one to lie tried mi inquisi-

lo transfer, to Magistrates, 
persons charged with mur
der or manslaughter...........

CORPORATIONS, —
Criminal breach of contract

by..........................................
(Sec Hi ni y Corporate.) 
(See Honk.)
(See il an ici i>al Corpora-

Procedure on indictments 
against...............................

CORPSE
Indecent interference with....

CORROBORATION
Required to convict upon the 

evidence of one witness,— 
in prosecutions for

Treason..............................
Her jury..............................
Seduction...........................
Defiling women...............
Parents or guardians 

procuring defilement of

Householders permitting 
defilement of girls........

CORROBORATION
Of accomplices.

(Sec Accomplices.)
CORROSIVE FLUID

( usting or throwing, with in
tent to disfigure, etc......260, 21»I

.t(.N CORRUPTION,
Of or by a judge, or a mem

ber of Parliament or Leg
islature.................................. 128

Of or by justices of the peace,
524 peace officers, etc.................. 129

Of or by Govt, officials or em
ployee*.................................... 129

Disqualification, added to
780 <»thcr punishment.................. 131

Of or by Municipal Council
lors......................................... 132

070 1,1 -Iuries and Witnesses, (See
' Embracery)............................  144

Frauds and Breaches of trust
by public officers................. 131

Corruptly taking reward to
508 recover stolen property......... 148

Selling or buying, or giving, 
or receiving any reward or 
profit for offices or ap
pointments............................ 133

Life disqualification from hold- 
772 ing office added to other

punishment........................... 133
I

208

810
810
810
810

810

810

COSTS
Against prosecutor in Libel

( use........................................ 899
In summary appeals............... 939
In summary matters........ 920, 931
May Im- awarded against a 

defendant convicted of any
indictable offence.......... ... 898

May be regulated by rules of
Court..................................... 033

Of actions against persons ad
ministering the criminal
law............................................1014

On conviction for an assault.. 900
On Trial of Juvenile Offen

ders........................................ 890
71
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Page.
COSTS

Security for....................... 710, 720
Tariff of Justices' fees.......... 027
Taxation of costs....................  IKK)

COUNSEL
(See Addresses of Counsel). 

........................................ 794-750

COUNSELLING
Or soliciting an offence......... 56, 57

(See Partir* to offence*.)
(See Attempt.)

COUNT
Meaning of the expression__ 2

COUNTS
Certain averments not to vi

tiate....................................... 752
F'orm and contents of............... 748
Joinder of................................. 757
May contain alternative aver

ments................ .. . ........  751
Particulars may l»e ordered. 752

COUNTERFEITING
Public seals................... 407
Seals of Courts. regi<t of

fices. etc............... .... 407
Stamps (imprcHHeil adhe-

*irr)...............   502
(See Coin.)

COUNTERFEIT MONEY
Advertizing............................... 531
Evidence as to......................... 820

(See Coin.)

COUNTERFEIT TOKEN
Of value.................................... 531

COUNTY
Definition of............................ 2, 0

(See Map inter ini A nr in
dict ion.)

COUNTY COURT —
In Ontario, — includes “ dis

trict court "........................... 1001

COURSE OF JUSTICE
Attempting to obstruct........ 144

(See Coemption.)

COURT
Definition of, in the Fugitive

< Wenders' Act.....................  1008
Rules of................................... 033

COURT OF APPEAL
Definition of............................. 2

(See Appeal).... 852-804. 933-939

COURTS out of Canada.—
Evidence relation to pro- 

proceedings in.........................1038

COVERING
(Sec Trade Mark*.)

COVERTURE
(See Compulsion.)
(Sec IIunhand ami wife.)

CREAMERIES.......................... 192

CREDIBILITY
(Sec Witnesses.)

CREDITOR
(See Frond* hp Debtors.)

CREEK
Stealing from a vessel, etc..

CRIMINAL CODE
Oasis uf and Statutory chan

ges in and amendments to.
(Sec Introduction.)

CRIMINAL INFORMATION
/.'•/• officio............................  330, 331
Not Ex officio.................... 330. 331
Plea to...................................... 000
Replication................................ 007

CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY
Protection from.................... 35. 30

(See Arrest.)
' See Civil responsihilitp.) 
kSee Justification.)

CRIMINATING ANSWERS
(See Incrimination Aus

tere*).............................. 1030
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CROPS
Setting lire to............................. 541

( See Armtn.)

CROWN BOOK 8.*,7. 858

CROWN CASE RESERVED
(See Case Reserved).. 853. 859
(See A pi teal.)

CRUEL ACT
(See Crueltp to Animals.)

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS . 558
Reasonable chastisement is

not cruelty...................... 55»
Keeping Cockpit............... 592

CULPABLE HOMICIDE 2*1

CUMULATIVE PUNISH
MENTS .......................................995

CURRENT COIN
(See Co/m.)

CURTILAGE
(See Burglary.)

CUSTOMS OFFICER
Is n public Officer...................... 9

CUSTOMS ACT 101 103

CUTTING
(See Wounding.)

CUTTING BOOMS 540

DAM OR FLOOD GATE
Injuring or destroying............. 547

DAMAGING
(See Mischief.)

DANGEROUS ACTS
Duty of persons doing............ 219

DANGEROUS EXPLOSIONS 99

DANGEROUS GOODS
(See R.r pi os ires.)

DANGEROUS THINGS
Duty of persons in charge of.. 219

lUi.i

DANGEROUS WEAPONS
(See Often si re Weapons, 

Anns, etc.)

DEAD BODIES
Indecently interfering with... 208

DEAF AND DUMB PERSONS
Arraignment of............ ........... 791
Defilement of.......... ............... 171

(See Carnal Knairleilge.)
(See I dials.)

DEATH
Acceleration of.............................. 233
Defacing or Injuring Regis

ter* of.......................................... 594
False Certificate of execution

of sentence of......................... 149
Forging Registers or Certif

icates of.................... 480, 504. 505
Following treatment of injury

indicted............................ ... 234
No one can consent to inflic

tion of death upon himself. 59 
Procuring, bv false evidence. 233 
Which might have been pre

vented........................................ 234
(Nee Capital Punishment.)
(See Homicide.)
( See Punishments.)

DEBENTURES
Forgery of............................ 487. 492

DECEASED
Contributory negligence of. 

no defence to manslaugli-

Deelarations and statements 
of. in artieulo mortis,... 714 

(See Dying Déclarai ions.)

DECEASED WITNESS
Deposition of. when admis

sible.............................................. g22

DECENT
(See liidccenl A els.)

DECLARATIONS
In lieu of oaths..............  1043, 1044
Of dying persons........................ 714

(See Dying Declarations.)
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Pauk.
DEED

Included in term “ Valuable
security ".................................. 7

Included in definition of “ Doc
ument of title ”..................... 3

DEEDS
Concealing.................................... 422
Forging.......................................... 487

DEFACED COIN
(See Coin.)

DEFACING
Current Coin#............................. 532
Or removing land-marks.........  554
Registers of births, baptisms, 

marriages, deaths or bur
ials.............................................. 504

DE FACTO LAW
Obedience to................................ 50

DEFAMATORY LIBEL
(See Libel)......................... 307

DEFECTS
Formal.

(Sec Indictment.)

DEFENCE
Of dwelling-house...................... 51
Of house or land, etc., against

trespassers................................ 52
Of moveables............................... 51

( See Self defence. )

DEFILING
Children under 14...............27U. 280

DEFILING WOMEN OR GIRLS
............................................... 109-171
(See Abduction.)
(See Carnal knowledge.)
(See Conspiracy to Defile.)
(See Indecent Assaults.)
(See Procuring.)
(See Prostitution.)
(See Rape.)
(See Seduction.)

DEFINITION OF —
Abortion....................................... 282
Accessory after the fact.......... 05

Page.
DEFINITION OF

Actual Breaking......................... 454
Adulteration........ 170, 177, 183-185
Affray............................................ 90
Allegiance..................................... 75
Ammunition................................  1019
“ Any Act ” or ” any other 

Act ”.......................................... 1
Arson............................................. 639
Assault......................................... 204
Attempt........................................ 70
Attorney General...................... 2
Banker........................................... 2
Bank note.................................... 473
Bawdy-House.............................. 193
Betting-liouse.............................. 197
Bigamy.......................................... 288
Blasphemous Libel................ 155. 150
British possession..........................1059
Bucket shop................................. 808
Burglary................................ 451, 452
Carnal knowledge.......................8, 273
Cattle............................................. 2
Challenge to the array............. 801
Challenges to the polls......  804-807
Clerk of the Pence..................... 808
Combinations in restraint of

trade.......................................... 888
Common Gaol.............  878, 891, 903
Common nuisance...................... 172
Conspiracy............................. 430, 431
Conspiracy to defraud........ 430-432
Conspiracy in restraint of

trade.. *..................................... 500
Constructive Breaking............. 458
Contused wound.................. 252, 258
Conviction.......................................1074
Copper coin................................. 524
Count.............................................4, 748
Counterfeit................................... 524
Counterfeiting............................. 525
Counterfeit token of value.... 537
County...........................................2, 903
Countv Attorney........................ 808
Court................ ............ 1009. 1008
Court of Appeal......................... 2
Covering (See Trade Marks). 507
Criminal information.............. 3, 330
Culpable homicide..................... 220
Current copper coin................. 524
Current gold or silver coin.. 524
Curtilage....................................... 452
Defamatory libel........................ 307
Delirium Tremens...................... 15
Delusions...................................... 15
Deodand...........................................1000
Deposition..................................... 1007
Disorderly houses................  193,-201
District..'.....................................2. 903
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DEFINITION OF
Page.

Document (in relation to of-
ticial information).. ......... 85

Document (in relation to for-
gory).........................

Document of title.........
Dwelling-house............... 452, 400
Embryo.......................... ........ 283
Embracery..................... .. . 144
Entrance.......................
Exchequer bill.............. ........ 473
Excusable homicide.. .
Explosive substance.. . ........ 3
Extradition arrangement........1074
Extradition crime.. .. ......... 1074
False Imprisonment.. .. ........ 209
False document...........
False pretence............... . 397, 398
False trade description. .. 500, 507

........ 283
Forcible entrv and detainer... 93
Foreign State............... ...... 1058

...... 1074
Fugitive. “ Fugitive criminal 1074
Gaming-House............... .. 194. 195
Goods, in relation to Trade

807
Hallucination................ ........ 16
Having possession.. .. ........ 3
Homicidal Mania......... .. .. 15
Homicide........................ ...... 223

159
Idiot ............................ ....... 14
Imbecile.......................
Incised Wound............ .. 252, 257
Indictment.................... .. . 4. 740
Insanity......................... ........ 14
Intoxicating liquor.. .. ........ 4
■lUilg............................... . 80S. 1075
Justice........................... .. . 4. 903
Justifiable homicide. .. ........ 228
Kidnapping...................
Kleptomania.................. . .. 10
Lacerated wound......... . 252, 258
Loaded arms............... ........ 4
Lottery........................ . .. 205. 200
Lunatics........................ ........ 15
Magistrate................... .. S78. 1007
Mail..............................
Manslaughter................ ........ 243
Military Law............... ......... 4
Miscarriage....................
Mischief........................
Model............................
Monomania.................... ........ 15
Municipality.............. ......... 5
Murder........................
Newspaper.................... ......... 5
Night............................ ......... 5

DEFINITION OF
Non-cul pable homicide............ 228
Offensive weapon..................... 5
Outlawry...............   1005
Ovum........................................ 283
Owner....................................... 5
Peace officer............................. 5
Perjury................................. 130, 137

Post-letter................................ 8
Post-letter bag......................... 8
Post-office................................. 8
Premature labor...................... 283
Prison........................................ 5
Prize fighting.. .. ........ 90
Property..............  0
Public officer............................ C
ruhlirtliing................................ 3U7
Piracy....................................... 123
Police Magistrate.................... 083
Rape. .. . fiTS
Riot............................................ 87-89
Robbery.................................... 435
Sedition............................. 115-121
Seditious conspiracy................ 115
Seditious libel.......................... 115
Seditious wonts........................ 115
Seduction.................................. 100
Self defence.............................. 229
Sketch....................................... 85
Superior Court of Criminal

Jurisdiction.......................... 0
Territorial Division.................7. 903
Testamentarv instrument........ 7
Theft........... .....................  344. 345
Trade Mark............................. 500
Treason...................................... 74-70
Trustee..................................... 7
I'nlnwful assembly................. 87
Vagrancy.................................. 209
Valuable security.................... 7
Warrant (in relation to ex

tradition ).............................  1074
Wreck....................................... 8
Writing.................................... 8

DEFRAUDING CREDITORS
lly assigning or concealing 

property or by destroying
or falsifying account books,
etc.......................................... 421

By receiving property so as
signed or concealed.............. 421

DELIRIUM TREMENS IS
(See Insanity.)

DELUSIONS............................. 15
(See Inxiniity.)
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DEMANDING DISCHARGE
With menace*.......................... 44(1

DEMOLISHING
( See It i of ou» lientnui ion. )

DEMURRER
( See Obftvtlon* In I ml hi -

DEODAND abolished................ I«NH»

DEPOSITIONS
Accused entitled to inspection

and copies of......................... 781»
In Extradition proceeding*.... 1081 
In proceeding* under the Fu

gitive Offender*' A et.. 1007. 1070 
Of |ier*ons almmd may lie 

taken under a eonimiwion.. 815
Of aick per won* may be read

in evidence at trial.............. 821
On preliminary examination

may lie read at trial........... 822
Of |ierson* dangerously ill 

may lie taken under com
mission.................................. 814

DESERTERS
Concealing or assisting...........  8,‘l
Enticing soldiers or sailors to

desert.................................... 83
Enticing .Militia or X. W. 

Mounted Policemen to de
sert........................................ 84

Persons suspected of being.
may lie arrested................... 072

Resisting arrest of............... 84. 072

DETAIN (See AM net Ion.)

Of accused, aftir preliminary
enquiry...................................... 719

Of Jury..................................... 845

DISCHARGE OF PRISONER
t nlawfully procuring............. 152

DISGUISE
(See Hurglary)................ 471

DISOBEDIENCE
To a statute............................. 134
To orders of Court.................. 134

DISORDERLY HOUSES
Defined..............................
Keeping..............................
Frequenting................ 201,
Obstructing Peace Officer

201, 210 
, 203, 210

... 202

DISQUALIFICATIONS
On convictions for certain of

fensa.................... 131, 133. 1005

DISTRICT
Defined...............................

DISTURBING
Religious W orship, etc.. . .... 157

DIVIDEND WARRANTS
Falsely making or issuing.... 505 

(See Hank.)

DIVINE WORSHIP
Disturbing................................ 157

DETAINER (Sis- Forcible En
try.)

DIES FOR COINING
l'nlawfully making, etc................... 529

DIRECTORS (See Hinly Corpo
rate)...............................  415. 416

(See Hank)....................417-419

DISCIPLINE
Of minora...............................53, 54
< >n ships................................... 55

DOCK
Stealing goods from a............  395

DOCUMENT..........................  85. 473

DOCUMENT OF TITLE
Define»' ................................ 2, 3

DOGS
Killing or Injuring.............. 553
Stealing..................................... 388

(See Animal8.)
( See Cruelty to Animals.)
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DRILLING ELECTION DOCUMENTS
I nlnuful................................ Iti, 1KI IV-1 mying. injuring. oblitiT»-

Vng, altering or erawing. 553, 554 
Shilling or unlawfully taking. 385

“°" ELECTIONS

DRIVING
Furious..

DROWNING
Murder, or Attempt to Mur

der. by..................................... . 249,
A mine (Nee Ulnrhirf). 5411

Fraud* at................................519-52.1
IN ruination at............................ 521

(See I tom in ion Meet loan 
Art.)

DRUGGING 199. 259

DRUGS
Administering. to pro 

abortion..........................

DRUNKENNESS
(See 1 lino II it y. )

. .. 20

DUEL 99

DUTY
To provide necessaries.. .. . 219-218
I if |m*i>oiis doing •rous

■ ni-   -I!*
< d persons in eliarge of dan

gerous things.......................... 219
To avoid omissions dangerous

to in.'. . m
Of persons making arrests.. .19
Of Sherilf in executing sen

tence of death.................992, 993

DOTY TO PROVIDE NECES
SARIES, Xegleet of. 220. 221

DWELLING-HOUSE
Defined.................................  452. 490

(See Hitrfilnrn).................... 451
( See Humkc loro kina)___ 49h

Defence of.................................... 51
Destroying or damaging.. . 549
Injuries to. by tenants............ 554
Stealing, by tenants or lod

gers. chattels or fixtures let
with............................................. 382

stealing in a........................... 893
Stealing things fixed in........... 189

DYING DECLARATIONS 714

ELECTION DAY,
Assault on.............*...................... 298

(Sis* .1 wirunihil .law/lilts.)

ELECTORS or ELISORS
(See t’huUenae of Jury.)

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS
Injuries to................................... 544

ELECTRIC LIGHT
Breach of contract to supply. 

.............................................  568, 569

EMBARGO
Breach of. excused by neces

sity.................   23

EMBEZZLEMENT 359

EMBRACERY
Definition of.......... ........................ 144
Corruption of juries.................... 144
•furor accepting any bribe__  144

EMPLOYERS AND WORK
MEN

(See Iiitiiiiiihition.)

EMPLOYERS
Criminal Liability of. for acts 

of employees.. '..................... 67 69

ENDANGERING LIFE
Of Wife, Child or Apprentice. 

.................................... 217. 221, 222

ENDANGERING LIFE
(Sis* Mixehirf.)

ENGLAND
(Wienies against the laws of. 9. 038

ENLISTMENT
(See llhfinl Kill influent.)

0
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f ' " Page. Page.
ENTICING EVIDENCE

Away child............................ 305
Soldiers or sailors to desert... 83
Militiamen and X. W. Mount

ed Policemen to desert.. .. 84

ENTRY
In Burglary........................452. 450

(See Forcible Fnlrit and
I hiu hier)...................... 03

(See Peaceable Entry)... 53

ESCAPES AND RESCUES

From custody or from pri-

Assisting escapes............150, 151
Punishment of escaped pris

oners.............................. 152, 153
1‘risen Breach.......................... 150
Being at large while under

sentence................................. 150’
Rescues..................................151. 152!

ESCHEAT
Abolished.................................. 1000

EVIDENCE
.If preliminary enquiry.. 700-718

Before Grand Jury.............. 780. 781
By comparison ol handwri-

t ing.......................................... 828
By reading depositions taken

at preliminary empiiry...... 822
Fabrication of.......................... 142
General Rules of................... 818. 810
For Court of Appeal................. 801
Vnder commission...............814. 815

EVIDENCE
In Cattle eases................. 834. 830
In eases of bigamy............ 280. 203
In eases of libel....................... 834
In extradition eases................  1081
In cases of fraudulent marks

on merchandise...................... 835
In eases relating to public

stores....................................... 835
In cases of polygamy................ 834
In eases under Fugitive Of

fenders Act...........................  1073
In summary matters. — of ex

emptions.................................. 010

EVIDENCE
Of accused's statement before 

the Justice.............................. 825

Of accused, or husband or
wife, competent..................... lv'33

Of Child (without oath). 817, 1043 
Of confession or admission.... 700
Of declarations of person rob

bed. etc., as part of the re»
ye»Ue....................................... 818

Of Dying declarations............. 714
Of an accomplice................  713, 819
Of Mute....................................  1037
Of sick witness, by reading 

deposition.............................. 821

EVIDENCE
t 'niMH-exa m ination................... 811)

As to previous statements
of witness.........................  820

As to statements of wit
ness la-fore Grand Jury.. 830

Extent of right of...... .... 819
I 'I tebnttal............................... 821

EVIDENCE
Of a place IM-ing a common

gaming house................  832. 83.1
Of attested instrument........... 827
Of capacity necessary when 

accused between 7 and 14.. 13
Of coin being counterfeit........ 820
Of conviction of a witness.... 827 
Of conviction or dismissal on 

summary triai of an indict
able offence........................... 888

Of former irrltten and verbal
contradictory statements. 829-8.11

Of former contradictory state
ments by party's own wit
ness. irlien hostile.................. 828

Of gaming in stocks.................  833
Of Imperial Acts, proclama

tions. judicial proceedings, 
official documents, public
IMioks. etc.............................. 1039

Of lost writing containing
false pretence.. .. ................ 413

Of Notarial Acts, in Quebec.. 1040 
Of one witness not sufficient, 

unless corroborated, in cer
tain eases. (See Corrobora
tion)........................................  810

Of other crimes committed
by accused.............................. 820

Of playing in a gaming Imu-c. 8.13
Of previous conviction............. 820
Of stealing ores nr minerals.. 8.14
Of stealing timber.................... 835
Of trial at which perjury was 

committed...................... .... 820
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EVIDENCE EXECUTOR
Page.

On proceedings for adverti
sing counterfeit money......

On trial for child murder......

)<. EVIDENCE ACT. The Canada.
(See the Imperial 1'riin

itial Evidence Art)....

(See Trustee).................. 7

EXHIBITING
Any indecent show, or inde-

10153 cent exhibition............... 102, 209
• ( See ( Ilmen v Matin'.)

1040 (Sv Vagrancy.)

EXAGGERATION OF QUA
LITY

(See False pretence*)... 400

EXAMINATION
Preliminary.........................  004 720

(See Evidence.)
(See Vf etc.)

EXAMINATIONS
Personation at Com|>etitive,

or Qualifying.......................  518

EXCAVATIONS
Leaving same unguarded...... 203

EXCESSIVE
Chastisement, or correction... 248

EXCESSIVE FORCE -
Criminal responsibility for 

using.....................................

EXCHEQUER BILL PAPER
Making, using, or having in

struments. etc., for making
imitations of..........................  500

Making, using, or having any 
imitations of.......................... 5001

EXCUSABLE HOMICIDE 228

EX-OFFICIO INFORMATION
(Sec ('liminal Informa-

EX-PARTE PROCEEDINGS
Publication of.........................  311

(See Libel.)

EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCE
Definition of............................. 3
< ausing dangerous explosions

b).......................
Causing, or attempting to 

cause bodily injuries, by. 200, 201 
Conspiring to cause any dan

gerous explosion by............. 99
Doing any act with intent to 

cause a dangerous explo
sion by.................................. 99

Destroying or damaging, any 
building, machinery, etc., by
any...................................  542, 543

Search warrant for................... 677
Seizure of................................. 077
l nluwfullv making, or having 

possession of any............ 99, 100

EXPOSING
The person.......................... 100. 101

(See Indecent Art*.)

EXPOSING FOR SALE
Obscene books, pictures, etc.. 179 
Things until for food................ 175

EXCUSE
(See Matter* of Justifica

tion and Ercusc.)

EXECUTION
Of erroneous sentence or pro

of a lawful process, sentence
or warrant...........................

Of sentence of death...............
Of a sentence or process is

sued without jurisdiction..

EXTORTION
; Jt.v defamatory libel............... 325
| By threats to accuse of crime.

........................................ 448-450
i (See It obiter a.) •

(See Threat*.)
"S EXTRACTS FROM REGIS- 
27 j TERS

W*2 Falsifying.................................  504

30 EXTRADITION................... 1074 98
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1'aok.
EXTRADITION TREATIES,

ETC.
List of.............................. 1099-1102

EXTRA-JUDICIAL OATHS 1048

EXTRA-TERRITORIAL
.IvRimiKTiox......................  297. 208

FABRICATING EVIDENCE .. 142 

FACTORS
Frauds bv................... 424

FAIR COMMENT ( See Libel) 310

FAIR CRITICISM
(See Libel).......... .... 317 318

FAIR DISCUSSION ( Set UM ) 314

FAIR REPORTS
Of proceeding* of Parliament, 

Court* of Justice, public
meeting*, etc......................311-318

FALSE ACCOUNTING
By (Mu IH
Bv oftieial*............................... 413

FALSE ACCUSATION
< onspiracy to bring................ 143

FALSE AFFIDAVITS.......  144», 141

FALSE CERTIFICATES
Uttering.................................... 304

FALSE DIVIDEND WAR
RANTS

l**tiing...................................... 303

FALSE DOCUMENT
Defined...................................... 473

FALSE IMPRISONMENT 280
(See KlthuippiHy.)

faLse LETTERS
Sending..................................... 498

FALSE NAME
Avknowledging instrument in. 310 

(See Forgery.)

Page.
FALSE NEWS

Spreading.................................. 122

FALSE PERSONATION
(See rriMOHUtloH )............ 318

FALSE PRETENCE -
By Conduct, wit limit word* 

...........................................  404-400
Definition of......................  397. 39.8
Distinguished front theft........ 398
Kssciitiuls of the offence of

obtaining by. .................... 399
(Hutuning property by............ 398
(Hitaining execution of valu-

iilile security, by.................  414
May lie through the medium

of a contract........................ 398
Proof of other false pretence*. 412
Remoteness of.......................... IR»
Secondary evidence of lost

writing containing.............. 413
The parting with the proper- 

ty obtained must lie in
duced by the........................ 408

FALSELY PRETENDING
To enclose money, etc., in a 

letter......................................  414

FALSE RECEIPTS
For goods.................................. 424

FALSELY REPRESENTING
(ioods a* I icing manufactured 

for Her Majesty, etc........... 513

FALSE SIGNALS
Exhibiting,

On or near a railway.........  -i43
To bring a ship or boat Hid 

« I anger................................ 545

FALSE STATEMENTS
(See Per fury).................. 142

By oflieials............................... 415
By promoters, directors, etc..

of Companies...................415. 41ti
By Public officer...................... 417

FALSE TELEGRAMS
Sending.....................................  40ft
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FALSE TICKETS
Obtaining passage on any car

riage. tramway, railway or 
vessel by......................... . 414. 415

FALSE TRADE DESCRIP
TION

< See Troth' Murk*.)

FALSIFYING
Or destroying Imoks with in

tent to defraud creditors... 421
Pedigrees...................................... 422
Registers, or extracts there

from........................................... 504 ;

FEAR
( See Frhihtni intj)............  283 j
t See steal inn in u direl- 

linfi-hou*e).................  308

FELO DE SE
(See NilIritlr)................ 255

FEMALE
Abduction of,............... ........... 300-303
Conspiracy to detile............ 171
Procuring defilement of... Dili. 170
Seduction of........................... 104

(See i'arnal knoirhihie. )
I Sço Abortion.)
(See Child Murder.)
(See Italie.)
(See hidereni \**auII.)

-FENCES
Damaging or destroying..... 554
Stealing.................................. 301

FENIAN BROTHERHOOD ... 81

FERTILIZERS ... 102

FIGHT
(See hud)..................... .. 00
(See Challcnue)............ 00
( See Prize Fhjht )........ .. 00-08

FINDING LOST THINGS
(See Theft.)

FINDING SURETIES 1008

FINDING THE INDICTMENT 3

FINES AND FORFEITURES
Appropriation of. application 

of. and recovery of........  088, 080

FIRE-ARMS
Pointing loaded or unloaded.

............................................ 108. 100
(See Ammunition.)
( See Ann*. )
(See Offensive irea/ion*. i

FIRST OFFENDERS
Conditional release of............. 1008

FISH
Destruction of. in private wa- 

( See li/ixler*. )

FIXTURES
Injuries to. by tenants...........  554
Stealing, by tenants, etc........ 382

FIXTURES IN BUILDINGS
Dr in any land, or any Square, 

etc.. stealing....................... 380

FLOUR AND GRAIN
Intimidation of dealers in... 572

FOOD
Selling tilings unlit for..........  175

(See Adulteration.)

FORCE
( (impulsion by........................... 22

FORCIBLE ABDUCTION
(See Abduction)........ 300. 301

FORCIBLY COMPELLING
Execution of documents.. . 444

FORCIBLY PREVENTING
Commission of crime................. 40

FORCIBLE ENTRY
Anil Detainer............................. 03

FOREIGN ENLISTMENT ACT. 1048 

FOREIGN SOVEREIGN
Libel on....................................... 121
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FOREIGNERS
Levying war..........................79, 80
Not entitled to jury de me-

dictate lingua'...................... 800
Trial of, — for offences in Ad

miralty jurisdiction............. 038

FOREMAN OF GRAND JURY
To swear the witnesses..........  780

FORFEITURE
Of cocks found in Cockpit.... 503 
Of gaming instruments, mo

nies, etc., found in gaming
house...................................... 083

Of engines, etc., under the In
land Revenue Act................. 105

Of falsely marked merchan
dise. (See Search warrant)
..................................513-515. 078

Of goods for non-payment of
Inland Revenue duty.........  105

Of goods unlawfully imported. 101 
Of ships under the Foreign

Enlistment Act.....................  1051
Of stills, under the Inland

Revenue Act.......................... 105
Of things seized under search

warrant........................... 677, 078
(See Customs Act)......... 101
(See Inland Revenue Act) 

...................................  103-100

FORGERY.................................. 474
By altering............................... 477
By drawing document with

out authority....................... 498
By use of fictitious name— 479 
Evidence of, by one witness,

must be corroborated.........  810
Instruments of......................... 500
Proof of............................... 489-490

FORGERY OF
Accountable receipts...............  494
An authority, or request for

money, etc...................... 488, 495
An acquittance, or a discharge

or voucher...................... 488, 495
Bank notes, bills of exchange,

Ctr...................................  487. 491
Bills of lading, etc.................  487
Bonds, deeds, debentures, etc. 492
Certificates, etc., of stock...... 487
Certificates of and extracts 

from registers.................  486. 505

Page.
FORGERY OF

Circulars, etc., in likeness of
notes....................................... 506

( ontracts................................... 488
Entries in Court books.......... 488
Entries in books relating to

public funds.......................... BOr.
Exchequer bills........................ 487
Government documents... 485, 486
Judicial documents.................  488
Marriage License..................... 488
Notarial Acts........................... 486
Powers of Attorney........... 487, 488
Proclamations........................... 498
Public Registers....................... 486
Railway and other tickets.... 489
Registers of births, etc........... 486
Registers of Title................... 486
Trade Marks............................ 508
Transfers............................ 486, 487
Using probate obtained by... 499
Warehouse Receipts, etc........ 487
Warrants for delivery of

goods...................................... 494
Warrants or orders for goods. 492 
Wills, Mr ............................. 486

FORGERIES
Uttering..................................... 496

FORMAL OBJECTIONS 752
(See Indictment).. .. 745-758

FORMER CONVICTION
Proof of..................................... 826

FORMS OF INDICTMENT '
For offences under Title II. 587,588 
For offences under Title 111.. 589
For offences under Title IV. 590-594 
For offences under Title V. 595-606 
For ices under Title VI. 007-632

FORMS
Under Part XLIY of the Crim

inal Code............................... 687
Under Part XLV..................... 727
Under Part XLV'1................... 760
Under Part XLV1II...............  783
Under Part LI......................... 851
Under Part LIV...................... 875
Under Part LV........................ 890
Under Part LVI...................... 897
Under Part LV111.................. 956
Under Part LEX......................* 988
Under Title VIII.................... 1010
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FORMS
Under the Adultérai toil Act.. 11)0 
Under the Canada Evidence

Act......................................... 1044
Under the Extradition Act. 1000-02 
Under the Ticket of Leave 

Acts.............................. 1001, 1002

FORNICATION
Conspiracy to induce a wo

man to commit.................... 171

FORTUNE TELLING
Pretending to lie skilled in.... 434

FRAUDS
By directors, etc................ 415, 410
By debtors................................ 421
In respect to registration of

titles.......................................... 422
U|m»i the Government............ 120

(Sec Hank.)
( See l’onspiracg to dr- 
( See F a)sc pretences. )

FRAUDULENT
Dealing with property refer

red to in false receipts, 
made under the Bank Act. 425 

Disposal of goods entrusted
to manufacture.................... 305

Hypothecation of real prop-

Marking of Merchandize.. 5015, 517 
( See Trade Marks.)

Personation........................ 518, 521
Sales of real property............ 422
Seizures of land....................... 423

FREEMASONS......................... 114

FRIGHTENING
( iiild, or sick person, to death. 233

FRUIT, IN GARDENS, ETC.
Destroying................................ 555
Stealing....................................... 391

FUGITIVE
(See Extradition)..............1074
(Sec the Fugitive Offen

ders Art)............  10(17, 1069
262

Paok.
GAMBLING

In Public Conveyance............  203

GAMING
In stocks, etc........................... 202
Living by (See Vagrancy)... 210

GAMING-HOUSE
(See Common Gaming- 

House.)

GAOL (See Frison)................... 5, ti
(See Common Gaol.)

GAS —
Criminal breach of contract to 

supply.............................  508, 509

GASPE —
Special provisions ns to..........  008

GENERAL ISSUE
Grounds of defence under.. .. 704

GIRLS
Abduction of.......................  300-303
Defilement of.. .. 100, 109, 170, 279 
Procuring defilement of. .. 109, 170 
Seduction of............................ 104

GOLD
Concealing.........................  308, 309
Fraudulent dealings with.. .. 423
Search warrant for.................. 080

(See Coin.)

GOODS
Document of title to. defined. 2
Destroying, when in process of

manufacture.........................  547
Entrusted to manufacture, —

fraudulent disposal of........ 395
Stealing, when in course of 

manufacture.........................  394
(See Fraudulent Marking 

of Merchandize).... 506, 507

GOVERNMENT —
Frauds upon............................. 129
Criminal breaches of contract 

with................................. 568, 509FURIOUS DRIVING
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1’AliE.

GRAIN —
False Receipt for...................... 424
Intimidation to prevent deal

ing in..................................... 572

GRAND JURY
Evidence before........................ 78(1
Objection* to............................ 778
Proceeding* before..............  774-781
.Sending bill before.................. 774
Reduction of number necessa

ry to find u true bill...... 777. 7IMI

GRIEVOUS BODILY HARM
Wounding, with intent to do. 257 
Inflicting................................... 24»

GUARDIAN
Delined...................................... 170
Defiling or seducing ward......  108
Duty to provide necessaries

for ward................................ 217
Procuring defilement of ward. 170

GUILTY AGENT 00. til

GUILTY KNOWLEDGE
III vow* iif/aiiiMt nvvirnx,

Uy proof of a previous con
viction................................ 840

III OtlllT CUHt'M. -
Rv proof of other ('riminal 

acts committed by ac
cused......................... 820. 821

GUN
(See OffniHlrc IYeainmx) 100-10ft 
( See Syriny Him*.)

GUNPOWDER
(See E-rylusirr xulixtainr.)

GYPSIES (See Vayvam-y)........ 210

HABEAS CORPUS
Ail SuhflcleMluiii............  950-952

HABEAS CORPUS
Ail TcMtlflciiiiiliiin, not neces

sary to bring up a prisoner 
as a witness. He may lie 
brought up by means of an 
Order of Court...................... 814

HALLUCINATIONS
(See Insanity.)

HANDWRITING
Coin|>a risen of........................ 828

HANGING
Capital punishment by........... 002

HARBOR BARS
Injuries to................................ 555

HARBORS
Injuries to................................. 547

HARD LABOR.....................  005. 000

HAVING IN POSSESSION
Defined....................................... 5

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
In Ontario............................... <;

HIGH SEAS
Offences on.......................... 538-541
Warrants for offences commit

ted on.................................... (172

HIGH TREASON
(See Tmimm.)

HIGHWAY
Robbery..................................... 455

( See Eobbiry. )

HOLES IN ICE
Leaving unguarded.................. 20.'!

HOLIDAYS
liiflinlr Sunday. New Year's 

Day. the Epiphany, (lood 
Friday, the Ascension, All 
Saints' Day. Conception 
Day. Easter Monday, Ash 
Wednesday. Christmas Day. 
the reigning Sovereign's 
Birthday. Dominion Day. 
Labor Day. any day ap
pointed for a general fast
or thanksgiving................... 10

Victoria Day.........................1002

HOMICIDAL MANIA
(See Insanity.)
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Panic.
HOMICIDE................................. m

Hy accelerating death............  233
Hy causing injury, the treat

ment of which results in
death.....................................  2:14

D.v causing preventible death. 234 
Culpable and non-culpahle. 220-228

Hrennalile,.......................... 228
■I nut iff able.......................... 228

Death must lie within a year 
and a day of the cause!... . 233

HONEY
Adulteration of........................ ir.-,

HOT HOUSE
(See Canner ratarien.)

HOUSE
Defence of................................. 51

(See hirelllny-hoiuir.)

HOUSE BREAKING
(Sec It inula ru.)

HOUSE OF ILL FAME
(See Ita icil y-lianne. )

HOUSEHOLDERS
Procuring or |iennitting de

filement of girls on their 
premises................................. 170

HUMAN REMAINS
Indecent Interference with__ 208

HUSBAND AND WIFE
Compulsion of wife...............  24, 25
Competent as witnesses for 

each other............................. 1033
May, when living apart, lie 

guilty of stealing from each 
other........................................ 300

Not to lie accessory after the 
fact, by the one receiving 
the other after commission 
of an offence........................ 05

Search warrant, for wife in 
house of ill-fame........... 170. 081

HUSBAND
Neglecting to provide wife 

with necessaries...................... 217

1135
Page.

Leaving holes in. unguarded.. 203

IDIOCY
(See humility.)

IDIOTS
Carnally knowing.................... 171

IGNORANCE OF THE LAW
No excuse................................25. 20

IGNORANCE OF FACT >0

ILLEGAL ENLISTMENT .... 104» 

ILLEGAL EXPEDITIONS 1050

ILLEGAL PRIZE 1052

ILLEGAL SHIPBUILDING 1052

ILL-FAME
House of (See Itairiluhanne.)

ILLICIT CONNECTION
With girl between 14 and 10.

.......................................... ... 280
With a ward, by guardian.... 10,s 
With a mill or factory, or 

shop girl under 21. bv mas-
et**............................! ......... 108

(Sec A hit net inn.)
(Sec Carnal knoirlnlye.)
( Sts1 lurent.)
(See Seduction.)

ILLICIT INTERCOURSE
Inveigling a female under 21 

to a house of ill-fame. etc., 
for the purpose of............... in»

IMBECILITY
(See Iiiho n it y.)

IMMIGRANTS
Cnlawfully landed in Canada, 

may In* arrested and return-
«1........................................... 1004

(See Alien Labor.)

IMMORAL BOOKS -
Posting...................................... 104
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IMPARL 702
(Sec Indictment.)

IMPEDING
Saving of shipwrecked person. 203

IMPERIAL PROCLAMATIONS
Proof of..................................... 1039

IMPERIAL STATUTES
Offences against....................... »
........ at. MS7

IMPOUNDING DOCUMENTS «41 

IMPORTING
Counterfeit Coin...................... 52V
Foreign Labor.......................... 1003

IMPRISONMENT............... 904, 995
(See Faine Imprisonment.)

INCEST.................................. 15V, 100

INCISED WOUNDS 252, 257

INCITING
Commission of an offence. 57, 58, 04
Indians, to riotous acts.........  99
To mutiny................................ 83

INCRIMINATING ANSWERS 1030

INDECENT ACTS..........180, 101

INDECENT ASSAULTS
On females................................ 200
On males...................................  267
Consent of child under 14, no

defence................................... 207
Evidence of child (without 

Ofttfc)............................. 817. 1043

INDECENT EXPOSURE 161

Page.
INDIANS —

Incitement of, — to riotous 
acts........................................ 1*9

INDIAN GRAVES
Stealing things deposited in.. 390

INDIAN WOMEN
Prostitution of.........................  171

INDICTMENT
Against Corporations.............. 772
Against public servants.........  750
Alternative averments in.. .. 751
Amendment of............ 700, 842-844
Certain objections not to vi-

( barging previous conviction. 700 
Copy of. - to be supplied to

accused..............   789
Defined...................................... 4
Forms of —

I mlcr Title II...............  587, 588
/ inter Title III............. 689, 5VO
I niter Title 71. . .........  590 594
I niter Title V.................. 595-000
/ niter Title Vi................. 007-032

Heading of..................  587, 747, 709

Of Libel................................. 753
of Perjury, etc.................... 754
of Pretending to send mo

ney by post........................ 755
Of yoHtnl offences................ 750
Of stealing by tenant.......... 757
Of stealing ores, ete............. 750
Of Treason......................  753, 792

Names of witnesses to lie en
dorsed on.............................. 780

Objections to........... .............. 760
Preferring................   774
Sufficiency of........................... 755
Special pleas to................... 763-767
Statement of venue in............ 747
Time to plead to...................... 768

Special provisions, as to
Nova Scotia.................. 807

Special provisions, as to 
Ontario...........................  806

INDECENT
Or obscene shows............. . 162, 209
Interference witli corpse. . . 208

IDENTIFICATION OF CRIM-
INALS ........................ 744

INDICTABLE OFFENCES
Attempt to commit................. 574
Accessories after the fact to.. 675 
Conspiring to commit............. 574

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS 645, 646
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INFAMOUS CRIME
(See Altomlnahle Crime.)

INFANT (Sec Child.)

INNOCENT AGENT
(See Parlien lu Off met».)

INNOCENT PARTNER

INFORMATION
Acquired by holding office, —

vonmiunicating..................... 80.
Official, — communicating.. . 85

(See Criminal Informa
tion.)

INFORMATION 
PLAINT .

AND COM-
........ titiO, (170. Ull

INJURIES
To buildings by tenant* or

by mortgagors......................
To cultivated root*, vegeta

ble*, etc................................
To election document*.. .. 553, 
To Electric Telegraphs, etc...
To fences, etc.....................  554,
To harbor bars........................
To harbor*................................
To land marks........................
To mines...................................
To package* in custody of

railways, etc.........................
To rafts, piers, booms, etc----
To register*..............................
To stamps........................... 502,
To trees, etc.............................
To things not otherwise pro

vided for...............................
(See AI inch le f.)

INJURING
Animals..................................... 553
Cattle......................................... 553
Health of child by abandon

ment or exposure................ 221
Health of apprentice by bodi

ly harm.................................  222
Health of wife by neglect to

provide necessaries..............  217
Marine signals.......................... 545
Persons, by explosives............ 200
Persons, by furious driving.. 202 
Persons, by negligence........... 202

INLAND REVENUE
Counterfeiting stamps of........ 502
Forfeitures, etc., for offences

against............................ 104, 100
(See Inland Retenue 

Art)........................... 103-100

INNUENDO (See Libel)........... 754

INQUEST
On execution of sentence of 

death..................................... 003

u ,'UIRY
vSee Preliminary Enquiry.)

INQUISITION
(Sec Coroner).................... 780

INSANITY
Different kinds of................... 14
Defence of................................. 10

Leya I 'list......................... lo
Med ira I Tent...................... 17

Of accused when,offence com
mitted........................ 10. 849, 850

On arraignment or trial of ac
cused  791, 840

Of |M*r*on imprisoned.......  850, 851
Proof of....................................... 800

INSANE PERSONS
Custody of................................ 851

INSPECTORS OF FOOD 178, 179
(Sec Adulteration.)

INSTRUMENTS
For procuring abortion..........  285
Housebreaking......................... 471
Of forgery................................. 500

INTENT
As the essence of a criminal

offence................................... 12
In burglary.............................. 400
In False Pretence*................... 411
In Forgery................................ 481

INTENT TO DEFRAUD
(See Conspiracy)............ 430

INTENT TO DEFRAUD CRE
DITORS

Assigning property, or falsify
ing or destroying books, 
with.......................................  421

72
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INTENTIONALLY
Endangering railway passen

ger*........................................ Ml

INTEREST
Of witness, no bar to compe

tency...................................... 1033

INTERFERING
With marine signa Ip.................. 545

INTERPRETATION OF 
TERMS

Generally................................... 1-8
In relation to Burglary.........  452
In relation to coinage offences 524 
In relation to conditional re

lease of first offenders........ 1009
In relation to forgery.. .. 478, 474 
In relation to official informa

tion........................................ 85
in relation to summary con

victions............................ 902, 903
In relation to Speedy Trial*., si is 
In relation to summary trials

of indictable offences..........  878
In relation to the Trial of lu- 

venile Offenders for indict
able Offences...................  891. 892

In relation to trade combina
tions....................................... 500

In the Adulteration Art... 170-178
In the Extradition Art........... 1074
In the Foreign Enlistment

Art...............................  1058, 1059
In the Fugitire Offender*

Art...............................  1007. 1008
In the Interpretation Act.. .. 9, 10 
In the / nteryretation Art 

Amendment Art.......................100]

INTERPRETER
Evidence through medium of 

an........................................... 704

INTIMIDATION
By picket ting, etc............ 570, 571
Of a Legislature...................... 82
To prevent dealing in wheat.

......................................... 572, 573
To prevent persons bidding

for public lands.................... 573
To prevent seamen from work- 

king........................................ 573

Page.
INTOXICATING LIQUORS

Conveying, — on board Im
perial ships.................... Ill, 112

Definition of............................. 4
Sale, etc., of, — near publie 

works.................................... Ill

INTRODUCTION......................  xcv
Basis of Code..............................xcv
Codification..................................XCV
Judicial objections to the ab

olition of the common law., cv 
The Criminal Code of Canada 

docs not repeal the Com
mon law................................  cvi

Statutory amendments........... cvi

IRREGULARITY
In procuring appearance of ac

cused before justice............. 095

JAMESON’S RAID......................1001

JEWS
Proof of marriage of................ 291

( See Hi go my.)

JOINDER
Of accessories after the fact 

and principal offenders.. .. 759
Of couills.................................. 757
Of défendu ills........................... 758

JOINT
And separate trial.................. 759

JOINT OWNERS
Concealment of gold or silver

by....................................  308, 309
Description of, in indictment. 755 
Theft by................................... 868

JUDGMENT
After verdict, not to lie ar

rested for formal defects... 848

JUDGES’ CHARGE
To Grand Jury....................... 778
To Petit Jury..........................  798

JUDGES AND COMMISSION
ERS

In extradition matters.. 1075, 1078
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JUDICIAL CORRUPTION
(Hee Corruption.)

JUDICIAL DOCUMENTS
Forgery of.. 48N

383Stealing..

JUDICIAL NOTICE
Of proclamations.................... 945

JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
Proof of....................................  1038

JURISDICTION
In cases of newspaper libels. 774
In summary matters........ 007. 90s
Magisterial........................... 003-000
Of General or (Quarter Ses

sions....................................... 030
<>f Superior Courts of Crim

inal Juridiction............ 030. 037
Over offences eommitted in

certain parts of Ontario...... 007
Over offences committed in a 

vehicle, etc., on a journey.. 003
Over offences committed on 

the boundary of two or 
more magisterial jurisdic
tions....................................... 003

Over offences committed in or 
upon any water, bridge, 
etc., between two or more 
magisterial jurisdictions.. . 003 

Over offences cominiteed in
<{aspe..................................... 008

Over offences committed east 
of Manitoba and Keewatin, 
and north of Ontario ami
(Quebec...................................

Over offenders found within
jurisdiction of a Court........

Over offences on the high seas 
(See Ablttlhi, Mixlonxini

Page.
JURY

Challenge to array of.............. 801
Challenges to the polls........... 805
( barge of Judge to.................. 708
/>#■ nml Mate Untune abol

ished......... ............................  800
lit’ rt'n tee innplvieiitlo abol

ished...................................... 84(1
Directions to stand aside.. 804. 805 
May be mixed, in Manitoba

and in Quebec............... 800. 801
Proceedings on Sunday..........  840
Retiring to consider verdict.. 845
Cnable to agree....................... 845
\eidict of. — not. to be im

peached for formal defects, 
etc.......................................... 848

JURY OF MATRONS
Abolished.................................. 349

JUSTICE
Adjudication by. in sum

mary matters......................  919
Kmjuiry by............................ ' 094
Disobedience to orders of.. 921. 922 
Duty of, — if rioters do not

‘*i*|**rse................................ 90
Offences committed out of

district of. ........................ «99
Kefusai to deliver weapon to. 109 

(See Maphttrate.)

JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE 228

JUSTIFICATION
Plea of, in libel ease..... 325-328

( See Molten of JiMIflca- 
lion or E.renne.)

JUVENILE OFFENDERS
Conditional release of, — on

lir.it mnviatiiui iaau iiuui

Reformatories for............ . 045, 040
Trial of. — for indictable of-JURORS

< orrupting
May have fire and refresh

ments....................................._8T_1
Not to separate, in capital

Qualifications of.

of. — for indictable of
...............................  891-897

\ oung persons under 10 must 
not be tried publicly nor be 
imprisoned with older per

\ tew by............................ ... 841 KEEWATIN
Absolute summary jurisdic

tion of Magistrate in,—over 
indictable offences in gen-

JURY
Addresses to.......................  795-798
Calling the panel of............ 803
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KEEWATIN
Provisions as to speedy trials

not applicable to.................  868
Trial of juvenile offenders in.. 81)7

KIDNAPPING.............................. 2U0

LEVYING WAR
Must be. against the Sove

reign. in order to be trea
son......................................... 80

Punishment for..................... 70, 80
(See For el y ii Fill lut nient.)

KILLING
By accident................... ..........
By influence on the mind.....
By false evidence....................
Unborn child...........................

(See Animill8.)
(See Cattle.)
(See Homicide.)
(See Manslaughter.)
(See Murder.)

KLEPTOMANIA
(Sec Insunitii.)

KNOWLEDGE
Of the law presumed..............

(See Carnal Knowledge.)

LAND
Defence of................................
Theft of things fixed to..........

LAND-MARKS
Injuries to................................

LARCENY
(See Theft.)

LEAVING HOLES
In ice, etc., unguarded.........

LESSEE OR LICENSEE
Of a gold or silver mine, — 

fraud by...............................
LETTER

Demanding money, etc., with
menaces.................................

Falsely pretending to send
money in..............................

Threatening to burn, etc........
(See Threats.)

LETTERS
Opening or keeping.................
Stealing.....................................

(See False Letters.)

LIBEL
228 Blasphemous.............................. Lid
238 Criminal Informations for...... 330
233 Costs, in cases of................81)8, 81)9
281 Defamatory...............................  307

Evidence in cases of............... 891)
Extortion by defamatory.. . 325
Fair discussion, fair comment,

and fair criticism..314-310
History of the law of........  116-121
( Ibscenc..................................... 162
Of a foreign sovereign............ 121
Plea of justification.. 325. 603, 768 
Procedure in in ses of. 753. 768. 774 

834. 840
Publication of a...................... 307

„r Publishing
<z,> liy answering enquiries.. .. 320

llg giring information....... 322
ga rte iiroeeedings... 311. 312

Fair reports................... 311. 313
621 In seeking remedy for

389 g tier a nee............................ 320
Faiiiameiitary payers.. 310, 311 
Froeeedings of Courts... 310. 311 
Proceedings of publie meet-

5i>4 lugs..................................... 313
I you imitation or chal

lenge................................... 308
Responsibility of newspaper

proprietors............................  323
Seditious................................... 115
Selling books containing defa-

‘20, matory matter...................... 324
Selling periodicals containing

defamatory matter................  323
j Truth, as a defence to defa-

423 j matory................................... 325
! Truth, no defence to a blas

phemous nor a seditious— 157

445 LIMITATIONS OF TIME

414
542

384
383

For commencing certain crim
inal prosecutions........... 585, 586

647. 649
For commencing prosecutions

in summary matters........... 907
For commencing actions 

against a justice for not 
making returns of convic
tions....................................... 954
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LIMITATIONS OF TIME
For commencing actions 

against persona administer
ing the criminal law.............. 1014

For commencing actions 
for forfeitures, etc., when
not otherwise limited.......... 900

( See Com m en venir n t o f 
prouvent ion ).................. 049

LIST
Of crimes extraditable between 

(Ireat Britain and the Uni
ted States.................... 1095, 1090

Of extradition treaties... 1099, 1100 
Of limitations of prosecutions. 

........................................ 585, 580

l'.v.i
MAILABLE MATTER

Defined...................................... 8
Stealing.............................. 383, 384
Wilfully destroying or dama

ging...............    «r»48

MAIM -
Wounding with intent to.... 251

MAIMING
Or attempting or threatening

to maim cattle.................... 553
Or attempting to maim by ex

plosives........................ .. 200
Or wounding public officer.... 25'J

LODGER OR TENANT
Theft by...................................  382

LORD’S DAY
(See Sunday.)

LOTTERIES.............................. 205

LUNACY
( See Inxiinitp.)

MACHINERY
Riotous demolition or destruc

tion of, or injuries to........... 01
Wilfully destroying or dama

ging................................. 547. 5501

MANSLAUGHTER
Defined.....................................
Verdict may be rendered for,

- on trial for murder.........
(See Homicide.)
(See Promeut ion.)
(See .N'elf-Defence.)

MANUFACTURING IMPLE
MENTS

Damaging.................................

MANUFACTURE
Damaging or destroying goods

in process of........................
Fraudulently disposing of

goods entrusted for............
Stealing goods in process of...

243

837

547

547

305
304

MAGISTERIAL JURISDIC
TION ...................................

MARINE SIGNALS
003 Interfering with.. .. 545

MAGISTRATE
Actions against...........................1014 j
Defined, — as to summary i

matters.................................. 878
Defined, - as to proceedings 

under Fugitive Offenders'
Act........................................  1007

Neglect of. — to suppress riot 134 
Reading Riot Act, and disper-

eing rioters......................... so, on
Suppression of riot by.......... 90

MARINE STORES
Offences respecting................. 420

(See Armn mid Xary.)
(See Public Storm.)

MARINES
Receiving Necessaries from... 420

MARKS ON PUBLIC STORES
........................................  420. 427

(See Trade Markn.)

MAIL
Defined...................................... 8
Receiving letter stolen from. 375
Stealing from the.................... 383
Stopping the, (See Robbery). 444

MARRIAGE
Illegal solemnization of.......... 300
Practising or entering into po

lygamous, spiritual or plu
ral.........................................  293
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MARRIAGE
Procuring ov aiding in procu

ring feigned or pretended... 208
Seduction, under promise of., lût»
Solemnization of. — without

lawful authority................... .‘100
(See A lui art ion.)
(See Hlf/ainy.)
(See Poli/panip.)

MARRIED WOMAN
Search warrant for, when 

inveigled into a house of ill-
fame. etc........................  170. 081,

(See Ihixbaml ami Wife.)

MASCULINE GENDER
.Meaning of............................... I)!

(See Worth.)

MASTER
Assault by, 

apprentie
— on servant or
under 16......... 222

Failing to provide necessaries. 220 
Right of. — to reasonably 

chastise apprentice............ 53. 54]

MASTERS
Criminal liability of. 

acts of their servants. 07

I’.VOK.
MATTERS OF JUSTIFICA

TION OR EXCUSE
Execution of erroneous sen

tence or process................... 28
Execution >f sentence or pro- 

ees* which is without juris
diction................................... 30

Force used in executing war
rant or process, or in arrest. 30 

Ignorance or mistake of fact.. 25
Ignorance of the law. — no

Insanity.................................... 14
Preventing breach of the

peace................................... m. 41
Preventing escape, etc., from

Prevention of certain offences 10
Prevention of insult............... 50
Protection of persons obeying

military superiors......... '..... 40
Self-defence against unprovo

ked assault and against pro
voked assault....................... 47

Suppression of riots................ 43-45
Surgical operations................. 55

MEANS OF PROCURING
Abortion.................................... *285

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
Killing by.............................55, 210

MATTERS OF JUSTIFICA
TION OR EXCUSE

Common law rules, with re
gard to.................................. 11

Children. —
I urn pari I h of. when under 7 12
I’d pari tp of. when between

7 and 14............................. 12, hi
Compulsion................................ 21-25
Arrest during flight................ 35
Arrests without warrant.(See

Irroif).. #
Arresting wrong person.......... 31
Assertion of right to house or

Defence of dwelling-house.......
Defence of moveable property
Defence of real property........
Discipline of minors................
Discipline on ships..................
Duty of persons arresting.......
Excess.......................................
Execution of lawful sentence, 

process or warrant..............

Surgical operations by..
To be appointed to examine 

convicted woman alleged to 
lie pregnant..................... 840. 847

MEETINGS
(See 1‘ablfr Mtrlimjx.)

MENACEJ
(See Th mi I m.)

MERCHANDIZE
Fraudulent Marking of  5(10, 507

METAL ORES
Stealing.................................... 302

•}'! MILITARY LAW
•»2

3

Defined.

MILITIA
Concealing deserters from. ... 
Enticing members of. to de

sert.........................................
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MILITIA
Purchasing or receiving reg

imental necessaries from 
members of........................... 420

MILK
Adulteration of........................ 183

MINES
Fraud by lessee or licensee of. 423 
Leaving unguarded openings

in........................................... 203
Mischief to.............................. 540

MINISTER OF JUSTICE
May Order a new trial..........  803

MINORS
Discipline of...........................53, 54

MISCARRIAGE
(See Abortion)................ 283

Advertizing drugs, etc., for 
procuring............................... 102

MISCHIEF —
Definition of " Wilfully”.. 538, 530 
jjy Attempting to injure or

poison cattle.............   553
By casting away or wrecking

a ship.............................•• •• 545
By destroying or damaging 

certain specified objects,
etc..................................... 540-552

By injuries to animals (not
cattle)................................... 553

By injuries to buildings, etc..
by tenants............................. 554

By * injuries to electric tel
egraphs. etc  544

By injuries to trees, vege
table productions, etc... 555, 550 

By injuries to landmarks.
fences, harbor bars....... 554. 555

By injuring any dam, pier,
slide, boom, raft, etc........... 540

By injuring election docu
ments.............................. 553, 554

By injuring packages in rail
way stations, etc................. 544

By interfering with marine
signals, etc............................ 545

By obstructing the construc
tion or use of a railway---- 543

By preventing the saving of 
wrecked vessel or wreck... 545

Paok.
MISCHIEF

On railways.................... ., .. 543
To mines................................... 540
To real or |>ersoual property 

not otherwise provided for.
........................................ 550, 557

(See Arson.)

MISCONDUCT
In respect to dead bodies... . 208 
Of officers, in executing writs 135

MISTAKE OF FACT 20

MONOMANIA
(See Insanity.)

MONTH
Meaning of.............................. 9

MORALITY
Offences against................. 150-171

MORTGAGE
Fraudulently making a......... 423

MORTGAGOR
Fraudulently concealing en

cumbrances........................... 422
W ilfullv demolishing building 

t«y the prejudice of mort- 
ff'igw..................................... 554

MOTION TO QUASH
Indictment.............................  775-780
Summary conviction...................044

MOTIVES
Of publisher, etc., of obscene

matter, irrelevant...................... 158

MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS
Corruption in.............................. 132

MUNICIPALITY
Defined...................................... 5

MURDER ....................... 234. 235
Accessories after the fact to. 254
Attempt to commit................. 249
Conspiracy to commit............ 254
Neglecting to obtain assist

ance in childbirth............... 255
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Page.
MURDER

On trial for murder, verdict 
may be given —

For concealing birth.. .. 838
For manslaughter............ 837

Punishment of........................... 249
(See Homicide)........... 223 228
(See Provocation)........... 237
(See Self-Defence).......... 229
(See Suicide)..................... 255

MUTE
Evidence of.............................. 1037
Standing mute....on arraign

ment......................................... 791

MUTINY
Inciting to................................ 83

MUTINY ACT —
Sentence under, may be impri- ; 

soninent.......................... 995, 096

NAVY
(Sec Army and Xary.)

NECESSARIES
Duty of head of family, etc.,

to provide............................... 217
Neglecting or omitting duty

to provide......................  220, 221
(See Regimental Xeces- 

Karlen.)

NECESSITY —
Compulsion by.............. j .. .. 23
Homicide by.............................. 229

NEW BRUNSWICK
“ ( ourt of Appeal ” in........... 2
“ Superior ( ourt of Criminal

Jurisdiction " in................... 6
Adultery in............................... 1U0

NEWLY DISCOVERED EV
IDENCE

As ground for New Trial... 855-857

NEWS
Spreading false......................... 122

NEWSPAPER
Definition of............................. 5

(See Libel.)
Advertizing reward in, — for 

return of stolen projierty... 148

NEW TRIAL
(See Appeal.)

NIGHT
Defined....................................... 6

(See Iturytary.)

NIPISSING
Provisions applicable to.. 934. 953

NOLLE PROSEQUI
(See Stay of Proceedings.)

NON - INDICTABLE OFFEN
CES

Tables of................. 127, 215, 330, 583

NEGLIGENTLY
Causing bodily injury............  202
Endangering railway passen

gers......................................... 202
lx-aving holes in ice, etc........ 203

NEGLIGENCE ■
Hy persons doing dangerous

acts........................................ 219
ity persons in charge of dan

gerous things........................ 219
Contributory, of person killed 247 

(See Furious Driring.)

NEGLECTING
To obtain assistance in child 

birth.......................................

NORTH-WEST MOUNTED 
POLICE

Persuading members of, to
desert..................................... 84

Concealing or aiding deser
ters from............................... 84

NORTH-WEST TERRITO
RIES

Court of Appeal, in................. 2
Limitation of time, for com

mencing proceedings in
summary matters, in........... 907

Provisions as to sjieedy trials
not applicable to................. 808

Sale or possession of arms in.
no, loio255
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NOTARIAL ACTS
Proof of...........................................1040
Forgery of.....................................  480

NOT GUILTY
Plea of. may In* entered for 

the defendant, when he 
refuses to plead........................ 701

NOTICE
Of an action against a .Ins-

live. .......................................  1014
Of indictment found against

a corporate IhxIv...................... 772
Of ap|M-al from a summary

conviction.......................... 035, 030
Of appeal to the Supreme

Court of Canada...................... 804
Of s|»eoial proof to la* given,—

In i-ases against receivers. 
...............  • ■ ....................  830, 840
Of copies of certain docu

ments, etc............................. 1040

NOVA SCOTIA

"Court of Appeal,"’ in............  2
" Superior Court of Crim

inal Jurisdiction,” in............ 0
Special provisions, as to........ 807

NOXIOUS DRUGS

(See Abortion.) 
(See Drugging.) 
(See Drugs.)

- Pao".
OATHS —

Administering without au
thority....................................... 143

Affirmation instead of,— may 
lie taken by a witness. 138,1042 

Affidavits for Insurance
claims...........................................1043

Extra judicial............................. 1043
Fa I se ( See Derju ry)................ 140
General Form of....................... 701
Other Forms of...................  702-704
Power to administer................ 1043
Solemn declaration......................1043
Vnlawful oaths.......................... 112

OBSCENE MATTER................ 102

OBSCENE PICTURES, Etc. .. 102

OBSCENE OR IMMORAL

Dost lug.................................. 104

OBEDIENCE
To dr, facto law......................... 50

OBSTRUCTING
Arrest of deserters.................... 84
Officer entering disorderly-

house......................................... 2
Officiating clergyman.............. 157
Public or Peace officer in exe

cution of duty........................ 130
Railway (See Mischief.)

(See Intimidation.)

OBTAINING

NUISANCE

Common, — defined................. 172
Public........................................178, ITS
Private................................... 172, 173
Common nuisances which are

criminal.............................  173, 174
Common nuisances which are

not criminal............................ 175
(See Adulteration.)
(See Hetting.)
(See Com mon Hawdy- 

Honse.)
(See Common Hetting- 

House.)
( See < tom mon (la m iny- 

Housr.)
(See (laming.)
(See Lotteries.)
(See Vagrancy.)

By false pretences.................... 397
(See False Pretences.)

OFFENCES affecting the Ad
ministration of Justice.— 

Corruption and Disobe
dience, —

Breach of trust by public of
ficers........................................... 131

Corruption of Judges, etc.. 128-129 
Corruption in municipal af-

132
Disobedience to a statute. 
Disobedience to girders of

134

134
Frauds upon Government.. 
Misconduct of officers en-

129

trusted with writs..........
Neglect of peace officers to

135

suppress riot...................... 134
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OFFENCES affecting, rtc.
Neglect to aid iieaee officers.. 135
Obstructing public or peace 

officer in executing his duty 130 
Selling offices, appointments,

etc................................................ 133
.1I intending ./iint hr,—

(See l’erfury.)
Advertizing reward for sto

len property......................... 148
Compounding penal actions 145 
Corruptly taking reward 

for return of stolen prop
erty......................................... 148

Corrupting witnesses or ju
rors......................................... 144

Signing false declaration of 
execution of death sen
tence....................................... no

H»vayen anil rescues,—
Assisting escapes............. 150, 151
Attempting to break prison 150 
Being at large while under

sentence................................. 150
Breaking prison..................... 150
Jfiscapes from custody and

from prison.........................  151
Punishment.............................. 152
Rescues............................   152
Unlawfully procuring pris

oner's discharge................... 152

OFFENCES AGAINST IMPE
RIAL STATUTES »

(See Abroad.)
(See Foreign Fill inf

luent Art.)
( See Foreign -hirindie- 

lion A tin.)

OFFENCES AGAINST MAR
RIAGE

(See Adultery).. 171, 159, 100
(See Hignmy)................... 288
(See Marriage).......... 208, 300
( See Polygamy)................ 290
(See Haye).......................... 273

OFFENCES AGAINST MO
RALITY

Attempt to <4pumit sodomy.. 159
Buggery and sodomy............... 159

(See Defilement). 109, 170, 171
(See lurent)........................ 159
(Bee / mil mit \i ts ).. . ISO
(See Obscene matter). .. 102
(See Obncenc picture»).. 102

OFFENCES AGAINST MO
RALITY

(See Procuring).. ... 109, 170 
( See P ro»t Hut Ion )... 171. 209
(See Rape)..........................S7S
( See Sell art ion ) ......... 104-108

OFFENCES AGAINST THE 
PERSON and Reputation 

Duly of parent», master», etc.
To provide necessaries... 210-218

Duty
Of persons doing dangerous

acts.............................................. 219
Of persons in charge of dan

gerous things...................... 219
To avoid omissions danger

ous to life............................. 220
< a using bodily harm to ap

prentices or servants........ 217
'Concealing birth........... ......... 250

Neglecting duty to provide
necessaries..................... 220. 221

Neglecting to obtain assist
ance in child birth............ 255
(See Abandoning child).. 221
( See . 1 Min t ion )........... 300-304
(See Abortion).................. 282
(See Itigamy)..................... 288
(Sec Anna ill I)..................... 204
(See Faine I m yr imm

inent)  209
(See Homicide)............ 218-228
( See Kidnayying ).............. 209
(See Libel).. ................ 307
(See Manslaughter)......... 243
( See Morder)..................... 234
( See Provocation )............  237
( See Haye )......................... 273
( See Seduction )................. 104
( See Wound lug)................ 267

OFFENCES AGAINST PUB
LIC CONVENIENCE

(See \ul»ance».)
(See Common Itettlng 

II on ne.)
( See Common Hairilti

ll on ne. )
(See Common (laming- 

llonse. )
( See (laming.)
( See (laming in Stockn.)
(See Lotteries.)
(See Search Warrant».)
(See Vagrancy.)

Misconduct in reflect to hu
man remains............................. 208
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OFFENCES AGAINST PUB
LIC ORDER

Conveying Intoxicating li
quors on hoard 11. M’s ves
sels, etc...............................111. 112

Sale, etc., of liquors near pub
lic works..................................... ill

Libels on Foreign sovereigns.. 121
spreading False News.............. 122

(See Com hi u h lent hilt (If/I-
eiul Information)............... h.»

(See Forcible Entra). .... 93
(See Firm'll)......................... 122
(See Itiols)............................. 87
(See Seditious Conspir-

mien, etc.)........................... ]i.-,
(See Treason)..........................74-H2

OFFENCES against RIGHTS 
OF PROPERTY

Alien Labor).. . .... 1003
...........

II a rillarp)........... 431 to:
Cheat i nil)........... 434

324 5.37
Conspiracp to dr

(See Conntcrfciliini)..
Cruel Ip lo Animals) 558
H.rtortion )........... 443 450
False Frctences ) 3»7 414

(See F ornery>.............. 471 505
(See . 413 420
(See House breakimi) 408
(See Intimidation).. 370 573
( Sis- Mischief)......... 538

Fersituation).. .. 518 521
Fuhlie Stores ).. . 420 -428

( See Iteeeirlnii).. 370 .175. 42»
( See It obitern)............ 435
(Sis- shop-Breakimi).. 40»
( See Theft).. .1.17-30»,. 370 -3»0
( See Trade Marks).. 500 517

OFFENSIVE WEAPON
Defined................................

OFFENSIVE WEAPONS

Page.
OFFENSIVE WEAPONS

Having weapons, when ar
rested.........................................  108

Having weapons, with intent
to injure any person............ 108

Lying in wait for persons 
c oming from public meeting 110 

Pointing any fire-arm (load
ed or unloaded) at any
one...................................................108

Possessing weapons near pub
lic works.................   in

Refusing to deliver offensive
weapons to Justice.............. 100

sale-, etc., of arms in \. W.T. 110
Selling pistol or air-gun to 

minor under 10 years old..
............................................. 107. 108

Smugglers carrying............  101-100
Exception a< to constables, 

et-., in discharge of duty.. 100 
(See Ammunition.)
(See Arum.)
(S,*e Armn ami Xarp.)
(See Assanlls on I hr

( See Ej"pi osier Substan
ces.)

(See Fire-Arms.)

OFFICE. APPOINTMENT. Etc.
Selling........................................... 1.1.1

OFFICERS
(See Feme Officer.)
(See Faillie Officer.)

Corruption of (See ('orrup-

OFFICIAL CORRUPTION
(See Corruption).. .. 128-130

OFFICIAL INFORMATION
Cnlnwfully communicating... 85
l nlawfully communicating it.

when acquired hv holding
office.. ..

Carrying a pistol, or air gun.. 
Carrying offensive weapons...
Carrying sheath knives............
Causing alarm, by openly car

rying................. ...........' ........
Coming armed within one

mile of public meeting.........
Having arms for purposes dan

gerous to • jieaee.........

Jjjjj OLEOMARGARINE Ill:l

11111 OFFICIATING CLERGYMAN

100 obstructing............................... 157

HO OMISSIONS
Dangerous to life. — duty to 

100 avoid................................... . 2205
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OMISSIONS PARDON
To provide necessaries...... 220, 221 Commutation of Sentence— 1007
To take charge of child Conditional release of first of-

amounts to abandoning it.. 221 fenders.........................  1008, 1000
Without lawful excuse, to Royal Prerogative.................. 1008

|ierfomi a legal duty, is l ndergoing sentence is equi-
culpahle homicide, if death valent to................................ 1008
result therefrom............ 221. 220 (Sec Ticket of Ltd re)..., 007

ONTARIO
“ County t 'ourt " in................ 1001
“Court of Appeal." in...........  2
“ Superior Court of Criminal

•lurisdietion," in................... 0
Summary trial of indictable

offences in............................. 882
(ieneral Commission of As

sizes in. to whom ad
dressed...................................  800

Other special provisions as to.

ORCHARD
( See f 'onxcrraloricH, gar

den», etc.)

ORDER
For change of \enue or place

of trial............................ 780, 787
For new trial, by Court of Ap

peal......................................... 802
For new trial, by Minister of

Justice.................................... 803
For surrender of extradited

fugitive........................ 1082. 1083
For return of fugitive, under 

the Fugitive Offenders’ Act 
...................................... 1070. 1071

P.IR0L EVIDENCE
(See Evidence.)

PARTICULARS may be ordered 752

P IRTIES TO OFFENCES
Are, 1. Principal», —.............. 50
.1 mi/, 2. Accessories after the

fact, —.............................. 05
i (See . I ceexsories after 

the fact.)
(See A Merit a ml Abet-

(See Montera.)
(See Herelcent.)

PARTNER
Theft by.................................... 308
Concealing gold, etc., got

from mining claim.............. 308
(See Innocent Partner.)

PEACE
( See S ii ret i ex for the

Peace).............................. 1003
(See Riot».)

PEACE OFFICER
OVERT ACTS

(See Treason.)

OWNER
Defined.......................................

OYSTERS
(Nee Theft.)

PACKAGES, Etc.
Sent by mail, stealing............
In custody of railway, — In

juries to................................

Ueftaed.................................... »
Arrests by, without warrant.

........... .................  33-40, 653, 054
Assaults on...............................  208
Neglect to aid.................... 134, 135

5 Obstruction of, — when dis
charging duty....................... 130

PENAL ACTION
Compounding............................ 145

334 PENITENTIARY
Included in term “prison’’... h 

544 Imprisonment in....................... 995

PARDON
By the Crown. 1000

PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE
(See Challenge.)
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PERJURY
Defined................................ 136. 137
Proof of.................................... 139

Corroboration needed.. .. 810 
Administering oaths without

authority............................... 143
( (inspiring to bring false ac

cusation................................. 143
Corrupting witnesses.............. 144
Extra-judicial oaths...................1043
Fabricating evidence............... 142
False affidavit, made out of

province where used........... 141
False oaths............................... 140
False statements.....................  150
•lodge may direct prosecution

•>f person committing.......... 140
Provisions as to indictments

for........................................... 734
Subornation of......................... 137

PERSON
Definition of............................ 5
Stealing from the....................  392

Pagk.
POCKET-PICKING

Attempt at. — when pocket 
empty.................................... 72

POISON —
Attempt to murder, by ad

ministering............... ... 249, 250
Procuring abortion, by means

of.............................’............. 282
( Sec Murder.)

POLITICAL OFFENDER
Not extraditable.......................1085

POLL BOOKS
(See Median dominent*.)

POLYGAMY
Punishment of.......................... 290
Mere cohabitation does not

amount to....................... 299, 300
Applies to Mormon ism............ 299
Proof of.....................................  300

PERSONATION
of any person living or dead, 

with intent to fraudulently
obtain any property......... \

At a competitive or qualify
ing examination...................

Of owner of stock, etc...........
Of voters, at elections.............

PIGEONS
Capable of being stolen.... 339, 
Killing with intent to steal...

PIRACY
By the law of nations...... 122,
Punishment of........................ 123,
Permitting pirates to capture

PLACE OF TRIAL
Change of............................ 780,

PLEA —

POOL SELLING
(See lief tiny <(• Pool xell- 

fny.)
518

518
519 
521

344
388

1231 
124

125

787

POSSESSION
Defined......................................3, 4

POSSESSING
1 ’lippings of current coin....... 532
Coining instruments........... .. 529
Counterfeit coins............... 532, 533
Drift timber, without consent

of owner................................ 390
House-breaking instruments. . 471 
Machinery or instruments for 

making preparations for for
ger)........................................  500

Necessaries of marines or de
serters..................................... 428

Dr making any dies or in
struments for counterfeit
ing stamps............................ 502

Trees, not lawfully obtained.. 391
" Public stores ” without law

ful authority......................... 428
Included in meaning of “ in

dictment ”..............................
In abatement, — abolished... 
Objections to indictment to be

made before..........................
Of Corporation.........................
Of justification (See Libel)... 
To Criminal Information.. 000,

4
790

701
772
708
007

POST-LETTER
Defined.......................................
Receiving stolen.......................
Stealing.....................................
Unlawfully opening, keeping, 

detaining, delaying or secre
ting............... '........................

8
375
383

384
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Faob.
POSTAL MATTER

Theft of............................... 383, 384
Ownership may la* laid in 

Post mauler General 760, 757

POST OFFICE
l)eline<l....................................... 8
Stealing any key adopted for 

tine by.................................... 384

POSTPONEMENT OF TRIAL
.......................................... 702, 703

POWER OF ATTORNEY
Forgery of...........................  487, 488
Theft by fraudulent von ver

sion of property held under. 305

PREGNANCY
Stages of..............   283, 284

PREGNANT WOMAN
Sentenced to death, proce

dure as to.......................  840, 847

PRELIMINARY ENQUIRY 004

PRESUMPTION
Of capacity in jieraons above

14 years old.......................... 13
Of compulsion of wife abolish

ed..........................................24, 25
Of sanity................................... 14

PRESUMPTIONS
(See I'iraimutantiul ev- 

Meurt)............................  230

PREVIOUS CONVICTION —
Saplings, trees, shrubs, etc.,

after................................... 300
Indictment in caws dairying. 700 
Procedure in cases charging.. 811
......I of................................... m
Proof of, against receiver.......  840
Punishments on convictions in 

cases charging, — when not 
otherwise fixed................  004, 005

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND -
" Court of Appeal," in............. 2
“ Superior Court of Criminal 

•luriedtotioH,'’ In. . . 6

PRINCIPALS
(See Purlieu lu offence*.)

PRISON
Defined...................................... 5

PRISONER
Araaignment of.................. 789, 017
May make admissions at trial 82U
Presence of. at trial.................  704
Presence of, at taking of ev

idence under a commission. 815
Removal of................................ 785
Right of, — to further partic

ulars of charge...................... 752
Summary trial of....... HtiO, 870, 008
Testimony of witnesses at 

preliminary enquiry to be

PRISONERS OF WAR
Assisting escape of.................. 150

PREVENTING
By force, the commission of

certain offences.................... 40
Preach of the peace............... 40, 41

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICA
TIONS

(See Libel)........................

PRIVY COUNCIL —
PREVIOUS CONVICTION -

Burglary, etc., after................. 471
Committing offence relating

to coin after.......................... 535
Committing theft, after.......... 307
Damaging —

Fences, etc., after........... 554, 555
Trees, etc., after.................... 555
Vegetable», etc., after... 655, 550

Stallini) —
Domestic animals, after...... 388

Appeal to, abolished...............

PRIZE
(See Illegal Prize.)

PRIZE-FIGHT
Defined.......................................
Attending or promoting.........
Challenge to fight a................
Engaging as principal in........

308

00
97
97
07
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PRIZE-FIGHT
Leaving C anada to engage in. 97 
Power* of sheriffs, etc., to sup

press, or prevent.................. 98
Where tin* light is not a prize 

ligin discharge, or fine... 97

PROCEDURE
Appeal.................. 88846.1. 9:13 939
Arraignment....................... 789
Certiorari............................  940
Compelling appearance of ac

cused la-fore the Justice.... 003
( orporatioM........................ 772
Costs, Pecuniary compensa

tion, — Restitution......  898
Fines and forfeitures......... 988
General provisions............. 033
Habeas eerpus.......................... 950
Indictments...................... 740-749
In particular eases............ 038
Jurisdiction.. . ................... 030
On appearance of accused... . 094
Preferring indictment........ 774
Removal of prisoners. — 

change of venue.. .. .... 785-787
Recognizances..................... 979
Special provisions.............. 805
Speedy trials of indictable of

fences................................ 868
Statement bj ;i Justice -.i

Case for review.............. . 940
Summary convictions........ 902
Summary trials of indictable

offences............................ 878
Trial, generally................. 793
Trial of juvenile offenders for 

indictable offences......... 891

PROCEEDINGS AFTER CON
VICTION

Actions against persons
ADMINISTERING CRIMINAL
LAW................................................ 1014

Articles ok tiie peace, and
teas. . . MM

I >IH ABILITIES.................................  1005
Punishments............................... 991

PROCLAMATION
Proof of.................................. .... 1037
Unlawfully printing................ 498
To lie read in case of Riot... 89 

(See It lots.)

PROCURING
Or counselling commission of

offence.................................... 50
Defilement of women or girls. 109

PROMISE OF MARRIAGE
Sed net ion by............................. lud

PROMISSORY NOTE —
Forgery of...........................  487, 491
Obtaining execution of, by 

false pretences...................... 414

PROOF ( See Hridcncc. )

PROPERTY
Delined......... .............. . .. .. 0
Defence of................................50-52
Restitution of.......................... 901

(See Offence* against 
Night* of Property.)

PROSTITUTE
Procuring a woman or girl to

become.................................... 109
Is a vagrant......... ................... 209

PROSTITUTION
Of unenfranchised Indian wo-

PROVINCIAL CRIMES 1034

PROVOCATION
Reducing murder to man-

slaughter............................... 2:;:
lly words, gestures, or acts. 48, 237

PUBLIC BENEFIT
Or public interest, — matters

ol 114
(See Libel.)

PUBLIC MEETINGS -
Coming armed near................. 110
Lying in wait for persons re

turning from......................... 110
Reports of................................. 313

PUBLIC OFFICER
Defined....................................... 6
Assault on................................ 208
Breach of trust by..............131, 132
Obstructing............................... 130

PUBLIC ORDER
(See Offences again*! Pub

lic Order.)
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PUBLIC PERFORMANCES
Are subject to fair criticism.. 

......................................... 317, 318

PUBLIC STORES
Unlawfully applying marks 

to. — or taking marks from 427 
Unlawfully having or selling. 428

QUESTIONS OF LAW
Reserve of.........................850, 940

QUI FACIT PER ALIUM FA- 
CIT PER SE..................... «I

QUI TAM ACTIONS
(See f'owipoundiny ratal 

Action*)........................ 145
PUBLIC WORKS

Carrying weapons near........... Ill
Sale, etc., of liquors near........ Ill

PUBLIC WORSHIP
Disturbing................................. 167

PUBLICATION
Of Libel..................................... 307
Of. or spreading false news.... 122 
Of obscene matter.................... 102

PURSE TRICK 350, 351

RAILWAY
Rreaeli of contract by............. 508
Endangering safety of persons

travelling on......................... 201
Forging tickets of..................  48!»
Mischief on.............................. 54'1
Obtaining passage on. by false

ticket, etc.............................. 411
, Obstructing construction or

Stealing on............................... 305
Stealing tickets, etc., of.........  380
Transportation of cattle, by.. 303

(See Theft.) RAPE

QUALIFICATIONS
Of (Irand Jurors, how object

ed to................................ 778, 770
Of ({rand or l’etit Jurors.. .. 7'.»0

QUARRIES
leaving unguarded openings ^

QUARTER SESSIONS
Jurisdiction of......................... 030

QUASH —
Motion to,—

Indictment........................ 775-780
Sum mar n conviction... 944. 945

QUAY
Or wharf. — stealing goods 

from....................................... 305

QUEBEC
“Court of Appeal,” in............ 2
“Superior Court of Criminal

Jurisdiction,” in................... V
Fraudulent seizures of land, in 423
Proof of Notarial Acts in.... 1040
Special provisions as to reco

gnizances in........................... 985

Definition of.............................
A husband may be guilty ot 

aiding in a rape, by another.
on his wife............................

Attempt to commit.................
Hoy under 14 incapable of 

committing but may lie
guilty of assisting at..........

Defiling children under 14......
Attempt..............................

Consent of child under 14 im
material.................................

Committed by means of drugs,
chloroform, etc.....................

(See Carnal knotrledye.)
( See llrnyyiny. )
( See Indecent Anna til Is.)

REAL PROPERTY
Defence of.................................

RECEIPTS
Forgery of................................
Warehousemen, etc., giving

RECEIVING
Or retaining anything ob

tained by indictable offence
Stolen post-letter, etc..............
After restoration of thing to 

owner, no offence.................

213

-, «
279

273

280

207

109

488

424

3,0

375
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RECEIVER
Evidence of any previous con

viction, within 5 years
past, may be given against. 840

Other provisions as to.............  839
The thief is a competent wit

ness «gainst receiver, hut 
ought to he corroborated.... 370 

Mav disprove guilt of alleged
thief 171

Principal offender cannot lie 
treated, at same time, as.... 371 

Husband may be receiver of
goods stolen by wife............ 372

Proof of knowledge of goods 
being stolen............................. 373

RECOGNIZANCES
Hrcacli of on remand.................. 03!»
On committal for trial, or on 

prosecutor binding himself
over.......................................... 721

Witness refusing to enter into 722 
In connection "itii speed)

trial.......................................... 874
In connection with summary

convictions............................. Ua2i
In connection with trials of

juvenile offenders................... »u3
To keep the peace....................  lUU.t|
General provisions as to.........  079

RECORD
Making up, on conviction

or ai quittai............................. 844
Forgery of................................... 4M
Stealing any part of.................  382

(See Judicial document*.)

RECORDER
Has powers of two justices... ü.,4 
May. in Montreal, or Quebec, 

preside over Court of Gen
eral or Quarter Sessions.. .. 03ti 

May preside at summary 
trials of indictable offences. 8«S 

May try juvenile offenders in 
Quebec...................................... 801

REFORMATORIES
Imprisonment in........................  991"

(See Prtam.)
In Halifax...............«46. 1030, loJl
In Manitoba.............................  IvJl
In Ontario......................... 645, lUv
In Prince Edward Island....... 64C

REGISTERS
Defacing or injuring............... 304
False entries in........................ 304

(See Forgerii.)

REGISTRATION
Of Cheese Factories and 

Creameries............................. ID-

RELIGION
( See Offences against Itcl -

REMAND
Hail on...................................... ODD
Hrcacli of recognizance on. ODD, 88S 
Not to exceed eight clear days ti!)!i 
Powers of........... tiUD, 888, 802, OlS

REPEAL of Acts.............  1015, 1017

REPLICATION (See Indict-

REPLY
Right of Attorney General, 

irr Counsel representing him
to........................................... 73'«

REPRIEVE................................ 092

REPUTATION
(See Offences against Per

son and Itcputation.)

(See Encages and Itescuc8.)

RESERVED CASE
(Sec Appeal.)

RESERVING
Questions of law.......  850, 946, 047

RES GESTAE
(See Evidence.)

RESTITUTION —
General provisions as io in 

cases of indictable offences. 001 
Un summary trial of indict

able offences......................... 888
On trial of juvenile offender. 895
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Page.
RESTRAINT OF TRADE —

Combinations in......................... 560

RETURNS
Of summary convictions.......... 053

REVENUE OFFICER
False statement by.................... 417
Obstructing.................................. 136
Assault upon................................ 208

(See Public Officer.)

REVENUE STAMPS
Counterfeiting.............................. 502

RING DROPPING................. 350, 351

RINGING
The changes.. .. ................  351.352

RIOT —
Definition of................................. 87
Magistrates, etc., justified in

using force to suppress........ 43
Neglect to suppress................... 134
Neglect to aid in suppressing. 134 
Powers and duties of all per

sons to try to suppress....... 43

RIOT ACT
Heading.......................................... 80
Opposing the reading of.......... 80
Continuing together, after the 

reading of................................. 00

RIOTERS
To be dispersed or apprehend

ed................................................. 00

RIOTOUS —
Destruction of, or damage to 

buildings or machinery.. .. 91

RIOTOUS ACTS
Inciting Indians to.................... 09

ROBBERY
Defined........................................... 435
Assault with intent to i;ol>— 435
By KioWt-s.................................... 443
Stopping the mail..................... 444

RULES OF COURT 033

SAILORS
Deceiving necessaries from.... 420 

(.See Allegiance.)
(See Army anil Xary.)
(See Anns.)
(See I ill im idol loll.)
(See Mutiny.)

SALE
Of Offices, etc.............................. 133
Of things unfit for human

food............................................ I7.~>
Fraudulent................................... 422

SANITY
Is presumed................................. 14

SEA
(See Abroad.)
(See High Seas.)

SEALS -
Forgery of. or counterfeiting. 407

SEAMEN
(See Su liars.)

SEARCH WARRANTS
In general..................................... 676
For deserters............................... 072
For gaming-houses, betting-

houses. lotteries...................... 682
For public stores........................ 680
For gold or silver from mining

claim........................................... 680
For lumber, etc., unlawfully

detained.................................... 681
For women or girls, in houses

of ill-fame................................. 681
For vagrants in any disorder

ly house, etc............................ 684
l nder the Animal Contagious

Diseases Act............................ 685
l nder the Fisheries Act......... 685
l nder the Fugitive Offenders’

VI......................................... 1071
l'nder the Harbor and Hiver

Police Act................................ 685
Under the North West Ter

ritories Act....................... 684, 685
Under the Seamen's Act........... 685
Under the Wrecks and Sal- 

vage Act................................... 685

SEDITIOUS
Conspiracies.................................. 115
Libels.............................................. lift
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Page. I’aoe.
SEDITIOUS SELLING OFFICES................. 133

Short history of sali- SENDING
tioUH Libel..................... 11(5 IniImi telegram*......... ...........

LiM* un foreign Sovereigns.. 121 Telegram or letter in false
Spreading false news, tending name......................................

to injure any public in
terest...................................... 122 SENTENCE

Inlawful oaths.................. 112. 113 ,r.\eeutmn of............................
SEDUCTION iH death...................................

40s

ids

17
002

1150 SERVANTS
Criminal liability of masters

for nets of............................. 07
11,4 Duty to provide necessaries 
(U8 for........................................... 21*
U4M lllusagv of.................................. 217

Neglect to provide for............. 220
Not guilty of theft by giving 

master's food to master's 
horses against master's or-

, , ders........................................  34.»
lw Thefts by................................... 37(1
IQg (Set* Embezzlement.)
I4S SETTING

Spring guns and mantraps... 2til

SHERIFF
...j. Duty of. in executing sen

ti in e . - death. .
Duty of. — in eases of Riot... SO
With regard to speedy trials

of indictable alienees..........  870
(See Jury.)

“SHALL"

Meaning of...............  0

12Ü SHIP

Meaning of...............................
Of, or illicit connection with 

a chaste girl between 14
and 111 years old.................

Limitation of prosecution, one

Of. nml illicit connection with 
chaste girl under 21, under
promise of marriage............

Limitation, one year......
Snbnciiucnt ninrrinyc n

good defence..................
Of. or illicit connection with 

a ward, by her guardian...
Limitation, one year......

Of. or illicit connection with 
a female employee ( under 
21) in a factory, mill, store, 
or workshop.- by her mas
ter, or by a male co-em-

S it huai tient inarrimjc a
flood defence..................

Of. and illicit connection with 
female passengers on vessels 
by the master or any officer 
or seaman, under promise of 
marriage, or by threats, sol
icitation, etc..........................

SuliMCiiucnt inner in ye a
flood defence..................

Proof of Unchastitv...............

SEIZURE
And confiscation of adultera

ted articles............................ 183 J
And detention of a ship un

der the Foreign Enlistment
Act...............................  1034, 1037

Fraudulent................................ 423
Stealing things under............. 3(13 i

SELF DEFENCE ■ 48. 4», 220
SELLING ADULTERATED

ARTICLES........................ ISO
Selling things unlit for good. 175;

Attempt to damage, by explo-

llisting away and destroying 543
Casting away with intent to

murder.......................... 240
Damaging or destroying, by

explosion....................... 547
Discipline on.................... 55
Meaning of. — in Foreign En-

II at ment Act...................1050
Preventing seamen, stevedo

res. etc., from working on..
........................................ 572, 573

Setting fire to...............  530
Seizure and detention of. 1054.1057
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.Page.
SHIP BUILDING

(See Illegal Ship build- 
ing.)

(See Cnseaicorthy ships.)

SHIPWRECKED PERSON
Defined...................................... G
Preventing the saving of.. .. 2G3

SHOOTING
At H. M's vessels.................... 258
At the Queen........................... 82
I’ointing a loaded or unloaded

lire arm at any one............ 108
With intent to maim, etc...... 257
With intent to murder.... 249, 253

SHOP BREAKING
(See Burglary.)

SIGNALS
Making or removing, with in

tent to cause danger to per
sons travelling on rail
ways................................ 201, 2G2

Or, to endanger property. 543 
Or. to bring ship into 

danger............................  545

SILVER COIN
Counterfeiting,.................... 525, 520

SILVERING COIN.............. 525, 526
(See Coin.)

SKIMMED MILK...................... 183
(See Adulteration.)

SMUGGLERS
Carrying offensive weapons... 101 

(See Offensive Weapons.)

SMUGGLING............................. 101

SODOMY
(See Abominable crime.)

SOLDIERS
Receiving Regimental neces

saries from............................ 429
(See Army and Navy.)

Page.
SOLICITING

Or advising, and counselling 
commission of an offence.. 5U, 57

Murder (See Murder)............ 254
(See Bar ties to offences.)

SOLICITOR GENERAL
Included in “ Attorney Gen-

SOVEREIGN
Of Foreign State, — Libel on. 121

SPEEDY TRIALS...................  8U4

SPREADING FALSE NEWS 122

SPRING GUNS, Etc.
Setting......................................  201

STAMPS
Counterfeiting.......................... 502

STATEMENT OF CASE
JJy justices, for review........... 040
By judge, of question reserved 

for opinion of court of ap
peal........................................  800

STATUTE
Disobedience to........................ 134

STATUTES
Are deemed to he public, un

less expressly declared to be
private................................... 10

(See Acts.)
(See Imperial Statutes.)

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS
By Attorney General................ 847

STAY OF EXECUTION
Of sentence of death on preg

nant woman........................... 840

STEALING
(See Theft.)

STEAMBOAT TICKET
Stealing..................................... 38Ü

STENOGRAPHY
Depositions may be taken by. 701
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STOCK
Page. Page.

SURETIES FOR THE PEACE
Personating owner of..............

STOLEN PROPERTY
Advertizing reward for return

"I.................................................................
Bringing into Canada.............
Corruptly taking reward for

helping recovery of.............
Compensation to bond fide

purchaser of.........................
Bestitution of...........................
Receiving..................................

51» Persons threatening personal 
harm may l»e ordered to 
give security to keep the 
peace.......... '...............  1003, 1004

148
397 SURGICAL OPERATIONS 55, 21»

148

»01
901
370

SURRENDER
Of fugitive. .. 1080, 1084-1080, 1088 

(See Kirtruilitiun.)

TALES...................................... 809

STRANGLING.................... 249, 25»
STUPEFYING............ 10». 235, 25»
SUBORNATION (See Perjury.) 
SUFFOCATING 24», 25»
SUICIDE

Aiding and abetting................ 255
M tempt to commit................. 255

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS 902

SUMMARY TRIALS of indict
able offences....................... 878

SUMMONS
Or warrant for appearance of

person accused.....................  (507
Service and proof of service of. 

................................. 07». 009 011

SUNDAY

(See Chillleiiyen In Jury.)

TELEGRAPHS
Telephones, lire alarms, elec

tric lights, etc., - - destroy
ing removing or damaging.. 544

TELEGRAMS
(See Fa I >"■ Telegram*.)

TENANTS IN COMMON
Theft by................................... 308

TENANTS
Injuries to leased premises by 554 
Theft of fixtures, etc., by...... 382

TENDER OF PAYMENT
On distress warrant................ 953

TERRITORIAL DIVISION
Defined...................................... 7

Inking verdict of .Jury on.... 810
Warrants may be executed on *575 TERRITORIAL LIMIT 

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE .. 157,158 Of Colonial Legislative power. 20,

SUPERIOR COURT of Crim
inal Jurisdiction —

Defined...................................... 0
Jurisdiction of...................  030, 037

SUPREME COURT
Appeal to.................................. 750

TERRITORIAL WATERS

TESTAMENTARY INSTRU
MENT

Defined.....................................
Using probate obtained by 

means of forgery of.............

039

49»

SUPPRESSION OF RIOT 

SURETIES FOR THE PEACE
Persons convicted may be fi

ned and bound over to keep 
the Peace..............................

M THEFT
Defined............................... 344, 345

Animal* and thing* capable
of being stolen............  339, 344

ltoynI Vnmmi**ionrr»' lie- 
1003 mark*............... '............... 337
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THEFT
By conversion.............................  358

(See Embezzlement)........ 35»
By means of a trick................. 340

I'M nr Trick................... 880, 352
Rlny Dropplny................... 351
Rlnyimj the Chamjes.. 351, o->2

Between husband and wife. . 3liO 
Bringing st<den property into

Canada....................................... 307
By agents and attorneys... 304-300
By co-owner................................ 308
By holder of power of attor

ney............................................. 30ii
By clerks and servants............ 370
By misappropriating proceeds

held under direction............. 300
By tenants or lodgers............... 382
By concealing or obliterating

documents................................ 390
By concealing gold, etc., to 

defraud mining partner. 308. 300
From Automatic Box.............. 352
Of animals.................................... 304
Of cattle (And see Cattle)... 380
Of documents of title................ 382
Of dogs, birds, etc.....................  388
Of election ocumenta.............. 385
Of fences, stiles and gates....... 301
Of goods delivered on hire— 353
Of goods tn any vessel, barge, 

or boat in any haven or
port, etc.................................... 395

Of goods from any dock,
wharf, or quay, etc................ 395

Of judicial or official docu
ments......................................... 383

Of lost things............................. 35tl
Of mislaid things....................... 357
Of ores of metals........................ 392
( )f oysters..................................... 388
Of packages sent by mail....... 384
Of postal matter.................. 383, 384
Of Pigeons.................................... 388
Of Plants, roots, etc................. 391
Of Railway, Tramway or

Steamboat Tickets................. 380
Of Testamentary instruments. 382
Of Things under seizure.......... 303
Of Things deposited in Indian

graves........................................ 390
Of Things fixed to buildings

or land, etc............................ 389
Of Timber found adrift............ 390

Evidence................................ 835
"i m*..................... ut, no
Of goods entrusted to manu

facture....................................... 395

THEFT
Or stealing by picklocks, etc. 394 
Or stealing from the person.. 392 
Or stealing in a dwelling-

house......................................... 393
Of, or stealing, in manufacto

ries, goods in process of ma
nufacture.................................. 394

Or stealing in or from any 
railway station or from any 
engine, tendt r, or vehicle on
any railway............................ 395

Of, or stealing wreck................. 395
Of things not otherwise prov

ided for...................................... 397
When value of property ex

ceeds $200, two years added
to imprisonment..................... 397

Public servants refusing to 
give up chattels, etc., law- 
lawfully demanded of them. 382 

Special provisions as to pun
ishment of juvenile offen
ders, — under 10................... 892

(And see Youthful Of
fenderS.)

Restitution of stolen property.
.................................... 888, 895, 901

(See Compensation.)

THREATS
Articles of the pence, on 

ground of fear of bodily in
jury caused by..........................1003

Compulsion by............................ 21
Extortion by.......................... 448-450
To burn, etc................................  542
To injure cattle......................... 553
To murder.................................... 254

THREATENING LETTERS 445

TRADE COMBINATIONS
(See Combinations in 

Restraint of Trade)... 500

TRADE MARKS
Defined........................................... 500
Falsely representing goods to 

be manufactured for Her
Majesty, etc............................ 513

Forgery of............................. 508, 509
False Trade Description.........  500
Meaning of “ Applying a

trade mark to goods ”......... 508
Selling goods falsely marked. 511 

Defence............ .................... 511
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TRADE MARKS
Selling bottles marked with 

trade mark without consent 
of owner, or removing or 
concealing marks on bottles 512 

Unlawful importation of fal
sely or unlawfully marked
goods..................................... 513

Forfeiture........................... 513
Defence of persons, innocent I y 

making instrument# for for
ging trade-marks................. 514

Defence where accused is a
servant................................... 514

Words or marks on watch
eases....................................... 507

Warranty of............................ 516

TRADE UNIONS 5tl4

TRANSPORTATION
Of cattle........................... SUS. 504

(See Cattle.)

TREASON
Defined................................... 74, 75
Assaults on the Queen............ 82
Conspiracy to intimidate a

Legislature............................ 82
History of the lanv of..........  75-7V
Levying War.................. 78, 78, so
Overt Ads of........................ jo
Punishment of......................... 75
Treasonable Conspiracy.. .... 70
Treasonable Offences............ 81. 82

( See Comniunicatiny Of
ficial Information.)

(See I lexer tern.)
(See Driltiny.)
(See Explosire Sab- 

xtaneex.)
(See Maliny.)
(See Offenxire Weapons.)
(See Piracy.)
(See Riots.)
(See Scditionx Conspir

acies.)

TREATIES
(See Extradition Treaties.)

TREES (See Theft.)
(See Mischief.)

TRESPASS
Defence of property against..

Page.
TRIAL

Generally............................  703-851
Of juvenile offenders.......... 801-807
Speedy.................................... 8(18-875
Summarily, — of Indictable

Offences............................ 878-800
Summarily, — of Summary

Offences............................ 002-033
(See A'nr Trial.)

TRUE BILL
(See (hand Jury.)

TRUST
Drench of, — by public officer

........................................ 131. 132
Criminal breach of.................. 415

TRUSTEE '■*"
Defined...................................... 7

TURNPIKE ROAD
Property of, may be laid in 

trustées of. without speci
fying names......................... 755

UNBORN CHILD
Killing....................................... 281

UNITED STATES
Extradition between Canada

and.. ......................  1004-1098
“ Extradition treaties with. 1090,1100

UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLIES .. 87

UNLAWFUL COMBINATIONS
(See Combinations in res
traint of trade.)

UNLAWFUL DRILLING....... 92, 03

UNLAWFUL OATHS.........112, 113

UNLAWFUL WOUNDING
(See Woundiny.)

UNNATURAL OFFENCE —
(See Abominable crime.)

UNSEAWORTHY SHIPS
501 Sending or taking to sea.. 203, 264
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UNWHOLESOME FOOD
(See Adulteration)... 170-100

USING
Counterfeit seals...................... 41)7
Probate obtained by forged 

will or by perjury............... 491)

UTTERING
Counterfeit coins................ 534-5:10

(See Coin.)
Forgeries. (See Foryerff)...... 490

VAGRANCY
Definition of........................  209-213
Punishment of......................... 210
Warrants to search disorderly 

houses, taverns, etc., for va
grants.................................... 084

VALUABLE SECURITY
Defined...................................... 7
Extorting by menaces or by 

threats..............................  448-451
Forcibly compelling execution

of...................................
Forgery of........................
Obliterating, destroying, 

eealing or cancelling.. ,

VERDICT
Jury unable to agree upon.... 845 
May be rendered on Sunday. 840 
Not" to be impeached for cer

tain omissions as to jurors.
........................................  848, 849

Of concealment of birth, on 
indictment for murder.. 838, 839

Of guilty - motion in arrest
of jmlgment on.................... 847

Of lesser offence included in
offence charged......... ............ 837

Of manslaughter, on trial for
murder................................... 837

When attempt charged, and
full offence proved............... 830

When full offence charged
and attempt only proved... 887

VESSEL (See Ship.)

VIADUCT
Destroying or damaging.. .. 540

VIEW
By jury...............................  ... 841

444
480 489 VINEGAR

* m ........... ...

VARI kNCES
Between averments and proof.

— Amendment of, at trial.
........................................  842. 843

Amendments of. in summary
in.!t l.i -.............................................. 01 I

VEGETABLE PRODUCTS
(See Theft.)
(See il inch iff.)

VENUE
Change of.................................  780

VERBAL EVIDENCE
Of lost writing containing 

false pretence........................ 413

VERDICT
Against weight of evidence

(See Acir trial)............. 854-802
Cures certain defects........ 848, 849
In lil>el cases............................ 840
Jury retiring to consider...... tw.»

VOTERS’ LIST
Destroying or injuring or 

making erasures in........ 553, 554
Stealing or unlawfully taking 

................................ " .... 385, 380

WAGERS
Keeping or employing any 

device or apparatus for re
cording............................  204, 205

(See Itrlliai/ anti Pool- 
xi'll lap.)

WAIVER
Of Benefit of Crown's pardon, 

by pleading general issue... 707

WAR
Levying (See Lrriiiiifi War.)
Prisoners of, (See Primmers 

of War.)

WARD
Seduction of, by guardian...... 108
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WAREHOUSE
Breaking and entering.

(See Burglary.)
Wilfully destroying or dama

ging packages in.................. 544

WIFE
(See Husband and Wife.)

WILD ANIMALS
(S4*e Animal*.)

WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS -
Giving or wilfully accepting or

using, — false............... ... 424
Making false statements in... 425

WARRANT
Arrests without..........  33. 052*050
Execution of.............  27, 30-32, 074
Endorsement of. . 075, 1000, 1072 
For arrest of a hailed offender

about to abscond................. 720
For apprehension of a witness 090 
May be executed on u Sunday

or statutory holiday............ 075,
Misconduct of officer in ex

eeution of.............................  135
Not to be signed in blank.... 074
Of commitment.......................  720
Of committal for extradition.

..................................... 10S2. 1083
Of deliverance........................... 720
To apprehend an accused iter-

son........................................... 074
To apprehend olVender for of

fence eommitted on the
high seas............................. 072

To apprehend, in extradition 
proceedings.................  1070. 1080

(See Hindi Warrants.)
( See H.rtraditiou.)
(See Fugitive Offenders'

Ad.)
(Sec Search Warrant*.)

WATCH CASE
Words or marks on.

(Sec Trade Mad,*.)

WATER —
Breach of contract to supply.

WEAPON
(Sec Offensive Wen yon*.)

WHARFINGER
Giving false warehouse re

ceipts..................................... 424
Making false statements in 

warehouse receipts.............. 425 !

WHIPPING
Punishment of......................... 997

WILFULLY
Meaning of................ .............. 539

WILL
Forgery of................. .............. 480
Stealing....................................  382
Using probate of forged...... 499

WITCHCRAFT
Pretending to exercise........ 434

WITHOUT COLOR OF RIGHT
(See Theft.)

WITNESSES
Cannot refuse to answer ques

tions because answers may
tend to criminate................ 1030

Compelling attendance of —
At yrdimimry enquiry.. 097
At Trial........... .............. 812

Competency of................ 1033, 1040
Corrupting, by threats or

bribes, etc..   144
Discrediting party's own wit

ness who is hostile................ 828
lu extradition cases.................. 1080
In summary matters................ 910
In trial of juvenile oll'cnders. 893 
Mav affirm, instead of swear

ing.........................  701, 702, 1042
May give evidence of compar

isons of disputed handwri
ting........................................ •»

May be cross-examined on
former statements.................  829

May la- examined under a 
commission.

When aiment from Can
ada................................... 815

It Am sick........................... 814
May oc suhpienaed from any

part of Canada....................... 813
I hi behalf of prisoner may be 

examined at preliminary
enquiry.................................... 710

Proof of contradictory state
ments by..........................   831

Proof of conviction of............ 827
Proof of former written state

ments by................................. 829
Refusing to he sworn, or to 

answer, may be committed 
for contempt........................... 098
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WITNESSES
Tnm|»ering with (See Comtp- 

tion)...................................... 144

WOMEN
Abduction of....................... 300-303

(See Rape.)
Defilement of....................... 100-171
Not punishable by whipping. 007

WOOLLEN GOODS
Stealing. — while in proceee 

of manufacture.................... 304
Fraudulently disposing of, — 

when entrusted for manu
facture................................... 30.')

WORDS

WRIT
Misconduct of officer in execu

ting........................................ 135
Stealing...................................... 383

WRIT OF ELECTION
Destroying or damaging.. 553, 554
Stealing..................................... 383

(See Flections.)
(See Flection Documents.)

WRITING
Defined................................... 8. 0
Alterations of (See Foraery). 477 
Included in expression “ dor

ment," in regard to forgery. 473 
Proof of. — by comparison... 828

WRONG
Provocation by.. . . 48, 237. 23s
Importing masculine gem 1er,

include females.................... 0
Seditious.................................... 115
Written and published may 

In- treasonable.................... 76, 77

Right and wrong test, in in
sanity....................................

(See insanity.)

WRONG PERSON
Arrest of...................................

14 1»

31

WORKMEN
Combinations of................. 564-866

Intimidation of.................... 676

WORKS OF ART
Criticism of.

(See Uhct.)
( See Lotteries. )
(See Obscene Matter.)

WOUND
Meaning of......... 251-232. 257, 238

WOUNDING
And robbing............................. 435
Or maiming any public officer

Unlawful................................... 258
With intent to maim............. 257
With intent to murder........... 241)

WRECK
Defined...................................... *
Stealing from.........  ............. 3115
Unlawfully dealing with........ 425

WRECKING or
Attempting to wreck..............

(See Rb IpKreeked Per
son.)

YARN
Hempen or cotton,— theft of, 

while in process of manu
facture.................................... 394

YEAR AND A DAY —
Death must Ik* within,— so as 

to render a person respons
ible for homicide.................  288

YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS
Under 16, must not be tried 

publicly, nor be imprisoned 
with older persons............... 643

(See Juvenile Offenders.)
(See Industrial Reboots.)
(See Reformatories.)

YOUNG CHILD
(See Capacity.)
(See Abandoning.)
(See Child.)
(See Consent.y

Evidence of, — without oath. 
.......................................817, 1043

Proof of age of...........................  10*>

YUKON TERRITORY
Court of Appeal in.. .............. 1067
Police Magistrates in..............  1066



ERRATA

043
lo:>

l'age 18, Note (4)
“ 33, Note ( 112 j
“ 59, Note (10a)

“ 80, Line 25
“ 89, Note (7)
“ HT, Note so
“ 160, Note (34)
“ 107, Line 39.
“ 207, Line 24,
•• ni Note 15)
•• SOI,Note IV ,

“ 327, Line 40,
14 401, Note (22)

Head " Offord ” instead <if •* Oxford.”
Rend •• 24 Q. B. D.357” instead of “ 24 Q. B. D. 157.” 
Head “ 3 Can. Cr. Cas. 472 ” instead of " 3 Com. Cr. 

Cas. 472.”
Head “ c. 140, ” instead of “ e. 140.”
Read “ 5 C. F. 164 ” instead of “ 5 C. & R. 140.” ’ 
Head " Windhill ” instead of “ Windmill.”
Read “ S. v. Ingle ” instead of “ R. v. Ingle."
Head “ provision ” instead of " prevision.”
Head “ 199 ante ” instead of " ante.”
Read “ 10 Moo. 03 ” instead of “ 10 Mod. 63.”
Head •• 88 LJ. <:. P. v" Intend of* 81L .1. C. F.

Head “ 034 ” instead of “ 834.”
Read ” 1 Den. C. C. 569 ” instead of 11 1 Den. C. C. 

539.”
“ 401, Note ( 22) Read “ 20 C. L. T. 185 ” instead of " 28 C. L T. 185.”
“ 433, Top of, Read " See. 394 ” instead of “ Sec. 294."
“ 448, Note (09) Read " 14 U. C. Q. B. 569 ” instead of “ U. C. Q. B.

“ 625, Line 10 
“ 709, Note (67) 
“ 772, Line 11,
“ 770, Note (8)

“ 824, Note (128)

“ 910, Line 19,
“ 912, Note (47)

“ 931, Line 21,
“ 943, Line 23,

Road “ the Crown ” instead of “ the Ceown.”
Head ”18 Cox C. C. 71/ ” instead of ” 18 Cox C. C.” 
Read “ a dismissal ” instead of” admissal."
Read ” 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 523 ” instead of " 2 Can. Cr. 

Cas., 00."
Head “ 14 Cox C. C. 326 ” instead of " 44 Cox C. C. 

326.”
Read “ case ” instead of " cases.”
Read M [1892] 1 Q. B 565,600, ” instead of " [1892] 

565,000.”
Read 11 issue ” instead of “ issued.”
Head “ Findings” instead of"Finding.”

1007
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